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Iowa 373
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Maine 436
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Fairs, Horse Racing at 194, 312
Bide Shows at 548
Vermont, an old 563

Industries, Varied 318
Labor 487
Papers, Influence of ... . 513
Premiums 493
Rhymes 486
Societies, Norfolk Co., Mass 208
Caledonia Co , Vt 183
Worcester Co., Mass. . . 571

Teachers and Editors ... 15
Alderney Herd Book 190
American Durhams in Punch . 32
Ancestors, Dainties of our . . . 483
Animals, Care of in Winter . . 167

Cooking Food for . \ . . . 19
to lead 140
Training for Work .... 495

Anonymous Communications . 439
Apple and Cherry Stocks ... 77

Crab 572
Crop 365
Fall Pippin 261
can be raised 532
four varieties in one .... 174
Pear shaped 511
Varieties 292
in Iowa 133
the Foundling 276
sweet and sour 86
Trees 276,292
Age for Planting .... 256
Banking 487
Borers 315
Culture, Manuring, &c., . 292
Grafting 268
Grafting and Soil for . 260, 268
Pruning, Time for . . 239, 543
Non-bearing 543

AprO, Thoughts suggested by . 157
has come 158

Aquariums 45
Architecture, Rural 407
Arsenic and Unguentum for Lice 90
Art and Science of Farming . . 552
Artichoke, Jerusalem 607
Ashes and Lime for Wheat . . 267

for Stock 341
Danger of Fire from .... 230

Asparagus 21^8

Astronomy and Agriculture . . 18
August, Garden in 354

Work for 349
Autumn, Preparation of Soil . 517

Ramble 28
Ayrshire Herd-book . ... 115, 190

Proportion of Sexes .... 244

BAG Holder and Tunnel . . 213
Baker, Thos., Farm Stock

232, 458
Bank, to grass a steep 343
Bark, Tanner's 22
Barn 38

Cellar, Sand in 159

Itch 93
Plan for 226
Tight and open . . 89, 174, 329
Warm 222

Bars and Gates 257
Barton, Vt., Farming in ... . 232
Bean, Castor 199

Culture of 266
Straw 77

for Sheep 160, 243
Onions, Carrots, Seed for . 260
mixing 193
Thousand to One 531

Beech for Hedges 42
Bees 365

and Fruit 115
and Honey Ill
Bumble 327
Hiving 332, 376
in Cellar, wintering .... 229
on Thistle Stalks ..... 388
Removing Wild . . . 271, 316
Transferring 340
Ventilation in Cellar ... 286
Wings of 499
Wintered in Cellar and out

.

286
Beet Sutar 310, 571

for Sugar 363
Belmont Eclipse 469
Berkshire Co. Premiums ... 35
Bermuda Grass 42
Biddy vs. Pork 293
Binders, Loading 140
Binding Machine 457
Bins and Boxes, to Measure . . 42
Bird Houses 193
Birds, Cruelty to 328
Blackberries 430, 435
Black-knot, Cause of 42
Bloody Water in Oxen .... 365
Blueberry 435
Blue-grass Land of Kentucky . 485
Blues, in the 74
Brahma Chickens for Market . 382
Boards vs. Hay 222
Bones, Dissolving 237
Book-shelves 574
Books, Agricultural, &c. . . . 415

American Stud Book . . . 465
Elements of Agriculture,
Waring 372

Fish Culture, American . . 495
Devon Herd Book 44
Horse Portraiture 94
How Crops Grow 625
607 Mechanical Movements • 372
on Scientific Farming ... 75
Tim Bunker Papers .... 548

Borax, Virtues of 540
Borer, Tomatoes for 329

Bots, do they kill Horses . . . 374
and Worms in Horses . . 330

Box Hedges, trimming .... 437
Boys, a Word to 354

on the Farm 620
why hate Farming 260

Brown, Letter from Mr 357
Brussels Sprouts .... 39, 41, 2S4
Brains in Farming 545
Brush, Time to Cut 42
Buckwheat for Dyeing 571
Bugs, Hogs Destroy 554
Bumblebees, Wintering of . . . 390
Butter, see Dairy.
Buttonwood Tree 353

CABBAGE 299
Keeping in Wintir .... 555
Louse 473

Cacti, Giant 352
Canada, Improved Stock in . . 178

Cattle and Feeding in ... . 563
Cancer inaCow'sEye . . . 435,511
Canning Fruit 16
Canker Worms 312

in Michigan.' 380
Capital and Labor 169
Carriage, Repairing a 241
Carrots 28

Onions, Beans, Seed for . . 260
Caterpillars, Fall 435
Cattle, American, Health of . . 369

Ayrshire 427
Breeding, efi"ects of First
Cross 162

Calf, wild 258
Calves, fatal Disease .... 223
Deacons 474
Raising 147
Choked 670

Cooking Food for 19, 48, 160, 366
Cow, a Blind 512
Abortion in . . 124, 542, 556
a good 196
Amount of Milk per year 65
Bunch on 368
Cancer in Eye of. . 435, 611
Corn 313,328
Cough in 470, 558
Death of 449
Diarrhosa or Scours . 376, 385
doing well 365
Durham 392
Dutch 187
Feed for on little Land , . 224
Summer and Winter . • 174

Foot Rot in 378
Garget in 115,196, 286, 488, 510
or Caked Bag 666

Hereford for .... 664, 585
Holdfast on Jaw 225
Holding up Milk 474
Jersey 82
Milking before Calving . 244

See MilJc.
Native, Product of a . . . 90
Product, of . . 65, 90, 386, 421
Profit in Winter Ie9
Rape for Fodder 367
Red Water in 243, 325, 328, 382
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CtxtUc—Contimted,
Cows, Balling 341

Teals, Cure! for Sore ... 316
Training Vouni? 43
Tumor from Tliroat of . • 233
Uneasy in Stables ...» 370

Wheat Bran for 514

Devons 352. 505, 509

Herd Book I'JO, 463

Disease, Texan, .... 4S'2, 515

in Illinois 447, 46t5

Flax Seed for 518

Disease, Singular 331

Durliams, iimerican, in

Puneb 32
Dutch or Holstein 147, 161, 175

187, 429

Mr. Baker's, Barton, Vt. 232

Eflects of First Uroi^s . . . 1G;2

Fatted on early cut Uay . . 3i9

Feeding in Iowa 279

Free Martins 76

Hereford 454, 556

Heifers, Calving in June . , 319

a good 225, 386

a good Native 420

an extra 176

Twin 76

Horn off 26i)

Jamestown Breed . . . 171, 463

Jumping, Remedy for. . . 290

Kerry ... 467

Lice on 40, 55, 73 125, 128, 175

176,195,225,270,285, 421

onr Native 278

Ojc, a Sick . . 148, 161, 225, 245

Oxen, Dutch 187

Herefords for 565

Seleciion and Management
of 236

Number in U. 8 307

Poisoned by o'.A Wall Paper 387

Red or Bloody Water 161, 223, 225

Soanish or Texan 500

Shows 417

Salt in Fattening 333

Warts on 55, 91, 558

Celery 30

Cement Water Pipes 553

Chamberlain, Address of Gov. 566

Chapin'sCbeesf.Mrs 145

Cheese, see Dairy.
Chemical Terms 27.65

Cherries, Blighted, 418

Cherry and Apple Stocks ... 77

Leaf Poison . .419,470,487,529
Trees Blooming Early . . . 3-3

Chilblains, Linen for 78

Children, Training the 120

Troublesome 576

Cider, Sweet 515

to Keep Sweet 41, 45

Vinegar, to make 42

Clay Land, Drainage of .... 260

Superphosphate for .... 384

Clock Cleaning 125

Clover "23

andWhcat 265

and Summer Fallowing . . 415

ns Manure 454

Ploughing in 420

White, in Georgia- 84

Seed 333

Clubs, Farmers' 163

Cold, to Cure a 115, 3.^)5

Condition Powder 130

Contoocook, N. H 2S7

Corn 38

and Potatoes, Experimenu
with 142

Barn 132

Cultivation of 234

Cobs 39, 129, 148, 194. 196, 196
269, 285, 386, 486

Cobs Ground and Unground 138
Toll for Grinding .... 227

Crib, to Build 184

Crop of 123

Culllvation of 334

Dryine Green 439

Good Variety 175

Corn, Growth of 472
Fodder for Soiling . . . 313, 323
Harvester 5.50

KerneLs on one Ear .... 79
Large Crop 230
Marker 206
Price of in Illinois 124

Co'toa Cloth, Softening .... 574
Cottaire, a Large 460

Machinery in U. 8 387
Seed Meal for Hogs .... 385

Cow-Corn vs. Squash Vines and
Weeds i ... 368

Cranberry Culture 143, 629
in New Jersey 497
Meadow 416

Creeper, how to kill the .... 316
Crop Prospects 389

Cucumbers, Raising . . . . 299,326
Pickling 511
Culture, Improved 429

Curculio,GaKTar Water for. . 324
Offal on Trees for 313

Currant Worm. . 368,312,410,439

DAIRY, a Short-horn .... 177
House 479

In Virginia 178
Butter and Cheese . . . 230, 319

Loss of 399

St Albans, Vt 497
from Jersey Cow .... 82
in Ireland 78
Making 20, 557, S61

of Premium Ill
Philadelphia 430

Statement of Premium . 522
that will Keep 335

White Specks in 384, 417, 420
449, 471

Striped and Speckled . . 512
Working 467

Cheese and Butter . . 230, 319
Cost of 168
Exportation of 191

Factories ... 73, 92, 123, 164
Hoop, Iron for ..'... 514
Our 145
Process of Making .... 122
Sailing 328
Sheep's Milk for 208

Stock for 561

Dahli:'s, Degeneration of . . 164
Dainties of our Ancestors . . . 483
Dairying 143
Dairymen's American Ass. . . 137

December, G irden in . . . 34, 545

Devons, see Cattle,
Dictionaries 282

Dogs, Belcian 102

Dog vs. Sheep 515

DoUar,Easy way of Earning , 324

Domestic Economy.
Apples, Delicious Dish of . 639
Apple Snow 639

Beer, Corn 444
Bread 443
Emptyings 348

Bonnets, Paris Fashions . . 576

Buckwheats 491

C.ike, Citron .^ 444
Cocoa-nut 252

Fiuit 44t

Lemon 4:1

Nut 2j2

Sponge Cup 444

Rye 491, 574

Candy, Sugar 252

Chocolate 252
Molasses 252

Chowder, Fish 492

Clothes Making and Mending 104

Children's 200

Men's 56

Corn, green. Preserving . . 472
Cucumbers 492

Dimples 252
Domestic Economy 56, 150, 195

200, 245, 294, 299, 344, 3'j3, 441

490, 574

Domestic Economy, Receipts . 251
Training . . 35, 40, 74, 90, 120

Doughnuts 492
Dre.-^s in Relation to Figure 539
Furniture, Chemistry of . . f39
Fish Hash 574
Flowers 344
Annuals 347
Bulbs, Dutch 412
Climbing Vines.
Butter-Sweet 249
Canary Bird Flower . . 250
Cyprus Vine 250
Everlasting Pea .... 250
Climbing Fumitory . . 250
Hyacinth Bean .... 250
Maurandia . . . . • . 250
Morning Glory .... 2 .0

Nasturtium 250
Roses 250
Scypanthus 250
Sweet Pea 250
Scarlet Bean 250
Traveller's Joy or Vir-

gin's Bower 249
Trumpet Flower ... 249
Wistaria Sinensis . . . 250
Woodbine 250
Woodbine American . . 249

Geraniums 41
Herbaceous Perennials . 347
Lilies 46
Shrubs 346
Verbenas . ,. 347

Food, Children's 441
Gardening, by Women . . 245
Hair Washes . 640
Jam, Apple 53S
Kisses 252
Ladies' Horns 540
Marvels 251
Milk Toast 574
Pastry 491
Peaches, Sweet Spiced • . 53S

Pie, Elderberry 472
Lemon 444
Tomato 472

Pickle, Chow chow .... 539
Sweet 575

Pitcher,^ce 492
Potatoes, Drying Sweet . . 370
Pudding, Apple . . . 439, 575
Cottage 538
Railroad 444

Rusks 492
Snowballs 2.51

Squashes, Summer .... 472
Starch, Cold 444
Tomato 251
Preserving 533

Trifles 251
Wall Paper, Preserving from
Worms 343

Whims 251
Woman's Out-Door Work . 245
Wonders 251

Yeast 442, 638
Drainage of Clay Land 260
Draining, Theory of 80
Drain Pipes, Machines for Mak-

ing 420
Mole 191
Obstruction of a 322

Drilling in Graiu 422
Dutch Cattle, see Cattle.

EARTHQUAKES 53T
East vs. West 368

Education, Aid to Special ... 220
English Farming on rented Land 218
Evergreens for Shelter 73
Experience, Items of 329

Suggestions from 241
Experiments should bo Exact

.

282

Eye, to remove Dirt from . . . 191

FAIR, Agriculturnl, Indicted . 189
Fall Seeding of Land . ... 510

Family Economy 265
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Farm Cottage System 291
and Farming in Vt 518
in Middlesex Co., Mass. . 533

Help 23, 50, 52, 112
How to Pay for a 455
Laborers in Prussia .... 53
Large and' small at We-st . . 509

in France S'lT

Life in New England . . . 306
Mechanics 282
Paid for, Lost, and Trying
again 2S3

Paying for a . . 181, 198, 218, 243
Permanent Improvement . 302
Preserving Fertility of Up-

land 559
Produce in Market 502
Products in Orleans, Vt. . 519
Running Down 559
Sorry he Sold his 30
Why young Meu leave . . 271

Farmer, a contented 885
a Young 385
of ye olden Time . . . 146, 176
the New England .... 328
Soldier 140

Farmers and Railroads .... 391
Clubs 168

in Goodhue, Minn. . . . 185
Randolph, Vt 119,281

condition of 325
Experience 32S
Girls 342
old, Occupation for .... 520
Poverty and Ignorance of . 324
Shoe-grease 498
aons 100
and Daughters 569

story of Successful .... 128
what shall they sell ? . . . . 360
Wives 300, 326
and Mothers 268

Fairs, Immorality at 189
Fall PloughlDg . . 398, 438, 440, 518
Farming at Woods' Hole . . . 3S1

Art and Science of .... 552
Brains in bio
Books on Scientific .... 75
by a Mechanic 244
Co-operntive 311
Dissdtisfaction of Boys with 270
does it Pay ? 410
Future of 414
high 488
in Shirley, Mass 46
in Tampa Bay, Fla 535
Intellect and (Skill in . ... 633
Plea for 379
Practical and Scientific . . 580
Specialties in 318
Scientific and Experimental 327
Western 478
why Boys hate 260

February, Life in 61
Feeding Steers in Ky. ..... 237
Fence, portable 228

Posts, 46
Fencing, 197,281,351

Farmers' Talk on 257
Fermentation 65
Fertilizer, cheap 238

Hayward's 557, 558
home-made 45

Fickle, Joe 354
Fish Culture 673

Salmon and Shad breeding 74, 174
Fleeces, scoured by N. Y. So-

ciety 116
Florida, Farming in 635
Flowers in Winter 60
Flower Pots, Worms ui . . . . 252
Flowers, soil for 370, 527
Fodder, Cutting and Cooking . 195
Food 550

and its preparation . . . 441, 490
Preserving , , 370

Forest Trees, Planting .... 163
Preservation of . . 422, 424, 465
Value of 375

France, forests in 43
Frost, curious things about . . 86

Frost, Efi'ects of 541
Fruit, Assorting 53, 410

and VegetaDles, Patents on 558
at the S~outh 42
Canning 16
Failure of 4.54

Garden 317
House 35
Trees, Mulching .... 40, 43

Fungi or Smut 536
Furnaces, Check-valves for . . 78

GAMGEE, Prof. .... 370,387
Garden, a walk in 135
Drainage 132
Fruit 317
Flowers and Shrubs,—See
Domestic Economy.

for Farmers, &c 524
Hints 29, 379,458
in January 67
in February] 139
in July 304
in August 354
in September 402
in October 448
in November 497
in December 34, 545
List of Vegetables . . 139,298
Woman's, Plants for . . 294

Gardening, early 2.31

Gas Tar on Roofs 129
Gates and Bars 257
Educatiig Ladies for 570
Germany, Farming in 510
Geese 195, 243
Georgia, White Clover in . . . 84
Girls, Farmer's 342
Glacier of New Zealand .... 108
Gl.yctrine 547
Goat, Angora 97
Go.odrich, Chauncey B. . . 4' 9, 474
Goose Story 223

India 380
Gooseberries, Mildew 438
Grafting 269
Grain, how to Sow 287
Grapes, Cultivation of 248

Growing in New York-. . 266
Lands of Rhine, Price of . . 496
Prices in California .... 571
Rot 189
Soil of the Rhine 42
Vine, large 48, 128
Vines, uufruitful 30

Grapes falling too soon .... 280
in Georgia 35
Hazel-nuts on 471
when Ripe 496

Grass, Cutting in June .... 8-39

Land, Top-dressing .... 513
Time to Cut 38
Seed, new w.iy of Sowing . 266
per acre 129, 228

Grindstone, Care of 124
Grub or Dung Worm 487
Grumbling, Etfecta of 567

HAMS, Receipt for Curing . 41
Hands, Chapped 41, 78, 324, 431

Harvest, Time of, for Hay or
Grain 381

of the Sea 573
Hay, Early Cut 382

Early Cut and Poorly Cured 373
for Cows - 474
for each Animal 178
Good Crops 472, 531
Loader Patents 127
Making Chemistry of . . . 411
Meadow for Stock .... ISO

Salt and Lime for" .*
8o", 281, 366

Stack Struck by Lightning . 508
Stacking in tlie Field . . . 515
Tedders 4^9
Time and Mode of Making . 253

339, 842, 867
va.Corn 382

Hayward. Dodge 217
Fertilizer 557, 558

Hedge, Beech for 79
Hens, Account with 125

and Hen yards 125
Fever loi
Food for Sitting 816
How we keep our 184
Lard for Laying 286
Masa^ement of 129
Sitting 76

Herdssrass, Ripe 343
Herd Books 190

Book, Jersey 41
Highways, Construction and Re-
pair of . 273

Hints, Various 192
Hired Man's Opinion 190
Hoeing » . . . 405
Hogs aad Bugs 551

Chester White 232
Cotton S^ed Meal for ... 385
Cuitivnnon by 412
Fatting 229
Ringing 412
Sick 127, 487

Home and its Surroundings . . 135
Employment for Wonien . . 561
Make Pleasant 104
Market, Need of 588

Honey in Virginia 42
Mouldy in winter ..... 129

Hoop-poles 364
Hop Aphis, Piaster for .... 387

Vine, an Old 23
Hops, Cost of Growing .... 513

in Maine 534
in Wisconsin 563

Horse, Anasarca, o*- Swc-liing . 271
Book, Dr. Mayhew's .... 385
Hoe, Excelsiar 326
Rakes 368
Shoe Cushions, Elastic . , . 244

Horseman, ihe 219
Horses, Ashes and Soot for . . 841

at A«rici!ltural Fairs . 429, 432
Blanketing 76
Bleeding at Nose 512
Bots and Worms in 330, 374, 536
Care of 327
Cribbirg 79, 173, 268
Consternation . . . 219, 314, 294
Colts and Mares 70
Rubbing their Tails . . . 469
Stifled 92
Weaning 427
Stunted 229
Wounded 384

Dise.iees in 242
End of 359
Figaro, by Consternation 308, .315

for General Utility .... 324
Galled Shoulder 515
in Illinois 123
in Vernoont 172
Knees, Sprung . . 224, 225, 228
Manger 383
Norman 31
Paralyzed 228
Percherou Norman .... 892
"Orleans" 413

Racing at Fairs . . 191, 194, 419
i^ccidentsat 571
at Illinois state Fair . . . 183
at New York St.ate Sbows 549

Rheumatism in the • . 364, 537
Roots for lis
Rubbing, Cure for 343
Scratches on 54, 91, 129, 229, 383
Shoe Boil '.

. 386.
Pick Mare 529
Stifle, Cure for 176
Out 365

Shying 388
Trotting ia Michigan . . . 440
Teeth of 103
Warts oa 17, 129
White on 230
Worms in .... 173, 225, 229
Yellow Water in ..... 271

House, a Pleasant Country ... 21
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House
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Continued.
aSiilo Hill 117
Paper, Worms in 271

Hot Bed 281

ICE House "472
Under Milk Room 229

Incongruities, Seeming .... 433

Inilanimiition, Liveforever for . 84

Insects, Destroying by Hand . . 323

Illinois Ai,''l College . . 80, 230, 614

Old Times in 116

Racing at State Fair in. . . 183

Imported Stock for .... 431

Wool Growers' Associationj 498

Iowa Agricultural College ... 373

Apples in 133

Cattle Feeding in 279

Irish Moss 548

Irrigation and Flowage . . 144, 513

Ivy Poison 436

Bweet Fern for 451

JAMESTOWN Breed of Cattle 171

Japanese Maize 85

January, Garden in 67

Jerseys • 625

Alderney and Guernsey . . 93

Calf of an Imported Cow . . 94

Herd Book 41

Stock, Sales of . ...... 496

Young Heifer Calf 496

Jokes, Agricultural 537

June, Cutting Grass in 330

Haying in 253

Heifers Calving in 319

July, Garden in 304

Work for 301

KANSAS College 208

Kentucky Blue-grass Land 485
Feeding Steers in .... 237

Improved Sheep . . . . • 607

Kerosene and Oil 130

Economy of 555

Test of ExplosivenesB . . . 115

Kitchen Odors 461

LABOR, Agricultural .... 487

and Capital 134, 169

Question 190

Laborers wanted in Maine . . . 2^8

Lampblack 224

Land, Burning 195

Decrease in Value of South-
ern 230

too Much 535

Renovating Worn 2'.il

Sheltering 67

Lard, Candles, &c., in Cincinnati 549

Laurel Poisonine 90, 127, 148, 230, 245

Law of the Road 604

Lawton A., Farm of 46

Leaf, the 423

Leaves as Mulch 42

Letter from the Farm . . . 398, 204

Lice, see Cattle.
Lightning Rods, &c 408

Lime for Potatoes 2S1

on Hay 115

Lobelia, b^id KlTecU of 365

Locust, Seventeen Year .... 262

Loom, Self-aeUng Hand, Men-
denhall's 268

MANURE 29, 486
Application of 176, 188, 22S

254,242,255,269, 270

Bone, Flour of 272

Burnt 5S2

City, Waste of 3S I

Clover for 454
Commercial, do they Pay ? . 2S0

Dcupor Shallow? 100
Dltferent Kinds 215

Dodge Hay irard'a Theory of 91

Manure, Dressing for Wheat . . 226
Kxperiments with . . . 214, 283

Feeding Sheep lor 674
Fertilizer, an Excellent . . 210

Fish for 2<)9

for Fruit Trees 124

Harrowing in 126

Heaps, Large and Small 119, 170
244

Importance of 183

Magnesia 215

Management of. . . . 259,424
Mineral 126,170, 211

Muck with 634

Muck and Mineral 179
Nichols, Dr. on ... . 210, 214
Nitrate of Soda for ... . 214
Organic and Inorganic . . . 216

Plaster, Ashes and Hen . . 283

Ploughing and Harrowing in 229

Ploughing in ... . 65, 92, 100

Salt and Lime for 69

Salt in 322
Saving and Application of . 234
Soda for 215
Surface, Vote on, 286

Weight of 232
Machine, a Rolling and Planting 175

an old Heaping 388

a Vermont 114

Maine Agricultural College . . 402
Letter from 28, 534
Wheat in 153

Mangel Wurzel, German Culti-
vation of 227

Maple Sugar 159

Dark and Waxy IGl

on Sanborn Hill 471

Sap Spouts 194
Tapping and Spouts . 161, 193
Trees, Decay of 190
Plugging Bit Holes in . . 266
White, for Sugar, 363, 316, 386

Market, Farm Produce in . . . 502
Massachusetts Ag'l College 321, 478

Ag'l Appropriations, 1867, . 267
Bristol Co., Officers . . . . lil
Cheap Land in 235
Cheese Factories 164
Fruit House 35
Statistics 103
Steers 238

March, Thoughts for 109

May 206
Mayhew, Dr., Horse Book . . . 385
Meadows, Clearing 481
Meat, Curing 31

to Keep under Brine .... 118
Gamgee's Method of Pre-
serving 370

Meal, Cob and Corn 227
Melons, &c 298
Meteorology 186
Mice kept from Trees 630
Michigan Wool Buyers' Ass'n . 359

Milk, Bloody 470
Cans, Frencli 79
Dairies of London 614
for Butter, for Cheese and
the City 92

from Cows bitten by mad
Dog 2''5

Orange Co., N. Y 99

Producers' Association , 16, 63

Questions about 631

Raiding, Price, &c 69

Room 430, 472
Ice for 229

Shelves 422
Steelyards iicreasing . . . 200
to keep Dust from 614
Weight of a Gallon .... lit
Yield per Cow 65

Milkinif once a Diy 76
M.ichliii-H 36t)

Milkmen's Profits 127

Monkey Wrench 241
Mt)on, Influ'-ncoof the 642
Moore, Col. J. H., Farm of. . 39S
Mortgage on Farms .... 131, 198

Paid up the 2Vi

Mineral Manures 126
Ministers and the Garden . . . 624
Minnesota, Farmers' Club in
Goodhue 185

Mower, Clipper 283
Perry's 208
Wood's Gold Prize. ... 342

Muck hole, pumping Water from 420
Value of 633

Mules 130
Training of 31

Mutton, Leicester and Merino for 290
Sheep 309

Mysterious, Something .... 145.

NAILS, Heating 335
New England Farmer,
Compliments to 207

New England Poultry Club . . 68
New York, Attendiince of Fairs

in 549

Cost of Cheese in 168

Dutchess Co., Fair .... 189

Orange Co., Milk 99

State Ag'l !Hociety, income . 185

New Hampshire, Crops in Cen-
tral 130

Officers, Piscataqua River
Society 267

Wheat in 43
Nicotiana Macrophylla, Var. Gi-
gantea 45

North Carolina 352

Tea in 68
Western 71

Nortfi Easton Planting Co. . . 375

Nusc, Bleeding at the 575

November, Garden in 497

Nuts, time to plant 43

OATS, Catting Green .... 224
largo crop 80
Norway .... 73, 148, 531, 552

October, Garden in 448
Suggestions 445

Ohio, Peach raising iu 148
Stock in 513

Onions and Onion Seed .... 431
and Parsnips 38
as a Medicine 122
Carrots, Beans, seed for . . 26 >

Maggot, protection against 229
toperel 130

Orchard, a profitable 114
best way to raise 269
Exposure of 223
Filling Vacancies in . . . 227
from Seeds 194
How to make one Bear . , 543
on Wet Land, Underdraining 243
Ploughing 320, 340
Treatment of . . . 193, 263, 371
Young 21)7

Orleans Co., Vt., Farm Products 519
Orts, Management of 125
Osage Orange Ht'dges 497
Oxen, see Cattle,

Ox-bows, Iron 34S

PALE Disease in Sheep . . .133
Patents on Vegetables and

Fruits 668
Peach, Cultivation of 17

Curl, cure of 388
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THE NEW YEAR.
HE year of

our Lord,

1868, is

now open-

ing upon

us. We
have turn-

ed a new

page in the

history of

our lives.

What shall

be inscrib-

ed upon it?

Shall it be

written over like the copy books of the years

that have gone by, with the mottoes and pro-

verbs that have come down to us from past

generations,—the heir-looms that we have in-

herited from our fathers,—the stereotyped

maxims, the crystalized thoughts of other

times?

These embodied the wisdom that pervaded

the mind of humanity when the limits of knowl-

edge were much narrower than they are now

;

when the fields of science were undeveloped,

and the true principles of their cultivation

were unknown ; when superstition occupied

the place of living faith, resting on reason

and proof. Many of these maxims serve only

to fetter the mind and obstruct its progress in

the pathway of improvement. The present is

an age of progress. New light is breaking in

upon the human mind. Research and inves-

tigation are revealing new facts and new prin-

ciples. What Avas obscure and doubtful is

becoming clear and distinct. The empirical

practices and beliefs of the past, are giving

way to the teachings of science, and the

demonstrations of reason. The applications

of science and art are revolutionizing the

thoughts, the works, and the manners of men,

are opening new channels for commerce and

new fields for human industry, and subjecting

the forces of nature to the service of human-

ity. Daily calls are made upon the thinker,

the inventor, and the manufacturer, for new

means, new combinations, new applications of

science, and new implements of art.

The cultivator of the soil is called upon for

new materials, and better methods, and more

efficient instrumerits of culture, and this indi-

cates the necessity of a more thorough knowl-

edge of the nature and capacity of the soil,

and all the agencies concerned in the growtli

and perfection of vegetable and animal life,

and of the means by which it may be pro-

tected from injurious and destructive influen-

ces. Many things are'yet to be learned with

respect to all these subjects. New revelations

are yet to be made. It may be we are at-

tempting too much in certain directions, and

hence find our labor unprofitable. Perhaps

we are trying to cultivate plants and varieties

of animals that are not suited to our soil, and
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especially to our climate, and hence find the
|
spirited, and join cheerfully in all efforts to

cost of labor and material increased beyond
j

promote the good of the communities in which

the limits of remuneration.
|
we dwell? Shall we lend our countenance

The advocates of free trade found their doc-
' anfl aid to the cause of education, and seek to

trines upon the idea that it is better for the elevate the standard and improve the methods

people of different countries and climates to and furnish liberally the means of instruction?

cultivate and manufacture such things as are 1" this matter our children, our second selves,

best suited to their capacities and circumstan- have claims upon us which we cannot refuse to

ces, and obtain such other commodities as they I

recognize. The world is moved by mental,

need, by a free exchange with those who can not muscular force. Mental power works by

easily and conveniently produce them, and means of animal and mechanical force, and

that the attempt to enforce the production of ^ifrher degrees of mental cultivation are re-

everj'thing that the wants and comforts of man
|

fpi^ed to use to the best advantage the irra-

require, in every country and climate, is doing ' ^ional forces that are brought within our con-

violence to the laws of nature. It may be trol. Let us not forget the demands of the

that there is a certain amount of truth under-
' ^ge in this respect. Shall we cultivate purer

lying these doctrines, and that a more com- I

morals and strive to do, under all circumstan-

prehensive knowledge would teach us that the ^es, not what is expedient, but what is right ?

highest success is to be attained when our ac-
Shall we seek to attain to a higher spiritual

tion and our efforts are in accordance with
\

1'^^' ^^^ ^ ^^"S^^ development of the religious

the laws of nature. We may overcome the !

fl«'"^°t^^'^'^!""«'/«""^'^^bermg that the future

r »„*• „ u„ +u„ „^..i:„„.;^„ ^r ^„r i

is but a continuation of the present life, and
power oi gravitation by the application oi sul-

1

'^ '

ficient force; but when we move the resisting '

t^^* ^^^« g'"'^^t«^ ^"a^""^^"^^ ^^ ""^^^ ^^''^ '''

body in the direction in which gravitation acts, I

^'Pintual.ty and purity, the higher we shall

we certainly find our labor greatly facilitated.
^^'^"^ ^'^^^'^ ^'« ^^'^^'^ ^^^ body and step forth

So in every other case. When we act in ac- i

^°^° ^ ^'^^'' ^"'i ^^"^^^ ^'^*^- ^^^^^ ^^«' t'^^"'

cordance with the laws of nature, or can bring ^"^«"be upon the newly turned page of 1868

,, P / » x 1
• the motto—Excelsior ?

the forces of nature to aid us, our success is

higher and more certain. There needs, then, I gkeat STOCK SALE.
a proper adjustment between our operations ,tii t^ •• t^ • ^ . ^ ,

\ y •' , , , , , *„ I The Frairie rarmer gives a detailed ac-
and the natural laws, and as the laws ol nature „ , ^. i , ,i i • • .

, , ,
count 01 the auction sale by the administrator

are unalterable, our arrangements must be „ , ^ ^ /• .i i . t tvt tth , tt- i

, , TT 1 • r of the estate 01 the late James M. Hill, ' High-
conformed to them. Hence the necessity 01 a

, , ^^ ,, tt • . -^r /-. ,••
, , „ ,, , land ]^ arm,' near Harnstown, Macon Co., llh-

thoroujih knowledge of natural laws, and espe- . /. ^, ,• , i ^ v
. ,

- ,
, ,. , ,„ ', nois, of the live stock and standing corn on

cially of those that more directly affect the ., . c t-u r i. *u i. ^u j. •. r
•^ ', that farm. Ihe fact that these two items of

opera ions m w g g •

personal property were sold for over twenty-

Shall we, then, during the year which has gye thousand dollars, shows that farming ia

now commenced, turn our attention in this ^ot necessarily a small business in Illinois,

direction, and carefully observe the phenom- whatever may be thought of it by the Young
ena which occur around us? Shall we note America of New EnMand.
the state of the weather and the meteorologi- The reputation of Mr. Hill as a breeder of

cal changes that occur, and their effects upon short Horns was such as to draw a large con-

cur crops and our hearths? Shall we note course of cattle men not only from all parts of

the effects of different manures, and different big state, but from other States and the Cana-
methods of cultivation ? das. Fifty-two Durham bulls, cows and heif-

Shall we keep more accurate account with ers, averaged $279.90 per head, amounting

our help, with our stock and our fields, that, at to $14,513. One Cotswold Buck, $G5 ; nine

the close of the year, we may be able to strike Cotswold Ewes at from $31 to $60. Eighty

the balance between profit and loss ? Shall we different lots of hogs were sold, ranging from

have the enterprise necessary to try rational $4 to $60 for single pigs, and for single lots

and prudent experiments in whatever bids fair from $10 to $100
;
yearling mules were sold for

to promote the advantage of our families and $127.60 each. Nine horses and colts were

our fellow men ? Shall we be more public , sold from $50 for sucking colts, up to $250
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each. Working oxen, from $169 to 213.

Yearling steers, at $42.50 per head. Fifty-

eight feeding steers, at $75.25 each ; and

standing corn in the field, from $9 to $17.25

per acre.

AGBICULTUHAL TEACHERS.
I don't tliink anybody takes more interest in an

agriciilniral paper than I do. I am about sick of
political newspapers, although they may be well
enough in their place. But a paper which tells us
how to get out of the earth (the great store house
of wealth), the abundance that lies hidden therein,
should always find constant readers. Your "Ex-
tracts and Replies" 1 consider the best part of your
paper and I always turn to those columns tirst.

They contain the practical wisdom of individual
experience. I hope you will urge liberal com-
munications from the farmers for those columns,
and will not lie timid about giving the "replies."
Whenever any one has obtained any information
from his own observation, kt him jot it down
whether in season or out, but perhaps better out
of season, and then the reader can ponder on it

and lay out his plans for another year. No cidti-

vator of the land can learn everything as he goes
along, liut must tirst make many of his plans and
then be ready to carry them out as the proper sea-
son comes. It is a good time iu the winter to give
the experiences of the past year, and then the cul-
tivator of the soil can gather his inforuiatioii and
lay out his plans for another summer therefrom.
If he does not get his new ideas till the proper sea-
son tor applying them arrives, ten chances to one
that the season does not escape him before he is

ready to act on them. I don't know that I shall
borlier you much more, although I have many
things I should like to say. If your correspon-
dents will adopt the suggestions hereof, I shall
continue to lie their constant reader, and shall
without doubt profit much thereby. Inquirer.

Sometime since, one of our contemporaries

saw fit to criticise good-naturedly, but pretty

sharply, a remark we incidently made in the

course of a brief article, to the effect that we

regarded it as a mistake for agricultural editors

to assume to teach farmers their business.

The rebuke of our worthy friend was pointed

by an enumeration of the number of columns

of editorial teaching that he found in the very

paper in which we expressed the aforesaid

opinion. Feeling that our critical friend

"rather had us there," we deferred an expla-

nation and defence of our remark to a more
convenient season. The foregoing sensible

remarks of "Inquirer," remind us of our long

deferred purpose, and seem to afford an op-

portunity to define our position.

The thought that underlaid our remark is

the same as that which prompted the article of

our correspondent, which is adopted as the

text of our present discourse. "I hope you

will urge liberal contributions from the far-

mers," says he, because "they contain the

practical wisdom of individual experience."

"Whenever any one has obtained any infoi^

mation from his own observation let him jot it

down, whether in season or out ; but perhaps

better out of season," &c. These are wwfed a

fitly spoken, and we commend them tSi'JIe

careful consideration of every thoughtful tiller

of the soil. Has any practical farmer passed

through the year now drawing to a close with-

out thoughts suggested either by what he has

read or seen, which, if "jotted down, whether

in season or out," would have proved benefi-

cial to some other farmer ? If he has been in-

structed or pleased by the thoughts and hints

that others have jotted down, is he not in strict

justice under the same obligations to pay there-

for as he is to pay the subscription price of

his paper ?

With these thoughts in our mind we ex-

pressed the opinion which was criticised by our

contemporary, that the editor who assumed to

teach farmers their business mistook his vocar

tion. We believe that his object and aim

should rather be to induce them to teach each

other. Instead of assuming for himself the

position of teacher or professor, and of look-

ing upon his "patrons" or readers as his pu-

pils or scholars, he may regard himself as

chairman, pro tern., of a preternaturally ex-

tended debating club, and his subscribers as par-

ticipators in the grand harangue ; each one and

all being entitled to the floor on the observance

of well known parliamentary rules.

In addition to our duties as presiding officers

of the great assembly of over seventeen thou-

sand weekly, and a rapidly increasing class of

monthly attendants, we claim as practical fai^

mers all the rights and privileges of membei^

ship. In consequence of the extreme modesty

of the great majority of our brother debaters,

we find it necessary to "speak in meeting"

oftener and more at length than we should oth-

erwise be glad to do.

Brother farmers, we are not your teachers.

We are willing to act as your engineers in run-

ning the machine for our mutual benefit ; but, in

the words of Brother Boardman, conductor of

the Maine Farmer, we must remind you that

"the severe labor of the season is drawing to

a close, and the long evenings, the golden op-

portunity for working men to improve their

minds and also to aid in improving the minds

of others, is at hand. We desire at this junc-

ture to call the attention of our readers to the
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excellent opportunity afforded by this time of

comparative leisure to write out for us the ex-

periences of the past season's operations.

Much has no doubt been learned by every far-

mer; some have succeeded with certain ex-

periments, others, doubtless, have failed—let

our readers have the knowledge of those fail-

ures or successes, and thus confer a benefit

upon the large family of our subscribers . Every

reader of the Farmer, who is himself a prac-

tical man, has without doubt learned something

new about the action of manures, the culture

of crops, the feeding and fattening of cattle,

the care of bees, the grafting of trees, the

growing of grapes or some one of the almost

numberless operations of the farm, garden,

orchard and general rural economy, and we
invite all such to contribute for our columns

any article, fact, suggestion or result of experi-

ment, upon any or all of the above topics, or

others having relation to farm matters, for the

entertainment and instruction of our readers.

Send along the documents, kind friends, and

thus help us in our endeavors to make our paper

of greater value, of more practical worth, and

having more direct interest to all farmers and

working men. We will cheerfully do any ne-

cessary pruning upon your letters, and put

them in proper shape for publication. Shall

we not have a ready and generous response to

this direct call upon our readers and corres-

pondents for the information wanted, and which

none beside can so well furnish ?"

For the New England Farmer,

MILK PKODUCERS' C02SrVENT10ISr.

A large and enthusiastic meeting of those

engaged in the production of milk—delegates

from Farmer's Clubs, and representatives of

the various milk routes in the counties of

Middlesex, Essex, Norfolk and Worcester,

and from New Hampshire, also,—was held at

the New England House, in Boston, on Tues-

day, December 3, in pursuance of a call of a

committee of the North Wrentham Farmers'

Club, "/or the jiurpose of protecting their in-

terests, and arranging a uniform scale of
prices dependent upon the supply and price of
feed, <fcc."

The Convention was called to order by D.
Rounds, Esq., of North Wrentham, who, sub-

sequently, was appointed permanent chairman

of the Convention. Samuel Osgood, of Ster-

ling, was chosen secretary.

On assuming the duties of the chair, Mr.
Rounds addressed the Convention in appro-

{)riate remarks, setting forth at considerable

cngth, the origin and objects of the meeting.

On motion, a committee on credentials Avas

appointed.

An animated discussion now followed, in

which a large number of gentlemen partici-

pated, after which, a committee of twel.e was
appointcid to prepare and present to the meet-
ing, as far as practicable, a plan of organiza-

tion ; and also, to nominate a list of odicers.

After an adjournment of an hour, the Con-
vention was again called to order, and the

committee on organization submitted the fol-

lowing report :

—

The committee recommended the formation

of a permanent: association, to be called "The
Milk Producers' Association."

That the officers of the Association consist

of a President ; three Vice Presidents ; Sec-
retary ; Treasurer ; and a board of six Direc-
tors.

The committee recommend that another
public meeting of milk producers and dele-

gates from Farmer's Clubs, be held in Boston,
on the 26th inst., at 10 o'clock, A. M., at some
place to be designated hereafter, for the pur-
pose of perfecting the organization, and for

the transaction of any other needful business.

The committee nominated the following gen-
tlemen as officers of the Association :

—

For President—'^r. Belknap, of Westboro'.
For Vice Presidents—J. Kobertson, of Quincy; L.

Crosby, of Biilciioa; Dua. Geo. Shute, of .

For Secretary—T>. Hounds, of North W'renlliam.
For Treasurer— ti. 11. M. Murd, of Wavluud.
For hirectors—W. s I'illsbury, of Londonderry,

N. H. ; C. A Hubbard, Concord, Mass. ; Hammon Keed,
Lexington, Mats. ; Elias Colburn, Temple, N. II.; C
H. JtiaskC'U, Harvard, Mass ; Gen. Nason, Uamp-
tou Falls, N. H. ; Bamuel Osgood, Sterlir g, M.a;B.

The committee also recommended that the

President, Secretary, and W. S. Pillsbury, be
a committee to prepare a Constitution and
suitable By-Laws for the government of the

Association.

The report of the committee was accepted,

and adopted unanimously.
It was voted tliat the Secretary prepare and

offer for publication, a copy of the proceed-
ings of the convention in The Massachusetts
Ploughman and New Exgl.\nd Farmer.
A vote of thanks was tendered to the chair-

man of the convention for tlie courteous and
able manner in which his duties had been per-
formed, to which he appropriately responded,
after which the convention adjourned.

Samuel Osgood, Secretary.

For the Xew England Farmer.

"CANNING FRQIT."
An article with the al)ove heading, taken

from the Farm and Fireside, has been going
the rounds of the papers, and it seems to have
taken well with the editorial fraternity, if not
with the people. The writer says "Like many
others, 1 tried again and again to .seal fruit

cans so as to keep tlie fruit without moulding
on the top, but did not succeed."
Now 1 would ask the writer whether he used
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glass or tin cans ? If tin, fiiilure ought to

succeed every effort, as it is wholly tmsuitable

for th(^ purpose. If glass was used, I hardly

see why he did not succeed, if, as the writer

says, he or she was "particular to follow print-

ed directions in general use."

Having canned a large quantity of fruit, for

use in my own family, within the last five

years, and having been so fortunate as to have

had hardly any bottles or cans spoil, or even
mould upon the top, and this, too, without any-

thing like the amount of labor which the wri-

ter aforesaid says was expended, 1 thought a

word from me might be acceptable to that

person, and also to "many others."

1 began bottling fruit in quart bottles of all

descriptions ; but as glass jars came into the

market, I used those. I now use the glass

jar—Lyman's—with tin cap and rubber ring,

using no sealing wax whatever. I have used
them three years, and have never lost a berry,

either by souring or moulding.
With the bottles, I used corks and sealing wax.

When the bottle was filled, I pressed the cork
below the top of the neck, filled in with wax,
made of resin and tallow ; took a strip of
strong cloth, tied it over the neck, and then

coated that with the wax. In this way I pre-

vented the cork being drawn in by the great

pressure of air on the outside, and conse-

quently the admission of any air to the berries.

The corks were previou^ly boiled in Avater,

which, rendering them soft and pliable, a much
larger cork could be driven into the bottle

than if dry, and of course it fitted tighter.

I have blackberries, blueberries, raspber-
ries, currants, peaches, pears, &c., &c., every
bottle of which is "keeping," perfectly.

It may be well to add that, in heating my
jars, I just dash them into a pan of hot water,
and giving them a quick rolling motion, the

•water comes in contact with all parts of the

jar at nearly the same instant, thereby obvi-

ating the danger of breaking it, as is liable to

be done by the unequal heating and expansion
of the glass. b.

Neio Hampshire, 1867.

For the New England Farmer,

CULTIVATION OF THE PEACH.
Being desirous of obtaini.ig, from some re-

liable source, the best method of treatment in

all particulars of the peach, 1 applied, through
a friend, to a very reliable gentleman, of Phil-
adelphia, who has a very large orchard, and
has been very successful in its cultivation, for
such information. I send you, herewith, the
important extracts from his communication.
They may, or may not be of any use to us in

this section of country, but it seems to me that
any course of treatment that will tend to re-

store to us the peach orchards of twenty years
ago, should not remain untried. I am inclined
to believe, however, that one great, and I fear
irremediable trouble with both the peach and

apple is the ruthless way in which we destroy
our forest trees, which heretofore have acted
as a shelter from our extreme cold in winter
and our blighting winds.
"The best plan is to get from a reliable

nursery one or two-year old choice grafted
peach trees, and transplant them early in the
spring. Dig the holes for the trees' in the
fall, say a yard in diameter and eighteen inches
deep—mix a little well rotted manure and leaf
mould with the dirt taken from the holes this

fall, and let it lie exposed to the atmosphere
at the side of the holes during the winter,
ready to use when planting the trees in the
spring. A northern slope of a hill is best for
peach trees, as it prevents the too early swell-

ing of the fruit buds, in the spnng, and subse-
quent liability to being destroyed by later

frost.

"After the trees are three or four years old,

it is best every fall to remove the soil for a
distance of eight or ten inches around the
trunk down to the top of the main roots, thus
forming a bowl for snow and ice to form in

during the wiater, destro3ing the worms
or germs of worms. In the spring, fill these
holes or bowls with ashes. If during the sum-
mer the leaves curl or turn yellow, it will be
caused by worms attacking the tree where the
roots join the trunk, lleinove the ashes, and
wherever gum is found oozing out, apply the
knife until the worm is destroyed, then hll in

with ashes again

—

there is no danger of hurt-
ing the tree hij thus cutting.

"Peach trees should only be trimmed of dead
wood, and shortening of long horizontal limbs,

to keep them from breaking by the weight of
the fruit.

"I have as fine peaches and in as great
abundance as ar^ produced in the State of
Delaware on liver bottom lands, notwith-
standing my land is six hundred feet above
tide water in Chester County, Penn."

I am, gentlemen, very truly, yours,

F. COPELAND.

BtJTLDiNG ON A Texan Rancho.—In de-

scribing a house fifteen feet square, and anoth-

er small building for a cook room, which a

Northern man, Mr. B. F. Dane, has recently

erected, on a rancho he visited in Texas, Dr.

Boyntou says in a letter to the Mirror and

Farmer, that this undertaking which may look

as but a small job to a New England man, be-

comes very formidable and expensive, where a

man who can handle carpenter's tools can be

had only a day or two in a week at best, and

where you must wait for boards to be hauled

seventy or eighty miles, with ox teams that

move at the rate of eight miles a day, when

the oxen are not lost—and then a mile in eight

days is not an uncommon rate of motion.
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ASTRONOMY AND AGHICULTURE.
ET US look into the heavens

on one of these clear, cold

nights. We see the moon

movinp: on in her grand course,

with her horns half filled, or,

perhaps, with borrowed light

sufficient to round her up into

ample fullness ; or the Aurora

streaming up from the arctic re-

gions and spanning the arch of heaven ; or the

countless stars, twinkling at each other, and

sparkling, as if to outdo their neighbors in

brilliancy and glory ; and the stars, some

of whose light, though travelling with al-

most incomprehensible velocity, was years

in reaching our earth,—and we are lost in

wonder, admiration and gratitude and led

to exclaim with the Psalmist, "Many, O
Lord my (iod, are thj- wonderful works

which thou hast done, and thy thoughts

which are to us-ward : they cannot be reck-

oned up in order unto thee : if I would de-

clare and speak of them, they are more than

can be numbered."

We are not left, however, without some cer-

tain knowledge in relation to them. If we

know that beings, created as we are, could not

live in the moon, which is without an atmos-

phere, we do not know but He who created all

things has fitted them—if they are there—for

euch a condition of things.

We have much undoubted knowledge in

relation to the movements of the heavenly

bodies, as the appearance and disappearance

of very many of them are foretold with un-

erring accuracy for a great number of years

in advance. The appearance of the vast num-

ber of meteors which have recently burst upon

our Avorld, was foretold a great many years

ago, and so of obscur.ations of the sun. moon

and oth< r bodies. "The heavens declare the

glory of God ; and the firmament sheweth his

handiwork. "Day unto day uttcreth speech,

and niglit unto night showcth knowledge.

"Tlierc is no speech nor language where their

voice is not heard."

T\w cpririoiis firm.amcnt on high,
NS'ilh 11 til • liluo < Ihereal nky,
And rpanj^lcd honvctis, .1 shining frame,
'I'hcir grc.-ii Oriuiu.il proclaim.
'J'lu' unwtMrifd Fun, tVom d ly to day,
Doth his tV.alor's powiT di^plily

;

And puMinhes to ovcry land
Tlir work of ail Almighty hand.

We find by the books that astronomy is

among the most ancient of the sciences, as it

can be traced back as far as authentic history

reaches, and its origin seems lost in the night

of time. The periods of th-- lieaveidy bodies

were made use of to measure the parts of the

year. Almanacs, and calendars of all kinds,

are founded on this science, and witliout it we

should be destitute of the means of safe nav-

igation, be incapable of making a correct

geography of our planet, and should have but

a very imperfect knowledge of the seasons of

the year, and the appropriate occupations of

the husbandman in each. "Astronomy, too,

extends our knowledge of mundane existence
;

by it we find that the whole of our magnificent

solar system is but an immeasurably small part

of the whole that we can see of the universe

;

and we are led to the discovery of worlds,

placed at a distance beyond all human compu-

tation, which compels us to admire the great

harmony of nature that prevails in the stupen-
^

dous mechanism of the heavens."

But it is chiefly to the practical utility of

the science to the farmer that we wish to al-

lude. Agricultural observations in ancient

times were regulated by the rising and setting

of the signs of the Zodiac, and other constel-

lations, and then, accurately compared with

the flowering of plants, the arrival of birds,

and other natural phenomena, became the

basis of the earliest rustic calendars.

The familiar acquaintance with the time of

rising and setting of the stars, must have been

a source of great amusement, as well as profit

to shepherds, mariners and husbandmen of old,

who, being constantly abroad in a fine climate,

and beneath a sky almost perpetually serene,

must have had an abundant opportunity of

observing the heavenly phenomena.

Steering bj' the stars is as old as any re-

corded instance of navigation. Planting, sow-

ing and ingathering by the stars, is as ancient

as any record we possess of agriculture, and

pastoral life has left no traces behind it un-

connected with accounts of the celestial warn-

ings of the heavenly spheres.

The ancient mariner had his "Tyrian Cyno-

sure," the steadfast index of the northern pole,

lie knew the hour of the d.ay by the sun, and

kept the night watches by the bear. The hus-

bandman, likewise, marked the seasons by the

stars ; he waited for the annual overflowing of

the Nile till admonished of its approach by

tjirius ; he marked the return of spring in the
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setting of Pisces, and he compared it with the

coming of the swallow ; in short, all rustic

operations had their admonitory signs, and the

operations of agriculture began with the sci-

ence of the Zodiac. While the shepherd in

his turn, no less dependent than others on the

heavenly movements, had his star of Arcady,

and his Pascal Aries ; he drove afield with the

morning ray of Phosphorus, and at eventide

watched for the star that bid the shepherdfold.

No science is dwelt upon with more fervor

in some of the old books than that of astron-

omy. Writers well versed in it, seem to catch

an inspiration that is not common to writers on

other subjects. And well they may, for what

else can so rivet attention and expand the

mind as the contemplation of the stupendous

and wonderful works of an Almighty hand, as

seen in the arrangement and movements of the

heavenly bodies ? And yet, how few give any

attention to astronomy as a study. In recently

visiting several schools of a high order, we
heard no recitation in this delightful science.

The old ti'aditions, however, are not all lost

upon our people, for some of them still con-

tinue to sow and reap, slaughter animals, and

do many other things in certain phases of the

moon. That a better knowledge of the sci-

ence, would subserve the interests of the farm-

er, we have no doubt. A single winter's

study, during the long evenings, will open a

new world to every inquiring mind.

COOKING FOOD FOR ANIMALS.
Commencing with the able article of our cor-

respondent "N. S. T.," the subject of cooking

food for cattle has occupied considerable

spa(;e in our paper for a few weeks past. Still

we think the following remarks by a practical

farmer in New York, who has had some eleven

years' experience, will prove interesting, inas-

much as he touches on some points alluded to

in the discussion by the Royal Agricultural So-

ciety of England, which we published last

week, and also on the inquiry of a correspon-

dent in another column.

What is the effect of cooking food ? Starch,

as found in the cells of vegetables, consists of
globules or grains, contained in a kind of sac,

and in order to burst these grains it must be
sulijected to heat. Pay en, on examinatiDn
with the microscope, found that when starch

was mixed with water and heated to 140°,

some of tlie smiiUer grains absorbed water and
burst, but many still remained unaffected, and

only burst between 102" and 212° of heat.
This shows, conclusively, that the heat of the
animal stomach is not sufficient to utilize

starchy food ; and when we reflect that about
sixty per cent, of the cereal grains consist
of starch, we see the great loss which must
occur from the want of cooking. And if the
cereal grains require cooking, how much more
must the dry fibre of hay, straw and corn
fodder require it ! The woody fibre of hay,
straw, &c., consists, chemically, of the same
elements as starch. Starch may be turned
into gum and sugar ; so may woody fibre,

after being dried and ground, and by the
same means—heat and dilute sulphuric acid.

Ail Moody fibre will jield to steam pressure,
and when thus reduced to a pulpy mass, most
of it is digestible, and can be assimilated
by the animal stomach. Grass, the natural
food of domestic animals, in its succulent state

is soluble, and needs but the natural heat and
acid of the stomach to convert it into nutriment.
Haj', straw, &c., by thorough steaming are re-

converted into grass, and thus the animal may
be furnished with its natural food through the
winter.

We can say, after eleven years' experience
in cooking the winter food of our animals, that
the advantages are all that theory would indi-

cate. Steaming renders mouldy hay, straw
and corn-stalks sweet and palatable, thus re-

stoiing their value; renders peas and beans
agreeable food for horses, as well as other stock,

and thus enables the feeder to combine more
nitrogenous food in the diet of his animals.

We have found half hay and half straw
mixed and steamed more than equal to hay
unsteamed. Pea straw, when cooked, is readi-

ly eaten, and, if cut early, nearly as nutritious

as hay. Bean straw, which, when dry, is gen-
erally left untouched by cattle, will be all eaten
if steamed with hay, and, as analysis shows, is

more than equal in flesh-forming matter to hay.
Corn-stalks, when cut short and steamed, wiU
be eaten clean by cattle, horses and sheep.

By cutting and cooking, all the straw and
coarse fodder raised on the farm may be
turned into milk, flesh and wool, besides add-
ing largely to the manure heap.

in cities, where cows are kept to supply
milk, and are milked through the winter, cook-
ing their food will greatly increase the yield of
milk, improve the condition of the cow, and
reduce the expense of keeping at least one-
third. The saving in food for each cow in

milk will be, at least, eight dollars per season.

T'his item may be worth looking after by city

feeders. The mixture of oil and pea meal and
bran, as we have indicated, makes an excellent

food to produce milk and keep up the condi-
tion of the cow. One and a half pounds each
of oil and pea meal, and three pounds of bran,

mixed with ten pounds of hay and steamed,
per day, for each cow weighing 800 pounds,
will generally be sufficient. This may be
thought a t-mall quantity from v. bich a cow of
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that size, at her hest season, could produce

four gallons oi" mi'k and keep up her condition,

but it nu^^t be lemenibered that four gallons of

milk contain only about four pounds of dry

matter, which -will leave a supply for the thrift

of the cows. Yet it is always the bet-t economy
to give a cow in milk all she will eat with a

good appetite ; for it takes a certain (juantity

to keej) the cow in condition without gaining

any milk, and what she will eat above this

should be added to the milk. Thirty-three to

forty i)er cent, would require to be added if

uncooked. But with the estimate given, it

will be seen what a splendid margin there is in

producing milk in cities at ten cents per quart

!

This combination of food recommended for

milch cows is also well adapted to growing the

young animal, as it contains a full supply of

bone and muscle nutriment. For fattening,

let the pea meal be replaced with six pounds

of corn meal. Corn meal may also be used in

email quantities for milk where butter is to be

made.

Effect of Cooked Fcod upon Animals.

It has sometimes been urged, that, although

the animal eats less and for a time thrives

better upon cooked food, yet its tendency is to

weaken the stamina of the system and produce

premature decay. We have been able to test

this theory fairly, and can now show, as there-

suit, cows and horses, which have been fed

every winter upon cooked food for eleven

years, and so far from showing any ill effects

of this way of feeding, the cows have never

been sick, and are now in fine condition and

heart, and the horses able to do good work,

although sixteen and seventeen years old.

We have raised many colts from weaning age

to five years, and never saw any want of

stamina. The effect of cooked food upon
horses wilh a cough or a sudden cold is very

remarkable, almost uniformly producing a cure

in a few days. It will cure incipient heaves,

correct costiveness, and materially improve a

founder. In fact, our animals have been more
uniformly healthy since feeding them upon
cooked food. But, it is true that sheep and

other animals fattened rapidly upon steamed

food, wdl be softer in flesh than if fattened

more slowly upon uncooked food. Yet this

would nriturally be expected. Grass grown
rapidJy upon very rich land is not so solid as

that grown slowly upon poorer land ; but who
wouhi prefer the poorer land in consequence?
Just belore animals are ready for the butchers

it is well to feed them a few days upon dry,

uncook(;d food, which will correct this softness

of flesh.

PrepariDK Food for Steaming.

The cut hay, straw and hay, or other cut

feed, is moistened with a large watering pot

(if done l)y hand,) at the rate, of at least, two
gallons of water to five bushels of feed, while

It is being stirred up with a fork, then if bran,

meal or other feed is used with it, it should be

sifted on and mixed evenly. Tv^o quarts of

bran to the bushel of straw will render wheat,

barley, oat and pea straw eoTial to good timo-

thy hay. A little salt should be added, which

will be perfectly diffused through the mass.

The feed must "always be moistened before

steaming, for steani will not cook dry hay or

straw, but only dry it more. ^loistiire is re-

quired to absorb the steam.

—

E. W. S., in

Rural New Yorker.

SMOKE IK" WINTER.

BY TnOREAU.

The sluggish smoke curls up from some deep dell,

The stiffened air exploring in the diiwn,

And making slow acquaintance wilh the day,
Delaying now upon its heavenward course,

III wrcathid loiterings dalljiiig with itself,

Wilh as uncertain purpose and slow deed
As its half-Wakened masttr by t!ie hea''th.

Whoso mind, f till shmiberirg, and i-liiggith thoughts
Have not yet swept into the onward current
Of the new day; and now it streams afar.

The while the chopper goes wilh step direct.

And mind intent to wield the early axe.

First in the dusky dawn he sends ahroad
Ilis early scout, his emissary smoke,
The earliest, latest pilgrim from his roof,

To feel the frosty air, inform the day;
And while he crouches still he^ide the hearth,
Nor musters courage to unbar the door,
It has gone down the glen with the light wind.
And o'er the plain unfurled its venturous wreath,
Draped the tree-tops, loitered upon the hill,

And warmed the pinions of the early bird;
And now, perchance, high in the crispy air,

Has cautht sight of the d:'.y o'er the earth's edge,
And greets its master's eye at his low door.
As come refulgent cloud in the upper sky.

BUTTER MAKING.
A correspondent of the St. Albans Messen-

ger remarks on his process of making butter

as follows :—I keep twenty-three cows of the

native stock, wilh a slight mixture of Durham

;

their feed was the fall feed in my mow fields,

with pumpkins in the morning ; the cream was
gathered in three days from milk that set

thirty-six hours after milking ; the cream then

set twenty-four hours, and was churned ; when
the butter came it was put in a wooelen bowl

and washed with spring water until the milk

was all washed out and the water ceased to be

colored and remained clear, then the Ashton

salt is worked in by hand, at the rate of one oz.

to a pound of butter ; the butter is then set away
to stand twenty-four hours, tlu:n it is worked
over by hand, taking a ^mall quantity at a

time and working out all the brine, tht n it is

pounded down in the tub ; the tub is filled

within a half-inch of the top, when it is covered

with a cloth, over which is spread a thin layer

of salt. This tub was packed the 4th of Oc-

tober. Cream is not churned the same day it

is skimmed, as it will sometimes have a pecu-

liar taste which it does not have after standing

twenty-four hours. In the fall, the pans are

filled two-thirds full and the cream rises aa

well, but in summer it should be more shal-

low."
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A PLEASAWT AWD CONVENIENT COUNTRY HOUSE.

We copy the annexed illustrations from an

architectural work entitled "Homes for the

People," by G. Wheeler, of New York, which

was published before the late rise in the cost

of buildin<r materials, and when such a cottage

could be erected for from thirteen to fourteen

hundred dollars. As we publish plans of

houses, &c., for the purpose of affording hints

and suggestions to those who are considering

the subject of building, rather than as models

for exact imitation, we condense the detailed

descriptions and directions of the artist.

No. 1, of the plan, is a porch 10 by 6 feet;

No. 2 is the hall, 6 feet wide; No. 3, parlor,

14 feet square ; No. 4, bedroom of the same

size ; No. 5, the living room, with fire place

and closet, 16 feet square, with the excep-

tion of the corner taken out by the recess,

and adjoining it is a summer kitchen, No. 6,

and a pantry, No 7.

The floor above is divided in a similar

manner to the one that has been described,

excepting that the partition above that be-

tween the hall and family living room, No.

5, is moved further in the room, and is

upon the same line as the wall of the re-

cess. By this means a pleasant sleeping-

room for a child is added to the plan, and

the chamber by its side still remains a large

apartment. The space above 7, is appro-

priated to closets for stores and for linen,

and an open area for boxes ; over 6, is an-

other small bedroom, and the remainder of the

house has three large sleeping-rooms, over 3,

4, and 5.

The finish of the exterior, as represented in

the cut, is what the artist calls "the Italian

style," and the roof is represented as covered

with boarding, over which roofing paper, cloth

or tin, is laid, with raised rolls. These fea-

tures may be adopted or rejected as the cir-

cumstances, materials and taste of the builder

may suggest.

"'Ian of tlie First Floor.
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TANNER'S BARK.
In many portions of New England, large

quantities of the bark of trees, es-pecially that

of white oak and hemlock, are used for the

purpose of tanning the skins of oxen, cows,

and perhaps some other animals.

Until recently, most, and at the present

time, much of this bark, after having been

ground into quite small pieces and used for

tanning purposes, has been thrown into streams

and washed away, converted into paths about

houses or gardens, and sometimas spread upon

long reaches of the highways, as being the

most convenient mode of getting rid of it.

Within twenty or thirty years, however,

eome thoughtful persons have supposed that the

bark contained valuable properties as a manu-

rial agent, and in sufficient quantity to justify

experiments with it. Upon investigation,

they found that it had long been considered

worth saving in England, and that every bushel

of it was carefully preserved and formed a

principal ingredient in the compost heaps,

wherever it could be conveniently obtained.

Several kinds of bark have been analyzed

by various chemists, and have been found to

consist chiefly of carbon, oxygen and hydro-

gen, with various saline and earthy substances.

M. Sciussiire found in 100 parts of the ashes

of the bark of the

White Oak, Poplar.
8oluWo snlte, 7. 6.

Earthy pliosp ates, 3 6.3

Earthy caibonatcs', 66. 60.

Silica 1.5 4.

Metallic oxides, 2. 1.5

"From this analysis the farmer will see that

tbe earthy and saline ingredients of the bark

of forest trees must be valuable as ferti-

lizers ; it is only to the slowness with which

refuse tanner's bark undergoes putrefaction

that its neglect by the cultivator must be at-

tributed." It is undoubtedly best made avail-

able for the soil by bringing it into a moderate

degree of heat, and thereby inducing fermen-

tation, in connection with peat, or other coarse

vegetal)le matters. In this way, a most valu-

able coujpost heap may Vk; formed, that will be

found active and efficient on most crops.

Alone, however, we have known it to pro-

duce wonderful results. The experiment was

made, upon a piece of pine plain land. On the

west border of the lield a brook flowed along

which separated the field from the high land,

and near the brook a tanning had been in op-

eration for some fifty years. At length the

tanning was discontinued, and a gentleman

purchased the premises—including the sandy

field—as mu.'h with a view of experimenting

u-iih the hark as for the convenience of own-

ing more land near him.

The pits were filled, the yard leveled,

and large quantities of the remaining bark

hauled upon the sand, and ploughed under

only two or three inches
;
just deep enough to

cover it, with a view of keeping it moist, and

so near the surface that it should be kept warm
by the solar rays. A single horse would

plough it, and this was done two or three

times in the course of the season, adding at

each time more bark, but in less quantity than

at first, and gradually ploughing deeper.

The second year more bark was added, the

ground thoroughly ploughed, potatoes were

planted and yielded a fair crop.

When we saw the field, it had been yielding

clover, at the rate of about two tons to the

acre for several years, and wiihotit any other

dressing but the bark, added annually and

ploughed under. How much fertilizing matter

the bark contained, in the form of scrapings

from the skins, bits of horn, hoof, or other

substances, and the lime used in tanning, the

experimenter could not tell,—but not more

than is usual in similar yards. He thought

the percentage quite small.

These statements were made by the owner

of the land, who appealed to the citizens of

the village who were present and had seen all

his expeiimcnts, and who verified them.

The process of fertilization was a slow one,

but the cost was trifling, and came from the

force of the farm, not from ca^h which had

been earned in some other way.

PULVEHIZATION OF THE SOIL.

It was the opinion of the celebrated Jethro

TuLL, that very superior crops might be pro-

duced indefinitely from the same soil, simply

by maintaining it in a finely pulverized state,

in order to allow the roots of the growing

plants to expand freely in quest of their ap-

propriate food.

Notwithstanding the fallacy of this theory,

which, however, at one time was quite popular,

it is obvious that the finer a soil is made by

working, the better will it be capacificd to sus-

tain the crops it is required to support.
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No inconsiderable portion of the actual fer-

tility of every soil is derived from the atmos-

phere—principally through the economy of

aeration or airing, which imbues or impreg-

nates it v.ith the fructifying gases, and gives

energy to its particles, and to the mass in pro-

portion to its lightness and permeability to,

their effects.

Of the numerous aerified and volatile sub-

stances imbibed by the soil, the most impor-

tant, perhaps, so far as regards its effects

upon the vegetable system, is ammoniacal gas.

This substance is copiously evolved wherever

animal manures are used, or permitted to fer-

ment in a free atmosphere. It is absorbed by

the earths, and acts as a most powerful stimu-

lant, both to the plant and soil. The finer

the earth is made, the greater is its capacity

to absorb this gas ; consequently, any process

calculated minutely to pulverize or disintegrate

its granules, will increase this power of absorp-

tion, and the more ropion^ will be the supply

of fnrtilizing matters from the air.

Heavy lands are, therefore, ameliorated by

ploughing, spading, &c., which destroys their

ponderosity, and exposes them to atmOL-pheric

action. It also secures a more immediate and

efficient development of the fructifying princi-

ples of all such matters as may be applied as

manure.

As to ammoniacal gas, it was long supposed

to be an injury rather than a benefit to plants.

This idea arose, no doubt, in part, from the pun-

gency of its odor. It is evolved by a mixture of

sal-ammoniac and quicklime, and is the princi-

ple which causes the smell noticeable in sta-

bles. Pure ammoniacal gas has been called

"T/ie Awakener of the Dead,'^'' as persons have

sometimes been brought to life and conscious-

ness after having fainted, by inhaling it, and

even after animation has been suspended by

other and more fearful causes.

To prevent the escape of ammonia from

manure heaps, it is necessary to sprinkle them

•with a strong solution of copperas in water.

The sprinkling should be repeated often, if the

decompotition or fermentation is vigorous,

and a small quantity of gypsum may be added,

with good effect.

—Alden Adams, of Leverett, Mass., has this

season gathered a goodly crop of hops off from
the same vine that his grandfather gathered from

nineiif years ago.

For the New England Farmer.

FARM HELP.
Messrs. Editors :—As far as my experi-

ence goes, the difficulty of supplyingthe farm
with good help seems steadily increasing.
There have been a good many men along

the past season, but most of them have not
been the steady, reasonable, faithful "help"
so much needed by the hard-working farmer.
I don't believe I am alone in often shrinking
from undertaking a big job of farm improve-
ment, for the reason that the men cannot be
depended upon to put it through.
The number of men wlio work out their reg-

ular eight months from April to December, has
grown less of late years. J see men pack up
their things, and asK for their wages and leave,
without an hour's notice, not caring a copper
for the bargain made at the hcainging of their
service. Now the farmer is grievously wronged
by such treatment. He has employed a new
man, awkward and ignorant at everything,
and after much pains-taking and considerable
loss, gets him "broken in" to his business.
Just as he is beginning to earn his wages, he
learns of some cousin who brags of the big
pa} he is getting, becomes uneasy and leaves.

A neighbor, well known to you, whose large
farm—lately mentioned s-o favorably in the
Farmer—is somewhat retired, had one of his

men leave, complaining that the place was too
lonesome. His employer told him he couldn't
very well move his farm into the middle of the
town to accommodate him with society !

I hardly feel it right to detail personal ex-
periences with hired men. Your columns
could easily be filled with cases that have se-

verely exercised many homes where the Nev?
Exgland Farmer is read
What will benefit your readers more is sug-

gestions to remedy the evil to which I have al-

luded. I live, as you are well aware, in a
manufacturing village. The owners of the
mill have suffered from unsteady help in times
past. They now employ a better class of fam-
ilies, furnishing them with comfortable tene-
ments at reasonable rents. Such help can be
depended upon. They keep the machinery
always going.

Now are there not many farms where mar-
ried men might be employed to great advan-
tage, and furnished with cottages and gardens
which would fix them to the place, and make
them mutually interested in its prosperity ?

Will you be kind enough to enlarge a little

on the above suggestions ?

Yours truly, Wm. D. Brown.
Concord, Mass., Oct.. 1867.

'

Remarks.—The remark is often made that

farming, as an occupation, is unpopular ; that

young people, especially, dislike it, and that

they will engage in almost any other calling,

sooner than to work on a farm. If such con^
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plaints are true,—and tbey certainly are, In

some measure,—there must be reasons for

them. Some of the reasons could be easily

cited, but only one -will be alluded to at pres-

ent,—and that is the great want of intelligent,

industrious and conscientious, farm-laborers.

Farming, as a vocation, has been greatly

changed Avithin thirty years. While important

improvements have been introduced in the

modes of cultivating the soil, and much hard

and wearing labor has been transferred from

man to beast, other things have taken place,

which have actually changed the condition of

most New England homes, by the introduction

of an element at once uninstructed and un-

manageable.

There is scarcely a farm now in three of the

New England States without one or more Irish

persons upon it as "help," and frequently two

or three indoors and as many without. In the

other three States, Maine, New Hampshire

and Vermont, there are not so many, but still

may be counted by thousands in these.

Nearly all this "help" comes to us without

education of any kind, ignorant alike of our

modes of farming, housekeeping, and the laws

and customs of the land. All this, however,

we could overcome, and by patience, kindness

and careful training, could, in oiost cases, get

an equivalent in their labor for the cost which

they incur, if they only brought along with

their labor an educated conscience. But such

is not the case. The remark of our corres-

pondent on this point is true, and may be

verified in hundreds of cases.

This is a deplorable state of things, and the

introduction of this element to our farms, and

the necessity which seems to exist for it, are

among the leading causes why so many per-

sons decline tomake farming a business.

Thirty years ago, the "help" on the farm

was the proprietor and his healthy, educated

and intelligent children around him, each feel-

ing an individual responsibility for the main-

tenance of order, economy and industry in

everytliing pertaining to the prosperity and

general welfare of the family. When they

came around the table at their meals it was a

perfect love-feast, where thought, feeling and

expression were harmonious, where the lan-

guage used was common to all, and where a

single interest animated every member of the

family.

The entire management, or engineering of

the farm, did not then fall upon a single per-

son,—but some of the sons and daughters took

an active lead in certain departments of duty,

and claimed a responsibility which greatly re-

lieved those oppressed, perhaps, with the bur-

den of years. There was a sjstem, and an

economy of time and means practiced In eveiy-

thing, and an animus that needed no morning

calls or the master's eye.

How is it now In the family of the farmer ?

His sons are in Idaho or Japan, and his daugh-

ters among the turpentine trees of North Car-

olina, or somewhere else, lifting the Ignorant

and debased out of the darkness in which a

cruel custom had long enslaved them. Around

his table and evening fireside, there are two

sets of people, two languages, and scarcely an

interest or custom in common among them.

But this Is not all ; there is an antagonistic

feeling, a common sentiment among them that

runs counter to our customs, modes of life,

labor and thought, which is added to an idea

of competency which often runs into the ridic-

ulous. The uneducated are usually the best

taught—in their own judgment—and are the

most tenacious of their opinions.

These persons have come among us to es-

tabli.-h homes In our fertile and beauti-

ful land, and there is "scope and verge

enough" for all. We welcome them to it as

one of the choicest portions of God's heritage.

Here they can settle upon the land, protected

and encouraged by wise and humane laws, and

multiply and replenish the earth. Why should

they stand apart from us, and cultivate a clan-

ship which builds up a partition wall between

us ? Why should they not fulfil all their con-

tracts, and act in good faith in every respect;

discharge all their duties with fidelity, send

their children into the common schools, and all

become Americanized as fast as possible? It

certainly is for their best interest so to do.

If any one of these persons supposes that an

American does not perform his part of a con-

tract, their instant resort is to the law, and

many harrassing and expensive cases of litiga-

tion grow out of such suits.

Ought we not, then, to protect ourselves ?

Ought not the fanners of a town to meet, es-

tabli>h some rules of proceeding, collect a fund

to dcfiay expenses, and appoint certain per-

sons to prosecute every case of vioialion of
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contract which occurs among the subscribers to

the fund ? Let this be don,e in a few cases

—

no matter which party violates—and the out-

rageous practice of leaving employers without

good cause, would soon cease. These viola-

tions take place among the help in the house

more frequently than they do among the work-

ers in the field, and they are sometimes vexa-

tious and perplexing in the highest degree.

And now, brother farmers, what shall we do ?

Deplore this condition of things, or use the

means we possess for improving it, and come

to the conclusion that we must labor for all

that is good and beautiful, here and hereafter ?

The educating and establishing this long op-

pressed people is a part of our destiny, and

as wise and faithful stewards, we must accept

it cheerfully and labor in it with fidelity. We
must not only teach them the arts of peace,

but by precept and example, must teach them

the moral law,—that truth and justice must be

regarded in all the concerns of life, and that

conscience is the spirit of God within us, ever

directing us to that rule which requires us to

do to others as we would have others do to us.

WOOL MANUFACTUHEKS.
The third annual meeting of the National

Association of Wool Manufacturers was held

in New York, October 2d. Hon. Erastus

Bigelow, of Massachusetts, was re-elected

President ; T. S. Faxton, of New York, Theo-

dore Pomtroy of Massachusetts, and Archi-

bald Campbell of Pennsylvania, Vice Presi-

dents ; and John L. Hayes of Boston, Secre-

tary.

The connection of this society with the Na-
tional Wool Growers' Association, and the

fact that this connection is looked upon by

some wool growers with distrust and suspicion,

give no Utile interest to the proceedings of this

influential body of manufacturers. While we
admit that manufacturers of wool, like the

manufacturers of other articles, may be influ-

enced by the general principle of buying the

raw material where they can buy it the cheap-

est, we cannot believe they are so short-sighted

as to adopt a policy which must destroy or

greatly impair the value of their home-market.

We fully believe in the substantial identity of

the interests of the Wool Growers and the

Wool IManufacturers of the country. And we

are pleased to see in the report of the secre-

tary, and in the resolutions adopted -by the asso-

ciation, a recognition of this principle so open

and apparently hearty as to confirm our hope

that the fears of wool growers about being

"sokr' in their late agreement with the manu-

facturers are entlrel}' groundless. Manufactur-

ers, mechanics and merchants are beginning

to understand that they cannot long prosper

unless farmers prosper.

The Secretary's Report, though written in

the first person, was unanimously adopted by

the association. We need not ask the atten-

tion of our readers to the following extract

from this report, or to the resolutions which

follow, for which we are indebted to the Rural

New Yorker, as we have not as yet received a

copy of the printed Report :

—

A result of the recent tariff on wool and
woolens, which cannot fall to be encouraging

to the wool producing Interests of the country,

Is the appprei.Iation which it has tended to

produce of our domestic wools. The effect of

the recent tariff', in directing attention to

American wools, is greater than ever anticipa-

ted by manufacturers. In all establishments

where foreign wool was formerly largely used,

manufacturers have been induced to make new
applications of domestic fleece which they would
never have dreamed of but for the change In

the wool duty. Some Indication of the extent

to which American wool has been substituted,

Is shown by importations at the port of New
York, given from official sources. For the

first six months of 18G6, the clothing wool en-

tered at New York amounted to 23,092,043
pounds ; and for the first six months of

1807,4,306,183 pounds.* To come to more
direct illustrations : I am informed by a manu-
facturer of worsted yarns, consuming 10,000
pounds of wool per week, that before the

imposition of the duty on Canada wool, he
made use of that material exclusively for his

fabrics, as it was supposed to be Indispen-

sable. After the imposition of the duty,

he experimented with American wools, se-

lecting from lots brought principally from
Kentucky ; and for months he has m;ule use

of no other wool, which he finds perfectly

adapted for yarns of numbers not exceeding
35- For the higher numbers, the admixture
of wools of pure English blood Is found neces-

sary. The manufacturer and iutioducer of

the admirable cloaklngs, of which 1 shall speak

elsewhere, informs me, that, upon commenc-
ing this new fabric, it was supposed that the

most expensive Sllesian wools would be re-

(|ulred to equal the Austrian fabrics, which
first suggested these styles. In the early

stages of his manufacture, he made use of
Sllesian wools, costing, washed, two dollars

per pound. These fiibrlcs are now all made
of American wool, without the slightest admix-
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ture of foreign material, and exiiibit probabty
the most lu-autifiil textures tliat have ever

been produced from Anieriean flocks and
looms. In many mills producino- fine-face

goods, foreign wools were formerly used for

both warp and filling. Since the change of
duty, American wool, in all these establish-

ments, is substituted for the warp, even of the

finest broadcloths, constituting two-fifths oC

the texture. The testimony which I have
from manufacturers is universal—that by care-

ful selection, the economical application of

American wools may be greatly extended. In-

stances are not wanting in other countries of

a distinctly marked national manufacture be-

ins developed in consequence of the necessity

of resorting to the products of domestic flocks

The high duty in France upon foreign wools,

which was fixed at oO per cent, in LSi'G, com-
pelled the French manufacturers of woolen diess

goods to resort to the fleeces produced on their

own soil. The protection gi\en to the agricul-

turists of France encouraged them to develop
the merino races supplied bj' the flocks of

the Kambouillet, until they produced sheep of

extraordinary size, and with a length and fine-

ness and libre hitherto unattained. To the ex-

clusive possession of these fleeces do the

P^-ench manufacturers ascribe the unparalleled

excellence of their merino-dress fabncs,—the

most pel feet of all known textures of wool.

So high became the excellence, and so great

the appreciation of this wool, that it no longer

required protection, as it was without a foreign

competitor; hence the abolition of the duty on
wool which took place in 1860, was assented

to freely by the French agriculturists. It was
in memory of this boon, which the flock of

Rambouillet had conferred upon France, that,

upon its threatened dispersion, the Empress
Eugenie, in 18o4, pledged herself to preserve

the (lock under her august protection.

Let me by no means be understood to say,

that our flocks can at present supply us with all

the re(iui>ite material for our manufactures.

The wools of the third class, or carpet wools,

the coarse product of barbarous flocks, can

never be produced here, for we migiit as well

undertake; to breed buffaloes for their robes.

We are si ill greatly deficient in very fine short-

fibred wool, adapted for filling for broadcloth

or face goods, as well as in lombing wool of
English blood for worsteds. Both of these

varieties can be advantageously grown in this

country, and their production will be greatly

favored by the existing duties. These wools
should be produced, not in [>lace of, but as ad-

ditions to, the wools now mainly grown, and
which will be always chiefly in diinand. The
principal means of encouraging the growth of
the r<(|>ired fine wools, is for the manufactur-

ers to (lisrriminate in their prices ; and to be
willing to follow the example of one of the

mo?t eminent manufacturers of fine opera flan-

nels, who informs me that he has paid from 75
cents to a dollar per pound, while ordinary

wools were worth but 50 cents, for brook-
washed fleeces of this character of wool grown
in Ohio. There.are localities, particularly in

the Middle States, where this wool can be
grown to great advantage. With adecjuate

prices, the peculiar passion for fine wool will

be developed in this country, as it is in Silesia

and Hungary, where the culture of noble wools,

as they are denominated, is prosecuted as the

most fascinating of agricultural pursuits. We
notice with pleasure, that eminent flock-mas-

ters, like Mr. Chamberlain of New York, have
been within the last few months adding to their

importations of Silesian sheep. The diffusion

of this admirable race—possessing e(jual fine-

ness and shortness of fibre, but of greater size,

yield, and stronger constitution, than the deli-

cate Saxons—would be an invalualile addition

to our agricultural resources. The value of
sheep of English bloo'd producing the combing
wool for worsteds, is being rapidly appreciated.

They are exhibited in all our agricultural fairs.

The r fitness for the neighborhood of large

markets,—as in such situations profit is fur-

nished from three sources : wool, mutton and
lambs.—and their adaptation for dairy and
wheat farms, where small flocks can be advan-
tageously kept, render the necessary supply of
this variety of wool only a question of time.

There is no question that this wool, long
claimed by the English as the exclusive pro-

duct of their island, can be equally well pro-
duced here. The specimens of the Leicester-

shire wool exhibited by Dr. Townsend of Ohio,

during the recent examination of the wool
samples, were pronounced by English wool-
sorters to be equal to the choicest locks of
England. In regard to these wools. Dr.
Townsend says, in a recently published essay,

"Should the demand for com!)ing wool con-

tinue or increase, it can be produced in this

State (Ohio), and other States on the North-
ern border, as cheaply and as good in every
respect as it can be produced in Canada; and
it cannot be good policy to import our comb-
ing wools when they may be so readily grown
at home."

Resolved, By the National Association of Wool
Maniifaituicrs, at its third annual meeting, held
in the city of New York, on the 2J of October,
1867 :—

1. The present tariff on wool and woolens is as

well adapted, as any legislation whith can now bo
devised, to promo e the growth and development
of wool maiuit'aeturin^ and wool growiiiR, and the
interests of consumers and the puhlic revenue.

2. Confidence in the stahility of k\;xislan-)n hcing
essential to induce the investment of capital l)y

which agricultural and manufaeiurinii wealth is to

he dcvcli>pcil, it is of the liighest iini)oriancc that

tne tariff policy dclilieratcly adopted at the suRfces-

tion of those most affected l)y it should be persist-

ed in, and iliat the business arrangements which
have l)ecu made to conform to it should not be dis-

turbed.
3. Experience having demonstrated the difficul-

ty of niljustiiig tile complicated relations of manu-
facturers with each other, and with the producers
of wool, it is de.'irable that no chauge, however
trivial, should be made in the present tarilf, unless
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tanctioned jointly by the National Wool Growers'
and Wool Manufacturers' Associations.

4. The interests of wool manufacturers and wool
growers being recognized as identical, further
measures should be adopted to make each class

familiar with the respective wants and necessities

of the uth< r.

5. Mr.tiufacturers have suffered from overpro-
duction of particular kinds of goods. Wool grow-
ers have equally suffered from overproduction of
certain kirds of wool. The wisest course for each
class to adopt is to increase the variety of its pro-
ducts.

6. It would greatly benefit many branches of
the woolen manufacture if, in addition to the ordin-

ary wools now produced, there should be an in-

crease in fine wools corresponding to the bestSile-

sian wool<, and in conibing v. uols of English blood.

7. It is lor the interest of the whole country that
production should be increased l)y extending pro-
tection to all branches of indusay whose repre-
sentatives can show that they arc not in a position

to succestfully compete with foreign producers.

For the New England Farmer.

CHEMICAL TERMS—No. VI.

Silica, or as more generally called silex or

flint, is very abundant in nature. In chemical

language it is bilicic acid. It is found in

quartz, flint, and in rock crystal, often beau-

tifully crystalizcd, and is a principal ingredi-

ent in many of the precious stones. Feld-

spar, which is a leading ingredient in granite,

contains C6 per cent, of silica.

Silica consists of about 48 per cent, of sili-

con and 52 of oxygen. It is found in the water

of most springs, especially warm springs. If

we evaporate spring watt r, we find it in the

residuum. If we burn a plant we find it in

the ashes. Grasses and the stalks of most
kinds of grains, yield silica on combustion;

and. in fact, to its presence they owe their

tirnmess. When the soil is wanting in it, or iii

alkalies to render it soluble, they will bend or

fall to the ground. The shells of numerous
small insects consist chiefly of silica. Silica is

the principal ingredient in sand. Yellow sand

is colon d by oxide of iron. By chemical pro-

cesses silica may be obtained pure, when, it

will be found to weigh in comparison with wa-
ter as 2.66 to 1. It combines with the bases,

alumina, potash, soda, magnesia, lime, &c.,

and forms silicates, which constitute the largest

number of the hard minerals on the crust of

the earth. It sometimes combines with one
base and sometimes with two. Thus we have
feldspar, which is silicate of alumina and pot-

abh ; hornblende, which is silicate of lime and
magnesia ; steatite, which is silicate of mag-
nesia with a slight addition of alumina and
iron. Silica is insoluble in every aiid except

the fluoric acid. It is quite insoluble in water
in its natural state.

Wa should little expect flint to be an acid,

but as it exhibits the properties of an acid, and
behaves like an acid, it must be so considered.

Clay.—Clay is a compound of two simple

earths, silica and alumina, generally tinged

with iron. Lime, magnesia, and the coloring

oxides of some other metals besides iron, are

found in small quantities in natural cbiys.

There are many varieties of clay, ari ing from
the diflerent proportions in which the ingredi-

ents composing them are combined, an<l (i-om

the presence of ingredients in one variety that

are not found in another. When tolerably

pure clay is mixed wiih water, as every one
knows, it forms a compact mass, flexible or

plastic, capable of being formed into every
shape. Common clay contains more sand than

plastic clay, and has a yellowish color, owing
to the presence of iron ochre.

Water does not pass through clay as it does
through sand, or through lime.-tone earths.

When a layer of clay exists beneath the soil,

the rain, being unable to penetrate readily

through it, accumulates above it, forming bogs
and marshes. When such a layer approaches
the surface near the edge of a lower level, the

accumulated water bursts out giving rise to

springs. ^
Clay has the power of drinking in and re-

taining a large cjuantity of water. This prop-

erty when skilfully used gives it great agricul-

tural value.

Thoroughly dried clay, on exposure to the

air, increases in weight. This increase arises

from substances absorbed from the air. These
are water, carbonic acid and ammonia. Now
as these are the most important elements of

plant food, and as clay absorbs these from the

air, it is clear that it must enhance the fertility

of the soil. Loam consists of clay and sand.

We speak of a clayey loam or sandy loam, as

either of these ingredients predominates. A
soil consisting of either sand or clay only, is

without fertility. If there is too much clay,

the soil is too compact and heavy, and so

dense as not to allow a free circulation of air.

After long rains it becomes muddy, and not

allowing the water to evaporate freely, remains

wet and cold for a long time. A soil contain-

ing too much sand suffers from the opposite

disadvantages. Hence it becomes obvious

that the physical condition of a clayey soil may
be ameliorated by the addition of sand, and
that of a sandy soil by the addition of clay.

The properties that especially adapt clay for

the manufacture of earthen ware are its plas-

ticity and its hardening under the action of

heat. Clay is a silicate of alumina, containing

variable quantities of silicates of potash, lime,

&c.
Alum is what is called a double salt, con-

sisting of one part of sulphate of potassa, and
two parts of sulphate of alumina, chemically

united. R.

Concord, Mass., Nov., 18G7.

—In Canada, fiax is so profitable that some large

flouring mills have been turned into linen works.

Near Preston, this year, 12,000 acres were in flax.

It looks a little as though cotton would be flaxed

out.
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For the Neto Evgland Farmer.

AW AUTUMN BAMBLE.
Carrot Orop—Deep Plouetliins—I? tliere lose of Vegeta-

ble Force in penetrating nard eub-eoil?

The last (lay of October came to us m a
pleasant interval of sunshine amid many cbeer-

less days of autumn cloud and rain. A warm
west wind blew over the brown fields, and
chased the maple leaves into tl'e shelter of old

walls, or rustled among them until some pro-

tecting hedge of briar, or thorn, or barberry,

interposed and turned the baffled winds away
into country lanes, or down slopes of mowing
land, thickly matted with luxuriant aftermath,

or along pleasant valleys hazy with an after-

noon of dreamy Indian summer time.

The aspect of the roads, and fields, and
farms, had induced us to withdraw for a single

half day from the toil and tumult of the town,

and spend its hours among the scenes and
haunts of quiet country life.

So far as our observation goes, h is not a

difficult matter to engage a Kew England far-

mer in conversation, whether the subject be
agriculture, religion, or politics.

But for this "half day, your correspondent

had eschewed the meanness of the one, had
turned aside from the sectarianism of the other,

and had determined to acquaint himself some-
what with the Avays of the farmer.

The harvesters were in the fields, finishing

the season's labor by reaping a plenteous re-

ward for all the season's toil. In one lot men
were at work digging carrots, with the expec-

tation of getting at the rate of twenty-five

tons to the acre. The land on which the crop

was grown, had been twice ploughed in the

spring, making it exceedingly light and mel-

low ; and although the plough had not gone
below a depth of eight or ten inches, there

were carrots that would measure from fifteen

to twenty inches in length. It was claimed

that the land upon which this vegetable had
grown, would, next year, be even better adapt-

ed to the production of a crop of onions than

land upon which onions had this year been suc-

cessfully raised ; and yet the statement is fre-

quently made by the growers of this vegetable,

that onions do best when planted upon the

same land during consecutive years.

It occursto the writer whether the policy of

shallow ploughing for carrots, as practiced by

some agriculturists, may not be detrimental

to the interests of the husbandman. Here
were carrots, some of which had thrust their

roots at least live or ten inches into the hard

ground below the lowest point attained by the

plough. Now it is a (juestion with us whether

vegetables, during their growing season, do not

labor. The roots of these long carrots went

tapering away to a very slender point. Had
the ground upon which this crop was planned,

been turned up by a plough running twenty

inches deep, would not the force of growth,

inherent in vegetables, instead of partially

wasting itself in an effort to penetrate a stiff

subsoil, been reserved for the development of
the size and quality of carrots? Or is it pos-

sible that shallow ploughing is really a better

method of procedure ; and by leaving a hard
subsoil from five to ten inches below the sur-

face to impede and thwart the penetrative

propensities of the carrot, is the work which
the root performs turned in another direction,

;rul finding itself in its early stages arrested

in the effort to penetrate iar into the earth,

does development manifest itself more quickly

in a circumference, and meeting less resistance

amidst the loose upper soil, does that develop-
ment result in an increase of weight as the

product of a given area of land ?

But whether the leaving a subsoil near the

surface of the soil to check the deepening
of the plant, with a view to reaping an in-

creased harvest, be policy or otherwise, the

result in this. field was certainly very satis-

factory.

But we will not tire the reader with any
farther reference to the carrot crop. There
were other vegetables remaining in the fields.

Plots of purple cabbage made a fine show in

the lowlands ; and, scattered about in the dif-

ferent fields, the large, red skinned, flat tur-

nip had been assigned a place on higher and
mellower soil ; while, farther away, on the

western slope of a hillside, the cereals were
represented by a field of yellow corn—or what
had been such. And the yellow leaves of the

maize stalk, rustling in the light autumn wind
and glowing in the sunlight, imparted a feel-

ing of warmth to the landscape, and added
another item to the pleasures of an afternoon

spent in the autumn fields. xx.
Salem, Mass., Nov. 4, 1867.

For the New England Farmer.

A PLEASANT WORD FROM MAINE.
Crops, Buildings, Real Estate, &c., in IJncoln, Ken-

nebec and Sagadahoc counties.

New England Farmeh :—We are happy
to greet you on your weekly trip, laden with

so much information from our agricultural

brethren. How much information can be
gained by communicating with each other.

We down here in INlaine hear from those in

the old "Bay Sta'e," as well as in all other

States in our agricultural section.

With us autumn has robbed the orchards of
their fruit and the forests of their green foli-

age. As we drove through Lincoln, Kenne-
bec and Sagadahoc counties not long since, we
were led to exclaim, "God sees all things and
does all things for the benefit of all his crea-

tures. Surely He has given us a bountiftd har-

vest. As we passed one field the owner had just

gathered an immense load of cabbages as nice

as we ever saw. Corn, as a general thing, has

done well except on low land, some of which

has, this season, been too moist for that crop.

One man informed me that he harvested nine-
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ty-four bushels of corn on the cob from one
and one-half acres. All along our route, peo-

ple were pressing hay for market, but were
not anxious to sell at present prices, which
range from sixteen and one-half to eighteen

dollars. They say prices will range at twenty
and upwards.
At Gardiner we learned that potatoes were

selling at one dollar per bushel, but we think

they will sell for at least one dollar and fifty

cents before planting time, as the yield was
about six bushels from one, as a general thing.

Through the southwestern part of Lincoln

and Southwestern part of Kennebec counties,

it appeared to us that farmers generally, simply

tried to live, and nothing more. After cross-

ing the Kennebec river, farming appeared to

present a different aspect. Barn cellars and
manure sheds frequently presented themselves

to our view. Dwellings neatly painted and
fences in good repair, gave evidence of thrifty

and enterprising occupants. After passing

through West Gardiner and Litchfield, we as-

cended "Oak Hill," which is composed of a

sandy, gravelly soil, too dry for profitable

farming in all its departments. While it is a

good soil for corn and "just the thing" for an
orchard, it is not profitable for potatoes or

hay. But jnst beyond, occupying a part of

the towns of Monmouth and Wales, lies the

most fertile valley in this section of our State.

One farmer told us that he broke up a piece of
land that had been lying waste for a long time,

and without manure of any kind, raised pota-

toes to which were awarded the first premium
at the county fair. We were informed that

real estate in this valley was rapidly advancing
in price. One farm which was sold for $3500,
in two years afterwards was j»urchased by its

former owner for $4550. Through the whole
of our drive we saw no reason why people
should cry out "hard times," for on the whole
God has blessed us with an abundant harvest.

If we have less of one kind wo have more of

another, to make good the deficiency.

Wiscanset, Me., Nov. 11, 1867. c. h. w.

Manure.—We like barn cellars to protect

the manure from rain and sunshine, but there

is something else to do with manure besides

housing it. If you keep it housed and protected

from the frost, there is an acid in it which is

deleterious to the growing crops. My mode
is to clean out the shed and barn cellars in the

fall and pile it up closely, cover it over with

loam, which protects it from the rain. Then
the frost has free access to neutralize the

acidity, to penetrate through all the parts, and
then when it is pitched over in the spring, it

falls apart and becomes fine and adapted to the

growing crops. In the spring, instead of ma-
nuring five acres sparingly, we manure Avhat

can sumptuously, do irot scant a hill, and the

result is that we harvest good crops.

—

S. P.

Maherry, in Maine Farmer.

US JSrUTTING TIME.

With lingorine glints of gold and red
The waning autumn woods are gay;

And in the deep blue overhead
The sun shines clear and soft to-day.

The late October winds are bland,
Their voices whisper low and sweet;

While far away the blue hills stand
With valley vapors round their feet.

Across the azure of the sky
The milky cloud-ehapes, wandering, sail;

Southward the roving songbirds fly,

And from the stubble pi^je the quail.

Along the winding path we go,
Through fields in which the aster nods;

And over breezy slopes where grow
The yellow-painted golden rods

—

Alorg the path by field and hill.

With mai:y a lightly-spoken jest,

Past golden orchard rows where still

The robin shows his crimson breast

—

Until at last the woods we gain,
And there, with shout and crashing sound,

We beat the boughs till downward rain
The ripened nuts upon the ground.

All other sounds around are hushed,
There is no note of any bird

;

But through these aisles with autumn flushed
Our voices far and wide are heard.

With lingering glints of gold and red
The waning autumn woods are gay.

And though the summer months are fled
Our hearts make summer of to-day.

HINTS FOK THE GAfiDEKT.

We copy the following from the New York
Horticulturist

:

—
Hyacinths for winter blooming should now

be potted.

Vineyards should all have the earth plough-
ed up toward the vines late in autumn, leaving

a centre furrow for the surface drainage.

Chrysanthemums in bloom require abun-
dant fo d, which is best supplied by watering
them with liquid manure.

Roses for window blooming should be potted

in good rich soil, cut back freely, then kept in

cool frames for a time before bringing into

the room for winter.

Cuttings of geraniums, verbenas, &c., that

were made some time since and placed in a
cold frame, should now be potted off, brought
into the house, and placed in a cool, shady
place for a time before giving them a position

for growth.

Pits or Frames for winter stowing of plants

should be ready. Make them two to three

feet deep, and when they are well drained,

place the pots in leaf mold from (he woods,
give air freely aird shade-il'om hot sun ; when
severe weather sets iir, have ready a quantity

of straw, old hay, &&., for spreading over the

sash.

Strawberry beds planted this autumn
should during this month be lightly mulched
with coarse straw, leaves, cornstalks, or other
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litter tbat will serve to shield them from sun
and prevent the ground from freezing and
thawing rapidly ; but at the same time the

niuleh should not pack down on the plants to

smothvr them.

EvKKGKKKN branches taken from the forest

and planted in the ground among the shrub-

bery and grouped low over the flower-beds,

serve to give life and cheerfulness to the

grounds, and at the same time are a protec-

tion and shade to the plants, bulbs, &c., &c.

Cklery for winter use should be stored in

trenches made the exact depth of the plant,

and ten to twelve inches wide. Take up the

plants on dry days only, and pack closely in

the trenches. On the approach of severe

frosts, cover with two or three inches of straw

litter, increasing the quantity as the weather
prows colder, until the covering is at least one
foot in thickness.

Plough or dig all ground intended for

planting next season, leaving it as light and
loose as possible for the action of air and frost.

If clay
J.
round, plough or dig it only when

comparatively dry—the drier the better; if

too wet, it will at once pack down and no
benefit arise from the labor, if dry when the

work is performed, the action of the winter's

fronts will be almost or quite equal to a coat

of manure.

better still, the flower buds, as soon as they
appeal'.— P. J. Berkmans, Augusta, Geo., in
Southern Cultivator.

UNFJRUITFULNESS OF GRAPE VINES.
Overboiling, at first or second producing,

h one of I he great causes of early exhaustion
of our vineyards. The land used for a vine-

yard is generally impoverished by previous
croppi'.igs. The vine tind.i in it a few remain-
ing constituents requisite to its growth and
product ion of fruit; he'inz a. rnracinus feed-
er, it absorbs these readily and in a short
time. A year or two of heavy producin"- of
fruit exhausts the soil of nutritive elements;
and the vine, finding no suppl\ of nourishment,
begins to decline in vigor and fertilitv ; and,
once stunted in growth, it seldom recuperates,
even if after-treatment is such as to return a
new .<-upply of nourishment to the soil. The
tendency to overbear should be checked ; but
how few persons have sufHjient courage to cut
off a portion of the branches in early spring?
It is es..;ential to remove one-half of the bunches
as soon as they appear ; the rem lining half
will be more developed, the berries larger,

the quality improved, the weight of the fruit

as large in ihe end, as if all the bunches were
left, and the vine will not exhaust itself so
much, liy overstraining, nature fails ; and it is

easier for a vine to perf'eet a dozen bunches than
to aitfuipt to clo so for double that number.
Our finest specimens of fruits, such as pears,
peaches, apples, &e,. are the consecpience of
a moderate crop of fruit upon the trees, caused
either naturally or arlilicially, by the remov-
ing a proper proportion of the flowers, or,

ROAD SAND AND WASH.
We have frequently witnessed the beneficial

effects of the wash of the highway when prop-

erly directed upon grass fields, and have .^up-

posed that its virtue consisted chiefly in the

droppings of animals that passed over it. The
following article by Dr. J. S. Houghton, in

the Gardeners'' Monthly, indicates another

cause of the fertility of such irrigation :

—

The sand obtained from turnpikes, or roads
macadamized with any sort of stones, very dif-

ficult to break or pulverize, has a peculiar

value. The grinding of such rucks or stones

under the iron-rimmed wheels of wagons, the

wear of horse-shoes, and the mixture of this

ground rock with the manure scattered along

the road, produces a compound which is found
to be highly accep'able to trees and plants.

The granite rock, we know, is rich in potash

and silica ; but it is not these elements alone

which give this road sand its peculiar value.

By the process of grinding and triturating inert

substances, such as oyster-shells, charcoal,

quicksilver, we develope medicinal and other

virtues which these substances do not possess

in their crude form. And so it is supposed to

be with road sand. By the constant grinding

and triturating of the iron-bound wheels and
horses' shoes, the comminuted granite becomes
prepared for the use of plants ; and when this

road sand is mixed with the compost heap and
saturated with liijuid manure, it is found to help

the efficacy of the compost in a remarkable
manner. Under the influence of road sand of

this kind alone, it is said that when applied to

lawns, white clover is sure to spring up in the

greatest abundance and luxuriance where it

had never been seen before.

SORRY HE SOLD HIS FARM.
The Doctor says, he "never knew a man to

sell his farm who did not regret it." This is

perhaps stating it a little too strong. But be-

I

ing one of the oldest pastors in Western New
! York, he has had good opportunities for ob-

. servation. I think men engaged in other pur-

j
suits, who buy farms, expecting to find noth-

; ing but pleasure and profit in agriculture, are

I
generally very glad of an opportunity to dis-

\

pose of them. Such men seldom regret selling.

; But with a farmer the case is very different.

lie either sells because he thinks he can buy a

better or cheaper farm, or because he is

tired of farming, and proposes to live in the

city. In the latter case he is almost certain to

wish himself back again on the farm. I heard

of such a case thr other day. A farmer was

offered last spring what he thought a high
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price for his farm, and acfcpted the offer,

thinking he could live comfortably in the city

on the interest of the money. After trying it

six or eight months, he ollered the piu-chaser

$1000 to let him have the farm back again,

giving him the summer crops and the wheat
into the bargain. A farmer who sells, expect-

ing to buy another farm, finds it not so easy

to suit himself as he expected. If you must
sell, the better plan is to know beforehand
where you are going.

—

J. Harris, in Am. Ag.

TBALNING THE MULE.
We copy from Mr. Riley's Treatise on the

Mule, a new Avork recently published in New
York by Dick & Fitzgerald, the following re-

marks on training this proverbially stupid and

contrary animal :

—

Probably no animal has been the subject of

more cruel and brutal treatment than the mule,

and it is ^afe to say that no animal ever per-

formed his part better, not even the horse.

In breaking the mule, most persons are apt to

get out of patience with him. 1 have got out

of patience with him myself. But patience Is

the great essential in breaking ; and in the use

of it you will find that you get along much
better The mule is an unnatural animal, and
hence more timid of man than the horse ; and
yet he is tractable, and capable of being taught

to understand what you want him to do. And
when he understands what you want, and has

gained your confidence, you will, if you treat

him kindly, have little trouble in making him
perform his duty.

In commencing to break the mule, take hold

of him gently, and talk to him kindly. Don't
spring at him, as if he were a tiger you were
in dread of. Don't yell at him; don't jerk

him ; don't strike him with a club, as is too

often done ; don't get excited at his jumping
and kicking. Approach and handle him the

same as you would an animal already broken,
and through kindness you will, in less than a
week, have your mule more tractable, better

broken, and kinder than you would in a month,
had you used the whip. JMules, with very
few exceptions, are born kickers. Breed them
as cart-fully as you will, the moment they
are able to stand up, and you put your hand
on them, they will kick. It is, indeed, their

natural means of defence, and they resort to

it through the force of instinct. In commenc-
ing to break them, then, kicking is the first

thing to guard against and overcome. The
young mule kicks because he is afraid of a
man. He has seen those intrusted with their

care beat and abuse the older ones, and he
very naturally fears the same treatment as

soon as a man approaches him. Most persons
intrusted with the care of these young and
green mules have not had experience enough
with them to know that this defect of kicking
is soonest remedied by kind treatment. Care-

ful study of the animal's nature, and long ex-

perience with the animal have taught me that,

in breaking the mule, whipping and harsh
treatment almost invariably make him a worse
kicker. They certainly make him more timid

and afraid of you. And just as long as you
fight a young mule and keep him afraid of you,
just so long will you be in danger of his kick-

ing you. You must convince him through
kindness that you are not going to hurt or

punish him. And the sooner you do tiiis, the

sooner you are out of danger from his feet.

IMPORTED NORMAN HORSES.
In 1851, Dr. M. Biown, of Pickaway

county, O., imported a Norman stallion from
France, who^e produce became so popular
that, shortly after, othei- parties iii Union and
Madison counties made several importations

of the same stock, which has become largely

infused among the horse stock of that region.

This season Dr. Brown and Mr. T. C. Bige-

low have made another importation, of which

the reporter of the Ohio kjUdesman, (Colum-
bus.) makes the Ibllowing mention:

—

We rode out to the Four Mile House yes-

terday afternoon, to take a good look at the

great monsters of horses imported by Dr. M.
Brown of Circleville, and Mr. Biaelow, from
Normandy, France. There are lour of them,

and they are beauties. The first in order is

the premium horse, Napoleon. He is a dapple

gray, five years old, is 16^ hands high, and
will exct cd 1,600 pounds in weight. This

horse was designed for the stables of the

French Government, but through the intluence

of Americans of high standing in Paris, the

Emperor gave permission for the horne to be

brought to this country. The next is a bay,

the Duke of France, six years old, 16 hands

high and weighing nearly 1,600 pounds. Vig-

orous is the third. He is a dapple gray, four

years old, 16 hands high, and of about 1,400

pounds weight. This is a larger bodied horse

than either of the others, and, when full

grown, will be the most symmetrical of the

lot. Black Robert, the fourth, is four years

old, 15^ hands high, and will weigh 1,300 lbs.

Our Receipt for Curing Meat.—To one

gallon of water, take \h lbs. of salt, h. lb. of

sugar, k oz. of saltpetre, h oz. of potash. In

this ratio the pickle to be increased to any
quantity desired. Let these be boiled together

until all the dirt from the sugar rises to the top

and is skimmed off. Then throw it into a tub

to cool, and when cold, pour it over your beef

or pork, to remain the usual time, say four or

five weeks. The meat must be well covered

with pickle, and should not be put down for

at least two days after killing, during which

time it should be slightly sprinkled with pow-
dered saltpetre, which removes all the surface

blood, &c., leaving the meat fresh and clean.

— Germantown Telegraph.
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AMERICAN DURHAMS IN PUNCH, i

The sale of American cattle in England, in

connection with a herd belonging to the Royal

family, when "Bulls brought their weight in

bullion," was an event rather too funny to es-

cape the notice of the London Punch. In his

poetic flight, however, Mr. Punch takes large

license with American geography ; but then

the location of Geneva, N. Y., in lllinore,

helps out the rhyme, and being a removal of

not over one thousand miles, is no greater lib-

erty than is often taken with our latitude and

longitude by more prosaic Englishmen. Here

are Puncli's verses :

—

The Golden Short-Horns.

"Eigbt out of the iiino Short-Rorns of English Wood,
which 'Our American C.)usins' and Mr. Strafford
have just (-old it.icV; to us in a Windsor hotel, averaged

nearly £410 a-piece."—il/oniin^r Paper.

Mr. Strxff>bd raised his time-glass,

And I'HOnNTON held the pen,

When to a Windsor coffee-room

Flocked f cores of Short-Horn men.

They crowded round the table,

They fairly blocked the door;—
. He stood Oh impaignc, did Sheldon,

Of Geneva, Illinois.

They talked of Oxford heifers,

Duch. 68 bulls, and how the States

Had come into the market
With another "Bit of Bates."*

Their expression is so solemn,
Arid so earnest is their tine,

That noug'it would seem worth living for

But -'iit-d and White and Koan."

All ready for the contest,

I view a dauTit'ess three
The Macintosh from Essex,
A canny chiel is he.

There's Lenky from the hop yards

;

'Twill he strange if he knocks under.
When once the chords are wakened
Of that Kentish "Son of Thunder "

The Talleyrand of "trainers"
Is their cute hut modest foe,

Him v.hom the Oods call "CuLsnAW,"
And men on earth call "Joe."

H<! loves them "points all over,"
Witl. br ght dew on the nofe;

And in hif heart of hearts is writ,

"A touch of Barmpton Hose."

And sure it well might puzzle
" The Geii'lemin i.i HI ick,"

When the three nod on "by twenties,"

To know which you should back.

And sure the laws of Nature
Must have hurst each ancient bound,

When a yc^irling heif. r fetches
Mure luan seven hundred pound I

Bulls bring their weleht in bullion.

And I guess we'll hear of more.
Arriving from Hie paiskures

Of Oeniva, Illinois.

•The American etock was originally from the cele-

hraiid herd of Mr. Bates, of England.

The following

the American

Queen's farm at Windsor, is thus immortalized

in song. The boys will remember that the

English Pound is about five dollars.

£ 8.

Third Duke of Geneva 577 10

Twelfth Duke of Thorndale, 194 5

Seventh Duchess of Geneva, 7:<5 00

Fourth Maid of Oxford 315 00

Fifth Maid of Oxford, -.10 00

Countess of Oxford 2 2 10

Si.>cih Maid of Oxford 420 00

Seventh Maid of Oxford V7.} 00

KighlhLady of Oxford 472 10

UNDER-DRAINING VINEYARDS.
After expressing the opinion that a thor-

oughly well-drained spot, where the water will

pass away as fast as it falls, is the one thing

needful in vine growing,—more important, ki

fact, than location near large bodies of water,

shelter from winds, exposure to sun, peculiar-

ities of soil, mineral elements, and systems of

pruning, the Editor of the Gardener''s Monthly

says : "We do not believe that the usual way

of proceeding with tiles will pay the vineyard-

ist, because there are so many localities where

the soil is naturally adapted to vine growing

without this, that he who has to endure the

additional expense before he can grow grapes,

cannot compete with the other.'" Instead of

great expense and labor in trenching, subsoil-

Ing and underdralning, beneath the ground, to

encourage the roots down to be rotted, Mr.

Meehan recommends that efforts be made to

"prepare the earth all above the natural sur-

face, where the roots will be dry and warm,

and near the oxydizing agencies so necessary

to the proper preparation of plant food."

For the New England Farmer,

YOUR STOCK CLEAN.KEEP

are the names and prices of

While much is said about the food, its pro-

per quantity and quality, shelter, ventilation,

and treatment in disease of stock, too little is

said about cleanliness. It is regarded by
many as a minor point in stock management,
and a laborious and expensive task withal.

They associate it with the constant use of cards

and brushes, buckets of water and swabs, hoes

and brooms—altogether consuming a large

part of every day in a dull routine of dirty

work of seemingly little use. Hence some
farmers let their cows go all winter more
thickly coated with manure than ever were
their pastures.

^V'hat can ho more disagreeable and dis-

couraging than to turn out of a warm bed
some cold morning, and grope your way to

the old tie-up, and take your place at the head
of a long row of cows, with Hanks and bags

cattle whose sale near the I well covered with fresh dung, and tails satu-
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rated with the same, all ready to leave their

impression about j-our head ; then to come to

your breakfast with boots and clothes bedaub-

ed, and hands strongly perfumed,—not with

Cologne water, or Lubin's Extracts,—and talk

of your fresh and nicely drawn milk, and the

sweets of farming. 'Tis too bad,
—

'tis enough

to send a thrill of disgust througli one's whole

body against fanning. It is no wonder far-

mer's sons and daughters are early prejudiced

again^t their occupations. Boys usually have

to do a large share of the barn-work, and if

they are compelled to work hard to accomplish a

litlle, and wear clothes that thus bespeak their

employment, they are soon down upon farm-

ing, rather than upon the manner in which it

is conducted.

Now keeping stock clean is like keeping

one's self clean ; there is no particular merit

in it, while there is much disgrace in the neg-

lect of it. The want of cleanliness is wholly

the fault of the owner, for it cannot be said

that any of our domestic animals are uncleanly

from choice ; they all have a natural aversion

to their own excrements, and if left to them-

selves will choose a clean, dry place to lie up-

on ; although, from a wrong way of bringing

up, some animals seem to have lost this sense

of cleanliness. I have seen hogs which made
no distinction between their trough, bedding,

and the farthest corner of the pen. These,

when young, were kept in little boxes of pens,

scarcely large enough to turn round in, and
never had the privilege of a yai-d. Others

are exemplary as possible, keeping their beds,

especially, very clean.

In nothing is the progress of agriculture

more evident than in the construction of farm

buildings. The arrangements for the comfort

and convenience of our animals are beginning

to receive the attention they deserve ; the days

of old, dark, low, narrow, damp and unhealthy

hovels ai'e passing away. Perhaps all cannot

possess a model barn, but something can be

done at once and by every one, at small ex-

pense, towards the improvement of stables.

If any one who has for years tended cattle by
elbowing, crawling, and crowding about in

these old barns, could have for one winter the

comfort of working in a well constructed sta-

ble, he would never consent to return to the

old arrangements.
The secret of keeping cattle clean with little

labor, consists in preventing their lying down in

their ordure, and this depends upon the proper

construction of their stablings. Their plat-

form should be just. long enough for them to

stand upon, and there should be a trench or

pit behind this, at least six inches deep and
two feet wide. The walk behind this should

be wide enough for two cows to pass each

other, and a few inches higher than the plat-

form upon which the cows stand. Stanchions

are now generally preferred to halters, ropes

or chains, for the simple reason that they keep
cattle in their place better. In one of the

model barns in this State, in which fifty head
of cattle are kept, the dimensions of the stable

are : length of cows' platform, lour feet six

inches; that for oxen is one foot longer ; dung
pit is seven inches deep, and two I'eet Avide

;

walk or passage behind, five feet wide, and is

raised two inches above the platform where
the cows stand. With oxen the urine is the

great trouble. To carry this oif, construct

the platform in two parts,—the lower half be-

ing made of strips of plank about five inches

wide, and laid about half an inch apart. In
this way the urine will run olFinto the manure
trench. Thus arranged, with a moderate sup-

ply of bedding, and cleaning out twice a day,

it is not much trouble to keep cattle clean.

Fifteen minutes spent with the card is as good
as an hour in the old ho\el. It is not neces-

sary to put on thick boots to go behind or be-

tween the cows. Some may think they are

too closely confined by this method. If it

keeps them clean, it is better by far than all

the exercise they get in stepping forward and
backward two or three feet, and in lying in

their own droppings every night.

In these days of horse admiration, it is hardly

supposed the noble animals will be allowed to

go uncared for. Would that every man call-

ing himself a farmer, kept his horse during

winter half as clean and slick as he can keep
himself while at pasture. Here, too, a little

care in the construction of stalls saves labor

in grooming. Make the stall floor no longer

than the horse, and raise it a few inches above
the maiii floor, and conduct the urine away by
contrivances similar to those described for ox
stalls.

As for poor piggy, though doomed to do
very dirty work, he expresses more thankful-

ness for a clean dry bed, than many a biped

possessing more dignity. The idea that any
hole will answer ibr a pig pen is intolera-

ble. Temporary and hastily built pens are the

dearest in the end. If any part is inclined to

give way, piggy Is sure to assist it. In fact

he likes to try the strength of every part, and
if the trough is placed upon the ground, he

will fill it with dirt to your continual annoyance,

and always takes occasion for his mischief when
you are in a hurry. No place is fit to be called

a piggery, which does not contain well-shel-

tered, dry and warm sleeping apartments, and

a firmly secured trough, conveniently placed

for feeding, apart from and above the yard.

The cow yard is another Important place to

be kept clean, whether the cows are tied up
during summer nights or not. Some are little

better than sloughs ; they receive no other care

than carting dirt into them In spring and out

in the fall ; there is no way of getting about

them except by leaping from stone to stone, or

wading ankle deep in filth. No inconsiderable

amount of shouting and angry words are ex-

pended, as well as heavy blows given, over

the mishaps that constantly occur in milking

and yoking in such places. In looking upon
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such yards I have often wonrlered if there

could be ari-angeraents contii\od lor makinjr

the work hanicr or more dij^agrt'table. And
could tlie dumb animaiti t^peak, they would cm-
phatii ally declare the change from the gnen
and sweet pastures, to a bedding for the nij;ht

on a manure heap or in a mud hole, was an} thing

but |)k'asant for them. Whenever 1 pass a

yard whot^c owner has dry walks from gate to

diior^, and from door to door, and who daily

throws into a heap all the droppings, I con-

clude that man has an eye to his own eomfort

as well a-i that of his cattle and also knows
how to make manure. If any one doubts the

benefit of cleaning the yards daily, let him try

the plan for one season. Wiih an extra large

sized shovel it takes but a few moments each

day. The increase of manure, the comfort in

milking and getting about the yard, far ex-

ceeds the additional labor.

Thus it will be seen that with properly con-

strucU-d stalls, keeping cattle clean is not an

onerous task, neither is it a subject of minor

impoftance ; for no part of farm work requires

during the year so much time as tunding the

stock. A small sum of money expended in

securing the most approved coubtiiictions foi-

stailings, pays a large interest in the comfort,

health and cleanliness of the animals, in saving

labor, and in your own convenience and satis-

faction—aye, and in every way that j ou can

estimate prolit. N. s. T.

Lawrence, Mass., Nov., 1867.

For the Neio England Farmer.

THE GARDEN IN DECEMBEK.
December usually brings to us, Nt w Eng-

landers, such weather as to preclude active la-

bors in the garden ; but even in this month
there are some things that the observing gar-

dener will look af'ter. If the weather be mild

there are some neglected November labors

that should be atteuiledlo—all that can yet be

done to advance spring work, should be done
when an opportunity presents. Cleaning up,

which is of'cn delayed till spring, can as well

be done now, and tiius lighten the labors of a

more busy season. Should the ground remain

open, it may be det ply ploughed, adding a

coat of manure, which will disseminate itself

through the soil ; while the, soil if a heavy,

close one, will be greatly amelioralcd by the

action of the frosts and winter weaher. Prun-

ing of currants, gooseberries, and grape vines

may be done whon not frozen, if not before

attended to; the cuttings may Ix; saved by

burving them in sand in the cellar bottom, or

packing in damp moss for spring {)lanting ; but

cuttings niaile previous to IVcczing, are rather

more Mire to sirike root and start cjuick than

those that have been frozen. Now is a good
time to re\iew the lal>ors, sucei sses, and non-

nucee.>-ses of the season pa.-<t, and to form plans

for improvement in the future.

Shall I tell you some experience in improv-

ing currant bushes, or their product? In otir

garden we have a row of currant bushes some
eight rods long, which have stood there some
(il'teen to twenty }ears. The bushes had got
to be quite large and close together. Up to

two years ago, they had done very well, when
they partially failed. Th^y set quite full and
a large crop was promised; but the currants

were very small and when ripening withered

on the bushes, so that little was reali '.ed from
them. I should have said that the bushes had
not been cultivated as they should have been
by pruning and cidtivation. Some grass had
got in among them, though but little directly

among the bunches. In April, 180(3, I felt

bound to try what virtue there was in better

culture. So every other bunch was dug out,

and the remainder pretty thoroughly ]>runed.

The ground was cleaned, a;id new soil hauled

around them. When this was done, Faint

Heart said, "We .shall have no currants

—

might as well dig up and throw away the rest."

But I determined to "wait and see." A late

frost caused a failure to get many currants

—scarcely any that season. Not discouraged,

the cultivation was kept up the past season,

and now for the result : we never had larger

and better currants. From the bushes left

after thinning, we had nearly as many cur-

rants as we had in their best days from the

whole. We had them green, for pies and
stews ; ripe, all we wanted to eat with sugar

with our meals ; made ten gallons wine ; and
what we cared to preserve, besides quite a

(juantity for the birds, &c. Faint Heart was
then ready to acknowledge there was some vir-

tue in better culture with prnning. Reader,

have you a lot of currant bushf^s that have

nearly run out? If so. you can rejuvenate

them in a similar way, or by division and trans-

planting into better soil at the proper season.

We have but few special directions to give, at

this time, for the garden, and these are com-
prised in the general one, to do everything

possible to forward operations in spring.

Be.vn Poles, Hop Poles, and Pea Brush,
may be made to perform some years' extra ser-

vice by storing them under cover. See that a
supply is laid in, if needed, before the spring

work advances.

Planning.—This is the proper season to

begin to plot out the garden for the next sea-

son, and to see that a supply of seeds for each

plot is provided. Are there not some one or

two new vegetables you would like to add to

the old routine next season ? If so, now is

the time to secure the .seed.

Seed.—"Good seeds are cheaper at any
price than poor ones free of expense." All

good home grown sec ds should be carefully

saved and protected from any influence detri-

mental to their vitaliiy. Sort, and store in

paper bags, or boxes, and throw away all re-

l'ii>e or poor ones, or those there is any doubt

about. Exchange choice kinds wiih your

friends and neighbors. Lay a.^ide a few of the
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choicest beets, turnips, carrots, cabbages, &c.,

to raise seed from next summer.
Wm. H. White.

South Wmdsor, Conn , Nov. 20, 1867.

For the New England Farmer.

DOMESTIC TRAINING.—WO. 2.

Perbaps, Mr. Editor, jou would not have

wished the former essay ''to be continued,"

had you known that it was written under the

influence of sad experience. But I am not in

the confessional, and as the subject is far from

being exhausted, lam quite willing to proceed.

Mothers, are you giving your daughters a

domestic education as thorough and systematic

as the instruction which they are receiving at

school ? Are you leading them step by step

from the simplest to the most difficult tasks,

even as they are trained in mathematics or

music ? If not, then you so far fall short of

your duty. It is not enough, to permit them
occasionally to fabricate delicate pies and pud-

dings, or perform some light labor which will

not compromise their gentility. They should

understand the duties that pertain to each day

of the week, and to stated seasons of the

year. They should be familiar with the har-

mony of the household, so that in the absence

of the leader there need be no jarring or dis-

cordant notes.

The best time to lay the foundation for a

domestic education is in early childhood.

There is then a willingness to learn, which the

circumstances of later years too often eradi-

cate. Every one knows how anxious little

girls are, as soon as they can go alone, to

"help," and how troublesome their officious-

ness sometimes appears. Yet it should not be

so accounted, even though they do hinder

much more than they help. Their willingness

to assist should be appreciated and encouraged,

and their little mistakes kindly corrected.

Such speeches as, "Do get out of the way !"

"You bother me to death !" must fall rather

harshly on the mind of a child who is trying to

the best of her knowledge, to do some good in

the world. Can we wonder that there is so

much idleness and selfishness, such a distaste

for housework, among those who should be
able to lighten the cares of their mother, and
cheer her declining years ?

Let it not be supposed that learning to work
will be an obstacle to their intellectual advance-

ment. On the contrary it will tend to promote
it, unless one should go to the pernicious ex-

treme of placing heavy burdens on young
shoulders, inadequate to bear them. Habits

of industry and usefulness, formed at home,
will be carried into the school duties, and
greatly assist in their worthy performance.

There are too many idle, and, as a direct

'ionsequence, sullen, obstinate and mischievous

onildrcn in the world. If their first attempts

at assisting are harshly repelled, the golden

opportunity is lost.

There are little tasks which they can perform

easily, and they .^hould be allowed to do so,

even if the amount of assistance have to be
expressed by the sign— minus. Their training

is the mother's most important duty, and should

be attended to, whatever else may be neglected.

IMattie.

Marlboro', Mass., Nov. 18, 1867.

Grapes in Geoiigia.—IVlr. J. Van Buren,

of Clarksville, Geo., wriies to the Country

Gentleman: "My Scuppeinong grapes were
very fine ; vines six } ears tian^planted bore an

average of three bushels clean grapes each,

eome of the berries measuring one and a quar-

ter inches in diameter, and the clu-tcrs rang-

ing from two to twenty L-erries C;uh ; and I

would here remark that this grape diflers from

all others, in that the beriies alone are picked

or shaken from the vine and not' the clusters.

It is a very distinct variety, entirely unlike any
other grape in vine, leaf and fruit. The
Mustang grape of Texas resembles it some-

what in vine and leaf, but not in fruit. The
Scuppernong is the sweetest of all grapes,

while the Mustang is the most acid. The vines

which produced three bushels the present year

will probably produce six bushels each next

year, and thus go on doubling annually for

several years to come, as it is a variety not

subject to any disease in vine, leaf or fruit.

It blooms from the middle to the last of June,

and ripens the first of October.

The Berkshire County Premiums.—The
Berkshire, Mass., Agricultural Society always

pay their premiums in silver ware, with the

privilege of exchanging any article for another in

order to complete the sets. Nearly all the old

families have obtained silver spoons enough in

this way to sto' k themselves and set up their

children. All those who have married Berk-

shire girls within the last half century will tes-

tify to the abundant supply. The result is that

the Berkshire Society has a powerful hold on

the hearts and purses of the people. At the

exhibition just closed, a plow that took the first

premium 54 years ago here, was shown ; it is

still in the possession of Henry Colt, who pro-

poses to present it to the Society.
_
It was im-

ported from Scotland, and is all iron except

the handles.

—

Western Sural.

Massachusetts Fruit House.—Hovey's

Magazine of Horticulture says that Bartlett

pears, placed in the Fruit House, September

1, are now, October 15, in precisely the same

condition as when put in, thus enabling dealers

to furnish this favorite pear for three or four

months. We doubt not that pears of all kinds

will now be furnished at reasonable prices the

whole winter. Heretofore they have been too

dear for any except the wealthy to purchase.
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LYCHNIS HAAQEANA.
The toi-m Lychnis, of which the above is a

new and elegant varict}', is derived from the

Greek for lamp, the cottony leaves of a re-

lated plant having been used as a substitute

for wicks.

Mr. Breck, in his Book of Flowers, says,

"the double variety is one of the most splen-

did decorations of the border; it is propa-

gated only by divisions of the root or by cut-

tings of the flower stem. The cuttings are

taken off at any time when the shoots are ten-

der, and planted in a sandy loam, in a warm
situation, but covered with a hand glass and

shaded from the sun. When well establi.-hed,

they may be transplanted into the bed or bor-

der where they are to remain, and will flower

strongly next year. There is also a single

and double white variety. The single kinds

are easily raised from seed. All the varieties

do best in a light, rich, loamy soil. It is ne-

cessary to take up and divide ihe roots ever}'

other year, early in the s-pring. A light pro-

tection is necessary to the double varieties, to

insure vigorous bloom. The flowers are fas-

cicled, (collected in bundles,) level-topped or

convex; two feet high; in June and July.

The double varieties continue to give flowers

until autumn.

The Lyciiiiis Ilaageana, which is represented

by the cut, copied from Messrs. Washburn &
Cc's Catalogue of Flower Seeds, is an ele-

gant perennial. It flowers the first year, pro-

ducing large scarlet flowers, with jagged pet-

als, one foot high. It requires protection

through the winter.

One variety of Lychnis is the well known
Ragged Robin, so common in flower gardens.

Peaches.—Two years ago we spoke of a

peach crop, raised by Mr. Nathan Brooks
of Acton, Mass., when he bad just realized

$600.00 from the product of less than one

acre of trees. Some of the finest of them,

then brought him $9.00 per bushel.

A few weeks ago, Mr. Brooks presented us

a basket of this year's crop. They were of

the Late Crawford variety. Average price

per bushel $6.00.

His crop this year brought him $400.00,

but, as was the case with all fruit, their flavor

was not of the highest order. We hope the

thief who stole two bushels of the best late

ones, on Sunday, will repent of the mean

deed, and restore to Mr. Brooks four-fold ; if

not in peaches, in some equivalent.

THE WOOL PKOSPECT.
A farmer in Ohio asks the opinion of the

Acting Commissioner of the Department of

Agriculture upon the future prospects of the

wool growing busineis in this country. From
the reply of the Commissioner, in the last

Monthly Report, we make the following ex-

tracts :

—

It is manifestly unwise to destroy an inter-

est of such magnitude because circumstances,

temporarily existing, have diminished its prof-

its. It is unwise to abandon it because its

enemies have been able to cripple it by exces-

sive importation during the pendency of the

question of its protection. It is an old game,
hitherto successful with them, fir.<t. to glut the

market on the eve of the imposition of a duty,

and afterwards to declare the resultant stagna-

tion in prices to be the direct clfcct of the law.

All the mischief has been done that can be
done. The most potent (.'lement of cure is

time, in which to consume the immense sur-

plus of foreign wools which were thrown upon
the market, primarily for the profit of evading

the coming duty, incidentally for the discour-

agement such influx would bring upon domes-
tic manufacture. ^Vool growers who hold on
may expect a gradual improvement, which will

be sure to follow, unless linancial disturbances

unexpectedly arise.

The country' has been flooded with import-

ed unmanufactured wools and woolen goods
since July 1, IHG'), in anticipation of an in-

crease in the duties, which was so long de-
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ft^rred that a ruinous displacement of domestic

wools was the result. The extent of this de-

rancreni'-nt will be apparent by an exhibition of

official figures of wool imports. It will be re-

membered that the four years of war were
necessarily years of excessive importation,

amounting to nearly two hundred and fifty-

two millions of pounds of wool and twenty-

seven millions of shoddy, and that during the

last year of that period, 1865, ending three

months after the close of the war and six

months after such result seemed inevitable,

the importation was reduced to forty millions

of dutiable wool, and a little more than three

millions of free wool from Canada. The re-

duction should have continued, as we now pro-

duce about one hundred and fifteen millions,

and can add twenty millions in a single year if

the business promises to pay. Instead of such

reduction, an enormous increase was made,
not only through the fiscal year of 1865-'66,

but from July to JVIarch, 1867, when the wool
tarili" went into effect, as follows :

—

Years.

1865
1866,

Dutiable.
Pounds.

. 40,372,075
67,917,031

Free. Total
Pounds. Pounds.
3,486,079 45,*558,154

1,206,234 69,1^3,265

Exc£8g over 1865 23,265,111

Including the shoddy, the increase was
nearly twenty-six millions. The imports of
the year ending June 30, 1867, were 35,325,-

151 pounds, costing $5,770,083; shoddy,

5,086,187 pounds, costing $516,480. A glut

in the wool market was the result, though
{)rices did not decline, because the wool was
argely held in bond in expectation of a de-

crease of future importation by high duties.

This was sufficient to prevent a material in-

crease of the low current prices, compelling
farmers to await patiently the consumption of

these foreign supplies. Nor was this all

;

manufacturers, as well as farmers, were to suf-

fer by an equally excessive impoi-tation of
woolens—in fact, an unprecedented influx,

almost equalling in a single year the imports

of woolens for the entire period of the war,
as the following totals will show :

—

Total for 4 years ending June 30, 1865 . . .$87,762,918
Annual av. for 4 years ending June 30, 1865 21,940,729
Imports of the year ending June 30, 1866 . . 57,115,901

This is a sum equal to the present total val-

uation of the annual wool clip of the United
States.

Of the fleeces imported in the year ending
June 30, 1866, nearly all was in direct compe-
tition with our own styles of wool, and about
thirty-seven million pounds from Buenos
Ayres alone, twenty-five million pounds of

which came in at three cents duty, and nearly

all of it was clothing wool that displaced an
equal quantity of the home product. Fine
wools, imported in the dirt, came in at less

than half the internal re venue taxes upon our
own wool growers. The quantity at each rate

was as follows :

—

Pounds. Value. Rate of duty.
32,366,135 $3,522,417 3 cents.
35,211,402 5,705,293 6 cents.

8.^29 2,398 10 cents and 10 W cent.
330,905 150,975 12 cents and 12 l?' cent.

Added to this was the import of woolens,
costing in gold fifty-seven millions of dollars,

and in greenbacks, with Ireight and commissions
added, fully one hundred luillions ; the whole
requiring as much foreign wool to produce it

as the entire importation of woolens for three

years of the war. Can sensible manufiicturers
and intelligent wool growers expect prosperity
till this glut in the market is removed ? That
it is being removed, since the passage of the
wool tariff law, the falling off in importation
shows.

The facts of wool and woolen importations,
and the history of the woolen manufacture in

this country, show that we have arrived at a
period when one of two results must follow

—

either domestic manufactures must mainly oc-

cupy the field of domestic supply, or foreign

goods will fill the markets of the country, stop
the factories, depress sheep husbandry, reduce
the price of wheat and other grain by decreas-
ing the number of consumers and increasing
the number of competing consumers.
The aggregate importation of woolens for

each decade, and the average per year for

forty years, ending in 1860, are as follows :

—

Aggregate. Annual av'ge.
Ten years ending In 1830 . . $86,182,110 $8,618,211
Ten years ending in 1840 . . 12t»,33i,258 12 933,625
Ten yeai 8 ending in 18.50 . . 109,U23 552- 10,902 355
Ten years ending in 1860 . . 282,682,830 28,268,283

Forty years ending in 1860 . 627,224,750 15,680,618

In 1820, when this importation commenced,
manufacturing was at its lowest ebb, the value

of its annual product having been reduced to

$1,413,068, by excessive importations after

the close of the war of 1812, from $25,608,788
in 1810

;
just as foreign traders, aided bj

American importers, at the close of the late

war, and the fall of gold, have seriously im-
paired both the wool growing and wool manu-
facturing interests by flooding the country with

a vast surplus of foreign woolens. While
suffering a series of fluctuations, caused bj
more or less successful efforts to break
down the barriers to over-importation, the

progress of manufacturing has been gradual

and comparatively regular. In 1830 the pro-

duct of woolen manufactures had increased to

$14,528,166; in 1840 it was $20,696,999 ; in

1850, $43,207,545 ; in 1860, $68,865,963 ; in

1864 a return of manufacturers, representing

about three-fourths of the total number of sets

of machinery, made an aggregate of $120,-
000,000.

With the increase of the manufacture ofwool,

step by step, advanced the production of wool.

The census of 1850 made the clip of that year
52,516,959 pounds ; that of 1860 returned

60,511,343. The yield of 1864 was estimated
at 95,000,000 ; that of 1866, 115,000,000.
The increase of manufacturing and the relative
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consumption of wool at different periods may
be gathered from the following statement, with

the qualification that the wool importation of

1865 was less than the consumption of foreign

wool for that year, while that of 1866 was far

more than that year''s consumption. There
was also, in round numV)ers, four millions of
pounds of shoddy in the former, and seven
millions in the latter year, not counted in the

statement :

—

U. 8. Product, tt>8. Imports, tbs. Total, flbs.

1810 . . 35,802,114 15,(86,410 60,808,524
1850 . . 52,51fi,969 18,669,794 71,186,763
1860 . . 60,011,3-13 34,5S6,657 95,098,000
1865 . . 105 OUO.OliO 40,372,075 1-15,372,075

1866 . . 115,000,000 67,917,031 182,917,031

It is not that woolen importations are so much
heavier than formerly, in proportion to popu-
lation. As shown above, the average for forty

years, when we manufactured comparatively

little, was $15,680,618. With population

doubled and foreign prices at least fifty per

cent, greater than twenty-five years ago, $45,-

000,000 would not be a larger proportionate

importation. Then we manufactured scarcely

half the annual consumption; now we manu-
facture three-fourths, and of most goods can

easily manufacture for the entire demand, so

that any importation tends to drug the market.

This is the literal fact, and the future will

show how sensitive a full market is to the

slightest surplus—^justas a few drops will over-

flow a brimming glass. All the' woolens im-

ported in four years of war amounted to but

$87,782,918, or $21,9-15,726 annually; actu-

ally a less quantity of goods than was bought
for $15,680,618 annuall)' for forty j-ears, com-
mencing in 1821 ; but in the mean time the

products of our mills had grown from four

millions of dollars in 1820, to one hundred
and fifty or sixty millions in 1864 !

For the New England Farmer.

PRA-CTICE vs. PEN AND INK
Messrs. R. P. Eaton & Co. :— I enclose

three dollars to pay you for your paper from

June 10th, 1866, to June 10th, 1867. Please

continue to send it. More farmers by prac-

tice, and a less number by pen and ink.

Onions and Pahsnits.—Plant just before

the ground freezes in the fall. The maggot
does not injure the onion.

Corn.—Use the plough instead of the cul-

tivator; it warms the land, and throws it to

the atmosphere, and the rays of the sun.

Plant your corn five feet apart each way.

Four kernels in a hill are enough. Iloe twice

before the com begins to tassel.

Manure.—Keep a year's stock of manure
on hand ; it is far better for all kinds of plants.

Potatoes.—Use straw, leaves, or old hay,

in the hill ; never put in strong manure, by

which they become diseased. Spread the

manure on the land and plough it in, and then

plant } our potatoes without manure in the hill,

and they will be good

!

Grass.—Never mow your grass until the

seed begins to shell, and the salmon color ap-

pears ; then your cattle and horses will thrive,

and have strength to work.
Barns.—Have the roof tight. On the sides

and ends, where your hay and grain are kept,

let there be a space between each board, equal

to the thickness of your hand. Then your
hay and grain will be sweet and good, and
your animals will have good lung food and be
healthy. Tight barns, and tight rooms, and
air-tight stoves produce avast deal of sickness

among animals, and the human race! The
above hints are common sense, which is most-
ly needed in this age !

Luther S. Bancroft.
Pepperell, Mass., Nov. 4, 1867.

Remarks.—Are the above common sense

and valuable hints any less common sense

and valuable because they find utterance by

"pen and ink?" Some editors and some cor-

respondents, friend Bancroft, may well heed

your caution ; but there are a great many

farmers who need a very different admonition

—men of large and extensive experience who

hide their light under a bushel, and whose

dear-bought knowledge is likely to die with

them. To such the appeal of the younger

and the less experienced comes with great ur-

gency for more "pen and ink."

THE "WEEDEB.

"The morn is past, and yet the weeds are thick,

And the fierce August sun pours on me burningly;
"O God," she cried, "send down that shadow quick
Which I desire so yearningly.

"jPor me the heat and burden of the day.
And a stern master who doth show no lenity;

For him rich pleasure lands stretch far away
Wii h groves of cool serenity.

"Above his meadows, into golden air.

The rounded knoll uplifts its green protuberance,
And ripening harvests wave and toss their hair

In golden-tressed exuberance.

"There arfe cool woodlands, in whose dusk arcades
The very noon-day seems of twilight emulous

;

No heart wins there, hut in the silent glades
The silent dews hang tremulous.

"Thro' the thick leaves the tempered sunbeams fall.

And pleasant shades are o'er the sward distributed;
There thistle-down m.iy drift, there worms may crawl-
And I, I am prohibited.

I faint, with toil, yet keep my faith with all,

Tho' none save Ood regardeth me observantly;
Father," she cried, "when will that shadow fall

For which I pine so fervently ?"

Then came a shadow ; but 'twas icy cold.
As of some swart, dread angel o'er her hovering,

Wreathed around I er in voluminous fold,

And wrapped her in its covering.

Chill tho' it was, she hailed it with a smile,

And, worn by gri( f and years and long infirmity.

Lay down bi-niath it, slept a little while,

And wakened in eternity.
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EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.
AVHAT SHALL I DO FOR MY SHOTES.

I have two very good shotes that have become
so weak in tlieir hind legs or the small of the back,
as not to be able to stand up but a few moments at

a time. Both taken at the same time and in same
way. My neighbors have some in same condition.

What is the cause, &c., and what the remedy?
Will some one please inform me through the Far-
mer. 8. c. F.

Enoshurgh, Vt., Nov. 7, 1867.

Remarks.—If you read and remember all that

was published in the Farmer last year, in relation

to pigs ti-oubled as yours are, we do not know as

we can help you at all. It was then stated by our

correspondents that young pigs or old hogs are

seldom or never attacked, it being confined to

shotes from three to ten months old, or those

weigliing something like, say, one hundi'ed pounds,

and which have been highly fed. Mr. G. Hill, of

Rochester, N. H., said, "on getting my two pigs

home last January, I thought it would be too cold

for them in the cellar under the barn. I therefore

made a pen for them in the barn and gave them

good feed. We soon found one of them was taken

with cramp or something else. I changed their

quarters at once, and gave the lame one a little

castor oil on the top of some new milk. He soon

came out all right. Both pigs are now equal to

any others of their age. They have a chance to

exercise by working over the manure, and I am
not afraid they will work any too hard. My pre-

scription for sick pigs is, give them work and good

feed—enough of both kinds—and they will come

out right."

From an erroneous idea that this lameness was

caused by worms in the kidneys, the disease is

sometimes called the "kidney worm." But after

finding the kidneys and other organs perfectly

sound in animals that had been troubled in this

way, and after having experience in the manage-

ment of shotes thus diseased, Mr. Geo. Perry, of

Randolph, Vt., stated in a communication to the

Farmer, that his "impression was that it was

nothing more than too nutritious food and want of

exercise."

Mr. Thomas J. Edge, of Londongrove, Chester

County, Pa., wrote to us as follows : "Our Chester

County sows which are kept for breeding, are us-

ually fed liberally and when about four or five

months old seem more liable to this disease than

rougher pigs, for they seem to have the power of

turning more of their food into flesh or fat." As-

suming the cause of the disease to be too high

feed, he says, "the disease is followed by its own
remedy ; for the lameness renders it difficult for

the animal to get to the trough as soon as the other

pigs, and of course does not (without mistaken

kindness,) get its usual supply of food, and in the

course of from seven to ten days, and often less,

get as well as ever, and shows no bad results from

the disease. The disease is not one of the kidney,

but seems to be an entire or partial paralysis of

the muscles attached to the lumbar vertebrae. As

far as I have observed, it is invariably confined to

the hinder extremities, and seems to vary much in

intensity ; sometimes extending to both hind legs

and at others to but one.

The best preventive is less food and a liberal and
regular supply of lime, ashes or other alkalies. I

have firm faith in stopping the supply of food, or

at least of trying this first. If this does rot pro-

duce the desired effect I would give one table-

spoonful of epsom salts and one of sulphur, mix-

ed with a little bran slop, every day until a free

passage is secured, when the salts should be dis-

continued, but the sulphur should still be given

occasionally. In extreme cases copcras may be

used in tablespoonful doses, once a day, for a week.

In either case the food should be decreased, or I

do not think either of the remedies will have

much effect."

THE VALUE OF CORN COBS.

The question is often asked, Does it pay to feed
cobs ? Opinions differ. Some contend they are
not only worthless but injurious. The results of
the experiments, at the State Reform School at

Westborough, published in the Farmer, October
26, furnishes the following facts relative to the
value of cobs when fed to cows.
For the 20 days ending April 29, the average

amount of English hay consumed liy each cow
daily was 161 pounds, of cob meal 6 pounds. The
roots were the same as in the next trial. The cob
meal would be 5 pounds of corn and one of cob.
The average cost per day of keeping each cow was
for hay, roots, and meal 24 cents and 6 mills. The
cows lost in weight about one pound per day,
worth, when beef is $10 per hundred, 6 cents, which
should be added to the cost of keeping, making in

all 30 cents and 6 mills.

During the next 20 days, the average amount of
hay consumed was a fraction less than 16| pounds
per day, and 6 pounds of Indian meal. The differ-

ence in the daily feed was 2 ounces of hay and one
pound of Indian meal instead of one pound of cobs.

The daily cost of roots, hay and meal per cow was
26 cents and 2 mills. The gain, in weight, was
equal to one pound per day, and 6 cents deducted
from 26 cents 2 mills, leaves 20 cents and 2 mills

as the actual cost of keeping. This shows that it

cost 10 cents and 4 mills per day to feed a single

pound of cobs, which cost should be increased by
the additional amount of milk obtained when the
feed was free from cobs.

Another fact worthy of note may be learned
from these trials, viz : that the cheapest milk pro-

duced from winter feed was when corn stalks were
fed instead of English hay. This was in the trial

ending February 29. On such feed the cows were
thrifty, even gaining in flesh, though not so much
as in the next trial at a greater expense of feed,

and that English hay. So it is possible to have
thrifty cows and cheap milk without English hay.
New Hampshire, Nov., 1867. F.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS.

In answer to "Inquirer," respecting Brussels

sprouts, I will give my experience. Before I came
to this country, when in England, I had good
sprouts, the nobs varying from the size of a wal-

nut to that of an egg and upward. The stalks

were from two feet to two feet six inches high, be-

ing set thickly with sprouts from boLiom to top.

They were planted on very rich, moist soil. When
the sprouts began to form, I broke off the larga
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leares carefully up to the top bunch to give the
sprouts a better chance to jirow.

When I came to America I brought some seed
with me, that I bou£iht at a seed store. Whether
it was tiie fault of the seed, or of the location

where it was sown, I don't know, but I had poor
6uccess. It was sown upon a clry, santly loam,
exposed to hot suns, and I did not get any sprouts

larger than a marble. It is a very delicate vegeta-

ble to raise, but when raised is very delicious. As
you say, in your remarks, it is cultivated mostlj'

for private use. even in England. Not being fully

acquainted with climate or the soil at the time I

first commenced with them, I lost the seed, and
have not since I'urther cx|)erimented with them.
I think if the plants could be got ready to be set

out as soon as the frost is out of the ground, and
transplanted upon very rich and well prepared
land, not. too wet nor too drj', they could be made
productive and worth cultivating for the sake of

having a dish of greens lit to set before an epicure.

Unless "Inquirer" lives in a warmer climate than
I do. I prcsun)e it is too late to secure another start

of the sprouts by breaking otf the leaves as is

done in England. e. h.

Jeffersonville, Vt., Nov. 5, 1867.

MLTLCHING TREES.

I noticed a statement in the Farmer that it was
beneficial to protect peach trees liy covering the

root«. Will it do to put hay around the trunks ?

Will not the mice make it their winter quarters

and gnaw the bark from the trees. Would it be
aidvisable to put hay around pear trees ? . j. p.

IVesf Chelmsford', Mass., Nov. 15, 1867.

Remarks.—From our own experience, and from

that of others, we have a high opinion of mulch

for all kinds of fruit trees. See how nicely trees

are mulched in the woods, and then think how
different it is wMth those which stand in most of

our orchards, both in winter and summer. We
hear of the failure of fruit in almost all parts of

New England, but in almost evety locality there

arc men who succeed in raising apples, pears, &c.

We must learn the secret of their success. Mulch-

ing, if not one of the secrets of the success of Capt.

Geo. Pierce, of Arlington, an account of whose

orchard we pulilished a few week since, is one of

his practices, particularly for the summer protec-

tion of his trees. In applying mulch we have not

generally placed it against the trunk. Where it is

BO applied, it is but a short job to haul it away
and make a mound of earth some twelve to eigh-

teen inches high around the trunk, and then you
aeed not fear that the mice will girdle the trees.

"domestic training."

"Mattie's" remarks upon "Domestic Training"
were so good, I could but echo the editors' hope
that they might be "continued." Judging from
the tone of her remarks, we should conclude Mat-
tie to be a notalile house wife, although her mod-
esty deterred her from giving her own way of doing
work. Will she not favor us with some of her
own experience ? That an unskilful housekeejicr
works herself ill, in doing what a skilful one
would call an easy task, we all know. How many
times we have seen it exemplified ; and I, for one,
have seen it in my own house work. Although
taught by a judicious mother, and feeling when
married quite accomplished, I have found to my
iorrow that experience is the best teacher, and I

will venture to suggest one point upon which

young house keepers may meditate

—

doing too
many things at once.

When young, ambitious, and inexperienced, we
try to wash, bake, and iron in one forenoon. Now
it may seem veiy plausible theory, that by so do-
ing we save wood and time ; but ah, the wear and
tear of mind and body far out balances the saving
of wood or time. Dinner time finds us heated,
fretty, and unfit to do the honors of the table, and
night finds us exhausted and care worn, discour-
aged and blue, even if we can say, "I have done a
good day's work."
Woman is veiy much inclined to work under

excitement. Let her Icara her own disposition,
the strength of her own body, and govern herself
accordingly. System and order must be learned
by experience. Each day brings its duties. Let
them be faithfully performed every day and no
more, and then the strength will be husl)anded for

the next day's work. Overwork to-day, and to-

moi-row's work must be neglected. Then another
hard day will be the result to bring the "work up,"
and so the housewife will become worried and
care worn over the same work that a stead> , every-
day worker would enjoj'. The education may be
all right, and sti'l the woman fail to make a good
wife. Practice makes perfect. Sarah.

West Amesbury, Mass., Nov., 1867.

LICE ON cows.

I wish you would send through your paper a re-

ceipt for the best thing to kill lice on cows. T have
tried tobacco and chamber ley, snuff, sulphur,
&c., &c., steeped together and it don't kill them.
Franklin, Mass., Nov. 10, 1867. J. Jordan.

Remarks.—A judicious application of tmguen-

tum, thoroughly rubbed in with the hand, never

failed to destroy vermin on cattle when we have

used it. Use a very little at a time, and rub until

every hair is touched with it. The cattle ought

not to be exposed to rain or cold while it is being

used. Unguentum is a powerful and rather dan-

gerous application. When lice and their eggs

have got a strong hold it is a very diflBcult matter

to exterminate them, and it can be effected only

by the repeated and thorough use of medicine.

"Your prescriptions are all correct, only double

your doses for such a powerful constitution," said

an old practitioner, who was called to consult with

a young doctor who attended a friend of ours in a

violent atiack of fever. This may afford a hint to

our correspondent to double the thoroughtiess of

his applications.

a bounty on woodchucks
Would remedy the evil a correspondent com-
plained of in the Farmer, a few weeks ago. Every
where that the dog law is enforced, dogs grow less,

just as the framers of that law desired. In New
Hampshire, as well as in Massachusetts, wood-
chucks have increased in numbers until we cannot
raise peas or beans beyond a stone's throw of the
house. Hence beans have been scarce and costly.

It would be unwise to return to the first evil—dogs
—to remedy the present evil of woodchucks ; an
animal so easily destroyed by traps and guns. It

was an act of the wise men to offer a bounty for

crows—the farmer's friends ; an act of wiser men
repealed it for reasons that would ostraci-e the
woodcliuck. Let the dog-tax be used to pay the
bounty on the woodchuck's head. It is but
right, if the protection given the wool grower by
the dog law is indirectly a burden upon all other
farmers, that the income from the wool growers'
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protpotion ,«lionlcl remunerate the other class. A
sinull boiiiiiy would bring out every boy in trow-
sers, with atrap. Traps, guns, and dogs—for dogs
arc not extinct, tax notwitlistanding—would soon
make room for beans in the l)ack fiehls.

New Hampshire, Oct. 28, 1867. A Sufferer.

BRrSSELS SPROUTS.

Since we wrote you in October concerning this

delicious vegetable, and when we despaired of hav-
ing mu( Ii success with them, we have met with
better luck than we expected. We took off the
upper leaves near the top, and at each joint the
little heads came out plentifully, so that our table
has been pretty well supplied with them, and in

much greater abundance than we expected. The
cows seem to prcl'er the leaves to the cabbage.
We did not plant our seeds till rather late, but the
plants arc hardy, and stand the frosts which we
have j'ct had, as well as the cabbage. They may
not l)e very profitable fur marketing, but we think
they are hardy enough for our climate, and easily
cultivated, and we cannot see why every one who
has a garden, and wishes for all varieties of vege-
tables for his own use, should not have them in

abundance. Tli;y are very delicate and tender for

cooking, quite a relinementto the taste on the best
of c.ibhages; Init true to their nature, like the
cabbiigc, you cannot cook tlieni without having it

known "all over the house" wliat is in the pot, by
the odor they emit. We hope to indulge in a mess
or two more this reason from our expei intent, and
we are encouraged to have all we want antithcr

season. Inquirer.
Maasachusetts, Nov., 1867.

TO KILL RATS.

Roast fresh meat on a fork, keeping hands off,

to prevent scenting it with your own effluvia, and
while hot cut into pieces of the size of a walnut,
still using your f^irk,—then cut small gashes in

each piece, and itut in one-third or one-half of a
grain of strychniue to each piece and leave it

where rats can get it,—and place water within a few
feet of the poisoned meat. r.

Vermont, Nov., 1867.

Remarks.—We cannot publish the above with-

out a word of caution about using this most dan-

gerous of all poisons. We have heard of a person

being thrown into fearful spasms by picking his

teeth with a pen-knife that he had used in putting

strychnine into meat, as advised by our correspon-

dent. Ti-y cats, instead of poison.

OKRA.
Can anything he done with this vegetable in this

clinia:e? A. year or two since we saw a tine plot
of the okra in full bearing on the Hudson river in
New York, and were regaled with its soft velvety
taste. It seemed to us then as if a soup was good
for nothing without it. We tried to raise it this
year. Our plants started pretty well, Ijut came to
nothing. We did not raise a single (lod. Whether
we planted too late, as we are inclined to think, or
whether our climate is too cold for them, we can-
not tell; but somebody has experimented with
tlieni licre enough to tell, we presume, and we
should like to hear about it. Inquirer.

October, )S67.

receipt for curing hams.

The readers of the Farmer may cure their
hams nicely by the use of the following:

—

Pack the hams, shank end downward, giving
each piece a slight sprinkling of salt, and then

pour over thrm when cMd a brine made of 7 lbs.
salt, coarse Western or Canada, dissolved in water
and thoroughly skimmed before boiling, to each
100 lbs. of meat. The hams should remain wholly
covered in this brine from 4 to 6 weeks, or until
properly salted for cooking, then removed and
dried and smoked. Having used this recipe for
some years, I recommend it to, all desiring a sim-
ple, cheap mode of curing hams so as to make
them tender, sweet and juicy, without the use of
saltpetre, sugar, or other ingredients. Try it.

Essex, Vt., Nov. 20, 1867. s. G. B.

GERANIUMS.

There are but few more ornamental plants than
geraniums and they cm be easily raised and in
great variety. You can propagate them by cut-
tings, bur ^re have had good luck with the old plants.
Last fall we took up our plants, which had grown
to a good size, the old scarlet variety, shook oflf

the dirt and hung them u]i in tlie cellar. In the
spring we set them out, trimming off the ends.
They soon began to grow, maturing a large, thick,
round hend, and continued to flower during the
summer and until it was time io take thtm up to
avoid fall frosts. They are now in our cellar as
fresh as ever, and we expect good service from
them another year. To keep geraniums in flower
all the seasnn, as soon as each flower begins to fade,
cut it off, and its place will be supplied with others
as long as the season lasts. Inquirer.

Massachusetts, Nov. 4, 1867.

jersey herd book.

Is there a Jersey Herd-book ? If there is, where
is it kept } A. p. "w.

Cincin7iati, Ohio, Nov. 11, 1867.

Remarks.—A pamphlet edition at $1 per copy
was published some time since by John Brooks,

Esq., of Princeton, Mass. A new and enlarged

edition is to be published next May.

TO KEEP cider SWEET.
A few days after it is made, or when worked to

suit the taste, put two quarts of horse radish roots
pounded fine, into each barrel of 31 gallons

—

using this proportion of roots for a less or greater
quantity of cider. b.

Essex, Vt., Nov. 20, 1867.

AGRICULTURAL ITEMS.
—An Illinois correspondent of the Country Gen-

tleman calls sorghnxa. syiup "disagreeable stuflF,"

at best.

—Last year corn was selling at Clarksville, Ga.,

at ^2 per bushel ; it is now worth only forty cents.

Other crops in about the same proportiofi.

—The easiest and most effectual plan to protect

trees from mice is to bank up the earth around the

trunk a foot or so high.

—In the Department of the Loire, a French girl

won the prize for ploughing against six able-bodied

young men.

—Much is wrong when three-fourths of the but-

ter in market brings ten cents a pound less than

the other fourth.

—For cracked and sore hands caused by expo-

sure to cold and wet weather take two ounces of

sweet or olive oil ; warm it over a slow fire ; add
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to it a lump of beeswax tlfc size of a walnut ; thor-

ouglily dissolve; apply freely every night. It will

keep the hands soft, and i.s healing.

—In Minnesota the Red Astrachan apple proves

tender when cultivated and not mulched, and per-

fectly hardy when well mulched the year round.

—A cheap way of saving rain water is to take

any old ca.-k, coat the out^ide with coal tar, sink

it in the ground, bedding the bottom and sides in

clay well packed and at least six inches thick.

—Forest leaves arc worth more than straw, and

they give to manure the character of mold from

the woods. They have no superior for the cover-

ing of fldwcr beds, for frost does not go straight

through the leaves, it must crook around.

—The only fruit which grows in every climate

is the strawberry. It is the only fruit which some-

where on the earth is picked every day the year

round.

—Old animals of every kind arc unprofitable,

4ind should be got rid of before they become so

deteriorated in value as to be difficult to sell even

at a very reduced price.

—Poor feed makes poor cows. When we hear

of a cow that gives milk in unusual quantity or

quality, we set it down for certain that her owner

is a good feeder.

—A Northern man who recently emigrated to

Jctfcrson county, in the lower Valley of Virginia,

made 1500 i)0unds of honey from 50 bee stands

last summer, which he sold for $450.

—In Germany, seed wheat is changed from high

and poor land to low and rich land. The seed of

the first has the most vitality, and makes the best

bread.

—If the best time to engage in a business is

when others are leaving it, the present is a good

time to buy sheep, says J. Harris, in the Agricul-

turist.

—On some of the Western prairies which have

been considered uninhabitable for want of fuel,

peat is found that can be pressed by machinery

into good fuel.

—When the cold, wet weather of autumn comes,

men and boys put on thick shoes or boots. But

women and girls hardly ever make any change

until winter comes in dead earnest, and very fre-

quently not then.

—It is advisable, in the construction of poultry

houses, to use pine lumber—the more pitch it con-

tains the better—as this is very offensive to poultry

vermin. Some think it pays well to make the

roosting cribs of pine boughs as a protection from

their greatest enemy—lice.

—Dr. D. Walsh, of Rock Island, Illinois, well

known as an entomologist, says that all his exam-

inations have resulted in the conviction that the

black knots on the j)liim tree is the effect of a

fungus, and is not a disease nor a gall. He thinks

the spores or seeds are formed about the end of

July, in latitude 40 deg. 30 min., and therefore if

the cxcresccn( cs be all cut off and destroyed by

the early part of July, an effectual stop will be

put to their further spread.

—The roots of perennial flowers fhould be pro-

tected during winter by a muleli of light manure

or dead leaves. Nature affords protection to the

roots of trees, shrubs and plants, by the fallen

leaves. It is a great mistake to remove them for

the purpose of making a place look neat.

—A Southern writer says that the Bermuda grass

will renovate old worn out lands in time, stopping

gullies, and ( ovcring the galled and scarred spots

of earth with its mantle of giecn, where all other

things refuse to grow. He also says it can be con-

trolled and subdued by proper cultivation.

—How easy it is for the rich farmer, who can

ride around his improved acres, and gaze with de-

light on his heavy crops, his blooded stock, and

his first class implements and labor-saving ma-
chines, to say to his less fortunate neighbor, " Why
don't you do this, that, or the other thing ?"

—In New B: unswick the beech has been used

with good success as a hedge plant. The Maine

Farmer is convinced that it would yield readily

and without detriment to the treatment necessary

to form a good, compact hedge, of any form de-

sired.

—A Georgia coiTCspondent of the Southern Cul-

tivator says, what with frosts and borers, and yel-

lows and rot, the peach, our most delicious fruit,

has become so uncertain that many have given it

up. The pear is not much better. After all, the

apple is the most reliable of all our fruits ; but

Northern trees are not fit for Southern culture.

—The following rule for ascertaining the num-
ber of bushels of apples, potatoes, &c., in bins and

boxes, is recommended as simple and accurate

:

for the number of "even" bushels, multiply the

number of cubic feet in the bin by 8 and point off

one decimal. For "heaped" bushels, multiply by

8 twice and point off two.

—The soil exhibited by Hon. Marshall P. Wil-

der, at the American Pomological Society's meet-

ing in St. Louis, as the best grape soil of the Rhine,

was a hard, tough, yellow clay, the like of which

may be found in many places along the south shore

of Lake Erie, and over the hills of Hermann,

Bluffton, and other points in Missouri.

—S. J. Woodman, of Chicago, 111., writes to the

New York Farmer's Club, that a barrel or a cask

of new sweet cider, buried so as to be well covered

with fresh earth, will turn to sharp clear, delicious

vinegar in three or four weeks, as good as ever

sought affinity with cabbage, pickles, or table

sauce.

—A correspondent of the New Hampshire For-

mer says: Repeated trials on as many different

pieces of land, and each trial a complete success,

have convinced us that December, the time that we
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invariahly cut brush, is the best season, as at that

time the prowth of the year is evidently at an end.

A piece of vahiable pasture land of ours, overrun

wirh l)uslies which had been many times cut over

by a former owner to no purpose, because cut in

the summer season, was by us cut over in Decem-

ber, 1861, and to this time, a period of nearly six

years, not a bush has sprouted or started, and the

land, though moist, is well stocked down to grass.

—The Leicestershire, Eng., Chamber of Agri-

culture, after long deliberation, has declared against

intellectual improvement among the agricultural

class, on the sole ground that they would be ren-

dered less efficient as laborers. It therefore op-

poses the education of the children of agricul-

tural laboi'ers.

—In reply to an inquiry as to the best time to

plant nuts for growing trees, the Germantown Tel-

egraph says it should be done as they come from

the burr or pericarp, and, of course, before they

get dry. This includes the chestnut, the shell-

bark, walnut and acorn, as well as some seeds like

the piw-paw, &c. Hence they must be planted in

the fall.

—Accounts from Austria are to the effect that

swarms of poisonous flies have appeared in Tran-

sylvania, by which large numbers of the cattle

have been killed. Farmers are compelled to house

their stock closely, while large fires are kept burn-

ing night and day around barns and sheds to warn
off this new and unwelcome pest. The guards

have great trouble in avoiding their venom.

—A gentleman of Nebraska, writes : "I have

been troubled for three seasons by ewes eating

their lambs. Last year, I found out the guilty one,

and knocked her in the head ; she was eating the

lambs of other ewes. I thought I was rid of the

trouble, but this season it appeared to be as bad
as ever. I killed the one I caught at it, but that

does not seem to prevent the diflieulty. They eat

off their feet as soon as they are born."

—The forests in France are under the care of the

Government, and under the new laws for their pro-

tection they have increased nearly one million of

acres. Less than one-sixth of the area of the

kingdom is covered with wood land, while it is es-

timated that from 20 to 25 per cent, of a country

should be covered with forest in order to secure

uniformly good crops. Our forests, now disap-

pearing, demand the attention of Government.

—Judge French, of Concord, Mass., says an

established community, who have for generations

depended mainly on their land for support, usually

will be found to have discovered what, on the

whole, is the best course of husbandry to be pur-

suid on their own farms. This is worth consider-

ing by those farmers who propose entirely chang-

ing their system, and by those who advise such

radical changes.

—S. P. Mayberry writes to the Maine Farmer,

"a few years since we used to cultivate amongst

our apple trees, but took a lesson from nature.

Now we know that forest trees drop their leaves,

which serve both to protect the roots and loosen
the soil. This we imitate by mulching with straw
and meadow hay, which we find prefer.'.nic to cul-

tivating the soil, as it is less work and better se-

cures the object in view."

—A correspondent of the New England Home-
stead says vermin may be driven from hen houses
by the following plan. 1st, Give the hen-house a
thorough white-washing, nests, boxes, roosts, and
everything about the premises. 2d, Sprinkle sul-

phur in the nest boxes three or four times during
the year. 3, Keep the floor constantly covered
with sand or gravel, and clean out at least once a
month. 4th, Rub lard under the wings ofthe hens.

—Where a wood lot is part and parcel of a farm
and has "down timber" upon it, farmers will find

it a paying operation to cut up and cord these fal-

len trees before snow storms come on. This will

give the wood an opportunity to dry, rendering it

better for use and more easily handled when the

sleighing season arrives, if not wanted before that

time. It is difficult to gather such fuel after the

snow has fallen, while every day's exposure to

storms renders it less valuable for market or for

domestic use.

—When raising calves for cows, the greatest care

is necessary when they have their first calf, as

everything depends on the habits which they then
acquire. Also, about the time they are going dry,

for the longer they can be kept in milk then, the

longer they will give milk thereafter. They should

be milked perfectly clean at every milking, and if

in the winter time, a few turnips or potatoes should
be given in addition to their other food, to increase

the flow of milk.

—Levi Bartlett, of Warner, N. H., writes to the

Country Gentleman that "the growth of our wheat
straw was large, and long heads ; but when put
through the threshing machine the farmers were
disappointed in the yield, that being only about
two-thirds what was expected. Oats and barley

fell short in about the same ratio. Corn about an
average, and potatoes less than half the usual pi-o-

duct, while the growth ofweeds among hoed crops

has been remarkably luxuriant."

—The Toronto Globe mentions, among other

dairy novelties exhibited at the late Provincial

Fair, a milk can of large size, designed for carrying

milk to factories and markets. It is furnished

with an adjustable lid or cover, fitting the can
closely and moving up and down readily. It is

designed to diminish agitation as the milk is being

moved to the factories or to market. No doubt
such a can will prove valuable to the dairying fra-

ternity.

—The Southern pines, Pinus palustris, grow
from eighty to a hundred and twenty feet in height

;

are often very straight, and sometimes with trunks

free from limbs to withia twenty feet of the top.
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The l)ranclies are crooked, often drooping, and

terminated by buni'hos of long straw-like leaves,

grouped in threes in long sheatlis. When young,

these trees have a palm-like appearance which re-

minds one of the Orient. The cones are very large,

nearly cylindrical, and from six to eight inches

long. The seeds are large and very nutritious,

and are the delight of squirrels, ^\ild birds, and

poultry, which grow fat on them in their season.

WHAT BECOMES OF OUB WOOL.
As we are entirely dependent on the home

market for the sale of our yearly clip of

wool, and as this home market is equally de-

pendent on the demand of the manufacturers,

wool growers have a direct interest in know-

ing what these manufacturers are about, as it

is very evident that the future demand for

wool must depend on their success in improv-

ing old, and introducing new styles of cloth.

We are, therefore, confident that the following

extracts from the Report of the Secr(;tary of

the Association of Wool Manufacturers, will

prove interesting to our readers.

During the war, the standard of excellence in

our goods was undoulitedly far too low, and dis-

credit was thrown upon our national production.
Home competition, the inevitable result of protec-

tion, is now for excelU'nce ; and the vast improve-
ment exhil)ited the present year is the subject of
universal comment and surprise with the leading
merchants. The leading organ of the dealers in

dry goods—the Economist, a well known free trade

advocate—declares as follows :
—"It ran be truly

said of our manufacturers this season, 'they have
made wonderful ])rogiess over last year.' Such
continued improvements in the nuinufixcturing of
woolen goods will soon place us beyond the fear

of rivals, and cause our products to be imitated

the world over; as our most choice styles and
salable i)attenis are the result of American in-

genuity, both in coloring and in style. As the
admissions of an opponent are legitimate testi-

mony, we may fairly quote in this connection the

declaration of the same organ, that 'a great im-
pul.-e has been given to domestic manulacturers
under the influence of the high tariff, and the re-

sult is seen in the splendid display made by our
woolen mills.'

Our progress has not been limited to improve-
ments of old fabrics in style or economical pro-

duction. Mnny new fiibrics have been successfully

achieved. Among the notable examples of recent

introductions, nuiy be specified the silk-mixed
cloths, having threads of silk incorporated with
both tlie warp and filling; adding strength to the
texture, and giving agreeable neutral shades to

the surface. It is admitted that the American
products of these goods, which are largely con-
sumed, fall short in no respect of their German
prototypes. The introduction of these goods is

mterc>tiiig, as aiding in the development of a kin-

dred branch of Ameiican manufactures, all the
silk used in these goods being spun in this country.
The cou.-uuiption of silk is by no means incon-
siderable ; that consumed liy one manufacturer. for

this class of goods, exceeding annually !9;80,000 in

Taluc. The silk and wool manufactures are united
in another fabric of great Ixauty, largely made in

Couuectiiut, — the Irish poplins, composed of

worsted filling, which is covered completely by a
warp of silk. This hrautifiil addition to our pro-
ducts of luxury, it is hoi)e(l, is the harliingcr of a
broader extension of the silk manufacture, which
needs only sutficient protcciiou to take its place in
this country with the manufactures of wool and
cotton.

The great perfection which we have attained
within the last two years in the manufacture of
the class of cloths styled Esquimaux beavers, for

overcoatings, is wortliy of esuecial coinmcnioration.
Five years ago, all the goods of this cla-^s, con-
sumed in this country, wore imported. The cheap-
ness and excellence of the goods of this class re-

cently fabricated here, have led to the exclusion
of the foreign product. The goods of tliis class,

manufactured Ijy the Genuania Mills, exhiliited at

the Paris Exposition, received the award of a
medal of high class.

Marked improvements have been made within
the last year or two in the productii.n of knit
goods. Until quite recently, the manufacture of
shaped stockings, shirts, and drawers, made abroad
wholly on hand machines, has not bci n aitempted
here. An American machine now performs auto-
matically the narrowing and widening of the best
class of knit goods, wliich is done el i where by
hand. A great dilliculty in the manufacture of
knit goods has been the seaming, which, when
done by hand, involved the distribution of the
work to the homes of the skilled women by whom
the work was finished at great coi^. "Within the
last year, a machine has been perfected by Amer-
ican ingenuity for seaming automatical!}'. In one
establishment, a hundred little girls are employed
on these machines, earning from a half a dollar to

a dollar a day, and accomplishing the seaming
more perfectly than it was ever done by hand.
Thus a completely shaped knit article is produced
entirely by power, equal in all respects to the
goods of the most celcbraied English makers;
while the American goods are afforded at materi-
ally reduced jirices.

Of recent novelties in our manufacture, the fab-

rics which have attracted most admiration arc the
cloakings, so largely introduced during the pres-

ent season. Even experienced manufacturers are
astonished by the new range which is given to the
application of woolly fibre, by the surprising va-
riety of styles and effects obtained, and that they
are capable of being produced by machinery.
The models which gave the idea of the fabrics pro-
duced here, originally conceived and executed in

Austria, under a protective system of over 70 per
ct. first appeared at the London Exposition in

1862, and were regarded as marked features of the
Exposition. To the genius and entcri)rise of a
young manufacturer of Rhode Island, is due the
conception of re-producing the Austrian inven-
tions in this country. He was able to carry his

conception into practical execution, by personal
observation and actual labor in the Austrian mills.

Not content with imitation, he introduced new
styles and textures adapted to American wool

;

arid the goods now produced by him, and by other
manufacturers who have followed his exami)le,
although purely American in design, are in no re-

spect inferior to the foreign models; while they
arc sold at from two to three dollars less than the
price at which the imported goods can be afforded,

—the American goods being woven by machineiy,
while the Austrian goods are woven by hand.

While, in the department of clothing-wool fab-

rics, every field seems to have been explored in

this country, that of combing wool is still limited
by the want of raw material. We have encour-
agement in this direction, from the successful

working of mills in Rhode Island and cKewhere,
producing Italian cloths ; and the estalilishmcnt of
another in Lawrence, within the last year, for the
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manufacture of styles of worsted dress goods not
before attempted. I am confirmed, by the opin-
ions of several manufacturers, in the belief, that
there is a favoral)le opening for a new application
of our longest-fibred American merino wool, in
the production of the fine all-wool merino dress-
stuffs, produced at present only in Europe; but
so largely produced there, that, in a single estab-
lishment in Reisenberg, Bohemia, 12,000 persons
are employed in this manufacture. As these goods
are admirably adapted for printing, the introduc-
tion of this manufacture would be greatly favored
by the perfection to which the art of cotton and
delaine printing has attained in Rhode Island and
Massachusetts.

Home Made Fertilizeu.—Mr. H. W.
Risley, recommends in the Georgia Southern

Cultivator, the following formula for making

"guano," which he says he adopted "during

those sad years of war, when he was obliged

to make his living out of the earth by the sweat

of his brow :"

—

First gather any quantity of swamp muck
into a pile to dry. Measure off 6 barrels of
this (or any other rich black earth) into

another pile, and add the following salts

previously dissolved in a barrel or more
of water, viz : 40 pounds nitrate soda. 60
pounds sulphate anmionia and ^ bushel com-
mon salt. Then add one barrel of ashes, one
barrel of Plaster of Paris and one barrel

ground bones. Mix all well together and use
in the same manner as Peruvian Guano.

Aquariums.—Aquariums are now so well

understood, as to be in a fair way to become
essentials in the room-gardening of all persons
of taste. Growing plants, fishes and water
reptiles are placed in the same globe or tank
of water, and the gases which the fish reject

are the food of the plants ; while the plants,

on the other hand, prepare the elements necee-

sary for the health of the fish. By this beauti-

ful principle of reciprocity, both plants and
animals remain in perfect health, without the

water scarcely ever being changed. A tank
for plants and animals might form tlie base
of a pretty parlor ornament, a central j)ortioti

consisting of a case for ferns and similar

plants, and a cage for birds on the top.

—

Gar-
deiier^s Monthly. ^

*§%&i\ 'M^S

To Keep Cider Sweet.—Of the various
preparations used for this purpose, I have had
some experience with sulphite of lime and white
mustard seed. Treated with the lime, the ci-

der soon becomes flat and insipid. The mus-
tard seed I much prefer—^ lb. to a barrel—put
in when it has about half done working. It

gives it a sprightly, agreeable flavor, which it

retains until warm weather. Both of these

methods, however, spoil it for vinegar. With
the mustard seed it becomes thick and ropy
during the heat of summer.

—

F. Curtis, in
Country Gentleman.

KTCOTIANA MACROPHYLLA VAR.
GIGANTEA.

With the aid of the cut, there will be little

difficulty in translating this much of Latin,

which we copy from the books as descriptive of

our illustration. Though Shakspeare gave it

as his opinion that by any other name a rose

would smell as sweet, it does not follow that

tobacco,

"The stinkingest of the stinking kind.
Filth of the mouth and fog of the mind,"

must smell just as bad in Latin as in English.

Without venturing an opinion on this ques-

tion, we may say that the above drawing rep-
"

resents the most showy of all the Nicotiana

Tahacum. Its leaves are much larger than

those of any other variety ; it grows si.x to

eight feet high, and the plants are crowned

with immense bunches or corymbs of large

purple flowers. Its huge foliage and stately

aspect give it the advantage over most other

ornamental-leaved plants for lawns or groups

in the flower-garden. Mr. Breck, in his Book
of Flowers, says "it may be grown in the gar-

den as a curiosity, as well as for its leaves,

which are useful to destroy insects. Its de-

coction, the powder of the leaves, and the

smoke produced when they are burned, arm
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all used by the gardener in freeing his plants

from insects. It would be well if the plant

were raiM'd only for the destruction of insects,

rather than, as I fear is the case, for the

destruction of human beings."

An Ugly Thorn.—In a late letter from

Kendall County, Texas, in the Mirror and

Farmer, Dr. Boynton notices a bush which

grows on most of the land that produces the

rich, juicy mcsquite grass, on which sheep

winter in that climate. From its connection

with this nutritious grass, this shrub is called

mesquite bush. It attains the usual size of a

peach tree and is very like it in form. The

thorns drop otF from the dead branches and

are scattered in great numbers about the

ground. These frequently stick into the feet

of the sheep and produce severe lameness,

thus giving great trouble to the shepherd.

They seem to be poison, as the wounds pro-

duced by them will not heal for weeks.

For the New England Farmer.

FARMING nsr SHIRLEY. MASS.

Perhaps a brief account of some of the

things which interested me during a late visit

at the farm of Mr. A. Lawton, in Shirley,

Mass., will interest the readers of thi-. Farmer.
His farm is well elevated. The soil is good
for grass, grain and fruit. There are some
noble old apple trees here, which are supposed

to be two hundred years old,—venerable

monumeits of years gone by. They have

been great bearers, but are not now produc-

tive, and the owner intends to put the ax to

the roots, as the land which they occupy would
be valuable for grass. Some of the fields on

this furm are hard to subdue in the first culti-

vation. One of them, containing just two
acres, was so full of small stones, that Mr. L.'s

neighbors told him he would never get paid

for the labor expended in clearing it. He set

it out wiih Lops and the first crop sold for

$1000. On thi-i field there is now a remarka-

bly handxome apple orchard which has been
set six years ; the trees being about forty feet

apart, and the growth this year about one

yard. On the death of his father, less than

twelve years ago, Mr. Lawton bought this

farui, which was the old homestead, by run-

ning in debt for the whole of it. The farm is

now entirely paid for, and Mr. Lawton has un-

doubtedly several "spare shots in the lock-

er." It was with very good reasons there-

fore that he expressed the opinion that

fanning, even in Massachusetts, was a profita

ble business. Nor is he, by any means, the

only one in his neighborhood who entertains

the same idea. About half a mile from his

residence, his neighbor, Mr. H. P. Kittredge,

of W. Groton, purchased a farm about the

same time that Mr. Lawton purchased his.

Mr. Kittredge also had no capital to begin

with. But he, as well as Mr. Lawton, has paid

for his place from the sale of what his farm

has produced, and is estimated to be worth
from eight to ten thousand dollars—acquired

entirely by farming.

Hop Growing.

About ten years ago LIr. Lawton commenced
the cultivation of hops, and he sold his first

crop for six cents per pound. This year he
raised one ton of hops which he has sold for

G2 cents per pound, amounting to $124:0.

These were raised, and the whole operations

of the farm, which is of good size, and pro-

duced good crops of hay, corn, potatoes, veg-

etables and fruit, carried on with no other la-

bor than that of himself and son, aV)out 14 years,

with a few days of hired help. The (juantity of

hops was only about one-half of what would
be called a good yield for the amount of land.

Mr. Lawton says, however, that he will not

complain of the crop when the price is so much
beyond that of former years. Within the last

four years Mr. Lawton has sold $.30110 wnrth

of hops. Last year he returned as the income
of his farm over $1700.

In the cultivation of hops, Mr. L. tried the

horizontal process of training, heretofore de-

scribed in the New England Farmer, on
one acre, this year. He likes the method very

much, and intends to adopt that instead of the

former plan of using poles. The horizontal

process is patented and costs about ten dollars

per acre. Mr. Lawton thinks that hops do not

exhaust the soil any more than the orriinary

farm crops, and do not require more manure.

He uses a compost of mud and manure to

dress with. Hops for the market are not re-

quired to be so ripe as formerly. Buyers pre-

fer the light-colored. Consequently, it is not

necessary to force their growth by so rich

dressing. He says that the hop-growers in

New England do not understand preparing

their hops for market so well as in other .States.

They should be very clean and light colored.

November 26, 1867. w.

Fence Posts.—Around each post used In

fencing, a small mound of earth f^hould be
raised, to throw oft" the water of heavy rains.

This keeps the water from entering the post-

hole from the surface. In every place where

this simple plan has been tried, the posts have

lasted much longer than those set in the ordin-

ary way.

—It is estimated that at least 1000 tons of

meadow hay were spoilt in Essex county, Vt.,

during the past season by the heavy rains. It was

unfit to cut and therefore allowed to rot where it

stood.
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HOW TO PHEVENT THE DECAY OF
WOOD,

HEN using

wood for

fe n cing,

posts, rails,

bars, and

gates, or

for imple-

ments, or

bu ilding

purposes, it

is not only

important

make them

endure in order to save an-

other set of materials, but

also to save the time which it takes to con-

struct them.

When shingles are partially decayed, they

hasten the decay of the boards under them,

and thus a double loss occurs. There Is, then,

not only the loss of shingles to be supplied,

but the co.-^t of nails, t-taglng and carpenters'

time to be added. And so it is in replacing

feni'es

If, by some cheap contrivance, farmers could

make their s-hingles last forty years instead of

twenty, and their wooden fences in the same

proportion, what a vast saving of labor and

lumber would be secured. That they can suc-

ceed in effecting a very important saving we
have no doubt. In the first place, it can be

done by the use of whitewash on buildings

and fences, and by other materials on wood
that is inserted in the ground. On the roofs

of buildings, we sincerely believe that $10,

expended for lime, and judiciously applied,

would save $500 each ten years in every village

in New England. If the shingles are laid,

whitewash over them annually, or at least, as

often as once in two years. We know of many
roofs, on some of which the shingles have been

laid 40 years, that are perfectly tight, although

the shingles are worn down to less than half

their original thickness. In one neighborhood

several roofs were covered about the same

time with the best white pine, shaved, heart

shingles. These were not whitewashed, and

have all decayed and been reshiiigled ! One

set of buildings was covered with the cheapest

sap shingles. They have been whitewashed

every other year, and are now flat, tight, and

nearly as firm as slate, at the close of fifteen

j

years. Another set, upon which shingles of

I

the same kind were laid eleven years ago and

I

whitewashed, has roofs that are tight and in

perfect order. The wash upon them is made of
lime, water and a little salt, and laid on with

very little care.

If the shingles are new, dip them into hot

whitewash, and lay them as soon as they are

dry. Gov. Smith, of New Hampshire, stated

in the N. E. Journal, some time since, that

he "bought hemlock shingles ybMr;;ee?i years

ago, at a cost of $1.50 per M., and treated

them in this way, and the roof is tight now, no

moss having accumulated on them, while his

neighbors in the same time have reshingled

where the first quality of pine was used with-

out any preparation," Whitewashing roofs

not only saves shingles, but is a safeguard

against fire.

A rule for making whitewash, given in the

Scientific American, is as follows :

—

Take a clean, water-tight cask and put into

it half a bushel of lime. Slack it by pouring

water over it boiling hot, and in sufficient

quantity to cover it five inches deep, and stir

it briskly till thoroughly slackened. When
the lime has been slackened , dissolve it in water,

and add two pounds of sulphate of zinc and

one of common salt. These will cause the

wash to harden and prevent its cracking, which

gives an unseemly appearance to the work.

A beautiful cream color may be given to the

wash by adding three pounds of yellow ochre ;

or a good pearl or lead color, by the addition

of lamp or iron black. For fawn color add

four pounds umber, one pound Indian red,

and one pound common lamp black. For

stone color add /bttr pounds raw umber and

two pounds lamp black. When applied to the

outside of houses and to fences, it is rendered

more durable by adding about a pint of sweet

milk to a gallon of wash.

Some paints are also cheap and exceedingly

durable, such as the Venetian red and Span-

ish brown. Buildings or fences painted with

either of these would scarcely want more than

one coat in a life-time. To be sure, they are

colors that do not usually please the eye on

prominent objects, but are exceedingly durable.

Some time since a recipe for making a dur-

able paint was sent to the **Societe d' En-

couragemenf in Paris, which was said to have

the hardue'*' '' <*^ '-^iate '«rop, f^-x] ^
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very clieap. It had then been in use five years.

Its component parts are : 50 of resin, 40 of

finely powdered chalk, about 300 of fine, hard

sand, -i of lin.seed oil, 1 of red oxide of lead,

and 1 of sulphuric acid, all to be mixed. The

resin, chalk, sand and linseed oil are heated

togetlu T in an iron boiler ; the red lead and

the sulphuric acid are then added, and all care-

fully mixed. The composition is applied while

hot. If not found sufficiently fluid, it may be

made thinner by adding more linseed oil.

When cold and dry it is said to form a varnish

of the hardness of stone.

Another mode of preserving wood, either in

or out of the ground, is by saturating it

with some substance, which either fills the

pores or hardens them, so that dampness and

air have little effect upon them. In building

important works, the Government prepares

the lumber by "Kyanizing,'" or filling its pores

by immersion in creosote or some kind of acid.

A solution of blue vitriol is, perhaps, as good

as anvthinsr that we can readily command.

It is easily obtained and prepared, and is

cheap. About one pound of vitriol to twenty

quarts of water will give it sufficient strength.

Pine posts, soaked in such a solution, have re-

mained firm and sound after having been in

the ground eight or ten years. It is excellent

to preserve the stakes in vineyards, trellis posts

and small stakes used about the garden for

tying up shrubbery, raspberry, and other

bushes, dahlias, &c.

Seasoned posts may be long preserved by

putting on three or four coats of hot coal tar.

All the parts that touch the ground, and for

six inches above, should be covered. This

will be worse than nothing unless the post is

seasoned.

A Large Grape Vixe.—Mr. Stewart, Or-

ford, C. W., has a Clinton vine 70 feet long

—

that is, 35 feet each way from the root, run-

ning over and on an eight-foot picket fence,

which hung this year with one mass of grapes

from end to end. He entirely ignores our

idea of cutting grape vines l)ack to five or six

feet, arguing that the leaders should not be

cut at all. The vine referred to is in his gar-

den, and has had all necessary care ; and

thougii the grapes had been somewhat injured

by hail, both in bum-h and berry, they would

compare favorably with the CMintons 1 have

elsewhere seen. I do not see why this should

not be the best way of growing, especially for

wine making.

—

Country Ucntleman.

COOKING CATTLE FEED
Some ten or a dozen years ago Mr. Thomas

Ilorsfall, of England, published a detailed and

well written statement of his plan of cooking

the feed for the cows of his dairy, which was

quite generally copied, either in, whole or in

part, by the agricultural papers of this coun-

try. Ilis success in economizing bean and oat

straw and other coarse, and when uncooked,

unpalatable articles of feed, attracted much
attention both in England af^d in the United

States ; and in both countries many farmers

have experimented more or less thoroughly

with cooked feed, but so far as we have been

able to ascertain, without developing any very

satisfactory results. Even in England, where

labor is comparatively cheap, and capital

abundant, very few farmers have realized the

success claimed by Mr. Horsfall, or by the

speakers at one of the evening meetings dur-

ing the late Fair of the New York State Ag-
ricultural Society at Buffalo, some of whom
claimed that the value of feed was doubled or

tripled by cooking.

This subject was not long since discussed at

one of the stated meetings of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society of England. From the report

of this discussion we infer that it was gener-

ally admitted that there was some gain in

cooking feed for fattening animals, but the

question was, whether that gain was etjual to

the cost and trouble of cooking. Thus much
even some of the members appeared to be un-

willing to admit. The following statement was

made by a Mr. Lawes :

—

Anxious to try the etfccts of cooking, lie last

autumn ordered 10 beasts to have 2 lbs. of hean
meal l)oiled and poured over the chaff, \\ liich was
to stand 24 hours; 2 lt)s. of cake were then added
to the mixture, and it was served out. Of those
ten beasts, however, one obstinately refused to cat
the mixture ; it was a white bullock wiihalilack
nose, and decidedly the wor.-^t of the lot. It so
stoutly resisted the mixture that it would even eat

the straw turned out from the cait-hor.^e stable

rather than the prepared food. It was then or-

dered to have the bone meal unboiled, but still

mixed with straw that had been nioi.Ntened the
day before, and with a small quantity of malt
combs; and at this moment that very animal
which had been the worst ot the t( n was by far the
best. It weighed at least 8 stone more than those
which were of the same size at Michaclnias, 1 cwt.

more in live weight than the smaller aniujals when
they c:inie in, and 56 lbs. more than any other
beast in the lot.

Another question was as to the (luality of

the meat produced by the animals kept on

cooked feed.

On this point, the same gentleman was dis-

posed to think that the quality of the meat
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was inferior when the food was cooked. We
all know that it is a common practice for New
England farmers to feed their hogs on corn at

least a few weeks before killing "to harden up

the pork." Mr. Lawes said :

—

If pigs were always fed on boiled Swedes and
meal, although they might increase very fast and
be very profitable "to the seller, still it would be
found out l>y degrees that the quality of the pork
was bad. The butcher would ultimately refuse to

buy, and would say that such pork, to use a com-
mon expression, "boiled away." All animals as

they fattened had a certain amount of water dis-

placed ; that was to say. they contained less and
less water : but il' they were fed with boiled Swedes
and meal, the water would increase as well as the
fat.

Some time ago he had fed one animal on steeped
barley and another on dry barley, with a view of
testing the merits of the two systems of feeding.

The animal which was fed on the steeped barley,

increased very fast, while the increase on the other
was comparatively slow. They were both killed;

the loins and other paits were cooked in the estab-

lishment, and it turned out that there was much
more waste in the former case than in the latter.

But a new phase of the question had been sug-
gested, whether natural cooking or fermenting
might not be substituted for ariificial heat. It

should however be borne in mind, that all fermen-
tation meant the loss of a certain quantity of car-

bon consequent on decomposition. In all food the
most valuable constituent was the carbon.

If they mixed sugar or saccharine matter with
woody fibre, they got a certain amount of heat to-

gether which might soften and render the latter

more digestible ; Init that was always done at the
expense of the sugar, which is one of the most
valuable articles they had. An animal always
eats till he has enough carbon in his stomach ; he
then stops. He might take double the quantity of
albumen, but he would not stop until *he had got
sutttcient soluble carbon, and the soluble carbon
was the first thing to disappear in the process of
fermentation. He did not think, therefore, that

economy of food was to be arrived at by a process
of that kind.
Mr. Dent had talked with several gentlemen

who had cooked food, and most of them were in-

clined to give it up ; but he had never yet found
them disposed to abandon the system of pulping.

The third question, related to the effect of

cooked feed upon the health of- the animal it-

self. Upon this point Professor Simonds, one

of the most distinguished veterinarians of Eng-

land, spoke at some length.

The professor said there was scarcely any limit
to the quantity of water that might enter the ani-
mal organism, if we gave food which contamed a
large quantity of water. Speaking as a patholo-
gist, he Itelieved that a great number of diseases
among the lower animals arose from the bad state
of the l)lood induced by excess of water, and defi-

ciency of nitrogenized matter in the food. The
practical farmer knew that if, in the lambing sea-
son, he gave his ewes too many white turnips, or
other green food, which had grown rapidly, and
contained a large amount of water, it would lead
to disease and loss, whereas, if he put them on dry
food, containing, weight for weight, a large pro-
portion of nitrogenized matter, a good quality of
blood was produced, and the health of the animal
preserved. Admitting that cooked food had the
efFv'ct of accumulating weight, to say nothing about

flesh, in a certain space of time, he was inclined
to think that this arose from the facility which it

gave for the digestion of the food by anticipating
a part of the process commonly carried on liy the
action of the gastric iiiice.

But it was questionaiile policy giving to an ani-
mal, and espcrially a ruminant animal, cooked
food, for thus they might to a considerable extent
supersede mastication ; if so, they would super-
sede insalivation, and thus interfere with one of
the chief processes of nature. The action of the
saliva was first to convert the amylaceous parts of
the food (or starch) into sugar or gummy matter.
A further provision was made in the ruminant an-
imal for stirring up, if he might so express it, the
food ; and a chemical change took place in its

character before it passed into the true digestive
stomach. There was a re-mastication and a rein-

salivation ; and, inasmuch as the secretions com-
ing from the rumen were very analogous to those
with which the thod were mixeil in the mouth, it

not only rem;iined mixed with saliva a much longer
time, but was mixed with a much greater quan-
tity of that or a like substance.

If then, Iiy the use of cooked food they dis-

pensed with part of the operations of nature, and
sent the food quicker into the intestinal canal,
they would also dispense with the process of re-

mastication and re-insalivation ; and he could
easily understand why, although a large increase
might take place in bulk, the quality of the ani-
mal might become bad. The digestive pi-ocess de-
pends materially upon the condition of the food

;

it is even possible, by giving cooked food, or food
which was physically in the same condition with
regard to fineness and moisture, to render animals
non-ruminative which were naturally ruminative;
that is to say, we may give them food th;vt would
be retained for a very short space of time in the
rumen, pass quickly into the digestive stomach,
and become subject to the action of digestion
without first undergoing remastication. We should
thus interfere at once with the law of nature ; if

we cook food at all, we ought not, before cooking,
to yeduce it too fine. If the straw be cut into
lengths of four to six inches, a cooking process
may be set up so as to convert the amylaceous
part into sugar, without interfering with the func-
tions of the rumen; but such food should be re-

masticated.
He would advise that if food is pulped and

mixed it should not lie too long, to undergo the
process of fermentation, but be given prettj' soon
after it is mixed. Straw might, doubtless., be
converted into palatable food, and animals induced
to eat a larger quantity of inferior provender cut
into chafi', by simply throwing over it a small
quantity of oil cake dissolved in water. This was
a common practice among farmers in Lincolnshire
in feeding their horses, especially during the win-
ter.

Upon the whole, he was certainly not in favor of

the so-called system of cooking food, cither for

the preservation of the health of the animal, or
for the promotion of the process of digestion, and
was inclined to think that, by the physical altera-

tions they might make in character and condi-
tion by cutting straw, pulping roots, and mix-
ing a solution of oil cake with them, they would
gain the point at a lower expenditure, and with
much more advantage to the animal economy.

—For the last eight years I have practiced haul-

ing hickoiy wood on my farm every year, and
placing it where it would attract the borer moth,

and then burning it with the worm in it, before the

end of two years. I think I have thus kept the

worm in subjection.
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BHORl-HORN STOCK IN VERMONT.
An occasional correspondent, and a great

admirer of good stock, lately visited the Short-

Ilorn herd of A. M. Win^low & Son, Putney^

Vt. Though he has seen miuh of the best

stock of New England, both at Shows and on

the farms of individual breeders, he says he

thinks the Messrs. Winslow's herd, taken all

in all, excels every thing he has seen else-

where.

Among their herd of fifteen thorougbred

cows is Lady Sale, a very fine animal, which

has t.aken first premiums wherever she has

been exhibited ; and another cow, whose name

he does not mention, from the sale of whose

calves thiity-tix hundred dollars have been

realized during the past seven years.

Rising Star, a bull six years old, weighs 2500

pounds, and is a fine specimen of the Durham

race of cattle. The bull calf, Duke of Putney,

by sixth Duke of Thorndale, out of Lady Sale

sixth, is ten months old, weighs 10 cwt., and

will be remembered by the visitors at the State

Fair, the past fall, as the winner of the first

premium. He was there spoken of by some

stock men as probably ecjual to any animal of

his age in the world. In color, the Duke

of Putney is of a dark wine, with a few

small streaks of white. One thousand dollars

have been refused for the calf, and two thou-

sand for its mother—prices that must be both

comfortable to the owners, and complimen-

tary to the stock.

One pair of their thoroughbred oxen, weigh-

ing 3800 pounds, were very fine animals.

Eight calves of a red color, with a very

little white, were nice and thrifty, for young-

sters. Among another lot of four calves, was

a heifer for which $50 had been refused. She

was very large and promising. When such

stock brings such prices, asks our correspon-

dent, "why do we not have more such herds,

and more such breeders as Messrs. Winslow

& Sons ? Doesn't such stock pay as well as

the seventeen, eighteen or twenty-dollar cows

that your cattle market reporter alluded to in

his last week's report?"

Window Plants.—Window Plants should

not be kept very warm at this season. They
should have all the sun and air, and as little

of the artificial heat of the room as possible.

These remarks apply especially to Mignonette,
which is very impatient of in-door confine-

ment. Succulents, such as Cacti, are excel-

lent window plants in this respect, as the dry
air does not alfect them. To keep the air

al>out the plants moist, is one of the secrets of
window-culture. Some who have very fine

windows well stocked with fine plants, make
glazed cases with folding doors of them, by
which, when the room is highly heated and
very dry, they can be enclosed in an atmos-
phere of their own. In such cases, ferns and
mosses can be grown to perfection, and pend-
ant plants in hanging vases give a Brazilian

forest appearance to our happy Christmas
homes.

—

Gardener''s Monthly.

For the New England Farmer,

FARM HELP.

Although I have recently written upon this

subject, I desire to add a few more thoughts
suggested by reading the article and comments
thereon in a recint number of the Farmkr, for

it is one of vital importance, and its thorough
discussion cannot fail to awaken a deep inter-

est with every cultivator of the soil. When
it is freely admitted that the difficulty of pro-
curing good help is the main cause of slow
progress in making permanent improvements ;

that it takes away much of the pleasure of
farming, and is frequently the turning point in

the sale of the farm, it is high time for farmers

to consult together to devise and adopt, if

possible, some remedial measures. For one,

I see no reason why decided improvement can-

not be effected both in the supply and charac-

ter of the help, by individual exertion and
earnest co-operation. It may not be accom-
plished under the old nor under the present
system. Such an entire change in the charac-

ter of help demands corresponding change in

the mode of dealing with it.

But fanners should remember that they are
not alone in their trials with help. Since the

first year of the war no industrial occupation

has been exempt from the evils of whicii they
complain. The concurrent testimony of all

employers is, that although they pay extrava-

gantly high wages, much less work is per-
formed in a day than formerly. So great was
the demand for labor, compared with the sup-

ply, that workmen had the advantage. And
it can hardly be said that any craft or class

of workmen rendered themselves particularly

conspicuous in disregarding the rights of em-
ployers. The same spirit of independence
and alertness to better one's condition has
been manifested by all classes, from the com-
mon laborer up to the professional ranks. Af-
ter all, this IS but carrying out the spirit of
the age. Time is the working man's capital,

and he only seeks to make the most of it, as

the man of wealth does of his investments.

But the tide is setting against them. Notwith-
standing the repeated strikes, and the extend-
ed and clamorous talk during the short-time

movements early in the year, wages have fallen,

and from one-fourth to one-third more labor
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is rendered for a day's work than six months

ago. In our eastern cities more men have

been seeking employment during the past half

year than for a like period for the last ten

years. Unless the prospects of trade and
manufacturers brighten before spring, a large

surplus of labor will be sent out from every

city and village, and farmers will find a larger

number of applicants than usual from which to

make selections. If the present rate of immi-

gration continues from the old world, from
the Provinces, and the Canadas, this genera-

tion, at least, will never witness another so

great a scarcity.

But allowing the supply sufficient, how can

the quality be improved? It is true the

change from the farm help of thirty years ago
is great. Since farmers cannot keep their

own sons and daughters at home, they are,

from necessity, dependent upon hirelings. The
class which Providence has thrown in our midst

constitute a much better material than is gen-

erally admitted. It is customary to condemn
them for some glaring faults, while their ex-

cellencies are seldom enumerated. Now, be-

fore there can be rapid improvement, they

must be better apppeciated, and a thorough
knowledge of their characteristics is necessary

to their appreciation. The Irish have many
qualities essential in farm laborers ; they have
usually followed out-door pursuits at home,
and come here with a natural fondness for the

country and for the farmer's life, and always

prefer it to the shop or factory. They are

strong in muscle, and possess great endurance
;

they are patient and persevering under hard
work. They have a love for pleasantry, enjoy

a good joke, and are generally cheerful and
resigned to things they cannot control, and
hence are less inclined to worry and fret than

some of their more active and nervous employ-
ers ; nor does the somewhat monotonous rou-

tine of the farm appear to them so irksome.

They are willing to hire out and serve others,

and we see them performing the drudgery in

our houses and in every place where hard and
disagreeable work is required. They are fond
of animals and are naturally good judges of
stock. If they own a cow, she is almost inva-

riably a good one ; and as for pigs, they are
ashamed to keep a poor one. Many of the

best teamsters, coachmen, and grooms in and
around our cities are Irishmen. Their gar-

dens testify that they understand clean and
thorough culture. Irish gardeners may claim

some of the finest displays of flowers and
choicest collections of vegetables at our horti-

cultural exhibitions as specimens of their skill.

They take hold with good courage and work
out fair crops from land usually considered
not worth tilling, and I think it safe to say
they understand the management of wet lands

better than the majority of New England
farmers.

The great desire of this long oppressed race

is to possess what was denied them in their

native country,—a bit of land. Bank, manu-
facturing and railroad stocks, and even gov-
ernment bonds, have little attraction for them

;

land is first, and if means increase, it is more
land and more houses. Hence in cities we see
them rapidly coming into possession of whole
blocks, squares and streets, and establishing
homesteads all around the suburbs, and push-
ing out into the country to buy up our smaller
and cheaper farms. Thus, while performing
our drudgery, they are accumulating wealth,
and gaining a social and political power, the
precise effect of which it is difficult to foretel.

In one sense, this foreign element cannot be
said to drive out or crowd our native sons and
daughters, for they willingly accept positions

which we decline, and occupy land we refuse

to cultivate. Having minds more plastic than
the Germans or French, they are easily influ-

enced, and more readily lay aside their old
habits and customs to imitate our ideas and
ways of living.

And what shall be said of their failings ?

Are they not too well known, and too often
portrayed to be delineated here? Many of

them are directly traceable to the peculiar cir-

cumstances under which for generations they
have struggled. Under the inspiring and ex-
panding influences of our institutions these
fade away; others, as the lack of "the edu-
cated conscience," the feeling of individual

responsibility, decision and stability of char-
acter are of a more serious nature and their

correction. is the work of time. It cannot be
expected that people of mature life will ad-
vance much from long established habits. The
greatest improvement is to be looked for in

the youth. There is abundant evidence to

prove that those born in this country, of the
second and third generation, will give our sons

and daughters a hard chase in whatever pur-
suit they compete.
But to give the question a more practical

turn, how can this help be managed with their

present attainments, without the continual re-

currence of those unplea.sant jars which have
brought them into such disrepute ? A few
suggestions may be briefly stated. Besides
patience and forbearance, tact is necessary

;

which here means judgment and plain, strait-

forward dealing. Let the period of contract

for labor be as short as possible, never engag-
ing any one for the season who has not, to your
personal knowledge, established a reputation

for fidelity. Hire strangers and those inclined

to disregard the rights of employers by the

month, or what is better, by the week or day.

Make a brief and concise contract, unincum-
bered with provisos or conditions, and barter

trades for recompense. Pay in cash, at stated

times of brief intervals,—when pay-day ar-

rives fulfil your agreement, if you borrow the

money. In a quiet and courteous way, show
your independence and their dependence.
Much flattery is as unwise as constant chiding.

If disposed to exhibit a hasty temper or mor-
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bid sensibility, rcmomher that a multipliration

oiwoids is like fresh fiu-l to a sluinherinfr fire.

Always (It'al iri'iuTOusly with help ; for if they

see atiylhiiy like over reaching, or even fancy

it is intended, they will take twice and thrice

as much out of their employer. When one

is resolved to break a lat)or contract, so far

from iisin<^ compulsion to make him fulfil his

afjreement, I should say let him p,o in peace.

If he can really better himself, it is not gener-

ous to detain him. If in our judgment he will

only lose by the change, it may not l)e wise

to try to argue him into staying. Anything
like coercion tends to arouse all that is ugly in

his nature, and in all prohal)ility "suits for the

enforcement of labor conttaits"'' would bring

only expen>e and trouble to the plaintiffs. A
discontented, grumbling hand is oi' little profit

at best, and his inlluence upon others is so bad
that it is frequently better to pay something to

have him leave.

A better way for presenting sudden leaving

is the one adopted by our factories. About
two weeks' pay is always kept l^aik

;
pay day

is near the middle of the month, but the pay
is only made up to the first day of the same

;

if a workman (piits without two weeks' notice

he forfeits so much of his wages. The condi-

tion is distinctly understood by all the work-

men, and is so simple and just that no one

complains of it. This is the only constraining

measure that mills with liom one to four thou-

sand names upon their pay roll pretend to ex-

ercise against sudden quitting. This rule

could be easily adopted in an agricultural

community, for help both within the house and
without. Two weeks' notice would give am-
ple time to obtain other help, and the forfeit-

ure of two weeks' pay would prevent sudden
leave-taking for mere trifles. Working out

the two weeks of notice gives time for retlec-

tion, and not unfreciuently the resolution to

leave is changed to a desire for staying.

Another suggestion for the consideration of

neighborhoods which propose to adopt meas-

ures for the improvement of the character of

the help and to maintain the rights of the em-
ployers, is the keeping of a list of the names
of those hands who have been discharged for

gross misconduct, or have broken their con-

tract without justifiable cause. Any farmers'

club can easily propose other simple regula-

tions for adoption by the town or county rep-

resented, and thus while the individual em-
ployer shall have the control of his own help,

he will also enjoy the benefit of mutual sup-

port and uniformity of action.

Should all these hints be heeded, there will

still be cause for sighing over the degeneracy

of modern help, just as long as farmers de-

pend upon cities and villages for their supply

;

for the recjuisite qualifications cannot be looked

for in the surplus sent back into the country,

when it is composed largely of street boys ; of

men of dissolute habits ; of those who wish

for a change ; of the feeble, who seek to re-

store their health ; of the dull, too stupid to

earn a living at mechanical employme.it^ ; of
the indoh-i)t, too hizy to get their bread in the
sliarp competition of the city; and of another
class who, though their attainments and habits

are all that is desired, have no experience in

farm work, nor taste for rural life, and who
only engage in it temporarily. No, the rural

districts must furnish their own help before it

will assume a permanent and relial)le charac-

ter. This cannot be done until cottages are
provided upon every farm for the laborer. In
this way fanners will have greater control over
their help, and more hope of retaining good
hands for a series of years. The children of
the laborer brought up on the farm -will acquire

a taste for rural life, and their early trauiing

will prepare them for efficient and reliable

workmen. By providing these homes, farmers
will benefit themselves, their families, and the

laborer; but having, in a former article,

(Monthly for August,) stated these advan-
tages, 1 will not enlarge upon them now.

N. S. T.

Laiorence, Mass., Nov. 22, 1867.

For the New England Farmer.

FARM HELP.
In the article "Farm Help," in a late num-

ber of the Farmei?, there is much truth. That
farming is as honoraljle and refined as any
other branch of business or profession, and
much more conducive to health and longevity,

is being ever}' day acknowledged, and I see no
trouble in getting over the difficulty about
help. As to e<lucating the foreign help up to

usefulness, honesty, and regard for truth, it is

next to impossible. We do not as a general

thing get the best class of foreign labor, con-
sequently the effort to bring them up to the

standard of valual)le help, and true manliness

is a very hard and hopeless undertaking. Why
not then turn our attention in a very much
more available quarter. I would remark in

this connection that the same trouble is found
with female servants, at the present day ; in

fact, Biddy desires to be the lady of the house,

and Pat to be chief head out of doors, and
such will be the condition of things until one
and all of us determine upon a radical change.

Let us look at the capabilities of the gener-
ally despised neyro. As a class, they are

as readily learned in any requirements de-

sirat)le to make them useful members of socie-

ty and conse(iuently good help, as our for-

eign population ; in their disposition, they are

generally gentle and affectionate, very quick

to acquire and willing to work.
I tried the experiment for a year with twen-

ty freedmen as farm hands, on a large farm in

Tennessee, in the year 18G4, and though I

took them as they came, used to abuse, and
not kindness, unacquainted with our modern
farming tools, they were very ready and
anxious to learn, and in an incredible short
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time were masters of every new tool placed in

tlieir hands.

Again the black man as a slave has been ac-

customed to tend ten acres of cotton or tobac-

co. This is no fancy sketch, but the truth

—

ten acres. He does not require, as with us, a

boy or a man to drive while he holds the

plough, but laughs at the idea that one man
cannot hold and drive. I will grant that the

negro is apt to be lazy, but not so

much so as some white laborers it

has been my fortune to fall in with.

Owing to the condition of servi-

tude in which during all their lives

ihcy have been kept, they know
their place.

As to education, give the negro

a book and directions how to go
on, and he is very apt at learning.

These remarks apply to l>oth males

and females. No sensible farmer

leaves his hands by tiiemselvos to do the work
on a (arm, but looks after and superintends it

himself, so that any shirking or laziness on the

laborer's part is very readily seen, and by be-

ing more or less of the time about, help will

not be to npt to laze. The negro Is very sus-

ceptible to kindness and jjraise.

My remarks are not guess work, but gath-

ered from actual erperiment and observation.

Why, then, may not the farmers in certain

localities rid themselves of their prejudice as

to race and color, and join in getting negroes,

both male and female to do their work,

much better, and at less cost, than in hiring

Tom and Dick as they come along.

It has been for some time my conviction that

black help can be encployed usefully, economi-

cally and satisfactorily on our farms.

F. COPELAND.
West Dedham, Mass., Nov. 27, 1867.

IiIVERMORE'S SAP SPOUT.
The annexed cut represents a recent inge-

nious and very cheap invention of R. F. Liver-

more, of Starksboro', Vermont, which it is

believed supplies a want long felt by maple

sugar makers, as it is less injurious to the tree

and more economical of sap than any spout

Assorting Fruit.—We have often urged

the importance of selecting the best specimens

for market—especially so with the larger fruits

which may be easily picked over. As addi-

tional corroboration of our views we give the

following brief quotation from the published

proceedings of the American Fomological So-

ciety at St. Louis :

—

Dr. Claggelt dwelt upon the importance of

proper transportation, and said that of the

fruit brought to market two-thirds would
bring more money than the whole, if one-third

were at home. A shipper would make money
by gaining a reputation for putting up only

peri'ect fruit, and giving all the imperfect fruit

to the pigs.

—The Rural New Yorker says that a gentleman

of Rochester has succeeded in checking the blight

on his quince trees by removing the surface soil

about the roots and applying a liberal supply of

salt. It also added greatly to the productiveness

of the trees.

heretofore in use. It is very simple and is

entirely of metal. A is the spout; D the

head, in which is a hole, H, for the passage of

the sap. The head is concave, C, forming,

with the exterior bevel, D, a sharp edge, a,

which surrounds the chamber or tap in the

tree. From the central part of the concavity

projects a screw, S, holding the spout firmly

to the tree, and pressing the sharp edge, a,

against the bark, thus preventing leakage.

The chamber in the tree is made by the or-

dinary tapping bit, which should be guaged so

as to allow the screw to take firm hold of the i

wood. The screw is placed in the centre of

the hole or chamber and turned until the edge,

a, presses firmly against the bark around the

chamber. A projection, E, is added, on which

the sap tub is hung and kept in its place.

Though possessing so many valuable quali-

ties, these spouts are exceedingly simple in

construction and use, and we understand are

offered at a price which can be remunerative

to the manufacturer only by the large sales

which will result from its general introduction.

FARM LABORERS OP PRUSSIA.

M. Emile de Laveleye has just contributed

an articla to the Revue des Devx Mondes, in

which an interesting account is given of the

progress made by Prussia during 60 years of

peace. Writing on agriculture, he points out

that nearly all the land-owners cultivate their

own estates ; except for detached portions,

renting is the exception. They are, therefore,

retained in the country by the care of their

own interests, for nothing more imperiously

requires the eye of a master than rural indus-

try. It is true they are aided by a class of
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employees who are not found in any other

country. They are educated younjj men be-

longing to families in a good position, often

just leaving an agrieultural college, who re-

main for a certain time on some large estate

to initiate themselves in the practical direction

of one of their own. This novitiate is an an-

cient custom still preserved in many trades.

Thus, frequently, the son of a rich hotel-keeper

will not hi'sitate to enter another hotel as but-

ler or waiter (Kellner) to be initiated into all

the details of the service over which he will

one day have to preside. When any one vis-'

its the farms (Rittergutter) he is astonished

to see as superintendent the son of a banker,

a baron, or a rich land-owner. These young
people drive a cart or guide the plow. At
noon they return, groom their horses, and

then go and dress themselves and dine at the

owner's table, to whom they are not inferior,

either in in.struction, birth or manners. After

the meal, they resume their working-dress

and retui-n, without any false shame, to their

rustic occupation. Thus we find in feudal

Prussia a trait of manners suited to the demo-
cratic society of the United States, and which

hereafter will b^icome general. In France,

in England especially, a young man of the

upper class would believe his dignity compro-

mised in performing the work of a farm-

laborer.— Far-is Correspondent of Land and
Water.

EXTRACTS AND KEPLIES.
CUKE FOR SCRATCHES.

Can you or any of your correspondents toll me
wliiit will cure scniiclies on a colt ? Is there any-

thing in the .slLipc of medicine that will do it ? By
givinu me anv ideas on the subject you will oblige

Sortcay, Me., Nov. 22, 1867. A Slbsckiber.

Rr.MARKS.—As this troublesome and offensive

disease was pretty fully discussed in our columns

during tlie past year, wc submitted your inquiry

to Dr. Trask of Reading, Mass., who has been a

cattle doctor for sonic twenty years. He replies

by remarking that most diseases of our stock arc

brought on by the neglect or violation of the laws

of nature

In the case of the horse afflicted with the

scratches, he says, the bowels must be kept loose

while fed on dry food, and the body warm and

rkan. In grooming his limbs, they should always

be rubbed down and not up ; and he recommends

that they sliould be sliglitly greased witli ncatsfoot

or skunk's oil, or that obtained from tlic neck or

legs of dead horses. In cleaning olf the vile mat-

ter from the fetlock, he finds a corn-cob the best

thing he ever used. lie then applies, while warm,

a wa-h made by bfiiling one hour, wormwood and

the bark of whistlcwood in urine. After which

the foot and leg should be greased, and the animal

kept on a spare diet.

As large additions have been made to the readers

of the Faiimf.u within a year, and as the papers of

others may be lost which contained our own sug-

gestions and those of our correspondents, we will

give the substance of what was published upon
this sulycct about a year ago :

—

If the disease is in its first stages—that is, has

not ulcerated—wash the parts affected perfectly

clean with castile soap and warm water; rul) dry

with the hand or warm flannel. Then, with a soft

sponge, bathe freely with brine from tlie beef or

pork barrel, three or four times in twenty-four

hours. Exercise the animal, by walking him
about, two or three times in the course of the day.

Give but little grain, and that in the form of a

mash ; but green food when it can be had, such as

grass, or roots, and especially caiTots.

If the disease has assumed the tdcerated form,

the hair must be cut off, and the parts cleansed as

stated above. It is doubtful whether the brine

would be efficacious in this case,—but it would be
well to try it. If not, prepare a lotion as follows,

and wash three times each day with it, viz :

—

Chloride of zinc, one ounce.

Creosote, four ounces.

Strong solutii>n of white oak bark, four quarts.

There is a tendency to this disease in some
horses, so that on the slightest appearance of it,

measures should be taken to prevent its progress.

The hair about the ankles should remain there,

certainly through the winter. "Cutting it away,

and thereby exposing the heels to the operation of

cold and of wet is no unfrcquent cause of grease.

In winter, when the legs most require warmth and

protection, the heels are deprived of the cover

which nature intended should protect them ; and

parts where the blood flows most tardily are laid

bare to the effects of evaporation and frost."

Mr. Hiram French, of Eaton, C. E., recommends

a decoction of tamarack bark, made l)y boiling a

bushel if the bark in a kettle of water thoroughly

—strain offthe liquid—add more water—boil again

—then strain as before—remove the bark, and boil

the whole down to one pailful. Give the horse

one pint of this twice a day by soaking his oats in

it This purities the blood and creates an appetite.

After thoroughly washing with strong soap suds,

and rubbing dry, apply, night and morning, an

ointment composed of half a pint of linseed oil,

two table spoonfuls of fine salt, same of sulphur,

same of saltpetre, and one ounce of turpentine,

well mixed.

"\V. H. J.," of Winchester, N. H., suggests, as

the disease is caused by Impurity of blood,

that, in addition to good feed and careful usage, a

spoonful of sulphur should be administered once

a week, and then if, on trial, our remedy does not

cure, apply every morning, after washing clean, an

ointment composed of a tea-cupful of lard, with as

much camphor gum as can be dissolved therein,

simmered together with a little rosin.

"J. C. M," of Lancaster, N. H., has cured by

giving sulphur, cleaning the issues on the legs, and

roweling in a bit of onion.

"B. F. B." of Fletcher, Vt., washes perfectly
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clean with castile soap and warm water, then apply

while warm, an ointment of gunpowder ground

fine, mixed with sweet cream or fresh butter, to

tJie consistency of thin paste.

WARTS ON CATTLE.

I have a heifer eighteen months old, which has
a large number of warts, (I should call them) on
her skin, commencing just front of her bag and
reaching nearly to her front legs, the whole weigh-
ing a half dozen pounds or more. They have
been growing for three or four months. None of
my ncighiiors have ever seen an-, thing like it.

The bunches hang down six or eight inches. Per-
hajis some of your readers can tell me what to do
f<ir her. She is half Dutch, and otherwise than
the l)unches a fine looking heifer.

H. H. Brown.
South Sudbury, Mass., Nov. 29, 1867.

Remarks.—We think we have never seen so

many warts on cattle as this year. Whether the

unusual amount of rain which has fallen the past

season in New England has any connection with

their production we cannot say. During the fall

we have, seen so large excrescences on some ani-

mals that we have been led to doubt, with our coi--

respondent, whether they ought to be called warts.

We saw a cow a few weeks since whose back was

literally covered. We hope sonle of our readers

will be able to advise Mr. Brown what to do in the

case of his heifer. In the meantime, we copy

from Hooper's "Pracii al Farmer," the following

suggcsiive observations. Cattle, he says, are sub-

ject to various excrescences growing from the cuti-

cle at first, but afterwanl identified with the true

skin. They assume many forms, from that of

scales of greater or less thickness, and accompa

nied sometimes by chaps or sores, to fungous

growths, of ditfercnt size and hardness, and bear-

ing the character of warts. They are occasionally

very numerous and exceedingly troublesome;

and they are most numerous and most trouble-

some about the teats. When they grow about

the eyelids they are a sad nuisance to the beast.

When there are only exfoliations and scales of the

cuticle, friction with camphorated oil will occa^-

sionally remove them. It has been known to dis-

perse the watery excrescences. Mercurial prepar-

ations, whether blue ointment, or corrosive subli-

mate and soap, are dangerous, but they will usually

get rid of the smaller ones. When they are nu-

merous, and particularly about the udder, the

practitioner will pi-oliably try to remove the largest

of them by means of a ligature passed round the

roots. This, however, will often be an almost end-

less affair, and recourse must be had to the knife

and to the cautery. The cautery will stop the

bleeding, destroy the root of the wart, and thus

prevent its springing again. When they are. small,

this wija be most successfully attacked by means
of the nitrate of silver, the warts being touched
daily with it in a solid form, if they are few and
distinct; or washed with a strong solution of it,

if they are more numerous and scattered over a

large surface. They have been attributed to va-

rious causes, as contusions, stings of insects, want
of condition, inflammation of the skin; but in

most cases the actual cause is unknown.
In case recourse must be had to "the knife and

cautery," it will be necessary to cast the animal,

and sear the root with a red-hot iron, as unless

this is done the warts will speedily sprout again.

PLOUGHING IN MANURE.
Feeling myself called upon to reply to your cor-

respondent, "H." who seems to be a "staunch
friend of the harrow," I l)cg leave to answer in
the first place, most emphatically, that while claim-
ing to be no less a friend to the harrow than himself,
I have "no experience" in harrowing in niiunire;
believing the plough the only proper impl'mrnt
for burying manure, for any crop. Whether this
view is sound or unsound, the practical farmer can
jiiitge. The harrow gives a superficial covering,
and much of the coarse miinurc from the barn
yard, is not covered at all. The plough gives it a
deep bed. Its gases are evaporated to the surface
impregnating the soil all through, which gnscs pos-
sess about all the fertilizini: properties of the ma-
nure. The theory of its leaching and being lost
has, I think, become an exploded doctrine.
The vegetable roots seek the source of these

gases till they find the decomposing mnnnre.
When harrowed in there is a mere surface benefit

—

soon to evaporate, dry and waste.
The largest crop of corn I ever raised was with

manure ploughed in. The largest winter wheat
crop lever knew in Massachusetts, nearly fifty

bushels to the acre, was on good pasture land,
dressed with pig manure, and ploughed in. Fal-
lowing, with any green crop, or the turning in of
mowing stubble with second cnp, illustrates the
principle of evaporation on the wii'iur wheut crop,
and its nourishing effects. lam unable to com-
prehend how the statement of "II." about the "pile
of manure" applies toor explains his harrowing the-
ory . But it is quite certain this fact jn'oves nothing as
totheusualmanncrof fertilizing. Of course anian-
ure heap drenched by rains must enrich the soil on
which it lies. "H." says on the "lands at the
West, the Lord grows taller grass, keeps it in bet-
ter condition than we overwise mortals do, but
that he never owned a plough and does it by tcjp

dressing." A bounteous Providence has bestowed
upon mnch of the soil of the West a degree of
fertility which for a time obviates the neces'sity of
enher manure or "top dressing." But the time
will come when the voice of Wisdom which directs
''that man shall till theground," and that he must
"live by the sweat of his brow," will be heard and
heeded.
Brooklyn, L. I., Dec, 1867. H. Poor.

SAFE AND SURE REMEDY FOR LICE ON CATTLE.

I was sorry to see in a late number of the Far-
mer so dangerous a remedy as unguentum recom-
mended for use, and to stay its application, I for-

ward you a receipe that I have used for ten years
and have never known it to fail to exterminate the
vermin without any injury to the cattle.

To one gallon of soft water add one pint of soft

soap, and boil them together; then add one ounce
of arsenic, and stir till well mixed ; after this add
another gallon of soft, cold water, and it is fit for

use. The soap neutralizes the poison and renders
it harmless to the cattle, but a dead-shot to lice

and their eggs.

My manner of application, is, to take an old
coffee pot and pour the liquid slowly upon the
back of the animal, from head to stern, while two
persons, one on each side, rub it in with old cards
or swabs. David Currier.
Peacham, Vt., Dec. 2, 1867.
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fabics' department.

From the Round Table.

LITTLE CHILDREN.

Gocl bless little children I

Day by day,
With pure and simple wiles,
And winning words and smiles,
They creep into the heart,

And who would wish to say them nay ?

They look up in our faces,
And their eyes '

Are tender and are fair.

As if still lingered there
The Savior's kindly smile I

80 very meek they look, and wise.

We live again our play-time
In their i>lay

;

Tlieir soft Ijunds le.-vd us back
Along a weary track

—

The i)athway of our years

—

Unto tiie time when life was May.

O 1 when my days have ended,
I would rest

Where little children keep
Their slumber long and deep;
My grave be near the little mounds

I know that God hath blest I

DOMESTIC ECONOMY;

HOW TO IMAKE HOME PLEASANT.

BY ANNE G.

[Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year
1866, by R. P. Eaton & Co.. in the Clerk's Office of the
District Court for the District of Massachusetts.]

CHAPTER VI.

MAKING AXD MENDING JIEN'S CLOTHING.

Mrs. Dall, in her admirable work upon the edu-

cation and elevation of woman, says, verj' sensi-

bly, that all men ought to learn to sew, "and so

might the cares of many women be lightened;"

and quotes the pleasant words of Sidney Smith to

the same effect : "I wish I could sew," he wTites to

Lady Holland, "I believe one reason why women
are so much more cheerful than men is because

they can work, and so vary their employments."

Every housekeeper knows how delightful such as-

si>tance from the male portion of the family would
be when

"With eyelids heavy and red.
With lingers weary and worn,"

sbc goes on, day after day, and week after week,
in the old routine

—

for

"Stitch, stitch, Btitrh,
Switch, stitch, stitch,"

"Gusset, and scam, and band.
Band, and gusset, and seaii,"

till there seems no end to her toil, and no bottom
to her work-basket.

The invention of sewing machines has indeed

lessened the labors of some. But all cannot iilfurd

the more expensive kinds ; and the cheap onea

are, really, worse than none,—with their aggrava-

tions of bending and breaking needles and looped

thread and uncertainties of stitch ; so that the

greater part of family sewing is still done by the

old-fashioned machine of strong right arm and
dexterous fingers, that never need repair, and

whose work is always satisfactory.

We know that men might sew if Ihey would;

for "men-tailors" have the name of stitching bet-

ter than women,—and what one man can do, so

can another. Sailors, too, often acc<)m])i)sli mar-
vellous feats in the way of embroidery and cavi)ct-

work, besides keeping their "sca-toggcry" in good
order, during thtir long voyages. And I remem-
ber a brown-haired boy, who sat beside nie in my
earliest school days, and measured his seams of

patch-work with mine ; and I often wonder if the

world's approval, in these later years, of his

scholarly translations and highly finished poems,

have been as sweet to him as the admiration of his

round-eyed school-mates and the praises of his

proud and happy mother when they saw the quilt

completed, and his own little bed was adorned

with its j'ellow and crimson glory. Farther on, a

sailor-boy; who, in his too short stayings at home,
made merriment for man j' a winter evening, iiniong

a bevy of frolicsome girls, and whose dimpling

stitches were as evenly set as any made by the

best seamstress of the group.

Certainly, mothers ought to teach their little

ones how to sew as soon as Nellie can handle a

needle, or Tommy wants a bag for his marbles.

I have in mind one rosy elf, whose Idue eyes have

not yet lieheld the brightness of four summers
who often busies herself in the fabrication of a

bonnet, or a bib, or an apron, for her "dailing

dolly;" and whose hems and gathers are really

creditable to her tiny ladyship. I venture to say

it will not be long before she docs her share of the

family sewing.

Although men ought, and sometimes do, sew, as

long as won)en are expected to sew for them they

may as well set about it with a good grave. And,

after all, there is a proud satisfaction in seeing how
these "lords of creation" place themselves at the

mercy of our needle and thiralde and scissors ;

—

weapons which, in the hands of a weak woman,
have turned the fortunes of more than one of the

world's heroes. Knowing, thus, wherein her

gieatest strengih lies, of course the good Ixmse-

keeper "will work willingly with her hands ....

will not be afraid of the snow for her household.

. . . . Her husband is known in the gates, when he

sitteth among the elders of the land .... and her

own works praise her in the gates."

But, then, she sometimes needs a little instruc-

tion in the selection of materials and in the ])repa-

tion of garments; matters in whidi gool judg-

ment, and good taste, and no small amount of ex-
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perience, are needed, before just the right thing is

obtained and made. It is well to remember, in

the first place, that an inferior article always

proves the most expensive in the end. Have an

eye, and a hand, also, to economy, in the purchase

of dry goods, and get the best, always. Not the

nicest—nor the brightest—but the most suitable,—
the wearer's occupation and age and circumstan-

ces should determine that.

As to colors, grays and drabs are the best for

common wear. Browns and blues and greens, and

black, also, show dust, and turn dingy, and look

shabby much quicker than lighter colors ; so that

farmers and grocers and mechanics ought not to

use them, except for Sunday, or dress, suits. If

you have brown, even for those, see that you get

one with a golden cast. Beware of & purplish, or

a red brown ; and never, on any account, buy a

purple, or a plum color or any of the purplish

slate shades ;—the sun turns them very soon, and

acids are sure to spot them. These, with a sort of

dark, purplish blue are the worst colors for men's

or boys' wear. The black and gold and brown and

gold mixtures, the gold being a silken thread, are

excellent, both in color and material.

Double warped, and doubled and twisted warp,

and the tricot, especially the French tricot, are the

strongest of all cloths. German broadcloths and

French cassimeres are considered by many supe-

rior to the English and American ; so are the bea-

ver and pilot cloths. Doeskins and satinets made
in England are generally better than American,

though, occasionally, we find some bearing Amer-
ican stamps that are really good. All sorts of

fancy vestings and trimmings are usually more

satisfactory if ofFrench manufacture ; and "more's

the pity ;" for by this time the American people,

with their superior machinery and abundance of

good materials, ought to do as well in these things

as any European nation.

But the trouble is that there is too much "imi-

tation," and fraud, to speak plainly, both in the

substance of cloths and in their dyes. Shoddy
enters into nearly everything. Look shai-p, or it

will evade you in some seemingly stout, strong

satinet or doeskin, or beaver-cloth. Get a small

strip, and pick it and pull it all back to wool. If

the fibres are long, tough, yet soft, the material is

good. If any cotton has been carded with it the

wool is probably second-hand—shoddy. Don't

buy it. It isn't worth the making. A good way
to test the cloth is to bum the threads. If they

are all wool they will crisp, and crust up. If they

are cotton, or have a considerable portion of cot-

ton, they will burn clearly and bright. Cotton and

wool cloths that do not pretend to be all wool are

often very strong, and serviceable for boys and me-
chanics ; but the sun and air generally turn their

colors very quickly. Cotton jeans, and denims,

and linen, and cotton and linen for summer wear,

should be thickly and evenly woven ; and if of

one color, only, will look better after washing than

plaids or stripes or checks. Black and white
checks, if of cotton and wool, are apt to turn
brown in wearing, and look streaked after wetting.

A-^oid large figures, and jilaids, jind all unusual
colors, in the Ihiings of garments. Also in the

trimmings. All such things are signs of an incor-

rect taste, and show a lack of good sense. Flashy-
and-fine is twin sister to Shoddy.

The fashion of making the vest of the same
cloth with the- pants, or of having coat, vest, and
pants alike, has been good economy. It has also

been the neatest and most l)ccoming style ever in-

vented for men ; and prudent and judicious people

are sorry to see that the old faishion of fancy vest-

ings is returning. Silks and satins are more costly,

and never so durable as woolen cloths. Velvets
are very expensive, and soon lose their beauty.

(Of course none but the vainest of fops would ever

wear a velvet coat, or pants ; and they are never
within sight or hearing of this paper.) Valencias

and other fancy goods look spotted and soiled in a
short time. They will not bear scrubbing, and are

generally miserable enough after washing. Noth-
ing makes a man, or a lad, look more shabby than
a faded or a defaced vest ; and these styles cost so

much that most people cannot afford to lay them
quickly aside; so they are obliged to keep wearing
the hateful things, feeling mean and disagreeable

whenever they catch a glimpse of them, and glad
enough of any pretext for getting on others.

In selecting cotton cloth, or cotton flannel, for

underclothing, see that it is firmly and evenly

M'oven; and rub it briskly—especially the cloth

—

to ascertain if it doesn't owe its thickness to siz-

ing. For very nice garments, or for collars,

wristbands and bosoms of shirts, get bleached

goods or linen. If you want warmer material,

and such as will last a long time, buy the un-

bleached and bleach it j'ourself. By calendering

and dressing, bleached cotton is about half worn
out before it is ready for the mai-ket. A certain

corporation (which shall be nameless) has boasted

that during the war its taxes were paid by the ad-

ditional profit gained from extra stretching of its

cloth.

The process of bleaching is very simple. The
following formula is the same as that used in

many bleacheries, and a large number of house-

keepers have tried it, with great success: For
thirty yards of cloth procure half a pound of chlo-

ride of lime. Dissolve it in one pail of boiling wa-

ter. Strain it. Add two more more pails of boil-

ing water Wet the cloth thoroughly in warm
water. Puf it into the hot lime-water. Let it lie

an hour, meanwhile turn it continually that every

part may be well saturated. Wring it out, and

wash it in clear warm water, and hang it up to dry.

Use no soap in any way. If you choose, you may
pass it through a rinse tinged with blue. The
cloth will look equally white and clear with that

which is stiffened and dressed, and in wearing will

prove much stronger.
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Be careful how you choose linen. Don't buy
till you have thoronslily tested it. There are many
mixtures of cotton and linen, and cotton cloth of

a limn finish, which sometimes deceive the^most

practiced eye. Get a small piece and rub aiid scrub

ii till all its stiffness is gone. Then wash and dry

it; dt'terward, iron it. If it looks glossy after

ironing you may venture to buy, it is good. The

undressed linen is generally trustworthy, though

sometimes it has a cotton woof. You can tell

whether it is so or not by ravelling a few threads.

Cotton threads are rough, and break easily ; linen

—smooth and strong. It is well to do the same

with a sample of the dressed linen after it is

washed. Flannel for under-jackets and drawers

if half cotton is less warm, but does not shrink,

or mill, so badly as the all wool. Blue-mixed,

gray, and scarlet are less liable to shrink than

white. These are the only suitable colors for un-

derclothing. The French flannel is generally more

nicely fini.shcd than the American ; but it is no

better than our best kinds. Persons whose em-

ployments expose them to great extremes of heat

and cold find their health much benefited liy sub-

stituUng fianncl .^hirts for the usual plain white

cotton, or the blue and white checked, or striped

drilling ones. The fancy flannels that are thus

used, whether striped, plaid, or figured, need a

good deal of care in washing and drying.

The mo.«t comfortable under garments are fabri-

cated of yarn—cither woven, knit, or crocheted.

If you have a gf.od deal of leisure knit, or crochet

them ; they will last longer than those that are

woven. Stockiniis, mittens, and wristlets, are bet-

ter knit, or crocheted, than woven. Look out for

cotton in the jam. Test it as you would the

threads of cloth purporting to be woolen. Cotton

stockmgs that are woven will not last one-half as

long as those that ai-c hand-knit. They cannot be

knit 60 rapidly as woolen, but, in the end they pay.

The sup'.riurity of home-made socks and stockings

was well shown by the great di.mand for them dur-

ing the war ;—the long tramps of the soldiers gave

all feet coverings severe tests.

Next to selecting materials comes the cutting

and making of garments. When a girl marries

she is supposed to know how to do all plain nee-

dlework. But the truth is few, very few, do. Of

cutting and fitting they are lamentably ignorant,

even if they can sew a straight seam just as it

ought to be done. Those who believe that mar-

riage is not the goal, but the starting-post, of their

lives, will soon learn to do all these thing-; well

;

for they will have plenty of opportunity, and they

wi'.l be sure to improve it. To all such these sug-

gestions will not seem of little consequence.

School-studies, music, drawing, embroidery, deeds

of charity, missionary-work, teaching, shop-work,

mill-work, housework, some, or most of these

occupations have so lillcd your time that the plain

sewing that you learned so long ago must now be

learned over again. Let us begin with a shirt.

You remember when you were a little girl of mak-

ing a shirt for your father—button-holes and all

—

and how proud you felt at the praises bestowed

upon the neatness and nicety of the work. You
think you might possil)ly recall that skill—one

sometimes docs—and you feel mortified to see how
clumsy and awkward you are in mam'ginsr such a

simple thing. Don't be discouraged. Pick out

the stitches and trj' again. "Even to seven times >"

Yes, to "seventy times seven," if it be not properly

done.

Having succeeded in setting your stitches well,

you will wish to attempt cutting.

Take six yards of cotton cloth. This will make
two shirts. It is as much as j'ou can handle easily

at once. Or, you may take seven, if you wish to

line the backs. It is more economical to cut two
from the same piece ; because some portions can be

cut at the side, and just beyond others. The yard

wide, or the thirty-eight- inch width, will cut to the

best advantage. If you buy the blcaclied and

dressed, wash and scald it before cutting ; because it

will shrink at least ten inches in the seven yards.

Then dry and iron it very smoothly, being careful to

keep it straight, jiarticulaily the selvage. If you

bleach the cloth yourself you will u^e the same
care in ironing it, and fold it evenly in the middle

of the width.

Some men are always troubled by badly fitted

>hirts,—the neck and front are the thief difficul-

ties. Accuracy in cutting, and in the allowance

for seams, will prevent this. Procure a pattern

from one who makes the cutting of shirts a special

business ; or, rip an old shirt, and iron every piece,

and cut a pattern from it, in stiff paper. Measure

the person to be fitted around the chest, outside

the vest, directly under the arms. Also around

the neck,—thence, to the top of the shoulder.

Lay your body-pattern upon the cloth, and with

these three measures calculate the slope of the

shoulders, and the size of the yoke, before cutting.

The back should be two or three inches fuller than

the front, and should be gathered between its two

shoulder slopes, being previously lined to the depth

of twelve inches below the yoke ; the body, about

forty inches long. The arm size is cut according

to the pattern ; using some discretion as to the

size of the person's arm, and the width of the

yoke.

The linen for the shirt front should be about

half a yard long. If you wish it closely plaited,

one width will only make the fronts of one shirt,

fr^ome people make three fronts from a width by

having a portion of the front single ; thus obtain-

ing fronts for three shirts from one yard. If the

linen be dressed, wash it and scrub it soft before

cutting. Fold a hem an inch wide along one side,

straight, by a thread,—for the left front, on the

outside of the doth;—and stitch it very nicely,

the whole length, about one-sixteenth of an inch

from the edge; for the right front the hem is

turned on the underside of the linen, and plainly

hemmed. Measure the plaits, very carefully, as
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you fold, and baste them at each end of the front,

so that it shall be exactly as wide and as long as

the pattern ; and from the front of the body cut

the cloth of the same shape, to make a place for

its insertion. Beside lining the back, the front of

the shirt fi'om the arm-size to the linen, should be

lined.

Make a strap one and one-quarter inches long

and one inch wide, in which cut and work a but-

ton-hole. This strap is to be stitched at the bot-

tom of the hem, with the linen front, into its place.

It is to fasten down the front to a button at the

waistband of the pants, and prevents its rising and

setting out.

Stitch the bosom into its place ; hem the lining

ov6r the side-seams, and cover the belt-seam with

linen tape, or a folded strip of the cloth. Stitch

the shoulder parts of the yoke to the sloping top

of the shirt band, both front and back. Gather

the fulness of the back—the lining separately from

the outside—stroke the gathers carefully, and fell

the middle of the yoke to them. Then cut the top

of the linen front to match the slope of the re-

mainder of the yoke, and fell it on. Take the

measure of the neck, and calculate by it how deep

to hollow the centre of the linen front,—if you
have a pattern, shape it by that.

Next, stitch a binding—one inch wide in the

middle, but sloped from the bend of the yoke till

it is half an inch at the ends—around the neck.

For the length of the sleeve, measure the arm
from the top of the shoulder to over the wrist-

joint—the elbow being bent at a right angle. The
width is determined by the arm size, which it

enters straight. It may be cut away to half its

fulness at the wrist, and finished with a binding

an inch wide, to which a wristband may, or may
not, be sewed, according to the fancy of the

wearer.

The sleeve should be left open three inches, at

the wrist ; the opening being hemmed as narrow
as it can be with neatness. The beginning of the

opening should be button-hole stitched for one
sixteenth of an inch, and also barred across in

button-hole stitch, to prevent tearing.

Stitch the sides of the shirt, and fell them, to

within twelve inches of the bottom ; and then

hem this ; and finish the beginning of the side

hem like the sleeves ; or else cut a two-inch
square of cloth into two three-cornered pieces,

and sew in the straight sides of each from the

point, one half their length, and then hem the re-

mainder, smoothly, over upon the wrong side of

the shirt.

In shaping collar and wristbands suit the fancy

of the wearer, and also in attaching them to the

shirt, or not. Even when they are sewed to the

shirt it is well to have others that can be buttoned

on. Don't use or, rather, don't consent to the use

of any of the paper abominations—either collar,

bosom, or wristband—by any one of whose linen

you have the oversight. None but slack and in-

efflcient seamstresses would ever feel satisfied

with the sight of them. Pretence and sham fol-

low in the same category with flashy-and-fine and
shoddy.

The needlework of a shirt is simple, except the

making of the buttonholes ; but a little care and
attention will soon conquer those. Be sure to cut

the slit straight, and no longer than will admit
the button. Then sew its edge overstitch—take

up not more than three threads. Then pass a
strong, coarse thread around the aperture, sewing
it securely at each end, to form bars. Take thread

of the same size that you have stitched with and
begin it at the left hand corner. Put your needle
through the cloth, from the inside, exactly under
the coarse barring thread, as if for over-stitch.

But do not draw your thread wholly through

—

leave a loop, which must be taken upon the needle,

and through which, then, the whole length of

thread is drawn tightly. Continue the work in

this way around the button-hole, making the

stitches all of the same depth, (three threads,) and
make them lay exactly together, so that the chain

formed by the loops on the edge is perfectly even.

To finish the comers—after working all around

—

bar them stronglj% and then work over those bars

with the looping stitch just as the sides have been

done. The beauty of a button-hole consists in the

evenness of its chain and the regularity of its

stitches.

If studs are worn in the front, make afine strong

cord by twisting two or three coarse threads to-

gether, and fasten it securely to the end of the

lowest button-hole on the right hand side of the

front. This cord should be long enough to wind

around the neck of each stud after it is placed in

its buttonhole, and to pass from the lowest one to

the highest, and then to return, in the same way,

to the lowest one, where the two ends of the cord

should be tied. By this means the studs will

never drop out, as they are so apt to do if not se-

cured.

In sewing on buttons give each six stitches

;

(of course you will use those that are pierced

—

metal eyes would corrode, and stain the cloth ;)

then take the needle through to the outside of the

cloth and wind its thread around, between the

button and the cloth till you have formed a good

neck to the button. Then pass your needle back

to the wrong side of the cloth to fasten oif,—which

do, strongly.

I have been minute in these dii-ections because

the work required for a shii't includes all that is

needed in the making of many articles of clothing,

and if you can cut and make this properly, you

can easily manage all other under-garments.

In mending shirts, when a patch is needed, put

it on of a square shape, and see that it lies flat ; an

irregular patch, or one that looks like a pancake,

is very ugly. Put as few patches as possible on

the right side. Line all thin places as soon as you

find them ; this will prevent, for a long time, the
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necessity of a patch. Very frequently a piece

may be set in, instead of covering tlic outside.

Dam cracks and bracks with very fine thread

;

and be sure that you don't draw, and pucker

them. Take sliort, even stitclies; be as particular

about tlicm as if you were doing embroidery : in-

deed a dam may be made to look as handsome,

and will be certainly more to your credit than the

nicest embroidery.

When the plaits of the bosom crack, sew the raw

edges very closely together with the finest thread,

—taking the very least of seams. If the linen

breaks away at the side of the bosom set in a

piece neatly. When the button-holes of the

bosom-front are badly worn, cut off the hem ; and

put in its place a binding of the same width,

stitching it as if it were the original hem, and

make therein new button-holes. If buttons get

strained and loose cut them off and sew them on

again ; and always be quick to supply the missing

buttons. When the edges of collars and wrist-

bands are worn through sew them over, very

evenly, in button-hole stitch,—it gives a hand-

some finish to the edge, and they will then last

nearly as long as new.

As soon as shirts and other under-clothing are

actually past mending, cut out whatever portions

are not entirely gone, and assort tnem in bundles.

Keep the best for mending with,—half-worn cloth

is better than new for this pui-pose. Prepare the

remainder for bandages, to be used in case of ac-

cident, or m sickness ; and handkerchiefs, for

the same occasions. Good wiping cloths—for

tumblers and other glass ware—and dusters, and

holders may be made from the more inferior

parts, before the rag-bag gets its share.

This suliject will be continued in the next chap-

ter.

IT'S ONLY A LITTLE GLOVE.

—A case has been recently recorded of the death

by drowning, of a young child who fell into a

wash tul>, and of the death of another who fell

into newly made soap.

BY MATTHIAS BARR.

It's only a tiny glove,

80 nigged, -and old, and worn

—

You scarce would stoop in your daily path
To look at the thins; forlorn

;

You never would think by those fingers email,
A heart could be rent and torn.

It's only a little thing,
This treasure I hoard and keep;

But many a vision of joy it brings,
And pomctimps it makes me weep.

Anil I dream a dream of a fair-hair'd boy
Under the flowers asleep.

It's only a little glove.
Yet dearer it is to me.

For the restless feet that pattered and beat
Their mu^ic upon my knee

—

Dearer for sorrow, and care and pain
Than the riches of land or sea.

It's only a tiny thing;
But 1 love it with deepest love

—

A golden link in the chain thai binds
My soul to the world above

;

And I know I am nearer to Heaven each time
I bow o'er that tiny glove.

Flowers in Winter.—The best gerani-

ums for winter blooming in the house are the

different varieties of the Zonale or Horse-
shoe family. These are free growers, adapt
themselves well to the atmosphere of the pai>

lor, and are seMom out of bloom. To Hower
well, they should be potted on through the

summer, and well pinched to make them of
good shape. The colors are white, pink, or-

ange, red, scarlet and crimson, in many ditfer-

eut shades. If bedded out in the summer,
they will grow very strong and may be potted

before the frost, and will soon bloom. The
varieties with gold and silver foliage are not

as well adapted for parlor culture as the plain-

leafed kinds, but do well in a green-house.

All the varieties are good ; but, for the parlor,

those of dwarf habit are preferable. The
rose, nutmeg, ivy, apple and oak geraniums
also do well in the parlor, but are desirable

rather for foliage than dower.

—

American
Journal of Horticulture.
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LIFE IN FEBRUARY.
"Old customs I Oh I I love the sound,
However simple they may be :

Whate'er with time hath sanction found,
Is welcome, and is dear to me."

DUNG America is a stout, pro-

gressive, and generally well-

behaved fellow ; thinks well of

himself and his possessions, and cares

little for what has been done by the

old 'uns who have preceded him.

Nevertheless, it is curious, interest-

ing, and perhaps instructive to read

and dwell a little upon some of the singular

customs of bygone days, or ages, as well as

on some that exist at present in various parts

of the world.

When a man is married in Abyssinia, and

immediately after the matrimonial ceremony is

concluded, it is a custom for his friends to

assemble, and with whips made from hippo-

potomus hides, give him a most unmerciful

flagellation, in order to test his courage for

endurance ! Whether this is to test his cour-

age in war or hunting, or under the discipline

and torments of his new wife's tongue, does not

appear. Sometimes these scourgings are ex-

tremely severe, but the poor spouse bears it

all with the heroism of a martyr, while his de-

lighted bride smiles approvingly at every crack

of the cruel thong

!

Some tribes of Esquimaux live In huts under

ground, where the frost penetrates the earth

forty or fifty feet deep ; and they have a cus-

tom of building a hut, and when parents or

other relatives are aged, infirm and past ser-

vice, of placing them in the hut alone, with a

small amount of food, and leaving them there

to live and enjoy themselves as long as they

can ! A more humane custom, but hardly less

singular, Is, to abandon the hut entirely where

a person dies ! No matter how valuable It may
be, whether one just erected, upon which all

their skill and means have been expended, or

whether one tumbling to pieces with use and

age, the deceased is left there, and access to

the hut Is closed forever.

In good old enlightened England, they had

a thousand curious customs, and it Is quite

singular that more of them have not descended

to us. A number of these customs were ob-

served in the month of February. One was

to eat pancakes and fritters on Shrove Tues-

day. Shrive or Shrove, we suppose, means

confession of sins. Taylor, the water-poet,,

in his works, 1630, has a curious account.

"Shrove Tuesday, at whose entrance In the

morning all the whole Kingdom is in quiet ; but'

by that time the clock strikes eleven, which,

(by the help of a knavish sexton,) is comT

monly before nine, then there Is a bell rung,

called the pancake bell, the sound whereof

makes thousands of people distracted, and for-

getful either of manners or humanitie ; then

there Is a thing called wheaten floure, which

the cookes do mingle with water, egges, spice,

and other tragical, magicall Inchantments

;
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and then they put it, by little and little, into a

frying pan of boiling suet, where it makes a

confused dismall hissing, until at last it is

transformed into the forme of a flip jack,

cal'd a pancake, which ominous incantation

the ignorant people doe devoure very greedi-

ly."

At York, they had a custom for a long time,

that all the apprentices, journeymen, and other

servants of the town, had the liberty to go

into the cathedral and ring the pancake bell

on Shrove Tuesday ; and people came, not

only from the city, but flocked from the coun-

try, to take a part in the fun. They also

exercised themselves in running, arching, leap-

ing, wrestling, mock-fights, &c. All this was

innocent and very well, but they had practices

which were cruel and barbarous, and had the

blows been upon their own backs, as in the

case of the Abyssinian husband, they would

have been less censurable.

One of these practices on Shrove Tuesday,

—

when they ought to have been confessing their

sins,—was to blindfold hens, or tie a cock to a

stake, and, standing at a distance, throw cudg-

els at it until the poor creature was beaten to

a jelly. It was not uncommon for religious ( ?)

parishes to manage this cudgelling of the cocks,

and apply the money coUe'cted in aid of the

poor rates

!

Hogarth satirized this barbarity in the first

of his prints, called the "Four Stages of Cru-

elty."

A custom has long existed among ourselves

which is cruel and unworthy of the age. It is

called shooting at a mark,—that mark being a

fowl, and is a liltle less cruel than cudgelling

an animal to death, because life is terminated

by ball or shot. Even in this case, the poor

birds are terribly frightened, and often se-

verely injured without drawing blood.

Another custom of great cruelty is that of

cock-fighting. It has obtained a considerable

foothold in some portions of New England,

and attracts young men and old into some of

the most pestilential dens in the land.

All these cruel practices are inhuman, de-

basing, and unworthy the age in which we live.

They have a tendency to make men selfish,

unfeehng and cruel everywhere. Our laws

punish them, and it is the duty of every good

citizen to prevent them, as far as lies in his

power. Perhaps the greatest amount of cru-

elty inflicted is that upon horses ; that is not

usually a systematic cruelty, but springs from

passionate excitement of the moment.

We must qualify what the poet has said at

the head of this article, a little, so that no

custom which we remember with respect shall

be cruel, or in any way debasing, or shocking

to the best feelings of our natures.

SIIiESIAlSr AND SAXONY "WOOL.

The letter from Mr. Tellkampf, which we

publish on another page will attract the no-

tice of those of our readers who are interested

in wool growing. He says that the present

tariff operates seriously against a supply of

several qualities of wool needed for various

descriptions of wooJen goods. But instead of

proposing that the duties on these kinds of

wool should be reduced, he suggests that the

manufacturers invest one hundred thousand

dollars in a stock farm for breeding such

sheep as will produce the wool they need ; and

from which farmers may be supplied with rams

of the desired quality.

While this may certainly be received as evi-

dence of the good faith of the manufacturers,

and as a very liberal proposition on their part,

we must say that we think some simpler plan,

and one more in accordance with the usual

course of business in this country, may be

adopted to stimulate the production of the de-

sired staples. It is so obviously for the inter-

ests of wool growers to furnish ever}' variety

of product required by their customers, the

manufacturers, that we believe our farmers

will readily make any changes in their flocks

necessarj' to enable them to supply the de-

mands of the market. Still some union of

producer and consumer may be necessary to

secure the needed importation. The propo-

sition, however, of Mr. Tellkampf has not as

yet been acted upon by the manufacturers.

In this connection we may be pardoned for

publishing the following extract of a business

letter recently received by one of the editors

of this paper from a leading wool merchant in

Boston :

—

The universal feeling with wool dealers and wool
manufacturers is, that tlie fine wool of the country

has been materially injured by the introduction,

so gcntrally, of the heavy, greasy bucks of Ver-
mont. While the supply of wool in the country
was less than the deniand, Vermont, by holding

back her wool, got as much for it as Ohio and
Pennsylvania did for the lighter and cleaner wools

grown by them. Consequently, it was vciy nat-
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ural that the latter should strive to increase the
weight of their fleeces, even by the addition of
grease, when they found that manufacturers did
not appear to make the distinction. Such now is

the prejudice against this class of wool, wit'i deal-

ers and manufacturers, that it is hard to induce
one to look at a pile of Vermont wool.
May not this account for the complaint of the

OhioFarmer, recorded in the "Agricultural Items,"
in the New Englanl Fapmer, of 14th ult., viz.

:

"Three years ago I put $2000 into Vermont sheep,

and now I cannot get $.300 for them."

MILK PBODUCEBS.
An adjourned meeting of the Milk Produc-

ers' Association was held at Mcionian Hall, in

this city, Thursday, Dec. 26. There was an

attendance of some two or three hundred dele-

gates of clubs and neighborhoods, and indi-

vidual milk producers. The President of the

Association, Lyman Belknap Esq., of West-

boro\ was not present at the opening of the

meeting, and the senior Vice President, J. W.
Robertson, Esq. , of Quincy, acted as chairman

of the convention.

After the election of W. Ramsdell, of Mil-

ford, N. H., as one of the Directors of the

Association, and after some general remarks

by several g(intlemen as to the purposes, ob-

jects and work of the Association, D. Rounds,

Esq., from the committee appointed by the

previous meeting to prepare a Constitution and

suitable By-Laws for the government of the

Association made a report which was accepted.

Each article was then taken up separately,

freely and ably discussed, and after some

alterations, the following was adopted by the

Association as its constitution and by-laws :

—

Constitution.

Preamble.—Believing the right way to pro-
mote the interests of any community financially,
is to cncoui-age the producers of that community,
by securing to them a full and just recompense
for their hibor, skill and capital invested; there-
fore, we, the Milk Producers of Massachusetts and
New Hampshire do organize ourselves into a mu-
tual benetit association, and bind ourselves to be
governed Ijy the following Constitution and Laws

:

Akt. I.—This society shall be called "The Milk
Producers' Association."
Art. II.—Its oflicei-s shall consist of a President,

three Vice Presidents, Secretary, Treasurer, and
seven Directors, who shall be chosen annually in
the city of Boston, on the first Tuesday in Decem-
ber, and shall be so distributed as to equitably rep-
resent each section of the Milk producing terri-
tory interested in this association.
Art. III.— 1. The President shall preside over the
meetings of the Association and Executive Board,
when not necessarily absent, but in case of absence
the senior Vice President present shall take the
chair and perform the duties of the presiding offi-

cer.

2. The Secretary shall keep a record of the pro-
ceedings of each meeting of the Association, and

ports of committees, and conduct whatever corres-
pondence the business of the Association may re-
quire.

3. The Treasurer shall have in his custody all the
funds ofthe Association and disburse the same upon
the order of the Secretary, countersigned by the
President. He shall also present at each annual
meeting, and oftener if required, a clear and accu-
rate statement of the financial condition of the As-
sociation, and as his office is one of trust and
responsibility he shall be required to give ))onds
with at least two satisfactory sureties for the faith-
ful performance of the duties of his office.

4. All the ofiacers of the Association shall con-
stitute its Executive Board, and it shall be their
duty to meet quarterly, and oftener if the interests
of the Association require, also, to confer with the
purchasers of milk, an d establish once in six months
the price at which milk shall be sold by the mem-
bers of the Association, to be governed by the fol-

lowing consideration, viz : the cost of toLd,—the
time of year,—the distance from market, and
the expense of transpoftation.
Art. IV.—The annual meeting of this Associa-

tion shall l)e held in the city of Boston on the first

Tuesday in December, at which meeting the Board
shall present its annual report ; after which the or-
der of business shall be as follows :

—

1. The report of the Treasurer.
2. The election of oflficei-s.

3. The transaction of such business as may relate
strictly to the objects of this Association.
Other meetings of the Association mav be held

during the year should the Board deem it expedi-
ent to call the same, or should a request be made
in writing by not less than fifteen members.
Art. V.—Milk producers directly interested in

the objects of this Association may become mem-
bers of the same, by signing the Constitution and
Laws, and paying into the Treasury one dollar,
and shall thereupon receive a certificate of member-
ship which shall entitle him to vote personally or
by proxy at all its meetings.
Art. VI.—Alterations or amendments may be

made to this Constitution by a vote of two thirds
of the members present at any annual meeting.

By-Laws.
1. As order is essential to expedition in the

transaction of business in a deliberative body,
therefore this Asssociation will observe those rules
which are generally regarded as law in parliamen-
tary debate.

2. No member shall be allowed to speak more
than ten minutes upon any one motion unless by
mutual consent the time shall be extetidcd.

From the somewhat extended discussii/.i

which resulted during the consideration of the

constitution of this Association, we inferred that

the immediate cause of the present movemcit

was a proposed reduction of the price of miik,

on the part of the dealers in the article, for

the present winter.

It was stated that although the cost of cows

and hay had about doubled within foLu* or five

years, milk is now actually sold for less money

in currency than it formerly brought in gold.

Though the farmers sell by the old fashioned

quart, the dealers sell by the wine measure,

—

about cue-fifth less. In Derry, N. H., for the

six summer months, the can of eight large, or

its Board of Officers ; and shall preserve all re- 1 over ten small quarts, was sold for thirty cents.
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During October and November, thirty-four

cents were allowed, and thirty-eight cents per

can for the other four winter months—throw-

ing the hard month of April into the summer

range of three cents per quart, city measure.

It was said that though the milk might be

sweet when delivered, the dealers returned it

to the farmers if it soured on the way.

And yet all these matters of price, all these

terms and conditions, changes and altera-

tions, were arranged and made by the dealers

alone. The producer had no voice in the matter,

no part in the discussion, no hand in the bargain,

save that of unconditional acceptance or rejec-

tion—of keeping his milk or taking the price

"ready made," for him.

The opinion was expressed by several mem-

bers, and apparently acquiesced in by the con-

vention, that the consumer paid enough for his

milk. The trouble is that by some means a

fair proportion of the money paid by the con-

sumer did not reach the farmer who owned,

fed and milked the cows. It was stated that

on one route a can of milk was worth thirty-

one cents at the upper end, and sixty-eight

cents at the lower end. The fact that the

middle-men in some of their contracts with

the railroad corporations had secured the ex-

clusive privilege of transporting milk over cer-

tain portions of their roads was assigned as

one of the reasons for this undue difference

between the price obtained by the farmer and

that which was paid by the city family.

While the convention, therefore, disclaimed

any wish or disposition to increase the cost of

milk to the consumer, a very strong desire was

expressed that a better quality than that now

furnished to them should be supplied. To

effect this object various plans were suggested,

and the following resolution was unanimously

adopted :

—

Resolved, That we respectfully Invite the City

Government to appoint a thorough chemist as

City Milk Inspector.

At the close of the forenoon session, a call

for signatures to the constitution was made,

and we understood that seventy-five different

towns were represented. The election of offi-

cers made at the last meeting was then unani-

mously confirmed, as follows :

—

Pregident—layman Belknap, of Wcetboro'.
Vice Presidents—J. UoberUon.of Qulncy; L.Crosby,

of Billcrici; Dea. Oto. Bhute. of Dcrry, N. H.
Secretary—D. Kound», of North Wrentham.
Treasurer— S. H. M. Hurd, of Wayland.
Directors—"W . 8. Pillsbury, of Londonderry, N. H.

;

C. A. Hubbard, of Concord, Maes. ; Hammon Reed, of
Lexington, Mass. ; Ellas Colburn, Temple, N. H. ; C. H.
Hafktll, Harvard, Mass.; Gen. Nason, Hanipton
Falls, N. H. ; Samuel Osgood, Sterling, Maba. ; Wm.
Rarasdell, Milford, N. H.

These gentlemen also constitute the Execu-

tive Committee ; in other words, the men who
are expected to do the work of the Associa-

tion.

In the afternoon, after the transaction of

business, some time was spent in an informal

but animated conversation. The anomalous

condition of the farmer, as a deeply interested

but utterly silent partner in the great milk

supplying business, was depicted in strong and

somewhat indignant language.

The liberality and fairness of the convention

was, however, manifested by a unanimous

vote to allow Mr. J. D. Brown, of Concord,

Mass., to express his views. For the past

twenty-three years Mr. Brown has acted as

"middle-man,"—or as he considered himself,

an agent,—between the farmers of that sec-

tion and the milkmen of the city. He thought

there was much misapprehension on the part

of farmers in relation to the profits on milk after

it left their hands. Until the late.rise in prices,

he had received for freight and commission, four

cents per can of seven large quarts, and since

"the doubling up" of prices, five and one-half

cents per can. He stated that the common
price of milk in Boston is now eight cents per

small quart. He himself was a milk producer,

as well as middle-man ; had not got rich from

his long service in either capacity ; had deliver-

ed milk to a large number of distributers in the

city, and while some had succeeded, others had

failed in the business, and he thought the

farmers of Concord and vicinity made money

as fast as himself or the city peddlers. If this

Association could devise any fairer way than

the present for doing the business, he was wil-

ling to stand aside. For some months past the

supply of milk on his route had exceeded the

demand, and he had been obliged to refuse to

take all that was offered. He had also in

some cases transported and delivered milk in

cans for farmers who desired him to do so, for

which he charged three to four cents per can.

In such cases the farmers provided for its dis-

tribution in the city themselves.

During his remarks, Mr. Brown gave way

frequently to members who asked questions

and controverted some of his positions, to

whom he respectfully replied, though he may
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have failed to adduce reasons satisfactory to

tlie convention for the difference in the price

paid by the consumer and that received by the

producer, in many cases.

After Mr. Brown had taken his seat, his

statements were reviewed at length by Mr.

Ramsdell, of Milford, N. H., and by W. S.

Pillsbury, of Londonderry, N. H., who thought

that he and the farmers of Concord must be

exceptions to the general rule.

In reply to a direct question put to one of

the milk producers, whose name we did not

learn, the statement was made that nine quarts

per day for nine months of the year,—which

was his usual time for milking cows,—was a

fair average production of milk.

The Executive Committee were directed to

have the constitution printed and forwarded

to the members of the Association, and to

milk producers who are not members, with a

request that they circulate it among those in-

terested, for their signatures.

The committee were also directed to assign

topics for report and discussion at the annual

meetings of the Association. This we hope

will be done immediately. Talk is plenty

wherever men congregate in this country,

but facts and practical plans are sometimes

scarce. There are many questions connected

with the milk business which should be delib-

erately investigated. Topics calculated to

bring out important facts should be assigned a

year in advance, to afford time for thought, in-

quiry, and arrangement. Studied reports on

the cost of producing, of transporting, and of

peddling milk ; on the relative value of milk

for cheese and butter, manufactured at home
or in the factory, and many other subjects,

such as breeds of cows, variety of feed, &c.,

would give great interest to the annual meet-

ings.

That the Association embraces men capable

of doing justice to any of these topics must

have been evident to all who attended the late

meeting. We have great faith in the efficacy

of facts, and in the "sober, second thought of

the people," to correct the evils and injustice

which individuals and classes occasionally suffer

from wrong laws or practices. Within the

past twenty-five years there has been a pretty

thorough revolution in the modes of market-

ing our farm products, and it is not at all sur-

prising that some of the details of our present

system should need a little adjusting, or be
susceptible of some improvement. And we
are quite hopeful that this Association will

be able to effect the needed adjustments and
improvements in the important business of

furnishing city and village families with a pure

article of milk at reasonable prices.

For the New England Farmer.

CHEMICAL TERMS—No. VII.

Fermentation.—Certain chemical combina-
tions take place in animals and vegetables
during life, by^ which are formed animal
and vegetable tissues,—albumen, mucus, fat,

starch, gum, sugar, &c. These are called
proximate elements, and sometimes organic
products. They readily undergo decomposi-
tion. They are made up from various com-
binations of carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and
nitrogen. These are called ultimate elements,
and are the principal constituents of all living

organisms. To them are added in minute
quantity, a few other substances, as sulphur,
phosphorus, potassium, iron, silex, &c.
As soon as life ceases in organic bodies,

nature commences a process of decomposition,
the object of which Is to resolve these proxi-
mate elements into the ultimate elements of
which they are constituted. In all the changes
that take place, the form only of the organic
body disappears. The elements which com-
pose them are unchangeable. We no longer
see them, because they are converted into in-

visible gases. This process of decomposition
is called fermentation, putrefaction, decay.
It is really but one simple, continuous process,

for If, under certain conditions, gluten, starch,

and sugar are left to act mutually upon each
other, they will be entirely changed, so that

their ultimate elements will be set at liberty

to enter into new combinations. Various
changes occur during this process of decom-
position, which we may modify or arrest for our
convenience or use,—thus subjecting the forces

of nature to our service. In examining the

process as it goes on, we may divide it into

several stages. These stages are marked by
the presence of certain new products, or chem-
ical combinations, which were not before ap-

parent, or at least not in the same forms which
they now present. Thus starch is changed
Into gum or dextrine. Gum is changed into

sugar ; sugar Into alcohol ; alcohol Into acetic

acid, &c. Chemists are in the habit of calling

these several changes so many kinds of fier-

mentation, as though they were distinct and
separate processes. Thus they speak of sac-

charine or sugar-forming fermentation, vinous

or alcoholic fermentation, and acetous and pu-

trefactive fermentations.

Some have gone so far as to point out

twelve distinct fermentations, each marked by
some distinct product,—but I shall speak only
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of the four kinds above named. The process

of fermentation is somewhat varied, according

to tlie substances upon which it acts, and the

circumstances under which it is carried on.

It may be more readily excited, and carried

on more vigorously, by the addition of some
fermf-nt. When fermentation is set up artifi-

cially, the ferment most commonly used is

called yeast,—a substance prepared from the

altered gluten of barley in the process of

brewing. Any albuminous substance in a

state of decay, as flesh, fish, glue, cheese, &c.

will produce the same result in time, but the

yeast from malted barley seems to possess this

power in the highest degree, and acts more
rapidly than any other substance. Yeast is

produced from the gluten of barley acted up-

on by a substance developed in the process of

malting, called diastase, whose nature and
mode of action do not seem to be well under-

stood. If this substance or a mixture contain-

ing it, be added to a mixture of starch and
water, or of vegetable substances containing

starch, the starch will lie changed into gum or

dextrine, and this will be changed into sugar.

This is the first kind of fermentation, or as it

is called, the saccharine or sugar-making fer-

• mentation. Now if this process is allowed to

go on, or if to a solution of honey or grape
sugar in water, yeast be added, the sugar will

part with a portion of its carbon and oxygen
and be converted into alcohol. The portions

of carbon and oxygen which the sugar has lost

will combine and form carbonic acid, and thus

the products of this kind or stage of fermen-
tation will be alcohol and carbonic acid. This
is the fermentation which takes place in the

working of wine, cider and beer, all of which
liquids contain sugar and albuminous matter.

The intestine motion that goes on in the liquids

during the process, is owing to the formation
of carbonic acid which rises to the surface.

This process goes on until all the sugar pres-

ent is converted into alcohol, provided there

is also present sufiicient albummous matter or

ferment. If there is not, a portion of the su-

gar remains unchanged, giving to the resulting

Bquid a sweet taste. It is in this way that

sweet wines are prepared,—a portion of the

sugar contained in the grape juice remaining
unchanged, ^\'hen the process of fermenta-

tion in cider is arrested by the addition of any
substance having the power of arresting it, a
portion of the sugar remains unchanged, and
the cider is thereby rendered sweet.

The vinous fermentation, or the conversion

of sugar into alcohol, may be arrested by the

essential oils that contain sulphur,—as the oil

of mustard and horseradish, or by the action

of sulphurous acid, which has the power of
rendering the yeast inactive. Sulphuric acid

also possesses the same power, which is more
especially shown in rendering inactive the fer-

menting matter in putrefactive fermentation.

Hence sulphate of lime, iron and zinc are used
in putrefying masses as deodorizers. They

act by preventing for a time, the evolution of
offensive gases. The sulphite of lime, which
is a combination of sulphurous acid with lime,

has recently been used to arrest vinous fer-

mentation. Care should be taken that enough
of this substance should not be added to the

fermenting liquid to leave the smell or taste of
sulphur.

In the acetous fermentation, the alcohol pre-

viously formed from the sugar, is converted
into acetic acid or vinegar. The alcohol is

oxydized by the oxygen of the atmosphere.
Hence it is necessary in this process that there
shonld be free access of air.

If the products of vinous fermentation, as

wine, cider or beer be exposed to the air at a
temperature over 66° F., and if some ferment
be present, and especially if some vinegar be
added to it, or some of that slimy substance
found at the bottom of vinegar casks, called

mother, this form of fermentation will go on
till all the alcohol is changed into acetic acid

and water. When sugar is present in the al-

coholic liquid, the vinous fermentation may go
on at the same time with the acetous, and the

sugar be changed into alcohol, while the al-

cohol is being changed into acid. Acetic acid
is a very strong, pungent, corrosive acid.

Common vinegar contains but a small per
cent, of it, the remainder consisting chiefly of
water and coloring matter. The revenue
standard in England is five per cent.

In the putrefactive fermentation of animal
and vegetable substances, air and moistuie
must be present, and the temperature must be
between the freezing and boiling points, as it

is wholly arrested by a temperature indicated

by either of these points. Any putrid sub-

stance will act as a ferment upon fiesh animal
or vegetable substances. Hence if straw,

peat or other vegetable matters be mixed with
putrid animal manures, the process of putre-

faction is soon communicated to the whole
mass, and an active compost is formed.
During this fermentation, several gases are

formed and given off from the decomposition
of the albuminous matter present in the putre-

fying mass. These matters contain nitrogen,

sulphur and phosphorus, which combine with
hydrogen, and form ammonia and sulphureted

and phosphoreted hydrogen. These are the

offensive gases which have been already al-

luded to. The hydrogen is furnished by the

decomposition of water, whose o.xygen com-
bines with carbon, forming carbonic acid.

Much has been said and written upon fermen-
tation, and that portion of it which relates to

ferments and their origin and mode of action

is still involved in mystery. Ferments appear
to communicate nothing to the fermenting
mass, nor to take any thing from them, and
yet as we know a "little leaven will leaven

the whole lump." Ferments seem to act upon
bodies exposed to them much as contagious

disease attacks healthy bodies, by a sort of
infection which causes an action in the body
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attacked, similar to that existing in the body
communicating it. Indeed the similarity is so

great that the idea has been recently advanced
that the same substances that will arrest fer-

mentation, will also arrest the action of cer-

tain infectious diseases. j. K.

Concord, Mass., Dec, 1867,

For the New England Farmer.

SHELTEKING LANDS.
Every one must have had sufficient experience

to know that buildings, and even high, tight

board fences and stone walls protect the lands

near them more or less, according to their ex-

tent, from the evil effects of high winds. Thus
we have seen fruit trees, shielded from the

east wind by buildings, give large crops, while

in the open, exposed orchard, the effects of
blight destroyed the crop. So with fences,

—

they ward off blighting v/inds, and fruits grow
and ripen near them, while similar kinds, if

exposed, reward labor with only failure. If

the effects of protection are so evident and so

beneficial on the small scale, as given by build-

ings and fences, then, where given on a larger

scale, a proportionably larger benefit must re-

sult.

Wherever we have seen buildings, gardens,

or fields protected by natural groves, like re-

sults have been seen. The cold winds have
been broken and their blighting influences

mitigated, if not destroyed, so that the tem-

perature in stormy and cold weather becomes
several degrees more agreeable than that in

open fields exposed to the full range of winds
and tempests.

The lesson taught by such observation is,

that if farmers will protect their fields, build-

ings, and gardens by belts of trees, they will

break the force of winds, and soften the aspe-

rities of the climate, so that extreme sudden
changes will not be as severe. This protec-

tion of his home and its surroundings, of his

stock and fruit trees, will result in the health

of the former and the productiveness of the

latter.

It will probably be argued by some that

these belts of trees occupy too much land, and
land in the proximity of buildings is valuable.

Timber, too, must be valualile when woodland
on the roughest mountains will bring more cash
jier acre, than improved lands in the valleys

did a few years ago, or when timber land in

the valley will give a better return on actual

cost than can be realized on much of the im-

proved lands. So, then, the lands occupied

by these belts of trees, is not lost, but is si-

lently and without labor beyond the first set-

ting out, producing a crop which at some
future time will, if the owner gets tired of his

protection and longs to hear and feel the

rough winds roar around his premises and wit-

ness their devastating influences, yield in cord

wood, more than enough to pay all cost of

labor, taxation, and interest on land, at ten

per cent. The greater gain, however, results

from the protection to the grounds, buildings,

the family in the house, the stock in the barn,
and the trees, shrubs and vines on the sur-

roundings.

Fuel, not only to those who purchase, but
to owners of woodlots, has become an ex-
pensive item in New England. Our long
winters are an expensive inheritance, and one
that mubt continue to all generations. To
guard against the demands of these winters is

required, not only by comfort, but economy.
Well built houses and out-buildings will, in a
measure, do this, but the well arranged grove
will protect these buildings from wrenching
winds, as well as the indwellers from the in-

sinuating cold they bring. Thus no inconsid-

erable saving of fuel in the house will be the

result of protection, while at the same time a
similar saving in the fuel which is consumed to

keep up animal heat, will be effected. Thus
sheltered, how calmly the rain descends and
the snow flakes fall, and how quietly they lie.

Then if the animal is loosened from its stall,

it partakes of the quietness and calmness of

the elements, and when it i • brought back to

its fastenings, it does not come with its hair

matted to its very skin with the driving snow,
but bearing a few loose flakes that readily

yield to the brush or the comb. Animals so

protected require less food, are better natured,

take on more flesh, and give a greater growth
than those exposed in the most moderate man-
ner to rough, grating winds. A. Bacon.
Richmond, Mass., Dec. 25, 1867.

For the New England Farmer,

THE GARDEN IN J^NUAKY.
The main part of our gardening during this

mouth will be done in the house, as the

ground in our northern climate is frozen and
mostly covered with snow

;
yet there are a few

things which may be appropriately looked

after ; and with this view the garden should

be occasionally visited to see that nothing is

going wrong. Sometimes during a January
thaw water will do damage by standing on, or

washing over the surface. This should be
avoided. During heavy snow storms, trees

are often so loaded with snow, or during rain

and sleet, with ice, as to break theci down, or

otherwise injure them. Small trees and shrubs

are often ruined at such times. A little at-

tention in gently clearing them of their over-

loads will often save a favorite shrub or valua-

ble tree.

An open gate, or a rail out of place, will

often admit some farmer Don't Care's stray

creature ; and perhaps half a dozen young
pear, or other fruit trees are destroyed in con-

sequence, besides injuring olher vines, shrub-

bery, &c. Such ill-cared for, hungry animal

will often do damage, in a garden, in a few
moments that cannot be repaired in a year or

more, to say nothing of the ill-feeling engen-
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dered. It is then best to guard against any

such casualty, by having all fences, gates, &c.,

closed, and in order, that lead to the garden

or orchard.

Much labor and time may bo saved by plan-

ning to facilitate work in the spring. A man
who has his plans laid before hand will accom-

plish a greater amount of work in a given

time than one who ^orks by no plan, order or

S)Stem. During these long winter evenings is

the time to lay plans for the coming season,

and not only that but it is the time to improve

the mind and lay in a store of information in

regard to our pursuits. There are quite a list

of works devoted to the subject of gardening

in all its branches, as also those devoted to the

farm ; any one of which will impart much in-

formation. And then we have our agricultural

journals, all of which devote more or less

space to the garden as well as a larger one to

the farm and other branches of husbandry.

Procure some of these and occupy a portion of

the time that is usually spent idly or at the store,

or in worse places, in gaining useful informa-

tion in rt?gard to your business. If you have

heretofore neglected the garden, resolve

on the threshold of this year of grace, 1868, to

turn over a new leaf and have a good garden,

to produce the various vegetables and small

fruits which go so f\ir to promote health, and

relieve the monotony of dishes so frequently

found upon the farmer's table at certain sea-

sons of the year.

Having but few special directions for the

garden this mouth, the space may be appropri-

ed to some general suggestions. Among the

various desirable recjuisites of a garden is

shelter ; a moderate slope descending towards

the south-east or south, to a level. In such a

location we usually have a variety of soil, rang-

ing from light, early and warm, to that which is

more heavy and later ; and consequently we

can have a succession of vegetables which may

be morj varied than can be had on a level.

In all gardens it is better to have some wind-

break or protection from the cold winds. Be-

sides the protection adbrded by tight board

fences, walls, &c., from high winds, they are

often a means of greatly retarding frosts. If

you have ever taken the pains to observe, you

may have noticed that plants standing near to

the protecting side of a close fence or buddmg,

are frequently preserved from frosts that kill

or very much injure those standing away from

the influence of such protection. To under-

stand the why and wherefore of such occurren-

ces, we shouhi understand the laws that govern

the atmosphere in all its circimistances and vari-

ations. As air becomes cooled, it is condensed

and seeks a lower level. Thus it will be

found that while frost may be indicated at the

bottom of a hill, at the top there may be a

temperature of several degrees above the

freezing point. A fence or other obstruction

checks "^the flow of the undercurrent of air

which walls up as water does against a dam

;

so that while plants on one side of the fence

may be frozen, those on the opposite side may
be unaffected. This fact may be proved by
any one, by making a hole through such fence

against a plant, and observing that while others

standing a few feet at the right or left will

not be frozen, the one standing before the

opening will be frozen to the size of

hole in the fence. To the inquiring mind
it is interesting to study into all the works
of nature, and to behold in them the hand
of Him who rules over all ; and without

whose notice not the least sparrow falls to the

ground.
Cold frames should be examined as fre-

quently as the weather permits, to see that all

the plants for spring culture therein are doing

well. During thaws and mild weather they

may be uncovered and light and air admitted

freely. Hot bed frames and sashes should be

put in order by making any needed repairs of

painting, glazing, &c., and new ones made,
ready for early spring use. Every garden
should be supplied with one or more hot beds

for starting early vegetables.

Wm. H. White.
Soutli Windsor, Conn., Dec. 26, 1867.

NoRTU Carolina Tea.—A barrel of tea

was recently sent from H. C. Davis, of Bed-

ford, N. C. to the New York Institute Far-

mers' Club, a part which was distributed to the

members. This is said to be the same as the

Yuba Mate, or Jesuit tea of Paraguay, which

is largely used in Brazil, especially in the min-

ing districts. The natives ascribe almost in-

numerable qualities to it. Like opium, it pro-

duces some singular effects
;
giving sleep to

the restless, and spirits to the torpid. A pint

will make a gallon. It is drank hot, and is a

preventive of intermittent fever. Molasses

and milk add to its goodness, and the cost of

this tea is from 40 to 50 cents a bushel.

New Engl.\nd Poultry Club.—At the

recent annual meeting of the Worcester, Mass.

,

Poultry Club, it was voted to change the name

of the association, and extend its field of op-

erations, as above—including in future exhi-

bitions all the New England States. The fol-

lowing officers were elected for the ensuing

year

:

President—0. B. Hadwin ; Vice Presidents—

Geo. Sumner, S. J. Mcintosh; Secretary and
Treasurer—S. E. Tliompson ; A?st. Secretary—
Winslow S. Lincoln ; Exccntive Committee—H.
Woodward, O. L. Hntcli, Alba Houghton, Jr., S.

Woodward, H. L. Stowe, H. S. Taintor, C. W.
Hamilton.
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MILK RAISING.

We observe in the papers reports of the

proceedino;s of a meeting in Boston of persons

engaged in producing milk. The apparent

object is, to take such action as shall increase

the price paid the farmer for his milk at the

barn or depot. We believe in meetings for

discussion, and for the diffusion of knowledge.

Farmers necessarily are scattered, and so have

not the advantage which manufacturers or even

mechanics enjoy of comparing views and act-

ing in concert. Such meetings, therefore,

if properly conducted, may result in much

good, yet they are liable to lead to much evil,

or what is more probable, to end in no practi-

cal or valuable result.

Demand and Supply.

We must remember that the price of farm

products, as of everything else, is governed

by the great law of demand and supply.

To use a homely illustration, if ten men are

in a party remote from home, and there are

but nine hats, hats are in great demand ; but

if there chance to be eleven hats for the ten

heads, hats are abundant and nobody wants the

spare one. A certain amount of milk must be

used, varying of course, to some extent with

the price. If much more than the usual quan-

tity is produced, nobody will buy it, except at

a low price. If the supply is short, hotels and

babies must still have their milk, even by pay-

ing double price.

A combination among farmers that they will

sell no milk under fifty cents a can, might com-

pel the contractor to pay that price for a very

short time, until others outside the combina-

tion could undersell, as they surely would very

soon. At that high price, the production of

milk would be doubled in six months, and as

neither hotel customers, babies, nor anybody

else, could be persuaded to use double quanti-

ties, there would be an over supply, and the

farmers would undersell each other, and force

the price below even a fair one.

"WTiat is a Fair Price P

A fair price for a producer to receive, is the

price that will, in the course of the year, pay

him fairly for the cost of maintaining his cows,

including the interest on their value, the loss

by depreciation and accident, and reasonable

pay for his care and labor, taking into account

the return he gets in the manure left on his

farm. And this is also a fair price for the

contractor to pay. A fair price for the con-

tractor to receive in the city, is to be estimated

in the same way. He has heavy investments

for horses, wagons and perhaps railway cars

and ice-houses. He pays largely for his milk-

routes, and employs many men for whom he is

responsible. He guaranties payment to the

farmer, and takes the trouble and risk of col-

lecting pay of his customers. To do all this

well demands a man of business capacity more

than ordinary, who could earn a good salary in

other business, and he is entitled to be paid

accordingly. We are apt to look only at the

profit such a man is making and to think he

gets more than his fair share, when in fact he

is paying us more than an inferior man could

pay us and yet lose money in his business.

How shall the Price be Fixed?

The complaint is that the contractor fixes

the price, and the producer has no voice in the

matter. This is no doubt often true. There

being no concert of action, no meetings even

of the producers, the contractor can do no oth-

erwise than fix his own price, and the producer

must take it or cease supplying milk. It seems

to us that a meeting of the farmers and the ap-

pointment of a small committee, small enough

to be efficient, to represent the producers and

advise with the contractors as to the price for

each quarter of a year, might produce good re-

sults. The interest of all parties is to fix the

price which the laws of demand and supply

would determine, neither too high nor too low,

and producers would feel far better satisfied,

even at old prices, if they thus had a voice in

the matter. Beyond this, we do not see that

much can be done. Combinations to raise the

price of produce or labor usually result in little

good, while consultation and temperate discus-

sion and action may serve the good of all par-

ties, including farmer, contractor and con-

sumer. *

Salt and Lime as Manure.—Mr. George

Steele, of Thorndale, Chester Co., Pa., who

is on a farm which was exhausted and its cul-

tivation abandoned seventy-five years ago,

but which has been reclaimed from barrenness

by an improved system of treatment, in which

lime has been extensively used, informs the

New York Farmer's Club that salt has a very

beneficial effect on his land as a manure for

wheat. The primitive rock is talc slate, and

the soil gravel, clay and loam. The salt and

lime have been applied after plough''' iff. and
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harrowed in ; the lime spread with a shovel or

lime spreader, as soon as slaked, while in a

powdered condition, and the salt sowed broad-

cast, or mixed with the lime before spreading,

or the lime slaked with brine. From his ex-

perience and observation of the effects of salt

on this land, he estimates one and a half sacks

of merchantable ground salt, or an equivalent

of dirty salt, and 25 bushels of lime per acre,

as good for wheat as a moderate dressing of

stable manure, and the grass after the wheat

is as good, where the salt and lime are applied,

as where the stable manure was applied.

For the New England Farmer.

MARES AND COLTS.
An Efsay head before the Concord, Mass.,

Farmehs' Club, Nov. 14, 1867.

by hox. john s. keyes, of concord.

At what age and in what condition are mares bes'

suited for breeding ? How should they be treated

duiing gestation? What is the best management of

colts until Ihcy are three years old ?

Breeding is a science of which but little is

known, and that little but poorly practiced.

Most of it is done in a loose way, without much
attention to anything but convenience, and the

results are what might be expected,—uncer-

tain and profitless. When proper care and
attention is bestowed, animals may be bred

almost to order, and among the large and ex-

. perienccd breeders in Vermont, New Hamp-
tiiire, and Maine, colts of almost any tize,

ehape, color and qualities are raised as wanted.

OJ' course this requires a knowledge of the

ecience, a care for every detail, and an ex-

pesse in the selection of the stock that are

alone conwstent with making this a business,

and following it as any business must be pur-

sued, to make it a success.

For our purposes, in this discussion, three

questions only are to be answered, and all

others need not now be considered. To the

tir^t—the best age and condition of the mare

for breeding—Uiere is but one reply : in the

.prime of her years and finest order. But to

this reply, there are many limitations of cost,

profit and convenience, which will materiall}

modify Xhe. answer, according to the cin iim-

atames of each case. For farmers who wi.>-h

only to raise a colt occasionally, either for

their own use or for sale, we must be gov-

erned by the convenience to our work and the

cost of the trial. We cannot take the family

mare from her work of all kinds on the farm

and give up her use for nearly if not quite the

whole season, to get a foal, without supplying

her place at an expense not warranted by the

profit. If she gets injured by an accident, or

used up by many seasons of hard work, we arc

too apt to put her to breeding, as the best use

that can be made of her, though there is more
certainty of getting poor stock in that way,
than of any profit. But we can do this, and
it is, under all the conditions, the be.st plan

:

let that filly have a foal before she is put to

work. This is the real secret of successful,

pecuniary result in breeding horses. Every
tilly breeds before working in all those sec-

tions where raising colts is followed. It is

the best time, in my judgment, at from three

to four years old, depending on the size and
maturity of the animal. It saves them from
being worked at too young and tender age ; and
it imparts to the offspring all the vigor the

mother naturally possesses, unimpaired by any
of the hardships or strains she may undergo
in work. It develops her own frame and bodily

powers, and, if well kept before and during
gestation, with no injurious results. Such a
filly that had been kept growing her first three

years, without stint of good, nutritious food,

with great freedom of range in the pasture,

and roomy, well ventilated stalls, and moder-
ate exercise during the winter, if put to a horse

in the prime of his powers, say from seven to

twelve years old, could not fail of bringing as

good a colt as she ever would produce fVom
that horse at any age. Indeed, I believe a

better, or one that I would rather take my
chances with, than of any born later in life,

after the mare had worked even on a farm, to

say nothing of stable or city use. The colt

then would be weaned and the mare ready for

breaking and use at from four to five years

old, and be worth more than if she had never

bred, besides paying all her keeping to that

age, with the one good colt thus raised.

As to the second question, mares should be
treated during gestation as naturally as pos-

sible, whether by this is meant either the

actual time of birth or the whole period of
bearing. Their work should never be severe

or long continued, and their keeping such as

would t^upply both mare and foal with ample
nouri.shment. Too high condition might not

be better than moderate order, but it would
be vastly preferable to any stinting or scanty

fare. " In the event of breeding at the earlier

age, three or four years old, they should be at

pasture all the season would permit, and in

the winter should have no work, only moder-
ate exercise, to keep them growing constantly.

Breeding later in life, after the mare has

been worked, she shoidd be kept at grass as

much as possible, and if recjuired to work,

great care should be taken to prevent any
over-work, or undue exposure, and the feed

shoidd be liberal to support not only the mare
but the foal. With care and good treatment,

the colt may not suffer or be any the worse for

the use of the mare during the earlier stages

of pregnancy, but no such ta.x as hard work
and breeding can be imposed on any animal,

without injury. For some time before the

birth, she should be at pasture if possible, and
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if not, should have a box stall and a yard for

exercise, and entire freedom from restraint in

her motions, by tying. &c. Generally speak-

ing, no other or peculiar care is required than

nature gives the mare the instinct to seek for

herself, though if we artificially interfere with

this instinct, we ought to provide as nearly as

may be the natural conditions of the animal.

Third. The foal being born, for a few weeks
needs no care but the mother's, though if it is

accustomed to being handled and caressed from
the very first, it will be easier to break. It is

well, too, to let the colt accompany the mare
in the light work she may do while nursing, as

it thereby gets accustomed to the objects that

it is to be familiar with afterwards, and to

learn more early the great lesson of obedience.

Good pasturage for the mare, and freedom,

are the best lor both, as it is the most natural.

As soon as weaned, and when conveniently

situated, even earlier, the colt should be
broken to the halter and taught daily, with

patience and gentleness, some r of the many
lessons it has got to learn. Too much care

and kindness cannot be used, and the great

majority of the faults of horses are the results

of faults of the owner, in breaking. Good
feed, sufficient to keep the colt steadily grow-
ing, rowen, roots, and green fodder, with but

little grain, where these can be obtained, are

the best.

The different processes in bitting, harnessing

and accustoming the colt to vehicles and use,

should be gradually, but steadily pursued, and
above all things it should never be frightened

or allowed to break away from control. The
more of this that is accomplished the first year

the easier and the better it will be. The same
management should be followed the second
year. As fast as size and strength will permit,

more attention should be given to what is too

much neglected, the paces. These can be
taught in the second year better than perhaps
any other time, and a wonderful change can be
made in the walk, trot, canter or gallop of a

colt, if proper care and attention is used.

Natural defects cannot be wholly overcome,
but almost as much may be gained in these as

in other particulars by thorough and system-

atic training. This is a matter too much
neglected, and many a horse has a very un-
comfortable gait all his life, from want of train-

ing. He can neither walk without breaking
into a trot, nor trot without breaking into a
canter, and if urged, or if left to himself mixes
up these different paces to the great annoyance
of the driver. The great rule to be observed
in this training is to keep the several paces en-

tirely distinct. When training, the walk should

be first practiced, and this should be made as

rapid as possible, without breaking. He should
first be permitted to trot a few steps and then
walk. 'And when he has learned to walk well and
rapidly for his size and figure, trotting should

be attended to,,and in trotting the same rule

should be carefully observed. Keep him trot-

ting while the lesson lasts, and never allow him
to slack into a walk any more than break into

a canter. There is nothing gained by being
in a hurry to make the colt show speed in trot-

ting. Patient training without anxiety on the
point of speed, will make a much faster horse,

than ovc urging at first. Still a colt should,
after bemg taught to walk fast and trot steadi-

ly, be occasionally pushed to his speed in trot-

ting. This should be done for only a very
short distance at first, while it may be gradu-
ally increased as the power and stamina of the
animal increase. If it is desired to fit him for

use under the saddle,—a practice that has in-

creased immensely since the war,—he should
be taught as soon as he can bear a light weight
on his back, (not too young for fear of injury,')

the best saddle gait in the same way as the
other paces. And as before, and always, the
greatest pains to be taken to keep these dis-

tinct from each other.

Although a colt should be thus broken,
handled, driven and ridden before three years
old, still too much care cannot be used to pre-

vent over-exertion, and permanent injury

therefrom. Two or three miles a day, with a
light carriage, is the outside work such a colt

ought to do ; and as this is so generally done
in the village or neighborhood, if not always
thought about, the distance is very apt to be
exceeded before the driver is aware. Of
course, while thus training, attention should be
paid to the habits of stoj ping at the word,
and not starting till the signal is given ; ofhow
much weight should be borne on the bit, and
of all the other things which go to make up a
pleasant driver.

As I said at first, if a filly at three years old,

I would breed from her and raise a colt, sus-

pending the training and using during so much
of the time as would be likely to interfere with
the growth of the foetus, and parturition, and
the first weeks of nursing.

I have thus given my best answer to these

three questions. I shall be satisfied if they
provoke criticism or elicit discussion, and thus

set me and the other members to adopting the

right course. J. S. I^eyes.

Concord, Nov. 14, 1867.

WESTERN NOBTH CABOIiIKTA.

The climate of this section much resembles

that of the North-Eastern States, though it is

neither so cold in winter nor so warm in sum-
mer. The reason of this is found in the fact

that though we are in the 35th parallel of lati-

tude, we have an average elevation of more
than 2000 feet above the sea. Though we are

in the latitude of the cotton-growing belt, yet

we are elevated many hundred feet above it.

This secures us at all seasons one of the finest

and most bracing atmospheres found east of
the Pacific slope. Hence it is that we are

strangers to all miasmatic diseases.

It is known to almost all the natives of this
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country, that at a certain elevation on our

mountains, there is a stratum of atmosphere
so peculiarly constructed, and so dry, that it

will not permit the formation of frost. When
a farm is located so far up on the mountains as

to be above the region subject to spring frost,

we say it is above the frost line. Orcliards so

located never fail to bear full crops on ac-

count of spring frosts. The peach, in these

situations, sometimes fails iVom the destruc-

tion of fruit buds by winter-killing, though
this is unusual. I am not aware that the apple

ever fails at this elevation, even from this

cause.

—

L. F. Sensabaugh, Waynesville, in

Country Gent.

National asso. of wool growers.
ANNUAL MEETING.

The Executive Committee of the National

Wool Growers' Association met at Pittsburg,

Nov. 26. The following officers were elected

for 18G8.

Presidetit.—Hon. Henry S. Randall, LL.D.. of

New York.
Vice Presidents.—The Presidents of the State

Associations.
Secretary.—Wm. F. Greer, of Ohio.
Treasurer.—A. F. Wilcox, of New York.

The constitution was so amended that each

Association may appoint two additional mem-
bers of the committee, and until elections are

made, the following gentlemen were ap-

pointed :

—

Norton S. Townscnd, Ohio; John D. Wing, New
York ; J. H. Pickerel!, Illinois ; J. D. Hazelton,
Wisconsin ; John H. Davis, West Virginia ; Bur-
ditt Loomis, Connecticut ; Henry Keyes, Vermont.

Mr. Delano, of Ohio, offered the following

resolution :

—

Resolved, That a committee of three be appoint-
ed by this Association, with power, at their dis-
cretion, to arrange with the National Wool Grow-
ers' Association for a National exposition of their
respective industries at such time and place as
may be agreed upon.

The President informed the Association that

he had held some correspondence with the

officers of the National Association of Wool
Manufacturers on the subject of holding a Na-
tional Exposition of the wool and woolen inter-

ests of the country at some place, say Chicago,
in the spring of 1868—each Association being
empowered to designate such objects of exhi-

bition as it shall deem expedient. The Manu-
facturers strongly favored the measure, and
would make prompt preparations to carry it

out on a splendid scale should this Association

invite their co-operation. They decidedly pre-

ferred Chicago as the place of holding the Ex-
position. He (the President) believed that a

general exhibition of our sheep, wool and
woolen manufactures would be attended with

the most beneficent effects on the respective in-

terests at large.

After a free discussion, in which fears were
expressed that . the trouble of transporting

stock might prevent a creditable show, the

resolution was adopted and the following gen-

tlemen were nominated and elected said com-
mittee :—Henry S. Randall, of N. Y. ; John
D. Wing, of N. Y. ; A. M. Garland, of 111.

The following were reported by tUs com-

mittee on resolutions, separately considered

and adopted.

1. Resolved, That the financial necessities of the
nation render a tariff for revenue purposes indis-
pensable, in order to pay our national ooligations
and preserve our national honor.

2. That in regulating duties on imports. Con-
gress should exempt such articles of general ne-
cessity as are not produced in this country, and
should so adjust duties on other articles as to give
fair and equal protection, as far as practicable, to
all products of American industry.

3. Considering the compact, extensive and per-
sistent efforts of the free trade interest to destroy
American industry and weaken our national re-
sources, it is the duty of all the industrial interests
of the nation to unite in a common effort to coun-
teract this foreign free trade policy.

4. We regard the present duty on wool and
woolen goocls as well adapted to promote and har-
monize the true interests of producers and con-
sumers of wool and woolen fabrics; we therefore
have full faith in the ultimate results of the tariff,

and insist that it be neither modified nor repealed,
until time shall have fully demonstrated its effects.

5. That the "interests of wool manufacturers
and wool growers oeingrecognized as identical, fur-

ther measures should be adopted to make each
class familiar with the respective wants and neces-
sities of the other."

6. That the National Association of Wool Grow-
ers take great pleasure in expressing their thanks
and gratitude to the Congress of the nation for

passing, at its recent session, the exi.-ting wise and
necessary taritl" for the protection, increase, and
development of wool growing and wool manufac-
turing interests of tlie country, and that we have
every confidence this legislation will be stable and
permanent, to the end that business arrangements
already made in conformity to it may be encour-
aged, and a great branch of national industry ad-
vanced and protected.

The President, Hon. C. Delano, and Gen-
White, of Pennsylvania, were appointed a
committee to prepare an address to the wool
growers of the United States in reference to

their present condition, interests and necessi-

ties.

A resolution was passed authorizing the

President to a{>point Hon. R. M. Montgomery,
of Ohio; Hon. E. B. Pottle, of New York;
A. M. Garland, of Illinois, one or more,—as he
may deem neci'ssary,—to represent the wool
interests at Washington.

In convention the general interests of the

Wool Growers were discussed at considerable

length after the adjournment of the Executive

Committee.

—The squirrels have almost disappeared from

the woods in South Carolina since the war.
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EXTRACTS AND KEPLIES
CHEESE FACTORIES.

As people are making all kinds of inquiries

through your valuable paper, from what will

make the hair grow on a bald pate, to what will

prevent toe-nails from growing in, we should like

some infornmtion in regard to the manufacturing
of milk into cheese, by a factory.

We cut a good amount of hay, suitable for keep-
ing cows ; have the best of pasturing, and can
keep cows as cheap as can be done in any other
place in New England.

Will you, or any of your correspondents, give us
any intelligence upon the following questions ?

and, more if you choose, will be gratefully re-

ceived.

1. Wliat will be the cost of a medium sized fac-

tory, fitted up with an eye to economy, all ready
for bui^iness, with lumber at ten dollars per thou-
sand, and labor at two dollars per da}^

2. The milk from how many fair cows, or how
much milk, will it take to commence busincs with ?

3. How is the milk received, when and how paid
for ? When is the cheese usually sold ? And in

fact how IS the business done ?

4. What amount of help will it take to run the
concern ?

5. How many months in the year will the milk
be required, usually ?

6. How have the profits generally compared
with 1)utter making, all things taken into account ?

such as the milk for hogs and the extra labor of
making butter. More inquiries hereafter.

A. J. Mitchell.
Lempster, N. E., Nov. 25, 1867.

E-EMAEKS.—From a report in the Boston Culti-

vator, it appears that the capital invested in eight

factories in Massachusetts was last year as follows :

Barre Central, $7800; Barre, South, $5053 ; Hard-

wick Centre, 94213; Hardwick, South, $4500;

Petersham, $3000 ; New Braintree, $8000 ; Warren,

$4600 ; South Adams, $3000.

Of forty-one factories from which full returns

were made at the annual meeting of the American
Dairymen's Association last year, the average

number of cows was 458 to each factory ; the

smallest bemg 140 and the largest 1049. Some
account, however, is given of a factory at Pleasant

Prairie, Wisconsin, with 75 cows, and of one in

Medina, Ohio, with only 64.

The milk is sometimes delivered at the factory

by farmers ; at others, it is collected by agents of

the factory.

Further answers are furnished by a correspon-

dent of the Vermont Farmer, who says, "a cheese

factor}' has been recently erected in the North-

easterly part of Orwell, and is of the following

dimensions : 30 by 90 feet, and three stories high,

with steam boiler and fixtures sufBcient for mak-
ing and curing 1000 cheeses. Cost of building

and fixtures, $6000. The milk from 300 cows has

been used this season and 60,000 pounds of cheese

made. At first, the size of the hoops was 18 inches

diameter and 10 inches deep; but the managers
finding that cheese made in a smaller hoop would
sell at a higher rate, they have since used those

15 inches by 10 deep. The object has been to imi-

tate cheese made in Chedder county, England,

and it has been made to resemble, in color, good

butter made in June. The cheese made this sea-

son has been mainly consigned to White and
Douglass, 76 Broad street, N. Y., and has been
sold at 15 to 15^- cents per pound. Manufacturing
commenced June 17 and ended Oct. 22.

H. B. Jones and wife, formerly of Pawlet, have
managed the manufacturing, and have received

for their services 90 cents per 100 pounds of cheese

made. Net receipts to those furnishing the milk,

about 11 7-10 cents per pound."

TO DESTROY LICE ON CATTLE.—NORWAY OATS.

Mr. J. Jordan inquires what will kill lice on his
cows. Smoke them with tobacco. A few cents'
worth will do the job for several head of cattle.

It is the cleanest, the safest, the cheapest and the
surest remedy I know of. Smoke them thorough-
ly at first ; then in about a week go over them
again, and the lice are all dead, nits and all.

I wish to inquire about the "Norway Oats." If
they are as good as recommended, they are the
ones I wish to sow. I sow two and a half bushels
to the acre, and usually average 50 bushels, or 20
from one of seed, of 30 pounds each. Now if by
sowing one bushel of Norway oats I can get 100
bushels weighing 10 or 12 lbs. heavier per bushel,
and if they are as good for feed and to sell, I go in
for that kind. Will some one who has had expe-
rience with them inform me. One who is not anx-
ious to sell them at forty cents per pint.

George R. Jenneson.
Walpole, N. H., Dec. 7, 1867.

Remarks.—We have never raised the Norway
Oats. We have seen a fine specimen of their

growth, in the possession of agents for the sale of

the seed, but know nothing further of them than

our correspondent does.

ETEEGREENS FOR SHELTER.

Will you allow me to suggest, as a subject for
discussion in your columns, the importance of
screens of evergreens, not only around our build-
ings to protect them from the cold blasts of winter,
but around our bleak fields to break the dry and
parching winds of summer, and thus to enhance
the practical value of our farms, as well as greatly
to increase their beauty and attractiveness. I

think such a discussion, if properly conducted,
would be very acceptable and profitable.

We have native evergreens, such as the red
cedar, white pine, &c., sufficient for this purpose,
but few know how to propagate them from seed
or by transplanting. I find there is not one man
in ten about here, and they have always lived in

sight of the white pine, that knows its seeds ; and
a larger proportion do not know whether the seed
of the cedar will germinate in a few days or weeks
after planting, or whether it will lay in the ground
through winter before coming up. Now, if you
will enlighten us on this sul ject, we will try to

profit by it and extend your circulation.

One of Them.
Davisville, R. I., Dec. 7, 1867.

Remarks.—We call upon some member of the

great New England Farmer's Club, who has

had practical experience in the cultivation of ever-

greens, to "lead" in the discussion of the topic

propounded by "One of Them." In the meantime,

wc copy from the New England Homestead, the

following statement of the singular effect on pota-
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toes of shelter from the strong, east wind, which
accompanied a warm rain last summer.
"Last spring Ji farmer in Mittincague, Mass.,

planted potatoes on the cast, south and west sides

of a field of com. The soil was wet and hot, most
of the season. The potatoes had a. good growth,

and promised a fair crop,—hut while yet in good
growing condition, and nearly fit for harvesting,

there came on a heavy and warm lainstorm at-

tended with a strong east wind. In a day or two
after the storm, the i)otato vines on the east and
south sides of the corn began to wither, and in a

very few days, thcj' were dead. The potato rot

soon found its way to the tubers, but on the west

side of the field, the potatoes sheltered from the

wind by the corn, were vigorous, and continued

green till fully ripe. Who knows how much that

driving rainstorm had to do in blasting that field

of potatoes exposed to its fury ? Arc our warm
cast winds the sirocco that produces the potato

rot r"

PUOrAGATION OF SALMON AND TROt'T.

It may Ijc gratifying to your many readers who
a^e interested in the restocking of the American
rivers with fish, to learn that the first salmon of
the season hatched to-day.
They are a part of the lot which were placed by

the New England Commissioners at the Cold
Spring Trout Ponds, at Charlcstown, N. H., to be
hate hed for the Connecticut river.

The eyes of the embryo salmon were first clearly
seen in the egg about tlie 25tli of November. The
eggs were taken from the parent salmon on the
Miramichi river, on the 10th of October, which
gives 62 days for the period of their incubation.
The first trout which broke shell at these hatch-

ing works, this season, made their appearance on
the 9th of Novcml>er, 35 days from the time when
they were taken from the breeders—being the
quickest time on record for trout in this country.

Livingstone Stone.
Charlestown, X. H., Dec. 11, 1867.

domestic training.

The hints of "Mattie" on domestic training I

regard as appropriate and timely. Children nat-

urally wi.-h tu help and make themselves useful,

and it .seems to nie that parents often make a great
mistake in repressing this laudable ambition. Pa-
rents should begin early to lay the foundation of
future usefulness in their children. This is of
great impoi tance to the child, and is one of the
first duties of parents to their offspring. I have
oftc.a th(ju;;ht that if it was in the power of pa-
rents to give their children opportunity to acquire
but one liranch of education, it should be the do-
mestic tniining that will fit them for the discharge
of the many duties implied by the term domestic,
or honjc education—a knowledge of those little

everyday oci upaticms which each one must per-
form in making his or her way through this check-
ered life.

The next branch should undoubtedly be book
education. And fortunate is that child whose pa-
rents combine in its training these two branches
in just pmportions. Parents of large means are
lial)lc to injure or spoil by over indulgence, or
exemption irom labor, children that arc naturally
good. E.-pecially, I think is this true of their

daughteis. A home is or should be our highest
ambition. But unless she who presides over its

domestic affairs, imderstands the duties of her po-
sition, how long can she retain the respect due to
the mistress of the house ? Unless a woman is

familiar with everj' detail of housework, in all its

numerous branches, how can she make home what
it should be,—what she herself would have it to
be? or how can she properly direct others ? Where
I find the kitchen and wardrobe in good order, I
expect to meet a lady ; one who is such in the best
sense of the word. Ability to fold ones hands
properly in a parlor, to talk smoothly or flippantly
of anything or nothing, to apologize genteely for
not singing or playing on accoum nf a bad cold,
or to make calls ever so systematically, do not of
themselves constitute the lady,—certainly not the
woman, whose children shall rise uji and call her
lilcssed, and whose hu>band shall find in his home
attractions and comforts which will satisfy and
content the mind.
"Matiie" has spoken a good word on the domes-

tic training of the girls. If the subject is "to be
continued," may I hope she will not forget the
domestic training of the boys ? 0. Foster.

Timhridge, VC, Dec. 1, 1867.

Remarks.—There is one branch of the domestic

education of both sexes, to which we wish to call

attention—the care of the sick. That young man
or young woman who enters upon life with little

or no knowledge of this subject, lacks an essential

qualification for usefulness. That celebrated phy-
sician, Dr. Rush, used to say that the knowledge
gained by three months spent in the kitchen by
every doctor before setting out in practice, would
be found to be among the most valuable of his

attainments.

in the blues

Do yon not, Mr. Editor, sometimes have the
blues ? I know j'ou are a very even-tempered man,
and much given to looking at the bright side of
things. But don't you sometimes feel, in your
private heart, that affairs are going topsy-turvy,
and inside out, and every way but the one you
hoped and strove for, and had a reasonaljle right
to expect? If you do not, then I should like once
in a while to borrow (though I don't like the too
common pmctice of borrowing.) a little of your
faith and trust, a little of your clear-sightedness,
to enable me to sec through the clouds that some-
times intercept my view.
This is she way the world wags, now and then,

here in Doolittle Dale.
One acre of potatoes (Sebecs) was planted early,

with the intention of getting them to market while
the price was pretty well up. Manure, a compost
of lime, salt and peat, was spread on the furrow
and harrowed in,—with Wilson's superphosphate
scattered in the drill at the time of planting. Field
on a sloping hill-side ; soil a good and deep sandy
loam at the lower end, chansing to gravelly loam
in the middle, and at the highest part a poor sand
with very little loauiiness. The potatoes came up
well, and made a fine promise for the first six
weeks, then began to show rust, and stopped grow-
ing. The result was about fifty bushels of good
potatoes—best in what we called the poorest
soil. There was no rot in this field. When ready
for market, the price was aljout $1.75 a barrel.

Another acre ofSebec potatoes, planted later

than the above, barn manure spread lil)erally,

looked well the whole growing season; but when
harvested, were at least half rotten.

A half acre of New Jersey Peach-Blows, bam
manure ploughed in, also promised a good crop,
but the potatoes were hardly worth digging, yield-
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ing onJy about a bushel of marketable potatoes to

a row twenty rods in length. No rot.

In all the above cases, large potatoes were used
for seed, cut, two to four eyes on each piece, and
planted in drills. Jonathan Doolittle.

Massachusetts, Nov., 1867.

Remarks.—Our friend Jonathan asks if we
ever have the "Blues ?" Yes, we reply, and every

sentient being has them in greater or less degree.

That frame or state of mind is a part of the imper-

fection of our mortal condition.

But "the Blues" may be warded off in a great

measure by the exercise of a little philosophy.

Being "blue" did not add a single bushel to the

scanty crop of potatoes, nor in any way prepare

the mind or body of Mr. Doolittle to avert such a

result in the future. We must be on our guard.

The "blues" are contagions. Do you not remem-

ber Zimmerman's story of the nuns, one of whom
began to mew like a cat ? Hour after hour, and

day after day, she traversed the gloomy aisles of

the nunnery, mewing like a cat in distress ; or if

she turned to the right or the left, where the

cheering sunlight found its way into the rooms,

still that dismal and distressing mewing went on,

until the whole sixty or seventy nuns were mewing
like so many cats. So it is with the "blues." Ex-
orcise the fiend at once, potatoes or no potatoes

!

By the way, some persons say,—"anybody can

be a farmer." Let them solve your difficulties

about the potato crops, if they can. And ours,

too, for we are in the same category. Indeed,

who can solve them ? Who is so great as to do

these things ?

But, friend, be of good cheer. Add to your

many virtues a firmer faith, a calm resignation, a

confiding trust that all is for the best, when we
have done our best.

BOOKS OS SCIENTIFIC FARMING.

Are there books on the sciences, as Geology,
Chemistry, &c., that a farmer can study and learn
more of the nature of the soil, manure and crops
with which he has to do ; or, in other words, which
will enable him to become more of a scientific

farmer? Now I think that farming generally is

not what it should be ; that it is looked upon by a
gi-eat many as a dirty, drudging, hard-working
life, instead of a healthful and most independent
business ; for, who but the farmer feeds the world ?

If farmers were better educated, or I will say
more suitably educated for their work ; as well
and as suitably as are the lawyers, doctors, mer-
chants and other professions, perhaps farming
would be more of a pleasure, more successful.
Agricultural colleges may succeed in training
young men for farmers, but not every one is so
situated that he can go.
Have you, or any of your readers ever tried the

American cow milker ? Does it draw the milk
clean ? How does it work in cold weather }

Bridgewater, Mass., Nov. 30, 1867. Y. F.

Remarks.—Books, why, yes, dear Young Farm-
er, (Y. F.), there are books on every subject and

on every branch of every subject. "And further,

by these, my son, be admonished : of making

many books there is no end ; and much study is

a weariness of the flesh."

After the good Book, from which the above
thoughtful and suggestive sentence is quoted, we
will recommend Webster's Unabridged Dictionary,

as "a work on geology, chemistry, &c."—especially
the "&c.,""that a farmer can study." Then we may
mention—well, we don't hardly know what to say,

as every year brings somethingnew,—and better, of

course, than anything else,—in the form of elemen-
tary works and text liooks. Neither do we know
what progi-ess you have made—what books you have
read, or what are your habits of reading. Few
can ever hope to be accomplished geologists, chem-
ists, botanists, physiologists drnaturali.<ts. Either

requires a life-time. Men who have grown gray
in the study and practice of either one of these

sciences often feel like comparing themselves, at a
ripe old age, and when exciting the wonder of

their contemporaries that "one small head could

carry all they know," to the youth who has gath-

ered a few pebbles on the sea-shore, while the

great ocean of knowledge lies unexplored before

him.

On the farm and off the farm dissatisfaction, un-

rest and murmuring are prominent characteristics

of our race. All ages and all sexes are seeking

and grasping for rights and positions, for knowl-

edge and wisdom which they do not possess. It

is not on the farm alone that our "waters cast up
mire and dirt." Farmers undoubtedly are not

educated as well or as "suitably" as they should

be. Neither are "lawyers, doctors, merchants and
those of other professions." Could you look into

the mind of j'our doctor or your lawyer, and see

what a Scotch reel Doubt and Irresolution, Igno-

rance and Uncertainty are sometimes dancing

there, while with a calm countenance and deliber-

ate, knowing words he proceeds to diagnosticate

your disease, or to unwind the intricacies of your

case, you might see reason to pity him and to con-

gratulate yourself. Verily, "all things are full of

labor; man cannot utter it: the eye is not satisfied

with seeing, nor the ear filled with hearing :" nor,

it may be added, is the mind content with know-

ing.

Still it is a privilege and a duty to improve our

opportunities and faculties. We don't believe that

a little learning is a dangerous thing, or that be-

cause we cannot expect to be thoi'ough chemists,

geologists, or botanists, it is lost time to learn the

difference between an acid and an alkali, between

granite and slate, or between radicles and sta-

mens. The ordinary school-books on these sub-

jects will probably be as good as any that can be

procured. Don't read fast. Don't skip or slight

or be provoked by the hard words. Those not

familiar with the Greek and Latin from which

they are derived will need some patience to hunt

up their definitions in the dictionary, but Avhen

once fixed in the memory, and their expressive-

ness well understood, the Lepidopteras and the

Exogens will become as familiar as the Morus

Multicaulis of the days of the silk fever, and give
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you a new interest in the butterflies, and their four

gaily painted wings, and in the barli, pith and

stem of the vegetation by which you are sur-

rounded.

FAllMING.—TWIX HEIFERS.

It requires considerable knowledge to carry on
farming successfully, and if we learn from others,

it will, as a general rule, cost less than to learn by
experience, which, accortling to the old adage,
sometimes charges high wages for tuition. The
suggestions iTceivcd througli the columns of the
Fakmeii arc of great value to some, especially to

young firmcrs like myself; and I hope people will

not be diflidc- t in imparting such knowledge as

they may possess. Those that receive benefit will

at least l)c thankful.
I have a pair of twin heifers, and have been told

by some that both would not make good cows, or
that one would be inferior to the other. Did they
tell the ti nth ? H.G.Smith.

West Mansfield, Nov, 18.

Remarks.—Not of a certainty. "VVe have re-

cently seen two or three pairs of heifer twins,

which are being raised because they promise great

excellence. Our correspondent probably alludes

to the opinion which has prevailed among breeders

from time immemorial, that when a cow produces

two calves, one of them a bull calf and the other a

heifer calf, that the female, to which has been

given the curious name of Free Martin, will be

barren. The old Roman writers on agriculture

allude to them as tavree, intimating that they had

something of the bull about them. Mr. Youatt,

in his treatise on cattle says, that Mr. John Hun-
ter, of England, an accurate inquirer spared no

pains or cxjicnse to ascertain the I'cal foundation

of this belief; and he availed himself of the op-

portunity of examining three of these free-martins.

In all of them there was a greater or less devia-

tion from the external form and appearance of the

cow ; and in the head and the horns some ap-

proach to those of the ox ; while neither of them

had shown any propensity to lirecd. The teats

were smaller than is usual in the heifer; but the

outward a[)pearancc of the bearing was the same.

They were slaughtered, and he examined the in-

ternal stiuciurc of the sexual j^arts; he found in

all of them a greater or less deviation from the

form of the female, and the iddilion of some of

the organs peculiar to ihe male ; and he ascertained

that they were in fact hermaphrodites. It is not

then a mere vulgar error that the female twin is

barren. On the other hand, there are several well

auiheniiiatcd instances of these free-martins hav-

ing bred. An anonymous writer in the Farmer's

Matfazine, for November, 1806, describes a free-

martin l)clonging to Mr. Buchan of Killintring-

ham, that had a calf, and was a handsome

bea»t, with a well-placed udder, and was a good

milker. The same gentleman, however, had an-

other ft-cc-martin which never bred. Another

writer in tlic same Magazine, November, 1807,

says, "on the 11th of November, 1804, a cow ol

mine brought forth two calves, one a bull, and the

other a cow calf; and in spring last the female

twin produced a very good male calf; yet a neigh-

bor of mine assures me that a female twin belong-

ing to him never would take the bull, and was sold

on that account to the butcher at the age of four

or five."

It would hence appear that the rule is, and a

verj' singular anomaly in natural history it is, that

the female twin is barren because she is an her-

maphrodite ; but in some cases, there not being

this admixture of the organs of different sexes, or

those of the female prevailing, she is capable of

breeding.

But in case both of the twins are heifers we are

not aware of any facts which justify the appre-.

hensions of our correspondent.

BLANKETING HORSES.

Many times I have taken my seat to pen a few
lines for your paper, but have as often deferred the
accomplishment of my purpose. The subject that

I now propose to write upon is the winter care of
horses. From what little experience I have had
in taking care of them, I have come to the con-
clusion that a team of horses is better off not to

be blanketed. Two years ago 1 had two horses,

and kept them blanketed all the time, save when
they were on the road. They both had frequent
colds, run at the nose, and shivered when coming
in contact with the cold air. When taking them
out of the stable, in the morning, to water, with
the blankets off, they would tremble like an aspen
leaf. Last winter I did not put a blanket on to

either of them, and I did not see any signs of a
cold, nor did I see one of them tremble after

drinking. Even when I came in with them quite
warm and sweaty, at night, I could see no incon-
venience from not blanketing them. Now. hoping
that some more abler pen than mine will take up
the subject, I submit the foregoing as the result of
my experience. c.

Surri/, N. H., Dec. 1, 1867.

MILKING ONCE A DAT.

I would ask through your valuable paper, if it is

as well to milk cows only once a day, as twice,

through the winter months ? Whether yon can get
as much milk in milking once as twice, or whether it

ishurttul to the cows, or has a tendency to dry them
quicker ? If it is just as well to milk once, it will

save time and labor in cold weather.
Franklin, Mass., Nov., 1867. J. Jordan.

Rejiarks.—There is no doubt on our mind
that milking the cow only once in twenty-four

hours would have a decided tendency to dry her.

On the contrary, milking her three times would

have a tendency—it might be slight—to increase

the quantity of milk. Nature is usually generoub

in attempting to supply the demand made upon

her. By high feeding and frequent milking, many
cows can be made to yield for ten or eleven months

in the year.

SITTING HENS AND STERILE COCKS.

One of our correspondents at North Easton, asks

us several puzzling questions on the above topics.

^Vhat we wish to say to him first is, "that sitting

hens have their ways as well as anybody ;" and that

some of these ways are just as much past finding
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out as why a pig's tail curls instead of hangingdown

straight, while a cow's hangs down straight and

docs not curl ! And tlic next is to send to Wil-

liams & Co., 100 Washington St., Boston, and pur-

chase Bennett's Poultry Book, wherein he will

find a treatise on the breeding and general manage-

ment of domestic fowls, and pretty much all the

information to be had on the sulyect. By study-

ing it carefully, we have no doubt he will save

chickens enough next spring to pay for the book

several times over. It will tell him all about

changing roosters and the management of sitting

hens.

CHERRY AND APPLE STOCKS.

How long may cherry on Mahaleb, and apple
on Paradise stocks, be depended upon for sufficient

fruitage to warrant one in retaining them ? Late
works on fruit culture strongly recommend the cul-

tivation of these dwarfs, but leave the reader much
in darkness on the point named. What has expe-
rience taught in the matter ?

Why not, in mulching young trees, remove the
soil for a sufficient depth, then put in the mulch
and cover it with three inches of earth ? Would
not this materially aid in retaining the moisture,
and at the same time prevent the mulching from
being disturbed by winds, as well as present a less

inducement for the harboring of mice, &c.? If a
lead trough of sufficient size,—one capable of hold-
ing enough kerosene oil,—and properly roofed, be
put around apple trees, would it not be a perfect

guarantee against the ravages of canker worms ?

T. w. s.

Remarks.—To answer our correspondent briefly

on this point, we should say, "long enough to re-

tain them." They are set ; let them remain and

operate with other stocks in other places. His

question can only be answered intelligently by

some nurseryman or orchardist, of much experi-

ence and observation. Perhaps some of our

"knowing ones" will answer.

His views on mulching are undoubtedly correct.

It will be more labor, but a better job.

Troughs filled with oil and properly roofed over

have been repeatedly used to prevent the access of

insects,—but where they are numerous, they

bridge over the oil with their bodies and some of

them pass on. If not carefully attended to, spider-

webs, leaves, sticks, dust, &c., sometimes afford

the means of passing. Besides this, the operation

is a very exact and expensive one, which few only

could afford.

bean straw.
I asked some questions in your paper a few

weeks since about this article as food for cattle.

From your "reply" I gathered that it might be of
some value when jjreen, but worthless when dry.
But notwithstanding this, I gathered all my pole
bean straw and hung it in the barn to dry. I have
just cut up some of it and boiled it. "The water
used for boiling I used partly to moisten shorts,
and part]y I mixed it with fresh water and gave
to my cows, and they drank this water with great
eagerness. The straw I gave moist to the cows
and they eat it up clean with great relish. I don't
know that it would be practicable for farmers to
prepare this food for cattle in this way, but if it

contains eight per cent, albumen, as it is said, it

must be of considerable value. I shall certainly
save my bean straw another year. Every little in

the right direction helps, and every increase of
cattle food from a source like this, when hay is ^25
to $30, and shorts ^5 to $40 per ton, must be of
some value. Inquirer.
Massachusetts, Nov. 25, 1867.

Remarks.—Further allusion to the value of

bean straw will be found in the article headed

"Cooking Food for Animals" in another column of

this paper.

GOOD steers.—crops AND PRICES IN RUTLAND,

MASS.

I frequently notice in the Farmer accounts of
good cattle which I take great pleasure in reading.

There are a pair of yearling steers, raised and owned
in this town, which I think deserve mention in

your columns. They are grade Durhams, spotted
red and white, nearly alike, well matched and of
good form, and weighed at one year old 1430 lbs.;

and at one year and seven months, (Oct. 8, 1867,)

2075 lbs. "They never have had any but common
keeping and are not fat,

I will give the prices of some articles of farm
produce in this vicinity, commencing with good
hay, which is worth, at the barn, $20 to $22 per
ton; straw, $10 to $15; potatoes, $1 to $1.25 per
bushel; corn, $1.50 to $1.62; oats, $1; pork, 10c

per lb; apples, per bbl., $4 to $5; cattle, year-

lings, $15 to $30 ; two-year-olds, $25 to$40. Cows
and oxen are not as high as one year ago, there

being more of them for sale.

Potatoes were poor, not more than half a crop.

Corn not as good as last year. Oats light. Hay
crop good. "The above may interest some of your
readers in other places.

A Reader of the Farmer,
Rutland, Mass., Nov. 25, 1867.

The Country Gentleman has an article on "What
Breed of Fowls shall we Keep ?" and gives the ex-
periments of the writer with various crosses. The
conclusion arrived at is as follows : "After all, we
came to the conclusion that for ordinary purposes,
Dorking and Brahma hens, with a Dorking cock,

gave us the best results. For eggs, the hens must be
young ; for mothers, rather older." We are never
tired of reading all that is written on fowls, and
now and then get some valuable hints therefrom

;

but after all, the poultry breeder must act on his

own judgment as applied to his own particular

case, and canno'. govern his conduct by the expe-

rience of others in this particular unless he knows
all the circumstances of the experiment. The
Dorking is a good fowl, and makes a good cross

with the Brahma, but we much prefer the grey or

white Brahma, or the Marsh fowl, to any other

breed. They are quiet heavy, thick feathered for

winter, good layers, particularly in cold weather
when eggs are most valuable, can be housed and
kept contented as easily as cattle, and their eggs
are large, and their meat is good for the table.

The Leghorn is a good hiyer except in cold weath-
er, but they are hirdy in their nature, and love to

roam. The Black Spanish are also good layers,

but like the Leghorn, they arc i-ather tender, we
think, and like to have room enough. Most any
hen, if kept clean and warm, and properly fed,

will pay enormous interest on her cost. We have
had many varieties, but we have come to the con-

clusion that the gray-necked Brahma or white
Brahma, or the Marsh fowl which is like them,
only of a speckled brown color, are the best for

our purpose. They must have better accommoda-
tions than the lighter fowls which can fly easily
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about the pen, for they alwaj-s prefer to jump
rather than depend on their wings, when leaving
their roost or nest, and arc therefore more apt to
get injured than many other fowls. They prefer
to use their legs for all purposes of locomotion,
and if you give them a chance, always to do that
by jiropcr walks and lacidcrs, they will seldom get
hurt although ihcy are so heavy and clumsy.
When killed for the talile they will always look
well, and weigh well, and we have never found any
troul)le in eating them.
We may at some future time say a word or

two upon the manner of keeping fowls. The
essential rules in our opinion, are few and easily
followctl. It is pretty much all summed up in
this—they must have a clean warm coop, al-

ways clean and fresli water, free and pure air,

sound and pure food, plenty of shells and lime,
occasionally vegctaljles and meat, and sand baths
in abundance. Other treatment is medicinal, and
will generally be but little required, if these other
rules are strictly complied with. They will keep
cleaner and healthier with less care, and do much
towards their own support, if allowca to roam at
large aliout the grounds. But if contincd in pens,
and the pens are always kept carefully cleansed
and ventilated, and the droppings often removed,
and the earth frequently renewed, they will do
well enough anywhere. iNauiRER.
November, 1867.

SEASON IN W.\SHINGT0N CO., TT.

Winter has set in with great severity up here
among the mountains. November .5th, the gi-ound
was covered with snow followed by the most in-
tense cold ever known, perhaps, so early in the
season—thermometer fiilling below zero in many
places. The snow has not all disappeared since,
and we have Ijeen obliged to feed our cattle and
sheep almost every day since. This will no doubt
be for the benefit of the mowing lands, but some
may need more fodder this winter than they anti-
cipatcd. Wc had about a week good sleighing in
November, since which time we have been obliged
to use wheels till yesterday, December 10th, a
little more snow allow-s us to venture on runners
again. This morning, December 11th, the ther-
mometer is twenty degrees below zero.
Roxbury, Vt., Dec. 7, 1867. W. I. Simonds.

AGKICULTURAL ITEMS.
—For chapped hands wash the hands, and with-

out using the towel, apply a small quantity of

honey once a day and rub in well.

—In Canada most of their pork is fatted on

peas, six bushels of which are equal to ten bushels

of corn, and more can be grown from an acre than

of corn.

—Ireland sends large quantities of butter to

England. Of 3o00 firkins in the Cork market, 789

were of first quality, 1922, second, 729, third. The
price of the best was about 35 cents a pound.

—There has been a considerable falling off the

present year in the Irish flax crop. The total acre-

age under llax in Ireland in 186G was 263,507 acres

;

in 1867, 2.53,105 acres: decrease in 1867, 10,402.

—"The California Live Stock Assurance Com-
pany," is the title of an association recently or-

ganized in San Francisco. Geo. Treat is Presi-

dent, and W. Augustus Knapp, of San Francisco,

Secretary and Actuary. Capital stock, $200,000,

with 2000 shares of $100 each. It is understood to

be the object of the Company to insure animals

against death from any cause, to the ext.cnt of

three-fourths their actual cash value.

—As an evidence of the depression in wool and
sheep matters, an Ohio farmer recently said:

"Three years ago I put )gi2000 into Vermont sheep,

and now I cannot get $500 for them.

—A San Francisco paper looks forward to the

time when grapes from California, by the Pacific

Railroad, will be retailed in the Atlantic States

States for five cents a pound.

—Our emigrants from the Southern States to

Brazil say that the country is good for cattle, sheep,

sugar cane, coffee, cotton ; in short, good for every-

thing except one's family.

—A newspaper item says the worst cases of

chilblains may be cured by covering the affected

part with old linen, either by lining the stockings

or otherwise.

—It may surprise many to learn, what is never-

theless a fact, that fully one-third of the whole

amount of sugar consumed in the world is manu-
factured from beets.

—The French Minister of Agriculture has issued

a decree regulating the practice of surgical oper-

ations on the living horse and reducing them con-

siderably.

—The Hardin County, Iowa, Ledger, says that

raising sorghum is "played out" in that section,

as there is too much work and dirt for the little

sweet. This season few crops of it have matured

in this section.

—Dr. Boynton speaks of visiting, while in Texas,

the lands of Herbert Langston, a wool grower,

comparatively a new comer, who brings with him
an Australian experience, which ensures his suc-

cess in his chosen business in this country.

—A joint stock company has been established in

Australia with a view of boiling 10,000 sheep per

week into tallow. The increase of sheep and cat-

tle in Australia has been immense since 1830.

Then the number was under 400,000 ; the number
is now nearly 35,000,000.

—Dr. J. R. Nichols, editor of the Boston Jour-

•nal of Chemistry, saj's that lard is adulterated to

an extent hardly suspected by dealers and con-

sumers. He has recently examined specimens

which contained 30 per cent, of water, terra alba,

parafflne, and other substances.

—A short time since as some boys were playing

hide and seek in the bam of Wm. B. Kennison, of

Norridgewock, Me., one of them crawled in be-

hind the hay mow to hide, and came upon a hen's

nest containing one hundred and eight eggs, all

good and sound.

—The Portland Argus says Maine furnishes

beanpoles for all England, and Trenton and Ells-

worth are her principal representatives in this
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branch of commerce. During tlie current year

over one million poles have been received in this

city from those places. They sold at an average

price of 30 cents a dozen.

—A farmer in Clinton county, Iowa, tells of cut-

ting 35 tons of timothy hay from 15 acres—receiv-

ing $350 for this amount.

—A correspondent of the Gardener's Mo7ithly

says he tried six varieties of strawberries last sea-

son and found the Hovey's Seedling to produce

the sweetest and highest flavored berry.

—An Ashtabula Co., Ohio, farmer is now en-

gaged in buying sheep, believing they are a good
investment at present pi'ices. In one case recently

he was allowed to pick 50 young ewes out of a

good flock of several hundred, at $1.25 each.

—At the Government Experimental Farm, at

"Washington, 576 varieties of cereals and garden

vegetables were tested this year. Among these

were 109 varieties of wheat, 20 of oats, 10 of corn,

29 of grass seeds, and 36 of potatoes.

—A large deposit of phosphates has been dis-

covered near Charleston, S. C, which it is believed

is destined to add immensely to the wealth of that

section, as it is said to be equal in value to Peru-

vian guano.

—Mr. A. Hoover, of Lockport, Indiana, counted

the kernels on an eightecn-rowcd ear of coi-n,

which weighed a pound and two ounces, and found

them to amount to 1142 sound and plump grains.

Some, a thousand fold.

—To remove warts from horses, the Maine Far-

mer recommends passing a considerably large nee-

dle with two threads through the centre of the

wart, and tie the threads securely on each side of

its neck, and let the threads remain until the wart

can be rubbed ofi.

—The New Orleans Picayune proposes to in-

crease sugar culture in Louisiana by separating

the business of cultivation from that of milling

the cane. The land could then be divided into

moderate farms, wliich should be united by tram-

ways with sugar mills in the center of each dis-^

trict.

—A correspondent of the Western Rural says

that crib-biting in horses is no "vicious habit," as

generally believed, but simply an instinctive effort

to relieve pain caused by the teeth of the animal
being crowded together, and that the proper rem-
edy is to run a very thin file betAveen the teeth

which press together.

—The reason why a man lost in the woods in-

variably travels in a circle, constantly veering to

the left, is said to be because the right side of every

human body, except in the case of left-handed

people, is more developed than the left ; conse-

quently the muscles on that side are strongest, and
tend to gradually throw the whole body round,

unless the aim is directed to some particular point.

—The London Globe says a man named Charlier

thinks the notion that horses need shoes entirely

wrong. He himself does not cut a horse's hoof.

He merely protects it against violent blows and
accidents, and against the wear and tear of the
city pavements, by inclosing it in a thin circle of
iron, which wards it from danger without com-
pressing it.

—A correspondent of the Maitie Farmer, after

travelling extensively in Europe, says that in

Switzerland, Eastern France and Prussia, he was
struck with the adaptation of the beech for a thin

but efiective hedge. It branches little, is stiff and
keeps its place. He saw but little that was killed

or injured by dry seasons. He thinks it may I)e

used here with much success, making a beautiful

hedge, if care is used in shortening in.

—A correspondent of the Western Rural, who has
had experience in raising and feeding Hungarian
grass, says that if cut as soon as it begins to blos-

som, it is prime hay for any kind of stock. If the

seed is allowed to mature, it should never be fed

to horses or colts. It will either kill or stiffen

them up in a short time. It is a very exhaustive

crop if allowed to ripen the seed, but makes fine

feed for neat cattle.

—The committee on scoured fleeces appointed by
the Illinois State Agricultural Society, have re-

cently made a report of an elaborate trial of wool
cleansing, with results which are but the repeti-

tion of those which have been reached by New
York and Vermont trials. They think no new
facts can be established or good accomplished by
further trials—wool growing tests—and recom-

mend the discontinuance of premiums on scoured
wool.

—The Trustees of the Pennsylvania Agricultu-

ral College have decided to locate the Experimen-
tal College Farm in the county of Chester, pro-

vided the citizens thereof will give five thousand
dollars as a bonus for this mark of preference.

The Germantown Teleg7-aph thinks this will please

the Chester county people, but hints that unless

the managers of the farm are wide awake they

will be excelled in products and management by
many of the farmers in that county.

—Between Cleveland and Sandusky, and within

one-half mile to a mile of Lake Erie, and near to

railroad stations, as good grape land as any in

this grape region can be had for from $50 to $75
per acre, not wild land but improved, with some
buildings, orchards, and, in some cases, several

acres of grapes started. The soil is elay, mixed
with slate—what is called shale—and is as good
land for grapes as can be found this side of Cali-

fornia.

—In France, milk is packed in small tin cans,

easily moved by one man, and by a simple con-

trivance the stopper screws close down upon the

contents of each can, so that the motion of the

railway cannot churn the milk in transitu. The
cans are then placed in covered wagons, and in

summer are wrapped in cloths, which are watered
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from time to time so as to promote coolness by
evaporation. The result of this care, which costs

but little, is tbat the milk supply of Paris is pro-

verbially excellent.

—The Nashua, Iowa, Post, is responsible for the

statement that Capt. 0. O. Poppleton of Richland

township, Chickasaw Co., raised four hundred and
five and ^ bushels of oats—thresher's measure

—

on six and a half acres of land. He used about

twenty-one bushels of seed. He estimates that

he fed at least eight bushels in the sheaf before

threshing—making a total of 413| bushels, or a

little over 63 bushels to the acre. The lard has

been tilled over ten years constantly without any

fertilizing whatever.

—A correspondent of the Counti-y Gentleman,

went through his orchard some time after the mar-

ketable fruit was gathered and picked up a large

load of rotten apples—there was not among them
a bushel that had anything sound upon them, and
manv of them had been rotten for weeks. These

were made up as usual. The juice at first was

quite bitter and unpleasant. It was put into the

cellar where it remained until spring, then re-

moved to an outhouse and left until fiill, at which

time the bitterness had all disappeared, and it was

a pure, pleasant tasted vinegar.

—"Take this flower pot ;" said the President of

a meeting in France lately ; "what is the meaning

of this small hole at the bottom ?—to renew the

water. And why to renew the water ?—because it

gives life or death—life, when it is made only to

pass through the bed of earth, for it leaves with

the soil its productive principles, and renders solu

ble the nutritive properties destined to nourish

the plant ; death on the other hand, when it re-

mains in the pot, for it soon becomes putrid, and

rots the roots, and also prevents new water from
penetrating." This is the real theory and illus-

tration of draining.

stored in barns, in the afternoon, provided the day
is clear and warm. The influence of dew upon
grass after it is cut and lying in the swath, as af-
Iccting its preservation in the mow, is imperfectly
understood. We intend to refer to this subject
again.

SALT AND LIME FOB HAY.
On reproducing in tlie Boston Journal of

Chemistry the letter which he wrote for our

columns, last August, in reply to the inquiries

of E. L. Metealf, Esq., as to the chemical ef-

fects of the mixture in preserving bay, Dr.

James R. Nichols, adds the following note :

—

It will be understood from the above, that lime
and salt are inconipatiljlc substances, so far as by
tlicir chemical changes any special preserving or
antiseptic properties are secured. Partially cured
hay, treated in the mow with these articles, is

.practically unaffected by their presence. How then
does it happen that green hay is preseiTcd, when
it has been applied ? In the experiments made, it

is proliable the hay would have cured equally as
well if the mixture had been withheld. Twomows
of the same hay, stored under precisely the same
conditions, one with the salts, the other without,
would imduulitei'ly be found alike in the spring.
\Vc have long entertained the iilca that hay is cured
too long in the field. If grass is mown in the
morning, after the dew is off, it may with safety be

ILLINOIS INDUSTKIAL UNIVERSITY.
The trustees of this institution met at the

University buildings in Champaign, November
26. Perhaps the title of this institution is

more expressive of the broad purpose of Con-

gress in donating land than that of '"Agricul-

tural College," which most of the States have

adopted as the name of the institution or "de-

partment" on which they have conferred the

national bounty, inasmuch as that Act provides

that the Legislature of each State shall use the

fund for the endowment "of at least one col-

lege where the leading object shall be,—with-

out excluding scientific and classical studies,

and including military tactics,—to teach such

branches of learning as are related to agricul-

ture and the mechanic arts, in such manner as

the legislatures of the States may respectively

prescribe, in order to promote the liberal and

practical education of the industrial classes in

the several pursuits and professions of life.''''

To show what the Trustees of the Illinois

Industrial University are doing to accomplish

this liberal and comprehensive purpose, we
condense from the reports of their Finance

and other committees, and from the general

proceedings of the Board, as published in the

Prairie Farmer, the following facts.

From the report on finance, we learn that

from 280,000 acres of script sold, $160,192.41

have been realized,—a little over 50 cents per

acre. The Treasurer was authorized to sell

100,000 acres more of the land script at the

rate of 90 cents per acre. Of the 25,000 acres

which have been located in Minnesota and Ne-

braska, at an expense of $1300, Mr. Emery

Cobb, chairman of the committee, says it is

believed that these lands will, in a few years,

bring from $3 to $5 per acre. A vote to lo-

cate 25,000 more acres was also passed. The

total expenditures made thus far for all pur-

poses is $25,622.40.

Exclusive of the "University lot," the insti-

tution owns about one thousand acres, near

the site of the college. The committee on Ag-
riculture recommend the sale of 400 acres of

these lands, leaving 410 acres for stock farm

and tree planting, 160 for the experimental

farm, and 35 for horticulture.
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The committee on Library and Cabinets re-

commended the appropriation of $20,000 for

these purposes, including the purchase of the

collection of Prof. Bromley, of the college at

Marietta, Ga., which was shipped to New
York at the breaking out of the war, where it

has remained in store until this time, when it

is offered for sale at $6000—the best judges in

the country estimating its real value at $15,000

to $20,000. It embraces some 30,000 speci-

mens, correctly named and labeled. After

discussion, however, only $4000 were appro-

priated for cabinet purpose.

During the discussion of the subject of ap-

pointing a Farm Superintendent, Mr. Dunlap

proposed that the superintendency of the farm

should be devolved on the Executive Commit-

tee, instead of the Regent and Professor of

Agriculture, as recommended in the report of

the Committee on Agriculture.

Mr. Dunlap said that the Regent was appointed
to take charge of the educational interests of the
institution. The Professor of Agriculture is, and
always will he, a myth. There will be Professors
in special departments, such as Chemistry, Geolo-

gy, Entomology, &c. There will be something of
Agriculture and Horticulture taught. All these
together will make up the education. The Pccgent
should attend to the educational interests alone.

The Executive Committee was the proper authority

to rule over this farm, and determine its manage-
ment.

The Regent, the Rev. J. M. Gregory, re-

plied by saying :

—

The great aim of the institution is to teach agri-

cultural science, and to advance it by means of
the experimental farm. It has a double use in this

way. There is such a thing as an Agricultural
Professor. One has just been chosen for the Cor-
nell University, New York. One had already been
recommended to him for this University. If the

farm is a wheel in the machinery of the whole edu-
cation, it must be under the supervision of the
head of the Institution. The farm must give illus-,

trations if not practice.

Mr. Dunlap's views about restricting the

duties and power of the Regent met with no

support. It was argued that there must be

one head to the institution ; that the Regent

was the chosen man for that position ; that the

farm was where a large part of the agricultural

and horticultural education of students must be

obtained ; that its lessons would be as much a

part of the instruction as the lectures in the

school room ; that it was to illustrate the theo-

ries taught from text-books and by lectures. It

was further urged that the Executive Commit-

tee could not be in session but at stated inter-

vals, while the Regent would be there at all

times for counsel and assistance. It was

thought by some of the members that the

proper Professor of Agriculture could be

found.

The question of manual labor by the students

of the University was left for the decision of

the Committee on Faculty and Courses of

Study.

A farm Superintendent, with a salary of

$1500, with house rent, was appointed.

Prof. W. II. Baker, principal of the High

School at Springfield, and Prof. G. W. Ather-

ton, formerly at St. John's College, Annapolis,

were elected to chairs hereafter to be named
with salaries of $2000 each.

The opening ceremonies of the institution

are to take place on the eleventh of March
next.

ON EATING POHK.
About once each year, near the time when

the farmer has dressed the swine which he has

been feeding for a twelvemonth, some persons

commence a tirade against the use of pork as

food. Whether these persons have been using

pork grown upon the garbage of city gutters,

or whether they have indulged in a surfeit

upon that which was good, does not appear,

and the reasons why they declaim against its

use are no more apparent.

Most swine in New England are fed upon

grain of some kind, skim milk, buttermilk

whey, boiled potatoes, scraps from the table,

and, during all the growing season, with

fresh weeds, and short, sweet grass. To these

are added, during the season of fattening,

pumpkins, squashes, carrots and other roots,

boiled and mixed with various kinds of meal.

Salt is occasionally given to them, and in some

cases pork and beef scraps from which nearly

all the fatty matter has been extracted by pres-

sure. They have clean and comfortable sleep-

ing places, and although they sometimes wallow

in the mud in hot weather to get on a coat

which protects them from the flies, they are

neat in their habits when properly treated.

There is no reason apparent to us why their

flesh is not as wholesome as that of any ani-

mal used as our food. We have always used

it freely, and have found it just as easy of di-

gestion as beef or mutton. The principal

reason, we think, why many persons speak

against it, is that they eat too much at once !

It is so delicious when properly cooked, and

well sustained with cranberry sauce or currant
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jelly, that a pound or two at one meal, would

be quite likely to bring on some gninting, or

a night-mare during the hours of sleep. Taken

sparingly, morning or noon, it will be found

nutritious, easy of digestion, and exceedingly

palatable to most persons. We have, more

than once, expressed the opinion that our peo-

ple eat too much meat in warm weather,—that

once a day is often enough. There is, how-

ever, a great difference in persons in this re-

spect ; some, even in childhood, always pre-

ferring animal diet to vegetable, and others

preferring the vegetable ; and this preference

continues through life, and if not gratified the

health seems to suffer. HalPs Journal of

Health has a sensible article on eating pork,

in which our views are well expressed, as fol-

lows :

—

"There is no trouble in eating pork in a cold

climate. It is needed—or some fatty meat,

for the support of life, while at the South veg-

etable diet is better. But whether the hog
should be eaten, depends on the manner in

which h>- is kept. If he be kept as a mere
scavenger on filth and rottenness, the meat
would be unfit to eat, as its food must enter

into its composition. We see this in the dif-

ference between the hogs fed on acorns and
those fed on corn. Any animal that lives

upon the filth and waste of cities, should be
rejected as food. But if the hog can be kept
cleanly and on proper food, pork is as healthy

as beef, or poultry, or fish.

For the New England Farmer.

JERSEY CO^WS.
AMODNT OF BUTTER FROM "LADY MILTON."

Messrs. Editous :—In the INIoxtiily Far-
ikfER for December, I notice a communication
from Mr. Barker, in which he compares the

product in butter of one of his native cows
with that of a Jersey owned by Mr. Brown of

this town ; and if I mistake not a slur is aimed at
' 'blooded" t^tock. If the question of the supe-

riority of breeds for yielding the largest profit

in butter-making is to be decided by reports

or comparisons of this sort, I wish to give the

Jersey's a fair show, and am therefore induced

to report the product of a full blood Jersey

cow, Lady Milton, on my farm. She is six

years old, and dropped her fourth calf, (a

heifer,) on the 1.5th of May last. Her pro-

duct in butter, from June 1st, was as follows :

In June, 64i lbs. ; July, 79 lbs. ; August,

70| lbs.; September, 65 lbs.; October, 1st

week, 14i lbs. After the first week in Octo-

ber she was no longer tested, because tlie

grass in pasture had become short and very

poor. Iler feed during the time of trial was,

in June and July, grass in pasture only ; af-

terwards she had, in addition, a feed of green
fodder corn at night, pretty regularly, and
sometimes in the morning. No grain of any
kind was fed.

Thus much for quantity. But quality, as
well as quantity, is to be considered, in get-
ting at the piofits. Some may, and doubtless
do say that Jersey butter is no belter than
that of native cows, while others, (and their

number is increasing,) think it much richer.

Of course there will be more or less variation
in this respect with all breeds, and much de-
pends upon the feed ; but in comparing the
average, on the same feed, my experience and
observation lead me to the belief that the
cream and the butter of the Jerseys are deci-

dedly the richer of the two. But there is no
better criterion on this point than the price
obtained in market. I have sold mine through
the summer at 7o cts. per lb., and I know of
others who have sold at this price for a long
time, in close competition with the best native
butter, at from 40c to .50c. It is, in my judg-
ment, safe to say that all the pure Jersey but-

ter, well made, will command a higher price

than native, by 25 per cent., the year round.
I admit that Lady Milton is an extra Jersey

cow for quantity, though not the only one
around here by any means. I know of others

about her e(}ual. I have several others that

will produce weekly more butter than i\lr.

Barker reports. The average, under the same
treatment, would tell the truth, if we could
get at it. And it ought, in some way, to be
ascertained, for the question of the most prof-

itable breed for butter is altogether too impor-
tant to remain an open one, subjected to the

fancy or whim of amateur farmers on the one
hand, or to the flings and ridicule of those

who wish to make the most of a cheap cow on
the other. It seems strange to the writer, to

say the least, that any intelligent, observing
farmer can have failed to notice that where
our native cows have been skilfully crossed

with blooded sires, such as, for instance, the

Shorthorns or Herefords for beef, the Devons
for working oxen, the Dutch or Ayrshire for

milk, or with the Jersey or Alderneys for but-

ter, great improvement has taken place in the

quality and value of the animals thus produced.
I am not alone in this view, and if it is an er-

roneous one, it is important we should have
the facts to prove it so. j. c. C.

Spring Hill Stock Farm, )

Arlington, Dec. 16, 1867. >

For the New England Farmer.

TRIMMING PINE TREES.
Gov. Brown :—Although unable to write,

in consequence of lameness in my hand, I will

attempt to dictate a few hints upon this sub-

ject, as you requested me to do when here a
few weeks since.

In the first place, great care must be taken

to avoid bleeding. While the circulation of
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the tree is comparatively dormant, say from
November to February, I have found to be
the most favorable season for trimming. While
the wood is frozen the saw runs easier and
clogs less, and although some object to trim-

ming trees when frozen, I regard this as the

most favorable time, if done with care. When
trimmed at this season, there will be but little

flow of sap, and the ends of the limbs will be
seared over in the spring, by the time the cir-

culation is active, when fresh wounds bleed

badly.

In the next place, great care should be taken

to avoid wounding the tree unnecessarily.

Rough usage is the main cause of the preju-

dice against trimming pine trees. The axe or

hatchet should never be used, even when the

limbs are dead and comparatively brittle, as

the bark on one side or other of the limb

knocked off is almost sure to be bruised. The
limbs should be carefully sawed off in all cases.

From my experience, I find there is little

use in trimming trees which stand alone and
exposed to the sun and weather. The pine

should grow in clusters, or the trunks be shaded
by other trees.

The work of trimming pine trees should be
commenced while they are quite young,
but the limbs should not be removed until they

show signs of decay, or, rather, evidence of
having fulfilled the purpose for which the lower
limbs were designed.

To illustrate the advantages resulting from
judicious trimming, I will mention the follow-

ing facts. Twenty years ago one of my sons

trimmed a tree which was then about five

inches in diameter. This fall ten boards from
this tree were exhibited at the Mechanics' Fair
in Lowell, which contained 100 feet, board
measure. Six of these boards, three from
each side, were clear stuff, worth at least $60
per 1000 feet. Rather more than one-half of

the four inside boards was also clear stuflf of
the same value. The central part of these
four boards was knotty and worth about $22
per 1000 feet. Consequently over three-fourths

of the 100 feet were worth 6 cents per foot,

and the remainder 2 cents and 2 mills per foot.

If the tree had not been trimmed, nearly or
quite the whole of the lumber would have been
worth only the latter sum.

In this fast age, the rapid growth of pine
timber on fair land is too much underrated.
When a boy, I remember of going into the
woods with an older sister, to get the top of a
small pine for a distaff. My sister stepped up-
on a rock, near which pine trees were growing,
and pulled the top of a straight, thrifty one
towards her, for the purpose of cutting off the
top ; but finally concluded not to, as the tree

was so handsome, and took her distaff from a
smaller bush. That tree is still growing, and
was recently estimated by good judges to be
from 90 to 100 feet high, and to be sufficient

to produce 1000 feet of good lumber and one
cord of firewood.

In order to form an opinion of the time ne-
cessary to trim trees nme feet high, I once
timed myself on a dozen, which were situated
about 40 rods from the house, and found it

took me fifty-five minutes to "trim the' twelve
trees, Including the time spent in going to and
returning from the lot. B. F. Cutter.

Pelham, N. H., Dec. 18, 1867.

For the Neio England Farmer.

THE CLOSITTG YEAR.
"Ring out the old—ring in the new."

The close of the year has been so often im-
proved as a fit occasion for moralizing and ser-

monizing, that it is rather hazardous to attempt
to write on a subject so worn and exhausted.

I have no sympathy wiih those writers who
regard the later months of the year as gloomy
and sad, and peculiarly admonitory, because
it is the season of the faded and fallen leaf;

because the birds and flowers have departed,
and because we have s'» many tokens of ap-
proaching winter; greatly preferring the more
cheerful and rational views of H. W. Beecher
and "Essecker" of Salem.

It is true that the decline and passing away
of succeeding years remind us of the decline
and passing away of succeeding generations
of men ; but the established order of nature
and of Providence, which ushers in new years
and new beings, only on condition that the old
shall pass onward, has In none of its operations
aught that can properly be regarded with re-

gret or sadness. The silent forces of nature,
under the direction of our great Ruler and
Benefactor, have lent their kindly aid and co-

operation to man In elaborating an ample har-

vest, and now rest, because their work is done,
and well done. To the husbandman who did
not neglect to plough by reason of the cold,

or to hoe by reason of the heat, there comes
no unpleasant sequel to the fact that "The
harvest Is past, the summer is ended."
What though the dark clouds should lower,

and the storm should come with angry, threat-

ening winds, how Impotent and harmless do
they appear to those who have full barns,

granaries and cellars, with secure defences for

themselves and their herds.

Delightful In their season are the songs of

birds and the trilling of insects ; but the pleas-

ure which their music affords is enhanced by
its intermission, that its cadence and echo may
linger on the ear and In the memory till it

again returns. Beautiful in their season are

the flowers of spring and early summer, but

the essential beauties which they represent and
shadow forth are confined to no season or
place ; and are as omnipresent and immortal as

the Divine Mind in which they originated.

We have seen nature In the graceful attire of
spring, In the full dress of summer and the

brilliancy of autimm ; we may now, with more
hallowed pleasure, enter her hyemal temple
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and behold the sublimei* beauties of her stat-

uary.

Some of the last days of the year are its

best days. Ardent summer, murmuring and
resoundinjj with busy life, has passed away,
and is succeeded by many of those tranquil

and lovely days that add such a grace and
charm to the fading year. If the sensuous
and material world seems to have receded, we
are more than compensated by the proximity
of the supersensuous and the spiritual. Whence
is it, that when during one of these quiet days,

we seek some favorite retreat where the world
seems hushed to silence and attention most
profound, as if in the presence of some mighty
orator about to speak, whence comes to us that

hallowed pleasure—that indescribable emotion ?

Are not the invisible drawing near in spiritual

communion ?

The year is passing away. Well, let it pass,

and with it all that is effete and useless ; and
let the new year put on more freshness and
vigor, and in due time let "Revived earth un-

fold new force and new delights." The year

is expiring ; and let ancient wrong and ven-

erated error die with it ; and let truth and
right be the watch-words of the coming year.

"And Isaac went out to meditate in the field

at the eventide." As to the day, so to the

year there is an eventide ; and who does not

feel that neither the day, nor the year, nor the

life of man, would be perfect without its even-

tide. Happy are they whose meditations at

the eventide of life, are not embittered by the

retieetion that their seed-time and summer were
unimproved. I. B. Hartwell.

Wilkinsonville, Mass., Bee. 19, 1867.

fed as cows usually are. Nearly 100 miles
still farther South, I now have white clover
that grew in many places this summer "knee
high" on pipe-clay land, springing up sponta-
neously, whenever allowed the privilege of
doing so. The second growth salivates or
"slabbers" horses, but does not cattle or hogs.
It grows finely with herds grass, afiTording a
heavy swath of hay at the ground."

From Hours at Home.

THE \^7•EEK OF INDIAN SUMMER.

WHITE CLOVER IN GEORGIA..

A correspondent of the Southern Cultivator

writes as follows : "I have enjoyed the pleas-

ure of a visit to one of the highest peaks of the

Appalachian chain of mountains immediately on
the line between East Tennessee and North
Carolina. For miles along its summit, and far

down its sides, the most luxuriant growth of

white clover completely covered the ground,

filling the air with its fragrance, and affording

the richest and most abundant pasturage for

hundreds of cattle, sheep and swine, literally

"rolling in fat" without an ear of corn or any- I

thing, save the rich herbage upon which they I

luxuriated with all their native fondness, re-

quiring only the care of a shepherd to keep
!

them within proper bounds. Calves of but a
j

few months old looked like "yearlings," and
;

from one cow running at large with her calf,

I milked at least two gallons per day, for our

{)leasure party, consisting of nearly a dozen

adies and gentlemen. One hundred miles

farther South, I have had several acres well

set in white clover, without sowing a seed,
j

by simply letting the land lie out. My milch
|

cows grazed on it until Christmas, yielding

;

richer and more milk and butter than when

'

The earth now rests from all her fruitful works;
Her golden week of Indian Summer glows
O'er all the land—the Sabbath of the year.
The sun slants low along the Southern sky,
The fine gold of his summer beams grow dim.
The clouds no longer heave their Alp like forms,
But thinly o'er the pale blue heavens spread.
O'er viewlrsp, Western verge the thickei/ing haze
Pours slowly in the atmosphere of dreams.
The hills, upon whose russet-slopes now lie

The latticed shadows of the leafless woods,
Afar in cloudlikc masses melt away;
The winding stream autumnal rains have filled

Through woodland, glade, and rural homes, and roads,
Through fields all brown, and Winter-during green,
Moves slowly on in gleams from curve to curve
Like languid opening of a dreamy eye.
Save muffled echoes of the distant gun.
And 'nterrupted peck of bird on limb
And hollow trunk, abuzz of blundering bee,
No sound disturbs the deep repose of earth.
From height to lieight the crow flies heavily

;

And o'er the valley's gulf of wavering haze
The hawk, slow-scanning farm and field below,
In dreamy circles floats. Against this steep
And wood-browed hill, the warm and mellow air.

As from the wind-swung curtains of a tent,

Beats fitfully. A pale and shimmering light

—

A last sweet smile as of a dying saint,

Plays softly o'er the wan and quiet earth.

Nor hills, nor woods, nor fields, though bare and brown
Are sad, but all rejoice in works well done.
The leaves have builded for their race of trees

The measure of a genial Summer's growth,
And at their feet are mingling with the dust.
The orchard trees, droop low relaxed limbs,
XJnstiffened yet against the wintry storm.
October winds have sown the winged seeds
Of weed and flower; and by the streamlet's marge
The golden rod still bends o'er aster blue,

But bloom and glory's gone, by beat and chill

Of dark October raius.
As once of old

"God saw that it was good," and took his rest,

So year by year, through N.ature's work, he does
The same, and in some week of warmth and light

Earth dreams her fruitful Summer o'er again,
And rests in peace as of a day of heaven.

LI\^E-FOR-E^T.R, for Ixflamm.vtion.—
Live-for-Ever is invaluable for inflammation

—such as broken breast, sore eyes, «S:c. It is

simply crushed and laid on, covered with a
soft cloth. Mixed with camphor and lard, it

works wonders with inflamed or caked bags in

cows. I have known an obstinate case re-

lieved by one application, gently but thor-

oughly rubbed in, so that the next morning the

milk was running from the teats.

—

Mrs. li. U.

Sherman, Neio Hartford, N. Y., in Country
Gentleman.

Peanxtts have been raised in several parts

of Iowa tliis year. They arc as easily raised

as potatoes, and a much surer crop.
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STBLPED JAPAITESE ISIAIZE.

The above is perhaps as good a representa-

tion of this beautiful plant as can be made by

mere printer's ink and -white paper. Its long

wavy and gracefully recurved leaves, however,

striped with the clearest white and the bright-

est green, occasionally showing faint tinges of

rose color at the edges, as painted by nature,

are quite another thing, and for groups on

the lawn or for a back row in the flower-bor-

der, few plants are more imposing, effective and

grand than the ornamental Japanese Maize.

It is a native of Japan, and was obtained by

Mr. Thomas Hogg, in the Japanese garden?;,

and sent to this country a few years ago. It

has been exhibited at the shows of the Massa-

chusetts Horticultural Society for the two or

three years past. Though a variety of Maize,

it differs in many other respects than beauty
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of foliage from our common Indian com. It

grows from five to six feet high, and has alter-

nate foliage ; the leaves being about four feet

long and two to three inches wide. Like our

common corn, it is of easy cultivation. To
produce, however, early plants, it is well to

sow the seeds in a pot in the house, or in a

hot-bed, planting out in the latter part of

May. By July 1, the plants will attain the

height of three or four feet, and show their

magnificent foliage. If planted in the open air,

it should be sown about the 20th of May, and

in a warm and rich soil.

CUKIOUS THINGS ABOUT FROST.

One morning in October, I found all the

tomato and pumpkin vines used up and killed

by frost. But the bean vines, the potatoes

and the cabbages in my garden were in fine

growing order still. Three weeks afterward,

frost came again, and not finding any more
tomatoes and pumpkins, he laid hold on my
pole beans and my potatoes. They turned
black and died, as if strangled. An old

farmer said that this frost that killed the pota-

toes was a "real black frost."

"Ha!" said I, "black frost, white frost; do
they ever mix?"
"You watch and you'll see the diiference,"

said the old farmer.

And I began to watch. The cabbages in

my garden were not killed yet. The chickens

have a wonderful good time nipping off

the thick edges of the big, tough leaves.

Well, I watched, to see what the frost would
do next. One morning I noticed that the

bridges and board walks were white as snow,
but the dirt roads, gravel walks, and stone

sidewalks could not show a single fleck of
frost. And I saw that there was no frost on
or near the spikes in the board walk, but were
spots instead.

Yet I remember, one winter day about noon,
when things were thawing a little, that the

board walks all dried off, leaving a spot of

frost on ever}' spike, and all the stone walks

and dirt roads were cold and hard as ever
with snow and ice ! Every fall the boards are

frosty, while the spikes and stones are warm
and wet. Every spring the boards are warm
and wet, while the spikes and stones are

frosty ! Funny frost

!

One day the good woman who cooks for us
made some doughnuts ; some folks call them
fried cakes, (they are good, no matter what
they call them,) and when she had done frying

them, she set the hot lard out at the door,

along side of a basin of water to cool. The
lard and the water both of them froze solid

that night, and the next morning I saw that

the frost had made a hollow in the lard and
a hump on the water ! Frozen lard shrinks,

frozen water swells ! Funny frost, how you
do act. And out in the barn on a beam, I

had one bottle with castor oil in it, to oil my
carriage wheels, another with neat's-foot oil

for ray harness, and another bottle half full of

water. They all froze up solid, one cold

night, and the water bottle split. But the

others did not.

Off the coast of Nova Scotia and the New
foundland, sailors often meet icebergs a hun-

dred feet high, and all the books say that

there is nearly six times as much ice under
water as there is above. But when I went
skating on our canal, the ice lay, all of it, on
top of the water, and none of it that I saw was
under the water at all. And yet when I break
off a piece of i«e and put it in a pitcher of

water, it floats just like an iceberg, six times

as much under water as above it.

An Indian was found dead by the roadside,

one very cold morning, with an empty rum
bottle beside him. He was frc-^en stiff. The
wise Indians came and examined to find what
had killed him. They decided that there had
been too much water in his rum, and the water
had frozen hard and killed him. Rum never

freezes, but men with rum in them freeze

more easily than other men who drink cold

water only. Queer, funnv frost again.

These are only a few of the curious things

that frost has set me to thinking of. If any
one of the readers can explain all these curi-

ous things, they will be wiser than some pro-

fessors in our colleges. And professors are

the wisest people I know of.

—

Thos. K. Beech-

er, in Little Corporal.

A SWEET AND SOUR APPLE.
Capt. Benj. Allen of Greene, Me., raises in

his orchard a variety of apples which is a great

pomological cui'iosity, as well as a puzzle. It

is made up of alternate sections of sweet and
sour, each section including about one-eighth

of the apple. When the apple is well grown,

the sections are regular and vary but little, if

any, in different apples, and they are always

distinct. In size, form and keeping propensi-

ties, it resembles the Rhode Island Greening

—

in fact, the sour part is that kind of apple.

When first picked, the whole apple is of a

greenish color, and the sweet and sour sections

are not easily distinguished ; but as it matures,

the sweet sections assume a rich yellow color,

while the sour part is that greenish yellow, pe-

culiar to the Greening.
My father obtained scions from Mr. Allen's

orchard, and for many years raised some of
the apples, but the tree was blown down, and
now, 1 think, there are none to be found only

in Mr. Allen's orchard. Man\- a time I have
seen my father, when he had company, sur-

prise them by cutting first a piece of sour apple

for them to taste, and adjoining that a piece of

sweet, from the same apple. The tree now in

Mr. Allen's orchard was grafted many years
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ago, but I think no one knows where the scions

came from. How was such a variety pro-

duced? Was it a natural growth from the

seed, or was it produced by artificial means?
I think it must have been done by artificial

means, but what those means were, would
probably need some experiments to prove.

—

Z. A. Gilbert, in Maine Farmer.

AMERICAN WOOL AND ITS IMPROVE-
MENT.

H. D. Tellkampf of New York submitted a

report at the late meeting uf the National

Wool Manufacturers' Association, November
7th, on the part of a Committee of that body
appointed to consider tlie subject at our head.

The author, it will be reuicmbered, is at the

head of the hou.-<e of Tellkauipf & Kitching,

and is perhaps second to no ono in the extent

of his information as regards the wool trade,

and in his ability to speak with authority as to

the wan^s of our manufacturers, and the char-

acter of the woo! MOW and heretofore supplied

by our growers.

—

Country Gentleman.

E. B. BiGELOW, Esq., President, &c.—As a

member of the Committee on "Raw Materials,"

I beg leave, most respectfully, to submit some
remarks in relation to the production of wool
in the United States, considering the improve-

ment of it of vital importance, both to manu-
facturers and wool growers, and the more so

as the present high tariff ojierates seriously

against a supply uf several qualities of wool
needed fn- various descriptions of woolen
goods. The manufacturers have tested this

year's clip sufficiently to tell whether they can

acknowledge the force of the following obser-

vations, viz.

:

Our fleece wool, as a general thing, has

shown that loo little care has been taken with

the sheep—not even excepting our old wool
growing states. It is evident, in fact, by the

great number of fleeces being more or less

matted and yellow, the staple of which is un-

healthy, and causes a greater loss in working

;

such faulty wool, in spite of the great care,

and much expense on the part of the manu-
facturer, will not render an article as good,
as healthy or sound staple wool. The reason
for such deficient or faulty fleeces is to be found
generally In the fact that the sheep have been
exposed to inclement weather, and been irreg-

ularly fed, etc., and an important objection to

the exposure of the sheep in rainy seasons is

the harshness of the points of staple produced
by it. The well cared for flock will not only

be healthier, and the mortality less, but the

quantity of wool produced, larger and more
valuable, than of the same flock if carelessly

kept. A perfectly sound staple of the fleece

is required for good fabrics and a perfect

finish.

There is prevalent in this year's clip the in-

fluence of the Vermont breed, resembling the

old Negretti Spanish breed, well known for

many years for its heavy grease, causing in

most cases the points or tops of the staple to

become charged with a dark hard substance

similar to pitch, and for this reason called, in

Austria and Germany, pitch tops, which are

dreaded by the manufacturers, who cannot
scour this wool by the regular process, and
have the trouble and expense of clipping the

tops by hand, to say nothing of the loss of

weight to them—seldom less than ten per cent.

They have found, at the same time, that a

wool without a perfect staple will not work or

finish as well as that of a full or entii-e staple.

Furthermore, the wool of this breed proved to

be lacking the necessaryfidling qualifications,

and does not produce as valuable and saleable

fabrics as that of Sllesian and Saxony Escurial

breed. Our next clip will be still more charg-

ed with "pitch tops," indicated already in the

fleeces of yearling.-! and lambs this season, as,

with the age of the sheep, the tops of the sta-

ple become more filled with tie hai d substance.

Vermont wool has mver enjoyed In this

country a reputation, as Silesia and Saxony
wools laave deservedly earned in Germany. It

is, therefore, the more astonishing that the

wool growers of Pennsylvania, Virginia, Ohio
and New York, producing for years superior

and higher priced wool than Vermont could

be Induced to venture upon an enterprise,

without first considering the consequences,

merely for the production of heavier fleeces.

Should it have been recommended by Vermont
breeders, "a single or dou'ule crossing," but

no more, of the flocks in this country, it might
have led to some good, similar in effect to that

experienced In the superior Escurial breed of

Saxony and Silesia, where the breedlng-in for

years had weakened the strength of the ani-

mals, and the fibre of the wool. But for this

mixture of blood, nothing but the best breed

of Negretti was considered advisable, or has

proved beneficial.

It is very obvious that we have too much of

the Negretti blood in our flocks, and to coun-

terbalance it favorably, the Escurial breed of

Silesia and Saxony Las to be used without de-

lay. The difference lietween those two bree<;s

Is "that the Escurials produce a compact, short

stapled wool, superior for clothing. The Ne-
grettis, however, grow a longer stapled wool,

but not as compact a fleece. In Mecklenburg
and Austria, more than in other parts of Ger-

many, the Negrettis have been used, to a cer-

tain extent, for obtaining combing wool. In

France, there are likewise good breeds for

Delaine wool. The Negretti sheep is of larger

size than Escurials. The best breeders in Si-

lesia prefer the Escurial breed for its being a

better traveller, healthier, and for consuming

less food. Three Escurials will not need as

much food, in short, as two Negrettis. Sev-

eral years ago the Negrettis were introduced

in various parts of Australia, but proving quite

unsatisfactory, they are now called there i.e-
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grettis. It is evident that steps have to be
taken, for the benefit of our wool growers, to
produce the most desirable and valuable wool
whicli our woolen industry needs.
The importation of Silesian and Saxony

rams, either for account ol" the growers, or
for account of a company of manufacturers,
for distributing them at cost, adding a moder-
ate commission, appears to be the most expe-
dient measure for about three years, as that
length of time is recjuired before a good sized
stock farm of the best breeds of these coun-
tries is in a position to furnish the needed
rams to a certain number. There will be
Cither breeders here who will join for the pro-
\ision, by-and-by, of the demand and wants
for Silesian or Saxony breed.
Allow me to say that nothing would speak

plainer for the growers, and be of more ad-
vantage to them, than a material proof of the
establishment of a stock farm by our largest

manufacturers. Such could be accomplished
with a capital of about $100,000, on a farm of
about 400 or 500 acres, properly located in a
healthy neighborhood near New York city. It

would do to commence with a flock of about
200 ewes and eight or ten bucks of Silesian

and Saxony full blood breed ; but I would ad-
vocate under present circumstances, to begin
with double that number, because the first year
there would probably be only 350 lambs, of
which one-half that number are males, and
from them we have to deduct for mortality,

&c., leaving only about 140 rams for sale

when two and a half years old ; consequently
the income for the sale of rams would com-
mence the third year, after which the yearly
number would increase, and with it the entire

value of the farm. Taking a moderate aver-

age value at $100 each, the first income for

140 rams would be equal to $14,000. As the
expenses of a stock farm are heavier than of
other farms, I will remark that all the pro-

duce, including the wool, might be taken for

the expenses, leaving the revenue of rams as

net profit, and increasing every year, would be
a handsome return for the investment.

It is with this as with every business ; its

success depends upon a good selection of the

best and healthiest breed, the proper lands

and locality, good management, reliable help,

etc. After inspecting a number of farms,

some of them seem to be well adapted and
reasonable in price, and to secure the success

more fully of an enterprise of this nature, I

would recommend the appointment of an able,

reliable person, and trust to him rather than
commit it to the care of shareholders who are

unaccjuainted with it, or who might perhaps in-

terfere to the detriment of other interested

parties. A few large subscribers are prefer-

able to many small ones.

—

H. D. Tellkampf,
New York, Nov. 6.

The Buenos Ayres wool clip of last year
amounted to 100,000,000 pounds.

For the New England Farmer.

A. NEW YEAR SONG.

BY ANNE G. HALE.

A happy new year 1 A bappy new year I

A happy new year to all I

"We've naught to dread, we've naught to fear,

Whatever ill befall.

Ill—why should we call it thus ?

Or Good ? How dare we say

That aught is better, or worse, for us

While here below we stay ?

O Earth, thy mysteries stand

Unsolved while the ages roll,

Mocking the wisest brain and hand,

And spurning all control I

And thus the years pass on.

Bringing the same to all,

—

At times Life's bread, at times a stone—
The birth robe, and the pall.

The past with its pleading prayers

Unanswered flits away.

And out of its crumbling altar-stairs

We build our cross to-day :

Who knows but that it yet may rise

To a column of grace and strength,

Uprearing under smiling skies

A palace of joy at length ?

We know Our Father's eye

Looks through earth's thickest clonds

;

He sendeth peace from His throne on high,

Where wildest woe enshrouds;

And from the deepest grave,

And to lips the dumbest long.

His hand hath power to raise and save,

And give the sweetest song.

Then—up I up I every heart I

And—up ! all voices here I

Sorrow and sighing shall depart

Before the glad new year.

A happy, happy new year I

A happy new year to all I

We've naught to dread, we've naught to fear,

Whatever may befall.

CHEMISTRY APPLIED TO THE "WHEAT
CROP.

We have just harvested and threshed our
summer wheat, and find the yield to be a little

rising thirty bushels to the acre. The berry is

plump and full, and in color is not affected by
the season. As we look upon our bins filled

with the noble grain we ask ourselves, *'^\T]y

is the cultivation of this cereal so generally

neglected in New England ?" Farmers have
the impression that their lands have lost some
element or elements essential to its growth, and
therefore it must uniformly fail. This is true

in part. Analysis of the wheat plant, both of

the straw and berry, shows that it is peculiarly

rich in lime, and also in the phosphatic and ni-

trogenous elements. These cannot be found
in sufficient quantity in our worn-out soils, and
therefore the wheat plant languishes. But we
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can restore such soils to fertility, so as to get

highly remunerative returns in wheat. We
dressed our wheat field with pure bone dust,

well rotted, 500 lbs. to the acre, and with it we
mingled about 50 lbs. of nitrate of potassa.

This gave us splendid results. Doubtless a

thorough dressing of well-seasoned barn-yard

manure would have furnished a sufficiency of

the needed elements to have met the wants of

a single crop
;
but 'we prefer the lime and salts,

as being directly applicable to wheat on most
lands, and rendering a crop certain. With
flour at sixteen dollars a barrel, it is a pity far-

mers should not raise at least a home supply of

wheat. We obtain the most delicious sweet

bread from our wheat, ground fine, in an old-

fashioned stone mill. We keep it out of the

holt, as it is certain we cannot improve upon
nature in adjusting the parts of the grain to be

used as food. More attention should mani-

festly be given to wheat-raising in this section

of the country. So long as the high price of

flour continues (we are of the opinion that the

days of cheap flour are past,) it is the most
profitable crop. The kind of seed that appears

adapted to our soils is what is known as the

"Black Sea" variety. This is a summer wheat.—Dr. J. R. Nichols, in Journal of Chemistry.

EXTRACTS AND KEPLIES.
RELATIVE VALUE OF HOOTS AND OOllN.—CROP OF

POTATOES.

"Will you please give me the relative value of
early flat and ruta baga turnips, potatoes and corn
for feeding animals. 1. Potatoes for horses that

are not worked very hard ; 2. turnips for cows ; 3.

potatoes for hogs. I estimate two bushels of
steamed potatoes equal to three bushels of raw for

all animals. Am I correct ? "Would you feed rye
whole or ground to a fattening hog ?

Lest you should think me rather ungenerous to

ask so many questions without contributing any
thing, I will say I have raised 260 bushels of extra
potatoes from less than one and a half days' labor
of self and hand, with horse and cultivator part
of the time. The piece of land on which they
grew is less than two acres, and no bam manure
has been put upon it within the last fifty years.

This year I used two casks of Bradley's Super-
phosphate. Unless on burnt land, who has done
better ? A Subscriber.
Plymouth, N. H., Nov., 1867.

Remarks.—"A Subscriber" is referred to John-

son's Agricultural Chemistry. He will there find

tables containing the nutritive elements of corn,

potatoes, turnips, &c. He will find that corn con-

tains about 93 per cent, of nutritive matter
;
pota-

toes from 11 to 21 per cent, according to varfety

;

turnips somewhat less. From these data he can

figure out answers to his questions. Roots, how-

ever, may possess a value not indicated by scien-

tific analysis. During our many long winter

months our stock are deprived of the succulent

feed of the pasture, and confined to hay and other

dry fodder. Men on shipboard are liable to dis-

eases for which vegetables are the cheapest and

surest preventives and cures. In the house we do

not inquire into the exact amount of the nutritive

value of a nice bowl of apples. We eat them and

feel they do us good. In the barn, then, as well

as on shipboard or in the family, the proof of

vegetables—of anything green and juicy, even

browse,—must, like "the pudding," be tested hy

"the eating." The farmer must not be a man of

one idea. There is yet much in our philosophy

that cannot be expressed dogmatically. "We live

and learn—one thing, at least, that circumstances

alter cases. There is no doubt that roots are ren-

dered more digestible by cooking. As to their in-

creased nutritive value, see an extract from an

English paper in the Farmer of the 7th inst.

TIGHT vs. OPEN BARNS.

Having noticed several communications in the
Farmer on the above subject, in favor of open
barns where hay is stored, I venture to oppose the
theory, premising, however, that as I know where-
of I write, what I say is 'practice as well as pen
and ink," with all deference to Mr. Bancroft, in

the Farmer of Nov. 30.

I have two barns, one of which is shingled all

over, and has a double floor ; the other is old and
open. I have for years been putting hay into the
former, made at least from one-third to one-half
less than that put into the latter, and never
yet have taken any poor or smoky hay therefrom.
While from the old l^arn the hay is always poor
on the sides of the mow.
A neighbor of mine had an old house well

shingled, lathed and plastered, which Ife filled

with grass, cut and housed on a cloudy but dry day.
In the spring it was taken out, when all but a few
inches on the top was beautiful and much better

perfumed than Lubiu's Extract, called "New
Mown Hay."

Col. , of New Bedford, filled some new oil

casks with grass, green from the meadow. After
a year had elapsed he found it in the same condi-

tion as when headed up. Keep the air from your
hay as well as from the fruit which you put into

cans, and it will keep.
Let those building barns think of these things

and not go back to the days of their grandfather,

"when grass was allowed to go to seed hafore

mowed, and corn was planted five feet apart and
the plough loas tised instead of the cultivator.

Somerset, Mass., Dec. 13, 1867. Anon.

LETTER FROM VERMONT.

When the mercury is forced to zero, and still

down to 25 degrees below, by the power of the

freezing cold, how can we improve a little time

now and then to better advantage to ourselves and
others, than by writing for our ngricultural papers ?

The chores must be attended to as a matter of

course. The colder the winds and the more severe

the weather^the more careful should we be of the

creatures entrusted to our care and protection;

striving as far as we are able, to make them com-
fortable, and to keep them in a condition to thrive

and grow.
"Billy Black" and "Fanny Grey" would fully

appreciate an extra bedding of clean straw, and

an additional rubbing down with the comb and
brush ; "Old Speck" and "Brindle" would gladly

accept something of like treatment, with an extra

nubbin of corn, these biting cold mornings ; and

they richly repay us for all our extra care in this

direction.
The young stock out of doors, whose only shel-

ter is the shed, the sheep in their yards, and the

pigs in their pens, should not be forgotten as re-
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pards the "extras" at such times. To keep our
stock as comfortable as possible when the weather
is uiiu.-ually severe, is required of us as much for

our own profit as for the comfort and growth of
the stock. No considerate antl human stock pro-
ducer will allow his animals to sutler from a want
of projier circ and attention to these ])articulars.

But when all this is done ; when we and ours have
been in-opcrly cared for these "hitter cold" days,
let me repeat, how can we devote a portion of our
time more jnolitably than by wriiin;^ out our
thouirlits in rcijard to some matter of interest to

ourselves and others for our Faumkr or Ctdtivatorf

Then, aijain, we have Ions cvenint^s at this sea-

son of the j'ear which we can imi)r(ive very pkas-
antl}-, and, I think, prolitabl}- in this maimer. In

the first place, every man who owns a plot of
ground of sntticirnt size for a garden, should take

an agricultural journal. If he is not a farmer, he
t-hould feel and maniicst an interest, to some ex-

tent, in farmini,' and gardening, that he may be

able to make the most of whatever land he may
possess. Men are few who take no interest in ag-

ricultural or horticultural atliiirs, and are willing

to 1)0 counted wholly ignorant in matters pertain-

ing thereto. There is a charm in rural life which
all appreciate; and I know of no better means of

information ; no ])urer, more elevating and in-

structive reading, for a fatnily of boys and girls,

whether they Ijc farmer's sons and daughters, or

not, th;in what the columns of our rural journals

afford. I consider our agricultural and horticul-

tural journals among the best and ablest published,

and should receive "aid and comfort" from all in-

terested in the sciences of which they treat.

Lyndon, Vt., Dec. 16, 1867. I. W. Sanborn.

ARSENIC AND rNGUENTUM.

Yonr correspondent, David Currier, of Peacham,
Vt., cautions your readers against the use of "un-
guentum" for'the cure of lice on cattle, and recom-
mends as a substitute a solution of arsenic in soap

and water. I have r.o don't this will kill the lice,

hut as to its beinfj less dangerous, I have much
doubt. Indeed, I think it is much like cautioning

against the use of a bow and arrow on account of

its dangerous character, and recommending the

Minie rifle in its stead. He says the soap neutral-

izes the poison, and renders it harmless to the

cattle. The < nimon white arsenic of commerce is

arsenious acid. When added to boilin<T soap and
water, it combines with the potash of the soap and
becomes arsenate of potash. Of this amnch greater

quantity can be dissolved inapallonof water, than

of the simple arsenic. Hence the soap so far from
neutralizing the poison, causes the water to dis-

solve a larger quantity than it would without it.

Fowler's solution, which is the most common form

in which arsenic is administered medicinally in

this country, is a solution of equal parts of arsenic

and carbonate of potash, in water, the carbonate pot-

ash being added to render the arsenic more soluble,

and to enable the water to take up more of the

arsenic. His application shows how juuch poison

cattle will bear without fatal injury. I have been

in the habit of using the unguentum for many
years with success, and never with any perceptible

injury. '• a.

Concord, Mass., Dec. 25, 1867.

WILL NATIVE C0VV8 PAY ?

Having seen several statements in the New
Enotanh Fakmur of the products of different

breeds of cows, 1 will give you a report of a small

sized native cow I purchased last fall for $i2.

She gave a small quantity of milk to March 10,

and calved April 20. 1 was obliged to milk her

twice a day for a week previous to calving, though

told bv several that I should spoil the cow. I was,

however, satisfied that it was a great relief to her,
and did much to keep her udder free from inflam-
mation. The calf was sold April 29, ami from
May 1, to Dec. 1, she had given 3643 iiiuiris or
7741 pounds, at 8^ pounds to the gallon; being an
average of seventeen quarts a day, or 10 quai-ts

jier day for the year. Dec. 1, she gave 11 quarts;
and atone milking 12 quarts; 22.^ quarts largest

daily yield. Or, in more detail, from may 1, to

15, she averagetl 16 quarts a da}' ; from May 15
to 31, 21 quarts; during June she averaged 21
quarts; July, 20 quarts; August,*18 quarts ; Sep-
tember, 16 quarts ; October, li quarts ; and Novem-
ber, ll.J quarts per daj'.

I think the quality of her milk full an average
for Native's. Feed through the summer, grass
and four quarts of fine feed. She now gets dry
hay with the same amount of fine feed mixed
with warm water. Is sujiposed to be with calf to

come in May. H. C. FisK.
Fairmount, Mass., Dec. 20, 1867.

DOMESTIC TRAINING—NO. 3.

In reply to "Sarah," I would say, that it is not
"modesty," but the consciousness of incui)aeity,

that prevents me from "giving my experience in

housekeeping." Most gladly would I ilo so, if I

were as good a housekeeper as some ladies whom
I have known. As it is, the less said, the better

Yet all the more for that very consciousness,
would I urge it upon those having the care of the
young, to make instruction in such matters a spe-

ciality. When the young lady leaves the parental
roof for a home of her own, she should be able to

meet her household duties not as an ignorant ap-
prentice but as a skilled master. Life has an abun-
dance of inevitable cares, without adding thei'eto

those which might easily have been avoided.
The sewing and knitting department should

also receive due attention. The latter accomplish-
ment has been much neglected of late, and perhaps
with some show of reason. Yet on one account,
at least, it should be learned,—because it is the
most suitable work for the aged. If the young
lady will just imagine herself a matron of four-

score, in cap and spectacles, she will doubtless
think, as a lady once said to me, "I shall certainly

learn to knit before I get to be old."

"Practice makes perfect," in housekeeping as in

eveiything else; but that practice should be se-

cured, and that perfection, as far as muy be at-

tained, in the sunny days of youth, while care and
weariness are yet far in the future. Mattie.

Marlboro', Mass., Dec. 17, 1867.

LAUREL POISONING.

I wish to inquire whether there is any remedy or
cure for sheep that are poisoned with Laurel. If

so, what is the remedy, and is it sure cure ?

E. L. Metcalf.
Franklin, Mass., Dec. 16, 1867.

Remarks.—In the early spring, before the grass

has sufficiently started to give the lambs a good

bite they are most liable to eat the laurel, although

thej'are occasionally poisoned bj' it at other sea-

sons. In his "American Shepherd," Mr. Morrill

says :

—

In the early stages, if the greenish fluid be suf-

fered to escape from the stomach, the animal most

I

generally recovers. To effect his, gag the sheep

;

' which may be dfnie in this manner: Take a stick

I
of the size of your wrist and six inches long—place

! it in the aninial's mouth—tic astring to one end of
' it, pass it over the head and down to the other end,

j

and there make it fast. The fluid will tlien run
I from the mouth as fast as thrown up from the
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stomach. In addition to this, give roasted onions
and sweetened milk freely.

In a communication in our columns some three

years ago, Mr. A. W. Valentine, of Bethel, Me.,

said :

—

Last spring we had ten or twelve sheep poisoned
at one time, and succeeded in curing all of them
by making use of the following remedy ; bruise
well the green twigs of white a.-h ; boil them one
hour in water enough to cover them when pressed
down. Two tnblespoonfuls wnll generally cure, if

given within twenty-four hours of the poisoning.
The sheep like it, and after the above trial I used
often to give it to thcni. A neighbor has always
succeed by giving a gill of lai'd or fresh butter in
a pint of new milk.

A correspondent of the Rural New Yorker says

he once had five valuable bheep poisoned with lau-

rel. He gave them melted lard and milk, without

any apparent effect. Two of them died. He then

applied crushed onions under the fore legs of the

others, where they join the body. Two which ap-

peared to be in the worst condition recovered.

The other, which lost off the onion, died.

Two or three doses of Thompsonian Composition

Powders, and the seeds of the common Plantain

mixed with a tablespoonful of molasses, have also
\

been administered with apparent benefit.

WAKTS ON CATTLE.

In your issue of the 14th inst., you say, "We
think we have never seen so many warts on cattle

as this year. Whether the unusual amount of
rain which has fallen the past season in New Eng-
land has any connection with their i)roduction we
cannot say." In the West, we have had a drought
the past summer, as you arc aware. Still a very
common question here, is. What is the cause of so
many warts on cattle this fall ? and how can we
get rid of them ? Yesterday I saw a herd of thor-
oughbred and grade Jersey cows, on every one of
which were more or less warts. In this section

they appear to fasten on a herd and reproduce
themselves on each of the animals. What can be
the cause of these warts ? Clearly it is not, in this

section, on account of much rain.

W. P. Anderson.
Cincimiati, Ohio, Dec. 16, 1867.

Remarks.—These are certainly interesting in-

quiries, and we invite communications from stock

raisers and farriers.

A correspondent, "Yeoman," of Norfolk county,

Mass., writes us that he has frequently had cattle

troubled by warts, and has always cured them by
applying a few times, with a swab, a wash made
by boiling the branches of the Fever Bush, (^Ben-

zoin odoriferum.) The same wash is also, he says,

a sure cure for the Mad Itch.

INFORMATION WANTED.
In your paper of the 14th inst., we have some

excellent remarks intended for the benefit of a
person you call "dear young farmer—Y. F."
Some of the dirty work he refers to, I suppose,

may be the making of manure, by keeping cattle

or by composting. It is in this part of farming
that we find our dirty work, to lessen which some
hope to find away by the aid of agricultural chem-
istry. "Y. F." seems to think agricultural col-

leges will help those who can go there, to learn

how to avoid the dirty, drudging, hard work of a
farmer's life. Well, one of the principal things we
want is knowledge of a way to make manure, and
if our friend "Y. F." could content himself with
so understanding agricultural chemistry, as to be
able to find manure "everywhere plenty and ade-
quate to the demand, so that by expending $1.50
he can always produce an extra ton of hay, and
can keep mowing and pasture land in a fertile

state without recourse to animal manures, and
even bring back old pastures to their original fer-

tility, he need not goto any agricultural college to
do this. Now, if he wishes to understand chemis-
try so as to grow apples, peaches, pears and plums,
without the use of spade or plough, and make the
trees as healthy and the fruit as perfect as when
the country was new," he need not go to college, as
it is proposed to teach all this, and also how to pre-
vent potato rot, in a school to be instructed by a
professor of agricultural chemistry,—charge for
tuition !^'3. The school is in Sherborn, Massachu-
setts

I headed this "Information wanted." The in-

formation we need is this :—Can any person in-

form the many subscribers to the New England
Farmer, how far the scholars of Professor Dodge
Hayv/ard have succeeded by the aid of his instruc-
tion in agricultural chemistry in producing hay
and grass, fruit and potatoes, as I have promised
above, in the professor's words, though not by his
request. My use of the article in the New Eng-
land Farmer of the 14th inst. I hope I will be
excused by the editors and by "Y. F."

ISherborti, Mass., Dec. 20, 1867. J. F.

THE STOCK IN WINTER.
While cattle require especial care and daily at-

tention during the winter season, the cold weather
is apt to induce carelessness and neglect on our
part. Animals should be well watered, equally
foddered, and systematicallj' carded or cleaned.
Salt should be kept before horses, cattle and
sheep. They should have a daily airing of two or
three hours. Young cattle and sheep may have
much more liberty. No class of stock should be
allowed to run down in flesh, as it is hard work to

bring them up again. Keep the young stock grow-
ing. However abundant fodder may be, its waste
is criminal. Those who throw out hay, straw or
stalks to be trampled upon and trod into the
ground by cattle and sheep do a very foolish thing,

for if properly used as bedding, even, it would be
worth a good deal for manure. Racks ought to

be provided for the yards and sheds as well as for

stalls. o. T.

Lakeville, Mass., 1867.

CURE FOR SCRATCHES ON HORSES.

Take Balm of Gilead buds, say enough to fill a
quart bottle, then cover the buds with alcohol and
in a few days it will be fit for use. Add an equal

amount of chamber-lye to the liquid and wash the

parts aflfected twice a day. This will take the sore-

ness out, and soon effect a cure, if the case is not a
severe one. The horse can be kept in use by mak-
ing the application upon putting him up, as it will

prevent him from taking cold.

Every m#n that has a horse should secure a
quantity of the buds in the spring of the year when
they are large and full, as the wash is excellent for

galls, wounds and bruises. M. M. Tallant.
East Concord, N. H., Dec. 26, 1867.

HOW TO GET RID OF RATS.

Last spring rats were so plenty about my build-

ings that I often counted a dozen in a drove. I

tried many ways to get rid of them without effect,

until at last I caught one alive in a steel trap. I
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smeared him well from nose to tail with kerosene
oil and let him go. In a short time every rat disap-
peared, and I have not seen one, or any signs of
one, about my pixmises since. Perhaps my suc-
cess in routing these "enormous pests" may en-
courage "E.M. E." to persevere in his battle with
the "vai-mints." H. T. Berry.

South Bombaxj, N. Y., Dec. 10, 1867.

Remarks.—An "exchange" says that a little soft

potash spread near their holes will make their feet

smart, and as they seek relief by licking them,

hoth mouth and feet will become sore, and the rats

will abandon the premises in disgust, and warn all

the rats in the neighborhood not to "put their foot

in it."

STIPLED COLT.

What is the best treatment for a colt, six months
old, whose stifle joint easily gets out of place ?

Can a stifle shoe be safely used ; or, can straps, to

keep the jjarts in place, be safely used in colts, so
voung, without inducing deformity in growth ?

Paris, Me., Dec., 1867. e.

Remarks.—Dr. Dadd says that in days of yore,

it was customary to apply the stifle-shoe, but he

thinks the practice is injudicious, highly injurious,

and at the present time is scarcely ever advocated

by men who do their own thinking, and who prac-

tice in accordance with the principles of common
sense. He recommends bathing constantly with

some astringent, a solution of alum will answer.

Sometimes, however, it will be necessary to shave

the hair from the part and apply a strengthening

plaster composed of pitch, tar and rosin—equal

parts ; these are to be melted in a tin or iron vessel

;

and when the mixture is sufficiently cool, it may
be spread on the region of the stifle by means of a

knife, and then covered with a thin layer of wool

or cotton batting.

On page 495 of the Monthly Farmer for 1867,

we replied more at length to a similar inquiry.

PLOUGHING IN manure.

In a communication to a late number of the

Farmer, signed H. Poor, I find an endorsement
of the old fogy doctrine, that "harrowing in ma-
nure is a fatal error." I would like to ask Mr. P.

if he has had as much experience in harrowing in

manure as in ploughing ? Those who have, are

staunch friends of tlie harrow. The idea that it

drie'. up is a "fatal en-or."

Does he know of any way by which land can be
manured higher than by putting a pile of manure
on it and letting it lay over winter ? Men familiar

•with the lands at the west say that the Lord grows
taller grass and keeps his land in better condition

than we overwise mortals do, but that he never

owned a i)lougli, and does it by top-dressing, h.

November 5, 1867.

MILK FOR butter, FOR CHEESE, ANB THE CITY.

At the meeting of the Milk Producers' Associa-

tion, the question was asked, What quantity of

milk was required to make a pound of cheese ? By
a published statement, I learn that from nearly 100

trials, it was found that two gallons of milk pro-

duced one pound of butter, or two pounds of

cheese, as the average for the season. If tlii s state-

ment is correct, will it not pay the farmers better

to build l)utter and cheese factories, than to make
milk for Boston market, as good butter has aver-

aged about 40 cents per pound, and cheese about

15 cents, the past season ? There are some advan-
tages to the farmer in favor of factories. As the
milk is all produced from the farm, and mostly in
the simimer, no extra feec],is required, as in mak-
ing milk in the winter; and there will not l)e any
sour milk returned to the farmer, as is done on
milk routes for the city, when milk is too plenty
at market, and no neglect to furnish more than
two-thirds of the number of empty cans required,
whenever it suits the middle-men so to do, and no
cans to wash and keep clean, when cleansed at the
factory. This will, I think, pay the farmer as well
as selling the milk to the middle-man at whatever
price he is pleased to name. But as there are two
sides to every story, will those who see the oppo-
site side of this please give it as it appears to them.

A Milk Farmer.
Roxbury, Mass., Dec. 30, 1867.

Remarks.—A table of the statistics of forty-one

factories, which used the milk of 18,779 cows,

yielding 6,356,412 lbs. of milk, showing an average
of 9.68 lbs. of milk to one lb. of cheese, is given

in the Second Annual Report of the American
Dairyman's Association, for 1866. A gallon of

milk, large measure, is equal, we believe, to about

10 lbs., and of wine measure about 8 lbs.

In his address before this association, in 1865,

Mr. X. A. Willard says, that fi'om experiments

made at the Orange County Milk Association,

where butter and skim cheese are made from the

same milk, it appears that 28 pounds of milk, dur-

ing the summer, yield one pound of butter and

two pounds of skim cheese.

THE ORWELL, YT., CHEESE FACTORY.

I noticed in a late number of the Farmer in-

quiries of A. J. Mitchell, of Lempster, N. H.,
about cheese factories. As we in Acworth are
contemplating l)uilding one the next season, it was
just the thing we wished to see. In your remarks
in regard to the cheese factory iri Orwell, j-ou
stated that from 300 cows, this season, were made
60,000 pounds of cheese, which is only 200 pounds
of cheese to each cow, from June 17, to October
22. Now, as my New York friends tell me that
one gallon of milk will make one pound of cheese,
those cows would hardly average seven quarts of
milk daily. Is there not some mistake ? For, at

eleven cents and seven mills per pound, there
would be an income of only $23.40 to each cow,
which is not $40 to $80 each, as my New York
friends talked to me. Please to inform us through
your columns if there is not some mistake, for
we are desirous to know the truth, which ought to
prevail. Josefh Hayward.

AciDorth, N. n., Dec. 24, 1867.

Remarks.—As the statements alluded to were

those of a correspondent of another paper we are

unable to verify them. But it appears to us that

you have overlooked some of the facts, which are

plainly stated in the article criticised. In the Re-

port of the American Dairyman's Association, for

1S66, it appears that of the three factories in

Oneida County, which mention the date of com-

mencing and closing operations, one began April

1, and closed Nov. 25, another April 9, to Nov. 3,

and the third April 10, to Oct. 30. In Herkimer

County, the factory at Frankfort commenced mak-
ing cheese March 26, ana closed November 23.

In Lewis County, one factory bc^an March 16.

Perhaps the average of those reported would be
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rather earlier than the middle of April, for com-

mencing, and November 10, for closing. The Or-

well factory, for reasons not stated,—unless the

fact of its being the first year may be taken as one

of those reasons,—commenced June 17, and ended

October 22—about one month more than one-half

the time the factories in New York are run.

Then, again, instead of 11 7-lOc per lb., the

cheese made at this factory,—being an imitation

of the Cheddar cheese of England, and "made to

resemble, in color, good butter in June,"—we are

expressly told was sold for "15 to 15^ic per lb.,"

giving over $?30 per cow for four months and five

days. The Cheddar cheese is the richest of any

made in England, and contains over 30 per cent, of

butter, while skim milk cheese has less than 6 per

cent.

It is said that the milk from 300 cows was used

at the Orwell factory ; but we are not told that

none of the milk from any of these cows was re-

tained at home, or whether that given on Sunday

was used or not.

These considerations seem to us to place the

operations of the Vermont factory in a better light

than that in which it was looked upon by our cor-

respondent.

From the Report already alluded to, it appears

that the De Witt factory in Onondaga County,

with 300 cows, made 103,453 lbs. of cheese, and the

remark is made that many small dairies made
butter in the spring and fall, and put milk in the

factory only through the hot weather. The time

of commencing or ending is not stated.

Brant Centre factory, in Brant, Pa., with 300

cows, made 105,466 lbs. of cheese. Time not given.

Excelsior Factory, Brookfield, Madison County,

N. Y., with 300 cows made 97,000 lbs. cheese the

first year. Time not stated.

JERSEY, ALDEENEY AND GUERNSEY CATTLE.

Are these three varieties of Channel Island cat-

tle, viz : Alderney, Jersey, and Guernsey, all one
and the same ? Or are either two of them
the same ? There appears to be a distinction be-
tween the first two and the Guernsey, but I can
find no place where the difference is described, and
Alderney and Jersey appear to be used synony-
mously. Who is the publisher of the new Alder-
ney Herd Book ? W. R. Anderson.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec. 16, 1867.

Remarks.—Not being able to answer these

questions satisfactorily to ourselves, we requested

a gentleman to do so whom we knew to be as well

qualified, both from his experience as a breeder of

the Jerseys, and from his general intelligence, as

any individual in the country. We are very happy,

therefore, in publishing the following valuable

paper from Mr. Converse, and are sure he will re-

ceive the thanks of many of the readers of the

Farmer who are interested in Jersey cattle, as

well as of Mr. Anderson, at whose request it was
written.

Messrs. R. P. Eaton 8c Co.,—Gentlemen

:

—Your
favor of the-21st came duly to hand. The names
Jersey and Alderney are used in England and in

this country to designate' one and the same breed
of cattle. Of the entire propriety of this usage
there can be little or no doubt, because the cattle

from the two islands of Jersey and Alderney have
so long been bred together as one breed, both in

England and here, that they are now pretty thor-

oughly mixed. At home, however, on their native

islands, their owners regard them differently ; the

breeders upon each island being very naturally

more or less partial to their own animals; but

after they have been transported to new homes
they usually pass for one family. The supply

comes mainly from the Island of Jersey, where
they are bred extensively. The island of Alder-

ney, being much smaller, furnishes comparatively

few,—probably not over about two hundred cows
are raised there annually. Liverpool vessels trad-

ing with the Channel Islands, usually make Alder-

ney their last stopping place on the way home,
and perhaps may there take on a few head of cat-

tle in addition to the larger number they took at

Jersey, and on their arrival home are reported as

from Alderney with cattle; consequently, many
cattle really from Jersey, are reported as from
Alderney. They are so nearly alike in size and
form, in color, and in their appearance in all re-

spects, that, when together in herds, no marked
difference is discernible, except perhaps, to a very

skilful eye.

The Guernseys are regarded as a distinct breed.

The difference between them and the Jerseys and
Alderneys is suSlciently marked to be easily per-

ceptible. The color of the Guernsey cows is, for

the most part, red or a light reddish brown ; the

bulls darker ; whereas that of the Jersey or Al-

derney cows is usually fawn and white, dun,

mouse or French grey, mixed with fawn and

white,—the bulls being generally darker about the

head and neck. The Guernseys are also somewhat

larger in size and coarser, and lack some of those

peculiarly striking marks about the eye and muz-
zle so much admired in the Jerseys and Alderneys,

They are, however, very highly esteemed as a

breed, and the cows are regarded as excellent for

butter.

Mr. Brooks, of Princeton, Mass., proposes to

edit a new and enlarged edition of the Jersey herd

record, to be published the first of June next, pro-

vided a suflacient number of entries are previously

made to warrant its publication. About one hun-

dred pedigrees have already been received since

last publication.

Suppose you give breeders a hint to send in

their records. Very truly, J, C. Converse.

Arlington, Mass., Dec. 27, 1867.

WARTS.—BARN ITCH.

From my own trials I can confidently recom-
mend the following ointment as a sure cure for

small Warts and also for theBam Itch. Take equal
parts of Tar, Sulphur, and Lard, heat them over a
slow fire until all are melted ; then stir until cold

to prevent the separation of the ingredients. Ap-
ply the ointment freely, daily. 0.

Surry, N. H., Dec. 8, 1867.
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CALF OF AN IMPORTED JEBSEY COW.

The above Illustration was drawn of a calf

of the Imported Jersey cow Flora, whose like-

ness adorns the 436th page of the INIontiily

Farmer for 1867. Perhaps to Indicate Its

foreign origin or royal blood, this little bossy

was called "Czar." At eight months of age

he weighed 500 pounds.

In a late number of the Farm and Fireside,

'Mi. Giles, of Woodstock, Conn., in an article

on Jersey Cattle, gives the following charac-

teristics or marks of a Jersey cow ; and adds,

if any one buys such a Jersey cow as he des-

cribes, if she does not prove good he will take

her at cost price.

The following is his description :

—

"She should have thin jaws, a small muzzle,

with a white rim around it, wide between the

horns, a full eye, and horns small, yellow and

waxy looking at the root, tapering off to black

on the tip of the horn ; inside of ears, a deep

orange color ; neck, long and slim, well filled

out behind the shoulders, straight back, and

round, full barrel ; small tail ; tip of tail a

bright, deep orange color; deer-like legs,

with square bag, running well forward, and

well up behind ; teats of medium size, well set

apart ; bag and teats of orange color, no mat-

ter how deep that color Is."

]>rEW PUBLICATIONS.
Horse Portraiture; Embracing BrccJhig, Retiring,

and Training Trotters, with their management in the
Stable anU on the Track, and Preparation for Races

:

including Ilistories of the Horse and Horsemen.
With an Appendix containing the Performances of
Dexter, and a Portrait by Scott. By Joseph Cairn
Simpson. New i'ork : W. A. Towusend & Adams.
1868. Boston : A. Williams & Co., 100 \V.iphington
Street. Copies sent by mail free on receipt of $3.

This is the full title of a gay but neat volume of

458 pages. It is also, we think, an honest adver-

tisement of a work devoted to "training trotters,"

the "preparation for races," and the display of the

author's skill in fine writing. The style of the

work is the high-flown colloquial,—a dialogue be-

tween a Preceptor and a Pupil of the henceforth

classical profession of "training trotters" and
"preparation for races." The first sentence that

falls from the lips of the "esteemed" Preceptor

closes with a propo.sition to "wager a dozen of

wine." And throughout the whole volume, the

"literature" of smoking, drinking and eating is

made altogether too prominent for our taste. Wc
cannot refrain from an example :

—

Preceptor.—Good day, scholar. You Avill per-
ceive I have dropped in in time for dinner, which,
I am free to acknowledge, will come very ancepta-
blc. I h.ive "occasion," and shall do jnstiee to

the good cheer your hostess always prepares for

us. I will also admit that the "pleasures of hope'
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are likely to be fully realized, as I anticipated
"blowing a cloud" with you, for I find no other
cigars the equals of those Principes.

Pupil.—I am delighted to see you, and better

pleased that you have timed your visit just as you
have, when we can have a good talk without being
interrupted with the driving. Please to step into

my room, as I have another evidence of Western
liberality to show you.

Preceptor.—True enough, you have a goodly
"lay out," and I would suppose, from the exhibi-
tion of this paraphernalia, that you have foregone
your strict temperance principles, and become a
votary of the vine-clad, jolly god, as well as a dis-

ci]>le of the Indian weed.
Pupil.—I have no intention of indulging in any

of these enticements, and my vow of strict total ab-
stinence from spirits, wine, or beer, is no more
likely to be broken than if this nectar were a hun-
dred miles oif. But test it, fill up a bumper of
what j'ou like best ; I will warrant it of the true
quality, and after you have imbibed, will read you
a letter that accompanied it.

Preceptor.—"That good wine needs no bush," is

an old and true adage. I hardly ever drink till

'

after dinner, and do not feel capable of giving an
opinion that would be worthy of much weight, but
that brandy I took the thimbleful of is as smooth
as oil, and nearly as fragrant as the breath of the
morning.

Pupil.—I want you to try a bottle of that sherry ,

at dinner. If you praise the odor of the brandy,
you will be completely carried away with the
aroma—but the letter will say better than I what
needs to be said :

—

I

Chicago, June 1st, 18—.******
I

Tell the old man not to be vexed, that I have
'

sent a basket of champaigne for Misses Jane and i

Susan ; and I believe you would have been
omadhaun enough to have gone to the races
at Jerome Park with them, and never have
thought of clapping a few bottles in the carriage, i

The poetry of motion, as you call it, in seeing a
'

half score of thoroughbreds rattling over a dirty
,

track is rather a dry sight ; al)Out as bad as smok-
ing with only tasteless water to wash out the gout.

Don't forget to get a sideboard, and keep the
bottles always in sight. Remember, every one does
not smoke, and the only good in a cigar is the
relish it gives to the drink.

In contrast with the above we might cite many '

paragraphs not only unobjectionable but highly

meritorious. The following, for instance, we wish
\

every jockey in the land would read and ponder, j

There is a subtle fluid, magnetism we will call it,

between the horse and driver, the reins being the
medium through which it is conveyed. How an-
gry I become when I see a big brute tugging away
for dear life at these leathern straps, his body
braced as if a yoke of oxen were hitched to him to
pull him from his seat, yelling at the top of his
voice, self-satisfied that he is an expert. The horse
has ten times more sense than he, and has learned

{

that he must pull against the bit still harder, to <

stop the circulation of the blood in the sensitive I

bars, numbing them till the torture is unheeded,
i

After a while the delicacy of feeling is gone, large
j

calluses are formed, and the horse becomes per-

'

fectly useless. The knife is resorted to, the "bags"
are cut out. A brief respite, while the ugly wounds
are healing ; then again to be tugged at and spoiled.
The reins should be handled as if they were a part
of the animal endowed with sensitiveness, which

would be destroyed by a continuous pull. A
slight motion of them shifting the bit has often a
magical effect in rousing the horse, when whip and
spur would fail.

On the whole, we presume that all engaged in

"breeding, rearing and training trotters," and all

employed in "the stable and on the track" of our

race courses, will find in this volume that infor-

mation and those directions which are applicable

to their respective work and profession. But they

will be obliged to read the whole book, as there is

no alphabetical index to assist one in finding the

particular subject of inquiry.

IMPROVEMENT OF AMERICAN" "WOOL.
Messrs. Editors :—I have read with much

interest a communication from H. D. Tell-

kampf, of New York, upon "American Wool
and its Improvement," and have to acknowl-
edge my inability to agree with him, as to the
manner of procedure, in order to render the
clips of American growth more inviting to the
manufacturing industry of our country. I

cannot think it necessary to send to Saxony or
any other country to improve the wool of
American growth. There is abundant mate-
rial in this country to produce all of the differ-

ent varieties of wool that would be necessary
to manufacture every kind and quality of cloth,

by a judicious selection of rams, from the

purest flocks in the United States.

Had the manufacturers of broadcloths in

1835, 1836 and after years, made a proper
distinction between Saxony and Merino wool,
we never should have heard of the complaint
that now salutes our ears. The writer of this,

grew Saxony wool from 1834 up to 1850, and
knows from actual experience that Saxony
wool cannot be grown at this date for so low
a figure as the quotations are, from week to

week, without an absolute loss.

In 1834. '35 and '36, our Saxony wool sold

for eighty cents a pound, average weight 2 lbs.

14 oz. and would not shrink more than 25 per
cent., for the leggings were not put in, and
many times the bellies were thrown out also,

but at the same time and in the same years

Merino wool sold in the same neighborhood
for seventy cents per pound, with all of the

leggings put in, bringing the weiglit of the

fleeces up to four pounds and upwards. Can-
not any man see that, in the palmy days of the

Saxony fever, it was much less profitable to

grow Saxony wool than IMerino ? and, unless

the American wool-grower can be assured of
an equally remunerating price for growing
Saxony wool, as his neighbor who grows Me-
rino, it will be a disastrous business to any one
who undertakes to establish a Hock of Saxony
or Escurials in this country, with the expecta-
tion of selling stock rams for the purpose of
improving the clothing wools of the country.—A. O. Per(£y, Newark, N. •/., \a Cktudry
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<?

OUB SCHOOLS.

tJR Common
S c ho o 1 s have

been often call-

ed the glory

of New Eng-

land, and truly

they lie at the

foundation of

our New Eng-

land character.

It is the quick-

ened intellect

which gives to

the men and

women of New Eng-

land the activity and

energy and self-reliance

by which they are distinguished

wherever they are found. They

_ are conscious of power and of re-

sources which enable them to meet the emer-

gencies and encounter the difficulties of life.

'Xhe training which our children receive in

isnental arithmetic, by which they are taught to

analyze intricate combinations of numbers,

and reduce them to their simple elements, is

an admirable foundation for the future study

of the higher problems of language, physics

and mental philosophy.

When we see young lads and girls working

out with nimble fingers difficult questions, by

means of algebraic symbols, and reaching re-

sults in geometry and natural philosophy by

the closest applications of logic, we are con-

vinced that they are acquiring a power that will

fit them to wrestle with the dangers and diffi-

culties that lie in the pathway of life. They

feel like well armed soldiers, inspired with con-

Bcious strength and courage to face every ene-

my that may cross their path. The undevel-

oped and unfurnished intellect yields to diffi-

culties, and sits down in despondency ; but the

thinking person, who has been taught to look

into the causes of things, instca^l of lying su-

pine, will carefully examine the circumstances

by which he is surrounded, and find or con-

trive the means to control them or turn them

to his advantage. A yoimg person who has

learned to make the effort necessarj- to com-

prehend and apply the principles embraced in

the several branches of Icartiing taught in our

schools has acquired a command of his facul-

ties that will be of inestimable value to him

through life. He has learned to fix his atten-

tion, to reason from antecedent to conse-

quence,—from cause to effect. lie is like the

artist who has acquired the command of the im-

plements of his art. He is no longer a mere

theorist, but a skilled workman as well.

The good teacher aims to teach each pupil

to reach results for himself, without seeking

assistance from another. In the power to do

this, more than in anything else, the true gen-

ius for teaching is manifested.

And so of the pupil. The habit, early ac-

quired, of relying upon his own resources, and

his own exertions, more than anything else,

ensures success.

More than forty years ago, we were teaching

school in a town in this State. A boy about

twelve years old was studying arithmetic and

Virgil. One Friday afternoon, he came to us

with a difficult sumand said he did not see how to

do it. We looked at it, and said to him "You
can do it if you think closely." He went to

his seat and worked the remainder of the af-

ternoon. The next forenoon he worked all

the time he had after reciting his lesson in Vir-

gil. Saturday afternoon he spent chiefly in

his chamber, instead of at play. Sunday

morning, after breakfast, he was missing until

just before the second bell rang for meeting,

when he came running into the room, slate in

hand, and with an exultant smile on his face,

exclaimed, "I have done it." We then felt

sure that he would succeed in life. He had

fought a hard battle, and achieved a victory.

He has since occupied a distinguished place as

a man and a scholar. That one victory taught

him the value of self-reliance and persever-

ance.

The amount of knowledge actually acquired

may not be very considerable, or of much real

value. But the learning to think, to investi-

gate, to reason, to adapt means to the end

sought ; in short, the learning how to learn, is

the great thing to be had in view.

The scholars in our Normal Schools, who have

well improved their advantages, are prepared

to apply themselves to any branch of study,

because they have been taught to examine, to

analyze, to reason. The great object in these

schools is to teach how to teach. But the

foundation of the art of teaching is a compre-

hension of the way in which the mind acts in
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acquiring knowledge, of the faculties brought

into activity, and the order in which they act.

In other words, one must understand how to

learn before he can teach. The success of

Normal teachers is owing not so much to the

amount of knowledge they have acquired of

the elementary branches which they study in

these schools, as to their skill in developing

the faculties of their pupils, and thus bringing

their minds into a receptive state. The method

of teaching mathematics in these schools is

nearly perfect, and the success of Normal

teachers in this department is all that can be

desired. If they were as successful in teach-

ing language, a new era in the history of edu-

cation would dawn upon us. Mathematics

may be studied successfully in early life, but

to master the philosophy of language requires

maturity of mind and an extensive acquain-

tance with words and their origin, powers and

uses. Hence, most young persons are but par-

tially successful in teaching language. But the

multitude of books and papers in the hands of

our youth, and the general habit of reading

which they acquire, enable them to use the

current language of the day, readily and cor-

rectly. The compositions which are weekly

read in our district and high schools indicate

the degrees of mental improvement made by

the pupils, and are the most useful exercises

in language in which they engage. They are

thus taught to study the meanings of words

and select those that will most clearly and

most gracefully express the thought which they

are striving to utter.

The methods of instruction in our schools

are improving in many respects. The black-

board has given a new impulse to many

branches of education, and its use can hardly

become too extensive. One who has used it

in teaching geography and natural philosophy

will never dispense with it. We have. seen,

within a week, a boy less than twelve years

old, go to the blackboard and draw a well-pro-

portioned map of our State, divide it into its

several counties, mark in their proper places

the principal towns, and the mountains and

streams, and then name and bound the coun-

ties, and tell their shire towns, and describe

the natural features of the State. He was

taught by a teacher who thought it best to

teach children what they need to know. This

boy will understand the interests and occupa-

tions and wants of the people of his State,

when he comes into its Legislature, better than

he would if he had spent the same amount of

time committing to memory long lists of the

hard names of South America and Central Asia.

On another day, a boy of fifteen went to the

board and drew an outline of a railroad en-

gine, with its bearing and driving •wheels, con-

necting-rods and pipes, and named the several

parts and showed their use and how to move

the engine backward and forward. This boy

has already laid the foundation of a useful and

respectable business.

Too many of our schools are deficient in

this practical teaching, in which principles are

not only taught, but also their practical appli-

cation to the arts and business of life. There

needs to be an impulse in this direction, given

to all our schools, and it is to be hoped that

the Board of Education will take the subject

into serious consideration. What is wanting,

is, not more attention to special studies, as en-

gineering, agriculture, painting, &6., of the

expediency of which in our common schools,

we have much doubt, but a better method of

illustrating general principles by showing their

applicability to the arts and common pursuits

of life.

No class of persons among us is more de-

serving of support and encouragement than

intelligent, faithful, earnest teachers. They

are entitled, not only to the wages they receive,

but to the countenance, the sympathy and the

respect of the entire community.

ANGOBA GOAT.

Some twenty years ago we saw consid-

erable in the papers about some Cashmere

goats which a gentleman by the name of Peters

had imported and was breeding in the vicinity

of Atlanta, Georgia. But we believe that it

was generally supposed that these goats were

not the Cashmere but simply the Angora.

Some of these animals we believe went to

Texas and some to Ohio, and we saw state-

ments of their being valued at $600 to $1000

each, and their fleece from six to eight dollars

per pound. Other accounts represented the

whole thing as a speculation or "sell." The

past season Hon. Israel S. Diehl received a

commission from the Agricultural Department

to proceed to Asia and purchase the best vari-

eties of the goat that could be found. This,
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too, has been sneered at by some as "a pleas-

ant thing to go abroad at government expense

in pursuit of zoological curiosities ;" others re-

gard it as a (novcraent which may prove of as

great advantage to the country as the introduc-

tion of the merino ^heep. IVIr. Diehl, after a

journey of 1500 miles in Asia, has returned

with 118 goats, and he says he has also "col-

lected many vahiable seeds for distribution, as

well as some of the celebrated Angora cats,

rabbits and shepherd dogs, all white." As to

the agricultural value of the cats, rabbits and

dogs we have no information.

In relation to the Angora goat we find the

following valuable communication from Geo.

W. Bond, a wool merchant of this city, in the

Tlwrsdaij Spectator

:

—
I am most happy to famish yon with any infor-

mation in my power which shall help to prevent

the farmers "of the country from being imposed
upon by any erroneous statements and delusive

hopes, "respecting the Angora or so-ealled Cash-
mere goat, and at the same time to encourage the

growth of goat's wool in this countrj', if it can be
profitablj- prosecuted.

I have received frequent inquiries respecting the

value of the article and the probable demand, to

which I have invariably replied, that if it could be
obtained here in suflSiient quantities to warrant
the starting of machinery suitable to its manufac-
ture, and could be afPirded at about $1 per pound,
a steady and permanent demand for it would be
created. Thcic arc machines at Lowell and else-

where prepared for wool combing, on which it can
be worked, and where some experiments have
been made. For the manufacture of furniture

plushes and many articles of ladies' dress goods it

is very valuable. A gentleman of much experi-

ence ill the wool trade and its collaterals informs
me that it is consumed liy less than a dozen houses
in Europe, and that in fact one firm f onsumes
about one-third of the whole supply, and has agents

in Turkey, piu"chasing the same. Nearly the
whole supply comes from Asia Minor, whence the

exports for the past three years have averaged
about 4,000,000 pounds per annum. Some is

raised and exported from South Africa, but the

samples which have been sent to this country liave

been of a very inferior character, lacking the re-

quired lustre "and liciiig full of kcmyty hairs.

Of the specimens raided in this country, which I

have seen, some fleeces have been very handsome,
but there has been a great want of uniformity in

the various lots ; some fleeces being very poor and
keinpy, probably being crosses on ihc common
goat, while others have been as handsome as any
that I hnvc ever seen from any quarter. The value

in England has 1 believe at no time exceeded 4s.

or SI per pound, unless it may liave been for some
exceptional parcels of great beauty and desired for

some fancy manufacture in small quantities. The
highest quotations in England to-day are 2s. 7d.

or G2 cents for the choicest quality, down to 2s. or

48 cents for good.
It was formerly imported into this country, in

moderate quantities, when we were mamifacturers
of broadcloths, and used for licnd ends and listing,

bringing generally about 50 to GO cents per pound.
The introduction of it into Europe for the purposes
l)eforc named gave it a value too great to allow it

to he longer used ibr such purposes. I doubt
whether there ever was a time when 1000 pounds

of it could have been sold here for $1 in gold per
pound, but a sliort time since, when fringes and
tassels made of it became so tashionable, it is pos-
sible that a few of the choicest and most l^cautiful

fleeces might have been sold at $4 and $G per
poimd, but even then a well dressed pelt, with
long lustrous hair, would have been preferred.
Indeed, the manufacturers of such articles in this

city expressed their preference of a handsome, lus-

trous haired sheepskin to a fleece of Angora goat's
wool, though the lustre of the latter was more
brilliant.

Why is not the mountainous portion of the
Southern States well adapted to the production of
goat's wool ?

CHECK VALVES FOB FURNACES.
In conversing with a friend, recently, upon

the different modes of warming houses, he

gave us a bit of information which Is valuable,

and which he has kindly written out as follows

:

My hot-air furnace used for warming the

house, had a trick common to furnaces, of oc-

casionally drawing the wrong way. In many
cases it will be found, by standing out of doors,

at the end of the cold-air box, that the heat,

especially in windy weather, passes outward.

I have learned from one skilled in such mat-

ters, how to cure this defect, and with my
own hands applied an effectual remedy. What
is wanted is a valve in the cold-air box, play-

ing horizontally, which instantly closes with an

outward current, and keeps open with an in-

ward current. I made mine and put it in suc-

cessful operation In less than two hours, and

this is how it was done.

The inside of the air-box Is 11x28 inches.

I made a fram e of light pine stuff an inch

square of that size, and covered it with cotton

sheeting, tacked on. Then it was hung in this

way in the box. Measuring one-third the

width from the bottom of the frame two holes,

one each side, were bored through it, into

which were turned flush, two brass wood-

screws, into the heads of which had been

counter-sunk with a common tool In a bit-stock,

holes about a quarter of an inch deep for the

gudgeons to turn in. Then making the valve

to fit loosely in the box, another brass screw,

the point of which had been filed smooth, was

put through each side of the box, forming

gudgeons resting in the holes in the heads of

the other screws.

This completes the valve, except the stops

;

as two-thirds the width of the valve is above

the gudgeons, it turns outward, on the same

principle as a weather cock turns, and a strip

must be nailed across the inside of the top of

the box, to stop the valve at a perpendicular.
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In order that the out-coming air may catch the

valve and close it, the valve must not be al-

lowed to open quite full width. A nail driven

through the side of the box will stop it at a

slight angle, so that the outward current will

strike imder it.

One thing has been omitted. The valve,

before it is hung, must be exactly balanced

with lead tacked on to the lowe* side. With

this arrangement no hot air can escape from

the furnace. Finally, if this description is

not intelligible, it is because I cannot con-

veniently print a diagram to show this excel-

lent little contrivance to the bodily vision.

OKANGE COUNTY", N. Y., MILK.
In New York city the superlative for good

butter and milk is "Orange County." One
reason for the superiority of these articles

from that section is undoubtedly the good

price which has resulted to the producer from

a system of marketing by which the middle-

men have been agents instead of principals

in the trafHc. A writer in the last number of

the Country Gentleman says :

The milk is delivered at the station in cans
furnished by the farmers, containing mostly
forty quarts each The purchaser in New
York pays the freight, (five and one-half cents

per gallon,) and pays us the market price as

near as may be determined. The price, last

month, (November) was six cents for the first

half and seven cents for the last half of the

month.
Much of the success of a dairy depends upon

the degree of jndgment used in the selection

of the cows, many men basing their judgment
upon the milk mirror, (M. Guenon's theory,)

taken into connection with the general form
and size of the cow. In the choice of cows,
the best are cheapest, whatever their price

may be. The aim being to keep your supply
of milk as nearly as possible the same during
the whole year, it is not desirable to have any
great number of cows calve at any one time.

Those coming to milk during the autumn and
early winter are the most profitable, as the
milk commands a higher price, and the cow,
well fed during the winter, milks finely when
turned to grass in the spring. Those calving

during the winter should receive about one
quart of corn meal per day for ten days pre-

vious to calving—should be turned into a box
stall for calving—should have their drink
slightly warmed for a day or two, and care-

fully, and not too highly fed for the first week.
After the second day, the calf should be kept
away from the cow—the milk partly drawn be-

fore the calf is allowed to feed.

In winter the cows are kept as carefully

housed as possible. A barn cellar, one side of
which at least should be above ground, is pre-
ferred for stables, and the cows are kept in
them most of the time, excepting when turned
out for water, and in pleasant weather, when
they are given two or three hours in the sun,
(My own have not been out for two days on
account of a violent storm prevailing.) They
are milked at regular hours, each one by the
same milker, and as near as may be in the
same rotation. In short everything which can
promote the comfort of his cows adds to the
profits of the dairyman.

From the People's Magazine.

8WOHD AND PLOUGH.

FROM THE GERMAN OF WOLFGANG MULLBB.

There once was a Count, so I've heard it said

—

Who felt that hia end drew near;
And he called his sons hefore his bed,
To part them bis goods and gear.

He called for his plough, he called for his sword.
That gallant good and brave

;

They brought him both at their father's word,
And thus ho his blessing gave.

"My first-born son, my pride and might,
Do thou my sword retain

;

My cattle on the lordly height
And all my broad domain."

"On thee, my well loved younger boy,
My plough I here bestow,

A peaceful life shalt thou enjoy
In the quiet vale below."

Contented sank the sire to rest,
Now all was given away

;

The sons held true his last behest,
E'en on their dying day,

"Now tell us what came of the steel of flame.
Of the castle and its knight;

And tell us what came of the vale so tame,
And the humble peasant wight ?"

O ask not of me what the end may be I

Ask of the country round I

The cattle are dust, the sword is rust,
The height is but desert ground.

But the vale spreads wide, in the golden pride
Of the autumn sunlight now;

It teems and it ripens far and wide,
And the honor abides with the plough I

Movement of Stock.—A. M. Winslow &
Sons, Putney, Vt., have recently sold the fol-

lowing Short-Horns : the bull calf Rising Star
2d, by Rising Star 5129, out ofPocahontas 5th,

and the heifer calf Madonna 11th, by Rising
Star 5129, out of Madonna 6th, to John Camp-
bell, Montgomery, Vt. Also, the bull Young
Marmion, by Marmion 1813, out of Starlight,

and the cow Madonna, 5th, by 2d Prince of
Orange 2183, out of Madonna 3d, and the

heifer Madonna 8th, by Rising Star 5129, out
of Madonna 6th, to H. A. Rice, Henniker,
N. H. Also, the heifer calf Wallflower, by
Rising Star 6129, out of Lady Sale 7th, to

D. S. Pratt, Brattleboro', Vt.
Mr. L. A. Dow, Waterville, Me., has sold

the Short-horn bull calf Gen. Wan-en, five
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months old, to Mr. Eben Galucia, of Clinton.

His pedigree is recorded in the 8th volume
A. II. B.

—

Country Oentleman.

For the Neio England Farmer,

DEEP OR SHALLOW MANURING.
I was very glad to see a discussion in your

columns between "H." and "II. P." on the

all-important subject of the mode of applying

manure. But as these writers do not agree

whether it should be covered with the harrow

or the plow, we seem to be left just as much
in the dark as before. True, each one gives

some reasons for his peculiar practice ; but

while one argues that rain washes the essential

parts of manure into the soil, whence it is

taken up by the crops ; the other, with equal

confidence, affirms that if plowed in, the gases

rise and are principally saved by the soil, from

evaporation. Now, both of these propositions

can be true only in part, and exactly where

the truth lies is the great question that needs

to be discussed until farmers know how deep

manure should be buried to give the best re-

sults and in the shortest time.

If manure evaporates by being exposed to

the air, then the quicker it is covered the bet-

ter ; but if its best qualities are taken out by

rain or water, and in that state can best be

taken up by roots of crops, then we might

almost say that no covering was needed. Un-
til this point is pretty thoroughly settled, I

hope that farmers will continue to discuss it,

and that chemists will not withold their aid.

And now, dear Farmer, lest I should be

thought a mere critic, I will give some of my
own views on this important subject, although

I confess it is beyond my comprehension.

Perhaps your readers will think that the more

I say about it, the more I expose my igno-

rance
;
yet, in the hopes that what I say may

induce wiser heads to add a word or more on

the subject, I venture out.

Well, then, in the first place, I think no

roots of grass, grain or any vegetable will run

its nose against a piece of rmo manure, any

more than it would against a coal of fire ; and

that until it is diluted with water and mixed

with earth, it cannot be taken up and appro-

priated by any plant or tree, shrub or vine,

—

that water is about the only thing that can

take the real growing or producing properties

out of manure and convey it to plants. I also

think that the tendency of water is downward,

and that the earth is so made as to absorb or

take up all the essential fertilizing properties

of the manure as it passes through it in less

or greater distance. Of course, if manure is

plowed under, say one foot, it is buried, not

onlv out of sight, but out of the reach of any

grain or grass grown in this land, but may be

reached l)y the roots of some tree or vine, and

so brought back again to the surface. It is

undoubtedly true that some soils will take up

all the fertilizing properties of manure in a

much shorter distance than others. Still the

soil is what holds and imparts the life-giving

food for vegetation. But whether coarse ma-
nure is best plowed in, or well composted in

the barn-yard or some other place, and har-

rowed in, or applied as a top-dressing, is yet

an open question, the right side of which farm-

ers ought to know and practice, for the right

application of manure is as important as any
part of a farmer''s business. I find that many
farmers are practicing top-dressing with good
success and perfect satisfaction. There is a
neighborhood of farmers in Glover, Vt., who
plow their land in the fall, harrow and spread

on their fall manure, and harrow again, and
earl^^ in the spring sow wheat and stock down,
with the very best results, both for wheat and
grass. This practice is extending, whether it

is the best or not. I have known other farm-

ers plow in a heavy dressing of manure so

deep that they said they never heard from it

afterwards. Now as both ways are practiced,

and as one is most likely better than the other,

let the matter be so fully discussed these long

winter evenings, that farmers may go to work
the coming spring with more confidence than

heretofore. A Reader.
Fairlee, Vt., Dec. 21, 1867.

For the Kcw England Farmer.

A WORD TO FARMERS' SONS.

To every farmer''s son I would say, get an
education. Do not be content with what is

taught in a district school alone,—mere read-

ing, writing and ciphering,—which are not an

education. Rather aim higher, but be sure

you aim with a weapon that will hit the mark.

I will not advise you to leave the paternal roof

as soon as you are old enough, for the sake of
completing a course at one of the many so call-

ed business college.^, then to be a clerk in some
house at a fixed salary per annum. To many,
the life of a merchant seems nought but a sea-

son of golden pleasure, so the farm and the

home, with their many pleasing memories, are

left behind for the attainment of their ideal

life.

Such a course and such a life I would not
recommend. Some maybe needed for clerks,

salesmen, apprentices, and tradesmen, Init not

all. Some few may be called to a professional

sphere, but not the majority. The farm needs
you, and should you heed its call, then (it your-

self for the place you have chosen. Farming
is ranked among the professions, and the mem-
bers of each profession need and must have
study, else their attempt will be an utter fail-

ure.

Do not merely "go to school,"—that does
not imply getting an education. To be a
graduate of any institution, whether agricul-

tural, mercantile, scientific, or literary is an
empty honor—the palm is for the application

of theory to practice. Our institutions send
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forth too many young men, who, having re-

mained three, four, or more years, as the case

may be, at or in the vicinity of the institute,

are labelled as graduates and sent away. Ag-
riculture demands young men of a different

education and of different habits. It needs
theory and practice, education and labor.

Now you may ask, of what shall my educa-

tion consist, and where can it be obtained >* I

would answer the question by asking another

:

Of what good are our agricultural colleges ?

Two classes of objectors against them will

arise : the one, the stolid, old, time-forgotten

farmer, who is opposed to "book learning;"

the other, the over-dressed sneerer at his supe-

rior, the laborer. He may, perchance, ask if

you can trace the lineage of a Durham calf,

—

he might go further and solicit inquiries con-

cerning bis own ancestors. Many are really

ignorant of the purport of an agricultural col-

lege.

It is a place where an energetic young man
can learn the theory of agriculture, and also

its practice, and thus by combining the two,
become a model, profitable and successful

farmer. It is a place where he can, if he will,

fit himself for one of the four great profes-

sions. Among the first things learned will be
a course in mathematics, by which you will be
fitted as your own surveyors. You will learn

chemistry,—chemistry, as applied to agricul-

ture
;
then cultivation of the soil ; fruit, grain,

and root raising ; a complete nursery culture
;

market and landscape gardening ; horticulture,

forestry, animal anatomy, physiology, and hy-

geine, all kinds of stock-raising, orcharding
and fruit culture, and many other things. In-

struction will also be given in writing and
composition, so that you may not only keep
your own books, but be able to write a state-

ment for the farmer's club, or report its pro-
ceedings audits doings, and, it may be, to edit

a farming paper. You will also be taught how
to be your own architect, mechanic, lawyer,
physician,—in fine, it will teach you how to

become a perfect professional man, indepen-
dent of your neighbor.

Would you become all this, you must not
only learn, but carry into practice what you
have learned. Some may say all this book
learning will not make a good farmer of you.
They are right,—it will not. Theory will not
make a farmer, neither will labor alone,

—

success demands and cannot be obtained with-
out both. If you think an agricultural college
alone will make you a "lord of the soil," time
will reveal your error. If you think you can
be a successful farmer without some such edu-
cational course, another error will be shown. It

is only a combination of both which can bring
success as a result.

We speak of "the top of the heap," in a col-

loquial way. You never can attain it if you
labor under the impression that you can be
successful in any profession without energy in

the preparation. Do the foundation work

well, then the superstructure may be more
easily reared.

Concerning the professions, I would also say
a word. Let every farmer's son look at the
statistics of every graduating class of our col-
leges, and see what numbers take up the study
of law and medicine, and consider what chance
there is for an individual man among such
numbers, unless he be determined to reach the
"top of the heap." The law is now crowded,
and, fortunately for us, our physique is such
that but a small proportion of our young men
can find occupation as guardians of the public
health.

Then let every farmer's boy look at the
"old place,"—not as if distance was the only
enchantment,—but impartially. It will have
a new tie for him. Let him think what his

father has done, and see if he cannot do bet-
ter. Let him think what the times are. Let
him weigh his chances among the professions,

among the merchants, the mechanics, and
among agriculturists. Let him think what
farmers can do, what rank they may attain,

and what preparation is needed.
Chas. E. Hall.

Hanover, N. E., Dec, 1867.

Remarks.—The writer of the foregoing

communication modestly offers it as the pro-

duction of a farmer's son. The course of

study he has sketched for the students of our

agricultural colleges is certainly quite com-

prehensive ; but as it may be no more so than

that marked out by many other minds, we
most willingly submit his views and expecta-

tions to the consideration of the public and of

the managers of these institutions, although we
may be less sanguine than himself of attaining

entire "independence of one's neighbor" by
any combination of education, theory and

practice in agriculture.

The Hen Fever.—There are unmistakable
symptoms that this epidemic is about to rage
with fearful violence Already there is a
good deal of hen talk in the cars, and sober
merchants as they pass to and from their busi-

ness discuss earnestly the merits of improved
coops, and talk learnedly of the varieties of
feed most conducive to the health of growing
fowls. Poultry shows in various sections give
ample promise that the wants of fanciers can
be met both as to price and name, and al-

though the high priced fowls are called by
names that were unknown to Burnham, yet
the birds, as formerly, seem to be noted
chiefly for depth of voice and length of leg.

At a recent show in New York, a pair of Hou-
dan, which is the favorite variety this season,

were held at $1000, and apair of Creve Cceurs

were ticketed at $250. Other fowls were
held at lower prices, down to the insignificant
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sum of $25, which was the price asked for a
cross-eyed bantam. As voice and gait are the

most desirable qualities in fancy fowls, we
were not surprised to learn that a Iloudan
with a powerful falsetto voice, could not be
bought at any price, although Commodore Van-
derbilt or Bonner will eventually secure him,

even if it takes the New York Ledger or Erie

Railroad to pay the bill.

—

Bos. Spectator.

HUTCHINS' IMPROVED PUMIQATOK.

Patented October 23. 1866.

This instrument is used for the purpose of

blowing tobacco smoke into the wool of sheep,

to kill ticks ; also, to destroy lice and other

vermin on cattle, planets and trees.

BELGIAISr DOGS.

The dogs of Belgium perform so important

a part in the every-day trallic of the city, be-

ing, in fact, the "beasts of burden" of the

common people, that we cannot omit a brief

notice of them. All the milk used in Antwerp
is brought hither in dog carts, filled with rows

of shining brass cans, which are conveyed from
house to house until their contents are ex-

hausted ; then the milk woman supplies the

absence of the weight of the lacteal fluid with

her own substantial person, and the little team
goes jogging homeward to the country. These
carts are sometimes of a very considerable

size, and may be seen, filled with barrels, or

bundles of wood, under which circumstances

the motive po\7cr is increased to six or seven

dogs, three and four abreast, tugging and
pulling at their great burden, their poor little

bodies swaying to and fro in their efforts, and

their general appearance and expression—for

dogs have expres.'^ive faces—exciting the s^to-

pathies of every humane person. When over-

come by fatigue, hunger and thirst, they he

down in harness and resolutely refuse to move
until they are fed; an instance of which we
had an opportunity for witnessing one evening

as we were riding on the Longchamps. A
laden team was coming in from the country to

attend the next day's market, when, just as we
were passing, a most piteous howl broke from

one of the (logs, which was echoed by the oth-

ers, and all stooil still in the middle of the

road, some crouching on their haunches and

some prostrating themselves on the ground,

with their tongues lolling from their heated

mouths. 'Ihe man who had them in charge

cracked his whip in vain, and then, finding all

ell'orts useless, unharnessed them, when, in an

instant, the whole line bounded down the grassy
bank of the rampart, and plunged into the cool

water of the moat. Here they stood for some
moments refreshing their heated bodies, catch-

ing at the water with their mouths, and seem-
ing to toss it above their heads, when a shrill,

prolonged whistle from their master caused
them to rush suddenly up the bank, and ere
long the team appeared again in sight, trotting

merrily onward toward the briclge. Their
owner, on the occasion of their hungry de-
mands, supplies them with pieces of coarse
brown bread, which he carries on the cart, and
it is a common sight to see him standing in

front of his team, dealing to one and another
the mouthful which they eagerly devour.

—

Correspondence of N. Y. Citizen.

\^OOL GROWERS' MEETING.
The annual meeting of the New York State

Sheep Breeders' and Wool Growers' Associa-

tion was held at Syracuse, Dec. 12, 1867.

President Randall, on calling the meeting to

order, announced the death of Victor Wright,

Esq., ofMiddlebury, Yt., with an eulogy on his

character as a man, a breeder of sheep and an

efficient friend of the National and other Wool
Growers' Associations.

A resolution was adopted that the usual

Fair of the Association will not be held next

spring, that members may co-operate with the

proposed National Wool and Woolen Exposi-

tion.

The opinion of the convention upon the con-

dition and prospects of the business of wool

growing in this and in other countries was ex-

pressed in a series of resolutions, for which we

have not room in our columns this week.

Hon. H. S. Randall was re-elected Presi-

dent; E. B. Pottle, Naples, Corresponding

Secretary ; H. D. L. Sweet, Recording Secre-

tary ; with the usual Board of Vice Presidents

and Executive Committee.

TaiCHIN.2E3.

Having had trichina- in my family last spring,

and knowing its terrible effects (having lost my
wife and one child with it), 1 thought to write

an account of the workings of the disease in its

early stages ; thinking, perhaps, others may be
profited by a knowledge of it, for, if taken in

time, it may be cured by active cathartics, of-

ten repeated, so as to carry them out of the

stomach. I purchased on the 1st of March, a
ham of a grocer, of which we all ate raw. I

ate a piece about as large as an old-fashioned

cent ; the first effects were felt in four or five

days in soreness in the muscles, with no pain,

except when we moved, then nausea and vom-
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itmg, with some dinrrhcea. These are the first

symptoms ; after these, in the course of as

many more days, the eyes will become much
swelled and sore, and painful upon coming to

the light. My wife lived only two weeks after

the swelling of the eyes ; a son, 4^ years old,

lived a day or two longer ; another son, 8 years

old, began to recover at the end of about four

weeks, and is now nearly well. Mj' soreness

left me in about forty days, and now I am
nearly well. Another son of 13 years has

been exceedingly sore for two months ; it has

not entirely left him yet ; and he is very weak
and emaciated, but is better ; his soreness is

not all gone yet. Cooked meat will not give

the trichinae, as our school teacher eat of it

four or five times, and was not affected, for it

was cooked.

—

J. M. Eaight, Iowa, Mich., in

N. Y. Tribune.

HAULING WOOD.
While the first snow was pearly under feet,

A team crawled creaking down Quompegan Street;
Two cords of oak weighed down the grinding sled,

And cornstalk fodder rustled overhead;
The oxen's muzzles, as they shouldered through,
Were silvtr fringed ; the driver's own was blue
As the ctjursu frock that swung helow his knee.
Behind his load of shelter waded he

;

His mitteiiud hands now on his chest he beat,
Now stamped tin- stiflFened cowhides on his feet.

Hushed as a ghost's; h's arm^iit scarce could hold
The walnut wbipstalk slippery bright with cold.

—J. It. Lowell.

Beet Sug.^^r in GEiJMANY.—A German
agricultural journal gives an interesting ac-

count of the beet sugar business in that coun-

try. Fields of beets of from two to three

hundred acres are often seen there. The
beets are drilled in rows about fifteen inches

apart and the whole labor of cultivation per-

formed by the hoe. The women and men work
in gangs of twenty or more. The men get

from sixteen to nineteen cents per day and the

women from thirteen to fifteen—working four-

teen hours. The manufactories for this sugar
are on a correspondingly large scale, some of
them employing a thousand hands. The beets

are brought from the field and elevated to the

upper story of a high building, where they are

cleaned, crushed and filtered, the juice de-

scending from story to story, undergoing a
refining process by the way till it reaches the

lower one in the shape of a sugar cone two
and a half feet in length. It is a very nice ar-

ticle and worth at the factory about ten cents

per pound. It takes eight days from the time
of crushing the beets till the sugar is dried
sufficiently for market. One of these estab-

lishments turned out six millions of pounds
last year with the help of six hundred hands.

A Texan Sheep Farm.—Out on a broad
and glorious prairie, between the creeks of San
Gabriel and Brusky, in Williamson county, I

found Messrs. Voorhees & Crouch, living in a
very plain and patriarchal style, on one of the

finest ranges I have seen in the State. Over
hundreds of acres of their grazing lands, there
is not a bush large enough to hide a hen.
Their flocks go off in the morning over the
beautiful slopes, and from many single points
the shepherd can overlook his herd of ten or
twelve hundred head, for two or three hours,
without changing his position. For such as
choose an open range, 1 have never seen a finer

one. I found their flocks in a thriving condition,
and numbering between three and four thou-
sand. They are being rapidly graded up bv
the use of imported bucks, and their clip of
wool will soon be among the first in the State. •

These gentlemen incorporate in themselves the
elements of success, for they both understand
the nature, habits and wants of sheep, and
have the patience and skill to give their flocks

just the treatment they need.

—

Dr. Boynton,
in Mirror and Farmer.

The Teeth of the Horse.—A horse has
forty teeth—twenty-four double teeth, or
grinders, four tushes, or single file teeth, and
twelve front teeth, called gatherers. As a
general thing, mares have no tushes. Between
two and three years old, the colt sheds his four
middle teeth—two above, and two below.
After three years old, two other teeth are

changed, one on each side of those formerly
shed ; he now has eight colt's teeth, and eight

horse's teeth. When four years of age he
cuts four new teeth. At five years old the

horse sheds his remaining colt's teeth, four in

number, when his tushes appear. At six years

of age his tushes are up, appearing white,

small and sharp, while a small circle of young
growing teeth is observable. The mouth is

now complete. At eight years of age the

teeth have filled up, the horse is aged, and his

mouth is said to be fuU.

—

Turf, Field and
Farm.

Massachusetts State Statistics.—The
Secretary of the State of Massachusetts has

recently published the abstract of the census

of 186.5, by which it appears that this State is

still first among the States of the Union as re-

gards population per square mile. The popu-
lation of the State to-day is 1,281,700; in

1865 it was 1,267,031. Males, 602,050; fe-

males, 665,021—showing an excess of 63,000
females over the number of males. Of the

total population, 828,158 are natives of the

State. The foreign element is relatively most
numerous in Suffolk County, where 33.12 per
cent, of the whole population are foreign born.

The number of dwellings was returned as

208,698. Of the 10,167 colored persons in

Massachusetts, 2,348 are found in Boston and
1,517 in New Bedford, and in fifty-eight towns
there is no colored person. The largest num-
bers in the table of occupations of females

are: Domestics, 27,393; operatives, 20,162,

and teachers, 6050.
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labits* department.

From Blackwood's Magazine.

LITTLE ROSE.

She compB -with fairy footsteps

—

Softly their echoes fall

—

And her shadow plays like summer shade
Across the garden wall.

The Kolden light is dancing bright
'Mid the mazes of her hair,

And her fair young locks are waving free

To the wooing of her hair.

Like a sportful fawn she boundeth
So gleefully along;

As a wild young bird she caroleth
The burden of a song.

The summer llowers are clustering thick
Around htr dancing feet,

And on her cheek the summer breeze
Is breathing soft and sweet.

The very sunbeams seem to linger

Above the holy head,
And the wild flowers at her coming
Their richest fragrance shed,

And Oh ! how lovely light and fragrance
Mingle in the 1 fe within

;

Oh ! how fondly do they nestle

Round the soul that knows no sin.

She comes—the spirit of our childhood—
A thing of mortal birth,

Yet bearing still the breath of Heaven
To redeem her from the earth.

She comes in bright robed innocence,
Unsoiled by blot or blight.

And passeth by our wayward path,

A gleam of angel light.

Oh I blessed things are children

—

The gifts of heavenly love;

They stand betwixt our world-hearts
Aiid bitter things above;

They link us with" the spirit-world
Of purity and truth.

And keep our hearts still fresh and youDg
With the presence of their youth.

DOMESTIC ECONOMY;
OR,

HOW TO ]\IAIvE HOME PLEASANT.

BT ANNE O. HALE.

[Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year

1866, by R. P. Eaton & Co., in the Clerk's Office of the

District Court for the District of Maseachusette.]

CHAPTER Vn.

MAKING AND JIKXDING MEN'S CLOTHING.

[continued.]

In the choice of materials for outer garments

men generally like to consult a woman's taste and

judgment. If she is not commissioned to pur-

chase, as she generally is for the clothing we have

already considered, her opinion is of great conse-

quence in the matter ; and she is so well aware of

it that she docs not hesitate to express it freely-

even if it 1)0 uncalled for. (In performing which

benevolent bersice the writer of these chapters is

not at all backward,—as her readers have proba-

bly discovered before this time.)

Ready-made clothing can be bought so low that

many persons prefer buying to having the trouble

of making, or getting it made. But a good fit is

seldom obtained in a ready-made garment, and
there is great risk of being deceived in the quality

of its materials ; while the making is never very

good—seams rip, linings sag, buttons come off, and
button-holes break down. It is very much more
economical to employ a tailor whom you can trust

to make it. Or, if you cannot afford that, get a

good pattern of him, and make it yourself. In

getting patterns, don't be hasty to adopt new
fashions, neither be the last to hold to the old

styles. Above all things avoid all fanciful designs,

cither in the cut of a gannent or its trimmings,

and remember that a well-dressed person is one

whose dress never attracts attention.

If you decide to make coat, vest, or pants your-

self, and the material of the outside is woolen,

take off its selvage, and shrink the cloth.

The advantage of this is that very little cloth be-

ing water-proof, this dampening, evenlj' done, pre-

pares the nap to receive all subsequent wettings

without being spotted. And, also, as woolen cloth

always shrinks in wetting, it is better to have it

over before it is attached to linings that will prob-

ably always remain the same.

To accomplish this well, wring a sheet through

warm water. Fold it, its whole length, through the

middle. Spread it on a table, and lay upon it the

cloth, very smoothly. Then fold cloth and sheet

together, across their width. Let them lie thus an

hour; if the cloth be very thick, two hours. At
the end of that time remove the sheet, and hang

up the cloth where it may dry smooth and straight.

For cutting: having procured patterns from a

tailor, or, as directed for a shirt, use the same
measures ; adding to them one around the waist,

and another down the waist, just under the arm ;

—

for the length of pants a measure from the waist

to the heel of the boot ; and with these calculate

what variations the patterns need.

In passing your hand over dressed cloth you will

notice that a down- stroke keeps the nap smooth,

an upward one roughens it ; so, in cutting, be sure

that all parts lie the same way. Not only would a
mistake in this cause portions of the garment to

feel disagreeable to the touch, but make a difference

in the shade of the color.

It is sometimes necessary to piece the cloth.

This is called ranting; it is very careful work.

See that the nap of each piece to be joined falls the

right way. Baste the edges of the two together,

in overstitch. Flatten this loose seam, and with a

fine needle and silk pass close, short stitches across

from edge to edge, below the nap;—no stitch, not

a speck of the silk should be visible. It is slow,

nice work ; but with little practice it can be skill-

fully done. Dampen the seam and press it on the

wrong side. A stronger way (it is generally done

with thinner cloth) is to stitch the seam on the
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wrong side, like the usual seams, and then do the

pass-stitches on the right side, as described above.

All buttons, button-holes, and pocket corners

must be stayed, with strips of stout linen, or sile-

sia, laid between the lining and the outside,

through which the stitches are taken. Beside this,

the corners of pockets should be stitched across

twice, strongly, and barred in button-hole stitch.

You will need drilling, silesia, or linen for pock-

ets and linings ; also padding and canvass, to shape

the coat and the vest,—as you will see by ripping

an old one. Facings are strongest of alpaca;

likewise bindings. Don't omit to sew leather

shields—narrow strips of thin leather or thick kid

—inside the hems of pantaloons ; and along the

lower edge, inside, of vest-fronts. These give a

stiffness to those parts, and also protect the cloth

from too great wear.

All seams are rubbed as flat as possible, damp-

ened, and then pressed with a hot iron on the

wrong side. If you do not wish a seam to show,

scratch the nap in its channel, on the right side of

the cloth, (using the point of your needle) till the

seam is hidden. This before pressing. It will

look well for some time, but is not So good a way
as ranting.

When a garment is torn, mend it as soon as pos-

sible. Don't say it looks like an accident just met

with,—as I have heard some say, for weeks. A
tidy patch is better than a hole any time. I don't

know a more pitiable object than a man with rents

pinned up ; or, elbows out, buttons off and edges

frayed.

In mending, always match the exact shade of

the cloth with the silk or thread you use. If the

cloth be thin, and worn, around the hole, cut it out

to form a square, and in each corner of this aper-

ture make a short, oblique gash ; this is to prevent

puckers in the seam of the piece to be inserted. If

the cloth is ribbed, striped, checked, or plaided, it

must be correctly joined in these respects by the

piece ; also, whether plain or variegated, the shade

of the color must be the same, if to procure it you
are obliged to wash, or to fade, some of the mate-

rial. Very often, exposure to sun and air so alters

the color of some parts of a garment that it is to-

tally unlike the original tint of the cloth.

If the cloth is good, and you have only a new
rent to mend, line it with some thin material, sim-

ilar in color; and, if possible, dam it with threads

ravelled from cloth from which the garment was
made. In threading your needle with a woolen
ravelling use very fine cotton, or a hair, to draw
it into the eye. Take very small, even stitches

over and through the torn and frayed edges ;

—

it must be done slowly and carefully ;—the darn
ought not to look unlike a rough place in weaving.

After you have sewed it to look as neat as possible

(the' extreme edges in overstitch) dampen and
press on the wrong side.

Never sew up any hole carelessly,—"just for the

present,"—mend it well, at once. The longer it is

left, the more diflScult it is to make it look nice

;

because the loose threads get broken, and the rent

stretched out of shape.

When bindmgs are worn through sew them in

overstitch, or darn them, if you can make them
look well by so doing ; if not, replace them by
new. If the hems of pantaloons, or the turned back
cuffs of coatsleeves, are in the same condition, cut

them smooth and then turn the edge of the out-

side as narrow as possible for a seam. To. this

fell the hem or facing;—if the clolh be thick, this

need not be turned in, the raw edge will make a

neater seam ;—if it be thin, turn in as narrow a

portion as of the outside. Some persona bind
such edges with wide worsted braid ; but, unless

the garments are short, don't adopt that method,
it is apt to look clumsy.

A man's clothes may be made to last double
their time by careful repairing. When coat, vest,

or trousers looks wrinkled, and out of proper

shape ; elbows and shoulders and knees, of black
or blue cloth, threadbare and whitish ; buttons oflf,

loose, or bursting their coverings ; button-holes

stretched, or broken; sleeve linings out at the

cuff, or worn away from the arm-size, and seams
and edges frayed—a bad case, with such a com-
plication of disorders—but, nevertheless, such as

is frequently met with in the best offamilies—you
must give it a good day's work. Brush it thor-

oughly, in the first place. Put on buttons where
needed, and strengthen those that remain, in the

next. Pare delicately the edge of worn button-

holes, pick out all the stitches, and make them as

if new. Put in new sleeve linings, or mend with

new around the arm-size. Make everything firm,

and strong, and neat about the pockets. Line all

thin places : knees and elbows with pieces wide
enough to be attached to each side seam ; and
cross-stitch the other two ends to the main cloth

by needle and silk so fine that no print of the

stitches shall be seen on the outside. If elbows

and knees are stretched into a swelling shape, af-

ter all sewing is done lay a damp cloth upon

them, fold them up, and let them remain thus an

hour. Then lay them on a table ; smooth them
with the palm of the hand

;
pull them gently, all

ways. Continue this till the swelling is reduced

—

elbows and knees straight and flat. Then press

the whole garment on the wrong side, finishing

those places first.

If a black article of clothing gets rusty, dilute a

little ink with warm water, and sponge it well

with this,—for seams and edges use a pen : button-

holes often need this treatment. If the shoulders

look quite grey take the ink undiluted, and be

sure to rub it in well. Then press it. For blue

proceed in the same way, using blue ink. Cash-

merette and alpaca, when faded, are much im-

proved by this process.

Never throw any article of dress aside, that is

considered worn out, without examining it to see

if some portion of it may not be used again.
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Backs of vests will often outlast two new fronts

;

and the padding and stiffening will do to go in a

number of times,—as, also, those of coats. Pock-

ets, sometimes, will do to use again, after they are

washed and ironed. Facings and sleeve linings

can be cut over and ironed—if necessary, washed

—to be used in repairs. Generallj', a number of

buttons may be saved for future use. And of the

outs-idc material, if an overcoat, a sack or a jacket

may be cut ; if a frock coat, perhaps a boy's vest,

or small sack ; if pants, a vest for a man. This

should be all carefully ripped, the stitches and

the lint that collects in the seams removed, the cloth

brushed and sponged ; if it is greatly faded pressed

on the right side, and when next used made up

wrong side out; if not, still keep the same side

out. In a large family this second hand stock is

very valuable ; and if not wanted for your own
use there are always calls enough for it in the way
of charity.

I, jckties, and cravats, if of gingham, or muslin,

should be of fast colors, and hemmed all around

as narrowly as possible. If of silk, black Italian is

the most common, and the best. Beware of the

glossy, shrill-rustling kinds—they are soon frayed

and broken. "When the corners of a cravat get

worn, cut off the end to a good point and hem
anew. When too short for this, cut the cravat

across the centre, and sew the two pieces together

so as to bring new points for front ends. Very

good neckties and scarfs may be made of ribbon

folded over two or three layers of cambric or Si-

lesia; the seam at the edge, and around the ends,

being done with a long needle, in slip-stitch

—

which is OLly drawing the folded edges together

with long stitches that are kept out of sight.

The most comfortable, and the most economical,

garment a man can have for home attire is a loose

lounging-eoat,—study-coat,—or dressing-gown,

—

whatever you please to call it. Its use has often

saved double its cost in the wear and tear of the

more tightly fitting coat which custom demands

for out-of-door costume, and hours of toil for

many a housewife, who feels it her duty to see

that that costume is always neat and tidy.

The Russian and other imported robes that are

manufactured for this purpose are elegant, but ex-

pensive ; and seldom so serviceable as thibet, or

merino,—or even cotton and wool cashmere or de-

laine ; while common calico, if of fast colors, is a

good material for a coat designed for summer wear.

Large-flowered patterns, the figures ninning into

each other, do not show soiling, or rough usage,

so much as plainer styles ; still, fabrics of one

color alone—brown, or green, or blue—with fac-

ings and trimmings of a contrasting tint, are much

handsomer, and, with care, may look well a long

time.

Take for a guide in the cutting of this garment,

a common sack-coat, and fit the neck, shoulders,

and chest, well, by the measures used for an over-

coat. Make it loose and comfortable, yet smooth

and neat in the fitting. As to its length, suit the

fancy of the wearer;—some like such a coat very

long—reaching nearly to the ankles, others prefer

it short—a mere jacket. These short coats, or

jackets, should always be made of plain material,

trimming, or embroidery of braid, running along

the edges and over the collar and cuffs. The
longer garment looks best without ornament, save

facings, or cuffs and collar, of a different color.

It needs a girdle of large cord ; and to the buck of

the coat, at the waist, should be stitched two nar-

row bands, to encase this in its proper position.

A lounging coat for winter use should be warmly
wadded—the facings quilted ;—but, between the

outer cloth and the wadding, across the back

—

from the end of the shoulder scam nearly to the

girdle-liands—a piece of the same material .should

be laid—to guard against the great wear of the

shoulder-blades ; also, in the sleeves, from above

the elbow to the waist.

From the remnants left after making a lounging-

coat you will have ample cloth for a smoking cap,

to be worn with it. The simplest form, a jockey,

is the best. For this, take a measure of the head

above the forehead ; and from pasteboard—or, bet-

ter, stiff padding made of three or four layers of

stout cotton cloth pasted together—cut a band one

and one-half inches wide, the length of this meas-

ure. Cut, then, a circular ring of stiflf paper, one

inch in width, whose shorter circumference shall

exactly fit this band; and, for a cover, cut a round

from stiff paper, whose edge will match the larger

circumference of the ring. This top of the cap

may be made of six, or eight, points, meeting in

the centre ; the outer corners more or less sharply

defined, according to fancy.

This paper frame before putting together is the

pattern for cutting the cashmere or thibet for the

outside, which, after being stitched, should be

tacked to it at the seams. Cambric, silesia, or

silk, to which a layer of sheet wadding is ba«tcd

or quilted, may line it. "With this, as with all gar-

ments, the lining and facing, though cut of the

same shape as the outside, should be less in size,

—if no wadding is used, a seam's width must be

allowed, at least,—or there will be folds and

wrinkles to trouble the wearer, and to deface and

injure both lining and outer cloth.

Cord the seams of this cap with piping like the

facing of the coat, and cover the head band with

the same. If of plain material, embroider the top

with brnid, and finish it at the centre with a fancy

button or rosette.

Men's hats and caps are seldom of home manu-

facture, but they often need repairing, a new bind-

ing, or, a clean lining; which can easily be done

by observing how it is when new. Felt hats arc

apt to get out of shape : they can be restored by

dampening, and pressing, either upon a block of

the proper form, or a pail or pan covered with

cloth. If a felt hat gets torn "rant" the hole, ac-

cording to the directions given for woolen cloth.
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Mend a straw hat that is broken or ripped by past-

ing cloth to it on the wrong side ; or by sewing to

cloth,—in that case damp the straw first, and, af-

terwards press it.

The heels and toes of stockings should be run

closely with yam, or lined with bits of old stock-

ing or flannel. If a person's occupation obliges

him to wear coarse boots there should also be

pieces on the outside of the heel. If he does

much walking, these may be of soft leather, or

kid, but they must be taken off when the stockings

are washed.

The darning of stockings neatly requires a great

deal of patience, and is very distasteful to most

persons : I think mending never comes easy ; but

one can learn to like it—we always like to do

what we can do well—and I have heard many re-

mark that the satisfaction they have felt in seeing

how they have restored and renewed old things

was a much pleasanter experience than the mak-

ing of new. You know the old Indian super-

stition that the strength of the victim passes into

the form of his slayer ? Let us take this for our

faith, in overcoming all difficulties. But I am di-

gressing.

To return to our subject : Always begin a darn

some distance from the hole, and thicken with

yarn all the thin part. It is quicker to mend it in

basket, or weaving, stitch. But where the dam
comes in an exposed place the knitting should be

matched by a chain stitch. To do this dam a

thread of yarn across the hole, (on the outside of

the stocking) connecting stitch to stitch; and
•when the hole is thus barred pass across them

"with j'arn, making a loop-stitch on each bar—it is

similar to button-hole making. Fill up the hole

in this manner, being careful to join the new
stitches neatly to the old ones at each side and

end. This is the only proper way to mend knit,

or woven, mittens and gloves. Never sew to-

gether, or draw into a bunch any rent in stock-

ings, or in these ; besides being unsightly they

feel very uncomfortable.

Leather, or kid, gloves and mittens should have

their rips sewed with a short needle, in the same

holes that the first sewing made, and with thread,

or twist, of the same color. If a glove, or mitten,

get stretched in the wrist baste up the fullness on

the scam that passes to the little finger—it should

be taken out in the shape of a gore. Try it on,

and if it suits then cut this gore out, and sew up

the seam on the outside, exactly like the other

seam. If the thumb be too tight, as is frequently

the case, rip the seam carefully ; try it on, see

how large a bare place appears through the aper-

ture ; cut a piece of kid from an old glove of the

same color, make it of the right shape to fill the

aperture, and sew it in as nicely as the other

seams are sewed. If gloves are not stayed at the

wrist, take a small piece of similar kid and stitch

it there on the wrong side.

Nice house shoes, and slippers, may be made

from woolen cloth, either embroidered with wor-

steds or braid or cord, or kept plain. Carpeting

also makes good slippers. Old coat collars quilted

together make good soles—so do pieces cut from
old felt hats. For patterns get an old shoe, or

slipper. Each part should be lined and bound
separately. Paste together two or three layers of

cotton cloth for a heel-stiffening. After each part

is bound sew them together with strong linen

thread well waxed. These are very comfortable

shoes for winter.

Leather boots, and shoes, often last longer for

a few stitches deftly set by a woman's hand ; so

don't overlook them. Seams rip—elastic gores

break out—and straps start off—and now and then

the leather cracks, all of which a strong thread,

well waxed, in a good, stout needle can remedy.

Those who wish to protect their clothing from
smut, or soil, do well to wear a large apron, fitted

to cover the shirt-front, fastened with straps about

the neck and around the waist ; or, M'hat is called

a skeleton, cut according to the front of panta-

loons and having a waist covering like that of the

apron. This is fastened by straps around the

ankles, and also about the waist and neck. Better

still, they will do, to use a frock and overalls, or

a jacket and over-pants. These should all be

made of stout drilling, or frocking. Blues and

greys are the best colors. It is impossible to keep

white looking clear and clean. If you get blue be

sure that it is an indigo dye—this is the most last-

ing. Make these gannents with good, strong

thread, and in the most thorough manner ; and

always keep them in good order : they are to bear

rough usage, you know, and must be capable of

warding off accidents which otherwise would be-

fall the clothing worn beneath. In this way they

often save ten times their value, beside lessening

the housekeeper's amount of washing.

All clothing should be marked with the owner's

name. If of cotton, or linen, write it plainly with

indelible ink in some unnoticed part. If of wool-

en, write it upon slips of linen, or cotton, and sew

them to the articles. For clothing that seldom

needs washing starch and iron the cloth and use

common ink. If you have no indelible ink, and

you see that the owner of the clothing has often a

silvery, or a golden, heading to his dark beard, or

moustache, ask him to lend you the little phial

that he keeps hidden in the closet ; and use its

contents in the same way as common ink, for any,

even the nicest of clothing.

I think I have now spoken of all important

points. I wished the making and mending of

men's clothing to be clearly understood by those

who know the least about such matters. Keeping

this class of readers in mind, I have tried to sim-

plify the subject. Hence, many ofmy suggestions

and directions may to some appear trivial ; but if

to any I have made the performance of this work

easier and pleasanter, it is of no consequence how
humble were the means.
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NECESSARY BTJLES OP SLEEP.
There is no fact more clearly established in

the physiology of man than this, that the brain
expends its energies and itself during the hours
of wakefulness, and that these are recuperated
during sleep. If the recuperation does not
equal the expenditure, the brain withers—this

is insanity. Thus it is that, in early Enghsh
history, persons who were condemned to
death by being prevented from sleeping, al-

ways died raving maniacs ; thus it is also that
those who are starved to death become insane,

—the brain is not nourished, and they cannot
sleep. The practical inferences are three :

—

1st. Those who think most, who do most
brain work, require most sleep. 2d. That
time "saved" from necessary sleep is infallibly

destructive to mind, body, and estate. Give
yourself, your children, your servants—give
all that are under you, the fullest amount of
sleep they will take, by compelling them to

go to bed at some regular hour, and to rise in

the morning the moment they awake ; and
within a fortnight, Nature, with almost the
regularity of the rising sun, will unloose the
bonds of sleep the moment enough repose has
been secured for the wants of the system.
This is the only safe and sufficient rule ; and
as to the question how much sleep any one re-

quires, each must be a rule for himself—great
Nature will never fail to write it out to the ob-
server under the regulations just given.

—

Dr.
Forbes Winslow.

QEEAT GLACIEB OP NEW ZEALAND.
The Westland (Eng.) Observer has an ac-

count of a visit paid recently by the chief offi-

cers of the geological department to the great
glacier on the west side of Mount Cook. The
foot of the glacier, which is but thirteen miles
from the sea, is 1900 feet wide. Neither the
glacier nor the immense field of snow which
feeds it is visible from the river until within a
quarter of a mile of it, when the stupendous

mass of snow and ice at once breaks upon the
view. Below the glacier a recent moraine ex-
tends for several hundred yards, consisting of
debris of the rock, twenty feet deep, under-
laid by ice and snow, through which consider-
able streams of water run, which are rendered
visible in round holes, caused by the giving
way of the ice and by cracks in the surface.

On the southern side there has recently been a
great fracture of the ice and breach of the
rock, which had fallen in immense masses.
The party ascenJed on the northern side,

where the snow or ice formed rounded hills,

undisturbed by any cracks or fissures. The
glacier matter is porous, and presents tolerable

footing; it is of a gray color, full of small

dirt with occasional stones, which had evidently

fallen from the surrounding hills. The great
peculiarity of this glacier is not only its im-

mense size but the consequent fact of its de-

scending to so low a level—640 feet above the

sea level—instead of ending, as is usually the

case at an altitude of some 3000 or 4000 feet,

close to the limit of perpetual snow, among
Alpine vegetation. Here the green bush ex-

tends some thousands of feet above the gla-

cier, on the steep sides of the range in which
the glacier has cut the deep narrow gorge.

Not a single Alpine plant rewarded the re-

search of the party, and the temperature on
the glacier was scarcely below that on the fiat

below. With some ceremony the party named
it the Victoria Glacier. The height of the

peak of Mount Cook is found to be 12,632
feet.

SiUK-GEOwrNG IN California.—California

promises not only to furnish the best wines,

but the choicest silks. At the recent Santa
Clara County Fair, specimens of superior wa-
tered silk dress goods were exhibited ; also,

sample cocoons from the neighboring counties,

and the fact demonstrated that the entire State

is well adapted to silk growing. ^
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MARCH THOUGHTS.
The stormy March has come at last,

With -wind, and cloud, and chai;glng skies,

I hoar the gushing of th(5 hlaet
That thrSugb the snowy valley flies —Bryant.

E CAN, indeed, bear the

"gushing of tbe blast

througb tbe snowy val-

ley," and we can feel

.^ tbe glowing sunbeams

and pattering rain, too,

in tbis montb People

talk witb trutb about

tbe fickleness of April,

because it is all sun-

sbine and tears, like tbe

maiden who launches

into society at sweet

sixteen. But March is

as inconstant as April,

only it shows its sharper

features most,—Its icicle fangs, its cutting

winds andwhirlting snows to blind, and freeze

and bury you up. The voice of the robin in

the pines, or of the blue-bird on the old apple

tree, lures you out into tbe warm sunbeams

for a walk or a ride
;
you scorn overcoat and

mittens as you would a fur collar in summer,

and go forth as proudly and valiantly as the

Knight of La Mancba himself. But you do

not return so. A "norwester" strikes you

before your walk is half accomplished, and

jou come limping back as "stiff as a poker,"

as "blue as a whetstone," and with a poor

opinion of March as a season to walk or ride

in. You are ready to declare that "if there

be a montb the aspect of which is less amiable,

and its manners and habits less prepossessing,

than those of all tbe rest, that montb is March."

But March, nevertheless, is an excellent

month to do its own work in. It may not suit

our plans or moods exactly, but it cannot

be spared any better than June or October.

If March did not work. May would not blos-

som, nor September give us fruits. "Even

the winds of March, notwithstanding all that

we have insinuated in their diisfavor, are far

from being virtueless ; for they come career-

ing over our fields, and roads, and pathways,

and while they dry up the damps that tbe thaws

had let loose, and the previous frosts bad pre-

vented from sinking into the earth, 'pipe to

the spirit ditties' the words of which tell tales

of the forthcoming flowers. And not only

so,, but occasionally, towards the last of the

month, they are caught bearing away upon

their rough wings the mingled odors of violet

and daffodil."

The month of March, then, has its assigned

duties in the general operations of the seasons,

and its particular duties for all who have the

care of stock and gardens and fields.

March is the preparation month of the far-

mer, when he gets all things ready for the

April work, which cannot be postponed, as

the sailor clears the decks of his ship for ac-

tion when a rover comes in sight.
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Then, too, as the seasons change, as the

old earth rolls over and cants our part of it

more directly to the sun, changes take place

in our animals which make thera more depend-

ent upon man. The variations of the atmos-

phere into wet and dry, and of temperature

into cold and warm, or hot, affect them, so

that it becomes necessary to feed and tend

with unusual care. It is the usual season, too,

of the parturition of the domestic animals, the

cows, sheep, swine, and mares, when they

need protection from the extreme and sharp va-

riations which frequently occur in the "stormy

March."

Nothing should be left undone this month

that will tend to facilitate the work of April.

All the heavy work of hauling wood or timber,

of removing large stones for walls or cellars,

of carting manure, of cutting and piling wood,

preparing stuff for fences, &c., should be com-

pleted before the month closes.

The preparation of the soil and seeding of

crops will be essentially facilitated, also, by

deciding just what you will do in April, as

regards the crops you will put in ; what amount,

and precisely what land you will occupy for

each. This resolves farm work into something

of a system, and enables the person having

the responsibility to direct others easily and

clearly,—prevents mistakes and greatly pro-

motes the general prosperity.

All the implements that are to be used in

getting in the crops should be examined and

put into perfect order, so that no delay shall

occur in sowing and planting when the soil is

ready for that work. The seeds to be used

should also be examined, such as barley, oats,

wheat, grass seeds, corn, and every other

kind
;
going so far with some of the small seeds

as to test thera in boxes or pots, in the kitchen,

to ascertain whether they retain their vitality

or not. Such tests would save many disap-

pointments with regard to garden seeds espe-

cially, such as onion, beet, parsnip, carrot, egg

plant, tomato and other small seeds.

Some trifling arrangements, at least, ouf^ht

to be made in relation to the vegetable and

flower garden, and adornments about the

dwelling, for "it is horticultural associations

that teach men the beauty and value of rural life,

where they may sit under their own vine and fig

tree, and amid their own blossoming, fruitful

orchards and gardens ; homes created by sim-

ple pleasures, shared with their own families.

This is the good work which horticulture will

accomplish, and does accomplish,—that of

bringing men into daily contact with nature,

—

of giving them pure, simple, rational pleas-

ures ; and most of all, of teaching them to find

happiness, not in the excitement of politics,

not in the busy tumults of life, but in their

country and cottage homes,—there to under-

stand and realize the truth of that 6ne sa)^ing

of Burns :

—

'To make a happy fire-side clime
For weana and wife

;

That's thi' true pathos, and sublime,
Of human life. "

OUR YOUNGEST SUBSCRIBER.
Some months since a manly little fellow en-

tered our office and said he wished to sub-

scribe for the New England FARjrER. On
handing him a receipt for a year's subscription,

we asked if the address was that of his father.

The reply, "No, sir, it is ray own," was made
in so decided yet modest a manner that we did

not feel at liberty to make the further inquiries

which our curiosity prompted, and putting his

receipt in his pocket he bade us good day in a

quiet, business-like manner. The entr}' on

our book is John C. Cobb, Brookline, Mass.

We have since ascertained that he was only

eight years of age, and that at the time of sub-

scribing for the Farmer he had just returned

from Amherst, where he had been spending

his summer vacation on the farm of his grand-

father, Henry Cobb, Esq. On this pleasant

farm the lad became so much interested in the

stock, and, in fact, in everythiiig connected

with the farm, that on being notified by his

parents that if he wished to accompany them

to the seashore, where the whole family usually

pass a few weeks during the heat of summer,

he must come home at once, he hesitated a

moment, and then pointing to the scenery

arouml, and looking up to his grandfather,

said, "Lef them go ; this is better than all the

seashores m the world."

His vacation having expired he reluctantly

returned to his school in Brookline, Avith the

avowed purpose of qualifying himself for the

agricultural college and for the farmer's pro-

fession.

With a generation of such subscribers, and

a succession of such students, the New Eng-

land Farmer, and the Massachusetts Agricul-
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tural College, may well feel that their future

success and usefulness are no longer problem-

atical.

BKISTOL CODWTY CENTRAL, MASS.

We are indebted to Edmund Rodman, Esq
,

of New Bedford, for a copy of the Transactions

of this Agricultural Association for 1867,

which we believe is the first printed report of

the Society as now organized, though the old

Bristol County Society was among the earliest

in the State. In a few introductory remarks,

President Durfee says : "We have in the area

of this coiraty about three hundred thousand

acres, and perhaps there is no part of our

State where so large a portion is uncultivated.

Although the annual product of the industry

of this county amounts to the large sum of

sixty millions of dollars, only about four mil-

lions are derived from agriculture, showing

the importance of a better understanding of

the relation which exists between agricultural

and manufacturing interests." The following

are the officers for 1868 :

President—Nathan Durfee, Fall Tliver.

Vice Presidents—Edmund Rodman, New Bed-
ford; Oliver S. Wilbur, R;\vnham.

Treasurer—Samuel A. Dean, East Taunton.
Secretary—E,ol)ert Adams, Fall River.
Directors—Lnthun Porter, New Bedford; Ro-

bert S. Gibbs, Fall River; Williaai L. Slade, Som-
erset ; Noah Tripp, New Bedford ; Alden Ilathe-
way, Freetown ; A. W. Pierce, Taunton.

PREivnuM Butter.—At the fair of the Oi-

lcans County, Vt., Agricultural Society, Geo.
B. Brewster, of Ira&burg, was awarded the

first premium on a tub of butter, and submitted
the following statement in regard to its manu-
facture :

—"1 keep 23 cows of the native stock,

with a slight mixture of Durham. The cream
was gathered in three days, from milk that set

36 hours after milking ; tbe cream then set 24
hours, then was churned. When the butter
came it was put in a wooden bowl and washed
with spring water until the milk was all washed
out, and the water ceased to be colored, then
the Ashton salt is worked in by hand, at the

rate of one ounce to a pound of butter. The
butter is then set away to stand 24 hours,
when it is worked over by hand, taking a small
quantity at a time, and working out all the
brine ; then it is pounded down in the tub,
which is filled within a half inch of. the top,
and covered with a cloth, over which is spread
a thin layer of salt. This tub was packed Oct.
4. Cream is not churned the same day that it

is skimmed, as it will sometimes have a pecu-
liar taste, which it does not have after staxiding

twenty hours. In the fall the pans are filled

two thirds full, and the cream rises as well,

but in summer it should be more shallow."

BEES AND HONET.

REATLY increased attention has

been given to the cultivation

of bees within the last fifteen years.

Indeed, there has been no period

within our recollection when so

much has been written and said in

relation to them . We are glad to

The cultivation of bees, like the cul-

tivation of flowers, has a civilizing tendency.

Like flowers, they require a constant and ten-

der care, and rarely fail to enlist a deep inter-

est and sympathy in the bee-master. Th^-y

soon become acquainted with their keeper, and

will allow him to arrange their hives, change

boxes, and perform most of the necessary

work about the bee stand or house, without

molesting him, if he be a kind and gentle mas-

ter. If he is quiet and proceeds fearlessly,

they will alight upon his bands and run over

them, especially if he has been prudent enough

to rub them with a little liquid honey. They

become greatly excited if a sudden blow is

struck upon the hive, or in their immediate vi-

cinity, and they at once assume an attitude of

defence or defiance. When not disturbed,

their countenance is mild, their eyes soft and

clear, and their whole appearance that of gen-

tleness and repose ; but when agitated, as

great a change takes place as may be seen in

the cat or dog when enraged, and every hair

upon them is trembling with excitement.

Sometimes they become absolutely ferocious,

and will strike a blow almost sufficient to

knock a person down, while, at the s?»me mo-

ment, the keen and poisonous sting is plunged

so deep that it cannot be withdrawn, and is

left in the flesh of its victim.

In a hot day, and when they were prob-

ably not treated with that deference which

a qvieen and her subjects merited, we have

more than once been driven from the stand

and obbged to take shelter beneath dense

shrubbery which would prevent their ap-

proach. But like the sharp shooters in our

late army, they were on the look-out, and,

instantly, when head or hand was raised

above the shrubs, a blow would come with a

force that could scarcely be conceived as

proceeding from so small a creature.

At another time—when handling them with

great freedom—a friend has been invited to

look on, but a sudden blow in the face and an
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exclamation of pain would stop the further

progress of the visitor.

The care of bees is always attended with

some danger, so that every person engaged in

it should protect himself by an old hat with a

calico sack tied above the rim, and a piece of

wire gauze sewed into the sack in front of the

face ; then with gloves having long wrists tied

over the sleeves of the sack, he is proof

against any number of bees. The women will

take an old dress and fit the whole thing up in

an hour.

In an article in the Scottish Farmer, Mr.

James Bruce says the agricultural population

of that country cannot be too strongly im-

pressed with the importance of keeping bees.

In many parts of Russia, some peasants have

hundreds of bee hives, and really make more

profit of their bees than of corn. In one lo-

cality the number of hives was incredible ; a

single parish forest, he was informed, pos-

sessed Jive hundred sivarms

!

Honey is said to possess so great restorative

powers, that in some instances, at the point

of death, when all stimulants and tonics had

failed, a table spoonful, given every half hour

has rallied and saved the patient.

As honey is highly esteemed by most per-

sons as an article of food, and as it commands

a high price—the supply being scarcely equal

to the demand—the culture of bees is worthy

of attention in an economical point of view. It

is not probable that anything like the amount

of saccharine material, produced in flowers,

sap of trees, dews or depositions on the leaves

of plants, juices of fruits, &c., &c., is col-

lected in any year. All that seems necessary,

then, to make honey abundant, is the culture

of more bees. In doing this, we would cau-

tion the beginner to observe the habits of bees

in their natural condition, and learn from them,

as far as possible, the best mode of manage-

ment when brought under the care of man.

We are inclined to think that in many cases

they are managed ton much, and that if kept

nearer their natural condition they would prove

more profitable. The devices for hives are

exceedingly numerous ; some of them excel-

lent, but many of them expensive, complicated

and worthless.

The two great enemies of bees are worms

and moisture ; keep them free from these, and

with a little attention in feeding young or weak

swarms, one may find their culture pleasant

and profitable.

For the New England Farmer.

FARM HELP—No. II.

Boy Lahok.—Formerly, broad shoulders,

deep chests and brawny arms were considered
prime requisites for farm labort^rs. Boys of
slender constitutions or of promising intellect

could not possibly be kept at home with the

expectation of Ijecoming profitable help ; and
to those of a mechanical turn of mind, the

vast amount of muscular labor to be performed
was irksome and monotonous in the extreme.
But now, with the introduction of machinery,
with more commodious and convenient build-

ings, and new and improved methods of hus-

bandry, comes the demand for something higher

than mere strength of muscle. Activity and
skill are fully as desirable qualities. There no
longer exists the necessity of sending boys to

the counting room, factory or work shop to

find employments adapted to their strength

;

for in agricultural, as in all the industrial arts,

knowledge is showing its power over material

forces ; and the terrors of the most w^'aring

and laborious parts of farm work vanish be

fore this ability to trani-fer what before could

only be performed by human muscles, to wood,
iron, hordes and oxen. And the multi[)lication

of mechanical appliances tend to bring the

work more and more within the capacity of

the young, the feeble, or the old. A slender

youth, a lame, or an old man can now do all

the mowing and raking on a large farm. Care-

ful and well trained lads, as a part of the farm
force, can render more efficient service than

heavy and clumsy men. The profits of some
kinds of crops depend upon the amount of this

light and cheap help at command. Where
only able bodied men are employed, the labor

bills rise to a high figure, and here in New
England we must resort to every means in our

power to reduce the cost of production, that

we may be better able to withsitand the sharp

competition from the more productive portions

of llie country. Not only can the farmer's

own children find abundant work at remunera-
tive wages, but all the availaMe help of the

neighboriiood can be profitably employed.
But with the emplo}ment of cliilflren, the

(juestion naturally arises, how can their servi-

ces be made really ])rolitable, while their edu-

cation is not neglected. No one who values

the future of the child, can for a moment ad-

vocate that work should take the precedence
of study. Youth is the j)recious seed-time of
life, and the golden opportunities of this pe-

riod once lost, are seldom recovered. The
word education is very comprehensive in its

meaning; and that of farmers' sons should be

emphatically of a practical nature. It cannot
be measured by the number of hours they pass

in the school room; it means something be-

sides mere scholastic learning, and is largely
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the results of observation and experience.

The natural sciences, with which they should

be familiar, are all illustrated in the fields and

in their daily work. The soil, the atmosphere,

the vegetable and animal life which surround

them are teeming with topics of inexhaustible

study, and many a knotty question can be

raised over the simplest things they do. The
minds of children are naturally inquisitive,

and if this propensity is only properly encour-

aged, they readily acquire the real spirit of

investigation and will gather knowledge while

about their daily work. In no place can ob-

ject-teaching be carried out better than in the

cor.ntry school-house.

It should be ever impressed upon the minds
of children that an essential part of their edu-

cation is learning how to work ; to woi'k cheer-

fully, patiently, faithfully and for a definite and
high end, and that something is to be learned

in the mere mechanical and manual labor of

farniing. While thus engaged, they are ac-

(juirlng a trade as certainly as if serving an
apnrenticei-hip to a machinist or carpenter.

When a joung man can perform all parts well

and understandingly, he is entitled to as much
ret-pect and has as nmch to rely upon, as if

he were a journeyman in any of the common
trades.

To adopt a plan of daily study and to reach

this standard, boys need some assistance. The
idea presupposes some change in the school

system of the agricultural districts. The
school should be kept nearly through the whole

) ear, with vacations at perhaps seed time and
harvest. There should be one session a day,

not exceeding four hours, and that held in the

morning. This will keep up an interest in the

studies and furnish the mind with work and
prevent that sluggish and indifferent state

which those boys too often manifest who have
only one term of schooling during the year,

and come to that after a long period of ex-

hausting labor. The younger as well as the

older children would find advantages in such a

system. Work for the day could be easily

planned, so as not to interfere with school

bours. Parents and employers who will assist

those under their charge in their studies, by
encouraging their inquiring spirit ; help solve

th<-ir questions ; follow them in their daily

lessons, and by reviews, illustrations and am-
piilications of the text, perfect them in their

recitations, will see their efforts abundantly
rewarded. The present and ultimate advan-
tages of such home influence can hardly be
estimated.

The plan of daily study allows only short

days for manual labor. Where steady em-
ployment is attempted for boys, the great dan-

ger lies in carrying work to an extreme. It is

a notorious fact that the sons of many farmers

do not receive the educational and social ad-

vantages that the circumstances of their pa-

rents warrant. They are, in fact, overwork-
ed ; more being required of them than of men,

according to their power of endurance. We
wonder why so many boys leave the farm.

Three-fourths will give as the cause, hard work.

An unreasonable amount is put upon them at

a tender age ; they are obliged to make long

days in the field, before they can well endure
them, and farming is made to appear to them
an unceasing round of drudgery which preju-

dices them against it, and they resolve to leave

before they understand what it can or ought to

be made. Six or eight hours are sufficient for

a day's work. Boys will accomplish more and
better work in these short periods of labor

than when dragging wearily along from early

morn till sunset. Boys, being more active

than men, do their work quicker, and of course

are sooner fatigued ; and when they have com-
pleted a reasonable amount of labor should be

allowed a change. To continue them on duty,

partly at work, partly at play, and partly in

idleness, after they have already done enough,

is a sure way to establish slow movements,
indolent habits, and to make careless, ineffi-

cient workmen. Great injustice is frequently

done to boys when they are matched with men.

If they strive to keep up, they acquire the

habit of slighting their work or over exert

themselves. Many an ambitious and promis-

ing lad has brought upon himself serious and

permanent injury in this unequal contest.

Dull, heavy, rusty and half worn-out tools

tend to irritate and discourage boys. One
secret of success in their management lies in

giving them frequent changes. Their active

and restless dispositions, and immature con-

t^titutions cannot long endure either mental or

physical effort in one direction. A change

from study to work, or work to study is not

sufficient ; they require a variation in these

pursuits. Entire change of motion is often

equal to positive rest. They also like to see

the end of their work at the beginning, and it

is really a great help to divide any long or

difficult job into easy tasks. They should be

provided with good tools adapted to their

strength, and be required to keep them clean

and bright. When thus well equipped, and
working with a will, they will in the course of

a season, or a year, accomplish a large amount
of work.
There is another condition of childhood, the

concession of which ensures better work and

more earnest study. A child at real work or real

study is under partial restraint. Play is more
his natural element, and unless he can have

stated times to act out his youthful impulses,

he is very much inclined to make play of his

work or of his study. We who have grown
sober with labor, and silent with care, are apt

to judge harshly in this respect. We forget

our own young days. Hearty, downright play

infuses new life and new energy to a wonder-

ful degree. Thus a full and vigorous devel-

opment of mind and body depends upon a

judicious and happy combination of work,

study and play. Either, carried to an ex-
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treme, is attended with undesirable results

:

excessive study tending to enfeeble the body
;

all work, to deaden the sensibilities and blunt

the intellect, and too much play leads to bad
habits and an idle and useless life. The farm

presents peculiar advantages for the successful

blending of labor with daily study. If the

studies are practical and relate to their occu-

pation, they awaken an enthusiasm for their

work. Boys who are so directed as to per-

ceive the direct or remote application of their

studies begin to learn the value of knowledge,

and education appears worth striving for

;

consequently they turn from work to books
with greater zeal. A judicious union of work
with study reveals the brighter and higher

aspect of farming, and will make more inter-

ested and skilful workmen. Will it not make
boys more contented and happy, and less

inclined to quit at the first opportunity their

ancestral homes and their father's occupation ?

Farmers who can thus educate their boys

and keep them at home during their minority,

at least, will Indeed find in them valuable as-

sistants,—a present comfort and pleasure.

Lawrence, Mass., Jan. 8, 18C8. N. s. t.

Rejiai!KS.—The foregoing suggestive arti-

cle reminds us of some of our early experi-

ence in combining work with study. In the

district in which we lived there was one session

of school of two months in the winter, and the

same In the summer, and, as a general rule,

boys attended the latter until ten years of age.

During our last summer term our folks were

very busy In clearing up a new lot. For a

part of this term, we were required to work In

the "burning" during most of the forenoon,

and to attend school in the afternoon. Of

course we left the field "as black as a little

negro," washed up, changed clothes, took an

early dinner, and trudged off alone to the

school house, anxious to arrive in season to

enjoy the noon-hour sports of the other boys.

Though our father took much interest in the

education of his children, and, being an old

school master, was ever ready to assist them,

as "N. S. T." says parents and employers

should do, we were not particularly pleased

with the arrangement. If the "other boys"

of the neighborhood had been required to do

the same, we should probably have been better

satisfied with the plan. The problem, how-

ever, of combining work and study is one over

which even the managers of our agricultural

colleges are still puzzling themselves.

—Geo. Wood, of Brattleboro", Vt., says he has

tamed or broken 724 colts in the course of his life.

AGKICUIiTUBAL ITEMS.
—An orchard in Genesee Co , N. Y., of six acres,

has, during six years, brought in a revenue of

over $14,000, or $'2,400 a year.

—We see it stated that a little kerosene oil

rubbed upon cliill)lains has effected a cure. We
have received benefit from the application of a
little wood ashes lye.

—The California Farmer says that the agricul-

tural products of thit State already exceed those

of the mines, and are increasing in value with

great rapidity.

—"God gives no value unto men
Unmatctied by meed of labor;

And cost to worth has ever been
The closest neighbor."

—The Vermont Agricultural Society is in a

prosperous condition. The profits to the treasury

in 1867 amuunted to $567.76, which makes the

fund now in the treasury $8,661.84.

—The Lexington, Ky., Farmers' Club are tak-

ing active measures to encourage the home man-
ufacture of agricultural implements. A move in

the right direction.

—To every bale of cotton lint, weighing 400 lbs.,

there are produced about 1400 lbs. of seed. So

says the new work on Cotton Culture, noticed in

another column.

—A correspondent of the Rural Neio Yorker,

gives several instances where cattle and other ani-

mals were badly poisoned by eating straw that had

been much rusted.

—The town of Bennes, in Brittany, is noted for

its peculiar butter. The milk of the previous

evening is mixed with the warm moming's milk,

and the mixture allowed to stand for two or three

hours, when the whole is churned.

—The Waukcgan (111.) Gazette says sheep are

wintering well the present season ; a marked con-

trast with last. This season they went into winter

quarters in fine condition ; last season was exactly

the opposite.

—There are said to be from 300,000 to 400,000

boxes of cheese in store in New York on pro-

ducers' account. The exportation of cheese for

the year, up to November 1, has been about 300,000

boxts greater than it was last year.

—A Vermont farmer has in use a machine con-

structed from the design of an invalid neighbor,

which is managed by a boy and worked by one

horse, as a land roller and clod crusher, corn

planter, broadcast grass seed sower, and grain

drill.

—The Rural New Yorker strongly opposes the

tendency towards specialities in fiirming in this

country, saying "the practice of devoting a farm

mainly to the growth of a .single product is op-

posed to all principles of scientific or common-
sense agriculture." The greater exhaustion of

the soil, the greater expense in conducting the
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farm operations, owipgto the pressure of the work
at some seasons, and the greater risk of failure

are among the reasons given in support of this

opinion.

—Dr. Randall says he should not dare to winter

sheep without salt, especially when any kind of

disease is prevalent. The best way is to give sheep

constant access to it—allowing their instincts to

guide them, after they have become habituated to

its free use.

—The receipts of corn in Chicago, in 1867, were

10,000,000 bushels less than in 1866. This, how-

ever, does not show conclusively that the crop was

short to the extent this would at first sight indi-

cate, as more may have been shipped through

other points.

—Mr. B. J. Campbell, of Glen Haven, N. Y.,

wrote to the Country Gentleman that he was fod-

dering hay that was put in the barn about half dry,

with a little lime sprinkled on it. It came out

bright and clean from dust. Without the lime it

woiildUiave been, he says, a perfect smudge.

—One who believes club-footed cabbages to be

the result of impure seed, directs to plant the

stalks in the spring, as early as the ground and

season will allow, with the heads on, and far

enough from all plants of the same species, that

the wind, insects, and bees cannot carry the pollen

and spoil the seed.

—There is no better fertilizer for strawberries

than ashes. We remember, says the American

Ilorticulturist, that one of the best crops we ever

had was raised when the only manure used

was wood ashes. All soils will not alike be bene-

fited by such an application, but it is always safe

to use ashes in connection with other manures.

—At a late meeting of the Hampshire, Franklin

and Hampden Agricultural Society, Milo J. Smith

was elected president ; A. P. Peck, Secretary ; El-

nathan Graves, of Williamsburg, A. T. Judd of

South Hadley, R. Smith, of Hadley, and J. W.
Hubbard, of Northampton, executive committee.

It was voted to endow a scholarship in the agricul-

tural college.

—The celebrated sheep "Green Mountain,"

owned by Hon. Edwin Hammond & Son of Mid-

dlebury, Vt., died recently from inflammation of

the bladder and kidneys. He had been sick since

Dec. 30. This ram was the progeny of the cele-

brated "Gold Drop," was three years of age last

spring, was probably the best stock sheep in the

world, and constantly increasing in value to his

ownei-s and to the breeders of Vennont. He
could not have been purchased for $15,000.

—An association of Western Wool Manufactur-

ing was recently formed at Chicago. President,

Geo. S. Bowen, Chicago, with Vice Presidents in

Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan, Indiana, Minnesota,

Ohio, and Iowa. Secretary, Jesse McAllister.

The resolutions of the Cleveland convention was
endorsed, and a resolution adopted that it shall be

just cause for expulsion of any member to intro-

duce shoddy or flocking into his productions, rep-
resenting such product as made from clear staple.

—To show that honey-bees instead of being an
injury to farmers are a benefit to them, the fact is

cited as well known to observing bee-keepers that

when we have a fine yield of honey from the buck-
wheat, or the orchard, that we have a correspond-
ing yield of grain or fruit, unless prematurely de-

stroyed by frost or other causes. There are sea-

sons when bees work very little on buckwheat,
and the result has been, with scarcely an excep-
tion, a small yield of grain.

—The committee who have the matter of publi-

cation of the Ayrshire Herd Book in charge had a
meeting at Collinsville, Ct., recently, approved 682
pedigrees, marked 119 doubtful and rejected some
others. The doubtful and rejected must have an
opportunity to be heard, after which the pedigree

numbers can be affixed with all their intricate de-

pendencies, and the work be published. The sec-

retary, J. N. Bagg, Esq., West Springfield, Mass.,

is devoting all his leisure time to it.

—A correspondent of the Western Rural gives

the following remedy for cold or cough : "Fold a
piece of cloth three or four thicknesses, wet it

thoroughly with warm water, and wring it so that

it will not drip. Pin it tightly around the chest,

go to bed, cover up warm, and lie till morning.
Then on removing the cloth, wash over with water
a little colder than the blood, wipe dry, then put

on your ordinary clothing, and go about your or-

dinary work."

—The original London Pippin tree in Virginia is

known to have borne every year for the past eighty

years, from forty-five to seventy-five bushels of

of apples each year, and it was known eighty years

ago to have been an old tree. So it has, without a

doubt, borne for one hundred years an average of

fifty bushels per year. The fruit is first rate quali-

ty and over the average size of apples. The tree

two years ago was as sound as could be imagined.

It was about forty-five feet high and forty-five feet

in the spread of its branches.

—Mr. J. W. Clarke, of Green Lake, Wis., de-

tails in the Country Gentleman a case of garget in

which a cow that had lost two teats in previous

years was again so badly affected, that one quar-

ter of the bag changed to a scarlet color, and parts

of it became detached and fell away until the

whole quarter was entirely lost, leaving a vacant

space. The wound began to dry and heal around

its edges, to which coal tar was applied to keep off

the flies. The cow recovered her health, and is

now in fair condition, though of course not milked.

—To determine whether kerosene is liable to ex-

plode, the Boston Journal of Chemistry gives the

following directions : fill a pint bowl two-thirds

full of boiling water, and into it put a common
metallic thermometer. The temperature will run

up to over 200 degrees. By gradually adding cold
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water, bring down the temperature of the water to

110 degrees, and then pour into the bowl a spoon-

ful of the kerosene, and apply a liglited match.

If it takes fire, the article should be rejected as

dangerous ; if not, it may be used with a confident

feeling of its safety.

—Hon. N. S. Townshend, of Ohio, took samples

of the Leicesters, Lincolns, Cotswolds, and crosses

of these with the South Downs, to Boston, to get

the opinions of the manufacturers. They placed

very different values upon these samples of long

wool. The value r.mged from 50c to $1 per lb.

It was not the length nor the fineness that governed

the value ; it was lustre, brightness, that more than

all else determined the value. Across of the pure

long-wooled sheep with the South Downs destroy-

ed the lustre. In manufacturing alpaca goods the

lustre is the chief quality.

—In speaking of the different families of Short

Horns in England, Mr. Sanford Howard, says in a

communication to the Countnj Gentleman, "I went

to England a firm believer in 'Bates blood.' I

spent some two or three daj^s at Weatherby, look-

ing at the best Bates herd in England—Captain
Gunter's. Then I saw Richard Booth's, and at

once gave up my Bates fancy. I could not do
otherwise, as the difference in the two tribes is

very strikingly in favor of the Booth. It is true

that there ai-e a few persons in England who pay
large prices for Bates cattle ; but the general pub-

lic sentiment is largely on the side of the Booths.

The special merits of these cattle consist in strong

constitutions, capacious chests, well-placed shoul-

ders, smooth shoulder points thoroughly fleshed

over, full chines and crops, round and deep fore-

ribs, straight, broad and very thick fleshed backs.

The following practical suKgeetlons, part of a com
munlcation recently written for the Farmer byWm.
D. Bfowu, of Concord, Maes., are placed here as ap
propriate to the "Agricultural Iti m" column. Leaf,

flower, and fruit of a coming season are wrapped up
in the little buds now on our trees; so, snugly in-

closed in these terse sentences, are the thouiiht, expe-

rience and observation of an active life.

—Too many barns are deficient in windows.

—Money invested in needed tools pays a high

per cent.

—The more comfortable you can keep your ani-

mals the more will they thrive.

—A good cow is a valuable machine ; the more
food she properly digests the greater the profit.

—A few roots, daily, to all the stock, are as wel-

come as apples to boys and girls.

—Iron shoes on sleds last a life time. They are

really cheaper in the end than wooden ones.

—All animals arc fond of sunshine. Let them
bask in it, if possible

—Replace all the bars, where you often pass, by

strong gates, and then wonder that you didn't do

to before.

—A borrowed tool, if broken, should be prompt-

ly replaced by a new one. A nice sense of honor
in such matters is much to be commended.

—It seems strange that housekeepers don't buy
pails and tubs with brass hoops and trimmings.

They cost a little more at first, but last wonder-
fully.

—Build safe, easy stairs wherever needed in

barns, and save breaking your bones climbing

dangerous ladders.

—Give a quart of meal daily to each of your

young animals, and you will soon be praising

them to your neighbors.

—Where a watering tub is needed abroad, it

should be a deep one and set partly in the ground.
It will not freeze then in the coldest weather so as

to I'rive much trouble

Scoured Fleeces.—A brief report of the

committee appointed by the New York Sbetp

Breeders' and Wool Growers' Assoc^lion ojt

the scoured fleeces of last spring's exblbiiion

is published in the Rural New Yorker. The
tables have not been elaborated as in 1865,

but the following abstract of those given may
be interesting to many of our readers :

—

Breed and Sex.

Merino ram .

Merino ram .

Merino ram .

Merino ram .

Merino ewe .

Merino ewe .

Cotswold ram
Cotswold ram
Leicester ram
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A SIDE-HILL COTTAGE.

•'Circumstances govern cases," is an old

adage that expresses a truth too often disre-

garded in some of our plans and operations.

One Tvho has been long accustomed to build-

ings which were appropriate to their location

and convenient for the pu poses for which they

were planned and constructed, is very liable

to adhere to the same style, whenever he

builds, though his circumstances and purposes

may be very different.

We have in our mind a house in the open

country, some ten miles from Boston, built

and occupied by a city mechanic, which looks,

for all the world, as though it had been cut

from some crowded city block, and carefully

transplanted to its present location. It has

no veranda, balcony, or projection of any

kind. It stands stark and bald, as if perfectly

unconscious that the surrounding land is valued

by mills, instead of dollars per foot.

We are reminded also of another small

dwelling house built upon level and rather

moist soil, with "a basement," which we once

examined with a view of hiring for a tenement,

but which our better-half, who did her own

work, at once decided would not at all suit

her, and of course that house was left for some

other customer.

Still, as "circumstances alter cases," and

as there are side-hills as well as plains in New
England, a basement house may sometimes be

appropriate and desirable.

The above plan, as will be seen, is meant

for a position below the road. Gentle swells

by some valley side, or on the outer margin

Principal Floor-Plan.

of a plain, often furnish sites well adapted to

this plan. The cut, and illustrations were
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drawn by Cleveland & Backus of New York,

who estimated the cost at $1375, at the rates

of labor and material previous to the war.

The plan of the principal floor, shows the

position and size of the parlor, the sitting and

bed rooms, the halls and closets, so fully as to

require no further description.

The basement plan also shows the arrange-

ment and size of the kitchen, living room,

vegetable cellar, fuel cellar, and closet. The

Basement Plan.

position of the upper flight of stairs deter-

mines that of the lower and makes necessary

the recess in the stone wall as shown by the

basement plan.

Height of basement, seven feet ; main story

eight feet six inches.

In the attic there are four bed rooms and as

many closets. These rooms are ten feet high

in the highest part, and but two feet and nine

inches at the side ; a result due to the low

pitch of the roof.

The upright boarding represented In the cut

is a matter of taste, on which architects are

not by any means unanimous.

PEED KOOTS TO HORSES.

It is probable that all our domestic animals,

in their original condition, were located in cli-

mates that would afford them food througliout

the entire year, and that they were endowed with

the power of collecting that food, as our cows

and hor>C!i do in the summer season. They

would not lie able to do this in a New England

climate, as the nioo.<(! and reindeer do ; so that

they are in an artilicial condition, in some de-

gree, and this condition ought to betaken into

consideration in our mocjes of feeding them.

It seems to us to be contrary to their nature,

for horses to be kept any great length of time

upon dry hay and grain, and without some

tender and juicy food to fill the place, as

nearly as possible, of green and succulent grass.

This may be done, in some measure, by

the use of roots. These will serve, as does

the grass, to keep the digestive organs in

healthful action. Every horse owner will find

it economical to himself to feed roots of some

kind liberally to his horses, as under such

treatment they will retain their health and

strength, last longer, and thus be able to do

him more service than when kept exclusively

on dry food.

Livery stable keepers understand this, and

they purchase a larger portion of the roots

which are raised, than the farmer ought to

spare ; though the farmer has the advantage of

allowing his horses to feed upon green food

during a portion of the year. Among the

roots, carrots are considered the best for

horses ; but they will eat potatoes, mangold

wurtzels, beets, parsnips, and turnips, by

commencing with each in very small quantities.

Their use will prove cheaper than to confine

horses to dry food entirely.

KEEPING MEAT UNDER BRINE.

Many a serious loss occurs to good house-

wives by the pork or beef coming to the sur-

face of the brine, and being exposed to the air,

after it has been packed with great care. The
usual way of keeping it down is to lay bits of

board upon the meat, and upon them bricks

or stones. This is very well so long as noth-

ing is taken from the barrel ; but when that is

done, if the boards and stones arc not put back

and evenly balanced, some of them cant a

little and allow a portion of the meat to come

to the air. If this remains exposed for some

days, the process of putrefaction takes place,

and not only the piece exposed is ruined, but

if it remains long in this condition the whole

mass receives a taint, and if not rendered en-

tirely unfit for the table, loses its sweet and

rich flavor. We have known this to occur

where it was supposed the utmost pains had

been taken to ki ep the meat perfect.

It is no small loss to the family to find a

barrel of choice pork with a disagreeable taint

upon it all, just as a succession of vegetables

is coming on in spring or early summer. To
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avoid such an unpleasant circumstance, we

give below a very simple, and what seems to

us an effective preventive of such loss. It

was communicated to the lowa Homestead, by

one of its correspondents from Clinton, In that

State :

—

Make a follower of inch board (an old barrel

head will do) just lar^e enongli to pass through
th& huad of the band with eaue. On the top of

the follower, aljout four inches from the edge, on
opposite sides, fasten two l)races with leather

hinges. The braces should be about six inches

long, and one inch square, liaving a sharp spike in

the upiier end. This done, press tlie follower upon
the meat until it is below the brine, then pi-ess the

top of the br.ices against the barrel, and the spikes

will penetrate tiie side of the barrel, keeping all in

place. Few realize tlie itnportatice of keeping
meat under the brine. If one piece becomes taint-

ed, it will in time convey that taint to all in the
barrel.

BANDOIiPH, VT. FARMER'S CLUB.

After the report of the discussion of this

club which appears in another column was in

the hands of the type-setters, we received the

following communiea'ion in relation to its his-

tory and management. We hope it may en-

courage individuals in neighborhoods where

there are no such associations, to move at once

in the formation of one. Let the organization

and the exercises be as simple as possible at

first. Don't try to begin where a club of six

years' practice "leaves off." Don't be consti-

tutioned to death. Don't be tied to the stake

of any two-thirds vote. "We, the undersign-

ed, agree to meet once a week to talk over our

farming affairs," is about enough of constitu-

tion and by-laws to begin with. From evening

to evening, such "articles" and "amendments"

may be added as shall be found desirable or

practicable. Of course the rules which gov-

ern gentlemen and ladles in social intercourse,

and those which are observed by deliberative

bodies, are always and everywhere in force.

If one plan of exercises fails, keep yourselves

free to try another, and any other, which may
be suggested by your own circumstances and

means.

A New Feature.

In conducting our Farmer's Club, we have con-

stantly had in mind, from its commencement, six

years ago, to the present time, the personal im-

provement of its members, as one of its prominent

objects.

We started with an essay and a discussion, as the

chief exercises. But the first year we frequently

failed of having the essay. To avoid these fail-

ures, wc had six or eight individuals pledged to

fulfil the appointment whenever it fell upon them,

and we were thus sure of the essay every week.

Last season we added the exercise of an original

"oration," and did not fail of having it during the

season.

Tne present term wc have added still another

exercise, which proves not only useful and enter-

taining, but occasionally very amusing. It also

proves quite efficient in increasing the attendance

of the outsiders. It consists of an off-hand speech,

of five minutes, on the spur of the moment, with-

out any possibility of preparation, or previous

thought. The President calls to the stand, any
one of those who have agreed to sustain the exer-

cise, and then assigns him some subject pertaining

to farming interests, upon which he holds forth,

not exceeding £ive minutes.

This and all the other exercises continue to be
well sustained, and our attendance is good, from

20 to 6i, every Monday evening, "rain or shine,"

some coming six or eight miles—and we are al-

ways glad to see strangers frequently present, who
are no doubt readers of the Farmer—as they are

generally of the more intelligent and efficient

class of farmers. Our Club is one of the most in-

terestmg and useful institutions in this section.

Randolph, Vt., Jan. 7, 1868. Lectum.

For the New England Farmer,

A LARGE MANURE HEAP,
THE farmer's great MISTAKE.

Messrs. Editors :—In your paper of Jan-
uary 4th, I asked for information respecting

the success of the pupils of Professor Dodge
Hayward. On Thursday evening last, his lec-

ture was intended to show the farmers their

great mistake. The following Is the substance

of what I understood him to say.

Farming is destined to be the most profita-

ble business men can engage In, In New Eng-
land. The soil, as a whole, contains all that

is necessary as fertilizers, and the reason why
farming does not pay well, lies In the Igno-

rance of those engaged in It, m regard to the

fertilizers most suited to the lands they occupy,

and the crops they attempt to grow.

The farmer thinks he must have a large heap
of manure. In this he is mistaken ; he need
not keep cattle to make manure ; the fodder

they eat would be of more service to the land

if allowed to remain and rot where it grew.

He did not advocate the spreading upon the land

the substances we give cattle to eat, as even that

way of manuring is very much too costly to

pay. All vegetable matter. Including the grass

of the western prairies, and the leaves of the

forests of the north, is useless as manure, ex-

cept that in them there is a small amount of

mineral which washes down into the soil, while

the greatest part of it rises into the air and is

lost. The loss of fertility in our lands. East

and West, is caused by the loss not of vege-
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table matter, but by the minerals of the soil

having been exhausted by corn crops.

The rain, dew and snow, supply all the ma-
terial of a vegetable nature, which we com-
monly suppose to be necessary for enriching

our land ; nature never fails to give us in the

rain, dew, and snow, all the elements con-

tained in decomposed vegetable sub.-tances.

The peat lands of New England contain but a

small amount of fertilizing matter. Some of

them none at all, and to haul tliera into the

barn to make manure is wasting time to no
purpose, as they are but decomposed vegetable

matter, and to use them is only to attempt to

complete what nature has already perfected.

Some suppose that manure is injured by dry-

ing; this also is a mistake. All that leaves

the manure in drying, would leave it if it were
under the surface of the soil, and all that does

leave in drying or in heating may as well leave,

since the rain, dew and snow, will supply

sufficient of the same to the soil.

When a farmer turns his manure heap, he

wnly increases the fermentation and releases

its useless parts. The more he turns his heap

the finer the manure and the smaller the pile.

The value of the manure is not diminished by
fermentation, nor is there any less fertilizing

matter present by reason of the quantity being

less. Take four loads of horse manure, allow

it to burn itself until it is reduced to one load,

and you have then, just as much fertilizing

matter there as when you had four loads.

Take a stick of wood, allow it to lay on the

ground to rot, it would be sometime in decora-

posing, but finally the land on which it de-

(!aved would be enriched no more than it would
have been if the wood had been burnt in the

stove, and the ashes hadbeen spread on the

same land.

As of common barn yard manure, so of

guano and pho-^phate of lime ; only from thirty

to forty per cent of these are of service to the

land, and while we pay 8'JO per ton for them.

all they contain that is of service to the land

can be provided lor S7.oO.

Ploughing orchards is useless. Put on min-

erals, then we shall have fruit and the trees

•will be healthy; the trees being healthy, we
shall have no horers living on our sickly dis-

eased trees. So of potato rot, lack of min-

eral in the soil induces disease, use it and the

disease will disappear, and large crops will be

the result.

A common manure heap is composed of car-

bon 2 pans ; nitrogen 7 ; mineral 1 ; and wa-

ter 90 ; in all 100. Of these, one part is of

service and ninety-nine useless.

To illustrate the matter, suppose we employ

one hundred men to make one hundred loads

of barn yard manure, it will be as if ninety

were emplo\((l to bring water, seven to bring

carbon, two to bring nitrogen, and one to

bring min- rals ; the last is the only useful per-

son employed, tlu- lat)or of all the others lost.

Strange enough, he would recommend the

saving of the solid and fluid manure of cattle,

because the solid contained two per cent of
mineral, and the fluid six to seven per cent.

lie then stated that if we would buy his

book, and follow his instructions, if we did
not succeed as he had promised we can do, he
would then-cease to lecture and burn his books.
The speaker, in all respects, appeared to

believe his own theory, and he certaudy spoke
as though he was bred up to and had lived by
farming. He seemed to think we were in-

clined to unbelief, and said, that once a man
induced his neighbor to go with him to hear a
preacher explain universal salvation, and when
he inquired of him, how he liked what he heard,

he answered, "i like his doctrine, and would
give my yoke of oxen if it could be proved to
be true." John FjuemijS'G.

Sherborn, Jan. C, 18G8.

Remarks.—Though we have little faith in

the Dodge Hayward theory, we are perfectly

willing he should have a hearing. We hope

his lectures and his book will induce his pupils

to think, experiment and compare results.

Years ago Prof. Wells analyzed the soil of

Massachusetts and that of the wonderfully fer-

tile meadows of the Sciota valley, and was

forced to the conclusion that the cause of the

difference in fertility could not be detected in

the mineral constituents of the soils of these

two localities.

For the New England Farmer.

DOMESTIC TRAINIJVG.—NO. 3.

Some time during the past year, a lady wrote
to the Farjieh respecting a set of "young
olive plants," in whose management she pro-

fessed to find rather more difficulty than in

making doughnuts and gingeii)read for their

food. Perhaps the fV)Ilowing, which I have
heard a lady relate, may inspire her with pa-

tience for the present and hope for the future.

A friend of hers was frequently annoyed
and almost discouraged by her noisy, harum-
scarum boys, who liked to skate, slide and
play ball, regardless of the wear and tear of
their clothing, or of their mother's sensitive

nerves ; while, as if to make the case wor.se by
contrast, the .sons of her opposite neighbor
were just as good and (piiet as could be—wil-

ling to sit still all the time. As the noisy boys

grew to manhood, however, the rouiih, boister-

ous element gradually vanished, and they be-

came useful, honored citizens ; whereas the

good, quit t boys remained good and quiet—per-

fectly willing to sit in the hou'^e all the time,

and quite unwilling to do an\ thing else.

It seems to be easier for healthy boys to rim

than to walk, more n.atural for them to shout

than to smile, and this should be taken into

account in their training. Yet they should not
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be allowed to turn the house upside down or

inside out, in the exuberance of their spirits.

They should be taught by example as well

as by precept, to respect the sacredness of

home, to treat each other with courtesy and
politeness. Habits of personal neatness should

be carefully insisted on, and purity of morals

and uprightness of conduct seduously culti-

vated. But in order to train a child success-

fully, one must begin in season. There must
be no domestic tyrants of two years old, be

they ever so "cunning." The mental garden
must be sown in the early spring, else it will

soon be full of noxious weeds. Be sure it

will not remain long unoccupied.

The advantage of teaching boys to sew has

been well shown in a late number of the Far-
mer ; many would find it a pleasant change
from out-door pursuits in these long evenings.

Before work was banished from our common
schools, (a proceeding of which 1 have often

doubted the wisdom,) it was not unusual for

boys to become quite skilful in this branch of

education ; and as such skill never comes amiss,

it would be well for mothers and older sisters

to take some pains in teaching them. There
are also many other household duties, of which

it is wrong to allow them to remain ignorant.

While thus trainmg the boy for the present,

the parents should try to ascertain what his

future calling is to be. Genius, like murder,
"will out." The juvenile JM. D. will prepare

bread pills and chalk powders, (let us hope
that these will be the extent of his medicinal

preparations) ; the lawyer will question and
cross-question until he wears your patience

out ; the clergyman will harangue his admiring

audience from the top of a pile of boards

;

the mechanic will devote his spare time to the

manufacture of miniature carts and wheel-bar-

rows ; the military commander, at the head of

his un-uniformed regiment, will

"Storm some ruined pig-stye for a town,"

and so on to the end of the chapter. These
various manifestations will not be overlooked

by the wise parent.

Farmers, do not force or ill-timedly advise

your boys to follow your own calling, however
much you may wish that they should do so.

If they adopt it, let it be their own free choice.

It will be useless to tell them that agriculture

is one of the noblest pursuits, unless your own
life exemplifies the statement, unless, in fact,
you believe it yourself. And if you do, hon-
estly and earnestly believe it, your example
will be the best advice you can give them.
Marlboro\ Mass., 1868. Mattie.

Remarks.—While we have some faith in the

"manifest destiny" of individuals as well as of

nations, we believe that with most of us

there are conditions and circumstances, "that

shape our ends, rough hew them as we will."

The experience of most individuals, proba-

bly, who have lived long enough to find that

there is no use in pulling gray hairs from their

heads, corroborates that of St. Paul, who said :

"When I was a child, I spake as a child, I

understood as a child, I thought as a child ; but

ivJien 1 became a man, I put away childish

things.'^'' According to our recollection of our

boyhood dreams our "genius" "did out,"

—

by

turns,—in nearly all the various manifestations

of which "Mattie" predicates the future call-

ings of her several "Olive Plants." Let a cir-

cus visit a neighborhood, and all the boys are

turning somersaults, or riding the old mare on

their heads ; a juggler succeeds, and, presto

change, they are drawing ribbons from their

mouths, or swallowing jack-knives.

A FARMEK'S TALK OH" STOCK.

The farmers of Randolph, Vt., meet weekly.

The order of exercises is, first the reading of

an Essay ; second, an Oration; third, Discus-

sion. At the meeting, Monday evening, Dec.

30, the time usually devoted to the essay was

occupied by filling the questions in blank from

the Agricultural Department at Washington.

The subject of the "Oration" by Mr. S. How-

ard was Fencing. He estimated the amount

of fencing in the town of Randolph at 171,566

rods. Rail fence, once the cheapest, was now

the dearest. Stone walls was one of the

cheapest. Thought old growth of cherry the

best wood in that neighboi'hood for posts

;

next, butternut. Considered August and

September the best time to cut timber for posts

or any other use.

We condense the following report of the dis-

cussion on the most profitable stock for that

section, and that which will most improve the

farm, from the Orange County Eagle

:

—
W. W. Walbridge, on opening the discus-

sion, remarked that he was in favor of the

introduction of all kinds of thoroughbred stock,

and commended the enterprise of those gentle-

men who had done so in that neighborhood. He
referred to the introduction, forty years ago,

of a breed of black cattle into the town of Ca-

bot, by Judge Dana, which proved fine animals
;

Durham cattle had been brought into the same

town years ago, and they had produced a ben-

eficial effect upon the cattle of that section.

The Morgan horse, forty years ago, was a

superior animal. He recommended breeding

from the stock we have.

But what kind of stock most enriches our

farm, he regarded as an important question.

Sheep, he thought, although they scatter their
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manure evenly, do not sufficiently add to the

manure heap at the barn, and their manure is

deficient in fertilizinjj properties. Advocated
Dairy farming, with keeping; of hogs, and ad-

duced as an instance the improvement of farms

in RIorristown by this kind of husbandry.

Mr. Lyford said, we cannot devote ourselves

here in Vermont exclusively to one kind of

stock, but sliould practice mi.xed husbandry.

But we must have a specific object in view,

whatever stock we breed. In breeding we
should never lose sight of the object for which

we start. He woidd select for a cow for home
use, the Jersey, but considered them worth-

less for stock or beef. For the dairy, the

Avshire or cross between Ayshire and Short-

Horn, and for stock and beef would decidedly

prefer the Short-Horn. He thought perhaps

they were too large for our soil and climate,

but by judicious selection of animals and

proper treatment, would undoubtedly prove

profitable. He thought by proper breeding

and feeding a superior animal might have

been obtained from our native stock. He
said we should secure the best stock within

our means and take good care of it, if we
would succeed.

He objected to the theory that sheep did

not enrich the farm. His experience has been,

that in keeping sheep on a small farm of fifteen

acres, he has enriched it more in one year,

than his predecessor in three years, feeding

the same amount of forage to cattle. He
made between eighty and one hundred loads

of manure from 100 sheep last year. Housed
his sheep through the summer, littered his

yards well and kept them moist. He said in

conclusion that we should raise the kind of

wool that the market demands.

Mr. Sanders advised keeping but one breed

of whatever animal, whether sheep or cattle.

He preferred the Short-horn cattle for various

reasons : lirst, they bring tlie highest prices of

any cattle in the markets of the world ; second,

they best combine the desirable cjualities for

dairy and stock purposes. He has tried the

Jersey and thinks no animal consumes so

much with so little return. He said a good

Short-horn cow will give more milk and make

more butter tlian any Jersey cow in the world.

Another advantage of the Short-horns is that

if we are obliged to kill tlie animals at one or

two A ears old we realize much more for them

thin" for any other. He did not approve of

the pampered, over-grown Short-horns exhi-

l)ite(i at our Fairs, but advocated the breeding

of mediiuu sized animals adapted to our t.oil

and rlimate. Is himself Ijreeding with an eye

to the best milking qualities. Although he

could reeall no man, who had been eminently

successful in more than one of the three prin-

cipal branches of husbandry, he saw no reason

why a man could not breed all three, viz : cat-

tle, sheep and horses, having a definite object

in view in each, without interfering wilh each

other. He advocated the breeding of the Ver-

mont Merino, as they yielded the heaviest

fleeces, were the best formed, best adapted to

our soil and climate, and brought the highest

prices of any sheep in the world. He consid-

ered the Morgan horse, such as Vermont for-

merly raised, an excellent animal ; and thought
we had the material by selecting the largest

and best mares and breeding to medium sized

trotting stallions for making the best horse in

the world. lie objected to the introduction of
the so called thorough-bred, as he has been for

centuries bred for racing purposes, and is un-
fitted both in anatomy and disposition to our
needs.

Mr. J. Carter said, keeping sheep is the

best way to improve a pasture. Referreil to a

pasture on which sheep have been kept fifteen

years, which yielded this year more than forty

bushels India wheat per acre. The sheep re-

turns more to the soil than any other animal in

proportion to the amount carried off". It is an
animal from which the whole value of material

matter may easily be saved, and is next to

that of the hog in fertilizing properties.

Mr. Rufus Nutting recommended keeping
stock that shall consume all the hay and grain

raised on the farm, selling nothing that could

be fed. Some classes of Durhams are too

large to be restrained by a lawful fence, and
are too large to thrive on our hills. Preferred

the Ayrshire on this account.

Messrs. S. B. Carpenter, J. W. Atwood,
Col. Mead and others participated in the dis-

cussion.

Onions as a Medicine.—"]Mary," in the

Western Rural recommends onions for the re-

lief of colds, coughs, &c. Mary is sound on

the onion, as we know from experience.

There is nothing better. She truthfully says

:

Hardly too much can be said in favor of

onions as a remedy for coughs and colds ; espe-

cially for children, they are invaluable. They
may be cooked, and eaten at meal time, or,

what is better, eaten raw with a little salt, or

stirred up in vinegar. A syrup made of them
has saved many a child from an attack of

croup or lung fever, and where these diseases

were fully settled, it has gone far toward a

speedy cure. To prepare the syrup, slice an

onion in a tin basin, pour upon it a half a tea-

cupful of molasses, or, what is better, honey;
adil a l)it of butter as large as a small chestnut,

set the dibit in the oven, and simmer slowly for

an hour. Leave one of the oven doors open,

so it will not be too hot.

Cfieksk M.MvING.—Sylvester Green, Esq.,

of Herkimer county, shows a new apparatus

for cheese making, which he claims simplifies

the process and lessens the labor while it saves

at least five per cent, of curd which is wasted

by the old process.

He believes cheese making proper is a chem-
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ical process, and the less manipulation of the

curds the better, in point of flavor, qual-

ity and quantity. The apparatus consists of

an ingeniously constructed rack or perforated

plate, with wooden knives attached, introduced

npon the curd which assists to separate the

whey from it by means of gradual pressure.

In this process there is no stirring of the

curds. After coagulation the mass is cut

with wooden knives, and when the whey is

formed and a portion of it is laded out, the

perforated plate is introduced and gradual

pressure applied by placing warm water in

cans upon it. The perforated plate sinks

down upon the curd, and the knives or wedges
entering the curd, operate to separate the

whey, and thus, by ^.voiding manipulation,

the best results are obtained. When the curd

Las attained the right consistency it is run

through a curd mill and salted. The princi-

ple on which the apparatus of Mr. Green
works, is similar to that employed in manufac-
turing Stilton cheese by the Leicester and
Cambridgeshire dairymen.— Utica Herald.

AGKICULTURAL ITEMS.
—From seven towns in Niagara County, N. Y.,

before the purchases were fully completed, $510,-

289.80 worth ofapples had been shipped last season.

—Farmers measure their duties by the yard just

now—the barn-yard, the wood-yard and the poul-

try-yard.

—Cattle are among the chief exports of Texas,

yet the State imports extensively butter, cheese,

and ev«n milk.

—Nevada is a treeless country. The want of

fuel is a great drawback to the value of the mines

in that State.

—In the six counties of Jasper, Mahaska, Henry
Washington, Wapello, and Jefiferson, in Iowa,

there were 384,583 sheep, according to official re-

turns made last June.

—Mr. H. C. Johnson, of Danville, Vt., raised on
Ms meadow the past season, from just five acres,

800 bushels of ears of corn, which is equal to 400

bushels, or 80 bushels to the acre, of shelled com.

—Satisfactory evidence is given that there is, at

least, a slight difference between the Jackson

White and the Orono potatoes, which fact has re-

cently been questioned. Both are excellent va-

rieties.

—^Thc Irish Farmer's Gazette gives the following

remedy for sore feet in sheep : Pare away all loose

horn about the feet without drawing blood, and
anoint them with butyr of antimony, keeping the

sheep on a dry standing for a few hours afterwards.

—In Platte county, 111., says a correspondent of

the Country Gentle7nafi, farmers have been, now for

twenty years, breeding to thorough-bred stallions,

and almost every horse you see shows more or less

the blood that is in it. They were grading a rail-

road through the county, and many of the farmers
had turned out their teams to help the work along,

when I was there last fall, and I counted twenty
pairs of horses at work along the road, that would
command the notice of horsemen anywhere. All

had fine heads, noble necks, were well muscled,

and astonished me both by the size of their bone
and kindliness of their disposition.

—The Bloomington, (lU.,) Panfagraph says that

the beet sugar manufactory at Chatsworth is now
in fine working order. The company are feeding

five hundred head of cattle from their beet pomace,

and ship a car load of sugar every week.

—A St. Paul paper thinks 15 bushels per acre is

high enough as the average yield of wheat in Min-

nesota last season, and that the crop in that vicin-

ity was damaged 20 per cent, by rains after stack-

ing.

—A dog stirred up a nest of rats in a barn at

Brattleboro', Vt., the other day, and a man came
up just in time to seethpm take refuge in a barrel.

Putting a cover on it, he poured in a quantity of

hot water, and when the struggles within had
ceased counted up no less than seventy dead rats.

—An English paper says that this year no less

than 40 tons of iron rust were taken out of the

Menai tubular bridge at one thorough cleaning.

At that- rate it will soon be carried away in old

iron ; so will those agricultural implements which

are exposed to the weather.

—A. H. & J. B. Day, of Winchester, Iowa, in-

form the Iowa Homestead that they have two two

year old steers of their own breeding, one of which

weighs 2,010 lbs. ; and the other 1,970 lbs. They
also have three yearling steers whose weights, re-

spectively, are, 1,080, 1,090, and 1,250 lbs.

—In South Oxford county, Ontario, Canada,

there are, according to the Ingersoll Chronicle, 64

cheese factories and branches, using the milk from

12,633 cows, and making, this year, 1,366 tons of

cheese. In the same county, ten tons of cheese

was the amount made in 1864.

—A correspondent of an Ohio paper gives the

following as his cure for warts on cattle or horses.

Take a small quantity of blue vitriol, pulverize it,

and add enough water to make it into a paste ; rub

the warts over with this once or twice, which will

eiFectually cure them.

—Mr. A. E. Trabue, of Hamilton, Mo., has re-

cently purchased a considerable number of Short-

Horns from well-known herds in the blue grass

regions of Kentucky. The average price paid for

13 heifers and heifer calves was something over

—Our agriculture has much to hope from young
men who, having a love for farming, the necessary

capital, a good education, and abundant energy,

make up their minds to study farming at some
agricultural college, or with some good practical

farmer, and then settle down in the country for
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life, determined to make farming pay. It will

not be many j'Ciirs before our agricultural colleges

will turn out hundreds of sucli men. And the

more of them the better. So says Mr. J. Harris,

in his Walks and Talks in American Agriculturist.

milk further than it is easier to estimate—ten lbs.

of milk being considered an average sufficient to

make one pound of cheese.

—For manuring fruit trees, a mixture of peat or

swamp muck, with half its bulk of stable-manure,

-A correspondent of the Country Grn<&man, I

^"'^ ''^''^"^•""^-^^^''-'"^ieth of leached ashes, will be

at Gardner, Kansas, says a cattle dealer in that

place reports that he has bought 450 head of cat-

tle, from one to four years old, for .5(3,700, or only

a little over ^8 per head. Beef is plenty there at

two and a h If cents a pound.

—For threshing wheat in Iowa, six cents per

bushel has been the ruling price paid the last sea-

son, to the owner of the machine ; he finding three

found very suitable. The compost should l)e i)iled

for a considerable time and we'd mixed. If for

peach trees, soap-suds may be added with good
efTcct. For cherries the proportion of stable ma-
nure should be greater.

—H. Vielle, living near Aurora, Illinois, died in

the month of December from the effects of inocu-

lation in doctoring a sick cow in May last. The

men and six horses, and the owner of the wheat :

^"^^' '^ ^^ supposed, had the hydrophobia, and Mr.

finding live men and four horses, and feeding and 1

^- received the inoculation while attempting to

boardin"' the whole. thrust a piece of fat pork down her throat, the

.
''.

, , in i. , -1 ^ ..,
saliva coming in contact with a sore in his hand.—A grindstone should not be exposed to the i --t . , , , . ,,

. . ... , , , , . I

He was taken with spasms, and continually grew
weather, as it not only injui-es the woodwork, but

the sun's rays harden the stone so much, as in

time to render it useless. Neither should it stand

in the water in which it runs, as the part remain-

ing in water softens so much that it wears un-

equally,—"out of true."

—"Wool Grower" writes the Prairie Farmer

that he has about come to the conclusion that the

only way in which we can be free from the neces-

sity for"niiddle men" in the wool business, will

be the institution of large wool fairs or markets,

where the growers and all classes of buyers are

brought together.

—A disease styled the "chicken cholera," has

been very fatal during the latter part of the au-

tumn in many parts of Ohio,—geese, ducks and

turkeys, as well as chickens, being victims. The i

symptoms are a loss of appetite, a drooping of
j

the head, the plumage disordered, the excrement

yellow, then death. No remedy has yet been found,
j

—A correspondent of the Conntry Gcnflemati, in
|

Avorse till his death, two days afterward.

—At a meeting of the Piscataquis, Me., agricul-

tural society, A. M. Robinson, of Dover, was
elected President; Mordecai Mitchell, Dover, and
Seth Lee, Atkinson, Vice Presidents ; Lyman Lee,

of Foxcroft, Secretary and Treasurer ; A. S. Chase,

Atkinson, S. R. Jackson, Foxcroft, J. L. Roliinson,

Dover, trustees ; Luther Chamberlain, Atkinson,

member of State board.

—The Lewiston, Me., Journal says that Mr. F.

M. Jordan, of Auburn, has conceived the idea of

using his large hot houses this winter for the cul-

ture of what the "genteel j'oung lady in the coun-

try" called "hen fruit." As a consequence a hun-

dred or two hens are co.r.fortablj and abundantly

lajing, under glass, deceived into the idea thnt it's

warm weather and the season for cheap eggs.

—A correspondent of the Country Gentleman

assumes that the average price of com in Illinois

is now about 80c per bushel. For the past six

I

years he puts it at 30e, and for the si.x previous
Champaign County, 111., writes, Dec. 18, careful

j ^^^^.^ ^^^^ j^^^.^, ^1^,^,^ 20e per bushel, and then says,
farmers have alreadj' fed their stock six weeks,

and there is every probability that they will have to

feed beyond the 1st of April ; indeed there is every

reason to expect famine prices for feed and fat

stock of all kinds during next April and May.

—The pursuit of agriculture, with diligence and

if the best cuts of No. 1 fat beef don't fetch 7.5c to

$1 a pound in New York city, next April and May,

those men who are feeding 80c corn won't get pay

or interest for their investments.

—As a possible explanation of the prevalence of

abortion among cows in the dairy districts of Cen-

prudencc, seldom fails of yielding, if not wealth, a tral New York, a correspondent of the Cotmiry
moderate iu'lependcnec. For the farmer who is

|

Gentleman mentions the fact that in not more
not in del)t, and the produce of whose farm is suffi-

' than one dairy in twenty are bulls kept over two
cient, with industry and frugality, to support his y^.-n-^ of age, and in most cases where the herd is

family, is, in reality, as independent in his eir-
J g,„aii only a yearling bull is kept. This he thinks,

cumstanees as though he were worth a million.
| ^yhcn continued through many generations, may

—In reply to a question as to the weight of the
|

^^•^'•'^ produced this disease,

gallon of milk usrd by the chee.se factories of New I —A correspondent of the Kentucky Uome Jour-

York, Mr. Willardof the Utica Herald says: prob- 'wai says : "I sow my lye when I dress my corn

ably 8.i pounds of milk would f)e about right for ! the last time; I use a one-horse harrow, in the

a gallon, icine measure. The usual rule adopted place of ploughs, and run twice in each row,

by our factories is to estimate 10 pounds of milk ' wliich leaves the ground very smooth and puts

to the gallon, the gallon being beer measure. We ,
the rye in bcautibilly, and I never failed to reap a

know no reason for this measure being adopted for good crop of rye, and my full and winter pastures
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were equal in value to the crop of rye ; leaving

the ground iu fine condition for grass and clover

seed."

—A correspondent writing to the Scmitific

American says : "Common brass clocks may be

cleaned by immersing the works in boiling water

Rough as this treatment may appear, it works

well, and I have for many years past boiled my
clocks whenever they stop from an accumulation

of dust or thickening of oil upon the pivots. They

sliould be lioiled in pure rain water and dried on

a warm stove or near the fire. I write this by the

tick of an eight-day clock which was boiled a year

ago, and has behaved perfectly well ever since."

EXTKACTS AND KEPLIES.
STICKS AND OTHER ORTS—DRAINAGE.

1. The residuum of a cow's weekly allowance of
hay is often a bushel, more or less, of little sticks

of hardback, willow, rosebushes, and stout stalks

of vervain and other weeds, too coarse for bed-
ding. If cows eat all but this very coarse stutf,

without cutting in a hay cutter, is it worth while
to cut it ? Is there no danger of injury to the in-

testines of the stock ?

2. No doubt properly laid tiles are best for

drains. But the first cost is a serious difficulty

with some farmers. If drains three feet or more
in depth, have one and a half feet of small stones
tipped into the bottom, and arc covered with three
inches or so of straw or brush, before throwing
the top soil, may they not ordinarily he expected
to answer the ])urpose of drains for some years.

Paris, Me., Dec, 1867. e.

Remarks.—We do not think it desirable that

cows, or any other stock, should be made to eat

the sticks and stems mentioned by our correspon-

dent ; still, we believe that corn stalks, straw and
other fodder, that contain more or less nutritive

matter as well as bulk, may be economized, under

some circumstances, at least, by cutting. And
certainly the manure with which the orts from cut

feed is mingled, is more comfortably worked over

than that which is bound together by full-length

corn stalks, straw, &c.

If you are in the habit of throwing the corn

butts into the barnyard, let the sticks and other

orts go there too. When collected and fermented

in the spring, the orts will get softened and do

no harm among the manure. The finer such

materials are made—including the corn stalks

—the l)etter it will all be. We should anticipate

no trouble from the cattle eating any portion of

the coarse stuff" which they chose to.

2. You say the first cost of laying drain tiles is

a serious difficulty with some farmers. So it is

with many. On high land, drains may be laid with
stones that will last for generations, by takmg
pains in making the passage for the water, and
placing the stones by hand, rather than dumping
them into the ditch from a cart.

The mode which you suggest would be a good
5ne on hard land, if you were to make a gullet or

water passage, and lay the stones carefully around
t.

Where drains are laid with stones on soft land,

the mice make holes from the surface down to the

stones, and the rain carries the soil down so that

the drain soon Ijecomes choked, and the water

breaks out at the surface.

In Ohio, a sort of fresh-water lobster, called the

crawfish, has been found so efficient an agent in

keeping stone drains open, that a correspondent of

the Ohio Farmer expresses his prel'ercnce for

stones over tiles wherever this little creature

abounds.

LICE ON cattle.

A Waterbury, Vt., "Subscriber" is reminded of

the "pot calling the kettle black,'' by the man
who, after regretting that so dangerous a poison as

unguentum should be suggested, went on to re-

commend arsenic. Nor is he any better pleased

with the idea of carrying fire into the barn, or

building an expensive smoke-house or other ap-

paratus necessary to smoke out the lice with

tol)acco.

Mr. L. E. Bicknell, of Windsor, Mass., also tes-

tifies to having seen this method tried, and the

result was, a pan of coals kicked across the staj^le

and a lively scramble of all hands to keep the

barn from burning.

J. W. Nye, of Keene, N. H., pours whale oil on

the whole length of the back, which works its way
down on the body, and, by two applications, kills

all the lice without injury to the cow or other

animal.

The "Subscriber" at Waterbury says that thor-

oughly dried sand occasionally sprinkled over ani-

mals from nose to tail will keep them as clear of

lice in winter as they are in summer.

HENS and hen yards.

I have a shed twenty by thirty feet for my sheep
to run in in the winter. I think of I»uilding a yard
at the south end of that shed twenty liy twenty-
five feet, and keep my hens in the ^hcd yard. How
many can I keep there and not have them too thick,
so as to bi'ecd distempers ? How high docs the
fence need to be ? How much grain will each hen
eat lietwecn the first of May and the first of Octo-
ber ? Will some one that has kept hens shut up,
answer this, and oblige Young Farmer ?

Wallingford, Vermont.

Remarks.—From twenty to thirty fowls are

about as many as we deem advisable to be kept

together. In this section we are much troubled

with vermin, which are very difficult to dislodge

when they have obtained possession of the prem-

ises. If the fence is picketed it need not be very

high.—perhaps six or eight feet. Something like

a gill a day of corn, wheat, rye or barley is a com-

mon allowance for hen rations. Mr. Bement con-

fined one cock and seven Poland hens for a feeding

experiment. • A peck of corn was consumed in

eleven days ; a peck of barley lasted seven days

;

peek of millet, eight days ; oats, six days ; wheat

screenings, seven days.

The following statement which was received

about a year ago, "turns up" rather late perhaps^
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but as it may be of interest to "Young Farmer,"

we publish it, with our apology to "J. F. D." for

the delay.

ACCOUNT WITH MY BIDDIES.

I have averaged fourteen laying hens for the
)'car, beginning Dee. 5, 1865, and ending Ulc. 5,

1866, which laid 187 dozen and two eggs; have
^old from this amuiint 129 dozen ; u.scd in the
house forty-live dozen and two eggs ; have set, and
otherwise disposed of six dozen and nine eggs.
My hens were fed with corn, whole and ground,

—

clear, and with the cob,—wheat, barley, rye, oats,

buckwheat, potatoes, fresh )ieef, woodehneks,
frogs, fresh v/ater clams, mnd worms, butcher's
Glial, &c. They are a cross of the Black Poland,
Game, China, and common barn yard fowls.
My account with them stands thus :

—

Ckedit.

Poultry killed and to kill $=5 00
Four old hens eold alive .... 2,00
Twenty-eight to keep over 1400
One bundled and twenty-nine doz. eggs sold . . 31 37
Forly-tive aiid five-twelllhs dozen used 10 50

Total $63 87

Dr.
Fourteen layers and one rooster $7 50
Ten cents per day for keeping one year . 38 50

$44 00

Balance $19 87

or nearlv $150 per layer, after deducting expenses.

Bradford, N. H., Jan. 8, 1867. J. f. d.

COMPOSITION OF VNGVENTUM.
Please inform me as to the composition of the

"unguentum" mentioned in your paper of this

date as a cure for lice on cattle. o. g. k.
Dorchester, Mass., Jan. 4, 1868.

Remarks.— Unguentum is a Latin word, and

means simply an ointment. Popularly it is ap-

plied to an ointment composed of mercury or

quicksilver and lard. It is called tinguentum hy-

drargyri in the U. S. Pharmacopoeia, which gives

the following directions for its manufacture. The
process though apparently simple, we are in-

formed by an apothecary, is one that requires both

skill and patience. "Take 24 advoirdupois ounces

of mercury, and 12 troy ounces of lard and the

same of suet. Rub the mercury with a troy ounce

of the suet and a small portion of the hird imtil

the globules cease to be visible ; then add the re-

mainder of the lard and of the suet softened with

a gentle heat, and thoroughly mix them."

Our apothecary friend said that no one not

familiar with compounding drugs and medicines

ought to undertake to make unguentum, or to have

much to do with it after it is made, if less danger-

ous medicines can be substituted.

MINERAL COMPOl'NDS.

In renly to t he "Information Wanted" by " J. F.,"

of Shci horn, Mass., in the New England Farmer
of Janiiaiy 4. in regard to the success of the schol-

ars of Prof. Dodge Hay ward, by the aid of his in-

structioti in agricultural chemistry, in producing
hay, grass, fruit, potatoes, &c., I will say a few
words, as I am happy to give information so far

as I am able. I can speak for only a very limited

number of his scholars, and for those, perhaps, not
so detini ely as may he desired. Five years ago
this winter I attended one of the agricultural

schools of Prof. Hayward in this place, and was
disapi)ointed in the man and in his "teachings."
He is truly one of "Nature's teachers," and is as
correct in his chemisti'y of plants as Warring or
Liebig,

His mineral compounds for supplying the wants
of plants, 1 have used more or less every j'car since,
usually with good results. Whether, as he states,

you can always, with $1.50 worth, produce an ex-
tra tun of hay, I am not prepared to say, but have
my "honest doulits.'" I can say that 1 ha\e used
it on 7uowing land, and know that the effect may be
seen for a numljer of years. One crop does not seem
to exhaust it, as the effect is more apparent the
second year than the hr>t. I have used it for grain
with marked results ; have raised the best corn
when I manured partly with that, and partly with
common manure, that I ever raised.
For fruit, or old pasiuies, I have never tried it to

any extent, but am acquainted with one of his
former pupils who has tried it to a consideralile
extent on old pasture land, and claims to have re-

ceived a bcnetit far cxceedmg the expense, or even
his most sanguine expectations.
Royalton, Vt., Jan. 6, 1868. J. G. Bennett.

RoniNS and cold weather.
On the fourteenth of December the thermometer

at this place was 16° below zero in the morning,
9° aljove at noon, and at zero at night. In the
middle of the day a robin red breast spent some
three hours in the trees about the house. In the
town of Weston, I also understand that robins
have been seen within a few days past. We should
like an explanation of these untimely visits.

Ukin Haoab.
Wallingford, Vt., Dec. 25, 1867.

Remarks.—In the southern part of Massachu-

setts it is not uncommon for robins, especially in

mild seasons, to pass the winter in sheltered low-

lands. We saw a notice lately of a flock having

been seen on Christmas day near Salem. AVe be-

lieve that Mr. Thompson, in his History and Gazet-

teer of Vermont, mentions a few cases in which

they have wintered in that State. It has been sug-

gested that the robins which winter in this latitude

are those bred near the northern range of the race,

and consequently find here the change in climate

their instinct demands. Others h.ave thought that

those which stay with us are of the second or third

broods of the season, and that the winter comes

upon them before they are sufficiently matured to

endure the hard marches which the old veterans

perform with ease.

HARROAVINft IN MANIRE.
I have noticed the expression of various opin-

ions in the Farmer relative to ploughing in ma-
nure, and have come to the conclusion that it has
different effects in different localities. Until about
ten years ago, we knew no other waj' in preparing
our land for English grain and for seeding down.
But the practice has been nearly abandoned in
this vicinity. I have become satisfied by experi-
ence that tiiree loads of manure put in with a har-
row is well worth five buried with a i)lough for

a prain crop or grass, and will hold out longer. I
think the best potato crop of which I ever had any
knowledge from my own oljservation was planted
on rather worn out land without manure, until
just before hoeing, when about twelve loads per
acre were spread on. In hoeing tlu m the manure
was drawn around the hills and left upon the sur-
face. With the little experience 1 have had, if I
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were to plough manure eight inches under the sur-

face, I should feel like saying "Good-bye manure."
lu some soils it may work differently.

JxVMEs H. Hebard.
West Randolph, VL, Dec. 25, 1867.

PROFIT AND LOSS IN POKK RAISING.

Mr. David W. Wilber of this town, slaughtered
on the '2d instant four pigs, eisht months and two
days old, whose aggregate weight was 1420 pounds.
They were bought at eight weeks old.

Cost of the four $24 00
PAid lor corn meal 12ii 00

$150 CO
1420 pounds pork, 10c 142 CO

Profit and loss $8 00

The meal was cooked. No account is made of
skim milk from two cows, which was fed to them for

nearly three months. s.

Somerset, Mass., Dec. 23, 1867.

Remarks.—Neither is there any account made
of the manure produced by these hogs and by the

meal they consumed. The quality of the pork

thus produced, compared with the average of that

which regulates the market prices, should also be

considered, so far as it is intended for home con-

sumption, at least. For a year or two past pork

had been very high, and therefore last season

"everybody" went into hog raising
; pork is now

lower, and probably the same "everybody," being

very wise and sharp, will leave the business in dis-

gust!

REMEDY FOR LAUREL POISONING.

I see by the answer to my inquiry regarding
laurel poison that there is no sure antidote or
remedy generally known. Perhaps the gag may
save the lives of some, but it is a cruel remedy.
By a note from a friend in the western part of the
State, and the owner of a large flock of sheep, I

learn that he lately lost a large number by this

deadly poison. He knew of no remedy at the
time but the gag. I wish to communicafe through
vour valuable paper a sure remedy, and one that
has been used in this neighborhood ever since my
earliest recollection. Take of sweet milk one glass

;

two table spoonfuls of molasses, and two table
spoonfuls of New England rum. Shake well to-

gether, and give milk-warm. The above prescrip-
tion is for lambs. Full grown sheep would re-

quire a larger dose. It will do no harm if given in
larger doses, as the intoxicating effect of the spirit

will soon pass away. The effect of the dose will be
vomiting and purging. I have never known a case
where it did not cure, and usually within thirty
minutes. e. l. m.

Franklin, Mass., Dec. 30, 1867.

THE SEASON AND PRICES IN ORANGE COUNTY, VT.

We had a severel)'- cold December, with no
snow of consequence, leaving the ground at liberty

to freeze as deep as was best. The first week in

January has been more moderate, coming in

with a slight thaw, and several hours' steady rain.

But the ground was ,so deeply frozen that our wells
and springs were but little affected by the water
that fell. Little trouble, however, is as yet felt in

getting sufficient water for stock, but if we don't
have a right good "January thaw," many springs,
brooks and wells will be likely to "give out." We
now have about 18 inches snow, (most of it having
fallen this month,) which as yet has not been reor-

ganized liy the wind, and lies favorably for sledding
as well as sleighing.

Notwithsiandini,^ the very high prices for stock
feed, all our good fanners are keeping their stock
in a good thriving order, farmer Slack and his
cousins, being exceptions. Hay ^20; corn )g;l-50;

oats 70 to 75 cents ; wheat f2 50 to .fpS.OO ; Indian
wheat 70 to 80 cents

; potatoes $1.00. n.
Randolph, Vt., Jan. 6, 1868.

PATENT HAY LOADER.

Can the Southern colored people be employed to
advantage, here in Vermont, as farm help ? If so
where can they be oljtained ?

There has been a man through this county sell-

ing rights to make and use a patent hay loader at-

tached to one side of the cart or wagon, the wheel
being the motive jiower. Is it of any practical
value ? Ye who have tried it please answer.

Washington, Vt., 18G8. Enquirer.

Remarks.—From our own observation, we are

inclined to tlie opinion that the climate of New
England is not favoraljle to the colored race, and
that the training and habits of UiOse raised on
Southern pliintations are not well adapted to qual-

ify them for service on our farms.

We have never seen the particular hay loader

referred to, in operation. By looking at an en-

graving of it, we thought it might be economical

where a hundred tons of hay are to be loaded on
land that is smooth. We would not purchase one

without testing it, and would advise you not to, as

we have heard of the fraudulent operations of

agents for the sale of implements of this kind, in

several sections of the country.

SICK HOGS.

I have lost twenty-four hogs within the last two
years, from various causes ; if any of your patrons
can give me light on the subject, it will be grate-
fully received. Some of these hogs are attacked
with bunches on their legs, and they become weak,
and in a few weeks die. Another kind of attack is

when the hog is in good condition, apparently,
and at once fills down, squeals a little and is dead
at once. If any of the readers of the Faumek can
suggest a remedy it may save my porkers from
premature destruction.
There are .many hogs in Fianklin county that

die ; some think it is the keeping ; others think it is

for a want of exercise. I have iricd various reme-
dies without success. John E. Chamberlain.

West Enoshurq, Vt., Jan. 2, 1868.

Remarks.—It seems to us that some epidemic

must be abroad among the hogs in that region.

We have heard of nothing of the kind elsewhere.

We hope some of our readers will be able to come

to the aid of brother Chamberlain in this matter.

milkmen's and farmers' PROFITS.

In looking over the report of the transactions of
the Milk Raisers' Association, one is led to believe

that the public would be enabled to judge more
Correctly of the relative profits of milk raisers and
those who deliver the nulk to consumers, if they
were conversant with the habits of Ijoth. If the
gentleman from Concord, (Mr. J. D. Brown,) had
infurmed the Association in regard to his net
profits per year, in the milk business alone, we
think he would have shown that the milk business
has been very profitable to him. People well ac-
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qnainted with the milkmen of Boston end vicinity
know very well that no farmer could long keep
out of the iilmsliouse if lie spent his money as freely
for fast horses and in fast living, as many of tlie

millcnien are in tlie lialiit of doing. ' In fact, if you
find a milkman, who is as careful and saving as
farmers are obliged to lie, he is sure to ac<piire

property very much faster than tlie farmer, and
with less care, anxiety, and jierplcxity, and cer-

tainly with nmeh less capital invested.
A Milk Consumer.

Reading, Mass., Jan. 6, 1868.

EAISIXG POTATOES.

In your issue of 28th inst., "A Sniiscrihcr" at

Plymouth, N. H., says he has raised 260 I)ushels

ofpotatocs from less than oneand ahalf daj^s' laljor

of self and hand, with horse and cultivator part of
the time. I wish he would give us. through your
columns, the exact method of ploughing, planting,

hoeing, and of harvesting, if he included that part
of the work, on nearly two acres ofpotatocs, with
so little time and labor. It is not fair he should
keep the process to himself, unless he intends to

apply for a patent. L. E. Bicknell.
Windsor, Mass., Dec. 30, 1867.

Remarks.—We hope "A Subscriber" will define

his position, and explain his statement. We sup-

posed that the labor expended related simply to

the small amount of hoeing necessary on land clear

of weeds and well cultivated.

exposure of stock to cold.

In travelling through the northern part of New
Hampshire and Vermont, during the cold spell of
last month, I was surprised to see that most farm-
ers ke|)t their cattle and sheep, and in some cases

their horses, out of doors most of the day. It

seems to me that it is a mistaken idea, and one
that should have been given up long ago, that cat-

tle and sheep are hardier and more healtliy for lie-

ing exposed to the chillmg blasts of winter, where
the thermometer is from 12 to 20 degrees below
zero. So far as my experience goes, it is nearly
iinpossiljle to make any animal take on fat while
shivering with cold, though they certainly I'eqnire

more ha.y than when kept warm. z.

Reading, Mass., Jan. 1, 1868.

large grape vine in claremont, n. h.

Seeing an account in the Farmer of the 7th

December, of a large grape vine, I will show the

people, through your paper, what Old Claremont,
Is'. H., can ])rodtue. I have a grape vine in my
yard, running on, or trained to the outbuildings,

that measures in length 95 feet one way, and 2.5

feet the other ; makmg a growth of 120 feet of vine.

This vine is in good bearing condition; the name
ami age of which I am unable to tell. Tliis I

think beats Mr. Stewart's Clinton vine, which is

onlv 70 fea in all. W. P. Tukasher.
Claremont, \. H., Dec. 8, 1807.

CUKE AND PREVENTION OF LICE ON CATTLE.

To cxtcnnlnate lice on cattle, all you have to do
is to cut thrnu<;h the skin on the back side of the

ear and close to the head where the skin is loose,

put in a I'lece of tmgucntum the size of a small

pea, and in lour days' time you will be unable to

find a live kmse, and you will perceive no injury

to the animal.
As a sure preventive, bore a hole with a half

inch bit into the stanchions, on the side where the

animal stands, and fill it with ungucntum. This 1

did sixteen years ago, and I do not recollect of
having seen a louse on one of the cattle which
have occupied these stanchions.

M. M. TallANT.
East Concord, N. H., Dec. 26, 1867. •

THE STORY OF SUCCESSFUL FARMERS.
In a late number of the Farmer, "Inquirer"

suggests that winter is a good time to give the ex-
perience of the past year. Though an old sub-
scriber to your valuable paper .lam still a young
farmer and take great interest in reading it, espe-
cially the column of "Extracts and Replies."
Much information might lie given, that would help
and encourage young farmers, if the older ones
would give their experience. A great deal may
be learned from books and papers, as book
farming is not so deadly a poison to me as it is to
some farmers that I know.

In using books, we must not throw aside com-
mon sense. If a man does not use common sense
and judgment in his business, whether he be a
farmer or a mechanic, he cannot long prosper.
What young farmers want is the practice and the
practical experience of older farmers, wlio com-
menced life umler circumstances similar to their
own. I know a number of young men of about my
own age who have bought farms and run in debt
for one-half or two-thirds of the purchase money.
Now we want the experience of men who began as

'

we are beginning, and who are now out of debt,

—

having done it all on the farm. c. b. k.
Berlin, Mass., Dec. 14, 1867.

Remarks.—There are several reasons why the

conductors of agricultural papers find it difficult

to obtain the information which "C. B. R." asks

for. In the first place, farmers are proverbially

modest. They live a comparatively retired life

and associate but lit le with their fellow men. Their

business or occupation is a personal or private

affair. They belong neither to the "trades" nor

the "professions ;" much less are they public men.

They may like to read about the lawyer, the doc-

tor, the merchant, or the mechanic who secures a

place in the front rank of his calling. It is all

well enough to know how our Franklins, Law-

rences, Becchers, Grants, &c , worked their way
up ; but who cares to inquire into the means by
which an individual farmer paid for the land he

owns and the buildings he occupies ? The review

of his life maj^ afford some satisfaction to himself.

He may remendjer verv* well how slowly the first

hundred dollars accumulated ; with what economy

of self, wife and familj' the mortgage for the bal-

ance of the purchese-money was finallj' lifted, and

with what pleasure he has provided for the educa^

tion of his children,—but how would all this look

if printed?

In the second place, few farmers are in the habit

of writing down their thoughts. To do this im-

plies the performance of two distinct operations

—

thinking and writing. The dilTiculty of doing two

things simultaneously is often illustrated by patting

the forehead witli one hand and rnl)bing the chest

with the other. In childhood, after much practice,

we learn to think and talk at once; but nnvny fail

to acquire, cither in j-outh or in miturer life, a

facility in writing and thinkmg at the same time

at all satisfactory to themselves. Hence many of
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those whose thoughts and fingers have not been

trained to work together, are apt to be discour-

aged by the difficulties of the doulile task, and

after a few trials they give up in disgust with the

balky team of throught and pen, which they

find worse to manage than a span of green colts.

A little perseverance, with a share of indifference

as to the style of composition, and some faith in

the editors to make it all straight, will generally

help one out of the ordinary snarls of composition,

where the main object is a simple statement of

facts. An English Essayist once said he always

intended to halve the matter of thought with his

readers ; why, then, may not inexperienced writers

halve the matter of composition with their

printers ?

But as farmers are becoming better educated, as

they are more generally taking part in the exer-

cises of clubs and associations, the habit of ex-

pressing their thoughts on paper is becoming more
generally formed. This is shown by the more fre-

quent contributions from their pens to agricultural

and other papers than formerly, which is one of

the most encouraging features of the times.

"We may, therefore, hope that some of our read-

ers who have fought the good fight of a two-thirds

mortgage, and come off" victorious,—"having done
it all on the farm.,"—will encourage "C. B. R.,"

and those young friends of his "who have bought

farms and run in debt for one-halfor two-thirds of

the purchase money," by such facts as their own
experience or "story" may aiford.

RED "WATER IN COWS.

Please inform me through the Farmer what
remedy will help a cow that is troubled with the
bloody water. l.
Rumford, Me., Dec. 24, 1867.

Remarks.—In his "Milch Cows and Dairy
Farming," Mr. Flint says this disease demands
treatment, for it is apt to prey upon the health of

the cow. Purgatives are usually employed with

much success. Take a pound of Epsom salts, half

an ounce of ginger, and half an ounce of carbonate

of ammonia. Pour a quart of boiling water on
the salts and ginger, stir thoroughly, and when
cold, add the ammonia. If this fails to act on the

bowels, repeat a quarter part of it eveiy six or

eight hours till it succeeds. Then a nutritious diet

should be used till the appetite is fully restored.

Generous feeding, and careful tending is the

best way to prevent the disease.

CORN COBS.

—

seed FOR PASTURES.—ASHES AND
PLASTER.

Does it pay to grind cobs for cattle and horses,
if we have to pay the money, 8 cents per bushel,
for grinding? How much spring wheat shall I
sow to the acre on new lands ? How much tim-
othy and clover seed per acre for pasture ?

Is it good policy to mix ashes with plaster for
corn ? Hazen N. Savage.

White River Junction, Vt. , Jan. 8, 1868.

Remarks.—The economy of grinding cobs is a

mooted question. "We think it doubtful if it is

profitable for horses and cattle ; but there is no
doubt that it is profitable to be fed to poultry, espe-

cially to laying hens. We hope the question will

be thoroughly tested by some of our intelligent,

painstaking readers.

In another column the reader will find the opin-

ion of a writer for the Missouri Rural World, who
has large faith in the nutritive value of cobs by
themselves and when ground with the corn.

The quantity of spring wheat to l)e used as seed,

per acre, will depend somewhat upon the quality

of the soil. On a medium soil, from one bushel to

one and a half bushels will be suflScient. On a
poor soil more.

Eight quarts of timothy and ten pounds of

clover seed is the usual quantity used per acre.

We err too often in not using seed enough.

We can see no olijection to mixing ashes with

plaster for corn, and using it immediately.

management of hens.
Can T make a good hen house on the side of a

dry hill, by digging in a little way and lianking it

up to the roof, except the sunn}'- "side, and have it

so warm that it will not freeze .? Would it not be
much better than our cold barns and sheds ?

If one should keep twenty-four hens would it

not be better to muke two such houses than to
have them in one ? A Young Farmer.

Great Falls, N. H., 1868.

Remarks.—A hen house made as you suggest

would be a good one. The excavation should ex-

tend some way into the hill, and should have a

good ventilator up through the roof. The front

should extend out two or three feet from the bank
and be covered with glass, and the whole front

end be of glass. Then, with an ample yard at-

tached, the biddies will have a fine home, and
yield you a profit of one dollar per head, annu-
ally, if you tend them well, to say nothing bf

the convenience of fresh eggs and fine poultry

when you want it. Fowls do best when not

crowded.

scratches and warts.

We have taken the Farmer several years, and
greet it with pleasure every week. The Extracts
and Replies are a great benefit to us farmers ; and
if my experience can benefit any, I shall be happy
to impart it.

We have found the following an invariable cure
for scratches on horses. Bind a liijeral quantity
of fresh cow manure uj^on the parts aff'ected, and
let it remain until it is dry ; then wash thoroughly
in castile soap. Two applications will generally
effect a cure.
For warts, take fresh new pitch from pine trees,

and smear them thoroughly. When thje pitch
comes off the warts will be cured. I have never
known it to fail. b. w.
Stratham. N. H., Dec. 31, 1867.

GAS tar on roofs.

The price of shaved shingles being so high,
when repairing my house, in 18-58, I concluded to
test the virtue of gas tar. My roof was two-fifths
pitch, and sawed spruce shingles were used, for
which I paid $2.25 per thousand. With a barrel
of gas tar, costing two dollars and fifty cents, and
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paint brush and bucket, I went to work ; after one
course was laid, the sliingles wore all painted with
the tar, except tliat portion coming to the weather;
then another course was laid, using a straight-edge
instead of a chalk-line, and then apply the tar as
before, and so on over the whole roof; were it not
for the color, would prefer giving the butts a coat-

ing of the tar after shingling; as it was, I painted
the front side with darlv brown paint, as the tar

was visible in some places. After a little more
than nine years' exposure, my roof appears tight,

with no signs of decay and good for as many years
more, while some of my neighbors who have built

since, and used shingles without any preparation,
have been obliged to shingle anew the past season.
Joiners do not like to use the tar as it soils the
clothes and they cannot shingle so fast ; but with
an old frock and a pair of overalls, there is but
little trouble, especially if the owner is with them
and uses the brush. b.

Bethel, Me., Jan., 186S.

SUPERPHOSPHATES—CROPS IN CENTRAL NEW
HAMPSHIRE.

I shoiild miss the weekly visit of the Farmer
very much. I think it one of the best papers pub-
lished. We have had no sleighing this winter

here, but have had some very cold weather. I

hear of heavy snows south of us. Hay this sea-

son was good ; corn very good ; oats good ; wheat
middling good; potatoes rather light; fruit light.

Hay is dull at .ff2.) per ton ; corn !g;l..50 per
bushel ; oats 80 cents per bushel ; potatoes from
75 to 90 cents ; apples ^5 per barrel.

Last spring I tried three kinds of superphos-
phate of lime on a luece of corn, putting a table-

spoonful of each kind in the hill, taking two rows
alternately for each. The result was a very good
crop on tlie Bradley's phosphate, a two-thirds crop
on the Coe's vhosphate, and a poor crop on the

Cumberland phosphate, made at Portland, Maine.
The whole piece had twenty ox cart loads of barn
cellar nuinure spread on and ploughc<l in. I found
in that trial the Bradley phosphate very much the
best. The price of Bradley's and Coe's was the

same. The Cumberland was a ceut per pound
higher. J. v. a.

West Concord, X. H., Dec. 23, 1837.

A PAIR OF MVLES AVANTED.

I wish to inquire if you or any of your numer-
ous readers of the Farmer can inform me where
a pair of mules can be iKmght ? I wish to pur-

chase a jiair for farm work. I have seen them
recommended for that purpose as being cheajier

and easier kept and to do more work than horses.

A Reader of the Farmer.
Haverhill, Mass., Jan. 7, 1808.

Remarks.—The Commissioner of Agriculture

in 1806, gave the estimated average prices of

farm stock in each of the States. Vermont is re-

ported with 44 mules worth $113.33 each; 49,222

horses, at .'J77 80 each. Connecticut has 105 mules,

at $77.49 each ; 38,009 horses $75.08 each. The

number and prices of mules in the other New
England States are not given. New York has

438,372 horses, at §^0.05 each ; 2139 mules at 8101.-

90 each. Kentucky has 223,775 horses, at §-73.62

each; 59,752 mules at $96.59 each. In Virginia,

horses are estimated at S72.82; mules at $80.88.

In Georgia, horses $85.10; mules $104.93. In

Ohio, horses $73.99; mules $90.06. The grand

average of prices in thirty-three States, horses

$79.46; mules $92.52. "We omit that portion of

the letter of "A Reader of the Farmer" which
should have been supei'scribed by "An Advertiser

of the Farmer."

CONDITION POWDER.
The following is a recipe for the best Condition

Powder there is in the market. Take one ounce
each of Fenugi-eek, Cream of Tartar, Gentian, Sul-
phur, Saltpetre, Ro>in, Black Antimony, and half
an ounce of Cayenne, and mix thoroughly. It
may be used in case of Yellow Water, Hide Iraund,
Coughs, Colds, Distemper, and all other diseases
for which Condition Powders are administered.
Dose in ordinary cases two teaspoonfuls. o.

Surnj, N. H., Dec. 8, 1867.

COTSWOLD SHEEP.
Can you inform me through the Farmer where

I can obtain full blooded Cotswold, or Leicester
sheep ? 1 suppose they are kept in the New Eng-
land States. They can be obtained in Canada, liut

I do not know at what point. S. C. Drew.
South Royalton Vt., Jan. 1, 1868.

Remarks.—"While we are perfectly willing to

spend our time in any investigation necessary to

furnish answers to inquirers appropriate to this

department of our paper, we cannot consent to

make these familiar "Extracts and Replies," a

medium for that information which belongs to our

advertising columns, which are open alike to the

breeders of stock, the manufacturers of imple-

ments, and the dealers in seeds.

EANTERN LAMP IN WINTER.

I have often been troubled in cold weather with
my lantern lamp, not only in lighting it, but un-
less the best of oil was used, it afforded \m\. lirtle

light. A neighbor suggested that I mix kerosene
and lamp oil, in equal parts, whicii I did, and find

thiit it lights readily and affords a good li.'ht.

Perhaps one-third kerosene and lard, instead of
lamp oil, would answer as well. I use the common
oil lamp. B.

Bethel, Me., Jan. 7, 1868.

Remarks.—We have tried mixed lard oil and

kerosene, as above recommended, for winter use,

and thus far with satisfactory results.

TO PEEL ONIONS WITHOfT CRYINO.

A simple way to peel onions without shedding
tears, is to draw out the stove hearth, and hold the

onion over the draught so that the scent will be
drawn into the stove. J. W. Nyb.

Keene, N. H., Jan. 1, 1868.

DiFFEREXCE IX SeED POTATOES.—Mr.

C. W. Knapp, of Danvers, Mass., informs us

that he planted last spring one barrel of seed

potatoes, two-thirds of which were Early

Goodrich and one third Harrisons, from which

he harvested 112 bushels. On the same field,

all of which was prepared and manured alike,

he also planted one barrel of the Early Dyke-

man, the yield from which was only eight bush-

els. The seed potatoes in both cases were cut

and planted alike, and the whole field was cul-

tivated and hoed in the same way.
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HOAD MAKiisra.

taming
roads are

among
the heavy

b u r d ens

borne by tax-

payers in all our

towns, and as

every body uses

roads, we all

have a deep In-

terest in having

them well and

economically

constructed
and repaired.

How to have

good roads at

least cost is the great problem to be solved.

Any person who considers the subject will

perceive that it is one which involves much

science as well as practical experience, espe-

cially in a broken, uneven country like New
Eugland, where, within every mile are found

hills, valleys, rocks and swamps. Whereto

build a highway, and Jiow to build it, are

both important questions ; but we propose not

to attempt to consider either of these ques-

tions at present, but to confine ourselves to

what is as important, if not more so,—how to

repair and maintain roads already built.

Like the minister who announced that he

had divided his discourse into fifty heads, but

for the sake of brevity, should omit all but

five of them, we shall content ourselves with

touching upon the three principal defects in

our common roads, and the remedy. The

first and great defect in our highways is

"Want of Drainage.

Wherever a road is permanently wet, either

at top or bottom, we have deep ruts and con-

sequently heavy travelling; and these wet

places are usually, especially in spring and au-

tumn, the hard places for teams. The first

requirement for a good road is a firm founda-

tion, and a wet foundation can never be a firm

one. It is not enough that the water should

be taken oflf the surface, but it must be drawn
out, to the depth of three or four feet, or the

water will work upward, and the hoofs of ani-

mals and the wheels will work downward, and

I

deep ruts will surely be formed. Drainage is

UILDING
I

itself an art, not very well understood, even as

and main- applied to common fields and meadows, and

a little practical experience will often sava half

the expense of a drainage operation. The
common error in repairing wet places inroads,

is in attempting to cover up the water, by
hauling on gravel, instead of removing the

water,—thus doctoring the symptoms instead of

the disease. It is comparatively an endless

task to fill up a road or meadow three or four

feet instead of draining it to that depth. We
have not space in which to speak of the details

of draining highways. We only desire to call

attention to it as an operation much needed

and much neglected and as requiring more
skill than ordinary surveyors and selectmen

can be expected to possess. The second great

defect of our highways, is

Too Great Convexity.

The common and natural first impression is,

that the greater the convexity, or, in other

words the rounder the surflice of the travelled

path, the drier it will be. This is one of the

greatest errors of inexperienced road makers.

There are many published treatises upon this

subject, both in this country and England, and

there is not one of them that does not speak of

this as the common defect.

If a road is round, a carriage can only be

level when it is exactly on the centre of it. If

one wheel is on the centre, the other is lower,

the weight of the load is thrown on the lower

wheel, the friction upon the nut of one and

the shoulder of the other is greatly increased

and the draught is much heavier, not to men-

tion the danger of upsetting. But this is not

all. To avoid these difficulties, every travel-

ler keeps in the centre, except when obliged to

turn out for another, and thus by the wear of

the wheels in the same track, ruts are soon

worn which retain the water, and grow con-

stantly worse till repairs are made.

A moment's reflection will satisfy any one

that no amount of convexity can empty these

ruts of water, even when they are but one

inch deep. A very slight fall in the length of

the road will carry the water along the ruts

till it finds an outlet.

If, now, instead of being round, the roadway

be nearly flat, carriages may travel on any

part of it, passing each other without difficulty,

no deep ruts will be worn, and a very slight
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fall will carry off the water into side ditches,

which should always be kept open deep enough

thoroughly to drain the road.

Bad Surface Material.

One of the best authorities on Road Build-

ing has said that he cares nothing about what

is the foundation of a road, so that it be dry

and properly covered with surface material.

For common country roads, any soil or sand,

if well drained, is a sufficient foundation, if

there be one foot of good gravel or stone at

the top. Stones of various sizes, as usually

picked up, should never be put into a road.

They have a constant tendency to work up-

ward, especially under the action of frost.

Good coarse screened gravel is excellent,

where obtainable. It is essential that it be

screened, otherwise it will wear unequally, the

larger stones washing to the surface and lying

loose upon it. Where good gravel cannot be

obtained, stone broken by a machine, to the

size of common macadamizing stone is the best

substitute.

A recently invented machine, in use in Wal-

tham and Cambridge, will thus break a ton of

common paving stones in an hour. In the

larger towns such a machine would be economi-

cal. Roads covered with such material are

nearly as hard and smooth as dressed granite.

More has been expended within ten years

on many highways in Middlesex County, than

it would cost llius to cover them, and no per-

manent improvement has been made.

The Practical Keraedy.

Since so much skill is required to maintain

good roads, the first step towards improvement

is to abolish the whole system of working out

taxes and of district surveyors, and to employ

a town agent whose position shall be per-

manent, and who shall make it his constant

and only business to maintain the roads of

the town in good condition. Let the town

own oxen or horses, carts and other imple-

ments, and let the agent employ, by the

month or day, the necessary help. This plan

is in operation in Waltham and Brookline and

other townt, and it is found that the roads are

greatly improved, and the cost is much dimin-

ished under this system. Let any of our read-

ers ask himself what course he would adopt if

he were obliged to keep in repair all the roads

in his town. Would he go to a town meeting

and ask the voters to elect a surveyor for each

district each year, or would he select an active'

judicious agent who should give his constant

attention to the business ? Would he let every

man who chose, work on the road at the highest

day-labor price, or would he select afew hands

best adapted to the work ?

We trust the towns of New England will

seriously consider whether they may not very

much imj)rove their highways, and save a

large part of their highway taxes, by adopting

the system which we have suggested.

CORN BAR]\T—DRAINING A GARDEN.
I am preparins to Imild a corn barn. I wish tc

iuquire which two of tlie four points of compass
you would have the optn crib for drying corn ?

What do you think of draining a garden where
the soil is a wet, heavy, dark loam, and the

subsoil a very hard blue pan. After digging about
eighteen inches, I have to jjick it all up. I com-
menced my garden this fall, by digging al)0ut threa
feet deep and eighteen inches wide, and filling in
with stones up to wiihin sixteen inches of the top.

The ditches are about three rods apart, j. v. a.

West Concord, N. H., 1868.

Remarks.—Leave the open spaces in }our

corn crib on the sides least exposed to driving

winds. This will depend upon the location of

the building. Generally, the northwest winds

are the driving ones, that would send rain and

snow in among the com. This is not always

the case, because the peculiar location mav
shelter the side exposed to the northwest, and

leave others open.

You cannot do a better work than to drain

such a garden as you describe. AVhy ? Be-

cause,

—

1. You can work it afterwards with about

one-half the labor.

2. Because you will lengthen the growing

season from two to four weeks.

3. Because draining will make the soil more

dry in wet weather, and more wet in dry

weather, or in a drought.

4. Because it will warm the soil.

5. Because it will improve the whole texture

of the soil, making it light and porous, instead

of being hard, and dry, and crusty on the sur-

face.

6. Becatise draining manures the soil, as

well as warms and waters it.

7. Because it deepens the soil and makes a

6ne bed for the roots of plants to run in at

will.

8. Because draining prepares the so!l to re-

ceive manuresfrom the air, such as ainmonia
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carbonic acid and oxygen, all of which are con-

tinually about us, and are willing to come into

your garden if you will invite them there.

9. Because you can loork in a drained gar-

den earlier in the spring—which is all-impor-

tant in a garden,—and you can work in it

sooner after it rains.

10. Draining keeps off the effects of cold

weather longer in the fall.

11. Because it makes dead roots and all

other vegetable matter decay in the soil much

quicker than they would in an undrained soil.

12. Draining prevents an excessive evapo-

ration of the moisture of the soil, and conse-

quently the heat is retained in it, instead of

being carried off to the skies.

These, friend "A.," are not all the reasons

why a garden should be drained, but they will

be sufficient, we trust, to induce you to con-

tinue the good work you have begun. Tliree

rods apart is too far. Twenty feet is far

enough to do it thoroughly ; two rods ought to

be the extent. Go down four feet if you have

patience, then, with skill and care in tending,

you will have a garden that will literally blos-

som as the rose.

PALE DISEASE—TAPE WOB.MS.

Mr. T. P. Skinner, of Sego, Perry Co.,

Ohio, having expressed the opinion that the

Pale Disease, of which many sheep died in

1865, was caused by tape worms, was called

upon by Dr. Randall for the facts on which he

based that conclusion. In reply Mr. S. states

that he examined the heads of several sheep

under the impression that the disease was

caused by grab in the head, but finding none

in several of those that had died, he was

obliged to abandon that theory. He then

commenced an examination of their lungs,

stomachs and intestinee

In the first one examined, he found the lungs,

liver, heart and stomachs in their natural con-
dition. Observing "that some of the small in-

testines had a peculiar clear and empty look,"

he opened them and found a worm "perhaps
one-third of an inch wide, with joints about an
eighth of an inch in length, and whose en-

tire length he could only conjecture, as it

came apart at the joints so easily, but he sup-

poses it was near forty feet in length. It

was of a whitish color, slightly yellow. The
part ofthe worm forward terminated in a point,

and was round for perhaps fifteen or twenty
inches. The rest of the body was as flat as a
piece of tape." Not yet satisfied, he examined

his other sheep as they died, to the number of
ten cases, finding grubs in the heads of some,
and in others not, but invariably finding the
monster worm above described, in the small
intestines. One sheep that died lost its fiesh

much sooner than the rest. In this he found
"myriads of very small, round worms, about
half an inch in length, and of a reddish color—but no tape worm." Some of his neighbors
who had sheep die at about the same time op-
ened them and found tape worms. Amonw
these neighbors were John Wilson and Thos.
J. Williams. The latter, who "breeds and
owns quite a number of excellent sheep," in-
formed Mr. S. that in the fall of 1865 he ex-
amined three sheep and found tape worms in
them of very great length. Two of the sheep
so examined were killed to convince men who
doubted his statements ; and in one, killed to
convince Mr. David Ream, an extensive sheep
breeder, he found a tape worm extending the
entire length of the small intestines to within
about a foot of the vent, and doubled back
about half of its length. He has learned also
that a Mr. Trant and others in the town of
Hopewell, in the same county, examined sheep
that died of pale disease, with similar results.

In his remarks on the foregoing, in the Ru-
ral Netv Yorker, Dr. Randall does not ques-

tion the facts of Mr. Skinner's observation,

but from the frequency of the disease, both in

this country and in Europe, where it has been
treated by experienced veterinarians without

the presence of these tape worms having been

noticed, he says that he regards the appearance

of worms in these sheep in Ohio as a local

malady, connected with food, water, atmos-

pheric conditions or other causes. And although

the symptoms observed by Mr. Skinner corres-

pond in many respects with those of the pale

disease. Dr. Randall does not consider it cer-

tain that in the cases mentioned by Mr. S. the

sickness was identical with the Pale Disease.

APPLES IN" lOWTA.

A correspondent of the Iowa Homestead

admits that the repeated failure of attempts to

produce the Pippins, the Greenings, the Bald-

wins, (fee, of eastern orchards have given that

State a bad reputation for fruit growing.

Still he believes that native varieties may be

grown in abundance. He recommends close

planting, say rows 24 feet by 14, and the ob-

servance of the three following rules of culti-

vation and training :

—

1 Plant only those varieties which have been
found strictly adapted to our soil and climate, and
buy your trees of your nearest reliable home nur-
seryman.

2. Back-furrow your ground into ridges, and
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plant your trees thereon ; afterwards making the

ridges' still higher by ])loiighiiig towards the trees.

3. So time your annual culture, as to induce an
early maturing of growth in autunm.

4. Form your trees with very low beads, and
encourage from the start a compact bushy habit
of growth, gradually thinning out a little, after

growth has become somewhat checked, and the

habit of bearing induced.

For the New England Farmer.

LABOR AND CAPITAL.

One of tlie great questions of the present

day with thinking men and political economists

is the just and equitable rights of employer
and employed, or, in other words, of capital

and labor. There has been more or less of

collision between them, in one form or another,

as far back as history gives us any light upon
the subject. A marked instance of this we
have in the experiences of the patriarch Jacob
with Laban, his father-in-law. The indignant

Jacob tells the old sinner to his face, the

wrongs he had been guilty of, in the most elo-

quent language the sacred volume contains.

This record we have in the thirty-first chapter

of Genesis, from the thirty-sixth to the end of

the forty-second verse.

In the past, down to within a century or two,

slavery and serfdom have been tlie lot of the

masses. The few have used compulsoiy labor

for the accom|)li.-hment of their ends, whether
in war or the peaceful service of building

palaces, pryamids, and other useful or ornamen-
tal works. Compensation was comparatively

unthought of, or if thought of uncared for

;

and no hope of alleviation from this exacting

service could be looked for but in death.

Governments were ever inclined, and even
now are, to trench upon individual rights in

this particular. Well disposed statesmen Iiave

had, and probably ever will have, trou!)le in

fixing the limits of government, and the rights

of the governed. Personal libeity all enlight-

ened, well meaning men are inclmcd to guard
with watchful care. They will Aicld only so

far as ybrce compels ov reason dictates to be
for the general good. Restraints of law are

irk.«ome when they invade personal rights,

without the free consent of those over whom
the law asserts its power.

Recognizing this principle, we have hedged
ourselves around, in thi.s country, with consti-

tutions and laws that we consider on the whole
as being wisely calculated to secure our great-

est good ; at the same lime, recognizing the

necessity of some personal indiviili.al sacrifices

for the attainment of the drsin-d i-nd. There
13 a limit, however, lo ihis law-making power.
Just where it should terminate is not an ea.sy

point to determine. Experience sometimes
comes in and solves the protjlem for us, as in case

of those laws compi'lling a man to confine him-

self to one occupation, and tiie amount of
compensation lie was to receive for it. The
cime has been, when once a farmer, always a

fanner ; once a mechanic, always a mechanic
;

and the same of other departments of indus-

try. No chance for a change, however great

the desire or eminent the qualifications. But
with us, and in fact with many of the Euro-
pean nations at the present day, it is not so

now. Our constitutions and laws shield the

most feeble from such tyranny. Our greatest

danger lies in desiring to liave law bear upon
the fiuestion of labor at all, save in fixing pen-
alties {or failure to fulfil contracts.

The hours and compensation of labor should
be left to the mutual arrangement of employ-
ers and employed, if they are adults. Minors
and children must, of course, be left out of
the case. Make as many laws as you please,

for the purpose of shaping and controling this

matter, and they will be found as ropes of
sand as to any good results.

Our country has drawn upon foreign ones
largely for labor. Many have come here ig-

norant of our institutions and ignorant of their

spirit. Designing men have endeavored to in-

fluence them to impose restrictions upon labor.

Witness the eight hour movement in many
places. How manifest the fact that some have
"axes to grind," and are willing to use the la-

borer for that purpose. The folly of the

movement has been fully demonstrated. All

such attempts must result in evil, and only
evil continually. Demand and supply fixes

this whole matter beyond the reach or the

power of law. Of what avail has been our
usury laws ? Who does not know that a man's
necessities were the only law he recognized if

he had a note to pay. Just so in the case of
labor. I have alamil}' to provide for. I have
my labor and character as my onhj capital. I

seek for its investment. I find a person that

will give me a certain sum for a given amount
of service. I consider the offer a good one
for the time he wishes me to be employed

;

but believing that I can, without detriment to

my capital, work more hours and gain better

returns, I propose to him to allow me to pro-

long my day's work. lie tells me the law will

not permit him to do so. What am I to do in

such a case ? What can he do ? We are both

respecters of law, according to the generally

received standard. I really need all I can

earn. He really desires all the service 1 can

render. How long will it be before some
method of nullifying such a law will be found?
Not very long, I am (juite sure.

Wicked men will grind the face of the poor,

you say. Grant it. What then? Protect

them. How will you do it? You will not ac-

complish it by any law you can frame, because

the em[)loyer can refuse to hire. This, I think,

is not the remedy. It is to be found alone in

a correct puijlic sentiment being brought to

bear on tliis matter. I notice i)y the papers

to-day, that the operatives in several mills in

a manufacturing town near us have refused to

work for the reduced pay proposed by the

managers of those mills. I know nothing re-
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specting the merits of the question between the

the parties in this case. But this we do know,
that this branch of industry is greatly de-

pressed and many establishments are at their

wit's end to determine what is best to be done.

Some stop entirely ; some in part ; others pro-

pose a reduction of wages. So much for the

employers. The employed say that the cost

of living is so great that they cannot get on
with a less price for their services than they

have been receiving during the past few years.

How are these conflicting necessities to be met
and satisfactorily adjusted, is the great ques-

tion of the day. Is its solution to be found,

as some suppose, in a union of interest in the

results of their investments of capital and la-

bor? If so, I hope an abler pen than mine
will demonstrate the fact in these columns.

Let us, Messrs. Editors, have the facts in-

volved in this question. K. o.

Broad Brook, Oonn., Jan., 18G8.

J^'or the New England Farmer.

HOME ABTD ITS SUBROUIfDINGS.
"O for a land where the sun has smiles,
And flowers perennial bloom."

Who does not love the flowers ? Beautiful

stars of the lower world ! They fill the air

with fragrance and clothe the earth in beauty.

Who that loves the pearly, sparkling orbs of

the heavens above, does not love these bright,

beautiful things of the earth below ? The sun
loves them and smiles on them, and they open
their sweet petals to kiss his bright raj's; As
they germinate, they drink in the fresh rain of
the evening and the nectar dews of the morn-
ing, and God blesses them. Their language
is silent, yet how eloquent ! In the spring

time they remind us of our ingress to mortal
life ; in their dissolution, of our egress from
mortality to immortality. Their office is to

charm and beautify,—to inspire our thoughts
and hopes with the beauty of immortal gardens,
of perpetual bloom, and to strew our path-

way in life with evidences of Divine love and
boimty.

"Earth's smileB—God's kisses."

I fancy flowers did not exist when God
pronounced everything merely "good."
Now that froiit and snows have come, and the

flowers have withered and decayed, come with

me, reader, and I will show you where, but a

few short weeks ago, all this beauty and love-

liness existed.

A ^^alk in the Garden.

This little garden contains but one-third of

an acre, including buildings. These apple

and pear trees, promiscuously scattered about,

were set for the purpose of mingling the nsefiil

with the beautiful, and making home pleasant.

Straight lines are objectionable in a garden, as

they produce an unnatural stiffness which
greatly mars or destroys floral beauty by a set

and rude mixing of colors and habit&.

Let us go round to the left, or east side, and
move around to the west, as I was M^ont to
do when the flowers were here, so as to get a
view of them on the sunny side.

This beautiful apple tree on our left I
grafted but four years ago, in a seedling stock,
one-half inch in diameter, close to the ground

;

it is now eleven feet high, and bore me some
fine specimens of the Danvers Winter Sweet,
the past season.

Why did I train it so close to the ground ?

Because it protects itself from the burning sun
in March and April, when the sap is freezing
and thawing ; the mulching put about the tree
cannot be easily blown away : the winds can-
not rack it about, and experience has taught
me that this system of training, in this climate,

enables the tree to produce much larger and
fairer specimens of fruit. The specimens near-

est the ground are also least stung by the cur-

culio or apple moth.
You see that 1 have bordered about this

tree a circular bed of mixed pansies. The
mulching about the tree protects them from
the frosts of winter, and shades them in sum-
mer, so that they bloom from frost to frost.

This circular bt.d of dahlias was crowned
almost to a cone

; the dwarf varieties were
placed at the base, the taller (white,) in the

middle, the tallest (large scarlet,) in the cen-

tre. At a distan 'c this gave it a majestic and
beautiful appearance.

Opposite, on our right, is a similar bed of
Gladiolus of mixed colors, in mass,—red, pure
white, with dark thioat, waxen straw with

nearly black throat, which was pronounced by
many as the roost charming flower in the gar-

den. This square bed of everlasting flowers

was put in for winter boquets.

The open space on our right, was made va-

cant the pant season by the removal of three

plum trees, destroyed by the black wart. I

tried many preventives to no ellect. That
rose that hangs along the end of the liouse, in

a horizontal position, literally co\ercd with

blossoms, is the double Queen of the Prairies,

which 1 regard as the most stately of all the

climbers.

We have now reached the strawberry bed,

twenty by thrty feet, fiom which 1 get about

three pecks of beautiful berries every season.

They are the Cutter's seedling. I cultivate in

hills, as it requires less labor, the- vines re-

main longer in a bearing condition, and I get

more fruit than by broadcast cultivation.

These apple trees, standing in this bed, are

the red Astrachan, which would wrll repay

cultivation if for nothing but the beauty of

its fruit. Further on we come to more ap-

ples,—Early Harvest, Sweet Bough, Summer
Bearmain, and Mother,—all excellent varieties.

These pear trees standing about us are thu

Buerre Superfin, Louise Bonne de Jersey,

Bloodgood and Sheldon. The Superfin is a

superior pear, and cannot be too extensively

cultivated. The Louise Bonne de Jersey, uu-
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der high cultivation, is but little less. I know
of no trees planted that pay better.

Under those standard pear trees,—Bartlett,

Clout Morceau, and Amalis,—you see annual

Phlox—mixed colors—which produce a splen-

did effect when sown in masses, and it seems

to almost baffle the effects of a blighting frost.

This is one of the most desirable of all the

annuals. The German stocks under the next

tree were a long time in bloom,—beautifully

double, and they stood the fifth blighting frost

like heroes, when I removed them to the cel-

lar, where they remained in bloom for several

weeks.
Under the next tree is Candytuft, mixed

colors,—beautiful, and indispensable in every

garden ; mixed German Pansies under the

next, and so on. That rose tree, that circles

the entire arbor, is the single Prairie, which,

for two weeks furnished a perfect mass of

flowers, covering more than 150 feet, and was

a marked object of beauty and admiration.

These exquisite little yellow flowers you see

fifteen feet up in the pear tree, are the Ca-

nara Bird Flower ; and these dark, rich green

climbers you see on the lattice by the piazza

columns, are the Madeira Vine. That mass of

bright orange under the Tompkins County
King apple is the old single Marigold,—not

"far fetched and dearly bought;" but if there

is beauty in a deep rich orange, then this flower

deserves a place in every garden. It sows

itself in abundance,—keeps coming and bloom-

ing all through the season, and pays no regard

to ordinary frosts. White perennial Phlox is

a sacred, sovereign flower, and deserves a

place in every garden. Sweet peas sown as a

hedge beside the front fence are very showy.

That row of Black-cap Raspberries, and the

row of Red (Fillbasket variety,) give us two

pecks of rich berries each ; and these currant

bushes beside the fence yield three pecks an-

nually, which add much to the comforts of the

family.

The two Delaware grape vines in the centre

of the garden, five years out, bore almost a

bushel this season, though badly injured by

the early frost.

The flowering shrubs—Wiegela Rosea

—

Deutzia Scabra, Flowering Almond, and her-

baceous Peonies, and DIelytras, and this old

White Cottage Rose, bring us back to the

front walks.

In that little spot in the comer of the jard,

I set a pole, whereon is a little martin house,

in which dwell a score of little warblers that

fill the air with sweet music, making day joy-

ous from April to August. L. L. P.

East Jaffrey, N. H., Dec, 18G7.

—The following arc the offlcers of the Strafford

County, N. H., Agricultural Society :—President,

Hon. H. R. Roberts; Secretary, Hon. J. H. Ela;

Treasurer, Oliver H. Lord; Superintendent, Jas.

F. Lawrence.

TVINTEK.

The clouds are white and the skies are pale,
For the breath of Winter is on the gale;
The winds are rude and the air is chill,

And over the brow of the sloping hill

The breeze comes sweeping with mournful tread,
O'er where the summer flowers lie dead.

The snow lies spotless, and pure, and white,
On the lowly vale and the distant height;
'Tis drifted thick o'er the garden beds,
Where our floral treasures once reared their heads;
Its spotless garment of virgin hue
Has hidden them all from our longing view.

The verdant tresses that caught the breeze
On the waving boughs of the tall old trees.
Have fallen silently one by one,
In the sombre shade of the forest dun

;

While the tall old monarchs, with snowy crown,
Are solemn and stately, bare and browu.

The brook that babbled, so loud and clear,
Past the flowery heath and the sedgy mere.
Has felt a touch of the north wind bold,
As he bitterly scattered his frost and cold;
And, pausing quick in its onward flow,
Lies quiet and still neath the ice and snow.

No more the breath of the summer time
Shall bear us drenms of a sun-bright clime.
Where never shadow or storm shall blight
The scented bloom of the roses bright;
Where never blossom or leaf shall fade.
In shady bower or sunny glade.

No more through meadows of living green
Shall sparkle the brooklet's silvery sheen

;

No longer now, through the hushed air, floats

The tone of the song souled wild bird's notes;
Nor under the vaulted summer sky
Do we watch the clouds as we dreamily lie.

No more I no more I for the snow lies deep
O'er the lowly vale and the hillside steep

;

The sun hangs low in the southern skies;
The flitting daylight quickly dies

;

And the north wind flies on his pinions wide.
For the Winter reigns in his kingly pride.

GROUND AND UNGEOTJND COBS.

The following statements are from an article

in the Rural World, written by Isaac A,
Hedges.
Mr. Wm. Scott, of Fairfield county, Ohio,

fed a large lot of mules through the winter for

a Kentucky farmer, for a stipulated price per
head, agreeing to give a specified quantity of
corn in the ear. After feeding about one
month, the owner came over to see them, and
fearing they were not doing as well as they
ought to, proposed that if Mr. Scott would
get a corn crusher and grind all the com and
cobs, he would pay $1.5 per month more.
Mr. S. got the mill—the mules could not eat

all the corn, and at the same time commenced
to improve so rapidly that, to use his own
words, he saved his mill in com, besides being
paid in the four months the price extra. He
said he used it seven years, grinding for all his

stock ; and upon selling his farm sold the mill

at his vendue at $45, (its original cost was S60.)
Many farmers still doubt the claim for nu-

triment in corn cobs. I have none whatever.

It was related at one of the farmers' club

meetings in Ohio, by a member of the State

Board of Agriculture, that one of his neigh-

bors, a widow lady, had wintered her cow
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upon cobs with no other preparation than

merely boiling them soft, the cow giving milk

all the tame. He said the cow was in full as

good condition as any one of his with the usual

keeping.

AMERICAN" DAIKYMEN'S ASSOCIA-
TION.

The Third Annual Convention of this Asso-

ciation was held at Utica, N. Y., Jan. 8 and

9. The attendance was large, there being

delegates from the West, Canada, New Eng-

land and the Middle States.

The President, the Hon. George Williams,

of Rome, N. Y., called the Convention to or-

der. He reviewed the history of the Associa-

tion since its formation, four years ago. He saw

great cause for congratulation in the fact that

so many advantages and benefits had accrued

to the cheese-making interest fiom the organ-

ized efFoi-ts toward improvement in the means
of manufacturing. In the localities in New
York State where the drought has been the

most severe, the estimated crop of cheese has

been 50 per cent, below the average of ordi-

nary seasons. Since the last Convention, or-

ganizations have been formed in Wisconsin,

Illinois and Canada. The President pointed

out a few dangers that are imminent in the

cheese business at present. One is the large

amount of stock already in the market. The
amoimt now on band in New York is estimated

at from 300,000 to 400,000 boxes. The Eng-
lish, by throwing large quantities of home-
made cheese upon the market, and submitting

to low prices, had the effect to nearly stop ex-

portations at this time. Another danger is the

discovery that its manufacture is not necessa-

rily confined to the Middle States. At the

AVest and in the South, farmers are laying by
the plough and taking up the milk pail and the

cheese vat. He thought that at present but-

ter-making was more profitable than cheese-

making.
The usual committees were appointed, and

after some remarks by Gov. Alvord, of Onon-
daga, on the advantages of association, a re-

cess was taken.

In the afternoon the following subjects were
reported for discussson :

—

1. Purity of flavor in cheese—how secured, how
lost ?

2. Pressing cheese two or more days—what ef-

fect has this upon the texture and quality of cheese.

3. Curd mills—is their use beneficial to the cheese,

and is their introduction into general use advisable ?

4. Salt—are there impurities or ingredients in

the Onondaga salt, that render its use injurious
to the quality and flavor of butter and cheese ?

5. Butter-making from whey—can it be profita-

bly done at cheese factories ?

6. Dairying in America—has it not been over
done ? Is it likely to lead to a production exceed-
ing the demand ?

7. Is it not desirable that the Association take

measures to inaugurate some practical and efli-

cient plan by which members may be put in

possession of all necessary information from all

dairy districts, respecting the quantity of cheese

made, with sales and quality of product, &c., at

frequent intervals during the season of cheese-

making ?

On the first subject, purity of flavor, Mr.
Weeks of Oneida, read a long and highly in-

teresting paper. He enumerated, as reported

in the Tribune, as causes for impurity in

cheese, tmclean milk, diseased milk, the eating

of noxious weeds by the cows, undue exer-

cise of the animals, while being driven to or

from the pasture, by being chased by dogs,

rude boys, careless, and irritable help, and
impatient milkers, the failure to remove the

natural heat from the milk before proceeding

to make, impure annato, bad rennet, exposing

the cheese to too high a temperature while

curing, and other minor causes, which were

fully brought out. A discussion followed

by several gentlemen, among whom Pro-

fessor Brewer of Yale College, considered the

chemical properties of sweet and sour milk,

and the detrimental inlluence the least particle

of sour milk or any impure matter has, where

it comes in contact with sweet milk. In the

course of the discussion, Mr. Foster, of Onei-

da, brought out one point which may not be

universally understood by dairymen, and that

is, that no carrion must be permitted to lie un-

buried anywhere on the premises of a dairy

farm. He had learned from sad experience

that cheese will partake of the. nauseating

smell of carrion if cows come in contact with

it iu th§. pasture,

The subject of "Curdmills," was taken up
and fully discussed. The use of the mill did not

find favor with a large number of cheese-mak-

ers, yet it was shown that the disfavor arises

more from a want of correct usage than from
any direct fault of the machine.

The next cjuestion was upon the qualities of

Onondaga salt for cheese purposes. Lieut.

Gov. Alvord said the qualities of the Onon-
daga solar salt had been tested officially by U.
S. Government officers, and it was found to

be fully equal to Turk's Island salt. Since

that time the Government has ordered its

meats for the army and navy to be salted with

either the Onondaga or Turk's Island salt.

When the present Salt Company was formed,

they set about experiments for eradicating the

chlorides of calcium and magnesium, the in-

gredients found to a greater or less extent in

all salt brine, and by a chemical process these

had been taken out, and chemical analysis now
shows that the Onondaga salt is purer than

Ashton. The cry had arisen some time since

that badly flavored butter came of using Onon-
daga salt, and experiments were tried by pack-

ing butter, in alternate packages, with Ashton
and Onondaga salt. These packages were ex-

amined by a committee appomted by the New
York State Society, at its late fair at Buffalo,

and the result was, that 25 packages out of 30,
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reference was given to the Onondaga salt,

le gave the process adopted at the Onondaga
salt works for niakiiig a pure article of salt,

and said the t^alt sent out by the company as

F. F. D. salt, was warranted to be equal to

any of the foreign brands.

The Wednesday evening session was occu-

pied by Prof. W. H. Brewer, of Sheffield Sci-

entific School, Yale College, subject: "Cattle

Breeding with refex'ence to Cheese Dairying,"

and by Prof. Brewer, of New Haven, who
read a paper by Mr. Webb of the firm of

Webb & Turner, dealers and shippers in New
York, on the subject of the cheese trade, es-

pecially foreign. From Mr. Webb's state-

mt-nts it ajipcars the amount of cheese made in

the Britisli Islands the current season is, in

roimd numbers, 179,000,000, lbs., an increase

over last season of 30,000,000 pounds.

On Thursday morning the question of purity

of liavor ill eluese, which was laid on the table

A\ ednesday, was call up and further discussed.

Much fault was found with those dairymen

who leave their milk standing in tin cans in

sun, on the "loading platform," before taking

it to the factor)'. A little milk thus brought

to the factory damages the whole "batch" for

the day. The practice, also, of covering milk

up tight immediately after milking, in order to

keep the pigs or the cat out of it, was severely

condemned. Before milking, the cows should

be in a perfect state of calmness. They must

not be beaten to make them "stand." The
milkman should carefully and gently clean ofi"

the teats either with a wisp of hay or cloth be-

fore setting the pail under them.

With regard to rennet, it was considered by
the Convention entirely unsafe to depend upon
city butchers for the article. These men bring

the calves a long distance before killing them.

The young animals become hungry, their

stomachs inflamed, and the rennet obtained

from them diseased. The practice, also, of

bleeding the calves before killing them, in

order to make the veal white, is fatal to pure,

healthy rennet. The rennet obtained from

farm killing is by far the best, and, if it can

be procured at any price, the only kind that

should be used in making cheese. A resolu-

tion was adopted recommending the use of tin,

instead of wooden pails, for milking.

The subject of butter-making from whey
was next discussed. The distinctive feature

in this discussion was that, invariably, theorists

and chemical men were opposed to tlie feasi-

bility of the idea, while practical dairymen

were in favor of it.

Mr. Kenney of Cortland had made the past

season from the milk of 900 cows 288,781

pounds of cheese, and from the whey 3000
pounds of butter. Both the cheese and the

butter brought the highest current prices.

The sub-whey left after making the butter

proved as good for fattening purposes as that

fed before any butter was taken out. This

was accounted for, by Prof. Brewer, from the '

fact that neither the cheese nor the butter em-
bodied the fattening propeties of the milk

—

sugar.

]\Ir. X. A. Willard delivered an address, re-

viewing the cheese market fur tlie past ten

years, especially 18G7, and pointing out the

vital necessity on the part of American dairy-

men, of providing themselves some means of

securing trustworthy weekly or semi-monthly
reports on the actual state of the trade. lie

began by noticing the fact that while all other

articles of food had advanced in price. chee.>-e

had dropped down far below prices of ordin-

ary times. The cry of over-production and
glutted markets had scared dairymen into

throwing their commodity on the market,
thereby giving all advantage possible to the

dealer. In tbe absence of any direct means
of information, the producer is obliged to de-

pend upon llying rumor and the word of the

buyer for his knowlctlge of the n)aiket. Ex-
perience has shown that neither of these sources

can be safely depended upon. With regard to

the iiitluence England has on our market, the

speaker said that coimiry takes from us 40,-

000,000 pounds a year, and makes our mar-
ket prices on 200,000.000.
Had the American Dairymen's Association

provided some means at its Convention last

year for obtaining reliable weekly reports

from the market and the factories abroad and
at home, the past season would not ha\ e wit-

nessed so many dead losses to the manufactur-

ers. They would have had the back-bone to

stand firm and demand jn-ices for their cheese

which the known amount made and in market
would have warranted them in demanding.
As it is, no better result can be reasonably

looked for another year. Unless this evil is

remedied, the middle-men and the retailers

must continue to regulate the profits of the

dairymen's labor.

Mr. Willard's address was replete with sta-

tistics and other valuable information. It was
listened to with attention, and it told pereepti-.

bly on the members of tlie Convention, with

respect to the vital necessity of immediate ac-

tion in the matter under discussion.

The afternoon was taken up in further dis-

cussing some means of devising a plan for the

furtherance of the commercial interests of
dairymen, which resulteil in referring the

whole suject to a committee composed of the

Hon. George Williams, W. 11. Comstock, Dr.

L. L. Wipht, (J. B. Weeks, Oneida ; D. Mark-
ham, Jefierson ; C. If. Wilder, Wisconsin

;

Burton Armstrong, Ohio
; Chas. E. Chadwick,

Canada; W. E. Duboise, Massachusetts.

The following are the officers elected for

the year :

—

President.—Hon. Horatio Seymour.

Vice Presidents.—Alvord, of Onondaga;
Williams, of Kentucky; Lewis, of Oneida;
Elmer, of Alleghany ; Dubois, of Massachu-
setts ; Walker, of Oswego ; King, of Illinois

;
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Horr, of Ohio ; Wilder, of Wisconsin ; Far-

rington, of Ontario, C. W.
Secretary and Treasurer.—G. B. Weeks,

Verona, N. Y.

For the New England Farmer,

THE GARDEN" IN FEBRUARY.
The best practical argument in favor of a

good garden on the farm, where a variety and
£fbundance of all the most common as well as

the choicest and best vegetables and fruits

can be raised and had for the table at all sea-

sons, is the evident relish with which the far-

mer and his family partake of the first fruits of

such a garden. Take the man who thinks the

least of the profit of a garden, and obsarve him,

at a single meal, as a new dish is added to the

repast, or any nice fruit is offered ; his actions

will speak louder than any words of mine can.

If so grean satisfaction can be realized at a

single meal, will it not pay to devote a suita-

ble space of land, and time for the cultivation

of a garden, so that a constant supply can be
had for the table through the season, and even
an occasional change may be introduced,

through ih J year ?

It may be said by niany, that the farmer's

business is farming, not gardening. But is

farming, raising stock and fattening cattle all

we live for? Is it not our duty as well as

privilege to make the every-day life of

ourselves and families as p'easant and en-

joyable as possible? By attention to these

little comforts and conveniences, your family of

sons and daughters will grow up around you
with a greater likelihood of remaining on the

farm, and of being a comfort and support to

your declining years. Shall we not, then,

have more interest and attention given to the

garden, from which so much can be enjoyed,

the coming season ?

If so, now is the time to plan and make pre-

liralnaiy arrangements. As we have had an
early and a steady winter, the spring may be an
early one. We should, then, be in readiness

to nif^et it whenever it does come.
Manure and material that will continue to

give out heat for the longest time is desirable

for a hot bed, and should now be accumulated.
Horse manure being the most heating, is the

best where mixed with plenty of litter. Leaves
make as good litter to mix with it as can be
Lad, but if these are not on hand add consid-

erable straw to take up the liquids and when
well saturated throw into the pile and see that

the whole is well mixed.

. Pea Bkush and Bean Poles should be pro-
vided in supply, and these can be more readily

obtained while getting in the year's stock of
firewood, than in a more busy season.

Tools.—Make all needed repairs on old
ones, and if new ones are needed be on the
lookout, when in market, and see the most de-
sirable patterns, and secure them. Do not buy
any poor ones, because they can be had a few

cents cheaper, or you will pay several times
as much in extra labor in their use. Many
conveniences or implements that will assist

in the garden work may be made by any one
who is handy with tools, that will cost only the

material and a little time in constructing. A
few years since, wishing to plant some sugar
beets and have the seed at equal distance along
the row, I made a wheel and inserted in the

outer circumference pegs one and a half to

two inches long, and about an inch in diame-
ter, at the required distance ; to this I attached

a shaft and handle convenient for rolling, so

that by passing it over the ground, holes were
made deep and large enough ; and all that re-

mained was to drop a single seed in each hole,

and cover. The time taken to construct such
an implement will be more than saved in plant-

ing a small patch, and it is convenient for

marking off for transplanting peppers, cabbage,

&c. Give the wood-work of all tools a coat

of paint, and their extra durability will pay
expenses. In planting extended grounds a
seed drill will be often found economical.

Seeds.—Good seeds are especially impor-

tant. It is best to procure well known and
tried varieties only, and leave the novelties to

the amateur cultivator, who can better afford

to experiment. Overhaul all seeds you have
saved and test their vitality, and procure ..oth-

ers from reliable sources only. As a guide to

the inexperienced, I offer a list of such varie-

ties of garden seeds as have been .proved and
are known as good.
Beans, Dwarf or Bush.—Early Valen-

tine, and yellow six weeks for string or snaps
;

Dwarf Horticultural for early shelling.

Pole Beans.—Lima, large, for warm local-

ities, small, for New England ; Case-knife

;

Cranberry ; Frost, or Mottled Lima.
Beets.—Long Blood ; Early Bassano.

Cabbage.—Early York ; Early Sugar Loaf;
Flat Dutch ; Red Dutch, for pickling ; Mar-
blehead ; Drumhead, very large ; Green Globe
Savoy.

Carrots.—Early Horn ; Long Orange.
Cauxiflowers.—Early Paris ; Early Er-

furt; Wellington, very large.

Celery.—IncomparableDwarf; Dwarf Red,
Seymour's Superb.
Corn;—Dwarf Sugar; Early Darling;

Stowell's Evergreen.
Cucumber.—White Spined ; Early Frame

;

Early Cluster.

Egg Plant.—New York Improved ; Long
Purple.

Endive.—Green Curled ; Moss Curled.

Lettuce.—Early Curled Simpson ; Green
Winter.
MusKMELON.—Fine Nutmeg; Green Cit-

ron ; Skillman's Netted.

Watermelon.—Mountain Sprout ; Black
Spanish ; Ice Cream ; Citron Watermelon, for

sweetmeats.
Martynia.
Mustard.—White, Black.
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Onions.—Silver Skinned ; Potatoe ; Weth-
ersfield Red ; Top or Tree.

Paksnu'S.—Hollow Crowned.
Peas.—Tom Thumb ; Daniel O'Rouke

;

Princess ; Champion of England ; Black and
White Marrowfat.
Peppers.—Bell; Squash; Sweet Mountain

;

Cayenne.
Potatoes.—Early Goodrich ; Early Sebec

;

Peach Blows.
RAnisiiES.—Long Scarlet Short Top ; Early

Scarlet Turnip.
Rhubarb.—Linnseus ; Victoria.

Spinach.—Round Leaved; Prickly New
Zealand.

Squash.—Yellow, and White Bush Scal-

loped ; Summer Crook-neck ; Boston ; Mar-
row ; Hubbard ; Winter Crook-neck.
Tomatoes.—Early Smooth Red; Tilden;

Red and Yellow Plum.
Turnips.—Purple-top Strap-leaf; Early

Dutch ; Robertson's Golden Stone.

Wm. H. White.
South Windsor, Conn., Jan., 1868.

LOAD BINDERS.
A very simple, effective and quick way of

fastening i-foot wood upon a sled, not in gen-

eral use, is a roller or windlass at the back
end of the sled. An inch-and-a-half or two-inch

hole is bored horizontally into the rack or lad-

ders behind the back stake holes, then take a

round hard wood stick, four or five inches in

diameter, make a gudgeon on each end of it to

fit the holes bored in the rack or ladders ; or

instead of boring holes, iron staples can be
used on the under side of the rack or sled

body, which will hold the roller. Bore two or

three inch-and-a-half lever holes In this roller,

and you have a windlass similar to those used
by blacksmiths in shoeing cattle. When the

wood is placed upon the sled, fasten the bind-

ing chain tinnly to the front end of the sled,

and pass it over the middle of the load, fasten-

ing the other end to t>;e windlass, which being
turned, draws the chain with great force upon
the wood, so that not a stick can move until

the sled is upset, or the windlass loosened.

If the binding-chain becomes loose by jolting

the load on the road, you have only to turn

the windlass a little, and the chain is tight as

before. This is the quickest and most thor-

ough way of fastening loads of any kind upon
wagon or sled, and often saves the load from

turning over, by keeping it in place when on
sidling places.

—

N. E. Homestead.

The Soldier Farmer.—We wonder, some-
times, if the much talked of Individual who,
after the grand march to the sea and the tri-

umph in Virginia, turned his sword into tlie

plow-share to demonstrate that a soldier made
a good citizen farmer, don't often have curi-

ous thoughts. As he tramps after the plow

does he ever try to make the horses catch the
step; as he sees a butternut stained "wamus"
slipping with somebody inside of it, down his

fence, don't he often want to shoot ; as he
searches after truant hogs in the woods, does
he ever fancy he is out bumming ; as he hears
Bettie sing out in country style, the stirring

trills of a National air, does he ever want to

come to a shoulder arms and salute the flag

;

as he puts on the old blue overcoat, does he
look for the bullet holes in it, and think of Joe
and Phil who fell by his side ; does the dinner-

horn sound to him anything like the army bu-
gle shouting a halt ; and doesn't he thank God
that he was a soldier and that he is a farmer.—Farmer''s Chronicle.

From Dr. Holland's poem, ''Kathrina," just published

by Charles Scribner & Co.

A KEFLECTION.

Oh I not by bread alone is manhood nourlBhed
To its supreme estate I

By every work of God have lived and flourished
The good men and the great.
Ay, not by bread alone I

"Oh I not by bread alone I" the sweet rose, breathing
In throbs of perfume speaks,

"But m.vriad hands, in earth and air, are wreathing
The bluPhes for my cheeks.
Ay, not by bread alone 1"

"Oh ! not by bread alone I" proclaims in thunder
The old oak from his crest;

"But suns and storms upon me, and deep under,
The locks in which I rest.

Ay, not by bread alone I"

"Oh 1 not by bread alone I" the truth flies singing
In voices of the birds

;

And from a thousand pastured hills is ringing
The answer of the herds :

"Ay, not by bread alone I"

Oh ! not by bread alone I for life and being
Are finely complex all,

And increment, with element agreeing,
Must feed them or they fall,

Ay, not by bread alone I

Oh I not by love alone, though strongest, purest,
That ever swayed the heart

:

For strongest passion evermore the surest
Defrauds each manly part.

Ay, not by love alone I

Oh 1 not by love alone is power engendered:
Until within the soul

The gift of every motive has been rendered,
It is not strong and whole.
Ay, not by love alone I

Oh I not by love in manhood nourished
To its supreme estate;

By every word of God have lived and flourished
The good men and the great.
Ay, not by love alone I

—A. II. Mills, of Middlchury, Vt., gives th&fol-

lowing directions for leading wild animals. Pass

a strap or rope around the animal just back of his

fore-legs, then tie one end of a long rope to one

fore-foot, pass it up through the girtli, and back

through between his hind legs, and a boy of 12

years at the end of the rope will manage the wild-

est bullock with ease.
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THE WILD TUEKEY.

We have had the pleasure of standing in the

door of our own ]og cottage and seeing the

Wild Turkey gleaning cautiously and warily

in our fields, and roaming in all its native free-

dom in the adjoining forests. It is a noble

bird, and we have never wondered that Ben-

jamin Franklin should have preferred it as the

emblem of the United States, instead of the

one now perched on our national standards.

The above illustration represents the Wild

Turkey as seen humped up in the cold weather

of our northern winters.

The wild turkey (/kf. gallopavo^ Linn.) says

the American Cyclopcedia, is about 3^ feet long

and 5 in extent of wmgs, weighing from 15 to

20 lbs., and sometimes more ; the naked skin

of the head and neck is livid blue, and the ex-

crescences purplish red ; the general color is

copper bronze, with green and metallic reflec-

tions, each feather with a velvet-black margin
;

quills brown, closely barred with white ; tail

feathers chestnut, narrowly barred with black,

and the tip with a very wide subterminal black

bar ; the female is smaller and less brilliant,

without spurs, often without bristles on the

breast, and with a smaller fleshy process above

the base of the bill. It has a crop and giz-

zard, and an intestine 4 times the length of

the body ; the cartilaginous tissue of the

stomach is less hard than in that of the com-
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mon fowl. The full plumage is attained at

the 3d year ; the females usually weigh about

9 pounds.

They fly in flocks of many hundreds, fre-

quenting woods by day, feeding on acorns, all

kinds of grain, buds, berries, fruits, nuts,

grass, insects, and even young frogs ; they

make considerable journeys in search of food,

flying and swimming across rivers of a mile in

width ; though able to reach with ease the tops

of the highest trees, their flight is heavy, and

would prevent their passage across any con-

siderable expanse of ocean ; they are so strong

as not to be easily held when slightly wounded

;

they perch at night on trees. Quitting the

woods in September, they come into the more

open and cultivated districts, when they are

killed in great numbers ; they were formerly

abundant in the middle, southern and western

States, but are now rare except in thinly set-

tled regions, and have never been found west

of the Kocky mountains.

The flesh of the wild turkey is more pheas-

ant-like than that of the domesticated varie-

ties. The old males keep by themselves, as

do the females and young, the former being

apt to destroy the eggs in order to prolong the

hone\moon. The nest is a slight hollow in

the groimd filled with withered leaves, in a dry

and sheltered situation, and usually contains,

when full 10 to 15 eggs ; after this time the

males conceal themselves in order to recover

their condition ; the females alone incubate,

carefully concealing the nest, approaching it

with great caution and always in a different

way, covering the eggs with dry leaves when

going in search of food, and bravely defend-

ing them against crows and other depredators
;

sometimes 3 or -t females lay in one nest, one

remaining to guard it while the others seek for

food ; after the young are batched the males

are attentive to them.

For the New England Farmer.

EXPERIMENTS -WITH CORN AND
POTATOES.

I send you an account of several experi-

ments whicli I tried the past season with corn

and polatoi's ; not because I think that experi-

menis on so >maU a scale po.-itively decide

anything; but because they may set people to

thinking, and imluce others to try similar e.\-

periments. I believe that .something may be

thus learned in regard to raising corn and po-

tatoes, which can be learned in no other way

than by experiments. If one way of raising

these crops is better than another, it is certain

that some are pursuing a wrong course, as

there is no uniformity of practice. But how
shall we ascertain the best way of doing a
thing, unless we compare one way with an-

other by experiments. With whatever con-

tempt some may look upon experiments, almost

every person tries them, whether he designs to

or not. The man who killed his seed corn by
putting it in the hill in contact witii ashes, tried

an experiment, although he did not mean to,

and in consequence became a wiser man.
My experiments embraced nine rows of corn

and five rows of potatoes ; each row twenty

hills long, and the drills were of the same
length as the rows. The rows not otherwise

designated were managed in the common way.

That is to say, hills three feet apart each way

;

hoed twice
;
potatoes hilled up in the usual

way ; corn not hilled. Planted the same
quantity of seed in the drills as in a row of

hills of the same length ; thus leaving the seed

nine inches apart. At the first hoeing wed
out the corn, leaving but four stalks in a hill.

I had previously become satisfied by nu-

merous experiments, some of which have been
published in the Farmer, that four butts in a

hill will give the greatest product by weight

;

although such a large quantity of seed will

give more small potatoes.

I am convinced also by repeated experi-

ments, of which I cannot now give any par-

ticular account, that four stalks of corn to a

hill will yield a better product of corn than a
larger or smaller number. A larger number
will produce more fodder, and a smaller num-
ber will produce larger ears. My experiments

were as follows :

—

Rows. Potatoes. Tield.

No. lbs. oz.
1. C">mmon way . . 68 2
2. Drilled 68 10

Comm )n way -

Flat hills . .

Common way

.59 6
,59 8
,53 10

Rows. Corn. Yield
No. lbs. oz

1. Common way . . 18 2

2 Drilled 25 2
3. Common way . . 21 2

4. Planted June 10th
12 dys later thaa
the rest . . . . 15 14

5. Common way . . 21 6

6. Hoed 7 times . . 22 2
7. (Jommon way . . 2:{ 2
8. Hilled up .... 23 1u

9. Common way . . 2J 2

It will be seen that rows No. 1 and No. 3
of the corn vary three poumls in the product,

although treated in the samf way. A similar

discrepancy may be noticed in other cases.

This is owing, I suppose, to that ineciuality of

soil which makes the repetition of an experi-

ment necessary in order to olitain a satisfac-

tory result. I was surprised that tlie product

of the drills was so niii h greater than that of

the row of hill> of the same length.

In the Weekly K-UOIkr, May 11, and in

Monthly for 1H()7, page 3()o, Mr. II. Poor says

that .Judge Baxter, of Vermont, once raised

twenty-six bushels of potatoes from one [leck

of Lady Fingers, by planting each eye sepa-

rately. This he seems to think proves that

cutting potatoes does not injure them for
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planting. IIow much ground he occupied he
does not say ; but be it more or less, I think

he would have raised twice the quantity on the

same ground had he seeded more liberally.

Planting a quantity of potatoes seeded in one
particular way, without planting any by the

side of them with which to institute a compar-
ison, seeded in a different wav, proves nothing.

Derry, N. H., Lee. 24, 1868. e. b.

For the New England Farmer,

STOCK RAISING AND DAIRYING.
Tho followiDg report of the discuasioa by the Irasburg,

Vt., FariiiLT.-*' Club of the question, "Could we make
as much profit in raising calves and growing them for

beef, as by dairying exclusively ?" was furniEhed for

our columna by Z. E. Jameson, Esq , Secretary of

the Club.

Geo. B. Brewster said his opinion was that

dairying is the most profitable ; but there is so

much hard work, care and anxiety about it,

that if he could get two-thirds as much profit

without the work and care, he should be sat-

isfied. Pie was tired of dairying, and had
considered the subject of changing to other

stock. A dairyman is confined closely at home,
as generally all the work cannot be safely

trusted to hired help. If with twenty cows
we raise twenty calves, and do woll by them,
they will not be worth over $20 per head,

while the butter or cheese from the same cows
will amount to $50 or more, each.

A. Tenney had not had much experience in

comparing the two methods of procedure, but
thought when the labor of dairying was con-

sidered, the profit derived from stock raising,

as it might be carried on, would be fully two-
thirds as much as from dairying exclusively.

He had some calves on his farm, little red

fellows, one might almost mistake them for

muskrats at first sight. He had raised calves

that would outweigh four such, and sell for

more than eight of them. He once raised a

pair of April calves in the following way :

—

At the age of ten days the new milk was taken
from them, and the skimmed milk given them,
with a little oat meal, with the hulls sifted out.

At first only a spoonful of meal was given to

each, but the quantity was gradually increased.

They had milk in this way till September 20,

after that they had no milk. Every morning,
through the winter, I scalded one quart of oat

meal, then put in cold water to make it cool

enough to be drank without danger. At night

they had the same. This would be a quart of
meal each a day. They drank no cold water all

winter, but had plenty of hay. In the spring

he sold his farm, with his best stock. These
calves girted nearly five feet, though not a

year old, and brought $40 each. Last Jime,
he visited the herd of Devon cattle, owned
and bred by Mr. Hall in Burke. He there

saw ten full blooded cows and ten calves. Mr.
Hall was preparing to wean the calves, by
learning them to eat a little meal. They were

noble animals,—he thought full fourteen inches
through the quarters. He was told that from
these cows milk enough was taken to make
butter for family use,—the cahes taking the
rest. He was told the price of these calves was
from $7,5 to $125 each. After the calves
were weaned, more butter could be made.
On this basis, he estimated Mr. Hall's income
at nearly $160 per cow. Good stock is

readily sold at good prices, while poor stock
always finds a dull market. He believed that
Devon cows will make more butter than any
other breed in the country, or any that has
ever been imported. This extra feed of calves
amounts, when summed up, to much less than
one would at first imagine. To raise good
stock he wanted cows that were right and the
calves must be fed so that they can grow.

E. P. Church had visited Burke during the
past week. He said Mr. Hall's Devon oxen
were large and remarkably long animals. He
mistook a pair of calves for good sized year-
lings. One calf four months old, that had had
the milk of at wo-year-old heifer, weighed 330
pounds, and would bring $27 at the butcher's.

Would the income from the heifer have been
greater ii' she had been milked for dairying
l)urposes ? He thought that even for beef it

was profitable to raise calves, and that three
quarts taken from the cow by the calf, was
better than four drank, and then it requires
less care to feed the calf in that way.

Geo. B. Brewster could not believe it a
good plan to have calves run with the cow.
He knew a calf that has been raised in that
way this past summer, that is valued at only

$8 now. When a calf is well fed and at lib-

erty, it will run and race so much that it will

not grow as well as when shut up. Sometimes
a calf will not take all the milk, and the cow
must be milked or she will dry up.

Z. E. Jameson said that if a farmer raised

calves he need not use all the milk of his cows,
as the calves should come in spring when it is

most difficult to make choice butter, and then
during the summer and fall, considerable but-

ter could be made, and the calves would eat

about the same amount of grass as a sheep,

costing but little after weaning. Young stock

is scarce, and dairymen get heifers to replace

their old cows from a distance and at prices

that would make stock raising profitable.

Secretary of the Board of Agricxil-

TURE.—At the lato meeting of the Board of

Agriculture of Massachusetts, it was voted

that the annual meeting shall be held at the

Agricultural College in Amherst ; that the sec-

retary's office should be removed to the col-

lege, and that the secretary shall have a pro-

fessorship, and perform such professional

duties as the trustees of the college may pre-

scribe.
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IRRIGATION AND FLOWING.
Almost every farm has a brook near it that can

be directed to irrigating purposes.—//orace G?-eefey.

Mr. Greeley is out of his proper spliere wlicn he
lectures on farming. What folly it is to recom-
mend farmers to irrigate their lands, by the
strean)lc'ts that run flirough them. Irrigation is

practicable only wlierc labor is very cheap, and
where the land is level, and so situated that large
fields can be flooded at pleasure, and the water
turned off speedily : but our farmers, generally,
can do nothing at this kind of business, and it is a
waste of words to recommend it.—Rural American.

Remarks.—Is not the Rural American ' 'out

of its proper sphere" in this criticism of the

extract from Mr. Greeley's Dutchess County

Fair address ?

FIowage msiy be "practicable only where

labor is very cheap, and where the land is

level," but irriijation is certainly possible un-

der dilferent circumstances. We have exper-

imented on sharp slopes of rough land, with

the most decided advantage—the little rivulets

separating a thick growth of grass below them,

from an exceedingly light growth above, as far

as the water could be made to run. Water
that is apparently pure has a very beneficial

effect, but where the little stream, as is often

the case, has pilfered from the fields or build-

ings above a good store of manurial matters,

the most striking results are often obtained by

irrigation.

With but a small amount of engineering skill

or labor, a dam may be built and a portion of

a brook conducted along its margin at the high-

est possible water level, by marking its course,

as the water flows along, with a stout hoe or

sharp spade or shovel ; now bridging a de-

pression or hollow in the surface of the field

by the use of cheaply made troughs—we have

seen common eve-spouts used—now winding

around a swell of the land, all the time guid-

ing the stream at the highest attainable level,

for the purpose of irrigating as much of the

field as possil)le and for guarding against the

gullying whi<h is liable to occur where there is

too much dcs' ent in the leading water courses.

From this horizontal channel small streams are

allowed to ovcrllow at suitable di>tances. The

water of thi-.-e streams after irrigating a belt

or strip of tiie descending surface may be in-

tercepted by another horizontal channel, and

again di-triliuti-d where most needed in other

small rivulets. These horizontal channels may

be repeated as often as tlie lay of the land and

nels may be deepened, or, with a little care,

may be made in the first case by a plough.

While writing the foregoing hints we have

had in mind, and have in fact described a

practical case of irrigation which we lately

witnessed on the farm of Mr. Thomas S.

Fletcher in Reading, Vt., by which he has

greatly increased the grass crop on a field,

on the side of a hill so steep and high that a
team could haul up to it at best only very small

loads of manure from the barn below, provided

he had any manure to spare for his upland,

which he said he had not. True, his "water-

works" require some care and attention ; but

with proper management this little stream will

furnish a large part of this "hill lot" with an

annual coating of manure "as long as water

runs and wood grows." This care and atten-

tion, however, our friend regarded as a light

job, compared with the severe labor of both

man and beast which would be necessary to

apply to this field sufficient barn manure to

produce the same result, even if the manure
was offered gratuitously at the foot of the hill.

Water is an interesting as well as wonderful

element. How the boys love to build the

dams and sluices for the water which operates

their miniature mills ! Why may they not be

led to take a similar interest in those gurgling

streams which spread a inanlle of green upon

the irrigated land in the tpring, weeks before

it appears on the adjoining fields ? We re-

member very well the interest we took when a

boy in the work by which the water of a stream

which passed through our "mowing" and which

was nearly or (juite dry in the summer season,

was made to overflow the sides of dry ridges

which were hardly worih mowing. The very

great increase of hay on the parts irrigated

gave rise to many jokes at the expense of our

neighbors who owned land on the stream above.

Among other sugge.-tions it was proposed

that whatever bulk of uiarmre, whether from

their barns or their H(l(i>, which they wish to

float down this .vtnam, should be transported

on our canal and tliruu;fli all its locks free of

expense to the owner.-« of >ui h freight!

Indeed, we have seen j-o many instances of

the successful u>e of water in this way, with

a small amount of labor, ih.it we must agree

with Mr. (ireelt-y in rei ouniu nding farmers to

irrigate their lands wiien- practicable by the

other circumstances may require. These chan- I streamlets which run (broujjii them.
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SOMETHING MYSTERIOUS.
Heretofore, in the commercial history of

this country the products of the farm have

been among the first of the goods and wares

in market to depreciate in price on the ap-

proach of hard times. Whenever business

has slackened, city and village people have

found the cost of living greatly if not propor-

tionally reduced. But this year, while facto-

ries and shops are cutting down pay or time,

or discharging their employees entirely ; while

clothing, house rent, and some other items of

family expense are offered at materially re-

duced rates, flour and meat, corn and vegeta-

bles, butter and eggs remain firm at "war

prices." To families dependent on employ-

ment that has been partially or wholly cut off,

or on salaries that have been reduced, and are

likely to be entirely suspended, this unusual

state of things is not only mysterious, but it is

uncomfortably alarming. In cities and villages

it is about as common a topic of conversation,

as the weather. We hear it discussed in the

streets, in the cars, at the market, at the eat-

ing-houses,—in fact wherever consumers meet

and converse. Very many ascribe it to the

"speculators" and "middle men," but few

seem to regard this as entirely satisfactory, as

it is well known that speculators and middle

men have operated in other times as well as in

these latter days. After full discussion, and

after carefully weighing all familiar "disturb-

ing causes," the conclusion often reached is,

that there is something mysterious in the pres-

ent state of the produce market.

To our own mind there is nothing at all

mysterious in this anomalous state of things,

though we admit there is good reason for the

alarm that exists. Produce is high and is

likely to remain high, simply because the con-

sumers are many and the producers are few.

Cause is merely working out its inevitable

effect. The demand exceeds the supply.

.There are more mouths open for "steak, thick

and rare," than there are hands feeding the

stalled ox
; more eggs taken from the basket

than are put in,—and people wonder that beef

is scarce and that the basket is empty.

Business, like the ocean, has its ebb and

flow. For years past the cities and villages

have waxed and the country has waned.

Young men and young women have left the

rural districts for the commercial centres in

sufficient numbers to afford, to our mind, a
perfectly satisfactory explanation of whatever
may appear strange in the present condition of

business affairs.

If this view of the subject is correct, we
need not extend our remarks by an attempt to

point out the lesson it affords to both producer
and consumer.

OUR CHEESE.
When Thomas Jefferson was elected Presi-

dent, some of his agricultural friends in

Cheshire, Berkshire Co., Mass., united in

making a huge cheese that weighed 1600

pounds was loaded. It into a sleigh and

driven by Elder John Leland all the way to

Washington and duly presented to his Excel-

lency. That was not our cheese !

In Ontario County, Can., a cheese was made
a year or two ago by Her Majesty's loyal sub-

jects, which was said to weigh some 7000
pounds. It was exhibited at the State Fair at

Saratoga, N. Y., and other places, and was
finally, we believe, sent to Europe. Of course,

tliat was not our cheese.

In the manufacture of both of these cheeses,

the multitude, the mass, the mob had a hand;

and who knows that all these hands were

clean? A contemporary poet, in describing

the manner in which the materials of the cheese

first mentioned were collected, says :

—

"The quivering curd in panniers stowed,
Is loaded on the jade,

The stumbling beast supports the load,
"While trickling whey bedews the road,
Along the dusty glade."

Our cheese was the result of no such con-

glomerate, nor was it produced by any such

multitudinous rabble. We know who strained

the milk, who prepared the rennet and cleaned

the utensils ; whose fingers manipulated the

curd, and whose hands smoothed the surface

of this triumph of the dairy. These hands and

these fingers belong to no factory superinten-

dent or careless operative, but to a neat wo-

man ; the tidy, skilful wife of one of the best

farmers of one of the best towns in the State of

New Hampshire—a town to which, by the way,

both of the present agricultural editors of the

Farmer now owe allegiance, on the European

doctrine of "once a citizen always a citizen."

A full Board of the "We" of the Farmer
having tested and tasted, and unanimously

pronounced our cheese to be good,—very

good,—excellent,—we take much pleasure in
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saying that it was made by Mrs. Julia Cha-

PIN, wife of F. Chapin, Esq., of Newport,

N. li., and that it was sent as a token of her

appreciation of the New England Farmer.

Mrs. Chapin has made over ninety cheeses

this season, and our travelling agent, E. P.

Frost, who enjoyed the hospitality of this

family during the late snow storm, and speaks

of their cheese room as a model of neatness,

desires us to include in our acknowledgment

of her gift, an expression of his gratitude for

the kindness extended to him.

Before Mrs. Chapin allows her cheese tub

to follow the spinning wheel from the family

circle to the factory, may we ask on behalf of

those of us who eat her curd, and those who

read this notice, for an account of her process

of manufacture.

EXTRACTS AND EEPLIES.

BEONZE TURKEYS.

I take my pen to get information in regard to

the bronze turkey. Wiicrc did they oriirinate,

and wIk re ran they be bought ? I would like the

full breed. I have been tuld that the hens weigh
twenty-five pounds and gobblers forty. Try and
give liie infonrii'.tion ahout them. I would write

you something about my county, but I am very

busy imprDving my farm. I am now building the

third barn, and after two more seasons I will s^how

mv friends around me whether taking four agri-

cultural ))apcrs pays or not. We have a county
fair. It is lield at Getty^burg, on the battle ground.
We have twenty acres enclosed. There is too

much attention paid to horte rating, and if that

is not stopped our fairs will go down. I am very

much pleased with your paper and would like my
ncighljors to take it, but they think it costs too

much. CuAKm-.s W. Giuest.
York Sulphur Spri7iffs, Pa., \2thmo. 30, 1867.

Remakks.—As to the origin of the Bronze tur-

keys, we find ihe following statement, Iiy Mr. C.

N. Bement : "A few years ago. Rev. R. II. Avery,

of Wampsville, N. Y., exhibited a cross of the

wild and tame turkey, which were beyond compe-

tition; the largest weighed thirty-three pounds

and several others thirty pounds each. Their

plumage almost vied with the peacock in bril-

liancy. These are supposed to be the origin of

the now famous lironzc turkeys." Mr. Bement

al.-o says that turkeys of a bronze black, resemb-

ling as closely as possible the original wild stoek,

arc the finest and strongest breeds, and are reared

more easily aud fatten more rapidly, than the

white or pied and coi)pcr-colorcd varieties.

We have consulted an extensive poultry breeder,

who has rai-ed the Bronze turkeys, some of which

weighed as high as twenty-four pounds, but he did

not like the variety ; does not keep them now, and

would not recom i end tliem to others.

The following inquiry was recently put to the

New York Fanners' Club, by Mr. J. C. Sherfeldt,

of Chatham Four Corners, N. Y. "Where are

those huge turkeys, that weigh forty pounds

raised ? I want to get some." To which Mr.
Lawton, a member of the club, replied, "They
were raised in Brooklyn, and fed on shot, just be-

fore 'the death.'

"

We cannot inform our correspondent who has

them for sale, but presume that a line addressed

to Mr. Bement, New- York, or A.M. Halsted, Rye,

N. Y., will secure the desired information, and
thus save the dealers in this description of goods

the expense of advertising.

We are encouraged in our efforts to make a good

paper by friend Griest's good opinion of the Far-
mer, and hope after he has finished his third

"Pennsj Ivauia barn" he will find time to give

northern farmers some description of them, and of

some other of his farming operations.

SUGAR MAKING.

The season is near at hand when many of the
readers of the Farmer will be occupied in mak-
ing maple sugar. Success to them. I have had
my daj% and night too, at this business. I always
liked the work, and the products of the work ; but
can now only tell the boys how to do it. Much
they already know, Init some things they do not
know. I will therefore give such directions only
as I regard needful.

Spouts.—Metalic spouts are extensively adver-
tised; but I object to them, because they let the
air in too freely ; which checks the flow of sap in

a few days, rendering it necessary to ream out the
holes. Spouts should not be less than eight

inches long, and should not be shaved ott' on the
top. They may be made of sumach, elder or
white ash, and liurned out with a wire; or they
may be made of some other wood, and bored the
whole length and then burned, and the end turned
in a lathe.

Tapping.—The bit used should never be over
half an inch in size. The rough bark should
never be hewed off, as this injures the tree. To
make the spout fit well, ream carefully with a
common taper bit, but not so as to cut the outer
grain of wood. Never set more than two tubs to

a tree, or more than one spout to a tub ; tap as low
down as you can find a good spot ; and bore into

the tree lis far as the wood is white and sound.

If you have good trees, and follow these direc-

tions, you will need some tubs that will hold three

paill'uls each, or you will sometimes need to gather
twice a day. Piiini-.uas Field.
East Cliarlcmont, Mass., Jan. 15, 18G8.

Remarks.— Our correspondent's objection to

metallic spouts cannot, we think, apply to the

"Livcrniore Spout," a cut of which was recently

given in the Farmer.

ALL HAIL, YE FARMER OF YE OLDEX TIME.

From the above heading yoil will perhaps be re-

minded of an article in a recent issue of the Far-
MEK, entitled, "Practice, vs. Pen and Ink." It

calls to mind a farmer of a hundred j'cars ago.

As my ex|ierience covers scarcely a qnurtcrof that

period, pel haps modesty w^ould dictate sikiu'C on
my part, but still as I have had some experience
in" raising hay and farm truck generally, peihaps
a few remarks will do no harm.
Under the head of "grass" he says, "never mow

your grass until the seed begins to shell, and the

salmon color appears." I have cut hay both early

and late ; but give me p«rly cut hay or none at all.
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This is "experience." I did not learn it from
books and papers alone, but from the looks of my
milk pails and my stock. His grass and his cattle

may have the salmon color, but I should think
they would look more like the last run of shad.
Under the head of "barns," our Pcpperell far-

mer says, "have the roof tight. On the sides and
ends where the hay and grain are kept, let there
be a space between each board, equal to the thick-

ness of your hand. Then your hay and grain
will be sweet and good, and your animals will have
good lung food and be healthy." I have seen
barns of the above description in which the rain
and snow blew across the hay, the snow melting
and running dov.'n through the hay, turning it

yellow and musty. This he calls good lung food.
By what he says, it appears ventilation is neces-

sary. I agree with him there; but he probably
forgets that we usually have ventilators on our
modern Itarns, and if this does not prove an ade-
quate conveyance for the extra steam of the barn,
we can have recourse to the holes the carpenters
left. G. 8.

Bradford, Mass., Jan. 11, 1868.

RAISING CALVES.

"Will you please repeat the statement made in
your paper a few months since, giving the cost of
raising calves until two years old ? Please give all

the items for hay, grass, meal, &c. Also the best
method of salting beef with sugar and little or no
saltpetre ? g. e. h.

Shrewsbury, Mass., Dec. 26, 1867.

Remarks.—After considerable time spent in

looking over the files of the Farmer we find the

following, which we presume is the statement al-

luded to. It was copied from a report of a discus-

sion by the Herkimer county, N. Y., Farmers'

Club, on the cost of raising stock, and was pre-

sented as the estimate of one of its members. The
opinion of the club appeared to settle upon fifty

dollars as about the cost of raising two-year-olds

in central New York. In other sections, we pre-

sume that the value of several of the items of feed

mentioned would be much less, and that cheaper
ones might be substituted.

Value of calf if slaughtered for hide or rennet . $] 50
Seven quarts of milk per day for a month, esti-

mating cheese at 15 cents 7 20
One hundred poumls oil meal fed during summer 2 00
Whey fed during summer 1 00
Pasturage first season 2 00
Wintering first winter, hay $12 per ton 10 00
Pasturage second summer 8 00
Hay second winter 18 00

Total $49 70

Mr. C. D. Curtis, of Fond Du Lac, Wisconsin,
raised ten heifer calves for his dairy in 1864. He
furnished the following statement to the Country
Gentleman.

At three or four days old they were learned to

drink. Up to :he middle of May the ten calves

had the milk of five cows, two hundred weight of

corn meal, and what hay they would eat. Milk
and meal were then discontinued, and for the next
two months they had about ten quarts sweet whey
each per day, and what fresh clover and orchard
grass they would eat, fed three times a day—of

which they consumed half an acre. The next
sixty-three days they were fed the sowed com

that grew on half an acre, and the same allowance
of whey as at first. About the 20th of September
they were turned into wheat stubble ground, seeded
to grass last spring. When six months old, the

heaviest one weighed 430 lbs., live weight, and the

whole lot averaged four hundredpounds each. The
expense of cutting and feeding the grass and corn-

stalks, was about the same as harvesting and
threshing an acre of wheat.

The milk fed, if made into cheese, would have
sold at $55 CO

Two hundred weight corn meal at $2 4 03
Hay, estimated i 00
One acre land to wheat would have brought . . 30 00
Value of whey, say 10 Oi)

Eight tons hay is a great plenty to winter them,
worth 40 00

Total for one year $140 00
Equal to $14 per head for yearlings, which is about
double the cost of "peace prices."

ARE WE IMPROVING OUR STOCK ?

This is a very important question, as we look
about us and see what we are doing with our stock
and ourselves. What class of horses is it that has
given Vermont her credit ? I think the Woodbury
Morgan. Others may not agree with me. I think
that class is the Ijcst, all things considered, and
should like the opinion of others. What class of
sheep has done the most for Vermont, Native,
Cotswold, Spanish or Merino ? It costs but very
little more to raise a lamb that will bring ten,
twenty-five, or fifty dollars, than it does to raise
one for two dollars. . Too little attention is paid
to the improvement of cattle. It is surprising to
see how indifferent farmers are on this subject.
Anything that can raise a bellow will do for many
of our farmers. Is it not surprising how their
eyes are blinded against their interest in this
respect. It is little better with three-fourths of the
farmers in respect to horses. They look at the
first cost of improved breeds and jog on in the old
track. But there is no standing still in this busi-
ness. We are either going ahead or falling back.
So long as our farmers will sell their best cows,
mares and ewes, and breed from plugs, so long
must we look in vain for improvement ; so long
shall we go from bad to worse. I hope I may live
to see this state of things change for the better. I
want to hear from others on this subject.

Rochester, Vt., Jan., 1888. v. m. h.

DUTCH CATTLE.

Permit me to say that the New England Far-
mer has been of gi-eat advantage to me, as the
past year has been the first of my farm experience.
It keeps us posted on the markets, and the expe-
rience of the best farmers in the country. We
consider it indispensable.
Be good enough to inform me through the Far-

mer in relation to the Dutch or Holstein cattle.

Are the cows as likely to be good milkers as any
other kind ? Are they large and well formed ?

Are they good workers ? H. T. Cummings.
Shelburne, N. H.,Jan., 1868.

Remarks.—Thank you for the good opinions

expressed of the Farmer. We shall spare no
reasonable pains to make it even better than it is

now.

The Dutch cows are large and handsome, and as

far as our knowledge goes, give large quantities of

milk. But as is usually the case, where cows

yield a large amount of milk, it is not so rich in
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butter qualities as with most cows that give a less

quantity. "VVe have never seen working oxen of

the Dutch breed, but cannot conceive why tbcy

should not be excellent workers. .

DISEASED FOWLS.

I wish to inquire through the Farmer, the

name and treatuient of a disease I have in my
flock of fowls. 1 have never seen anything like it

until this winter. The first symptoms are, a

drooping of the fowl, dis^inclination to move or to

eat; after a few days, their legs seem unable to

support them ; it is "with great difficulty they can

move; their breathing is loud and difficult; they

continue growing worse, when, at the expiration

of a week or ten'days they die. My hens always
have all they will ear of corn and oats, orts from
the table, a few scraps, shells, lime, &c., with

pure water. x.

Rochester, Jan., 1868.

Remauks.—The disease you describe resembles

what is called the roup, the prominent symptoms

of which are difficult and noisy breathing, and

gaping. Tbe head swells and is feverish. The

eyes swell, and sometimes the fowl becomes en-

tirely blind. The appetite fails, the crop feels

hard, and the feathers lose the glossy appearance

wh'ch they have in health.

Dr. Bennett gives the following as a remedy, in

his work on poultry. Take finely pulverized, fresh

burnt charcoal, and new yeast, of each three parts ;

flour of sulphur, two parts ; wheat flour, one part

;

water, quantity sufficient; mix well, and make
into pills of the size of a hazel nut, and give one

three times a day. Bathe the eyes and nostrils

with warm milk and water, or soap suds. This

disease is probably caused by taking cold. The

bird should be kept warm and away from other

fowls.

CORN COBS.

In the weekly Farmer of Nov. 23, 1867, and
Monthly, page 39, 1868, under the heading, "The
Value of Corn Cotis," a writer deduces from
statistics of the "State Reform School," published
in Monthly Farmer, 1867, page .542, the conclusion

that one iiound of coUs fed to a cow produces in-

jury to the auioniit of 10 cents and 4 mills. This
is incrediDle. If figures will not lie, I think that

figures in this case, or those who used them, must
have made some mistake. Some cows will grccdi-

Iv eat large qu;intities of cobs unground. Others
will not eat ili'in in this state, probably because
they find it diffii'iilt to chew them. Biit I never
knew cows to refuse to cat cobs after they were
ground. If, therefore, cows are injured by eating

cobs, or, eveu if thcv are not benefited by it, their

instincts, in this instance, must be unaccountably
at fault. E. B.

Dcrnj, N. H., Jan., 1868.

PEACH RAISING IN SOITHERN OHIO.

I thought I would give you a description of
peach growimr in our vicinity. Our hills and
mountiiins are from 100 to 1.50 feet above the level

of the Ohio river. The soil of these hills facing

cast and south-east is a deep san<ly loam. During
the la«t six years some of this land has been culti-

vated by orcliardists, and it lias proved favoral)le

to tlie peacli, and a large number of select peach
trees have l)een set out and much fruit has been

shipped. Specimens ranging from 10 to 15 ounces
have been produced. One man's profit on 15 acres

this past season, amounted to three thousand two
hundred dollars. Ira A. M'Conxell.

Stouts, Adams Co., O., Jan. 10, 1868.

CURE FOR LAUREL POISONING.

Having used eggs myself and knowing of others
who have used them with uniform success, even
after the sheep or laml) was bloated so badly that

it could scarcely breathe, I can confidently recom-
mend them. The head of the animal should be
raised up high and an entire egg,—all but the
shell,—forced down its throat. I have known of
very salt grease being administered in the same
way, and have heard of a small quantity of shot
boing given with good results. A Subscriber.

Strafford Springs, Vt., Jan. 6, 1868.

CRANBERRY CULTURE.

Can you oi- some one of your Reply writers, in

form me of the latest and best work on the culti-

vation of cranberries, aside from that of B. East-

wood, of 18-56 ? Is good cranberry land, newly
and well set with cranberries, at a cost of !^400

per acre, when completed, a good investment.

E. Douglas, Mass., 1868. s. N. J.

Remarks.—We are not aware that there is any

book devoted entirely to the culture of cranberries,

besides that of Eastwood.

The sum you mention, $400, is a pretty large

investment in a single acre of land, but where the

location is entirely favorable to the crop with re-

gard to frost, flowage, &c., the investment may be

an economical one. Some of our readers, if so

disposed, can give you valuable information on

the subject.

NORWAY OATS.

In reply to the inquiry, on page 73 of the Month-
ly Fanner, about Norway Oats, I submit my ex-
perience as follows :—Seeing the sample exhibited
at the State Fair at Nashua, N. H., in 1866, I paid

$1 for a pint, and received a package the following

winter, which I found to be a small, green, inferior

looking oat ; but I sowed them on a good spot of
intervale land which had been planted with pota-

toes the previous year, a few days after sowing my
other oats, in May. They grewa very little higher
than my common oats, which were on much poor-
er land; init when tilling they mildewed, antl not
considering them worth thresiiing 1 put them with
the straw to cut for feed. My oilier oats yielded

a very fair crop, weighing 32 pounds.
J. A. Holmes.

Fisherville, N. H., Jan., 1868.

THE SICK OX.

The inquiry in a late number of the Farmer in

relation to a sick ox, reminded me of some expe-
rience I once had with a cow. For a relaxed state

other bowels, which had existed for two or three

months, I gave lier tansy tea, after trying various

other remedies, l)y pouring it down her throat.

This was a troublesome job, and although it ap-

peared to afford some relief, I became discouraged
and concluded to kill her. I employed a man to

kill her who had some knowledge of cattle. On
examination he pronounced her disease to be
"overflow of the gall," and we thought it possible

that a patient continuation of the tansy tea, might
have ctrccted a cure. e. e. r.

South Troy, Vt., Jan., 1868.
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THE JEFFEKSON PLUM.

The curculio modestly introduced herself at

first as a mere "plum weevil." Plums were

olenty and luscious then, and she wished sim-

ply to mark a few for herself. Nobody mis-

trusted that she would meddle with any other

fruit, and for some time she did not. But as

plums failed, she turned her attention to first

one and then another of our fruits until she

now claims our apples, pears, peaches, and

even our small fruits. Having thus cultivated

her taste for so great a variety, may we not

hope to be able to return to the cultivation of

the plum with nearly the same prospect of

success as with other fruits ? The fact that

there are plums fa market every year, prove

that somebody succeeds in growing them. If

one succeeds, why may not another?

The above cut illustrates a plum raised and

named by the late Judge Buel of Albany, N.

Y. Mr. Downing says "we think it the most

desirable and beautiful of all dessert plums.

When fully ripe, it is nearly, shall we not say

quite—equal in flavor to the Green Gage,

that unsurpassable standard of flavor. But

when we contrast the small and rather insig-

nificant appearance of the Green Gage, with

the unusual size and beauty of the Jefferson,

we must admit that it takes the very first rank.

As large as the Washington, it is more richly

and deeply colored, being dark yellow, uni-

formly and handsomely marked with a fine

ruddy cheek. It is about ten dajs or a fort-

night later than the Washington, ripening the

last of August, when it has the rare quality of

hanging long on the tree, gradually improving

in flavor. It does not, like many sorts, ap-

pear liable to the attacks of wasps, which

destroy so many of the light colored plums as

soon as they arrive at maturity.

Branches slightly downy, leaves oval, flat.

Fruit large, oval, slightly narrowed on one

side, towards the stalk. Skin golden yellow,

with a beautiful purplish-red cheek, and cov-

ered with a thin white bloom. Stalk an inch

long, pretty stout, very slightly inserted.

Suture indistinct. Flesh deep orange, (like

that of an Apricot,) parts freely, and almost

entirely from the stone, which is long and

pointed ; very rich, juicy, luscious, and high

flavored. Hangs a fortnight on the tree."
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CHAPTER VIII.

WOMEN'S APPAREL—ITS MAKING AND
MENDING.

Among the pictures exhibited at an entertain-

ment the otiier evening was the portrait of a

Hawaiian qncen ; and I felt not a little vexed

at tlie tittert; and smiles which answered a sarcas-

tic question of the exhibitor, as he arranged the

focus of liis in.strument to display to the best ad-

vantaiic the woman's conspicuous head-dress.

Her heathen majesty was arrayed in the Eng-

lish costume of tifty years ago, and the low-necked

dress of that period, with its short sleeves, made
very apparent that brawny plumpness so much
admired by connoisseurs of Sandwich Island

beaut}^, wliile an enormous bunch of ostrich

plumes, like a flock of moonlit clouds, hung over

a forehead "black as the brow of Night."

"What makes girls like feathers ?" was the

question. Why do soldier-boys wear plumes and

bearskin caps two feet tall ? was my mental re-

joinder—availing myself of a Yankee's privilege.

A woman's fondness for dress is not always

proof of her vanity, as is generally asserted, and
as this question and its significant answer seemed

to imply. Neither is her renunciation of its ser-

vice any token of her humility or her modesty : the

nun, beneath her sombre veil the, quakeress, in

her simple garb, may cherish as many arrogant

thoughts as did Hood's two peacocks of Bcdfont

"Trailing their velvets wantonly."

The love of dress frequently springs from a de-

sire to rule or to influence others: sometimes from a

wish to improve and ennoble personal appearance

;

while not a few women find in the preparation and

arrangement, as well as in the wearing of their

dress and its ornaments, the gratification of an in-

nate love of the beautiful, and the development of

their ideas of order and harmony.

We have all witnessed, if wc have not experi-

enced, the depressing effect of shabby and inap-

propriate clothing, and everybody has at times felt

that exhilaration which the consciousness of be-

ing well-dressed can impart. It is not vanity, nor

self-satisfaction, but a delicate and delightful sen-

sation of self-approval, which lends ease and

gracefulness of thought and action.

Some persons seem to understand intuitively the

art of drc^sing well upon all occasions. Whether

this may be considered tact or talent, were it

classed under the head of "facultj%" which in co-

lonial times was a taxable article, I believe hun-

dreds would willingly pay a high rate for the pos-

session of so desirable a gift. Quaint old Doctor

Fuller must have had these happily endowed

women in mind wh n, enumerating the qualities

of a good Mifc, lie says : "Her clothes are rather

comely than costly, and she makes plain cloth :o

be velvet by her handsome wearing it."

There are those who contend that the dress bears

the same relation to the l;ody that the body does

to the soul ; that it is, so to speak, an out-growth

of the sentes and perceptions—that certain hab-

its of thought and feeling find their exemplifica-

tion in the choice of garments, under the name of

preference or taste. According to their theory, a

woman of equable temper, quiet and modest in

deportment, pleasant and refined in speech, will

never make choice of gaudy or ''loud" colors or

styles, or incongruities of trimming or ornament.

This is very agreeable doctrint", but it cannot i)e

accepted without modification while so few women
are a law unto themselves in this matter ; the rigor-

ous rules of fashion and the voice of Mrs. Grundy

too often overpower individual proclivities, and

crush out all independence of character. But no

true woman will bow so low to the behests o*" fiish-

ion as to compromise her integrity or her self-re-

spect; and, however nmch she may delight in

splendor or show, comfort and propnetj^ will claim

her first attention, and neatness and good order

have precedence over elegance and ornament in

the furnishing of her wardrobe. She will be no

slattern, and there is little fear of her becoming a

dowdy, for she knows that an agreeable personal

appearance exerts a genial and impressive influ-

ence ; and as a good housewife and housemother

she- will not neglect those small yet important

points which are so effective in a woman's attire,

—

the graceful cut and neat fit of her dress, the har-

mony of its tints, the pretty collar, and the be-

coming neck-ribbon.

Much is said about women's extravagance in

dress. This generally proceeds more from igno-

rance than from recklessness. It takes a gi-eat

deal of experience, besides a keen eye for observa-

tion and a clear head for calculation, to be able to

follow, even at a moderate rate, the fluctuations of

fashion ;—how nmch less Worry and waste and

want there would be in the world if that despotic

queen issued her edicts from Pekin rather than

from Paris. But there is no prospect of the dawn-

ing of that golden age, so we must endeavor to

exercise all possiljle prudence while conforming

to present customs.

And this prudence must be first manifested in

the purchase of durable and serviceable materials.

Flimsy and mean falirics arc always a shame to

the wearer ; and if they cost less money in the

outset, the expense of time and pains spent in try-

ing to make them pass as respectable and to keep
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them decent, generally exceeds the price of a good

article. On the other hand, never buy too nice or

too delicate an article for the use to which it is to

be appropriated, or in getting materials try to

make up for the high cost of the goods by buying

a scant pattern. Always ascertain by careful

measurement beforehand just the amount wanted,

so as to have sufficient,—that the garment be not

spoiled by being made too tight, or too short, or

the wron^ way of the cloth, or a little out of shape

—expedients which a small pattern necessitates.

And, still, do not overrun the quantity needed, so

that a great deal siiall be wasted,—though it is

desirable to have remnants enough to keep any

article of clothing in good repair so long as its

original comeliness remains; and, in the case ot

the more costly dresses, to alter its shape accord-

ing to any reasonable change of the fashion. As
to fashion—health, comfort and convenience

should be tirst consulted ; then let its rules govern

you only so far as to prevent observation which

the singularity of an adherence to old styles is

apt to provoke.

In choosing cotton cloth, linen and flannel for

undergarments, for fear of deception in their qual-

ity and sulistance use the same tests as suggested

in Chapter YI. The occupation should decide the

color of stockings, flannels and skirts ; for in-

stance, when sweeping and dusting are to be done,

one will wear drab or gray, reserving white for

cleaner employments.

Winter if not summer stockings should be knit,

they are so much more durable than those that

are woven. Heels and toes of stockings should be

lined, the thin places in other parts run and
mended, as mentioned in Chapter VII. When
heels are very much worn cut them from the sole

and ravel them to the ankle ; then take up the

stitches and with new yarn knit them again and
sew th"?m firmly to the sole. If the toes get quite

thin ravel these out also, and knit them of new
yarn

;
you can do this even for woven stockings.

When the sole gives out cut it from its place, take

a pattern of it and by this cut another from some
stocking that is beyond repair; then ravel the

heel above all thin places (having pi'eviously done
the same to the toe and cut it like the end of the

sole) and supply this length thus ravelled by cut-

ting into the ankle ; make the end of proper shape

and close it on the right side with button-hole

stitch. The sole will perhaps need gores where it

joins the instep : for these take two pieces of

stocking one and three-quarters inches long and
one and one-half inches wide and cut them cross-

wise. Stitch the two straight sides of these gores

to the instep and the heel, and then stitch the

whole around the sole.

Knit or crochet underjackets, being elastic, are

more comfortable than those made of flannel.

—

Explicit directions and patterns for making these

and other undergarments are given in ladies' mag-
azines and newspapers that are widely circulated,

so that I need only say that a nice simplicity

should always characterize them, and that much
time and attention are expended upon the fabrica-

tion of fanciful styles, and ruffling, tucking, trim-

ming and emi)roidery, which ctaild be emjiloyed

to better purpose. They should be kept neat and

whole—the directions already laid down tor the

repairs of other clothing will apply to everything

in this department.

Every woman should have a working-dress to

wear when engaged in active employment. It

should be of calico (print) or gingham, narrow

striped—small plaided—or figured small and
closely, in sober, fast colors ; and nnide loose and

ea?>y in v/aist and sleeves : unbleached cotton

cloth or drilling is best for lining.

It is not so easy to fit a dress for one's own self

as for another person, but it can be done. A pat-

tern that lies well to the form should l)e procured

of a dressmaker, or may be obtained l)y ripping

an old waist that suits. The calico or gingham

should be fulled at the belt, but straight and

smooth at the shoulders—loose enough to escape

strain everywhere, but not to droop or look puffy.

Use no whale-bones or stiffening about it. Button

it with small strong buttons. Make the sleeves of

moderate fullness, and gather them into a wrist-

band; liieir linings should be loose

—

not fall—
reaching to the elbow in summer, to the wrist in

winter. Five widths of calico are sufficient for

the skirt; it should reach just to the ankles, and

be hemmed or faced with cambric five inches

deep. Insert a large pocket, about eight inches

from the top of the skirt, in the scam nearest to

the right hand. Turn down inside one inch of the

skirt—to lengthen it when the edge of the hem or

facing is so worn as to need cutting off and to be

remade, ffiather it and stitch it to the belr, which

must be fitted to the bottom of the waist—wrap-

ping neatly to the left side. Bind the neck of the

dress with a narrow lengthwise strip.

No woman, even in her busiest hours, should be

without a neat white collar and a bow of ))right

ribbon at the throat. The collar may be just a

band of fine white cloth or linen—made from the

pieces left after cutting shirts. Fold it evenly

and stitch it nicely along its edges. Wash, starch

and iron it, and it is ready to wear. Fasten it

with the little bow or knot of narrow ribbon.

—

This simple ornament costs but a trifle, l)ut it is

surprising to see how much effect it has : the

homeliest woman with such addition to her dress

always looks comely,—her gown—let me use the

good old-fashioned word—being clean and whole,

and her hair nicely arranged.

Besides this working-dress, house-wives should

have long, full aprons, made of new calico or

gingham, or from the skirts of such dresses, when

the waists and sleeves are past wearing. They

should be gathered into a belt having a front at-

tached high and wide enough to cover the waist.

For washing, scrubbing and house-cleaning make
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these aprons of stout drilling—such as is used for

men's overalls. The calico or gingham aprons

are very good to we.ar when a person, though at-

tired in a nice drcts, must superintend or do some
simple household service.

A short sack, to be worn when sweeping and

dusting, will be very useful. It thould be put on

with the apron over the nice dress if ironing or

cooking is to be done. Cut it according to the

pattern of such a garment for out-door wear, from

good gingham or calico. There is quite an advan-

tage in using this sack and apron at times, instead

of the working dress, because they are so easily

removed.

A woman who does much sewing has need of

Pirmlets, made of brown linen or silesia, reaching

from the wrist to the elbow, fitting snugly—but

not tigiit—just stitched with one seam and hemmed
at each end ; and a brown linen or gingham apron,

covering the front of her dress—both waist and

skirt. It may be made quite becoming with a lit-

tle border of bright print, or a small pattern of

embroidery in braid near the edge. Half the

length of the apron may be stitched up at the sides

to make it one large pocket to hold articles of nee-

dlework ; or two small ones a little larger than

the palm of the hand, having been ornamented

like the edge of the apron, may be stitched—four

inches from each side—about three inches below

the belt,—these are convenient for holding sewing

implements. Don't ruffle these aprons—the sim-

pler they are made the better they look.

A wrapper is a very comfortable garment for an

invalid, or for one who has little stirring work to

do. It is now generally made like a long, loose

casaque (by some spelled cassock) and one of tho^e

outside garments will furnish a good pattern. But

the old-fashioned style with long, straight breadths

and a yoke neck is more desirable,—especially

in case of sickness. Make this dress of plain

thibet, lyonese, or empress cloth, or all-wool de-

laine, if it is more for show than use. Give it a bor-

der of tome contrasting color, cither narrow cross-

wise l)ands of the same sort of goods, or of silk or

ribbon. Place a row of buttons or rosettes of the

same color down the front ; and border the yoke

and the wristbands with the same, as also the belt,

or wear with ic a girdle cord of a like shade.

AVi-appers should be made double. If exclusively

for winter use, wadding should be tacked or quilted

to the wrong side of the inner material, over the

shoulders and the chest, and the sleeves should

have doulile 1 inings. These are handsome dresses
;

but very pretty ones are made of cotton-and-wool

cashmere or delaine, or calico of quiet, modest

colors in small figures, with a border of brighter

hues, cither figured or striped,—calico is surer to

wash well, and to last longer than the cashmere or

the delaine.

For a yoke-neck wrapper fit a waist lining as for

a working-dress—loosely and comfortably. The

yoke covers this lining from the throat to over the

fall of the shoulder ; and here the sleeves—which

are long and full, gathered into a wristband—are

inserted. Three widths of folded goods, or six of

calico or delaine, make the skirt, which is plaited,

and attached to the lining under the yoke. Hem
or face and bind the skirt, which should be just

loniT enough to escape touching the floor; a dress

of this sort that drags, or sweeps, or lies like a

a train, has a very ugly appearance.

Skirt-bindings, which are usually of worsted or

alpaca l)raid, must be shrunken before they are

used, by letting them lie a few minutes in scalding

water and then placing them immediately in cold

water, from which they are wrung, partially dried,

and then pressed. This prevents that tightness of

the binding which gives the edge of the skirt a

puckered appearance after wearing it in wet

weather.

A casaque wrapper usually wears out soonest

about and under the arm-size, on the front of the

waist. To mend this, rip out the sleeve above all thin

places ; also the seam under the arm and the first

bias, or, as some call it, dart seam. Then cut the

cloth from the seam under the arm to this bias, in

a slightly sloping line, just where the belt comes;

and then extend the bias in a sweeping direction,

aI)ove all thin places, to the arm-size. Take this

old piece, thus cut out, and from new material cut

an exact copy, matching the figures and color

closely, allowing enough for a strong seam. Stitch

it very carefully ; see that the added length of the

bias is not fulled or drawn, and then dampen and

press it on the wrong side. Sew and finish in the

same way the sloping seam at the belt, and then

re-stitch the bias and the other seams that have

been ripped. Mend rents and button holes as men-

tioned in the chapter on men's clothing. For

darning, don't forget to use ravellings of the same

material as that which forms the dress,—as also

there mentioned. In case of a very bad rent in an

exposed part of the skirt, mend it nicely, either

by darning or inserting a new piece ; and if it can

be hidden near the top of the plaits, and the fig-

ure will bear reversal, rip out the breadth and use

all your ingenuity in getting the mended spot out

of sight, in the fold of a plait.

In selecting fabrics for tight dresses—as those

are called that fit the form closely—the common
style of women's dresses,—be guided somewhat by

your figure and complexion, as well as by your

age, as to their colors ; by your purse, as to their

price and capacity for retaining their original

qualities ; and endeavor to get those upon which

the eye will rest the longest with satisfaction, and

the mind dwell upon with approval. Stout

persons should always wear plain goods ; shorty

striped ; tall, checked or plaided ; slender persons

look best in figured. The colors, dral), gray, stone

color, dark-green and claret suit all complexions;

blue, pink, lilac and light-green only light; while

cloudy and dark complexions should wear yellow,

buff, purple, crimson, red, brown, dark blue and
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dark green. Elderly women should, always dress

in dark colors and plain or small figured styles.

Plain goods are always handsome, never go out

of fashion, and are becoming to all ages and all

figures. Wide sti-ipes and large plaids and checks

and figures look hideous when not in fashion,

while the reverse of these always look well, and

never get antiquated. Purple, lilac, buff, crimson,

stone-color and some blues are apt to be spotted

by acids and to fade by exposure to the air and

sunlight.

For summer, cambrics, lawns, and muslins are

more serviceable than bareges and grenadines and

other light tissues, but they all need careful usage.

Keep them in good order by looking often along

the seams of the waist, and the tops of flounces,

tucks and hems ; and see that the threads are not

drawn too closely together in some places ; thus

leaving gutters and galls which may get dragged

into holes if they do not receive prompt attention.

The only way to remedy these is to spread the

part smoothly on a table, or a large book, and with

the point of a fine needle draw every thread back

into its proper place by light, gentle strokes. It is

slow work, but it pays well for the pains taken.

Thin delaines and valencias, sometimes alpacas,

poplins and silks need this treatment. Don't leave

one spot, no matter how badly drawn up and

dragged it may be, till every thread lies straight

;

then press it smoothly on the wrong side. Bare-

ges, grenadines and thin silks, when torn, if they

cannot be neatly darned with their own ravellings,

may be made to look nice a long time by fitting the

edges of the rent closely together and gumming a

strip of lace over them on the wrong side of the

fabric.

Silks are suitable for all seasons ; but as they

cost high and all other articles of clothing to wear

with them must be of the very nicest quality, no

body ought to buy such dresses until they are

fully satisfied that they can afford them. The

dowdiest looking array is a silk dress with a cheap

shawl and a shabby bonnet and gloves. To be

sure, cheap silks can be bought, but they are mis-

erable things—fraying or creasing and cracking to

pieces very soon ; and they have such an air of

pretence and shabby gentility in their metallic lus-

tre and crackle that a noble-minded woman would

prefer a good alpaca or poplin. A French or an

English crown alpaca, or an Irish poplin, will last

years, and render double the service at half the

cost of an ordinary silk.

Valencias of cotton-and-wool, and delaines of

the same material, are useful and pretty fab-

rics. But they need care in washing, or the colors

will run together while drying—and the cloth is

apt to shrink or cockle. These are generally of

American manufacture. Scotch winceys, French
all-wool delaines, as also thibets, cashmeres, em-

press cloths, alepines, tamise and others of a

woolen or silk-and-woolen texture are nice for

winter wear. In all of these get those that are of

the softest wool and of the most regular weaving.

f For patterns to cut these materials, rip the waist

of an old dress that fits well, and copy from that

your lining—it should be of stout silesia. Then
consult some trustworthy dressmaker as to the

style of the waist and sleeves and the cut and dis-

position of the skirt. Choose some graceful,

unpretending fashion, and if verbal descriptions

are not sufficiently plain, buy a pattern to shape
these. Sometimes in the ladies' magazines and
newspapers—before referred to—you may find just

what you need in this respect. Having decided
in what fashion to make your dress compare your
linings with it, and make all necessary modifica-

tions towards securing an accurate union of the

two. Baste, and have patience to try it on and
alter till it fits exactly.

In cutting a dress for another person take meas-
ures around the throat—across the back at the

fall of the shoulders—across the chest at the same
point—around the waist just beneath the arms

—

and around the waist at the belt. Measure also

the length from the arm-size to the belt, as also

from the throat to the belt, both back and front,

—

and from the throat to the fall of the shoulder.

Then take a pattern that fits your own figure and
with these measures calculate what variations to

make. For length of sleeve bend the elbow and
measure from the shoulder to over the wrist joint.

Be sure that your cloth lies straight, and length-

wise, when you cut ; and see that you have folded

your two biases for each front in such a manner
as to give ease, as well as to look easy and grace-

ful.

In cutting the arm-size don't get it too far on

the back—too narrow a back gives one the appear-

ance ofa skewered fowl. Nor yet encroach upon the

width of the chest—too narrow a chest causes that

castiron or wooden aspect of a dress, which is so

disagreeable to see and so distressing to endure.

If it binds arm, back or bust, don't rest till the

evil is removed ;—it often depends upon a very

slight thing—an irregularity in its curve, or mis-

placement of the pattern so that the cloth is cut

out of line.

Some persons pin the silesia to the fonn in order

to cut a limng. This is generally a quicker way,

but there is more waste of stock and great danger

of spoiling the whole. It is so difficult to keep

quiet as a statue during the disagreeable manipu-

lations of nervous fingers and the insertion of

innumerable pin-points—not to mention the gash-

ing and snipping of sharp scissors' blades—that

high and uneven shoulders, low and uncomfort-

able arm-sizes and crooked and clumsy biases are

frequently the result of this method.

Gored skirts require less material and are more

comfortable than those that are of equal width

throughout ; but, fearing that the fashion may not

last long, many prudent women are unwilling to

cut their breadths in that way, and so fold the

fabric to the desired shape. This is, however, a

questionable economy, for a skirt made thus does
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not sit, or hang, so well ; and if ever the old fash-

ion returns, the difference between the worn and

the unworn portions will give the dress a shabby

look—cither make the ^kirt with whole widths

and straight seams or cut the material according

to the prevailing style.

All skirts wear longer for being lined. It is not

always necessary to buy new cambric for this pur-

pose. The best widths from old dresses—whether

of lawn, gingham, calico, or cotton -and-wool de-

laine—should be washed, slightly starched and

u-oned, expressly for this purpose. A cambric

lining and facing will bear removal through two

or three dresses, if thus renovated at each change

;

also sleeve and waist linings. Even when a waist

lining is worn out around and under the arms a

piece of strong silcsia from some other cast away

lining may be so skilfully inserted that it will do

good senice in a working-dress or wrapper.

It is especially necessary to line gored skirts

;

and the lining and outside must suit each other

exactly,—being siitched together, through their

whole length. In stitching these seams be careful

not to full, nor to stretch either edge—both

straight and crosswise must lie easily and smooth-

ly together. After they are stitched, press them

carefully, and then baste your facing: this should

be of haircloth or wiggin for all nice dresses ;—or

the more ordinary !-tlff cambric will suffice. It

will need particular fitting at the seams to give

the skirt a free and flowing appearance.

The gored street or walking dress is getting

modified to a veiy pretty style, suited either to

the house or out-of-doors ; and, having the double

recommendation of economy and comfort added

to its good looks, will ; robably long be a fovorite

with persons of a correct taste and ripe judgment.

But as to train-skirts, they are an abomination,

which, if every sensible woman will let them

alone, must veiy soon pass away.

Exercise your best taste in the ornamenting of

your dress. A little nice, simple tri.nming im-

proves, because it relieves, the monotony of a

plain dress, and, by contrast, enhance.? ihe beauty

of the fabric. But a great deal of triuunin ,, or

too strong a contrast either in color or material, is

worse than none at all. Figured, striped, checked,

and plaidcd goods seldom need anything beyond

their own substance, arranged in lold.'^^, to give a

finish to seams and edges, and to break up the

stifi'ncss and formality of their designs.

The chief fault in dress-making is the super-

abundance of trimming and ornament. Beside

the extravagance of time and money which it oc-

casions, many a beautiful gannent is actually dis-

figured l}y such a wasteful display ; and many a

young wf)man who dues not yet clearly understand

the jirinciples of beauty, finds fault with every-

thing, rather tlian its ornaments, because her dress

is so unbecoming. She knows that she is satisfied

with her morning and working dress, plain as they

are, and by-and-byc she will discover that simpli-

city and haiTnony constitute the highest and the

most charmiilg beauty.

The fabrics and the fashions of women's outside

garments are so numerous and so variable that I

can only offer a few general suggestions in regard

to them. Let comfort be your first consideration,

and let common sense rule in all your deliberations

upon the matter ; and when you have once made
up your mind as to that which is best suited to

your needs, be contented with it, so long as it is

comfortable and looks respectable.

The most useful outer garment a woman can

have, and one which every woman should own—no

matterhow much handsomer orhow many her purse

may afford—is a common hooded cloak ; made long,

loose, and large ; of what is called waterproof or re-

pell ant cloth. It is always in season, always ap-

propriate, be the weather fair or foul ; but for one

who is often exposed to stormy, or wet weather it

is absolutely indispensable. It is universally

known, and so simple in its construction that no

directions for cutting or making it need be here

given. I would only say that, of all outside gar-

ments, own this, if j'ou own nothing else.

The head, being the most important part of the

human figure, and the chief seat of beauty, its

clothing piesents claims to our most careful atten-

tion. Hence women have considered head-dresses

as the best suljects for the efforts of the ingen-

ious and fanciful, till the imagination seems to

have run riot in the fabrication of hats and bon-

nets. The most insane notions in reference to the

elegance, the fitness and the comfort of these arti-

cles have at times controlled their fashion—never

more so than at present. Still, we must, in a

measure, conform to the prevailing customs of so-

ciety ; one of which is to wtar a lionnet for dis-

play rather than for use—especially in the winter

season.

1 suppose after this harangue my readers hardly

expect me to teach them how to practice economy

in these things. Nevertheless, I make the attempt,

by starting first with that axiom of the judicious

Hooker: "Choose the greater good l)efore the

lesser." Bonnets must be worn ; do not overlook

their convenience amid the absurdities of which

they are made the vehicle. Let your choice be

from the most modest and unpretending; compar-

ing favorably wiih your other clothing—nice, yet

not fine ; beautiful, but not gaudy. As much as

possible they should be the work of your own
hands, the exponents of your own taste—not the

mimicry of some crazy Jane of a milliner's ap-

prentice, though you may purchase the frame and

sometimes the materials of her mistress.

The gi-accful aspect, the jaunty air, which some

suppose that none but the fingers of an adept can

communicate to that conglomeration of textures

and tissues that passes for a bonnet, may not at

first come at your bidding. But, in the event of a

first failure, all good sprites having cognizance of

your essays at truth and beauty, will so turn the
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tables upon folly and extravagance, that you shall

become the bonnet, if the bonnet do not become

you ; and by perseverance in your endeavors you

will at length be successful in winning whatever

elegance or gi-ace you may desire for the perfec-

tion of your work. I

Straw bonnets and hats are the best for common '

wear, and any one can make them look pretty and

becoming, by observing what colors agree with

her complexion and choosing their ribbons accord-

ingly. If she can atford the more fanciful struc-

tures—of lace, or crape, or silk, or velvet—she

rrmst have one of straw, for that can stand all weath-

ers and all usage ; it looks proper on all occasions,

too, if neatly kept. But all others soon get out of

shape if exposed to dampness—crape and lace are

so delicate that even the evening dews may ruin

them ; in fact all fancy hats and bonnets, by con-

stant wearing, very quickly lose their beauty, and

nothing is so detrimental to a woman's personal

appearance as a soiled or dilapiuated bonnet.

The suits of dress, sack and bonnet, all of the

same material, are the prettiest style yet invented,

and a very economical one. The best are made
of modcst-hued goods, and delicately trimmed.

The waist and sleeves are plain ; the skirt gored,

and of moderate width and lengch. There is no

need of two skirts, or even trimming to simulate

an extra one—it is handsomer without. The sack

is of medium size. The bonnet, of plainest form;

depending not upon ornament for its effect, yet

holding a few small rosebuds or violets, or a bit of

ribbon and lace, that set off to the best advantage

the wearer's hair and complexion. Whoever is

the possessor of such a costume may rest assured

that she presents an agreeable appearance. Yet

it is a cheap dress—ten dollars will cover the cost

of the whole suit, if she makes it herself,—and

with care it will sufBce for company, visiting,

walking and travelling, nine months in the year,

for two years, at least ; and it is to be hoped that

the style will last ten times that length.

Of all the various jackets that have been adopted

during the last few years the Garibaldi continues

highest in favor. Made of muslin it has come to

be regarded almost a necessity for summer wear,

and being very cheap and also easy to make, (it

should copy the pattern of the waist and sleeves

of the working-dress, except that the lining is low
in the neck,) no young woman should be without

it. While the more ambitious fabrics gain much
from a union with its unsullied purity, even a

calico or a gingham skirt takes on a hitherto un-

known beauty from its companionship.

Muslin and lace are becoming to all, because of

their translucence and pearly whiteness ; and
therefore, in the form of collar and cuffs, either

plain or embroidered, they make the best edgings
for garments where they border upon the skin.

The opaque, dead white of cambric has a contrary
effect, so that pique and Marseilles jackets are not

so desirable though many wear them.

Mend all these goods with great care, muslins,

and laces with muslin ravellings—the thicker fab-

rics with their own threads. Darn all bracks, and
fill holes with patches whose edges are so nicely

darned into the material that only the closest scru-

tiny can detect them. This is done by first bast-

ing them in neatly and then taking the stitches

thread by thread, following the weaving with the

needle. When rents occur among the tigures in

embroidered muslin or lace you can frequently

cut out the plain portion fi'om figure to figure, and
insert new in this way, even if you take out a con-

siderable portion of uninjured fabric. Wrought
muslin and lace should always be pieced by lap-

ping one figure over another, when the embroidery

is not heavy enough to make such joining notice-

able, and tacking it securely with fine thread on

the wrong side and around the edges of the figure.

Otherwise, trim the edge of the figure carefully

with scissors from the plain lace or muslin and

sew it in very nice overstitch to the plain portion

of that which j'ou wish to unite with it.

Be dainty in the choice of gloves and careful in

their usage. Kid gloves to wear well should be

an exact fit. If too loose they are unsightly and

deface quickly. If too tight they are always rip-

ping or tearing. Cheap gloves are not worth buy-

ing. If you cannot afford to pay the price of good

kid, content yourself with nice merino for winter,

with silk or raw silk or lisle thread for warm
weather—you will find many styles that are

beautiful and durable. Repair them as directed

in Chapter VII. When silk and cotton thread

gloves get stretched, take in their looseness at the

seams. If they are soiled, wash them with white

castile soap—upon the hands ; rinse them and
partially dry them in the same position, then take

them off and press them with a warm iron. This

often shrinks them a little, but they will look like

new. Kid gloves can be cleansed in the same

manner, using milk, instead of water, wiih the

soap. Keep these on the hands till perfectly dry,

and then "buff" them,—that is, rub them briskly

till they are smooth and soft.

No systematic housekeeper will be without her

knitting or crochet-work for spare minutes. In

this way she can furnish other members of her

family, as well as herself, with mittens, scarfs,

hoods, jackets, or even shawls, which for beauty

and comfort are great additions to any wardrobe.

I have no space for giving the directions for their

fabrication, and, really, I think there is no need

of it ; for the bright colors and soft texture of

worsteds are so enticing to young fingers that a

knowledge of all their combinations is usually ac-

quired before they are sufficiently acquainted with

plain sewing. Although more important duties

engage the greater part of the time and thoughts

of the housekeeper, it is to be hoped that her early

fondness for such employment will induce her to

continue it during eveiy interval of leisure, as a

source of pleasant recreation, and of providing
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these garments of taste and comfort for her house-

hold.

It was the fashion a few years since to wear

boots of the same color and material as the dress

;

and then many young women, in a spasm of econ-

omy, furnished themselves with a set of tools, and

went to work making boots for themselves and

their friends. But their enthusiastic fit soon wore

off. Perhaps if it had continued they would not

have found themselves able to manage the more

substantial, and more sensible materials of which

women's boots are now made. Yet the same

energy and prudence, which prompted them to

that work at that time, ought to set them to mak-

ing all sorts of house shoes and slippers. Serge,

thibets and the thicker woolen cloths are suitable

materials, with the addition of felt—M'hich old

hats will furnish—thickly quilted in layers, for

soles ; or, in some cases, the thinner sole leather,

procui-ed of the shoemaker or at the leather-deal-

er's. Worn-out shoes and slippers will serve for

patterns, and silesia and common worsted braid

—

often remaining after making dresses—for linings

and bindings. Boots should be kept in repair by

inserting new elastic gores when needed—stitch-

ing them evenly with a stout needle and strong,

waxed thread; by neatly mending the eyelet

strips in the same manner, and also all broken

buttonholes. Both serge and leather boots can be

mended with a short needle and strong thread, by

slipping the needle between the lining and the

outside and passing from side to side of the rent

or rip with small stitches.

Every article of clothing should be carefully

used, promptly and faithfully mended, and when
not in actual service either folded or hung
smoothly away from dust and dampness, where

nothing can soil or injure it. It is the duty of

housewives to teach by their own example the im-

portance of maintaining an agreeable personal

appearance—which can never be accomplished

without thorough neatness and tidiness in attire

;

no nicety nor elegance can ever atone for the ab-

sence of these virtues, and the influence of a

mother's habits in these respects is beyond calcu-

lation.

[The next chapter will give suggestions and directions

concerning Children's Clothing.]

From Putnam's Magazine for February.

THE OUTCAST.
Her sympathies are yours and mine,
Her heart is full of human love,

Her tastes, in spite of tinsel shine.
Do naught against her nature prove;

Not less her pity is tlian ours,
Nor are her joys an idle jest;

Sharp are the thorns beneath the flowers
She clasps unto her woman's breast.

She came into her life of blame.
Like us, in helplessness of grace;

Unconsciously received her name.
Unconsciously assumed her place;

Blessed with maternal care or cursed
With poverty's neglect, she rose

Through years' gradation and rehearsed
Her future of allotted woes.

It was not if she could or would

;

the took her fate, like us, on trust;
Her follies are no natural mood.
Nor does she choose for jewels, dust;

For had she chosen, well we know
Her life had been our counterpart,

With more perhaps than we bestow
lu sympathies of mind and heart.

The glances of her evil eyes
On us pass judgment none the less

Than we, who walk in saintly guise,
Condemning what we only guess.

Where we discern a gulf between,
She sees a simple line of chance.

And holds that we like her had been,
But for the chain of circumstance.

The stars that guard the lovers' talk
Are not more ch iste with holy light.

Than when they guide her wayward walk
Through the waste places of the night;

And she and we beneath their rays
Reason the same, or reason not.

And misinterpret others' ways
To make our own the happier lot.

And which of us the saints shall say
She's wholly wrong nor partly right;

Or who, beneath that painted clay,
Pronounce there is no blameless white?

Then cast not at her stones of pride.
Low stooping from our height above;

But, moving humbly at her side.

Lift up her life with saving love.
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APBIIi.
" Candidus auratis aperit cum cornibus annum Tau-

rus.''—VlHOIL.

The white Bull opens the year with his golden horns.

ET a boy take

an orange,

and thrust a

wire through

it from stem

to calyx. Let

oneend ofthe

wire point to

the north,

and the other

to the South.

Draw a line

round the

centre at

right angles

with the wire,

and set it

spinning
round from

west to east.

The orange

now repre-

senis the earth revolving cr ,u axis, and the

line, the equator. Let the light of a candle

fall upon it, so that the rays shall fall di-

rectly upon the line. The sun is now over

the equator, and the days and nights are

equal. We will call it the vernal equinox,

which occurs about the 20th of March. Now

tilt up the northern end of the wire gradually,

until the direct rays fall 23^ degrees north of

the equator. Here make another hne around

the oranfre. This is the tropic of Cancer, and

indicates the distance from the equator, at which

the direct rays of the sun fall upon the north-

ern half of the earth's surface about the 20th

of June, the longest days of the year.

Now begin to turn down the northern end

of the wire, and about the 20th of September

you will get the earth into the same position

it occupied when you began the experiment.

This we will call the autumnal equinox. Keep

on gradually turning it down, and about the

20th ofDecember, the direct rays of the sun will

reach 23^ degrees south of the equator. Here

.draw another line around the orange. This

will represent the tropic of Capricorn. Now
the days are shortest in the northern half of

the earth, and longest in the southern.

Now begin to tilt down the northern end,

and upon the 20th of March, you will get it

again into a horizontal position. Remember

that the orange is to be kept spinning round

on its axis all the while that you are tilting it

up and down. These motions of the orange

will give us a tolerably correct idea of the

movements of the earth in relation to the sun,

and the cause of the difference in the tempera-

ture, and in the length of the days, at differ-

ent seasons of the year.

On the 20th of March, the earth's axis was

horizontal. The northern end of it is now
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being tilted np at the rate of 23i degrees in

three months ; or, any given place on the north-

ern hemisphere is approaching the sun at the

rate of 470 miles a month, or about as fast as

an ordinary man would walk. We shall soon

be in a warmer climate. Taurus will be the

reigning sign in the Zodiac, and the earth will

open her bosom to the genial warmth of the

sun, the buds will swell, and flowers will begin

to open, the leaves will unfold, and all nature

will spring into life and beauty.

But climate does not depend entirely upon

latitude. It is influenced by various local

tauses. The latitude of Rome, the home of

Virgil, is not very different from that of Bos-

ton. The warm waters of the Mediterranean,

and the warm south winds from the arid sands

of Africa, make the season at least a month

earlier than ours. The month of April in

that part of Italy, is more like our May,
in which we may more properly speak of the

opening year. The "Aprici dies," or sunny

days of Virgil, are rare in this climate, in

April, where the east winds, blowing over the

icebergs of the Atlantic, take the place of the

African winds on the shores of Italy. But the

life-giving influences of the sun will be felt in

due time, and all nature will rejoice.

APBUi HAS COME.
"April has come, and In the silent wood
The light rain patters, as if fairy feet
Upon the crisp leaves gambolled. There's a Bcent
Of blowing flowers on the soft eouth air,
* * * while along the rills

The gross springs green and balmy, and the earth
Is fragrant with a thousand springing seeds."

Mrs. B. H. Tluymas.

April has come. Welcome, April, after

the long and severe winter which has kept us

ice-bound and snow-bound for three long

months. All the more welcome will April be

for this, with its showers and flowers, its sing-

ing birds and fltful skies. All the more heart-

ily will the farmer enter upon his spring work,

and the flower- folk <;et into the garden to see

how things prosper there.

The old adage, "Take Time by the fore-

lock," is worth remembering, as we enter

again upon the new life of spring. We sup-

pose it means that we shall take hold at once,

promptly and efiiciently, of whatever work we

have to ptTform. To plow, to dress the land,

and to sow in season, so that crops may have

the iufliience of sun and rain at the proper

time, rccjuires as much skill as for the merchant

to introduce his goods to the world just at the

moment when they are most needed and there

is a demand for them.

Certain crops, as the grains, demand April

and May influences, and must have them, or

they will be unprofitable crops. You may give

them July and August, and add to them all

the resources of your skill, and still they will

languish. April and May were their birth-

months and their growth-months, and they

never will flourish without them.

Without, then, enumerating the important

duties which devolve upon the farmer and gar-

dener in April, it is enough for us to call

attention to them, and urge that no one of

them be left to be taken care of by the lag-

gard's motto : "there is time enough yet ;" but

that every thing be done seasonably and well,

and then peace and prosperity will pre»ide

over the house, garden and fields.

WHEAT CULTURE IN MAINE.
The Maine Farmer publishes a circular of

S. L. Goodale, secretary of the State Board

of Agriculture, announcing the vote of the

Board, "That the several Agricultural Socie-

ties receiving bounty from the State be, and

they are hereby directed, to offer in premiums

for the encouragement of wheat culture, dur-

ing the current year, a sum not less than one-

fourth of the amount of bounty so received

during the year." The secretary says, there

is good reason for the belief that, even now,

the average production per acre of wheat in

Maine, over the limited breadth sown is greater

than the average product per acre in the

Western grain-growing States, and no doubt

exists that, with improved culture, more judi-

cious rotations, better manuring, and under-

draining of such lands as suffer from a reten-

tive subsoil, the acreage product can be greatly

increased. The most successful method of

culture in that State is stated to be—to pre-

pare the land thoroiiulily in the fall by plough-

ing and manuring; ; and to foUotr this with

seeding at the «mi .iest opportunity in the

spring—when tlio I: "at is first out for a little

depth. The ravages of the wheat midge or

fly, which for a term of years were terribly de-

structive, have been much less harmful for some

years past, and there are reasons to hope they

may not again become a serious hindrance to

the cultivation of wheat in that State.
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SAND IN THE BARN CELLAR.

The practice has become somewhat common

of carting large quantities of sand into the

bam cellar and mixing it from time to time

with the droppings of the cattle. It is a prac-

tice involving the outlay of a great deal of la-

bor of both man and beast, and consequently

of much expense. This is done under the

supposition that the sand absorbs the liquids

and saves them.

So far as the sand keeps the liquids from

running away, it is well to use it, whether it

absorbs them or only prevents their escape by

being in their way. Sand has little or no ab-

sorbing power, and only acts in this case by

being in the way of the liquids.

In the absence, then, of peat, the use of

sand is economical just as far as it prevents

the liquids from escaping. Beyond that, it

seems to us to be lost labor to cart in and out

again any quantity of sand. It adds nothing

of value to the manure, or, if anything, in

scarcely an appreciable degree, while every

cord of it that is handled over two or three

times must cost from one to three dollars, ac-

cording to the distance which it is conveyed

and the wages paid.

The presence of sand in the manure heap

acts as a divider, and in this way may be of

some service ; but it would be slight. At any

rate, the same amount of labor expended in

adding good peat to the manure heap, or char-

coal dust, or almost any fine, dry vegetable

matter, would probably be ten times as useful.

For the New England Farmer.

MAPLE SUGAR MAKING.
I am an old maple sugar maker, and have

made as good an article as was ever sold in any
market. I have also expended much thought,

time and money in making experimerts, and
have looked the world of agricultural litera-

ture over for information on the subject with-

out ever having got a suggestion worth a pin

to me as a practical man.
Your correspondent, Mr. Field, says the

rough bark should never be hewn oif the tree

and I can most cordially endorse, with abun-

dant reasons, the assertion ; but when he re-

commends boring throui^h the white wood, I

am reminded of the man who killed his goose

that laid the golden egg. No tree should be
bored more than one-half an inch in depth, and
no more than one hole may be bored in the

same tree, if the perpetuity of the orchard is

desired. We have used the cast iron, the

wrought iron, the sheet iron, the sumach, and in

short every kind of spout ever used, except
the Livermore Patent Spout, and we very much
prefer the Willard's Franklin Spout, (that ad-
vertised in the Farmer by Mr. Proper.) To
discuss the reasons for our preference would
occupy more space than you would be willing

to afford us, and we can only say that Messrs.
Orange Judd & Co., of New York will pub-
lish during this year a work in which every
process in maple sugar making is fully consid-

ered, and every conclusion reached is fully

sustained by evidence. There are certain

principles underlying the whole subject, of
which the mass of practical men are entirely

ignorant.

Your correspondent "A. B," of Essex, Vt.
wants to know "what's the matter" that his

sugar is waxy and black. There is nothing

plainer, when you once "see it." All sugar

solutions, dense or ililute, when exposed to

light, heat and air, undergo decomposition or

what is technically called degradation, or to

express it in more common, though not strictly

correct language "they begin to turn sour."

Agitation either by boiling or otherwise accel-

erates the action, and the presence of foreign

matter also helps it along.

Degradation is also contagious, and one par-

ticle of degraded matter acts like leaven in the

mass. Now "A. B.'s" old buckets are full of

the leaven, and it is a physical impossibility to

get it out by scalding or otherwise; Then
again, it makes all the difference in the world
whether he fills up his pan and keeps a pan
full of sap boiling hour after hour, or only

puts in just enough to cover tlie bottom of his

pan and keeps filling in as he reduces the

amount by evaporation. Could fresh drawn
maple sap be instantaneously relieved of the

water contained in it, the product would be
pure cane sugar, as pure as anv loaf sugar;

but that being a physical impossibility, all ma-
ple sugar is composed of cane sugar and
this degraded article, which is known to chem-
ists as grape oruncrystallizable sugar, and which

is but two-fifths as sweet as the cane sugar,

and which constitututes the greater part of

"A. B.'s" waxysugar. If the excess of grape

sugar is great, the mass should not be cooked
too bard ; as the uncrystallizable part dries on
to the other and prevents either precipitation

or purgation.

As regards the distance from the ground at

which trees should be tapped, there is some
difference of opinion. I am inclined to be-

lieve that the tree does not dry up quite so

early low down, and that is all the difference,

and it does not amount to anything. The only

difference between lowland and highland sap

is that the former is sometimes more dilute,

and, requiring longer boiling, is subjected to

a little more of the degrading influence. Sap
almost invariably deposits a small amount of
the carbonate of lime in the form of a hard
scale on the kettle in which it is boiled. It

has, however^ no. injurious effect unless peiv
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mitted to accumulate in quantity, when it has
a tendency to discolor and perhaps burn the

sugar.

1 regret that want of space compels me to

so cursory a view of this subject, but 1 sup-

pose I must stop or the printer will bar me
out entirely. O. S. Buss.

Georgia, Vt., Feb. 29, 1868.

EXTKACTS AND REPLIES.

COOKING CATTLE AND SWINE FEED.

In the Weekly FAKMEiiof December 7th, under
the heading "Cooking Cattle Feed," are some
statements made at a meeting of the "Royal Ag-
ricultural Society of England," in which I was
much interested. It seems that our British breth-
ren use the English language somewhat differently

from ourselves. To say "chaff" for cut straw,
"cake" for oil cake, "Sweeps" for Swedish tur-

nips, "pulping roots" for mashing them, "malt
combs" for, I know not what, &c., nmst, I think,
sound rather strange to many American eai's.

What Mr. Laws intended to prove by saying that
one of the animals with which he experimented
was "white, with a black nose," I do not know.
Some of the statements made at this meeting I <lo

not full}' understand ; still I think it very evident
that they militate very strongly against cooking or
fermenting food for any kind of animals, espe-
cially those that chew the cud. In this I think
they are right.

So far as my experience goes, pork from hogs
kept on uncooked and unferraented food is far su-
perior to that Irom hogs kept on cooked and fer-

mented food. If I could get no pork but this, I

should, so far as eating pork is concerned, turn
Jew at once. I have frequently bought pork ; but
have much more frequently obtained bad than
good. I do not indeed know how it had been fed,

but in most cases, I suppose, with cooked or fer-

mented food; as this is the most common practice.

I have, on the other hand, frequently eaten pork
which I knew for a certainty had been fed wholly
with uncooked and unfermentcd food, and always
found It good. Cooked food is apt to l)e given too
Lot ; and fermented food is apt to be fermented too
much. It may be said that these evils might be
avoided. Theoretically they might; practically
they never will be. The world always has con-
tained careless people, and doubtless always will.

Dernj, N. H., Feb., I8G8. e, b.

Remauks.—The dust or substance that separates

from malt in the process of drying or during its

preparation, is sometimes called "malt combs"

and at others malt-dust, and is used both as a

spring top-dressing of grass land and a feed for

cows and pigs. The question of color, particu-

larly that of white, has been consideraby dis-

cussed both among European and American cattle

breeders, and many have a prejudice against white.

Prof. Agassiz introduced the subject at a late

meeting of the Massachusetts Agricultural Society.

He said white rabbits had uniformly weak eyes.

He supposed the white color resulted from a bleach-

ing of those darker tints which are connected with

I he qualities of the blood, and therefore indicated

V certain feebleness of the system. A butcher of

Miirty-six years' experience in the business was
" ited who was very strongly prejudiced against

white cattle, and said they never dressed well. It

was also stated that tumors near the roots of the

tail of a white horse are common, and that white

horses were subject to a disease known as "mela-
nosis," which seldom or ever attacked a black,

bay or red horse. With a knowledge of these facts

and theories, it is not at all strange that Mr. Laws
should allude to the peculiar color of hi , peculiarly

strange acting steer.

BUNCH ON A steer's JAW.
I hiive one pair of steers that are nicely matched.

One has a bunch growing on his under jaw aljout
as big as a hen's egg. I iirst noticed it only al)out
a week ago. It is soft, and appears to be growing
fast. How can I get rid of it with safety ? Will
it be safe to cut it out ? d. w.
Eartland, Me., Feb. 25, 1868.

Remarks.—Bunches upon the jaws of animals

are so various in character, and are the result of

so widely differing causes that it is unsafe to ad-

vise what to do without an examination of each in-

dividual case. We understand that these swellings

upon the jaws of cattle are sometimes produced, as

on the human face, by a decayed, broken or dis-

ordered tooth ; sometimes they are librous tumors

or a kind of wart under the skin, but not conueet-

ed with the bone ; and often they result from an
internal disease in the bone, or from some external

injury to it. It is an old adage, that to know the

disease is half the cure. If, in this case, the

bunch is caused by a bad tooth, it should be ex-

tracted ; if it is what the books call an encysted [in

a sack] tumor or wart, it can readily be removed

by cutting down upon it and taking out the cyst

or sack ; if it is the result of a blow or other ex-

ternal injury, bathing in cold or warm water may
be beneficial ; if it is caused by a disease in the

bone, a surgical operation, to which we alluded in

the Farmer of Feb. 29, may be advisa])le. It

would be well, we think, if all country physicians

would qualify themselves to advise and assist in

diseases of animals.

beans for sheep.

I have a quantity of poor l)eans. Are they good
to feed to sheep ? A neighbor says they will make
the ewes lose their lambs. Is it so ? A. s.

Tunbridgc, Vt., Feb. 25, 1868.

Remarks.—Similar inquiries were made of us

a few years ago in relation to oats. We then re-

plied that oats, corn, beans or any other food in

which nutritive matter was highly concentrated

was liable to injure sheep or anj' other animal if

injudiciously fed. Even cold water, if drank in-

judiciously, may injure or kill a thirsty man. Ac-

cording to the chemists, there is a little over one

pound of nitrogen in 100 pounds of hay, and in

100 pounds of beans nearly four pounds of nitro-

gen. According to a table in Randall's Sheep

Husbandry, the theoretical nutritive value of 23

pounds of beans is equal to 318 pounds of carrots,

or 70 pounds of Indian corn ; while from the prac-

tical experiments of one man in Europe, the value

of 54 pounds of beans appeared to be equal to 250

pounds of carrots, or 52 pounds of Indian com.
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But we believe that farmers generally find that

sheep are more liable to become "cloyed," or over

fed on beans, than on almost any other grain, and

that great caution is therefore necessary in feeding

beans to sheep, especially at the commencement,

as they eat them with great avidity. It is well to

mix them with more bulky food,—shorts, oats,

buckwheat, &c. But, properly fed, beans are the

food for sheep, both for fattening and for the

growth of wool : and if they are often injurious to

breeding ewes that fact ought to be known.

MORE ABOUT TAPPING AND SPOUTS.

Though your correspondent, Mr. Field, discards

metalic spouts, they are in common use in this

section, and if you find any better sugar than is

made in Brookfield, I would like to share with
you in a good feast. Another correspondent,
L. M. Hunt, says that tapping trees in a circle

will girdle the tree in time. Undoubtedly correct.

But let us take a tree one foot in diameter, and al-

low an inch of boring each year, and you girdle

the tree in about thirty-six years, provided it did
not increase at all in circumference. But in that
time the tree may become two feet in diameter.
In that case you may go round again. Then take
a tree two feet in diameter and put two tubs to a
tree and two spouts to a tub, and you girdle the
tree in about eighteen years ; but in that time it

will not have halfdoubled its diaimeter. Now sir, I

think we are becoming a set of robbers, in one sense.
We are taking all we can get, and return nothing;
and if we goon half a century longer in this un-
righteous manner, we shall tind our ship wrecked
on the shoals of want of maple sugar. I say, give
me a pod bit, say two inches long, three-fourth by
three eighths inch, with spout of sheet iron, with
one end ground sharp ; pare off the rough bark and
bore one inch deep ; then drive in the spout below
the hole—careful not to drive into the wood ; then
drive the nail with head on one side only, just
above the hole and hang on the pail. "When ne-
cessary, I would go round with my bit and rim
out as I thought best. V. Baker.

Brookfield, Vt., March 2, 1868.

TO PREVENT DARK AND WAXY SUGAR.

One of your correspondents, "A. B." wishes to
know why he makes "dark and waxy sugar." One
great reason I suspect is, he does not" keep his
tubs and other fixings clean, for the sap is alike
free from impurity in all trees. I have an orchard
on ground such as he describes, and another four
hundred feet higher ; and with the same care the
sugar is of tlie same quality. I have tubs older
than he speaks of, yet I had orders last season for
this spring's sugar. My practice is to scald and
scour the tubs both before and after using. The
barrels too, should be scalded and (cleaned. This
last may be done by putting a chain inside and
shaking tlie barrel well. Care should be taken
that smoke does not come above the sap. It is my
habit to strain the sap through flannel as it i's

gathered, and it should be boiled down as soon as
possible. Cleansing the syrup, when boiled dov\n,
is another important item in making good sugar.

Hunderland, Mass., March 3, 1868. z. m. h.

AMOUNT OF SEED FORPOTATOES.—WHEAT RAISING.
Last season I experimented a little on the amount

of seed to be put in the hill for potatoes, and found
that potatoes cut two eyes to apiece and two pieces
in the hill, gave as much by measure, as where
planted a whole potato in the hill, while the whole
potato lor seed, gave a third more in number,

—

there being many small ones. This held good
with five difftrent varieties on ordinary soil, alike
as to quality.

I think that if the farmers of New England
would exert themselves to raise their own whtat,
we should soon see flour quotations down to living
prices ; or even if they would do as well in this
line as the farmers have done in a small school
district in this vicinity, who raised nearly three
hundred bushels, or about enough to supply the
wants of the district. a.

Washington County, Vt., 1868.

RED WATER IN CATTLE.

Give the animal, in common cases, one table-
spoonful of copperas and two of saltpetre, and in
severe cases, double the dose, giving it from three
to five days, once a day, in the morning; then
wait a few days and if the disease is not entirely
cured, repeat the doses. I once cuied an ox by
four closes, that had been troubled for over a year.

Brookfield, Vt., Feb., 1868. l. w. b.

Remarks.—Prof. Gamgee of the Edinburgh Ve-
terinary College calls this a "disease essentially

attacking the poor man's cow," and says it is

often checked by a change and improvement of

diet. Mr. Flint recommends as a purgative one
pound of Epsom salts, half an ounce of ginger, and
half an ounce of carbonate of ammonia. Pour a

quart of water on the salts and ginger, stir thor-

oughly, and, when cold, add the ammonia. Re-
peat, if necessary, once in six or eight hours till

it succeeds.

a sick ox.

Several years ago I had an ox that showed sim-
ilar symptoms to those described by a corr spon-
dent in Farmer of Jan. 25. While examining
his head I looked into his nostrils, and saw some-
thing so far up that I could not reach it with my
hand, but with the help of pincers 1 got hold of
it, and M'itli considerable difficulty I drew out a
branch of a tree, covered with small twigs, and
over one foot in length. How long it luid been
there I know not. The ox must have got it in his
head while in the pasture, probably feeding where
I had previously cut wood. The stick went up butt
first, so that it was impossible for the ox to get it

out without help. The stick was all covered with
pus or matter. Immediately after it was extracted
the ox got well. Hikam French.
Eaton, Compton Co., Province )

of Quebec, Feb. 4, 18G8. S

HOLSTEIN OR DUTCH CATTLE.

I own several Holstein cows raised from stock
imported by the late Hon. William Jarvis, for-

merly Consul to Spain, and P. W. Jones, Esq.,
Amherst, N. H. I also own Jersey and Ayrshire
cows. From my own experience and personal
observation, I do not hesitate to state that the
quality of the milk of the Holstein cows is equal
and that the quantity far surpasses either of the
others, although as a breed they may not at pres-
ent be considered quite as popular, t recently had
the pleasure of seeing eight Holstein working cat-

tle, raised and owned liy P. W. Jones, Esq., Am-
herst, N. H., the smallest of which girted seven
feet; and at the same time a cow owned by the
same gentleman which gave at two milkings 36
quarts. I consider them a tough, hardy breed of
cattle, and all qualities considered, the most pro-
fitable breed we have. C. H. Tilton.
Ashland, Mass., March, 1868.
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EFFECTS OF A FIRST CROSS. i

DlscuBcions at the late meeting of the State Board of,

Agriculture, in Concord, MaBs.—Recollections of a i

ramble among the sheep growers in Vermont.—Kfftcts
j

of a tirijt cross.—Sheep breeriers in Vermont.—A lamb

criticised—disappointed—find a taint—the mother no

lopger a proper breeder.—Views of Dr. Harvey, the

celebrated discoverer of the circulation of the blood.

ANY topics relating to agriculture

were discussed at the late meeting

of the Massachusetts State Board of

Agriculture, in Concord, and among

them that of breeds and breeding. The prin-

ciples which should govern the breeder were

clearly defined by some of the speakers, and

several interesting and valuable facts and sug-

gestions were drawn out in the course of the

discussion. One among them, was upon the

effects of a first cross. The principles enun-

ciated were not new to us, but some of the

illustrations cited to sustain them, were of a

highly interesting character.

The discussion on this point brought to mind

some of the incidents that occurred a winter

or two since, during a week's ramble among

the sheep breeders in Addison county, Ver-

mont. We saw and examined as many of the

finest flocks as we could reach in several days,

through the aid of as fine a pair of coal black

steeds as ever man drew "the ribbons" over.

After examining one very fine flock, with as

critical a touch and eye as we could command,

the proprietor said, "If you had come with

the intention of purchasing, which lamb of the

flock would you select ?" After scanning the

flock for a few moments, the favorite was

pointed out. Should you select that lamb ? we

asked. No, was the reply. We then enu-

merated the excellent points and qualities

which we thought the lamb possessed, com-

mencing at the nose and ending at the tail

!

at the same time feeling a little under par at

the failure. Well, said our friend, good-na-

turedly, let us take that lamb to the door,

where you can examine him in a clearer light,

and away from the other sheep. We did so,

and no new discoveries were made on our part.

We were puzzled, and exclaimed, "Why would

you reject that lamb ?"

"Because he has a taint," was the reply.

"Where is it? I see none."

"Look at his nose, just above the nostril."

And, lo ! there was a brownish-black spot,

but rather indistinct, about as large as the

ball of one's little finger, and that was his con-

demnation ! There was the unmistakable mark
of the South Down. On every other account

the owner confessed that it was the finest lamb

in the flock. But this was evidence of impurity,

and rendered the lamb nearly valueless.

Li such a case as this, the probability is, that

the mother of the lamb will never again pro-

duce offspring that is free from taint, and

ought at once to be turned to mutton, or bred

from "as a scrub." The next offspring would

be quite as likely to have a nose, half of which

would be black, as of any other color. This

is the manner in which deterioration creeps

into flocks of sheep, and into all our domestic

animals.

On this point there were some remarks re-

cently, by a correspondent of the Prairie

Farmer, of a highly interesting character.

He says :

—

A number of years since, a choice lot of South
Down ewes, belonging to a neighljor, accidentally
coupled with a very coarse native ram ; the owner
was so incensed that he destroyed the lambs and
supposed that would be the end of it ; but so long
as 1 knew his flock the stain was not removed.
Now here, now there, the blood of the coarse na-
tive buck cropped out.

Last fall, while passing through the flock of a
noted breeder of American Merinos, in the Green
Mountain country, I noticed a peculiar trace about
the faces of a number of ewes ; a dark tinge on
the nose and a peculiar halo-like ring about the
eyes. In one or two instances, also, I noticed a
tinge of dark about the fetlocks. A neighbor, who
knew the flock as well as the owner, informed me
that a South Down buck got intj the floek several
years since, and although his lambs were all dis-

posed of, the trace of his connection with the
ewes was so apparent for three j-ears, that several

lambs were quietly disposed of, and the traces are
now so distinct that a close observer would see

them at once.
And, by the way, I have now in my flock of

Merinos a ewe which last year got with lamlj Ijy a
half blood South Down ram which broke into the
inclosure. Her pedigree is undoubted, and yet her
lamb this year, from a first class Hammond buck,
has undoubted South Down marks.
Nor is it difhcult to undeistand how this can

happen. If the foetus be of mixed blood—its

blood mingling and commingling with that of the

mother would, as Dr. Harvey exi)resscs it, "inocu-
late her system with constitutional peculiarities of
the foetus," "and as these qualities are in part de-
rived from the male progenitor, the peculiarities

of the latter arc so engrafted on the .system of the
female as to be by her conmiiinicable to all off-

spring she may suUse(iuently have by other males."
This principle holds good, in the improvement of
.«tuck, as well as in its deterioration. The use of a
first class, thorough brid buck, not only improves
the one issue, but engrafts the peculiarities fixed

by a long and distinct line of ancestors upon the
females indelibly. So at once the value of the
thorough bred males becomes evident.

—A large convention of the dairymen of Wis-

consin and Illinois washeldatBelvidere, 111., Feb.

II. X. A. Willard, Esq., of New York, delivered

an address.
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PLANTING PINE SEED.
Will you please inform me as to the best method

of planting pine seed, preparation of the ground,
season of planting and where they can be obtained.

Gloucester, Mass., Feb. 21, 1868. e. l.

Remarks.—In an article on "Sowing seeds

of Evergreens," about two years ago, we ad-

vised a correspondent who made inquiries sim-

ilar to the above, to go into any forest and in-

quire of Nature what course she pursues in

propagating the various trees that flourish so

nobly in her dominions. We shall there learn

that the oak and chestnut ripen their fruit in

the autumn ; the elm and maple in June ; the

sugar maple in August and September; the

yellow birch in July ; the white pine in Au-

gust, and the pitch pine some time during the

winter. The fall, then, is the time to gather

the burrs of the white pine, for field planting.

Mr. David Alden to whom the premium for

the cultivation of forest trees, in Plymouth

County was awarded, in 1852, says the proper

time to gather white pine seed is from the 25th

of August to the 10th of September, and be-

fore the opening of the burrs. They should

be spread on a tight scaffold, away from mice,

and when dry can be threshed with a flail with-

out injuring the seed. We believe the seed is

also usually kept for sale by some of the city

seedsmen. The seed is sometimes planted in

the fall and sometimes in the spring. Mr.

Alden found that the seed sown in the fall veg-

etated too early and the plants were killed by

late spring frosts. He preferred spring plant-

ing.

But these pine seeds placed on the impover-

ished soil of an open field, and'exposed to the

full glare of "the sun and the unobstructed

sweep of drying winds, are so differently sit-

uated from those planted by nature on a soil

of decomposing leaves, and protected by the

shade and shelter of the forest, that much
trouble is found, in practice, in raising a crop

of pine trees, on our worn-out land, from the

seed.

In the Transactions of the Massachusetts

Agricultural Societies for 1856, we find the

statements of three applicants for the Ply-

mouth county premium on Forest trees. Mr.
S. Hayward planted 153 rods, in Oct. 1829,

in hills 5 feet 3 inches apart, each way, on

land sown to rye that year, putting four seeds

in a hill, and covering them one-fourth of an

inch with earth. Many of the seeds sprouted

in the fall and died in the winter. The trees

were trimmed in June, 1855, and many of the

poorest cut out. In 1856 there were 708 trees

standing on this lot. On another lot of one

acre and 16 rods of grass land, which did not

yield enough to pay for mowing, he sowed
pine seed broadcast in Dec. 1840, upon the

grass. In 1856 there were 3019 trees in a

growing state. Another lot of two acres and

63 rods was sown with white pine seed, broad-

cast, and, as before, upon the grass, half in

in December, 1810, and half in March, 1841,

without any noticeable difference in their ger-

mination or growth. In 1856, 3726 trees were

growing on this lot.

Mr. R. Sampson, another claimant, began

by planting seeds, but as they did not come up

well, he resorted to transplanting. Those
taken from the woods did poorly, while those

taken from the roadside, pastures, and open

fields, did well. He set some 8000 trees on

about twelve acres, and regarded the last week
in May or the first in June as the best time for

transplanting.

The third claimant, Mr. J. Copeland, sowed
the seed on seven acres of rye land,—part in

February, and part early in April. Neither

sowing came up well, and he resorted to trans-

planting, using those from ten to twenty inches

high In transplanting, he said we gain from

five to six years in the growth, and with less

labor than in gathering and planting the seeds.

He found that two men could set 500 trees,

enough for half an acre, in a day. He re-

garded April and November as the best months
for transplanting. If set the last of May or

first of June, the dry weather that frequently

follows prevents their growth, if it does not

kill them.

Mr. C. Morton of Kingston, commenced
transplanting pine trees in 1848, on land that

produced nothing but mullein and tinkham

weed. Of some 400 transplanted the last of

May not one in twenty died, while of those

transplanted by the same process in the Octo-

ber following, scarcely one out of twenty lived.

His method was to furrow the ground as for

corn, only wider, select trees from pastures,

&c., take them up with a shovel with consider-

able sod and soil about the roots, place them

in the furrow at proper distances, and haul the

earth around them. In one case his hired man
with one horse furrowed the ground, collected
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the trees from an adjoining pasture, and set

them out on half an acre in one day. In 1862

some of those set in 1848 were more than 20

feet high, and measured near the surface of the

ground nearly three feet in circumference.

CHEESE FACTORIES.

The Massachusetts Cheese Manufacturers'

Association, held their annual meeting at the

Town Hall in West Brooktield on Thursday,

Feb. 20, 1868. We are indebted to a corres-

pondent for the following report of the pro-

ceedings, and regret that ill-health deprived

us of the pleasure we had anticipated of meet-

ing our friends on this occasion.

The following officers were elected for the

ensuing year :

—

President—Hollis Tidd, New Braintree.
Vice Presidents—U. S.Ellis, Warren; J. F. Da-

vis, Bane.
Secretary—N. S. Hubbard, Brimficld.
Treasurer—B. F. Hamilton, New Braintrce.

Eight factories reported, %'iz. : Barre Cen-

tral, Barre Cheese Company, Hardwick Cen-

tre, New Braintree, Wilbraham, Worcester

County, at Warren, Coy's Hill, at Warren,

and Warren Cheese Company, at Warren.

These factories received 14,0-33,136 pounds

of milk, and made 1,447,355 pounds of cheese.

It took from 9.29 to 10.40 pounds of milk for

one pound of cheese. Coy's Hill, in Warren,

averaged the least, and Wilbraham the high-

est.

The following is an abstract of the reports

from the several factories :

—

Bakre Cevtkal received 2,365,4.56 pounds of
milk, anil made 248,0'2.3 pounds of cheese. It took
9.50 pounds of uulk tor one pound of cLeese.
AVhole expense of inaniifacturing, materials,

freight and marketing, .f 2 38 i>er 100 pounds. Net
price per 100 pounds, !S>'12.01. They also report a
net profit, un iio^s of •'$2it3.78.

Bakre CiiEESE Company received 2,295,834
pounds of milk, and made 240,328 pounds ot

cliee,-e. It took 9.5!) pounds of milk for one pound
of cheese. Whole e.\peii?e of maniifacturins, ina-

leviiils, freight and marketing, $i'2.60 per 100

pounds. Net price per iOO pounds, $12.08. Profit

oubogsof.fl9l.98.

HAttnwicK Centre received 2,485,.585 pounds
of milk, and made 204,267 pounds of ciieese. It

rook 9.40 ])onnds of milk for one pound of cheese.

Whole expense of nianufacturinir, iimlerials,

r.cight and marketing, .S'2 41 per 100 pounds. Net
price per IOO |)Oiinds, .'$12.60.

New Buaintuee Factory received 3,063,048

pounds of milk, and made 309,270 pounds of
ehee^e. It took 9 90 pounds of milk for one pound
of cheese. Whole expense of manufacturing,
materials, frieght and marketing, .f2.51 per 100

pounds. Net price per 100 pounds, .'jji'11.82.

Worcester Cointy cheese factory at Warren,
received 2,045,209 pounds of milk, anil made 202,-

239 pounds of cheese. It took 10.11 pound of milk
for one pound of cheese. Whole expense of manii-
fiictm-ing and materials, #2.35 per 100 pounds.
Net price per 100 pounds, #12.2776.

Wilbkaham Factory received 610,184 pounds
of milk, and made .58,670 pounds of cheese. It

took 10.40 pounds of milk for one pound of cheese.
Whole expense of manufacturing and materials,

•S"2.()0 per 100 pounds. Income per 100 pounds,
.9>14..50. (Probable gross sales).

Coy's Hill Factory, Warren, received 289,079
pounds of milk, and made 74,174 pounds of cheese.
It took 9.29 pounds of milk for one pound of
cheese. Whole expense of manufacturing, mate-
rials, freight and marketing, .§"2.744 per 100
pounds. Net price per 100 pounds, .f11.446.

Warren Factory, at Warren, received 498,741
pounds of milk, and made 30,384 pounds of cheese.
It took 9.90 pounds of milk for one pound of cheese.
Expense of manufacturing, .S'l-13 per 100 pounds.
Net price per 100 pounds, #11.24.

Amount of Capital Invested.
Barre Central . .$7,500.00 Wilbraham . . $2,.500.00
Barre Cheese Co. 5,053.2.3 Coy's Hill, Warr.-u 6,aO'J.UO

Hardwick Centre 4,25J.uO Warren 2 778.00
New Braintree , 8,0U0.00

'

Worcester Co., $4J,lhl.23
Warren .... $4,600.00

At this meeting the following resolution was

adopted, and we acknowledge with much

pleasure the receipt of a certified copy thereof

from the Secretary, N. S. Hubbard, Esq. :

—

Voted, That the conductors of the Agricultural
press of Massachusetts, be made luid constituted
honorary members of the Association, and that the
Secretary be directed to apprise such conductors
of the fact, and hereafter to notify them of the
meetings of said Association.

Why Dahlias Degenerate.—Mr. E. Fei^

rand, of Detroit Michigan, makes the follow-

ing statement upon this subject, in the New
York Horticulturist

:

—
In order to propagate the new varieties of

dahlias, and make hundreds of plants where
only a few would be propagated by the usual

methods of separating the tubers, or making
cuttings from forwarded growths in early

spring, the European raisers of dahlias graft

them on roots in winter, and to that effect use

roots of the strongest growing varieties. To
make those grafts, only one bud is sufficient,

so that when the owner of a good variety de-

sires it to remain scarce, for pectmiary reasons

or'Other, he uses scions with only one bud at

tlie top ; those plants grow and bloom as in

the ordinary way, but in the fall everything is

gone of the new varietj', and even the tubers,

e.xcept those (tubers) the upper part of which
has been used for stocks, and which may have
yet some dormant buds ; the same when planted

afterward by the uninitiated produce the llower

of the stock and not that of the variety grafted

on it.

When instead of a scion with a single bud,
one with a second bud at the base is used, in-

serted into the s(ock, the lower bud grows
into roots which naturally reproduce flowers

identical to the variety of the scion.
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BUTTER CUP, OR TALL CROWFOOT.

This "flower of the field" is a native of Europe,

but is now common in New England and other

parts of the country. There are several varieties.

The one represented by the cut is named Acrid

Raimncidus by the botanists. The stem is from

one to two feet high, as shown, on a reduced scale,

by Fig. 3. Fig. 4 is an enlarged flower divided to

show the insertion of the distinct parts on the

receptacle. Fig. 5, a head of seed pods, and fig. 6,

a separate pod. In some localities this weed is

so abundant in meadows and pastures as to appear

at a distance, when in bloom, like an unbroken

sheet of goldeil yellow. On account of their very

acrid juice, cattle do not eat them in their fresh

state, but when cut with the grass and dried, the

acridity is dissipated, and they become apparently

quite innocuous. Before the introduction of Span-

ish Flies, says Mr. Darlington in his "American

Weeds and Plants," these and other species were

used to produce blisters ; being

uncertain in their operation, they

are seldom employed. About a

dozen other species are to be

found in the woolands and mead-

ows, and a few aquatic ones in

streams and ponds. The only

one of these which assumes the

character of a weed at the north

is R. repens, L., the long stems

of which are usually prostrate

and rooting at the joints ; it has

large bright flowers, and is some-

times common in wet meadows.

A variety grows in Europe with a fleshy

bulb, which is highly acrid, and which, it is

said, is sometimes used by beggars to cause

ulcers upon their bodies, in order to excite the

sympathy of those to whom they appeal for

charity. This variety is a troublesome weed.

know not the relative value of stock. Sharks of
every size and grade are around him to prey
upon his ignorance and good nature, and the
result is an empty pocket and a store bill.

Out West here you must learn the art of trad-

ing. To be a judge of horses, cattle, hogs,

and sheep, as well as of the manner of feeding,

breeding, &c., is no small matter. The want of
this keeps thousands of farmers poor, and will.

Practical Skill.—Many presume to think
j

until they learn, by bitter experience, to change
that they can leave the workshop or bar and
succeed in farming, but they are sure to fiail,

no matter how well versed they may be in the-
ory, or, as it is called, book farming. Beside,
a person may raise good crops and valuable
stock, but one great object is not yet gained,
which is to dispose of our products to good
advantage. Young farmers have to contend
with this, and in trading with their brother far-

mers they are sure of being taken in if they

their way of doing business. In short, he
only can be a successful farmer who has taste

and experience in all the various branches of
this most various of all pursuits. I have tried

the theoretical, and the advice of others, and
failed, and it was only when, discarding all

others, and trusting to Dame Nature and com-
mon sense, that I have realized a fair compe-
tency.

—

S. W. Williams, Mechanicsburg, 111.,

in N. Y. Tribune.
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SAWDUST AS A LITTER.

) ENGTii of hair, thickress

/' of hide, and a great amount

of vital energy are con-

ferred upon our domestic ani-

mals, but it does not follow that

they do not need protection from

the weather, or that they are not

sensibly improved by whatever

tends to their comfort and contentment.

A cow that stands upon an uneven floor, or

one that is too short, or whose neck is cramped

between stancheons that are too narrow, will

be in a constant state of uneasiness and dis-

. comfort. An ox that has labored all day, and

then obliged to lie upon bare planks at night,

with currents of cold air coming up between

them, will not find that rest which he would if

the floor were tight and well covered with

Bome kind of soft and clean litter.

So swine love to wallow in the mire, but

that is one of the means to which they resort

to keep off insects, and in the end, to keep

the skin clean and in a healthy condition.

No animal, however, enjoys a clean and

warm bed, better than the hog, and if educated

properly, few animals will keep their bed more

clean. They will gather up the straws from

every corner of the room, and make up their

bed in a compact manner, with as much assidui-

ty and pains-taking, as the best chambermaid

in the land shows ! If the hog is a sloven, and

does not keep his bed-chamber clean, it is

more frequently to be attributed to the inat-

tention of the owner, than to any innate dispo-

sition of the animal to live in the dirt.

Those who drive teams upon the road soon

become convinced that their animals will per-

form fifteen to twenty per cent, more labor,

for having well littered floors to lie upon at

night.

These are some of the reasons why we can

profitably use sawdust as a litter. But there

are others. A correspondent of the Scottish

Farmer wrote to the editor that, from the fear

of introducing the Rinderpest through straw

brought from farms at a distance, he was in-

duced to litter his cows with sawdust. He

then incjuired what admixture would most

speedily decompose the sawdust, and thus im-

prove the manure as a fertilizer of the land ?

To which the editor replied :

—

"Sawdust, in its natural state, is not easily

decomposed, but it is an excellent absorbent
for liquid manure, and when well soaked with
urine, ferments readily. It is, therefore, a
valuable material for bedding cattle, and no
dilficulty will be experienced in getting it to

decompose, provided it has been thoroughly
saturated. At one time we had the command
of a large quantity of sawdust, which we used
with great advantage as litter, and also for

mixing with the night soil of some extensive

public works, for which purpose it answered
admirably in every respect. It is stated by
chemists that sawdust, during decomposition,
forms certain acids, which act as excellent fix-

ers of ammonia, and that when well mixed
with dilute sulphuric acid, it is one of the best

materials which can be employed for fixing the

ammonia given off in stables."

There are other plain reasons why we can

use sawdust as a litter economically. Besides

affording a soft bed for the animal to lie upon,

it is an excellent absorbent of the liquid drop-

pings of the stock, which are too often allowed

to run to waste.

We have no doubt that a barren piece

of land may be brought into a high state of

fertility by the use of sawdust, and without

the application of manure. The process would

include a period of several years, undoubtedly,

but might be cheaper in the end than any

other, if the sawdust were abundant and near

at hand. It would be something as follows :

—

Apply a dressing of sawdust in the spring, and

plough it in just so as to cover and mix it with

the sand. In mid-summer add another dress-

ing and plough. If weeds appear, plow again

in the fall. A single horse will be sufficient to

do the work, so that the cost of labor in apply-

ing the sawdust and ploughing the land will be

all that is invested in it, excepting interest on

the value of the land,—and that would go on

if it Avere not touched.

In the course of two or three years, under

this management, weeds and grasses would

appear, and when they become numerous,

plough again, sow clover seed, and when the

plant is nearly ripe, plow that under. Level,

sow clover seed again, and so continue until

the land is so abundantly supplied with vege-

table matter as to bring any of the common
crops of the farm ! Then manure liberally,

occasionally ploughing under a crop of clover,

or straw of any kind, and you will have a con-

stantly improving soil that will continue a good

soil until the end of time.

This process we have stated from our own

experiments in a small way, and from numer-
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ous statements made to us of the effects of dry

vegetable matter upon a lean soil. We find

in Johnston''s Elements of Agricultural Chem-

istry, the following remarks, which corrobo-

rate the views we have expressed :

—

^^Smvdust, with a view to slow amelioration,

or dry vegetable matter of any kind may, if in a

sufficient state of division, be added with bene-

fit to the soil. Even sawdust applied largely

to the land, has been found to improve it,—little

at first more during the second year after it

was applied, still more during the third, and
most of all in the fourth season after it was
mixed with the soil. That any dry vegetable

matter, therfore, does not produce an immedi-
ate effect, ought not to induce the practical

farmer to despise the application to his land

—

either alone or in the form of a compost—of

anything he can readily obtain. If his fields

are not already very rich in vegetable matter,

both he and they will be alternately benefited

by such additions to the soil.

"Saturated with ammoniacal liquor, or with

liquid manure, sawdust has been profitably

used, and without further addition, in the rais-

ing of turnips. It may also be charred, or by
alternate layers of quick-lime, and thus bene-
ficially applied."

The decomposition of sawdust will take

place more rapidly where the soil is manured
;

but our object in detailing a process has been

to enable the farmer to bring up a piece of

waste land to a state of fertility, by applying a

capital in labor upon it, and without using

the manures which he needs for the land al-

ready intended for his crops.

CARE OF ANIMALS IN WINTER.
In wintering animals, there are some things

to be considered besides the mere feeding and

sheltering them. They have rights, tastes and

habits that must be regarded, or they will be

discontented and perhaps suffer.

Thus gentle and peaceable cows may be

turned into the yard with a dozen rollicking

steers or as many huge oxen, which will race

and push them about, and not only deprive

them of a fair share of the fodder thrown out,

but allow them no time for rest and to "chew
the cud of contentment."

So they may be exposed to the frolics of one

or more colts, which will chase and bite and

kick them until they become nearly exhausted

before the time comes for tying them up at

night. All this may be done on the part of

the colts in the way of fun, but as the frogs

said to the boys who threw stones at them,

"it may be fun to you, but it is death to us."

The colt has no milk to make, no wood to draw,

does not go to mill or market, but is full of

vim and mischief, and so practices his powers

of attack and defence on the poor cows and

young cattle which are shut up with him in ti."

yard.

It is a good practice to separate the stock.

Keep the colts in a yard with a fence so high

that they will not attempt to jump over it.

Allow no carts, wagons, ploughs, harrows, or

lumber of any kind to remain in it, which they

can run against or stumble over and injure

themselves. This is the practice, we are well

aware, with those who engage in the raising of

colts to considerable extent, but where one or

two only are kept, they may be seen daily dis-

porting themselves pretty much in the manner
that the boys enjoyed the sport and exercise

of firing stones at the poor frogs who come to

the surface of the water for a breath of air.

Especially, do not compel the calves to run

with larger and older animals. Sheep and

calves may, perhaps, run together without det-

riment to either, if in small numbers
; of this,

however, we are not quite certain. There

may be objections of which we are not aware
;

some of our experienced friends can tell us.

Finally, read and remember the following by

a correspondent of the Oermantown Telegraph

on keeping

Calves with Sheep.—Late calves, when
they come to the barn in the fall, will, if con-

fined in yards with older animals, frequently

sicken and become debilitated. Being weak
and small, they are usually shoved about, and
deprived of their due share of the food, and
in consequence, 'fall away' rapidly. Now, I

never allow animals of this description to as-

sociate or be confined with larger ones, but
put them with my sheep, where there is no
danger of their doing or receiving harm. Sick

calves, I have observed, often pick up and de-

vour with avidity the hay and straw from among
the sheep dung. It is medicinal, and I know
of no article that has a more immediate and
salutary effect in restoring diseased calves to

health, than sheep dung. I have practiced

this usage for many years, and have never lost

an animal, though I have had many sick when
they came to the barn."

—The Hocking county, Ohio, Sentinel says : "A
terrible disease is now X'aging in this county among
the hogs. Some farmers have had as high as fif-

teen and twenty die in one day. It is caused by

sore throat. Turkeys in great numbers, have also

died, the present week, of the same disease."
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COST OP CHEESE.

The Herkimer County, N. Y., Farmers''

Club recently discussed this subject. The re-

porter for the Utica Herald remarks that in

old times, Herkimer county farmers did a fair

business in making cheese at 7c per pound.

This fact as a basis has led many astray. They

naturally conclude that all above the 7c which

cheese now brings must be clear profit. The

majority of farmers keep no current farm ac-

counts. Taey can not tell what a bushel of

grain or potatoes costs, or in fact any other

farm product. They sell their products at pri-

ces which seem to be high, very much higher

than in former years, and conclude that they

must be laying up money rapidly. At the end

of the year, when all the products have been

sold and all the various accounts and expenses

are to be paid, the rugged fact presents itself

that there is "no money in the locker," and

there is some considerable astonishment where

it has gone. The first thought which occurs is

that some useless extravagance has been in-

dulged in, or more than usual losses have eaten

into the profits. On carefully revising the op-

erations of the year, men fail to find the leak.

Three detailed estimates of the cost of mak-

ing cheese were submitted, two of which

showed an actual loss, with cheese at $14,228

per 100 pounds. The annexed statement was

made by Eleazer Rice, of Fairfield, Herkimer

County, who, we are informed, is one of the

best farmers in Herkimer county, as well as

one of the most successful—a sound, clear-

headed business man. In this estimate, the

farm is thrown in, or called nothing, nor is

there any charge for personal or family services

or labor.
RECErPTS,

50 cows, 400 pounds to the cow, 20,000 fcs 14c . . $2,800

EXPENSES.

Interest on cows at $70 and utensils, wagons, &c.,

$5,000 at 7 f cent $ 350

Depreciation of cows and loss from disease, aver-

age 350

Depreciation on teams, utensils, &c 250

Ferrlilizers 38

Taxes on land and personal property 150

nori>e shoeing and repairs of tools, &c., 50

Kepairsof buildings, fences, &c .average . ... 150

Inourance ^

Incidentals oO

Paid for hired help oW
Hoard &c., of hired help '^^

For making cheese at factory, boxing, &c., . . . 400

Total $2,544

ProfiU ^256

The price of farms is very high in Herkimer.

One of the gentlemen who furnished an esti-

mate of the cost of making cheese paid $130

per acre for 81^ acres. The sale of another

farm at $140 per acre was mentioned, and was

said to be a fair average of lands in that

vicinity. Remarks were also made upon the

high cost of labor, which had ranged from $25

to $30 per month, with board, which, with

flour, «fcc., at present prices, equalled a sal-

ary of $500 to $600 per year for the most or-

dinary laborer.

FAKMERS' CLUBS.

It is sometimes said by members of farmer's

clubs that a subject selected for discussion is

not a practical one, because it does not re-

late directly to the care of stock, the handling

of the soil or implements, or the general man-

agement of crops. Is it so ? Will not dis-

cussion upon any topic that relates to the busi-

ness of life expand the mind, bring new or

useful ideas to it, and give it new powers to

discuss those questions which are of the most

importance to us ?

The great need of the farmer at the present

day is the want of more intelligence upon gen-

eral things ; a knowledge o?principles, rather

than of practices. He guides the plough well,

and knows that without this preliminary oper-

ation he could secure no profitable crops. He
is satisfied, too. that the crops absolutely re-

quire a still further comminution of the soil than

the plough affords ; but has he inquired what

principles must always be at work in the soil

in order to give him any crop, and especially

to give him an abundant and profitable one ?

He must find what these are, and then he will

know how to prepare his soil to set them at

work.

It is not enough for the farmer that he dis-

cuss over and over again, the manipulations,

merely, of the farm. He must venture more.

He must have questions before him that will

call him away in some degree from his life-

long practices on the surface, to the rich and

unused treasures which lie below—the princi-

ples which give life and action to all.

He must not only prepare his soil for the

manures which he applies to it, but for those

more subtile substances which his hands cannot

grasp, but which the soil can grasp and retain

if it is in proper condition to receive them.

This will afford him a delightful study, and

will lead the mind gradually to that general

intelligence that is so much needed.
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The question as to what subjects are proper

for discussion at the farmers' club meetings,

has been well answered by Mr. Daniel F.

Rogers, of 111., at a meeting of the Farmers'

Institute in N. Y. He says :
—"In my opin-

ion there is no subject of any considerable

importance to mankind, a liberal and intelli-

gent discussion of whicli is not within the proper

limits of any farmers' club. Many farmers

seem to think that farmers' talk should be only

of farm stock—pigs, poultry, ploughing and

manure. There is nothing in the occupation

of a farmer that makes it necessary that he

should grovel in the dirt. There is nothing in

the occupation of a farmer to prevent his be-

ing an educated man. Intelligence with them

should be as free and glowing as the sunshine

and air in which we live."

This statement elicited warm applause and

brought out several other suggestions upon

the same subject.

For the Kew England Farmer,

IS IT PROFITABLE TO MILK COWS
IN THE WINTEH?

A DiscusBion by the Irasburs; Farmers' Club, reported
exclusively for the Farmer, by the Secretary.

E. P. Church claimed that to give cows ex-

tra feed, say meal and grain, to make them
continue to give milk in winter, is injurious,

causing them to be less thrifty the next sum-
mer, when kept only on grass. Prolonged
milking is also detrimental to the calf of a

stock cow. So he let them go dry three or

four months, to gain tlesh milked away through
the summer. Cows should be in good Hesh
when they come in in the spring, and would
feed meal to them at that time. Cows that

are milked are more affected by cold than
those that are dry. Then, a cow can give only
about a certain quantity of milk in a year, and
we can get it all in the summer, or be all the

year about it. Winter butter is usually of
poor quality, and it is a disagreeable job to

milk in cold weather.
Mr. Tenny was inclined to agree with Mr.

Church. Young heifers should, perhaps, be
milked longer than old cows, to estabhsh milk-
ing habits. He believed it best to keep cows
fat; the fatter the better. He had known
cows to have four quarts of meal each, while
at grass. It may have been a damage to them,
but he doubted it.

A stranger from Addison County said it was
the custom there to let the cows go dry three
or four months, and feed meal before they
calve and until they go to grass. If we give
extra feed before they are dried off, so as to
make them hold out their milk, they will not
do as well the next summer.

Mr. Hines lived in Franklin County when
they first began to make cheese there to sell,

and now it is the greatest dairying section in

the State. There are some who still say, "I
would just as soon have my cattle come in

poor as not." He did not state the product of
such cows, but he said the class who are care-

ful to have them "come in fat," find no diflS-

culty in getting 300 pounds of cheese and 50
pounds of butter per cow. These are the

most successful dairymen. The reason why
many fail to i-ealize the benefit of extra feed,

is because they leave off too soon. The meal
should be fed until grass is large enough to

give a full supply.

Mr. Tenny fully agreed with Mr. Hines as

to the importance of continuing the meal, and
said that a few miles north of Montpelier, he
saw a Mr. Wilson carrying in two pails of
milk, and learned that he had only two cows.

On inquiry he learned that Mr. W. fed corn

stalks cut by a machine, put into a very tight

plank box, wet with scalding water, then cov-

ered securely and left about twenty-four hours.

The stalks became tender and were eaten

greedily by the cows, and they continued in

milk until they came in again. If fed on hay
they would easily dry off.

Mr. McClellan said he disliked to milk in

the stable, and therefore he let his cows ofi by
milking once a day, soon after he knew they

were with calf. He had milked cows quite

late that were fed extra, but the next season

they were a third less profitable.

Z. E. Jameson believed that butter could be
made as profitably the first part of winter as

the last, for in fall the farmer has a greater

variety of fodder and more roots than in

spring. As to milking, the stable is the best

place, as the cow stands quietly, and can be •

kept clean. He believed the calf of a stock cow
will not be injured if the cow is milked until

within four weeks of calving. Those who
practice this method make more butter per

cow in a year, than those who milk two months
less.

For the New Englamd Farmer.

CAPITAL AND LABOR.
Many appear to think they have found a

solution of the vexed question of the rights

of capital and labor in the admission of the

laborer to a share in the profits and losses of

the business in which capital is invested.

While admitting that success has attended

such arrangements, under peculiar circum-

stances, I am skeptical as to its being gen-

erally so ; and in fact think there are good
reasons for supposing it will not be, so long as

there exists so much real lack of foresight and
economy among the laboring classes. How
few of the many who are dependent on their

daily labor for their daily necessities, exer-

cise proper wisdom in husbanding their earn-

ings, especially when times are good and af-
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ford an opportunity, if judiciously improved, to

lay aside (]uite a sum against future needs. It

appears as if it were a general rule, the more
the income, the greater the wastefulness ; the

greater the opportunities for thrift, the less the

inclination to improve them. If these are

facts, and few careful observers will dispute

them, what improvement are we to e.xpect in

case these persons are to be pro-rata partici-

pants in the profits of the workshops and mills

in which they labor ?

Some no doubt will contend that the. fad of

such a connection will beget self-respect, self-

reliance and personal interest in the results,

that will eventuate in developing the very

thing we find they so greatly needed. With
some we are ready to admit this result might

be looked for ; but with the masses we are not

justified in expecting it. Business might be
divided equally with the workmen to-day, and
to-morrow many would be in circumstances to

require you to do the same again, and so on
until the entire capital was gone.

The truth is, man has not become fully sat-

isfied with the law, given by his Maker when
in Eden, that by the sweat of his face he
should eat his bread. It is one of the many
"pricks" he foolishly persists in kicking

against. He tries various expedients to evade
the law, but in vain. Sooner or later he finds

to his sorrow, that if a man will not work,

neither shall he eat. This law implies or en-

forces the principle that w^ should earn and
wisely use our earnings, so that we may have
enough and to spare.

I have in my mind an illustration of this

want of thrift in a man now employed by me.
The business requires a capital of about three

thousand dollars. To encourage this man to

interest himself in the success of the business,

I gave him very liberal wages, so liberal in-

deed, that I could see no good reason why he

should not be able to lay by two hundred dol-

lars a year, after supporting his family as well

as those around him supported theirs. I also

told him that when he had saved up a thousand
dollars, I would sell him one-third interest in

the business, and continue his pay as before.

He set out with this prospect before him, but

to-day he is involved in debt on every hand.

It would seem as if the very liberal income he

received was really an evil to him.

How to manage wisely with such men is a

problem I am unable to solve. I have again

renewed my promise to him, and he is again

trying the experiment. Wealth will concen-

trate in the hands of the few, unless we can
devise some method of co-operation, which,

while it gives the laborer his equital)le share

in the results of the business, shall at the same
time confer on him those business and moral
qualities that will enable him to appreciate and
make a proper use of the position in which he

18 placed, and the opportunities he enjoys.

He must, of necessity, be brought to feel more
fully his manhood, and seek for culture and

elevation of character. He xawstfecl the ne-

cessity of avoiding the drunkard's cup the

loafer's resorts, and the haunts of the vicious

;

and that the present is inwrought with the fu-

ture as intimately as web and woof. Failure of

present duty will more or less unmake his fu-

ture. If by any means we can bring men to

attempt to level tip instead of trying to bring
down to their level those who by patient in-

dustry, careful economy, and faithful use of

their God-given powers have outstripped them
in life's race, we shall have the best founda-
tion laid on which to rear our hope of success.

Then indeed may we with cheerfulness look
the future in the face and feel that by the

smiles of a beneficent Providence all is well.

To attain this end men of means, and the

agents of corporations must put their hand to

the work, training and educating their em-
ployees to a better appreciation of their indi-

vidual responsibility, and a better understand-

ing of the relation of present duty to future

success. I can conceive of no other means of

escape from our present ills. This failing, we
must of necessity go on in the future, as in the

past, with capital and labor at a dead lock

most of the time. k. o.

Broad Brook, Conn., Jan., 1868.

For the JVew England Farmer.

THE SMALL MANUKE HEAP.
In an article in your paper of Jan. 18, it is

asserted that "a large manure heap is the far-

mer's great mistake." This is Dodge Hay-
ward's theory, or "chemistry" as he calls it;

a theory opposed to the belief and the experi-

ence of all tillers of the soil. He says, "All

vegetable matter, including the grass of the

western prairies and the leaves of the forests

of the north, are useless, as manures, except

for the small amount of mineral they contain."

Then he goes on to say, "The lo«s of fertility

in our lands is not caused by the loss of veg-

etable matter, but by the loss of the minerals

of the soil."

Chemistry informs us that nothing is added
or lost, in all of nature's operations. If you
burn a block of wood you have for the ten

pounds of wood, an equal number of pounds
of water, carbon, creosote, and ashes. Mathe-
matics teach us that if we borrow we must re-

turn.

Has this lecturer found a mineral that will

supply all the fertilizing matter that the soil

requires ? If so, great must be his success.

His theory is something to this effect : the

more fuel you burn the less heat you will get

!

He says, "the rain, dew and snow supply all

the material of a vegetable nature ;" "manure
is not injured by drying," and that if you "let

four loads of horse manure burn itself till it

is reduced to one load, you have just as much
fertilizing matter as when you had four loads !"

Now every farmer and gardener will tell you

that horse manure that is "burnt up," as they
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term it, is not so valuable to produce crops,

as that not "fire-fangled." Every person of

common sense, well knows that to cut the grass

year after year, from a given piece of land

without returning to the land any fertilizer,

impoverishes the soil, and it becomes barren

and ceases to yield a crop of anything.

It is not simply mineral that the impoverished

land needs. It wants that which has been taken

from it. It wants grass, leaves, barn-yard

manures, and compost. The smaller your ma-
nure heap, the smaller barn and cellar you
will need to store your products. Like begets

like ; minerals are minerals, and vegetables

are vegetables. Vegetables of all kinds con-

tain but a very small per cent, of mineral

matter. A cucumber contains 97 parts of wa-
ter in 100. Beans contain only 14 parts of

water, and 86 parts are dry matter, of which

38 parts are carbon.

Hayward's theory would be to burn one ton

of hay or manure to ashes, and then spread

that on the land to grow the crop. Is that

either scientific or natural ? The ground wants
heat and warmth,—stimulus, carbon and am-
monia ; and to secure these you must have your
ground finely broken up and light, so that the

air can more or less circulate through it. Hay,
orts or straw (that have been well saturated

with urine) placed a few inches below the sur-

face and covered with dirt, generate heat by
fermentation, and fill the soil with ammonia,
and afford plant food. I contend that manure
is wasted by drying. How ? The ammonia
and other principles are lost in the air. When
covered with soil these principles are retained,

and impart vitality to the growing plant.

The assumption that mineral matter is all

that is needed to grow a crop, is a fallacy.

What is the ground itself but minerals ?

I once planted the ordinary garden vegeta-

bles on a soil to which no manure, except a
sprinkling of ashes, had been applied for years.

It had been, as farmers say, well "skinned."
My «rops were sad failures throughout. Hav-
ing faith in manures, rather than in minerals, I

took a quantity of my garden soil and formed
a basin under the privy, into which the vines

and weeds from the garden and yards, with
ashes and every other vegetable matter within

my reach, were put, together with one peck of
lime. In the spring I added another half cord
of the soil, and the whole was forked over
and well mixed. A few days after the ground
had been spaded, this heap of compost was
spread on and raked in. Apparently, every
seed I planted germinated, and I had sweet
corn, beans, cucumbers, marrow fat squashes,

carrots, turnips, peppers, beets, onions, mus-
tard, lettuce, peppergrass, summer squashes,

and other vegetables, all of good size and ex-

cellent quality, and in striking contrast with
their starved and Liliputian predecessors of
the previous season. The second year I re-

peated this operation, omitting the lime, and
raised about fifteen hundred pounds of ripe

and green vegetables, on fifty feet square of a
small garden ; two crops having been grown
on a part. The first year my crop of potatoes
was not more than half as heavy as the seed
planted, but this year I had Jackson Whites
as good as ever were set before a president.
My potatoes were raised in a bed as follows

:

Having forty or fifty pounds of salt hay—

I

presume any other would have been as good

—

1 put it into a bed, some fifteen feet square,
from which the soil, to the depth of six inches,

had been thrown out on the sides after the
ground had been prepared for planting ; the
subsoil also having been spaded up light. The
soil was then thrown back upon the hay, sufli-

ciently to cover it, and the potatoes were
dropped in line or drills, about eight inches
apart, and covered up with soil, but so as to

leave the potato bed a little lower than the
surrounding land. I kept the weeds out by
pulling them up while small, as the vines were
too near together to admit of the hoe, though
the ground was occasionally loosened with a
very small rake. They were several times

sprinkled with soap suds. The result was a
jield of about three bushels of beautiful po-
tatoes. Dr. Boynton.

Laiorence, Mass., Jan., 1868.

THE 'JAMESTOWN"
CATTLE.

BREED OP

The Norfolk County, Mass., agricultural

Society, awarded the "Wilder Cup," the first

premium on herds of milch cows, to Mr. J.

W. Gay, of West Dedham, who entered his

herd of fifteen cows, eleven of which were

raised in Dedham, and were entered as "pure

or high grade Jamestowns," a part of which

were dry, and others nearly so, the herd giv-

ing from two to eighteen quarts each per day.

As to the origin of the Jamestown Breed,

the chairman of the committee, A. W. Chee-

ver, Esq., furnishes a statement, by Colonel

Stone, of Dedham, from which we condense

the following :

—

"In 1847, Capt. R. B. Forbes, as com-
mander of the U. S. ship Jamestown, wei^t to

Ireland with a cargo of provisions for her

starving inhabitants. On his return, the Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland, wishing to confer some
favor on the commander, made him a present

of a fine Suffolk heifer, which proved to be
one of the deepest milkers, giving in her flow,

twenty-six quarts beer measure of the richest

milk. She was a remarkably fine specimen of

this superior stock, which stands high and
prominent for the dairy in that country.

On his return, he disposed of the cow and
gave the proceeds to the Irish Charity Fund.
John Marland, of Andover, Mass., was the

purchaser, and when he disposed of his farm

she passed into the hands of John D. Bates,
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of Swampscott, Mass., and afterwards into the

hands of Mr. Osborne, of Danvers, Mass.
We are not aware that she ever had hut one

heifer calf. This one was owned by Mr. Wal-
lace Thaxter, of Boston, and proved a supe-

rior dairy cow. Several of her bull calves

were raised in this vicinity. Nearly all her

progeny were without horns, showing the re-

markable strength of the Siijfolk strain.

In ISo-i, this remarkable cow dropped a bull

calf, which was secured by Dr. Wight, of

Dedhani, Mass., and raised by Thomas Smith
and named Jamestown, after the noble ship

that brought his mother to this country. He
proved himself as remarkable in his progen)'

as that of his kind on his mother's side ; his

sire was Beverly, a thoroughbred Jersey, out

of Flora by the 'First Prize Bull' at the Royal
Agricultural Show in Jersey. Flora, the

mother of Beverly, was imported by Mr. Mot-
ley, and proved one of the most remarkable
of that celebrated stock, having made sixteen

pounds of butter a week.
This stock hold qualities which I consider

very valuable in a dairy stock. They are very

gentle, I never having known a vicious animal,

unless they were too strongly crossed with the

Jersey. When 'Jamestown' was five years

old, a four-year-old boy could manage him in

safety ; he was worked in harness and perfectly

handy. They are perfectly hardy, good feed-

ers, and hold out in their milk remarkably,
which 1 consider the great recommendation.
1 know of several that give milk the year
round."

In an essay on cattle breeding, published

in the Transactions of this society for 1859,

Mr. Sanford Howard, says :

—

"The Suffolk breed is without horns. It

was formerly somewhat noted for dairy prop-

erties, but it is not extensively kept at the

present time. It is not absolutely known that

any of this breed have ever been imported
into this part of the country ; but polled or
hornless cattle, which were formerly quite com-
mon here, bear more resemblance to tiie Suf-

folk tiian to any other breed. They certainly

have no claim to the title of Galloway, which
is sometimes applied to them, being different

in color, (the Galloways are almost invariably

black,) shape and characteristics. A cow was
also brought to this country from Ireland, sev-

eral years since, in the ship Jamestown, and
hence was called "the Jamestown Cow," whifh
cloM'ly resembled the Suffolk I have seen in

England. A bull from this cow by a Jersey
bull has been kept in Dedham several years,

and has left a progeny which in general ap-

pears to possess superior dairy properties."

In closing their report the committee say,

they are glad that Col. Stone is endeavoring

to preser\'e and perpetuate in its purity as far

as possible this remarkable "Jamestown stock."

HORSES IN" VERMONT.
After alluding to the statistics of horses in

Vermont, which show a decrease of nearly 50

per cent, since 1860. Mr. Ezra Meech, of

Shelburne, Vt., one of the most intelligent

farmers of that State, writes as follows in a

communication to the Country Gentleman:

Our horses have been decreasing in number,
and I fear degenerating in those qualities that

make a valualde horse. It is true, we have a
few fine specimens remaining, but when we
look back fifteen or twenty years, we had then
many more good stock horses than we now
have, and it was no uncommon thing at that

time to find four or five pairs of nice matched
carriage horses in many of the towns in north-

ern and western Vermont.

I am convinced that great improvement may
and ought to be made in the horses of Ver-
mont, and much is yet to be learned, in my
opinion, in regard to the best manner of rais-

ing them. I was in conversation a few years

ago with the late Col. Orvis, a celebrated cat-

tle raiser of St. Lawrence county, N. Y.. who
said to me that he could give me the whole se-

cret of success in producing good cattle, in a
very few words, which were as follows :

—"Get
a good breed and make them comfortable"

—

neither let them want for food, nor suffer with

heat, cold or wet. But in my experience in

raising horses for the last twent\-five years,

the same rule will not apply unless the horse

is comfortable where the horned animal would
die. 1 have no question but that better horses

can be produced by exposure out of doors,

away from sheds or barns, during the whole
time of their growth, getting their feed in the

way nature designed they should, than can be
produced by the way commonly practiced.

The horse will generally grow larger, much
better developed, more hardy and healthy, and
less liable to disease or accident, besides sav-

ing much expense in the way of fodder. 1

took from a pasture thirteen horses and colts

on the 14th day of January, that up to that

time had had nothing but grass, at which time

I could not see that any of them had lost flesh,

unless three or four breeding mares whose
cohs are still with them ; and ha<l it not been
for these mares, they might still be in the same
pasture, but fearing that the colts might, by

remaining longer on the mares, injure the next

foal, 1 took them up to separate tliem. There
is no t.rouf)le or difficulty in pasturing cattle

and horses here in Vermont from nine fo ten

months of the year in all seasons, and most
years longer. For the last twenty years I

have had from ten to twenty work horses and
colts that have run out, and they have not con-

sumed an average of 500 pounds of fodder to

the animal.

I would like to be one of eight or ten to in-

vest $50,000 in a farm near the lake, and de-
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vote it exclusively to producing something bet-

ter in the way of horses, than we now have.

Remarks.—Some of the geologists have sup-

posed that in "old times" New England was

an island, the valleys of Lake Champlain,

the St. Lawrence and the Husdon rivers, being

occupied by an arm of the sea. Be this as it

may, it is well known that the heavy, clay soil

of the valley of Lake Champlain is remarka-

bly productive of grass and all forage crops.

The amount of snow, also, which falls in Shel-

burne is from one-fourth to one-half as large

as that which falls in towns on the easterly

slope of the Green Mountains. These facts

should be taken into consideration by farmers

in other sections who propose to adopt the

plan of winter pasturage recommended by Mr.

Meech. We hope, however, that his sugges-

tions and liberal proposition will lead to some-

thing practical in the improvement of horse

breeding in Vermont.

EXTRACTS AND EEPLIES.

CRIBBING HORSES.

I wish to inquire through the columns of the
Farmer with regard to the cause and cure of
cribl^ing in horses. I have a valualjle animal ad-
dicted to that habit. John Sherman.

Middleburij, Vt., Jan. 18, 1868.

Remarks.—The causes of crili-hiting are vari-

ously stated ; they are probably, some of the fol-

lowing: want of exercise ; imitating other horses

;

sometimes gi'ows out of the custom of cleaning

them near bars or partitions, which the horse lays

hold of when he is curried a little too hard ; it may
grow out of the habit of keeping feed, gi-ain or

hay continually before the animal, and the diges-

tive organs becoming impaired ; or the habit may
be induced by the long-continued impurity of the

air in the stable.

The habit of crib-biting occurs among horses of

all classes ; those that are poorly fed and tended,

and those that receive most systematic care;

among the young and old ; those that work much,
and those that work little.

It cannot, we think, be a habit of mere fancy,

but springs from some M^ant not supplied, which
disturbs the system, and gradually leads to an un-

rest which settles down into one fixed habit. The
premonitory symptoms indicate indigestion, as

when the animal is biting a small portion of heated

air or gas is frequently eructated. We should

consider a "cribber" to be an unsound horse.

What is the cure, you ask ? Fii-st, a moderate,

nutritious diet of good hay, with grain in propor-

tion to the work performed.

Secondly, regularity in feeding, twice or three

times in twenty-four hours, and no more given at

once than will be eaten with a sharp appetite.

Third, the utmost cleanliness in everything

about the animal.

Fourth, have no feeding box attached to the

stall, but feed from a box on the floor, and when
the horse is done take the box away. Have no
timbers or edges of boards within his reach ; but

smooth surfaces that he cannot well get hold of.

Fifth, let the animal have his freedom on the

bare ground occasionally, and place a lump of rock

salt in his stall where he can always reach it when
there. Each of these will tend to enable the

horse's digestion to recover its lost tone.

"WORMS IN HORSES.

My horse has been troubled for some time with
worms, and iu looking over the Farmer for a
remedy, I came across one in the pajicr of Sept. 7,

1867, advising wood ashes, and this having no
effect, to use two drachms of tartarized antimony.
When I went to the druggist, ho told me it was tlie

same as tartar emetic, and would surely kill my
horse, and frightened me from buying. I have
used a great many of your receipts and have always
found them good, and so I thought I would like

to ask you if the druggist was right. Excuse me
for the trouble, but I really want to know. He,
(the druggist,) said that lo grains would kill a man.

Haverhill, Mass., Ja7i., 1868. J. H. Barker.

Remarks.—In the Farmer of Sept. 7, 1867, "A
Reader," writing from Mansfield, Mass., inquired

for an "effectual method of destroying worms in

horses ?" We replied at some length, and gave

as a remedy the use of wood ashes, which we had

employed for many years with the happiest results,

and which we could therefore confidently recom-

mend.
We took pains, however, at the same time to

consult the books, and in the best work on the dis-

ease of horses, which has ever been published in

this or any other country, Mayhew's Illustrated

Horse Doctor, we found the following:—"Whoever
has remarked the dunghill in a knacker's yard has

seen it to consist quite as much of lumhrici (that

is, worms,) as of exci'ement. Mr. Woodger, of

Bishop's Road, Paddington, removes these pests

with ease and certainty. The above-named vete-

rinary surgeon gives tioo drachms of tartarized an-

timony with a sufficiency of common mash, as a

ball, eve)-y morning, until the parasites are ex-

pelled." This is the exact quotation. Dr. May-
hew's book is the most thorough and humane
work on horses that we have ever seen, and his

experience with them is probably more extensive

and familiar than that of anj' other man. His

work on the Management of Horses, and his Illus-

trated Horse Doctor, are warmly commended by

the aolest journals in this coimtry and in Eng-

land and Scotland. There is not a particle of

quackery about them. He was placed in the Eng-

lish Horse Guards, we learn, when a boy, where he

he evinced such a love for the equine race, and

such an aptitude in learning all about it, that

he was thorougly educated, not only in what
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appertains to horses, but as a man of letters.

If he CITS in recommending the remedy in ques-

tion. Dr. "Woodger also errs.

It does not follow that, because 15 grains of tar-

tarized antimony would kill a man, that the same

amount would kill a horse ! Some things that are

poison to men are said to be entirely innocuous

when swallowed by dogs. We are glad to notice

that what we suggest ourselves, and what we pre-

sent as the opinion of others, is observed and con-

sidered. Under such a course all parties will be

quite likely to get at the truth. Black antimony is a

common remedy for various diseases of horses, and

is the crude article, remaining much as it is when
taken from the ground.

Still it is well to be cautious in the use of drugs

which are not well understood, and we close this

article with the judicious remark of Dr. Dadd, who
says, "It was customary in former times to give

powerful vermifuges for the expulsion of these

parasites ; but the most rational method is to im-

part tqne to the digestive functions and organs in

the use of tonics, stimulants, and alteratives."

FOUR VARIETIES OF APPLES IN ONE.

In reply to the inquiry of Z. A. Gilbert as to how
the sweet and sour apples were produced that

were raised by Mr. Allen of Greene, Me., I would
say that some forty or tifty years ago there lived

in my native town, Townshend, Vt., a Mr. T. Sum-
ner, who experimented somewhat in grafting fruit,

and succeeded in producing a variety similar to

the kind named in the Farmer of Dec. 7. It was
produced by taking four varieties of scions, quar-

tering each scion, then taking one-quarter from
each variety and putting the four quarters together

to form one scion. This bound together and set

in the limb produced four varieties in one apple.

Westminster, Vt., Dec. 9. 1867. N. F.

Remarks.—The fact of there being occasionally

different flavors in different parts of an apple is ad-

mitted by pomologists. But that it can be pro-

duced by the means described by our correspon-

dent is not generally believed. Some years smce

Solon Robinson, agricultural editor of the New
York Tribune, offered a reward of $100 for proof

that any one had succeeded in producing sweet

and sour apples, by uniting buds from sweet and

sour trees, but we understand he has not as yet

paid over the money to any claimant.

SALMON AND SHAD FOR CONNECTICUT RIVER.

The experiment which has been undertaken by
theNew Hampshire Commissioners ofRiver Fisher-

ies, of stocking the Connecticut river with salmon,
has so far succeeded well. Of the impregnated
eggs deposited at the Cold Spring hatching works,
at Charle.-town, N. H., over ninety-nine per cent,

have hatched, and are apparently healthy.

It is tiie intention of the Commissioners to rear

them artificially, till they arc ready to go to the

sea, which will be a year from next spring. In

the fall (1869,) they will return, seeking the sources

of the river, and will then weigh, it is estimated,

from 3i to 10 pounds, which weight they will soon

double and quadruple. It is hoped before that

time, tiiat all olistractions at the mills on the Con-
necticut river will be removed, and that nothing

will prevent the salmon from ascending the river
as high as they like.

If the present plans are carried out in regard to
stocking this river, a million or more of young
salmon will be put in every year, and of such a
size that they can safely go to the sea and return

;

and judging from data obtained by experiments
tried in English waters, we are authorized to sup-
pose that, by this means, the productive wealth of
the Connecticut river will be increased millions of
dollars annually.
Great credit is due in this matter to Dr. Fletcher

of Concord, who, out of several that made the ex-
periment, was the only one who succeeded in pro-
curing salmon spawn for the New England rivers.

It should be known also, that the merit of this

undertaking of obtaining salmon eggs for these
rivers, is due to the New Hampshire Commission,
ers, acting independently, and not to the New
England Commissioners, generally, as has been
before stated.

Should the promises of the present be only one-
half fulfilled, the time will come before long when
salmon will be a common article of food, and to-

gether with the vast quantity of shad, which are
expected in a few years from our rivers, will very
perceptibly reduce the cost of living in New Eng-
land, and enable the poor man to have every day
on his table, food that has long ranked with us
among expensive luxuries. Salmo.

Charlestown, N. H., Jan. 26, 1868.

TIGHT BARNS.

One of your correspondents is in favor of tight

barns for keeping hay, but he says nothing about
keeping stock in the same barn with his hay. In
some parts of this State, there are many barns
where hay is kept and no stock in them; the hay
being sold and the land that produced it kept in good
heart by applications of fish manure, ashes, guano,
poudrette, or some other material, without the aid

of barnyard manure. Tight barns in such cases

doubtless answer very well, but my experience
goes to prove that where cattle are kept in tight

barns without ventilation, it is impossible to keep
hay in good condition in the winter season. The
steam from the breath and exhalations of the cattle

will gather in moistui-e on the hay and cause it to

mould, and in fact will so effect the hay before it

moulds that cattle, and especially horses, will turn

up their noses at it. Barns should be tight enough
to keep cattle comfortably warm and still have
proper ventilation. z.

Heading, Mass., Jan. 6, 1868.

SUMMER AND WINTER FEED OF COWS.

Many farmers, I think, might find it for their

interest to pastui-e their cows in winter, and to feed

them with hay in summer! I will explain. Sev-

eral years ago, having turned a newly purchased
cow into my yard, the other cows seemed to look

upon her as an intruder, not entitled to equal priv-

ileges with themselves. Indeed, so great was their

antipathy, that it was unsafe to keep them co.>

fincd in the yard together. This being the case,

when I turned them out of the barn, I let them
range where they cho:?e in the pasture. Having
pursued this course one winter from necessity, ana
having made up my mind that they were all the

better for it in the spring, I have pursued the same
course ever since, from choice. This would indeed

be inconvenient if one had not a lane leading to

the pasture. But many farmers have such a lane,

and many more ought to have one. If not used
in winter, it would be found to be very convenient

in summer. From this experiment and from more
general observation, I have become convinced that

a sudden change from hay to grass, or from grass

to hay is iqjurious to cows. It is also obvious
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that for the largest part of the summer season,

they actually suffer in our almost barren pastures,

for the want of sufficient food ; and considering it

had policy at any time to feed mowing lands ; and
supposing that when the feed was the best in the

pasture that some hay, by way of change, would
be beneficial, I have for several years past fed

them with hay during the whole of the pasturing
s%ason. With this treatment, they are kept uni-

formly in Ijetter fiesh, are more healthy, make
more butter, and of better quality than when fed

in the usual way. e. b.

Derry, N. H., Jmi., 1868,

THAT MACHINE—A WOOL DILEMMA.

"Will the "Vermontcr" alluded to in the Farmer
of Jan. 25, who has a machine used for the multi-
farious purposes of a land roller, a clod crusher,
a corn planter, a broadcast seed sower and a grain
drill, inform us of his whereabouts and the cost
of said machine ?

Can you, Mr. Editor, tell those of us who make
the raising of wool a specialty, or nearly so, what
to do when labor is $i25 to $30 per month, as it

was last season, and $2.00 per day in haying and
harvesting ; thereby making the cost of raising
wool 75 to 80 cents per pound; whether to hold
on, or to let it slide at our highest offer, 40
cents per pound, about one half its actual cost ?

Be your advice as it may, I subscribe myself, under
the circumstances, Retrograding.

Fairlee, Vt., Jan. 29, 1868.

Remarks.—The allusion to the machine was
copied from a Vermont paper, and we hope the in-

ventor will respond to the inquiry. Our idea of

the wool market is that the stock on hand is

rather light and that the tendency of prices ap-

pears at present to be rather upward, still we do

not feel competent to advise as to the sale. Our
correspondent is not the only one who is seriously

considering the alternative of "holding on, or let-

ting slide." To some of r •, however, here in the

city, another question is '.eginning to present itself,

—Have we in reality anything either to hold on to,

or to let slide ? If the misery of "retrograding"

loves company, it may be found among those who
have not a lock of wool to sell. There are clouds

in other horizons than that of the wool grower. It

may be well for all of us to trim sails, watch the

winds, and look out for "a storm about these

A GOOD VARIETY OF CORN.

While husking my corn this fall, I more than
once asked myself the question. Why is it that so
many farmers will persist in raising corn with ker-
nels so small as scarcely to cover the big cob on
which they grow, when by a little pains they
might oljtain a much better and more profitable
sort ? I do not think it good policy to raise corn
that takes two bushels of ears to make one bushel
of shelled corn. 1 have a variety that I have raised
for several years, and have taken considerable
pains to improve, and which, I think, is a little

ahead of any other kind that has come to my
knowledge. It is an eight-rowed variety, kernels
very large, and cob very small, fills out entirely
over the tip of the ear with large handsome kernels.
Many of the stalks produce two good ears. It is

quite early; has always escaped being injured by
early frosts, even when planted as late as the fiist

week in June. It is the prettiest corn to husk or
shell that ever I handled. In husking, the ear

readily parts from the stem, even with the lower
kernels. After it was all husked out, I shelled
one bushel basket of ears, and the product was
twenty-two quarts of shelled corn, and there is no
reason to doubt but that every bushel in the heap
will yield equally as well. In short, it gives to
me, at any rate, entire satisfaction, and I think
very many of the ears this year came as near to
perfection as anything that grows in the form of
corn. Along with this note I send you a few spe-
cimen ears,—not those containing the smallest
kernels, of course, nor yet the largest, but between
the two. Please first feast your eyes upon them,
and then tell me what they "lack, if in anything, to
make them perfect specimens of that noble grain
that you so justly designate as the glory of the
New England harvest! In your opinion, to what
extent would New England be the gainer if no
poorer variety of corn than this should be
planted within her borders next spring ? Would
it not be to the amount of thousands of bushels of
this most valuable production of her soil ?

Massachusetts, Nov., 1867. I. N. Winchester.

Remarks.—We have "feasted our eyes" upon
your beautiful specimen of the glory of our New
England harvest, but do not see as we can improve

on your description of it. We have also exhibited

it to parties who wish to know your post office ad-

dress.

dutch or holstein cattle.

A correspondent at Shelburne, N. H., inquires
about the Dutch cattle. I can tell him that I know
from my own expeiience that the cows are good
milkers, and if he or any other brother farmer
who is interested in raising good stock, will call

on me and look at a pair of steers which 1 have
that were three years old last summer, and never
had any extra keeping, they will, I think, be sat-

isfied that they are "good workers," also.

I have been engaged in farming for more than
twenty-five years, but have never raised any stock
that, with the same care and expense, would com-
pare favorably with the Dutch in size, form and
activity. Their color, too, is generally admired,
being black, with a wide white belt around their
middle. C. Eames.
Northborough, Mass., Feb. 3, 1868.

FATAL POISONS AND OTHER REMEDIES FOR LICE.

I never before took up my pen to write a sen-
tence for publication, but when I see such deadly
poisons as unguentum and arsenic recommended
for killing lice on cattle, I am constrained to write.
Your correspondent, M. M. Tallant, East Con-

cord, N. H., recommends putting in a piece of un-
guentum under the skin near the ear. It is evi-

dent that this poison must be taken into the circu-

lation in order to kill the lice on all parts of the
body, in the incredible short space of four days.
Your correspondent probably knows that it is dan-
gerous to apply it on the surface, where the animal
can lick itself, but if he can only get it under the
skin, he regards it as perfectly harmless,—only to
the lice. Now let every thinking man decide for
himself, whether it is safe to use it or not. There
are other things that will kill lice. Kerosene will,

but if used freely will blister the skin and the
hair will peal off; tobacco wash will kill lice, and
I once came very near killing three calves by
using it; ashes will rid cattle of lice, but there is

danger of its starting the hair ; soap and water is

good, when the weather is warm, especially for
calves ; but I think we may take a lesson from
nature. Every farmer knows that in summer
when cattle have access to sand or loam they will

rid themselves of lice,—calves excepted. Now to
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imitate nature in this case, we will put a barrel or
two of loam into the cellar in tlie fall, and after

the cattle come to the bani, we will take an old
dripping pan or other tin or iron dish, and till it

with loam, and after the "glide wife" has done
with thestovcovenfor the day, bake it until morn-
ing or until the natural moisture is all evaporated,
and we have an article that will dust like ashes.
AVlth this dust, your cattle once in a week or two
freely, and give them a good chance to rub them-
selves, and the lice will disappear without danger
of injuring your cattle. Deacon.
North Vienna, Me., Jan. 27, 1868.

Remarks.—We may congratulate ourselves on

one effect of the recommendation of the use of

these "deadly poisons." It has called out indi-

viduals who never before took up their pens to

write a sentence for publication, and thus devel-

oped talents which ought not to be again "hid in

the earth."

ALL HAIL TE FARMERS OF TE LATTER DAT.

Although seventy winters have passed since I
made my first appearance on earth, I can not
hold my peace. Though with a trembling hand, I

must respontl to my young friend "G. S.," in the
Farmer of Feb. 1. I am made happy when [

learn through your worthy paper, taken by my
son, J. Baker, that the young farmers are beginning
to walk in their own shoes, instead of plodding
along in their father's old ones. I think "G. S."
is right as to cutting hay. I have proved it by ex-
perience. What he says as to barns I know to be
correct. I can say, give me a tight bam. I care
not if it is lathed and pla itered, with good ventila-
tors. I would have the stables so tight that ma-
nure never freezes. Keep the stalls well littered
with straw or meadow hay, and I will winter a
stock of cattle on three-fourths of the amount of
fodder that I can with the barn so open that I can
thrust my hand between the boards. What folly
to let grass stand until it l)egins to shell. Such
hay is nothing more or less, in a word, than small
grain and wood.
Go on, young farmers, investigate for yourselves,

improve, experiment, and don't give over until you
prove to the world that you are masters of your
trade, and don't need ministers, lawyers or doctors
to lay out vour work for you. v. b.

Brookfield, Mass., Feb. 3, 1868.

TJNGUENTrM IX THE BLOOD, FOR LICE.

I once assisted an experienced hand to insert
nnguentnm under the skin of a number of calves,
as recommended in the Farmer by Mr. Tallant;
and in about the number of days that he mentions
for the lice to be found dead, the best calf in the
lot died, and the lice with him. and the others ap-
peared numi) and stiff in their joints for some time
after, caused, as we supposed, by the poison. Pre-
vious to this cruel act the calves and lice to all ap-
pearance were in a thriving, healthy state. Insert-
ing poison enough into the l)lood which is the life

of the animal to kill the lice on the surface of the
body is aiiuut as consistent as it was for the boy
to set fire to the barn to rid it of rats. Both sure
remedies, but not advisable. R. m.

Lincoln, Vt., Jan., 1808.

APPLICATION OF MANURES.

While enclosing my subscription I am halting
between twuoiiinions; whether to attempt to write
a few lines as to my experience in the ai)plication

of manures, or not to make the attempt. Some
advocate, without qualification, the plan of spread-

ing and ploughing it under ; others, with equal pos-
itiveness, recommend harrowing it in. My idea
is that neither system will answer in all cases.
On some soils, and with some depths of farrow,
it may answer to plough in the manure, but I have
known heavy coats almost entirely lost by l)eing
ploughed under. But hardly feeling competent to
appear on paper, 1 defer furthfcr remarks.
Hyde Park, Vt., Feb., 1868. Orson Hadle^^.

NARROW roads.

I have often thought that farmers were not as
liberal as they should be in fencing out roads. It

is frequently the case that these fences are not
more than sixteen to twenty feet apart, which
causes the snow to drift into the travelled path,
badly. Except for the simple purpose of travel-
ling and repairing, the land fenced off for the road
lielongs to the farm from which it was taken ; and
the public has no right to it or to what it produces,
except as a passage-way. Until we have no land
that does not produce good crops, let us be more
liberal, and have wider roads. 0. Foster.

Tunbridge, Vt., Jan., 1868.

AN EXTRA HEIFER.

I have a pretty little three-year-old heifer that is

coming in in April. She gives now four quarts of
milk per day, and seven quarts of her milk makes
one pound of butter. Her feed is hay and slops
from the house, without pny provender. If any
one has a better heifer will they let us know where
she is ? p. H.
Milton, Vt., Jan., 1868.

Remarks.—Probably every reader of the above

"honorable mention," will regi-et that the writer

has omitted to state to which breed or race this

heifer belongs.

CURE FOR STIFLE.

I have cured two bad cases, by simply dashing
cold water on the stifle joint, until it smoked well,

and repeated twice, (.'over the horse after you
shower him. l. h. d.

Cornish, N. H., Jati. 20, 1868.

"WHEAT IN" HAMPDEN" CO., MASS.

The Agricultural Society of this county

awarded three premiums on wheat grown in

that county last season, at the rate of 25, 37

and 38i bushels per acre. The following

statements were furnished by the respective

competitors, and are copied from the Transac-

tions of the Society :

—

On the 28th of September, 18G6, I sowed

li bushels of wheat on | of an acre of tobacco

ground, with the following result

:

Cost of seed $4 60

l^i bushels of lime 80
Ploughing and sowing 4 00
Reaping, binding and carting 5 00
Threshing with machine, and cleaning 11 00

Total cost $25 30
Result : 28 bunbels of wheat at $3 $84 00

1 ton straw 12 00

Profit $70 70—$96 00

East Long Meadow, Oct. 1, 1867. L. C. liuBT.

The sample I exhibit is a part of oS] bushels

of Red Mediterranean wheat, grown on an
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acre. The previous crop was tobacco that had
been manured about five cords to the acre.

Chicopee, Oct. 1, 1867. L. B. Chapin.

My wheat crop was grown on a sandy loam,

fitted in 1866, for tobacco, with probably eight

coi'ds of stable manure per acre. The wheat
was sown September 20th, without manure at

time of seeding. The land was harrowed well,

and rolled after sowing on grass-seed. The
result was 25 bushels of superior white wheat
ver acre for the entire piece of 2 acres less 8
rods, with straw estimated at one ton per acre.

8ome small portions of the piece winter-killed,

and a few small spots lodged so early as to de-

stroy the wheat. I estimate that the best one-

half acre yielded at the rate of 35 bushels per
acre. As the ground promises several good
crops of hay without any additional manure, I

estimate that not more than 1^ or 2 cords per
acre of the manure in tiie soil went into the

wheat crop.

Five bushels of the wheat produced 193
pounds very nice flour, and 110 pounds feed.

1 charge to wheat crop :

Ploughins 2 acres $5 00
Heed" 3 bushels at $4.00 12 00
Bowing and harrowing 2 50
Harvesting 8 00
Threshing and cleaning 12 00
8 cords of manure at $8.00 24 00
Interest on land 24 00— 87 50

Cr.
47Ji bushels wheat at $3.50 $166 26
2 tons straw at $12.00 21 00—190 25

$102 75

I wish to add that I have attempted, during
the past six years, three or four times to raise

wheat, and this is the first time I have realized

even cost. Very respectfully yours.

Ethan Brooks.
West Springfield, October, 1867.

A SHORT HORN DAIRY.
The following statement of the production

of milk and butter by a herd of two pure and

eight high grade cows belonging to W. R.

Sessions, South Wilbraham, Mass., was made
to the Hampden County Agricultural Society,

which awarded a premium to Mr. S :

—

Two of the herd I offer are pure Shorthorns,
and the others high grades. There are three
nine years old, four six years, two five years,

and one three years. Their milk has been
carried to the Wilbraham cheese factory the
past summer. The cows averaged twenty-
eight pounds of milk a day in May, thirty

pounds in June, twenty-eight pounds in July,
twenty-four pounds in August, and twenty-
three pounds in September. The feed was
simply pasture, with the addition of green
corn-stalks the last part of the time. On the
morning of the 23d of September the milk
was tested for butter as foUows : weight of

milk, 139 pounds
;
yield of butter, 8i pounds,

of good color and quality—sixteen pounds of
milk made a pound of butter.

The following experiments were made with
four of these cows previously, in order to test

their quality :

—

Polly, a grade Shorthorn, now nine years
old, calved in February when three years old.

The following March she gave 655 pounds of
milk and made twenty-seven lbs. of butter on
hay alone. At four years old she averaged
twenty-two pounds of milk a day for four con-
secutive months on grass, and an average day's
milking. May 16th yielded 1 7-16 poimds of
butter.

Daisy, another grade Shorthorn, at four
years old, June 26th, gave 34| pounds of
milk, which made 1^ pounds of butter, and at

that rate of product for three months,by ac-
tual weight of' milk, on grass alone.

Fairy Bell, a pure Shorthorn, gave at a
single milking, on the morning of June 15,

1866, 10^ pounds of milk, which made seven-
teen ounces of butter ; also on grass.

Beauty, a grade Shorthorn, at four years
old, on the morning of May 8th, gave fifteen

pounds of milk, which made thirteen ounces
of butter. The week following she gave 224
pounds of milk, or an average of thirty-two

pounds a day. It is not uncommon for her in

the flush of feed to give forty-two and forty-

three pounds of milk a day.

On single cows the society awarded the first

premium to J. M. Thompson, Springfield, who
said : My cow is seven years old, weighs 1320
pounds, and is one-fourth Avrshire and three-

fourths Durham ; she calved September 20th,

and averaged twenty-five quarts of milk a day
up to October 1st. Her feed was grass and
six quarts of shorts a day. Last June, on
grass feed and seventeen months after calving

she gave fifteen quards of milk a day. From
the 3d of October to the 12th of November, she

averaged thirty quarts of milk a day, and from
the 12th of November to December 1st, twenty
quarts. Since November 12th she has been
kept in the stable and been fed with rowen hay,

cornstalks and eight quarts of shorts a day.

The second premium to William Pynchon,
Springfield, whose cow is seven-eighths Dm--
ham and seven years old. She calved the last

of July. Her feed has been grass, corn fodder

and rowen hay and she has averaged twenty
quarts of milk a day since.

The third premium to A. B. Manley of same
town, who made the following statement : My
cow is a grade Durham, and nine years old.

She made 28'3 pounds of butter from the 20th

of March, 1866, to the same date in 1867,

which sold at an average of forty-five cents per

pound, or for $127.35. About 548 quarts of

new milk were used at the same time in the

family, worth at five cents per quart, $49.82;
also $40 worth of sour milk were sold at two
cents per quart. The calf at thi-ee mouths old
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brought $25. She made about a cord and a
half of manure worth $9. The total receipts

from the cow in the year were therefore

$250.67. She was kept in the barn most of
the year, and fed, in addition to other things,

two quarts of dry meal, night and morning.

IMPKOVED STOCK IN CANADA.
Last March, our correspondent, Hiram

French, Esq., Eaton, Can., sent us an account

of a visit to the farm of H. M. Cochrane,

Esq., Compton Centre, published at page 307

monthly Farmer for 1867. Mr. H. now in-

forms us that the Suffolk Punch horse, which

Mr. C. had ordered from England, at the time

of his visit, arrived too late for service last

season. He is described as a beautiful animal

of some 1600 to 1700 lbs. Mr. Cochrane also

imported last year two-year-old bucks, that

weighed 325 lbs. each, last fall, with wool full

ten inches in length. Mr. French remarks

that an examination of the stock on Mr. Coch-

rane's farm is more interesting than the exhi-

bition at any Fair he ever attended, and asks

us to copy the following article from the Mon-
treal Gazette, which he says is correct in every

particular.

Mr. M. H. Cochrane has recently made an
addition to his already large and superior herd
of full-blooded stock, by the importation of a
Shorthorn bull of the celebrated "Bates" or

"Grand Duchess" blood. It is from the herd
of Mr. Samuel Thorne, of Thorndale, N. Y.,
and cost $3000. This animal is equal to the

very best in America. Mr. Cochrane has now
over forty head of pure bred or pedigree ani-

mals, nearly every one of which has taken
first prizes. We are informed upon the best

authority that there is but one larger herd of
pure bloods in America ; namely, that of Mr.
Sheldon, of Geneva, N. Y.

In addition to the pure bloods, he has grade
animals of superior quality to make up his

number to over one hundred. He has also

commenced a flock of superior sheep, and has

provided barn arrangements for three hun-
dred head.

His farm contains about 700 acres of land,

and a considerable portion of it is in a high

state of cultivation. Last year, he raised

twenty acres of turnips and four acres of man-
gel-wurtzcls, and had a yield of t\venty thou-

sand bushels on the twenty-four acres. Also
three thousand bushels of coarse grains ; three

hundred and fifty tons of hay ; and one hun-
dred tons of straw ; all of which is being con-
sumed l>y his stock on the premises ; and fif-

teen tons oil-cake in addition. This gives an
enormous quantity of rich manure for use on
tbe^arm. He also uses several tons of super-

phosphates every year, principally upon root
crops.

His sales of surplus stock last fall amounted
to over $7,000. His investments in farm,
buildings, stock, &c., amounts thus far to

$100,000.
The good influence of so valuable and con-

spicuous an example, is already beginning to

be seen in that section of the Province in an
increasing effort on the part of farmers to im-
prove their farms and their stock.

THE DAIRY IN VIRGINIA.
A letter is published in the Utica Herald

from a gentleman of Herkimer county, N. Y.,

now on a visit at the South, with special refer-

ence to the dairying business. Writing at

Abingdon, Va., he says:

—

I have examined a number of farms in the
vicinity of Abitigdon, and if my experience in

the dairy business is worth anything, I pro-
nounce them superior in every respect to the
lands in Oneida, and may be purchased at one-
third the price per acre. Good milch cowa
may be had for twenty-five dollars apiece, and
owing to the clemency of the weather they can
be wintered for less than one-third of what it

costs in New York. The whole surface of
southwest Virginia, which includes all that

portion of the State from the Alleghany moun-
tains to the Kentucky line, is formed upon a
solid foundation of lime stone. A grass, iden-

tical with the famous blue grass of Kentucky,
springs spontaneously from the ground, wher-
ever the heavy timber has been severed.

The climate of southwest Virginia is ex-

ceedingly uniform and salubrious, the mercury
in a Fahrenheit thermometer rarely descending
to more than 20 deg. below freezing point in

mid-winter, and seldom attaining more than
95 deg. above zero in the hottest days of sum-
mer. The robust figures and ruddy features

of even the grey haired old men, indicate

great health and longevity among the inhabi-

tants.

The people of this pastoral district of Vir-

ginia, have extended to me, and all proper
northern men, the most polite and generous
hospitality. Instead of looking with a jealous

eye upon the emigration of men from a more
frigid clime, they are universally anxious to

promot« the material interest of their country,

by procuring the introduction of northern cap-

ital and skill into their midst.

—English and French writers estimate that dt^
jng the winter season it will take about two pounda

of liay or its equivalent daily to each 100 pounds

gross weight of the animal to sustain it, and that

the quantity of food consumed ahove this will go

to its increase. The average daily increase in cat-

tle fed for fattening in these two countries is ficOm

1^ to 1| pounds.
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NITRATE OF SODA.

NY substance that is used as

a fertilizer of the soil, to in-

xl^/Mt'^ crease the crops which we

jhIv_ cultivate, is worthy the at-

^^^JtJ^ tention of the farmer. It is

with manures, as with ma-

\^ chinery,—they come in new

shapes, and under new

names. We receive them

/^[WJ/M. with doubts, and test them,

/ //111 -^fR as we ought, sparingly, and

critically. It would be as

absurd to suppose that we have already availed

ourselves oi^ all the fertilizers of the world, as

to suppose that the genius of man has exhaust-

ed itself upon the implements and machinery

of the farm, and that no further improvements

are to be made.

Here, we have under consideration a com-

paratively new fertilizer of the soil. We have

tested it, and found it excellent. It is called

nitrate of soda. What is it, and how obtained ?

Nitrate of soda, says the American Cyclo-

paedia, is found in beds among the hills which

skirt the coast of Peru, for an extent of 150

mU.es, and very generally along the west coast

of South America, impregnating the soil with

other saline matter, and sometimes forming a

thin crust upon the surface, but the only ex-

tensive beds known are in Tarapaca, between

latitude 19° 30' and 20° 45' S., and long. 69°

b(y and 70° 5' west. The nitrate of soda, as

quarried, is very variable in quality, some yield-

ing not more than 25 per cent., and some three

times as much of the genuine salt. It is mostly

worked with the pick and shovel, but is some-

times so compact that the beds have to be

blasted. Portions of the salt are pure white,

like loaf sugar, and others are colored reddish

hrown, lemon yellow, and gray. Its average

composition was found by Dr. A. A. Hayes to

te as follows :

—

tfitrate of Soda , 64.98
Sulphate of Soda 3.00
Chloride of 8odium 28.69
[odic salts 0.63
Shells and Marl 2.60

Total 99.90

Saltpetre, also called nitre, is obtained in

Beveral ways. In India it is washed out of

certain soils ; in Europe, large nitre-beds are

formed of various kinds of earths, the liquid

and dung of stables, and animal matter ; these

are turned over occasionally, and yield an an-

nual crop of impure saltpetre.

Mr. SQtriERS, in his account of Nicaragua,

vol. I, p. 384, says,—"the practice of burying

in the churches has always prevailed. The con-

sequence is, that the ground within and around

the churches has become saturated with the

dead. The burials are made for from ten to

twenty-five years, at the end of which time the

hones with the earth around them are removed

and sold to the manufacturers of nitre /"

These are some of the sources of saltpetre, or

nitre. Soda is usually obtained from marine

vegetables, and in large quantities.

Where sulphuric acid, or oil of vitriol, as it is

often called, is poured upon saltpetre and

distilled, it makes nitric acid, and this last

mingled with soda, is called nitrate of soda,

which is the article of which we wish to speak.

Its use as a manurial agent is of recent ori-

gin in this country. The experiments which

have been made with it have generally been

such as to demonstrate its value, especially

when applied as a top-dressing for grass land,

wheat, &c.

A late Liverpool paper gives an account of

an experiment made with it in the following

words:—"On the 6th of May, five alternate

ridges of wheat, measuring one acre, two rods

and four perches, were sowed with 500 pounds

of nitrate of soda. In a few days the difference

between the ridges of the same size, could be

discerned at a considerable distance from the

field, which continued throughout the season.

The two sorts were reaped, threshed, and

measured separately, and the following is a

correct account of the product :

—

Nitrate wheat, 48 bushels. Weight per

bushel, 56 pounds ; straw of the same, 4480

pounds.

Of that part of the field on which no nitrate

of soda was applied, the yield was 23 bushels

;

weight per bushel, 56 pounds ; straw of the

same 2509 pounds."

In the above experiment the quantity applied

was rather large. Had one-half the weight

applied been used, the result might have been

just as favorable. In using concentrated

manures, great care is required to adapt the

quantity as nearly as possible, to the actual

wants of the crop ; as an overdose does no

good, and sometimes is injurious. Salt, in

moderate quantities, is a potent stimulant, but
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when applied in excessive quantities, it proves

latal to most crops.

We would advise our agricultiiral friends to

make a small, but fair trial with nitrate of

soda on their various crops, and note carefully

the results. It will not cost as much as some

of the articles now in use, and we have many

reasons to believe that it will prove an efficient

and paying fertilizer.

MEADOW HAY FOR STOCK.

Once,—some years ago, but still within the

memory of some of us,—it was common for

some farmers to boast of how little fodder

they had kept a cow or a pair of oxen upon

through the winter ! One ton of hay for the

cow, two and a half for the oxen, and rather

poor at that, they declared, was all that the

animals had eaten ; and the poor, cadaverous

looking "critters," verified the truth of every

word uttered. They were gaunt as race

horses, lean as Pharaoh's kine, hunch-backed,

cross-legged when walking, and strongly in-

clined to lean against the bam for support

when standing up ! Is it a wonder that such

farmers lived mainly themselves upon salt

junk, boiled cabbage and turnips, and starved

the minds of their children as they starved

their cattle, and thought the warm fireside and

good cheer of the bar-room the elysium of

bliss ?

Well, customs have changed somewhat.

Science and art have crept in among us and

pushed meadow hay and Holland gin partially

out of sight. As the cattle have gi-own larger

and stronger, household comforts and con-

veniences have become more common. The

churches and school houses are better ; more

books are in the homes of the farmers, and

more of his children are qualified to enter

upon the theatre of life, and act well their

part there. The style and arrangement of

dwellings are better; the highways improved
;

comfortable carriages introduced on the farm,

numerous and excellent implements and ma-

chines emplo) ed, whereby human toil is greatly

relieved, and some taste for embeUishing the

grounds about i-ural homes, is giving the coun-

try a cheerful and attractive aspect.

The days when meadow hay was king are

gone by. It is a good thing now, as subject,

but not as king. As a portion of the feed of

young animals, and those producing nothing

but their growth, it answers a tolerably good

purpose. Let it grow, then, where reclaiming

the land would be very costly, and feed it'to

stock when the appetite is sharp. As animals

need variety, it is quite possible that a fodder-

ing of meadow hay, which was cut at the

proper time, and cured without being injured,

may be as useful to them occasionally, as an

equal amount of good timothy or red top.

We are inclined to think it would, because food

has other offices to perform, besides that of

merely supplying nutritive qualities.

It is questionable whether even the best

kinds of meadow hay can be profitably fed to

sheep, otherwise than as a variation of their

usual food. Few animals are so fond of variety

in their food as sheep. They will frequently

leave the succulent clover of rich bottoms, to

feed on the parched herbage of sandy plains,

and actually thrive better for the change. Be-

sides supporting themselves, it must be re-

membered that the period of gestation com-

mences about the time when the sheep are

folded ; and besides sustaining its own wear

of carcass, a lamb has to be produced from

that feed, which will weigh from four to twelve

pounds when dropped, and one-third of the

fleece has to be produced during the time they

are in wiuter quarters, which require the best

elements of animal producing matter to bring

them.

A friend assures us that he used to feed on

nothing but meadow hay till the lambs were

dropped, for a number of years, but now feeds

none, and finds better feed more profitable.

This is varied experience, and therefore valua-

ble. If any expect to make sheep husbandry

profitable by feeding through winter nothing

but meadow hay, they will scarcely realize their

expectations. It will be more projitable to

adopt the plan of our friend above. Give

English hay, a little fine meadow hay, a few

roots and a little grain. If this course is not

found cheapest in the result, then the reader

may go back to the days when meadow hay was

king, and we will expostulate with him no

more on the subject

!

Calves brought up on meadow hay will be

quite likely to make meadow-hay cows, or

meadow-hay oxen. As well bring up your

children on skim-milk and poor potatoes.

That will not do. Generous feeding,—not

luxurious,—gives courage and endurance, as
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well as bulk. A little investigation will con-

vince that it is poor economy to depend upon

poor feed, or upon good feed in insufficient

quantity,—and that if we are seeking for pro-

fit, we must use good fodder and feed liberally.

For the New England Farmer,

PAYING FOR A FARM.
ONE farmer's "STOHT."

The call of "C. B. R." for information,

awakens emotions of sympathy and feeling in at

least one farmer. Having twice paid not only

the "two-thirds" of the cost of a farm from the

land, but having done about the same as to

pay the other third also, I always feel much
interest in the those young farmers, who, with
limited means, are trying to get or pay for a
good farm. Hence I am always ready to do
or say what I can to encourage all such in

their laudable undertakings. Although thg

best results of reading, observation and expe-
rience combined, would be much better than
the simple "story" of "how I did it;" yet I

infer from the remarks of "C. B. R." that the

story is what he wants. This story is nothing
very extraordinary ; many have done as well,

and some better, but if any good will result,

it shall be told.

Something over twenty years ago, I found
myself in a certain county in Western New
York, destitute of means,—I had not even a
cow or pig, but had to work out for a living.

Having never worked out, and not having had
much expei'ience in farm work, I could do but
little, at tirst, more than to keep along, and to

live comfortably. But I soon learned how to

do better, and began to save a little money.
Taking land to plant on shares was a great
help. By taking from eight to ten acres, and
working out when not at work for myself, I

could save about $100 a year. In this way I

saved over $300, and bought a small place.
There were thirty-one acres in this place,
which cost $930,—$330 paid down, running
in debt for the rest. This place in due time
was paid for, and then sold for $1550. Then
bought a larger farm for $3750

;
paying what

money I had, and, as before, running in debt
for the balance. Finished paying for this

place October 1, 1864; all having been done
on the farm, except a little over $600, my
share of the property left by my father. But
this was not received until it could make no
other difference than a question of time. The
farm was paid for a little sooner than it other-
wise might have been, although this may be
offset, in part, by over $400 expended on
fai-m buildings during the time.
But how was it done ? By industry, econo-

my, and good, but not the very best manage-
ment. One important point in my manage-
ment was such a change of crops as to avoid
as much as possible those that had been previ-
ously grown, and to depend mostly on crops

that had seldom been raised on the land.

Thus, the first place had been kept growing
wheat until the crop was very light, and the
land was said to be run down. Indeed, I was
frequently told the place would not support
me ; that the land was worn out,—with much
more to the same import. The land had been
let out many years to neighboring farmers,

and all the crops grown upon it taken off and
nothing returned, and so it did look bad. But
the year before I bought, it was well seeded
to clover ; and as it seldom, if ever, had been
in clover, the seed took well,—probably all

the better from being sown with oats that were
so light as to yield only thirteen bushels per
acre. This gave me a good clover lay to start

with ; and clover and corn were made my main
dependence. With a good dressing of plaster

on the clover, and plaster and ashes, and what
manure I could make, on the corn, with
thorough cultivation, these crops were gener-

ally good. A good clover lay was plowed for

corn, which was followed the next spring with

barley or oats, and the land again seeded to

clover. This clover was mowed about the

first of July, and the second crop saved for

seed. The second year it was mowed, or pas-

tured, as needed. Some of the best pieces

were planted two years in succession,—the

object being to have, each year, about all the

corn I could tend with my own labor.

Another point in my management, which
was not a little help on this place, was the use

of oxen. My practice was to buy a good pair

in the fall, winter them on corn fodder and
roots, or a little grain, and after the spring's

work was done, to sell them. By keeping
them in good condition, I was always able to

sell for from $20 to $30 more than they cost.

This went far, at that time, towards paying
for keeping, giving me a team to do my work
at very little expense ; besides it saved keep-

ing them on pasture during the summer, which
was no small item on a small place. And
then, as I had no difficulty in getting a team
to draw in my crops, by changing work with

farmers, I had very little use for a team in the

summer. In the fall I again had oxen,—the

last few years I kept a horse, which I found
very convenient, but not indispensable.

And then to good crops and good manage-
ment, we added good economy. A great

secret in the management of a small place,

that many find it hard to understand, is that

an industrious man will do all the work him-

self; consequently there is very little expense

or outgo in his farming. In using oxen, the

necessary implements and tools need not be
numerous nor costly ; nor need there be much
expense to keep them in order. With such

management and such economy, nearly all,

besides expense of living, may be saved. We
found no difficulty in living comfortably and
saving $200 a year on this place.

The other farm was larger, but less than

100 acres. Much the same course of farming
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ing was practiced on this place ; com and
clover being the main crops. Here, too, the

land had been severely cropped with wheat,

and badly run. The first year or two, and
until I could secure some benefit from clover,

I could make but little more than the interest.

After this I had no serious trouble. The debt
was paid in ten years ; and could have been
paid in eight years, if it had been all due, or

if the money would have been accepted.

Meantime the productiveness of the farm
was largely increased, and, until during the

last few years, the average has been from fifty

to eighty per cent, more than was raised in

the same time when I first commenced. This

is mainly due to clover, which has been sown
at every opportunity. No heavy crops of

clover have been plowed under, but a good
clover sod, and some growth, say from six to

ten inches high, have been secured, if conven-

ient. Never pastured clover in the spring,

but saved all the growth that could be obtained

to plow under for corn. By surface manuring
in the fall, with well rotted manure, the clover

would be well started when plowed under in

May. I raised a good deal of clover hay,

which made rich manure. I found it best to

keep but little stock to pasture in the summer,
so as to raise as much hay and other forage as

possible to feed to make manure in the winter.

This manure, largely mixed with straw and
the butts of corn stalks, was piled up in the

.spring, and either applied as above mentioned,

or worked into the surface before sowing win-

ter wheat. I found, however, that such ma-
nure paid the best when spread on clover in

the fall that was to be plowed, in the spring,

for corn. In this way I have raised over

eighty bushels of shelled corn per acre. I

also found that the land was much more ben-

efited by turning under clover, that had been
mowed, than that which had been pastured.

This appeared to be due to the much larger

amount of roots where the clover was allowed

to make a full growth, than where kept closely

cropped. This was probably owing in part to

the fertilizing eifects of these roots, when
plowed in while in full vigor, and partly to

the loosening and ameliorating efl'ects of the

long tap roots, in the soil and subsoil.

Until recently I have made nothing by grow-

ing wheat. The first year on the place, I put

in a few acres after spring crops, and har-

vested four bushels per acre. A summer fal-

low gave twelve bushels per acre. I then

stopped growing wheat for some years. But
during the last i'ew years I have grown good
wheat after clover that was mowed early, and

a second crop turned under in August ; the

land being tcdl prepared for the seed.

I commenced on this farm with a yoke of

oxen anil one horse. In a few years I raised

a good iiorse team, and quit oxen. Have had
three horses most of the time since. But 1

found a good lively joke of oxen much the

best and most economical team for a farmer
that is largely in debt.

Now I don't see any very serious difficulty

in paying one-half or two-thirds for a farm,
and doing it all on the land. Three things are

necessary,—industry, economy and good farm-
ing. The farmer must work, and work
steadily. During the busy season he should
take no more time for recreation, than is usu-
ally taken by a good hired man. In the winter
there will be more leisure. But then it is

well to try to earn or make a little money.
My practice was to secure some work or job
by which I could make from $30 to $50 each
winter.

There must be good economy. The young
man, heavily in debt for his farm, who buys
high-priced horses, expensive carriages, with
harness and other things to match, inclutling

costly apparel, and who frequently takes time
to show all these things in riding about the

tile country, will hardly succeed. It is vastly

better to pay for the farm and get these things,

if they must be had, afterwards. To do this,

there must not only be good economy of time
and money, but of all thmgs that can be used
to make or save money.

To this economy there may seem to be one
exception, and that is, all such farmers should M
dealliberally with their land. Not only should |
there be liberal seeding and manuring, but
there should be sufficient labor applied to put
the soil in the best condition for crops. And
while this is done with a liberal hand, the

farmer should study to do it judiciously

;

should see that there is no seed, manure, or

labor misapplied, but that all are used to the _
best advantage. Here, too, is good economy ;

in fact a great chance for economy. The many
small leaks,—with some, perhaps, not so

small,—are often among the principal reasons

why farmers succeed no better. Hence there

should be close study to manage all these

matters to the best advantage.

Care should also be taken to adopt a system

of farming that will keep the land growing
better. It is p jor economy to reduce the

soil while paying the debt. Many think it

must be done ; but they are greatly mistaken.

Good farming, and the only correct course is,

while constantly producing paying crops, to

keep the soil constantly improving. By doing

this, the farm can be paid for much sooner

and easier, and will be much more valuable

when this is done.

As "C. B. R." is looking for help and en-

couragement in the right direction, little need

be said as to the benelits of agricultural books

and papers. So, hoping that he will find some
hints or suggestions m this that will be of use,

and that what is here wanting will be supplied

from the experience of other fanners, 1 re-

main A Common Faumeb.

Western New York, Feb., 1868.
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For the New England Farmer.

CAIiEDONia. COUNTY, VT., AQ'L SO-
CIETY.

At the Annual Meeting of this Society held at

St. Johnsbiiry, Jan. 21st, the following officers were
elected for the year ensuing : President, Harley
M. Hall, Burke ; Vice Presidents, Chas. A. Syl-
vester, Barnet, John Bacon, 2d, St. Johnsbury

;

Secretaries, I. W. Sanborn, Lyndon, T. M. How
ard, Elisha May, St. Johnsbury, Chas. E. Parks,
VVaterford ; Treasurer, A. M. Cook, St. Johnsbury,
A committee was appointed to institute a series

of meetings within the county for the considera-
tion and discussion of agricultural subjects, at

such times and places deemed best by the com-
mittee. The idea is to organize a sort of Farmers'
Institute within the county for the consideration
of all subjects pertaining to the interests of the
farmer; and such an one properly conducted can-
not but result in good to the agriculturists of the
county.
The question of patent manures was discussed to

some extent during the afternoon of the session,
which resulted in the appointment of a committee
to test by chemical araly^is the leading commer-
cial fertilizers offered for sale in the county, and
report through the press as early as the first of
April, next. It was further provided for the ap-
pointment of one in each town in the County whose
duty it shall be to experiment with the said ferti-

lizers the coming season, with as many crops and
on as many kinds of soil as may be practicable,
and report the results at the next Annual Meeting
of the Society.
The object'is, to determine as far as possible,

"What is the best comiaercial manure in the mar-
ket for Caledonia County ? and whether they can
be made prolitable, that is, whether they can be
made to pay, at present prices.
This agricultural theorem is an important one

;

and one which the farmers of the country will be
glad to see so practically applied as to read in
truth—"Q. E. D." I. W. Sanborn.
Lyndon, Feb. 1, Vt., 1868.

For the New England Farmer.

IMPORTANCE OP MANURES.
The importance of manure to the • practical

farmer can hardly be over estimated. With
its use, good farming begins, and in the neg-
lect to use it, good farming ends. By culti-

vating a farm without manuring it, the crops

are soon diminished in quantity, and the land

in value. If this process is long continued the

crops will be hardly worth gathering, and the

land becomes a barren waste. There is no
such thing as successful farming for any great

length of time, without the use of manure.
Now, it would seem that an article of such

prime necessity would be carefully saved by
every farmer ; but this is far from being the

case. Vast quantities of manure are annually

wasted, and what is much woise, a great amount
of capital is expended yearly for imported
fertilizers. It is easier to save whaA we have,

than to pay for what we buy. It should be a

question with every farmer, if manure cannot
be manufactured at home cheaper than foreign

manures can be imported here. Every farmer
is supposed to have cattle, horses, hogs, &c.
These, if furnished with the proper materials

will make large quantities of manure. Al-

though any way to save and manufacture ma-
nure is better than no way at all, yet it is al-

ways desirable to adopt the best way.
I once knew a farmer who had plenty of

muck on his farm, but he would not draw the

muck, for he said it was a great deal easier to

buy guano or some other imported manure,
than to draw his muck and make it into ma-
nure. This was some years ago, and an ex-

hausted farm bears evidence, to this day, that

ease obtained in this manner was far from be-
ing profitable. The farmer who has muck on
his farm ought to use it ; it will cost some la-

bor, but it will pay well in the end.

Which is the best method of applying ma-
nure is still a contested point. Some farmers
bury it in the soil with the plow or harrow,
while others prefer spreading it on the surface

of the ground. The best results, I think, de-

pend largely on the kind of manure used and
the nature of the soil to which it is applied.

It is a point of interest to every farmer and
each ought to experiment for himself.

I believe that those who use guano and other

commercial manures would do a kindness to

farmers in general, if they would give, through
the columns of the agricultural papers, the re-

sult of their use. If it is profitable to use

them, every farmer ought to know it ; while

if not profitable, the experience of those who
have used them may save trouble and loss to

those who have not. I presume the editors

would gladly give the result of any well-con-

ducted experiment in this department of farm-
ing; and certainly farmers ought to "do good
and communicate.'''' o. T.

Lakeville, Mass., Jan. 20, 1868.

HORSE RACING AT ILL. STATE PAIR.

We published last week the vote of the

Board of Directors of the Illinois State Agri-

cultural Society abolishing racing at the com-

ing Fair. The following comments on this

decision are copied from the Prairie Farmer,

published at Chicago :

—

From time immemorial there have existed

two parties upon the question of trials of speed

at our agricultural fairs. On the one side

have been arrayed those who look upon racing

as a legitimate pastime, resulting in the

amusement of the people and improvement of

the equine stock of the country, the jockeys,

the gamblers, who wish to gain by the sport,

and the large crowd of spectators who love the

excitement of the race.

On the other side we have had that large

class of the community, who have had all

their moral feelings outraged by association

with the gamblers, pick-pockets, and bruisers

that the race course in this country is almost

sure to attract to its exhibitions, and by the

open practices of gambling, betting, &c., that

form the chief business of such characters upon
these occasions.
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It has been argued on the one hand that

there was a demand for the race on the part of

the great mass of fair attendants and that

there could be no financial success without it

;

that the fair without the horse race, would be
a dull, stupid affiiir ; that the public would not

attend and that its discontinuance would result

in the breaking up of those annual gatherings

that have resulted in so much good to the

country in so many ways. Upon the other

hand, the argument has been that the race

track, with its concomitants has been the means
of driving the moral portion of the people from
our fair grounds and thus cut off receipts at

the gates, while it has tended to turn the at-

tention of the Society to the encouragement of

one class of animals and one class of amuse-
ments to the detriment of other branches of

industry that the Society is bound to foster

and encourage.
Having long acted in accordance with the

views of the first mentioned class, the Society

has now determined to show a proper defer-

ence to the advocates of purely agricultural

and mechanical exhibitions, and by resolution,

at the late meeting of the Board, prohibits all

trials of speed, by racing, at the fair of 1868.

By a very large number of our enterprising

farmers, this act of the Executive Board will

be received with great favor, and if their for-

mer statements were made in good faith, we
shall see exhibitors at our next fair whose
faces have not greeted us for years. We are

glad of the decision of the Society, for we can

now have the vexed question settled whether

the people will support a fair without the

usual attraction that has been offered by the

race track. If they do not, then it remains to

be seen if the pastime cannot be stripped of

its disgusting and revolting features, and thus

be allowed to add its attractions to our fairs
;

at any rate, we look upon the act of the So-

ciety as the beginning of a great reform in

racing practices at our fairs.

How TO Build a Corn Crib.—I have

one that has stood for twenty years, and has

never had a rat, and but one mouse in it to

my knowledge. Posts 10 or 11 feet long and

eight inches square ; mortice 2 feet from one

end ; for side and end sills, 2-inch mortice with

tusk. Taper post from sill to the end by hew-

ing off inside until the end is reduced to four

inches diameter ; make smooth with draw knife,

and nail on tin smooth half way to the end, be-

low the sill. Let sills be eight inches scjuare
;

also, end tie them and the rafter plates strong

with moderate inter-ties. Brace well, and
lath up and down with three-quarter inch lath

;

dovetail or cuuntersink joists cross-wise ; lay

the floor, and board up the ends with un-

grooved Ijoards ; let each bent be 12 feet long,

6 feet wide at the sill, and 7i feet at plate,

with 1 i feet floor, and if full to peak, it will

hold 25'J bushels. I never had an ear to hurt

on account of the great width. If preferred,

lay the floor with lath or narrow boards, with
room for ventilation. Each post should stand
on stone, about three inches from the ground,
and each stone have a foundation two feet

square and below the frost.—/. S. Keith,
Newton, Pa., in N. Y. Tribune.

HO"W WE KEEP OUB HEJSTS.

Wo keep about fifty hens and four cocks.

Our hen house is twenty feet long, ten feet

wide, and ten feet high in front, with sloping

roof, two windows on the west, and one long
window on the south, across the whole end,
swinging inward. Under the front windows
are the boxes for the nests, made as seclusive

as they can be, for a hen is as shy and retiring

before she lays as she is bold and noisy after. M
Under the roosts a shelf catches the drop- I
pings. These are gathered every few days,

and saved for the garden, and the shelf each
time covered with ashes or lime. We white-

wash inside and outside. On the south side of
the house a yard is fenced in under apple

trees, twenty by fifty feet. The earth at the

bottom of the house, when frozen, is swept
every day, and at other times is shoveled out

often, and renewed with fresh earth. A large

box, with fine coal ashes or wood ashes, is

placed in a corner for a bath, and is often re-

newed. No food is given in the house which

can sour the ground, and when such is given

in the yard, like scraps from the kitchen, the

earth is often taken out and renewed. A lime

or oil wash is occasionally used on the roosts.

The house is shut up pretty closely on very

cold nights, (always the passage-way into the

yard open,) but is often opened and ventilated.

In weather not too cold the windows are left

up and the door open, and the fowls are en-

couraged by the manner of feeding to roam
away from' their house about our place, but

this in even moderately cold weather they are

always reluctant to do, and invariably go back
to their house in a few minutes, or huddle to-

gether in some warm, sunny place in a shed.

There is nothing fowls like so well in cold

weather as a sheltered place, where they can

have a sun bath, and even in summer they

seem to take great delight in wallowing in a

sand bank under a blazing sun. We give

them plenty of fresh water and pure food.

Now there is nothing very peculiar about

this manner of treatment, into which, from
habit, we have gradually settled, except in its

reeults. We have lost one hen, found in the

yard dead without apparent cause, but prob-

ably from apoplexy, to which they are sub-

ject, and otherwise than this we have not had

a sick fowl in our whole flock from any cause

during the whole fall and winter. The sim-

plest medicines work the most wonderful

cures, and we have always thought the sim-

plest treatment of fowls the most profitable

and successful, and we have had all kinds of
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experience in the matter, not omitting the

most expensive and profitless.

—

Buralist, in

Country Oent.

GOODHUE, MINN., FAKMERS' CLUB.

A correspondent informs us that on a prairie

10 to 14 miles south of Red Wing, Minnesota,

which a few years ago belonged to the Sioux

Indians, there is now a "Farmers' Club" of

over 100 members, with a library of over 200

volumes, furnished also with the leading agri-

cultural and some other papers, where the

"New England Farmer, among others, is

read by many a rough, but industrious and in-

tellectual farmer of Eastern extraction, on

Tuesday evening of each week."

The New England family that locates on a

Western prairie needs advice and sympathy.

Everything is new—the climate, the soil, the

vegetables and the animals. The sun, moon

and stars have a Western look. Even the

wind that whistles around the cabin has its pe-

culiarities. The neighbors may greet such a

family with much cordiality, but still how lone-

some they often feel

!

Here is a grand field for a farmers' club, and

we are glad to know that at least one such as-

sociation improves it well. Our correspon-

dent informs us that the Goodhue Farmers'

Club furnishes each new settler with garden

seeds, currant and gooseberry bushes, straw-

berry plants for a large garden bed, one vine

each of the Concord and Hartford prolific

grapes, with a lot of grape wood of several

varieties. If unable to procure his seed wheat,

potatoes, corn, oats, &c., he is furnished with

them and then pays for them from the pro-

ceeds of his second crop. He has access to

the library and reading room.

From statistics collected by this club, it ap-

pears that while the average yield of wheat

for the whole State is put at thirteen bushels

per acre, the average of this settlement, which

has 7640 acres under cultivation, was 19.8

bushels per acre, the past year, on old ground.

They raised 143,040 bushels of grain this last

season. With harvest hands at $4.00 per

day, $3.50 for team work, $2.00 per bushel

for seed wheat, 12c per bushel for hauling to

market, 7c per bushel for threshing, besides

"finding" or keeping teams and men, and our

own work at $2 per day, our Field Account,

says our correspondent, shows a net profit of

$14 per acre. Large farm houses, commodi-

ous barns, cattle sheds, substantial granaries

and out buildings, well cultivated field?, good

fences, well built school houses, three churches,

tell of the fruitfulness of our soil. During

the last season a large number of new farms

were opened, some of 40 and some of 160

acres in extent.

We hope to hear again from our correspon-

dent, who is also Secretary of the Goodhue

Farmers' Club.

SUFFOLK HOGS.
Henry Cobb, Esq., of Amherst, Mass., fur-

nishes the following statement of the weights

of five hogs of this breed fed upon his farm

the past season :

—

Live weight. Live weight. ^^ght
Hog No. 1, Oct. 16, 354 lbs. Jan. 7, 519 lbs. 45t tba.
" " 2. Oct. 16, 34S " Jan. 7, 492 " 432 "
" " 3. Nov. 13, 211 " Jan. 14, 352 " 300 "

Two Pigs Oct. 16, 146 " Jan. 14, 355 " 3C4 "

One of these pigs, cut up for home use, weighed 147
lbs; head, without cheeks, 6X fcs; feet 1% lbs.

Mr. Cobb obtained his stock originally of

Mr. Stickney, and has taken much pains to

keep it pure. Instead of deteriorating in his

hands, he believes it has gradually improved

until fully up to the Prince Albert standard.

He fully endorses the commendation of the

Suffolk in a late number of the Stock Journal,

which says :

—

"On the whole, there is no better breed in the
country than the improved 'Suffolk.' They are
a well-formed, compact, short-legged, hardy ani-
mal, equal iu point of value to the best of the 'Es-
sex' and superior in condition, and consequently
better adapted for general keep, and especially for
the cottager. Mr. Stickney, of Massachusetts,
one of the first importers, deserves the credit of
assisting the 'Suffolk' to the reputation which they
have attained in this country."

Mr. Cobb alludes to a favorable account in

the Amherst Express, copied from an Illinois

paper, of the Suffolk breed in that State, but

objects to the recommendation of the writer

to cross them with the Berkshire. He thinks

that the crossing of thorough bred swine re-

sults as unfavorably as in the case of horses

and cattle. He is fully satisfied with his im-

proved Suffolk, and is not willing to risk the

loss of any of its good qualities by mixing

with any other race.

His figures certainly show that he has a su-

perior breed, as well as a most "excellent

pail."

— The receipts of the N. Y. State Agricultural

Society, during the past year, were ^40,587-99, and

the expenditures $27,637.48.
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For the New England Farmer,

APPLICATION OF MANHEB.
Many farmers have a prejudice against

spreading manure and exposing it for any

length of time on the surface of the ground.

They believe a large portion of the value of

barn manure is lost by evaporation if not cov-

ered by the soil. Others contend that little,

if anv, loss is sustained by the practice of

surface manuring.

Several experiments made within a few years

have inclined me to favor top dressing and

surface manuring whenever circumstances seem

to require it,—as, for instance, when the ground

freezes up early in the fall, and you do not

have time to haul out and work in all your ma-

nure as you desired. If 1 were caught in that

way now, and had a lot of summer manure on

hand, I would keep carting and spreading just

as if the ground were not frozen. I would

not put it in heaps large or small, but would

spread it, all ready to be cultivated in at the

first seasonable moment.
Last winter after the manure in the barn

cellar became somewhat in the way, I carted

out some dozen loads and spread it on about

four inches of snow over a part of a field that

was intended for potatoes. The remainder of

the field was manured in the spring with the

same kind of manure and as near as might be

with the same quantity. The field was all cul-

tivated and worked alike after the manure was

spread. At no time during the growth of the

potatoes could the least difference be noticed

between that part manured the day it was

worked into the soil, and the other part where

the manure lay exposed several months.

I do not suppose the manure that was spread

in the winter if taken up again in the spring

and used to manure some other land would

have been as good as that drawn directly from

the yard. I suppose what it had lost the

ground had taken and kept till the growing

crops should call for it.

The fall previous, I hauled out several loads

and left it in small heaps of about a quarter of

a load each, to be spread in the spring on land-

intended for grass. The result of that exper-

iment was that where the heaps lay all winter

the grass was very early and heavy, and needed

cutting many days before the rest of the lot,

making the field look very uneven. I had to

cut it when the early spots were grown or that

part would have lodged and rotted before the

other part would have been ready to cut.

I think, of all modes of disposing of manure,

that of leaving it in heaps through the winter

is the worst.

If manure can be left spread on the surface

of the fields where it is to be used, without

losing its strength only as the ground takes it,

it is worth knowing. And now is the time for

all who have manure on hand, that is in the

way, and have tolerably levtl land on which

to use it, to draw it out while the ground is

frozen and the men and teams comparatively

little to do. To most farmers, a day's time in

April is worth two in January.
For top dressing grass, 1 have found the

best time to be immediately after taking off

the hay. On land suitable to top dress at all,

the grass will usually grow up in a few days

and completely shade the manure, keeping it

moist so that every shower can carry down to

the grass roots some portion of the value of

the manure. A. W. Cheever.
Sheldonville, Jan. 15, 1868.

For the New England Farmer.

METEOROLOGICAL KECORD.
These observations are taken for and under

the direction of the Smithsonian Institution.

The dash after figures indicates below zero.
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of rain and melted snow ; two clear days, and

two days of total cloudiness.

January, 1868.—A remarkably moderate,

comfortable month. No thaw nor any material

softening of the snow during the entire time.

One of the best seasons for sledding known
for several years. The "January thaw" did

not come off according to appointment, but

may be expected any day, and will be very

welcome to many householders.

The average temperature of January, 1867,

was 12°, do. at midday 18°. Eight stormy

days, with 17.50 inches of snow and 1.85 inches

of rain and melted snow ; two clear days, and
five days of total cloudiness.

For the New England Farmer,

DUTCH COWS AND OXEN.

Mr. Editor :—It gives me pleasure to look

back and reflect that within the last seven

years, 1 have been instrumental in saving a

number of heifer calves from the knife of the

butcher that were descendents of Mr. Chene-

ry's Dutch Stock. The most of them have

made first-rate milkers. The cow that I now
propose to speak of is the most extraordinary

heifer that I ever was acquainted with, except-

ing one native by the name of Nonesuch which

was frequently exhibited at the Middlesex ag-

ricultural fairs. Before this Dutch heifer

dropped her first calf, I noticed, one morn-
ing, that her bag was so large that it was
chafed on both sides by walking in the pasture.

She was then milked clean, giving a common
Quaker pail running over full of milk. She
was milked every day for four days, and on
the fourth day gave a pail full and two quarts

over. She was then milked twice a day and
her milk measured, and amounted to eighteen

quarts a day. After she dropped her first

calf, she gave a good mess of milk more that

her calf would take, and on the day that her

calf was three weeks old, what it would not

take measured eleven quarts. I then sold her

to Mr. Jones Emerson, proprietor of the Med-
ford House, for $150, reserving the calf for

myself. I shall leave Mr. Emerson to make
his own statement, of what she has done since.

One of my neighbors told me he had seen her
within a week. Within a few days she had
dropped her third calf; and he regarded her as

the best specimen of a cow he had ever put his

eye on, and thought her to be worth $300.
As the Medford House stands about three

rods from the horse railroad, I think some of

the lovers of good cattle would be well paid

by taking a ride either in the cars or in a sleigh

and taking a look at this noble cow.
Last summer I sold two three-year-olds of

the same breed to Mr. Wm. Jaques of the Ten
HilliS Farm in Somerville. I sold one two-year-
old, after dropping her first calf, to Mr. Daren,
living the west side of Woburn. Since then,

Mr. Duren has told me that some of his neigh-

bors thought she might be three years, and
others that she might be four years old ; but I

know she is only two years old last spring.

As the Dutch breed are not much known for

oxen I wish to say one word concerning them.
Five years ago last spring, I raised a bull calf

of the Dutch breed, and bought a mate for him
of Mr. Chenery. They were broken to the

yoke very young. I kept them till last April,

when they were five years old . 1 considered them
the very best cattle of their age and weight.

I sold them to John Cummings, Esq. of Wo-
burn for $300. I have never heard Mr. Cum-
mings say one word for or against the cattle

since he bought them. I looked them over
a few weeks ago and knowing the hard work
they did last summer and seeing how they had
grown, and knowing that Mr. Cummings al-

ways keeps oxen for hard work, I made up
my mind that he could not better himself by
selling them for $500. Asa G. Sheldon.

Wilmington, Mass., Feb. 2, 1868.

For the New England Farmer,

SHEEP HUSBANDRY.
BY JOHN DIMON, OF POMFRET, CONN.

This being a stormy day, and having spent

a portion of it with my sheep, I very naturally

take sheep for my subject.

I am aware that sheep are a little unpopular
just now, and that wool and mutton are low.

But nevertheless, brother farmers, I think we
had best keep a few woolly backs, and 1 think

we shall not find it altogether unprofitable to

do so. I will also tell you my plan of manag-
ing them, which, by the by, I do not claim to

be the best way, but is the best I know at

present.

I begin by selecting In the summer or fall,

ewes of vigorous constitution, wide hipped,

short-legged, early maturing animals, culled

from the common flocks of the country, and have
a good South Down buck which is turned with

them as early as the 10th or 15th of September.

They should have good pasturage ; or, if you
cannot give them this, feed them with a little

grain, and keep them in good condition

through the fall and winter, but do not get

them too fat. Keep them through the winter

by themselves, away from cattle and other

stock. Have a variety of fodder provided for

winter feeding, such as clover hay, rowen,
corn stalks, and last, though by no means
least, a c;ood supply, when convenient, of
good well cured weeds. Horse wormwood,
when cut at the right time and properly cured
and housed, is worth more, ton for ton, for

sheep than good English hay. However, I

like to have both, as it is very essential that

sheep, as well as other stock, have a change
of fodder. I give ewe sheep grain every day,

during the winter. If you have proper accom-
modations for sheep, they require as little care,

during the winter, as any other stock; but
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they do require to be fed regularly, and to be
kept dry, but not too much confined.

Iiambs.

When your sheep commence lambing,—if in

February, March, or April,—then they require

great care, as by neglecting them then you lose

the profit on the flock for the year. When
the lambs are about three weeks old they will

commence eating a little meal sprinkled in a
trough, in a separate pen, with an opening too
small to admit their dams. I usually feed oil

meal. At first, they should be allowed but lit-

tle
; increase gradually until at twelve to fifteen

weeks old they will eat a quart of oats and
corn, or oil meal, each, per day, when they

will have attained sufficient weight and matu-
rity for the butchers,—weighing ten to twelve
lbs. per quarter, and will always sell readily

for the best price. They shoidd be all sold

and closed up certainly by July 4th. The
ewes should be sheared early—by June 1st

—

and fattened after the lambs are taken off, and
sold early, at a good profit, before our mar-
kets are llooded with mutton and late lambs,

—

thus closing the account within the year and
be ready to start again.

Let your buck be a good one. Better pay
$50 for a good South Down buck than have
an ordinary one given you, if you have from
twenty-five to fifty ewes. When you get one
that is just right, keep him as long as he re-

mains just right.

The above is a practical view of sheep hus-

bandly, as practiced by myself, with a part of
my sheep. I have sheep, however, that I do
not sell to the butchers until they are old. I

always raise a few of my best thoroughbred
South Down ewe lambs.

Shearing.

This should always be done early, say the

last of May or the first of June. It is better

to shear early and house the sheep a few
nights, especially if they are ticky, than to let

them carry the fleece too late. Shearing
should always be done by a workman,—by a

man who understands his business, especially

if the sheep are intended for exhibition.

Salting.

Sheep should have free access to salt, mixed
with one part sulphur to three of salt at all

times, both winter and summer. I am, of

course, referring to sheep kept back in the

country, away from the salt water and salt hay.

Sulphur with the salt has a tendency to keep
sheep free from ticks, and healthy.

South Downs.
For raising lambs for market, and for mut-

ton sheep generally, I prefer the South Downs
and their crosses to any other breed. I be-

lieve them to be the best for that purpose,

and will pay the best for feed consumed.
They are a (juiet breed, and the ewes are

good nurses and great milkers. Aside from

this, they are, in my opinion, decidedly the

handsomest breed in the world. For a defi-

nite description of South Downs and other
breeds, and for the general management, of
sheep, I refer all who may read this to "The
Practical Shepherd," by H. S. Randall. This
is a book that every man who keeps ten or
more sheep should possess, and should look
at every month in the year.

I purpose giving you my views on stall

feeding, &c., but will defer it now for fear
of spinning my yarn too long.

Pomfret, Conn.. Jan. 21, 1868.

THE KOBIN.
We have been requested to publish the fol-

lowing by one of our subscribers, who says the

robins last year took almost his entire crop of

Honey and Black Heart cherries, some four or

five bushels, a large share of his strawberries

and peas, and injured his Bartlett pears. The
article is an extract from the report of E. W.
Lincoln, Secretary of the Worcester County,

Mass., Horticultural Society. After referring

to the recent assertion of a naturalist, that the

robin has got his bad reputation among fruit

growers because his destruction of insects is

carried on so early in the morning, the writer

says :

—

"He has beheld the very finest specimens
of the strawberry and raspberrj% in the de-

velopment and exhibition of which he antici-

pated more pleasure than from their consump-
tion, disappear down the instatiate maw of
these statutory pets. Quite recently, before
sunrise, when they ought to have been dili-

gently occupied in works of matutinal useful-

ness, he has startled them, in the great flocks

into which they gather before migration, from
his Bartlett pears, where they had been pre-

senting their bills and impressing their private

stamp without Federal or proprietary license.

But he prefers rather to rely upon the evi-

dence of His Excellency the Governor, the

commander-in-chief of an army and navy that

yet was inadequate to save his pears ; upon
the testimony of ex-Gov. Lincoln, whose
strawberries were sedulously tended, and
when ripening were summarily stripped ; upon
Messrs. John C Ripley, (icorge Jaques, O.
B. Hadwen and J. Henry Hill, gentlemen
deservedly high in your confidence and in that

of the public, who all concur in the opinion

that the robin is an incorrigible thief, and an
unmitigated nuisance. Gentlemen are they,

also, of refined sensibilities, to whom the song
of birds is as joyous as to those whose exquis-

ite tenderness is wounded by the proposed
outlawry of a single variety of the leathered

race. Members of this society are constantly

testinf^ new discoveries in pomology, as much
for the public benefit as for their private

enjoyment. Their labor will be utterly nuga-

tory, if ita fruit is to be subject to legalized

I
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depredation. Your secretary would advise

that the society address a memorial to the

General Court, asking for a repeal of all laws

that protect the American robin, or their

amendment so far at least as to allow individ-

als to shoot them upon their own premises."

IMMORALITY AT AG'L FAIRS.

There was much complaint last fall of the

gambling, pool-selling, drinking and other im-

moral and vicious practices which were per-

mitted at and about the agricultural fairs in

many parts of the country. We are glad to

see that something beside expressing regret for

these vicious attendants of our County and

State Shows is likely to be done, in one county

at least. The action of the grand jury of

Dutchess County, N. Y., in presenting the fol-

lowing indictment, will, we hope, inspire the

leading men in other places with courage

enough to attempt a reform in this respect.

"We, the Grand Jury of the County of Dutchess,
empanelled and sworn at the present term of the
Court of Oyer and Tei-miner for said county, do
present that the allowance of gambling and liquor
selling at stands and in booths around the grounds
where the Fair of the Dutchess County Agricul-
tural Society is held, is productive of such vicious
and criminal practices as to call for enegetic inter-

ference by the public authoi'ities of the county.
That the owners or occupants of the fair grounds,
and the land adjoining them, have for several years
been accustomed to letting such ground during the
fair to unknown and irresponsible persons from
distant places, who, at the stands and in the booths
erected thereon, have carried on an unrestricted
sale of intoxicating liquors, together with gam-
bling and other infamous practices, which have
grown from bad to worse, until they have become
so criminal and shameless (as at our last County
Fair) that we are surprised that no citizen, among
the thousands present, could be found to cause the
arrest of the guilty parties.

These and other immoral and vicious practices
at and about said fair, have been the cause of
drawing thither a crowd of vile and abandoned
characters from our own and other counties, whose
presence there has rendered life and property
practically unprotected. So great has this evil
grown that our County Fair, with its attendants,
has become a disgrace to our county and a public
nuisance, especially to all decent and law-abiding
citizens. The commencement of our County Fair
is but the inauguration for four or five days of a
carnival of vice and crime and lawlessness, of so
shameless and outrageous a character as to dis-
grace even a semi-civilized community. We re-

gret that the want of evidence as to the identity of
the guilty parties, and of the complicity with them
of other well-known parties, prevents us from pre-
senting them for trial by indictment, and we,
therefore, take this method of expressing our con-
demnation of the practices alluded to, and of cen-
suring, in the severest possiljle terms, those par-
ties residing in our own county, who aid and abet
them, and who, for the purpose of gain, let the fair
grounds and the premises about them for the pur-
pose alluded to. We are compelled, by the solemn
obligation of the oaths that we have taken, to make
this presentment, and we respectfully ask that it

may be entered on the minutes of the court"-

A "WATER FOUNTAIN FOR POULTRY.
The above is a somewhat faulty representa-

tion of a contrivance for supplying poultry with

water on a principle much like that on which the

inkstand on the desk before us operates. The
cut is intended to represent a common jug set

in a pan or dish a trifle larger in circumfer-

ence than the jug. The jug is filled or partly

filled with water, and tightly corked. A small

perforation is made in the bottom of the jug,

through which the water gradually flows into

the dish or pan in which it is placed, so as to

secure a fresh and constant supply for the

poultry. The same object may be obtained

by the use of a glass bottle filled with water

and supported in an erect position, with the

neck or nozzle near the bottom of a dish or

trough, beneath the surface of the water.

Grape Rot.—From a careful examination

of the history of grape culture from the earli-

est ages, together with the analysis of the best

grape soils, I am convinced that the disease

has its remote cause in a want of certain nat-

ural combinations of the elements of the soil

and subsoil, more or less influenced by meteor-

ological phenomena and other causes referred

to.

In all countries where volcanic deposits pre-

dominate in the soil, the grape is healthy.

Now, by chemical analysis, we can certainly

ascertain the components of the soil, and by
composting manures, supply, in a great meas-
ure any deficiency that may exist—yet we can

no more make a soil as it is in the volcanic dis-

tricts direct from Nature's great laboratory,

than we can take charcoal and mould a dia-

mond, or form the gossamer fibre of the cotton

plant. We may greatly simulate Nature—and
in so much as we do, we will in the same pro-

portion diminish the disease in any district,

making all due allowance for unhealthy vines

and meteorological influences, which may one
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year favor the development of the disease and
another prevent it.

—

E. M. Walker, M. I).,

Oonzales County, lexas, in Rural World.

From the Cornhill Magazine.

SPRING.

Here, where the tall plantation firs

Slope to the river, down the hill,

8trangL> impulses, like vernal stirs,

Have made me wander at their will.

I see, with half attentive eyes,
The bufls and flowers that mark the Spring,

And Nature's mj riad prophecies
Of what the summer's suns will bring.

For every sens" I find delight

—

The new-wed cushat's mumurous tones,

Young blossoms bursting into light,

And the rich odor of tlie cones.

The larch, with tassels purple pink,
Whiispers like distant, falling brooks;

And su i-fargotten dewdrops wink
Amid the grass in fehady nooks.

The breeze, that hangs round every bngh.
Steals sweetnves from the tender shoots,

With here and there a perfumed gush
From violets among the roots.

Bee, where, behind the ivied rock,
Grow drifts of white anemones;

As if the Spring, in Winter's mock.
Were mimicking his snows with theBe<

The single bloom yon furzes bear
Gleams like the liery planet Mars;

The creamy primroses appear
In galaxies of vernal stars.

And, grouped in Pleiad clusters round,
Lent-lilies blow—some six or seven;

With blossom-constellations crowned.
This quiet nook resembles heaven.

THE LABOR QUESTION.
What a Hired Man Says.—A man in

Herkimer County, N. Y,, writes as follows to

the New York Farmers' Club :

—

I work by the month in the summer, and by
the day in winter, and make the most this

way. I find that the less I know and the less

I do on my own responsibility the better satis-

faction I give. I have tried always to suit,

but I find you do not want your hired men to

know any more than your horses, though we
are expected to behave better sometimes.

There seems to be a sort of pride growing up
among you to have a young man start in the

morning and have no idea what he is going to

do till he gets on the spot. The first season I

got $32 a month, while a big Irishman got

$35, though he could not run any kind of ma-
chine, or drive a team decently, but he had an

abundance of muscle, and that was all that was
wanted. If you want intelligent help you
must pay for it. Again, you all complain

that your hands do not take any interest in

your work. This is true, but how can it be
otherwise when you want to get as much work
out of us as possible .-' For instance, a certain

farmer, nearly through haying, told his men
that they must rush throui^h before night. All

wont to work with a will, each exerted himself

to the utmost, and when the last forkful went
over the beam, a cheer from the men pro-

claimed that haying was done at four o'clock

Saturday afternoon. When the cheer was
hushed the voice of the employer was heard
telling the men to take the teams and haul out

manure. There was not much interest in the

work after that. Now, if you want jour men
to have an interest in things, treat them as

men, and while at work as companions ; let

them know why a thing is done so and so, and
many a blunder which you think arises from
stupidity will be avoided.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.
Stock Breeders' Association.—The Associa-

tion of Breeders of Thoiough-bred Neat Stock iield

its annual meeting at Springfield, Mass., on the
12th inst., and elected the following officers :

—

President— E. H. Hyde, of SlafTord, Ct. Vice
Presidents—J. F. Anderson of South Windham,
Me., J. O. Sheldon of Geneva, N. Y., Biirdett

Loomis of Suffleld, Ct., J. W. Freeman of Troy,
N. Y., and E. D. Pierce of East Providence, R. I.

Secretary—J. N. Bagg of West Springfield. Treas-
urer—H. M. Sessions of South Wilbiaham.
Ayrshire and Hereford Com.—George B. Loring

of Salem, H. S. Collins of CoUinsville, Ct., and
William IBirnie of Springfield.

Devon Com.—H. M. Sessions of South Wilbra-
ham, B. H. Andrews of Waterbury, Ct., and E. H.
Hyde of Stalford, Ct.

Alderney Com.—Jno. Brooks of Princeton, O. B.
Hadvvin of Worcester, and James Thompson of
Nantucket.

After the meeting, the Devon, Ayrshire and Al-

derney Committees had a session over their re-

spective herd books,—now nearly completed and
soon to be published,—and cleared up some of the

knotty points in pedigrees.

Maine State Agricultural Society.—Presi-

dent—Seth Scammon, Scarboro'. Secretary—S. L.
Boardinan, Augusta. Treasurer—Wm. S. Badger,
Augusta. Truscees—Geo. W. Ricker, Seward Dill.

Woodstock, Conn., Agricultural Society.—
President— Oliver H. Perry. Vice President—
Wm. I. Bartholomew. Recording Secretary—
John Dimon. Treasurer—Samuel M. Fenncr.

DECAY OP MAPLE TREES.

A correspondent of the Ohio Farmer as-

sumes that maple trees in that State are more

rapidly failing than other forest trees, and

says that since tapping with a bit has been

practiced, maple trees have died faster than

ever before. Is this tree of the maple or-

chards of New England P This writer says :

—

When an incision is made into the sap-wood

only, it will heal up, but when made deeper,

it never will, and all the adjacent parts will

die, and often decay. Now, in proof of this,

let any farmer examine two maples that have

been tapped for a dozen or more years—one

with the bit and the other with an axe or

gouge—the cuts by the latter not made beyond

the sap-flowing wood. The inner wood of the

formei and luuth of the surface will be found
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dead, while the other, where it has sufficient

time for healing, will be found to have formed
a perfect gnarl, so tough and sound that it

will be next to impossible to split a log of it,

stove-wood length. Another proof of this

may be made by noting the diiference in the

decrease of maples in different sugar orchards

where the two modes have been practiced.

When a tree is tapped with a bit, the spile

stops up the best flowing grains. When an
incision is made with a large auger or gouge,
more grains are opened, and of course a great-

er flow of sap obtained. It is a fact, however,
that when trees are tapped in this way, the

wind dries up the wood sooner than when a
bit is used, but this is easily prevented by fre-

quent freshing over.

AGKICULTUEAL ITEMS.
—The Orleans County, Vt., Agricultural Society

has located its annual fair at Barton, for five years.

—Michigan shipped over 11,000,000 pounds of

wool last year.

—For the past month of January the average

temperature near New York city was 18° ; for 10

years previous it was 31°.

—The subsoil and "pan" of the Illinois prairies,

according to Dr. McCord, are very rich in all the

mineral elements.

—To prevent buggy peas the Canadian farmers

sow as late as will just allow time for their ma-
tuity.

—A correspondent of the Joxirnal of Agriculture

says that sweet oil administered to a horse troubled

with bots will efifect a cure.

—To remove any foreign substance from the eye,

make a loop of a bristle or horse hair, and insert

it imder the lid and then withdraw it slowly and
carefully.

—Mr. Willard estimates that 55,600,000 pounds
of cheese will be sent to England from this coun-

try in the year ending with May next, or about

9,000,000 pounds more than last year. The pro-

duction of cheese in this country, last year, he
estimates at 215,000,000 pounds.

—Wet prairie lands have been drained of late at

the "West to considerable extent by Mole Drains, or

those made by an implement something like a
subsoil plough. The Prairie Farmer is informed
that in some cases the water washes out the soil

under the sod so as to engulph domestic animals
who pass over them.

—A correspondent of the Kansas Farmer re-

commends wind mills for "the purpose of banish-

ing those pests of the land, called 'steam mills,'

which are devouring our fuel in ruinous quantities,

and confiscating a fourth of our grain, and com-
plaining that they are not making anything even
at that."

—A cattle raiser and feeder of Kentucky re-

cently remarked that he considered a thousand

dollars made with cattle nearly equal to two
thousand made with mules, or grain grown and
sold from the farm. The great beauty in handling

cattle is the condition they leave the farm in ; the

pasture all clean, fence-corners all dressed out,

and the land becoming more fertile year by year.

—Prof. Nash says that he once knew of a water

pipe being taken up that was laid for a long dis-

tance on a dead level, in which there was enough
white lead found to paint a small house, inside

and out, and if taken internally would kill a small

army, and yet the family that used the water for

twenty years was perfectly healthy. The poison

settled on the bottom of the pipe and was not

forced into the house.

—A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer says

that the friction of the stocking on the foot, and
not on the boot, makes the holes, and advises

washing the feet at least twice a week, and scrap-

ing off the rough scurfy skin from the heel and
sole. As to the one who darns, let her take the

stocking and line it on the inside of the heel, or

on whatever part the trouble occurs, with cotton

cloth, and she will find at least three-fourths of

her darning saved.

—"The trees, like giant skeletons,
Wave higti their fleehltss arms and bare

—

Or stand like wrestlers stripped and bold,
And strongest winds to battle dare.

It seems a thing impossible
Thai earth its glories should repair

:

That ever this bleak world again
Should bright and beauteous mantle wear."

—The New York World estimates the number of

workmen unemployed in New York city at 50,000,

in Brooklyn at 10,000, and says that the depression

in New England throws out of work at least 10,000

in Maine, 20,000 in New Hampshire, 30,000 in Con-
necticut and Rhode Island, and 100,000 in Massa-

chusetts. This may be a high estimate, but the

number "out of work" is large in all our cities,

and the prospect for the future is far from encour-

aging.

—Several neighboring farmers lately met in

Champaign county, 111., to compare results of

their farming operations. In respect to corn rais-

ing they made an estimate based on the daily

wages of men and teams, which seemed to show
that at the present time, corn cannot be raised for

less than fifty cents a bushel, unless over forty

bushels to the acre can be obtained, which amount
was considered a full average for the western part

of that county.

—In commenting on the vote of the Illinois .

State Board of Agriculture, that no trials of speed

by racing shall be allowed on the Fair grounds,

next fall, the Turf, Field and Farm wonders

where all the old fogies that ^compose that Board

came from, and says, "We had no idea that so

large a body of old women, in men's clothes, could

be scraped together in the healthy, vigorous West,

and especially in the enterprising Prairie State, as

we find in this Board." If racing is the manly
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business claimed by the above extract, why have
the gentlemen of the ring so generally thrown off

their old mantle and borrowed a new dress of

somebody—we do not say an old woman—as they

have done in substituting "Horse Fair" for the

old term Horse Race f

—Rennets have been imported to some extent

by the Herkimer County, N. Y., dairymen from
Bavaria. The Utica Herald says they are put up
without salt, and look much like a dried bladder.

In fat the stomach of the calf is "blown up" like

a bladder, the orifice tied, and thus while filled

with air suffered to dry. These rennets, so far as

we have seen, appear to be veiy sweet and free

from taint, and they are said to be of extra quality

as to strength.

The following extracts I think contain much practical

wis'lom. As it is manj years since I saw them in

print, I may not give the exact words, E. B.

Berry, N. H., Jan., 1868.

—Do not all you can ; believe not all you hear

;

tell not all you know.

—Never worry about what you cannot help;

never worry about what you can help.

—Who does the best his circumstances allow,

does well ; acts nobly; angels could do no more.

—Long credits, poor fences, and unruly animals

cause many quarrels.

—Delay in fulfiling contracts, and want of punc-

tuality in general, will ruin any one's credit and

standing with his fellow men.

—One who uses all the natural light of day will

find less occasion to use the less healthy and more
expensive artificial light of lamps.

—The farmer who improves all the fair weather

will find little occasion to work out of doors in

storms of rain and snow.

—Borrowing tools when the borrower ought to

own them ; an unwillingness to make them good

when injured, and neglecting to return them at

the proper time, are causes of much vexation.

For the following suggeetive sentences we are indebted

to the head end pen of our correspondent, W. D.

Brown, of Concord, Mass. :

—

—A farmer provided with a good grindstone, is

apt to cut his way smoothly through the world.

—The best way to apply the whip to your team,

is to give it in the shape of oats—in the crib.

—It is better to sell milk and beef, than hay or

grain.

—The stomach of the swine resembles the hu-

man ; therefore his need for warm, cooked food.

—Canada exported^nto the United States $71,-

576 worth of flax last year.

—A bill is now before the legislature of New
Jersey to regulate the sale of vegetables by weight.

—The animal and vegetable productions of a

farm are usually alike in quality and abundance.

A farm is not wisely managed where both do not

improve each year.

—Hospitality provides a good tie-post with chain

and spring hook, where the guest may safely fas-

ten his steed.

—A harness is stronger, and more comfortable,

and lasts better, when kept soft and pliable with

neat's-foot oil.

—The square form in building gives the cheapest
inside room. Too many little structures are a
great tax on the owner.

—The property of the 'country is enhanced in

value by improved roads. From field to market
there should be the fewest hills ; no loose stones or

needless sand.

In communicating the following "items" Mr. H. Poor,

of Brooklyn, N. Y., formerly of Andover, Mass., re-

marks, "If any one thinks I have 'wheat on the brain,'

I can only express my n gret that the 'fever' is not

more contagious I" He adds, Maine is waking up and
the other New England States should rouse them-

Belves, as he predicts that the annual tax of some

J59,000,000 will be grievously felt, if, as he fears, man-
ufacturing is to become less prosperous. He also be-

lieves that the severe drought at the West, which pre-

vailed during seed time, the past summer and fall,

will materially reduce the crop o^ the coming season.

—Maine has seventy thousand farms. Three
acres of wheat to each farm, at 15 bushels per acre,

will give seven hundred thousands barrels of flour,

allowing four and a half bushels to the barrel.

Population 650,000. One barrel flour to each per-

son would leave 50,000 barrels surplus. At $18
per barrel it has cost the State over eleven mil-

lions of dollars per annum the past two years.

—New Hampshire has about thirty-five thousand

farms. Three acres of wheat to each farm, on the

foregoing estimate, would give 350,000 barrels of

flour. Population 350,000. Her annual tax the

past two years, for flour, has been six millions.

—Vermont has about the same number of farms

and the same amount of population as New Hamp-
shire, and her annual expenees for flour about the

same.

—Connecticut has about twenty-six thousand

farms. Population about 500,000. She would re-

quire six acres of wheat to each farm, allowing

fifteen bushels per acre, and one barrel flour to

each person. Her flour bills at $18 per barrel,

amount to nine and a half millions dollars per

annum.

—Massachusetts has thirty-six thousand farms.

Population about thirteen hundred thousand. She
would require nine acres to each farm. With
twenty bushels to the acre, it would give fourteen

hundred thousand four hundred barrels flour. This

State has paid annually twenty-three millions dol-

lars the past two years for flour.

—Rhode Island has five thousand four hundred

and six farms, (average ninety-six acres each.)

Population about 200,000. It would require eleven
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acres to each farm, on a basis of fifteen bushels

wheat, to feed her people. This State has paid

about $3,600,000 per annum, the past two years

for flour. Notwithstanding its general sterility, it

has some good wheat lands.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

TREATMENT OF AN ORCHARD.

I have taken your valuable paper for the last

three years and would not do without it for twice
the cost. I take two agricultural papers and pay
for them both in advance. I am a farmer by occu-
pation, and like many other farmers am not ac-

customed to writing; and but for your promise to

make all smooth, I should not have had courage
to come forward with this, my first epistle.

I have an orchard situated upon a cold piece of
land with an easterly aspect which is too rough for

cultivation. The trees are mostly young and graft-

ed, but look sickly. They blossom full but do not
mature but little fruit.

The land has been mowed, or rather gone. over
with the scythe, for the last twenty years. What
can I do to the trees to make them thrifty and re-

turn me pay for labor expended ? I wish to do
something with them the coming season. Can I

make it profitable to buy calves, at their value as
veal, and raise them with but little milk, providing
they have every other necessity ? Henry Bell.
South Halifax, Vt., Feb. 3, 1868.

Remarks.— Probably your trees are simply

stars'ing to death. You say the land has been
mowed, or rather gone over with a scythe, for the

last twenty years. Would you expect to raise

good hills of squashes, potatoes, corn, tomatoes or

any other fruit or vegetables "cultivated," on the

same spot for twenty years, just as you have culti-

vated your trees ? Did you read an article in the

Farmer of Sept. 5, 1867, about the "Best Orchard

in Massachusetts ?" Wouldn't such treatment

make your trees shout for joy ? "In the sweat of

thy face shalt thou eat"—apples ! Don't you re-

member how Mr. Pierce said he kept the ground

cultivated and rich enough to raise squashes, how
be fought the canker worms and caterpillars, and

how he used $80 worth of mulching ? If, however,

you do not wish to plough up your orchard, try

mulching. Coarse hay or straw, leaves and mould
from the woods, or even brush, sods, muck, or

good soil spread under the branches may, if your

orchard is not too far gone, prove beneficial.

When trees are "at home" in the woods, think how
nicely they cover up their roots to protect them
from the pinching frost and the burning sun, with

a light and warm carpet of leaves, and then can

you wonder that yours "look sickly ?"

MAPLE SUGAR—TAPPING, SPOUTS, ETC.

Your correspondent, Mr. Field, of Charlemont,
has written an article on sugar-making, with
which I beg leave to disagree. He says, "The
rough bark should never be hewed o'f, as this in-
jures the tree." If there are others of this opinion
I should like to hear their reasons for it. It is

often necessary to remove the rough bark to pre-
vent the spout from leaking, as well as to save it

from injury from driving.
Mr. Field objects to shaving the spouts down on

the top. I have used those made in that way and
dislike them because they cannot be sufficiently
cleaned. I scald them both before and after using
them, and give them a thorough cleansing, which
I find cannot be done as effectually if they are
whole. Mr. Field says, "Never set more than two
tubs to a tree, or more than one spout to a tub, and
bore into the tree as far as the wood is white and
sound." If a tree is to be bored a^ far as the wood
is white and sound, I should recommend but one
spout, and the smaller the bit the better. I have
hundreds of trees in my orchard, about three hun-
dred of which I set out thiity years ago, and their
wood is white nearly through. I cut down a tree
last spring about three feet through, and the wood
was almost entirely white. I put only one spout
into those a foot in diameter, and bore about one
inch into the wood. I bore the large trees about
two inches, put two tubs to a tree, and two spouts
to a tub. I have learned bv observation that the
sap flows more freely near the bark, and that deep
boring injures the tree more than the proportional
gain in sap. As to boring near the ground, it will
do as well for a few years, but in time it will
amount to girdling the tree. I am satisfied it does
not injure the tree as much to vary from one to
four feet from the ground, as to have the wounds
in a circle, as is the practice of some at the present
time. L. M. Hunt.

Sunderland, Mass., Feb. 17, 1868.

Remarks.—The inquiries of "A. B.," of Essex,

Vt., as to the distance from the ground is it best

to tap the tree, and as to the depth it is best to

bore, are answered in the above communication.

BIRD houses.—starting PLANTS EARLY.—WILL
BEANS MIX ?

I wish to inquire through your interesting and
instructive columns whether it is best to divide a
bird house into compartments, or let it be all in
one ? If divided, how large should the rooms be ?

Are Martins the most desirable kind of birds, and
how get them ?

Will beans mix if planted side by side ?

How shall I start my plants early and not ex-
pensively ? I have a window sa«h, can I make use
of that ? What kind of soil ? When sow ?

A Constant Reader.
Campello, Mass., 1868.

Remarks.—Scarcely anything is more social

than a family of martins near the dwelling. Their

house should be placed upon a pole not less than

fifteen feet high, and away from buildings and
trees. If a pole is placed upon a roof it must be

quite high, for martins seem to have an in-

stinctive knowledge that cats can climb poles of

moderate height. The rudest building, if tight, is

as acceptable to them as one that is carved and
gilded. God has "set them in families" as well as

ourselves, and the house, therefore, should be di-

vided into rooms. A room nine or ten inches

square is none too large, as they carry in consider-

able material in building their nests. The hole to

admit them is quite often made too small. It

should be four inches high and three inches wide.

Martins will amply repay your care for them by
their cheerful music and the destruction of insects

upon which they feed.

Beans.—We have planted a variety of beans,

side by side, for many years, and have never
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known them to mix, though it Is the opinion of

some persons that they do mix.

Early plants.—Make a hot bed in JIarch, or

scoop out turnips, fill them with rich soil and sow

seeds in them. Of course they must be put in a

warm place and kept properly moistened. Fill any

box, one that raisins or starch or salt came in, with

rich soil, thoroughly mixed with fine manure, and

sow tomato or other seeds on it. Set it in the

kitchen, keep it properly moistened,—not too wet,

—and where it will have the sun a portion of the

day. Almost any quantify of plants that a far-

mer may need, may be secured in this way. Thin

so that they may have plenty of room, and when

two inches high transplant and set still wider

apart; at four or five inches high transplant again.

This will cause the plants to grow stocky and

strong, instead of tall and slender. If trans-

planted with care, even a third time, they will be

all the better for it.

The best soil is a sandy loam, made rich by ma-

nure that is old and well rotted. Sow at different

periods so as to have plants coming in succession

;

then if some fail, those coming may take their

places. These are mere suggestions ; practice will

enable you to succeed in obtaining what you want.

HORSE RACING AT AGRICULTURAL FAIRS.

I was heartily glad when I read that the Board
of Directors of the Illinois State Agricultural So-

ciety had voted to abolish horse racing at their

next fair. I feel quite confident that they will be
so well satisfied with the result, that they will

never return to the former practice again. I wish
that all other State and County Agricultural Soci-

eties would adopt a similar course. Then would
our Agricultural Fairs more properly be what they
purport to be ; then there would be a greater gath-

ering of farmers, mechanics and manufacturers and
others, with their contributions, and an increased

interest in the examination of the best specimens
gresented for competition, &c. How often we
ear the remark made that "This horse racing is

destined to run our agricultural fairs all out." To
say nothing of the cruel and immoral practice,

which in a less civilized age or country than the

one in which we live, might not have appeared so

objectionable, who docs not know that the prac-

tice not only shortens the life of the horse, but
renders him less serviceable for the use for which
he was intended ? Then why not abolish "horse
racing" at all our Agricultural Fairs ?

Elliot Wyman.
East Westmoreland, N. H., Feb. 8, 1868.

RAISING AN ORCHARD FROM THE SEEDS.

I have been thinking, for some time I would
write something for your valuable paper, but being

of a timiil nature, 1 feared you would not take no-

tice cnoiiuh of anything I might write to prepare

it for publication. I will, however, attempt to

give some account of my experience in raising an

orchard.
Some twelve or fifteen years ago, I saw that

something must be done or soon my neighbor-

hood would be without orchards, for the old ones

were fa-t going to decay, and there appeared to

be no new ones taking their place. Being a 3'oung

man, I thought I \sould try and see what I could

do in raising an orchard. 1 got some pomace at

the cider mill in the neighborhood, and after pre-

paring my ground, sowed it. The next spring I
had seedlings enough. When they were one year
old I traiis))Ianted some two or three hundred,
and in the tail after they were three years old I

budded them witli such Viirictics as the old or-
chard on the farm afforded. Two yoars after
budding I set out twenty-live, and sold the bal-
ance to go out of the neigliborliood, for my neigh-
burs believed that my trial in orchard raising would
be a failure. But by perseverance and industry I
have got a nice young thrifty orcliard, from which
I ])ickcd more than three l)uslicl of good maiketa-
ble apples one year ago last fall Many that saw
them said they had never seen such a sight before
in their lives—trees so small and so full of apples.
My success has had just the eflTect I expected

—

others have determined to have an orchard too.
But I fear that some will be disappoiiitrd. Those
who put out trees and do not take care of them,
certainly will. I can tell them in advance that
there is no use in trying to raise an orchard unless
they make up their minds to tend the frees well
and to keep the cattle out of their young orchard.

Biddeford, Me., Feb. 6, 1868. j. w.

Remarks.—Our young friend is right about the

care necessary to raise an orchard, and his experi-

ment, we presume, will show that still greater care

is necessary to keep up its productiveness. But it

will pay. We hope he will find it so, and that he

will let us hear from him again.

SAP SPOUTS AND CORN COBS.

With all due deference to age and experience, I
would say that I do not like the directions of our
venerable friend, P. Field, in Fakjier of Feb.
1, for making sap spouts. Spouts made whole will
clog up with ice in cold nights to such an extent
that it is necessary to take the spout out of the
tree and clean it. If this is not done the sap in
the tree will force the spout out, whereby there
will be a loss if not seen to. Isly method of mak-
ing spouts is simply this: I take medium-sized
shoots of sumach of about two years growth ; cut
them off nine inches long and then saw them half
off, an inch from each end, Ijut on opposite sides
of the stick ; then, with a sharp pointed knife split

from one cut to the other ; burn them out with a
heated wire, chamfer them off to fit the bit, and
they are finished faster than I can tell how. Two
hands will make from 50 to 7o in an hour with
ease. I agree with him in discarding metalic
spouts, thinking they injure the color of the sugar,
besides communicating an iron taste which it is

impossible to remove.
I will say to "E. B." of Derry, N. H., that when

I see a man advocating the use of corn cobs it re-

minds me of the old miller who stated that saw-
dust was a splendid article to fatten hogs on ; but
in practice, he mixed a peck of meal to half a pint
of sawdust, saying "the more meal the better."

Ripton, Vt., Feb., 1868. RusTicus.

AMOUNT OF SEED FOR POTATOES.

In reply to your Derry correspondent "E. B."
in regard to the Lady Finger potatoes—26 bushels
raised from one peck, by Judge Baxter of Bellows
Falls, Vt.,—the eyes, if my memorj' serves me,
were planted four inches apart. This was "liberal"
seeding in the drill. It seems that the product in
corn and potatoes in "E. B.'s" experiment was
larger in drills than hills. The Long Island farm-
ers plant potatoes in drills, cutting off the small
eyes, then cut into quarters, preferring three stocks
to five in a cluster. "E. B." says that four butts
in a liill will give the greatest product by weight,
but admits that such a large quantity of seed will
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give more small potatoes. The marvel would
seem to be, that they are not all sinall potatoes, if

by "butts," he means four potatoes with the tips

cut off. If they were of the usual varieties, say,
Jackson White, Orono, Mercer, or many others,

four butts to the hill would give from 50 to 60
vines—enough for eight hills for a healthy, large
growth. Should this excessive seeding be adopted,
there would scarcely be potatoes enough for seed
in New E iigland when planting time arrives. The
present price of potatoes, #5.50 per bbl. here, will

necessitate great economy in seeding the com-
ing spring. While at the East, recently, I was
told by one farmer that he never raised so large a
crop as last year, from simply planting the eyes.
I was much gratified to learn by the statement of
"E. B." that drills were most productive, and that
flat hills yielded as well as those built up higher.

It has been a mooted question whether hilling corn

or potatoes, was not only labor lost, but actually

injurious, as thousands of roots are cut off. The
rains are thrown from tlie hills, and the necessity

of hand hoeing greatly increased. H. Poor.
Brooklyn, L. L, Feb., 1868.

EARLY GOODRICH POTATOES.—OXFORD DOWN
SHEEP.

Can some of the readers of your excellent paper
give information whether there are two kinds of
Goodrich potatoes, early and later, as there is a
great deal said in favor of Early Goodrich pota-

toes ? Also, can any one inform me where I can
obtain Oxford Down Sheep Ewes, as they are in

great reputation ? An Old Farmer.
Georgia Plains, Vt., Feb. 3, 1868.

Remarks.—The Uev. Chauncey E. Goodrich, of

Utica, N. Y., who died some years since, experi-

mented extensively during the latter years of his

life, in raising potatoes from the seed balls.

Among the thousands which he produced—one of

his best seedlings being No. 310—few comparative! j"^

proved valuable additions to our choice varieties.

Among the best known of his seedlings are the

Gleason, Calico, Buckeye, Prince Albert, Early

June, several known only by their numbers, the

Garnet, Chili, and Early Goodrich. The intro-

duction of these varieties entitle him to the rank

of a public benefactor. The word "Early" is used
simply to convey the idea of early maturity of the

kinds to which it is applied. We do not remember
whether any other of his varieties bear his name,
or not.

We do not know where the Oxford Down
Sheep can be purchased, probably somewhere in

Essex County, this State, as Mr. Richard S. Fay,
who bred them largely, had his farm in that

county.

LICE ON CATTLE.
Permit me to say that I have obtained much

valuable information from reading the New Eng-
land Farmer, and should hardly think of farm-
ing without it. The Extracts and Replies are par-
ticularly interesting and often instructive, although
some of the ideas expressed are not in accordance
with my own. For instance, "A Subscriber," at
Waterbury, Vt., says that thoroughly dried sand
sprinkled over cattle will exterminate lice. Pure
sand does not, I think, trouble lice much. To
keep the cattle and horses from slipping, I find
that a very little sand will answer when I use saw-
dust, meadow mud, or loam, for an absorbent, and

I always use something of the kind in sufficient
quantities to take up all the liquid droppings, aa
my lean-to floor is perfectly tight. Now my reme-
dy for lice is thoroughly dried loam, or very line
dirt, sprinkled on them occasionally from nose to
tail. It is a sure preventive, and will in most
cases clear them ofi", when on. If I happen to buy
an animal that is quite lousy, if the dry loam does
not prove effectual, I apply ungucntum to the parts
where the lice are the thickest, and they will soon
"skedaddle,"—dead or alive, I don't care which.

Northboro', Mass., Feb. 3, 1868. C. Fames.

BURNING LAND, AND COOKING FODDER.
In the Weekly Farmer of August 10, and

Monthly, 1867, page 438, is an article against
"Burning, as a Means of Subduing tlie Rough
Places," which I think would be of great benefit
to very many farmers, if the suggestions there
made were acted upon. But it is difficult to con-
vince one that a course which he has long pursued
is wrong; and when so convinced, it is difficult to
induce him to change an old inveterate habit. I
think that any one would admit that the ashes of
a load of hay would be far less valuable than the
same quantity converted into manure by any
other process. Still people continue to burn rub-
bii-h which might easily be made into good manure,
and it is frequently burnt by the roadside, where
what little value the ashes may contain is lost.
The same writer, "N. S. T." gives us an excellent

article on "Feeding Stock, and Cutting and Cook-
ing Fodder," in the Weekly, of Oct. 9. and'Monthly
Farmer for 1867, p. 503. His views are some-
what at variance with the common opinion and
common practices ; but are, I think, quite consis-
tent with common sense^ and supported by sound
reasoning. e. b
Derry, N. H., Feb., 1868.

"DOMESTIC ECONOMY, OR HOW TO MAKE HOME
PLEASANT."

Please inform me through the Extracts and
Replies columns of your valuable paper, the price
of "Domestic Economy, or How to Make Home
Pleasant," and you will greatly, greatly oblige

A Lady.
North Auburn, Maine, Feb. 11, 1868.

Remarks.—The papers referred to have only
appeared in our columns, as yet. They can be had
in our bound Monthly (price $2.25 by mail), which
also contains, besides these and other articles of in-

terest to "Ladies," most of the agricultural matter
that appears in the Weekly Farmer during the

year.

GARGET IN COWS.
T. Cross, of Montpelier, Vt., will probably find

his cow benefited by twenty grains of Iodide of

Potash, given three times a day in lier drink. One
ounce makes twenty-four doses of this size. We
know of no better remedy for the garget.

VALUE OF CORN COBS.

Will "E. B." of Derry, N. H., deduce any other
idea of the value of corn cobs from the statistics
of the State Reform School, than that published in
the weekly Farmer of Nov. 23 ; or will he pro-
duce more reliable statistics from which we may
learn their value as food for farm stock .? It has
long been the opinion of some good feeders ttiat
cobs were not only worthless but injurious. Bees
will gather sawdust and carry it into their hives
in the same manner as they do pollen. Is it amis-
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taken instinct, or is the sawdust a substitute for

pollen. Because cattle will eat bones and hoards,

does it follow that bones and boards possess a
value as food ? The question is not whether a
given article contains nutrition, l)ut whether its

use can be made to pay as food for our domestic
animals. t.

Mast Yard, N. H., Feb. 6, 1868.

MANAGEMENT OF GEESE.

I have nine peese and seven ganders ; and it

seems to me tiiat the ganders disturb one another
so much that I shall not get a single gosling this

year. What I wish to know is, how large a pen is

necessari"^ for each pair, and also if water enouah
to drink is all they need. I have two books before

me, "Diseases of Animals," by Mr. Cole, which
says they do well with water enough to drink ; and
*'Countrj' Life," by Mr. Copeland, which says

they must have deep water. Information from
one who knows by experience will greatly oblige a
reader.

I have now 164 chickens, from the size of a quail

down to those ten days old. Who beats this ? I

intend them for the Boston "big bugs" to eat with
asparagus next May. Anser.

Taunton, Mass., Feb. 5, 1868.

Remakes.—Will some one who understands

"Goosey Gander" by experience give our corres-

pondent the needed information. In keeping

geese we have always supposed that a "goose

pond" was about as essential as a "cow pasture'"

in keeping cows. Indeed, Mr. Bement says the

chief requisites for goose keeping are a pool of

water and a pasture for grazing. The latter is es-

sential, as the bird is graminivorous, as well as

granivorous. An occasional cabbage leaf with

any spare vegetable fragments will be very ac-

ceptable during the winter season. Water of such

size and depth as will permit at least a daily "pad-

dle" is essential, while a large flowing stream is

apt to tempt them too far from home. Th§ same
writer says he thinks two geese sufficient for one

gander, though one or two more are often allowed.

For a gander and his three or four partners there

should be house-room of not less th'an eight feet

in length by six in width, with a height sufficient

to allow the person who cleans it out to stand up-

right, with an open space beneath the eaves for

ventilation. As soon as released in the morning,

the geese resort to the water and then ensues the

intercourse from which an increase to their num-

bers may be expected—"the presence of water ap-

pearing essential to the fertility of eggs."

VALCE OF COnN COBS.

I see the inquiry is made, will it pay to grind

com cobs ? About fourteen years ago there was a

dry summer, hay was short and the farmers had
to economize everything in the shape of fodder for

their stock the ensuing winter. Having a good
pile of corn cobs, we added less than a l)ushel of

grain to two of cobs, and had them ground. We
had one horse then. When I built a tire in the

morning, 1 took water boiling hot and made a

mash, using aljout six quarts of the meal a day,

being careful to have it thoroughly mixed, and
fed it warm, which I think is much the best in

cold weather. Fed very light with hay. That
horse came out in fine condition, smooth and

smart. In all cases where we have used ground
feed wann, the cost has been decidedly less than
when dry oats were used. We always use good
English "hay.

About the first of January last, I took eleven
bushels of oats, about one and a half bushels of
corn, and fourteen bushels of cobs, and had them
ground together. I find that four quarts of oats
weigh the same as five quarts of this meal. We
calculate to feed the same weight of meal that we
would of oats, and we expect our horses to work
as well as if fed on diy oats. 1 wish to hear from
others. That is the way I learn. E.

Troy, VL, Feb., 1868.

BRAHMA FOWLS AND MUSCOVY DL'CKS.

I send you my fowl account for the year past.
Owing as I think to the wet season, of .316 chick-
ens hatched, 189 died; of the 63 turkeys hatched,
all died before they were 10 days old. The weather
for ducks was good, and out of 69, I loj-t but 3.

The eggs I sold averaged 38c per dozen, as you will
see by the account.

ACCOUNT CURBENT FOR 1S67.

January 1, 1867, Stock and Cost of Food.
12 old fowls at ;5c., $9.00 ; 2 roosters 1.60 . . . $10 50
26 pullets, 26 00; 16 ducks, 16.00 42 00
3 turkeys,4.5'l 4 50
Bought in May

44 hens and chickens, 26 50; 6 turkeys 3 00 . . 29 50
.58 bushels corn, 76.90; 31 bushel oats 29 45 . . 106 35
20 bushels meal 25.85; 20 bushels c. corn 25.85 51 70
50 bushels fine feed 26.90 ; 4 bushel oatmeal 4.40 31 30

314 pounds scraps 6.88 ; laths and niils 1.58 ... 8 46
49 dozen & 10 hens eggs set, at Z'^c per doz. . . 18 93
6 dozen 8c 6 duck eggs f el,, at 40c per doz . . 2 60
Dressing poultry 4 00

$309 84
Profit 72 93

$382 77

January 1, 1868, StocJc and Sales, ^c.

28 old fowls, at 75c, $21.00; 2 roosters 1.5) . . $22 50
24 pullets at 1.00, 24 00; 3 roosters, 3.00 .... 27 00
12 ducks 12 00; 39 late chickens 19.50 31 50

Sold
249 dozen & 9 hens eggs, average 38c per dozen 94 90
29 dozen & 1 duck eggs, 40c per doz 11 64
80 chickens 46.78; 6U ducks 60 56 107 34
9 turkeys 14.25; 36 barrels manure 37.45 . . . 5170
6 hens 375 ; 6 ducks 6.00 ; consumed in house . 9 75

51 dozen & 2 hens eggs, at 38i;, used in house . 19 44
17 dozen & 6 duck eggs at 40c per doz .... 7 00

$382 77
Number of eggs laid during the year, 350 dozen and 9

hens egi(s ; 53 dDzen and 1 duck eggs.

I liave 18 chirkens hatched Feb.' 2d, and 15th, 9 each.
Salem, Feb. 16, 186S. James Buffington.

A GOOD cow.

I have a cow that was five vears old the fifteenth

of last October. She calved May tenth, 1867
June fourth, sold the calf for 9'9..50. From that
time un to the tenth of the present month, she hai
made 208 pounds of butter, which sold at an aver-
age of 33i cents per pound, or $6" Z^^. About 36C
quarts of new milk were used uuring the time, in

the family, worth seven cents pt quart, or ^2-5.20

;

also, milk sold, $8..50; sour milk given to swine at

three cents per quart, $\8. The tot U receipts from
her in nine months are $130..59. She is coming in

the first of April, and now gives five quarts of milk
a day. Her keeping is common stock hay and one
pint of shorts, and one pint of meal a day. She is

one of the natives. h. w. m.
Concord, X. H., Feb., 1868.

Remarks.—Did j'our swine "foot the bill" for

sour milk at three cents per quart? Didn't they

measure by "the gallon i"
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THE NOITVEAU POITEAU" FEAB.

The Hon. M. P. Wilder, of Dorchester,

Mass., has been very successful in the culti-

vation of pears, both on quince and on their

own stocks. Our cut represents a specimen

of a foreign variety raised on his grounds,

which, though prolific, large and "very good,"

has not fully sustained the high expectations

which were excited by its early promise. As
different varieties of pears require different

soils, and as this difference is not well under-

stood, even by experienced pomologists, it is

well for those who propose to set out trees to

ascertain what kinds do best in their respective

neighborhoods, and on soils and in locations

similar to those in which they propose to place '

them. In the vicinity of Boston pears have

been as easily raised for several years past as

apples, and we believe their cultivation should

become more general throughout the southern

part of New England.

For the. New England Farmer.

FENCES AND FENCING.
As it is rather seldom that I see in print any

thing about fencing, I thought I would say a
few words on this subject. Fencing is one of
the first and most important matters upon the

farm. Our lands may be rich, and our culti-

vation careful and laborious, but if we have
not good fences to protect our crops, these

avail but little. The truth of this is seen, in
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some instances, in the utter annihilation of our
crops. As a general rule, we do not see thrift

and order in anything connected with a farm,

unless there are good fences to protect the

crops.

Fences are important to the peace of neigh-

borhoods. The man who keeps good fence is

usually a good citizen and neighbor. Some
farmers act as though they thought every day's

work in building or repairing fences was lost.

I go to my neighbor and tell him that his fence

is down and needs repairing. Perhaps he will

say, "Well, I will fix it up." But he procras-

tinates, and it is not attended to. Again I

remind him that his poor fence exposes m)
crops. Again he promises, but the job is not

done. Finally I go and repair it myself.

Now, do not such men lack a principle that

holds the community and the world together

in peace and friendship. Some depend largely

on dogs for fencing purposes. This almost

imariably leads to trouble,—hard words or

hard feelings.

I have found that posts cut from the first of

December to the first of March, last better

than those cut at any other season of the year.

I have put the top end in the ground some-

times, but find, as the top end is the smallest,

it will rot off quicker. 1 want my posts large.

If in a clay soil, they need to be put three feet

deep, and the dirt tamped in hard, so that the

post will be as solid as if it grew there. If

in sandy or gravelly land, two or two and a

half feet is as good as more, as they will not

heave out.

Of late years, I have cut my logs for fence

from ten to eleven feet long, and have them
sawed into boards from nine to twelve inches

wide. I set a post at each length of boards,

without a middle post, so that, if any of the

Eosts heave out, there is no harm done to the

oards. Where boards are 16 to 18 feet long,

you must have a middle post which breaks or

splits the boards in case it is raised more than

the posts at the ends of the boards. Lumber
is growing scarce, and soon we shall have to

resort to stone for fence. Stone wall is the

most permanent and durable of any fence, and
the cheapest in the end. But it is quite a

trade to take large stone and put them into a

good wall.

I look around to see the young men who are

learning this trade, and though I regard it as

a matter of much importance to be able to

manage the large boulders that lie in our
fields, there are none in my neighborhood who
are serving the necessary apprenticeship.

On my own farm, I take care to divide all

the outside fences with my neighboring abut-

ters, and to have such division properly re-

corded. This makes it a permanent thing,

and I am not troubled by any change of own-
ership that may take place in the adjoining

farms. O. Foster.
Tunbridge, Vt., Jan., 1868.

For the New England Farmer.

THAT MORTGAGE ON THE FAKM.
How we Lifted It.

In the Farmer of January 25, "C. B. E."
calls for experiences on lifting mortgages from
a farm. To encourage him and others in like

circumstances I attempt, for the first time, to

write for the press.

Twenty-five years previous to my purchas-
ing the farm which I now own, I worked at

the boot and shoe business ; but being out of
employment for a longer or shorter time every
year, the wheels would sometimes roll back-
wards in spite of me.
Hoping to better myself and get my boys

away from the temptations that always sur-

round the young in large villages, I began to

look for a farm; and by the direction of a
kind Providence, came to Dudley in February,
1855, and bought at auction a farm of one hun-
dred and ten acres for $3000. The 1st ofMarch
moved on with wife and two boys, one in his

sixth and the other in his seventh year. For
farming tools, I had a wheelbarrow, shovel and
hoe, and $800 in cash to pay for farm, stock,

tools, horse, carriages, harnesses and hay. I

also owned one hundred acres of uncultivated

land in Illinois, which a few years before cost

me $350, which I sold and received the pay for

it in small driblets, so that at the expiration of
six years, I was in debt over thirteen hundred
dollars.

To begin with, I bought, for cash, a yoke of
five-year-old oxen of good size, a horse, wagon,
harness, ox cart and a few other implements
of husbandry, leaving but about five hundred
dollars to pay for the farm. For the balance,

I borrowed money and gave two mortgages.

It was all borrow, borrow, and get trusted.

Began with two cows for a dairy, two pigs,

and a few hens. The first year was a hard

tusr. I assure you. Things looked not only

dark but black sometimes. But we put our
trust in God, worked hard and took a long

look ahead. Our crops came in well, sold all

we could, and by the time winter came, had
our large cellar literally cranamed with provi-

sions and vegetables.

The first winter we milked three farrow cows,

gave them plenty of carrots, made butter all

winter, which sold readily, and as we thought,

at a great price, thirty cents per pound. This
was a great help.

We have increased our stock from year to

year, now generally numbering eight cows,
from which we make butter, except in the very
heat of summer we make new-milk cheese,

—

rarely making both at the same time. I sell

but very little grain and no hay from the farm.

Sell some pork, beef, apples, butter, cheese and
vegetables, and have sold yearly, perhaps fifteen

cords of wood, of which there is about forty

acres on the farm—not very heavy, but young
and thrifty.

Since purchasing the farm I have raised the
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bam, turning it one-quarter round, and put-

ting a cellar under it ; moved a shed back its

width ; built a henery, and a milk and cheese

room, 12 by 25 feet ; raised the roof of wood
room half story, and have ^ carpenter's and shoe-

maker's shop over it ; have shingled all my build-

ings, using more than fifty thousand shingles
;

and this year have repaired, improved and paint-

ed the house. Many improvements have bewi
made on the farm, such as ditching, digging

rocks, laying new stone wall, and resetting old

walls ; setting out fruit trees nearly every

year ; improving mowing land, so that I now
tut at least one-third more hay than at first.

My stock now numbers fifteen head, mostly
full grown. In contrast with those I began
with, my farming tools now consist in part, of

a mowing machine, bought seven years ago

;

horse wheel rake ; ox wagon, carts, and all

other necesfary implements of husbandry,
on farm and in the house, as I had much
rather lend than borrow.
Our two sons, now in their nineteenth and

twentieth years, have attended school at the

academy, one and sometimes both, nearly

every term for the last three years, except
while teaching last winter and this, and yet
have worked out enough to pay for all extra
help we have had besides doing our own farm
work.

All these things have been done and all mort-
gages were cleared olf two years ago, and be-

sides we have always had something to spare
for benevolent purposes. But in order to do
all this, it has required unremitting toil and
great economy in doors as well as out. Our
motto in respect to food is, an abundance,
healthy, and well cooked ; as to dress, that

which is comfortable, substantial and respecta-

ble
; a large share of it being made up in the

family.

Now if "C. B. E.," or any other "live

young man" with a suitable helpmeet will do
the'se things, they can life almost any amount
of mortgage fj-om the farm, and at the same
time live more independently than almost any
other class of people around them. c. e. k.

,

Dudley, Mass., Feb. 1, 18G8.

Remarks.—"J. D.," of Weathersfield, Vt.,

who belongs to the class of "indebted young

farmers," and who seconded the request of

"C. B. E." in a note which has not been pub-

lished, will see that "C. E. K." has antici-

pated his request to "tell us how to pay for our

farms without "denying ourselves the comforts

of life, and without foregoing the higher priv-

ilege of doing something to make society and

our neighbors better and happier."

We have another response to the appeal of

"C. B. 5^.," which will soon be published.

The writer was brought up on a farm in Eng-

gland, and his illustrations of How to do It,

and How not to do It, are drawn from

English experience, and will, therefore, be

doubly interesting to American readers.

THE CASTOR BEAN".

The culture of the castor bean is much like

that of corn, being regarded by many as less

laborious and expensive. Good corn land is

suited to the castor bean. If not fertile, it

should be heavily manured, as the plants are

great feeders. The ploughing and dragging
should be done in the most efficient manner.
PJant when the frost is well passed and the

ground has become warm. The hills should

be at least four feet apart each way. Some
cultivators prefer seven feet. One plant to

the hill is enough, but several seeds should be
planted to guard against accident. Sometimes
a space is left once in four rows wide enough
to admit a farm wagon, so as to facilitate har-

vesting the crop. The ground should be cul-

tivated several times, that the plants may
attain a vigorous growth. Scarcely any crop

pays better for thorough cultivation than this.

Twenty bushels per acre, is a full average

yield. The market price is variable. During
the past winter the beans in the St. Louis

market have ranged from $3.90 to $1.25 per

bushel. As the cost of growing does not differ

materially from that of corn, the approximate

profits can be calculated. At the present de-

pressed condition of the market, an acre of

beans would yield about $25, leaving but little

margin for profit. The oil is quoted at $2.10
to $2.25 per gallon. As the yield of oil is

about 68 gallons per acre, the manufactured
oil would amount to about $150 per acre.

This gives $1 to the manufacturer to $1
to the producer, a division which cannot be
regarded as equitable. Formerly the castor

bean was largely cultivated in the southern

counties of Illinois, but had become unprofita-

ble previous to the rebellion. This event,

causing an advance in price of two hundred to

four hundred per cent., revived its culture

from almost nothing in 1860, to many thous-

and bushels in 1864:. St. Louis is the great

market for the crop, more oil being manufac-

tured there than at any other point in the

country. The receipts at St. Louis from all

sources during the last year, exceeded 50,000

bushels.

—

Prairie Farmer.

—In an article in the Iowa Homestead urging the

importance of tree planting, tlie writer, the Hon.

J. B. Grinnell, says : "In our climate fuel costs the

prairie farmer more than his bread. I have made

personal obsei-vation in from sixty to one hundred

counties, and examined in the official field notes

of Iowa, to arrive at the conclusion that but one

in ten of our counties has a sufficiency of timbei,

and even these are losing rather than increasing

their supply."
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fabics' department.

From Chambers' Journal.

QBANDFATHER'S PET.

This is the room where she slept,

Only a year ago

—

Quiet and carefully swept,
Blinds and curtains like snow.

There, by the bed in the dusky gloom,
She would kneel with her tiny elapsed hands, and

pray!
Here is the little white rose of a room,
With the fragrance fled away I

Nelly, grandfiithcr's pet.
With her wise little face,

—

I seem to hear her yet
Singing about the place

;

But the crowds roll on, and the streets are drear,

And the world seems hard with a bitter doom,
And Nelly is singing elsewhere,—and here

Is the little white rose of a room.

Why, if she stood just there.

As she used to do,
With h- r long, light yellow hair.

And her eyes of blue,

—

If she stood, I say, at the edge of the bed,
And ran to my side with a living touch,

Thoui^h I know she is quiet, and buried and dead,
I should not wonder much

;

For she was so young, you know,

—

Only seven years old

;

And she loved me, loved me, so.

Though I was gray and old

;

And her face was so wise, so sweet to see,

And it still looked living when she lay dead,
And she used to plead for mother and me,
By the aide of that very bed I

I wonder, now, if she
Knows I am standing here,

Feeling, wherever she be,
We hold the place so dear?

It cannot be thit she sleeps too sound.
Still in her nightgown drest,

Not to hear my footsteps sound
In the room where she used to rest.

I have felt hard fortune's stings,

And battled in doubt and strife,

And never thought much of things
Beyond the human life;

But I cannot think that my darling died
Like great strong men, with their prayers untrue

—

Nay I rather she sits at God's own side.

And sings as she used to do I
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CHAPTKR IX.

CHILDREN'S CLOTHING.
"An' sure it's not sich a price as ye'll be askthin'

for the thrifle, nor meself wud be wuUin' to't, at

all, at all—"

"But the rid gowld jist here in me hand to pay

for't. mem," sputtered the pertinacious customers,

who, in the shape of two Irish girls, one to choose,

the other to buy, had tried the patience of a yonng
shopwoman to its utmost, in tumbling and fumb-

ling over her choicest embroideries of muslin and
cambric.

"I can take no less ; fthe trimming is well worth

that," was her quiet reply.

"Casting pearls before swine," she thought, as

in answer to their first inquiry she had timidly

opened this box of daintiest array ; and it went to

her heart to see how the delicate things shrank and

shrivelled like sensitive plants at their rude touch,

wilting and falling from the hot moist hands that

roughly tested their beauty and their strength,

—

"jist to thry if they'll stahn' washin', mem." Still,

as shopwomen must, she bore it in silence, only a

shiver and a sigh escaping unwittingly as she

named the price, her eye glancing over the tat-

tered and soiled raiment of the questioners, rather

suspiciously, it must be confessed, for both seemed

in greater need of comfortable and clean clothing

than of anything ornamental.

There was then more smoothing and pulling of

the muslin, and a closer scrutiny of its fanciful

device, accompanied by audible whispering of out-

landish jargon ending in the remonstrance re-

corded above. But the shop-woman was inflexible.

Nora and Bridget exhausted all their logic and
had begun to use a little "blarney ;" all the while

stretching over their red hands and grimy wrists

the piece of goods, which had had the good, or the

ill fortune to please them, when the shrill shriek

of a steam-whistle and the hasty peal of a bell

put a stop to their chaffering. The last train was

on the point of leaving, and twenty miles of rail-

road between them and "Mairy and her babby,"

for whose christening-robe the embroidery was to

be bought, decided the question at once.

The "rid gowld," thrown upon the counter, went
gleefully singing and dancing towards its new mis-

tress, glad to escape from the greasy sheepskin

purse which had been its prison since it left the

banks of the blue Shannon many months pre-

vious. But the hasty tearing of the muslin, sepa«-

rating sister

"buds, and leaves, and sprigs,
And curling tendrils, gracefully disposed,"

gave forth a shrill, sharp sound, their parting fare-

well, dismal as the cry of a banshee. Alas, alas

for human hopes ! Was it, indeed, that prophetic

wail ? The christening dress of "Mairy 's babby"
before the week came round served for poor Mary's

shroud.

It is the old, old story of a mother's self-sacri-

ficing love : during all the cold weather she had
been poorly clad, and denied herself needful food,

in order to provide this finery for her infant. The
little woman o-er the way, who always wore soft

clothing and lived daintily, had worked herself al-

most to a skeleton tomake an outfit for her firstbom

;

and why shouldn't she, in her small way, do what

she could to beautify and adorn her darling, she

asked herself a hundred times daring those cold,

hungry dismal days.
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They wei"e both actuated by the same morbid

sentiment which, had Irit-h Mary been spared long

enough, would have shown itself in splitting the

wood and bringing the water to cook her son a nice

dinner and to "do up" his linen, while he loafed

at street corners, or spent in bar-rooms, or gam-
bled away, all that he could coax or steal from

the little hoard which her self-denial counted over

and slowly increased against "his setting up for

himself."

And in her Yankee neighbor it will take form in

dressing her boy in all the foolish frippery of a

precocious dandy, and in indulging him in sweet-

meats and amusements, which will gradually

merge into the flash and bluster of "a gentleman

of the ring ;" oyster suppers and champagne, bil-

liards and fast horses ; till by-and-by there is a

defalcation, and the motley garb of the prison, its

hard fare, and its irksome toil become the young
man's portion ; while in the shame and silence of

her desolated home, the mother weeps bitter tears

over those pretty garments of his long-lost inno-

cence, the first out-growth of her mistaken fond-

ness.

When will mothers learn how much the habits

of their children's maturer years depend upon
early impressions ? A single folly thoughtlessly

indulged may turn the current of a whole life.

One false notion exemplified in her conduct may
counteract all her teachings to the contrary. As
soon as her child's eyes can catch the love-light in

her own, his plastic mind is ready to receive the

stamp of her tastes, of her aspirations, of her

hopes, which she manifests involuntarily in mien
and manner ; in the tones of her voice ; in the

choice of her recreations, of her associates, of the

colors and arrangement of her dress ; no less than

in display of affection for him, or her studied ne-

glect ; in the playthings and sports by which she

intends to develop and educate his capacities, or

in the dress and the trinkets which she selects to

adorn his person.

Do not make your children images of vanity

and frivolity by loading them with gewgaws and
finery; nor foster their pride by making their

clothing or their appearance of the first import-

ance. Awaken in their heiarts as early as possible

a love for simple and ordinary things. Teach
them to distinguish the real and the good, and to

be content with these ; so that they shall not be
blinded, nor dazzled by the glitter and the glare,

which, hiding hollowness and insincerity, lure so

many to destruction. Let them see that beauty

depends not on form nor color, but on propriety
;

on its fitness and agreement with everything that

is good and gentle ; or that can arouse high and
pure thoughts, that can lead to generous and no-

ble action ; that nothing is worthy of admiration

that makes them haughty, or envious, or covetous,

or jealous—in one word, selfish. Help them to

realize that self-forgetfulness, self-renunciation, is

the highest virtue; and, therefore, the greatest

beauty. For beauty is of the mind and the heart
more than of the person, and increased with every
act of self-denial, with every thought for the wel-
fare of others ; and delights in simplicity, and
meekness, and gentleness.

And this is all materially hindered or helped by
the way in which they are led to regard dress.

Clothing, especially with children, has great sig-
nificance in the relation which it bears to these
matters of daily life. See, then, that they are
comfortably and neatly clad ; that no great nicety
of material or excess of ornament, neither any
ill-fitting or shabby garment, be a trouble or a
danger to them, either physically or morally.

In making the clothing of children, aim especial-

ly to give them freedom of motion and graceful-

ness of position ; while closely adapted to the form
there should be no tightness nor constraint upon
any joint or muscle. At the same time, no part of
the body should be unduly exposed. Many a
mother, if she be not answerable for the early
death of her child, has laid the foundation for

years of suflfering, by dressing it in such a
manner that neck, arms, and other parts of the
body have no protection against cold and damp-
ness even in the most inclement weather. Fond
of displaying what she considers its beauty, she
excuses her foolish pride by pretending that this

is the way to harden and strengthen the child,

—

about as sensible a process to accomplish this as
would be the giving of a daily dose of poison in

order to prepare the system for its accidental use
at some future time.

Keep your children always clad warmly enough

;

don't be afraid of making them delicate by this

means ; it is easier to ward off a cold or a fever

than to cure one, and health is more likely to be
made delicate by frequent attacks of disease than
by precaution against its approach.

In the winter season, be sure that their feet are

always warm and dry. Make for infants the soft-

est of socks, knit or crocheted loosely of the warm-
est worsteds. Any mother who can handle knit-

ting or chrochet needles can quickly provide these,

needing no guide but the tiny foot they are to fit.

Or, with bits of thibet and flannel she will like to

exercise her ingenuity in forming a miniature

shoe, that shall be wannly wadded, and prettily

bound and buttoned about the chubby ankle.

For larger children make good stout stockings

;

by the time they are seven years old they ought

to be taught to knit these themselves. Make
them of the best yarn you can get ; for children

keep their feet in such constant motion that the

thickest stockings soon wear out. Line the heels

and toes, and also cover them, if you find they are

getting thin before the rest of the stocking-foot

gives out ; when these are worn through renew
them. When the instep breaks through, and there

is a general thinness and falling away, cut oS" the

foot above all weak places and knit it again of

new yarn. If the stocking be shrunken or out-
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grown, take np the edge of the top and knit the

desired length, finishing the edge by knitting each

stitch with its next until all are gone, as in bind-

ing a heel—it must be done very loosely.

Good stockings for children may be made by

cutting over those that are too much worn to be

of use to grown persons. Cut them according to

the directions for such work given in the chapter

upon women's apparel,—after fitting them to the

ankle and stitching on the wrong side.

The color of children's stockings should in some

measure correspond with the color of their ckess.

Many persons may agree with aunt Hoskins, in

the story of Leslie Goldthwaitc, who believed in

"white stockin's, or go athout. Bilin' an' bleachin',

an' comin' out new, none o' your aggravations

'v everlastin' dirt-color." But for boys who fre-

quently go through all the mud and wet that they

can, so that their boots and shoes get saturated

and stain their stockings, drab is certainly more
desirable than white ; while even for the common
wear of girls, except with light-colored dresses,

most mothers will choose the more delicate shades

of drab and slate. "With the little ones they will

allow all the brightness and whiteness that they

have time and means to afford.

As to shoes, the very word has an appalling

sound ; it is so diflacult to find anything in the

name of boot or shoe that is not constantly get-

ting trodden down at heel—screwed at one side-

burst at the edge of the sole—stubbed at the toe,

—

or kicked, or scuff"cd, or knocked into pieces gen-

erally. If it is a bootee, gores iire torn or stretched

out, eyelets or buttonholes broken down, lacings

lost or knotted, buttons gone and the tongue

pulled out; the sole is scrubbed through to the

quick, and the upper leather gets rough and brown

;

and all this in an incredibly short space of time.

I believe some parents would willingly put up

with the noisy champing and clatter of the wooden
sabots worn by the French and Swiss peasants for

the sake of their durability.

There did seem some prospect of a slight relief

from a portion of this trial by the introduction of

copper toes and iron heels. But after their nov-

elty was over, the youngsters began to think it

was too much like punishing them for misde-

meanors beforehand, and most of them now demur
at their use;—perhaps the silver-tips may have

a more permanent charm for them.

No doubt boots and shoes would last much
longer if children were taught how to wear them

;

that is, the proper way of placing the foot when
standing imd when walking. Not one in twenty

supports the weight of the body by setting the

heel squarely and firmly. And so not only are

Ijoots and shoes trodden out of shape, but an awk-

ward gait is acquired, and the person's figure gets

a.=kew and awry. Then, too, the little matters of

lacings and buttons and straps should always be

kept in order, and straightly adjusted ; and lin-

ings and heel-stiffcnings tidy, and in their proper

places; all of which need a mother's watchful

eye, and, many times, all the ingenuity and skill

of her tireless hands.

The use of rubber boots for extremely wet
weather or for deep snows, at first thought, seems
neccf sary ; but young rogues—girls as much as

boys—do so love to go to the extent of daring

when protected by them, not unfreqnently acci-

dentally toppling over into danger, that 1 some-
times think they are better olT without them.
Nevertheless, they arc a good protection from
dampness

; yet their constant use is deleterious to

health, they are so completely air-tight as well as

water-proof. Rubber shoes over good leather boots

are on this account much to be preferred.

All children when old enough to wear out-of-

door boots and shoes should keep such boots and
shoes expressly for that purpose, changing them
for slippers as soon as they enter the house. Di-

rections for making house shoes and slippers have

been given in previous chapters ; they should be

taught to embroider these in simple patterns with

worsteds or braid ; some children take great pleas-

ure in such work.

Moccasins, or Polish boots, are very good to

wear over the walking shoes or bootees of girls,

in cold and snowy weather. Knit them of coarse

yarn, following the shape of a laced boot. The
sole should be of felt, to which the knit boot is

strongly stitched ; copy the form of this sole from

that of the leather boot, making it a size larger.

Then cut a pattern of the upper leather of the boot,

and begin to knit your yarn one by casting

stitches enough to go around the edge of the felt

sole. Knit i; in seams or rib=, and narrow it to the

right shape through the centre of the foot over the

instep. Be careful not to narrow it so much as to

get the ankle small. Knit them nearly to the knee

;

but for the last six inches take the stitches all on

one needle and knit it open, the whole width,

as a heel is knit; thus, like an unlaced boot, the

moccasin is more easily put on and off. When
within half an inch of closing off, which is done

as when stockings are lengthened—treated of

above—make a row of holes half an inch apart,

by knitting two stitches together and looping the

yarn over the needle at the same time. Through

these holes lace a stout woolen cord—twist it of

the yarn—to draw the boot up and to keep it in

place.

Woolen buskins are very warm, and not so bur-

densome as these boots. Knit these also of coarse

yarn. Begin at the top and knit it ribbed, and as

if for the leg of a stocking. When the ankle is

finished, instead of setting the heel, in its place

close off one-third of the stitches, and knit the

rest baekwardand forward, in the style of a heel,

for an instip. Close off this instep when it reaches

to where the foot begins to taper. Cut rubber or

leather straps abr ut an inch wide, and stitch them

to the ankle to pass over the heel, and to the sides

of the instep, in the middle of its length, to go

around the foot.
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In this variable climate of ours, children who

go out-doors need woolen under-waists and draw-

ers during seven or eight months of the year.

Make them of soft flannel or yam, for small chil-

dren crochet or knit them of split-zephyr worsted.

It requires no gi-eat ingenuity to form them, only

be sure that they are large enough to allow for

shrinking, a gi-eat deal for those who perspire

freely. The drawers should reach to the stockings

and be fastened to them with buttons; proper

holes for which should be knit or wrought in the

stocking-top. The waist and the drawers should

be buttoned together at the belt. Be sure that

neither fit tightly in any place, or draw uncomfor-

tably from any movement of the wearer ; some-

times the union of two portions of cloth cut from

different ways of the web causes this. The waist

should cover the neck well ; for the coldest weather

the sleeves should reach to the wrist,—for milder

only three or four inches below the shoulder. In

summer, substitute cotton for the flannel drawers,

and in making these garments always cut the

cloth, whether cotton or flannel, lengthwise of the

web.

The under-linen of children should be made in

the easiest and plainest manner possible, of a

gored or sack form gathered into a narrow yoke

that lies lightly upon the shoulders ; the sleeves

short, and just full enough to admit of putting on

and off quickly. It should be finished with a neat

hem, and have no ornament save a narrow edg-

ing around the sleeves and yoke ; a very narrow

cambric frill, or Smyrna lace or its imitation in

crochet or tatting, is very good for this purpose

:

button- hole work in scallops, or braid embroidery,

or laid-work, or cut-work, besides being uncom-

fortable where it comes in contact with the skin,

is difiicult to keep as clearly white as the rest of

the garment without scrubbing it so hard in wash-

ing as to injure the fabric. Night-gowns, also,

should have no stiff, hard trimming to annoy and

fret them ; they should be long and loose, gathered

into a yoke that fits easily to the neck from the

throat to over the shoulders, or merely drawn by
means of a hem and tape closely about the throat.

The best sleeping garments for children are long,

loose trowsers reaching from the throat, where

they are snugly drawn and tied, to the ankle, and

there gathered into a band. They should have

full sleeves gathered into narrow wristbands.

Buy unbleached cotton for these garments and

bleach it yourself, according to the rule given in

Chap. VI. Some prefer cotton flannel for winter

wear, especially for night-gowns. Others say that

cotton flannel is unhealthy, that it prevents the

free passage of insensible perspiration.

The linen or linen-cambric or muslin undergar-

ments of infants should be merely a width of the

material, to cover the waist ; the cutting out of

the arm-size made to form a narrow shoulder-band

;

and the garments left open behind, or closed at the

sides, according to fancy. These should have the

least possible trimming, nothing more than a row
of fagot-stitch at the hems.

Infants' blankets and all children's flannel skirts

should be white ; a nice wide hem neatly stitched

is sufficient border. If you embroider them, those

that are in common use and need frequent wash-
ing should not be done in silk ; the white of silk

being a dye, the only white dye known, (so says

the Scientific American) is soon washed out, and
you have the original dingy yellow of the floss

;

nice M'orsteds or worsted braid make pretty em-
broidery.

A simple embroidery for the edge of hems or

any seams in flannel, is the brier-vine, done with

worsted or coarse silk : begin at the left hand end
of the seam—take your needle through from the

wrong side— lay the thread in a slanting direction

toioards your right hand—take up three or four

threads of the flannel with your needle, as if to

stitch it, above the thread, which is kept in place

by the left thum j ; make three or four stitches in

this way—keeping the thread in its position by
them—then turn the thread from your right for the

next three or four stitches ; this forms a point,

with the briers facing all one way. Holding the

thread more or less inclined makes these points or

waves of the vine more or less sharp. Two stitch-

es, or even one on each side of the point, make a
narrower, and for small seams, a prettier border.

When flannels become thin in those portions

that receive the most wear, line them with half-

wom pieces of the same material ; if holes appear

they may be darned with fine worsted to these

pieces so neatly as to escape observation. "When
skirts are getting thin at the hem, reverse them,

and take the belt edge for the hem,—if the edge

of the hem be very much worn, cut it off and take

it for a facing to this new edge. By this manage-
ment the garment will look well and be comfort-

able a long time.

White cambric and brilliant are the best fabrics

for infants' dresses ; after these the same goods or

calico of the tiniest designs in the most delicate

colors. Don't make them too long, nor too full,

—

seven-eighths or three quarters of a yard is long

enough for common wear, a yard and a half wide

enough. Give this skirt a hem two inches deep

and gather it into a loose, narrow belt. For some
dresses this belt may be of insertion, between

which and a lining, a narrow ribbon of some deli-

cate and becoming color may be drawn as a waist

fastening. Avoid all fanciful styles of waist and
sleeves. The easiest and the prettiest waist is of

moderate fullness—three to three and one half

inches long—gathered to the belt, and, again, to a

narrow band that lies loosely about the neck just

at the shoulders ; the band plain and drawn a

little snugly with a small tape,—or of insertion,

with rilibon, as at the belt. Cut a wide, easy arm
size. Make the sleeve of a straight band, about

an inch and a half wide, with a neat, very narrow

hem and edging. It should just fit the arm-size.
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But a full sleeve gathered into a band with ribbon,

like the neck of the dress, is much prettier and

will last much longer. Have no buttons, nor

hooks, nor pins, to fasten infants' clothing—use

tape or ribbon for this purpose.

Bibs and short tiers any mother can make out

of small pieces of cambric or brilliant, binding

them with very narrow strips of pretty lawn or

muslin, or setting around the edge a row of tatting

or crochet in cotton. These save much washing

and ironing of dresses, as well as much wear.

But a baby four months old, or even younger,

should be supplied with long-sleeved tiers drawn

high about the neck ; made of gingham or calico

;

full enough to cover the dress well—hanging

loosely around it and being fastened at the belt,

behind, also at the neck. These tiers are such a

saving to the clothes of children, that all should

be furnished with them, to wear about their play

within doors, till they are twelve years old. And
girls should wear them several yeai-s longer, when

assisting in housework. The skirts of calico and

gingham dresses that are outgrown can be used to

make these tiers, though of course new goods will

last much longer.

A baby needs a small woolen sack to wear over

its low-necked and short sleeved cambric dress in

cold weather. To make this, take one-third of a

yard of flannel, of some pretty color, and fold its

two selvages in a crosswise manner to the centre,

forming a double point; the selvages lying upon

one cut edge of the flannel, the other edge being

the front opening of the sack. From the centre,

which makes the top of the point, cnt a small

semi-circular piece,—thus forming the neck-hole.

The crosswise folds fit the slope of the shoulders

and are the centre of the sleeves, which are formed

by cutting the flannel parallel with those folds, at

a proper distance from them to make the sleeves

snCSciently wide ; for the length of the sleeve ex-

tend these cuttings to within two inches of the

arm size, and finish it at the hand according to

your taste. To shape the body of the sack, cut

out gores under the arm, and then stitch a seam
there ; also stitch up the sleeves. Cut the corners

of the front to a circular shape, and then pink the

edge of the sack or cut it in small scallops. A
yam or worsted sack may be knit or crocheted of

the same shape.

For the winter dresses of a babe that is old

enough to dispense with a wrapping blanket, use

nice flannel or thibet or all-wool delaine. Plain

is prettiest, though they are often printed in small,

neat designs. Don't get gaudy colors or showy
figures ; and make the dresses large enough to

last two seasons. A good way to make these

woolen dresses is to have the waist only a coacin-

uation of the skirt, arranging the fabric in plaits

' at the belt, which are stitched in their folds to a
lining that fits the waist smoothly yet loosely.

Cut the sleeves as for cambric dresses, and bind

: both them and the neck with silk or velvet.

! A long, loose sack, lined and lightly wadded, to

be used as a moraing wrapper or dressing-gown is

a veiy convenient garment, not only for babies

but for all children. Its advantage for warding

I

off colds and chills in a half-warmed room should

not be overlooked, nor yet its economy in saving

I

much hard usage of better dresses. It can be

made at very little expense—by taking two or

three breadths of the skirt of your old thibet or

j

delaine dress and using as much taste and inge-
' nuity in fabricating it as you would in making a

! man's lounging coat.

A baby's outside garment should be of the most

delicate flannel ; or else of thibet, lyonese cloth or

all-wool delaine of a quiet color ; made double, of

' the same material, or lined with soft, colored cam-

bric of the same shade as the outside. Cnt and

make it in the fashion of a woman's water-proof

circular, with a hood attached, having also a cape

I

to wear with it when much exposed to cold.

[This subject will be further corBidered in a subse-

quent chapter. The next chapter which will appear iu

' our May number of the Monthly Farmer, will treat of

Woman's Out-door Work, Gardening, &c.]
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MAY.
AY day, poe-

try of the Fa-

ther land;

May -poles

twined with

flowers ; the

Queens of the

May, with

their bevy of

fair compan-

ions, crowned

with g a r-

lands ; and all

the sports of

the green, of

which we so

delighted to

read in the

days of our

childhood are

sadly out of

season with us. From such scenes we are

separated by the cold waters of the broad

Atlantic, and the icebergs rolling and tum-

bling in its stormy waves, and our fair dam-

sels, instead of weaving the mazy dance in

the open air, with their arms bare, .and heads

covered only with flowery wreaths, are still

wearing their furs and shivering under the

folds of woolen garments. But the season

for putting in the seed has come, and "he that

will not plough by reason of the cold, shall

u3'

beg in harvest, and have nothing." The work

must go on. The spring time has come,—the

seed time promised,—and it must be improved.

We must act in accordance with nature's laws,

and the time and the season are as much fixed

by her laws as any other conditions on which

success depends. Would that we understood

her laws better, and observed them with more

care. Living in the presence of nature, and

in constant communion with her, how greatlj'

would the farmer's happiness be promoted by

a knowledge of her laws,—of the natural sci-

ences. He is constantly observing effects.

Why should he not know the causes which

produce them ? While nourishing and cherish-

ing vegetable life,—while engaged in covering

the earth with beauty,—in bringing forth the

flower and fruit, and perfecting the harvest,

how much pleasure would he find in a knowl-

edge of vegetable phjsiology, which would

reveal to him the processes and the instrumen-

talities by which' all these results are accom-

plished. Some rare plant, some new and

beautiful flower, arrests his attention. Could

he call to his aid the knowledge of botany,

and learn its habits, its uses, and its name,

how much would his pleasure be increased ?

Almost constantly delving in the earth, how
would his labor be lightened by an acquaint-

ance with geology which would teach him the

nature and composition of the soil he is work-

ing ? As he follows the plough, and opens •

the bosom of the beautiful soil, he would be
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able to read lessons of divine wisdom written

upon its teeming furrows. As he sees the

matchless beauty of the blade springing from

the seed which he has scattered, first gay with

flowers', and then loaded with rich fruit to fill

his *storehouse and feed himself and those de-

pendent upon him, would he not find great

satisfaction in knowing how this wonderful

result has been effected ? An apparent mira-

cle has been wrought in his presence,—and

yet it it is no miracle, for it has been wrought

in accordance with law. Shall he not seek to

understand this law of beauty and growth,

and thus feel that in laboring for the same re-

sult, he is a co-laborer with nature ? Living in

the open air, he observes the movements of

the clouds, and spans the firmament with his

eyes. How grateful to him would be a knowl-

edge of the philosophy of light and air,—of the

winds and storms,—of rain and drought. And

the movements of the heavenly bodies, and

the eternal laws which govern the solar sys-

tem, how would a knowledge of these elevate

his mind and quicken his devotion.

All these matters, and many others of the

same class are closely connected with the prac-

tice of husbandry, and the advancement of

agriculture, and do they not contribute to the

daily enjoyment of the farmer himself ? It is

to be hoped the time will come, when the

farmer shall be familiar with such knowledge.

Never, till then, will he feel the strength of

the position which he occupies. Then let him

press onward, seeking for knowledge, not only

as a means of success, but as a means of enno-

bling both himself and his calling.

"What the farmer needs most to know is the

principle that governs,—the pliilosophy that

underlies and controls, every operation. His

farm is a mighty laboratory,—every operation

an experiment. While these are going on, he

should watch them with an infelligent eye, and

trace effects to their causes, and understand I

how his plants are fed, and on what they feed
;

how much food they need, and how it shoidd
i

be modified to promote their health and

growth, and how they are affected by climate

and season. In short, let him study the laws

of nature. These are uniform and certain, and I

only when he learns to conform to them, and
i

act in accordance with them, will he achieve '

satisfactory results, and comprehend the true

nobility of his work.
I

AMERICAN "WOOL,
Mr. Edward Harris, the great Rhode Island

manufacturer, wrote a letter, dated January

30, 1868, to the Congressional Committee on

Ways and Means, in which he says that in

thirty-seven years' experience in manufactur-

ing he has never seen the business so depressed

as at present ; that for the best goods, the

SoRth American wools are necessary ; that the

present tariff on this kind of wool amounts to

30 cents per cleansed pound, in gold, and con-

sequently the drift of his letter is to convince

Congress that the depression in manufacturing

is the result of the operation of the tariff on

wool. In commenting on this letter, Dr.

Randall says in a late ai'ticle in the Rural New
Yorker, that he knows of only two other

manufacturers—Mr. Hazard, of Rhode Island,

and Mr. Slater, of Massachusetts,—who agree

with Mr. Harris in his views. That the great

body of manufacturers in the country do not

sympathize with him appears from the fact that

the following resolution was adopted unani-

mously by their National Association at its last

annual meeting, October 2, 1867 :

Resolved, That the present tariff on wool and
woolens is as well adapted, as any legislation
which can be devised, to promote the growth and
development of wool manufacturing and wool
growing, and the interests of consumers and the
public revenue.

In addition to this. Dr. Randall publishes

the following letter from another "manufac-

turer of reputation," whose name he does not

feel authorized to give, in which some of Mr.

Harris's positions are directly controverted :

"In answer to the letter of Mr. Edward Harris I

will say, that few of the manufar'turers ofcassi-

meres "and cloakings have closeil their mills. I

will only name a few that have not. The River-
side Mills, Lippet Mills, Ouby & Metcalf, near
Providence, R. I., Ed. S. Ilall, Millville, and
Messenger & Wright, of Worcester, Mass., and
many others in the vieinit)- of Mr. Harris' Mills

;

the Globe Mills and Steam Woolen Mill at Utic:',

the Empire Mill at Clay ville, the Elboeuf and Mo-
liawk Mills at Little Falls, the Mowry and Hun-
Joon, Eaton, N. Y., the Troy Woolen Mills, the
Washington Mills at I/nvrence (v.hosc goods were
so handsomely noticed at the Paris Exposition;)
the Burlingron Mills and S. Woodward's of Vt.;
the Yantico Mills, Franklin, N. J., and the Newark
Woolen Mills, Geo. P. Evans.' Mills, of Philadel-
phia, and a great many others make as fine goods
as Edward Harris, or can make them, and all

made or jn.4rly so of American wool. Many of
the mills mentioned make medium goods as well

as tine. I saw as tine a piece of goods of siik and
wool, within a week, that was made in Indiana, as

Edward Harris can make. Did the manufacturer
get his wool from South America ? Not a bit of it.

It wa.s raised in flic United States. There is plenty
of tine wool and at fair prices, to those who can
give good city paper or cash. If the mills named
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are losing money, the consignee of foreign goods

is losing more.
"The'iraportations arc falling off, and if the tax

of two and a half per cent, is taken olf, the manu-
facturer will survive in spite of the pauper labor

of Europe. In Austria 15 cents is the price per

day of a man's labor ! We have as tine a wool-

growing country as there is in the world. West
Virginia has produced the finest wool in the world,

according to the statements contained in the work
of Aqui 11a Brown, of Philadelphia. We can and
should grow our own fine wool ; and it will be
done unless such theories as Mr. Harris' prevail.

It is the manufacturers' interest to use our o^vn
M"ools and encourage our own growers. The staple

is stronger and better adapted to our business than
South American wool.
"What ails Mr. Harris is that he has held his

goods, many of them old styles, for one and two
years ; and he now finds it hard work to compete
with most of the mills which sell their goods in

the season for which they were made. He has an-
other trouble. He is the largest individual manu-
factui'er in Nev/ England, and has an enormous
new mill running equal to fifty sets of cards. Has
he not a little overdone it ? Don't he need more
customers and less South American wool ? A ten
set mill is considered a large one, and is large
enough for any prudent man. What troubles the
large concerns are the small mills. If they can be
crushed, the large ones will have a good time.
Take the taritf off from wool, the farmers will kill

their sheep, and the small mills break. The lai'ge

mill owners vdll in that case become the lords,

and the people will become the serfs."

COMPLIMBJSTTAIIY.

Although we are much encouraged by the

many good words that are spoken of the Far-

mer, by our correspondents and contemporaries

we do not often think best to make our own

columns the medium of their complimentary

notices. We must, however, be excused for

manifesting our appreciation of the source of

the following, by waiving our general rule on

this point.

The New England Farmer.—There are three
things which New England men in middle life,

who have migrated from the countiy to the city,

remember, as particularly associated with the
old fiu'm homestead,

—

Scott's Commentary, Robert
B. Thomas's Almanac, and the Neiu England Far-
mer. This sterling agricultural paper is one of the
Institutions of New England, and its visits to the
firesides of thousands would be missed as much,
almost, as those of brothers, sisters, or cousins.
The genial, pleasant, instructive essays of the far-

mer-editor, whose cottage upon the l)anks of Con-
cord Ptiver is the home of so much refinement, so-

cial happiness, and generous hospitality, lend a
charm to its columns which is found in but few
publications. The Farmer often speaks words of
kindness and encouragement, but never those of
bitterness or envy. The agricultural interests of
New England and the country, in their present
advanced condition, are greatly indebted to the
Farmer, and long may it continue to exert its

healthful and elevating influence.

—

Journal of
Chemistry.

•THE OLD FARM."

BY FRANK M. BAKER.

—The Iowa Agricultural College will open for

students next fall.

I've been, dear Georgr;, to "our old place,"
Where you and I were born,

But meeting no familiar face,
It made me feel forlorn.

Where father tilled, now strangers till,

—

Our father's house is not;
A stranger's home stands on the hill

Where stood our humble cot.

The old red barn is torn away

—

A new one stands there now

—

What fun we've had in that old bay I

What frolics in the mow !

The old well-sweep has disappeared,
Instead there is a pump

;

The farm how changed I The land we cleared,
Is now without a stump.

And those "back acres" where we mowed,
{Bach-achers true they were,)

A boy upon a mower rode
And cut, while was I there.

The rattling reaper rapid run
The waving grain among,

Where erst beneath the broiling sun
Our cradles oft we swung.

Those reapers, George, have truly hung
Our craclL'S "in the shade;"

The only cradle now-days swung
Is where the baby's laid.

Our mother's grave, dear George, I sought,
There wept—I know not why

;

I felt the changes years have wrought
On all—on you and I.

For tJie New England Farmer,

yOUNG ORCHARDS.
We recommend, in setting out a young

orchard, to plant the land previously to corn
or potatoes, ploughing very deep. After the

crop is off the land is ready to receive the

trees. Set them from thirty to forty feet

apart, (thirty-five feet is a good distance,)

and do not hurry to put in the trees, but set

them carefully, reserving all the top soil to go
around the small roots ; and it will pay to pour

a pail or two of water on the roots of each

tree, when the holes are about two-thirds filled.

As soon as the roots are covered with the top
soil, M'ork the trunk of the tree to and fro, to

settle the earth around the fibres of the roots,

then tread down firmly with your feet, apply

the water, fill up, and the work is done. If

the soil i'^ quite damp, no water will be neces-

sary ; but as a man will bring, in an hour, from
the house-well, by hand, all the water that

would be required for twenty-five or thirty

trees, it is decidedly, in my opinion, good
policy to use it in most cases. No person
should ever allow a hired man to set out his

trees. He should take his man or boy and do
it himself, with their assistance. Nor should ,

the holes be dug long before the trees are set.

If you have many trees to set, first stake the

ground and then set a man or men to digging

the holes, while you, -with a boy, set the trees.
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which should be set into the ground two or three

inches deeper than they grew in the nursery

row, and after the soil becomes well settled

around them, they will not be too deep. It is

important to set a stake by the side of each

tree, on the side the prevailing winds come
from, to which the tree should be attached with

something that will not chafe the bark. No
man should trust to his hired help to remove
his young trees from the nursery, unless he

has diUerent help from what is usually found

on a farm. The life of a tree is in its roots,

and care should be taken to preserve as many
(especially the smaller roots,) as possible,

and all that are cut with the spade should be
cut off smoothly with a knife, in an oblique

direction, in order to allow them to grow on
and become perfect roots. If you are not

ready to set the trees, as soon as taken from

the nursery, take them to a shaded place and

"heel them in," throwing the earth well up
over portions of their trunks and branches, if

not too large, to prevent too great an evapora-

tion of the sap. The top of the tree should

be trimmed to correspond Avith its extent of

roots. Begin with the lower branches, and
end by shortening in such of the top branches

as may be necessary. o. T.

Laiceville, Mass.', Feb., 18G8.

Cheese from the Milk of Sheep.—The

January number of the Report of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture, furnishes a curious state-

ment in explanation of the art and mystery of

"Roquefort cheese." It appears that in the

neighborhood of Roquefort, France, 8,000,000

pounds of cheese are made each year from

about 400,000 sheep of a native breed, which

are all that can be kept there. The factory is

called a cave, and is niched high up in the

rocky table land. The sheep are milked twice

a day. The milk stands a short time, is then

warmed and partly skimmed for butter, made

into cheese, sprinkled with wheat flour, inocu-

lated with a bit of old cheese, and carefully

deposited in the "cave." Either from some

peculiarity of feed or influence of the scent of

th'e cave, this cheese is inimitable, and other

sections near by have failed in all their at-

tempts to produce the genuine Roquefort

cheese.

KANSAS COLLEGE GROUNDS.
In June, 18G5, says the Kansas Farmer,

•Prof. Kelsey took charge of these grounds,

and forty acres were broken up. In 1866 he

planted nine bushels of osage orange seed,

8000 apple grafts, one bushel apple seed, one

peck elm, three bushels maple seed, and about

40,000 little evergreens. In 1867, eight bush-

els osage orange seed, five bushels peach seed,

18,000 apple grafts, and a quantity of syca-

more, ash, and honey locust seed, and twenty-

five acres of black walnut, oak, hickory, ma-

ple, osage orange, cotton wood, white pine,

cedar, larch, arbor vitai, &c. About $1200

worth of trees and plants were sold last spring,

and probably $2000 worth will be sold this

spring. Already 250 acres are inclosed, and

preparations for fencing 640 acres are nearly

completed. Additional orchards, forests, hedge

seed, peach and apple grafts and seeds, and

several miles of hedge fence are to be put out

this spring. The trees have nearly all suc-

ceeded well, and the forests are in cultivated

ground and kept free of weeds. They have

cost $7 to $10 per acre, and are planted in

rows twelve feet apart, the trees In the row

one to two feet apart, and cultivated between

the rows.

PERRY'S IMPROVED MOWER.
This machine, represented in our advertising

pages, was invented by Mr. John G. Perry, of

Kingston, R. I. It has two driving wheels,

the frame is made of wood, and it is claimed

that every part is made of the best material

and in the best manner ; that it will run slow

or quick, and do the work well ; that the ma-

chinery is simple and compact ; that it avoids

the noise common to other machines ; that it

is well adapted to uneven surfaces ; and that it

will mow around corners without stopping or

backing the team to start anew. Since its

invention it has been awarded the following

premiums :

—

Medals.—Rhode Island Society, 1866; World's
Fair, Paris, 1S67 ; 'Worcester County Association,

1866.

Highest Prizes.—N. E. and Vermont Societies,

1866; N. E. and Rhode Island Societies, 1867;

also at Bristol Co.. Middlesex Co., Eastern Hamp-
den, and other Agricultural Fairs.

Norfolk Agricultural Society".—At a

largely attended meeting of the sowety, March

25, the following gentlemen were elected o(Ii-

cers for the year :

—

Preszrfrnf—Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, Dorchester.

Vice Presidents—Hon. Amos A. Lawrence, Brook-

line; Hon. Otis C:uv, Foxboro' ; John Gardner,

Dcdh.am; Stephen W. Richardson, Franklin ; Eli-

jah Tucker. Milton ; Henry Grew. Dorchester.

Corresponding and Recording Secretary—Henry
0. Hildreth, Dcdhani.
Treasurer—C. C. Churchill, -Dedham.
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SOTV AND PIiAWT GOOD SEEDS.

>f.E of the vexatious ex-

periences of the farmer

is in the use of seeds

which he supposed were

good, but which never

come up. This is not

only vexatious, but in

some cases involves a

heavy bill of cost, as in

the case of seeding land

to grass. After all the

"^Sr^A '^^A labor of harrowing, lev-

eling, sowing the seed,

working it under and

rolling, the work is to

be gone through with a second time, and a new

cost incurred for Diore seed. In addition to

this, the prime season for the germination of

seeds, and early growth of the plants, has

passed away, so that the crop is sickly and

lean through the entire season. The whole

crop, indeed, may be affected through two or

or three seasons from the want of a heavy and

vigorous start.

Thus the want of success in this operation,

and the necessity of going over it again, occu-

pies the time of men and teams that ought to

have been devoted to other crops,—so that un-

less extra labor is brought in, the business of

the farm is deranged throughout the season.

In such cases, hurry and discomfort are intro-

duced, where thrift and order usually prevail

;

these penetrate the inmost recesses of the fam-

ily, and give it a tone of disquiet which is all

unlike its common character. All this may
spring from a want of good seed. The old

adage is proved in the result :
' 'For want of a

nail the shoe was lost ; for want of a shoe the

horse was lost ; for want of a horse the rider

was lost!" "Behold! how great a matter a

little fire kindleth." So it runs through all the

business of life. One little act of treachery

involves the city in ruins, and the loss of many
lives. One little piece of rascality in selling

seeds that are known to be bad, results not

only in the loss of crops to a great extent, but

to unhapplness,—perhaps ruln.,^—In many up-

right and worthy families.

There should be inspectors of seeds, as well

as inspectors. of flour and steamboat boilers,

—and any Infraction of law in relation to seeds

should by punished promptly and severely.
|

Line upon line, and precept upon precept,

has been given to farmers upon the importance
of using good seeds, but the losses continue

as great as ever. The surest way to secure

those that are good, is for the farmer to raise

them himself. It is much more easy to do so
than most farmers think It Is. For garden
purposes, two or three beets, parsnips, car-

rots, onions, turnips, &c., &c., are all that are

necessary to secure an abundance of good
seed.

For field use. Increase the number, but tend
with equal care. Even grass seeds may be
saved with little extra labor, when once the
farmer becomes acquainted with the best man-
ner of taking care of the crop and of harvest-

ing the seed.

Machines are common now for the latter

work, which accomplish It lapldly and per-

fectly—and a single machine would accommo-
date a whole neighborhood. The cost of grass

seeds to our farmers may seem small In single

Instances, but In the aggregate it swells to an
Imposing sum.

There were 35,601 farms in the State of

Massachusetts In 1860. The average cost of

grass seed cannot be less than six dollars to

each farm,—it would probably be double that

sum,—but that amount would make a total of

$213,006 annually ! A very large po«tion of

this seed Is produced beyond the limits of New
England.

The whole number of farms In the New
England States In 1860, was 183,942. At six

dollars for each farm, the total would be

$1,103,652 annually, for grass seed! It is

believed that nine-tenths of this seed may be
produced by the farmers themselves, and at a

very trifling cost. Look at the immense la-

bor, and the untold exchanges which the pro-

ducts of the farmer must pass through, in or-

der to raise the money and pay it out for this

grass seed.

As a general rule, the farmer handles little

money, compared with many other classes. It

should therefore be his object to produce, within

his own labors, everything that can be eco-

nomically produced, so as to devote his money
to the payment of taxes, purchase of ma-
chinery, clothing, furniture, and such other

articles for consumption or use as he cannot

produce from his soil or manufacture for him-
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self. We can save a million, annually, in New
England, by raising our own grass seeds.

With a bit oi' advice to fanners from the old

Roman writer, Columella, and a few lines fi'om

one of Vir.girs Georgies, we will close this

article. The first named says :
—"I have this

further direction to give you, that, when the

corns are cut down, and brought into the

threshing floor, we should even then think of

making provision of seed for the future seed

time, for this is what Celsus says :
—'When

the corn and crop are but small, we must pick

out the hest ears and of them lay up our seed

separately by itself.' " Virgil says :

—

"I've seen the largest seeds, though viewed with care,
Degenerate, unless the industrious hand
Did yearly cull the Zar(7esi. Thus all things
By fatal doom srow worse, and by degrees
Decay, forced back iuto their primevous state."

For the New England Farmer.

"DIFFEKENCE IN" SEED POTATOES."
Mr. Knapp gives his experience, and here

is ours :—In the spring of 1S6G I received by
mail from Thomas Edge, Esq., of London-
grove, Pa., among other seeds, one of Good-
rich's Cusco potatoes and one Mercer. I also

obtained two each of the Goodrich Early, Gar-
net, Chili, and Calico. I had previously Jer-

sey Peach Blows, Prince Alberts, Mountain
Junes, Davis Seedling, Irish Apple, and Cali-

fornia or Jenny Lind, and several other varie-

ties.

The Cusco, having clusters of eyes, was di-

vided into twenty-eight pieces, some of them
not larger than a filbert, each containing one
eve which made twent3--eight hills. The
other new varieties having less eyes made
fourteen hills each, containing one and two
eyes. The old varieties were with two or

more eyes on each piece. By stepping the left

foot in each hill and dropping one piece each
side of it, tlie distance between the pieces is

regulated to six or eight inches. The rows
were three feet apart and the hills about thirty

inches. The soil was a light sandy loam, on
which the clover was winter killed. We made
holes two or three inches deep, and covered
the potatoes first with manure then with dirt.

They received the same culture and treatment,

and although the season was unfavorable, we
harvested as follows :

—

2 potatoes, Cusco, 28 hills ... 2 bushels,
" " Early Goodrich . 14 "

. . . 1^
"

" " a.arnet Chill . . .
" "

. . . IJ
"

" " Mercer k <<
, , . ^

"
" " Goodrich's CjHco " " ... J

•'

U^unl amount of seed,
Jersey I'each Blows n n

, . . j
"

Davis Seedling n n
. . . i "

Prince Albert ic <i
, , . |

"

Mountain June n u
, . . i "

Irifh Apple " "
. . . |

"
California n •<

. . . ij •<

The last season was still more unfavorable

in northern Vermont, but notwithstanding the
almost unprecedented drought, I raised over
eighty bushels of the Cusco, sixty-five of the
Early Goodrich, and forty of the Garnet Chili,

and planted only about three-fourths of the
Garnets. None of them rotted except the
Mercers, which I discarded the first season.

I have formerly been troubled v/ith the rot
in my bins, especially near the top of the cen-
tre where they were piled high. I therefore
raised the floor so that the dirt can be cleaned
out easily, and slit the bottom planks to 'about
six inches, wide, and left spaces three-fourths

of an inch wide between them, and now the
potatoes, though deep, keep as sound as when
put in.

We should like to hear from other farmers,
that each may profit by the others' experience.

O. C. Wait.
West Georgia, Vt., Feb., 1868.

AN EXCELLENT JFERTILIZEK.

One of the very best artificial fertilizers used

I

upon our farm, lor all the cereal grains and
root crops, we have prepared in the following
manner: Take one barrel of pure, finely-

ground bone, and mix with it a barrel of good
wood ashes ; during the mixing, add gradu-
ally about three pailfuls of water. The heap
may be made upon the floor of an outbuilding,

or upon the barn floor ; and, by the use of a
hoe, the bone and ashes, must be thoroughly
blended together. The water added is just

sufficient to liberate the caustic alkalies, pot-

ash and soda, and these re-act upon the gela-

tine of the bone, dissolving the little atoms,
forming a kind of soap, and fitting it for plant

aliment. In thisnvay, the most valuable con-

stituents of bones can be made immediately
available, and the addition of potash and soda
aids in the formation of a fertilizer of inesti-

mable value. Tlie water added is not sufficient

to make a mass, difficult to dry, but is enough
to liberate the strong alkalies from the ashes.

This preparation is so cleanly, convenient, and
useful, every farmer should prepare as much
as possible for his ero[)s during the coming
season. A gill placed in a hill of corn will

work wonders. It is excellent for garden veg-

etables, and for all kinds of roots. It must
be used in .^mall tjuantitles, or in about the

same way as the so called superphosphates. A
barrel of this mixture is worth two of any of
the commercial f'erlilizers, and the cost will be
but about half as much. It remains to be
added, if the bone meal and ashes are very

dry, four pailfuls of water may be required ;

but care must be exercised not to have it in-

conveniently moist. It will be ready for use

in a week after it is made. Pure, raw.finely-

fjrnund hone and the best of ashes should be

emjjloyed. We think the Journal readers will

thank us for calling their attention to this ex-

cellent fertilizer.

—

Journal of Clicmiatnj.
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EABLY ROSE POTATO.

It is claimed that this variety was originated

from a seedling of the "Garnet Chili," by

Mr. Albert Breeze, of Vermont, who, after be-

ing satisfied as to its superior quality, sold his

stock to D. S. Heffron, of Utica, the dissemi-

nator of the "Early Goodrich/' After test-

ing it two years, Mr. H. sold most of his stock

to two gentlemen in New Jersey, and gave the

following description of the potato:—"Skin

thin, tough, of a dark bluish color; flesh

white, solid and brittle ; boils through quickly,

and is very mealy." He also says, "It has

uniformly ripened ten days ' earlier than the

Early Goodrich, produces less small tubers, is-

equally healthy and productive, as that justly

celebrated variety, and its superior in table

quality. It is the best early potato that I

have ever grown or seen, all things consid-

ered "

Dr. John P. Gray, (superintendent of the

New York State Lunatic Asylum) who raised

a small quantity for Mr. Heffron, speaks of it

in the highest terms, and fully endorses all

that Is claimed for it.

If future cultivation shall prove that the

"Eai'ly Rose Potato" is earlier than the "Early

Goodrich," and is in other respects worthy of

all the praise which has been awarded it, it

must be a great acquisition, especially in view

of the miserable specimens of this indispen-

sable vegetable which we have had upon our

tables the present season.

For the Keio England Farmer.

MIWEBAIi MANUEES.
In your paper of March 21st, under the

heading "Manures—-Organic and Inorganic,"

I am invited to consult two gentlemen of Mil-
ford, Mass. respecting their success in apply-
ing mineral fertilizers to their land, according
to the theory of Mr. Dodge Hayward. I shall

endeavor to obtain the information, and hope
that others who have adhered strictly to the

teachings of that gentleman will forv/ard for

publication the results of their experiments.

I offer some thoughts suggested by the arti-

cle referred to.

In our experiments with minerals, it should

be borne in mind that "onv want of knowledge
is not so much in regard to what organic or

inorganic elements our plants and fruits are

composed of, as in what proportions, and by
what methods and expense of time and money
they can be returned to the exhausted soil,

and be made to operate there as when supplied

by the action of the forces of nature.

Chemists profess to be able to tell me pre-

cisely the quantity of minerals any portion of
my land may contain, but they cannot tell me
before hand what amount of minerals to use,

how to use them, and at what expense this

can be done, with the certainty of raising

profitable crops, and continuing the land in a
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fertile state. Mr. Dodge Hayward, who I do
not understand to be a practical chemist, pro-

fesses to do this, but whoever ctirefully con-

siders the positions he takes, or assumes, and
the conclusions he arrives at, by making them
the ground of his reasoning, will be compelled-

to admit the truthfulness of the first two lines

of the second paragraph, in the second part of

the article I have above referred to, where, in

speaking of Mr. Hayward. the writer says

:

'•In regard to the truth of his theory, its proof
rests on the test of practical experience." In

his lectures, Mr. Hayward makes propositions,

then talks about them and draws his conclu-

sions apparently in ignorance that the proof of

any position depends not on the positions that

juUow, but always on those which precede.

The mode of reasoning adopted by Mr.
Hayward, leads hini to conclude that unless

we depend on minerals to restore our lands to

a state or capacity called productive, we shall

be- driven to give up farming as unprofitable;

but tuue will discover to all the real causes of

the fertility of our lands being less than for-

merly, are the abundance of new land, the

high price of labor, and comparative scarcity

of money in the hands of small farmers.

What made the barren sands of Belgium
the. most fertile farms and gardens on the con-

tinent of Europe, but the poverty to which the

people were reduced by the destruction of
their former means of support? This they

accomplislied by the use of green manures and
rotation of crops. Two hundred years ago
men travelled fifcy miles on the road in Eng-
land without seeing a single fence ; on both

sides were heath and swamp, where now are

seen such farms as would astonish the intelli-

gent farmer of New England. The change
there was brought about by the use of the

same means as in Belgium. In the latter

place, by the poor farmers with the spade ; in

England, by the lords of the land employing

the spade and the plough ; but in both cases

the system of manuring was the same. As
land in the hands of intelligent cultivators here

becomes scarce, and they have money to ena-

ble them to wait the necessary time for remu-
neration, the same system of cultivation will be

adopted by them as is followed in England, so

far as climate will allow. _ For the present, our

best plan seems to be to select our best fields,

sell ironi them as little of what they produce

as possible, and extend our farms only as fast

as we have abundance of barn-yard manure,

and time and money to afford to bring up our

poor lands by plowing in green crops, and by

reclaiming our meadows.
To the remarks of the writer of the article

referred to, on what he calls the "preaching

of the all-importance of ammonia,'''' I will

leave the "leading afjriculturists who preach

them" to reply. 1 believe in the judicious use

of both barn-yard manure and minerals. I

believe, also, that if we had no minerals to

Use as manure, we could then farm with profit.

What I do not believe, is what Mr. Hayward
contends for,

—"that ninety per cent, of barn-
yard manure is useless on all lands." If Mr.
Dodge Hayward will test the matter here in

Sherborn, he can do so ; he being at the ex-
pense only of his presence here, and his super-
intendence. If he should succeed, he must be
aware that his secret would bring a handsome
price. If he should read this article, I wish
him to recal to mind our conversation in the
blacksmith's shop in this town.

I have seen farms in eleven counties of Eng-
land, where the system of manuring I suggest
has been followed, and I wish the farms and
farmers here were as rich as they are there.

Our friend speaks of insects in peas, and of
borers in trees, as the result of a want of min-
eral in the land. In England I do not remem-
ber having seen any insects in peas exp'osed
for sale in windows and stores the year round

;

nor do I remember, in my residence in the

valley of the Severn for twenty-three years, to

have heard a word about borers in apple oi^

pear trees. I cannot see the force of such a
remark. England is old,—there is as much
scarcity of mineral in her orchards in the valley

of the Severn, and in her pea fields, as there

is here.

Mr. E. W. Bull is quoted. He uses min-
eral in his vineyard. True, but the vineyard
is on a low and frosty piece of land on which
nothing .but his great experience, intelligence,

and constant care enables him to succeed.

On such land there is abundant moisture, and
mineral is all that is wanted there for Concord
grapes. Leave this vineyard and go to his

land on higher level, and there, with the same
culture under which the Concord grape is lux-

riant, the lona, Isabella, Adirondac and others

scarcely live. Give these some barn-yard ma-
nure, regulating the amount by the require-

ments of each variety, and they will be as

thrifty as the Concord, on which nothing but
mineral is used. I have about twenty varieties

of grape vines, and all and each require differ-

ent treatment or different soil, and some of

them require both. I would not risk any of

them except Concord, Hartford and Rogers
on poor soil, unless they could have a large

amount of oxygen and hydrogen—water.—sup-

plied in some form other than is recommended
by Mr. Dodge Hayward. And when our

farmers notice how the little roots of plants

fix themselves in the lumps of barn-yard ma-
nure in dry weather, they will probably believe

the sanle in regard to other plants.

John Fleming.
Sherborn, March 23, 1SG8.

—Apples and other fruits and vegetables have

long l)een dried and arc common in every market,

and a gentleman in Baltimore has invented an ap-

paratus for slicing and di-ying the sweet potato of

the South, and is conlident of success.
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The Old Way. The New Way.

BAG HOLDER AND TONNEL COMBINED.

INVENTED AND PATENTED BY E. C. FAIRCIIILD, SUNDERLAND, MASS.

Steady, friend "Old Way," or you will spill

the "precious grain," although the more diffi-

cult task, that of picking the bag from the

floor with the full half-bushel in your hands has

been accomplished. Who, that has ever put

much grain into bags, does not sympathize

with you? And who does not congratulate

"New Way" on his erect position and the am-

ple tunnel, which, though not well represented

in the cut, is three inches wider than the larg-

est diameter of the half-bushel. See, too,

how nicely the bag is held by four little sharp

steel hooks on the outside of the tunnel;

how the tunnel can be raised or lowered to

suit bags of different length, by means of an

iron plate with three or more "lugs," on the

standard ; and how the whole can be placed

on platform scales for weighing, &c. This

plate and lugs may also be attached to any up

right in the granary, or to a wagon for field use

Soils for Pear Trees.—Mr. L. C. Kings-

ley, of North Auburn, Me., inquires about

soils best suited to pear trees, and whether

standards growing one rod apart may have

dwarfs planted between them. He states that

he digs the hole for his trees three feet deep,

and inquires whether these should be filled

with compost. We reply : The soil in which

pears generally thrive best, is a well drained

clay loam ; but many kinds will thrive in a

sandy soil, if well cared for. Dwarfs may be

set between trees one rod apart, if the soil

and culture are good, but we should prefer to

set standards twelve feet apart, with nothing

between them. We think a depth of three

feet is unnecessary, and involves too much' la-

bor. Half that depth is generally sufficient.

Two thirds of this depth may be filled with

compost, if it is well rotted. Raw manure

should not be put in contact with the roots of
'

a pear or apple tree. Turfs and sods do well

to fill up the hole with. They soon become a

good mould.

We prefer the spring for setting trees, and

they should be set as soon after being taken

up as possible. Trees transported long dis-

tances are very uncertain.
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EXPERIMENTS WITH MANURES.
iNDiNG the space usually al-

lowed to our correspondents

hardly sufficient at present

the publication of all their arti-

which seem to demand an im-

^^tiSS^ mediate notice, we propose to place

( viJeQ upon the editorial platform the fol-

^ lowing interesting account of some

expenments made last season by our friend

'•W.," of Blackstone, Mass., In the home

manufacture of several special fertilizers, and

of their efifect in comparison with that of sta-

ble manure.

Superphosphate of Lime.

Last spring he obtained about GOO pounds

of bone, costing, at IJc per pound, $7.50.

The breaking up of these bones cost $6. He

then purchased Hi pounds of oil of vitriol, at

an expense of $G.24, including freight. Making

the whole cost of these material $19.74. A
molasses hogshead was then sawed in halves, and

an equal quantity of the bones ^ut into each.

After wetting the bones with about two pails-

ful of water to each cask, half of the vitriol

was poured upon one lot, and half upon tlie

other, all at once. The bones, however, were

not as completely dissolved as could be wished,

and 'Mt. W. proposes in his experiments this

season, to put in a part of the vitriol at first,

and after effervescence, to add the remainder.

This mass of bones and vitriol was reduced so

that there was as much as one horse could

draw, but ]\Ir. W. thinks it would have

been better if he had made two loads of it, in-

stead of one.

Muck and Mineral Composition.

Adopting the suggestions made by James R.

Nichols, M. D., in a lecture delivered before

the Massachusetts Board of Agriculture, and

published in the Agriculture of Alassachusetts,

for 1866-7, pp. 2:32-4, Mr. W. made a com-

pound of muck, crude nitrate of soda, Epsom

salts, bone meal, salt, plaster, and wood ashes.

In his formula. Dr. Nichols assumed that a

cord of barn manure weighs 3000 pounds. Of

this amount, 245G pomids are water, I.'IS

pounds sand, and 332 pounds carbonaceous

matter, no more valuable than muck, peat,

Btraw or chaff; leaving only 74 pounds "which

really is all that is valuable."

"In thii 74 pounds," says Dr. Nichols, "there is

the nitrogen, potash, soda, lime, magnesia, phos-

,pboric acid, sulphuric acid, chlorine, iron and

alum. In estimating the market value of these
substances, we may obtain the nitrogen by the
use of crude nitrate of soda, or sulphate of ammo-
nia, at a cost uf Si^.GO, the potash, soda, &c..in one
andone-lmU'lnishclsor'goodwood ashes, at 35 cents,

and liftccn pounds of common salt, ten pounds of
bone-dust, three pounds of gypsitm will supjily the
remaining constituents, at a cost of fifty cents. If
we estimate the carbonaceous matter at ton cents,
we have, as the actual cash value of all that pro-
motes plant-growth in 3000 pounds of barn-yard
manure, the sum of S3. 36. There are but few lo-

calities where the farmer can imrcliase manure at
less .than ^7-00 the cord ; and when to this we add
the expense of hauling and applying to tields, we
find there is a wide niai-gin between the cost of the
isolated valuable constituents of manure, and the
article as furnished in its natural condition. Barn-
yard manure may be imitated by thoroughh' com-
posting with a cord of seasoned meadow muck
sixtj'-five pounds of crude nitrate of soda, two
bushels of wood ashes, one peck of common salt,

ten pounds of fine bone meal, two quarts of plaster
and ten pounds of epsora salts. The cost of this

compost will not be over $3.50 the cord, and ought,
other things being equal, to serve as good purpose
in the field. In practical trials of this mixture I

have found that while it serves a most admirable
end, giving veiy satisfactoiy results, it does not
act so rapidly and energetically as manure ; but its

etfects are more lasting. In short, the same salts

and organic matter as found in the dung-heap,
have a higher money value, and seem to exert a
more specific influence upon plants than when pre-
sented in artificial mixtures. By substituting ni-

trate of potassa, or saltpetre, for soda, the compost
is greatly improved, while its cost is enhanced.
If the salts are dissolved in water,—those that are
soluble,—and the bone is ley, and good muck is

employed, a compost is formed very ncarlj' as

valuable as seasoned excrement. Very nearly, we
have said—whj' is it not of equal value ?

We have reason to believe it is owing to a mi-
nuteness of the subdivision of atoms, which we can

1 neither produce nor comprehend,—a degree of

I

comminution v.liich sets at defiance all mechanical

j

and chemical manipulation. Besides this, there

I

is, however, a peculiar condition arising from, or

I

communicated by, the contact of vital forces, which

I

science is incapableofexplaining. Aphj^sicianonce

i

brought to me ajar of o.x's blood, with the request

j

that 1 would extract or isolate the metal iron there-

I

from, and place it in his hands. In answer to in-

j

quiries as regards its uses, he stated he wished to

employ it a& a thereapeutic agent under the im-

j

pression that iron once assimulated would have a

I

higher and more natural intiuence when passed

I

again throug'i the animal economy, than the usual
forms of the metal from other sources. His hypo-
thesis was undoulitedlj' correct, and while it was
quite within the power of chemistry to isobite the

I iron from the Ijlood, it was impossible to secure it

!
in the condition in which it existed in that fluid.

That condition is indeed a peculiar one, and its

presence is not indicated by any of the usual
I
chemical re-agents. If we applied to it simply the
usual manipulating processes, chemistry would

' fail to show that there was an atom of iron present

; in the l>lood of men or animals. This mhy illus-

trate the difference between the fertilizing influence

of metals and salts, as found in animal excre-

ment and as existing in other, or the usual
forms. The iron as found in the blood, if ad-

ministered to an enemic p.atient, would without

,
douI)t immediately, and liy direct and easy pro-
C2SS-CS, again pass to its appropriate place, and re-

[

store the sanguineous fluid praniptiy to its nor-
! mal condition.

But chemistry can never furnish it in that form,
neither can it "supply the mineral consiinicnts re-
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quired by plants, precisely as found in manures

;

but this must not lead us to disparage science and
reject its teachings.

On these sugg(?stiorxS-Mr. W. constructed bis

"composition" or mineral manure.

Sulphate of Soda and Sulphate of Magnesia.

This compound was made from a recipe in

the Farm and Fireside,' and was recommend-

ed particularly for potatoes, but no description

of how it was made is given. Mr. W. sim-

ply says, "I tried it, but it did not do any-

thing."

Poudrette and Gas Lime.

How these materials were prepared or how

applied we have no information further than

what appears from the following table, which

gives the comparative appearance at three dif-

ferent observations, of two rows of corn which

were planted for the purpose of testing the

five different kinds of manure mentioned.

Kesult of the Different Manures

July 11. Aug. 2. Sept.l.
.Poudrette No. i No. 4 No. 4
Stable Manure "2 "5 "2

• Home made Phosphate . ..." 3 " x " 1

Muck and ''Mineral.s" "4 "6 "3
Sulpbate of Soda and Magnesia " 5 "2 "5
Gati Lime "6 "3 "6

General Remarks.

In applying the home-made superxjhosphate

to corn in the field, the same amount was used

as is commonly used of Bradley's Superphos-

phate of Lime, and Mr. W. adds that in

some cases too much was applied. Its effects

were very satisfactory, although the amount of

the crop is not stated. Some of the stalks,

however, v/ere as tall as a rake handle, and

one and a half inches in diameter. Some of

the corn cobs were double at the top, showing

a luxuriant growth. In husking eight bushels,

one evening, eight such double ears were

found, all but two of which v/ere well filled

out. In one case, six distinct eai's were found

in one set of husks,—the longest being twelve

and the shortest three inches in length.

Of the mineral compost, our correspondent

says, "I don't think much of It. It did not

do well."

Three-fourths of an acre of land were turned

over last season as soon after haying as con-

venient, on which six cords of good stable

manure were spread with some supei'phosphate

from another batch made of 400 pounds of

bones and 164 pounds of oil of vitriol. This

land was harrowed, bushed, seeded, and

bushed again. Before the frost came the

i

grass was more than six inches high, and
i . .

neighboring farmers remarked that they never

[

saw such a sight before. On about half of

this lot turnip seed was sown about the middle

of September, from which 140 bushels of clean

turnips were harvested, leaving the tops on

the ground as a mulch or dressing.

The second lot of superphosphate cost.

$14.97, which added to $19.74, the cost of.the

first lot, make $34.71. An equal quantity

bought in market by the barrel would have

cost $60. Mr. W. says he would give more

for bones thus treated than he would for good

stable manure, though he admits that some do

not think so. He also raised oats the past

season on land to which horse manure was ap-

plied. Some of the. stalks were over five feet

and six inches high and nearly as terge as one's

little finger.

We hope our correspondent, who says that

he believes he cannot get too much manure

upon his land, will continue his experiments

and communicate the results, whether favora-

ble or unfavorable, for the benefit of other

farmers who are anxious to avail themselves of

every profitable fertilize^. Although his ex-

periment in the use of the "philosophical"

cord of manure was such as to lead him to re-

mark that he "did not think much of it," still

as it stood No. 3, on the first of September,

we wish he had given a fuller account of its

cost, and of the manner in which it was com-

posted.

IMPROVEMEWT OF TUPi.P GAMBLING.
Now that the racing season is rapidly approach-

ing, we trust that our turfmen will make an effort to
open a subscription room in New York where bets
may be registered, to be conducted after the style

of Tattersall's in London. The enterprise could
be made to pay with an energetic man at tlie head
of the movement. With a club room conducted on
the Tattersall plan, the business transactions of
the turf, in a measure, would be systemized. It

would help to do away with the poolseller's vul-

garitj', as with the books open for the registration

of bets, the next step would be to book-making on
the race course. Speculations on the turf should
be conducted In a more quiet and gentlemanly
manner than they are. The noisy wrangle of a
cracked-voiced auctioneer is far from pleasant, to

say the least of it. Since the pool stand has been
made the medium for the practice of bare-faced
robbery by an itinerant scoundrel, it should be re-

moved from the race course. Some of our leading
turfmen are moving in this matter, and we trust
that they will persevere until they succeed in es-

tablishing a club house inNew YoiTt on the Tatter-
sall plan.

—

Turf, Field and Farm.

The writer of the foregoing paragraph

must have been present, we think, at the
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exhibition of one of the Massachusetts county

Agricultural Societies that we attended last

fall. The sentence we have put in italics de-

scribes a part of that "show," and its elfects

on our nerves most perfectly. While saunter-

ing about the grounds on the afternoon of the

last day, our attention was attracted by a

crowd of people at some distance, and by a

more distressed screeching than is often heai'd.

Whether it was the last wail of some rinder-

pest-smitten, "cracked-voiced" bull, or the vig-

orous protest of a captured greased pig, we
could not tell. On approaching the ring we
felt relieved by the discovery that all those

fearful sounds proceeded from one man, and

he alive and well ! though we did not then

know whether he Avas an "itinerant scoundrel"

or a gentleman. He was exclaiming at the

top and bottom of a sadly "cracked-voice,"

—

"Thir-tee d-o-o-l-ars in the p-w-o-u-1, thir-tee

<i-o-o-l-ars in the p-w-o-u-1 !" &c., &c.

If turfmen themselves are disgusted by the

poolseller's "vulgarity" and "bare-faced rob-

bery;" if they fmd it necessary to say that

•'speculations''' [gambling,] "on the turf

should be conducted in a more quiet and gen-

tlemanly manner than.-they are," what shall be

said in relation to these "exhibitions" on the

OTounds of our asricultural fairs ?

For the New England Farmer,

MANURES—ORGANIC AND IN-
ORGANIC.

Tn as few words as possible I wish to state

a few ideas in regard to manures ; not for the

purpose of teaching others, so much as to call

forth an expression of opinion from those so

much better iitted to speak on this most im-

portant of all subjects to the farmer, than I

am.
We divide the elements of which all matter

is composed into two classes, organic and in-

organic. The organic elements (carbon, oxj'-

gen, hjdrogen and nitrogen,) are such as

'•ompo?e, or assimilate with the atmosphere.

Oxygen and hydrogen are the elements of
which water is composed, and are so restored

by nature as to require no consideration as

manures. Carbon in the form of carbonic

acid—carbon and oxygen— is taken into the

roots to tlie amount of about one-third the

quantity net essary to the plant. The other

two-thirds are absorbed through the leaves of
the plant. The constant decomposition of
organic material l)y decay, combustion, &c.,
continually furni.shes it to the atmosphere,
while the rains restore to the soil all which the

plant can ever require. The only benefits in

the application of carbonaceous matter to soils

are said to be its absorptive and retentive

power of nitrogen, and its power of dissolving

inorganic compounds. In this manner scien-

tific authorities bring us down to the simple

point, in regard to organic matters, that the

only element whose artificial application or re-

tention is necessary for plant food is nitrogen.

Nitrogen combined with hydrogen forms am-
monia.

Could a perfect plant food be continually-

applied in sufficient quantities, and at a suffi-

ciently small cost, there would seem to be no
particular necessity in the application of sol-

vents. Some of the alkalies, however, are

not only indispensable for plant food, but act

a double purpose in the dissolution of inorganic

substances. With no important exception, all

the elements contained in different animal or

vegetable organizations are the same—the

difference being in respect to their proportions

and other peculiarities of construction and
life. If space were not too valuable, and the

access of all so easy, I would give the names
of the inorganic elements. Suffice it to say,

the*following are all the elements whose arti-

ficia lapplication to soils is ever required, the

others being inexhaustible in all soils. I take,

first. Professor Ville, of France, for authority,

whose receipt for a perfect plant food is com-
posed of pliosphoric acid, lime and potassa.

Dr. Nichols adds, for New England soils,

magnesia. (See Sec'y Flint's 14th Annual
Report, page 248.) 'V\Tiere some of these ele-

ments are plenty and in a proper condition,

their artificial application is unnecessary, until

they become exhausted somewhat. Meanwhile
the application of an imperfect mineral ma-
nure, tends to make the soil barren by exhaust-

ing the properties not contained in the manure,
from the soil. This is what farmers call

"drawing land." Where these properties are

not restored by the wash of streams, or from
mountains, or by some such unusual means,
their artificial application is indispensable ; and
no amount of ammonia, which many farmers
seem to consider the main thing required, will

prevent their exhaustion. Of course they can
never evaporate, or be returned by rains or
snows.

Many leading agriculturists preach this all-

imporiance-of-ammonia, without seeming to

consider that a certain amount is returned to

the soil by nature, from the atmosphere, while
these equally important minerals are not so

returncfl.

Now the principal points on which I wish to

be enlightened, are these : to what extent is

ammonia of value to soils ? Does nature re-

store it to soils in snfficient quantities for the
production of plant food ? If its artificLal ap-
plication increases the quantity of crops in

any case, does not it proportionately diminish
their quality, by giving them an undui; propor-
tion of organic matter, compared with the in-

organic? It is the lack of pho.sphatcs and
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other bone-making materials in our grass,

which is supposed to pi'oduce those diseases

manifested by cattle, in gnawing bones and
other hard substances. The working of bugs

in peas, so common here, is not usual in new
countries with unexhausted soils. Mr. E. W.
Bull uses only plaster, bones, ashes and other

mineral manures for his grape vines. Animal
manures give them a too rapid growth, which

is "loose," "spongy," "unripe,-" and subjects

them to the liability of various diseases and
winter killing. (See 12th Annual Report of

Sec'y Flint—ISG-i, pages 6-1-70.) Is not

this samo loose, spongy, unripe, unhealthy

growth of our fruit trees, this lack of solidity,

just the preparation required for the working
of the borer ? I advance no opinion ! I sim-

ply inquire after the truth. There ai'e otiier

illustrations which I would give, but for the

sake of brevity. Certainly no lack of organic

food can over conduce to these results.

There are no organic elements which are

not being continually conveyed through animal

and vegetable organizations—through the at-

mosphere, the waters, the soils—always on
their ceaseless rounds. Now does Nature, in

her workings, give any evidence toward the

solution of this problem ? I mean in relation

to the use of nitrogen. How is it in her con-

tinued production of vegetation without local

exhaustion of plant food, where no artificial

application of this element is made ?

Take the prairies for example. They have
been known to Europeans for more than two
and a quarter centuries. Huge crops of veg-
etation have grown, and by the processes of
decay or combustion have been decofnposed

;

the principal part of their organic matter hav-
ing been thrown oif to the atmosphere, the

ashes remaining. Thus^ you see those im-
mense crops have been mainfained while in a
state of nature, and the soil still kept in an
inexhaustible state of fertility, by the simple
application of their ashes. And we all know
how small this application must be. We all

know how burning or decay will reduce a heap
of hay, vines, brush or other animal or vege-
table substance

; and thus we see how small a
portion is mineral and how large organic.
And here is no artificial application of nitrogen !

What it obtains is all fiom the great store-

house of nature. But how is it with mineral
properties P When these soils are cultivated
and the crops removed, then their exhausti-
bility becomes apparent. Their inorganic fer-
tilizing properties are then carried off, while
their organic properties are removed just as
much, and no more, than when in a state of
nature.

But where does the adoption of a theory
which makes the artificial application of or-
ganic substances unnecessary lead us ? I have
not adopted it, remember ; laut I ask the ques-
tion. Burning only disunites the elements
composing any substance, leaving the ashes

;

while the organic properties pass away ; there-

fore, burn up your manure heap, and you gtill

have its full value remaining, only in a con-
centrated mass. There is where it leads us.

Professor Nichols tells us that in a cord (oOOO
pounds) of common barn-yard manure, there

are only seventy-four pounds, or a trifle less

than two and a half per cent, of fertilizing

materials. These are the "mineral salts,"

and they contain some substances which he
does not give in his receipt for a perfect ma-
nure. (See Sec'y Flint's 14th Annual Report,
page 2.32.) Some of the best chemical author-
ities give the amount of water—pure oxygen
and hydrogen—in fresh cow dung, at within a
fraction of ninety per cent. ; and thoroughly
rotted dung at about sixty per cent. . (I quote
from memory.) Now, as an artificial manure,
farmers give no attention at all to water, and
so we see that a very large per cent, of our
farm yard manures are useless, whatever our
opinions may be in regard to other elements.

The statements made above in relation to

the diseases, consequent upon the lack of bone
material in food, which cattle suffer, lead to

another application of the principle, as it re-

lates to thii preparation offood. Dr. Allen,

in his physical history of various nations, al-

ludes to the increasing decay of teeth ; mainly
resulting, he says, from the extensive con-

sumption of fine Hour, from which that por-
tion has been bolted which contained the prin-

cipal part of the bone material.

The people of new countries and mountain-
ous regions,—the soils of which contain a
large proportion of inorganic fertilizing ma-
terials,—are larger and more bony, than thosa
of older portions of the country, where the
soils are partially exhausted, and the crops are

consequently less highly stocked with these

mineral substances.

According to Liebig, all the animal excre-

ments, liquid and solid, produced from a crop,

can never supply all the material for the repro-
duction of that crop,—a part of the material

having been appropriated by the consumer in

the manufacture of bones, and other portions

of the physical system.
Now do not the facts which we see in nature

seem to give evidence, (I wijl not say proof,

which may require a combination of evidences)
that if a crop is reduced to its ashes, either by
decay or combustion, those ashes fully re-

stored to the soil, in their perfect condition,

will reproduce that crop with the simple aid of
nature, as she universally manifests herself?

Some of the ideas expressed above, were
suggested by Mr. Dodge Hayward, in his le«-

tures.

In regard to the truth of his theory, its

proof rests on the test of practical experience.
And to give Mr. Fleming an opportunity to

learn something of the results of its application,

I will refer him to two citizens of Milford,
both men of a high degree of intelligence and
reliability. 'These are Mr. S. P. Carpenter
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and Mr. Elias Whitney. The former is well

known in IloUiston and Millbrd, and was for-

merly a boot manufacturer. The latter is one

of the overseers of the poor, and a special po-

licemen of Milford. If the statements of these

gentlemen are of any value, Mr. H.'s com-
pound is a siirre'^s—private opinions to the con-

tray, notwithstanding. I have no personal in-

terest in it, farther than its effects on my farm

are concerned. Let us give it a thorough trial,

and report the result. I wish to say a few

words in regard to the comparative fertili-

ty of the soils of different localities, to which

allusion was made in the Farmeu for the 18th

of January.
I take standard scientific men for my au-

thority.

The inorganic elements of all soils are com-

posed of disintegrated rock. The surface

mould is formed by the accumulation of de-

cayed organic substance. Its prime advan-

tages seem to be mechanical, such as the re-

suits of the former appropriation of its miner-

als, which have thus been reduced to a pecu-

liar state of fineness and solubility, and ren-

dered more immediately fit for plant nutriment.

Also its absorptive and retentive powers, &c.

This organic matter is of very slow formation
;

but In particular localities as on the prairies,

it has washed to a great depth, and is the ac-

cumulation of ages,—perhaps of a length of

time as great as that in which, a>ccording to

Prof. Agassiz, the minute coral Polyps were

at work, forming the whole Peninsula of Flori-

da. I have forgotten, but it must have been

a great many thousand years.
' Dr. Nichols says, in his Cliemistry of the

Farm and Sea, that the pure granite is the

parent rock of all ; containing all the elements

of all other rocks, which vary from that in

their lack of certain of its elements. So it ap-

pears that a soil formed of pure granite is per-

fect in its supply of all the elements of inor-

ganic plant food. While soils formed from

imperfect rock are lacking in some of these

elements, but may contain a large proportion

of alkalies and other valuable fertilizing sub-

stances of great manurial value. Nearly all

limestone Is of animal origin, and was pro-

duced from the ^vaters of the sea, where its

vast accumulations were once held in solution
;

while marble seems to have been made up from

the relics of these minute creatures still appa-

rent to the eye, by aid of the microscope, even

in their stony combination.

Asking pardon for the undue space I have

unintentionally occupied, I will close with an

allusion to the theory of Agassiz, concerning

the formation of our agricultural soils. North

of thirty-^ix degrees he says, from the At-

lantic to the Pacific, it Is mostly of foreign

origin. Instead of being composed of portions

of the original surface ro;k, the materials of

which it was maile were brouglitdown from the

North, embedded in the glaciers of the drift

period, all this region having been covered with

vast fields of ice. These facts account for the

difference between the loose boulders of our

surface soils, and the original surface rock be-

Massachusetts, Feb. 1, 1868.

For the Xew England Farmer.

ENGLISH FARMING- ON RENTED
GROUND.

SUCCESS AND FAILURE.

In looking over some of the back numbers
of the New England Farmeij, while sitting

alone this evening, I thought I would drive

dull care away l)y writing to the young farmer
who inquires for the practical experience of
older Hirmers in paying for farms which they

bought by running in debt .for one-half or two-

thirds of the purchase money.
I will now bring before your notice two

farmers with whom I was particularly acquaint-

ed, to show you how one succeeded and the

other failed, both of them upon one farm in

England.
The one that succeeded commenced farm-

ing with the money saved from the wages of

himself and wife, both being farm servants,

without any education.

The amount of their savings was about £24:0

sterling, or $1200. This man hired a farm
of three hundred acres of land, and had to

keep eight horses to work the farm and men in

proportion, it being a grain farm. He never

had a horse worth more than fortj or fifty dol-

lars. He paid something like twenty-five shil-

lings ($6) per acre rent, besides taxes.

This man lived to the good old age of

ninety years ; brought up a family of five

children, four boys and one girl, all ot

whom worked hard while young. He gave to

his daughter, at different times, somewhere in

the neighborhood of sixteen hundred pounds
sterling, ($8000) and bought a small farm for

each of the boys, and paid the last mortgage
for the same six.years before he died, besides

starting two of the boys upon rented farms

previous to buying. One of these failed and
was started again upon one of the farms that

he had bought. The fourth boy went to Lon-
don to be a merchant, but on commencing
business for himself soon failed. He was then

started by his father upon a small farm that he

had bought. The old gentleman was a good
farmer, a good moral citizen and well respect-

ed. When he lost his wife he retired from
farming and lived with one of his grandaugh-

ters, whom he had brought up.

The other farmer who succeeded him on

this place was a young man, full of health and
vigor, whose father was comfortably off in the

world, and who started him with eight large

fat horses, good wagons, carts, tools, and in-

deed everything that such a farm requires.

This young man boasted that he would show
them how. to farm; saying that the land had
not been managed as it ought to be, &c., &c.
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In one word, he was going to do great things

and made a great show. Well, what was the

result? As the good Book says, you did run

well ; who did hinder you ? No one but him-

self. He soon got a notion of spending his

time at shoemakers', tailors', and carpenters'

shops, and of going to neighbors' houses to

smoke his pipe, and by attending to other peo-

ples' business, neglected his own, and left his

men to do that which he ought to do himself,

and to do it in their own way. He kept his

horses in the stable when they should have
been in the field. The result was that in less

than ten years everything he had went under
the auctioneer's hammer.
Now Mr. "C. B. R." and other young farm-

ers, you see in the above statement how one
man succeeded and another failed on the same
farm. Both of these men have their repi-esen-

tatives in America, as well as in England.
To pay for your farms, then, as others have

done, you must, in the first place, get good
tools, and a pair of good hands to work them,
but not in kid gloves ! Let the farm- have
your undivided attention. Give up smoking
and drinking, and loafing at stores, &c., and
if there is any difficulty about farming that you
do not fully understand, inquire of some good
practical farmer. Do not place much confi-

dence in the advice of men that can farm for

other people, but cannot, or do not, succeed in

farming for themselves ; but write to the New
England Farmer, or any other agricultural

paper, and 1 doubt not but some one will give

you the required information. But kbove all,

let PERSEVERANCE be your motto. e. h.

Jeffersonville, Vt., Feb. 7, 1868.

THE HORSEMA-N".

The horseman should be one of the most pa-

tient men in the world. His temper should
always be under perfect control. Blind pas-

sion should never get in the ascendant—if it

does, the poor horse will suffer. But the

horseman should not only be a patient man

—

he should also be a kind and good man. Pie

should not like to inflict any unnecessary pain

or punishment—his heart should be too kind
for that—for it is by the law of kindness, after

all. that the horse should be trained. His edu-
cation should proceed precisely as a child's

—

but the child has a great advantage over the

horse, for it can understand language, and the

poor horse cannot. The child must learn his

alphabet before it can spell and read, and it

should not be punished for not knowing how to

read before its letters are learned. The horse,

too, must have his a, b, c's taught him—so

to speak. He has certain lessons to learn

—

and these lessons must be tauglit with patience

and kindness. Only one thing should be
taught at a time, and that should be thorough-
ly understood. Then another step in advance
can be taken ; and when that is thoroughly

learned, again proceed, and so on. There

will be no difficulty. Every thing proceeds
by simples—every thing is understood. Many
men do things by force. They give the horse's
understanding the go-by. They don't seem
to think he has any understanding or senses

—

but has he not ? Cannot he feel and smell,
and see and hear and remember, as well as
any of us, and even better? He must be
taught through his senses and memory. Should
not the horseman be, then, not only a verv pa-
tient, a very kind and good man—but should
he not love the animal which engages his atten-
tion ! If he does not, he is not a genuine
horseman. He will not treat him with that
kind and tender regard that he should, if he
does not love the noble animal which he han-
dles.

—

Rural World and Valley Farmer.

IMPORTED HORSE COl^STERNATIOTS".

I write for information concerning the imported
horse "Consternation," a line portrait of which is

given in the Monthly Farmer for 1853, page 513,
but with few particulars about him, and I think
you have not mentioned him since. I have seen
in some agricultural journal a statement that the
horses of a portion of the State of New York had
been very much improved by said horse, but it did
not sa.Y when he was imported or by whom. I
have an acquaintance who claims to know that he
has been kept in Herkimer county, N. Y., as a
stock horse, and that he is well acquainted with
his stock. I expected to find all necessary infor-
mation concerning him in "Wallace's American
Stud Book," but he is only mentioned twice, and
then simply as sire to two celebrated trotters, Julia,
six years old this spring, and Lady of the Lake,
ten years old this spring, both chestnut mares be-
longing in the State of New York. One reason
why I wish to know particularly about this horse
is that I like to be well posted in regard to all

good breeding stock in the country, both horses
and cattle, and another is, I have purchased a fine

pair of mares, sired b.y him, for breeding purposes.
They are splendid animals and were raised by a
Mr. Read of Herkimer county, N. Y. Please in-
form me by whom this horse was imported, where
kept, with as particular a description as you can
give. John Dimon.
Pomfret, Conn., March 5, 18G8.

Remarks.—We have ransacked the Trans-

actions of the New York State Agricultural

Society from 1845, the year in which "Con-

sternation" took the first premium on "blood-

ed horses" down to the present time, and also

"Frank Forester's Horse and Horsemanship,"

without finding as complete an answer as could

be desired to the inquiries of our correspon-

dent. Mr. Herbert, "Frank Forrester," gives

the following as the pedigree of the imported

horse

"Consternation—Foaled, 1841, by Confed-

erate out of Curiositj'' ; Confederate by Comus

out of Maritones ; Curiosity by Figaro out of

a Waxy mare. A horse of great size and

strength, imported especially to improve the

breed of ordinary horses."
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The only other mention of this horse which

we find in this work is an incidental allusion in

the following paragraph:—"I have often won-

dered that among the many importations of

stock by our spirited and enterprising breed-

ers, who are doing so much for the improve-

ment of horses and cattle in America, no one

has thought of importing some fine, roomy, six-

teen hands, half or two-third parts bred mares

by highly reputed sires. I am satisfied that

such mares judiciously bred to the strongest

and most powerful of our American or import-

ed stallions,—such horses as Consternation is

reported to be, or as Boston is,—would do more

to improve the stock of the United States, in

size and substance, without loss of speed or

blood, than any other plan of breeding can

effect."

In the Transactions of the New York State

Agricultural Society for 18-io, we find the fol-

lowing statement, but no further description

of the horse:—"For the best stallion, four

years old and upwards, the first premium, $20,

was awarded to the imported horse 'Conster-

nation,' belonging to C. T. Abbott, of Oneida,

county, N. Y."

In the Transactions for 1849, we find the re-

mark, by the awarding committee, that "the

horse Consternation, owned by J. B. Burnett,

of Syracuse, was shown, but having received

the first premium in 18J:5, a certificate is

awarded him as the best horse on the ground."

In 1851, a diploma was given him by this

society.

In 1852, the committee of the New York

State Society on Thorough-bred Horses, of

which Thos. Motley, Jr., of West Roxbury,

Mass., was chairman, say:— "A thorough-

bred stallion. Consternation, owned by J. B.

Burnett, Esq., of Syracuse, eleven years old,

was in the opinion of your committee a very

superior animal, and to say the best horse ex-

hibited would indeed be faint praise. His

pedigree as shown to your committee, was not

only jjerfect but brilliant, and his stock, of

which quite a number was shown, is a suffi-

cient guarantee of his character as a 'getter'

of superior stock. Having taken the first pre-

mium heretofore, excludes him from receiving

a premium."

We have also examined the series of articles

written for the Turf, Field and Farm, but with-

out finding any allusion to "this horse. Proba-

bly Consternation was not distinguished as a

racer, and therefore little notice has been taken

of him in our American horse books, which

are largely confined to animals that have ac-

quired a turf reputation. Enough, however,

has been said, we hope, to provoke some one

who can do so to furnish a more satisfactory

history of this horse.

For the yew England Farmer.

"AID TO SPECIAL EDUCATION."
In an article in the Farmer of Feb. 22, with

the above title, "J. B." objects to any grant

in aid of the Agricultural College, on the

ground that "it is a specialty ; that the whole
community is to be taxed for the benefit of a
class ; that only within certain limits the pros-

perity of agriculture implies the prosperity of

the State ;" and that the only encouragement
and assistance farmers need should come from
their own resources, and from the stimulation

to be derived from the general prosperity of

other pursuits.

In the eastern part of the State, where the

consumers of the products of the soil far out-

number the tillers thereof, and maintain a
great preponderance in business, in wealth, in

position and influence, there may be those who
regard agriculture merely as one of the many
specialties of her citizens, and farmers, as

one of the useful classes to \vhom a higher ed-

ucation would be beneficial, would elevate

their avocation, and, in time, would redound
to the honor of the Commonwealth, upon the

principle that the good of the individual is the

good of the community ; but who hold that the

number of farmers Is so small, and the amount
they produce for the subsistence, or contribute

to the business of the community so trifling

that any legislation in their behalf, would
evince a spirit of favoritism unjust to other

classes of citizens. Only keep commerce ac-

tive, and the factories and workshops fully

employed, and agriculture will follow in their

wake, and take care of itself.

But suppose this view of the subject were
extended beyond a thirty mile radius of "the
hub," so as to Include the whole State, or
what is better, the United States, what is the

effect of their reasoning ? The grand old max-
im that agriculture is the basis of commerce,
manufactures, and the industrial arts, would
be aimlhilated by it ; and the wealth now be-

ing gathered from fertile soils, and which can
be increased for generations to come, dwindles
into insignificance beside the riches to be de-

rived from other resources. No longer could
any of the products of the soil be crowned
king. A bountiful crop of wheat or corn,

giving a large surplus for shipment, would be
about the same to the countr}' as a meagre
crop. Two million bales of cotton would be
rated about the same as five, for only "within
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certain limits the prosperity of agriculture,

implies the prosperity of other pursuits." The
Bureau at Washington should be abolished,

for agriculture is only a "specialty ;" all di-

rect legislation for its promotion should cease,

for the grants of land by Congress for estab-

lishing agricultural colleges constitute danger-

ous precedents for the various professions,

trades, sectarian schools, &c. Therefore pro-

tect the manufacturers and miners, legislate

for commerce, inland navigation and railroads,

and let agriculture depend upon its own re-

sources for its higher and better development,

for its reflex influence on public prosperity is

too slight to claim aid or sympathy.

But no country can thus ignore its agricul-

ture ; nor is the natural order of things so

changed here in Massachusetts that her agri-

culture is not still of vital importance, nor is

she reaping such riches from her many and
varied pursuits that she should not condescend

to take a little more profit out of her soil.

Her wealthy and liberal minded citizens have

always manifested a lively interest in rural

life and occupations, and her legislators have

lent a helping hand to the societies established

for the promotjpn of her agriculture. Shail

her present representatives refuse to recog-

nize its claim, and withhold such assistance to

its long expected college as shall put it upon a

level with other educational institutions ? The
school or college is but an inherent part of ag-

riculture itself; the men there educated, and
the principles and methods there verified and
promulgated, will go forth to every part of
the State to make their influence felt through
every town and district. Money given for the

endowment and support of an agricultural

college, is better appropriated than when do-

nated to the different societies to be offered

in premiums. A premium is often bestowed
for a chance production,—the receiver neither

understanding how he obtained his success,

nor able to repeat it. A thorough education

is the basis of real progress ; it enables men
to trace the relation of cause and effect, so

that when they have attained a certain end,
they can again go through the same process
with the same results, and can tell their neigh-
bors how to do likewise. The graduates of
such an institution will go forth into every
part of the State to extend a knowledge of
the principles and methods there taught and
verified, and to make their influence felt in

every town and district.

Were the benefits of the project confined to

the farmers themselves and to their immediate
precincts, or did they carry their produce out
of the State for sale, the various classes of
consumers might object to any public aid in

its behalf; but the relation of the consumer
and producer in this State is somewhat pecu-
liar ; the consumption being greater than the
production. Hence the farmer is not strictly

dependent upon the flourishing condition of
other avocations for the sale of his produce

;

all he raises can be sold, even when business

is dull. There may be a stagnation in com-
merce and in all the hives of industry, and
even then the demand for food will be greater

than they can supply. Boston is one of the

dearest markets for provisions in the country.

The pui'chaser is reminded of high prices every
time he buys his beef steak, or spreads his

dear bread with his dearer butter, and he in-

quires wishfully if something cannot be done
to lessen the cost of the necessities of life.

Any project, therefore, that will throw a larger

amount of food into the market and make it

of better quality, concerns every man, woman
and child in the Commonwealth. None have

a deeper interest in this than manufacturers

themselves. By their situation in a corner of

the union, they are compelled to make long

transportations of their materials, and after-

wards of their merchandise for markets. And
they will find in the rising establishments in

different parts of the country nearer the raw
material, fuel, and cheaper provisions, a

sharper competition than they have hitherto

met from foreign manufacturers. How can

they contend with their rivals unless they have
the advantage of cheap labor? Cheap labor

depends mainly upon cheap food. Where
shall that cheap food be obtained ? Shall it

be sought from our own soil, or from remote
localities ? Shall no effort be made to improve

the thousands of acres of land lying in waste,

or only imperfectly cultivated, in sight of our

populous cities and towns ? Shall expensive

lines of railroads be built over high hills,

through mountains, and across deep and wide

rivers, that provisions in greater abundarice

may be brought from the valley of the Missis-

sippi ? Shall the State continue to pledge her

credit in furtherance of such enterprises ? She

is now expending more from the public treas-

ury for tunnelling one mountain than would

build and endow several agricultural colleges.

Notwithstanding the increased number of

routes of transit, the rates of transportation

have increased, and staple products are dearer

now than fifteen years ago. Transportation

will always be a formidable obstacle in the way
of drawing supplies from a distance. Since

these measures do not bring food down to the

desired standard, why not try the plan of

bringing the whole State under a high cultiva-

tion ? Our farmers can put into market many
kinds of produce of a superior quality, and in

better condition and at cheaper rates than

they can be procured from the west. Rough,

rugged and sterile as our soil may appear, it

can yet be made to yield sustenance, comfort

and pleasure to a far greater degree than at

present.

Manufacturers may well regard farmers

as working for them in furnishing food and
supplies for themselves and their employees,

and therefore they have a direct interest in

every improvement in the farm. The money
expended for home productions is kept within
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the State. The agiicultural college is a home
enterprise, and the interests of manufacturers,

mechanics and of every consumer should

prompt them to favor every public meas-
ure for the better development of our own
resources, and instead of wishing that the

State should do less, they may regret it has

>not done more to develop our agricultural

resources. If but a tithe of the money loaned

from the public treasury to railroads to gain

access to the West, had been devoted to the

cause of agriculture, the State, in my opinion,

would have been richer and more independent
to-day than it now is. N. s. T.

Lawrence, Mass., Feb. 27, 1868.

For the New England Farmer,

BOAKDS vs. HAY.
If I "free my mind" now, I suppose three-

fourths of your readers will think I am a fit

subject for an insane asylum, so contrary to

general usage will appear my notions ; but the

fact is, I am getting waked up on the subject

of boards ! Ever since I had the correspon-

dence with Mr. Scott, of Craftsbury, Vt. , in re-

gard to his remarkable cow, manner of keep-
ing, &c. (the substance of which went the

rounds of the papers,) I have had a constantly

growing conviction that thousands of dollars

and "cords of mercy" have been annually lost

in New England for want of a proper appre-

ciation of boards and nails. Farmers have
had a kind of vague idea that they were use-

ful for fencing,—for enclosing barns so as to

keep the snow and rain off the fodder,—and
some, within a few years, have got to thinking

that is was well to use a few to protect their

farm stock from the severest part of our winds
and storms ! But the idea that comfort is ap-

preciable by dumb beasts ; or that boards and
nails can afford it, or that the loss of it

amounts to the same as the loss of dollars,—
is one yet to enter the minds of at least not a

few of our farmers ! I assume it as an in-

controvertible thesis that whatever detracts

from, or lessens, the comfort of farm stock is

a pecuniary loss to their owners, and a net loss

by so much as the value of it exceeds the cost

oi' affording it. For example : if, at an ex-

pense of two dollars, for boards nails and la-

bor, I can so enclose a cow stable that no ma-
nure dropped after shutting it up at night,

shall be frozen before opening it in the morn-
ing, in the coldest nights ; that there shall be
no frost on any creature ; that the five cows
shall each yield one quart more milk, worth
five cents, and each reijuire five cents less ex-

pense for feed each day for one himdred days,

I have saveil fifty cents for each day, or fifty

dollars for the hundred days. Now deduct the

two dollars expenses and there is left forty-

eigfet dollars, which would have been lost had
I not used these boards and nails

!

The above is not a mere fancy picture. The
like of it I did myself two years ago, the first

warmish day after receiving a description of
Mr. Scott''s stable, and the like ought to be
done in nineteen-twentieths of the stables in

New England.
It is a very common observation, when mild

weather comes after a cold snap, "that the

cows give more milk." Although the effect

may be thus traced to the cause, reasoning stops

there instead of going on and considering why
we may not have such mild weather for our
stock all the time.

It is surely attainable, and at a much less

cost than the value of the result. Stables for

all kinds of stock may very easily be made so

tight that the animal heat from the stock will

entirely keep out the frost. If a stable is tol-

erably well enclosed on all sides and so situ-

ated that the rievere winds are broken before

striking it, each animal v/ill warm a space of

four or five times the size of its own body.
Many stables are sufficiently enclosed except

the front, where a few boards can easily be
hung on hinges, for a dollar or two, so that in

severe weather the stable can be entirely en-

closed, and in milder weather easily ventilated

to any desired extent. •

• The same that causes the cow to give more
milk in warm winter days, woula cause the ox or

horse to take on more flesh if the same food

is consumed, or not lose flesh although allowed

a less amount of food. Dollars and cents are

what we are apt chiefly to consider in regard to

our farm stock, but if we looked more to their

comfort, the dollars would be more likely to take

care of themselves. With a light expense for

boards, nails and labor, I believe an average

loss of two to ten cents a day, on every horse,

cow and ox in New England can be saved

!

besides the very comforting consciousness of

doing to others as we would be done by. Af-

ter two years' experience myself with warm and

yet ventilated stables, I will say to all who
will Immediately put my recommendations into

practice, that, after one year's trial, if they do
not think it was a pa\ing investment, and will

send me the bills incurred, I will forthwith

remit them the amount from my own hard-earned

and scanty resources.

Jack Frost is surely a robber, but still he is

so polite that he would not enter your cow's

bedroom without your leave. Use boards and
nails enough and he won't be all the time car-

rying off your feed on the road through your
animal's stomachs ! If your stable has an open
basement underneath, just nail on refuse boards

under the sleepers and fill between them with

spent tan, straw or chaff, and see that the lloor

over them is covered at least a foot deep with

hay, straw stalks or something to keep ni the

animal heat. i». x.

llandolp)i, Vt., 1868.

—It is proposed in the Massachusetts Legisla-

ture that all land devoted to growing forest trees

sliiUl Ijc free from taxation.
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EXTKACTS AND REPLIES.

EXPOSURE OF OllCHARDS.—COB MEAL.

I am a reader of both the JJew England Far
MER and tlie Maine Farmer. In a recent number
of the Maine Farmer there was an article in re-

gard to orchards in sheltered places. It was stated

that in a choice of two situations, a sheltered one
and one open to the west winds, that the choice
would be the open unsheltered spot. This was
contraiy to the opinion I had formed. I have a
young orchard of New York trees that is sheltered

by a belt of woodland from all but the south
and souih-west winds. Would it be best to cut
away the wood so as to open to the west winds ?

Will some one who can speak from experience,
please give me the benefit of that experience ?

I do not agree with Rusticus in regard to corn
cobs. I have never considered clear cobs worth
grinding, but have had some experience in feeding
corn on the cob ground, and clear corn meal. I

give a decided preference to corn cob meal. I

think it is less likely to become solid in the sto-

mach. M.
Paris, Maine, March 4, 1868.

Remarks.—What is a sheltered, and what an

exposed situation ? Half of the controversies and

half of the misunderstandings between men arise

from not understanding what each other mean by

the words they use. There can be no question,

we think, that an apple orchard may be too little

or too much exposed to winds, and that neither

the most bleak nor the most sheltered situation is

to be preferred. The late S. W. Cole, a most care-

ful and thoughtful writer on pomology, who cul-

tivated fruit trees both in Maine and in Massachu-

setts, and who was editor of the New England
Farmer at the time of his death, has this para-

graph in his Frziit Book, page 83

:

Moderate elevations, or undulating lands, or
hills are the most suitable locations. In very low,
sheltered situations, there is more exposure to the
extremes of heat and cold, and late spring frosts,

and early fall freezes ; yet the apple is hardy and
will generally succeed in such situations. On
very high locations, especially on the tops of
mountains and high hills, and some other bleak
places, there is too great exposure to winds and
pelting storms, which may injure the blossoms,
fruit and foliage.

Mr. Chaunccy Goodrich, late of Burlington, Vt.,

who published a little work entitled The Northern

Fruit Culturist, in speaking of favorable locations

for an orchard excepts natural meadow or bottom

land, and says, "in the northern part of New
England, in situations one thousand feet or more
above tide water, places sheltered from cold by
hills or natural forests, and having a fair exposure

to the sun should be selected when practicable.

Among the hills of New England there are many
rocky glens of little value for agricultural pur-

poses which are best placoe for fruit trees." He
also alludes to the fact that on the banks of some
of the small rivers emptying into Lake Champlain

young trees grow vigorously for a few years, but

invariably die before producing fruit, while apples

are easily raised on the hills a few miles distant.

But he ascribes this to the unfavorable soil of the

valleys rather than to the benefit of hill exposure.

The benefit of straining the ocean wind through a

very high lattice garden fence, as practiced by Mr.
Tudor, at Nahant, is often cited in favor of protec-

tion for fruit trees.

Withou . a better understanding of the situation

of our correspondent's orchard; without any
knowledge of the elevation of his farm above the

level of the sea, or above the general level of the

land in his vicinity, or how bleak would be the

situation of his orchard after the removal of his

belt of woodland, we should certainly hesitate

about advising him to cut it down; and so we
think would the writer of the article in the Maine
Farmer.

red or bloody "WATER.

Though conscious of my inability to write, I

cannot forbear an attemi)t to give my reasons
against the advice of Mr. Taplin in a late number
of the Farmer, to knock an animal in the heaa,
and save its hide, that has been troubled with this

disorder ten or twelve days. I will confine myself
to facts that have come under my own personal
observation. When I was a boy, my fiither had
an ox taken with the above disease. Some simple
remedy being administered without much effect,

the ox was fattened and killed; thus more than
the hide was saved. A few years later he had a
cow taken in the same way, but as she was a very
extra milker, he wished to keep her as long as he
could, and therefore tried all the remedies he
heard of; among which was resin, which appeared
to do the most good, but none entirely cured her.

She was, however, a good cow for two or three

years, and was finally turned into beef. Since that

time he has had a number 'of others, similarly

troubled, including all, I think, of that cow's
calves that were kept to maturity, and with the

same result as to remedies and cure, except the

last. That one showed the first symptoms in the

early part of the winter, when she was with calf.

When she calved she was so weak that she could
not get up alone for a long time ; but disliking to

kill her and having heard that some strong acid,

sulphuric, I think, had been used with benefit, it

occurred to him that vinegar might Ije good, and
he therefore commenced using it, and the result

was that in a short time she regained her strength,

did well through the summer, was fattened in the

fall, and slaughtered and brought ^-SS.

The bladders of all were examined, and each
one found to be lined with what appeared to be
seed warts. In the last one, the warts had the ap-

pc. ranee of being healed over; while in the others,

blood .was oozing from them.
No one would advise a neighbor to kill an ani-

mal that had a wart on its neck or leg that would
bleed when chafed, yet friend Taplin's advice is

just as unreasonable in my opinion, and I hope it

will not be rashly followed by those unacquainted

with the nature of this disease. b. b. s.

Dover, Me., March 4, 1868.

FATAL DISEASE AMONG THE CALVES.

Charles C. Kimball, of Webster, has lost five

calves this winter, say from eight to twelve

months old. The first symptoms of disease no-

ticed was their heads being drawn towards one

side; then a staggering gait, sometimes falling,

and rising only to stagger and fiiU again. There
was no loss of appetite, as they would eat as long

as there was strength to masticate. Soon they

were prostrate, when copious drenching resultccl,

and death ensued in a few hours—perhaps six or

seven—from the first indications of disease. They
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were the last and strongest of his cattle of that

age. Nothing was discovered when the skins
were removed ; the carcases showing a healthy
condition next to the skin. What was the dis-

ease ?
'

F.

Mast Tard, X. H., March 4, 1868.

Remarks.— Who can answer that question?

W^ere they poisoned by bad water, or by any im-

proper food, such as rusty straw, &c.

CUTTING OATS GREEN.

At a recent meeting of the Waitsfield, (Vt.)

Farmers' and Mechanics' Club, 0. E. Wilder
stated that last summer he cut an acre of oats soon
after they were headed out, and this winter he fed
them to 10 cows, lasting them for their entire feed,

three weeks and four days—nearly equal to thirty-

six weeks for one cow. The cows meanwhile in-

creased in their milk, when naturally they would
have decreased on ordinary fodder. The land
was seeded to grass, and he intends to put what
grows on the same piece next year by itself, and
feed it to the same number of cows, and note the
result. He thinks that he cut the oats a little too
early, and that if they had been left till full in the
milk thej' might have been better. He also be-

lieves that the fertility of the soil was not exhaus-
ted nearly as much as if the oats had ripened.

More of us, I think, will try cutting oats for fod-

der next summer. Ned.
Westfield, Vt., 1868.

Remarks.—Wc have cut oats for fodder several

times, and when we have seen how much of the

straw was left among the orts by the cows, we
have almost every year concluded that we did not

cut them early enough.

WASTE FROM WOOLEN MILLS.

I should like to know how to make a good ma-
nure of the dye-stuflf or picker-waste that comes
from woolen mills. "W.

Blackstone, Mass., Jan. 18, 1868.

Remarks.—The waste of woolen mills is con-

sidered a very valuable material in the compost

heap. Mr. T. S. Lang of Vassalboro', Me., uses

the ashes and waste from an extensive mill in his

neighborhood. From notes of a visit to his farm,

published some time since in the Maine Farmer,

we learn that after being mixed with muck it is in

this case saturated with the contents of the privies

connected with the mills. Where this cannot be

done it is formed into composts of thin alternate

layers with loam, turf, &c., or left in heaps to heat

and decompose. The "dye-stuff or picker-waste"

may be less valuable than that usually known as

"wool waste."

LAMPBLACK.

1 have a lot of lampblack not suitable for the

purposes intended. Can I use it to any advantage
in mv garden ? If so. how shall I apply it ;

Medford, Mfiss., Feb. 10, 1868. A Reader.

Remarks.—It is not often that -the farmer has

an opportunity to experiment with lampblack as

a fertilizer. In Europe, where everything of a

vcgctalile or animal origin is more carefully

saved than here, soot which is probably something

like lampblack, is regarded of much value as a fer-

tilizer, and it is also used to protect plants from

insects. It is said that as high as $45 per load has

been paid in England for soot for the purpose of

killing insects. Three or four qiuirts of soot dis-

solved in a barrel of water is said to be about equal

to guano as a liquid manure, especially for flowers.

About eighteen bushels is said to make a valuable

dressing for an acre. Whether lampblack would
prove equally valuable for these purposes, we can

not say. But as lampblack "consists of finely di-

vided carbon, more or less mixed with the various

compounds into which the elements of vegetable

substances resolve themselves when submitted to

the process of destructive distillation," we think it

must be valuable in the compost or manure heap,

in which form, perhaps, it may be most convenient-

ly applied.

the greatest amount of cow feed.

I am a "Mechanic" having i acre of good land,
which has been planted to potatoes five or six
years. Having a good cow I want to lay this

land down to grass this spring. I want to get the
greatest amount of good feed for next winter.
Now, Mr. Editor, how should you manage it if it

were yours. Do you bind the Monthlj' Farmer ?

What is the cost of binding ? Please name the
handsomest evergreen bush, and you will oblige

A Reader of the Monthly.
East Ahington, Mass., Feb. 22, 1868.

Remarks.—The greatest amount of feed can

undoubtedly be obtained by the "soiling" plan

—

that is, by raising "cow corn," rye, oats, roots, &c.

It is estimated that one acre thus managed will do

as much as from three to seven in pasture. Being

a mechanic you and your boys need the out door

work. Suppose you buy the little work on Soiling,

by Mr. Quincy, of A. Williams & Co., and see what

you think of it. The Monthly is neatly bound

for 75 cents. Tastes differ as to evergreens ; but,

if it were dear-bought and far-fetched, what would

be more beautiful than a white pine ?

SPRUNG KNEES.

For sprung knees in a horse, we use equal parts

of common soft soap and water applied warm and
well rubbed in, and rub the legs dry. One should
spend half an hour three times a day in this way
for ten days, letting tlie horse stand in the stable

or pasture without using. In this way we have
known a badly sprung knee to be nearly straight-

ened to its original place, after which it was
washed for two or three week -, three times a day in

a decoction made by steeping the inner bark of
white oak (taken from a young growing tree) until

the water was of a reddish hue, and mixing the
oak juice with the best of brandy, at the rate of
two parts of oak juice to one of brandy; and
rubbed freely. z.

Reading, Mass., March 10, 1868.

itch in pigs.

Having a lot of young store pigs troubled with
the itch and scurvy, which kept them miserably
poor, I gave them two or three doses of stone

Ijrinistone, grated fine—the powdered being too

weak,—in some skim or sour milk to ensure their

eating it. A day or two before giving thcni the

brimstone I grease them well along the ijack, all

over the head and ears, and behind the fore legs.
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I also had the chamber-lye emptied into their swill

tub. I let the pigs run out into the brush, and in

a few davs their amendment was quite visible.

Just for the experiment, I washed one of tlie pigs

after the household washing was done, and it was
so clean and free from scurf that the other pigs

did not know it, and beat it awaj^ from the trough.

I have long used and known that the chamber-lye
is an exceUent preventive and cure of the itch and
other diseases to which the pig is subject.

John Whatmore.
Bridgenorth Farm, }

Dunleith, III., Jan. 15, 1868. S

Remakks.—We should have much confidence in

the efficacy of the sulphur, the ointment and the

wash, without the latter part of our correspon-

dent's prescription.

RED AVATER IN COAVS.

Some ten years ago I had a cow attacked with
the red water, about eight days after calving, and
not knowing of any remedy I lost the cow in

about two weeks. Since that time I have had sev-

eral cases, and found the following to be a sure
cure, if administered in the first stages of the dis-

ease. Two ounces sweet spirits of nitre, one ounce
balsam copaiva, diluted in one pint of water, ad-
ministered morning and evening until the water as-

sumes to its natural color. If the animal is cos-

tive, give Epsom salts until the desired eflfect is

produced. If the disease has had ten or twelve
days standing without any remedy the better way
is to knock the animal in head and save the hide.

Leander Taplin.
Chelsea, Vt., Jan. 27, 1868.

BRONZE TURKEYS.

In the Monthly Farmer of March, 1868, there

is an inquiry from friend Charles W. Griest, York
Sulphur Springs, Pa., to this effect :—"Where did
the bronze turkeys originate, and where can they
be obtained, weighing forty pounds ?"

To his first inquiry I will answer :—They origi-

nated, with a race of turkeys of large frame, on a
good sized farm, with its "three bams," with
plenty of grasshoppers, for dessert, and three

regular feedings per day of shelled corn for one
or two years. This is the whole secret of "bronz-
ing." And to the next inquiry, where he can get
these forty-pounders ? If he will allow a "fowl-
fancier" to guess at the weight, he can obtain them
in the vicinity of Boston, for twenty guineas, the
gold to precede the delivery of the turkeys.

Taunton, Mass., March, 1868. A. Baylies.

"WORMS IN horses.

For this trouble, I have found the best cure to

be a plenty of grain. If the horses are young, a
good quantity of fine feed and but little meal, or,

if fine feed cannot be had, plenty of oats, feeding
at proper times is sufficient. Oats seem to be the
natural food for horses. A good Condition Pow-
der for horses can be prepared by any one, from
the following articles : four ounces, each, or equal
quantities of Black Antimony, Common Sulphur,
Cream of Tartar, Epsom Salts and Saltpetre. Mix
them well together. Dose a common table-spoon-
ful once a day, given in the grain. The above is a
good alterative for a horse a little off his feed ; is

also good for worms. z.

Reading, ALass., Feb. 8, 1868.

A GOOD HEIFER.

Enclosed, I send you a statement of the amount
of milk given by my heifer during the year 1867.

The heifer I raised. She was two years old the
first day of May, 1866; dropped her first calf on
the 26th day of Dec, 1866, and is to calve again
July 4, 1868. I weighed her milk for ten days,
(from The 10th to the 20th) of each month in the
year 1867, with the following result:—The whole
amount given in the 120 days, on which I weighed
her milk, was 2405 pounds, making an aggregate
of 7315 pounds in 365 days, or an average of a frac-
tion over 20 pounds per day for the entire year.

Francis W. Hayden.
Souihborough, Mass., Feb. 7, 1868.

SPRUNG KNEES OR CONTRACTED CORDS.

I have a very valuable horse that has got his knees
sprung. Can you, or any of your numerous read-
ers of the Farmer, tell me of anything that I can
do to straighten them up in their place again. I
have read almost everything under the head "Ex-
tracts and Replies," but have not seen anything
touching this point. J. M. Canney.

Ossipee Centre, N. H., Feb., 1868.

Remarks.—We do not think there is any reme-

dy for sprung knees in a 'horse; we have never

known a cure attempted.

Having had an ox with similar symptoms as
those described by "A Subscriber," of Ripton, Vt.,

in a late number of the Farmer, I doctored him
for horn ail, by putting a table spoonful of spirits

of turpentine on the top of his head between his
horns, repeating it two or three times, at intervals

of two days, which cured him. If it is not horn
ail, the application will not prove injurious.

Practical Farmer.
East Corinth, Vt., fan. 28, 1868.

SORE NOSES IN SHEEP.

I have seen an inquiry in your paper several
times as to the cause of sore noses on sheep.
Most of the common cases are caused by eating the
droppings of poultry. I have known several cases
to be cured by removing hens and turkeys from
the sheep shed. l. "W. b.

Brookjield, Vt.,Feb., 1868.

holdfast on a coav's ja-w.

T. C* Pearson, of Newburyport, Mass., is in-

formed that the advice of his neighbor to fatten

and kill a cow afflicted with a "set" or "holdfast"

on the jaw, is probably the best that can be given.

A surgical operation, which consists in sawing

into the jaw above and below the "bunch," and re-

moving the portion of jaw to which it is attached,

is the only remedy. If the jaw bone is not dis-

eased, this will be effectual. By means of chloro-

form, such operations may be readily done.

unguentum for lice.

I have used unguentum on my caj;tle with good
effect, for three years, and have been in the habit

of putting it on almost every part of them. I have
known them to lick the parts to which it was ap-

plied, but none have been injured by it. My rule

has been to take a piece as large as a small pea,

and rub it thoroughly into the hair. That quan-
tity applied in three or four places will destroy
them. Be careful not to use too much. "W. M.

Cli?iton, Me., Feb. 16, 1868. •
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PROPOSED PLAN OP BARN.

I am about to build a barn for one of my nei.sh-

bors, 32 by 80 feet, posts 16 feet, with cellar under

the whole, for sheep ; and shed 17 by 40 feet.' The
80 feet in length of the barn is to be divided as

follows :

—

Length 80 feet.

© .
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abandoned some seventy-five j'cars ago, being

reclaimed by a system of improvement in whieh

salt and lime were largely used. In that case, one

and a half sacks of salt and twenty- five bushels of

lime wei"e estimated equal to "a moderate dressing

of manure." How it might operate on your land

we cannot say, but from our own experiments we
should not anticipate, a paying result.

hereick's improved danvers seed sower.

The sowing of onion seed is suggested b)' the

very name Danvei'S, where this little machine has

been long used and is recommended by Mr. Greg-

ory, In his book on Onion Culture. It has been re-

cently improved in nearly every part and now
weighs less than twenty-five pounds, and claims

to combine all the requisites of a hand-seedsower,

and is adapted to the different kinds of seed. It

is advertised in another column.

FILLING A'ACAXCIES IN AN ORCHARD.

About fifteen years ago I set out an orchard of
apple trees of various kinds, and a number of
them were destroj'ed l\y the borers, and by ac-
cidents. I wish to know if I can set apple trees
in the same places where the others died, and ex-
pect them to do well. If not what is the best
course for me to take to fill up the vacant places
in the orchard. The other trees are good bearers.
A part of the soil of the orchard is gravelly, the
other part a rich sandy loam,

Augustus Goodwin.
South Berwick, Me., March 13, 1868.

Remarks.—We should have no hesitation in

filling up with apple ti-ees, though as a general

rule, trees as well as other crops do best under
some system of rotation. Give each new tree a

load of muck, sods or fresh soil, mingled with

ashes, if to be had, and well composted if you
have time to do so.

COBS AND CORN.—WIRE WORMS.

It is a custom among us to feed grain to milch
COWS to make more and better butter. The far-
mers here raise corn and oats for feed, and have
them mixed and ground with the cob. The law in
Vermont allows a quart for cracking and two
quarts for grinding, or some six to tenp'ounds toll.

Some of the farmers have the cob sifted out, when
the bushel of meal will weigh only forty pounds
after taking the toll and cob out. Where a fiirmer
feeds from 400 to 800 Ijushels in a year, this will
amount, as corn is now selling, to $60 ; a sum that
would pay for a corn sheller, and leave i^'50 to pay
a hired hand for two and a half months. This
amount of corn could be shelled with two hands
in four days, leaving forty-seven days for other
work on the farm. As coljs are a dry substance,

they may be thrown into the hog-yard to absorb
the urine, and then put on the land to raise more
corn. From three to five pieces of cobs put in a
hill of corn at planting will keep the wire worm
busy at the pith until the corn has so fiir advanced
that it is out of his way. And finally vonr cobs
are worth twenty per cent, for kindling"^ fires. So
you will see that if corn is shelled and'then mixed
with oats and ground, you have nothincc Init the
pure meal. This will make animals thrive, and
their hair will lay sleek, instead of standing like
the quills of a porcupine, as it does when you feed
with the cob ground in with your corn.

Lyman J. Sbeley.
Jeffersonville, Vt., Feb. 20, 1868.

improving stock.—SOUTH DOWN CROSS.
.

I see that "V. M. H.," of Rochester, Vt., asks,
are we i'nproving our stock ? I answer, yes, no
doubt of it. Stock is kept better than formerly,
and I claim tliis is one way to improve it. Our
flocks and herds are being crossed advantageously,
and this must improve them. But if I wished an
animal to cross with my stock, I should pay more
attention to the good points of the animal than to
its pediffree. In a late discussion of the question,
"Will it pay to change our grades for thorough-
breds ?" by the Springfield Farmers' Club, Mr. J.

B. Whipple remarked, that he "did not care a
straw v/here an animal came from, if he was only
a (jood one. We don't want second class thorough-
breds, and the best cost too much for us small far-
mers." We all know that those who breed fancy
stock for market or for show, give it better care
and keeping than most of us do our grade stock.
Now if we raise good animals and take good care
of them, does it matter whether they are grades
or thoroughbreds ? I should answer this question
as Mr. Whipple did. But I have had very little

experience in breeding stock, and my opinion
would have but little value. As an experiment,
1 raised four grade lambs, last year, crossing a
South Down ram with Merino ewes. These four
are the best formed and hardiest lambs I have,
and keep in the best condition. This year my
laml)s will all be of the same grade. I intend to
sell for mutton. Can you inform me whether the
wool of the South Downs will sell as well as the
heavy wool of the Vermont Merino. j. d.

Weathersfield, Vt., Feb., 1868.

TRANSPLANTING M.iNGEL "VVURZEL.

Why it is that the planting and raising of man-
gel wurzel are carried on so entirely different here
from what is customary jn Europe generally, and
in Germany especially ?

I do not think you can find an Oekono'm (large
farmer) in all that country who will plant a single
acre of wurzels without transplanting them, and
yet a great many are raised there for stock and
other purposes. I have never seen elsewhere such
large wurzels as are raised in Germany, on a
poorer soil, and with less cultivation and dressing
than is usually given to them here. In this coun-
try I have observed very closely, and have come
to the conclusion that the want of transplanting is

the great cause of failure.

Every farmer in Germany has a patch of land in
a sheltered place near the house, of rich soil, on
which he raises all his plants and seeds for
the coming season, as well as for the year fol-

lowing; such as beets, turnips, carrots, onions,
cabbages, &c., in fact, all the seeds he re-
quires, as he cannot afford to buy old or mixed
seeds and spoil his coming crop. At the end of
March or beginning of April he sows the seed in
beds which are covered with straw cold nights.
About the first of May, when the plants are large
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enough and the ground is warm, he commences
transplanting on each end of the acre. He takes
a load of these plants to the field, and while the
plough goes along, two boys or women will follow,

dropping the plants at regular distances, and at

the same time pressing them on the ground with
the hand. This is done as fast as the team will

work, and in a fortnight tlRy will be hoed. I am
sure less labor is required by this plan than by the
way practiced here, l)esides effecting a saving of
one-third of the seed. From a fortniglit to a
month is gained in time, no thinning out being
needed, and by fall a larger crop will be obtained.

I have urged my neighbors, who, by the way,
are excellent farmers, for several years, to adopt
thi« plan, but they still stick to the old way. 1

also feci quite sure that beets, cabbages, lettuce,

&c., may be raised to greater perfection by trans-

planting, than by any other course of cultivation.

I presume, Mr. Editor, that some of your readers
may laugh about this communication, but let them
think it" over and try it on a small scale, and I

think they will, by and by, agree with me. av.

Dorchester, Mass., March lo, 1868.

APPLYING MANURE

—

GHASS SEED.

I broke up green sward last fall for planting corn,

on which I intend this spring to spread manure.
I wish to ask through your columns whether to

plough or harrow it in.

I will also ask how much hay seed, and what
kinds for seeding down with oats, and how much
seed and what kind on natural mowing, where
compost has l)een spread ? A Subscriber.

Fiskdale, Mass., March 14, 1868.

Remarks.—In rela,tion to the mode of applying

manure we I'efer you to the practical article in

another column by Mr. Harvey, of Epping, N. H.,

and to other articles on the subject.

Our old rule for seeding an acre to grass is one

bushel of redtop, eight quarts herdsgrass, and six

pounds of clover, the latter sowed on the snow

the last of March or first of .April. If the land is

poor, more seed is needed ; if rich, less. Thos. J.

Field, President of the Franklin County, Mass.,.

Agricultural Society, stated last year at a club

meeting that he used 1 bushel redtop, 12 pound

clover, and 6 quarts herdsgrass. As oats are often

mowed closer than other grain, there is danger of

letting in the sun on the young grass after harvest-

ing the oats.

SICK SHEEP.

I am in trouble about my sheep. Until last fall

I never lost but one sheep" and two laml)s. Now
many are diseased. They appear stupid, eyes
about half shut and run badly, cough, hold their

heads down, i cfusc to eat, pine away and die. The
ewes drop their lambs from one to four weeks bc-

forethey should, someofwhich are dead and others

die soon. My Hock appeared to do well the fore

part of winter. They arc kept in a shed that opens

to the south, and fed on clover till three weeks
ago, when I changed to white toji hay. n. l.

Phillipston, Mass., March 16, 1868.

Remarks.—What comfort can any sheep-raiser

afford to our correspondent ? Dr. Randall gives

an account in his Sheep Husbandry of a disease

which prevailed in New York in the winter of

1846-7, that he calls Malignant Epizootic Cat.arrh,

which did not yield to any medicine used. The

diseased sheep, especially those which abort, with

everything connected with the lamb, should at once

be removed from the healthy sheep, which should

have generous feed, with grain and roots.

WOOL GROWING—FOOT ROT—SORE MOUTHS.

I have been in the sheep business thirty-five

years, and the present is the hardest time I have
seen for wool growing. I have two clips on hand,
but as I hope for better times shall not "let it slide"
as yet.

Seven years ago last fall, I bought 100 sheep that
came from Vermont, some of which were lame
before I got them home. On examination, I found
some had the foot rot. I took sharp vinegar, dis-

solved Ijluc vitriol in it, and ruljbed on the parts
affected. The disease soon disappeared and I have
not seen any of it since.

The first of January my sheep were attacked
with sore mouths or lips, and did not eat readily
nor drink much. I took lard and tar, equal parts,
melted together, and after partly cooled, stirred in a
little sulphur. This was aiiplicd twice and they
are all well now. Of the 146 in my flock nearly
all had it. J. H. Philbrick.
Sanbornton Bridge, N. H., Feb., 1868.

PARALYZED HORSE.

I have a horse that has been sick a week, an^lno
one that has seen him yet can tell what to do for
him. He eats and drinks well, but seems to be
very weak across his back, and has lost the use of
his hind legs. If he lies down he cannot help him-
self any about getting up. I am not aware that he
has been strained any way. Any information as
to his disease or cure will be thankfully re-

ceived. James F. Atherton.
Colebrook, N. H., March 15, 1868.

Remarks.—Evidently your horse is suffering

from paralysis of the loins. Dr. Dadd cautions

against the use of violent medicines, and recom-

mends what he calls "anti-spasmodics,"which con-

sist of camphor, Indian hemp, assafoitida, musk
or garlic, with patience and care. We have heard

of beneficial effects in such cases from rubbing the

loins thoroughly M-ith a mixtui'e of salt and the

yolk of eggs in brandy or other spirits, and then

applying a bag of heated oats, and covering with

blankets, for a sweat.

portable fence.

I wish to inquire through the columns of your
valuable paper for the best and cheapest kind of
fence around the house and garden, and cost of
same with lumber at ^20 per thousand, which may
be taken .away for the convenience of ploughing
the irarden, &c. A Ueadkr of the Farmer.

U'ancick, Mass., March 14. 1868.

Remarks.—We have seen several kinds of pa-

tent movable fence, and have published accounts

of them, with illustrations. We 'do not know
where any can be obtained just now. Any ingen-

ious carpenter, wc should think, could build you

a garden fence in panels that might readily be
moved.

LABORERS WANTED IN THE COUNTRY.

I see by the New England Farmer and other
papers tliat in the large cities and manufacturing
towns many people are out of employment, and
consequently are suffering in many instances for

the necessaries of life. I would say to all such,
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arise, take up thy bed and walk back into the

country where laborers are scarce and wages high.

Down here in Maine, in Somerset and Franklin
counties, poverty and want is not known. There
never was a time when the laboring man or woman
could do any better than now. We pay here
twenty to twenty-six dollars per month, and board,

for labor, and men are very scarce at that. In the

haying season we pay $50 to #75 per month.
We have young men amongst us that clothe

themselves in good style, and lay up two hundred
dollars a year, by working on a farm for wages.
Female labor is equally scarce. It is with diffi-

culty that we can get a woman or girl to do house-
work at any wages. o. h.

Neio Vineyard, Franklin Co., Me., Feb. 16, 1868.

SPRUNG KNEES—CUT "WORMS—SCRATCHES

—

WORMS IN HORSES—FATTING HOGS.

Tell J. M. Canney to put angle-worms into a
flannel bag and bind on to his horse's knees. A
sure cure ; and good also for all cases of contracted
cords.
To stop cut worms from eating corn, I put a

table spoonful of lime in the hill, when planting,
and the same on the hill after covering. It will

keep the worms at a distance. Trj'- it.

Commo« molasses for scratches on horses, well
rubbed in with a cob, will generally effect a cure
in three applications.
For worms in horses I give poplar bark, cut

fine, and mixed with feed, and find it a perfect
cure.
A little chalk and alum given to hogs will cause

the female to fat as fast as the male.
Brimfield, Mass., March, 1868. Eli Powers.

A QUESTION FOP. STOCK GROWERS.
I know of a colt four years old this spring, which

is supposed to be smaller than it would have been
if it had been kept well. The question is. Can the
colt be made to grow more from this time than it

could have been made to grow if it had been kept
as well as would have been for its health and
gi'owth previous to this time ? f.

Mast Yard, N. H., March 10, 1868 ?

TO PROTECT ONIONS FROM THE MAGGOT.

Put one ounce of onion seed in half a pint of
water, and add one ounce of fine salt and half an
ounce of saltpetre, pulverized. Set it in a warm
place, and stir it three or four times a day for 48
hours. Before sowing, pour off the water and mix
dry ashes to separate the seed, and sow in rows
from 16 to 20 inches apart.

Samuel Palmer.
Cornish Flat, N. H., March, 1868.

ICE-HOUSE UNDER A MILK ROOM.

I wish to inquire of yon or any of your correspon-
dents, if it would Ije a benefit to raising of cream to

build an ice-house under my milk house, which is

about four feet from the ground, so that a place

for ice might very easily be made, if any benefit

can be derived from it. G. W. Blake.
Georgia Plain, Tt., Feb. 24, 1868.

PLOUGHING AND HARROWING IN MANURE.

Much has been said about the application of
manure; whether it shall be ploughed under or
dragged in with the han-ow. I think both ways
are right. On moist, heavy soil no doubt it is best

' applied to the surface. Still I think I can show
neighbor Hubbard as good potatoes as he ever saw
raised where the manure was spread on the turf and
turned under ; the land harrowed and planted on

top. My land is a dry loam. Last spring spread
a light coat of manure on my wheat ground and
dragged in a part and ploughed in the rest. I
could see no difference in the wheat or stocking.
I intend to do the same next spring, and'watchthe
hay crop on the same. . l. k.
Randolph, Vt., 1868.

AGRICTJLTUBAL ITEMS.
—The proposed Exposition of Wool and Wool-

ens has been postponed until 1869.

—Some careful men save hog's bristles to be put

on the edge of iron wedges to prevent them from
being forced out by frosty logs.

—In Paris it was recently shown that duck
rearing is nearly three times more profitable than

hen rearing.

—The apple, though the most important fruit of

the North, meets with very indifferent success in

Ohio, especially in the southern part of the State,

owing to destructive insects and heavy spring rains.

—Dr. Dadd, now of Baltimore, says that he be-

lieves that the pleuro pneumonia, which made its

appearance in Massachusetts in 1859, is now prev-

alent in the State of Maryland.

—"W. F. B."'writes to the Rural New Yorker

that he tried wintering bees in the cellar which

was dry, but their breath seemed to dampen the

comb and it became mouldy.

—An English paper advertises a vacancy on a

farm for an agricultural pupil, and great pains will

be taken to give the young man an insight into

farming. Terms $1000 a year, and the use of a

horse, with hunting.

—Some one writes tlTat the grass known in New
England as herdsgrass or timothy, derived its

names from Timothy Hurd who introduced it into

Rhode Island. The Quaker's called it Timothy,

and the world's people Hurd's grass.

—Dr. Jas. R. Jfichols, of Haverhill, Mass., har-

vested 31 bushels spring wheat from one acre, last

year. , He was offered -^^ a bushel for it^but pre-

ferred to keep it as a family luxury. He sowed

500 lbs. bone dust and harrowed it in with the

wheat.

—By the following operation, says the Rural

World, a fowl will be dead at once and the flesh

white. Open the bill and insert a sharp, narrow

blade into the back part of the roof, severing the

vertebras. Then hang up by the legs and let it

bleed clean.

—The extent to which the country has been

covered with snow the past winter, and the unir

formity of its depth, arc noted as peculiarities of

the season. A more perfect protection from frees-

ing and thawing all over the Middle States was
never before experienced.

—We are gratified to learn, says the Illinois

Prairie Farmer, that some twenty-five counties

have already reported examination of students

for the honorary and prize scholarships in the Ift-
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dustrial University. The number of competitors

in each has ranged from one to twenty.

—The Minnesota State Agricultural Society re-

solved that "this association is entirely opposed to

any encouragement or permission on the part of

the executive committee of any gambling or

jockeying whatever, in cAinection with trials of

speed at our State Fairs."

—There is, with many persons, a prejudice

against white on the legs or faces of horses. Some
one has called attention to the fact that Lexing-

ton, the most famous thoroughbred stallion, and

Dexter, the fastest trotter in America, have four

white feet and a white nose each.

—A correspondent of the Iowa Homestead ad-

vises fruit growers to be very cautious how they

apply tar, coal oil, turpentine, salt, &c., to their

trees ; he has seen trees lulled by these so-called

remedies for the canker-worm, borer, &c. He
uses molasses with the most successful results.

—It is important that every one should know
that if hot ashes, containing some tire, are put in

a wooden box or barrel containing cold ashes,

although they may not come in contact with the

cask, they may first set the cold ashes on fire, aud

then whatever combustible materials are near it.

—Norton Clark, of Turin, N. Y., raised from one

acre, ninety-five bushels and fovty pounds of yel-

low, eight-rowed corn. Twenty loads of stable

manure were spread and ploughed under, upon a

piece of land that had been in grass ten years,

well harrowed, furrowed and planted in rows three

feet apart each way. Manured in hill with hog
manure, and hoed well three times.

—Peanuts are raised in North and South Caro-

lina and Florida, generally on new land, where

the trees are girdled preparatory to clearing, and
before the ground is ready for anything else. The
cost of planting and cultivating ft about $30 per

acre, and the produce from 100 to 200 bushels.

The great labor has been in digging, but this is

now much lessened by improved implements.

^A strong extract of blood root, made by cut-

ting up the roots and putting them into spirit, and

kept in a bottle, is said to be a cure for laurel and

other vegetable poisons in sheep, cattle and calves.

Give in doses of a table spoonful to calves and

sheep, and repeated as necessary at intervals of a

few hours.

—Henry Atwood, Lancaster, Erie County, New
York, gives the following as his method of raising

wheat on his poorest clay soils. Plough the land

in June. Drag well, and cultivate with wheel cul-

tivator several times. After the turf begins to

ferment or rot, about August 20, plough again,

then drag, draw out j'our manure and lay it in

heaps 12 feet apart along the center of each land,

and be careful not to make your heaps too small

;

then spread evenly over the ground; sow your

wheat as soon after spreading the manure as pos-

sible, then put the cultivator on again, drag or

harrow, and have it all done by the 1st of Sept.

I have never yet failed of getting good wheat. A
dairy of 20 or 30 cows is very convenient for treat-

ing this kind of land.

—In Illinois, one student is admitted free to the

Industrial University from each county. The

j

Board of supervisors of Cook county offered, in ad-

dition a prize of $30 each to five students who
would enter the college at the opening, March 2.

' On Saturday, Feb. 8th, the examination of appli-

cants for prize and honorary scholars from Cook
county was held at Chicago. The Prairie Fanner
regrets that only two young men presented them-

selves for examination.

—At a recent meeting of woolen manufacturers

at Chicago, it was voted that "Merchantable wool
should be the standard for price, and must be well

washed, free from tags and all filth, and tied with

only what twine is sufficient to hold the fleece

compactly together," and that on unwashed bucks'

fleeces a deduction of one-half should be made

;

on all unwashed lots a deduction of one-third.

As well fix a standard for "merchantable" butter,

and then vote to "shrink" all other lots "one-third."

That convention was a "big thing" on prices

!

"Wonder when they meet again

!

—After giving the figures of an estimate of the

amount of cheese consumed in Europe and in this

country, and also of the amount produced, X. A.

Willard saj-^s, "we must either get in the habit of

eating more cheese in this country, or, if we go on

producing at the rate indicated by the above fig-

ures, both the home and foreign market will be

glutted and cheese will not command 12^0 a pound.

While the price of cheese has been declining, that

of butter has been rising ; hence if the factory

system is continued and more largelj- developed,

the lesson of these figures is rather to stand by the'

churn."

—The February Report of the Department of

Agriculture contains a summary of the answers

received from the Southern States to certain in-

quiries of the Commissioner in relation to farm re-

sources and products. Reports from two-thirds

of the counties of Virginia show a decrease of

from ten to sixty per cent, in the value of land

since 1860, while an advance is noticed in several

counties. In North Carolina the general average

of depreciation for the same time is put at fifty per

cent.; South Carolina, sixty per cent.; Georgia,

from fifty to sixty ; Florida prices are merely
nominal; Alabama, about sixty percent.; Louisi-

ana, from thirty-three to ninety ; Arkansas is av-

eraged at fifty-five per cent.—two counties, New-
ton and Benton, an increase ; Jefferson reports

lands "almost for nothing ;" Drew, "what creditors

please bid ;" Clark, eighty to ninety per cent, de-

crease ; Sebastian reports decrease at "ten-tenths,"

but looking up ; Maryland, reports an advance in

price from 1860 of ten to fifty per cent., with a

lew exceptions. •
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EAKLY GABDENIN&.

MONG the necessi-

ties of every fam-

ily in the coun-

1
try, a good sup-

ply of early veg-

etables for the

table is very de-

sirable. These

are not only agreeable to

the palate, but contribute

to health and comfort.

Man) farmers seem to

thmk that any extra labor

expended on the garden

is so much labor lost.

But a good supply of early

vegetables cannot be ob-

tained in our climate with-

out some extra labor,

and some extra manure.

Many seem to believe that

there is some mystery about green houses and

hot beds, which is understood only by pro-

fessed gardeners, and that they are attended

with much expense, and so they neglect them

entirely. It is true that green houses and hot

beds under glass are somewhat expensive, and

that without constant care they will fail to pro-

duce the expected results. But a bed may be

prepared in which plants may be started to be

transplanted at very little expense.

Select a warm spot, sheltered by a building

or a tight board fence ; throw ofif three or

four inches of the top soil from a space of ten

or twelve feet by five or six, and lay it by it-

self. Then take out the soil to the depth of

an additional foot and lay it in a separate heap.

Now fill up the hole to the depth of a foot

with horse manure, and tread it down well.

Then sprinkle over this the soil first thrown

out, about three inches deep. Now drive

down at each corner a joist. Let the two at

the back side stand out of the ground two and

a half feet, and the two at the front, one foot

or fifteen inches. Then nail on some boards

tightly, so that the enclosure on the back side

shall be two and a half feet high and twelve or

fifteen inches on the front. Prepare some

boards long enough to reach from back to

front, and extend over one inch at each end.

On the back ends which project over, nail on

some cleats which will prevent them from slid-

ing down, and you have a cover which maybe
put on at night, or in stormy weather, and re-

moved in the day time, when the weather is

suitable. Bank up the outside with the sub-

soil thrown out and the work is done. Let it

remain a few days, until the manure begins to

grow warm ; then sow such seeds as you wish,

exposing the bed to the sun in pleasant weather,

and covering it at night, and you may have

lettuce, radishes, cucumbers, cabbages and to-

matoes ready to transplant as soon as they can

bear the open air.

When they are transplanted, take pieces of

board, from nine to twelve inches wide and

sixteen inches long. Upon one end of these,

fasten with a single nail a piece of lathe ten or

twelve inches long. Then place a board on

the north side of the plant, inclining over it,

and resting upon the lath. These may be re-

moved in the day time in warm days. They

afford very good protection against the night

air and cold winds. Or frames may be made

of thin boards, twelve or fifteen inches square

and eight or ten deep, and one end covered

with gauze, tacked, on.

Any handy boy can prepare all these plant

protectors, with a square, a saw, a hammer and

nails, in a few hours. The gauze frames may

be used later in the season, to cover squash

plants and protect them from the bugs. With

this simple and inexpensive apparatus, almost

any farmer may supply his table with delicious

vegetables some weeks ealier than by open

field culture.

Early peas, planted in a warm soil, with a

good supply of compost containing hen ma-

nure, may be brought on to the table by the

20th of June. We have had them on the

1.5th. The Early York or the Oxheart cabbage

will, in this way, give well formed heads a.

month earlier than in field culture.

Bury some early potatoes in a corner of the

hot bed, and when the sprouts are two or three

inches long plant them in hills, and you may^

get good sized potatoes by the first of July.

Now is the time to prepare your lumber,

and as soon as the frost is out, dig out the bed

and put in the manure. After the plants are re-

moved you may throw out the horse manure

and use it for other purposes. It has served

to give your plants bottom heat and will still

nourish your potatoes or corn.

Early beets should be sowed in the first part-
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of April, in a warm place, with the ground well

filled with fine compost.

Parsnips and onions should be planted early,

in a deep, fine soil, slightly covered and well

rolled.

Last season, after we had prepared the

ground for our onions, we sprinkled on a good

dressing of fine soot and raked it in, and then

sowed the seeds and had a good crop,—the

maggot giving us no trouble.

Last foil we prepared the ground and planted

some tomato seeds in hills and covered them

with last year's tomato vines. We expect

they will start early, and that by means of our

plant protectors, they will thrive without being

disturbed by transplanting.

Whoever will prepare and sow a bed in this

way will soon find a few scores or hundreds of

plants pricking through the soil and putting on

their green robes, and will watch their growth,

and open them to the sunshine, and protect

them from the cold air, and give them water

and find more pleasure In taking care of them

than In any other part of his garden or field.

In watering tender plants it is well to add

enough warm water to take off the chill, and

to' add to each pailful a teaspoonful of sul-

phate of ammonia or a quart of urine from the

house.

"WEIGHT OF MANURE.
Over-loading of horses and oxen is one of

the principal causes of the thousand Ills with

which they are afflicted. Especially is this the

case with horses, as they move quicker and are

more nervous. This over-loading does not

always arise from a desire to get along faster

with the work, but from an ignorance of the

weight of the materials that are being handled.

We have often seen a horse struggling

through ploughed ground with a cart full of

wet manure behind him, which did not, prob-

ably, weigh less than one ton ! The same

error Is often committed in hauling bricks,

stones, gravel and sand. Every person who

is not acquainted with the weight of such sub-

stances, should fill a bushel basket with some

one of them, and weigh It, and then ascertain

how many baskets his cart will hold. In this

way he can usually tell how much weight he

is requiring his horse or oxen to draw, and

will not be likely to overload them. The fol-

lowing will give him some idea of the weight

of manure. A solid foot of half rotted sta-

ble manure will weigh, upon an average, 56

pounds. If It Is coarse or dry, it will average

48 pound to the foot. A load of manure, or

3G cubic feet, of first quality, will weigh 2016

pounds; second quality, 1728 pounds. Weight

to the acre—elglit loads of first kind, weigh-

ing 16,128 pounds, will give 108 pounds to

each square rod, and less than 2| pounds to

each square foot. Five loads will give 63

pounds to the rod. An acre containing 43,-

560 square feet,^the calculation of* pounds per

foot, of any quantity per acre, is easily made.

The Disteibution of Seed. — "Behold

how great a matter a little fire kindleth." A
single spark is the cause of destruction to the

city. A single seed becomes the source of

food for hungr}' millions. One fact is the

counterpart of others.

A quart package of Tappahannock wheat, sent
to a county in Pennsylvania, produced a bushel
the first year, and five hundred bushels in three
years, which was sold for $2000 for seed. Other
wheat was destroyed h.v the fly. This was tvyo

weeks earlier and escaped. There are now prob-
ably millions of bushels of this variety, produc-
ing annually more than one million dollars more
money than the deteriorated varieties which it

displaced.

For the Keio England Farmer,

FARMIlfa- IN" BARTOW, VT.
DUTCH CATTLE AND FARM BUILDINGS OF THOMAS

BAKER, ESQ.

The pleasant and thriving village of Barton,
Orleans County, Yt., was for a few years the

terminus of the Passumpsic River railroad,

and received great benefit from the business

transacted here with the surrounding country,
and some thought it would hardly survive the
withdrawal of business consequent on the ex-
tension of the road to Canada line. But a
very superior water power had so attracted
capitalists that the village still continues to

grow rapidly in wealth and population.
Another desirable feature Is the co-operation of
the village residents with the farmers in carry-
ing out plans and enterpi ises for the public good.
It was this regard for each other's welfare that

enabled them so easily to raise three thou-
sand dollars to fit up a fair ground and present
its use to the cotmty agricultural society for

five years. This society has one executive
committee in each town. Barton ib represented
by Thomas Baker, whose stock and farming
operations are worthy of extended notice.

During a recent visit there I made a few notes,

the substance of which may interest my fellow

farmers

.

His farm consists of seven hundred acres,

lie has now four hundred sheep, well bred
Alerinos, that yield a washed lleece of about
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five pounds each. They are divided into four

principal flocks and occup}' the lower story of

his barns. They are fed from racks around

the sides of the sheds, after the pattern de-

scribed in the "Practical Shepherd." Light

is let in through windows and not through

cracks, and when the doors are closed the air

is warmed by the breath of the sheep so as to

be very comfortable. At the time of my visit

he was fattening about 100 wethers that were to

go to market about the first of March. They
are fine wooled, yet valuable as mutton sheep.

He has no intention of abandoning wool-grow-

ing, but is still improving his flock.

Mr. Baker's daily consists of twenty-seven

cows of good size and thrifty appearance.

Many of them were raised on the farm, and ap-

peared to be Devon grades. There is here also

the commencement of a herd of Dutch or

Holstein cattle, and as there are but few of

the kind in this section I will more particularly

describe them.
They are in degree connected with the stock

of W. W. Chenery of Belmont, Mass., but

were bought of Carlos Pierce, Stanstead,

P. Q. The color is a clear black, with spots

of pure white. The horns black and short.

As no scales were convenient, I will give the

Measurement of the animals—the length be-

ing from the base of the horn to the back end
of the body.
The bull "Hollandie," 2 years 6 months

;

girt, 6 ft. i in. ; length, 6 ft. 8 in. ; height, 4
ft. 4 in.

Heifer, "Beauty," 1 year 3 months
;

girt, 5
ft. 1 in. ; length, 5 ft. 6 in. ; height, 3 ft. 8 in.

Calf, 2 months old
;

girt, 3 ft. 7 in. ; length,

4 ft.

Cow, 9 years old; length 7 ft., but thin in

flesh on account of allowing the calf to run
with her the first month. It is now allowed to

suck at regular hours.

This cow is a good satisfactory milker, but
is now kept solely for a stock cow. These four

are all the full bloods of this stock, but nearl}'

all the cows in the dairy will have half blood
calves this season.

Mr. Baker has been breeding the White
Chester hogs and is well satisfied with their

early maturity and great weight. He has four
sows that are likely to breed this year.

This stock with the addition of six oxen and
several horses requires the constant attendance
and all the time of one man.
The large quantity of hay for the cattle was

of excellent quality, which accounts, in some
degree, for the fine appearance of the stock,

yet a root cellar twelve by thirty-two feet,

well lathed and plastered, under the barn floor,

now partly filled with turnips, might be con-
sidered a valuable auxiliary to the usual win-
ter feed.

Our winter has been ver)' steadily cold, the
"thermometer constantly going below zero and
sometimes as low as 35°

;
yet, Feb. 19th,

these turnips were not frozen enough to inter-

fere with cutting and feeding ; indeed but
slightly touched with frost. This I regard as

a valuable experiment for New England far-

mers, for in the minds of many there is a
gTcater difficulty in preserving turnips than in

raising them. I think if plenty of turnips
were raised the expression, "spring poor"
would soon be obsolete, and the condition of
cattle indicated thereby would be unknown.
The buildings to- accommodate this stock

consist of one barn 32X 100 , and several smaller
ones that in the aggregate more than equal the
main one. The large barn is on level land
and two stories high, the second story being
entered by embankments to each bai'n floor.

It is double boarded outside with one-inch
boards, and the stables are lathed and plas-

tered on the north side, and single boarded in-

side. The following diagram will show the

arrangement of both stories of this barn which
is 32X100 feet.

Lower Story.

North .Sill •.

Door.

South.

Second Floor, or Story.

North.
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that can be easily transformed into a beautiful

pond and fed by a large spring near by. Such
a mansion approached by a drive that curves
around a pond, with other additions that
readily suggest themselves, must complete a
perfect picture of a rural home. At the sea-

son of mid-winter it is best perhaps to leave
the crops and farm management for another
communication. Z, E. Jameson.

Barton, Vt.. Feb., 1868.

For the yew England Farmer,

THE SAVrWO AND APPLICATION OP
MANURE.

Some of the correspondents in late numbers
of the New England Farmer appear to be
divided in opinion whether it is best to cover
manure with the harrow or the plough. This
depends upon the nature of the soil, whether
high or low, wet or dry, according to my ob-
servation and experience,—and "experience
is a stern old school master."

In 1863, a dry summer through the first

part, I hauled 100 cart loads of barn yard
manure, partly compost and partly green
dressing, on to two and a half or three acres

of high land, ploughed ten inches deep the

previous fall. It was spread and harrowed in

according to the best of my ability, and planted
with 13,000 hills of corn about the 20th of IMay.

The corn came up and flourished finely until

the first of July when its progress ceased; the
corn roots having penetrated through the coat
of manure into the barren subsoil beneath,
brought up on the surface of the furrows by
the deep ploughing the previous fall, and fare-

well corn ! It did not pay for harvesting.

On the other hand, some twenty years since,

I saw stable manure drawn from the stables of
Exeter, and ploughed in oh the low wet fields

of a neighbor's farm, sufficient to make mine
into a garden, had it been fortunate enough
to have received such good treatment, yet
with little or no benefit to him, because he did
not use the harrow instead of the plough. In
case of my worthless crop of corn, I should
have used the plough instead of the harrow,
as I have never failed to do since, ploughing
in the manure to about the depth of six inches.

As manure is the foundation of all farming
with us, the best farmer in the country can do
nothing without it, and but little with it unless

he knows how to apply it. But it can be ap-

plied neither right nor wrong till it is saved or

accumulated ; for I ignore the word make as

applied to manure ; believing it is a philosoph-

ical axiom, that it is not in the power of man
to create or annihilate a single particle of
matter. So the only thing that can or need
be done, is to furnish absorbents to save all

the liquids and volatile gases that furnish food
to field crops that come with the domain of

,

the farm.

I have acted upon this principle for many
!

years with manure from the cattle in winter ;
I

but, within two years, I have learned that my
duty has been only half done. During the
latter time I have housed five cows and a yoke
of oxen every night through summer, and fur-
nished wash from the roadside for their bed-
ding. Thus a large amount is saturated with
urine every night, when the stock return from
the pasture with full bellies of green juicy
feed. The result of which is twenty-five or
thirty loads of manure nearly twice as strong
as it would have been if exposed to the sun
and rain in the barnyard. This manure is

drawn from the barn cellar in the fall, and
ploughed in on old ground, or harrowed in on
newly broken up land. Exposed to the frost

and rains of winter, it gives the best crops the
following year. M. J, Hakvey.
Epping, N. H., 1868.

Remarks.—Had not "the barren subsoil,

brought up on the surface of the furrows" as

much to do with the failure of your com in

1863, as the manner in which the manure was

applied ?

Far the Xew England Farmer.

THE BRAHMA FOWLS.
WHY I KEEP AND HOW I MANAGE THEM.

I prefer the Brahmas for the followmg rea-

sons :—They are hardy, and easily raised early

in the season, and such chickens sell well.

They are large and bring more per head than
the smaller kinds. They are very quiet, peacea-
ble and domestic, and will /jaHfZZe better than any
breed I am acquainted with. Ifbrought out ear-

ly in the spring the pullets will come to maturity
and commence laying in the fall, and if well

managed they will, lay all winter, while eggs
bring good prices, and be ready to sit and
bring out a new crop just when eggs are low-

est in the market. Their bodies are so large

that they do not seem to chill through in cold

weather like the smaller Leghorn and Spanish
fowls. They are excellent sitters, and will

cover more of their own eggs than any of the

small kind.

The first of last December I had about forty

pullets, one-fourth of which had commenced
laying. Since that time I have reduced the

number to thirty. In December I had seven-

teen dozen eggs, in January forty-three dozen,

and in February forty dozen. Have set five

broods, of which x)ne has hatched.

I have a room in ray barn cellar 24x58 feet,

with cellar wall on three sides. On (he south,

I have l)oard siding, well lighted by glass win-

dows the whole length. This siding is made
of thin boards in two pannels between each

pair of posts. The upper one is hinged to the

sill and opens inward, and can be fastened up
in summer out of the way. The lower pannel .

is keyed in between the posts and can he tak-

en down in summer and used for hen coops

and pig pens, or it may be packed away for
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•winter. In this room the hens eat, wallow,
j

they will be dry and warm and away from dan-
sing, cackle, and lay during the day, and at

;

ger by hawks and rats. A sunny room in the
night they go to a smaller underground room
where they roost.

Every morning they have a pail of dough,
made of one-third each in bulk of Indian meal,

wheat bran and ship stuff" or fine feed. This
is generally eaten by noon, when they are fed

with a few fresh-boiled potatoes and a small

quantity of beef scraps. They have a feeding

of corn two or three times a week, and oats

and pounded oyster shells are constantly be-

fore them. They have plenty of water car-

ried to them, warm, once or twice a day. I

have had no sick fowls and have fed no pepper
or drugs of any kind during the winter. If

any of the hens want to sit earlier than is

thought advisable I put them in a room by
themselves with a rooster. After a few days
they commence laying again.

For their nests I use soap boxes partly

filled with sand and covered with fine straw or
hay. When I am ready to have them sit, 1

move them, in the evening, in their boxes, to

a room used solely for a sitting room. If

they continue to sit for a day or two on false

south side of the barn, where it is comfortable
without a fire, is a good place. They should
have a variety of feed and plenty of fresh
water. A good way to give water is in a plate
with a bowl inverted in the plate. The bowl
prevents them Irom wetting themselves in the
water, as they can only get at it with their bills.

A sod of tender grass or a bone with a little

fresh meat on it, will give them very pleasant
employment, as often as it is convenient to fur-
nish either. During the growing and fatten-
ing season I find cracked com, with the fine

sifted out, an excellent feed before they are
old enough to eat whole corn. If fed dry,
they must have plenty of water at all times.
Fine meal, if mixed with coarse wheat shorts,
is good for a change, especially if wet up with
thick milk.

They ought to have a comfortable place
where they will learn to go every night, after
they are old enough to take care of themselves,
and as soon as old enough, should be put on
roosts a few evenings in succession, after which
all they will want will be plenty of good feed

eggs, I put good ones under them in the even-
|

till large enough for market
mg. Hens just beginning to sit can be
handled much lietter in the evening than in

other parts of the day. But after they have
been sitting a few days, if the weather is very
cold, they maybe taken oflFand fed with warm
dough, and after a few minutes exercise, put
on the nest again. I keep oats in the sitting

room all the time.

After the eggs have been under the hen
nine or ten days, they may be examined in the
evening by holding each egg before a bright
light, when the unfertile ones may be taken
away. They will look light and semi-trans-
parent, and never vvill hatch, but are as good
for other uses as fresh ones. Those having
germs in them will be quite opaque, and ought
nearly all to hatch, although the embryo chicks
will sometimes die in the egg.
When the young chickens begin to hatch,

the box is taken to another room where thev
will not disturb the other sitters. As fast as
the chicks are strong enough, they are carefully
taken away from the hen and kept in a basket,
in a warm room. In a day or two they com
menceto pick, when fine cracked corn is given
them, in small quantities. By the time they
fairly learn to eat they are fed and watered
several times a day. I feed very little fine
meal dough, as I think it is apt to cause gapes.
I feed coarse meal, mixed with sour milk, and
give them cheese curd as often as they like it.

Chickens thus kept from the hens and well
cared for, will have fewer crooked-backs and
breast bones and crushed hips, and probably
fewer lice.

When the weather is suitable and the ground
is warm, they are allowed to be out of doors
in the middle of the day ; but early chickens
should be kept indoors most of the time, where

Children and women can do much of the
work of taking care of poultry, as well or bet-
ter than men. I am well satisfied that corn
and milk fed to poultry last season, paid much
better than that fed to swine. And I think
large, handsome white Brahmas are quite as
desirable stock to show your friends as Suflfolks

or White Chesters. A. W. Cheever.
SheldonviUe, Mass., March, 1868.

CHEAP LAND IN" MASSACHUSETTS.
The following letter was written by J. A.

Barclay, of North Spencer, Worcester Co.,

Mass., to the New York Farmers' Club. The
facts stated we believe are substantially true

of other sections of New England

:

I often read in your reports descriptions of
places, accounts of farms and farming lands,
the great advantage to be had in some far-off

place, where, away from home, from friends,

irom all the pleasures and satisfaction to be
had in a civilized and enlightened society, in

some nook or corner, or in some desolate God-
and-man-forsaken place, the great desideratum
can be had—cheap land. Did it ever occur to
you that land and farms could be had at a very
low price in our own happy New England.
We often hear of land in the South and West
that can be bought for from 12^ cents to $5
an acre, and express our wonder and aston-
ishment at so small a price.

Having recently seen farms sold in this vi-

cinity, I could not help asking myself the
question, what would be the price per acre for
the farm after deducting a fair value for the
buildings and the cost of the other improve-
ments. I know a farm that has been sold for
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$2800 ; contains something more than 200
acres, a larrre two-story bouse with two ells,

all finished in the best manner, a good horse

bam, with sheds, carriage-house, hoggery,

&c. ; a barn of sufficient size to hold 50 tons

of hay ; has cut the past season between 40

and 50 tons of good hay, wood sufficient for

use, a good supply of choice fruit ; well fenced,

said to be UOO rods of well-built stone wall on

the farm ; a good soil, buildings good, neat,

nice, and almost as good as new.
Now, then, does the land of this farm cost

more or less than land at the West, or at

VinelandorHammonton, or any of those other

places we hear of so much. We have heard

a great deal about cheap lands in other places,

where that is all they can claim. Why not let

it be known that we have cheap land, with

many other advantages—good buildings, good
roads, good schools, good markets, and all

those other advantages that might be expected

in connection with these ? The sale of this

farm is not an isolated one. I know of other

farms that can be bought for less money than

the building would cost, within 10 miles of the

best market in the State. I know of no better

place for a man of small means who wants to

go to farming than Worcester county.

For the Kew England Farmer.

SELECTION AND MANAGEMENT OF
"WORKING OXEN.

A good ox should have a long, lean face, and
bright hazel eye, which show capability to re-

ceive instruction and disposition to obfiy it.

Large nostrils denote the capacity of an ox to

w ork in a hot day. Very large horns at the base

denote laziness. Full breast, straight back,

wide ribs,—by which is meant ribs that round
out nearly as wide as the hip bones,—and wide
gambrels, denote strensjlh. Straight knees,

broad toes, pointing straight forward, show an
ox can travel on hard roads or pavements.
They should be well matched, especially in

disposition and speed.

The farmer who has a pair of oxen, answer-

ing this description, has a good team.

The ne.xt tiling is a good teamster. The
better the ox, the easier he is spoiled by a man
who knows not how to drive. The teamster

should have judgment in loading. Some team-

sters know no better than to think an ox can

draw anything until he tries him. An ox
should never be overloaded to begin with.

He never should know how much he van draw,

but always have such confidence in his driver,

as to think he can draw anything he may ask
him to.

A good teamster will have a name for every

ox. and no two in the same team, should be
called by the same name ; nor should he ever

speak one word that has no meaning ; but be
sure when he calls an ox by name, to make
him understand, and also to make him mind
what he says.

^Vhen breaking a new team, the best way I

ever found to make them know their names,
is, when I call "Star," or "Broad," or
"Bright," or "Buck," to just touch the one I

speak to, with a spur. B}' that means the ox
will soon know that he is meant, whenever he
hears his name distinctly pronounced.
The driver should also have one particular

word to start his team with. "Come boys,"
I ever found the best word to start a heavy
load with. Some seem to think, when they are
driving a team, that they must work the whole
time either with their tongue or whip. It would
be a most desirable thing for such to learn, that

when his team are doing just right, to keep
both tongue and whip perfectly still. What
would you think of an officer who when his

men were marching as handsomely as possible,

should keep swinging his sword and jabbering
incessantly, without meaning.

All the words needed in driving, are very
few. I think the following are sufficient

:

"Come," "Haw," "Gee," "Whoa," "Back."
These, properly used, are all that are needed.
Much talk makes confusion.

I have known some men halloo and bawl all

day long, and make themselves hoarse, who
could not at night give any meaning to one
word in ten they had said. Such would do
well to first learn themseloes, before they try-

to teach their oxen.

A good teamster will make his cattle love

him. This can be done only by constant kind
treatment ; such as carding, stroking their

faces, and occasionally breathing in their nos-

trils. This last, is the best method to find out
the disposition of an ox. When you have
breathed a few times in his nostrils, if he is

kmd he will hold up his nose, otherwise he will

catch it away and perhaps toss a horn at you.

In short, make yourself sociable with them and
they will amply repay you for your attention

and kindness. Never strike an ox, unless com-
pelled by obstmacy ; and by proper manage-
ment that necessity will occur very, very sel-

dom. Asa G. Sheldon.
Wilmington, Mass., Jan. 27, 1868.

Remakks.—The writer of the foregoing ar-

ticle is familiarly known in Massachusetts as

"The Wilmington Farmer," whose autobiog-

raphy has been recently advertised in our col-

umns. To a natural "eye," or intuitive judg-

ment or instinct, which seems essential to a

breeder or manager of stock, Mr. Sheldon

adds the experience of « long life in the prac-

tical use of oxen, both on the farm and by way

of railroad and other large jobs of excavations.

—^Mr. Charles M. Hale, of Montpclier, Vt., has

a sheep, wliich in the last twenty-two months has

given birtli to nine lambs, and all, with one excep-

tion, alive and tluurishing.
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COMBnSTATION STANCHIONS.

The above cut was engraved for the Fak-

MEK some years since as an illustration of an

improvement in tying up cattle, devised by

Wm. D. Brown, of Concord, Mass. A is a

strip of iron one inch and a half wide, at-

tached to the movable' stanchions B B B B,

by half-inch bolts of round iron with spring

keyes ; C a i-ope passing over a fixed pulley

and attached to a shaft with crank and follower

or catch. Mr. Brown said that if any one or

more of his thirty cattle fail to have their heads

in the proper place at the time of fastening

the others he could slip out a key and bolt and

put in the stragglers at pleasure, or any one

may be loosened in the same way at any time.

We have recently received from Mr. O. H.

Phillips, West Glover, Vt., a description with

drawings of a similar, but perhaps more simple

plan which he had adopted. Instead of the

iron strip, he uses a bar of wood to which the

movable stanchions are fastened by wooden

pins. Instead of the rope, pulley and crank,

he attaches a stick or lever to one end of the

long bar, with one end of the lever fast in a

staple or socket in front of the stanchions at

such distance that by moving the long end of

the lever, which projects into the stable, the

stanchions are all opened and shut at one mo-

tion. When closed, the long end of the lever

is held firmly in place by a hasp, slot, staple

or other fastening, which also, of course, fas-

tens and holds in place all the stanchions.

two of ashes ; the lime should be newly slaked

and mixed with the ashes, both dry, then put

in a layer of bones, then two or three inches

of the lime and ashes again ; fill up in this

way to about eight inches of the top, then fill

out with clear ashes, or the compound, and

then wet it gradually until it is thoroughly sat-

urated, but not so as to drain ; let it stand at

least six months, the longer the better ; when
wanted for use take it out, fork it over and

pick out all the bones that are not soft and

save them for the next batch, and then pulver-

ize and mix the ingredients well together, and

you will find it one of the strongest and best

fertilizers in use.

—

Cor. Am. Institute Fa7'-

mer''s Club.

Dissolving Bones.—The cheapest and
easiest way I found was to take a deep box,

barrel, or hogshead, the latter I like the best,

cover the bottom about two inches deep v/ith

ashes and lime mixed, about one part lime to

FEEDING- STEERS IN KENTUCKY.
At a rec(^nt meeting of the Lexington, Ky.,

Farmers' Club, one of the members made the

following interesting statement of his manner

of feeding stock for the market. He esti-

mated the cost of his steers at $95 per head

when three years of age, and at 1550 pounds

each live weight, and that at present prices,

7^c per pound, they are worth $116.25 per

head. To this may be added the profit on

hogs which follow cattle when fed on corn.

Among the advantages of his system of farm-

ing, he mentioned the improvement of the

farm over the ordinary mode of culture, and

the small amount of labor required. He safd

he employed only one man and a boy, with

one pair good horses, and one yoke of oxen,

and found himself more troubled to find work

for the man and boy than to keep up his work.

I have eight hundred and twenty acres ot

land on which I operate. I always keep on

hand one hundred and eighty cattle at a time,

winter and summer, in tliree different lots and
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. ages—sixty In each lot, one of calves or year-

lings, one of yearlings or two-year-olds, and

one of two or three-year-olds ; or in other

words, I buv sixty calves every summer,

and sell sixty fat cattle. Of the 820 acres of

land, there are 700 of it in grass, so you will

see I have no difficulty in grazing them. I

know that many of you are ready to say I can-

not winter that number ' well ; we will see.

Seven hundred acres being in grass, I have

one hundred and twenty in cultivation. I

usually cultivate about thirty acres myself in

corn, "and rent out thirty acres more to some

of mv neisihbors for corn ; for rent of which I

get half of the corn in the shock, which gives

me 45 acres of corn. The other sixty acres of

cultivating ground I rent and get half of the

proceeds ; and in addition I cut twenty-five or

thirty acres of grass, tmiothy and clover mixed,

cut when the clover is ripe, timothy green. I

do not like ripe timothy hay for cattle—would

rather have straw. You will now perceive I

have 40 acres of corn, about twenty acres of

wheat straw, from live to ten acres of oats, and

twenty or thirty acres of hay all told, to winter

the 180 cattle. Now please bear in mind that

I graze eleven mouths in the year ; my calves

or yearlings as you may call them, (for they

commence as calves but get to be yearlings be-

fore the year is out;) they run on good grass

with what hay they will eat until the 15th day

of March. They are then put In a lot and are

still fed on hay with addition of shelled corn

or oats once a day. The yearlings, or next

older lot, run on grass with wheat straw when
there is snow on the ground or very cold

weather; and the 20 acres of straw Is as much
as they will eat up to the 15th of March ; they

then go to lot and are fed hay and about two

bushels and a half of corn apiece. The next

lot, intended for market in July, run on good
grass and feed on hay In cold weather until

the first week in Februarj'.

Then I commence feeding them corn, five

shocks per day, with a barrel to the shock,

but still running them on grass until the 15th

of March when they go to the lot, still feed-

ing the same amount of corn. You will per-

ceive now that all my stock go to lots on the

15th of ^larch and remain twenty-five or thirty

days. I always turn to grass from the 10th

to the 15th of April. But it must be distinctly

understood, to winter 180 cattle on that amount
of provender, they must have a full supply of

blue grass.

Massaciiu.setts Steei'.s.—Mr. Joseph Bean

of Putnamville, Danvers, Mass., has a pair of

Grade Durham and Native Steers three years

old next April, raised by himself, that weigh

3200 lbs. One of them girts seven feet, the

other seven feet and one inch. They are well

mated and well trained. Mr. Bean hauled bis

hay in with them last season.

TUMOB FROM A COW'S THROAT.
A few weeks since a gentleman from Essex,

Mass., loft at this office a tumor which had

been removed from the throat of one of his

cows. The memorandum which accompanied

it has unfortunately been lost and the name of

Its owner Is not remembered. According to

our recollection of his statement, the tumor

was attached to the upper part of the throat,

and rested upon the tongue. As it enlarged

It prevented the animal from swallowing, to

such an extent that she pined away, lost

strength, and must soon have died. The tu-

mor was removed by extending the jaws of the

cow with an Iron ring, through which the op-

erator succeeded In cutting off the tumor,

which weighed one pound. After Its removal

the cow was able to eat, gained strength and

flesh rapidly, and is now In good condition.

By most who saw the tumor at our office it

was thought to be fibrous ; a class known as

"non-malignant," and harmful mainly In a

mechanical way, as by impeding the functions

of some Important organ. But anxious to as-

certain Its true character, and not being posted

ourselves In relation to the nature of tumors,

we submitted this interesting specimen to Dr.

Ephralm Cutter, 13 Pemberton Square, who

makes a specialty of throat diseases In human

subjects, and who has successfully removed

tumors. In some cases where they had de-

prived the patient of the use of the voice.

One of these he exhibited to us, which though

much smaller than that from the cow, looked

ugly enough.

The Dr. states that the physical characteris-

tics of this tumor, under the microscope, are

those of a cancerous nature, and that it is by

no means Improbable that It may grow again.

CHEAP FERTILIZER.

For several years past, Mr. L.E. Metcalf of

Franklin, Mass., has used, as he recently In-

formed us, a compost of salt, ashes and

plaster on all his farm crops with results so

entirely satisfactory that he feels safe In re-

commending it to others. Without being very

exact in weighing or measuring the ingredi-

ents, he intends to mix one part of salt with

two parts of gray rock plaster, and then adds

about an equal bulk of wood ashes. The mass

is then thoroughly mixed, and allowed to stand

a few days before using. If applied alone,

about 300 pound are spread upon the land,
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whether cultivated or in grass ; and, in case

the land is planted, a little more is put in the

hill. If other manure is to be used upon the

same land, the compost is worked into the

manure and both used together. On land on

which plaster has no perceptible effect when

applied alone, this compost proves as beneficial

as on land where plaster works favorably, in

consequence, as he believes, of its combina-

tion with the ashes. Mr. M. prefers this home-

made compost, to any of the commercial ma-

nures. He is particular about the kind of

plaster, and says the white has little if any

agricultural value.

For the Kew England Farmer,

TIME FOR PBUNING.
I have lately made some investigations on

the question of "The proper time for Prun-
ing;" have consulted many volumes of the

New England Farmer, (Monthly,) as well

as a large number of authors on fruit culture,

and were it not for the substantial reasons
given in your editorials on the subject, I con-
less I should be at a loss to know what is fact

or truth in the case. As I have the works
alluded to open before me I will make some
extracts, remarking, however, that the first

seems to me to be the correct view, and to

accord with the teachings of your paper.
Cole's American Fruit Book, at page 57

says :

—

"Slight pruning, in which very small limbs,
j
or early in the spring

or dead limbs of any size, are removed, may
be performed when most convenient, at any
seat-on. IModerate pruning should be done
in June, July or August, though it will answer
very well till December. If trees are pruned
in July, August, or September, the wood will

become hard, sound and well seasoned, and
commence healing over ; and it is not mate-
rial, otherwise than for appearance, whether
it heals over the first, second or third year, as

it will remain in a healthy state. We should
prefer October, November, or even Decem-
ber, to the spring, which is the worst season."

Ne.xt comes remarks on page 80th of the
"American Fruit Culturist," by Thomas, pub-
lished in 1867. He says :

—

"Many cultivators have been misled into the
opinion that early summer is the best time to

prune, from the fact that the wounds heal
more readily. Pruning afte.' the tree has
commenced growth has a tendency in nearly
every instance to check Its vigor As
fresh wounds always render trees more liable

to be affected by intense cold, quite hardy
trees only may be pruned any time during the
winter. On those inclining to be tender, the
operation should be deferred till towards
spring."

So much for the latest information. I next

quote the one most remote, "Thatcher's Amer-
ican Orchardist," published in 1825. At page
67 it is said :

—

"The most proper season for pruning fruit

ti-ees,_ unquestionably is when the sap-juice is

in active motion toward the extreme branches.
In our New England climate, we have the
clearest indications that the sap commences its

circulation about the 10th of April. From
this period to about the last of May, whether
the buds are just opening, or the blossoms are
fully expanded, the pruning should be accom-
plished. It would, for certain reasons, how-
ever, seem advisable not to delay the opera-
tion after the middle of May, as the branches
are then so charged with a full flow of sap
that the bark would be apt to peel, whereby
unseemly wounds might be left, and canker
induced."

"Kenrick's New American Orchardist,"
published in 1835, page 48, says :

—

"For moderate pruning, which alone is gen-
erally needful, June and July and during the
longest days of the summer, is the very best
time, for wounds of all kinds heal admi-
rably at this period; the wood remaining
sound and bright, and even a tree debarked
at this season recovers a new bark immedi-
ately."

The last quotation I make is from a small,

but valuable work, entitled "The Garden,
&c.,"byD. H. Jaques, published in 18G6.
At page 71 the author says :

—

"When the object of pruning is to promote
growth or improve the form of the tree, the
operation is generally performed in the winter

Some, however, recom-
mend pruning in May and June." T. w. s.

Bostoti, Mass., 1868.

For the New England Farmer.

STRETCHES IN" SHEEP.
Much has been said and written from time

to time about stretcliers or stretches in sheep.
That it is a bad disorder and occasions a great
loss to sheep owners, none will deny ; but the
cause and the remedy are not so well under-
stood. Some writers attribute it to costive-

ness, the result of improper food, lack of
roots and other laxative diet, while others
contend that it is caused by worms in. the in-

testines, producing a stoppage in the excre-
tory passages. I have no doubt both are
correct, as the symptoms of disease are the
same in either case ; so much so that I very
much doubt if the most experienced in sucfi

matters can ascertain to any degree of cer-

tainty the real state of the case, without an
actual examination after the death of the dis-

eased sheep.

As to the remedy*, which is really the main
thing, no two writers agree, and m practice
all prescribed remedies more or less fail ; so
much so that a large number of sheep die an-
nually from this disease, while, as a rule, the
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best conditioned and apparently the most
healthy sheep are most liable to its attacks.

Having had tlie care of sheep somewhat ex-

tensively I'rom my boyhood, if my experience

is worth anything to the public, I most freely

give it.

As to the cause I am somewhat uncertain

;

but should give it as my opinion, that a plenty

of green fodder, such as bright, early cut

clover hay, ruta bagas, or potatoes, with a

free supply of salt and wood ashes, will prove

an almost infallible preventive ; and as the old

proverb says, "an ounce of preventive is bet-

ter than a pound of cure," I would recom-

mend lirst in all cases the preventive. I once

knew a minister who had a sick cow, and he

applied to an old flirmer for a remedy. The
old farmer with a sober face told him 'that a

certain weed grew on a neighbor's intervale,

that given freely to the cow, would cure her in

a few weeks. When asked to name the weed,

he replied "clover hay." The minister fol-

lowed the prescription and his cow got well,

and he ever after praised clover hay as a cur-

ative agent.

But if a sheep does have the stretches,

what is to be done ? Some tell you to give

castor oil—very good ; some say oil and spirits

of turpentine—sure death ; others use a strong

decoction of thoroughwort (boneset) which is

an excellent medicine, and easily procured, as

it grows on all low wet ground. But my
remedy, and one that never yet failed me,
when tried in the first stages of the disease, is

tobacco : Take a piece of plug tobacco, as

large as the thumb to the first joint, put it in

thejnouth of the sheep and hold up its head
until it is eaten. Sometimes the sheep will

eat it with avidity, but not often. If one
does not eat it readily, don't give it up, but

stand by and hold up the head gently, and
there will be no trouble.-

The first practical knowledge I ever had of
this remedy was in l^io. I sold some sheep

to J. H. Lovejoy, of Albany, N. Y., and was
to deliver them in a few days. Soon after I

sold them, one of them was taken sick and I

was afraid it would die ; so I tliought I must
try and doctor it. I was but a boy; my
father was gone, and I hardly knew what to

do; but I happened to think that I onceheard

an uncle tell of giving a sick sheep some to-

bacco, and it cured it. So I concluded to try

it, and in an hour's time my sheep was eating

as well as any of the rest, and from that time

to this 1 have had sheep taken with that dis-

ease, and used no other medicine, but have

never yet lost one. In 18G4, this disease was
very prevalent all through this section. The
previous season had been unfavorable for hay,

and much of it was hurt or badly ripened be-

fore it was cut. One of my neighbors told

me that three of his sheep were sick—the best

be had—and wanted to know what to do for

them. I asked him how long the)' had been

sick: he told me one of them had been sick

one week, and the other two were taken the
day before he came tome. I told him to give
them all some tobacco, and how much to give

them ; but remarked that the one first taken
will die. while the others will come out all

right. The next day he told me the one you
said would die, is dead ; and the other two are
well, and went to eating hay in an hour from
the time of giving the medicine.

Yesterday morning I found a nice sheep
stretched out, and kicking. Its nose was dry,

ears drooping, neck extended, and every ap-

pearance was indicative of great pain. I

made her take a (juid of tobacco, and in two
hours she was chewing the natural cud, and ap-
parently well. I do not advise folks to go to

chewing tobacco because it is good for sick

sheep. Tobacco is a rank and deadly poison
to the hog. Geo. H. Browx.
Mason, Me., March 11, 1868.

For the JSTew England Farmer.

WOBKINQ A POTATO MELD.
In the fall of the year I turn over a piece of

grass land, with a swivel plow, laying the fur-

rows all one way. If on a hill side, the fur-

rows are turned up hill, so that the after

cultivation will bring it about where it was
before. After the furrows have dried a few
days the ground is worked over with a culti-

vator, which pulverizes the soil about four

inches deep, or one-half the depth of the fur-

rows.

The ground is then smooth enough to cart

over, and is ready to receive the manure,
which is drawn on and evenly spread any time

during the winter or spring, as convenient.

If hauled on while the ground is frozen, it

will be easier for the teams and much packing

of the soil is prevented.

After the ground is well settled in the

spring, it is again worked over with the culti-

vator, and the manure is well mingled with

the soil. A horse plow is then used to make
furrows about four inches deep and three feet or

a little more apart. In these furrows, pieces of
potatoes are dropped about fourteen inches

apart, rather carelessly and (juite rapidly, not

minding •whether they fall one side up or the

other. The cultivator is then run between
the rows, and the potatoes are well covered

;

much better than if done by a plow, and a
great deal quicker than if by a hoe.

As soon as the weeds begin to show them-
selves, the cultivator, which is also called ahorse
hoe, having the outside teeth reversible, is run
between the rows, with the teeth set to turn

the dirt from them. After two or three days
it is run- through again, to finish any weeds
that e^caped the first operation. Just as the

potatoes begin to break ground, a garden rake
is worked rapidly back and forwards over the

drills, nearly as fast as a man would walk.

This kills \that weeds arc'in the drills between
where the horse hoe went. After potatoes
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begin to break ground, If the weather is warm,

they show themselves pretty fast, and within a

week from the time of raking over the drills,

the field will need the horse hoe to be run

through again, to keep the ground light and

warm, and to prevent any weeds from getting

a foothold.

With an old fashioned cultivator that will

tear up and cover up so many hills, it was

quite necessary to follow immediately with the

hoe, and patch or mend the hills or drills.

But with a good horse hoe, like F. F. Hol-

brook's, with reversible outside teeth and ex-

panding arms, a field may, and ought to be

worked out every few days, going but once

in a row at time. The hand hoe need not be

used much, except to cut out weeds from the

drills v/here the horse hoe does not reach.

As the roots of the potatoes extend, the

horse hoe is contracted, till the last time, when,

it is run through with the arms and outside

teeth taken oiF, using the middle tooth only.

At this time the hand hoe is used to finish up
the dressing for the season ; after which the

vines ought to mostly cover the whole ground.

If the potatoes are not dug till the vines are

quite dead, much time and some backache

can be saved by raking them off with a fine

garden rake. If the ground has become some-

what hard or weedy, the horse hoe may be

used once more with great advantage, by turn-

ing the teeth inward and running them close

up to the drills. This will leave but little soil

to be moved by the hand hoe or hook, while

hauling out the potatoes.

After the potatoes are off, the ground is

then worked over both ways with the cultiva-

tor to the depth of five or six inches, when it

is in the best condition to receive grass seed,

which may be sown either in the fall, if not

too late, or in the following spring.

Brother farmers, this is my method of work-
ing a potato field. If you see anything new
or good in it, do not let habit keep you in the

old ruts. A. w. c.

Sliddonville, Mass., Jan. 18, 1868.

For the N'eio England Farmer.

SUGGESTIONS FROM EXPiEHIENCE.

A Monkey Wrexcii.—I was working with

a good, adjustable (monkey) wrench, once,

with a young man, who seemed quite struck

with the ease and dispatch with which we took

off nuts from bolts, and got a wagon to pieces.

"Have you not a wrench like this at your
house ?" I asked.

"No—o !" he replied, with ashamed laugh.

"What do you do when you want to turn a

nut on a bolt?"

"We take a liarmer^'' was his answer.

Repairing a Carriage.—I was at Mr. B.'s

shop in a hurry for some forging which he

could not attend to at once, as a carriage be-

longing to a good farmer needed some repairs
;

and he had promised to have it ready for him
at such an hour.

We soon arranged to have my work taken
hold of, and the few screws needed in his were
put in, and nuts tightened at the Same time.

I thought then if my good friend should sell

one of his railroad shares and fit him up a tool

shop, he would be a great gainer.

As soon as the carriage was finished the

owner happened in. "Is my job done," he
asked, drawing out his wallet.

As Mr. B. named the price, we exchanged
glanCes, and were only able to keep our faces

straight till the customer was gone.

Plastic Slate.—I have told you of my
having great esteem for the new compound

—

coal tar andground slate. I have some mixed,
on hand, all the time, ready for immediate ap-

plication. It is a handy thing in a neighbor-

hood ! A neighbor had a long eave gutter.

The rain came down sadly where it was butted

together. The joint was originally covered
with sheet lead tacked down, which had become
raised up, and was worse than nothing. This

was removed and the leak smeared with the

plastic slate, and then a strip of double felt

tacked over and that, likewise, covered with

the slate and now the water passes along.

Another neighbor had a leak through a long

strip of sheet lead, which covered the joining

of two roofs. My ladle and brush and strip

of paper went there, and gave great satisfac-

tion. I think lead in such places should be
put on in moderate lengths. Too long a piece

varies with the heat and cold, and cracks.

Another case where I lent the ladle pleased

me still more. A laboring man, who lived in

a hired house, wanted to buy a piece of inch

and a quarter lead pipe for a sink spout. I

happened to have it ; but asked him to tell me
the whole story about the old one. He said,

It had frozen up and burst the winter before,

and they had tied rags about it, and had water

running across the lioor, and no end to the

bother with It. I told him not to buy a new
pip6, but take a light hammer and try to close

up the crack in the pipe, and then put some
warm plastic on a bandage and tie it firmly

around it. He was glad to be relieved of the

expense of a new pipe, and easily repaired the

old one. Wm. D. Brown.
Concord, Mass., Jan. 1, 1868.

Remarks.—The above article has been on

hand several weeks ; but, like good wine, it

loses nothing by age.

—The students at the Agricultural College at

Hohenhcim, at Wnrtcmburg, which was estab-

lished in 1818, occupy rooms provided for them,

and board at a restaurant connected with tlie in-

stitution, calling for what they want, and paying

for what they order.
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EXTRACTS AND KEPLIES,

THE WOOD PILE AS AN .IXDICATIOX.

"U'e Observed not long since in an almanac printed

in our own beloved State the following : "You may
always know a gootl farmer liy his wood pile." We
were led to inriuiic why, and in what respect, the
wood pile is an index of the good farmer? Why
not saj', you may alwaj's know a good carpenter
by his woodi)ile ? Why not the saying hold true

of the lilackMuiih, the merchantor the clergyman ?

Go through our State, for instance, and sec what
ratio the wtjod pile liears to the "good farmer."
Do you think, dear reader, that you will inuiria-

bly tind the good lavmer where you tindthe wood-
pile of several cords? If you do, we shall beg
leave to disagree with you.
We will imagine a large farm with a wood pile

of at least liftccn cords. Here, you will say, we
shall find a goi 11 1 farmer. But let us take a look
around the farm. It is winter. Go into his cellar

and see if he has the beets, tuinip?, cabbages,
squashes, pumpkins, and in fact :.ll kinds of veg-
etables that a good farmer ought to have ; but, to

our surprise, we may find none of either sort.

Corn, beans, potatoes and barky constitute the
whole that is raised by this "good farmer."
Go to the barn, (but don't let him know you are

going, for appearance sake he may get there first,)

and take a look there. Now, this "good farmer"
will, of course, have all things in trim order. But
what is that ? Why, the sills are covered six

inches deep with manure. Look ! that partition

that got broken down, instead of being replaced is

thrown into one corner. Ah ! what a current of

wind rushes through ! I think it must be on ac-

count of that window being left open. What is

that we see in the top of yonder snow bank ?

Well, it looks like the top of his ox cart. But,

never mind all this, take another look at his wood-
pile, which contains at least fifteen cords, and set

him down as a "good farmer." Down Easter.
Wiscasset, Me., 1868.

Remarks.—The merciful man is merciful to

his beast ; out of the abundance of the heart the

mouth speakcth, and many similar aphorisms are

predicated of the general fact that character, if we

may so call the governing principle, is indicated by

single acts. Napoleon Bonaparte was as great in

making roads as in leading armies; Washington

was a good surveyor, and a good farmer, as well

as "a good general. There may be exceptions—and

it is even said that exceptions prove the rule—but

we still believe that a good farmer, if not known,

is at least indicated by a good wood pile ; and we

should certainly be disappointed to find a large

and neat wood pile in connection with such cellars,

stables and snowbanks as our correspondent de-

scribes. Straws show which way the wind blows

;

and notwithstanding Down Easter's protest, we

must caution the young in particular,—as a little

shows what a good deal means,—to look out for

single acts ! Nine people out of ten will judge by

the "wood pile," or by any other single indication

of the inner man.

BRAHMA HENS.

In September, 1866, 1 got of Dr. Charles Clark,

of Montpclier, Vt., a Brahma rooster and pullet.

For the year ending November 14, 1867, the pullet

laid 128 eggs, hatched and reared at three sittings

thirty-seven chickens, leaving seventy-nine eggs.

I have sold $20 worth of chickens, dressed eight

for my tabic and have now twelve which I value
worth $112. Within the same year the first brood
hatched in March by the pullet, lakl ten dozen of
eggs, commencing early in August. Since Novem-
ber 14, 1807, my remaining twelve have laid 21^
dozen of eggs, I hat have been sold, and we have
used at home what we needed up to this date.

Mnrctown, Vt., Jan. 28, 1868. M. B. Taplin.

Rf.makks.—Another correspondent, "R. B. H.,"

of Amherst, Mass., has been more unfortunate

\\ itli the Brahmas. He writes :—"In the fall I had

40 as fine looking chickens as I ever saw, twelve

crowers, twenty-eight hens, nearly pure blooded

Brahmas. The roosters were very large and all

of last year's growth. I have taken more pains

with my hens than ever before, giving them warm
feed, with meat and scraps mixed, and corn at

noon, and a warm place to roost. Well, I have

had but two eggs since the loth of November.

Some of the roosters have died and several of the

hens. The why I would like to know. If that is

the way with Brahma fowls, I want no more of

them."

DISEASE IN HORSES.

A number of colts and horses are sick in this

vicinity, and no one has yet been able to tell what
the disease is. The first symptoms of disease are

manifested by restlessness and a gaunt look. It

seems hard work for them to stand on their hind
legs, and they want to lie down most of the time.

In two or three days, a swelling commences be-

tween their hind legs which sometimes extends out

on to the belly nearly to their fore legs. The
swellings, when perforated, discharge a colorless

liquid, like water. Those that are sick do not

seem to lose their appetite, and none have died as

yet. D. F. J.

Newark, Vt., Mctrch 23, 1868.

Remarks.—We are informed by Mr. Dj P.

Matthews, of Winthrop, Mass., whose advertise-

ment of Cattle Feed appears in another column,

that after having lost six horses by a similar

disease, worth from f2.50 to pOO each, he ap-

plied to Dr. William Saunders, of Salem, who pre-

scribed for and cured the seventh one, then sick.

The swollen parts were bathed with ground mus-

tard, steeped in water and cider vinegar, and then

bound up by a cloth fastened over the back of the

horse, and some medicine administered, which he

supposed to be of a laxative nature.

APPLICATION OF MANfEE.

As this subject is under discussion in the Farm-
er, allow mc to express my views. Surface ma-
nuring I consider good practice, under certain con-

ditions, or, rather, that it may be well to apply

certain kinds of manure to the surface. Green
manure should be composted with muck or some-
thing to fix the ammonia before it is applied as a

top dressing. My own experience will not allow

me to believe that it is an economical way to take

manure green from the cellar and spread it on the

surface, there to remain and evaporate as it most
certainly will ; for we are all awaic of the disa-

greeable odor that arises from such an application.

And is not the portion thus eva|)oratcd the most
valuable part, the very essence of manure ?

Neither can I agree with Mr. Cheever in regard
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to spreading manure on the snow in winter. Sev-

eral years ago, I spread a quantity on the snow in

Feln-uary, on about one-half of a piece, to be sown
with barley and seeded to grass. The other half

of the piece was manured in the spring. And now
for the result, which I cannot give in bushels and
pounds, but merely by observation of myself and
neighbors, whose attention was called to this field.

Where the manure was spread in the winter, there

was not more than two-thirds as much barley as

where it was manured in the spring, and the grass

showed about the same proportion. The land was
flat, so that the manure did not wash off more than

it usually does from such land. Does it not wash
from all land when there comes a heavy rain, and
the ground is covered with solid ice, as it often is

when we have heavy rains in winter and early

spring ? I believe it a better way to haul the

manure out, put it in large heaps to be spread in

the spring. I think there is a great waste in

spreading manure in winter. The brooks and
streams carry off too large a part of it. Still some
of my neighbors spread their manure as Mr.
Cheever recommends. a. l. "w.

Hope, Me., March 13, 1868.

RED WATER IN COWS.

I think the cases of "red or bloody water," re-

''^rred to hy "B. B. S.," in Farmer of March 21,

is a disease of a different character entirely from
that I alluded to in a former article. I never knew

|

an ox, or any other animal, but the cow attacked

with the disease, and she alwaj's within ten days
after calving. I think a man would be very fool-

ish to knock an animal in the head as long as it

would eat sufficient to fatten, as in the case of his

father's ox, or in any other case where there is any
prospect of a cure being effected. I admit I did

not give a description of the disease which I will

now do as well as I can :

—

The urine in the above disease does not have the
appearance at all of blood mixed with water, but
the color is very much that of a strong decoction

of hemlock bark. The cow appears in much pain
and refuses food of all kinds, eyes glassy, and she

grows weak very fast ; and in my experience, has
always died in from two to three weeks, if the dis-

1

ease was not checked in its first stages. A year
ago this spring a townsman came to me and said

j

he had been told that I had doctored cows for the 1

red water, with success. Upon inquiry, 1 learned
the cow had a calf two weeks old, had been sick

eight days, and was very weak. I gave him the

prescription, but told him I thought it was too late

to save the cow. He procured the medicine and
administered it according to directions, but with
no effect, and the cow died a week after. I think
ii" I could see friend "B. B. S.," I could convince
him that there are times where it is best to knock
an animal in the head. Some people can write
better than they can talk, but I can talk better

than I can write. Leander Taplin.
Chelsea, Vt., March 20, 1868.

PAID UP THE MORTGAGE.

In reply to "C. B. E..," I will say, I have paid
for my farm in the way to which he alluded. I

was a poor boy; my father let me work for a
farmer till I was twenty-one years of age ; but I

had none of the pay, my father taking that, and
clothing me very cheaply. At one and twenty, I

left to learn a trade. At twenty-seven years old I

was married, bought a house and shop in the vil-

lage for $1000, running in debt for it. I paid $200
with annual interest yearly, until all was paid in

five years. I lived there eighteen years, when for

the good of my seven children, I sold out in 1850,

for $1200, and bought my farm for $2050. I paid

down, and had time on the rest. Every cent
of it was paid long ago. When I commenced
farming, 1 bought stock, tools, seed and fruit trees.

I always kept in mind the improvement of the
farm. 1 have been offered $4000 for it twice, and
refused it. I never was sued in my life for a debt
of my own contracting. I have been careful to
see that my children were educated, and have con-
tributed something for the support of the gospel,
and have paid for newspapers, especially agricul-
tural journals. I am now sixty-three years old,
with poor sight and little education. c.

Norwich. Vt., March 18, 1868.

Remarks.—Something over thirty years ago,

we had some personal acquaintance with our cor-

respondent, with his shop, and with the farm on

which he now lives, and we are pleased to learn of

his success and prosperity. The reminiscence,

however, is saddened by the reflection that of four

of his sons who were in the Union anny, only two
i-etumed to their pleasant home—of the others, one

rests in Louisiana and one in Virginia.

beans for sheep.—WATER FOR GEESE.

In reply to an inquiry in the Farmer of the 7th
inst., in regard to beans being injurious to sheep
with lamb, I will saj% though it is the first time in

my life that I have ever written anything for pub-
lication, that I have fed beans to sheep more or
less for twenty years, and always with good effect

;

never having lost a lamb, to my knowledge, in

consequence, but have saved many by the judi-
cious feeding of beans, when the sheep were thin
in flesh. I have fed them ground and unground ;

but, as I believe all grain should be ground when
fed to stock, I think the best way that 1 have ever
fed them is by mixing and grinding together one
bushel of beans with two of corn in the ear.

To "Anser," of Taunton, Mass., I will say that
I have kept geese with good success, in a pasture
along side of a stream of running water, into which
they were never known to go for theseason, being
supplied with water to drink from a trough where
the cattle drank, and do not believe they need
more than enough to drink, any more than other

fowls. Farmer.
Dover, Maine, March 14, 1868.

UNDERDRAINING FOR ORCHARDS ON WET LAND.

In reply to the inquiry of Henry Bell, of South
Halifax, Vt., in the New England Farmer of

February 22, 1868, as to managing an orchard on
cold land, too rough for cultivation, I would recom-
mend under-draining as the best thing that can be
done for such land. As different individuals have
different notions about under-draining, I will give

my way of doing it. If the land is very wet, the

drains should not be more than four rods apart.

I go in for a good drain, say three feet wide and
from three to four feet deep, throwing the first

twelve or eighteen inches on one side, and the bot-

tom, or last that is dug out, on the other side.

Where small stones are plenty, I fill the ditch to

within one foot of the surface with stones, then

cover the stones with hemlock or pine boughs,

then fill in with the earth last taken from the

ditch or drain. Sometimes it is necessary to have
cross drains. After draining, 1 should take a grub
hoe or a pick and dig up the grass around the trees,

say some four feet each way from the tree, then
mulch or manure. Pasturing sheep is a very good
thing for an orchard, but it is death for the sheep,

and I think it would be for the calves. R.

New Gloucester, Me., March 23, 1868.
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ELASTIC HORSE SHOE CUSHION.

This invention, concerning which we have had
some inquiry, is shown In the accompanying en-

gi-aving. Wc have seen some very favorable evi-

dence of its value in cases of corns or tender feet,

and one gentleman who had tested it for lameness

caused by excessive paring of the foot, stated to

us that it proved immediately effective in remov-

ing all ti-aces of lameness. It is also said to be a

sure preventive of "balling up" in winter, or pick-

ing up stones, and in summer breaks the concus-

sion when driven over pavements or hard roads.

MILKIXG cows BEFOKE CALVING.

I have practiced taking it away for four years,
in every case but one, which was a heifer that
calved unoxpcctedly in the pasture. H er bag be-
came considei-ably inflamed, but none of the others
were so. A heifer coming four years old, dropped
her second calf last night, March 20. Four days be-

fore the IGth, I took three quarts ; on the 17th, three
quarts; the 18th, 6 quarts; 19th, twelve quarts,

and 20tli, ten quarts, and the milk all right for use
now. She had heen milked thirteen months, and
had been dry thirry-tive days, previously. She
has a very fine and large half Ayrshire calf.

In my obsciwation, milk rarely comes into the
udiler, much more than thirty-six hours before
calving; but when it does I think it is better to be
taken Out, and bj' so doing have not known any
injurious elFects ever to follow. What say others ?

Randolph, Vt., March 20, 1868. Lactis.

AYRSHIRES—PROPORTION OF SEXES.

In your quotation from the Country Gentleman
in relation to the proportion of "75 to 80 per cent,

males," I think you mistook Aldcmey lor Ayr-
\

shire ; but the statement is probably as true of one
breed as of tlie other, and in fact of all breeds. I

allude to this subject now because I am a believer

in a theory <>f producing sex to order; and I wish
to have it tested as thoroughly as may be the com-
ing season. It originated in Germany, and was
explained in riart i)y Prof. Agassiz at the New
England Fair at Springfield. My experiments
witii cows and sows tor tlie last three years, lead
me to think the theory is correct, Ijuttherc is some
difTuulty in rendering it practicaljlc for lack of
certain physiological knowledge, which I think

will yet be attained. My experiments have re-
sulted in securing at least tln-ee-fourths of the
births of calves, females. Without repeating the
theory here, I wish to say to all stock raisers, if

you desire to raise females, cause impregnation at
the Jirst possib/e moment; if males, at the latest

possible moment. There is one circumstantial
evidence supporting the theory, in the observation
of nearly all neat stock breeders ; that is, as it is

generally considered that impregnation at the
latest moment is more sure of causing conception,
it is generally deferred till then ; consequently the
theory of 75 to 80 per cent, males. Try It.

Vermo7it, March, 18G8.

HOW TO MAKE A SMALL MANVRE HEAP.

Some twelve years ago I bought twenty acres of
land, for which I paid $600. licmg a mechanic,
my neighbors said, "Baker, you're sold." The
land had been neglected, and yielded but little.

Having no manure except what" I needed for my
garden, I asked my neighbors what I should do.
Some said, "send l)clow,"and buy fertilizers." Be-
lieving that what had been done by one man might
be done by another, I thought if they can make
fertilizers "below," I can make them here. So I

hired a man, a good farmer, and put him at work
on the land in fair weather, and in foul, I took him
into the shop. Upon about one-fourth of a cord
of backhouse accumulations, I threw one peck of
lime. This destroyed all unpleasant effluvia.

Portions of this were then put into water in a half
hogshead and stirred up. Having about a cord
of muck under my shed, I spread a layer of this

upon the ground and saturated it with the water
from the cask ; then more muck and more liquid,
until I had worked into one heap the manure,
muck, one bushel of lime, four liushels of ashes,
four pounds of coptjeras, and half a bushel of salt.

This laid until by thrusting in a stick I found it

was heating, when it was shoveled over. In this
way it was ovei hauled three times.

I then ploughed up about three-fourths of an
aci-e of land which had not paid for planting, sow-
ing or mowing (or fifteen years, to my certain
knowledge. After harrowing it, and fun"o\\ing
very shallow, a little of my manure was scattered
where I wanted a hill of corn. I made it last like

the widow's oil, and until the whole field was ma-
nured. It was hoed twice, and I harvested forty
bushels of corn which was as good a crop as I

have generally raised from the same quantity of
land by putting on fifteen or twenty loads of green
manure, and ploughing it in and then manuring
in the hill.

Cr.

40 bushels of corn , worth 75c per bushel at that
time $30.00

Dr.
1 bushel lime $1.00
4 bushels ashes 1.00

4 pounds copperas 33

yi bushel salt 1 60
1 cord rauck 1.00
Ploughinc

'-.i day 1.50
Hoeing twice 4.00
Hilling 2. CO

• $12.33

Profit,—fodder paying for harvesting $17.67

Not so badly sold that time. One year ago next
March, with what there was left of me, I turned
farmer. I tried the experiment with hen dung
and loam, putting in the lime, &c., as before. I

put it on the corn after hoeing, on about tliree-

fburths of a two-acre piece. During its growth I

did not discover a marked clFecr. In harvesting I

was assisted by my ncighljor, Mr. Alvord; and we
concluded there was one-tliird more in weight of
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ears on that part of the land to which the compost
was applied. Does not this show that we have the

ingredients for making our own fertilizers ?

How did U happen that the old man in your
paper of January loth, hailed from Brooktield,

Mass. ? Perhaps I was thinking of my younger
days, when I Avas manufacturing scythe snathes,

in Sterling, Worcester County, and wrote, "Mass."
I will trv to do better this time. v. b.

Brookfield, Vt., Feb., 1868.

LAUREL POISONING.

About two years ago we published several reme-

dies for sheep and lambs poisoned by eating laurel

on being turned in the spring, when hungry for

browse, into pastures in which this shrub grows.

Among the medicines recommended were a strong

decoction of bruised white ash twigs, a gag to pre-

vent the animal from swallowing the greenish fluid

which it is constantly gulping, lard, castor oil,

sweet oU, &c.

Mr. H. C. Merriam, of Lowell, Mass., informs

us that he invariably provides a quantity of castor

oil every spring for this purpose, and that he finds

it entirely satisfactory, if administered in season.

Mr. William Morse, of Canton, Mass., adminis-

ters four or five teaspoonfuls of a mixture of

two parts chamberlye, and one part yellow loam,

by measure, with success, in case of lambs ; and

something like a pint for honied cattle, of which

he has had some badly poisoned. In case of cattle,

it must be given from a bottle. Yellow sand will

not answer. It must be that yellow loam, which,

when rubbed in the hand leaves a distinct coloring

on the palm.

FEEC rOR SUCKLING SHEEP.

Will some of your numerous readers inform me
which is the best feed to start the milk in sheep
that are having lambs now, but do not have milk
enough. The sheep are in good condition. Tur-
nips, I have none. G. W. Davis.

Wait's River, Vt., March 26, 1S68.

Remarks.— The suggestions of experienced

sheep raisers on this point will undoubtedly prove

useful to many young and less experienced farmers.

Pasture feed is probably the one thing needful.

But when this is not to be had, the nearest possible

approximation to that is naturally suggested.

Roots, browse, early cut hay, &c., have undoubt-

edly been thought of by our coiTCspondent. Other

things being equal, some cow keepers say that

water, sUghtly warmed, will, in cold weather, con-

siderably increase the flow of milk May it not be

so with sheep ?

THE SICK ox.

I have cured several oxen with symptoms like
those described by "A Subscriber" in Farmer of
January 2-5, by tilling an emptied egg shell with
soot from a stone chimney, powdered and mixed
in equal quantities with fine salt, and putting it

down the ox's throat. Administer one such dose
each morning for thi'ee days, then omit for three
days, and repeat until you have given it nine
mornings. Amos Kidder.

Alstead, N. H., Feb. 1, 1868.

labks' fefpttrtmtnt.

SCHOOL CHILDREN.

Past my window, cloud or shine.
Daily patter little feet,

Through the rain, or wind, or sleet,

On the cold and icy street.

Patter daily little feet.

First I heard them in the spring,
When the golden-vestured hours
Brought the first young straying flowers
From the Southland's fadeless bowers
To this wintry realm of ours.

Some were rough, and jDrown, ard bare
Some were dressed with nicest care

;

Some were merry, chubby, fair;

Some were slow, and scarred, and spare-
Taught too soon life's toil to share.

But these varied little feet

Patter up the self-same street.

Running oft along the edge,
On the green turt by the hedge, *

So to feel the soft caress
Of the violets they press

;

But the violets I weet
Tenderest arc to scarred feet

—

Unlike thoughtless human love,

Soothing least what needs its love.

Every morn I listen now
For the sound of little feet,

'Neath my window in the street;

And I wish to be a child.

With heart free as tresses wild
From the world's restraint and rule,

Hurrying to the village school. s

DOMESTIC ECONOMY;
or,

HOW TO ISIAIvE HOME PLEASANT.

BY ANNE G. HALE.

[Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year
1866, by R. P. Eaton & Co., in the Clerk's Office of the
District Court for the District of Massachusetts.!

CHAPTER X.

WOMAN'S OUT-DOOR WORK—GARDENING-
VINES.

" 'Woman's oiit-door work,' " says a fastidious

reader,—"woman's out-door work ?" We are not

savage Hottentots, to build the hut, and hunt and

fish, while our lords and masters smoke, or sleep,

or quarrel ; nor half-civilized Chinese, to delve

and dig while John tends the babies, and cooks

the rice, and does the weekly mending ; nor yet,

stupid, ignorant European peasants, whose un-

couth figures and hard features and bronzed com-

plexions tell of the degrading toil to M'hich they

and their ancestors have been doomed for centu-

ries.

Do not be too hasty, friend. Surely the good

housewife even here, in free America, in this age

of culture and refinement, has out-door as well as

in-door duties to perform. Duties, too, which she

may not delegate to others without depriving her-

self of large means of intellectual and physical
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vigor, which she cannot neglect without stinting

her rightful portion of happiness and doing vio-

lence to the dictates of her better nature. I would

not be understood as advocating any course of

conduct contrary to the directions of St. Paul that

women should be "keepers at home ;" but there is

nothing incompatible with the good name of house-

keeper in spending a portion of every day outside

the walls of the house. Not in needless shopping

excursions, nor yet in merely listless walking

—

"spinning street yarn"—as the old adage says;

nor in running about among neighbors, wasting

time and strength in useless chatter.

It is a sad truth that ujitil quite recently Amer-

ican women have suffered both in mind and body

from too great confinement to the house. False

notions of refinement and delicacy forbade their

engaging in any employment, and kept them from

participating in amusements that might take them

beyond the atmosphere of close rooms. In cities

and towns this was particularly the case ; while

even farmers' wives and daughters had begun to

entertain the same foolish ideas, a demure walk or

ride to church or to the city, once a week, being

usually the only exercise which they took in the

open air, besides the few minutes daily spent in

arranging the milk-pans in the yard, or in feeding

the poulti-y. And these trifling matters could not

be accomplished without the protection of poke-

bonnets and parasols, because everybody had such

a horror of tanned and freckled faces and stout

and vigorous forms. Said a lady in reply to an

inquiry as to the health of her daughter (ironi-

cally, for she had no sympathy with such silly no-

tions) "A has the misfortune to be well

—

vul-

garly well

—

unfashionably well."

Certain it is that so cadaverous-looking creatures

as our New England girls were getting to be had

never been seen outside of nunneries, nor a more

nervous and melancholy set. Peevish, discon-

tented, and sickly, they were fast losing all claims

to loveliness, when a few clear-sighted and deep-

thougbted individuals promulgated new doctrines

of health and lieauty , and set the fashion of greater

freedom in woman's dress and manners. Yet, as

we usuall}' oscillate from one extreme to the other,

there is danger that the reformers of woman's

laws and habits may carry their work so far as to

rob her of that modesty and discretion which are

her brightest jewels. Loss of bodily health from

the most rigid seclusion would be far preferable

to this deprivation of qualities so essential to the

well-being of her moral nature. While we avail

ourselves of all opportunities for a reasonable in-

dulgence in out-door pursuits, let us be careful

never to overstep the bounds of a lady-like pro-

priety in any of our doings, and never commit an

oflFence against the principles of Christian manners

which form the basis of all womanly conduct.

We sometimes hear complaint made of the

drudgery to which women are subjected, either in

overseeing, or in accomplishing, the needed house-

work of the family. The condition of farmers'

wives is said to be little better in that respect than

that which used to be endured by the Southern

slave-woman. If this be so, false pride, or ambi-

tion, or pcnuriousness, or all three of these daugh-

ters of the horse-leech are at the bottom of it.

But I doubt if it is actually the case. Housework
never degenerates into drudgery when performed

judiciously and with a cheerful spirit. In the

words of good George Herbert, so often quoted

"Who sweeps a room as for God'fl laws ,

Makes that and the action fine."

This drudgery, this housework, it is said, is

wearing out and breaking down the constitutions

of the best women in our land. Now, the trouble

lies with the worker, not with the work, for it is

one of the most healthful of occupations. The
fact is, the larger part of all housekeeping opera-

tions are carried on in small ill-ventilated rooms,

apartments that are either excessively hot from the

use of stoves or ranges, or kept cool and comfor-

table—not to say damp and dark—by excluding as

much of the sun as possible. This, more than

hard labor, is the cause of the feebleness, and

weariness of soul and body, for which the over-

worked farmers' wives receive so much commis-
eration. There is a remedy, close at hand, if they

will only use it—out-door work, as a sort of recess

from the requirements of the house, which should

be taken every day, regularly. Moderate, yet ac-

tive employment in the open air, where we can

inhale the free breezes and bask in the unobstructed

light of the sun, is all that is needed to renew and

invigorate debilitated frames and exhausted ener-

gies ; the sun-bath, latterly so highly extolled as

a panacea for all ailments, is never required by
those who take a daily portion of its life-giving

rays.

But many will say they are well enough, and
that they have no time to spare for anything not

actually bringing them or their families some ad-

vantage,—this word advantage being but a syn-

onym for gain with them. Having always an ej'e

to utility, they do not understand how it is that

matters whose value cannot come within the scope

of dollars and cents may yet be more precious

than gold. Good housewives, I trust, will make
no such answer. They ought eagerly to under-

take any employment, suited to their capacities,

which will give them an hour's recreation each

day from the monotonous cares and duties of in-

door life. The occasion must not be neglected,

even if it brings them only the one benefit of di-

verting their thoughts into other channels and

thereby resting and refreshing the brain. Too

many forget, or are unaware, how important it is

for the mind to have rest and refreshment. They

often realize the exhilarating effect which a

change in the subject of their thoughts for a few

minutes lends to their whole being; but they do

not deem it necessary to provide for such a

change; so they go on—day after day—month
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after month—in the same dull round of house-

keeping within doors. Regardless of the close

union existing between mind and bodj', and how

each must sufier from the misuse or overuse of the

other, they consider themselves well so long as

bodily health and strength are not impaired,—

though they find that they are getting morose and

moody, restless and discontented, and complain

of a failing memory and of a want of interest in

everything that should concern them deeply.

Besides these troubles, it will not be strange, if,

in consequence of such infirmities,—for infirmities

they are, and of no slight danger, either—they are

sorely tried by unfaithful and impertinent ser-

vants; while the children become disorderly and

unmanageable, and even the husband and father

gets unreasonable, and is quick to chide and find

fault.
*

"When a woman sees that herself and her family

are falling into this deplorable state, she must

break away immediately from her self-imposed

fetters of seclusion and absorption in household

cares and toils ; and seek relief and relaxation for

her perplexed and wearied brain in noting the

beauty and the order which the Creator has spread

around us in such variety. Setting aside, and

trying to forget, her own imperfect and unsatisfac-

torj; labors, in the contemplation of God's perfect

handiwork, her life will become ennobled, and her

days be crowned with such peace and harmony as

shall cast a bright reflection upon her household,

and they, walking in that light, will more readily

entertain and cherish holy and beautiful thoughts,

and be stimulated to higher and better deeds.

Do you ask where is the field for this out-door

work of woman ? It is here, around her own
dwelling, upon her own premises. It is actual

manual labor—something which shall give exer-

cise to all the muscles and all the thoughts, and

that will require regular daily attention—that we
want. And this we have in cultivating the soil

and caring for its productions ; in one word

—

gar-

dening. Every woman ought to find it, as did

Eve in the first garden, "a pleasant task to tend

plant, herb and flower;" and even digging, hoe-

ing, raking and weeding, neither difficult, nor

tedious,—which she will after a little experience,

if she use proper implements and wear a suitable

dress.

No matter how barren the ground, or how hum-
ble the cottage, she may make it a scene of

beauty and grace; providing happiness for all

who behold the result of her labors, as well as

garnering up for herself rich stores of strength

and wisdom. Astonished and delighted by the

wonders and glories which she discovers and de-

velops, all the members of her family will vie

with her in prosecuting the work ; till the loveli-

ness of the world around them will be but a

counterpart to that beauty of holiness that so fills

their hearts, that Gfod himself, as in the Eden of

old, will draw near, and talk to them in that celes-

tial speech of which the lily and the rose are the

best interpreters.

Do not wait till you own the house and land

before you begin the work,—you will derive more
benefit than the owner from your labors. Nor, if

it is homely and old, till its appearance can be im-
proved: vines and trees and shrubs can be so

tastefully arranged around an ugly building as to

lend it comeliness,—perhaps give to the view a

more picturesque effect than if it were newer and
grander. And don't refuse to spend your time

and thoughts on even the smallest spot ; a yard of

ground may be the source of health and pleasure

to you and your family.

Suppose you live in the city, where only a nar-

row strip—a few inches—of soil borders your

dwelling. Even this may hold a vine, which j'ou

can train and trim, and which, climbing along

the walls and drooping over the windows can cur-

tain them with beauty and afford you many a
recess from household toil, in watching and as-

sisting its growth and the formation and perfection

of its fruit. If, besides this, you have a small en-

closed piece of ground—a "yard," you call it

—

where the children play, or rubbish accumulates,

you can keep it neat, and dig and break up the

soil—which is perhaps nearly as hard as the pave-

ment—and plant there pretty shrubs and flowers

;

and teach the children to help yon iu ridding it of

weeds, and in watering and stirring the soil. But

if you are fortunate enough to have the control of

a rod or more land you may consider yourself

rich in material for health and happiness. This

you may dignify by the name of garden.

The word Garden is derived from the Hebrew,

and means an enclosed or protected spot for pleas-

ure or delight. Hence places of amusement are

sometimes called gardens, although they include

no plants and show no traces of cultivation. But

this primitive meaning of the word proves how
naturally man turns to the simple grandeur and

beauty of the vegetable kingdom for that real en-

joyment which springs only from, the gratification

of his purest tastes.

Everybody knows there is great diversity of

soil, and that soils may be altered to suit the veg-

etation desired. Earth is not soil. It is merely

mineral matter—the broken and pulverized crust

of the globe—only powdered rocks, we may say

;

and it needs the decomposed remains of animal

and vegetable matter before it can become soil.

Their decay imparts to the mineral particles cer-

tain substances which are necessary to the support

of vegetable life, and sets free certain gases on

which the germination of seed depends. Now, as

soon as the smallest layer of dust is wrought out

of the rock 'by the restlessness of air and water,

little particles of vegetation—too minute often to

be seen—being wafted to the spot, mingle them-

selves with this dust; and insects, seeking food

and lodging for themselves and their progenj', bur-

row and build among the particles, then die and
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add their portion of animal matter to the earth,

and we have soil. Then the birds or insects or the

wind drop upon this layer of dust, just made fer-

tile, the seeds of the lowest forms of vegetation

—

lichens or mosses; and these spring into being,

and absorb nourishment from the dews and rains,

as also from the air, and then die and add more
largely to the deposit among the rock-dust, and
make it yet better soil^-more suitable for support-

ing and promoting the growth of plants. And so

the process goes on : each successive life and de-

cay, whether animal or vegetable, or both, deep-

ening the soil, till we have it ready for our luxuri-

ant fields of grain and our elegant gardens and

magnificent forests. From time to time, as the

ground passes from one proprietor to another, its

component parts ai'C modified ; and its crops varj^

according to the wisdom and discretion exercised

in its cultivation.

All plants should have their proper soil—that in

which they can attain their most perfect growth.

For garden plants the hazel-colored loam obtained

beneath the surface of the ground when excava-

tions are made, is said to be best : it often has a

good eflfect upon old fields and gardens when thor-

oughly mixed with then- surface-soil. Black, or

verj' dark-coloi'ed, is warmer than the light soil

;

and if not too heavy, brings its plants more quickly

to maturity. But all soil must be loose in texture.

This it is apt to lose in cultivation, and it can only

be kept by constant hoeing and stirring—some-

times by the addition of sand and gi-avel. The

gases generated in its bosom, which ai-e essential

to the health of its vegetation, cannot escape un-

less due attention is paid to this matter.

Besides good soil, plants need light, and sun-

shine, and air, and water ; there must be care in

the arrangement of a garden so that all may get

their proper share of these good gifts. Nothing

is gained by crowding or stinting. One plant with

ample room for air and sun will attain a better

growth, and put forth more blossoms, and perfect

more fruit, than twenty dwarfed and starved by

trying to live in {oo limited space.

A woman's first thoughts in making a garden are

what flowers she shall have and how she shall

place them. But it will be well for her to try

her hand also at vegetables—a few for family use.

And then, if she has land enough, fruits—the

smaller ones, especially. But, above all, she will

want trees : because, after all her delight in the

frail beauty of the flowers, she feels a deeper,

a loftier joy in the grandeur and glory of their

leafy arches, which year by year point higher and

higher towards heaven ; while in the rustling of

their verdant boughs she seems to hear sweet

whisperings of peace, which they liave thence

brought down to quiet her restless soul and over-

anxious heart. If it be possible, plant at least one

tree. Not only for the joy and peace tl at it can

impart, but to keep your memory green in the

days when your feet may no longer walk along

the household ways, and your voice is no more
heard within the walls of home.
But a tree requires much room to spread its

branches, so many must content themselves with

the next best thing—a vine. This is the most

graceful of plants, and always desirable—because

it so readily hides ugliness and deformity. No
house should be without one, for a hand's breadth

of soil in which to place its root can certainly be

found by every dwelling.

The Vine, par excellence, the common grape,

Vitis Vinifera, gives its name to the whole great

family of climbers and runners ; and commends
itself first to our notice, with its refreshing shad-

ows from the sulfry noons of summer and rich

burden of luscious fruit for the autumn—if we
care nothing for the delicate fragrance of its mod-
est blossom in the spring time. Long before gar-

dens were designed, or mankind dwelt in houses,

the wandering tribes of the East had discovered

the healthful properties of the grape, and so when
they settled into communities each man had his

own vine. As civilization advanced, attention

was paid to its culture, till large tracts of land

were set apart for this particular purpose. Almost
from time immemorial these vineyards have been

a source of wealth to the southern part of Europe

;

and when the Spaniards took possession of Cen-

tral America the Romish priests carried thither

this vine. It flourished luxuriantly, spreading

throughout Mexico and Texas, and, finally, reach-

ing California ; some parts of which at the present

time are prolifi« in a wine-bearing grape—descend-

ant of this stock. For many years attempts were

made in the United States to naturalize the wine-

grape of Europe, but the climate proved unfavor-

able. Our wild vines then began to attract the

notice of horticulturists ; and by careful cultiva-

tion, crossing and re-crossing with other species

—

both native and foreign—we have now many
delicious varieties.

The first seedling from a native grape, that was
satisfactory, received the name Isabella, in honor

of Mrs. Isabclhi Gibbs, who raised it, about the

year 1818. It thrives well throughout the country,

except in the northern part of New England,

where the autumn is too short for the perfection

of its fruit. It varies greath% both in flavor and

appearance, according to the locality in which it

grows ; but when well-rii)ened it is always a fa-

vorite. It can be kept through the winter, by

packing with cotton or saw-dust, in a dry, cool

place. Soon after this variety was introduced

came the Catawba, from the banks of the river

so-called, in North Carolina. For many years

these two were the onlj' or nearly the only kinds

deemed worthy of cultivation.

Then came the Delaware, a native of Ohio. Its

beautiful, compact bunches of small berries, rich

in nectareous juice, suit the palates of Ihe Yankees

so well that they are willing to g' vc it the protection

and 'Shelter that it needs to get through their long,

cold winters. After this, the Concord, originating
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in Concord, Mass. This is one of the hardiest and

most prolific of grapes, and ripens earliest. Then

there are the hybrids, obtained through the care

and patient skill of Mr. Rogers of Salem, Mass.,

yielding handsome and delicious fruit. But indi-

vidual tastes vary so much in deciding upon the

qualities of different species and varieties of the

grape that, if you are about making your first at-

tempt at its culture, the wisest course to pursue is

to procure an offset of one that has been most sat-

isfactory in soil and location similar to your own.

The care of a vine any woman can attempt

—

with the exception of taking down and putting up

its higher branches. With a spade and fork, of

suitable size, she can dig the soil, set or plant the

roots, and keep the gi'ound upon them in good

order. She can also do much of the pruning ; and

train its branches more naturally and gracefully

than a man would be likely to do. As a general

thing, common garden soil, if it is light and warm,

is sufficient for the grape. Wood-ashes are an ex-

cellent fertilizer for it, also soapsuds and all the

slops of the house. Broken bones, or bone-dust,

and gypsum, may be used if the soil is sandy.

For planting, take strong, well-rooted vines of

two years, and be careful to spread out the roots so

that they do not cross or overlay each other,—if

they get tangled and knotted the flow of the sap is

interrupted and they will not flourish. Set them

about six inches below the surface of the ground.

A successful cultivator says tliat the best time for

pruning grape vines is the early part of November

;

and that leaf-mould or chip-dirt, an inch or two

deep should cover the earth upon their roots through

the winter. The bi-anches should be taken down
every autumn at this time, and covered in the

same way, until the vines are very large. If vines

put foith a great abundance of foliage, some of

the leaves may be taken from branches where no

fruit has set, or the end of the shoots on which

the grapes are growing may be cut ofiF; but full-

grown leaves near the fruit must on no account be

removed, unless they are diseased,—early leaves

must never be taken, because an early and good

crop of fruit depends much upon the leaf's pro-

tection in its first stages.

A housekeeper who has once realized the ad-

vantages of a grape vine will never be without one.

Aside from the attractive appearance it gives to

home—as it hangs upon the blank, bare side of

the house or barn, and covers the clumsy porch

and shed—and the pretty arbor of leafy coolness

it makes for an hour of quiet reading or musing

in the wearisome midsummer days, the conven-

ience of its fruit for family use should not be

lightly esteemed. But in our enthusiasm for the

grape let us not overlook other vines, which, if

yielding us no bodily nourishment, yet serve a

high intellectual pui;pose as ornaments for our

grounds. The eye delights in variety of scenery,

and the different climbing plants add each their

peculiar charms to the view.

Next in order, by reason of beauty and strength,

stands the Anvpelopsis quinquefolia, the American

woodbine, or Virginia creeper. It grows wild in

our woods, climbing over the gnarled oaks and
maples, and creeping and hanging around the

rocks. The leaves are very glossy, of a deep

green till autumn ; then they change to scarlet and
crimson, shading off to a rich purple, and have a

fine effect falling upon gray walls, or drooping

over the white porches or porticos of houses. The
flowers are small, of a dull, greenish red, and pro-

duce clusters of dark blue berries, said by some
to be poisonous. It should be set in rich, damp
soil, and it flourishes best away from the full heat

of the sun. Bring it from the woods late in the

fall. It can be increased by slips or cuttings. It

is so hardy,—needing no protection from the frost

—and so cleanly, and so beautiful in its autumnal

glorj', that it ought to be more widely cultivated.

The Celast7-us scandensov Climliing Bitter-sweet,

sometimes called Staff-tree and Waxwork, is

another native vine of great beauty. It is a strong

and rapidly growing vine, easily trained over ar-

bors or upon a trellis. The foliage is a handsome
green ; the flowers, also green, are insignificant,

but the fruit is highly ornamental. Long after the

winds of autumn have denuded the vine of its

leaves its clusters of five or six berries—or rather,

capsules, which open their bright orange doors and
disclose the coral-like berry—give an exceedingly

cheerful appearance wherever they hang. Long
strips of the leafless vine, adorned with these

brilliant clusters, if gathered before the frost

comes, will keep their beauty a great while ; and,

In-aided with the Christmas evergreens for parlor

decorations, lend an air of cheerfulness to the dull-

est home. The Celastrus should be raised from

seed, or from the young shoots. It delights in a

moist, shady situation.

The Tecoma, an abbreviation of its Mexican

name, Tecomaxockitl,—or Trumpet-flower, is our

most showy native vine. It was formerly classed

among the Bignonias It is said that it will grow
wherever the Isabella grape flourishes. In some
situations it needs to be covered with mats or

straw through the winter. Its foliage is of a light

green ; its blossoms, which are tubular, are some-

times three inches in length, and over an inch in

diameter at the mouth. They are of a scarlet-or-

ange hue and grow in bunches. During two or

three weeks in July they are a gorgeous adorn-

ment for the verandah or doorway. The Tecoma
or Bignonia is raised from cuttings or layers, or

from seeds, which follow the blossom in long coarse

pods. It thrives well in a soil of sandy loam, and
likes a plenty of sun.

The Clematis, Traveller's Joy, or Virgin's Bower,

is deservedly a favorite among Avild creepers. It

grows rapidly, and bears an abundance of white

flowers. These are succeeded by winged seeds,

growing in tufts—looking like elegant plumes.

Strips of this plumy vine are also beautiful for in-

door decorations. The plant is easily raised from
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seed or cuttings. It does best in a damp, secluded

place. Much of it perishes every autumn, but

still the vine grows steadily. There are several

foreign species under cultivation bearing purple,

white, or blue flowers, which are fragrant.

Of all flowering vines, the Wistaria sinensis is

considered the most beautiful. It was brought

from China in 1818 by Dr. Wistar of Penn. It is

rather tender and thrives best on the south side of

a house. It needs light, rich soil. The blossoms,

which hang in long clusters, are of a delicate pur-

ple and yield an exquisite fragrance. Th»y make
their appearance in May—before the leaves put

forth ; and again, in August, they cover the vine.

The foliage is of a cool, bright green. The vine

should be taken from its supports in the autumn

and covered with stable litter. It is increased by

layers or cuttings.

The Lonicera—bearing the«name of Adam Loni-

cer, a German botanist, is the Honeysuckle, called

in England, Woodbine. We have two or three na-

tive species. The Scarlet is the most widely known.

It is quite hardy and easily raised from cuttings.

The blossoms resemble those of the Tecoma, but

are much smaller. Being a steady bloomer it is a

fine ornament for a porch or door. The Dutch

Honeysuckle, the monthly sweet-scented, is a fine

variety, with more showy and deeply shaded flow-

ers. The buds are purplish—the open blossom is

of cream-color and white. The seeds, in a scarlet

berry, look very pretty long after the flowers have

gone. There is nothing sweeter than the fragrance

of this blossom after the evening dew has fallen

upon it. Plant it at a -western window or door.

Sow the seeds in the autumn, or take cuttings in

the spring.

Of climbing Roses, the BoursauU and the Prairie

are the most hardy. The common Boursault pro-

duces dark crimson flowers, of a velvety texture, in

great profusion. The blush Boursault bears larger,

fuller flowers of a bright pink. These are very

elegant for a trellis. The Michigan, or Queen of

the Prairies, is yet handsomer; its blossoms, of a

bright, glowing hue hang in large, heavy clusters.

None are fragrant. But there is an old-fashioned

white ro?e, bearing a semi-double flower which

yields a delicate perfume. With careful trimming

this grows to the height of twelve or fifteen feet.

All of these roses are very easily raised from cut-

tings.

Besides these vines of a perennial growth there

are many annuals that may be trained against the

house, or over trellises, or upon pillars. The Ca-

nary-bird Flower

—

Tropaolum percgrimim, tlie

blossoms of which when partly open bear some

resemblance to a bird, is quite pretty. It needs a

light soil to produce many flowers. They are of a

delicate yellow. Belonging to the same genus is

the Nasturtium, some varieties of which yield very

elegant blossoms, crimson, scarlet, claret, purple,

orange, or light yellow, — plain, blotched or

streaked. It needs a light, sandy soil. Plant the

seeds about an inch deep and train the plants

upon a trellis.

The Convolvulus—c&Wcd by some Ipomcea pur-,

purea—the Morning Gloiy, is our most common
annual climber, and it will always be a favorite

though its flowers close so soon. The most beau-

tiful species are natives of Central America. The
Convolvulus has been much improved latterly,

and we get sometimes plants upon which may be

found blossoms of all the shades of blue, red and
purple—cither separate or mingled with white,

making a beautiful show. It grows best in a damp
soil. Plant the seeds an inch deep, train it on

slender lattices, or poles. The Dolichos, or Hya-
cinth Bean, bearing purple or white flowers, is

quite pretty. Cultivate it like the Morning Glory.

The Phaseolus muUijiorus, the Scarlet Bean

—

Scarlet Runner of South America—blooms pro-

fusely, and is highly ornamental. The blossoms,

in long racemes, are bright scarlet ; the foliage of

a deep green. One variety has pearl-white flow-

ers. Plant the seed an inch deep, in light soil a

little deeper. Train it like the Morning Glory.

It has a very lively appearance about a doorway

or over a window. The Cypress Vine

—

QuamocUt
vulgaris—is a veiy handsome plant. The blos-

soms are crimson, contrasting finely with its

beautiful green foliage, but they close quickly.

Scald the seeds, let them lie in the water till cold

and plant them immediately in pots. Keep the

pots in a warm room, till the plants are two inches

high, then sink the pots into the earth, on a south-

ern exposure, and train the vines by strings to a

high window ; or set the pots around a pillar, or

high pole, and arrange twines for them in a sim-

ilar way. The Cypress Vine is very pretty for a

parlor plant through the winter.

Lathyrus odorattis, the Sweet Pea, may be made
to climb five or six feet against the house, or upon

a trellis, or around a pillar—like the Cypress

Vine. Soak the peas over night in cold water,

then plant them in rich soil, about an inch deep,

five inches apart. Leave the first flowers for seed

;

after that cut them oflF as soon as they begin to

fade, and you will have their purple, and pink

and white wings, heavy with fragrance, fluttering,

one after the other, far up the vines till late in

autumn. L. latifolius, Everlasting Pea, is a peren-

nial plant similar in appearance to L. odoratus; it

is raised by division of the root as well as seed.

The Climbing Fumitory must not be forgotten.

The French call it Fztmeterre—(of which our name
is a corniption) smoke of the earth. Sow the seed

very early, in a warm situation. Have a light

frame to support it. You can train its delicate

foliage into any design that you please. It is a

biennial: the second year it will l)e covered with

beautiful pink and white flowers all summer.

There is also the Maurandia, a delicate creeper for

a frame ;—this is a perennial, and needs taking

within doors for the winter. It has elegant pur-

ple, pink, or white bell-flowers. Then there is the

Scypanthtts, a native of South America, with its
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carious yellow flowers, wliicli is easily raised

from seed every year, and is quite pretty for a

frame.

And now, after all these brilliant and graceful

objects, let me say a few words in favor of more

modest and neglected vines. Take first the Hop

:

when well-cared-for it grows luxuriantly, and

with its large, deep-green leaves makes tine dra-

pery for a lattice. Its ripening clusters of blos-

soms are a pretty contrast for other flowers in gar-

lands or boquets, and are useful in medicine

and cookery. When the scales of these,—the

liops,—are filled with their bright yellow dust

they should be cut from the vine, and carefully

spread upon clean papers, in a close room, till dry

to the touch ; and then packed tightly and kept in

a dark closet till needed. All houseepers know

the value of the ftniit of this old-fashioned vine,

but seldom pay attention to the beauty of its foliage.

Take an ofi'set from a thrifty vine, and set in rich,

moist soil : train it over an arbor, or a lattice, or

around a pole,—it is handsome in any situation.

The Tomato may be trained upon a fence or the

side of a building. Fasten its branches with small

bands of leather or canvass. The plant makes a

fine show, and growing thus bears an abundance

of fruit. Then there is the family of Gourds and

Cucumbers. Their foliage is good, and the fruit

often singular in its form and of a bright color.

The Mock Orange is especially beautiful, resem-

bling that fruit so closely both in shape and color

as to deceive the most scrutinizing. Like the to-

mato these need good soil. They can be made
a very effective ornament for dilapidated fences

and clumsy out-buildings.

It seems strange that any home should be with-

out vines when there are so many handsome and

hardy varieties all ready for use. But as soon as

women become convinced of the need of out-door

work to improve and perpetuate their health and

loveliness, they will see that the cultivation of

these graceful plants, being the easiest and sim-

plest of out-door work, is just the employment for

their first efforts in horticulture ; and will get so

accustorhed to their presence that no dwelling

will appear complete unless its sharp angles and

ungainly proportions are softened and shaded by
their luxuriant beauty.

[The subject of the next chapter will be "Woman's
Work among Garden Plants."!

For the New England Farmer,

TREATS FOR THE LITTLE FOLKS.
Mr. Editor :—I often find in your articles of

Household Economy receipts for making cake and
other aricles of food for grown-up people, but I

have never seen anything of the kind that was ex-

pressly designed for children. Now, I have not

forgotten the pleasant surprises which my broth-

ers and myself used to find sometimes on coming
home from school, in the shape of turnovers,

fancy cakes or candy which our mother had pre-

pared on purpose to please us. I do not believe

in coaxing children to be good—especially by re-

wards administering to the indulgence of their ap-

petites,— but a little harmless entertainment that

is just fanciful enough to suit their childish tastes

may often brighten up a rainy holiday, or a tedious

confinement within doors from ill health, or may
add to the enjoyfnent of a birthday festival Hav-

ing a few receipts that have done good service in"

this way, and supposing there may be others of

my way of thinking, I take the liberty to send

them to you for publication, if you think them

worthy your notice.

Trifles,

Beat one egg and a teaspoonful of sugar together,

and then stir in as much flour as will make a stiff

dough. Roll it very thin, and cut it into round

cakes about the size of an old-fashioned silver dol- '

lar. Fry them in hot lard. When they turn over

they are done. Take them up ; and put jelly in

the centre when they are cool.

'Wonders.

Beat a quarter of a pound of sugar and the same

quantity of butter together, then add three eggs

whisked to a froth. Mix them well, tand season

with nutmeg, then stir in flour till the mixture is

stiff enough to roll. Roll it as thin as for cookies.

Cut it into pieces two inches square. Make four

gashes across it, leaving an edge all round half an

inch wide ; then cut another gash across the mid-

dle to divide the three strips made by the first

gashes, and twist and roll and curl them as fanci-

fully as you please. Then fry them in boiling

lard.
Marvels.

Dissolve one teaspoonful of soda or saleratus in

a cup of milk ; season with nutmeg or cinnamon.

Make it stiff with flour. Roll it very thin, cut

them round, as large as a cookey, and fry them.

Sift sugar over them while hot.

Whims.

Rub flour and bulter or lard together as for pas-

try ; then beat one egg with as much sugar as it

will moisten, for fifteen minutes. Dissolve as

much soda as will lie on a dime in a tablespoonful

of milk, and mix it with the egg and sugar. When
it is well mixed add half a teaspoonful of essence

of peppermint or checkerberry. Stir in the short-

ened flour till it is thick enough to roll. Then roll

it upon a buttered tin as thin as for cookies and cut

it into strips four inches long and one half an inch

wide, and bake eight or ten minutes in a moder-

ate oven.

Snow-balls.

Beat one and one-half cup of sugar with three-

fourths of a cup of lard and two eggs. Add two

cups of milk and three-quarters of a cup of yeast

and a little cinnamon and flour to mould. Let

it rise. When it has risen to be very light, roll

it thin and cut it into cakes about the size of trifles

;

lay three raisins on each and roll them into a ball.

Fry them in hot lard, and when done roll them in
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powdered white sngar till they are well coated

with it.

Nut Cake.

Beat two cups of sugar and' two-thirds of a cup

of butter and two eggs together for fifteen minutes.

Mix itwo teaspoonfuls of cream tartar in three

cups of flour and aitd it to the sngar, butter and

eggs. Then dissolve a small tcafpoonful of salcr-

atus or soda in a cup of milk and stir it all well

together. Pour it into a broad pan that has been

well buttered. Sift sugar over it, and then cover

it with the meats of walnuts. Bake it twenty min-

utes.
Cocoa-nut Cakes.

Beat the whites of three eggs very light and dry

;

stir into them very gradually ten ounces of pow-

dered sngar, then stir in as much grated nut as

will make a stiff paste. Take a tablcspoonful in

your hands and roll and form it like a pyramid

for each cake. Place them on paper upon tins and

bake them in rather a cool oven till just a little

brown.
Dimples.

Beat the whites of three eggs very dry; add

gradually three-quarters of a pound of sugar, and

beat it till ft is well mixed. Blanch almonds and

cut them into pieces as small as peas, and stir

them into the egg and sugar—you will want three-

quarters of a pound of almonds for three eggs.

Drop the mixture in spots as large as an old-fash-

ioned cent on white paper, upon a tin, and bake it

in a cool oven.
Kisses.

Beat the whites of three eggs to a froth, then

stir in powdered white sugar, a little at a time, till

you have formed a very thick batter. Add two or

three drops of the essence of lemon. Wet a sheet

of white paper and lay it on a tin, and drop this

mixture upon it in lumps about the size and shape

of a walnut. Set them in a cool oven, and as soon

as their surface is hardened take them out, and

remove them from the paper with a broad-bladed

knife. Let the oven cool still more, then place

these little cakes—laying the flat part of two to-

gether—on a sieve, and return them to the oven

;

where they must remain for fifteen minutes before

they are done.

Sugar Candy.

Three cups of sugar, one cup of vinegar and one

cup of water. Flavor with anything you please,

or drop in nutmeats cut in small pieces, and boil

gently till it will harden when dropped in cold

water.
Molasses Candy.

One cup of sugar, one cup of molasses, and a

piece of butter an inch square. Boil it till it will

rope ; then stir in half a teaspoonful of soda, and

pour it immediately into a buttered dish. When
it is cool pull it and cut it into strips.

Chocolate Candy.

One cup of sugar, one cup of molasses. Boil it

till it will rope, then grate into it two ounces of

chocolate, (one quai-ter of a cake,) and after it is

well stirred in, pour it into a flat dish ; and before

it is cold cut it into pieces about an inch square.

Nena.

For the New England Farmer.

"WOKMS IW FLOWER POTS.

Me. Editor :—Will you or some of your coitcs-

pondents tell me through the columns of New
England Farmer the troul)le frith my house
plants. The dirt is full of white worms, from one-
fourth to half an inch in length. I have used
woods dirt, and that became wormy in the same
way. My Monthly Rose seems to sufler worst of
any. One of my neighbors has one that troubles

her the same way. m. c.

NoHhfield, Vt., March, 1868.

Remarks.—We should advise our correspon-

dent to adopt the following plan. Take the plant

from the pot, carefully removing the dirt from the

roots. Wash the roots, taking care not to break

them. Then repot, in dirt that has been heated in

an oven sufficiently to kill any eggs of insects, or

other animal life that may be in the soil. A little

air slaked lime mixed with the dirt will have a

tendency to keep out the worms, besides being

beneficial to the plant. Mix in a little powdered

charcoal with the dirt, which will keep it sweet,

and add to the thrift of the plant. Roses need

soil and drainage, and, in the words of Breek's

Book of Flowers, '-arc not injured l)y heavy manur-

ing. I have found that the more manure, if not

an extravagant quantity, the better the bloom."
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HAYING IN JUNE.

LAKGE part of the haying in

southern and eastern Massa-

chusetts will be completed

before the close of this

month, and the farmers all

over New England will be

busily engaged in it, and we

wish to call the attention of

our brother farmers to the

importance of cutting grass

before the seed is ripe.

Farmers differ in their opin-

ion and practice upon this

subject. The opinion is be-

coming very general among milk raisers, that

grass cut while it Is green and succulent, and

before the stalk has been changed into woody

fibre, will yield much more of that nourish-

ment upon which the flow of milk depends,

than the same grass after the seed has ripened.

All admit that ripe hay is not itself so nutri-

tious, but many claim that the ripened seed

makes up for the depreciation in the hay, and

say that for working horses and oxen ripe hay

is the best.

This is a question of great importance, and

should be well examined. Not only is the

value of the present crop involved, but the

effect upon the roots of the grass, and the

future (Tops also. When grass is cut while

green, and properly cured, it retains the es-

sential character of grass. The water is evap-

orated, but the dried and condensed juices

remain in the tender fibre, and when received

into the stomach of the animal, are easily

softened and digested. But it is questionable,

whatever may be said to the contrary, if woody
fibre is ever digested ; and in our method of
cutting and making and feeding hay, most of

the seed is' shaken out and lost before it

reaches the cattle. If hay were all cut and

moistened before feeding, the cattle would get

more of the seed than they do now.

Large, over-ripe herdsgrass is very unpala-

table to cattle, and really contains very little

nutriment. A few years since we had occasion

to purchase a load of hay- for" horse feed.

The farmer of whom we purchased it sent us

a load of pure, clean, bright' herdsgrass, of

lai-ge growth, which he called number one hay.

But the horse, which was the party most inter-

ested in the matter, differed with him in opin-

ion. He was very reluctant to eat it, and in

spite of his usual amount of grain, grew poor

upon it, and we were glad when it was gone.

This is a very common experience among
horse-keepers. It is frequently remarked that

redtop and herdsgrass make better hay than

clear herdsgrass ; and this is true, because the

redtop, even when ripe, does not become so

completely changed into woodj' fibre.

Now if herdsgrass is cut before the heads

form, it makes good hay, and is worth nearly

double for any stock. It is soft and succu-

lent, and easily digested, and retains its aroma,
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and cattle and horses readily eat it. But you

will say, I shall not get so heavy a crop ; the

grass is not so large, and early cut hay, when
dried, will not weigh as much as ripe hay.

"Well, grant it. But the early crop, being

more nutritious and much better digested, the

stock will not require so much, and the second

growth, whether for fall feed or a second cut-

ting, will make up the difiVrence.

But this is not all. When the plants of

clover and herdsgrass have once ripened a

crop of seed, a large portion of them die in the

ground, and the next crop is diminished in

proportion. Weeds and coarse grasses have

an opportunity to ripen and scatter their

seeds. The English lawns are preserved

green and thick, by frequent mowing; they

are never allowed to ripen seed, and if we

would preserve our meadows in grass for a

series of years, instead of being obliged to

plough up and reseed every three or four years,

we must cut the grass early, and never allow

the seed to ripen. Then, with top dressing,

they may be kept in good condition many years.

It requires, perhaps, more labor to dry early

cut grass than that which is ripe. But this

difficulty is met by the hay tedder, which is

coming into general use. Now with the

mower, the tedder and the horse-rake, hay

may be cut at the proper time and rapidly se-

cured. Two weeks will do the work that

lT>rmerly required six, and the hay will be

housed in vastly better condition ; and last,

though not least, the land will be left in much
better condition for future crops.

There is one other subject that should be

Dientioned in this connection, for all our farm-

ing operations have a relation to each other.

Does the abortion in cows and ewes, which is

becoming so formidable an evil in many parts

of the country, arise from ergotted hay seed ?

It is a well known fact that the seeds of some

grasses, as well as those of rye, will take on

the change to ergot. This has been suggested

as the cause of abortion. The question is

well worth an examination. If it proves to

have any foundation, the remedy is obvious,

—

never let the grass form seed.

Brother farmers, this is a subject of great

importance ; will you look at it, not under the

influence of old habits and pi'cjudices, but ex-

amine the question anew, carefully observing

the facts ?

"WHEAT CULTURE.
The February number of the Report of the

Department of Agriculture has some inter-

esting remarks upon wheat raising. It is be-

'icved that our old method of sowing ' wheat

broadcast is both a waste of seed and loss of

crop, and that drilling at sufficient distance to

•vUow culture by the horse hoe, will "increase

the crop, improve the quality, destroy weeds,

mitigate drought, promote growth, hasten ma-
turity, and resist or anticipate, insect attacks."

This is surely a sufficiently long list of advan-

tages ; all of which, except earlier maturity,

we have no doubt may be realized. A half a

bushel of seed, saved per acre, when wheat is

$2 per bushel, with a proper implement, will

go far to pay the cost of cultivating.

The writer says "scarcely less than twenty

millions of acres will suffice for the wheat

area of the United States, requiring nearly

thirty million bushel bushels of seed, and lit-

tle more than ten bushels per acre are pro-

duced. Ten millions bushels of this seed,

worth perhaps sixteen millions of dollars

might be saved to the country, sold for bread,

and the proceeds applied to the cultivation of

growing wheat, with a fair probability of ob-

taining, by such means, more than twenty addi-

tional millions of bushels for the bread of the

nation. So large a portion of this seed is now

wasted by sowing at irregular intervals, and

at irregular depths, and so much is choked by

weeds that farmers say they cannot use a less

quantity. But with universal drilling, at a

width to allow the tillering and growth that

would result from hoeing or cultivating, two-

thirds of the present supply would be more

than ample. About one bushel in every seven

produced in the United States is saved for

seed, while one in twenty ought to be sulli-

cient. Thus millions of bushels are wasted,

buried in the earth with no prospect of resur-

rection, and sacrificed to ignorance and thrift-

Icssness. It is taking the children's bread

without the poor satisfaction of having fed a

dog with it."

The cultivation by the hoe or cultivator be-

tween the drills is now very common in Eng-

land, and has begun to be practiced in this

country. One pound and nine ounces of Tap-

pabannock wheat, sown in drills, eighteen

inches apart, and cultivated between the drills,

yielded 18G pounds, in North Carolina, last
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year,—about one hundred and twenty to one,

instead of seven to one, our average erop of

late years.

In 1S6G, Ohio gathered but three bushels of

seed for every one sown. What is the use of

such culture ? The English farmers have a

saying that the worst weed for corn Is corn.

By corn they mean wheat, and the meaning of

the saying is that it is worse to have the wheat

too thick, than to have other weeds among it.

If there is not In use at present, a suitable

cultivator for working between the drills, Yan-

kee invention cannot be long at fault in pro-

ducing one. If the wheat raisers call for one.

In the business of farming, as in many other

things, men know better than they do. They

will not forsake the easy going practices of

their fathers till necessity compels them.

They will even hold on till necessity presses

hard upon them.

We think that necessity is now upon us, and

we must give up our careless and wasteful

methods of wheat culture and commence a

reformation at once.

MANURES AND HOW TO APPLY
THEM.

At a discussion before the Farmers' Club in

Bedford, N. H., the chairman said that after

trying several ways, he prefers breaking the

sod early in the fall, not less than seven inches

deep. In the spring drawing out the manure

from the barn cellar, after It had been forked

over, placing It In heaps, making five heaps

from a cart body full, five paces apart each

way, spreading it and harrowing It under to

the depth of three inches. If to be planted

in corn or potatoes, chain it both ways, and

drop the seeds on the squares. If to be sown

for fodder, harrow In four bushels of oats to

the acre, and cut in the milk, which makes

superior feed for milch cows, nearly equal to

herdsgrass. After the oat crop Is harvested,

plough the stubble under across the furrows.

The next ppring, harrow ; haul from the barn

cellar the same. quantity of manure as was ap-

plied to the oat crop, about twenty-five loads

to the acre, spread as before, and cultivate or

harrow in to the depth of three Inches ; sow

on three bushels of barley, eight pounds of

clover and twelve quarts of grass seed ; har-

row with a light harrow and roll. You will

then get a good crop of barley, a good catch

of grass, and a mowing field that will give you
good crops. But do not fall feed unless you
wish to i^poil your mowing fields, and be ob-

liged to take them up In three years.

Mr. C. suggested the addition of two bushels

of salt, and three bushels of plaster per acre,

immediately after the manure Is spread, to be

harrowed In with It, to keep the ammonia from

the manure escaping.

Mr. R. had doubled his crop of grass by

the use of one hundred bushels of leached

ashes per acre.

At the close of the discussion the club voted,

twenty to one, that manure should be applied

to the sod after It had been turned over, and

as near the surface as It is possible to cover it,

not over three inches In depth.

SALES OF SHOKT-HORN" CATTLE.
The Conntry Gentleman furnishes the fol-

lowing notice of recent sales of Short-Horn

cattle :

—

H. G. White, South Framingham, Mass.,

has sold to B. Fellows, Monroe county, N. Y.,

the Short-Horn bull Marmadiile 5935. To
the Franklin Co. (N. Y.) Breeding Associa-

tion, the bull Tnimps 62G3. And to the

Massachusetts State Lunatic Asylum at Wor-
cester, the bull Protector 7156, by Autocrat

5334, dam Yarico 27th.

Mr. G. T. Plunkett, Hinsdale, Mass., has

sold to A. G. Clark. Factory Point, Vt., the

bull Emperor by Gth Duke of Thorndale 4752,

out of Fleur de Lis, and the cow Red Lad;/ by
Rosy Duke G142, dam Rose Standi^h. Also,

to C. E.' Coffin, Muirkirk, Md., the heifer

L'inglet by Mosstrooper 5025, dam Rose Stan-

dish. Mr. P. has sold a South-Down yearling

ram to Albert Nevvhall, Greenfield, Mass.

Mr. Jas. O. Sheldon, White Spring Farm,
Geneva, N. Y., has sold to S. \V. Bobbins,

Wethersfield, Conn., -ith Duke of Geneva,

from 7th Dutchess of Tliorndale, by Baron of

Oxford (2337L) for $3000. Also, io\Sfm.

S. King, Esq., of Minneapolis, IMinnesota,

bth Bake of Geneva from 3d Duchess of Gene-

va, by 3d Duke of Geneva (23753,) for

S3000. Also, to Mr. Josiah Fogg, Deerfield,

Mass., a fine roan bull calf from Brightness

by 10th Dnke of Thorndale. To Messrs.

F. M. Van Sicklen and J. A. Shedd, Burling-

ton, Vt., 2d Earl of Oxford, a promising

red bull calf from 3d Maid of Oxford, by 2d

Duke of Geneva (23752) ; the cows Penitence

by Royal Oxford, dam Peerless by Grand
Duke (10284); Magenta and heifer calf by

2d Duke of Geneva—Magenta by Grand
Turk out of Minnewawa ; the heifers Moselle

2d by Royal Oxford, from Mazurka 9th;

Laura by Imperial Oxford, dam Lady Laura,
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and Brilliant by 6th Duke of Thorndale, dam
Bright Eyes 5th.

Mr. IL G. White has also sold to E. Shaw,
Koekingham County, N. 11. , the Jersey l)ull

Lexington, a grandson of the eow May-day,
winner of sweepstakes (silver medal) at the

New England Show at rrovidenee, K. I., in

18G7.

BEAN CULTUEE.
The New York Rural is writing up bean

culture, and we think with verj' good reason.

At the priees of the past few years they must

be a paying crop. They require less labor

than corn, and will yield a good crop with less

manure. V^e know no good reason why their

culture should not be largely increased in New
England. They requu-e clean culture, and on

land that will give but a moderate crop of corn,

will yield from twenty to thirty bushels to the

acre. We think the quantity raised in this

State is much less than formerly. The early

and late pea beans and the marrows are the

kinds most in use. The pea beans require

from twelve to sixteen quarts of seed to the

acre, and the marrows one bushel. The early

pea beans will ripen in sixty or seventy days.

Beans require frequent cultivating and hoeing

until they cover the ground. This should al-

ways be done in dry weather, after the dew is

off. Handling when the leaves are damp will

cause rust.

They feed largely on the atmosphere, hence

as we have said, they do better on a light soil

than corn and some other crops. Bufthe bet-

ter the soil, the better the crop. The first

week in June is about the right time for plant-

Age 01^ Treks for Planting.—Six years

ago I concluded to plant me an apple orchard.

I went to the nursery, intending to get three

or four years old trees, but was too late.

They were most all sold. So I bought 450

two years old, and a few three years. I plant-

ed tiiem with the help of the nurseryman, and

only lost one tree. Pleased with my success,

the ne.xt spring I planted 275 more ; this time

I got those three years old, that looked more
like trees, from the same lot as the first. Of
these I lost about 20—gave them the same
care and cultivation—and to-day any one see-

ing them would suppose the fust i)lanting one

or two year's the oldest; and the three years

old planted the first year are not equal to the

others. Not being quite satisfied, the next

season I planted lOUO, four years old. I

saved the most of them ; that is, they just lived

and that's all, and are now large awkward

looking, stunted trees with no shape or symme-
try. I shall have to wait till they make a growth
and then cut it half away, and then they wont
suit me. My first planting are fine in form,
and thrifty, and this year I expect a good lot

of apples, while the others have no appear-
ance of fruit.

—

Western Rural.

For the New England Farmer.

WHAT MAKE3 MY POTATOES HOT?
I will tell you, sir, witliout stamps, patent-

rights, or tin-box humbugs for green heads.

And I will tell you how to prevent the rot,

for I have tried it for sixteen years with com-
plete success, and 1 know of many others who
have tried it with like success.

The first cause of rotting is planting them
in ground that has been stripped of the ma-
terial that is needful for their proper composi-
tion. The second cause is wrong management
in cultivation.

The remedy is to apply the right material

and the right cultivation.

I will mention two instances among many,
•for example. Two farmers, whose lands joined,

planted the Mercer potato for New York mar-
ket. Both ploughed in yard manures. One
ploughed deep, planted on mellow bottom
and covered a good depth, keeping the roots

moist and at an even temperature. When the
rain came, it carried the fertility of the earth

with it to the roots, and even down below, at-

tracting the roots downward. This man al-

ways had sound seed to plant, sound seed to

dig, and large crops, year after year.

The other ploughed" very shallow, dug holes

to hard ground, covered very shallow,—one
of the greatest errors in planting potatoes.

When the rain came it fiooded the potatoes,

but did not readily pass of.' His seed was al-

ways distempered, and he lost large quantities

every year.

One thing is certain, potatoes cannot grow
in mud. Forty years ago, I planted a plat by
a river side. They came up finely, but when
the potatoes were the size of a hen's egg,

there came an extraordinary Hood, and over-

fiowed them for two hourrf. The next day
there was not a sound tuber in the plot.

Once a neighbor came to me to see if my po-

tatoes were rotting. I told him they were not.

He said his were half rotten. I said to him,

I can tell you which hills are rotten, and which

sound, before you open them. I went and
was able to do as 1 said. Where the water
could drain from the hills the tubers were
sound ; where it could not, they were rotten.

News came to me from a plain a mile or two
distant, that the air was poisoned with rotten

fotatoes. I went to see, and found all true.

passed by one field, rather low ground, with

the subsoil near the surface. It was tlirown

into ridges and had been well planted. A
bc-autiful crop of large ^Mercer potatoes were
lying on the ground, with not a rotten one to
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be seen. My nearest neighbor cultivates po-

tatoes ploughing deep
;
planting on mellow

bottom, and covering good depth, and has had

no rotten potatoes for forty years. Planted

the Sebec last year ; had fine large yield
;
not

a rotten one. Another man, two miles off,

had the same kind rot badly, as did also the

Mercer, and several other kinds of early po-

tatoes. Planting near the surface, and light

covering causes many thousand of bushels to

rot. Lying too long in the sun and air when
first dug, or when brought out of the cellar,

has a bad effect on a future crop by increasing

the liability to rot. The use of small ones

for seed will cause them to decrease in quan-

tity, size and quality.

New ground, or that which has lain long to

grass is most favorable to a good crop of po-

tatoes. In deciding what is needed to restore

old ground to its former fertility, consider

what has been taken from it in the wheat,

corn, flax, buckwheat, potatoes, or beans.

Among other substances I have used and seen

used for the purpose, are bone dust, if good

;

' forest leaves and decayed woods mould ; turf;

hen manure ; castor pumice ; wood ashes ; sea

manure ; shell lime and sahne matter. An-
other thing of much value, but little thought
of, is to be found on the margin of the sea,

rivers and ponds. There for ages the fine

rich compost has floated and settled from barn-
yards and cultivated fields. I have seen such
produce fertility equal to the best yard ma-
nure. Yard manure, the great staple, is not

alone sufficient in all cases for crops. Stone
lime is good, but it takes six months or a year
to prepare it. Fish manure will produce mon-
strous crops, but without yard or other ma-
nure it spoils the land. Lime, followed by
clover, and the roots ploughed in, will bring

land into high fertility, produce fine crops, and
the best of fruit and vegetables and kill in-

sects. From your old friend, who this day
completes his four score and fourth year, in

good health. Phineas Pkatt.
Deep River, Conn., Jan. 28, 1868.

Remarks.—The foregoing communication

of our venerable friend indicates a more ac-

tive mind and firmer nerves than most men of

his age enjoy. Every word of his communi-

cation is plainly written, each letter being well

formed, and the hair and heavier strokes are

graceful and smooth.

For file New England Farmer,

FABMEKS' TALK ON" PEWCING.
The following abfctractof thediscussiori of the Irasburg,

Vt., Farmers' Club on the subject of Fencing is fur-

Dlsbed by their Secretary, Z. E. Jameson, Esq:

—

Wm. L. Jameson regarded the subject of
fencing as important on account of its cost and
its necessity. In some places the citizens try

! to get along without fence, as at Vineland

;

I

and here in Vermont we could do without
road fences better now than in former years,

as cattle and sheep are not now allowed to run
in the roads. He preferred rail fence for
durability. If it is well put up it will stand
well on land where posts heave. Still he
makes a good deal of post and board fence.

He sharpens and drives the posts. He likes

the fence built at the village where the post is

set upon a stone and held in place by irons set

in holes drilled in the stones. Where stones

are plenty, wall is a good fence ; or half wall,

with posts at intervals to which nail a couple of
boards. He does not use bars, but makes
gates of light timber, with a wheel at each
lower corner that runs upon planks. Such
gates open easily and are better than bars to

drive cattle through, and are superior in other
respects.

E. P. Church had built nearly all kinds of
fence and believes that made of cedar rails the

best. He would make the rail fence straight,

—the ends of the rails being placed between
two stakes which are kept together by a
wooden yoke or a wire. He has board fence
on clayey soil, but the posts heave out, the

nails are broken, and it needs frequent repairs.

He thought we should not fence our tillage

land into small lots. The time will soon come
when we shall not pasture our fields. We
should have some small enclosures where any
animal can be kept secure. He regai'ded

brush or tree fence through woodland as the

poorest kind of fence, as it needs repair

every spring. As to gates and bars, he pre-

feiTed bars, and has not a gate on his farm.

Gates are almost always out of order ; the

wind breaks them, and they cannot be opened
when the snow drifts or is deep. He had one
at a barn yard that was always a bother. He
raised it up so as to swing over the snow and
then the calves would crawl under. It would
get loose in windy nights and slam back and
forth, and he had to go out and chain it up.

He threw it aside and made bars. He mor-
tices the proper number of bar-holes, or cuts

notches in the side of the post and nails on a

cleat. His bars are sawed 1^ by 5 inches.

He slips them back very quickly, and does

not take them out.

[Our cattle-market reporter wishes us tosaytliat

after having watched, for several years, the. opera-

tion of various styles and patterns of swinging and

sliding stock-car doors, or gates,—all of which are

liable to be clogged by frozen manure in -ninter,

and to get out of order at all seasons,—he finds

that the plan of neat bars which slide back, as sug-

gested by Mr. Church, give by far the best satis-

faction to the drovers, who are always in a hurry

to unload their stock.

—

Eds. Farmer.]

Z. E. Jameson thought that the perfect

fence is a tight board fence, made of inch

boards with a cap board on top of the posts
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and one board under it on the inside and
posts only live or ^^ix feet apart. Tlii.'<, with

potits at live cents each, and boards at $10 per

thousand, cost, for material, one dollar per rod.

A fence is to enclose or exclude animals ; and
to be jierfectly sati.«factory must be perfectly

adapted to this purpose. For want of a per-

fect i'ence our crops are injured, some farmers

cannot wean iheir lambs, control their bucks,

or do justice to calves, colts or sick .stock, and
they suilcr yearly losses on this account. Our
late crops, such as corn and potatoes, are in-

jured by cows grazing the fall teed in the mead-
ows

; and one great reason why turnips are

not cultivated as field crop, is because they

prevent fall grazing. He favored the thor-

ough fencing on lines, by roads, and around a

few small lots. A movable fence, to throw

around any special crop, would often be an ad-

vantage.

J. N. ^lead had built and repaired board

fence, but prefers a crooked rail fence, and
thinks brown ash very durable. He would not

separate pastures, as it is an injury to dairy

cows to be changed from one to the other.

The extra flow of milk consequent on such

change is injurious.

Mr. Moon spoke of the advantage of gates

over bars to stop cattle. Unless pinned at

each end, bars are easily let down by stock.

A gate that rolls back upon wheels he regard-

ed as far superior to bars.

^Ir. Brewster said that in dairying, it is not

necessary to have as much fence as in mixed
farming, because cows do better in one pas-

ture all summer. If changed often they do
not feed so contentedly. Had had considera-

ble experience in building rail fence, and when
laid up true is both permanent and ornamental.

In making fence set stakes to guide the work-

men.
Wm. L. Jameson would not make small en-

closures, but if he wished to keep an animal

secure he would put it in the barn. We can-

not afford to pa^ture good tillage land. He
built rail fence (juite crooked, the corners pro-

jecting eai h way three feet from a straight

line. In making board fence he used twelve-

penny nails that had been toughened by heat-

ing in the (ire, and finds they will last much
better than common nails, and seldom break.

For the Xcw England Farmer.

A PLEA FOK THE BOBIN".

After perusing the article on the robin with

considerable care and interest, as presented by

a subscril)er in the Aprd number of the

monthly FAHMEr., and believing your columns

to be a medium for the free discussion of af-

fairs ]>ertaining to the interests of the tiller of

the soil, allow me to olfer a few words in be-

half of one of our noblest birds, and that true

friend of tlie farmer, the American robin.

Your corrci-pondent and others complain bit-

terly of the depredations inflicted upon them,

and in the exercise of their hatred toward
the robin, are pleased to level on him the

epithets of "an incorrigible thief and an un-
mitigated nuisance." Now, sir, with all due
charity for those who have suffered from his

annual visits to our New England clime, and
seen their fondest hopes blighted, I think I

can safely deny this assertion. From personal

observation it is my sincere conviction that for

all the cherries plundered, strawberries and
raspberries taken by theft, pears and other
small fruits ruined, they return to the owner
their value ten-fold in the destruction of
grubs, worms, and insects so injurious to veg-
etation. Having for some time cultivated the

usual variety of small fruits, for which the

robin evinces a decided preference, and bein^
visited yearly by large numbers of them, I

have yet to learn of sufficient mischief being
done to warrant their destruction ; but on the

contrary think it becomes every generous
hearted farmer to share willingly the products

of mother earth with the red- breast, his last-

ing benefactor. The secretary of the society

whose report I refer to, also recommends
asking for a repeal of the clause of the pres-

ent bird law regarding the protection of this

bird. I cannot agree with him on this point,

but with all my heart, I hope the present law
will admit of no modification, but be strictly

enforced, as it seems to me the public good
demands it. What is more cheering to the

farmer as he awakes to the labors of a new
day, than the sweet carols of birds, nature's

own musicians, who in the glad spring time

make the air resound with their joyous notes,

ever giving praises to Him from whom all

blessings (low.^ God in his bountiful good-

ness has given them a life to enjoy, and I

would ask is it right to deny this privilege to

a comparatively harmless creature ? And in

conclusion, I would say to my brother farmers,

cultivate the acipiaintance of, and ever pro-

tect, the subject of this sketch. I subscribe

myself, A Coxstaxt Re.vder.

Sudbury, Mass., April 21, 18(38.

For the Scir England Farmer,

A WILD CALF.

Messrs. Editors :—I have a little calf

stoy to tell you. It may interest some of your

readers,— it has me, I can assure you.

The loth of last November, I was trying to

drive some young cattle into the barn, for the

first time since they were brought home from
Princeton pasture. One large, wild calf, seven

months old, broke from us and dashed through

the yard fence and away. We left out the

cow that had raised him, and they were soon

together ; but he was shy of the barn, and

soon was a mile into the woods. After a great

race with my man, we "headed" them, and

got them turned towards home on the railroad

track. I began then to feel quite indifferent

whether the calf butted against the engine or
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not. If you have ever raced after animals

galloping away, you know there is precious

little fun in it. We met a couple of fellows

who insisted upon stopping the cattle. The
more I called to them to let them go on, the

more did they exert themselves to hinder

them. The result was that the animals were
separated,—the calf first leaping into the

woods. The cow came home alone. I tied

her afterwards in the woods near whert^

the calf disappeared. She would eat and lie

down,—1 never heard her bellow once after

her calf. The nights were now becoming very

cold, and 1 felt distressed to think of my poor
calf, shivering in the woods. I went to every

farm around the woods, which is several miles

in extent, and advertised my lo'-s.

Dec. 27th, I heard that the lost calf was alive

in a swamp in Stow. I took a good hunter,

living near, and got a sight at him. He was
wilder than ever, and hearing our approach,
disappeared in the woods. 'We thought he
might be so reduced as to be cornered or over-

taken ; so we followed tracks, but saw no
more calf that day. I had a great deal of ad-

vice,—much of it was like that of the sage
mouse in the fable "to fasten a bell to the

cat!" I did, however, ride to Sudbury and
hire a powerful dog, (it was a fresh trial to

me, as I have always been down on dogs,)
and his master, to join the hunt.

This ^preparation for his speedy capture
gave the calf great life, and he dashed miles

away. At last, by hard riding and harder
running, we surrounded the calf in a grove.
Now for the dog ! Would he be good enough
to seize him by the nose ? then each man
could grasp a leg,—there were four of us,

—

panting with excitement ; but no! the extra-

ordinary dog kept a rod or two oiF, and barked
at him ! Away went the calf so fast and so

far that we lost sight and track of him for a
time.

One of the company knew of another dog
that would "fetch him," certainly. So we or-

ganized another party, and tore coat-s through
miles more of woods, with no success. I think

less of dogs ! But we had driven the calf from
his leeding ground, lie missed the tender
sprouts and the long meadow grass that held
up through the snow. In about ten days,
(Jan. 22,) a company of school boys captured
him. He was led a prisoner to a neighboring
barn. I found him disposed to jump towards
me threateningly, but soon coaxed him into a
perfectly docile condition. He was very poor,
his eyes were sunken, and his h;iir was long
and shaggy. Since getting him home he has
picked up rapidly,—is turned out with the
otiier cattle daily, and seems the most com-
pletely reformed prodigal you ever saw.

W. D. Brown.
Concord, Mass., Jan. 29, 18G8.

Remarks.—We once had a somewhat simi-

lar calf chase. From its first appearance, the

calf we speak of was so remarkably shy and
wild that, instead of turning it from the small

stable or "calf-pen," in which it was kept, to

put upon the cow, as usual with other calves,

the cow was turned in to him. One day, on

letting out the cow, the calf slipped into the

yard. As soon as he found himself in the

open air, he appeared to be perfectly intoxi-

cated or crazed with his new-found liberty,

and bleating and jumping as though a tin-pan

were tied to his tail, he cleared dung-heaps

and fences, and, bounding across the open

fields for some half a mile, entered a piece of

woods. The cow called and started after him,

but followed no further than the yard fence.

She was then driven into the woods and left

alone, while one of the party, being a good

mimic of soimds, hid himself, and so success-

fully imitated the call of a calf that the cow

responded and soon met her "prodigal son,"

and the two were carefully driven home.

EXTRACTS AND KEPLIES.

MANAGEMENT OF MANUBE.
I have taken the Fakjier for eighteen years,

but until the past few weeks have never read
another man's paper. The enclosed I hope will
put me right again.

I wish you would tell us whether we shall put
our manure on top or plough it under. Is ihere a
waste of the strength of manure l>y dropping it in
small heaps, as it is taken from the barn ? Where
a dozen loads are put in a heap and lioats, do the
gas and ammonia escape, provided it does not burn
or tirefang ? It seems to me this is a sulyect th;it

is very imperfectly understood. Please give us
your ideas andol)lige A Subscriber.
Hanover Centre, N. H., April 13, 1868.

Remarks.—When m.anure is hauled out in the

winter, it should be overhauled early in the spring,

before it heats, and thrown into a compact heap.

.Undoubtedly much valuable material is lost long

before manure is burned or fircfanged. Many ex-

periments have been made within a few years with

respect to the depth to which manure should be

covered. The general conclusion we believe is

that it should be covered from three to tive inches.

This is best done with a cultivator or light plough.

HOME-MADE SUPERPHOSPHATE.

I read with cons-iderable interest, in your last

issue, an article by Dr. Jas. R. Nichols, on the

iiianufactiu^e of hume-made superphosphate. I

have made what I have required for my own use
for the last ten or twelve years, and have experi-

enced the most satistVietory results, l)ut my pro-

cess has been so entirely different from that of Dr.
Nichols, that I venture to olfer it, as I thinly that

I obtain nearly the same results, with vastly less

lalior.

I use oil barrels to dissolve my bones in, which
can be bought at most any woolen mill for about a

dollar each, and by selecting good ones with imn
ho6ps, they will last live or six years. I break the
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bones with a large hammer into pieces perhaps as

large as a linttcrmit, which I Hnd siifflcicntly fine,

as the aeid, even if it does not entirely dissolve,

softens them snOicicntly ; so that I have been nmx-
blc to find any pieces in the hill the following au-
tumn. A good man will hrcak about an oil l)arrel

full in a day, l)osi(les doing my chores. I usually do
that part of the woik during the winter or dull tiays

in early spring. The broken bone is then put into

the casks and a couple of conmion wooden ]i;iils

full of water turned upon it; then two and one-
lialf pails of aci'l, and then add enough more
water to cover the bone when it boils. No stirring

is necessary. Allow it to remain in the barrels a
few days and then mingle a barrel of the mixture
with a small cartload of good loam,—dry muck is

equally as good,—and allow it to remain in the
heap about a week or ten days, and then shovel it

over, commencing at one side of the heap and
slicing it down with the shovel. This will thorough-
ly mix it ; after which it ought to remain at least

two weeks, v.lien it will be ready for use. Apply
a half pint to the hill. Corn or potatoes may be
dropped directly on the manure.

Hexry G. Taft.
TJxbridge. Mass., May 2, 1868.

SETTING APPLE TREES—GRAFTING—SOIL FOR
THEM.

I wish to inquire the best time to set apple trees,

and if grafting can be done successfully the same
year of setting ? Is it best to transplant in spring,

or wait until fall ? The place where I intend to

set is on land newly cleared, of a light gravelly
loam. Will the trees do better than on older land r

East Burke, Vt., 18G8. w. A. e.

Rb-makks.—"We should prefer to wait till the

trees get well i-ooted before grafting. Our own
choice is to set trees in the spring, though they

often do well set in the fall. Your new land is just

the right soil for trees. Set them carefully and

not too near—forty feet is regarded by many as

better than less.

AVUT DO BOYS UATE FARMING ?

Boys hate farming because it is hateful. Are
not farmers, as a class, a poor, ignorant, supersti-

tious set ? Poor, because farmmg as a general
thing, does not pay ; ignorant, because they have
not time to learn ; superstitious, because ignorance
and superstition are always together. The farmer
boys have to work early and late in mud and
mire, and in much "that isn't so sweet by half,"

doing the woik of scavengers, and all for nothing.
The j'oung man who hires out as "farm hand"
seldom gets twenty-five dollars a month, while in

t he shop forty is not uncommon, with cleaner work.
I dun't l)hime the boys for leaving.

Massachusetts, April 27, 18G8. Billy Styx.

Remarks.—No, Billy, we won't "toss it into the

waste basket, and forget it and you," but we'll

print it just as you wrote it, because every word

seems to come from your heart. We do admire

out-spoken articles in newspapers, outspoken ser-

mons in the pulpit, and out-spoken addresses

everywhere, whether we agree with the ideas ex-

pressed or not. You say "What you'd have it,

makeit." No, sir; that's not our style. Writers for

the New England Farmer are invited to express

their own opinions. Thisj'ou have done squarely,

and though we may believe you will live to smile

at your own earnest expressions, we cheerfully

put them on record. Aficr you have tried the

"forty dollars" per month and the tidi/ work in fac-

tories and shops, and paid present prices for

board ; after you have ascertained how little these

journeymen and operatives have to boast over

farm hands, on the score of cleanliness, intelli-

gence, morality or cash, we shall hope to hear

from you again,—if not before.

SEED PER ACRE OF CARROTS, ONIONS AND BEANS—
OLD APPLE TREES—DRAINAGE.

Will you inform me, through the New Eng-
land Farmer, how much carrot seed, and how
much onion seed is required for an acre ? What
is tlie fertilizer of these two crops ? How many
beans are required to plant an acre ? How can I
improve mj' old apple trees ? I have about eight
acres of clay subsoil; it is run out and produtes
but little. 1 ploughed some ditches last fall, and I
want to drain it, but I cannot lay tile drains ; how
is the best, aside from tile drainage ? n. p.

Lancaster, 3Iass., April, 18G8.

Remarks.—Inquirers sometimes ask questions

that require long answers to be satisfactory. The
questions of friend P. open subjects that might fill

a small volume. Carrots require a deep loamy
soil, made rich by well-rotted manure—anj'where

from twenty to forty loads will not be too much

—

plough deep and thoroughly pulverize the soil;

not far from one and a half pounds of seed to the

acre ; rows two feet apart. Onions I'equirc a rich

black soil, made very fine ; ashes, lime and well-

rottcd manure, well raked in ; sow and roll ; steep

the seed in urine, then dry it with plastew Beans,

if the small pea bean, require about sixteen

quarts ; if marrow, a bushel to the acre. Plough

and cultivate the land upon which j'our trees

stand, manuring heavily. Plant with potatoes.

Then sow oats and clover ; mow the oats green

;

take one crop of clover and plough again. The
crops will pay the labor. Cut away all dead

wood, and graft freely, and be patient. For your

clay subsoil, thorough draining is the onlj' effectual

remedy.. If you cannot put down tiles, make open

drains three feet deep, at least. The clay retains

the water on its surface. You must go deep

enough to.take off the water below the roots of the

grasses. When this is done you can plough deep

and make a good seed bed, and not till then.

Good covered drains may be made with stones,

but they must be carefully made, and unless the

stone is on the land or very near, will cost more
than tiles.

STEELYARDS INCREASE THE FLOW OF MILK !

Would you know the secret ? By their use, you
will find the quantity of milk to vary, and this va-
riation will excite j"our curiosity lo discover the
cause. It may l)e found in a variation in the quan-
tity of food given, or it may result from a change
of quality. Weighing the milk v,-ill thus lead to a
habit (if investigation, not only in relation to the
effict of food on milk, but also as to the "wear
and tear of the cow"a;d everything relatingto the
co-t of ruuning the "milk factory," until the fact

will be demonstrated that the best feed and the
best care will produce the cheapest milk. All this

will ri'sult Irom weighing the milk. F.

Mast Yard, .V. //., May, 18G8.
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THE FALL PIPPIN APPLE.

The beautiful apple from which the above

engraving was made grew on one of twenty-

five varieties of trees which we set near our

dwelling In Concord, Mass., in the autumn of

1848. It is said to have originated in Spain,

where it i^ known by the name of Cameusar,

and may be regarded as the national apple of

that country. In England it has various

names, such as White Spanish Reinette, D'Es-

pagne, Fall Pippin, Large Fall Pippin, Cob-

bett's Fall Pippin, &c. Mr. Downing says,

notwithstanding that Thompson and other Eng-

lish authorities consider this apple the same as

our Fall Pippin, we are yet strongly of opin-

ion that it is different. The true Fall Pippin

is only an autumn variety, while this is a win-

ter sort, keeping till mid-winter here, and in

England till March. It is quite probable that

the White Spanish Relnette is the parent of

both the Fall and Holland Pippins. The fruit

of the present variety is rather more oblong

than that of the Fall Pippin.

Fruit very large, roundish-o?>^on^, somewhat

angular, with broad ribs on its sides, termi-

nating in an uneven crown, where it is nearly

as broad as at the base. Calyx large, open,

very deeply sunk in a broad-angled, oblique,

irregular basin. Stalk half an inch long, set

in a rather small, even cavity. Skin smooth,

yellowish-green on the shaded side, orange,

tinged with brownish-red next the sun, and

sprinkled with blackish dots. Flesh, yellow-

ish-white, crisp, tender, with a sugary juice.

Noisette (Jardin Fruitier) adds, "the skin is

covered with a bloom, like that on a plum,

which distinguishes this variety from all those
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most resembling it." The tree has the same

wood, fuliago, and vigorous habit, as our Fall

I'ippin, and the fruit keeps from November to

February or INIarch.

SEVENTEEN-YEAR LOCUSTS.

Prof. Fitch, in his report to the assembly

of New York, for the year 18.35, remarking

upon the seventeen-year locusts, says, "A
fourth brood, and which has been the oftenest

and most fully noticed of any, reaches from

Pennsylvania and Maryland to South Carolina

and Georgia ; and, what appears to be a de-

tached branch of it, occurs also in the south-

eastern part of Massachusetts. It was ob-

served as long ago as 1715, and its re-appear-

ance has been recorded seven times since—the

last one of which was in the year 1851. It

wil consequently re-appear in 1868.

Will our friends in the southeastern part of

the State make a note of this prophecy, and

look out for its fulfilment.

The pupa of this locust emerges from the

ground in the night time. Some of them leave

their shells near the holes from which they

emerore. Others crawl up fences and bushes

and trees, sometimes twenty feet, when, fixing

themselves' by the feet, the thin, shell-like cov-

ering cracks open, and the inclosed insect

withdraws itself, leaving the empty case where

it was fixed.

The oak is the tree which this locust appears

most to infest, for the purpose of depositing

its eggs, and next to this, probably, the apple

tree. It also infests the hazelnut and the lo-

cust tree, and probably most of tha deciduous

trees, in the absence of the oak.

The full-grown insect attaches itself to the

twigs of the trees, and inserts its ovipositor

in an obli<ine direction through the succulent

bark and alburimm. The wound is so made

as to form a sort of lid of its upper side, un-

der which the eggs are deposited, sometimes

to the number of sixteen or twenty. A num-

ber of wounds are often made on the same

twig. As soon as the eggs are hatched, the

worms, which are about .06 in. in length, eat

their way into tlie pith of the twig. The twigs

usually die at the point at which the eggs are

inserted, and arc broken off by the wind and

fall to the ground. Mr. Thomas W. ^lorris

speaks of having seen the tops of the forest

trees in Pennsylvania and Ohio for upwards of

a hundred miles, ap{>earing as if scorched by

fire, a month after this locust had left them.

Many of the wounded limbs, however, sur-

vive the injury which tbey have received. If

the twigs are cut off as soon as the leaves be-

gin to wilt, the worm may often be found in

the pith. The worm is of a yellowish white

color; clothed with fine hairs, the eyes and

the claws of its fore legs tinged with red. It

has six legs, the front pair being much the

largest. It is quite lively and active in its

motions and drops from the limb to the

ground, in which it immediately buries itsdf

by means of its fore legs, which are admira-

bly adapted for digging.

IMPKOVEMENT OF OUK WOOL.
In the Weekly Farmer of January 4, and

in the ]\Ionthly, page 87, we published an arti-

cle written by II. D. Tellkampf, of New York,

and submitted by him to the National Wool

Manufacturers' Association, Nov. 7, 1867, in

the form of a report. In that article Mr. T.

proposed the formation of a company for the

importation and breeding of "the Escurial

breed of Silesia and Saxony breed of sheep,"

to counterbalance the "Negretti blood,"

which he objected to "for its heavy grease,"

"harshness of the points of staple," "pitch

tops" and want of the "necessary fulling

qualifications."

A correspondent of the Country Gentleman,

in replying to these objections to American

wool, says :

—

The responsibility for the faults of American
wool rests wholly upon the shoulders of our wool-
dealers, and the only remedy that will ever prove

effcc u:il must be the adoption of simple /«5</ce to

the producer, by the fraternity 'oiwhidi i\Ir. Tell-

kampf is supposed to be an honored member.
The history of tlie woolen trade of the country,

dcmonstrafcs the fact that American dealers have
actually paid a premium for "harsh ends," "pitch-

tops," and a lack of "fullins qiuvlilicatioiis."

From the bcj,'inninj: of 1827 to the close of 1861,

the avcraijc difference in the price ofjlne and medi-

tnn wool iias been but about spvai and a fialf vents

a poimd ; and, from tables prepared by Messrs.

Tellkampf and Kitching of New York, l" liiid that

theavcriitrc ditrcrcnix' in the value of choice Saxony
and fiiil b'ood Merino, from 18.3-3 to 18'i2, has been
liut iibout six cents a pound, and it is the full blood

Merino that produces the "pitch tops" and \noo1

lacking tlic necessary "fulling qualifications."

Now, every experienced wool-grower knows that

it is quite safe to assume a difference of at least

two jiounds of wool per head l)ctwccn the two
breeds of sheep, under ordin.nry care, and this is

in favor (if the Merino. "Pitch-tops" a)id "Sax-
ony" both go to market with their year's clip of

wool, and should the lirst obtain Imt 4S cents a
pound, be receives §~2AQ per Lead : while the latter,
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at perhaps 54 cents a pound, pockets only Sil.62

—

the dilference of 78 cents per fleece, making so

much of a pn mium for "pitch-tops." After shear-

ing, both sell their sheep to the butcher, and the
Merino sells for a full dollar a head more than his

Saxon coinpetitor, thus raising the premium to

^1.78. The result is. Saxony feels rather blue,

and rcFolves to secure one of "Pitch-top's" rams
another year, and compete with him f.>r the pre-

mium offered by the wool-dealers and butchers.

This is the whole secret of the production of "pitch-

tops" and wool "]acUing fulling qualifications."

The remedy proposed by Mr. TcUkampf for the

faults of American wool, almost induces me to ex-
claim, like one of old—"Can these dry bones live ?"

It needs no comment; but I would advise any one
who seriously thinks of adopting it, to study cai-e-

fully firt-t, the history of the Saxon mania that

once raged among our wool-growers like an epi-

demic.
Permit me to assure Mr. Tellkampf that as soon

as wool dealers adopt the plan of buying wool upon
its merits, as other farm products are purchas<-d,

he will not have reason to complain of the bad
qualities of American wool. The hardy Merino of

the land can lie made to produce wool as wliite and
clean as the falling snows, and w'wh && fine a, crimp
as the wants of the woolen trade demand, as soon
as the dealer offtrs the remuneration he has been
giving fur "pitch tops" and medium quality. Far-
mers, although not all wi^e, are not altogether

fools, and seldom fail to perceive what quality and
condition of their productions bring them in the

greatest amount of cash in the aggregate.

For the New England Farmer.

BEST STOCK MOST PBOFITABLE.

Allow me a word or two in your correspon-

dence column, on a subject too little thouojht

of by many farmers. I allude to the rearing

of stock. It having been my lot to travel

much during the past year, I have kept my
farming eye open for observation, and have

had my previous convictions "irrevocably"

strengthened that "the best" stock is none
too good. I know from a little expedience

and much observation, that a farmer cannot

afford to keep poor stock, much less to raise

it. One would hardly stop to pick up coppers,

if the silver dollars were just as plenty and as

easy to get. The man who raises ordinary

animals gets the coppers, and leaves the dol-

lars for others to gather. And why' is it?

Only because it costs a little more to begin,

and perhaps, a little more to keep it up. In

the first place, there is too much guess work
and not enough thought and system about this

matter. Too much is left to chance. There
is not enough looking into nature. Her laws

are too little understood, and too little heeded,
when understood. The poor dame is often

treated as if she was a stupid old creature,

hardly capable of knowing when she is im-

posed upon. But incompetent as she may
appear to redress her own grievances, she

always does it. She is lawyer, jury and judge
all in one. Her cases are all settled according
to law. No biibes nor threats move her from
the direct path of justice. So if a farmer
breaks her law and tries to cheat her, she pays
him in his own coin. If he breeds crooked

legged marrowbones, he gets marrowbones
and crooked legs. There is no bill of excep-
tions, no appeal.

Instead of this loose, penurious way of doing
things, every farmer should study his needs,
and aim at the end he wishes to reach in a
legitimate manner. First of all begin with
some pure family, and then breed what he
wants. At the present time, there appears to
be varieties enough of all animals to satisfy
the most notional ; and good chances for safe
investments, too ; much better than raising
mongrels. A good stock raiser said to me,
the other day, in Manchester, N. H., "I sell

all of my heifer calves from my Jerseys and
my Ayrshires cows for $100 each, and my
Jersey bulls for $50 each." Not many of the
old-line farmers in that good old State would
take a Jersey as a gift. Yet right in their
midst one man gets more for a little calf than
they can get for a full grown cow. The dimes
are what they are after, but prejudice keeps
them in the old track. Is it not better that a
man should go for what pays best, rather than
wed himself to any old notions? I find it

common for particular cows of particttlar

breeds to be valued at $300. They are cows
that can be depended upon, either for their
milking or for their stock raising qualities.

Such cows are invaluable, and should never be
suffered to "run out." It is a sorry picture
that is presented in many a farm yard, to what
it might be if proper care was given to breed-
ing. "Get the best" is a motto that applies
to farming as well as to any other business.
Let the farmer heed it. and no longer wander
from the high road of progress. Yours al-

wavs for "the best." Z. Breed.
Weare, N. H., March, 1868.

For the New England Farmer.

TKEATMENT OF ORCHARDS.
This subject is really one of first importance

to our New England farming interests. When
some farms, with not one-fortieth of their

area in fruit, derive not only more but perhaps
treble the revenue from fruit that is secured
from all other productions, surely the fruit in-

terest should be thoroughly studied.

I have read the many important articles

published in the Farmer and other agricultu-

ral papers, which have come under my obser-

vation ; and I have read in the orchards seen
here and there ; and have sought to study the

subject with plough, mattock and hoe in hand,
because I consider it important, not merely to

myself, but to the great family of feeders, of
which I am only a member.

I suspect that there is at present too much
of a tendency to plough orchards. I suspect

that the good results of orchard ploughing have
been dwelt upon more than the resultant evils

have been.

Not all who would raise fruit trees can be
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favored with the kinds of soil most suitable to

the peculiar kinds of fruit which they wish to

raise. If a man Avants to raise early apples

for use or market, he will want to plant his

trees in a light and active soil ; but if he

ploughs such a soil much, he may fail of suc-

cess. Most light soils alford very little nour-

ishment to the roots of trees, except so near

the surface of the ground that every thorough

ploughing will destroy the feeding roots. Some
different process, I think, than that of plough-

ing, should be resorted to in such cases. Cer-

tainly it is hard for a tree to be robbed of its

power of feeding. The very frequent use of

the plough compels the tree, deprived of its

feeding roots, to feed on carbon Irom the air,

through its leaves, in too great proportion for

the mineral elements it can obtain from the

soil ; and the wood formed cannot be healthy.

I suspect that much of tlie blight on fruit trees,

sudden decay of young trees, &c., may be

only a result of this inequality between the

mineral and carbonaceous elements in their

growth. If so, the mattock, the spadQ,-fork,

and other implements to work the soil without

destroying the little feeding roots, must take

the place of the plough ; or the "mystery" of

orchard decay will continue to confound many.

I have observed that in ground where the

subsoil is of the character of a sweet clay

loam, the roots of fruit trees will run much
deeper than in other kinds of soil ; and

I thnik there is no question that such grounds

are more suitable to raising winter fruit, and

may be ploughed more frequently than other

kinds. Even there, no tree can afford to have

its "teeth knocked out," every summer.

Well, ^Ir. Editor, I have suggested a text

for you or somebody else to preach from ; and

rather than weary you with words about it,

now, I may, perhaps, ccme again on the same
errand, some other day. a. g. c.

Lee, N. II., Jan. 1, 1868.

For the New England Farmer,

IS KEEPING HENS PKOFITABIjE ?

For a number of years past I have read

•with interest the various accounts published in

the New England Faioikr, and other agri-

cultural papers, relative to poultry-raisinjr.

As a general thing I have observed a prnjit

reported, though sometimes a correspondent

has ventured to exhibit an account indicating

a loss.

I have never had a severe attack of the

"7ie« /erer," nor have I ever kept a large

number of fowls ; but for the last liileen years

I have had a few every year. I have encleav-

ored to keep the best I could obtain in the

vicinity. 1 have several times kept an accu-

rate account, and very seldom has the balance

been on the riijht side.

Last year I concluded to try It again, and

the following is the result.

Stock on hand at the commencement of the

year

:

8 hens and one rooster $2 25

9'i buBlRl ecrn f^-d 6 80

2>i bushels buckwheat fed 1 10

38 eggs set fur batching 38

$10 63
Cr.

By 64 1-12 doz. eggs . . .
.

' 718
By 3 hens killed 80
By 8 hens and one rooster on haod .... 2 25

Loss

$10 23

30

I have given the actual numbers, quantities

and prices.

Farmers who allow their hens to run at large,

can better alford to keep them than any one
else. There is always a good deal of loose

grain about the barn in winter, that would be
wasted were there no hens around. But I

have long been of the opinion that those who
have to buy all their feed cannot make poultry

raising protiiable, unless they are near a very

good market.. Granite.
Bloomfield, C W., Marcli, 1868.

Remarks.—Who can blame the biddies for

not showing a profit on "the right side" when

they are credited but a fraction over eleven

cents and two mills per dozen for their eggs ?

We hope this is not a fair example of the en-

couragement which is afforded to the "indus-

trial pursuits" generally in Her ]\Iajesty's Do-

minions.

A DARK SIDE OP CALIPOKNIA.

Mr. T. Woodhaus, Santa Clara, California,

has lately written a letter to the New York

Farmers' Club, in which, after alluding to the

fact that companies of speculators have re-

cently taken up some 200,000 acres of the

best government land in the State, to the cir-

culars they have issued, and to emanations of

the press generally, setting forth the advan-

tages of California "in glowing language," but

which he thinks are intended to conceal infor-

mation that is important to emigrants, he says :

I deem it a duty to say a few words to the

public ol' what I know and have experienced

as a Cal.fornia farmer lor the past seventeen

years. Tlie climate is generally healthy and
pleasant, but some localities are more subject

to fevers tlian others.

Prol)ably all know there are two seasons, a
wet and a dry ; when the wet one commences,
whicii is sometimes early in November, and
at other times not until the latter end of De-
cember, spring in reality commences, grass

and vegetation grow ; while all are parched to

perfect dryness through the summer and fall.

As to rain, the climate is exceedingly variable,

droughts never fail, during which a scorching
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sun and drying wind prevail, parching the

earth from one to two feet deep. The season

for rain also always returns, but with different

results ; sometimes the clouds seem to have

every fastening to the heavens loosened, and
come pouring down, flooding the valleys, car-

rying away bridges, fences, and even houses.

At other seasons, and they are numerous, the

clouds are attracted to the heavens and moun-
tains, and furnish the valleys only from two or

three inches to eight or ten inches of moisture,

as in the rainy seasons from 1855 or 1856 to

1861, with one exception, which was in 1862,

and called the wet winter.

My own and adjoining farms in Santa Clara

Valley, during those years, produced only five

or six bushels down to nothing per acre. One
year, from 100 acres sown, not a bushel was
gathered. This was the case all through that

part of the country. It was quite as bad, iY

not worse, throughout the San Joaquin Val-
ley, and, indeed, all the large valleys of Cali-

fornia. Almost all the cattle were starved

there, and also through all the Southern part

of the State. Those who sowed lost their

labor and seed, until the country of the San
Joaquin, especially, was thought to be unfit for

occupancy. Except for the little pasture it

afforded for cattle, every acre of that fine ag-

ricultural country would have been occupied
before now with bona fide settlers, who have
turned away and are gone back to their East-

ern homes, disgusted with California.

The abundance of rain the three last sea-

sons has giverf a different aspect to these val-

leys, and there are plenty here ready to try

them again, and if the seasons prove the same
as heretofore, the results will be the same.
My experience of California goes to show that

the seasons of fertility and stertility come by
periods of years. Previous to 1855 there had
been plentiful rains, consequently plentiful

crop*. After that, the rains in the larger val-

leys were quite insufScient to make crops, ex-
cept in those places where the water was near
the surface. Now, again, we are in a period
of abundant rains, mud in the roads ankle or
knee deep, and very possibly next season may
not give us more than enough rain to lay the
dust.

Take another view of the case, and suppose
the seasons of plentiful rain continue, there is

no building or fence timber in the San Joa-
quin Valley. It has to be brought some hun-
dred miles down the coast to San Francisco,
then up the San Joaquin River 100 to 200
miles, then by teams ; and this is not the end,
for wheft you have put that material into build-
ings and fences, you will have to pay 2| to 3
per cent. State and county tax, and on all you
possess, even to your pigs and wife's chickens,
nor is your individual person exempt, for that
will be taxed to the amount of six dollars per
year. The only things exempt from taxation
that I know of are your wife and children, and
they would no doubt be taxed, but that there

are already so many bachelor housekeepers,
that to tax wives and children would not be
likely to make the number less. Should such
period of drought again prevail, farms in that

valley will not produce enough to pay the
taxes, which are from double to five or six

times that of any other State. Then thdre
are litigations and robberies of homes and
lands through the so-called Spanish grants,

which afford pettifoggers a fine field for the

exercise of their fleecing operations.

Clover and Wheat.—A correspondent

of the Rural New Yorher, in Central Illinois,

in walking over a field where one of his neigh-

bors was sowing clover with his wheat, and

harrowing them in on a field which was

ploughed in the fall and was still frozen solid

within four inches of the surface, asked him

why he always sowed clover. His reply was

:

"0, well, it don't do any harm ; and I get a fine

fall forage from it any way, when I pnt in the
seed in February and March. Sometimes I change
my plans and do not plough the field in the fall

;

if I do the clover and its roots'do not hurt the soil

much. If I turn it over in the spring for corn, the
crop ploughed under the first to the 1.5th of May,
is all that need be desired to ferment green and
stimulate the germination of the seed. It is a
profitable plan, any ^ray. I like clover in my soil.

Some people do not ; but either I am a good deal
of an egotist or some people are foolish. I find it

a good substitute for weeds."

ECONOMY IN THE FAMILY.
The time is arriving when the introduction

of more economy in the family expenses will

become Imperative. Among our mercantile

people in the cities I hear of many failures,

so that families who have been living in opu-
lence and extravagance that a plain woman
like myself knows scarcely anything about,

will be obliged to economize fearfully. They
will have to adopt a totally different course of
life. Luxuries will have to be abandoned,
and unless they have wealthy friends to lean

on for succor, they may be driven to the dread-

ful alternative—even the wives and daughters

—to labor for their own support. The change

will be terrible, heart-rending to them, but it

will no doubt promote their health and diges-

tion, enable them to sleep soundly, and wake
up in the morning with the consciousness that

the breakfast about to be set before them they

have earned by the sweat of their brow.

We have no doubt, however, that such a
change will in the end prove beneficial. The
wastefulness, extravagance and excess of the

American people, in eating, drinking and
dressing, has not had a parallel in the history

of the world ; and all this has been against

health, happiness, and morals. When, as a
nation, we tread in the footsteps of the old

nations, we shall have to follow them as fanai-
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lies and individuals. If we go, therefore,

among the rural and laboring classes of Swit-

zerland, France, Germany, Sweden and Rus-
sia, we may take lessons in our future

modes of life. In health and vigor they are

among the first people of the earth, yet their

e.xpenditures are nothing in comparison to

ours. Indeed, the waste of a common Amer-
ican town of ten thousand people, would al-

most or quite support as large a population in

the rural districts of Europe. Never shall we
come to their level, for our country is new and
diti'erently situated, but the next generation of

Americans cannot hope to live as we have, and
there we could take lessons in economy that

would be very useful to us. We could dis-

cover, as we shall be forced to by some means
—that a family can be subsisted upon a very

small portion of what Americans are accus-

tomed to expend ; nay, that they can be fed on
what is now, in many instances, thrown out

their back door to the dogs. Those of us who
take these lessons and practice upon them first,

will be the best off in the end.

—

Cor. Oer-

mantoion Telegraph.

Grape Growing in New York.—At a late

meeting of the Herkimer county, N. Y., Far-

mers' Club, Mr. S. A. Farrington, of Schuyler

county, said that along the Seneea Lake they

are going largely into fruit growing—apples,

pears, and grapes. The pear succeeds admira-

bly but apples are troubled with the borer.

Grapes succeed along the lake shore, and it is

regarded as a very profitable business when
well managed. It is generally conceded that

five acres of grapes, to be cultivated properly,

is about as expensive as the management of

one hundred acres in the ordinary way when
devoted to mixed husbandry. The profits will

be much in excess of the farm. This year

there were raised from well managed vine-

yards, two tons of grapes per acre, which sold

from eight cents to sixteen cents per pound.

The grape soil is a shaly limestone that decom-
poses and furnishes sufficient fertilizing mate-

rial for the grape. Do not manure the grape

with barnyard or other manures, except ashes,

as it is regarded prejudicial.

New Way of Sowing Grass Seed.—At

a late meeting of the Herkimer county, N. Y.

Farmers' Club, Mr. Cephas Johnson stated

that of late he had seeded down his land by

stirring into the grain to be sown just water

enougli to wet the surface of the kernel. The

timothy and clover seed thoroughly mixed with

the wet grain adhered to it in such amanner

that the whole could be sown together broad-

cast and very evenly, and, perhaps in conse-

quence of the nutriment derived from the de-

cay of the grain, he thought the grass seed

was more sure to take than when sown in any

other way. Red top should be sown by itself.

AGKICULTURAIi ITEMS.
—Northern Iowa and other western sections are

going into the hop growing business extensively

this summer.

—Mr. Lincoln Fay, a nurseryman and fruit

grower of Portland, N. Y., plants fruit trees for

posts, and hooks on to them panels for fence.

—That good New York farmer, John Johnston,

says : "Only by mixed husbandry, and with par-

ticular attention to sheep and cattle, can grain

growing be made profitable."

—The California Farmer says we can send away
75,000 sacks, (100 lbs.) of wheat per week until

i>ext harvest,—four months hence—and have all

we need besides.

—The agricultural press of America is equal in

ability, circulation and capital to what the news-

paper press in the whole world was at the com-
mencement of the century.

—The subject of beet raising for sugar purposes,

is attracting attention in Central Pennsylvania.

The White Silesian beet is the favorite for cultiva-

tion.

—Mr. Goodrich, the great experimenter in pota-

toes, raised over 16,000 seedlings, of which number
less than ten sorts have proved of value for general

cultivation.

—A simple corn-marker can be made by putting

a four-foot axle between the front wheels of a

wagon and a twelve-foot one between the hind

wheels, coupling them together, with braces to the

hind axle.

—The California Farmer quotes potatoes at

^1.7o to .^2.50 per 100 lbs., and remarks, "accord-

ing to the present pi'iccs, it takes the whole, of a

laboring man's income to keep himself, wife and

family well supplied with vegetables."

—They who have the hop fever and who are

preparing to plant largely, will be glad to learn

that a large part of the hop roots in Wisconsin

have winter killed, for this will give them a better

chance.

—In the American agricultural papers Airm ma-

chinery is illustrated by decently dressed, smart

looking men; in the English papers, by a heavy

clodhopper with wide suspenders across his back,

or by women following with rakes.

—After the sugar season is over some farmers in

New York fill up the bit holes witli nicely fitting

wooden plusrs, which it is believed faciUtate the

healing of the wound made by tapiiing, and pre-

serve the vitality of the tree.

—A late number of the Lexington, Ky., Far-

mer's Jlomc Journal notices the sale of one farm

of 103 acres at STo per acre, cash ; 117 acres unim-

proved at §35 per acre ; one farm six mi!es from
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Lexington $100.50 per acre ; in Woodford County

200 acres at auction at $97.50 per acre.

—The following are the officers of the Piscataqua

River Agricultural Association, recently elected

:

Hon. James H. Butler, of Nottingham, President

;

Hon. Frank W. Miller, Haven L. Scott and Ed-

ward D. Coffin, Trustees; Nathan F. Mathes,

Treasurer, &c. ; Hiram Hayes, Secretary.

—The latest style of swindling farmers, is to ap-

point individuals as agents for the sale of a com-

bined washing machina and wringer, with an al-

lowance of $6 on each machine sold, then induce

them to sign an order for $125 worth, which order,

being equivalent to a note, is sold and sued.

—A correspondent of the Rural New Yorker,

who attended the inauguration of the Illinois In-

dustrial University, says there were about seventj'

students in attendance—bright-faced, wide-awake,

rough-and-tumble fellows, willing to work, and

evidently of the right kind of material for this ex-

periment, which educational hypochondriacs re-

gard so dubious.

—There is a little town in Vermont where the

people have considerable fun with their "fence

viewers.'" One of the officers weighs 300 pounds,

another is six feet eight inches tall, and the third

is extremely small. It was recently voted that all

fences on which the fat man could sit, which the

tall couldn't straddle, nor the little one crawl

through, should be deemed legal fences.

—The State auditor of Massachusetts reports

the amount of appropriations for agriculture for

1867, to be $34,042.39, viz.

:

Secretary's office $1,833 32
Exponft-'S of members of Board 1,528 CO
Cabinet 1,C00 00
Cattle Commissioners 369 09
Bounties to Societies 15,000 0)
Printing 11,311 29

Total $34,042 39

—A correspondent of the Rural Neio Yorker, in

Victor, Iowa, has been in the sheep business for

eight years, and after trying all the various com-
pounds warranted to cure the foot rot, has come
to the conclusion that though it may be alleviated,

it is practically incurable. One of his neighbors
began the winter, one year ago, with 125 sheep,

and in the spring had 124 pelts and one live sheep

!

Farmers in that section are so discouraged with
the sheep business that they neglect their flocks.

—As illustrative of the Western style of farm-
ing, the following advertisement, copied from the

Chicago daily papers, may be interesting to those
who regard farming as a small business :—" Wanted
—Contractors to break 4000 acres prairie, near
Cnatsworth, Ford county. Price $3 per acre.

Houses, and lumber for stables furnished; no
other extras. Address M. L. Sullivant, Chats-
worth, Livingston County, 111. It should be re-

membered that, when broken, this little patch will

be hardly one-tenth of Mr. S.'s farm.

EXTRACTS AND KEPLIES.

ASHES FOR WHEAT GllOUND.—LIME FOR
SHINGLES.

Will it be an object for me to put lime with my
ashes for my wheat ground, that was manured last
fall with barn cellar manure ? Some say it will
help the kernel very much. I intend to apply the
ashes after ploughing this spring. If so, how much
lime per aci'e ?

As I am about to build a new barn, had I better
dip my shingles in lime water ? If salt should be
added, how much is required ? 1 saw a recommen-
dation of this kind some time ago in your paper.
Perhaps you can refer me to the paper. Some are
dipping in tar. It will be much woi k to dip forty
thousand. Rockingham.

Straiham, N. H., March 26, 1868.

Remarks.—Prof. Holmes says that it is believed

by some that lime as an application to the soil, acts

in two ways—one as a sthnulant that \)romotcs veg-

etation by causing the soil with which it is mixed
to exert itself; and the other, in promoting the

growth of trees and plants by enriching the land

as manure, and adding to the quantity of vegetable

food. By others it is looked upon in a chemical

and medicinal point ot view ; acting as an altera-

tive, a coiTCctor, a dissolvei, as a decomposer, a
disengagcr of certain parts of the animal, vegeta-

ble and mineral substances contained in the soil,

and as a reta ner and a combiner with others ; but
not as a substance, like dung or decayed organic

matter, fit for the immediate nourishment of plants.

Nitric acid operates on silver, and not on the

compounds of counterfeit coins. So perhaps it

may be with lime when applied to ditferent soils.

In England and in the Southern States lime is

much more popular with farmers, than in New
England. But even in England, they have a pro-

verb that while lime enriches the fathers it im-
poverishes the sons. There is also a great differ-

ence in the chemical constituents of lime. A writer

for the Germantown Telegraph says when lime is

prepared for agi-icultural purposes it should be

used immediately. If long exposed to rain and
dews before being spread it loses much of its power
to act on the ingredients of the soil. The same
^\Titcr says, from thirty to sixty bushels per acre

should be applied once in six years. Will not oar
correspondent try lime on parts of his field, by ap-

plying it to strips through the wheat, alternated with
those without lime.

A few years since Mr. Ed. Emerson, of HoUis,
Mass., communicated to our columns his plan for

making shingles last. He sometimes soaked the

shingles in "thin white wash, made with brjne in-

stead of clear water," at others he laid his shin-

gles in white wash. "I line with red chalk.

Then white wash the last course laid, down to the

line, and after the building is shingled I white

wash the whole roof." He stated that he thought

it would make the shingles last twice as long. Ho
spoke of a roof covered with sappy and shaky
shingles twenty years previously, and thought

they would last seven years longer. He puts nails

not over two inches apart, and does not drive them
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so as to sink the head, for the purpose of hav-

ing the heads of the nails hold up the buts of the

next row of shingles, to allow the circulation of

air. Dr. Silas Brown, late of "Wilmington, Mass.,

prepared sap shingles by throwing them into a

large kettle of white wash, made as above, and

kept boiling, where they remained a few moments

and were then thrown aside to dry. A roof thus

covered was good twenty-five years afterwards,

and he remarked "it may do for years to come."

Sometimes shingles are soaked in a tub or trough

large enough to admit one end of a bunch up to

the band, and after soaking two hours or so are

turned end for end. But they are better soaked

when dry and loose. We have heard complaint

of nails rusting in shingles that had been dipped

in clear salt brine.

CRinBING HORSES.

I believe all veterinary surgeons agree that after

a horse has become a confirmed cribber there is no
known cure for him ; and all agree that the first

cause is a disordered stomach. Therefore the best

remedy for a horse just commencing to crib is to

regulate the stomach Ijy a change of food or other-

wise. Of a valu;il)le pair of young horses that we
once owned, first one and then the other com-
menced cribbing. The first one began to crib on
the pole, while in harness. We tried various plans

;

among the rest, ruljbing hard soap on the carriage

pole and on the edge of the crib. That seemed to

answer for a short time until the soap wore off.

At last we changed their feed throughout ; giving

salt marsh hay instead of English hay ; oats in-

stead of Indian meal ; also kept by them in one
corner of the crib plenty of fresh loam,—it was
mid-winter—and plenty of clean salt. They soon
left off cribbing, and' although we owned them
some six months longer, they never offered to crib

again. In the above cases there was no alteration

made in the crib or manger. By taking away the

crib, and obliging the horse to eat from the floor,

be is unable to crib in the stable, but will show
his propensity if he is allowed to reach a post or

top of a fence out of doors. A strap fastened

tight around the neck will prevent the horse crib-

bing while that is on, but docs not cure. z.

Reading, Mass., Feb. 8, 1868.

TREES GIRDLED BY MICE.

Will some one of the numerous correspondents

of the Fakmkr please inform me, through its col-

umns, how to restore apple trees that have been
previously gnawed l)y the mice.

A Reader of the Farmer.
Windsor, Vt., April-8, 1868.

Remarks.—As the sap ascends in the sap-wood,

and descends in the inner bark, the girdled tree

may start well in the spring, but unless some

means are provided for the descent of the sap the

tree will die. To save girdled trees, Mr. Cole, in

his Fruit Book, gives the following directions:

Take large scions, long enough to reach over the

girdling or decay, scarf off each end on the side

to go next to the tree, like the lower end of the

scion in side gi-afting, and insert each end in the

same way, under the bark, the upper end being

the reverse of side grafting, and like inarching.

In large trees 12 or 15 scions arc inserted. We
have seen trees 8 or 10 inches through that were

girdled, or otherwise dead in the bark, saved in

this manner.

mendenhall's improved self-acting hand
LOOM.

About two years ago we published, in our column
of "Extracts and Replies," portions of two or three

letters from farmers' families asking for informa-

tion in relation to the truth of certain rumors that

had reached them of a newly invented hand-loom.

said to be a great improvement over the rude im-

plement with which our grandmothers wove their

webs which "became garments" and "covered

themselves" and their families "with their works,"

and an improvement, we presume, over the looms

of old that suggested to thoughtful Job the remark

that his "days were swifter than a weaver's shut-

tle."

Having recently seen one of these looms, and

with our o^sTi hands set all its cunning machinery

in full operation, we arc ready to verify the claim

of the proprietors, that it is so simple that a child

can understand and operate it. We were also

pleased with the perfection and apparent durabili-

ty of its construction, and do not think it can be

liable to get out of order. Occupying a space of

less than five feet square, it is, in fact, a pocket fac-

tory, turning out on the same warp, Jeans, Satinets,

Tweed, Linsey, Blanket, Twill, Double-plain, Fenc-

ing Twills, Ribbed Goods, Balmoral Skirting, and

by a recent improvement, rag-carpets may bo

woven with great case and expedition, and with a

fly shuttle.

The advantages of such a machine to fanners

who have a good family of boys and girls, are so

obvious that any enumeration must weaken the

force of those which suggest themselves to every

thoughtful parent and housekeeper.

farmers' wives and AMERICAN MOTHERS.

Those sensible articles on Domestic Economy
induce mc to express a few of my ideas. It seems
to Ijc a prevailing notion among'young people, es-

pecially females, that farming is a low business,

inconsistent alike with beauty and accomplish-
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ments. Thus many young ladies scorn the idea of

marrying a worthy farmer's son. They prefer

some city youth who has soft white hands and
dainty little feet. The ambition which prompts
young ladies to seek for a respectable position iu

society is certainly coramenable ; but is there a

more honorable station than that of a farmer's

wife ? Nupoleou the Great, once asked a cele-

brated French lady how he could promote the

bcht interests of France. She answered, educate

the mothers of the French people. That answer
might well apply to American mothers ; for were
mothers properly trained, their sons and daugh-
ters would be better qualified for positions of honor
and trust. Too often frivolities of fashion crowd
from the minds of both mother and daughter all

thoughts of rcasonal)le things. Health is sacri-

ficed, and the mother often mourns when the

daughter's beauty wanes, and when fashion fails

to please. In my opinion the prosperity, of our
country depends on her w;omen ; and young fe-

males ought to consider the gi'cat responsibilities

that rest upon them. They should acquire thor-

ough habits of domestic economy, and be quali-

fied for something better than following unhealthy
and fooli.-'h fashions. Our able bodied young men
should turn their attention to the vast agricul-

tural resources of our country. It is a noble occu-
pation to till the soil and get one's bread by the
sweat of the brow, and there is much happiness
in a well ordered farmer's home. Every indus-
trious, thriving young farmer is worthy of a good
and Iieautiful wife; and more of our young wo-
men should rather be anxious to qualify them-
selves for the duties of that position than for a
place among the votaries of fashion, to which so

many aspire. Mrs. Trask.
Reading, Mass., March, 1868.

GRAFTING APPLE TREES.

Having had more than fifty years' experience in

grafting, and having read all that has come to

hand on this subject, I give the following as prac-
tical directions:

—

Cutting Scions.—For late grafting, they should
be cut early. In 1863, 1 cut scions in the month of
November. Some of these were set in June follow-

ing, and all lived. When caterpillars are scarce,

scions do best set in April ; but when these pests
are thick, (as in 1863) late grafting may be pro-
tected from their fatal depredations l:)y placing the
lower bud one-fourth of an inch below the top of
the cleft, and covering the bud entirely with wax.
The wax does not hinder the starting of the bud,
and wnen scions are thus set, during the latter

part of May, the worms disappear before the buds
appear. I have often known them to kill the upper
bud or leaf while the lower one was shielded. And
besides, when scions are set in this way they are
less liable to be broken by wind or by the weight
of birds that may alight upon them.

Splitting the Stocks.—A thin knife is preferable
to a thick one, as the stock is generally cross-
grained or twisting. A thin knife, driven down
about one inch, cuts a smooth place for the scion.

My knife is made from apiece of a wood-saw plate,

set in the back of a joiner's fine saw, near the cen-
ti-e, and ground to an edge. Phinehas Field.
East Charlemont, Mass., Jan., 1868.

HOW TO USE CORN COB MEAL.

I have noticed quite a number of articles upon
cob meal in the Farmer. As a general thing, it

appears to be regarded rather worthless, or not
worth enough to pay for grinding. I am a cob
meal feeder, and have been for seven years, but
should not use it unless I thought it profitable.

Some of my neighbors laugh at me for thinking it

pays, but I tell them that the condition of my
cows and the milk they produce are the arguments
that satisfy my mind. With a family of seven, we
have made this winter some twenty pounds of but-
ter more than we have used, from two cows, that
are coming in this spring. They have had no meal
except the cob meal, and they look well, though
they have been obliged to eat some coarse fodder,
as I am short of good hay.
My manner of feeding it is this :—For two cows

about five quarts are put into a pail, to which suf-
ficient boiling vt'atcr is added to thoroughly scald
it. It is allowed to remain in the pail until morn-
ing, when it is turned into the swill-tub, where the
sour milk and disli-water is kept, and stirred to-
gether ; it is then ready to feed.

Now if any one is disposed to try cob meal on
my recommendation, I hope they will read what
you said in speaking of the exposure of orchards :

—

"Half of the controversies and half of the misun-
derstandings between men arise from not under-
standing what each other mean by the words they
use," because I believe that the same remark is

applicable to our agricultural experiments. The
directions given arc not understood, or not fully

carried out. In my opinion cob meal has got its

bad name from the impi-oper manner in which it

has been used. If given dry, or stirred up in cold
water, 1 should expect to find it "didn't pay."

Felchville, Vf., March, 1868. t. s. f.

THE BEST "WAY TO RAISE AN ORCHARD.

Plant a few seeds in each spot where you wish a
tree to stand ; cultivate the young trees carefully,
and select from each bunch or hill the one that ap-
pears the most hardy (not the largest), and pull up
the others when they are one year old. When
the trees are three years old, if they have been
kept trimmed and properly nursed, they will be
ready for grafting. Let this be done by setting

one scion in- each tree, at such distance from the

ground as suits your fancy, anywhere from one to

five feet. The hardiest and the best bearing apple
trees I have ever known are such as have never
liad their roots disturl)ed. Phinehas Field.
East Charle7nont, Mass., Jan. 14, 1868.

FISH FOR manure.

I have bought some broken fish for manure. I

wish to know how to make it into manure, and
what crops it is most adapted to. Will you give

needed information if agreeable. Information.
Northfield Farms, Mass., April, 1868.

Remarks.—Fresh fish are composted in alter-

nate layers of leaves, peat muck, loam, charcoal

dust or even sawdust ; they are also laid around

the hill and covered up when, corn is planted; dug

in around trees
;
ploughed under ;

placed in an ex-

cavation of earth, and covered with peat muck or

loam, and when they become soft wet with dilute

sulphuric acid, and the whole mass of fish and

earth thoroughly mingled; or mixed in small

quantities with barn-yard manure.

HORN OFF.

One of my young cows knocked one of her horns

off", by hitting it against a post, one of the coldest

days "of the winter. So neatly was it done that

not a particle of the skin adhered to the horn, and
it tiled but little. Not liking the theory of keeping
her fastened to the stanchion in one po>ition, till

it was well, I gave the pith a good covering of tar,

then neatly wound it with cotton cloth, using a
strip two inches wide, then put tar on that, and
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over the whole I put on a cot, made of strong
cloth and tied it on. I then fastened her as usual.

For a day or two she was careful not to hit it

against anything; after that she diil not appear to

notice it at all. Ilepcated trials of this method
have aUvavs ]irnvcd satisfactory. B.

Bethel, Me., Jan.. 1868.

riCE ox CATTLE.

Twcntv years ago I rend in some paper that water
that potatoes are boiled in would kill lice on cattle.

I tried it and found it would ctreciually kill them.
The animal should be washed all over in it. In

extreme cases, I put one pint of soft soup in a pail

of potato water, and work it in well, and I never
have failed of killing every louse. It is a safe and
cheap medicine, and will not do the least injury to

any animal. " 1 have used tobacco, imguentum
and other poisonous things, and came very near
killinff one ox. 0. Foster.

Tunbridge, Vt., March 23, 1868.

PRUNING TEACH TREES.

I have some young peach trees Mhich I wish to

head-in. Will you please inform me when is the

best time to do it, and what part of last year's

growth should be cut off, and will it be l)est to thin

out the top ? They made a vigorous growth last

year, and it seems to me that the tops are too
thick. By answering, you will much ol)lige at

least one subscriber. Jonas Holt.
Andover, Mass., April 7, 1868.

Remarks.—For some years past the severity of

our New England winters has killed our peach

trees so near to the gi-ound, that we have had little

opportunity to exercise our skill in trimming them.

When not so kill-

ed,tlicrcisasti-ong

tendency, says Mr.

Thomas, in the

terminal buds to

push upward and

outward at the ex-

pense of the side

shoots, which
soon dying, the

tree is ultimately

composed of long,

bare poles, with
l/npruned. only tufts of leaves

at their extremities, as in the annexed cut, and

hence the peach reiiuires more pruning than any

other of our fruit trees.

As the peach always bears its fruit on the pre-

vious year's growth, it is important to keep a con-

tinued supply of young wood evenly distributed

throughout the head. This can only be done l)y

continued cutting back, either in the fall or spring.

Pruning at the trunk should never be practiced,

excepting to cut away dead or dying branches.

When too thick, however, small limbs may be re-

moved while the tree is young. Generally the

peach should be pruned at the extremities of the

branches, by cutting off one-tliird, or when very

luxuriant, one-half of the last growth. This,

however, should not be done as you would trim a

hedge, but in such a way as to admit light to the

interior part of the head. Care should also be

taken in cutting back to trim Aovm to a fork so as

not to make a dead stub. The object is by heading-

In to form a low compact top

;^v which saves the tree from ex-

cessive crops, heavy " winds,

damp snow, sleet and ice, and

3;^, promotes health, vigor, lon-

'^^l^S^^m^^ gevity, and fruitful ncss. Mr.

'^'Cw^ v*^ Cole .'ays in his Fruit Book,

r=: that for the purpose of induc-
~ ing early bearing, where the

trees are luxuriant and bar-

ren, about one-third of the new gi-owth may be

removed in July.

Shortened-in.

dissatisfaction of tub boys with farming.

The question is often asked in our agricultural
papers why so few farmers' sons are willing to stay
at home. Among the reasons for dissatisfaction

with farm life, is the fact that parents fail to in-

terest their sons in the farm and its surroundings.
Young people often \vi.-h to have things look well
about the buildings, with a snug little flower-gar-
den, &c. But if they attempt to put tilings to
rights they are called off to the potato field in a
manner that indicates that attention to these home
matters is a waste of time, and that time spent
about these improvements is fooled away. Is it

strange that we get tired of drilling on corn and
potatoes, potatoes and corn, all the season ? And
when the produce is sold in the fall, what share or
interest have we in the proceeds ? When the boys
visit the city or village with empty poi'ket<, and
see what other boys have, is it a wonder that they
determine to leave the ftivm as soon as possible ?

When farmers will endeavor to encourage their

sons bj' giving them some personal interest in their

business as co-paitncrs, or otherwise, as merchants
do their faithful clerks, and allow them the occa^
sional use of horse and carriage, and some spend-
ing money, I think they will have less occasion to

mourn over the uneasiness of the boj's, and will

find their sons more willingto remain upon the old
homestead and cheer their declining age. Adopt
this course, and there will be less idlers in our
cities and villages. I believe this course will also
do much to allay the Western fever which takes
off so many young men to the new States.
• Great Falls, X. H., 1868. Young Farmek.

application of manure.

I have been anxiously waiting for more facts

bearing on the question of ploughing ami harrow-
ing in manure. Soijie of the statements in late

numi)ers of the Farmer go to extremes. lu No.
47, "II." says, those who liave tiicd harrowing in
manure are staunch friends of the harrow. An-
other gentleman says he has become satisfied by
experience, that three loads of manure i)ut in with
the harrow is well worth five buried with the
plough for a grain or grass crop, and will hold out
longer. If this be so I am satislied that a great
many farmers do not know how to apply manure,
or else they would not liave such povcriy stricken
farms as they have, when tluy could matiuremore
acres every year than they do and receive greater
remunerations for their labor. lie then says if

he was to plough manure eight inches deep, ho
would reel like saying, good-bye, manure. An-
other gentleman says h ; has known some farmers
plough in a heavj' dressing so deep that they never
iieanl from it afterwards, and he thinks liini^eif if

manure is ploughed under, say one foot, it is buried
not only out of sight, but out of reach of any grain
or grass grown iu this laud.
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Taking these cases, which I call exh-eme ones,

and lookin.t: at the plan of putting on twelve loads

manure to the acre, and leaving it upon the surfoce,

expose to wind and sun, and ploughing it under
eight and twelve inches deep, I can hardly see

where such extremes will' meet. One says the

gases of the manure work upwards ; another that

the rain washes the essential part of the manure
into the soil. If then, we plough manure in from
four to six inches deep, shall we not get the ben-

efit of the manure both upwards and downwards ?

This, at anv rate, is my way of farming, as it is of

the generality of agriculturists in England, and
of some, at least, in this country. By plough-

ing in manure as advised by Mr. H. Poor, I do not

see why wheat might not be raised plentifully in

New England.
Another word as to the proper depth of plough-

ing. This depends upon the nature of the subsoil,

and may vary from six to cigliteen inches ; but in

generarfrom six to eight or ten inches will be fully

adequate to any useful purpose. The depth of

good .'oil is usually very limited, and below this

the phnigh should' never go, or the manure will

lose its effects. Good farmers do not deem it best

to go to the full dfpih of good soil oftener than
once in twj years, and upon the whole advise

shallow ploughing. In England the manure is

ploughed in for all kinds of grains and routs, and
and nianure and compost heaps are managed in

manv respects different from what they are here.

Jegersonville, Vt., Feb., 1868. E. h.

DISEASE IN HORSES.—ANASARCA.

Our correspondent, "D. F. J.," of Newark, who
made an inquiry in the Farmer of April 4, may
be interested in the following reply of Dr. Murray,

Veterinary editor of the Western Rural, to a Mr.

Carr, of Wisconsin. Mr. C.'s horse "was taken

suddenly sick soon after commencing work, one

morning. lie appeared to be in pain, and in five

minutes was in a foam. He was put into the sta-

ble and appeared to be getting better, but in about

a week it was noticed that he was swelling under

the belly. It continues to grow, running from his

fore legs back about half way. fs pretty hard ; if

it is pressed with the finger it makes a dent, and is

some time in filiing up. To all appearance the

horse was well when taken from the bam on the

morning alluded to,—he had no cold."

The Dr. gave the following description of the

disease, and directions for its cure :

—

The disease your horse has is anasarca, which
arises from a general debility of the system. This
debility produces effusion and swelling. It is to
be removed by liberal diet and regular exercise.

Take two ounces each of sulphate of iron, pow-
dered gentian, and powdered ginger, make into
eight pill.'', and give one daily, and by those means
your horse Avill be restored to health.

REMOVING •WILD BEES.

I would like to inquire through your paper when
is the best time in the year to removea wild swarm
of bees, from the tree to the hive, with the view of
keeping them. c. m. s.

East Westmoreland, N. H., April 5, 1868.

YELLOW "WATER IN HORSES.

I saw by the last Farmer that a certain disease
was manifesting itself among the colts of Ver-
mont, which 1 call yellow water. We had two
horses troubled with it last spring, and two or

three of the neighbors, one or more. I took three
quarts of blood, and then gave the horse two or
three quarts of a tea made of cedar bough«, twice
a day, in his provender, with some mild physic,

—

I used salts and sulphui ,—and the result was they
all got well in a short time, and were put to harder
labor last summer than ever they were before, an5
have not seen a sick day since.

April, 1868. Down in Maine.

WHY YOUNG MEN LEAVE THE PARM.

There has been considerable said in the Farmer
about young men leaving the farm, and engaging
in other pursuits. One of your corresponaents
appears to think it is owing to the girls leaving
their homes and going to work in the mills, &c.
But I do not think that is the only reason. Many
farmers will not take an agricultural naper for
their children to read, because it costs so much.
Then, when their boys are old enough, they are
sent to some school where almost everything is

taught but a knowledge of agriculture. The result
of such an education is that they return home, but
not to work on the farm. No, they have got just
enough of the "high school" to raise them above
that. So they leave tfie farm for some more gen-
teel employment, and the old gentleman has to la-

ment that none of his sons will stay at home to
help him carry on the farm, and he blames them
instead of himself for the result. Now if he had
taken two or three agricultural journals, and in-
terested his sons in farming ))efore they left home
to attend school, they might have improved their
opportunities in such a way as to have increased
instead of destroying their interest in agriculture,
which after all is as noble a calling as any young
man can engage in. Adopt this course and I be-
lieve fewer parents would be left alone in.their old
age. Some may say all this is the dream of a boy-
ish imagination, but I am personally knowing to
cases similar to those to which I have alluded.

Biddeford, Me., March 20, 1868. J. W.

house-paper worms.

Many of us farmers live in the "old homestead,"
and the "slick worm," or "book worm," as it is

often called, make sad work with the house paper,
especially in rooms not much used. As this is the
season in which the good wife wishes to "fix up,"
can you, or some one of your many patrons, tell of
some way to destroy the wonii, or how to make
the paste and paper distasteful to them ? Will
some kind of poison in the paste answer the pur-
pose ? I know of several rooms in which the
paper would look well were it not for the ravages
of this pest. R.

Sotnerset, Mass., April 2, 1868.

SORE NOSE IN SHEEP.

When my sheep went to pasture last spring, one
of them had a sore nose. By the first of June it

had spread all through the flock. Just at the right
time an article in your valuable paper came to
hand, and as it benefited me, and may benefit
others, I will here repeat it. It was simply smear
the nose with tar and r.ulphur. In my case it^ured
them at once, and I shall never let my sheep^o to
pasture again without it. Down in Maine.

April, 1868.

—Every garden should have a well assorted bed

of useful herbs, such as sage, mint, balm, and

other perennial herbs. There are also several

medicinal herbs which may be planted with much
advantage to the cultivator.
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HOLBROOK'S PATENT SWIVEL PLOUGHS.

FOB LE^TEL I/AND AND SIDE-HILL PLOUGHTNG.

Since the introduction of the Mower and

Reaper, it has been found very desirable to

avoid the deadfurroivs and ridges left by the

common ploughs, and lay the fields down level

for mowing. The Side-hill or Swivel Ploughs

heretofore made have been resorted to for

level land ploughing, but they turn an imper-

fect furrows and clog in sticky soils.

Holbrookes new series of Swivel Ploughs

are convex and elliptical in form of mould-

board, and crack, disintegrate and pulverize

the soil very thoroughly, and will not clog.

They turn a deep, ^a^/'«?'roMJ on level land,

as perfectly as the best Level Land Ploughs,

and work well on hill-sides. The team per-

forms its day's work easier than with the com-

mon or Level Land Plough, as in going the

off ox or horse travels in the furrow, and in

returning the near one walks in the furrow,

and consequently both are relieved by the

change.

These ploughs are furnished with wood or

iron beams, as purchasers may prefer. The

following sizes are made, viz : No. 0, a small

one-horse plough; No. 1, a large one-horse

plough ; No. 3, a small two-horse plough ; No.

6 and No. 6, each a two-horse or cattle plough
;

No. 7, for three horses or cattle ; No. 9, for

four cattle, and deep heavy work.

F. F. Holbrook & Small, 10 South Market

Street, opposite Quincy Market, in this city,

are the manufactnrers.

For the New England Farmer,

FLOUR OF BONE.
Having seen a variety of conflicting results,

reported in your paper, from the application

of "Flour of Bone," I propose to add my
quota of expeiiience in regard to its effect.

Having an acre of ground that had produced a

fair crop of corn the previous year, and which
I wished to sow with barley and seed to grass,

I staked the whole off in strips, and marked
them. Applied flour of bone to one division;

lime to No. 2 ; and left No. 3 without any fer-

tilizer, and sowed phosphate upon the remain-

der. Nos. 1, 2, and 3, appeared just alike,

while the barley was growing ; but that por-

tion that received the phosphate was so much
darker in color, thicker, taller and heavier,

tliat the difference could be seen at the distance

of at least one-fourth of a mile. The bone
and phosphate were applied at the rate of 500

f)ounds per acre. So far, I was not particu-

arly astonished at the result, as previous ex-

periments had led me to expect that phosphate

acted rapidly, while the effect of hone was
slower in manifesting itself. I didn't write to

the Fakmer, and condemn the bone, but wait-

ed. About three weeks after the barley was
harvested, the strip that held the bone, showed
a far thicker and greener start of young clover

than the rest of the field, and thus it went into

winter quarters. Last spring the bone was
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ahead again, the difference in its flxvor, as well

marked and as striking as that caused by the

phosphate, in the barley. The clover was

thickest, tallest and heaviest. The second

crop of clover showed the same result in fiivor

of the bone. As some good farmers consider

it bad policy to cut the second crop of clover,

I eased my conscience by treating the ground

to a coating of well-rotted manure, in the fall,

directly after mowing. Now if that bone lets

go and don't "hoe its row out," in the forth-

coming crop of timothy, I trust I may live to

report it.

"Do beans mixF" was a question asked in

the Fahjier, some three weeks since. Most
assuredly, they do. I have mixed them sev-

eral times by dropping alternate colors in same
drill. The Horticultural and Indian Chief or

Wax Bean will mis "with a perfect looseness,"

on every chance they can get, with poles four

feet apart.

What fertilizer shall I apply to land that

was heavily cropped with Swedes, the last

season, to render a good crop of beans proba-

ble ? Corn will not follow ruta bagas.

J. B. Howe.
Petersham, Mass., March 20, 1868.

Remarks.— Accompanying the foregoing

were specimens of the crossing of the buff

and dwaif Horticultural Bean, showing a curi-

ous mixture and blending of colors, including

considerable dark red and white, neither of

which appear on the parent beans. We sup-

pose it is generally understood that beans are

very liable to mix. Who can satisfactorily

answer the last question?

Ji'or the New England Farmer,

CONSTKUCTION" AliTD BEPAIR OF
ROADS.

The following essay by Elijah Wood, Esq. of Con-

cord, Mass , though written with reference to the

roads of that town, and read before its Farmers' Cub,
contains principles and suggestions that are equally

applicable to other sections.

To ride over a good road is an enjoyment
which everybody appreciates, who has suffered

the discomfort
^ of traveling on a bad one

;

and it is very surprising that peojile that have
the means should not make a greater effort to

improve them. If a road is once built well, it

will need but very little repairing for a long
time, unless injured by heavy rains, or spring

freshets. Our common roads are hardly ever
made with much care ; often being merely
plowed, and the soil and poorest sand from
the sides thrown over the centre, for the road-
bed.

The idea should be kept constantly in mind,
that the best built roads are the cheapest in

the end, for a number of reasons :—the thor-

oughly made one costs but a trifle more ; the

repairs are of small amount; much heavier

loads can be drawn with the same team ; much
wear and tear of teams and carriages are

saved, and much perplexity and hard language
from drivers avoided.

In what I have to say on this subject, I shall

confine myself mainly to the form, the mate-
rials, and repairs.

Roads that are much frequented, or near
large cities and towns, should not be less than
thirty, and sometimes forty feet in width,

with a side-walk of from five to eight feet,

for foot travel ; the exact width to be deter-

mined by the nature and extent of the traffic,

as every road should be sufficiently broad to

admit of the largest sized carriages which are

used upon it to pass each other conveniently.

There are many places where roads of twenty
feet in breadth would suit thepublic convenience

as well as if they were twice as broad. Now
if a road is made one rod wider than is actu-

ally necessary, th^re is a loss of two acres in

a mile. Still there is a serious objection to a
narrow road in latitudes subject to heavy
snows, for they are much more likely to be
drifted, and therefore the expense of keeping

them open in winter comes quite heavy on
the districts. Narrow roads, too, are almost

always in bad condition in the spring, which is

to be accounted for, from the circumstance

that all the carriages are obliged to go in the

same place ; whereas, if the road yas wide,

the teams would endeavor to keep away from
the ruts, and therefore the track would be
more evenly worn.
With respect to the shape of the surface of

the road, every body agrees that it should be
crowned ; but people differ as to the degree

of convexity. The proper convexity is to be
varied by different circumstances :—First, by
the different material of which it is formed,

—

soft materials being most likely to be worn
into ruts and hollows, require to be laid

more crowning, from their liability to wash,

than hard materials. Secondly, it must be

made more convex up a steep hill, as the fall-

ing water has a tendency down the track as

well as towards the sides, and following the

slightest impressions of wheels often wears

channels from the top to the bottom of the

hill. This may be avoided by bars, or water

tables, across the road, made of the best ma-
terial. These should be large and broad, ac-

cording to the width of the road and steepness

of hill, and at right angles to it, with their

sides gently sloping, to occasion as little ob-

struction to carriages as possible.

The best material for a road surface is

broken stone, one and one-half or two inches

in diameter, covered with a layer of gravel

;

but as this process is expensive, we cannot

afford the cost in districts thinly populated,

and are obliged to use the material at hand,

—

sand, gravel, clay, loam, road-wash,—and do

use them, without considering their utility or

economy in the long rim. Concord is very
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deficient in good material for makin!^ durable

roads. Blue gravel, the next most important

article, so alMuulant in many of the neighbor-

ing towns, is hardly known here, and we must
therefore ra^lce the most of what we have. It

is selilom a gravel bank can be fjund in town,

of uniform (juality, although th(ye are some
that answer a fair purpose, but generally at

rather long distances from the work, creating

a heavy expense for transportation. Survej'-

ors bhoiild not be allowed to put on the road

such material as will be of no earthly use, but

be required to cart the best that can be ob-

tained, and none other, and do the work thor-

oughly and well, as far as they go, keeping

constantly in mind the old adage that "once
"well done, is twice done."
The preservation of a road depends on the

description of teams passing over it, and the

first object is to keep it dry and free from wa-
ter and mud. Repairs should commence im-

mediately on the opening of spring, by filling

up the ruts and hollows, repairing bars, taking

out loose stones and correcting any other de-

fects. When the road is much rutted, it not

only retains the water, but the rubbing and
jolting of the wheels into them wears out the

road, the iron of the wheels, and the harness,

and also wearies the team. The best service

of the surs'eyor is, then, to keep the road sur-

face smooth and a little crowning, so that wa-
ter may find a free and easy passage to its

proper drain, by scraping or carting just

enough gravel, and nothing more, as over-fill-

ing creates unevenness, and is labor lost.

Much expense of material is thereby saved,

and the great end of road-making fully at-

tained, viz : that of rendering it in all sea-

sons, easy, safe, and pleasant to the traveller.

It is a credit to any town, and a recommenda-
tion to any fai'm, that the roads through it are

neat and in good order.

For the I'urtherance of this object, I will

close with a few suggestions to the Club,

•which have occurred to my mind while writ-

ing, viz :

—

1. That the town purchase for each highway
district, a scraper of the most approved plan,

•which the Surveyor be required to use in early

spring over iiis entire road, to level it, and
that he be made responsible for the care of

the same as long as he holds his oflace.

2. That a committee be appointed by the

town every year, to advise with the Surveyor,

directing when, in their best judgment, ihe

work should be done, and to what amount, &c.

3. That no land-owner be allowed to enclose

one rod of the public road without the consent

of proper authorities : neither shall he be al-

lowed to dig material from the road, without

filling the same immediately with sand, to its

original graile.

4. That the town direct the Surveyor to fill

all places on the road side, where loam has

been taken out, so that in future time trees

may be planted and other improvements made.

For the New England Farmer.

WHERE WE ARE.
The papers inform me, if I nad them aright,

that the completion of the Pacific Railroad will

place our Re])ublic about midway between Eu-
rope and Africa on the one side, anil the

Asiatic continent on the other. 1 sometimes
incline to the belief that we are somewhere in

that vicinity already ; and I am beginning to

realize the truth of the statement,—made from
time to time in our National Legi.-latuie,

—

that the whole world lies at our door. For if

I were to advertise to-morrow for a Stormy
Petrel, not forty-eight hours would elapse be-

fore the postman would bring me a letter from
some enterprising in'lividual, offering to send
me a "trio" of Mother Gary's chickens for

twenty-five dollars ! And if I were to inquire

for a decoy duck, it would surely come to

hand,—guaranteed to be "a non-titter, and an
everlasting layer,"—and in all probability a
ten dollar bill would just settle the score ! I

have a very decided liking for the feathered

race. A few weeks ago I tried to purchase
some Brahma fowls ; and straightway came
the assurance from an Eastern ibwl-dealer that

he would "spare" me a dozen pullets out of
his Hock, provided I would pay him ten dollars

apiece for them ! Now, would this accommo-
dating gentleman have fulfilled his promise ?

I think he would ; I believe that at that price

he would have spared me a hundred. And
the eggs of this variety were offered me for

two dollars a dozen !

Yes, the politicians are right in their asser-

tions as to the centrality of our location
; for

dwellers in out-of-the-way places have no such
chances presented to them.
The planting season is close at hand, and

the seedsmen hereabouts are doing a heavy
business. These gentlemen do their best to

gratify the wishes of their patrons, and their

endeavors are generally successful. Wanting
some seed-potatoes, the other day, I stopped

at an out-of-town grocery, and asked for Oro-
nos. The salesman directed me to a bin

containing red potatoes. I objected to their

color. " Very well," said he, "then you can

have the ichite variety, for I had as lief sell

you the one as the otlier." I congratulated

myself on having fallen into the hands of such

an agreeable personage, but at the same time

I was forced to admit that he was lacking in

particularity ; and I was compelled to exercise

my own judgment, after all.

Potatoes are bringing a high price, this

spring, in this vicinity, although there is an
abundance of them in the market. Yorks,

Canadas, and other good varieties are being

sold for about two dollars a bushel. Ihe
Early Goodrichcs are said to be somewhat
scarce ; and in view of this assertion, it is ex-

ceedingly gratifying to me to learn,—as I do
from tlie advertising colunms of the agricultu-

ral press,—that there are scores of good peo-

ple not far away who will sell me a lew bush-
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els of this varisty, and will charge me only nine

dollars a barrel for tliem ! And I can buy the

Vanderveer Seedling for two dollars and a

half a peck ! Let me never cease to be thank-

ful for having been born and bred in a Christian

land

!

Essecker.
Salem, Mass., April 3, 18G8.

Remarks.—AVhy not always live right in

the warm, cheerful centre of the world, instead

of shivering on the cold, inhosjjitable out-

skirts ? We have always preferred the laugh-

ing philosopher.

For the New England Farmer.

HOME MAKrUFACTtrjRE OF "SUPEH-
PHOSPHATE."

Editors of N. E. Farmer:—It affords

me much pleasure to respond to Mr. Winches-
ter's inquiries regarding the home manufac-

ture of "superphosphate." The cheapest and
most convenient vessel or receptacle in which

to prepare it, is formed by dividing in the

centre with a saw, a common molasses cask,

and using the two parts as tubs. Into one of

these, turn half the contents of a barrel of

finely ground bone, and moisten it with two
pails of water, using a hoe in mixing. Have
ready a carboy of sulphuric acid or oil of vit-

riol, and a cheap stone pitclier holding a gal-

lon. Turn this out full of the acid, and grad-

ually mix it with the bone, using the hoe. Fill

it again with acid and add as before, stirring

constantly with the hoe. The mass will froth

up considerably, but will not run over if well

stirred. Now add the remainder of the bar-

rel of bone, mix well, and stir in gradually
three gallons more of acid, und let the con-

tents remain until cold, using the hoe occa-

sionally if' it puifs up, or effervesces much.
When cold, mix with it a barrel of good dry
soil or loam, tlwrongldy blend it together, and
it is ready for drying. This may be accom-
plished by having some rough shallow boxes
which can be moved readily, filled with the

pasty mass, and placed in the sun. It requires

a week or two of clear weather to dry it, and
it must be thorovghly dried to grind well.

The grinding is the most troublesome part of
the process, as plaster mills are not accessible

to most farmers. It must be well pulverized,

and to pound it fine with a mallet involves
considerable labor and patience

; still it can be
done. It is best to prepare the superphos-
phate in the summer, the year before it is to

be used, as it can be more speedily and thor-

oughly dried in the hot sun, and then set

aside and pulverized in the winter, when
other work is not pressing. Two men will

easily prepare a ton in one day, and it can be
beaten up fine in two or three days. In turn-
ing out aiTd handling the acid some care must
be used not allow it to fall upon the skin or

clothing. An old suit of clothing is best
adapted to the work. A carboy of acid costs
six or eight dollars, and can be bought of the
druggists, to whom the empty vessel can be
returned.

The writer has prepared many tons of thia

fertilizer upon his farm premises, and it has
produced most marked and satisfactory effects

upon crops ; especially upon corn and roots,
A ton of bone, and a ton of soil with the acid
will give a little more than two tons of the
powder, which will cost less, and produce
much better results than most of the commer-
cial fertilizers in the market. A gill is fully

enough for a hill of corn. The bone should
be finely ground. A coating of insoluble sul-

phate of lime forms around each particle of
bone, and if they are of the size of a pea, ac-
tion is suspended before decomposition is

effected. It is folly to attempt to dissolve
crushed or coarsely ground bone in acid.
This must never be undertaken. It may be
well for farmers to prepare at first, a small
quantity of this superphosphate, and if they
succeed well, and like it, the amount can be
readily increased. Jas. R. Nichols.

150 Congress St., Boston.

For the New England Farmer,

STEAM PLOUGHS AINTD TRACTION"
ENGINES.

As the production both of a practicable steam
plough and of a traction engine for common
roads has elicited the best energies and taxed
the ingenuity of inventors for a long time past,
and many years of patient experiment have
yet failed to produce an implement which shall

be both simple and efficient, it may interest

your readers to learn the following particulars
regarding a machine constructed for the build-
ing of common roads, and yet which is used
to perform both the offices referred to above.
The machine is called a "Self-track-laying

Car," and was invented by Mr. Jesse S. Lake,
Atlantic County, N. J. It consists of a truck
sufficiently substantial to support an engine
and boiler of ten horse power, which supply
all the motive force. Over and around the
wheels of the truck passes, on each side, an
endless chain or band of flat bars of wood,
(similar to the tread or track of the common
horse-power so much used at our railroad sta-

tions) so connected and adjusted that, as the
car moves forward, this band is laid upon the
ground in front of the truck wheels and picked
up as soon as the wheels have passed over it

;

thus supplying a uniformly solid and compact
track for the machine. This enables it to
travel over the roughest or softest ground
with a reliable footing.

To this car are first attached a gang of
ploughs with which to break up the ground,
on which when fully prepared it hauls and dis-

tributes loads of gravel. Its usual amount of
work is to start and pull four to eight two-
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horse ploughs, according to the nature of the

soil, which it easily acconipli.shes. In hauling

the gravel or stones it will pull from twenty-

five tons over soft ploughed fields to fifty tons

over a level highway, drawing a train of the

same kind of cars or trucks, but without the

engine on them. It runs eight miles per hour

easily on level ground with twenty pounds
pressure of stt-ani, and could easily attain fif-

teen miles at full pressure.

Although the truck, with boiler, engine, and
all included, weighs about seven tons, it runs

so easily that two men can push it over an or-

dinary road. The engine, which seems to be

a most important part of the car, as it is the

only one that Mr. Lake has ever been able to

find adapted to such work, is known as the

Hicks engine, made by the Salem Machine
Co., of Salem, JNIass. Being a double engine

(and of cour^e without dead points) and en-

tirely enclosed in a steam-tight box, it can

meet the incessant strain without any ponder-

ous tly-wh(;el, and is fully protected from the

great exposure to the dust and weather.

Here, then, seem to be found both the prin-

ciple and the power, of which the agricultural

interest of the world stands so much in need,

and but slight modifications are needed i o

adapt them so that in a short time steam

ploughs may be seen on all our prairies, and
freight engines on all pur highways. With
this combination the farmer can build his

roads, plough his lands, haul his manure,

stones, liiel and produce, thresh his grain,

saw his lumber and wood, and draw his crops

to market. Similar engines are coming largely

into use in France as auxiliaries to railroads,

collecting and delivering freight at one's very

door, miles away from the stations.

One of Mr. Lake's self-track laying cars is

now at work in Atlantic County, N. J., and
astonishes the natives. A few days since,

while drawing three heavily loaded cars up a

moderate hill, some thirty-five men made a

simultaneous rush and mounted the train for

the purpose of stopping it, and were quite con-

founded at the little giant continuing its up-

hill course with its increased load without the

slightest hesitation or abatement.
Progress.

Salem, Mass., April, 1868.

For the New England Farmer,

THE FOUNDLING APPIiE.

Accompanying this communication, I send

you an apple which in some respects far ex-

cels any variety known in this region. It is a

fair sample of the "Foundling," grown on a

tree whieii I obtained in a lot from the nursery

of the late S. C. Wheeler of Groton, Mass.,

in 1800. Out of twenty-four trees bought of

him at that time not a single tree has shown

the least degree of disease of any kind, or

suffered in the least from our severe winters.

Set on some half dozen different farms, every
one of them is thrifty, has made a large,

bushy top near the ground, and in every respect
seems to be as hardy as a beech or maple.
Had I set 100 of them at that time my farm

would now be worth at least $1000 more in

consequence.
There is one peculiarity in this apple not

possessed by any other known to this region.
While it ripens about Aug. 20, to Sept. 1, in

Massachusetts, here it is beginning to l)e eat-

able early in September, and not fully in

prime till near October, or about a month be-
hind its ripening in Massachusetts. There it

is called a fall apple, while here the same tree

will furnish one with dessert from Sejitember
till March and even April, with no extra care.
In this respect I think it has no rival.

The specimen I send you has probably past
its prime, but is taken from a barrel that were
sound and fresh as Greenings, March 1st, and
with no care save hand picking and barreling.

From an extensive knowledge of the vari-

ous localities in Northern Vermont, gained
while canvassing for the Farmer from 1853
to 1862 inclusive, I am convinced that this ap-
ple is the best to be found for this region, and
if I were to confer a favor on my old patrons

and friends, in the line of fruit, I would un-
hesitatingly recommend to them the cultiva-

tion of this apple.

It originated, a seedling, on the farm of Ru-
fus Moors in the southerly part of (iroton,

Mass., or was so claimed by Mr. Moors.
There seems to be difficulty in getting a

supply of the trees at the nursery or nurse-

ries in Massachusetts, for the reason they grow
too scraggy, (or at least this is my experience
in trying to get supplies for my farm), and
take up too much room.

This same "scraggy" or low-topped propen-
sity is the very thing that recomm(inds it for

this latitude, and nurserymen will do well to

bear it in mind.

Now, Mr. Editor, allow me to add that I

have no ax to grind, no trees for sale of any
kind, but have four bearing t^-ees that have
borne every year for the last eight years, and
will give to any one scions from those trees.

I have scattered many in years pa>t and shall

be happy to do so still, as a lasting legacy to

my old friends of the New Engl.vnu F.ui-

MER. Geo. L. Nutting.
Bandolph, Vt., April 10, 1868.

Rem.vhks.—The apple was duly received,

and tested the 22d of April. Something of

the sprightllness of its prime was undoubtedly

wantmg; still it was quite juicy and good-fla-

vored, and in connection with friend Nutting's

reccommendation we think the fmil, particu-

larly in the northern part of New Eli-^land, is

worthy of a fair trial Mr. Cole, in his Fruit
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Book, published in 1849, calls it a new varie-

ty, and says that it originated in Groton. He
gives "Groton" and "Shirley" as synonyms.

The following is his description, to which the

specimen sent corresponds very well : Large
;

flattish-round ; ribbed
;
greenish-yellow, most-

ly covered with bright red ; stem medial, very

deeply sunken ; calyx large, open, in a narrow,

very deep basin ; flesh yellowish-white, quite

juicy, of a sprightly, sub-acid, aromatic flavor.

Aug. and Sept. Moderate grower, good

bearer. One of the handsomest and best.

TBANSPLANTING IN THE UIGHT.

Occasionally it becomes necessary to trans-

plant a valuable tree or shrub while in leaf or

blossom, and thus try to save it, or lose it en-

tirely. This occurs where a building is to be

erected, or a road laid out, or for some other

cause. In Cambridge, near Boston, a bank

was to be built on the spot where a large and fine

pear tree stood. This was removed—but not

in the night—and is now a productive tree.

The cost of removal, however, was considera-

ble. A trench was cut several feet wide and

eufliciently deep to go entirely below all the

small roots, about which a ball of earth was

left and encased in stout planks. To this,

sufficient power was applied to slide the whole

along on the bottom of the trench, until it

came to the spot where it was to remain.

A gentleman in whose powers of observa-

tion the editor of the Working Farmer had

confidence, made the following experiments :

He transplanted ten cherry trees while in blos-
som, commencing at four o'clock in the afternoon,
and transplanting one each hour, until one in the
morning. Those transplanted during daylight
shed their blossoms, producing little or no fruit,

while those planted during the darker portions
maintained their condition fully. He did the
same with ten dwarf pear trees alter the fruit was
one-thiid grown. Those transplanted during the
day shed their fruit; those transplanted during
the night perfected their crop and showed no in-

jury from having been removed. With each of'

those trees he removed some earth with the roots.

We are well aware that when plants are acciden-
tally frozen in green houses it Is customary to ren-
der the house dark before applying cold water to
thaw them ; and that when this is not observed
they are injured, while if entire darkness be se-
cured during the operation, manv of them are
saved. But the experiment of our friend seems to
have but little analogy to this fact and is entirely
new to us.

The effect of night transplanting, we pre-

sume, is the prevention of excessive evapora-

tion. The leaves of plants take in moisture,

and other properties, during the night, and

give them off in the day time,—and when we
consider the vast number of pores or mouths,

through which they do this, we shall not think

it strange that a tree transplanted when ex-

posed to the sun, should wilt and cast its leaves

and blossoms.

In certain plants growing in damp places a

square inch of a leaf will have 40,000 pores,

while on the same space of a leaf growing

among dry rocks, there will be 70,000 pores,

or mouths. Then look at the immense super-

ficial surface which the leaves of a tree present,

and we shall no longer wonder that it would

rapidly breathe away its life, unless constant-

ly re-supplied by the action of the leaves in

the night. It is probable, too, that not only

excessive evaporation is prevented by trans-

planting in the night, but that the action of the

leaves has not been so much disturbed as to

prevent the accumulation of moisture and the

formation of carbonic acid during the night.

That the evaporation of which we have

spoken does actually take place, there can be

no doubt. "We do not indeed see vapor fly-

ing oflf from the surface of plants ; neither do

we from that of animals, except when the air

is so cold as to condense the vapor
;
yet we

know that in both cases perspiration is perpet-

ually going on, and it would appear that in

plants it takes place more abundantly than in

animals. If a plant covered with leaves is

placed under a glass vessel, and exposed to

the sun, the sides of the vessel are speedily

covered with dew, produced by the condensa-

tion of the insensible perspiration of the plant.

If the branch of a plant is placed in a bottle of

water, and the neck of the bottle is luted to

the branch, so that no evaporation can take

place, nevertheless the water will disappear

;

and this can only happen from its having been

abstracted by the branch, which lost it again

by insensible perspiration."

In Lindley's Theory of Horticulture, in

which he attempts to explain the principal op-

erations of cultivating plants upon physiolo-

gical principles, the reader may find many ex-

ceedingly interesting and instructive facts re-

lating to the garden and the farm.

—English dairymen object to the establishment

of cheese factories on the ground that they will

deprive their wives and daughters of an honorable

and healthy employment, and by relieving them

from labor lead to idleness and extravagance.
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OUR "NATIVE" CATTLE.
After alluding to the introduction of Euro-

pean cattle into Mexico, as early probably as

1625, -which were undoubtedly the progeni-

tors ol" what are noAv known as "Texan

Iliinger;^,'" Mr. Allen in his new work, gives

the following brief summary of the introduc-

tion of neat cattle into the United States and

Canada.

In what are now the "United States," the

first English colonial settlement was made in

Virginia, on the James river, in the year 1607,

by a colony of a hundred men, which, by suf-

fering, disease, and want of food, was re-

duced within a year, to thirty-eight. In

1609, by new emigrations, the colony was in-

creased to five hundred persons ; but in a few
months they were reduced by death to sixty.

Man}' cows were carried from the West India

Islands to Virginia in 1610, and 1611. In
succeding years more adventures came out,

but in 1622, three hundred and forty-seven

men, women and children were massacred by
Indians, and the colony, in effect, broken up.

Whether their cattle were also destroyed, we
have no account ; but the settlement was soon
after renewed under better auspices and pro-

tection, and neat cattle were further intro-

duced and propagated.

New York was first settled in the year 1614,
by the Dutch. That colony, after some vicis-

situdes, prospered. The first importation of
neat cattle there, is said to have been in the

}ear 1G2j, from the mother country, Holland,

and thu} rapidly increased in numbers, both

in breeding and further importation.

In 1620, the English Plymouth colony

landed in Massachuisetts. In 1623, further

English colonies came out and settled at Bos-
ton and in New Hampshire. In 1624, the

first arrival of cattle entered Massachusetts

Bay. These were soon followed by other

arrivals.* New Jersey was settled by the

Dutch in 162-1, and Delaware by the Swedes
in 1G27, who brought cattle with them. Tiie

early records of New Hampshire state that in

the years 1631, '32 and '33, Captain John
Mason made several importations of cattle

into that State from Denmark, to supply the

Danish emigrants who had settled on the Piscat-

aqiia river. These Danish cattle were coarse,

large beasts, and yellowish in color. Settle-

ments were made in Maryland in 1633 ; in

North and South Carolina in 1660 and 1670
;

and in Pennsylvania in 1662, all by the Eng-
lish, who either with the first settlers, or soon
after, brought cattle over, chiefiy from the

counties nearest the ports from which they

Bailed. In all probability, numerous importa-

tions of cattle were annually made into the

several colonies, during successive years, as

the emigrants came in rapidly, and the few
early importations, with their inciease, were

insufficient to supply their wants. That
cattle multiplied, both by natural increase and
importation, is evident. We see it recorded,

that in the year 1636, a party of emigrants
went out to settle the town of North!)oro\
Massachusetts, thirty miles west of Boston,
and in a company of one hundred nun, wo-
men and children, they drove with them one
hundred and sixty cattle—and that was but
twelve years after the first importation into

the colony.

From these diverse and miscellaneous be-

ginnings, our "native" cattle originated. Of
what distinctive breeds they were selected, if

selected with reference to breed at all, we
have no information, nor, at this distance of
time, can we be at all certain. Distinct

breeds did then exist, well defined in their

characteristics, both in England, and Scotland,
and we are to presume, that needy and neces-
sitous as the emigrants mostly were—going
out for "conscience sake," as many of them
did, and in a hope to better their fortunes

with all—they paid little regard to breed or

race in their cattle, so that they gave milk,

performed labor, and propagated their kind.

As the colonists grew in numbers, and pros-

pered in gear, their cattle, now become a
a leading branch of husbandry, aided much in

their subsistence. Families of considerable

wealth from "home," began to add their num-
bers to the earlier emigrants, and brought
with them domestic stock of various kind,

provided them forage, and gave them shelter,

and in some instances, probably, selected

choice specimens from favorite breeds in the

localities from whence they came, with which
to improve those previously imported, or their

descendants, the then native herds. But in a
new country, harrassed by hostile savages,

difficult of locomotion and intercourse with

each other in distant settlements, their cattle

were localized and confined to their own im-

mediate neighborhoods, pushing out into new
districts only with the adventurous parties

forming settlements, where they could, of ne-

cessity, pay little attention to selection or
"improvement" in their herds. They took

such as they had, or such as they could get,

at the least possible cost, as "browse" for the

first few years was their principal forage in

winter, "leeks" in spring, and coarse grass in

summer and autumn for pasturage. The best

they could do was to provide food for their

families, and let their cattle shift for them-
selves. We presume however, that the earlier

colonists, having become well settled and
thrifty in circumstances, cared well for their

herds and measurably improved their quality.

Tlius, undoubtedly, stood the condition of

the neat cattle of the colonies down into the

years 1700, and after. We have accounts

that, as the merchants of the sea-coast towns

grew rich, some enterprising ones made im-

portations of choice breeds from England,

which were driven into the country neighbor-
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hoods, and very considerably benefited their

common stock.

In the year 1G08, Quebec, in Lower Can-
ada, was founded by the French, and soon

afterwards, colonists came in considerable

numbers from the western coast of France,

and brought with them the little Normandy,
or Brittany cattle, closely allied in blood, ap-

pearance, and quality, to the "Alderney"
cows of the Channel Islands. They are now
propagated in all Lower Canada, and through-

out the many ancient French seignories in

large numbers, forming their principal stock

of neat cattle. They proved excellent milk-

ers, hardy, easy of keep, and profitable for

the dairy. They are also tolerable for the

yoke, and for beef. In their remote distance,

and limited intercourse with the people of the

English colonies, it is not probable that their

herds became intermixed. We have no ac-

counts of the kind, and the peculiar character-

istics of the cattle now there, after nearly two
hundred years of acclimation and breeding,

show no relations with the New England stock

of our Northern States.

Remarks.—Our cattle market reporter In-

forms us that large numbers of Canada cows

and heifers are annually sold at (Cambridge

and Brighton. Though very small and Infe-

rior looking animals, they give very good sat-

isfaction as milkers. They are sold at low

prices, and the drovers often laugh at those

who pay high for petted Jerseys, and are un-

able to perceive the same "blood" and the

same "points" in these little "Canucks,"

whose hard usage and hard climate have given

them a rougher coat and a somewhat countri-

fied appearance.

"WHEAT IN DRILLS.

Mr. Gilpin, of West Iowa, Pa., In a com-

munication to the Rural Neio Yorker, says he

seeded an acre of wheat In drills, twenty

inches apart, using three pecks Mediterranean

wheat. In the spring, when the ground had

become sufficiently dry to work, a small gar-

den hoe harrow was run between the rows,

•working three Inches deep. This was done

only once.

"The wheat took a rapid start and outfn"ew the
rest of the field. As tlie season advanced it grew
tall and strong, and no amount of wind or rain
had any effect to lay it down. When the heads
formed their greater length was apparent. It was
backward in "ripening, and the rest of the field

was cut and hauled in before this was ripe. Now,
for the result : the experimental wheat yielded
twenty-three bushels to the acre, and the rest only
nine bushels ; the quality of each was about the
same.

Too many plants of any kind to the square yard
or rod invariably crowd'and starve one another.
Till the ground deeply and thoroughly, and have
no more i)lants than will have room to develop
their roots and leaves perfectly, and you will see
longer and better filled hends of wheat or corn
than can grow where plants are crowded by the
use of too much seed, or starved by defective cul-
tivation. Isaac, the son of Abraham, probably
did not plant over a peck of wheat on an acre,
which being hand hoed, and duly irrigated, gave
him one hundred fold or one hundred pecks on an
acre.

Herodotus informs us that the province of
Babylon raised wheat at the i-ate of two hundred-
fold for the seed planted. From this statement it

is a legitimate inference that the people used about
a gallon of seed to the acre. If so, 200 gallons
harvested was about twenty-five bushels "to the
acre. Wheat-growers in the south-west seldom
sow more than a bushel of seed to the acre, and
this often among standing corn, the stalks being
cut near the ground in the winter. The seed is

ploughed in."

Will Mr. Gilpin, or some other careful ob-

server repeat the above experiment, using a

half bushel of seed only to the acre, and make

another experiment using only a peck of seed,

and make known the result ? By a series of

such experiments we may ascertain the amount

of seed that will give the largest crop. There

can be no doubt that stirring the soil among

wheat, by the hoe or harrow. Is as beneficial

to the crop as it is to corn.

CATTLE FEEDING IN IOWA.
A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer, at

Vinton, Iowa, having tried the Illinois plan of

turning his cattle into the corn field to help

themselves and to tramp mud for exercise

and for bedding, concluded it did not pay, and

adopted a new plan after this wise :

My lot, twelve to fourteen acres, and hilly,

is surrounded with timber. In the fall I made
shedding for seventy-five head of cattle, (num-
ber on hand,) eight rods long on north side,

with wings on east and west sides, and open to

south. In the centre is a large straw stack

;

and I kept building as fast as they would

destroy it. Cut thirty acres of corn; in fill,

before frost, and shocked same in field. This

is better than hay for a change. Fed shocked

corn once a day, at night; and "snapped"

corn in the morning, with timothy and clover

hay at noon. This method of feeding kept

the cattle well bedded, as they would eat noth-

ing but leaves of fodder and corn. Fed
shocked corn with an eye to bedding. Had a

separate lot for hogs, and drove them out when

we fed shocked com.
To sum up :—My cattle cost me from 2h to

3;^ cents per lb. Sold fifty of same in Janua-

ry, to be delivered the 29th day of February,

for 6 cents per lb., to be weighed In the yards

at home. 1 fed about forty bushels of corn to
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the head, and all the hay they wanted to eat.

Now. if you will figure out the "keep" by my
method, the result will be—made some money.

For the Keio England Far/ner.

DOES IT PAY TO USE COMMERCIAL
MANURES ?

This is an important question. After the

farmer has used all the manure he can possibly

make on his farm, I think he can use to ad-

vantage many of the fertilizers in the market.

1 have used more or less superphosphate of

lime for several years past, but with varied

success. The brands I have used have been

Coe's and Bradley's, from Boston. There
has not seemed to be that uniformity in the

material or in the manufacture, in different

years, that Is desirable. The past season, I

used several barrels manufactured by Pad-

dock, Dean & Co., which proved the best I

have ever used. I mixed two parts of fine soil

or dry muck with one part of phosphate, using

it in the hill for corn at the rate of 300 pounds
of pho^phate to the acre. The soil was loam,

well manured on the sod with stable manure,

turned under in the spring just before planting.

Where I did not use the phosphate, the corn

yielded one-third less, by actual weight, than

where I used the phosphate. I am sure it

paid me more than double the cost. It has

one advantage over stable manure in the hill,

—it grows no weeds, and breeds no worms.

I used it on India wheat on very poor land.

Where I put the phosphate at the rate of 200
pounds to the acre I had a good crop ; on the

other barely enough to pay for harvesting.

Jonathan Lawrence.
St. JoJinshury, VL, 1868.

TiisiE TO Cut Timber.—A correspondent

of the /So«//iern Cultivator in communicating

the following experiments, remarks that the

best time to cut timber is when in full leaf

—

July and August—and that the knowledge

would have been worth thousands of dollars to

him, had he possesed it years ago

:

Lot No. 1, was cut in July 1860—house logs

to put up cabins ; red oak. They were put

up, but not covered ; been exposed the whole

time ; still sound.

No. 2 was square timber for gin house, of

red oak, post oak and over cup, was gotten

out in December, 1860
;
piled and covered

with plank till 1863 ; exposed since that time
;

sound on the outside about two inches
;
per-

fectly rotten in the heart ; red oak the worst

rotted.

No. 3 was of same kind of timber, subject

to more exposure
;
gotten out in June, 1861

;

much sounder than No. 2
;
green timber sawed

in July, 1861 ; subject to same exposure as

No. 2 ; still quite sound.

EXTRACTS AWD REPLIES.

PREMATURE FALLING OF GRAPES.

I have a wild grape vine which has been pruned
for several years, and stil the fruit drops off as
soon, or before it is ripe. Will you be kind enou<rh
to inform nic throujih ihc Farmer, if there is any-
thintj I ean do lo ])rcvent this. Catawba.

Weymouth, Mass., April 17, 1868.

Remarks.—Can any of our grape-growing

friends afford "Catawba" the desired information?

That fonuidablc disease, the mildew, causes the

fruit to drop prematurely ; and so do several of

the varieties of the "rot." Most of the wild vines

do not bear trimming very kindly, and possibly

the vital force of the vine may have been impaired

by this means. Perhaps, too, this may be only a

youthful freak of this particular vine which it may
outgrow in due time.

the YEAV or TEW FIXE.

Can you or any of your correspondents inform
me where the "Yew" or "Yew Pine" is found in
such forests as grow in certain parts of a few coun-
ties in Western Virginia. Here in unbroken for-

ests, where two or three hundred trees stand on an
acre, it shoots up loO or 200 fi. ct, with scarcely a
limb on the lower half of its trunk, spreading out
its spear-like top into an unbroken wilderness of
dense foliage that for ages perhaps has never been
penetrated by a single sunbeam. While thus
effectuall}- shielding the surface from the sun, ic

appears to appropriate every power of the soil.

Thus gro^Ti, the timber is excecedingly valuable;
being very clastic, strong and of such fine grain as
to require the s^harpest tools to work it, and is em-
ployed for building and other purposes. But
when standing alone, or mixed with other trees, it

is of comparatively little value, beuig short, full

of knots and limbs and greedily occupying a lu-ge

space. It, however, makes a delightful shade-tree,

forming a thick egg-shaped mass of foliage, that
few of the other evergreens can equal. • h.

West Virginia, April, 1868.

Remarks.—The Yews are considered by some

botanists as constituting mei'cly a sub-order of the

pine family. But so far as we know, they gener-

ally seem to prefer solitude, being unsocial in their

habits, and we think such a forest as our corres- •

pondent describes is very rare. The Yews in the

church-yards of England are of very great anti-

quity, and of extraordinary size. They are even

supposed to mark out the sites of Pagan and

Druidical temples which existed before the intro-

duction of Christianity. The use of the Yew for

making bows was familiar to the earliest Greek

and Roman authors ; and at one time in Switzer-

land its use was prohibited for any other purpose

than bow making.

TO PREVENT POTATOES FROM SPROUTINO.

From more than fifty years' experience, I am
satislied that wliether intended for late planting or

for tlic table, potatoes that have not l)ecn sprouted

are far more valuable than those that have been.

The first sprout that starts from a potato is strong-

er and better for growing than those which start

afterwards.
A convenient and easy way to prevent sprouting

is to put the potatoes into barrels carefully filled

and head them up. Then lay the barrels in a siii-
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gle row on joists or poles which extend some three

feet bevond the row of barrels, so as to give room
to rolTthe barrrels halfway over. They should

be put in the coldest place you can find. Every
day if convenient, certainly as often as three

times a week, roll each barrel half way over. This

places every potato in the barrel bottom side up.

The sprouts which start both from the upper and
lower sides of the potato instinctively point up-
ward ; consequently by turning the barrel the per-

pendicular of the sprout is reversed, and is put in

a similar condition to the man who halts between
two opinions, and, like him, not knowing what to

do, accomplishes nothing. Twenty barrels, ar-

ranged as above directed, may be turned bottom
upwards in about one minute. A. G. Sheldon.

Wilmington, Mass., April 18, 1868.

BUILDING FENCE.

I saw directions in your paper a short time since

for building board fence which differ somewhat
from my plan, which i^ as follows :—First, inst;ead

of setting the posts three feet deep to prevent heav-
ing, 1 dig the hole oval, or long, instead of round,
about two feet one way and the width of the spade
the other, and not over two feet deep, with the
centre six inches deeper ; the hole being dug
across the line of the fence. About six inches
from the lower end of the post, I bore a two-inch
hole through it and drive a strong pin through, so
as to project about a foot on each side. Set the
post in the hole and tamp the dirt around the bot-
tom and up level to the top of the pin, then lay a
flat stone or piece of board or large chip on the pin
each side the. post, and fill up with diit or small
stone. This 1 think is the surest and cheapest way
to prevent heaving that I know of, and it also pre-
vents the fence from being blown over, the pins be-
ing crosswise the fence serve as braces to the
posts.

To prevent the damage to fences that often
occurs in consequence of the unequal heaving of
posts, I prefer to have the boards short enough to
dispens-e with a middle post, and have them held
only at their ends. My practice is to lap the ends
of the l)0ards on the post, and then place a narrow
strip of board in front of the post, and di-ive one
large nail or spike through the strip, through each
set of the lapped boards, and firmly into the post.
This holds all secure and allows the boards to
hinge on the nails, in case of heaving.

Williston, Vt., April, 1868. F. C. Naramore.

THE LEGHOENS.
The Leghorns are a hardy medium-sized fowl,

of a quiet disposition, persistent layers and non-
sitters, of a pure white color, yellow legs without
feathers. The cocks have large single combs,
which should be perfectly erect, full wattles and
large white earlobes. Tlie hens have usually large
combs, lopping like those of the Spanish. They
mature very early. A good healthy pullet will
lay at five months old, and often before ; and when
the chickens reach the age of one month, you can
easily distinguish the hens from the cocks, and at
four weeks of age the latter will be strutting about

I

and crowing. Those who breed them in niimbers
, should carefully adopt a system of points, to-
wards which their efforts should be directed, and
thus the high reputation of this race may be per-
petuated. Mat.

Concord, N. H., March 15, 1868.

the Club was the election of ofQcers and other
preliminaries necessary to holding a town Fair
next autumn. It is hoped that all tillers of the
soil, all breeders of stock, mechanics, inventors,
patentees and lovers of the fine ai ts in the vicinity
will bear this in mind and prepare to put the best
foot forward. The Club meets on the first Mon-
day in June to make fui-ther arrangements, n.
Randolph, Vt., April 20, 1868.

a pig weak in his hind legs.

I have had a small shoat two months which
weighs about a hundred pounds. It has done
very well until the last week. He now appears to
be weak in his hind legs. He eats well, his eyes
look bright, but it is with difHculty that he stands
on his legs. If any one will tell me through the
Farmer what ails him, and what to do for him, I
shall be much obliged. A Reader.

West Totctishend, Mass., April 5, 1868.

Remarks.—Our own opinion is that the trouble

with your pig is the result of high breeding, high

feeding, and want of exercise. We have known
many "pampered" pigs of about the size of yours,

and from eight to twelve months of age, that were
in like manner more or less "gouty," and suffer-

ing the penalty which is affixed by nature to a life

of indolence and luxury. The root-hog-or-die

breed know nothing of this "disease." Let the

pig have some ashes, lime or other alkalies, sods,

&c., to root over, and a good fast ; if this does not

pat him on his feet, give him one tablespoonful of

epsom salts and one of sulphur mixed in a little

bran slop every day until a free passage is secured,

when the salts may be discontinued, but a little

sulphur may be given occasionally. In extreme
cases a tablespoonful of copperas may be given in

daily doses for a week. But generally abstinence

from food is sufficient.

RANDOLPH, VJ., FARMERS' CLUB.

This institution closed its sixth annual course
of meetings on Monday evening, April 6,—one of
the most pleasant and profitable series of meetings
it has ever held. One of the last transactions of

HOT BEE.—SALT AND LIME FOR HAT, AND LIMB
FOR POTATOES.

Early gardening in this town is attended with
some difficulties this season. To-day I dug through
a snow drift three feet deep, and finding my hot
bed, which I made a few days ago, in a proper con-
dition, deposited my seeds therein.
You asked a few wee"ks ago for reports of the

effects of salt and lime applied to hay. I applied
it to early cut hay, put in without as much drying
as usual ; to late cut hay put in the same, and to
hay which got wet after it was partly cured, and
on account of a succession of poor days could not
be perfectly dried. In every case the hay came
out exactly as I should have expected it to come
out if nothing had been applied ; the early cut,
of a bright green color, fragntnt, just the thing for
milch cows. The late cut did not fLcd out so clean,
and cows in milk shrank considerable on it. That
which got wet none of my stock wanted, and it

went for bedding.
I did not notice as the health of the stock was

in any way affected by the mixture. This year's
experiment would lead me to conclude that the
mixture is harmless and useless.

I think that hay, both early and late cut, may
safely be put in wi.h less drying than is usual,
without any application of preservative or curing
compounds. But would recommend that it be al-

lowed to lay up in the barn as light as possible a
few days, and that care be exercised to fill the
pitching hole with the dryest. If the hay gets
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wet after it is down, tliorough drying is absolutely
necessary.
And while wc have the lime question in mind.

Some one said—and I have seen the item in sev-

eral agricultural papers—scatter slaked lime ovtr
your potatoes when }'ou put them in the cellar

and they will not rot. I do not know but that is

60. But if the putatoes are not perfectly dry it

adheres to them, looks bad when you take them
to market, and makes it very disagreeable for the
ladies when they come to prepare them for the
table. L. E. Bicknell.

Windsor, Mass., April 11, 1868.

EXPEKIMENTS.

I consider that there is scarcely any other de-

partment of scien.e or art in which conclus-ions

supposed to be drawn from experiments, need to

be so careiully scrutinized as in agriculture. So
many unknown elements enter into the great nat-

ural proccs>es of vegetation,—so many disturb-
ing inllnentes which we can neither understand
nor control, affect them—that all our attempts to

ascertain the laws and rules Ijy which they act,

by what are termed experiments, should be
watched with the greatest care, and the supposed
results taken with very many grains of allowance.
The seeker after knowledge ought constantly to

ask himself whether such and such a result may
not be attributable to some other cause than the
apparent one, or than the one he hopes to fasten it

upon. No conclusion ous^ht to be considered as

reached till after the mo.st thorough examination
of all the facts and conditions in the case.

Now, Mr. Editor, I do not say this to throw dis-

credit upon the many very A^aluable reports made
in your columns by your numerous intelligent,

practical correspondents, but to induce them to

use greater care in their studies of nature ; and
also to afford a hint to men, who, attempting to

accomplish like I'csults wiih those thus detailed,

by using the same method, yet failing of success,
attribute their failure to the fault of ihe process,
when in reality the error should be looked for in a
totally diflferent direction.

POTATO RAISING.

Having read and heard much about the effects

of the various methods of using potatoes, as seed,
I resolvefl last spring to try them in several differ-

ent ways, and see what would come of it. I had a
piece of ground which was of a uniform quality
in every respect. I prepared it all alike, then
planted as follows:

—

Four rows of butts, two pieces in each hill, hills

ordinary distance apart. •
Then four rows, seed ends exclusively, same as

above.
Then four rows, whole potatoes, fair size, one in

a hill, somewhat nearer together than before.

Then four rows, small potatoes near together,
one in a hill.

Then four rows, two small potatoes in a hill, or-

dinary distance.
Then three pieces of potato mixed, just as they

would cut up, seed and butts together.

When dug, I let them lie on the ground so as to

get a view of all at once, in order to ascertain if

any perceptible difference could l)e seen in the held.

The conclusions I reached were these. The tops
were somewhat more healthy and vigorous where
the butts were planted alone. In digging and hoe-
ing 1 fouml greater convenience in the rows where
the single wliole potatoes were put; not nearly so
much labor being involved in either operation, as

where there were two or three bunches of tops and
clusters of tul)ers in the same hill. But, upon the
whole, I am forced to confess, that the quantity of
potatoes gathered did not materially vary through
the whole piece of giouud ; though there probably

were more small ones where small potatoes were
put in for seed. The only result I can reach from
the whole experiment is, that for economy of work
and material, f'roili first to last, I should recom-
mend the use of whole potatoes, fair size, one in a
hill, and the hills near together. Good barnyard
manure was spread and ploughed in, then a half
pint of ashes and hen manure, equal parts, was
put into each hill.

If this result coincides with any other man's ex-
perience, I should like to know it. It would be
interesting to inquire whether eitlier of the meth-
ods I have ab'jvc specified, would, by being fol-

lowed up, year after year, improve or injure the
crops ; ancl perhaps herein lies the most important,
point of all. Men will take a good bull and cow
and make from them by patience and skill a breed
of cattle better than either of the progenitors ; but
in matters of seeds we rarely have the requisite
patience, and hence may fail of reaping the best
results from our labor.

FARM MECHANICS.

Will you allow me, though not exactly a farmer,
to say, that in my opiuion, the New England
Faumer, as now conducted, is the most valuable
periodical for the use of the agriculturists of New
Eugland, that is published. If I were to venture
a suggestion, it would be to give us somewhat
more on the mechanic arts and processes, as ap-
plied to agriculture. The farmer must be almost
a "Jack at all trades" now ; and as time goes on,
and one machine after another is added to the list

of farm implements, knowledge of mechanics will

be 'ome almost as necessary to the successful far-

mer as of agriculture. Some form of the steam
engine promises, at no distant day, to be as com-
mon among our hills and valleys as arc now horse
and ox teams, and perhaps will soon take the place
of them for many purposes not now dreamed of.

DICTIONARIES.

I noticed a short time since an editorial recom-
mendation of Webster's Dictionary. This is a
great and valuable work, and almost good enough
for anybody ; but could you not lind room to men-
tion Worcester's Dictionary, as at least of equal
value. In spelling and pronunciation very many
wise men prefer the latter, in so far as it difiers from
the former. c.

Claremont, X. H., 1868.

Remarks.—We use and highly prize Worces-

ter's dictionary, and accept it as authority on sev-

eral controverted lexicographical points ; still, by

way of reference and illustration, Webster's is

much the most frequently used, partly perhaps

the result of associaiion, as our first lessons in

reading, spelling and picture study were in his

primary school books.

BVYING TURRETS. *

Noticing, sometime since, in your paper an arti-

cle, written by 11. A, Sumner, Brandon, Vt., on
rearing turkeys, I wrote to him last fall to know
what weight he could promise, and at what price

he would sell a pair of turkeys His reply was
that he hoped by Christmas to be able to fill

orders for spring turkeys, weighing thirty pounds
per pair, for #8 ;

yearlings, weiching forty pounds
per pair, at $10. I enclosed -f 10 for a pair of year-
lings. In return I received a pair weighing 42^
pounds,—gobler 25^, hen 17 pounds. Mr. S. says
that seventeen pounds is the largest hen lie has as

yet been able to raise. lie had a tom at home of
same age, weighing 28^ jTounds,—three pounds
more than the one. he sent me. I received as a
favor one spring hen weighing 13.\ potmds. The
box was well supplied with corn ; and although
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three days on the road the shrink on arrival was
only one pound. The three at his door weighed
56 pounds ; at mine 55 pounds.
Piermont, N. H., Feb., 1868. N. Spencer, Jr.

EXPERIMENT WITH MANURES FOR CORN.

1 am much Interested in reading the New Eng-
land Farmer, particularly the "Extracts and
Replies." Willing to do something towards keep-
ing up this department of your excellent paper,
I send you an account of my experiment with
corn. I planted, May 25, five rows—fifty-five hills

in a row—four feet apart each way. In No. 1, put
a large shovelful of first-rate manure in each hill

;

in No. 2, no manure ; in No. 3, 1^ bushels of com-
post, being a mixture of plaster ashes and hen
manure ; in No. 4, twenty pounds Bradley's XL
Phosphate of Lime, thoroughly mixed with the
soil ; No. 5, one bushel Lodi Poudrette. Husked
the corn on the hill and weighed the ears of each
row separately.

Sound. Unsound. Total.
No. 1 76 pounds 5 pounds 81 pounds.
" 2 421 " 6J " 49 "
"3 60 " 4| " 64)^ "
"4 69 " a-^ " 11^ "
"5 59 " 3>^ " 62>^ "

Land poor, gravelly, moist ; was turned over in
September. No manure spread.
From this experiment it will be seen that the

row with manure in the hill yielded the largest

quantity, although the one with phosphate had
the least unsound corn. j. m. m.
Raynham, Mass., April 20, 1868.

PAID rOR A FARM, LOST IT, AND TRYING AGAIN.

When I was twenty years of age, I bought a
farm of sixty-seven acres on credit, in Tionesta,
Pa. In the course of a few years I paid the whole,
an(i, had a large orchard of apples, pears, peaches,
&c., of the choicest varieties, mostly from Mount
Hope Nurseries. When the war broke out, I en-
listed and was sick for a long time ; in fact, until

the expenses took my farm Last fall I went into

the lumbering business, but trade has been so dull
that I cannot make a living at it. I have now
rented or leased a small house and bam at this

place, with six acres of land at the small sum of
seventeen dollars a year. On this place there is

plency of lime, stone coal, and wood. At a saw-
mill, half a mile distant, I can get plenty of saw-
dust by hauling it away. I hope to make my lit-

tle patch produce more money than some of the
fifty-acre farms in this vicinity. Please change
the direction of the Farmer, accordingly, as 1

cannot, though rather poor just now, do without
it. D. J. Stow.

Big Bend P. O., Scrubgrass,
Venango Co., Pa., March 23, 1868.

Remarks.—With your experience and pluck,

we cannot doubt that you will succeed, if you have
recovered your health, which many of your brother

soldiers have failed to do. The value of sawdust

depends much on the kinds of wood from which it

is made. Mr. F. J. Kinney, of Wayland, Mass.,

who has used it extensively, stated, in the Far-
mer, of 1862, that the best was from hard wood,
hickory, oak, maple, birch, &c. ; the second qual-

ity, from poplar, basswood, chestnut, &c. ; and
the poorest from spruce, hemlock, pine, &c. Saw-
dust is valuable, first as an absorbent of urine, &c.,

in stables and yards ; secondly, it is worth some-
thing for forming vegetable mould. When used as

an absorbent it should be dry ; but when the direct

object is vegetable mould, it should be subjected to

fermentation in the heap. Most likely you can use
it in both ways ; by drawing a quantity in dry
weather to be housed and used as a bedding for

your animals and to keep your privy and house
slops sweet and tidy ; and allow a part to ferment

and rot in heaps out doors.

Mr. Kinney used 100 cords in oine months as

bedding for two horses, seven cattle, and several

swine, and says he never smelt a disagreeable odor

about his stables while using the sawdust, unless

it was allowed to burn. In the stables, the floor

was covered about six inches deep, and as fast as

it was saturated it was shoved into the manure
cellar, where it was trampled as hard as possible.

He soon found that it must be turned, or some-

thing else done, to keep it from fire-fanging.

After trying several ways, he finally adopted the

plan of letting it remain in a solid heap and turn-

ing on water enough to keep it moist and cool until

it was drawn out to the field, when it was put ia

flat heaps about a foot thick after being well trod

down. Most of the water used was from the roofs

of bams and sheds. In this way from 80 to 100

cords of compost was made from the same stock

which produced fifteen cords of manure the year

before, with ordinary bedding. The value of a

part of the sawdust compost which was allowed to

lay over the summer and digest or rot, proved to

be greatly increased for the purpose of a top-dress-

ing for grass land. This compost worked Avell on

all parts of the farm. CaiTots, corn, potatoes,

wheat, all sorts of roots and gi-ass were alike bene-

fitted—the more compost the larger yield, in all

cases. Still, sawdust of itself, is rather weak ma-
nure, and the more urine, droppings, house-slops,

&c., that can be mingled with it, the better it will

prove.

A home-made rock LIFTER.

Many farmers might cut their grass with a ma-
chine if then- fields were not covered with rocks
weighing from one to three tons. A good and
cheap machine to pull them out maj' be made by
any man who has good tools, in the following
manner :—Take two sticks, nine feet long and four
inches square, these are for the sides ; one stick for

the hind end, four inches square and four feet long

;

for the rocker a piece six inches wide and four feet

long,* set back eighteen inches from the fore end;
mortice them together as you would a heavy wagon
body, and put a short brace in each corner. Next
take two sticks about seven and a half feet long
and four inches square, set them up on the side

pieces of the body in the form of an inverted ^,
half way between the fore and hind axle ; bring
the top ends within six inches of each other and
fill the space between them with a large tackle-

block or pulley, containing two wheels ; fasten the
ends together with two large bolts, running one of
them through both wheels. The upright part-

must be braced with four braces four leet long.

For a roller, take a round stick four inches in

diameter, and long enough to reach from one
side-piece to the other ; bore two holes near each
end for the levers; fasten the roller to the side
pieces about a foot ahead of the rocker ; get a tackle-

block containing two wheels with a large hook
in one end ; take forty feet of two-inch rope, pass
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it over the wheels of both hlocks; fasten one
end to the roller and the other to a staple and ring
near the upper block. With this machine and the
necessarj' skids, two men can roll up as big a stone
as a good pair of oxen will draw off on the wheels.

Middlesex County, Mass., 1868. Philip.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS.

Last fall I wrote two notices of this vegetable
for the Faemer, and if I can say anything more
which will induce its more general cultivation, at

least in gardens for home use, I shall set myself
down as thus far a public benefactor. I never
saw the vegetable till I saw it growing in my own
premises this season. I have heard so much of its

delicacy from travellers abroad that I procured
some seeds in the spring (at Washburn's, in Boston,
I think), and planted them alittlc too late, however.
They did well, but did not come into bearing very
early. I had only a few plants, and late in Octo-
ber I secured enough sprouts for a trial, and found
them tender and delicious—a refined cabbage. I

supposed I should have no more, but since then
they have flourished well and given me several
messes from some dozen or more stalks. I gathered
a fine dish to-day, after the snow and severe cold
weather which we Inive had. There is no vegeta-
ble that comes upon my table which is morfe gen-
erally commended by my family. I think it is

perfectly hardy, easily raised, prolific, and I can
sec no earthly reason why it should not come into

general use. .1 cannot find out much about the
manner fif treating it, l)nt propose to take up the
stalks for spring planting, and believe it will pro-
duce delicious sprouts for early spring use. Now,
if each one of the 17,000 weekly purchasers of the
New England Faiimkii will try this vegetable
another season, and the much larger number who
•occasionally get a glance at the paper without sub-
scribing, will do the same, then if the vegetable
does not thereafter go into pretty general familj'

use, even in this climate, it will be because their

experience differs much from my experience of this

year. I might add, the little heads or sprouts
which are eaten, grow uimn the stalks. They are
easily cooked, reipiiring but a few miiiutcs boiling.

We servo them wiih butter, pepper and salt.

Since writing the above, I have seen the commu-
nication of your JcfFersonville, Vt., correspondent,
"E. H.," and am glad to have one early endorse-
ment tliat this dish is ''tit to set before an epicure."
His failure in this country was doubtless owing to
his soil and cxiosure. My land is a deep, heavy, rich
and rather moist soil, but I think the sprouts will
grow anywhere side by side with the cabbage.
November 2i:, \%Q>1

.

Inquirer.

Remarks.—The above communication was re-

ceived last December, and its publication post-

poned for the purpose of procuring a cut of the

vegetable with which our correspondent is so well

pleased. So much delay has attended the several

processes of drafting, engraving, and electrotyping,

that it appears rather late in the season. We hope,

however, that what was published last fall and
winter, in relation to this Thousand-headed Cab-

bage, as the Brussells Sprouts is often called, has

induced many to procure and plant a few seeds by
way of experiment. It may not be entirely too late

to do so as yet.

"The seeds," says Mr. Burr, in his book on the

vegetables of America, "should be sown at the

time and in the manner of the cabbage, either in

hot beds in March or April, or in the open ground

in April or May. When three or four inches high,

transplant two feet apart in each direction, and cul-

tivate as for cabbages. In September, the early

planting Mill be fit for gathering; whilst the later

plants will afford a succession that will supply the

table during the winter. They are quite hardy,

easily grown, thrive well in New England and in

the Middle States, and deserve more general culti-

vation." Mr. Burr also describes two varieties,

—

the Dwarf, growing from eighteen inches to two feet,

and the Giant from two to nearly four feet in height.

The seed in the market often produces plants cor-

responding with both varieties and numerous in-

termediate kinds. The small heads aroused either

as cabbages or as the cauliflower.

CULTIVATION OF POTATOES AND CORN.

Our spring has been cold, rainy and backward;
being almost a duplicate of the weather last spring.

Some of the Island fanners i)lanted early potatoes
three weeks ago, Init probably will have to plant

again. Until last year, the potato has been the
most profitable crop raised in this section. The
perpetual rains of last season almost destroyed the

croi>, and little remains for seed.

Heretofore the potato crop, being very sure, has
been carelessly cultivated, but as the price is now
very high, I would suggest economy in seed, and
greater care in preparation of the land.

We have seen statements in the Farmer of suc-
cess in using eyes cut out singly and planted in

drills. This involves some work, but the same
seed thus idantcd would doubtless yield twice as
much as where the whole potato is planted in one
hill. Three or four eyes planted in the drill, is tbe
practice here. 1 hope experiments will be tried

this season as to these points. No one can have
pulled potato vines without noticing roots running
far away from the hill; nor can any have hilled

up potatoes without finding himself cutting off a
great many roots, which are the feeders of the

growing potatoes. Hence we doubt the practica-

liilily of hoeing deep and lulling high. A slight

flat iiill, holds water best in dry times. The cul-
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tivator and hoe to stir the surface and keep weeds
down are sufficient, without deep trenching around
the hill. When the manure is ploughed in, the
roots diverging from the hill get the benefit of it.

A shovel full in a hill, acts upon a limited surfiice

only. So it is with corn, the roots do not gtay in

the hill where the shovel full of manure is dropped,
but they seek from afar the nourishment with
which to give you the "full corn in the car." If

the farmer would, as was said by one of your late

correspondents, plough in his manure at the second
ploughing, say four or five inches deep, his land
would be pulverized and made more mellow, and
his corn would show the result at hari^est time.
Here again experiments are wanted. Plant alter-

nate rows of com, in hills, in the usual manner
and in drills, and report the yield of each in the
Fakmer. H. Poor,
Brooklyn, L. L, April 25, 1868.

FOOT DISEASE IN SHEEP.

Can you or some of your readers tell me what is

the matter with my sheep, and what will cure
them ? In about one week after I bought them,
they began to be lame, and small round sores be-
tween the toes appeared, that soon spread over all

the space between the toes and up as high as the
issue. I have doctored them for the foot-rot, and
have used Whittemorc's Patent Foot-rot Medicine
once; hot tar, once; powdered blue vitriol, tur-
pentine, white lead, and vinegar, twice; pure
nitric acid, three times; blue vitriol, vinegar and
turpentine, three times; white lead, blue vitriol,

(powdered,) turpentine, linseed oil, five times. 1

began doctoring in November, and in March the
flock was nearly well, but now there is hardly a
sound sheep in a flock of eighty. Two have died.
The disease has not worked under the hoof. I
have acted on the best advice I could obtain.

Ascutneyville, Vt., Aptil 15, 1868. D. f. a.

CORN COB MEAL.

A few years ago, after having perused a long
treatise in favor of cob meal as a feeder, I con-
cluded to try it, although at the time I placed no
confidence in it as a food ; for I could not see how
a dry cob, with no taste or smell, could possibly be
nutrition!-',—scientific researches and analysis to
the contrary, notwithstanding. Fearing the ridi-

cule of my neighbors, I loaded into my wagon
about twelve bushels of cobs, minus the corn, and
a few bushels of clear corn, and started for a grist-
mill eight miles from home, when there was an ex-
cellent one within about one and a Italf miles.
When I arrived at the mill and told the miller my
object, my mortification was still more increased
by being informed that the toll for grinding the
cohs would have to come out of the corn, as the
cobs were useless to the miller. However, I was
not going to give up the trial, after having come
that distance, without satisfying myself; so I had
my cobs ground, paid my toil out of the com and
went home.
That night I fed my cattle a good ration of

gi;ound cobs, but instead of eating'it they turned
up their noses in unfeigned scorn and lowed lus-
tily for something better. This, too, was a damper
on my feelings, but I suppressed my chagrin and
consoled myself with the thought that not being
used to the food they would not eat it until they
knew what it was. So I mixed a little corn-meal
with it and tried them oti that. I found from sev-
eral trials that they would eat it that way ; but the
only trouble was that I could not mix more than
about a pint of the cob meal with a peck of the
corn meal, or they would not touch it, so I gave
up the cherished idea of feeding cob meal and re-
turned to the trodden path of my forefathers.

Afterwards, however, I tried feeding meal, made
of the corn and cob ground together, to my horses,
the result of which nearly proved disastrous to
my team, as it caused such a stoppage of the
bowels and urinary organs as to be nearly fatal.
The moment I stoi)r)ed feeding them on this mix-
ture and resumed the clear com meal they were all
right again.

I was at one time speaking to the proprietor of a
line of stages that formerly run between Burling-
ton and Montpelier, in regard to the effect of this
meal on my horses, and he told me "they had lost
more horses in that way than any other." There
seems to be an acid in the cob that contracts the
intestines and bladder, and in that way causes the
stoppage. My experience, which they say is the
best teacher, has led me to e«chew the use of cobs
entirely as food for my stock, and should advise
all who feel interested in the welfare of their cattle
to do the same. Nix Cobbs.
North Underhill, Vt., April, 1868.

XICE ON CATTLE.
A thorough washing of cattle in water in which

potatoes have been boiled, with a sprinkle of ashes
under them occasionally, I will warrant to prevent
their ever being troubled with Uce. I think hens
should never be a'lowed to roost with cattle.
Port Kent, N. T., Feb., 1867. J. C. Miller.

CURATIVE MEDICINE FOR FOWLS.

Indian meal, lard and cayenne, mixed of suita-
ble consistency to be administeredby putting the left
forefinger into the biddy's mouth and force a pellet
of the dough into the throat; then gently work
it towards the crop. I knew it to cure a pullet in a
cold night, that failed to roost, and one whose
claws were drawn up, and thus made helpless, and
a rooster that kept putting his head to the gi'ound.
and going heels over. These cases were cured in
an hour. C. Nembysee.

York County, Me., April, 1868.

AGBICULTUKAL ITEMS.
—The Contoocook Agricultural and Mechanical

Society will hold its next fair at Hillsborough

Bridge, September 16 and 17.

—The London dairymen have decided that the

most profitable cows are graded short homs, not

because they give more milk, but because when
past milking, they make most beef.

—The veterinary editor of Wilkes^ Spirit of the

Times recommends the following for scratches in

a horse : Take sulphate of zinc, one drachm
; gly-

cerine, two ounces ; apply every morning.

—A correspondent of Wilkes' Spirit urges that

early breeding has produced the deterioration in

horses rather thnn in-nnd-in breeding. He advises

never to breed a mare to a stallion under six, and
never before the mare is five.

—Mr. E. Borland, of Sherwood, N. Y., writes

to the New York Farmers' Club that his cows
were bitten by mad dogs, and about two weeks
afterward he found greenish lumps in the milk,

about the size of peas, and holes were continually

eaten through the pans.

—In selecting cows for dairying, or furnishing

milk for market, the Farmer's Cabinet directs as
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follows : select good wedge-shaped animals ; h(?avy

hind quarters, tapering towards the head ; with

light heads, long faces and long wax-colored horns

;

slim necks, small tails, capacious udders, run-

ning well forwards; milk veins large; teats good

size, rather long, and set well apart.

—The Fartnei-'s Cabinet says a piece of lard as

large as a walnut mixed with dough, will cause a

hen to commence laying immediately after she

has been broken up from sitting ; and by giving

hens fat in this way, they may be kept laying all

winter.

—Dr. Piper sends the New York Evening Post

the following remedy for garget in cows : hydrio-

date of potash, one ounce and a half; water, one

pint ; to be given in doses of one tablespoonful

two pr three times a day. It may be mixed with

meal, or put into a pail of water. This is probably

the best remedy known.

—In a i-ccent discussion before the Bedford, N.

H., Farmer's Club, the question of applying ma-

nures to sod ground was discussed, and at the close

of the discussion twenty to one voted that manure

should be applied to the sod after it had been

turned over, and as near the surface as it is possi-

ble to cover it, not over three inches deep".

^To prevent smut in grain, a correspondent of

the Prairie Farmer directs to spread the grain

thinly on a floor, sprinkled with brine strong

enough to bear up an egg. Then add two quarts

of slacked lime, and shovel over until the kernels

are uniformly coated. This should be done the

day before it is sown. It will kill the spores of

smut and quicken the growth of the seed.

—At a late discussion by the New York Far-

mers' Club, Horace Greeley said, "I consider deep

ploughing a remedy for the woes of this country.

No garden or orchard ought to be planted unless

trenched two feet deep, so that the roots can pene-

trate to the moisture. Two feet is not deep enough,

but I am so modest I stop here !" With some of

our New England teams and on some of our New
England soils, we think, if obliged to "cither hold

or drive." one-half of that depth would fully satisfy

his "modesty," by dinner time of the first day's

trial.

—A correspondent of the Country Gentleman re-

cently found the bees in a hive kept in a cellar, the

temperature at the time being about 38°, very un-

easy, trying to get out at the entrance and at the

holes in the honey board, both of which were cov-

ered with wire cloth. When 'dark he removed the

honey-board, made five additional holes, cleaned

out the dead bees from the bottom board by the

use of a bent wire, and all have been perfectly

quiet since. They were suffering from want of

sufficient ventilation.

—Notwithstanding a scarcity of water which

rendered it impossible to work up the whole crop

of beets at the Chatsworth factory, last fall, the

Frairie Partner says that sixty-five thousand

pounds of sugar, of fine quality were produced,

and have been sold at good prices. The work will

be prosecuted with renewed vigor the coming sea-

son. It is also stated by the Western Rural that at

this establishment about 400 head of cattle have
been fed through the winter on beet pulp, with a
small amount of grain, the cattle fattening finely

on the pulp.

—A correspondent of the New England Home-
stead has for the last twenty-five years, planted

potatoes, nbt larger, on an average, than an ordi-

nary hen's egg, and they yet produce as sound,

and as large a product as at first. Potatoes inad-

vertently left undug, if they do not freeze during

winter, invariably produce sound ones, larger and

more abundant than those kept in the cellar

through winter. This has lately suggested to him
the plan of keeping potatoes excluded from the

air from the time of digging and planting, which
has invariably prevented rot.

—At the late meeting of the American Dairy-

men's Association, a committee was appointed on
statistics. The committee propose to obtain cor-

rect information in i-egard to the product, demand
and sales of American cheese and issue circulars

at frequent intervals to dairymen, advising them
of all useful information in regard to the cheese

and butter product and the markets. To carry out

this scheme money is needed, and the committee

has levied a tax at the rate of two cents per cow
on all the factories in America. If this should be

paid in, the work vrill go on, but if not, then the

money will be returned to such as do pay.

—Some time ago, a cow belonging to a farmer

on the line of the Pittsburgh and Chicago i-ailroad,

ran upon the track in front of the train, throwing

the train off the track, and injuring several per-

sons. The railroad company sued the farmer for

the full amount of damages, and recovered a ver-

dict for $4000. An appeal was taken to the Su-

preme Court of Indiana, which affirmed the verdict

of the lower court. This is an important deci-

sion as it holds that persons living upon lines of

railroads cannot allow their stock to run at large

so as to endanger the safety of passing trains.

—A correspondent of the Rural New Yorker,

who put 28 swarms of bees in his cellar, left

two on the stand and put one in his chamber, for

the purpose of ascertaining which was the best

place for wintering. The two left out on the stands,

the one put in the chamber, and two of those put

in the cellar were weighed December loth. March
2Gth, they were weighed again. One of those on

the stand had shrunk fourteen and the other six-

teen pounds; the one in the chamber fourteen

pounds, and of the two in the cellar one lost fifteen

and a-half and the other sixteen and a-half pounds.

As this does not settle the question as to the con-

dition of the bees for the summer campaign, he

promises to watch and sec which swarms first and

yields the most profit, and report next fall.
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For the New England Farmer.

THE BLUEBIRD.

BT THE PEASANT BARD.

When -warm rains fall and soft -winds sweep

Away the wintry drift,

When swollen brooks roar down the Eteep,

And gray with mist the lift

;

When through the vale the floods outpour

And crashing i^,y floes,

With swash, and dash, and wild uproar,

Trtnd with the melted snows;

When all the plain with snow-broth swims,

And teams, on half bare road,

With swinging he;,ds and cordy limbs,

Drag the resistant load;

—

A twitter from the tree we hear,

Some bars of music sweet,

And gloomy though' s give place to cheer

As we the minstrel greet.

Bwcet little harbinger of Spring,

Green fields, and punbright days I

O, welcome 1 -with thy azure wing

And softly warbled lays.

While other songsters loiter still

In regions of the sun,

I bless thy hardy little will

To t' 11 of Winter done.

Its dark, cold days and bitter skies,

Its wild and gusty n'ghts;

—

Of Spring, unfolding to our eyes

Her mantle of delights.

The farmer hears thee, and he knows
Of earth's awaking life

;

Tells of thy advent as he goes

Homeward, to "weans and wife;"

And eyes grow bright, and smiles steal o'er

The sober face of care.

And crowded grows the cottage doer

To catch the vision rare.

The swart boy in the sugar-bush.

Who loves his gun to try,

The crow's discordant croak will hush

With "murder-aiming" eye;

But when thy liquid numbers fall

On his delighted ear.

He welcomes thee with answering call,

Nor harms thee, hovering near.

Sweet bluebird, type of winged Hope!
When darkness like the tomb

Begirts earth's pilgrims, and they grope

In sadness and in gloom

;

Hope whispers soft a word of cheer

O'er the dismaying scene.

Till through the folds of blackness peer

Bright skies and living green.

Gill, Mass., March 14, 1868.

Exploding Woodchucks.—A gentleman

recently informed us that he had been entirely

successful in destroying these pests on his

farm by an invention of own, which he said

was simply a "small earthquake." This he

produces in the following manner: a good

handful of gunpowder is put into a cloth bag,

to which a fuse is attached. The bag is then

put into the woodchuck's hole some two or

three feet, with the other end of fuse project-

ing from the hole, which is then filled in and

carefully tamped with earth. If the burrow

has other openings these must also be closed.

The fuse is then lighted, a dull explosion fol-

lows, and poor chucky is never heard from

again, being probably unable to breathe the

air in his narrow house after the burning of

the powder.

CoNTOOCOOK, N. H.—The agricultural and

mechanical association of the Contoocook val-

ley has voted to hold its next annual eshibi-

at Hillsboro' Bridge on the 16th and 17th of

September. Its newly elected officers for 1868

are as follows :— President, Horace Gove

;

Vice Presidents, Cornelius Coolidge and C. E.

Potter ; Secretary, John F. Chase ; Assistant

Secretary, Daniel Johnson ; Treasurer, J. C.

Campbell.

SOWING GBAIN.

Seed can only be distributed evenly from
the hand in a semi-circle, and to do this while

walking at one end of the semi-circle and cast-

ing it all on one side is impossible.

Let the sower walk in the middle of the

cast and throw it equally on both sides, and
shift his track one half the width of the cast at

each end of the lot, and the most slovenly hand
will make fair work. Thus each line of track

will have the edge of two casts and the middle

of one. But still a careful examination will

reveal a difference between the right and left

sides, which would be unnoticed by a casual

observer. This arises from the head or first

part of the cast being apt to be the thickest,

and the tail, or last part, flying the farthest,

and with this way of walking the head falls ou
the same place, both going and returning.

This, however, is effectually remedied by sow-

ing with the right hand one way and the left

when returning, which will become an easy and
agreeable habit with an hour's practice

All this could be made plain on paper by a
drawing, but still plainer by a trial on the

field, and the experimenter will be surprised

at its ease and success. But in the sowing of

small seeds, such as clover or ruta-baga seed,

the best plan is to carry the seed in front and
sow with both hands, swinging the arms as in

walking, the right hand advancing with the left

foot, and vice persa. This is particularly

needful with ruta-baga seed, of which a quart

should cover an acre, and remarkably even
distribution is required to facilitate the hoeing

and insure a crop.

—

W. H. Mabbs, in Western

Rural.
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THE GOLD MEDAL CLIPPEB,

AT THE GREAT NATIONAL TRIAL AT AUBURN, N. T., 1886,

We present a cut of the Clipper Mower as

one of the leading standard machines of the

day ; and one which, in our judgment, is worthy

of particular criticism by those about to pur-

chase. It is claimed that its steel guards;

iron frame; enclosed gearing; malleable

shoes ; adjustable height of cut while at work
;

height of wheels; front draft; ease of draft;

adjustable gear shifter; with its simplicity of

construction and tasty style of finish, are

considerations to be appreciated.

AVe notice in the report of the committee at

the Auburn, N. Y., trial, (see report, page

60 to G7,) the following highly compli-

mentary remarks to the inventor, Mr, llufus

Dutton: "Its mechanical execution reflects

upon him the highest credit ; in this respect it

burpasijcs all the rest ; all the bearings are as

Buiooth as machinery can make them; all the

joints are closely fitted ; all the working parts

are mathematically in line ; all the materials

of which it is composed are the best that can

be procured. So excellent was the workman-

ship, that a protest was made by one of. the

exhibitors, in writing, that it was better than

those offered for sale. A sub-committee was

appointed, and after a careful examination of

machines in the hands of farmers, and at their

warehouse, reported that the machines at Au-

burn were in no respect better than those of-

fered for current sales."

Only oxe Cusco.—In the table of the

comparative products of different seed pota-

toes, in Jlr. O. C. Wait's communication, in

the Farmer of April 11, Monthly page 210,

by a mistake of the printer, It appears that the

same number of the Cusco was planted as of

the four other varieties named ;
when, accord-

ing to copy, the seed for the twenty-eight

hills which produced two bushels, was from a

sinirle tuber.
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"WEEDS.

BEDS have

the advan-

tage of all

cultivated

plants in

several re-

spects.

—

They usu-

ally have

possession

of the soil

and possession

is said to be

'nine points of the law."

They are either heirs of old settlers, and

claim by regular descent, or they are holding

by the claim of "squatter sovereignty," or they

have been inadvertently placed in the soil by

the farmer, in the manure, or mixed with his

seeds. In some way they have got possession,

and the weed is not particular about the soil.

It is at home anywhere, and always ready to

assert its claim, and push its way ; and, like the

child of poverty among the heirs of wealth, it

seems to know that it must fight its way through

the world, and sets about it with energy and

pluck, and generally, like him, wins the fight

at the expense of those whose prospects were

apparently the best. It does not require

dainty food or watchful tending, or careful

protection from heat and cold. All it asks is,

like other rebels against good government,

*'to be let alone," and it will accomplish its

purpose, will mature its seed, and thus secure

the continuance of the pest as a source of

trouble in future. We think cultivators do

not always treat the weeds as wisely as they

might Would the commander who allowed

his enemies to entrench themselves and gather

reinforcements before he offered them battle,

be considered a skilful general? And the

farmer who waits till the weeds are firmly

rooted, and have grown large and strong,—is

he any wiser ? When weeds have attained a

firm foothold, it is much more difficult to de-

stroy them. You may turn them under or

over with the plough or cultivator, but they

start up in increased numbers and commence
anew the fight for possession. As soon as the

rows of plants can be seen, set the cultivator in

motion, and turn up the weeds to the rays of

the sun, while they are yet tender. Indeed,

the Western farmers use the harrow, drawn in

the direction of the rows, before the shoots of

the corn are visible, and say it does not hurt

the corn. On old ground, the surface should be
stirred as often as a new batch of weeds begins

to show itself. If the weeds and plants are

allowed to grow together, the weeds will grow
the fastest, and monopolize the nutriment in

the soil, and starve out the plants.

In our old soils, this fight with the weeds is

an important part of the husbandman's labors.

It cannot be put off, like some other work,

till a convenient time, but must be attended

to at once, and continued so long as the plants

continue to grow ; and if one would have an

easier contest another year, he must continue

it this year through the entire season, and not

suffer a weed to mature its seed.

We have a neighbor who commences early

his battle with the weeds in his garden, which

is a rich soil and annually filled with manure.

He rakes over its entire surface twice a week
and keeps it "swept and garnished" all the

fore part of the season. When the plants be-

come large and thrifty, he gets weary of his

work, and leaves plants and weeds . to them-

selves, and in the autumn he has a fine crop of

weeds, which mature a full store of seeds, so

that he may be sure of work for the next year.

When he digs his potatoes in the autumn, he

mows off a full swarth of weeds before he can

find the hills. If he would keep his ground

clean through the entire season for a few years,

he would find his labors much lightened. "A
word to the wise," &c.

"The sire of gods and men, with hard decrees,
Forbids our plenty to behought with ease;
And wills that mortal man, iuurei to toil,

Should exercise with pains, the grudging soil."

BUIiES FOR BTJYEKra "WOOL.

Recently we made a note, by way of an

"agricultural item," of the fact that a Chi-

cago convention of manufacturers had pro-

mulgated certain rules by which they were to

be governed in buying wool. But as it takes

two to make a bargain, we supposed the one-

third shrinkage resolutions of this association

were little better than a "puff of empty air."

But taken in connection with similar resolu-

tions adopted by a similar convention in

Rochester, N. Y., about a year ago, we see

by late numbers of the Rural New Yorker,

that Dr. Randall treats the matter as one of
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more importance, and thinks the agricultural

press should define its position on the ques-

tion, and do its utmost to bring the combina-

tion rules into discredit and disuse. For our

own part, we have considered the idea of es-

tablishing any such arbitrary and preposterous

rules for buying wool as too absurd for serious

protest.

Suppose that a convention of consumers

were to fix a standard of "merchantable cloth,"

and then adopt a one-third or any other posi-

tive rate of shrinkage on which they would

buy all other cloths, ond who would feel called

upon to define his position on that question, or

to attempt to bring such combination rules

into discredit and disuse? Or, try it on

horses or cattle, houses or lands, sugar or salt,

stockings or shoes, and what would be said to

a proposition to administer trade on any such

principles ?

Still we very well know that wool growers

have long submitted to somewhat similar

edicts, and perhaps their emancipation from

their unjust operation is more distant than we

bad supposed. It may yet be necessary, as

suggested by Dr. Randall, for the producers

"to fight the devil with fire," by forming a

combination of their own to checkmate the

combinations of the buyers. But we had

hoped that the good sense and best interest of

both parties would lead to the adoption of

more sensible and more equitable principles

of traffic ; that wool, like all other articles of

produce and merchandise, would soon be

bought and sold for "what it is worth," and

that both buyer and seller would see the ne-

cessity of being better posted as to the quality

and condition of the article and the state of

the market.

TO PBEVENT CATTLE FBOM JUMP-
INQ FENCES.

One of the most trying annoyances to the

farmer is to have l)reachy cattle. They not

only set a bad example to other cattle, and ae-

stroy fences and crops, but they frequently

lead to bitterness of feeling between neigh-

bors, who have lived in harmony for many

years. This sometimes ends in a fierce and

protracted litigation, ruinous, perhaps, to some

of the parties, and destroys the good feeling

and amiability that had previously given the

neighborhood a good name. This change of

feeling is not confined to those who were at

first most interested in the matter, but extends

to relatives, witnesses and others, until the

whole neighborhood is drawn into the gulf,

and all are more or less demoralized. In this

unhappy manner, feuds are commenced that

sometimes pass down through several gener-

ations, and all springing from the fact that a

breachy cow, ox or horse broke down the

fence, or leaped over it and destroyed a few

bushels of apples or corn, or fed to repletion

in forbidden fields.

Various devices have been resorted to in or-

der to prevent such trespasses, and especially

in regard to sheep, but none have succeeded,

or only in a limited degree. Now we have a

new one, and if it is not cruel or painful,

or will not greatly discommode the animal

operated upon, and is a remedy, we can see

no objection to employing it. It is to "clip

off the eyelashes of the under lids, with a

pair of scissors, and the ability or disposi-

tion to jump is as effectually destroyed as

Sampson^s potcer was by the loss of his locks.

The animal will not attempt a fence again un-

til the eyelashes are grown."

This fact has been promulgated by that dis-

tinguished breeder of cattle, Mr. SAjruEL

TiiORXE, of Dutchess county, N. Y., who

states that he tested it upon a very breachy

pair of oxen with entire success. He consid-

ers a knowledge of the fact of great value to

himself, and hopes it will prove so to others.

LEICESTERS AND MERINOS FOB
MUTTON.

A few weeks since our cattle market re-

porter noticed a fine lot of 263 sheep, averag-

ing 144i pounds, fatted by ^Mr. Jurian Win-

nie of Albany county, N. Y., and sold to Mr.

Henry Goodnough, a Brighton butcher. We
now learn that Mr. Winnie fed 901 head the

past season, 180 of which were Merinos, and the

remainder Canada Leicesters, and tliat they

were sold for $12,049.15. To test the com-

parative profit of feeding the two kinds of

sheep, Mr. Winnie set apart 60 Leicesters

and 61 Merinos which were weighed Febru-

ary 10. The Country Oentleman says :

—

A careful account was kept of all the food they
consumed during the continuance of the experi-

ment, forty-six days, to March 2.S, when they were
again weighed anil sent to market. These num-
bers were thought to represent fairly the whole,

and were taken as avoidmg the troiiiile nnd addi-

tional risk of error, which would have been in-
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curred by larger numbers. The experiment began
after both lots had been got in good progress—the
previous and subsequent treatment of both having

been precisely alike. The Merinos were an extra

good lot, the 180 having been selected out of 600—
and no complaint could exist against them, as we
know by personal examination, on the ground of

being below the best merits of their kind
The following are the figures as regards weight,

&c. :—

Feb. 10—60 Coarse WoolBweiged, 8,870 fcs.

March ^tS— do. do 9,878 lbs.

Gain in 46 days, 1,008 lbs

Total cost of feed, (hay, grain, oil-meal, roots,

&c., for 46 days,) $174.43

Peb. 10—61 fine Wools weighed 6,909 lbs.

March 28— do. do 7,3S9 flbs.

Gain in 46 days, 480 lbs.

Total cost of feed as above, $144.78

When both lots were sold, March 31st, the for-

mer realized 10| cents per pound, and the latter

10^ cents.

A calculation in simple proportion will show
that if the course wools gained 1008 pounds at a

cost of $174 43 for feed, the gain of the fine wools

at the same ratio upon an expense of $144.78,

should have been 836 pounds, w4iereas it was only

480 pounds, or a little more than one-half a pro-

portionate amount as compared with cost. As
compared with live weight, Feb. 10th, the coarse

wools gciined 11J per cent, in the forty-six days

—

the fine wools not quite 7 per cent.

In this connection it should be remarked

that Mr. Winnie is a careful, but we hope not

prejudiced, breeder of pureLeicesters, as well

as a noted and most successful feeder.

Among the last year's lambs of his Leicester

flock of forty head, some weighed 175 pounds

on the 17th of March last.

>

KENOVATINa V70BN LANDS.
There is much complaint that lands are ex-

hausted. That they will not yield remunera-

tive crops, and there is a constant inquiry

how they may be restored to a fertile condi-

tion. We have long been convinced that

clover for this purpose is not estimated at its

true value. Clover for many purposes, is one

of the best kinds of food. For sheep, milch

cows, and horses that are not worked much,

there is no better hay. And while a crop of

clover that pays the expense is obtained, the

land is improving. The Rural New Yorker

gives the following experience of one of its

correspondents :

—

The lot of which I write is dark gravel and sand,
with a little yellow sand. It had been pretty well

summer fallowed when I bought it, and there was
nothing better to do than to sow it with wheat, no
manure on hand to top dress with. I sowed it to

wheat, and the next spring with clover. Harvested
11 bushels of wheat to the acre. Some time previous
to cutting the wheat, it had been very dry, and the

clover was much dried up,—it seemed as if would
die. Immediately after cutting the wheat, I sowed

a hundred pounds of plaster to the acre, hoping
that this, with the dews, might save the clover.
The clover lived and grew finely. The next season
mowed once and pastured moderately. Mowed
again the next season. In August ploughed eight
inches, turning under but little but the roots, and
after cultivating the surface with drag and cultiva-
tor, sowed wheat again. From this, harvested sev-
enteen bushels of wheat to the acre. Went through
the same process again for the next two seasons,
and harvested twenty-two bushels of wheat to the
acre, thus doul)ling the yield of the wheat by the
clover roots, and the plaster. What has been done
is the best guide to what can be done.

In this case, in six years, at a cost only of

three hundred pounds of plaster to the acre,

the land had been brought into agood condition

;

the crops in the meanwhile paying well for

the labor. There is much land in this State,

that by a similar process might be brought

into a good condition. No doubt manure

would do the work quicker, but when this is

wanting, why not resort to clover and plaster.

Twenty-two bushels of good wheat is as much
as we can expect from well manured lands.

Weight of Fleeces A^rD Prices of Wool
IN Old Times.—The Rural New Yorker has

discovered in one of Shakespeare's plays a

price current of wool two hundred and sixty-

four years old. In the Winter's Tale, Act iv..

Scene 2,.the clown making preparation for the

"sheep-shearing feast" thus counts up the

funds at his disposal :

—

"Let me see :—Every 'leven wether—^tods ; eve-
ry tod yields—pound and odd shilling; fifteen

hundred shorn,—what comes the wool to ?"

This is explained by the commentators to

mean that the wool of eleven sheep would weigh

a tod or 28 lbs. Each fleece would, there-

fore, be 2 lbs. 8 oz. 11 dr., and the whole

produce of fifteen hundred shorn, 136 tod, 1

clove, 2 lbs. 6 oz. 2 dr., which at a pound and

odd shilling per tod would yield £143, 3s.

THE COTTAGE SYSTEM.
In his recent address on retiring from the

Presidency of the New York State Agricultu-

ral Society, Gen. M. R. Patrick, after allud-

ing to the difSculty of obtaining skilled labor

on the farm, made the following remarks,

which are well worthy the attention of New
England, as well as New York farmers, and

are corroborative of the views expressed by

our correspondent "N. S. T." in an article

published last August. On every farm where

hired labor is required through the year,

this system might' be adopted, and would be
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attended by many advantages. In addition

to those specified in Gen. P.'s remarks, the

laborers would be scattered through the com-

munity, living in close proximity to their

work, instead of crowding into some "Du-
blin" or "Cork," in the centre of our towns

and villages, by which arrangement much

time is spent in going to and from their work.

"The cottage system appears to present the most
favoral)le solution to the problem, for both the far-

mer anil the laborer, as well as for the Ijest inter-

ests of society generally. By the erection of snug
cottages, at convenient positions for attending to

farm work, and the employment of married men as
permanent farm laliorers, not only boarding them-
selves, but such oth^r ocrasional help as may be re-

quired, the farmer's wife is relieved from the burden
of caring for a house full of hired men, and will,

in all probability, secure from the wife and daugh-
ters of the cottager, such female help as may be
needed in her own kitchen and dairy. Wherever
this system has been introduced, it has given the
best satisfaction to all parties concerned, especially

to the laborer, inasmuch as it gives him a home—

a

castle of his own ; making him realize that he, too,

is a householder and a citizen.

His self-respect is increased, his manhood is de-
veloped, he acts more considerately

;
your in-

terests and his become more identified, and your
intiucnce in molding and Americanizing the ideas
of his growing family is as potent, quite, as his

own. Hitherto only the wealthier classes of our
agriculturists have adopted this system, but there
seems now to be a necessity for the adoption of
of such a system by farmers of the middlmg class,

and those who own smaller farms."

For the New England Farmer.

THE APPLE TREES.
Shall we lose the apple trees ? This is a

question of great importance. Solon Robin-
son says "we shall lose the apple as we have
the peach crop." I no more believe this than

I believe that we shall lose our maple or-

chards, or our beach and hemlock timber lots.

But the present system o(planting and culti-

vating apples must be essentially revised.

The statute laws intended for the government
of a nation in "the piping times of peace,"

are no better adapted to the exigencies of the

changing fortunes of a wasting war, than the

old careless system of planting and cultivating

fruit trees is to carry thorn safely through the

destructive war which the Curculio, Codling
Moth, Borer and other inveterate enemies,

have made upon them. Plain, practical results,

deduced from experience and careful observa-

tion must lead men in this work, and not

theory. Theory is much better, and will pro-

duce greater results in the school-room than
in the open field. The man who tills the soil

with his own bands, and learns the varied

workings there of the laws of vegetable physi-

olog};, is the man to establish general princi-

ples for the cultivation of fruit and fruit trees,

and not the chemist in a city labratory. "Soil

analysis" died in the arms of the chemist, so

will his trees, just as Mr. Robinson says.

The man who plants with intelligence, culti-

vates with prudence and care, guards against

over-beasing and trains his trees so as to re-

sist the elfects of the sweeping winds, the

biting frosts and the ever-changing atmos-
phere, will not only find the cultivation of
fruit profitable, but one of the most pleasant

occupations of life. Every fall we hear that

the "fruit drops prematurely, the apples are

wormy," "the fruit crop a failure," &c., «S;c.

But where is the remedy ? The destruction

of the perfect insect is beyond our reach ; but
there are remedies which we can bring to bear
upon them while in the embryo or larvaj state.

The constant gathering up of all the fallen

fruit, and if apples in sufficient quantity, make
them into vinegar ; but if few, or of other va-

rieties of fruit— such as pears, plums, or
peaches,—bum them. By persevering in this

line of treatment, and occasionally washing
the trees with strong soap suds, or some other

like wash, the destruction by tiiese pests of
the orchard may be greatly averted. This,

however, is rather anticipating our subject.

Other cjuestions must be considered.

What kinds of fruit shall we raise ? What
varieties, and in what proportions of each?
What adaptation of soil and climate shall be
observed. Shall we bud or graft? When
and where obtain our scions or buds ? What
stock shall be employed? Shall we mulch,
and with what material ? What preparation of
soil, what amount and kind of fertilizers, and
what cultivation generally shall be gi\en?
These and other kindred questions, demand
the careful attention of every fruit grower,
wherever located.

Varieties.

How few of all the hundreds of varieties

under cultivation in the Eastern States combine
all the characteristics of a good fruit. What
we now seriously need is an extensive planting

of seedling and experimental orchards. From
this system of planting by our forefathers

came nearly all the choice varieties which we
now cultivate. These orchards are now fast

disappearing, from old age and neglect. From
the abundance of our forefathers, our fathers

neglected to plant. Central and Western New
York supplies the eastern markets with apples

to-day. The time has come when it pays to

raise apples for cider and vinegar, and there

must be a new class of apples produced for

this purpose. The Baldwin, Greening, Russet
and Nonesuch are entirely unsulted to this

purpose. Under the present system of plant-

ing and cultivating trees, it is almost impossi-

ble to originate a new and valuable variety.

That any seedling apple grafted and re-grafted

for forty years, more or less affected by the

diseases and imperfections of a score of different

trees, can maintain its native character and
qualities unimpaired, T think no man will as-

sume to maintain. A great portion of the
.

Baldwins now produced in this section, are far

below the high standard of this valuable apple
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twenty years ago. Science has demonstrated
that the physiological laws of growth and de-

cay positively forbid the perpetuation of vari-

eties. They ai'e simply incidental. I know
of no pomological society, no agricultural or

horticultural association, that has at any time

offered premiums or inducements of any kind
for the production of a^seedling apple or pear
that should possess merit. We must advance
from this position, or our fruit crop is a nullity.

Apply the money appropriated at State and
County fairs for horse-racing, to stimulate the

production of new and valuable seedlings, and
these New England hill-sides and vallies would
again smile with golden fruit. With proper
treatment, a seedling orchard may be brought
early into bearing, to test its fruit, and but a
few years will be required to top and change
them into trees of some good or valuable va-

riety.

How to Procure Good Trees.

Thousands of trees are annually set in this

country that are worse than worthless at the

time of setting. The nursery business has-

become an important one, and many abuses
and "tricks of trade" have crept Into its de-

tails. Not that nurserymen do not prosecute
an honest and legitimate business, and some
of them have proved themselves benefactors
of their race by disseminating valuable fruit

;

but irresponsible peddlers of fruit trees are

constantly travelling with fruit books of highly

colored plates of scores of varieties of fruit,

entirely unadapted to our soil and climate, for

the purpose of selling refuse trees from dis-

tant nurseries, trimmed up like whip sticks to

facilitate transportation, but precursors of un-
timely decay. It is not surprising that we
make failures in setting orchards from these

worthless sprouts. The free interchange of
fruits between States and nations, even, is

very desirable. But still, as a general rule,

•we should raise our own stocks. Into which we
should introduce such varieties as are known to

succeed in our particular localities, and on our
varied soils. These stocks should be cut off

to the ground the second or third year, and
budded or grafted with a perfect scion from a
good, healthy, bearing tree—using none but
those from the ends of bearing limbs ofthe last

year's growth,—never use buds from a sucker
or sprout from the trunk of the tree ; train it
close to the ground, by cutting the leader or
upright shoot back to within about six buds.
Do this In the early spring of the next
season after grafting, before the buds start.

Cultivate as well as you would a field of
corn, in order to fully develop the natural ca-

pacity of the tree for productiveness. Never
allow it to overbear. Mulch well, to keep
moist and maintain an equilibrium in the sap
and fluids of the tree. Keep the borers out,

and the worms off, and God will assist you in

making a tree that shall be a pleasant and
profitable thing to you and to those that shall

come after you.

From this system of planting and training
would come orchards productive and remuner-
ative, by having a native hardihood peculiarly
adapted to our soil and climate. I have said
varieties are incidental,—they appear and dis-

appear. The tree In its old age is unfit to
continue the propagation of its species. This
system of producing new seedlings, opens up
to us an intensely Interesting field of enterprise.

Varieties,—Maniiring —Mulcliing.

The Baldwin is our leading variety, though
It may not equal the Spitzenburg or Spy, It is

a rapid grower; acclimated and productive.
The Roxbury Russet and Rhode Island Green-
ing we originated. New York adopted them,
but with varied success. After the Baldwin
come Green Pippin, Porter and Danvers Win-
ter Sweet, &c. New York has the Spitzenburg,
Spy, Rambo, Melon, Twenty-ounce, Newton
Pippin, Codlin, Swarr, Wagener, Smoke House
and Primate, all good and nearly all their own
by origin. We also have the Nonesuch, Seekr
no-further, Tolman Sweet, Pippin and others

—

the Pippin paying best, and only, for generous
cultivation. The Red Astrachan, Williams
and Gravenstein are fine apples. The first

named I would plant In my garden if for nothr
Ing but the beauty of its fruit.

We must revise and increase our list from
seedlings. Most varieties of apples will bear
but little animal manure. It stimulates and
fills the tree with diseased sap, producing a
rapid growth of wood, which is immature and
will not elaborate into healthy leafy tissue or
woody fibre, and resulting in a constitutional

disease which proves fatal to the tree. A soil

well drained, made rich with a liberal mixture
of leaf mould from the woods, and wood
ashes, well mulched, will make a tree that shall

be enduring. This treatment will produce a
strong, healthy growth, and the tree will ma-
ture its wood every year. I have only spoken
here of the apple. From the nature of the

case, I am strongly inclined to believe that

the pear will soon become our most profitable

fruit crop. L. L. Pierce.
East Jaffrey, N. E., F.eb., 1868.

BIDDY vs. PORKEY.
J. C. Thompson of Staten Island, after re-

ferring, In the Country Gentleman, to the re-

ports of various individuals who obtained re-

spectively, per annum, from single hens 145,

156, 126 and 115 eggs, goes on to make the

following humorous comparison between the

profits from Porkey and Biddy.

1 gather from the numerous reports m your
paper, that porkey does well if he turns out

ten pounds of grease for every bushel of corn

consumed. But let us allow the swinish mul-

titude a fair average, say 12.^ pounds of flesh

for one bushel of corn, although It is oftener
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under than over that number of pounds. Now
let us see how the account stands with biddy.

For one bushel of corn, piggy gives 12.i pounds
of fleth. For one bushel of corn biddy gives

say only 100 eggs, which at eight to the pound,
make 12^ pounds. The eggs of the larger

breeds will run eight and often seven to the

pound. Thus giving piggy a fair average, he

makes 12J pounds, and biddy at a low rate

gives the same number of pounds of food.

Now put both in the market at the present

prices. Piggy 12^ pounds at ten cents, $1.25.
Biddy 12| pounds at 32 cents per pound,
(eggs 48 cents per doz.) $4 00. (Showing a
dilierence in I'avor of biddy, of $2.75. Return-

ing to the product of eggs, as by'the reports

referred to in the beginning of this article, we
find it to be 13G eggs per head, that each hen
converted per bushel of grain (for that is all

she can eat in a year) into seventeen pounds
of food, beating piggy just 4^ pounds on the

bushel. I conclude by asking if there is any
better mill than a hyn's gizzard for making
grain into food, quietly, cheaply and well,

and withal suitable for so many purposes ? If

any one knows of a better, please advise.

We are afraid Mr. T. has hardly done the

fair thing, in putting pork at wholesale, and

the eggs at retail. If the pork is put at 17

cents per pound, $2.12^, and the eggs at

25 cents or 37i per dozen, $3.12i, it will give

$1 in favor of biddy, instead $2.75, and we

think be nearer the truth.

Remedy for Rust in Wheat.—The fol-

lowing, from a distinguished German Agricul-

turist, is taken fi-om a Bremen paper :

—

For thirty years I have found this method
successful in preventing rust in wheat : Some
hours, at the longest six or eight, before sow-

ing, prepare a steep of three measures of pow-
dered quicklime, and ten measures of cattle

urine. Pour two quarts of this upon a peck
of wheat, and stir with a spade till every ker-

nel is covered white -with it. By using wheat

so prepared, rust of every kind will be avoided,

and 1 have often noticed that while, in the

neighboring fields, a great part of the crop is

aflected by rust, in mine, lying close by it,

not a single ear so affected could be found.

The same writer says he takes the sheaves

and beats off the ripest kernels with a stick,

and uses the grain thus obtained for seed.

The Horse "Consternatiox."—In addi-

tion to the facts stated by us in May number,

page 219, in relation to the history of this horse,

the Country (ientlcman says that he was im-

ported in June, 1842, by Mr. T. C. Albot,

of Stokes, Oneida Co., N. Y.

abies' gepartmcnl.

DOMESTIC ECONOMY;
OR,

HOW TO MAItE HOIklE PLEASANT.

BY ANNE O. HALE.

[Entered according to Act of CongresB, in the year
1866, hy R. P. Eaton & Co., in tlie Clerk's Office of the
District Court for the District of MaBaachussttB.l

CHAPTER XI.

WOMAN'S WORK AMONG GARDEN PLANTS.

Before we begin our work let us see if we are

ready for it. In the first place, we must have a
suitable dress to wear. Long and full skirts are a
gi'cat impediment to activity anywhere—they are

entirely unfit for garden work ; but the working
dress, directions for making which wei^e given in

Chap. VIII, is just what is needed. It allows free

exercise of all the limbs, and there is no fear of

tripping, nor of stumbling, of spoiling plants or

fiowefs, or incurring rents and soiling from the

flowing or dragging of its drapery.

As a protection from the too great heat of the

sun, or the too frolicsome breezes (every woman
likes to keeps her hair in good order) some use the

close palm-leaf or Shaker hoods, or else gingham

bonnets made in the same shape, having a capo

attached to cover the neck, but a straw hat is am-

ple shelter and much cooler. Stout, thick-soled

shoes are necessary, because of the dampness of

the ground, and also to guard and support the foot

when digging. For this work some persons wear

clogs over their shoes, or fasten irons under them

by leather straps, lest the pressure of the foot

against the spade should be uncomfortable. Gloves

are also needed, for there are many rough and

sharp things to handle. Leather gardening gloves

may be bought ; these are best, but old kid or cot-

ton ones, taking two pairs—one within the other

—

answer very well, though they do not come high

enough to cover the wrist,—for this a gauntlet, cut

cape-fashion from silesia may be sewed to them.

These you will want generally, but not always.

Don't be troubled by a little soil upon your fingers,

it can easily be removed when the hour's work is

done by means of a l)rush and borax water. Keep

this always ready for use. To make it add ono

table-spoonful of powdered borax to a quart bottle

tilled with water. See that the borax is all dis-

solved, and when you wish to wash your hands

take one tal)lespoonful of this water to a quart of

soap-suds. If your hands arc very much soiled

use pomace-soap or a piece of pomace-stone ; hj

so doing they are kept smooth and fair. These

preliminaries ought properly to have been settled

in the previous chapter, as also the subject of tools,

which we will now dispose of as quickly as possi-
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ble. Procure a small liglit spade—one of those

that are made for ladies' use—a fork, a hoe, a

rake, and a trowel ; and a small weeding hoe.

Now we win suppose that the surface of the

ground has been thoroughly raked, the dried grass,

dead leaves, sticks, etc., carried to the compost

heap. This, made of refuse vegetable matter,

bones from the kitchen, ashes, the sediment of

drains—in fact, all animal and vegetable waste

that can be collected—must be in every garden

;

for out of decay spring the subtle forces that will

crown your work with life and beauty. Just as

the ragged, dingy, disagreeable bits of scrip may
be returned to Uncle Sam's treasury and we get in

their stead, clean, crisp, new bank notes and

gleaming gold, so mother earth must have her

womout treasures back again in her bosom before

she supplies us with new riches. Of the stones,

hits of brick, and similar rubbish, by-and-bye we
will make make a rockery,—where some of our

flowers will delight to dwell—so these must* be

put away for that purpose, and if the soil is dry

enough to crumble easily we will commence oper-

ations. If you have men, or large boys, that you

can depend upon to do the digging, it will be well

to avail yourself of their assistance. But you can

do it alone, and also design and lay out your

ground if you will work moderately.

To begin : attach two stakes to the ends of a

rope two yards long; this is to be a measur-

ing line, and also a guide for the digging. Stretch

it parallel to the boundary of your land, along the

sunniest side, driving the stakes into the ground

to hold the line steady. Follow this with your

spade, keeping yonr work straight and even by it,

and moving it and arranging it so that the furrows

which you make are of equal width. It will take

two or three thrusts of the spade to dig the soil

deep enough, because you have not yet the skill

or the strength to raise a large quantity at once

;

after a liitle practice you will get along faster.

But do not hurry ever, gardening is to be recrea-

tion, not toil. Get all the pleasure out of it that

you can. Stop often to look at the objects around

you, and to inhale the odor of the newly-opened

ground. Bonaparte used to say that if he were

blindfolded he could distinguish his father's gar-

den in the island of Corsica by the smell of the

earth. At the first feeling of weariness, lay aside

your spade and busy yourself about something

else, for this is the hardest of garden work and

you must accustom yourself to it gradually. If

you do not attempt to do too much in the outset

you will enjoy the occupation ; but, rush on, with

only the idea of getting things finished, and you
will quickly find yourself finished instead—will

acknowledge that you are really "used-up," and de-

clare that gardening is too hard for you. One
hour at a time is the utmost that a woman ought

to spend at once in gardening, half of that is

enough when she uses a spade or a hoe. After

the land is dug it must be made fine and smooth

by raking ; this can be done, different portions at

a time, accordmg to the design, the most impor-

tant parts first.

We have provided for vines in the previous chap-

ter, now we will see about trees. Fruit is desira-

ble, certainly, but we want ornamental trees along

the street, or road, or at the corner of the house.

American people have not the same ideas of good

manners, or of honesty, that the Prussians have,

or we might line the roads, as they do, with fruit

trees, and feel sure that the fruit would not be the

cause of the tree's destruction. But then the vari-

ety of form and foliage which the different forest

trees present is particularly agreeable when con-

trasted with that of their orchard brethren, and we
must think of something beside bare utility if we
would elevate and cultivate our tastes.

I never could agree with the matter-of-fact old

man who said to his neighbor, just transplanting a
fine young elm at the end of his garden, "Oh, sho

!

what a waste o' sile 1 That ere elum aint good for

nuthin'. Ef 'twas apple, or winter pear, or cherry,

say, ary one on 'em's wuth havin'." But there

the "elum" stood, and flourished. In the beauty

of its pendant boughs and delicate foliage provid-

ing other than material sustenance for its owner,

long after cider, and cherry bounce, and good din-

ners, had made of the old man a clumsy, grovel-

ling human dodo. For we all have wings, and if

we gratify only our earthly appetites, as Dr. Brown,

the genial biographer of Pet Marjorie says, "if we
never soar, but pick up all our daily food at our feet,

we shall suffer the fate of that ugly bird ; which,

according to ancient naturalists was once a true

dove, strong and beautiful of wing, but because

she would not plume her feathers, and let her pin-

ions gi"ow, she lost the ability to soar."

Until recently little attention was paid in this

country to the cultivation of shade trees. The
"forests primeval," in all their magnificence,

crowned the hill-tops with glory, and sent the

blessings of health and long life on the breath of

wandering breezes to the valleys and plains below.

But man cared not for their companionship. They
afforded good fuel and timber; that was all he

could see in them. So whenever he wanted orna-

ments for his grounds he imported prim Lombardy
poplars, and gloomy sighing aspens, and melan-

choly weeping willows. And we meet them now
occasionally on desolate country roads, looking

like grim ghosts of the past ; save when the joy-

ous spring time brings a shower of gold to the

swaying elms and hangs the boughs of the maple

with rubies, then they get up a semblance of life

;

and so drag on, year after year, growing more and

more mii^shapen and distorted. We can imagine

them as sentinels and out-posts to a desolate bat-

tle-field, keeping silent and mournful watch over

the remains of the fallen ; but they are too sombre

and cheerless for any other position. Everything

about home should be cheerful and suggestive of

happiness, so if we have trees for ornament or
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shade or shelter, we will choose such as from as-

sociation, or by their form and foliage, represent

those qualities. The deciduous trees being more
changeful in their beauty are on many accounts

most desirable; but the evergreens afford great

protection from bleak winds, and enliven a wintry

landscape.

In selecting trees to adorn our homes we must
regard the extent of premises and size of build-

ings. Thus, if the lot is somewhat circumscribed

and the house high, one tall, stately tree will have

a finer effect than several of smaller growth

;

while for a cottage these would be very appropri-

ate. Again, in a small enclosure, or along a nar-

row walk, trees of a close, compact habit look bet-

ter than the spreading varieties.

The English elm, ash, and larch, and the pines

generally, are trees of the highest growth. The
mountain ash, laburnum, acacia, locust, alder, el-

der, lilac, are the smallest. The maple, linden,

willow, lime, plane (or button-wood), beech, birch,

abele (or poplar), oak, sumac, American cedar,

and elm, the nut trees, hemlock, spruce, arbor

vitse, fir, catalpa, tulip, ailanthus, are of medium
height. The chestnuts, particularly the horse

chestnut, the butternut, some oaks, poplars,

limes, maples are of the closest foliage and most
compact form. The American elm, and willows

generally, of spreading shape and light, open fo-

liage. The English elm and ash are narrow, with

round heads. Firs, cedars, and pines, are broad
at their bases, with pointed heads. The longest-

lived are the oaks, poplars, and firs ; next to these

the elms and the limes. Oaks, elms, and most
pines, grow slowly. The willow, the sumach,
larch, and the birch, rapidly. The sycamore (a

species of plane) will grow six feet in a season

;

the larch, four feet; spruce, and some firs three or

four feet.

All nut trees require a tender and rich soil ; ma-
ples, a sandy loam ; also pines and firs. Elms,
oaks, limes, poplars, ash, willows, do best in rich

soil. The birch, the larch, the elder, the alder,

will grow in the poorest. Many of these areeasily

raised from their seeds. Nuts should be planted

about an inch deep, in fine, moist, rich soil in the

autumn ; ash seeds as soon as they are ripe, in a

sunny situation, the same depth ; sycamore, not

quite so deep, in dry, sandy soil in April. Elms,

maples, pines, larches and firs may also be started

in this way. But where only few are needed it is

best to procure young trees of a thrifty growth.

Having decided what tree to set, be sure that

your soil will suit it. This often varies in a square

rod, and if the spot has not properties for holding

the tree's roots and yielding them nourishment

you must supply them. Thus, if the ground be

sandy and too loose, mix it with bog-earth and
leaf-mould; if too heavy and close, gravel from

the street—chip-dirt from the wood-house.

Trees should be re-set as soon as possible after

being taken from their native soil. If the roots

get dry, put them in water till thoroughly moist-

ened, and trim off all decayed and broken portions.

The surface of turfed ground in which trees are to

be set should be cut into sods that are to be re-

placed afterward. Make the hole at least a foot

dee, er than the length of the roots, and wide
enough to spread them naturally. Throw in at

first soil, and then soil mixed with your strongest

compost. Place the tree upright upon this. Shovel

on the roots sufficient soil to cover them lightly,

and then pour in water. Add more soil as it sinks

around the roots, and more water, until the tree

stands well. Then press the earth with the spade,

beat it, and tread it, to make it firm and smooth.

The soil ought to lie closely enough to keep the

tree in an erect position without any support, but

if it sways or begins to lean in a day or two, tie it

to a stake. If your land is wet it will be well to

place a layer of large stones at the bottom of the

hole to serve as a drain.

As to pruning, there will be little need of it if

you watch the growth of your trees and rul) off all

buds that would develop into superfluous branches.

The object of pruning is to assist the tree in at-

taining a natural shape, to give it a strong, stout

trunk and sjTnmetrical head. No branches should

be cut off that do not interfere with the leading

ones, and always before they attain an inch in di-

ameter, or not at all. Use garden shears or a prun-

ing knife—very sharp,—to make a smooth cut that

will heal readily. The branches of evergreen trees

should be tied in for the winter if in bleak posi-

tions to protect them from the frost. They sel-

dom need trimming ; if ever, in early summer.

Fruit trees should only be pruned in the latter part

of May or in June—shade trees, in the autumn.

Among fruit trees, the Apple should be our first

choice, because it is most likely to flourish in ordi-

nary garden mould ; its fruit is the most valuable

as an article of food, the tree is less liable to dis-

ease than others, and it lives to a great age—an
English author speaks of one over a thousand years

old—it frequently yields good crops two hundred

years. With all these excellent qualities, it is at

times very beautiful ; what finer object does na-

ture furnish than an apple tree in full bloom, or ia

its ripened fruitage ? Although the apple is so

widely known, and reaches its highest perfec-

tion in this country, it is not native to our soil,

—

there were none here before its settlement by the

whites. But it seems well fitted to the climate, has

improved so much by its migration and culture

here that the once boasted pippins and pearmains

of England are outrivalled by the same fruit now
exported from New York and Massachusetts.

Apple-trees that yield summer fruit are of more
uprignt form and lighter habit than those that

bear fruit for the winter; these have widely-spread

branches and dense foliage. In planting a garden

it is best to take these matters into consideration.

Again, russet apples have more pulp, and there-

fore are more desirable for cooking ;
pippins are
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most highly flavored ; sweet apples, most nutri-

tious. But, as with grapes, we should choose

those varieties that have proved remunerative—

and most satisfactory in localities similar to that

which we intend to occupy. This is a safe rule

for a woman to follow. She thus gets all the bene-

fit of the numberless experiments that cost some-

body a good deal of time and money. When
setting your trees be sure to give them room

enough,—apple-trees should be six or eight yards

apart ; pear, four or five, if standard ; dwarf pear

trees may be nearer. Remember that they need a

plenty of air as well as sun to perfect fruit.

Pears, by their greater delicacy of pulp and fla-

vor, stand higher in estimation of many than

apples ; but, although healthful, they are .want-

ing in the substantial qualities of that fruit.

Still, the cultivation^of so many choice varieties

upon quince stocks, which from their small size

are very convenient for the garden, has brought

the pear into very general use. The best way to

apply fertilizers to these trees is to spread a gener-

ous coating from the compost-heap upon the

surface of the ground; this should be done in the

autumn. Spring is the best time to set out the

new trees. They need air at their roots, and

moisture, so the soil must be kept open by stirring

it frequently with a fork. To promote this, it is a

good plan to raise vegetables in the mould around

them. Both apples and pears should be taken

from the tree when the fruit-stem separates easily

from the branch. They gain higher color and fla-

vor by being placed away from the light and air

after gathering. Italy is said to have originated

the pear;

—

thi Romans had many varieties, and

modern Italy and France excel in the culture of

this fruit. The apple is also probably a native of

Italy.

Heap wood-ashes around the trunk of apple and

pear-trees (a foot high at least) to keep ofi"the

borer. "Washing the trunk and limbs with whale

oil soap-suds, using a stifi" brush, prevents the ac-

cumulation of moss and destroys small insects.

Old trees are much benefitted by scraping their

bark and afterward washing. Caterpillars and

cankcr-wonns may be prevented in a great meas-

ure h y surroundmg the trunks with small zinc or

tin troughs filled with whale oil, or strips of can-

vass or thick paper . frequently tarred. Watch
your trees for caterpillar's nests and remove with

a brush immediately, or cut ofi'the twigs on which

they rest and burn them.

The Peach comes from Persia. This tree has

such a delicate nature that it is extremely difiicult

to keep it thrifty in New England, but in the

Middle and Western States it flourishes well. The

tree needs a light, rich soil, and a situation shel-

tered from wintiy winds,—yet not so much ex-

posed to the sun as to cause the fruit-buds to open

too early in the spring, when there is danger from

late frosts. Keep wood-ashes at the base of the

tree, for a fertilizer, and also to destroy insects.

The peach-tree needs no trimming except to re-

move decayed branches. The lower limbs produce

the most fruit ; no matter how low they are, only

keep them from injuring the tree by trailing with

their weight. Peaches need great care in hand-

ling ; after gathering, keep them in cotton or soft

paper till used. As it is comparatively a small

tree, and its fruit of superior beauty—exceedingly

agreeable both to the eye and the palate—wher-

ever there is any probability of its flourishing, it

should have a place in the garden.

Cherries are of easy culture and generally pro-

lific. They are from Asia Minor, so also are most

of our cultivated plums, but there are many wild

plums in our Western states that would no doubt

well repay careful cultivation. To kill the cur-

cuUos, that are very injurious to the fruit, some
persons shake powdered brimstone, others slaked

lime and wood-ashes over the tree, after the fruit

is set. Something of the kind should be done

three or four times a week for a month. The
black knots that form on plum-trees should be cut

ofif with a pruning knife, and spirits of turpen-

tine applied to the wound. If wood-ashes are

heaped about the base of the trunk of cherry and

plum-trees, through the winter, they grow more

healthy. Apricots are an early variety of peach

—

the name comes from the same root as our word

precocious. Nectarines, so called from their deli-

cious flavor, in allusion to the drink of the gods,

are also a variety of peach. Both, were well-

known to the ancients, but are not common with

us. Quinces are only suitable for cooking,—if

you have low, wet land they will flourish there.

Probably every one knows that a seedling fruit-

tree is not likely to resemble its parent. The pro-

cess of budding, or of grafting, by which it is

made to produce choice fruit, ought perhaps to be

given here, but we have not spafe ; for the same

reason many interestmg facts relating to fruit-

trees and their culture must be omitted.

Of the smaller fruits all gardens should have at

least one specimen—either of currants, gooseber-

ries, raspberries, blackberries or strawberries.

Mulberries are delicious, but the leaves are of

more value as food for the silk worm, so we seldom

find the tree in gardens
;
perhaps, however, on ac-

count of its rapid exhaustion of the soil and its

enormous size in comparison with its fruit. Goose-

berries, either native or English, also currants,

are best raised from cuttings. They will flourish

trained against a fence,—but yield more abun-

dantly, and ripen their fruit more quickly, if

placed where they receive the full benefit of'the

sun and air, and are trimmed into a tree form ; they

thus make an elegant appearance. Wood ashes

mixed with decayed vegetable matter should be

laid upon their roots in the autumn. Raspberries

need a rich, loamy soil and a plenty of sun. The

beai-ing stalks should be cut down every two years,

and all superfluous suckers removed every spring.

Blackberries, as rich, but a moister soil, and sim-
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ilar treatment. Both those fruits should be trained

with lian'ls against a fence or wall, and they, as

well as strawlicrries, need frequent stirring at their

roots, and watering after the fruit is set.

The strawberry grows everywhere, and is among
the most healthful of fruits. Great attention has

been paid to its culture, but, though enormously

large berries have been gained, the original flavor

cannot be improved. Strawberries should have

rich, light soil—a sandy loam with leaf-mould.

Set the plants in August about one foot apart, in

rows ; hoe them frequently, cut off all runners, and

keep them free from weeds. It was an old custom

to lay straw around the plants to keep downWeeds
and to prevent the runners from taking root—hence

the name straic-hcrry. Cover them with straw,

stal)lc litter, or dead leaves, thi'ough the winter.

Rake these off in the spring, and hoe and water them

frequently ; keep the soil damp until the fruit is all

ripened. The way to provide for a continuance of

the strawberry, now brings us to vegetables.

Side by side with strawberries plant a row of

beets, caiTOts, lettuce, radishes, as you please, for

family use ; and as they are removed, direct run-

nel's into their vacant places to form a new straw-

berry bed fur the next year. Make the soil light

and fine with fork and rake. Heap it into a nar-

row ridge, forming it straight by means of the

measuring line, and firming the ground with the

spade and hoe. Draw a furrow along the top about

half an inch deep, and in this scatter the seeds.

Beet seeds should be soaked a day before sow-

ing, in cold water ; mix sand or dry loam with

carrot and lettuce seed, in order to plant them

sparingly. If the beets come up too thickly they

can be thinned out and the young plants used for

greens. Lettuce must be transplanted to form large

heads. For radishes make holes half an inch

deep, two inches apart, and drop the seeds singly

in these ; cover 'them over lightly with soil and

smooth the surface,—also the furrow. After the

plants are up use the weed-hoe to stir the ground

and to keep it clear of weeds till they attain their

full growth.

Rings, beds and hills, for other vegetables, may
be arranged tastily around and about the young

trees and the cuiTant and gooseberry bushes. To
make a ring about a tree, wind your measuring-

line three-quarters of its length around the trunk

;

then draw the end thus left straightly towards

yourself, and walk slowly around the tree, drag-

ging the stake that is attached to the line through

the soil, and you have drawn a circle. "Within this

mayk, shovel mould from without—sufficient to

raise it six inches above the walk that is to sur-

round it—pulverize the soil, and firm the edge of

the ring as you would a row. Stake out square or

oblong beds by means of your measuring line and

its stakes, and prepare the soil and finish their

edges in the same way. Angular beds you can

make by drawing your line from opposite comers

of a square; and these may be changed into cres-

cent shape, very easily, with your hoe. To draw

a circular bed, drive one stake of j'our line in the

centre of a square whose area will contain the di-

ameter of your bed ; wind your line around that

stake, leaving just enough to reach the edge of the

square ; take the other stake and walk and mark
the circumference of the circle as you did for the

ring mentioned above. Lay out hills by measur-

ing a plot of gi-ound and dividing it equally,—al-

low a half yard for each hill (melons and cucum-

bers need hills three or four feet apart—squashes,

six ;) mark the places and hoe the soil into circu-

lar heaps, treading the mould around and between

them till it is firm. The hills should be at least a

foot higher than the walks. The principal walks

through your vegetable garden should be half a

yard wide; among your flo^vers you will want

them wider. In making Ijeds, rows, etc., all the

soil in the walks adjacent, that was loosened in the

spading, should be used, then you have a good

foundation lefc for paths, which ought to be grav-

elled, and, if possible, rolled.

A few words now about the arrangement of the

vegetables, which should be as near the kitchen

as possible : Suppose the apple-trees arc along two

sides of the garden, distant eight yards from each

other and two yards from the fence. Between

them and against the fence form a row of hills, in

which tomatoes may be set supported by stakes

or frames, or trained upon the fence. Or, running

beans planted, five in each hill, half an inch deep,

and poles set for them to climb. In front of these

a walk. Then rings around the trees, or rows

between them, for bush beans and peas—the low-

est, nearest the trees. Around the pear trees the

same. Soak peas and beans till the germ bursts

its covering ; plant them in furrows, two inches

apart, half an inch deep ; cover them with soil,

and press the surface with the spade, or some
slight weight. Surrounding the dwarf-pear and

other fruit-trees, and currant and gooseberry

bushes, narrow beds and rings for sage, thyme,

marjoram, savory, parsley, pepper-grass, etc ; and

walks dividing them fi-om each other. The seeds

of these kitchen herbs should be laid in furrows,

one third of an inch deep, covered by soil sifted

upon them, and then pressed, as for peas and

beans. Peas, excepting th£ dwarf kinds, need a

support of frame or sticks.

Soil for the asparagus-bed should have a gen-

erous dressing from the co'mpost heap, with salt.

It should be thoroughly mixed, and made fine and
light. Plant the seed, one-third of an inch deep,

in autumn. The stalks will be small the first

year; but keep out weeds, cover the bed with

stable litter or dead leaves, in the fall, rake it off

as soon as the frost is gone, stir the bed carefully,

water it with a decoction of salt, water, and soil

from the hen-house, and you will soon get good

heads—larger and large each j'enr.

Melons, cucumbers, and squashes, need rich,

fine soil, and the best situation in the garden,

facing the south if possible. Enrich the melon

plot from the compost heap, with a good supply of
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soot added. Place five seeds in a hill, with a

spoonful of guano from the hen-house, cover them

•with half an inch of soil. Spread straw or brush

for tho vines to lie upon. If the seeds all start

well, take out two plants, three are enough for a

hill. Water them freely. If they show few fruit-

ful blossoms pinch off the ends of the shoots.

Cultivate cucumbers in the same way. Cucum-

bers need so much water that if their hills lie in a

hollow they do better. Arrange squashes as a

screen for the compost heap, by means of stakes or

brush for their support. All flat seeds, like those

of the squash, should be planted edge-wise. Place

seven seeds in a hill, cover them an inch deep,

lightly—if they all come up take out two—if the

insects do not destroy them, two more. To de-

stroj' the "bugs" sift wojd-ashes and soot over

the plants while the dew lies on them. Some per-

sons make screens of gauze, strainer cloth, or

paper for all these vegetables, to keep off insects.

Rhubarb is generally raised from a division of

the root. Cover it with stable litter through the

winter. Stir the soil around it early in the spring.

Place a headless barrel over it to make the stalks

grow long and to lessen their acidity. Water it

freely till August—keep it dry after then.

Sow cabbages in boxes, then transplant into

light soil mixed with wood-ashes. Make a hole

over an inch square, place the plant, fill in water,

then cover all but two leaves with soil. Set them

two feet apart. After they begin to grow stir the

ground around them very frequently. Sow tur-

nips after radishes and early peas and beans are

gone,—spading over the soil and adding ashes.

It is said that black pepper sifted over cabbages

and turnips will destroy insects. Parsnips, plant

early, in rich soil, in rows, half an inch deep.

Onions require a sandy soil mixed with ashes,

—

and hen-guano is a good addition—sow as pars-

nips. Keep them clear of weeds. Start peppers

and tomatoes in the house, in boxes, early in Feb-

ruary ;—set in soil enriched as for onions, in May.
Give them plenty of water. Raise horseradish

from pieces of the root in rich, damp soil ;—in the

spring, after using the larger part, re-set the slim

end. Cover it with ashes through the winter.

Don't attempt to raise com or potatoes unless

you have plenty of room and sunshme. Both need

light, sandy loam. Soak com (use only the

sweet) three or four days before planting, in cold

water ; put four kemels in a hill, cover with half

inch of soil. Potatoes do not depend so much on
sun but they want a sheltered spot. They need

hoeing two or three times, as also corn. This is

such hard work for women that the new method
of raising potatoes is best for them to try. For
this prepare a bed. Take out the soil to the depth

of six inches ; spade over the subsoil, spread

upon it two or three inches of hay or straw, cut

potatoes so that three eyes are in each piece, lay

these pieces on the straw, eight inches apart, cover

over with two inches of soil. Pull up what weeds

appear, water the bed occasionally, and loosen the

soil with a rake. This is called the French method
—it has proved successful with many. Spinach,

for spring use, sow in rows, in the fall, where
potatoes have been ; and cover with straw through

the cold Aveather. Dandelions, transplant from
the meadows to rich soil in a sheltered place ; to

increase, sow the seed in the autiimn, or divide

the roots.

[The next chapter, treating of Garden Flowers, etc.,

will conclude the author's remarks upon this subject.]

A HOUSEKEEPER'S STKICTUKES
ON

"DOMESTIC ECOIVOMY."

Mr. Editor, or Miss Hale, the author of "Do-
mestic Economy" :—Do you mean all mothers, or

"women," to follow your advice given in your
articles ? Or do you mean such mothers as have
time to do it ? For although a "stitch in time

saves nine," it requires a goodly share of the time

allotted to woman's daily work, not mentioning

her time of sleep, which she ought to have and
certainly needs after her busy day's work. Few
mothers who do their own work, and have the

whole care of children, husband and hired man or

men, find many days but what are busy ones, and
need certainly from 11 o'clock until 5 in the mom
to sleep what they can. But, between caring for

baby, and keeping Charlie and Susie covered up,

&c., bedtime would find the mother up much later

than 11 o'clock, if she followed all the rules in

"Domestic Economy."
Now, I don't mean to say that the rules are not

good ones, most of them at least, but I do think

some of them are more particular than wise. I,

for one, have tried the washing and turning of old

coats and pants which father has worn threadbare,

and have taken pains and care to cut over and fit

nicely, and have had hard work to get out the ar-

ticle required from anything which seemed fit to

use, with an inward feeling all the time that my
time, lining and thread were not being spent

profitably, and which proved to be the case when
Charley or Frank came to wear the garment, even

if he was no more than four or six years of age—
for such are by all means, or we want them to be,

busy bodies, for we none of us want "dead heads"

around us in the shape of children,—for after a

few days of rough and tumble, we find knees and

elbows out, readj' for patching, and many times

nothing left of the garment to patch with—which

will not pay for the work any more than the gar-

ment paid for making. I think such articles are

better in a carpet or given to the poor, and some
new material, even of a coarse and rather ugly

looking surface if need be, bought and made, and

when finished, and while being made, the mother

can breathe freer and feel when it is done, even if

she have to take time out of sleeping hours to

make it, that one more load is lilted from her

shoulders. One of the flock is rigged out for a
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uhilc, and she won't have to he watching for rents

and rips, nnd buttons off, and button-holes tearing

out, really because the cloth had not strength

enough to hold itself together.

The stocking lieels and toes are recommended
to be lined nicely with leather or kid, or good

stroixg cloth, arnd ripped off and sewed every week.

I find knitting a new toe and heel, now and then,

saves me more time and is quicker done, than the

other way. Although the sewing on of cloth 1 ap-

prove, yet I find a double heel, when the stocking

i* knit, answers all purposes for me. Many other

things, too numerous to mention here, such as

have time and think it profitable, would of course

approve.

I am not one that sustains the "Woman's Rights

excitement, only so far as looks reasonable. I do
think if a farmer, or man of any other occupation,

would look as much to the good of his wife as he

does to his stock of cattle, or a nice horse to drive

—for but few men like a lame, poor, rough-looking

animal to drive off out of town—there would be

less poor, sickly, suffering looking wives and
mothers. A man gets up before breakfast,—goes

out doors, gets the fresh air, comes in all right

and hungry for his meal. His wife, who, perhaps,

has sat up and worked the night before, two or

three hours after her licge-lord was in bed and

asleep, then has had to nurse a fretful babe all

night, or get up from one to five times to see to

croupy Susie, and then must be up betimes in the

morning, with weary head and bones, hurrying

to get breakfast and dress baby and the other

little ones. Breakfast ready, husband comes in,

hurrying it on the table, not even helping the

little one into his high chair—mother must do it

all, and be round in time to pour out coffee, and
fix the little ones' breakfasts, too, which "father"

can never spend time from eating to do. By this

time, husband's coffee is out and needs replenish

ing, then the hired man's, and by this time, baby
finds out she won't lie in the cradle any longer,

and Charlie and Susie have cleared their plates

and want more. Mother has not had a breath of

fresh air, or a mouthful to eat, yet—husband is

done by this time, gets up and says, while buttoning

np his coat, "Wife, I expect some men here to-day,

to look at them South Downs and Devonshires,

they will be here to dinner, probably. Fix up

something nice. I must ride over to town an

hour or two—if they should come before I get

back, entertain them 'some how,' " and the master

is off to another airing, gets braced up, cheered

up, sees folks and country, talks, and comes back

all right. Where is mother all the time ? Hurrying

through her breakfast, she hurries all the fore-

noon to get tidied up, and prepare a good dinner

—

she neglects ])aby—which frets her, hearing it cry

—gets up her dinner for those out of town men,

and 80 another meal goes by, and so goes day by
day.

Does her husband ever think of these things,

when he wonders Susan grows old so much faster

than he does, and looks so poor and yellow, and is

getting almost ashamed of her ? Does he think of

the times he has hatched np excuses for not carry-

ing her home, or out to Uncle John's, or some-

where to spend the day, and give her an airing and
put a flush on her sallow cheek ? Oh, husbands

and fathers, I wish too many of you that are just

such husbands could be made to change places

with that patient wife of yours, before you are

brought up suddenly, findmg your children moth-
erless. Your second wife, if she looks better than

the last has, for a while, will not fill her place to

your children, or take more pains to shield you
from cares.

Where is such a mother's time to fallow all the

rules in "Domestic Economy ?" Every one knows
our land is filled with just such mothers and wives.

One thing more, Mr. Editor,—please send in a

petition to the Legislature that mop and broom
handles shall be made as smooth as men's hoe or

spade handles, or the makers shall pay a fine. Just

look at our broom handles—left just as they are

turned, and rough, and splintered and scraggly

enough to keep our hands chapped and sore con-

stantly. This I call one of Woman's Rights—don't

you, Mr. Editor ? Susan.

No. Ferrisburg, Vt., March 4, 1868.

Remarks.—We can only say that we are in full

sympathy with the overburdened wives and moth-

ers whose daily routine our correspondent so

graphically describes. We heartily advocate any

improvement which cap lighten their labor, and,

by expediting their household work, increase their

leisure time for self-improvement, for neighborly

calls, or for more than occasional breaths of that

life-giving air which their husbands so plentifully

draw into their lungs in their daily out-door em-

ployment.

As regards the broom-handles, competition in

cheapness is very apt to cause carelessness in fin-

ishing; but a little sand-paper will smooth down
the rough places, if not inexcusably bad, and a

little care in buying the broom, on the part of the

husband, who generally looks out for the house-

hold furnishing, should spare his wife that annoy-

ance, at least. Let the husbands look out for the

little things—for they are what render life happy

or miserable. £s.
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WORK FOB JULY.

U L Y is the

month of the

early harvest.

By the middle

of the month,

the upland hay

will be, or

ought to be de-

posited in the

barn. That
which remains

uncut will be

of much less

value for the

coming winter, than if

it had been stored be-

fore it became hard and

woody. We trust our read-

ers have given heed to the

advice we have already given

them on this subject. Hay

got into the barn, while it retains the proper-

ties of grass, is both more palatable and more

nutritious, and for dairy purposes especially,

this is of the utmost importancei It should

be our object to cut it at such time, and make

it in such a manner as to retain these properties.

And now the mower and tedder must be laid

aside, and the reaper must come in their place.

The rye, the wheat, the barley and the oats

must be attended to in their season ; and as it

is with grass, so the grains should be cut be-

fore they are dead ripe. If they stand too

long, more will be lost in harvesting. The
crop will not bear handling so rapidly or so

well, and the straw will be of greatly less value

as forage. Good bright, early cut wheat and

oat straw are being valued much more for

fodder than they were formerly among us.

Those who steam the food for their cows, and

their number is every year increasing, cut and

steam the straw and mix it with bran, oil cake,

cotton-seed meal, or other grain. They find

it nutritious and palatable food, and their

cows thrive on it, and yield a full flow of milk.

Grain of all kinds, as soon as dry enough to

keep securely, should be put under cover. It

will be better both for the grain and straw.

If suffered to remain in the shook, it is ex-

posed to the rains, and in long storms the

grain will swell and sprout, as was the fact

with a large part of the western wheat the last

season, which is the principal reason why we
have had so much poor flour, and why good

flour has been so high. Our small crops in

New England can all be housed, and should

be, as soon as practicable.

And now, too, we begin to get "aid and

comfort" from our labor in the garden. The
green peas and early potatoes and beets have

come, and soon the string beans and sweet

com will be on the table. The cold and

wet weather of May deferred the planting,

and the gardens are late ; but now those who

persevered and planted the seed, and have
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carefully tended the plants, are reaping the

fruit of their labor. The summer fruits are

now coming into use, and what can be more

delicious than a bowl of fragrant strawberries

or refreshing currants, with the evening meal.

Do not insist upon sending these all to market.

Let the boys and girls who have helped to

raise and pick them, have a liberal share.

In the vicinity of the market it too often

happens that the best of every thing and the

earliest is sent to market, and only the refuse

is used at home. Poor encouragement this to

the good wife and the children. Even where

market gardening is the leading business, the

family should never be neglected. The first

thing should be to make them comfortable and

contented, and nothing contributes more di-

rectly to this end than a good supply of early

vegetables and fruits, not doled out with a

begrudging hand, as though every pea and

berry used at home were so much money lost.

No ; let the family enjoy all they need, and sell

the balance, and you will all be the happier

and healthier for it. The farmer should always

feel that he and his family are a unit,—that

their interests are one and the same, and their

enjoyments should be common. We should

like to write a sermon from this text, and per-

haps we may some time.

But just now we must say that the season

thus far has been a fine one for the weeds, and

it has required much more than the usual

amount of labor to kill them. If cut up, they

refuse to die. If buried they shoot up again

directly. The cultivator and the hoe must be

in constant motion. We need a weed tedder

to keep stirring the weeds till the life is dried

out of them. The wheel hoe is very useful in

such seasons, as it will go over a large surface

in a short time.

At any rate, there is no other way but to

keep stirring the ground. The soil will not

produce two crops at the same time, and the

weeds must be kept down or corn will not grow.

To finish the haying, to harvest the grain,

to take care of the garden, and to keep down

the weeds among the growing crops, will be

the work of July, and upon our success in do-

ing these will depend the result of our farming

operations for the year.

.—A little aium mixed in chicken food is recom-

mended l)Otb as a i)rtvcntive aad cure of chicken

cholera, by the Prairie Farmer.

PEBMANENT FARM IMPROVEMENTS.
The farmer, as well as the mechanic or the

tradesman, will not, and perhaps should not,

be satisfied without adding something every

year to his capital. It is not enough merely

to support himself and his family ; it is not

enough to add something to the comfort of his

family, in the; shape of clothing and conven-

iences ; but he needs to add something by

which his operations can be carried on with

greater facility, with less hard labor and with

more profit. He needs to do something by

which some portion of his land will yield a

larger crop ; and this should be some perma-

nent improvement,—as grubbing up a piece of

rough land and fitting it for the plough ; drain-

ing or ditching another piece, fencing a third,

digging and burying the stones in a fourth.

As his crops increase, he needs to add some

stock everj' year, and this will enable him to

cultivate more or cultivate better. He needs

a mowing machine or horse rake, a new har-

ness, better ploughs, new tools.

All these are additions to his capital. They

enable him to do more work and better,

and at a less cost. The farmer should look

upon them as so much added stock in trade.

The mechanic and trader invest their earn-

ings in their business, until it has reached the

limits which circumstances justify, and then

they often remove to a wider field of enter-

prise ; and this is generally better for them

than to invest their surplus in stocks or real

estate, because they understand how to man-

age their business better than they do to man-

age stocks or other property. As they ad-

vance in business and expand it, they acquire

skill in its management.

So the farmer can turn his earnings to bet-

ter account in his business, than by investing

them in other property. , The increase in the

beauty and productiveness of a ten acre lot,

from the investment of five hundred dollars in

its improvement, will alFord him much more

satisfaction than it will to count the six per

cent, inierest on five hundred dollars.

The farmer, then, after counting the cost,

should decide what permanent improvement

he can make each coming year. Perhaps he

has a meadow which yields only poor, sour

grasses, and yet is susceptible of being drained,

and then by being dressed with sand and com-

post, and sown with herdsgrass and redtop,

may be made to yield brge crops of good hay.
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If operations begin with the winter, haul on

the sand while the ground is frozen,—it is

the very best tinife,—and cut the ditch if he

can. If it is too wet, wait till after haying

next summer, and then cut as many ditches as

are needed, and spread the sand, and haul on

the compost, and sow the grass seed, and har-

row it in. It is quite as well to seed down in

the autumn, as in the spring. If you wait till

you have cut the ditches before you haut on

the sand, you will have to wait until another

winter, and it will be two years before you get

a crop of good hay.

Fencing with durable fences, may be con-

sidered a permanent improvementof the farm.

If you have good land encumbered with stones,

take them from this, rather than from some

distant rocky pasture or poor land that will

not be benefited by their removal, and you

will kill two birds with one stone. You im-

prove the land from which you take them, and

at the same time get material for your fence.

If you must use posts and rails, let the posts

be cedar, chestnut or white oak, and if possi-

ble cut in the summer. The rails may be of

white pine or red oak, got out in the winter.

Special atttjntion should be given to make
your exterior fences permanent and substan-

tial. As to interior fences, have as few as you

can get along with. It would be a permanent

improvement of no small value to many farms,

to remove one-half or more of the cross

fences, and throw the small fields into large

ones. Inquire if you cannot remove the cross

walls to the outsides of the farm, and thus

have sufficient material to lay over, in good

shape, your exterior walls.

Have you a piece of good land near the

house, always under your eye, and ever a no-

ticeable i'eature in the face of your farm, that

is disfigured by boulders, lying on the surface

or partly buried in the soil, which are in the

way of the plough and mowing machine ? The
loose ones should be hauled off as you have

leisure, and the larger ones dug under and

sunk, if possible, out of the reach of the plow.

Will not the land be worth as much more as

the labor will cost, besides getting rid of a

nuisance and an eye-sore ?

Have you a pasture that yields but little

grass, and is covered with moss and bushes ?

What can you do to restore the feed ? This

is an important question and should be seri-

ously asked with respect to much of the pas-

ture land in New England. If it is near the

barn—even if it is somewhat rough and rocky

—had you not better plough it, and plant it

one year. The sod is thin and loose, the

grass roots having mostly died out, and it will

decay and become mellow in one year. Then
sow it down with several kinds of grass seed,

and you will have a good pasture for ten years.

If it is at a distance from home, so that it will

be expensive to cart on manure, plough and

sow rye and grass seed and harrow thoroughly,

or harrow thoroughly and sow grass seed and

plaster without the rye, harrowing again after

the sowing. If it is an old pine plain, plough,

and sow buckwheat, and when it is in the hlour

som plough it under and sow another crop.

Plough this under in the fall. The next

spring, sow clover and redtop, and harrow it

smooth, and in the fall feed it off, and you will

have a good pasture for some years. If you

decide not to plough, sow on a liberal dress-

ing of ashes and plaster, and sow redtop and

harrow it thoroughly, and it will pay.

Does your farm need all these improve-

ments ? If so, do not attempt to make them,

all in one year, but decide for yourself which.

is most needed, and set about making one of

them at least. It will cost some money,, but

it will be a good investment, better than bank

stock.

LOCAL REPORTS ON" AGRICULTURE.
The last Legislature of Iowa enacted that

when any county or district agricultural so-

ciety shall have raised for actual membership

during the year any sum of money, it shall

be entitled to an equal sum from the State

treasury, not exceeding two hundred dollars,.

provided that the society shall make report on

the condition of agriculture in the county or

district to the secretary of the State society.

The affidavit of the treasurer is necessary,

and when this is accompianied by the certificate

of the secretary of the State society that a

proper report has been made, the auditor is-

sues his warrant for the amount to which the

society is entitled.

Here is an important suggestion, and one

that may be easily carried into effect. Let a

proper report of the agriculture of each

county and district be made a condition of

receiving the State aid, and we should have an
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agricultural survey of the whole State pre-

sented annually which would be of great value,

and would do more to stimulate improvement

and progress than is accomplished by the thou-

sands of dollars now given in premiums for

articles of accidental growth or for those which

need no encouragement.

The giving of premiums for big squashes

and beets, or even for apples and pears, the

profits of which are sufficient inducement for

their cultivation, is only money thrown away.

However useful it may have been in the past,

it is no longer required. But careful reports

vfrhich would bring before us the changes and

improvements in agriculture that are taking

place in all and every part of the State,—the

methods of culture, the conditionof the crops,

the stock, the dairy, the markets and the fa-

cilities for reaching them, the implements,

labor and all the important subjects included

in "agricultural reports,"—would be of great

value. A series of (questions might be pre-

pared, which all Societies receiving State aid

should be required to answer truly and hon-

estly before receiving their share of the bounty.

This subject is respectfully commended to

the Legislatures of the several New England

States.

MORTALITY AMONG VERMONT
SHEEP.

The singular disease of which we gave some

account on page 321, appears to be quite

general in the eastern parts of Vermont. A
gentleman in Vershire informs Dr. Boynton

that "sheep are dying in large numbers in

every direction, and there will not be lambs

enough raised to make the number good.

Lambs are djing both here and in the neigh-

boring towns of New Hampshire, in many

flocks to the extent of two-thirds and three-

fourth of all that are dropped," and he has in-

formation of the same import from other sec-

tions of the Connecticut valley.

In relation to the effect of the muriated tinc-

ture of iron which Dr. Boynton administered

to six yearling bucks that were too weak to

stand but a few moments at a time, and could

with great difficulty be made to walk ten rods,

and would take little or no food, he says, in

the last Mirror and Farmer :—
We commenced trivintr them each a table-spoon-

ful of ibc muriated tiiittiirc of iron, in water, three

times a day. At the end of two days \vc could

see a marked change. The ruse color began to

return to the blanched lips, the eye was brighter,
the discharge from the nose less, and signs of a re-
turning appetite were unmistakable.
Of the fiix thus treated, 1 killed one the second

day by kindness—I choked it to death in trying to
feed it some gruel it was too weak to swallow ;"the
smallest and most feeble one of the lot died ; the
other four arc now so well I have slopped my medi-
cation, and I regard their recovery beyond a doubt.

For the New England Farmer,

THE GARDEN IN JULY.

The backwardness of the spring, and conse-

quent shortness of the growing season has

tended strongly to concentrate work on growing
crops ; and in this concentration and hurry,

some things may be slighted, or put off for

others ; and, with too many farmers, the gar-

den is the one that is tbpught can be left; till

the field crops are laid aside. But is it economy
to thus do ? I think not, for every dollar gained
from field crops, at the expense of neglect of
the garden, two dollars are lost in the economy
of the household, besides a great amount of sat-

isfaction and enjoyment of the farmer and his

family. It is better to let those crops suffer

neglect, if any are to, where the least loss will

occur, yet still better is it to hire extra help

than let either suffer neglect. '

The main work for the month is to hoe the

advancing crops, to kill weeds, and stir the

soil ; for every weed that grows robs other

plants and the soil of just the amount of ele-

ments that enter into the composition of the

weed, and frequent stirring of the soil has the

effect of manuring, warming and moistening

it. The ground occupied by an early crop can

be made to produce a second, by planting

lettuce, cabbage, celery, turnips, &c., after

removing the first. The following hints will

serve to recall some of the labors in the garden
during the month.

AsPAK.vGUsi should receive a dressing of

fine manure or superphosphate, worked lightly

into the soil, and cutting cease, to let the

roots recover from drafts made during the

cutting season. If any tops are infected with

the larvjB of the "asparagus beetle," cut and
burn them ; let the rest grow.

Be.vns.—Plant dwarfs for late crop, pick-

ling, &c. See that the Limas incline to the

pole, and have strong encouragement to grow,

by freijuent hoeings when dry, and an occa-

sional stimulant of Ii(juid or other manure
around the roots. Gather string beans as

they become fit for the table, but leave some
of the most prolific plants to go to seed.

Beets.—Thin out where too thick, and use

for greens,—they make excellent ones ; keep
them well cultivated. Seed may be sown
early in the month for a late crop.

Cahhage,—for winter use, may be trans-

planted any time up to the middle of the

month. Those already set need frequent hoe-

ing. There is no crop that requires more cul-

ture than cabbage in order to grow extra good
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heads ; frequent stirring the soil tends to en-

courage heading.

Celery.—Prepare your beds and set it out,

if not already done, although set now it often

matures as early or goes ahead of earlier set.

Manure high and work into the bottom of your

trenches, and set the plants nine inches apart

in the rows, which should be at least three

feet apart.

Corn may still be planted for late use, can-

ning or drying. A quick, rich soil is needed.

Cucumbers.—Save some of the earliest and
best, grown on the second and third joints of the

vine, for seed ; keep others picked off as they

com© in size for use, gather for pickles and
salting; hoe and keep clean of weeds. For
pickles, seed may be planted early in the month.
Egg Plants need encouraging by frequent

hoeing, giving liquid manure, &c. ; earth up
and stir the soil frequently for a mulch.

Herbs.—Cut them when about to come to

flowering, dry them in the shade, or an airy

room in the house, and when well cured, put

up in paper bags or boxes, and lay away where
they will keep dry.

Rhubarb.—Keep the seed stalks cut down,
not allowing them to grow, as it injures and
exhausts the roots ; a little manure worked in

around the roots has an excellent effect in as-

sisting them to recover the spring cutting.

Seeds.—The gardener who suffers all his

earliest and best fruits to be gathered for eating,

&c., and saves none to ripen, except late ones,

soon finds that his crops deteriorate, or run out,

and is obliged to renew his seeds from other

sources ; whereas had he saved from each va-

riety some of the earliest and best specimens,

they would not only have held their own, but

might have improved in quality. All our cul-

tivated vegetables have been brought to their

present state of perfection by careful selection

and saving of seed, &c., and judicious culture

;

and unless great care is used to retain these

qualities, they are apt to deteriorate. All

vegetables are as capable of improvement as

animals, by superior breeding, by using cor-

responding means.
Sweet Potatoes.—Plants may be set the

first of the month, in warm early localities, in

conical hills or on ridges either, raised ten

inches high, and well supplied with manure in

the bottom. Set two plants to a hill, if in

hills ; on ridges set the plants sixteen inches

apart. Hoe those already set by using the

hoe or garden rake, and hauling the soil up
the ridge or hill,—see that the vines are kept
from rooting at the joints, by lifting, &c.

Turnips.—Sow Swedes or rutabagas early

in the month ; white or English turnips from
the middle to the last.

Gooseberries.—Thin the fruit, where thick,

using that removed for cooking ; those left will

be all the better for it. If you desire extra

sized berries of this or the currant, thin to

only a few on a bunch, and pinch off the end
of the shoots, giving liquid manure liberally.

Should the borer or currant worm infest the
bushes, use diligence to destroy both moth
and worms. Various devices are recommend-
ed for their destruction. Remove needless
shoots, to save future pruning, and give the
strength to bearing canes and fruit.

Strawberries.—As soon as the last of the
crop is gathered, weed the bed thoroughly,
fork in manure around and between the plants,

and keep the runners cut, unless you wish new
plants, when the ground should be well en-
riched and forked up mellow, and the runners
encouraged to root therein. New beds may
be formed by spading up through the old ones',

leaving a ridge of plants between to spread
their runners over the newly spaded ground.

W. H. White.
South Windsor, Conn., 1868.

For the New England Farmer,

CIRCULATION OF SAP.

The Farmer of the 16th copies from the
Maine Farmer a few lines about the flow of
sap, which, to a Vermont farmer who has
watched this phenomenon for forty years,

makes the darkness surrounding this subject

unusually visible.

"Spongioles," says the writer, "have a mys-
terious power of eliminating sap from the

eairth."

Of course sap includes the sugar also, which
is a part of the sap. Mysterious, I should
think, must be the power that makes sugar
down there in the cold dark ground, frozen
solid from ten to thirty inches. Suppose the

sugar to be elaborated during the summer by
the action of sun, air and light, the pro-

cess will be a mysterious one, but has many
analogies In nature's great work shop. Hy-
drogen and carbon, large constituents of
sugar, are evolved largely in all directions, in

summer. It may well be doubted whether
sugar is "eliminated" from the roots of the

cane.

Again,—neither the axe, the gouge, nor

the auger show that the sap comes wholly

from below. Further,—let there be three

warm days in April, swelling the buds of the

maple, and the sugar tastes of huds. In 1866

I made- seven hundred pounds of "budded
sugar," as we call it here in Vermont. Ev-
ery old sugar-maker knows that the sap will

run freely for hours when the mercury is fall-

ing and icicles forming from the spout to the

bucket. On the theory that sap descends in

cold weather, the pores of the wood being

pinched, we should look upward for the sap.

There is something curious and not yet ex-

plained about the flow of sap. In all the

pores opened in the side of a tree by a hole

half an inch in diameter and three-fourths of

an inch deep,—in all of these pores and fibres,

from top to root, there is not room for the

barrel of sap that often issues thence. The
air must be in a peculiar condition to produce
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a "sap-day," and the sap seemn to answer a

solifitinr; influence, a(!ting tlirough the incision

made in the live wood. Other outside influ-

ences are also indispensable conditions of a

sugar year. Mild and frosty, crispy weather

must alternate. Action and reaction, move-

ment and rest seem to he a lawof the sap-flow,

but not of its circulation. For the spring may
be all clouds, rain, mist, yet the sap is in the

limVis, but you are none the richer or sweeter

for it.

It has rained more or less each twenty-four

hours for ten days. The foundation for grass,

hay and small grain is well laid. C. N. a.

Chelsea, Vt., May 22, 1868.

Rem.\rks. —We feel proud of our race

sometimes when we consider the extent of

man's knowledge and the greatness of his ex-

ploits. There is poetry if not sublimity in

the idea of his harnessing up steam as a

coach horse ; of his making a servant of the

invisible "electric current;" of his resolving

air and water to their prime elements ; of his

measuring the "mountains of the moon" with

his telescope, or of his watching with his mi-

croscope the contests of the leviathans that

inhabit a drop of water ; but a different feel-

ing is excited when he answers our question

about the flow of sap, by the humble confes-

sion that he cannot "tell whence it cometh or

whither it goeth," Our correspondent pre-

sents some "posers" for the Maine Farmer,

and other learned botanists. We turn to

the great American Cyclopaedia, now extended

to some twenty-two large volumes, and find

the following article, which we suppose em-

bodies the gist of present knowledge upon the

subject :

—

p Sap, in botany, the fluid imbibed from the

soil bv plants and carried through their tissues,

being the usual source of their nutrition and

of their peculiar secix'tions. The external

agencies in the vital principle of plants are

w'ater. heat and light. Watir does not exist

in nature in a pure state, t'Ut is constantly

combined with earthy, saline, and gaseous

matters. Most plants are furnishe<l with roots,

and these organs are so contrived that they

can absorb these atjueous solutions, transmit-

ting them lliiough the different tissues to the

various parts. This trau.-uiission is called the

circulation of the sap. and alterations in its

constituents are continually going on in its

progress, that nearer the roots being destitute

of certain i)rineii)les which are found higher

up the stem. Thus, before the sap reaches

the leaf buds and leaves, a consideral>le change

has taken place ; but when exposed to the

light by means of the expanded leaves a

greater one occurs, which may be termed di-

gestion, consisting in the decomposition of
carbonic acid, the giving out of its oxygen
into the air, and the combination of the car-

bon with other elements to form the various

secretions of the plant, such as gum, sugar,

starch, lignine, &c. The manner in which
each plant elaborates from the same soil its

essential products remains as yet unexplained.
The cause of the motion of the sap has been
a fruitful source of speculation among physi-

ologists, and for a long time capillary attrac-

tion was a<lopted as the most probable. The
opinion of Dutrochet, that exosniose and en-

dosmose were the explanation, is now most
generally received. 'J"wo special motions call-

ed rotation and cyelosis are also known. The
former is to be seen in the joints and cells of
certain acjuatic plants, such as vallisneria,

chara. niiclla, t&c. This rotatory motion of
greenish globules floating in the sap may be
increased by raising the temperature till it

reaches 77° F. Cyelosis occurs in such plants

as have spiral vessels, and especially in the

tissues of such as secrete a milky fluid known
as the hitex, which seems to bear the same re-

lation to the plant that the blood does to the

animal, and is more slightly organized and
separated from the other fluids. To inspect

these phenomena the compound microscope
must be employed.

For the Xew England Farmer.

FABM LIFE IN NEW ENGLAND.
The picture of fiirm life, as drawn by

"John" is indeed a gloomy and discouraging
one, yet it may have its "sunny side." I

have always lived upon a farm, and in an ag-
ricultural community, but have seldom seen a
specimen of that miserable class of which he
remembers "a whole neighborhood full;" nor
can I believe that farmers' wives are inferior,

physically or intellectually to women of the so-

called higher stations of life. I well remem-
ber some, whose lives, prolonged to more than

fourscore years, were spent in the farm-house,

in the days, too, when labor-saving inventions

were not, and when spinning, w.aviug. milk-

ing the. cows, and taking c:ire of pigs and
poultry, were a customary pait of their duties,

who were cheerful, actiye, anil intelligent;

fond of society and of books, and interested in

the great political, moral and soeinl tjuestions

of the day.

The houses, too, which "John" describes,

—

where could he have found the originals ! Very
different is my idea of a farui-liouse. Ihe
large, j)leasant old mansion, facing the south,

— whetlier the )oad lay before it or behind it,

—shaded by stately elms, with lilac and rose

bushes growing beside the windows, an<l tulips,

peonies and many-coloreil annuals bluonung

around the doors. A "best room" seldom

used ; a large, east room, with al)inulant win-

dows, lloor painted yellow, and an old-
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fashioned clock in the corner ; a capacious

kitchen and sleeping-rooms twenty feet square,

were characteristic of these homes of the true

New-English nobility. In process of time,

the house was modernized,— the grounds

tastefully laid out,—the best room was named
the parlor, and made the recipient of carpet,

sofa, pictures and piano, but the pleasant

east-room, almost always found in the old

farm-houses, remains unchanged.

Such are the homes which the sons and daugh-

ters leave because of their unattractlveness

!

I believe that a more correct reason would be
found in the false ideas of life gained from the

pestilential literature which floods the country.

Novels which paint city life in glowing colors,

and speak of labor as synonymous with paver-

ty or disgrace, are, to say the least, no blessing

to society.

I would not ignore the darker side of the

story. It is true that farming is not altogether

the delightful employment that it might and
should be made, and eventually will be ; but

what occupation is exempt from trials? I

know of none so capable of unlimited improve-

ment as agriculture, none so well adapted to

develop normally the whole nature.

It is true that farmers' wives sometimes lose

their health when it is most needed, and drag
out a miserable existence which can scarcely

be called life. But in almost every class of

society the same sad story is told. In many
cases the foundations of the disease were laid

in the school-room, or shop.

It is true that some farm-houses are cheer-

less enough ; but they are the exceptions.

The majority of them in this vicinity, at least,

though not * -palatial residences," are cheerful,

pleasant and homelike. They are usually oc-

cupied by their owners and often remain for

several generations in the same family.

It is true that some men care little about
making' "home pleasant;" but I believe that

such men are (juite as apt to be found in su-

perfine broadcloth, as in the plain suit of the

farmer. Many a woman whom the world
envies her elegant house and costly apparel,

'•has the weary, careworn, de.-jpah'ing look,"

which tells but too plainly of sorrow proudly
and silently borne.

I have no fears that agriculture will suffer

from a free discussion of its merits and de-

merits, but rather believe that in regard to

usefulness, pleasantness and the chara(;ter of
those who follow it, it will bear comparison
with any other calling whatever.

Mattie.
Marlboro\. Mass., June 3, 1868.

—^Lewis F. Allen, in his American Cattle, esti-

mates the number of neat cattle in the United

States at 28,145,240, wonh $9.50,051,778, and he

very pertinently asks if an interest of such mag-
nitude is not woriliy of more care and study than

we have hitherto given it.

• For the New England Farmer.

KATIE.

BY ANNE G. HALE.

The tardy spring again bath brought
Hit garland for the brow of May,

And eve y lagging br>-eze hath taught

The music of her roundelay.

The murmurirg pines a new life fills,

As their old trunks the brodkiet laves;

And all the river's margin thrills

To the glad anthem of its waves.

The sweet arbutus' modest blush

Lights with auroral glow the woods;
And j lyous vol -.^s break the huth
Of the dim forest's solitudes.

I list the b'ue-bird'a timid trill,

I hear the robin's merry notes

;

And down the vale and o'er ihe hill

The perfume of'the violet floats.

But sad to me the silvery flow

Of brook, and birdlirg's carol clear,

—

A gentle cadence, soft and low,

I miss amid the spring-time cheer.

Oh I sweeter than the violet's grace.

And fairer than flie Mav-flower's bloom,

The beauty of one meek youug fa;^e

Comes not the season to illume.

When bleak win'ds from the hills swept down,
And all the plains were white with snow,

From her pale brow pain's thorny crown
Dropped in the grave, so dark and low.

The chill— the change—our hearts appalled^

To hers it brought a glad surprise;

Our Bouls to lonfly soirow called,

Hers to the joys of Paradise. ...
'Tis o'er—^her simple village life

Of lowly toil and ple;isures few

—

Yet, with all highest issues rife.

It will not, cannot fade from view.

But her smooth-parted, golden hair.

The soft glince f f her dove-like eyes.

Her modest mien, her reverent air,

No more upon my vision rise-

Cease, plaining heart 1 Her fearless trust

Would chide theee murmurs of regret

—

As, now, nbove her sleeping dust,

The sunthine wakes the violet.

Keep the sweet metrory death hath left

—

The fragrance of her iijfluence dear,

—

Though of the bloesom else bereft.

Its holiest presence lingers near.

Spared earth's decay, through God's great ruth,

She shall again to thee be given,

Blooming with a perennial youth,

In the eternal fields of Heaven.

The sprirg-time of her loving faith,

Unchilled by doubt or hope's delay

—

Her amaranthine wreath of death

—

Makes of her memory endless May.
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FIGARO, BY IMPORTED CONSTERNATION.

The above cut is a verj' faithful representa-

tion of the stallion, Fifjaro, bred and owned

by Orin Trow, Ilardwitk, Mass. He is a

horse of perfect symmetry, combined with im-

mense power, graceful in action, a remarkable

walker as well as beautiful and rapid trotter.

His color is a dark dapple bay of unusual rich-

ness,—is sixteen hands high, and weighs over

1200 lbs. Of his sire, Consternation, it may be

said, that his qualities as a stock horse achieved

for him a national reputation.

His dam was "Dolly," by "Green Mountain

Morgan" or "Hale horse," a mare of great

size, power and endurance. At five years old

she was driven seventy-eight miles in a day,

without apparent fatigue and could easily have
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acconiplished a hundred. Her dam and gran-

dam were mares of the same general type

;

therefore it will be seen that Figaro's qualities

are hereditary, rather than accidental. His

colts and fillies possess in a marked degree the

characteristics of the thoroughbred, ^nd while

they are making elegant carriage horses and

fine roadsters, they are also giving a very flat-

tering promise for the turf. He is proving

himself of incalcuable benefit to the- breeders

of New England.

MUTTON SHEEP.

An English correspondent of the Country

Gentleman, after alluding to the fact that from

six to eight thousand "hoggets,"—yearling

sheep—are sold every Saturday at Norwich

market, at from $12 to $14.50 per head, re-

marks that these sheep are nearly all what is

called half bred, i. e., from some kind of dark-

faced Down ewe, by a Lincoln, Leicester or

Cotswold ram, and for early maturity and the

profitable production of excellent mutton, are

hard to beat. Alluding to an article he had

seen by an American writer in which the Cots-

wold was recommended as the breed for our

farmers to take up, he says :

—

I am of opinion that the writer is a little mis-
taken in his deducrions, for in addition to the fact,

that by cross-l>reeding we attain not only early
maturity, but a far greater disposition and aptitude
to fatten than is found in any pure breed, the
Cotswold, in common with every other white-
f;iced, long-wooled sheep, carries a large amount
of fat in proportion to its lean meat—the meat is

coarse in the "grain.'" Whereas, in tlie South-
Down, and eveiy other dark-faced, short-wooled
breed, these characteristics are exactly reversed.
I venture to predict that .if the great American
people is to be "educated up" to a taste for mutton,
it will be of the Down, or half-breed sort. Proba-
bly the best cross of all is that between the South-
Down ewe and Leicester, Cotswold or other long-

wooled ram.

Short-horns for Burlington, Vt.—Two
weeks since we noticed the purchase of several

fine animals by F. M. Van Sicklen and J. A.

Shedd of this town. We see by the Country

Gentleman that Mr. Shedd has purchased

of Hon. A. B. Conger, Waldberg, N. Y., the

following additional animals :

—

Mazurka 8th and Constance 3d, both bred by the
late R. A. Alexander, and got by his prize bull
Albion; Queen of Diamonds, bred by Samuel
Thorne, and got by 2d Grand Duke (12981,) out of
imported Darlington 6th; Lelia, bred by the late

F. M. Rotch, and got by imported Grand Duke of
Oxford ; also, Constantia and Constantia 2,d, bred
by himself, both out of Constantia 3d, the first got
by Buttercup 2d, son of 2d Grand Duke, and the
second by Udora's son of Grand Turk (12969).

From the New York Ledger.

OUT WEST.

BY ETHED LYNN,

Joe Hilton sat in his ea-'y chair,

Nothing tie et emed to see,

Though a liiUe woman's tiny hand
Laj retting on his kiiee.

Straight in the fire his giance was bent,
Uijscorcliid by its sullen glow,

Till a wouiau's question broke his dream
With, "What are you tliinking, Joe?"

Back from the border land he came.
Back from tile prairie swtll

;

Back. Irom the rustling fields of corn,

Back to his black-roued Nell.

"Thinbi g, my tiny, quiet wife?
Where 1 shall build my nest;

For when the maple flushes red,

We are going, aear, 'Out West.'

"Goin? where men can win a home,
Where the corn is glad to grow;

Where the reaper's cradle turns lo gold,

And the winds untainted blow.
Going where gleams of silver ehine

On the rugged mountain's crest,

And a farm awaits the master's band

—

Are you glad we are going west ?"

Over the sombre dress she wore
Hot 1 ear * went rolling down,

Though she tried to wipe them off nnseen,
Fearing Joe's troubled frown.

"Speak, Nelly, why do I see those tears ?"

fcoftly she bent her head—
"Mother—the sea—and baby's grave !"

Were tbe only words she said. '

Five years had passed, as years will go,

Dying as soon as born.

Ana Farmer Joe was passing rich.

In acres, flocks and corn.

And Nell ? poor Nell 1 Joe told a friend.

In confileiice, she was not well;

The friend had heard it long ago.

Had caught the echo of a knell.

All knew, save Joe, the prairie rose

Would bloom above her head;
jfie thought the spring would tint her cheek,
With its-weli remembered red;

He could not think, (how could a man?)
That heart-aches ever kill.

Nor know how fever craved a draught
From "the spring beyond the hill."

He knew at last, one quiet hour.
When over the tree'ess plain

The sun shot level thafu of light

4thwart the day just slain.

Poor Nell awoke from troubled sleep,

And talked in a wandering way,
Of tlie little hroob, of the baby's graie,

And the flowers that bloomed in May.

Of the dim, old woods, so calm and cool.

Of the sea which she lovt d so well

;

While Joe stood holding fast her hand,

With a sorrow no words could tell.

"Oh, tiny Nelly, oh darling olc,

Come back, little one, to me;
I did not know, I could not tell,"

Too late

—

She had found the sea.

Sales of Improved Stock.—We leam

by the Country Gentleman that Mr. Joseph

A. Harwood, Littleton, Mass., has sold to

Mr. C. C.Pierce, East Clarendon, Vt., Cava-

lier, 6526, a fine Short-horn, eighteen months

old, bred by Mr. Harwood. He was got by

Matadore, 5002, out of Yellow Rose, by Ma-

maluke, 3114.
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BEET SUGAR.
HE subject of manufacturing

sugar from beets has been

much discussed of late, espe-

cially in the West ; and some are

prophesying that we shall manu-

facture this indispensable article

from the beet, within a few years,

as they do in France, where it has

become a crop of national importance. From

France, the making of sugar has extended

into Germany. In both countries sugar is now

made which is thought by many superior to

cane sugar.

The sugar producing sections in Europe are

•said to be increasing in fertility and wfealth.

The tops and the pumice, after the extraction

of the juice, are used for the feeding of cat-

tle, which thrive on them, and the manure thus

f)roduced aids greatly in the cultivation.

There seems no good reason why we in New
England cannot engage in sugar making from

beets, as well as our brethren in the West.

To be sure we cannot expect to see fields of

fifty or one hundred acres of beets, as on the

prairies of Illinois or Kansas. We can raise

them only on small patches of one or a few

acres ; but a great many such small patches are

equal to a large field. We do not keep im-

mense herds of cattle, but we keep a great

many small ones ; and we have learneci thai

one cheese factory answers for a neighl>orhood

keeping from ^00 to 1000 cows. Sugar mak-

ing requires machinery and capital, and may
be carried on much more economically .on a

large scale than on a small one. It would not

pay for the cultivator of a few acres to set up

the necessary mills, presses and refining appa-

ratus. A farm as extensive as a Mexican

ranche, or a Southern plantation would be

•needed for this. But a mill and the necessarj-

apparatus might Ije used for a town, or for sev-

eral towns, at which the beets nn'ght be sold at

a fixed price per ton, to be paid either in

money or sugar.

The white beet is generally cultivated for

sugar making in Europe, and with good soil

aiid cultivation about twenty tons per ai-re are

obtained. They are ^•own in drills, and care-

fully cultivated through the season. The l)eet

consists of fibres, enclosing colls which con-

tain the juice. In order to completely press

out this juice, these- cells roust he broken or

torn open. Various methods have been tried

to effect this object. The method now in com-

mon use is to subject the washed and cleaned

beets to the action of cylinders, surrounded by

rows of saw teeth, which reduce them to a fine

pulp. This pulp is subjected to hydraulic

presses. In this way 75 or 80 per cent, of the

juice is obtained, which then undergoes the

process of evaporation and refining. Lime is

added, as in the evaporation of cane juice, to

neutralize the acid, which would prevent gran-

ulation.

If one hundred farmers in any section of

country should engage to furnish 20 tons each

to a mill, this would amount to 2000 tons, and

would seem to be a sufficient basis to begin

upon. The mill might be the joint property

of the beet raisers, or it might belong to one

or several proprietors, like the cheese facto-

ries.

Beets are said to yield from five to eight

per cent, of refined sugar. A good loamy soil,

free from stones, and capable of deep culture is

required for the successful culture of the beet.

Probably it would be best to make it a part of

a suitable rotation of crops.

But, sugar-making out of the question, beets

ought to be more cultivated for stock than they

are among us. No other root, except the flat

turnip, is so easily cultivated or so little ex-

hausting to the soil, and no other root is so

little injured by keeping. They are good un-

til the grass comes, and cattle, sheep, hogs

and horses all eat them with a relish.

CHITTENDEN CO.,.VT,, SHEARING.
QJie first annual show and shearing of the

Chittenden county Sheep Breeders and AVool

Grower's Association, took place at Shelburn,

May 7 and 8. We learn from the Burlington,

Vt., X)aihj Times that notwithstanding the first

day was somewhat rainy and unpleasant, the dis-

play of Spanish merino ewes and lambs was very

fine. L. S. Drew exhibited a dozen splendid

lambs from the famous rams "Green Mountain"

and ' 'Kersager." The breed is celebrated and

must prove a profitable investment to Mr.

Drew. Anu)ng other exhibitors were Henry

Thorp of Charlotte, II. N. Newell, Lee Tracy,

E. S. RowJey.and B. F. Van Vliet of Shel-

l)urn and S. II. Weston of Colcbe.^ter. Mr.

Tracy siowed some v€ry elegant lambs, not

over six weeks old, .wjuch were bred from
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"Red Leg," Col. E. S. Stowell's well-known

buck.

Through the politeness of L. S. Drew, Presi-

dent of the as.sociation, and H. L. Newell,

Secretary, our travelling agent, Mr. E. P.

Wentworth, was furnished with beautiful

specimens of fine wool from the &heep exhibit-

ed at this shearing, which he has forwarded to

this office, where they may be seen by those

intere.-ted in the improvement of our Ameri-

can wool. They vary from 2^ to nearly 3t

inches in length, and are fine and beautiful.

We have also a sample of South American, or

Mestiza, fine wool, about 2i inches long,

from the celebrated "Altoy Flock," exhibited

by Mr. H. W. Smith, of the Burlington Mill

Company, who said it makes the best of cloth.

The Committee on Shearing,' consisting of

Geo. Barstow and Dr. Knox, made the follow-

ing report :

—
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The wisdom of making a market before

their crops are planted, is certainly commend-

able, though it may remind some old farmers

of the picture of the milkmaid, in their spell-

ing books, who acted on a similar policy in

respect to her chickens.

Whatever may be our opinion as to the

probable success of this Planting Company

—

and we certainly wish it greater prosperity

than we dare anticipate—we must regard it as

a "straw" of no small significance. Evidient-

ly a "land breeze" is beginning to blow

among the consumers of farm produce. The

country population has congregated in cities

and villages until every "green thing" in the

land has been devoured, and bread and meat

and vegetables are so dear that, to the vision

of many a family, the figures in Prices Current

are assuming the dim outlines of gaunt famine.

Curses on "the speculators" have been tried,

but they can hardly be relied upon to keep the

wolf from the door. We fear the plan of our

Easton friends "to hire teams, buy manure,

and employ faithful men to work the crops,"

will prove like the hired reapers in JEsop's

fable. That much, however, may be better

than nothing. It admits the necessity of do-

ing something, and this admission is the first

step in the right direction. The next step is

we think well indicated by the editor of the Ohio

Farmer, whose advice to a similar community

was, "off with your fashionable broadcloth,

and on with a loose suit of stout and homely

stuff, that will stand the weather and the wear

;

get you to the barnyard and to the field ; lift

up your voices among the oxen, and the horses,

and the cows, and the sheep ; talk bad gram-,

-mar, and come in at night with soiled boots

.and hay-seed on your clothes ; eat great slices

of pork and baked beans ; then go to bed and

snore in j'our sleep, and wake up to thank

«God that you were not civilized to death in

this progressive age. So you shall help to

avert the impending Famine of Food."

Canker Worms.—About two years ago we

.published an account of the method by which

some farmers in the eastern part of New
Hampshire had saved their trees and secured

good crops of apples, by destroying the

canker worms after they had commenced feed-

ing upon the foliage. After applying a belt

of tar to the trunks, they commenced at the

top of the tree by jarring the branches with

long light poles or fishing rods. As the

worms spun down on their gossamer threads,

they were brushed off by side strokes with the

rods. As soon as they 'reached the ground,

they started at once and directly for the trunk

and were soon fast in the tar.

We see by a statement in the Newton,

Mass., Journal, that Marshall S. Rice of that

town has been entirely successful with this

process on some forty trees, by going over

them twice, spending some fifteen minutes to

each tree. He advises all who liave neglected

to prevent the ascent of the grub to try this

process without fail, as he thinks the fruit of

his forty trees paid well for about two days'

work.

WATSON'S PLANT PROTECTOR.
The attention of those who raise tomatoes,

squashes, cabbages or

plants, which are lia-

ble to destruction by

insects or cut worms,

is directed to the in-

vention shown in the

accompanying cut,

and just introduced

in this market. The

supply being limited,

those desiring to se-

cure a supply must order early.

HORSE-RACING AT FAIRS.

Ilorce-racing has been popular in Kentucky

much longer than In New England ; and this

fact, in our opinion, entitles the following re-

marks by the editor of the Farmers' Home
Journal, published at Lexington, Ky., to the

especial attention of the managers of our Agri-

cultural Fairs :

—

But there is another cause, which, in the opinion
of niiiny, has detracted from the usefulness of our
fairs and the interest once manifested in them by
a great portion of our pe(>ple, and it is—the promi-
nence given to speed rings to the neglect of other
di'partments—and we respectfully invite the atten-

tion of the officers of associations to this matter.
Stock raising is an important interest and the
breeders of blooded stock are entitled to considera-
tion and encouragement, for they contributor ma-
terially to increase the wealth of our State and
give it a reputation abroad, hut the point we desire

to make is thi.s: While they have horse shows,
regular races and other opportunities lor develop-
ing the fine qualities of their animals, it is not do-
ing justice to other equally important interests, to

award the most of the premiums and occupy most
of the time with trials of gpeed. Our fairs were
instituted for the purpose of promoting the agri-
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cultural and mechanical interests of the State,

and when this leading object is kept steadily in

view, and when the exhibiiion is varied,—compris-
ing in its different departments, fine stock, the

products of the farm, orchard, dairy and loom,
and the manufactures of the different trades,—the

people will attend by thousands.

For the New England Farmer,

CORN FODDER FOR SOILING.

Of all the crops grown expressly for soiling.

corn fodder stands pre-eminently at the head
of the list; and considering its simple and
easy culture, the almost certainty of a large

yield with fair treatment, the avidity with

which it is eaten by all kinds of stock, and its

great value as forage, its importance can
hardly be over estimated.

Simple and easy as its cultivation may be
regarded, there is a wide difference in the re-

sults attainable. If color is an indication of

the vigor of growth, what means the pale

green, sickly yellow or whitish appearance of
many fields of fodder? In a field of. corn

such signs of weakness would not be consid-

ered very promising for maturing a good yield

of ears. But allowing the growth to be vig-

orous, there are other differences not so ap-

parent to the eye. The stalk and leaves of

corn, like those of other kinds of grain, and
the grasses are merely to support and perfect

the ear. During the early stages of growth,
its cellular tissue is imperfectly developed,

and the juices are thin and watery. As the

stalks approach full development, the juices

thicken and become richer in saccharine matter,

the goodness of the stalk is absprbed rapidly

by tlie ears, which if undisturbed would take

up from the stalk nearly all that is available

for nutrition. The stalk, then, has its greatest

value for fodder while the ear is forming. In
this respect corn resembles sugar cane. The
sugar maker would never expect to produce a

syrup that would yield a large percentage of
sugar unless the cane had attained its full

growth.
Now, if we select the Southern and West-

ern varieties, and plant thickly, and cut the

stalks when only partially grown, a large

quantity of tender, succulent fodder is ob-

tained, but there is too much bulk in propor-
tion to its goodness ; too much thin, watery
juice for the nutritive matter it contains.

When cattle receive any addition to their pas-

turage, it should be in a form that combines
a suitable proportion of'nutriment ; if a weak,
bulky fodder is given them, their stomachs are

. unduly distended, and the labor of the diges-

tive organs is greatly increased. Excessive
distension of the stomach weakens its force,

and food received in this condition is only
partially digested, and is worse than wasted or
lost. Some farmers are well aware of these
facts, and in order to deprive corn fodder of
part of its bulk, cut it up some tinje before
using. I know of a very conscientious milk-

man who finding this kind of fodder increased
the quantity of milk at the expense of the

quality, discontinued raising it.

Now it is plain if we plant a smaller variety

of corn, and give each stalk room and time
to attain a full development before it is cut,

we obtain a more concentrated and nutritious

fodder, and what is lost in bulk is gained in

quality. Sweet corn is far preferable to the

common yellow. One stalk of it fully grown
is worth three or four of th^ large Southern
varieties but half matured. Being richer in

saccharine juices, it produces superior milk,

promotes the growth of the animals, and at

the same time keeps them in excellent condi-

tion. Horses eat it greedily, and when at

moderate work will thrive upon it. By plant-

ing the early varieties early in the season, fol-

lowing with later kinds, an abundance of this
'

most valuable help to the pasture can be fur-

nished four months of the year. When hard
frosts approach, it should be cut up, bundled
and put into good sized stocks or carried di-

rectly to the tarn and stored where it will not
dry too rapidly and yet not heat and mould.
In this way it may be kept tender and palata-

ble several weeks longer than usual. When
the stalks become too dry and hard, they

should be passed through the cutter, then

moistened with water and allowed to remain
two or three days ; or, what is better, if the

weather is cold, put them into a tight box and
steam by throwing hot water on them, then

covering tightly. Where a liberal supply of
this is provided during autumn and early win-

ter it will prove a material saving of hay ; and
pumpkins, turnips, small potatoes and other

roots, which are usually fed out early, can be
reserved for later use. When this fodder is

desired for winter feeding mainly, it should

be planted early that it may be" cured during

the dry, pleasant weather of September.
Although a fair yield may be obtained in a

favorable season by careless and imperfect cul-

tivation, yet high culture is absolutely essen-

tial to the best success, as the fodder is needed
most just when grass, from drought or other

causes fails, and only high cultivation can

carry a crop through in an unpropitious sea-

son. Good land, some of the best of the

farm, should be selected for it, which should

be ploughed and reploughed until thoroughly

pulverized. It should be highly manured,

partly broadcast and partly in the drills. It

should be divided into equal lots. for a succes-

sion of plantings. And if those lots designed

to be planted first were ploughed and manured
the previous autumn, it would hasten and im-

prove the growth of the crop. Make the

drills from two-and-a-half to three feet apart,

and drop the kernels about one inch apart.

The smaller varieties do not require to be
planted as thickly as the larger and coarser, in

order to make their stalks tender. As nearly

all the cultivation can be done by horse power,

the expense of the crop aside from manure is
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small. The labor,. "the great amount of la-

j

bor/' ha"< always been the chief objection

against raising crops ibr soiling. "It is (iiiitc

enough," say some, "that we are compclleil

to stall-feed full six months in the year with-

out continuing it during warm Avcatlier."' But

bur pastures, in their present condition, are

totally inadecjuate to meet the demands upon

them. . The merease of the population, the

greater profits when land is devoted to other

crops, and even the rise in the value of wood
lands, combine to circumscribe and enhance

the price of pasture land, so that in many lo-

calliies, if obtained at all, it cannot be had at

reasonable rates. How then can our farms be

well stocked and our animals kept up to a

profitable standard, if not by resorting to soil-

ing ? It should be borne in mind that every

day the products of the dairy fail from want

of sulHeient food, money is lost; and that un-

less the stock show decided gain through all

the warm months, and go into winter quarters

without having drawn upon winter supplies,

the profits of the year will be small. When
the deficiency can, to a great degree, be sup-

phed by corn fodder it is surprising it does

not receive more attention. Upon the small

farm, with its scanty pasturage, it would be of

the greatest help; while upon large farms sev-

eral acres can be used to advantage. The in-

creasing demand for hay, and the high price

it brings, presents a great temptation to sell a

part of that crop. This could be safely done,

and its place supplied by fodder and roots.

By the same means milkmen and others who
buy largely of grain, (;ould materially lessen

their expenses. Where fodder is fed out in

the barn and the manure carefully saved, it is

one of the best means for renovating a run

down farm, or keeping a good one in high

condition.

This estimate of the value of this crop may
seem high to those who look upon it only in

the form of hard, tough and almost indigesti-

ble stover, from which the ear or grain and the

weather have extracted all the goodness ; or

upon that made from half matured stalks of

some large and coarse variety, which is hard

to be cured and worth very little when cured.

But, as I have attempted to show, corn fodder

is just what we make it. All its nutritive

qualities may be sacrificed for the benefit of

the ears, or the virtue of the ears may be re-

tained in the stalk and leaves, and the whole

form a palatable and nutritious food, fully

equal to all we claim for it.

This is no new theory. We act upon the

same principle in the treatment of other kinds

of grain, if oats are cut while in the milk,

before the heads are fully developed, the

whole forms a imtritious fotlder, equivalent,

under many circumstances, to the grain and

straw fed separately. And whenever the corn

is to be consumed upon the farm, I see no

reason why part of the crop should not be

grown expressly for fodder. The labor of

husking, storing the ears, shelling and grind-

ing would certainly be saved, and it would be
better for cattle to eat a simple, nutritious

fodder than to receive it in two forms as com-
monly practiced ; one being comparatively an
innutritious stover, and the other a rich meal,

which has the objection of being too htjarty

and heating when fed in any considerable

(piantity. The yield per acre by this method
far exceeds that planted in hills. Thus by
making an economical and judicious use of

fodder, corn assumes a higher value and be-

comes one of the most imnort:mt crops that

can be raised, even here in the Eastern States.

Lawrence, Mass., May, 1868. x. s. x.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

IMPORTED HORSE CONSTERNATION.

Mr. Sanford Howard, a few years ago, while edi-

tor of tlie Boston Cultivator, said in one of his

editorials, that "Consternation is one of the \'e\v

imported thoroughljred hordes that \\x~- improved
our stock of ruiid and c;uTiage hor.-es." Tliis he
has done l)y his size, (licinglittefn liaiids and three
inches high, and weigtiiiigovcr 1200 lbs.,) hi-; great
style and symmetry, and his reniarkaljly fine trnt-

tiiig action. Mr. Randall, in liis edition of Ycniatt,

says of him, he is a compact, and lor a thorough-
bred, veiy bony horse. His dam. '-Curiosity,"

was a large, strong mare; and his sire, '-Figaro,"

possessed the same characteristies. Consterna-
tion's ?ire, "Confederate," after beins wirhdrawn
from the turf, was kept l)y his lireeder, Earl Fitz
William, to lireed carriage horses from, owing to

his size, l)one and symmetry. The size and bone
of Consternation were not, therefore, accidental, or
merely individual traits ; they l)elong to his fam-
ily, and were, eunseqiientl}', far more likely to be
transmitted to his descendants ; and experience
has shown that he almost invariatily transmitted
these properties to his descendants. The writer

of this has seen perhaps lift}' colts, from one to

three years old, the get of Cunsternation. from
commun dams, andthusep.isssetsing different pro-
portions of blood. Every one of tliem has shown
good size, and quite as mueli bone as it is common
to see in the get of tlie ordinary cf)arsc stallions

of the country. Consternation was l>eautifully

symmetrical in all his proportions, with a plump-
ni ss and roundness of outline, more like a perfect

hunter, or exceedin<Tly styli^h carriage horse; but
wiihoiit a i)ariiele of coarseness, cloddiness, or de-
viation from a true blood-like look. lie was a
horse of extraordinarj' mettle and a^tiviry ; rapid
in all his paces, sugularly elastic and graceful in

his movements. He could walk nearly live miks
an hour, and was a l)eantit'nl ajtd rapid trotter.

VVitli proper training he might have been made a
fleet, if not a crack tro'ter.

tical lions of his get have been standing for sev-

eral years in ai kast twelve different States of the
Union, and his stock is gaining in public favor

every year. One of the best of these was bred,
and "is still owned by Orin Trow, Esq , of Hard-
wick, Mass., who calls him "Figan*," in honor of
Consternation's graudsirc By reference to Ran
dall's Edition of Yoiiatt, in which Consternation's
pedigree, whic-h perhaps yuu will ii(;t wislj to print

in full, is niiiiHtely given', it will be seen that he
comes by a iiioietlirect and.-honer line of descent,

from the patrianhs of the English turf, than per-

haps any stallion living; being only two removes
from Waxy and Ilaiihazard; three from Sir Peter,

on the side of both sire and dam—three also from
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Sclim and Pot-8-oes ; and only four on the side of
hotli sire and dam, (and than too, on side of dam
liy a double strain) Ironi the Great Engli.-h Eclipse

;

four also from Ilighliycr; and only tive from the

Godolphin Aial)ian. Consleration was iinpoitcd

by T. C. Albott, and di d at the stable of Chas. H.

Eldrcd, of CarroUton, Illinoi.s Oct., 1SG6.

Neio York, May 1. 1868. J. p.. b.

Remarks.—Another correspondent informs us

that wliile visiting recently in Hardwick, he saw

old Consternation's colt, "Figaro," and was very

much please'd with his appearance, lie describes

him as of a rich dapple color, sixteen hands high,

and weighing 1200 lbs. He also saw several of his

colts, and says they ai-e in high repute among the

best judges of horses in that section, being valued

at iffoOO to .f1500 each. He speaks of one in par-

ticular, that he saw in Mr. Mixter's stable, eleven

months old, fourteen hands and one inch and a

half high, that weighed 800 lbs. ; the best trained

colt he ever saw of its age,—performing like a cir-

cus pony,—and a very picture of his sire, Figaro.

He also mentions a pair of oxen that he saw at

Mr. Mixter's, from the Wilmington, Vt., breed,

that weighed 4070 lbs. last September. They have

worked hard all winter, and are better trained than

aay pair of oxen he ever saw.

SINGLE EYES FROM POTATOES FOR SEED.

In the Farmer of May 6, your correspondent,
H. Poor, suggests the plan of planting potatoes
from eyes cut out singly, and asks for experiments
Irora those who have tried it. About thirty-six years
since, owing to tiie scarcity of potatoes in the lo-

cality where I then resided, I was compelled thus
to experiment, or go without potatoes to eat.

From less than six quarts of eyes, cut out about
the size of cranberry beans, I raised over thirty-
six buslielsof good potatoes, and should, no doubt,
have had more,—had I hot seeded too heavy.
They were planted on newly cleared land, without
much of a burn, bj^ upturning with a stout hoe,
ihe earth some three inches deep and from seven to
ten in diameter, throwing in from eight to twelve
or more eyes to the hill,"and then covered with the
earth thus dug up, and what leaves, &c., I could
scrape up about them. Did nothing more until
harvesting. I have not planted whole potatoes of
late, except occasionally by way of experiment.
Would not use moie than thrre or four eyes in a
hill, even if more cost less. I prefer planting in
drills. When potatoes are .reasonably plenty I

select my best of medium size, and cut them
through and through, leaving from one to three
eyes on a piece, thus planting the entire i)otato.
Iv^ever plant from small unmatured seecL Potaroes
being so scarce this season, I shall revert to my

' practice of 1832, and gonge out the.eyes of all my
good eating potatoes, which after siicli dissection
•will be used for cooking purposes. If any of my
brother farmers are short of seed, let them try a
few bushels. By this means we may plant our ifull

breadth of land, and not cut ourselves short fur
table purposes. If _you lose by it, / shall. My
own faith, however, is larger than a grain of mus-
tard seed. A Subscriber.

Marlboro', N. R.., Moaj 11, 1868,

sun, the best of those which are left are dead and
useless. Under such circumstances the l)alance
between root and branch is completely destroyed,
and if the tree lives iT is almost miraculous. To
maintain the proper balance between root and
branch, shorten at the time of planting every
limb by at lenst O'le-half of last year's grow;h,and
when the le. if is (.f full size, cut oat entirely such
iimbs as will ever interlcre with the growth of the
others, tlicrel)y av(iiding the necessity of removing
Itrge liiul.s afterwards, l)y which the danger of de-
str(i\ iiig the tree is im reased. Uowe.

Ferrinbury, Vt., May 9, 1868.

BORERS.

I am putting out a young orchard, but the borer
is the great pest in this vicinity. What shall I do
to keep them from my trees? Will a quart of
strong ashes placed immediately ab' uttlie body of
a small tree alter it is set damage the tree ?

Marlboro', N. II., May, 1368. h. t. av.

Remarks.—As the b<etleof the apple tree borer

lays its eggs, ten in a litter, m June, July, or early

in August, many f uit growers wash the trunks

during those months for the purpo-e of making
the bark distasteful to the beetle and to destroy

the eggs after they are laid. For this purpose

some wash (he trees with a lye of wood ashes or

potash, but this is liable to injure the trees, if too

strong. Others use a wash of two quarts of soft

soap and a quarter of a pound of sulphur to a
pailful of water. But, after all, "eternal vigilance"

and patient industry, are the best defence we know
of. As the worms hatch in the fall they eat

through the bark, nii\rking.theirentranceby a tiny

monument of their chips, and pass the winter im-

mediately under the bark. With the point of a

knife remove the bark and strangle the little white

maggot in its cradle. Examine often during the

fall and succeeding spring for the "ehankings,"

and if a borer has escaped and ent'-red the wood,
harpoon hi:n out with a flexilde wire or bit of the

"cold iron" from a hoop skirt. A small quantity

of ashes placed about the trunk might do some
good, and proliably no harm, unless piled too high,

but the beetle would be likely to "steal her nest"

above the ashes.

PRESERVING TREES WHEN TRANSPLANTED.

Many persons leavQ on the entire top of a young
tree after it has been removed from the nursery,
when by removal it has lost a large portion of its

roots, and paiiaps bj exposure to the winds and

CRIPPH.I) PIGS.

Instances of the singular maladv among young
hogs, alluded to in a late number of tlie Farmer,.
occasional^ occur in this ncighboihnod. Mr.
Perley Hill bought three pi.gs last spiii g from one
litter, which he kept in rather a dose ]icn. They
all did well until ihcy weighed about sixty pounds,
when ^wo of tliem lost the use of their iiind legs.
In attempting to walk, tlicj' Avould take a ffcw
steps, sway to one side and their bodies would
rest behind upon the ground, the front being sup-
ported by the fore legs. They were removed from
the pen, and put in ashed where the horse manure
was thrown and kept several weeks, but did not
improve in strength, though they gained somewhat
in weight. But at the annual Imtehering the first

part of winter they were killed, and two dressed
less than 100 lbs. each. No unusual appearances
could be seen about the meat. The third one did
well, and has now a litter of pigs. Another pig
from the same litter was similarly affected.
Now, what was the cause ? Not hiiih keeping,

for Mr. Hill makes cheese from his thirty cows,
and feeds his pigs clear whey and no corn. Breed-
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ing in and in was probably not the cause, as the

parent* w irc only di.-tantly related.

I had a pisr Ui.Si, summer that was similarly para-

lyzed, l)iit in a less dej^ree.. I kt it inti> the barn-
yard a low weeks whovc there was plenty of weeds.
It would graze with its hind quarters restinj; on
the ground, and moved about wiih diffieuliy, but
fattened well. Some said louulit ro rul) the issues

in the hind legs with a eob; but I think there was
no trouble wiih the issues. z. e. j.

Irasburg, Vt., May 5, 1868.

Rkmakks. — Mr. 11. C. Meriapi, of Lowell,

Mass., informs us that be has had shotes similarly

atrccted. He withholds their feed till they have a

good appetite, and then mixes with a pailful of

swill, say, a teacupful of powdered charcoal, the

same quantity of wood ashes, and two or three

great spoonfuls of sulphur, which generally brings

them out all right, in a short time. He also throws

ashes and coal into the pens, for them to eat as

they please.

POrLTET ACCOUNT.

I have seen many accounts in the Farmer by
different individuals to show their /«cA in poultry

k raising, and have always read them with much in-

tcrestr Last fall, I thouglif that I would see if

what I have often heard, that hens never paid their

keeping in winter, was true. As I was not at home
all of the time I did not begin until the 24th of

Decemlier. The hens are of mixed breeds and not

very large. Below is an exact account of the cost

of keeping, &c.

. 1367. Dr.

Dec. 24'h, to 7 hens, at 50 cts. each ... $3 50

Dec. 24ih, to 6 Lite pallets, at 30 cts. each 1 80

Dec. 24th, to 1 1 ite rooster 40

April 24'h, to cost of keeping 4 moB . . 6 96

April 'th, to 13 rg»8 for getir.g 27

April 2let, to 3 hens at 50 cts. each ... 1 50

Total f14 43

1868. Cr.

Jan. 24th, by 69 eggs laid month ending
J;iii. 24, at 3 cts. apic 'C $2 07

Feb. 2Ub, by 77 euKS laid inonlh endhig
Fib. 24, at 24 "cts. apiece 193

Mcb. 24tb. by 152 egcs laid month ending
Mrb.24, at various pricts 3 28

April 24tli. by 223< g.'s lai'.l month ending
Apiil 24. at 2^, cts apiece 4 65

April •.'4th, by 16 hens at 50 cts. each . . 8 00

April 24th, 1 rooster 50

Total $20 43

Net profit, 4 mos $6 00

The food that they have had was barley and
corn, with an occasional dis-h of shorts, &c. 1

shall continue to keep my account, and may per-

haps send in another report. j.

Winchendon, Mass., April 25, 1868.

CURE FOR SOKE TEATS ON COWS.

Take one third salt grease, two-thirds mutton
tallow, with what sugar will dissolve; melt them
over the lire, stirring thoroughly to mix. When
cool it is ready for use. I have cured in two days
where the eraeks were so bad that it was almost
ininossiiile to milk. A Surscriuer.

Strafford Springs, Vt., April 17, 1868.

GREEN WORMS ON ROSE BUSHES.

"Will you or some one of your readers inform me
through your paper, of anything that will kill

the smallgrcen worms that have covered the rose-

bushes for two or three years past ? My later va-

rieties were nearly killed, looking as if a fire had

run over them. They did not begin early enough,
on mine, to destroy the buds of the early kintls.

I h.avc tried ashes, soot, gas-water, &c., but it will

not kill them. A Lauy.
Auburfi, N. H., 1868.

Remarks.—Try sulphur sprinkled on freely

while the dew is on, or syringe with a weak solu-

tion of soft soap.

worms in "WALL PAPER.

In reply to an inquiry similar to that of our cor-

respondent "R.," of Somerset, Mass., in the Far-
mer of April 25, an experienced paperer informs

the editor of the UHca Herald that turpentine min
gled in the paste at the time of papering, is a sure

remedy against the depredations of all insects.

Of course, in the cases alluded to by our corres-

pondent, this would necessitate rcpapering the

rooms. A mixture of pepper is also recommended
by another correspondent in the department of

"Household Economy."

CAN I KILL THE CREEPER?
Is there any known way to prevent the spread-

ing of the roots of the "ciccper ?" I notice them
ruiming all over many gardens. 1 think them a
great pe-t. v. h. s.

New Haven, Vt., Nov. 25, 1867.

Remarks.—Yes. Cut off his head whenever

he comes in sight. Persist in this »ne season, and

you will be likely to exterminate him. He cannot

live long without leaves and branches. Thank
you for y.our good opinion of the Farmer. Try

to make a thousand or two other people believe

just as you do.

white maple sugar.

I have heard that sugar can be made from the
common white maple. "Wdl some experienced
sugar-maker inform me whether it can be profitably

done ? J. T. Landman.
South Londonderry, Vt., May, 1868.

REMOVING WILD BEES.

A correspondent inquires through the Farmer
as to the best time to remove wdd bees from a
tree to a hive. If he desires to transfer the bees
and comb to a movable comb hive, now is the best
time to do it; but if he wants to put them into a
box hive without the comb, about the first of June
will be the right time.

\
U. Alley.

Wenham, Mass., April 27, 1868.

FOOD FOR a sitting HEN.

Will you or some of your subscribers inform
me what is the best t'ooii fur a sitting hen r I raided
si.xty fowls last year, whose average weight was six
pounds each. Felix.
MiddUbury, Vt., 1868.

Remarks.—We think you have been very suc-

cessful, and can tell us how to feed them better

than we can tell you. We feed with Indian meal

made into dough. Scalded meal is probably best,

given quite moist. The sitting hen does not need

meat or lime.

—Fndt trees are more truly ornamental than the

moBt fanciful shrubs.
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BILVEB-SPANQLED POLAND.

These fowls, says Mr. Bement, are in all

respects similar to the Golden-Spangled in

shape and markings, except that white, black

and gray are exchanged for ochre or yellow,

and various shades of brown. He says they

may certainly be ranked among the very

choicest and most beautiful of fowls. They

lay medium sized white eggs, much pointed at

one end, in tolerable abundance, and when

they sit, they acquit themselves respectably.

The newly-hatched chickens are very pretty,

creamy-white, interspersed with slaty dun on

the back, head and neck, marked with longi-

tudinal stripes down the back, with black eyes,

light lead-colored legs, and a swelling of down

on the head, indicative of the future top-knot,

which is exactly the color of an old-fashioned

powdered wig ; and, indeed, gives the chick

the appearance of wearing one. The Polish

fowls are better suited for limited enclosures

and for keeping in a small way than for being

reared in large numbers.

PKUIT GARDEN".

We think we have the best soil and climate
for fruit culture in the world, yet probably get
less returns for the money invested than any
people on earth, simply because we do not fully

appreciate labor as an essential element of suc-

cess. The amount of practical skill and in-

cessant care given to fruit culture in Europe
before the innumerable fruit enemies are over-

come, would astonish Americans. The writer

of this has spent, every year, months of time

when a boy, in simply training plums, apricots,

cherries, pears, and peaches to walls built for

their protection ; in capturing moths, wasps
-and insects, during summer ; in keeping birds

from the buds ; in pinching back and directing

the course of summer shoots, and, in innumer-

able ways, watching the progress and maturity

of fruits which would have "come to nothing"

but for such care. It is curious to read the

learned essays in the "secular" papers about'

the decline of fruit growing. "Elements are

exhausted," "systems are wrong," "varieties

run out," and so on. "The soil and climate

once grew fruit well here, but it will do so no
more." The truth is, in new localities insects

and fungi, inimical to fruit, do not exist; can-

not until their natural food first comes. After

a few years they find out your orchards ; and
to succeed after that you must JigM them.

Insects and blights reproduce themselves, and
we must gather them together and destroy

them before they transcend their adolescent

state. This is the only remedy. Washes, oils,

preparations, &c., do much good; but much
more may be done by manual labor than is

generally supposed.

We may say, then, look sharp after insects.

Last year we introduced petroleum as an in-

sect destroyer. It is the most valuable dis-

covery of modern times to the fruit-grower.

In over-doses it is, like tobacco, sulphur and
others, fatal to the life of the trees. We have
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found that just enough to make a barely pur-

ple tinge on the water used lor syringing is ef-

leetudl in destroying most inseets. If one dose
does not do, try another the next day. Bet-

ter use alight dose twice, than one heavy one,

which kills plants and inseets both.

—

Gurdtn-
er''s Monthly.

For the New England Farmer,

SPBCIA-IiTIES IN" FARMING.
It is usual for agricultural writers to urge

the importance to farmers of cultivating a va-

riety of crops, and rai^ing a variety of do-

mestic animals, so that if one kind fails or

does poorly, some other may yield so good re-

turns as to compensate for this partial failure.

Doubtless such advice in the main is good
;

but, it seems to me, that specialties in farming
are no less important than in other depart-

ments of industry. I mean by this, that if a
farmer lives in a favorable section for orchard-

ing, for instance, and has a taste for it, he
should devote his attention, especially, to the

raising of fruit, and show to all around him
what is possible to be done in this direction

by one who understands his business. Not
that he should neglect to raise other crops

;

but while he does other things as well or even
better than the majority, let no one look upon
his farm without receiving the impression,

mostforcibly, that in the department of or-

charding, he has few equals.

In like manner, if one chooses dairying as

his favorite branch of agriculture, let it be his

determination to so fully understand his busi-

ness that he shall be able to produce the

choicest article, and sell it at the largest profit,

so that his neighbors shall be stimulated to try

and do likewise.

]\Jen, who thus devote their energies to the

attainment of superior excellence in any one
branch of agriculture, occupy the exalted po-

sition of teachers of their specialty. And
not a few such men to-day have a world-wide
reputation and influence. Who, for example,
interested in fine wool raising, is not familiar

with such names as Hammond, ^anford, Siow-

ell, Wright, Rich, Randall, Atwood, Camp-
bell, and a score of others, scarcely less noted

as successful sheep breeilers ? Who can meas-

ure the influence of such men in raising the

standard of excellence? No live Yankee will

know it to be a fact that any of these leaders

have produced upwards of eight pounds of

cleansed wool frt)m one sheep in a single year,

and remain satisfied with a two-pound fleece.

There will be a general strife, in sections

•where the Merino is kept, to approach as

nearly as possible these high standards.

In this way are the leaders in any depart-

ment of agriculture great public benefactors.

What we need is more such men. In every

community where any particular branch of

anriculture rightfully takes the lead, there

should be some bold leaders, capable of teach-

ing the masses the possibilities of attainment
in that department.
And there is every inducement for one to

strive to be a leader and teacher in the special

business of his choice. In no way can he
hope to do so much good, or secure so good
pay for his services. Look at the fortunes

made by some of the above named gentlemen
as the result of their ellbrts to produce the

best. The best always commands a high price.

Whether it be the best horse or hen, the best

cow or sheep,—he who has it, and can prove
his claim, has a fortune, and deserves one.

W^e hear much said about ''fancy'''' animals
and 'fancy'''' prices, as applied to the choice

ones of their class and the prices they com- •

mand. The term is applied in reproach, and
often very unjustly, ^uch animals are indeed
"fancy" so far as suiting the fancy or taste of '

every sensible man. But they are not '•fancy"

in the sense of unreal, for they are most real

—the genuine substance,—while the ordinary

animals of the class are only the shadow of
of what they should be.

Turning again to the sheep, for an illustra-

tion, who will call the one that shears eight

pounds o\i cleansed' yiool a 'fancy''' sheep,

and one shearing but two pounds a practical

one,—a reality, a substance? And, as to

price, while the inferior one is dear at 7io cost,

the superior one is cheap at any cost ; for,

while the former is capable of making a rich

man poor, the latter, if the product of his own
genius, cannot fail to make a poor man rich.

But I cannot, within proper limits, develop

this subject as I had intended when I com-
menced. I wished to dwell upon the common
folly of attempting to raise a crop for which

the climate and soil are entirely unsuited.

IIow often this is done because the farmer

makes it a principle not to buy anything he

can raise. He raises his own wheat though it

costs him twice as much as it would to jpuy

the same. Such a course may be wise, but I

fail to see it. A. B. Palmer.
Orfordville, N. H.. April 7, 18G8.

VARIED AGBICUIjTUKAL USDUSTRY.

The following remarks from the report of

Mr. Newton, the late Agricultural Commis-

sioner, indicate a wise appreciation of the

principles of political economy, so far as they

relate to labor and especially to agricultural

labor.

"Excessive increase of a single product

tending to over supply and a reduction of

price, and attended with heavy expenses for

outward freights, and the y)urchase of all farm

and family supplies, burUened with costs of

carriage and a long line of consuming com-

missions, points unerringly the way to na-

tional poverty, and individual bankruptcy. ,,

A proper equilibrium of the products of in-
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dustry, saving untold burdens of freigLtage,
]

other line of business throw all their

excessive profits and extortions of middle- and energies into specialties

men, insurance, breakage anci manifold losses

prevents reduction of prices from burdened
markets, lightens damages from failures of
single products, gives employment to all

classes, conditions and capacities of labor, in-

sures remunerating \^ages for workmen, ren-

ders possible necessary rotations, and the

production of farm manures, and increases

the wealth and intelligence of a State. The
smaller products of a diversified industry are

far more than an equivalent for a single result

of organized labor, however absorbing or im-
portant. The cotton crop for example of
Georgia in 1860 was 701,840 bales, yielding

little more than $30,000,000, while the butter

ofNew York in 1865, one of several products
of the dairy, was estimated at $60,000,000,
and yet the census gives to New York 370,-

911: farmers and farm laborers, and to Geor-
gia 316,478 ; including white farmers and
farm laborers and only the male slaves. Be-
sides the other dairy products, milk, cream
and cheese, and the multitude of smaller pro-

ducts of the fiirm, the principal crops make
astounding aggregate—as in 1861, when the

coin crop of New York was estimated at

$38,000,000, the wheat at $25,000,000 the

oats at $33,000,000, potatoes at $19,000,000
and hay at $90,000,()00, including the minor
cereals, products of gardens and orchards,

the production of beef and mutton fi-om pas-

turage, and a great variety of miscellaneous
and exceptional products, the currency value
of the agricultural productions of this one
State in that year was far greater than the

money returns of any cotton crop ever pro-
duced in the country."

capital

If farmers will all rush into butter-making,
butter will fall from an over-supply. So with
cheese or with potatoes or grain of any kind.
It has been so with wool-raising. When the
rebellion broke out there was a great demand
for woolen goods, prices for the raw material
rose enormously, and the farmers of the West
and East rushed into wool-growing, and the
result is just the same. It will be so with the
grape and wine business after a while. If a
large number of city merchants, owing to the
high price of coffee, tea, or any particular

labric, should make large importations and
overstock the market, there would be but one
result,—effect following cause.

This being so, we think that the snggestions
which we have often made to the general
farmer to follow a system of mixed hvshandry
is the best in the long run, the profits being
far more certain and the risk a great deal less.— Germantoion Telegraph.

BUTTEB OR CHEESE ?

In central New York there appears to have
been for the last ten years such a mania in

behalf of converting milk into cheese instead
of butter that the latter has become quite ig-

nored and high in price. The papers in that
section have been filled with a(;counts of the
different cheese factories and the prevaih"ng
prices from week to week. We have for
some time been well assured in our own minds
that the business was being run into the
ground—that is, overdone—and so it proves
to be. Cheese manufjicturers jyid dairymen
Vho supply the milk are both complaining that
the ruling prices of cheese are getting to be
too low, affording so little profit to the busi-
ness as not to make it an object of sufficient

importance to many of them engaged in it.

Thus, while butter is yearly commanding
higher prices and milk and cream have ad-
vanced, affording good profits, cheese is fall-

ing, and we may add will' continue to do so
until butter-making and cheese-making occupy
a compensating attitude toward each other.
It is so whenever farmers or persons in an

Heifers Oalving in June.—A writer in

the Practical Farmer, in speaking of the

value of heifers that drop their first calves in

June, says

:

"A heifer having lier first calf in the menth
of June, or when pasture is best, will make a
far better milker than one that calves' in the
lall or winter. Such has been my experience,
and yet in all the articles which I have read
on the breeding of dairy stock, I have never
teen it stated as the sine qiia nan of a, first

rate cow. But so well am I convinced of its

importance, that I would give twice as much
for a heifer of the same stock and age to calve

in June, as for one that would calve in winter.

The grass being then in the best condition to

produce a full liow of milk, all the parts that

tend to the secretion of milk are developed to

their utmost capacity. The udder, the teats,

the milk veins, become enlarged permanently
—and the best cows I ever raised we had to

commence milking several weeks before they
calved, for fear of garget, as they would ap-
pear to be in pain from the fulness of their

udders."

Quinces.—A fit-w years ago, this fruit was
easily grown and large quantities found their

way into the great cities, where they were sold

at moderate prices ; but latterly they have
failed, and,- like the apple, have ben scarce

and high. The quince seems to flourish best

on a rather stiff, moist soil, in somewhat shel-

tered locations. We have often seen trees or
bushes loaded with fruit, growing beside
brooks or around small ponds. It has long
been a favorite fruit for preserving in sugar,

and for marmalade, on account of its texture

and peculiar and agreeable flavor. We know
of no reason why the cultivation of this fruit
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should be neglected ; for there is always ready

sale for it. The plants are easily grown from
cuttings, and soon come into a bearing state.

They may be planted six feet apart in the

row, with rows ten feet apart. The trees are

quite long-lived, and usually healthy and
hardy. The worst enemy to the (juince is the

borer, which soon destroys the tree if allowed

to work. The same plan may be adopted for

the destruction of the borers in the (juince as

in the apple. Fruit-growers having a soil

suitable for this fruit should certainly devote

time and spa^e to its cultivation; for, at the

prices for which it has been selling, no fruit

will pay a better profit.

—

Am. Jour. Horti-

culture.

PliOUGHINQ ORCHABDS.
I have a young orchard that I set out eleven

years ago and cultivated it nine years and then
laid it down to clover. This spring I ploughed it

and found that the roots of the trees had literally

filled the ground, so that by ploughing only about
four inches deep, I ploughed off the roots by thou-
sands, whieh I think must be a great injury to the
trees. Now what am I to do ? The fruit books and
agiii-ultural papers recommend cultivating or-

chards as a corn or potato field, but I am confident
that it will ruin mine if I continue to plough the
land. £. L.

Long Plain, Mass., May 13, 1868.

Remakks.—The apparent superabundance of

self-sustaining and re-producing power in both

vegetables and animals is one of the most

wonderful provisions in nature. Compared

with the multitude of blossoms which fruit trees

put forth every spring, how small is the crop

that matures ! Prof. Owen estimates the pos-

sible increase of a single aphis, or plant louse,

in the ten generations of which it is capable

during a single season, at the incomprehensi-

ble number of 1,000,000,000,000,000,000!

In fact, naturalists tell us that "all organic be-

ings, without exception, tend to increase at so

high a ratio, that no district, no station, not

even the whole surface of the land or the whole

ocean would hold the progeny of a single pair

after a certain number of generations." The

productive power of a single thistle, mullein,

or turnip is equally wonderful. Do not the roots

of trees possess something of this exuberance of

life .•* We trim their branches not only with-

out injurj', but with the most beneficial effects
;

may not the roots be "purged" without more

fatal results ? That too much may be removed

from either top or root no one can doubt ; but

if all the roots of "E. L.'b" trees could be ex-

posed to view perhaps he would see that the

"thousands" which were broken by his four-

inch furrow would bear but a small proportion

to the whole
;

possibly no larger than that of

an ordinary trimrping to the whole amount of

the branches. The question of the expediency

of ploughing orchards is one on which men
differ.' They differ also as to manuring, trim-

ming, &c. Trees in grass on our old farms

seldom bear well. Top-dressing is advised by

some. Others think we ought to take a hint

from nature's process in the woods, and mulch

our trees. Others still keep them under culti-

vation,—some using a plough, others the cul-

tivator or harrow.

One of the most successful orchardists in

New England, Capt. Geo. Pierce, of Arling-

ton, Mass., near Boston, in reply to a ques-

tion as to the secret of his success, said, "I

prepare and till my ground well, keep off

and destroy caterpillars, canker-worms, web-

worms, prune my trees myself, &c. ; In brief,

I comply with all the conditions, so far as I

know them, of a good apple crop, and I get

one annually, while my neighbors, failing to do

so, have become discouraged, and are, and have

been, cutting down their trees." He uses

coarse wild meadow hay for mulch under his

trees, and raises squashes between the rows.

Ploughing or not ploughing is only one of

the conditions of a good apple crop ; and the

good or bad effects of this operation depends

on so many circumstances of soil and of sub-

sequent and previous management, that we do

not suppose that any one rule can be adopted

for general practice. Suppose one orchard to

be founded on a rock or some impervious sub-

soil, but a few inches below the surface ; and

another to be planted in deep mellow earth,

like the western "openings," where a plough

may be put in "to the beam" clear up to the

trunk or stump of the scattering oaks. Now
in ploughing these two orchards might not the

effect be very different.'' In one case, an or-

dinary furrow might sever nearly every root,

in the other case but few might be disturbed.

No one witli "half an eye" for fruit trees

can travel through the country without notic-

ing the great difference between the appear-

ance and fruitfulness of cultivated and uncul-

tivated orchards. Indeed we have been

forced to the conclusion tiiat it is useless to

set an orchard in gi^^ss land on the old farms

of New England. The idea of the spontane-

ous production of apples must be abandoned.

If we would raise fruit we must work for it.
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as we work for a crop of corn or a crop of

vegetables. Not that a tree should be culti-

vated just as we cultivate a hill of corn or a

bed of beets, but the peculiarities of each

must be considered and its wants supplied.

If our correspondent will plant corn, pota-

toes, squashes, or other hoed crops, with ma-

nure enough to secure a fair yield, we shall

expect his trees will show by both fruit and

foliage that they are not "ruined."

MORTALITY AMONG SHEEP.

A few weeks ago we alluded to the fact that

many sheep and lambs had dietl this spring in

Vermont from some "unknown disease." Dr.

Henry Boynton of Woodstock, Vt., publishes

an article upon the subject in the last Mirror

and Farmer. He says that during the months

of March and April the loss in some_ cases was

as great as ten per cent. , and in some of the

best flocks as many have died this spring as

are usually lost in ten to twenty-five years.

The doctor says :

—

"We believe the malady is confined mostly to
yearling bucks, though there are cases of all ages
and both sexes.

The most unaccountable feature about the dis-

ease is, that it seems quite as likely to attack ani-

mals that are apparently sound and in first-rate

condition, as those that arc poor and feeble. Two
or three in our own flock, that have been cared lor

as well as sheep can be, have died within twenty-
four hours after the first symptoms of derange-
ment have been noticed. One yearling buck,
which at night looki-d as though he was able to

fight his way with any animal of equal pounds
that could be produced, in the morning was dead.
Several cases in our neighbors' flocks have oc-

curred of a similar nature, death sudden and unac-
countable, without any premonition or warning.
But more generally the animal refuses his food, or
seems too much exhausted to walk across the pen
to get it. If noticed at this time, it may be coaxed
to take a little food, but will soon go away by it-

self and lie down. It shows a disclination ;omove,
or only mopes about the pen, hanging its head in a
careless, sleepy manner.
The eyes become dull and heavy, giving out a

glutinous secretion. The discharge from the nose
becomes quite profuse, and forms a hard, gummy
rim around the nostril. The breathing is rapid and
labored, especially if the animal is made to move
around, and the heart will boat from one hundred
and thirty to one hundred and sixty times a min-
ute. A careful look will show that the nose and
lips have become blanched and bloodless, and are
literally as white as snow. 1 he inner side of the
lips, the gums, the tongue, and in fact the whole
inside of the mouth, will be found to have taken on
the sanie ashy paleness. An examination of the
skin of any part of the body will show the same
blanched condition."

Various experiments were made by Dr.

Boynton to see if any blood could be found

near the surface of the body—such as slitting

the ears, lancing deeply various parts of the

body, "but not the slightest trace of blood

could be found." Next, taking an animal that

he was sure must die, and placing it in a fa-

vorable position he opened the arteries in the

neck. The result was the escape of about four

ounces of watery blood—it could not be called

bloody water.

The post-moriem appearance of these cases is

such as might be anticipated from the above facts.

In cutting open a carcass, not blood enough is found
to stain a knife-blade. Every organ in tlie body,
brain, lungs, heart, liver, and kidneys is perfectly
sound. The same is true of all the membranes.
The mucuous membrane lining the nnsal passages
is free from any sign of irritation, and the tissue
of lungs, liver, heart and kidneys is firm and
sound.
No coagulum (clotted blood) is found in the

heart or large arteries. A little half-coagulated
blood is found in the large veins. All the watery
blood that can be found by opening the heart and
large arteries of an animal not ten minutes dead
will not exceed four ounces. The lungs and heart,

as well as the liver look exactly as though they
had lain in a pail of cold water for twelve hours.
In fine, the entire appearance of the whole carcass
is just what it would be if the animal had been
most carefully and thoroughly bled.
Here, then, is the pathology of the disease,—the

blood turns to water and passes off", and the animal
dies precisely as it would if gradually bled.

Now for the cause. That, we confess is beyond
us. We hope some one more skilled in observing
diseases of animals than ourself will give us a clue
to this.

At this writing we have six yearling bttcks with
marked symptoms of this bloodless condiiion, and'
we are treating them with the muriated tincture of
iron. The results we will give hereafter.

MASSACHUSETTS AG'L COLLEQB.
Beside the appropriation which we noticed

recently of $35,000 for the erection of a

dormitory building, by the trustees of the

Massachusetts Agricultural College, at their

meeting in Boston, May 11th, votes were

passed appropriating a sum not exceeding

$7000 for the erection of a boarding house,

north of the building now used for that pur-

pose ; one thousand dollars for the purpose of

grading and putting the grounds in order in the

vicinity of the Botanical Museum and Plant

Houses ; and two thousand dollars for moving

and fitting up the old barns on the place, with

a cellar under one of them.

The salaries of Dr. C. A. Gessman, Profes-

sor of Chemistry, and of S. F. Miller, Professpr

of Mathematics and Physics are fixed at $2000

and house rent ; term of service to commence

with the academic year in September. Dr.

Gessman is now connected with the salt works

at Syracuse, and is spoken of as an accom-

plished chemist. Dr. Miller of Chicago, id a
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practical surveyor and engineer as well as a

scientific man.

The new dormitory is to be ninety-six by

fifty feet, about the same size -as the present

one, but with greater architectural beauty.

The old barns and tobacco sheds are to be

removed near to the north line of the farm,

and will be used for the stowage of crops un-

til the more permanent buildings can be pro-

vided.

OBSTRUCTION IN A DRAIN TILE.

Our readers who are interested in the sub-

ject of drain tile will remember a statement

by Mr. M. Pratt, of Concord, Mass., of a

"slimy fungus mass" that he found in ^a^ge

quaniities in some of his pipe, which he feaied

would eventually stop the flow of water.

No allusion to accumulations of this kind could

be found in any work on drainage at hand.

A correspondent of The Circular describes a

case in which a drain was effectually choked

by such obstruction, although for a time it op-

erated in a most sati>factory manner. But

this spring while "crossing the fieM full of en-

thusiasm for commencing business on the rap-

idly dr}'ing soil," lie was "utterly shocked at

Seeing the water rising in holes right over the

main drain." He then went to work to find

where and what was the cause of the overflow,

of which he gives the following account:

—

In the first hole that I made the water hur.«t up.
With the second, that I diij; further down, I had
the same luck. In the third liole, still fuithcr
down, there was le-s water, and I .sm-cecded in

taking out a tile, when, to my utter dismay, I

found it nearly full of a slinij', "jelly- like mass of
stuff, and there was every indiL-ation that a consid-
erable length of tile was tilled with it.

1 then foil into a hruwu study, endeavoring to

find the cause of this nncanny ijhcnonicnon. I

soon discovered it. Two drains from ilie liarn

cellar terminated in thi.s tik-drain; and alihough
the dark liquid that flowed in them coiit.uned no
solid materiil, it favored the growth of this fun-
goid jelly. I iiavc oliserved the same vegetation
growing on the stones of the open diteli wheie
sink-water and sometimes soap-suds flows.

FATTENINQ SHEEP IN ENGLAND.
We recently copied from the Coiintn/

Genilanan a statemetit l)y an English corres-

respondent that yearling sheep were sold at

$12 to $14.50 per head at his market for mut-

ton, and that a cross of the Down with the

Lincoln, Leicester or Cotswold was preferred

for this purpose. From a subsecjuent commu-
nication we coi)y the following account of the

management and mode of feedinij which is

there practiced to fit them for the market,

and for the high prices they command. It

will be remembered that English farmers use

the word "corn" to express what we mean by

the word "grain."

My plan is to let the lambs run through a
hurdle away from their dams as eai-ly as possible

;

supply them wiih a few cabliages or turnip tops;
at the same time let them have low troughs, in

which we always keep fresh broad bran, and, if

po!-sibli', a little sweet leafy el(>ver Imy, eiit into

ehatr, and mixed with the bran. They will begin
to eat this when very young, and it will then in-

duce them to eat a few Inans or peas, ground and
mixed with the bran ; but I do not find thej' eare
much for the corn until they get several wetks
old. 1 have begun to give some .of my oldest
laml)s a few beans, the last day or two, but they
do not care to eat them, ami L think the bran and
chaff is quite as good for them. I like them to

have the most corn when they liegin to eat a large
quantity of young green food or nwnqel n-tirzef,

and I generally begin to reduce the corn when on
good sound fresh green feed, which they usually
are on before thi y are weaned. After tliey are
wear.ed, I give them a little more for tlie first

week or two, unless they are on very good feed,

such as cinque-Coil, or a variety of seeds; I like,

if possible, to keep some mangel wurzel for them
alter they are weaned.

I very rarely give my ewes any corn, either be-
fore or after lambing, (except a few old broken-
mouthed crone ewes,) but if very short of turnips,

I sometiiues give the ewes with twins a fi;w oats,

especially if I have not much hay or chaff, and
when oats are cheap, which they certainly are not
now.

I generally take off all the rorn from my ewe
lambs a short time after they are weaned, but con-
tinue it w ith the ram lambs, and some or all the
wethers; after the rams and wethers begin rape
or turnips in the autumn, I i)egin to increase their

corn ,and dry food, uniil iLey liavi.- a pint of corn
and cake each per day, which 1 think is not too
much, espec-iaily as they are kept on the turnip

land all the winter, and some of my land is heavy,
bad feeding ground.
/ always try to avoid letting any of my sheep or

lambs hare any sudden change of food; and 1 have
no doubt a variety of food is l:esi when it can be
obtained, and, in summer, with good water to go
to as they like.

Salt in Compost.—I once tried an experi-

ment in planting corn. I hatching been using

barn manure,, ashes and plaster, mixed in

etpial <iiianlities, in the hill. 1 read some-
where that salt was a good fertilizer to add to

the compost. I thought I would try part

of a field. To twenty bushels of compost I

added 14 bushels of cattle salt, well mixed in.

The result was, as far as I used the salt mixture,

the seed all failed to germinate. 1 planted it

over ; the same result followed. I planted

the third time by the side of the hill, so that

the corn did not come in contact with the ma-
nure, and it all came up this last tinre first-rate,

—the seed each time being from the same corn.

In the in.-<tance of the planting where the same
manure was used without salt, corn came up first

bet. My advice is to use no salt in the hill

Ibr corn. But a small (]uautity, mixjed with
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plaster, is a good top-dressing for corn, and

will prevent in a measure the destroying effects

of the cutworm.

—

Cor. Co. Oent.

THE CULTURE OF DWABP PEARS.

In addition to trenching and underdraining,

one or both, muk'hing will be required. This

moderates the effects of climate, rendering the

soil cooler and moister in summer, and warmer
in winter and at the same time keeps down
the weeds.

In the spring transfer the surplus mulching

from the strawberry beds to the pear orchard.

Jn the fall spread manure on the surface.

The rains and frosts will carry its solvent parts

to the roots. Common barn yard manure does

very well, but ashes, lime, fish brine, urine,

soap suds and any waste do better, I think.

According to my observation, barn-yard ma-
nure produces wood growth and foliage,

while lime, ashes and the manurial salts, I

have mentioned, tend to harden the wood and
make fruit buds.

Pruning. When planting out, cut back the

top so as to establish an equilinrium between
the roots and branches. During the growth,

prune for symmetry, and when limbs interlace

and rub ; but so long as the tree is healthy

avoid the use of the knife and shears. Re-
member that bleeding, blistering, vomiting and
purging have gone out of use in the treatment

of diseases in man and auim ds, so also the old

'barbaric stjle of cutting and slashing is going
into disuse among intelligent fruit growers.

—

Country Oentleman.

Heavy Sheep.—Mr. John Snell of Edmon-

ton, Canada, furnishes the Country Gentleman

with the iiWowing result of weighing some of

his sheep. He thinks the weights of his year-

ling rams the highest that have ever been

reached in Canada at this season :

—

Six yearling rams, Cotswold and Leicester, av-

eraged 276 lbs.—the lightest being 2.51 lbs., the
heaviest 285 lbs., or an aggregate of 16-56 11)S. Six
twoyear-old sheep ayeragtd 341 Jbs., the lightest

being 314 lbs , and the heaviest 368 lbs.—total

for the six, 2040 lbs. I.sheared from a yearling
Leicester ram 20 li>s. of wool, from a yearling
Cotsu'old ram 22 Ihs., and from a two-year-old
Cotsw(jld raui 21 lbs. .

—Mr. J. Harris says, in the American Agricul-

turist, that "clover is unquestionably the great ren-

ovating crop of American agriculture. A crop

of clover, equal to two tons of hay when ploughed

under, will furnish more aiMinonia to the soil than

twenty loads of straw-mad« manure, dravni out

fresh and wet in the -spring, or than twelve tons of

our ordinary barnyard niannrc." He, however,

thinks it nearly as well to make the clover into

hay, feed it out, and carefullj save the manure,

—

that is, there will be little loss in the value of the

fertilizer, and may be .profit from the feeding.

aqriculturaij items.
—If a redbreast comes into your garden, does

he come there a robin ?

—Excellent sugar, it is said, can be made from

the sap of the white birch.

—The best strawberry plants are said to come
from the third and fourth set of runners. The
first and second are to be cut off.

—This spring, a cherry tree near Boston, blos-

somed May 11. In 1775, the same tree blossmed

April 19.

—In relation to the destruction of caterpillars

and other insects, don't forget the old adage, "a

stitch in time saves nine."

—It is said that valerian or nervine, if planted

near infested vines, attracts insects so that they

may easily be destroyed.

—The Rural World recommends giving stock,

especially those coufined to stables, a sod of earth

a foot square once a week, or what they will eat

up clean.

—It is the province of agricultural papers to re-

peat knowledge, rather than to give new. People

forget, and must be reminded. New facts, worth

recording, are few and far between.

—The Ohio Farmer says that within the last

ninety daj's, one auctioneer in Mahoning county

had sold at various times 239 cows at an average

price of '^bd 38 per head.

—The amount of wool imported from July 1,

1867, to November 1, was 9,410,926 pounds. Value,

$1,478,953. Within the same time woolens were

imported to the value of #17,185,305.

—It is one of the smgular facts that does not

often occur, that potatoes are worth more than

corn, cabbages are worth more than wheat, and a

barrel of onions will purchase a barrel of flour.

—The Gardener's Monthly recommends enrich-

ing the soil for cabbages, by making a hole with a

dibble for the plant, fill the holes with manure

water, and after it has soaked away into the earth

set the plants as usual.

—The editor of a French agricultural paper

suggests that the school boys shtnild be sent out

in the fields twice a week, to hunt after the insects

injurious to the crops. It is estimated that 600

schools, attended by 30,000 pupil?, can destroy

6,000,000 insects every fortnight.

,—An experienced horticulturist recominends

that iron shavings, scrap-iron, and the scales and

dust from blacksmiths' shops, be dug iii around

pear trees, and also that the bodies be repeatedly

washed with a solution of sulphate of iron for the

purpose of destroying fungi.

—In an article cautioning farmers not to plough

land when wet, a correspondent of the Western

Rural says he once planted corn on a field a part

of which was ploughed before and a part ijnme-

diately after a rain. "As soon as the corn was up,
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we could sec the place, to a row, whereithe wet and

dry work was done. The corn on the wet land

was yellow, did not grow as fast as the rest, and at

harvest time, the workmen (though not aware of

the reason,) noticed the dilfcrence as soon as they

came to it—that which was worked wet yielding

one-third less.

—Ohio has not as yet located the agricultural

college, for the endowment of whiuh the Congres-

sional grant of 630,000 acres of land was accepted

by her legislature. Several sections are about to

present pi-oposals for its location.

—For chapped hands and for the removal of

pitch or the grim of hard work, and to keep them

clean and soft, Mr. J. Weston says, in the Mirror

a7id Farmer, that he has never found anything

equal to raw linseed oil, a bottle of which he al-

ways keeps near his sink.

—A field badly infested by wire worms was

summer fallowed one season by Judge Owen, of

Herkimer, N. Y., ploughing it three times, and the

worms were cirectually starved out. Alderman

Mechi, of England, finds six bushels of salt per

acre a sure cure.

—If a farmer in Wisconsin plants a row of trees

along the road, he is exempt from working on the

road; wlioever hu:ts one of these little ones is

fined $0 ; .and the State Horticultural Society

offers a premium of $'100 for the best ten acres of

forest trees, and .f-50 for the second best.

—A hen has the capacity of laying six hundred

eggs—and no moi-e. Usually they lay a few the

first year ; from three hundred and twenty to three

hundred and seventy in the next three years ; and

the rest from the fifth to the ninth year inclusive.

The true economy, therefore, it will be seen, is not

to keep hens after their fourth j'ear.

—A correspondent of the Rural New Yorker

says, a neighbor of his saved a fine litter of pigs

from a ravenous sow by the following plan. He
took the pigs away and gave the mother a pint of

whiskey, which made her drunk, and while in that

condition he carefully replaced the pigs, and she

was afterwards as good a mother as was necessary.

Queer remedy.

—H. A. Sheldon, of Middlcbury, Vt., informs

the Now York Farmers' Club that he suc-

ceeded in rai,-ing a large crop of plums last year,

by applying to his trees, with a small hand forcing

pump, water that had stood in an emptied gas-tar

barrel "until it was dark colored as coffee, and

pungent as creosote." He repeated it once in three

days, but did not find a plum stung after the first

application.

—To those who have worn down their teeth

masticating tough beef, the Western Rural says

that carbonate of soda will be found a remedy for

, the evil. Cut the steaks the day before using into

slices about two inches thick. Rub over them a

small quantity of soda. Wash the next morning

and cut into suitable thickness, and cook to taste.

The same process will answer for fowls, legs of

mutton, &c.

—If everybody should farm right, and raise

large crops, we should hardly find a market for

them. But there is no danger. Our productions

do not keep pace with our population. Farming
is not popular. And those who stick to the land,

and bend all iheir energies to increase its prodtic-

tiveness, have every prospect of abundant success.

Good farming will pay.

—The New York commission to investigate the

causes of abortion among the dairy cows, visited

1,577 farms and received in all 4,259 reports, from
ten States, expending #6,417.27, and yet, with the

best attainable talent, and all this information, the

cause was not ascertained. This may be worth

thinking about by those who expect an editor to

know exactly the cause and reasons' for anything

unusual or injurious.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

HORSE FOR GENERAL UTILITY.

Some of our agricultural societies have offered pre-
miums for the "best stock horseof general utility."

Will some one give us a description of the breed
or animal which answers to that description ? The
breeders in Vennont, New Hampshire, Maine anp
Massachusetts, should have an idea of all the
styles of horses in demand, that they may act in-

telligently in their selection of horses to breed from,
and a full description of a horse for all work, or of
"general utility" would interest many readers of
the Farmer, as well as one

Old Subscriber.
Plymouth, May 18, 1868.

Remarks.—The idea which is expressed by the

terms quoted by our correspondent, might also

perhaps be conveyed by another word

—

medium.

The wealihy land- holders of England ^n keep a

breed of race horses that do nothing but race, a

breed of hunters that are used only for hunting, a

breed of heavy horses that are good only for thQ

dray or draft; breeds also for the coach, the farm,

&c. But all this is not possible with the one-horse

farmers of New England. We require a blending

of the various qualities of these Ijrccds into one

animal, that may well be characterized asa"horse

of general utility," a "horse of all work" or a "me-

dium horse." AVe require an animal of fair weight,

fair strength, fair si)eed, hardy and gentle. When
put before the best carriage he must step off

briskly, if not loftily ; when hitched to a plough,

cultivator or mowing machine, he must fill his col-

lar ; and when put into a team with oxen he must

beat time in harmony with their slower motions.

Such are a few of the points of the "horse of gen-

eral utility ;" and perhaps the Morgans and Mes-

sengers of New England till the bill as well as

any races in the country.

poverty and ionorance of farmers.

I cannot consent that fanning, as a profession,

should be put down in the manner that your cor-

respondent Billy Styx, has attempted to do it.
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In the form of a question, he puts the afflrmation,

that "farmers, as a class, are a poor ignorant su-

perstitious set."

On a well conducted farm a man need not be

poor. I know farmers, even down here in this cold

north-eastern extremity of the Union, who have
more or less governmeut bonds or other securities

—in some cases amounting to thousands of dollars.

Nor is there greater necessity of their being ig-

norant. All through the winter they have the

privileges of good schools, and the opportunity of

more or less leisure, and if they are ignorant it is

their own fault. There are farmers here whose
sons are fitted for college, and whose daughters
are women of refined manners and good education,

and I deny friend "Billy's" assertion that farmers

"have not time to learn, and are an ignorant set."

He further says the "boys have to work early and
late in mud and mire and in much 'that is not so
sweet by half,' doing the work of scavengers, and
all for nothing." That there are times in the year
when farmers' boys have to work early and late I

admit, but as a farmer's boy, raised in Maine,
among Billy Styx's "poor, ignorant and supersti-

tious set," I know that this is not generally so

here, and I do not believe it is so elsewhere.
Again friend Billy says "the farm hand seldom

gets twenty-five dollars a month, while in the shop
forty is not uncommon." Now, dear Billy, I have
myself labored on a farm in your own State, at

$'30 per month and board from March to December,
and taught school from December to March. But
let us look at the contemptible $25 per month and
board through the year. At the end of a twelve-
month, it amounts to $300. With the $40 per
month, that looks to Billy as such a "big bight,"
the wages for the year amount to $430, but after

deductmg $4.50 per week for board—certainly low
figures—there are only $246 left, against $300 for
the farm hand, and this on the assumption of no
lost time, which is more probable in the shop than
on the farm.

I admit that the farmer has or should have a
good deal of manure to handle, but docs that jus-
tify Billy's use of the word "scavenger," which is

defined by Webster's Unabridged, a copy of which
lies at my elbow, as a "pei-son whose employment
is to clean the streets of a city, by scraping or
sweeping and carrying off the tilth!" Is that a
fair word to use as characteristic of the work of
farmers' boys in the country ? Are the breeding
and training of the intelligent horse, the sturdy ox,
the noble cow or the golden-fleeced sheep the occu-
pation of a scavenger ? Does the management of
the mowing-machine, the harvester, the plough, or
the cultivator, suggest the idea of scraping up the
filth of the streets of a city ? Now, Billy, please
don't be quite so severe, but have a little mercy
on us. c. w. H.

Wiscasset, Me., May, 1868.

Remarks.—J. Burrows of Cedar Rapids, Iowa,

writes to the New York Farmers' Club as follows

:

"Fifteen years of my life was passed in the "clas-

sic atmosphere" of a printing olHce, and before

the war I published a paper. I have lived much
in towns and cities, and know something of culture

and refinement. I maintain that there is no better

place in the world for a gentleman than on a farm.

All the appliances of culture a gentleman need de-

sire are within his reach. There is no such thing
as being "forced into associations and companion-
ship" outside of one's own home ; and there is no
labor connected with a farm which can in any de-

gree degrade or demoralize a man of culture and
refinement, providing he oxons the land he tills.

Now, I will hazard this assertion : Take fifty far-

mers, at random, out of any farming community
in this Slate, and fifty men, at random, out of any
village or city in the State of New York, and,

upon careful examination, the fifty farmers will be

found superior in intelligence, culture, true refine-

ment, and above all, morality. The ambition to

be a gentleman, with no knowledge of the true

meaning of the term, is taking from the farm those

who should make our best farmers, and it is lead-

ing thousands of young men to their ruin in our

towns and cities."

"Green Mountain," of Milton, Vt., furnishes us

with strictures on Billy Styx's communication

very similar to those of "C. W. H." He appears to be

rather indiflFerent as to the charge of poverty, but

says, as one "farmer's son, though I may not be

as bright as some, I do hate dreadfully to be called

ignorant and superstitious." Still he is so little

affected by Billy's tirade that he closes his first

letter to the printers with the remark, "I intend

to stick to the farm for a while longer, any way."

Suppose, for the sake of the argument, that by
doing so the whole Billy Styx family should per-

sist in classing you with the poor, the ignorant and
the superstitious, will it not be still true that the

wealth which stings like an adder is worse than

poverty ; that the knowledge which some acquire

is more undesirable than ignorance ; and that the

incredulity which doubts that the path of virtue is

the path of safety is more to be dreaded than super-

stition ? We leave this train of thought for the

present, and conclude these remarks with the fol-

lowing words of wisdom from a living American
writer, whose admonition should be carefully con-

sidered by those who are losing faith in old-fash-

ioned honesty, industry, and economy, and are

watching for some "easy situation." He says :

—

The darkest day in any man's earthly ca-
reer IS THAT "WHEREIN HE FIRST FANCIES
THAT THERE IS SOME EASIER WAY OF GAINING
A DOLLAR THAN BY SQUARELY EARNING IT.

No matter whether he acquired it by beggary,
by theft, or any fashion of gambling, that man is

fearfully demoralized who, looking at the dollar
in his palm, says, "That come easier than if I had
earned it by honest labor." He has lost the clew
to his way through this moral labyrinth and must
henceforth wander as chance may dictate. To his
distorted apprehension, the universe has become a
gambling table, and life a succession of ventures
on the red or on the black. His prospects of win-
ning thereat, in the long run are miserable enough.

RED WATER.

Having a cow sick with red water, I beg to state
symptoms and remedy for the good of the commu-
nity at large. Not expecting the cow to calve for
a fortnight or three weeks, she was tied up in a
warm stable at night with my other cows as usual,
and calved in the stalls. It was a fortnight beforfe

she cleansed, and then it did not appear to have
been done naturally, but rather to have dried up
and fell away. She grew so poor and thin that she
was little better than a skeleton, though her appe-
tite did not fail her except one day, and she milked
well for a sick cow. She was seven years old the
28th of April last. She appeared to suffer much
pain, and often set her back up as if shfe wanted to
make water, and appeared to strain very mach.
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Her horns were quite cold all the time. I put her

in a loose box without tying her up, and kept her

in for several dajs. Fed out corn stalks and hay
with a few mangolds and swedes and six ears of

corn twice a day. I gave her about two table-

spoonsful of saltpetre in three warm bran mashes
in two days. I also pave her boiled oats same day,

with aboiit a small tablespooful of pulverized rosin

in bran nuish in the niorninir, and one large tea-

spoonful of spirits of sweet nitre in bran mash at

noon and night. She had a good brushing down
every day with a regular hand horse washing
brush. The cow always calves standing up. It

was a cold rainy night when she calved. The day
she refused her food I slit her ear which bled pro-

fusely, and I think did her a deal of good. I

always tind rosin to assist my cows in cleansing,

and attiilnite the sickness of this cow to her con-

fined position when she calved. She is of a most
irritable temper. Her calf was strong and healthy

and now living. I never let the calves suck but

two days, which is a great saving of time and
trouble. John Whatmore.
Bridgnorth Farm, DunMth, III., May 8, 1868.

farmers' wives.

I am one of the many housekeepers who have
been much interestpd by the articles in the Far-
mer on domestic duties and economy. Some of

these writers, I think, are rather free with their

"advice to hous'?keepers" of my sex, and some-
what reserved in their hints and suggestions to the

men and boys. Some men not only thoughtlessly

neglect to assist and encourage their wives and
daughters in the labor necessary to make "home
pleasant" and attractive, but actually thwart and
discourage such efforts, and by example, if not by
precept, "encourage in the minds of the boys the

notion that care for, or interest in, woman's work
is derogatory to the dignity of manhood ! Is not

such an education of the masculine element as

faulty as the training of girls of which "Mattie"
and others have so justly complained ?

For seventeen years I have endeavored to dis-

charge the duties of a farmer's wife. I have
usually done "my own work" with the help of my
children, of which I have seven. I have two daugh-
ters which attend school, and who, though young,
assist me when not at their studies, and I intend

that instruction in the duties of housekeeping shall

accompany their srhool lessons. As I am not only

cook and chambormaid, but nurse and seamstress

for the f\imily, I intend that they shall have
at least a "smattering" of each of these branches.

Since our marriage, I have made many ofmy hus-

band's garments, and for my oldest boy, fifteen

years of age, wc have not bought a single suit. I

have been encouraged in my labors by the example
of a wealthy woman of my acijuaintance who had
four daughters whom she carefully trained to the

performance of all kinds of housework, including

making and mending garments, especially those

which were cast off,—even to their old stockings,

—

all of which must be neatly repaired before they

were piven away. In insisting on this she very

sensibly admonished her daughters that though
thev might then be aliove the necessity of such

work, they miL'ht not always remain so. Wealthy
people may do this without lo-^ing caste, but how
is it with tho>^e of us who are obliged to pursue this

course to make a living ? I do not ask, how it

ought to be,—but as my daughters see it,—and,

I must confess, as I have observed it,—what is its

effect on our "respectiibility," or "standing" in

society ? Is not another class of "accomplish-
ments" at a premium even in agricultural commu-
nities ? Is not a white hand, especially if it is sup-

posed to hold a few greenbacks, preferred to one a

little browned by ctlorts ty save the same green-

backs and to acquire that knowledge and those
habits which will enable them to become help-
meets and co-workers with their partners in life ?

An Old Fashioned Woman.
Lexington, Mass., 1868.

excelsior horse hoe.

This implement, known also as the Chandler

Hoe, is well and favorably known in Maine, where

it originated, and is becoming popular in other

States. It may be so arranged as to furrow, cover,

cultivate or hoe the crop, and used with one or two

horses, or oxen, as may be desired. Its first cost

is not excessive, and it is said to do its work in a

thorough and satisfactory manner. It is manu-

factured by Dunham & Currier, Bangor, Me., and

we have noticed it for sale at the leading agricul-

tural warehouses in this city.

raising cvcimbers and making pickles.

Some two or three years since I saw a communi-
cation in the Farmer rela'ive to the raiving of
cucumbers for pickles, and as I am unable to find

the paper will you please tind the article above
alluded to, and insert it again ? I wish to know
what kind of land is most suitable ; what kind of
fertilizer is best adapted to them ; what is the best
mode of pickling; and for what they generally
sell in the Boston market. Should you answer
this you will greatly oblige a subscriber. s.

Mansjield, Mass., Mag 2.5, 1868.

Remarks.—"We have never raised cucumbers or

made pickles for the market, and cannot answer

the above questions as fully as we could wish. In

his Gardening for Profit, Mr. Henderson recom-

mends sod or stubble land, which should be plough-

ed in early fall, and turned over twice or thrice in

the spring before planting. The ground is marked

out as for corn, four feet each waj-, and a good

shovelful of well rotted manure dug in at the an-

gle of marking, which forms the hill ; the seed is

sown, about a dozen in each hill, from the 20th of

June to the middle of July. The average price of

late years has been about $1.50 per 1000 in New
York, without pickling we suppose. An average

yield is stated at 150,000 per acre. A Cambridge

market gardener once told us tliat as ipuch as five

cords of manure should be used per acre. The
"Striped Bug"' is a gieat annoyance, and must be

closely attended to. Plaster of Paris is usually

employed, as a preventive.

We do not know the process adopted by market

gardeners for making pickles, but believe that they

are generally preserved in brine. Cut the cucum-

ber from the vine so as not to tear the end. Some
families then scald them with boiling water, others
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merely wash in cold water, and lay them in the

cask into which a layer of salt has been previously

deposited, so that when successive fllyers of cu-

cumber and salt are made, the former will be em-

bedded in salt, the moisture which covers them

tending to dissolve the salt and convert it to brine.

To finish the pickling process they must be put

into vinegar. Having removed the cucumbers

from the salt, some say they should be soaked

eight or nine days, in fresh water, changed once a

day, and then putting them in a clean cask pour

hot vinegar, not too strong, over them. To make
them sharp, the first vinegar may be turned oflF and

saved for a second batch, and stronger vinegar ap-

plied. But we have no great confidence in these

directions, which we glean from our back numbers.

Pickle-making, like bread-making, must be learned

by practice ; and first attempts at any new busi-

ness generally result in finding out what one really

needs to learn. The price of cucumbers has greatly

fluctuated within a few past years in Boston-*the

business being profitable some years, and unprofit-

able in others. We believe that those who raise

them in this section generally make some arrange-

ment beforehand with the city market men.

RAISING TREES FOR SEED.

I wish for some information on the subject of
raising the soft and hard Maple from the seed

;

also the Spruce and Fir. Where can I obtain the
seed of the two latter ? Will the seed of both kinds
of the maple grow if allowed to dry? Some say
they will not. When should they be planted ?

A ARO V P FlETCHEK,
Hudson, St. Croix Co., Wis., May 16, 1868.

Remarks.—A little volume, entitled "Forest

Tree Culturist," written by A. S. Fuller, and pub-

lished by G. E. & F. W. Woodward, New York
city, should be among the volumes in your Hud-
son library for the benefit of yourself and others

who wish to plant trees, as it furnishes just the in-

formation needed in relation to their cultivation.

As we remarked in an article upon the sub-

ject, a few weeks ago, the time of ripening of

the seeds of different trees is quite various. The
Elm and the Red and Silver Maple ripen their

seeds in this section in June ; the Sugar Maple in

August and September, the White Pine in August,

and the Pitch Pine some time during the winter. The
Spruce we believe ripens its seed in the fall. The
time for gathering varies of course with the time

of ripening. As a general rule, the best time for

planting is soon after the seed is mature. Some
kind of seeds retain their vitality for a long time,

and others for a short period only. The size of the

seed is no Indication of its vitality ; the largest may
perish much sooner than the very smallest. A
seed will retain its vitality so long as the various

substances composing it, such as starch, oils, &c.,

can be preserved from decomposition. Owing to

the nature of most evergreen seeds they are poor
keepers. So are the seeds of the soft Maples,

which retain their vitality for only a ffew weeks,

as their thin porous covering soon decays. If

sown as soon as ripe in June, they will often make
a growth of one to three feet by the time the Sugar
Maple seed is ripe in autumn. Our city seedsmen
sometimes have certain kinds of forest tree seeds, but
we believe none of them pretend to keep an assort-

ment. Your best course would probably be to

write to some postmaster or friend who resides in

a section where the seed wanted is produced, who
would' probably make arrangements to secure a
supply, on your giving them reasonable notice.

Messrs. Joseph Breck & Son of this city may be

able to furnish a small amount of Spruce seed next

fall. But most probably you can obtain the kinds

you want much nearer home. A letter to Mr. Ful-

ler, 245 Broadway, the author of the book above

referred, (with a stamp for reply) would undoubt-

edly be cheerfully answered.

We regard the subject of your inquiries as a

very important one to the farmers of the West,

and believe forest trees may be more easily and

cheaply raised than is generally supposed. Mr.

Fuller thinks the cost of seed, preparing the soil,

hoeing, weeding, &c., for the first season need not

exceed $2 per 1000.

CARE OF HORSES.

The spring is a most trying time for teams, but
those that have been worked steadily through the
winter are best able to stand the increase of heat
and length of days.

I have driven horses at the plough and harrow
and seen them growing poorer and weaker each
day. They were worked from 7 o'clock ki the
morning until noon, then after a rest of an hour to
eat, were worked from one o'clock till 8 P. M.,
without rest,—^being left standing in the field while
a hasty supper was eaten by the driver.

Ten hours a day is long enough to work a team ;

and if a farmer cannot do his work in that- time he
should get anotner team. He should have har-
nesses well fitted, and not use the same collar on a
twelve-hundred-pound horse, that he uses on an
eight-hundred-pound colt.

Galls are the result of three causes,—friction,

pressure and heat. Friction of tugs or traces, as

the horse turns to the right or left, causes galls

upon the Legs, while other straps gall other parts.

The back-pad and the collar cause galls by pres-
sure and heat. When a team stops to rest a mo-
ment in a sultry day the collar should be lifted

from the shoulder, to cool it.

If the horse becomes galled, there are various
liniments and solutions that will speedily cure the
sore, if the cause that produced it is removed.
Among the remedies are alcohol and saltpetre,

white lead, tincture of arnica, salt and vinegar.

A bit of alum added to either of these mixtures
might be beneficial. But it is better to prevent than
to cure. When a horse comes in from wort, a
free use of a sponge and luke-warm water about
the shoulders, legs and feet will add to his comfort,

and in addition to good feed will tend to increase

his usefulness. z. e. j.

Irasburg, Vt., May 16, 1868.

SCIENTIFIC AND EXPERIMENTAL FARMING,

As you invite contributions from your various

patrons,,allow me to say, after taking your Month-
ly for about half a year, that I think it is conduct-
ed on a liberal scale, and that it contains much
valuable matter for all who are engaged in tilling

the soil. Farming, howeverj has not arrived at

'
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perfection. Though long strides have been takeu

in this direction, we have not yet reached that

mile-stone beyond which there is nothing more to

learn. The various processes of farming, and
everything connected with the production of crops

are undoubtedly susceptible of scientific, philoso-

phical explanation ; but until we attain such knowl-
edge, the results of carefully observed experiments
must be our guide. I suppose that it is an accept-

ed principle, that the laws of nature are immutable

;

and that the substahces which compose the mate-
rial world are mutable. Hence, everything in na-

ture is undergoing change ; is cither in a state of
progression or of decay. So then we have no cri-

terion to fix data.

This is probably the reason why your corres-

pondents differ in their experiments and observa-

tions upon the same subjects. From apparently

the same experiments they arrive at diametrically

opposite conclusions, which tend, rather, to con-

found than to instruct. It would be Ijetter if com-
municators would give more practical tests and
closer analysis of subjects, and moi'e carefully

reason from cause to effect. Surely the giving of
opinion from ephemeral causes without anything
to predicate one, is merely hypothetical.

G. W. Davis.
West Newfield, Me., March 15, 1868.

Remarks.—It should be remembered by those

who regi'et the unsatisfactory results of agiucul-

tural experiments, that farmers are not the only

ones who experience contradictory results in their

efforts to find an answer to old Pilate's question.

What is truth ? The experiments of scientific

men are probably little more uniform in their re-

sults, than those which are tried by farmers.

How often are the results of the most carefully

conducted experiments of the best educated and

most scientific physicians not only unsatisfactory

but "diametrically opposite." Nor are the inves-

tigations of men of the other learned professions

much more harmonious, as we infer from the dif-

ferent "schools" or sects, or theories which exist

among them.

BED WATEK IN COWS.—THE NEW ENGLAND
FARMER.

About the first of April one of my C9ws was at-

tacked with "bloody water." Being a young man,
I knew of no remedy for this dangerous disease.

But as good luck would have it, I had been thinking

about taking the New England Farmer, and
had borrowt'd a few numbers of one of my neigh-

bors for the double purpose of ol)taining your terms
and address, and for the pleasure of reading the

valuable articles which I well knew they contained.

In that of Jan. 21, a correspondent asks what he

shall do for bloody water in cows. You gave him
the following directions :—"Take one pound of

Epsom Salts and one-half ounce of ginger, pour
one quart of boiling water over them, stirring till

dissolved, then when cold add one-half ounce of

carbonate of ammonia; give this, and if that docs

not move her bowels, give one-quarter of the dose

once in eight hours until it has the desired effect."

This was one of the first articles which caught my
eye ; and when, a few days after, I found one ofmy
cows was thus affected, this remedy was remem-
bered, and rcfcrrmg to it. 1 followed the directions,

and in less than live days my cow was perfectly

well, and we all think she now looks better than

we ever saw her before. I have since inquired of

many of my neighbors, to Fee if they could give

me any remedy for this disease, but found that

none of them of whom I inquired were able to do

so ; and I am convinced that the cow would have
soon died had it not been for the timely informa-
tion thus ob(§incd. 1 have since subscribed for the
Farmer and am cheered each week by its wel-
come visits. L. o. \i.

Proclorsville, Vt., May 14, 1868.

CRt'ELTY TO THE BIRDS.

In the Farmer, last year, a writer recommend-
ed, for the purpose of preventing birds pulling
corn, to "string some kernels on horse hair or
thread, and when the com is coming up throw this
on the field. The birds will pick it up and swallow
it. The thread or hair will stick in their throats,
and in trying to get it out, they will scratch out
their eyes." This is cruel. Tlie end to be gained
does not justify such barbarous means. If any
one after accompli -ihing this feat, of making a bird
swallow a horse hair, sliould witness its struggles
to be relieved from it, should see it scratch out its

eyes, witness its agony, and then be compelled
constantly to witness its lingering distress while
dying by the slow process of s arvation, if pos-
sessed of one particle of humanity, I think he
would never again attempt a like operation.

fferry, N. H., May, 1868. E. B.

TAR FOR SICK SHEEP.

I Started to winter thirty-four sheep, for the pur-
pose of raising lambs for market. Towards spring
they began to lose flesh, had a dull sleepy look,
with a foul, bloody discharge from thcnose. They
grew weak and in a short time some died. I lost

four of my best sheep in this way, and three others
were apparently about to die, when I thought I

would try to save the rest of mj' flock, if possible.

I therefore got some good clean tar, and made each
sheep eat some of it, and also put some on their

noses. They soon began to look brighter, and ap-
peared better, and I did not lose any more. I fed

tar once a week by putting it in their mouths, so
that they had to eat it. I told one man who had
lost aboiit 60 sheep of my remedy and he tried it

and said it saved him more than twenty-five sheep
and he thought if he had used it before, he might
have saved nearly all. I also feed a little sulphur
with salt. 3. A. L.

Barre, Vt., May 31, 1868.

cow CORN.

Much has been written, and much has been said

in favor of raising corn fodder. As a consequence
almost every farmer raises it. Perhaps this is

very well. But, for cows that give milk, I am sat-

isfied from experience, that it is inferior to weeds
from the corn field, second crop, or good hay.
Some get the impression that corn fodder is good
tor milch cows in this way :—when the pastures
fail they give them corn fodder and find the quan-
tity of milk somewhat increased ; but they do not
compare it with anything else. If they would give

them com fodder one week, and second crop the
next, they would find a difference. Many other

articles, such as squash vines, pea and bean haulm,
if they have not been severely injured by fiost, or
by standing too long in the field, arc readily eaten

by cows, at a time when they need, but do not

always get, extra feeding ; and I think it better to

save them for this purpose than for composting fn

the barn-yard, as I have seen recommended.
Derry, N. H., May, 1868. E. B.

8ALTINO CHEESE.

About a year ago I saw an article in the Farmer
(Monthly p. 368, SSI,) about strong cheese, in

which you seemed at a loss to account for the great

difference in flavor. From own experience and
that of one of my neighbors who has long
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kept a dairy, I think the secret lies simply in salt-

ing,—either too much or too little, or that of poor
quality is used. My neighbor says that he lost

twenty -five dollars in one year, by using fine salt,

such as is put up in small boxes. A short time

ago I saw a statement to the cfl'cct that ordinary

fine box salt would not keep butter sweet for any
length of time. If it will not preserve butter nei-

ther will it keep cheese sweet. m. p.

West Westminster, Vt., May 8, 1868.

TOMATOES vs. THE BORER.

I saw in your last paper, an inquiry by some one
as to what he should do to keep borers out of his

trees. Two years ago, in looking over my trees in

the fall, I found bore rs in all of them but oub. No-
ticing a tomato plant by the side of that tree, I

thought that perhaps the smell of the plant might
be the reason. Last year I tried it, and found
none, where I had tomato plants. Speaking to a
neighbor about it, he said he was never troubled
with borers, but he had always had tomatoes by
the side of the trees. I shall try it this year, set-

ting the plant as near the trunk of the tree as pos-

sible. Give it a trial, all of you who are troubled
with borers. b.

East Randolph, Mass., May 26, 1868.

For the New England Farmer.

OPEN AND TIGHT BAKNS.

Having read the discussion In the FAR>rER
on the subject of open and tight barns, I will

give you my experience, with the remark that

while I consider theory on this, as on other

subjects, very good, I think practice a little

better.

In 1840 I built a common barn for the times,

finishing with unseasoned boards, put on singh'.

Consequently, 1 had plenty of side ventilators,

as the cracks were neither small nor ^Qyv. I

soon learned that the hay must be well cured

before being put in, or it would heat, mould,

and sometimes spoil in the centre of the mows,
while near the walls of the barn the hay was
bright and good. I also learned that In leav-

ing the barn doors open during the hay season,

as many farmers did, the hay next the floor,

especially near the door, looked like hay which

had taken the storm and been badly washed.

From old farmers I furthermore learned that

hay Intended for the stack must be thoroughly

cured, even more so than for the barn.

In 1850 I built another barn, and acting

upon the knowledge gained so far, I made the

•walls tight as common double boarding would

make them. And now for the result. I have

not during the sixteen years I have used this

barn, had a particle of mouldy or burnt hay,

except It was wet by storms and pat in before

dry. I cart my bay much greener than for-

merly. I do not hesitate to cart English hay

that is sufficiently ripe, as soon as I can after

it Is cut, provided there is no dew or wet on It

when mowed. My hay Is relished by the stock

better than that which is all dried up. If the

grass is very green, or stout clover, I would
prefer to kt it stand in the cock over night,

hut think that too much drying Injures the hay.

A mixture of herdtgrass, just in the blow,

and western clover, the blows half turned,
which yielded two and a half tons per acre,

actual weight, was out in the forenoon and
carted in the afternoon of same day Into the
last built barn, and came out nice and bright

in the spring. For an experiment, I spread
some of this hay upon the beams of the barn,

turning It occasionally for two weeks, to ascer-

tain the shrinkage when thoroughly dried under
cover, and found It to be seven hundred
pounds to the acre, or two hundred and eighty

pounds per ton.

With the knowledge thus gained, I conclude
that the less the air circulates through the

mows, or the less exposed the hay Is to the

weather, the better for the hay, and the less

is It liable to heat ; that by closing all cracks

or avenues for the v/ind and storms what heat
there may be In the hay Is equally dissemin-

ated through the entire mass without injury to

the hay ; but that if the heaf be forced from
the outside surface to the centre, the outside

hay will be bright while the centre will be
more or less injured,—sometimes burnt and
mouldy. With this experience I shall con-

tinue to store hay in barns made tight as prac-

ticable, notwithstanding there may be much
theory not base'd upon practice, to the con-

trary.

I have also learned that cattle thrive best.

In winter, when kept at a temperature little

above the freezing point ; but that If kept so

close and warm as to sweat, or become moist,

they will not eat. I prefer to have the stable

a little cold.. rather than too warm. If too

cold, however, food does not seem to make
them thrive, although they may eat enough to

satisfy the most skeptical ; especially if short

of bay. A very little trouble will regulate

the temperature of a stable, and is well paid
for In the satisfaction one enjoys in the comfort
and thrift of his animals. a.

Washington County, Vt., 1868.

Remarks.—For Its usefulness the New
England Farmer Is largely Indebted to such

practical articles of Its correspondents as the

forecolnsr.

For the New England Farmer.

ITEMS OF A FARMER'S EXPERIENCE.
Feeding Young Pigs.—I once bought six

pigs of neighbor Flint, taking them at an early

age, because we had an abundance of skim
milk to feed them with. In the course of a
fortnight, first one and then another sickened.

The prominent symptoms were, loss of appe-
tite, staggering with a backward motion and
falling on the haunches, and finally inability to

rise at all. The first two that were attacked

died In a few days. One of the others seemed
near death, and all were more or less affected.

At my request Mr. Flint examined them, and
thought the trouble was a costiveness caused
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by their being fed exclusively on skim milk.

He recommended giving them thorough-rvort

tea. I did so at once, by means of a spoon,

administering it three or four times in the

course of the afternoon. They took it as

readily as a young child would its usual food.

In a few hours they all began to improve, and
the next day were considered fully recovered,

and thenceforth went on eating and drinking,

and thriving, as all good piggies ouf^ht to.

Being afterward supplied with a variety of
food, they never again showed symptoms of

any disease.

Probably if these pigs, on being taken from
the mother, had for a time been fed with milk

warm from the cow, instead of that which had
been deprived of its cream, there would have
been no sickness among them. I happen to

know, from familiar experience, that a free

use of skim milk as a beverage, has a ten-

dency to produce costiveness in the genus
Homo,—and am disposed to infer that it will

have a similar effect in the genus Sus.

Butter-MAKING in Winter —Some years

ago, while making butter from the milk of

eight cows, though in summer the butter would
come In from fifteen to thirty minutes, It was
found that, as winter approached, the time re-

quired for churning gradually increased, till,

about the middle of November, the cream re-

fused to part with its butter even after five or

six hours' churning, though kept at the tem-
perature of about 60° Fahrenheit. After that

time we could get the butter only by scalding

the milk before it was put in the pans. We
then came to the conclusion that butter could

not be made in winter without scalding the

milk. But a little further experience has

shown us that we came to this decision too

hastily. We have, through the past winter,

made good butter from a young cow (got by
an Ayrshire bull, out of a half-Jersev cow.)
with but little more trouble than it formerly

cost in summer. This shows us, what prob-

ably older butter makers knew before, that

there is as much difference in cows "as there

is in other folks." We knew before that the

cream of some cows would yield its butter in

summer much quicker than that of others, but

we had not gone so far as to learn, that, while

from some the butter will not in winter come
at all without the process of scalding, that of

others will come readily if kept at the right

temperature.

I suppose the old farmers are wise enough
already, and can take care of themselves.

But let me suggest to those young ones who
may be about to buy cows for a butter dairy,

that they will do well to select with great care,

and test them individually with reference to

this point of difference in time required to

produce butter from their milk. If one* cow
in the herd gives milk whose cream is slow to

yield butter, it would be better to put her to

a different use at once.

Woodpeckers.—It is pleasant to feel that

we belong to a superior race ; and I do not
intend to discontinue boasting a little, occa-
sionally, of the wonderful capacities and varied
powers of man. But I think we may often
find, in observing the habits of the inferior
animals, as we are fond of calling them, that

they often display a keenness of observation,

a tact, a certainty of coming to what they aim
at, that it would be difficult for most of the
superior order to equal In the same line. For
an example in a small way : I cut down a black
oak, forty or fifty feet high. In trimming it

up near the top, it was found that a wood-
pecker had recently tapped it, making a hole
to the centre. On a careful examination, it

could be seen where the bark had previously

been punctured by some insect for the pur-
pose of depositing Its egg. On splitting open
the wood, which was about three inches in di-

ameter, the cour.se of the grub could be traced
from the surface to the centre, and then down-
ward, following the pith, for five or six inches.

Precisely at the lower end of this passage, the

woodpecker had struck, pierced to the depth
of an inch and a half through the solid green
wood, and taken out the grub. Now I doubt
whether even one of our best trained musi-

cians, whose ears will detect a variation of a
quarter of a tone in music, could have suc-

ceeded £0 well in this case. If he could, by
rapping a few times on a green tree, not only
make sure that a grub had bored a passage
along the heart of the wood, (remember, this

passage is filled again by the chips as the grub
works along.) but decide correctly on the pre-

cise spot occupied by the grub,—well, if he
could do that, it is my candid opinion that he
would be entitled to the credit of having a
very good ear. m. p.

Concord, Mass., May, 1868.

BOTS AND ^VORMS IN HORSES.

In his new work, "The American Farmers'
Horse Book," Dr. Stewart claims that the bot
is hereditary with the horse, and is liorn into

the world with him ; the colt, at the moment of
foaling, having a little parasite in liis stomach,

in as perfect a state as the horse of six years.

The author goes on to state that the bot is

found attached to the cutlcular or insensible

coating in the upper portion of the stomach
—not by his head as is populai ly supposed,
but hanging by his tail. For a mouth he has

a little orifice, no larger than the point of a
cambric needle, with which he feeds upon the

food in the stomach, after it has i^een softened
down into chyme. This tiny mouth he can
close against any substance which offends his

dainty taste ; and being protected b^' a scaly

or bony covering, upon which no acul, caustic

or poison, will operate, he is much safer from
the action of any hurtful element than the

horse into whose stomach he is introduced.

There is no evidence, says Mr. Stewart, that,

in his normal condition, the bot ever injures
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the horse's health in the least degree. The
hot is pronounced to be an entirely different

insect from the grub or worm, with which he

has no relationship whatever. The latter is

the offspring of the gad fly, and is undoubted-

ly an intruder. It is a species of light yellow

worm, which passes away from the horse in

the excrements during the months of July and
August, and becomes imbedded in the earth

where the chrysalis is formed, whence in time

is hatched the fly. The eggs of the fly are

deposited upon the horse's skin, are bitten off

and find their way into the horse's stomach.

Here the worm is developed in time, and thus

the species continues to be propagated. Un-
like the bot, the grub never attaches itself to

the coating of the stomach, but lives among
the particles of food, the tough fibrous por-

tions of Avhich it decomposes and in both stom-

ach and bowels undoubtedly performs the same
office for the horse that worms do in the child.

When multiplied in great numbers the grub
may occasion much uneasiness and irritation,

but never causes death or even serious disease.

As to the popular belief that the bot causes

the death of the horse by eating through the

stomach, Mr. Stewart says :—Although the

stomach is often found "completely riddled by
the bot," as the popular expression is, there

is good reason to believe that the work is

done entirely after the horse is struck by
death." One or two facts will go far to

prove the truth of a proposition which to

many will appear so extraordinary.

The cuticular coating of the stomach to

which the bot fastens himself by means of two
little bearded hooks, is nearly if not wholly
insensible, having no more feeling apparently
than the animal's hoof's. W^hen the horse is

in health it is hard, rigid, impenetrable, and
the bot, if ever so much disposed to do so,

would attack it in vain ; but when death seizes

him this coating becomes relaxed and soft and
begins rapidly to decompose. Th(^n only it is

that the bot can or ever does work his way
through it. Another fact still more strongly

corroborative of the above proposition, Is this :

that of any number of horses kilkd while in

perfect health, and opened an hour or two
afterward, there will be found not one whose
stomach is not "i-Iddled by the bot." DLs-

sectlon has revealed the existence of this con-

dition in hundreds of instances of sudden
death from accident.

Dr. John Franklin, of Sumner county,
Tennessee, relates the case of a horse In-

stantly killed by the falling of a large timber,

whose carcass he onened within a few hours
after death, with the especial object of testing

the theory that the bot forces a passage
through the walls of the stomach in all cases

when the disease is not of such a nature as to

stupefy him. As he expected the insects in

considerable numbers had already cut their

way out. The bot does not attack the stom-
ach for the purpose of preying upon it or of

injuring the animal, but simply to seek escape *

from certain death himself. The same disease

that is killing the horse threatens his destruc-

tion also. An instinct similar to that which
prompts vermin of nearly all kinds to leave a
dead or dying carcass, teaches him that his

old habitation is no longer a safe one and
hence his desperate endeavors to get away.
He has been found working up to the esopha-
gus, passing through the small intestines and
even cutting through between the ribs almost
to the skin itself. If possible he would es-

cape from the horse entirely."

These views are so different from those

usually held by horsemen that we give them
for the benefit of those interested in the care

and management of horses. If they be true,

the practice of drugging the horse with medi-
cines for the purpose of stupefying or arrest-

ing the supposed action of bots is useless and
Injurious.— Utica Herald.

FLCWEKING- TREES.

In trees with rosaceous flowers, nature ex-

hibits some of the fairest ornaments of north-

ern climes ; and these are the only trees that

produce a pulpy fruit. Such are all the trees

of our orchards—the cherry, the peach, the

apple and the pear ; als j the mountain ash and
its allied species, down to themcspilus and the

hawthorn. These trees are suggestive rather

of the farm and Its pleasant appurtenances
than of rude nature ; but so closely allied to

nature is the farm, when under the direction

of its unsophisticated owner, and unbedizened
by taste, that its accompaniments seem to be
a rightful part of Nature's domain. The sim-

plicity of the rustic farm coincides wlih the

fresh glowing charms ©f nature ; and a row of
apple trees, overshadowing the wayside, forms
an arbor in which the rural deities might revel

as in their own sylvan solitudes ; and Nature
herself wears a more charming appearance
when to her own rude costume she adds a

wreath twined by the fingers of Pomona.
The blossoms of the rosaceous trees are

Invariably white, or crimson, or the different

shades of these two colors combined. Those
of the cherry and the plum are constantly

white ; those of the peach and the almond,
crimson ; those of the pear and the mountain
ash are also white ; and those of the apple,

when half expanded, are crimson, changing to

white or blush color as they expand. The
colors of the hawthorns vary with their spe-

cies, which are numerous. As I have already

Intimated, Nature is not lavish of those forms

and hues which are the ingredients of pure

visual or objective beauty. She displays them
very sparingly under ordinary circumstances,

that we may not be wearied by their stimulat-

ing influence, and thereby lose our suscepti-

bility to the impressions of homely objects.

But at certain times, and during very short

periods, she seems to exert all her powers to
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* fascinate the senses. It is in these moods that

she wreathes the trees with flowers for a short

time in the spring, and, just before the dusky
shades of autumn have settled upon the earth,

iUuminates the forests with colors as beautiful

as they are evanescent.

Another group of flowering trees—found
rarely in northern climes—is represented by
the magnolia and the tulip tree. These trees

have obtained a great deal of celebrity on ac-

count of their blossoms, which are chiefly re-

markable for their extraordinary size and their

powerful fragrance. The magnolia, with its

dark evergreen foliage, is a valuable gift of

nature to the inhabitants of the arid plains and
valleys of the South ; and its flowers make a
magnificent appearance at certain seasons.

The tulip tree has many of the same charac-

teristics ; it attains in favorable situations an
extraordinary size, and is an admirable orna-

ment for dressed grounds, where its lofty stat-

ure, its symmetrical form, its smooth branches,

and its polished foliage, are in "excellent

keeping" with the graded lawn, the fanciful

flower beds, the serpentine walks, and other

pseudo-natural affectations.

—

Atlantic Month-
lyfor June.

HIVING BEES.

When bee% are allowed to swarm naturally,

everything should be in readiness before the

swarming season arrives, so that when swarms
come off there may be no confusion or difficulty

in hiving. Hives should be kept cool, and if

old, they should be well cleaned. If a swarm
is seen issuing from a hive, do not get in a

"flurry," but keep cool, and nineteen times

out of twenty they will cluster all right. As
soon as they have settled, prepare to hive

them.
First.—Bring a dish of cold water, and with

the hand or a whisk of grass, sprinkle the

cluster well. This will make them perfectly

quiet and easy to handle. Bring out a table,

or if that is not convenient, spread a cloth or

boards upon the ground, and if they are to be

hived into a common box or straw hive, set it

upon the table or place prepared for it, raise

up one side an incb or more, and put under a

stone or chip to hold it. Then shake your

bees into a pan, Ijasket, pail, or any dish that

will hold them, and turn them down near the

hive, and they will at once commence to enter.

If it is desirable to have them enter faster than

they are naturally inclined to do, take a wing

and gently wing them in. As soon as all or

nearly all are in. the hive should be carried to

its stand, and well shaded if the sun is shining.

New hives or newly painted hives should be

shaded for several days, as bees cannot stay in

an over-heated hive. If the bees cluster upon

a limb, from which it would be diflicult to shake

them, the limb may be cut off with a saw and

laid near the hive ; the bees will soon leave

and enter. Sometimes bees will cluster upon

the body of a tree, when it is more difficult to
get them off without irritating them. They
should be well sprinkled, and very carefully

brushed off with a wing or quill feather into a
dish, and carried to the hive as before stated.

4^n inexperienced person, or novice, should in

this case wear a bee-protector. It will give
them courage, and they will move more care-
fully.

Swarms should never be allowed to stand
where they are hived until evening, as is the
practice with some, but should be moved at

once to their stand, as some of the bees will

go into the field to work in ten minutes after

they are hived
; and if left until evening large

numbers will have commenced to work, and
having marked the spot will return there the
next day, and not finding the hive, will wan-
der about, and many will be lost. Second
swarms are generally far more irritable than
first or top swarms ; hence, these are far more
likely to sting ; but cold water will soon quiet

them, and they may then be hived with safety.—Canada Farmer.

THE SWEET POTATO.
The land for this potato should be deeply

ploughed, well harrowed, and thoroughly pul-

verized. It should then be made Into ridges

about thirty inches wide, and twelve inches
high, and a'bout four feet apart in the rows.
The tops of the ridges should be levelled. A
hole should be made with a trowel large and
deep enouph to receive the plant, which mubt
be started In a hot bed or otherwise ; fine,

mellow earth should be rattled in about the

roots till the hole is filled within about an inch

of the surface. Should the weather be dry, a
small portion of water is poured in among the

roots of each plant, and then allowed to soak,

then more earth put in to fill up the hole. As
soon as the plants begin io grow, they may be
hoed and cleaned until the vines begin to

grow. The ridges should be kept clear of
weeds, and the surface loosened by the hoe.

Should the vines be inclined to strike or root

at the joints, they should be carefully lifted

and laid on the top of the ridges. This leaves

the soil well exposed to the sun. Sweet po-
tatoes should be dug before the frost. The
Brazilians and Nansemonds are thought to be
the most jiroductive.

—

Rural West.

—Wool Ijuyers say that farmers might as rea-

sonably expect to sell cobs tor the same price as

corn, as grease and dirt for the »ame price as wool.

And they probaljly think that saying hits some-

body pretty hard. At the West we believe com is

sold with and without the cob on which it grows,

and when wool buyers understand their hu.'-iness

as well as corn buyers do theirs, we think none

but those incompetent to buy wool on its merits,

will think there is anything verj- smart in such

flings at wool growers.
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SALT IN FATTENING CATTLE.

There is no doubt that the use of salt in-

creases the appetite of animals, and enables

them to digest more food, and consequently

to take on more fat. There ought to be more

accurate knowledge on this subject, especially

among those who are stall-feeding stock.

The following is the substance of an ac-

count of experiments by Theodore Von Lau-

ner in the use of salt, which we find in Von
Weekherlin's View of Food.

The last winter he made an experiment for

determining the influence of increasing doses

of salt on the appetite of horned cattle in the

case of two lean oxen of 1740 lbs., live

weight.

For two weeks these oxen received twice a

week, in the evening, per head, one and one-

half ounces of salt, with which both oxen con-

sumed daily, thirty-four lbs. of choice hay, on

an average.

After this, the two oxen received the above

mentioned portion of salt daily, for ten days,

in which, on an average, they both together

ate forty and one-fourth lbs. of best hay.

With the same daily portion of salt, the two

oxen consumed in the next nine days, an av-

erage of forty-six and one-half lbs., of best

hay ; and with the same daily portion of salt,

their daily consumption in eleven day? more

amounted to fifty-one and one-half Ihs., best

hay.

Afterwards the two oxen, for eighteen days,

received daily, twice a day, tbd usual quantity

of salt, and their consumption of fodder rose

on the average daily, to fifty-five and three-

fourths lbs. of hay.

Then they received the usual quantity of

salt daily, three "times in the day, and their

daily average consumption of hay fell to fifty-

one lbs.

This portion of salt then appeared to be too

large, and they were given again the usual

portion of salt once a day, on which their

daily consumption of hay, as before with the

same quantity, reached fifty-one and one-half

lbs.

The daily consumption of thirty-four lbs.

rose, therefore, with the daily dose of salt to

fifty-one lbs., and with twice a day a portion

of salt, to fifty-five and three-fourths lbs.

;

while by its being given three times a day, it

sunk to fifty-one lbs., for the two oxen.

From this exhibit it is evident how impor-

tant is the furnishing a proper dose of salt to

homed cattle, especially when coarse hard hay

or much straw is foddered to them.

The writer does not state whether the drink

which the oxen took was increased in like pro-

portion. But another German farmer, in the

same work gives an account of an experiment

in giving salt to ten fattening wethers, and

none to ten others, which were fattening with

them, at the same time. Those which had the

salt drank during the experiment, the time of

which is not stated, 533 measures of water,

while those which had no salt drank only 256.

When cattle are feeding upon dry hay, it is

desirable that they should drink freely, as the

hay is thereby softened, and its nutriment

more completely extracted. This is especially

true of cows giving milk, which, as is well

known, will drink more than dry stock, be-

cause a large portion of the fluid received, is

taken up by the milk-forming organs. The

daily use of a proper dose of salt, would

probably promote in them an appetite for

drink, as well as for hay, and thus increase the

supply of milk. But too large a dose, it

sficms, will diminish the appetite. The proper

dose must be determined, in the case of each

animal, by experience, for different animals

wili doubtless require different quantities.

An overdose of salt generally irritates the

coats of the intestines, and proves cathartic,

both in men and animals.

CLOVER SEED.

We think there is less clover seed raised in

this State, and indeed in New England, than

formerly. We are in the habit of depending

upon imported seed. At the present price of

the seed it may be made a profitable crop, and

there is no reason why our farmers should not

raise at least what they need for their own use.

As we hope to see clover more extensively cul-

tivated, not only for its value as fodder, but

as a means of improving the soil, we think

it important that the domestic supply should

be abundant, as it would then be more freely

used.

Clover, rightly managed, is a profitable

crop. The first crop should be cut early, and

if properly secured there is no better hay, es-

pecially for milch cows and sheep. This crop

should be cut about the first of July, or by
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the time one-half the blossoms are open.

Then there will be a good second crop, but if

we wait till the seed is formed in the first crop

the second crop will be greatly diminished.

Deferring to cut the first crop ten days may

nearly spoil the second. It is on the second

crop we must depend for the seed. With a

good catch and proper care, there will be from

two and one-half to five bushels of seed to the

acre, worth now six dollars per bushel.

The second crop should not be allowed to

stand till it is over-ripe, as then much of the

seed will be lost In harvesting. Now, let us

look at the result. One and a half tons at

the first crop, worth say $24. The second

worth $10, and three bushels of seed worth

$18, the whole amounting to $52. What crop

do we raise of equal value for the same labor ?

In Pennsylvania, where they raise a good

deal of clover seed, it is not uncommon to feed

the clover fields till the fore part of June, and

then let it go to seed. In this way, it is said,

they often get five bushels of seed. They

then plow up in the fall, and sow wheat.

Plaster In most parts of the country is found

to be one of the surest means of bringing a

good clover crop. We are in the habit of

sowing red top and herdsgrass with clover,

with the Intention of letting it remain as a

meadow three or four years. This makes the

very best of hay. When we would get a crop

of clover seed, we should sow the seed with

grain, and not feed off In the fall ; then after

taking the first and second crop of clover, we

may plow and reseed In the fall with herds-

grass and redtop. If we wish to mow It for a

few years, top-dressing as may be needed.

esting to Eastern no less than to Western far-

mers. He says :

—

"Several experiments have been made to ascer-
tain the proper depth at which to plant corn, and
by one of tliem it was ascertained that'whenlt
was planted three inches deep, it came up and
grew well until it was three or four inches hiah,
and then stopped for a fortnight, while the corn in

the same field, whicli was planted at a less depth,
grew rapidlj'. On examination it was tbund that

a joint had formed aljout one inch and a half
above the kernel, and that the roots had sprouted
out from that joint, leaving all below to perish.

While the process of changing roots was going on,
the plants ceased to grow above ground, but in

about a fortnight recovered their vigor, and they
were about that length of time later in maturing
the grain than the seeds that were planted shal-

lower.
A series of experiments showed that com plant-

ed at the following depths came up as described :

—

No. 1 planted at a depth of 1 inch came up in 8 days.
» 2 " " li " " 94 "
<< 3 I. i< 2 " " 10 "
" 4 " "

2J
" " Hi "

» 6 «« «« 3 " " 12 "
" 6 " "

3i
" " 13 "

i( 7 » <( 4 « u 131 «
" 8 " " 44 " " — "
.1 9 .< « 6 .< <i _ .<

"10 " "
5i " " 174 «

11 11 " «< 6 *« " — "

Nos. 8, 9 and 11 were dug up after twenty-two
days, when it was found that No. 8 had an inch
more to grow to reach the surface.

Nos. 9 and 11 were three inches beneath the sur-
face. No. 10 came up in seventeen days, but
withered after six days' growth. The more shal-

low the seed was covered the more rapidly the
sprout made its appearance, and the stronger was
the stalk. It is hoped that many more careful ex-
periments will be made this year with regard to
thfc merits of deep and shallow planting.

CULTIVATION OP COHN.

The Western Rural, published at Chicago,

has had much to say in Its late issues upon this

subject. This is as It should be, as com Is the

crop of the great West. We are glad to see

the modes of culture, the importance of ma-

nuring, the use of fertilizers and other topics

thoroughly discussed. The editor is urging

the cultivation of less land and doing It more

thoroughly than in times past. This is the

only way of arresting the process of exhaust-

ing the soil, which is going on so rapidly, and

is beginning to tell upon com, and has to an

alarming degree upon wheat. In the last

jiumber he states some fjMJts which are inter-

WOOIjEN HESOIiUTIONS.
This is a great country for "resolutions."

They are manufactured by congresses, legis-

latures, conveii«;ions, associations and divers

other "bodies." Webster passes the word

along with only eight definitions and one "pic-

torial illustration," wh'Je Worcester enumer-

ates no less than ten distinct meanings ! But

are either of these lexicographers equal to the

task they have undertaken ? Can it be done

by pen or pencil ? A bull of the Vatican and

a resolve of the American may be felt, but

can hardly be described. A Turkish firman, a

Russian ukase, and a royal decree have set-

tled many knotty questions and removed many

ugly difficulties, but a universal solvent has

been found only in the modern "resolution.*"

To buy each lot of wool In the country as

each lot of grain, and cattle, and butter, and

other kinds of agricultural produce are bought,

—on its own merits,—involves no little work

and the exercise of no little skill. Grain is

harvested and hay Is made by machinery, and
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so is cloth. Why may not wool be bought in

the same way ? A machine for buying wool,

like that for other purposes, should be simple.

The less wheels and springs and levers the

better. This bright idea, however, was a

little too bright to be realized by ordinary

machinists, and our wool manufacturers and

wool dealers, being thrown upon their own re-

sources, at once exercised their genius in

the production of a "series of resolutions"

with which they hoped to accomplish the same

purpose.

The following which we have before pub-

lished, are the "plan and specification" of

such an invention by the North-west Woolen
Manufacturers' Association, in general council

assembled, some months since, at Chicago :

—

1. Merchantable wool shall be standard for

price, and must be well washed, free from tags and
all filth, and tied with only what twine is sufficient

to hold the Heeces together.
2. On all unwashed fleeces, fleeces stufifed with

tags, murrain wool or any other foreign substance,
black fleeces and all washed buck fleeces, a deduc-
tion of one-third shall be made.

3. On unwashed buck fleeces, a deduction of
one-half shall be required.

Now, that looks as though it might work,

and save a great deal of labor and much
bother ; and so perhaps it would, if the inven-

tors had secured letters patent on the exclu-

sive right to pass resolutions, as well as to use

the "one-third" pulley. Neglecting to do

this, we fear their invention will be of little

practical utility, as the door is left wide open

for the introduction of opposition machines.

The Washington County, N. Y., Sheep

Breeders' and Wool Growers' Association,

taking advantage of this fatal omission, on the

part of the manufacturers, have adopted the

following resolutions,—which on the principle

of Knickerbocker's justice, who weighed the

account books of the parties to a suit he was

trying, entitles them to the verdict :

—

Whereas, Commission merchants and wool deal-
ers in market have, heretofore, for their own con-
venience and profit, adopted a rule to shrink all

unwashed wool one-third, without regard to its in-
trinsic value or condition ; and

Whereas, The wool buyers in varrious sections
of the country, who are agents of wool dealers,
and under their influence and suggestions have
formed associations and passed resolutions adopt-
ing this unjust and oppressive rule, and pledged
themselves to make their purchases in accordance
therewith ; therefore

:

Resolved, That the sheep breeders and wool
growers of the country are compelled and in duty
bound to take summary steps to protect themselves
against this associated combination, and preventthe
universal adoption of a rule so unjust and oppres-
sive to their interests.

Resolved, That the article of lyool, like all other
farm products, should be sold on its merits, the
condition of the article governing its price; and
while it may be both convenient and profitable for
the wool dealer to adopt the one-third rule to pro-
tect him from the ignorance and blunders of inex-
perienced agents, it would be more just to both
parties to employ agents who understand their
business.

Resolved, That it is the duty of the State Wool
Growers' Associations, and all the county associa-
tions in this and other States, to adopt resolutions
and recommend all wool growers to resist, and, if
necessary, to decline dealing with all agents who
insist upon this rule.

Butter that will Keep.—We have seen
the statement that "a dairy made in Broome
County, N. Y., was sold in St. Croix, in 1839
to the Governor, for 75 cents per lb. In 1840
the same dairy was sold in New Bedford,
Mass. , and went on a whaling voyage. / saw
some of it after the expiration of nearlyfour
years, as sweet and in as good condition as
when made. The same dairy has since been
sold in New Orleans, in Natchez, and Mobile,
and there has never been any complaint as to
its quality. I shipped some butter made in
that county to Canton, in 1846, which opened
as fresh as when made, and was so good that
shippers have each year since applied to me
for butter for cabin stores. I broke up the
firkins, and procured small white oak kegs,
containing from fifteen so twenty-five pounds
each, repacking the butter. These kegs were
put into large hogsheads and filled in the in-

terstices with rock salt, and placed in the hold
of the vessel. The small kegs were used
merely with reference to the convenience of
retailing at Canton."

"Orange County butter" is now understood

to have reference to the mode of manufactur-

ing, rather than to the locality where made.
In making this butter the milk is churned and
rock salt is used.

HEATING NAILS.
Every one who has used them knows that

cut nails are brittle and easily broken (some
brands more than others), but when heated to

a red heat and then cooled slowly, become
soft, and will generally clinch as well as
wrought nails. Jacob Abbott thus explains
the matter in a story which he tells in Our
Schoolday Visitor:—"Common nails, being
cut out from a plate of iron by means of
shears working with prodigious force, have the
substance of the iron so compressed that they
are somewhat brittle, and the points are very
apt to break off if we attempt to clinch them.
But these common nails can be softened by
heating them red hot in any common fire and
letting them cool slowly. The iron of the
nails, which is compressed and made hard by
the action of the machine in which it is manu-
factured, is swelled out again by the heat of
the fire and restored to its natural condition."
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THE QRA.SS.

The grass, the grass, the beautiful graee,

That brightens this land of ours,

Oh, wiiy do we rudely let it pass,
And only praise the flowers ?

The blossoms of spring small joys would bring,
Aud the summer bloom look sad.

Were the earth not green, and the distant scene
In its emerald robe not clad
Then sing the grass, the beautiful grass,

That brightens this land of ours;
For there is not a blade by nature made
Less perfect than the flowers.

The grass, the grass, the feathery grass.

That waves in the summer wind.
That stays when the flowers all fade and pass.

Like a dear old friend, bfchind
;

That clothes the hills, and the valley fills.

When the trees are stripptd and bare;
Oh, the land would be like a wintry sea
Did the grass not lirger there

;

Then sing the grass, the bonny green grass.

That to all such a charm can lend;

For 'tis staunch and true the whole year through,
And to all a faithful friend.

The grass, the grass, the bountiful grass,

Oh, well may the gift endure.
That never was meant for creed or class.

But grows for both rich and poor

;

Long may the lard be great and grand
Where the emerald turf is spread;

May tlij bright green grass, when frona earth we pass.

Lie lightly o'er each head.
Then sing the grass, the bountiful grsss,

That stays like a dear old friend
;

For, whatever our fates, it kindly waits,

Aud it serves us to the end.

For the New England Farmer.

SEEDING LAND.
The following abstract ofi the discussion by the Iras-

burg, Vt., Farmers' Club of the subject of the proper

quantity of grain and grass seed per acre, and the

best manner of putting it in, is furnished for our col-

umns by the Secretary, Z. E. Jameson, Esq.

J. B. Fassett said he had raised but little

•wheat, but usually sowed one bushels and

three pecks per acre. Of oats some sow two

and some ten bushels per acre. He tried a

piece by sowing three bushels per acre over

the whole, then on one side of the dead fur-

row he sowed as much more—equal to six

bushels per acre. The part double seeded

was thicker at first, but at harvesting be could

see no difference, and thought there was none

between the two sides. He now sows from

three to five bushels. In planting potatoes

this year, ten bushels cut fine did not suffice

for an acre, with hills two by three feet apart.

He has a piece in grass on which he sowed

sixteen (quarts timothy, and three poimds clover

per acre, and he is satisfied with th(* appear-

ance of the grass. He thinks too much clover

is often sown as it is a short lived crop,—the

second and third yield being small. He had

a piece so stout one year, that it took three

men half a day to mow an acre ; the next year

there was not ten cwt. per acre. He sows his

grass seed when he does his grain, and har-

rows it the same. When grass seed is only

bushed in it may come up, but if we have a

dry season it will wither ; but cover it deeper

and it will stand drought as well as grain.

Grain should be harrowed thoroughly, so as

to cover it deeply. In planting corn he takes
pains to have the rows very straight,—not
varying over three inches from a line in twenty-
five rods. Thus planted it looks better and
is more convenient to cultivate and hoe. *He
cuts stakes just as long as he wants the dis-

tance between the rows, and sets them in line

for the first row. Then, as he plants, he goes
straight toward his stakes, and as he comes to

one he pulls it up, and sticks it in again just

its length from where it first stood, so that

when he gets through with one row his stakes

are all in line for another row. He covers

deep and scatters the kernels so that the stalks

will be a few inches apart. If the roots are

close together, the stalks lean apart and break
down.

E. P. Church would put more seed upon
rich land than upon poor. Thick seeding
will cause the straw to be finer, and the grain

will ripen earlier and evener. A poor soil

cannot nourish a large crop. On dry ground
more seed is necessary, as some is so near the

surface that it fails to grow. He would har-

row thoroughly, though it required more time.

He used sixteen bushels of common potatoes

in planting an acre with hills two by three feet.

N. H. Stiles said a neighbor sowed ten

bushels of oats on an acre, with the expecta-

tion of one hundred bushels, but had a poor
crop, the straw being fine and the heads short.

Another man sowed seventy rods with oats

that had been injured by heating, and prob-
ably not more than half a bushel grew. It

was on new land and the yield was sixty-two

bushels.

G. B. Brewster spoke of the importance of
the proper preparation of the soil. His com
ground was ploughed last fall, but this spring

he couldn't do a thing with a common harrow.

He then took a cultivator that he uses in hoe-
ing corn and hops and went over the piece till

it was mellow.

J. B. Fassett sows grass seed with those

kinds of grain that occupy the least ground,
or better still with no grain. It is quite a loss

to sow costly ^ed on land that is not suffi-

ciently enrichea and properly prepared to

produce a crop. We ought to raise our seed.

Wm. L. Jameson agreed with I\Ir. F. that

we should raise our own seed. By buying
seed he got a bad weed upon his farm. Clover
lasts well with him ; has a piece in clover four

years. He believes in heavy seeding. The
man who cleared up Mr. Fassett's pasture

sowed half a bushel of clover and timothy

seed, and the result was an excellent pasture

turf. He prefers to sow grass seed with bar-

ley, r)'e, or wheat, rather than with oats or

India wheat, although he had had a good catch

with the last grain.

Z. E. Jameson suggested the danger of go-

ing to extremes in the amount of seeding, and
ai-ked if one reason of the rank growth of

grass around stones and logs might not be
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found in the more ample room which the roots

found under these stones and logs for expan-

sion. An old field will produce fine grass be-

cause the plants have not room to grow large.

If we spill grass seed upon the ground we ex-

pect fine straw and a feeble growth, and he
thought that more hay is sometimes produced
per acre from thin than from too heavy seed-

ing. Farmers are generally of the opinion

that the poaching of meadows by cattle is in-

jurious, but one man told him this spring that

he should expect his hay crop to be improved
if the whole surface were covered with tracks

not more than a hand's breadth apart.

E. P. Church said thick seeding makes short

grass. His best piece last year was a thin

growth. The amount of produce depends
on the fertility of the ground.

J. B. Fasset inquired if two fine stalks are

not better than one coarse one. His pasture

had been referred to. It is the best pasture

he ever saw ; being all clover and timothy,

with no foul grass. If you want good grass

you must sow the seed. I sow half a bushel,

but perhaps one bushel would be better.

G. B. Brewster thought coarse hay was poor
stuff. When ripe, cattle won't eat it, as it is

like clear wood. Put on more seed. One
bushel, a mixture of clover and timothy, is

little enough. Don't put it too deep. One-
eighth of an inch on rich soil is deep enough.
It will then branch out on top of the ground

;

but if buried an inch it comes up a feeble
stalk. Grass in well-manured land will live,

but in poor soil it will die.

One of the members of the club has several

acres of low meadow, that is covered over
with a pretty firm turf that produces a flat

grass about eighteen inches high. He wishes
to get it into English grass. How can it be
done ? The turf is so full of roots that it

would be very hard to plough, and in some
places it is so mucky that the team would mire ?

Remarks.—It will be noticed that in the

above discussion none of the gentlemen ex-

cept Mr. Fassett state the proportions of clo-

ver and timothy seed which they use. Are we
to infer that they all recommend three pounds

of clover with sixteen quarts of timothy ?

The question of the member of the club

who wishes to reclaim a wild meadow we hope
will be answered by some one who has had

pradical experience in this work. We have

tried it on a small scale in two ways. First by
covering the whole surface wilh earth from the

adjoining banks, to which compost was applied

with the grass seed. This Is apt to form a

hard, tough sod, difficult to plough, and in

other respects rather unsatisfactory in its oper-

ation. Our other plan was to dig ditches

through the land sufficiently large and near I

enough together to cover the land with a good

layer of muck, &c., thrown from the ditches.

Then fill the ditches with stone, if handy, or

gravel sand or earth, to within tight or ten

inches of the surface, and finish off by filling

up with the surface soil or muck. This raises

the surface of the whole field, furnishes drains

and operates well. How can such land be re-

claimed with less labor ?

COMBINATION OF WOOL BUYEKS.
The absurdities of fashion and the force of

habit are often cited as illustrations of the

weakness of human reason. Precedents in

legal proceedings and custom In commercial

transactions must be observed, though the

reasons for their establishment and the justice

of their operation may in some cases be more

than questionable. When coal is bought by

the quantity, the dealers expect 2240 pounds

for a ton ; but when these same dealers dis-

tribute It to their customers a ton weighs only

2000 pounds. The advantages which accrue

to the dealers from such "laws of trade" are

very obvious, and are perhaps sufficient to en-

title the efforts of wool buyers to establish and

confirm their one-third shrinkage rule to more

serious consideration than we have been dis-

posed to believe they deserved.

We, therefore, ask the attention of our

readers to the following remarks by Dr. Ran-

dall, suggested by a late article of ours upon

this subject, a portion of which he copies Into

the Eural New Yorker, and then says :

—

Our contemporary seems to suppose that the

resolutions of the Woolen Manufacturers' As-

sociation of the Northwest, at Chicago, last

February, and those passed at the New York
State Convention of Buyers, at Rochester, last

year, comprise all the public and combined

action taken by the dealers to enforce their

shrinkage rules. This is an error. The Ohio

State Buyers' Association passed similar re-

solves last year, and has recently, in a State

Convention, reaffirmed them. Various other

State and local Associations have taken the

same action,—but we have not preserved

records of their places and times of meeting.

The movement is general In the principal wool

growing States,—nor has It been confined to

mere words—"puffs of empty air," as the

New England Farmer elsewhere terms ^
them. It Is notorious that buyers, in all parts

"
of the country, are attempting practically to

carry out these "rules," and that they are

rapidly becoming more fixed and peremp-

tory in this

—

alleging them to he the established
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regulations of the trade. We have made ex-

tensive recent inquiries on the subject, and re-

gret to say that, in our opinion, there is no

doubt that a large proportion, if not even a

majority of growers, though protesting against

the injustice of these arbitrary exactions, ac-

tually submitted to them in selling the clip of

1867.
Let our friend of the New England Farmer

make in<iuiries among the wool brokers and

dealers at home, in Boston, and ascertain

•what proportion of them recognize and act on

the one-third shrinkage rule, in their transac-

tions in domestic wool. We suspect that he

will find that nearly all of them practice the

rule, and that they took the lead of the 'coun-

try dealers in the matter. As long ago as

December, 1865, at the National Convention

of Wool Growers and Manufacturers at Syra-

cuse, Mr. Geo. W. Bond, one of the most

eminent and well informed wool brokers in

Boston, or in the United States, declared that

"he understood that (the one-third shrinkage)

rule commonly prevailed among the buyers

and sellers of American unwashed wool—so

much so, that in the absence of a contract, the

rule would be understood to prevail as a mat-

ter of course." And how tenaciously Boston

dealers aie disposed to cling to the rule, and

resent its infraction among themselves, may
be inferred from the following fact. We
recommended a Boston house, to which, on

the supposition that it sold wool "on its

merits," we had advised some lots of wool to

be sent in 1867, to advertise that it would so sell

in all cases ; stating that by so doing it might

confidently anticipate large consignments from

the interior of New York. In reply, it soli-

cited a favorable notice from us, (which it did

not receive,) but declined to comply with our

suggestion, on the ground that it might thus

•incur the enmity of (wool) merchants !"

In view of the above facts, we confess it is

impossible for us to regard the general com-

bination among buyers and dealers—every

day accpilring a more systematic organization,

and every day adding new force and solidity

to its rules by custom—as an evil which cannot

longer be safely submitted to, or safely per-

mitted to take its own course. Our writings

on sheep husbandry, for the last twenty years,

will show whether we ever have been either an

alarmist or an agitator on this class of suVjjects.

We have ever believed that the triumphs of

peace, if attainable, are cheaper and better

than those of war; and, as a general thin^,

we have believed them more attainable. We
regard an internecine conflict between the dif-

ferent branches of the same general interest

as especially deplorable. But when one

branfh of such an interest persists in disre-

garding common sense and common justice in

Its dealings with anoUier branch, and, mistak-

ing patience and moderation for approaching

submission, arrogantly assumes that its will is

the settled law in the premises—what remedy

remains to the injured party but outspoken,

energetic and organized resistance ?

Some persons seem to suppose that inas-

much as "it takes two to make a bargain"

—

inasmuch as the buyer cannot enforce his rules

on the seller without the consent of the latter

—it is safe to leave the matter entirely to in-

dividual action. The history of the last two
or three years teaches a different lesson. The
buyers' rules have steadily spread wider in

their field of operation and been more and
more successfully enforced. What else could

be expected, when they were supported and
acted upon by a powerful and organized body
of men, and met with no organized opposition ?

Was there not, ostensibly, even some ground
for the pretence that they were "established

laws of trade" when buyers' association after

buyers' association substantially proclaimed

them such, and the growers' associations gen-

erally remained silent on the subject ? Was
it to be anticipated that the scattered sellers

—

especially the small sellers, who in the aggre-

gate grow roost wool—would make an obsti-

nate resistance, when they were not encour-

aged by their associations to ,do so, when they

saw their neighbors giving way to the exac- fl

tion, and when they were doubtless led to ap-

prehend that they would lose the sale of their

clips if they stood out ? But if the same men
learn that their neighbors and the wool grow-

ers of the country will stand by them ; if they

learn that their brethren, as a class, appeal to

them to join, as a matter of duty and principle,

in protecting the common rights—none but

weak-kneed and milk-and-water men, or those

who 7KMS< sell on the first chance, from pecuni-

ar}' necessity, will abandon the common cause.

We have spoken of growers' associations,

in previous years, remaining silent on this

topic. There has been atleastone exception.

The New York State Association—after in-

viting the State Buyers' Association to join in

the deliberation—held a meeting on the sub-

ject of the "buyers' rules" at its Annual Fair

at Auburn, in May, 1867. Not more than one
member of the Buyers' Association attended.

One manufacturer was present. After a full

discussion, resolutions were unanimously pass-

ed setting forth the glaring injustice of "the

rules," and of some other buyers' customs.

But no reconunendation was made in favor of

a general and united defensive movement. It

was then hoped that such steps would not be

necessary. Many believed that the buyers'

resolves, in their public meetings, were "puffs

of empty air"—mere expressions of ^eir
wishes—and that such absurd and unjust reg-

ulations would rfot be insisted on in practice^

at least by country buyers. And for reasons

heretofore given by us, a confident expecta-

tion was entertained that the National Associ-

ation of Wool Manufacturers would soon re-

pudiate the obnoxious rules, and thus bring

them into disrepute both among city and coun-

try dealers. Detesting anything savoring of
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combination in the affairs of trade, unless

rendered absolutely necessary in self-defence,

the New York Growers' Association judged,

and we believe wisely judged, that it was not

expedient to resort even to defensive combi-

nation until the necessity should become pal-

pable, imperative and apparent to all.

Another season has rolled by. The "sober

thought^'' has brought no change in the action

of the buyers. Tfaey are again fulminating

and reiterating resolutions in favor of their

odious and insulting rules. A majority of the

individual clips of 1867 were, as already said,

«<oId under those rules. And we learn from
undoubted sources that a most decided effort

will be made to enforce them universally in

l)uying up the clip of 1868. We most sm-
cerely believe, then, that the struggle cannot
be safely put ofT longer. We believe that if

tlie clip of 1868 is sold under "the rules,"

subsequent resistance will be rendered ten

times as difficult, if not altogether unavailing

We believe that such would be the deliberate

and unanimous conclusion of every State

growers' association if they were convened to

obtain an expression on the subject. But the

meetings of most of them will not be held be-

fore most of the new clip will probably be sold.

But individual growers can take the remedy
into their own hands. They are called upon
by every •consideration of interest and of man-
hood to do so. Let every one remember that

his own submission to the buyers' rules—even
if he has not half a dozen fleeces to be affected

by them—is an abandonment of the rights and
interests of his class and is directly giving aid

and comfort to those who are, in this matter,
the enemies of his class.

CUTTHfO GRASS IK" JUNE.
In answer to inquiries in reference to cut-

ting hay in June, I would say that clover and
terdsgrass do retain their vitality when cut
thus early. I have continued the practice ten
or twelve years, and find it a success. I com-
mence haying about the 10th of June, and
finish by the 25th, if I can, and then the sec-

ond crop is ready to cut the last of July or
first of August. If the weather is favorable,

a third crop can be cut in September, and then
a crop grows sufficiently to cover the grass
roots, which serves as a coat of manure.
The great error in farmers is in letting their

cattle go on their mowing ground for fall feed,

and continuing to feed them until they are put
up to hay for winter. In that way the grass

^

Toots are left so bare that the winter kills half

of them ; and that is not all,—the continued
travel of the animals treading down the ground,
is as great an injury as the feeding. For in-

'

stance, take a road where the farmers cart;

their manure across the grass ground, and
they find but a short erop in the road, while it

is stout grass each side.

The practice of farmers from my boyhood

up, is to stock their ground with grain. That
practice with me is abandoned. I spread on
a coat of manure after plowing, and harrow it

in; then sow on five pecks of clover and
herdsgrass, equal parts, per acre, and harrow
it in well ; then pick up the stones, if any, and
cart them off, and roll it down, which gives a
smooth bottom to mow. I plough and harrow
in the manure in the fall if I can, which gives a
chance to get the seed in earlier in spring.
You can then cut about the loth of July two
tons of hay per acre, which will include some
weeds, but the weeds are nice hay if cut at
this time ; and the first of September it cuts
two tons more without any weeds, which is a
nicer crop than the first.

Grass cut in this way dispenses with all meal
'

and roots, as I will show on two ordinary
cows, and quite undersized, which came in in

February last, and have been fed on hay three
times a day only, and nothing else, kept in a
warm stable that does not freeze, and watered
twice a day. They consume 20 lbs. of hay per
day each, which makes it cost (at $20 per ton,)

20 cents a day each to feed them ; and in re-

turn they make one and a half pounds of but-
ter each, per day, which has been worth 50
cents per lb., and now 40c., which makes 60c
per day for 20c. worth of hay to feed them.
I will now state the growth of a pair of steers

I sold two weeks ago. Their weight was 2610
lbs. at 24 months old, and they sold at $8 per
cwt., live weight, which amounted to $208.80.
I sold them on Tuesday, at 3 o'clock, P. M.,
and I was to keep them until Thursday. The
buyer them came for them, and we weighed
them again at 10 o'clock, and they stood 2630
—a gain of 20 lbs. in less than two days, which
makes the growth five pounds each per day.
This, Messrs. Editors, shows your readers the

effects of cutting hay early. The steers have
been fed same as the cows.

—

A. Scott, Crafts-
bury, Vt., May 17.

—

Country^ Oentleman.

Remarks.—Our cattle market reporter no-

ticed the sale of these steers in his report of

the market for April 29. They were regarded

by both butchers and drovers as a very well

fatted pair of steers for their age ; but as thay

were fatted without grain, our reporter was a

little curious to know how they dressed. He
has since made inquiry of the purchaser, Mr,

Holmes, of the Cape, as to their "proof," and

has been informed by him that they dressed

first rate,—even better than was anticipated

from t^eir outside appearance.

A Rock Maple was recently cut on the pas-
ture of N. K. Abbott of West Concord, N. H.,
whose circumference, where chopped, was 14
feet 9 inches. It was at least 100 feet high,

and had been tapped for sugaring 106 years.
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WHITTEMOKE'S SELF-LOCKINQ BAKE.

In the invention and construction of this

rake, which was patented February 4, 1868,

the proprietors have endeavored to remedy the

imperfections and to avoid the objections

which the operation of other horse rakes have

suggested. By the simple but effective device

of a "Lock Lever," the teeth can be held to

the ground in heavy work, ojr raised just above

the surface, so as to avoid scratching up ma-

nure or dirt while operating as an efficient

gleaner. Among its other advantages are

"clearers," which facilitate the emptying the

rake and keep the windrow compact ; its sim-

plicity of construction and consequent ease of

repair,—each looth, being independent, can

be replaced by another, if broken, in five min-

utes ; its ease of operation,—being the easiest

working rake in the market ; its easy spring

seat, which is secured to the axle so as to re-

lieve the horse of the weight of the driver.

It is furnished either with iron or steel teeth,

and is manufactured by Whitteraore, Belcher

& Co., at Chicopee Falls, Mass., and is for

sale by them at 34 Merchants' Row, Boston.

PliOUQHINQ UP OLD ORCHAKDS.
A question frequently arises as to the best

course to be pursued with an old neglected or-

chard, which has become covered with a dense

sod of grass, and this often of an inferior char-

acter, and full of disagreeable weeds. Orchards
that have been widely planted, and which

have gaps from the decay of trees, especially

when these have been trimmed up with high

stems, and long naked branches, do not cast

sufficient shade upon the ground to prevent
the growth of grass and weeds. These intrud-

ers occupy the surface soil to the disadvan-

tage of the roots of the fruit trees, and we may
wonderfully improve the health of such or-

chards by ploughing the ground, and at the

same time severely pruning the branches and
cleaning the bark of these old trees. These
good results may be continued by shallow cul-

ture of the soil, with suitable applications of

manure where needed. By giving a dose of
lime, or marl and ashes, new life, growth and
productiveness will astonish and delight the

orchardist, and reward him for his labor and
his outlay. It may be urged as an objection to

breaking up the sod, that the most careful

ploughman will unavoidably damage some of
the roots that approach the surface ; but this

is an injury that must be submitted to ; and
after all, it is not such a serious alfair, and is

overbalanced by the advantages of renewing
the productiveness of the exhausted orchard.

Dr. Warder''s American Pomology.

Transferring Bees.—H. B. K. Kinmundy,
111., wants to know the best or readiest way to

transfer bees from old box hives to new and
improved ones. We know of no better way
than that recommended by Langstroth in his

treatii^e on the honey bee. When a colony is

to be transferred, a box sufficiently large to

hold the swarm is provided and placed on the

top of the hive to be vacated, with an aper-

ture for the admission of the bees into it.

This (lone, the entrance holes of the old hive

are closed and the sides rapped upon smartly

with a stick. This continued for a while will

cause the bees to escape up through an open-

ing in the hive to the extra box, where they
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can be secured for the time being. When
they are out, sufficient store and brood comb
for the coldny may be cut from the old hive

and fastened in the new one in such a manner

as to keep it in place till the bees can have time

to attach it permanently to the movable frames.

This done, the new hive is placed 'in the posi-

tion on the stand occupied by the old one,

and the bees in the box turned down in front

of it to seek their new home. This they will

generally do without much remonstrance, and
the work of accumulation and propagation will

go on as though the processes had suffered, no
interruption by the transference from one dom-
icil to another.

—

Rural New Yorker.

EXTRA.CTS AISTD KEJPLIES.

ASHES, SOOT, AND SALT FOR STOCK.

I have often thought I would give you a line of
my experience with farm stock,—working horses
in particular. My first care is to feed my horses
as regularly as possible, and then have them
worked with moderation. Twice or three times a
week? I give them salt; nearly always using a
small portion of ashes, soot or lime with the salt.

While I have done this I have no recollection of
ever being .troubled with bots or other sickness
among my horses. But in other years, when this

was neglected, from absence or otherwise, I have
been troubled with sick horses, and have had some
die. Once or twice a month I give a similar mix-
ture to my cows and oxen.
When warm weather commences in the spring, I

mix a teaspoon ful or more of sulphur, and the
same of saltpetre with the salt for each of my
young cattle, and they generally shed their old
coats, start their new ones and begin to tatten

earlier than my neighbors' stock not so treated.

Ashes or soot with salt I also think is good for

sheep and hogs.
As far as my observation has extended, the man

that is careful of his stock, or in his farming, or
in any other avocation, is almost certain to succeed,
while the careless fail.

I have always thought that a good agricultural

paper was one of the best helps to the farmer. A
single idea found there is often of more value to
Lim than the price of the paper a whole year.

West Virginia, Jwie, 1868. j. h, r.

Remarks.—The above hints were written by a

gentleman who was born and has always lived

south of Mason and Dixon's line. We solicit a

continuation of our correspondent's practical sug-

gestions.

SALTING cows.

In the Monthly Farmer for October last, page
46o, in a discussion on the subject of the dairy at
a convention in Elgin, lU., Mr. J. M. Treadwell is re-

ported to have said that he "salts cows every five

days in summer ; after salting, the milk increases
from two to five gallons; cows will not eat salt

much oftener than once in four days." One may
perform a particular act daily, eemi-weekly or
weekly with some degree of regularity; but to
fihavc one's face, wind up the clock, salt the cows,
or anything the "like o' that," once in five days,
with any degree of regularity would require, I
should think, an extraordinary memory. So far
as my observation extends, cows will almost
always eat a little salt every day, if they can get it.

Civilized men eat salt, in some ^shape, at almost

every meal. It is said that prisoners deprived of
salt cannot remain healthy. Is it not better, then,
to offer cows salt every day, or, what is perhaps
still better, give them access to it whenever they
choose, and let them follow their own instincts ?

It is said that some who sell milk mix salt with
the food which they give their cows, in larger
quantities than they would natnrally eat, for the
sake of increasing the quantity of milk. This I re-
gard as an immorality, being a violation of law,
both natural and moral. The milk must be of a
poorer quality, and the cows less healthy. What
Mr. Treadwell means by saying that "after salting,
the milk increases from two to five gallons, I do
not know. That he should get five gallons instead
of two seems incredible. Substituting per cent, for
gallons, the meaning would seem less extravagant.
In either case, if salting once in five days would
produce any increase of milk, I think that salting
every day would produce a still greater increase.
Den-y, N. E., Mag, 1868. e. b.

Remarks.—Mr. Treadwell was speaking of the

management of his whole herd, and of his manner
of treating the milk from all his cows, and we un-

derstood the gain of two to five gallons was on the

whole daily produce. The number of cows kept

by him was not stated, but from the fact that he
had been in the business of sending milk to Chica-

go for ten years, and from our knowledge of the

grand scale on which Western farmers conduct op-

erations, we presume that his number of cows was
pretty large.

WINDMILLS FOR PUMPING WATER.
Can you, Mr. Editor, or some of your correspon-

dents give us a plan for pumping water for a stock
of cattle, and for the use of the family in the house,
by the aid of a cheap windmill. Many wells might
perhaps be exhausted, as the wind blows a great
share of the time enough to turn a small windmill,
but why not have a pipe to return the surplus
water to the well. It appears to me that if some-
thing of the kind could be got up at small expense
it would save a great deal of labor.
Would it do to build a cistern under ground in

land that is elevated above the buildings, and con-
vey it in pipes to the house and barn ?

Northboro', Mass., Feb. 3, 1868. C. Eames.

TO save labor IN HOEING POTATOES.

Last year I planted two acres of potatoes, the •
hills three feet apart each way, the rows at right
angles so I could run the cultivator two ways. I
used a shovel plough which hilled them up just
right, and in one day went over the piece both
ways ; then after a few days went through in one
direction only. That was all the labor I expended
upon them between planting and digging. The
lesult was a crop of 300 bushels. This year I

have planted the same ground in the same way,
and do not intend to hoe them, and expect a bet-

ter crop, as I put on plaster last year and manure
this. I also kept a cosset sheep in my potato field,

and I believe it is true that sheep will not eat

growing potatoes. I shall keep two or three sheep
among them this year to crop any weeds that grow.

KEEPING DIFFERENT BREEDS OF SHEEP TO-
GETHER.

An item has gone the round that English sheep
would not thrive when kept among Spanish Meri-
noes. I have kept full blood Cotswold, South
Down and Spanish Merino lambs together all.

winter, and they have all done well. They ate
grain out of the same dish, and drank together
without the least apparent reluctance. The Cots-
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wold kept fat all winter. I do not know the exact
weight of the different animals, but I judge the

Cotswold to lie three times as heavy as the merino,
and twice as heavy as the South Down. A writer

in the Stock Journal says cows will not eat after

sheep. That's bosh. They clean out sheep racks
with the greatest eagerness, and pick up hay that

has been tramplej^ by sheep, and graze in the same
pastures. Z. E. Jameson.
I Irashurg, Vt., June 1, 1868.

wood's gold prize mower.

In/fit*

American farmers have reason to be proud of

the honor achieved by the agricultural implements

exhibited and tested at the late World's Fair, at

Paris, because their liberal patronage of our me-

chanics created that necessity which was the

mother of all these inventions. The above cut

represents the mowing machine which took the

Grand Gold Medal, and the Decoration of the Im-

pfrial Cruss of the Legion of Honor, on that occa-

sion, as well as First Premiums at the State Fairs

of Vermont and New Hampshire, and numerous

county Fairs. It is manufactured only at Hoosick

Falls, N. Y., where we understand over one hun-

dred are made per day. This machine is for sale

by Whittemore, Belcher & Co., Boston.

farmer's girls.

I was glad to see that "One of the Boys" had
contidence enough to write a few lines in answer
to the complaint about boys leaving the farm, and
that you had tlic fairness to publish them. Can-
not he, or some one of the otlicr boys, say a word
for the girls, who are about as much censured in

this respect as themselves ? Our school books tell

us that effects are the results of causes. What
then arc the causes of this general dissatisfaction

of the young people ? Girls as well as boys are

pleased with a sense of responsibility. "This is

thrown upon us in school. We are required to

demonstrate problems, to write compositions, and
to give a reason for every operation we perform.
In old tmies tlic dignity of responsibility was fdt

by the girls who were i-equired to s[iin a given

number of skeins per day, and then perhaps to

weave a web of her own. But now household
duties arc so narrowed down that some mothers
find little for their daughters to do on their own
hook, and fret and complain because they hel}i

them so little. If we go to the factory, we have
tasks of our own—the charge of one or more
looms, or some other department,—and are respon-

sible for our work ; if we teach school, the com-
inittee speak of it as Miss So-and-so's school.

But how is it with those of us who are blamed for

not staying at home to help mother ? Have we

the responsibility necessary to excite ambition ?

Whether these thoughts of one of the girls are
worth the notice of editors or mothers is not for
me to decide, and I therefore bid you good evening;
New Hampshire, May, 1868. Annie.

Remarks.—"Man never is but always to be

blest" can be truthfully said, we suppose, of girls

and boys as well as of "man ;" of city as well as

of country people ; of the trades and professions

as well as of farmers. Is it wise, therefore, dear

Annie, to blame the farm, the flirm-house, or any
of our outward circiimstances for the "aching

voids," or the restless discontents, which spring

from within ? Do you expect ever to be contented ?

time and mode of hat making.

The readers of the Farmer cannot well overlook
your editorial. May 30th, on the subject of "Early
making the hay." The subject is welt elaborated,
and carries with it the most convincing facts.

That too much grass stands till it js overripe and
becomes tough, wiry and woody, every farmer
that feeds his stock will admit. "The teeth and
stomach of the animals are severely tested ; the
nourishing, fattening properties are lost, and the
milk pail fails to slioiv a "good mess."
The shortest pos.-ible time for curing hay fs the

rule on this island. Unless the grass is very
green and heavy, or a very poor "hay day," by
plying the tedder freely hay is generally "Ijarned"
the day it is cut, unless it may have been mowed
the evening previous. Farmers here say it is far

better, sweeter and more tender when thus hayed,
and that hay is gciicrally dried too much, and that
farmers have too much fear of must.
Your correspondent, Asa G. Sheldon, in a com-

munication in the Monthly Farmer, for 1867,

page 417, favors late cutting and more thorough
drying, and suggests imperfectly cured hay as a
cause of abortion in cows ; l)ut I think that far-

mers generally are now sati>ficd that much has
been lost by letting the grass get too ripe, and by
exposing it to too much drying after it is cut, and
I canno'. but thank the New England Farmer
for this instructive aricle, and feel that every far-

mer who reads it will be instructed, and will

adopt and accept the general principles as sound
in everj- particular. It will cost no time to test it,

nor money to try the experiment suggested.

Brooklyn, L. J., June 3, 1868. Henry Poor.

green currant worm.
Will you please inform me, through the columns

of your paper, in the "Extracts and Replies," a
remedy for those small green worms that infest

currant bushes. They will completely strip the
bush in a short time. Nickerbocker.

Orwell, Vt., June 2, 1868.

Remarks.—Having great faith in manual labor,

our first recommendation is hand picking. Turn

over the leaves and destroy the eggs. But if too

late for that, dust the plants and worms with white

hellebore, which is somewhat costly and may be

reduced by the addition of flour, well mixed, or

try equal parts of plaster, wood ashes and lime,

which is said to be effectual, and much cheaper.

COARSE WOOL SHEEP .^ND LAMBS.

As I have occasionally seen lamb stories in the
Farmer, permit me to say that I have a little flock

of t<?n coarse wool sheep followed by eighteen
lambs. One of my sheep hns three lambs, which
at three weeks old, aud before going to grass or
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having any feed except what they obtained from
their dam, weighed respectively 13^, 15^ and 16
pounds,—in all 45 pounds. A. J. Morse.

Fayeiteville, Vt., June, 1868.

AQRICULTUKAIi ITEMS.
—"One year's seeding
Makes seven years' weeding."

—A coiTespondent of the Country Gentleman

says the Germans are rapidly settling in Illinois,

and he predicts that in twenty years they will have

full possession of the central part of that State.

—A correspondent of the Country Gentleman

obtained an abundant crop of plums from some
trees in which portions of the oflfal of a pig were

hung, while the fruit on trees in a henyard were

all destroyed.

—In England and France, dried fern leaves are

used very extensively for packing fresh fruit,

grapes especially ; they seeming to possess to an

unusual degree the property of preserving vegeta-

ble and even animal substances for a long time.

—It is said that a handful of oil meal in a hill

of corn, will occupy the cut worms, till the kernel

is decayed, and no longer liable to be injured by
them. As a manure it is worth about as much as

guano, so that where cut worms abound, it will

pay to use it freely.

—Grafton and Coos counties, N. H., have at

least forty starch nnll>>, twenty mills in each county.

Each of these mills turns out fifty tons of prime

starch annually, worth $150 per ton. Five hun-

dred thousand bushels of potatoes are annually

manufactured into 20U0 tons of starch, which is

sold for the round sum of #300,000.

—A coiTespondent of the Valley Farmer saw
iron ox-bows at use at the navy-yard in Philadel-

phia, found the teamsters approved of them, went

home and for eight years used none but iron. He
used a three-fourths inch rod of round iron with

screws on the ends with a nut three by two inches.

With a one-and-a-half inch hole required by wood
bows, the yoke is much more weakened than by
those of only three-fourths inch for iron.

—A correspondent of the Western Rural says

that when he perceives his horses inclined to rub

their manes and tails he feeds them a little oil-

meal, say from one to two quarts a day for a week
or ten days, and at the same time makes a good
brine, as warm as he can bear his hand in it, and
washes the scaly substances out of the mane and
tail, and mixes about a tablespoonful of lard to a

teaspoonful of powder, and rubs it in well about

the roots of the mane and tail.

—The Ohio Farmer objects to plugging maple

trees as recommended by our correspondent "W.
V- H.," and says : By leaving the hole open the

sap of the tree forms a cambium or jelly on the

wound which becomes a new bark and under this

prot«ction new wood is formed and in a healthy,

tree the hole gradually closes up ; whereas, if a

wooden plug is driven in the sap keeps the plug
moist, no bark can form on the lips of the wound
and the hole is more likely to rot than to heal up.

—A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer says

that the past winter has been unusually severe on
grape vines in Iowa. It is estimated that fully one-

half of the vines in the county of Benton, are

dead. He ascribes this to shallow planting, by
which the buds start prematurely in the spring

and are destroyed by frost. His own vines, with

the crown about one foot below the surface, have

escaped injury. He is not sure that this plan

would answer in other climates and in heavier soils.

—C. L. Hoyt, President of the Potter County,

Pa., Agricultural Society, and probably a pretty

sharp man generally, writes to the Rural New
Yorker that he will warrant the following to be an

infallible cure for hoof rot in any flock of sheep in

America

:

Perseverance 500 fts.

Jack knife 100 "
Blue vitriol (pulverized) 3 "
Spirits turpentine K pint.

Apply the latter to keep away the flies.

—Mr. Vanmeter, of Salem, New Jersey, says,

"Most of our farms along the Delaware river and

inland creeks, have meadows. Some of these

meadows are classed as number one far grazing

purposes. The portions called inferior are noted

for producing herdsgrass. The cattle will not eat

the hay ; it is thrown after threshing into the barn

yard for manure ; but the seed is in great demand,

worth at the. present time #1.50 per bushel. Some
formers the past season have received from $1000

to $3000 for the seed, according to the number of

acres in meadow." Here is proof of the import-

ance of cutting herdsgrass early for hay. If al-

lowed to ripen its seed, it is nearly worthless for

hay.

—:A German horticulturit^t recommends the fol-

lowing method to cover a steep bank with grass.

For each square rod to be planted, take half a

pound of lawn grass seed, and mix it intimately

and thoroughly with about six cubic feet of good

dry garden earth and loam. This is placed in a

tub, and to it liquid manure, diluted with about

two-thirds of water, is added, and well stirred in,

so as to bring the whole to the consistency of mor-

tar. The slope is to be cleaned off and made per-

fectly smooth, and then well watered, after which

the paste just mentioned is to be applied with a

trowel, and made as even and thin as possible.

Should it crack by exposure to the air, it is to be

again watered and smoothed up, day by day, until

the grass makes its appearance, which will be in

eight to fourteen days, and the whole declivity will

soon be covered by a close carpet of green.

A SELF-REGUI.ATING WiNDMILL, Called the

"SanchoPanza," was recently exhibited at New
rork, which attracted considerable attention.
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DOMESTIC ECONOMY;
OR,

HOW TO MAIvE HOIME PLEASANT.

BY A.NNE G. HALE.

[Entered according to Act of ConCTees, In the year
1P66. by R. P. Eaton & Co., in the Clerk's Office of the
District Court for the District of Massachusetts.]

[Note.—The desire to impart such information as

should save the young house-keeper much perplexity

and bard and unpleasant labor, to show her how to

economise her time and her resources, and to help her

to introduce among ordinary household duties such oc-

cupations as should furnish both her and her children

with subjects for high thought and profitable conversa-

tion, was the motive which first led to the preparation of

these articles on Domestic Economy. And it has been,

and frtill will be, the aim of the author to lighten, to

cheer, and to ennoble the life of the housewife and
mother. This statement seems called for because she

finds that in her anxiety to meet all the wants of the

most inexperienced she has touched upon so many
points that her motives have been misunderstood, and

by s^-me I'eadcrs she has been credited with the very

opposite of her aims and intentions.]

CHAPTER Xri.

WOMAN'S WORK AMONG GARDEN FLOWERS.
It may be necessary to devote the larger portion

of your land to vegetables, hence I have spoken of

those first, but even if that is the case, you can

^manage to have a few flowers ; when fruit trees

and vegetables are arranged with taste there is

always room somewhere to set two or three bulbs,

or to plant half a dozen seeds, that will lend a

good deal of beauty to the kitchen garden. Still,

on many accounts, it is better to spare a little spot

for their especial use, and you can lay out your
ground so that it shall be in the centre ; there yon
will be sure that tender plants are well sheltered

by the stronger and coarser growth of the trees

and vegetables. To this, a walk from the house

should lead, bordered by ornamental trees and
flowering shrubs, or the hardier flowers of low

growth and such bulbs as need to be taken up in

the fall. But the best plan is to set apart a plot

for flowers alone ; and this should he where a good
view of it can be had from the windows of the

house. It is also pleasant to give others the bene-

fit of its beauty and fragrance ; so let it be as near

the street as you can . A great annoyance to house-

keepers is the dust that rises from open ground,

which, when there is the least air stirring, rushes

directly in at the doors and windows ; because of

this, the mould immediately surrounding a house

should be turfed. In this may be set trees, vines

and shrubs, and such bulbs as seldom need remov-

al ; the turf upon their roots should be laid back

every spring while a dressing is applied to the soil,

and then replaced. Thus treated, this land and
that of small front yards gives a much better ap-

pearance to the house, as well as saves the owner
more trouble, than the usu.il fashion of devoting it

to the culture of such plants as require a bare soil.

If your flower garden needs a screen from the

street, or the northern or easterly winds, see that

you have a good fence, upon or against which
vines and tall shrubs may be made to lean ; or else

set a hedge. For this, the haMhorn, with it8

beautiful white or red blossoms, is desirable; but

it grows slowly and requires a dry soil. The buck-

thorn will flourish almost anywhere, and grows
rapidly. If these are raised from seed, sow them
in the autumn ; but getting young plants from some
nursery is a more satisfactory way of starting it.

Set plants for hedges in May; after the second

year, trim and head them every August. The
lilac makes a good hedge if allowed to throw

up suckers. This, as well as the buckthorn, needs

much trimming and frequent "heading in" to form

a thick screen. The arbor vitse, raised from cut-

tings, makes an excellent hedge, neat and durable.

I once saw a beautiful hedge planted by Nature's

hand, but kept in order by man. There were

plants of various form and foliage, blooming each

in its season,—the shad-bush, bird-cherry, elder,

wild-rose, blackberry, raspberry, hardback, mead-
ow-sweet, golden-rod, and aster. Such hedges

cost nothing, require very little care^nly to be

kept tidy—and are an ornament to any ground

;

it is a pity that they ar* so often destroyed.

The boys of the family will like to help make
the beds and walks, and to keep the walks in or-

der. It is a good plan to give older children beds

to cultivate for themselves; they thus have a par-

ticular interest in the general concerns of the gar-

den. Assist them in the choice of flowers, and in

their arrangement. Some children find a great

deal of amusement in planting seeds in fanciful

figures, and letters and words, and will work
hard in order to keep the device looking well. If

they have a taste that way, indulge them in it;

and point out to them the wonderful varieties of

foliage and form ; teach them to noticethe delicate

shadings and textures. By these means they will

acquire habits of attention and observation,—their

taste for the beautiful will be developed and culti-

vated ; and they will very soon learn to find more
enjoyment in gardening than in rough sports, or in

lounging; the most heedless will grow thoughtful,

and those of coarse and wild manners become re-

fined and gentle.

The form and size of your flower beds depend

in a great measure upon the shape of your plot,

but circular or oval beds or rings, with a few of

an oblong, or a crescent shape, to give variety, are

most easily laid out by women, and have a good

effect if rightly filled. Directions for making these

have been given. They should be edged either

with turf or low, close-growing plants or strips of
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board. The dwarf box is the most common and

the best edging, and being an evergreen gives a

lively appearance to the garden when no flowers

are in bloom. It is raised from cuttings or divis-

ion of the root. Set them about four inches apart,

trim them the next year, and every year, in June

;

they should never be higher than four or five inches.

When they are too thick take up the plants and

divide them. The dwarf pink, if kept neatly in its

place, and covered with dead leaves in the winter

is quite pretty for this purpose. Also the thrift

and the chamomile. The walks of a flower gar-

den should be three feet wide, at least, and kept

dry, clean, and solid, in all weathers. If of gravel,

a little added every spring and well rolled, they

will generally be in good condition. Fine cinders

sifted from coal ashes make a very good walk.

Still, a much better plan is to have all the space

between flower beds turfed, and the grass often

cut and rolled ; this velvety greenness will give a

more vivid aspect to the view, and bring out in

strong relief the colors of the flowers.

Set plants of tallest growth and most showy fo-

liage and blossoming at the farthest point of view

;

as a general rule they should never be in such

quantity among less conspicuous objects as to at-

tract all the attention. In arranging flowers in

groups place the largest and tallest in the centre,

those of light and waving foliage for the outline of

the group, those of heavier and prim habit

within, and dispose all beds and groups with refer-

ence to the general efiect—none should hide or

overpower others. Also, in designing these groups

or beds see that care be taken to bring together

only those colors that contrast well, either with

themselves when arranged in "ribbon" form, or,

when of one color, with that of the adjacent

groups. Never set or plant flowers in beds or

rows promiscuously as to colors or forms—there

must be harmony in both to give pleasure to the

eye. For annuals, the "ribbon" style is very
pretty : the seeds are sown, or the young plants

set, in circles, one within another, so that when in

bloom the bed presents a red, a white, a blue, and
a yellow ring. An elegant contrast is afforded by
white and red alone, purple and yellow, blue and
white, or each of these in one large mass of color,

when the beds are surrounded by greenery—are set

in the turf of a lawn, and kept distinct. You should
also provide for a succession of flowers in your
beds, so that when one set have lost their beauty

there shall be others just ready to show their

colors. The prevailing hue of spring blossoms is

white ; of summer, red ; of autumn, yellow ; and
in your choice see that you have enough of other
tints to harmonize well with them

; yellow is so

"overpowering," as some persons say, you should

never admit much of it into a garden, or into a

bouquet.

Set shrubs in cloudy, damp weather ; early in

October is the best time, but May will answer
with all except those of the earliest blooming.

Give them plenty of room and a good deal of loose

soil about their roots ; water them then, and, un-

less it rains, every day for a week. Every three

years they should taken up, their roots divided

and reset. Bulbous and tuberous plants, if raised

from seed, should be planted in pots or boxes aa

soon as.the seed is ripe, and these boxes kept dry
in a warm, dry cellar through the winter. Set the

boxes out of doors the next summer, the follow-

ing winter in the cellar again ; in spring they may
be placed in the garden and will probably bloom.

Lilies, most irises, crocuses, tulips, and some kinds

of narcissi, may remain in the soil through the

winter—also snowdrops and some hyacinths. The
gladiolus, tigridia, and dahlia, all need to be
taken up in the fall. The bulbs should be dried;

the dahlia tubers washed first, and then spread in

boxes, or on shelves, in the cellar, where they
will not freeze nor yet be very dry ; if heaped to-

gether they will be liable to decay. In April

throw sand or soil into the boxes suflicient to

cover the tubers, and keep the boxes in a warm
room, or out-of-doors, in the sun, during the day-

time, till they sprout. Then divide the tubers,

set in very rich soil, one foot deep, two feet apart;

place a tall stake at each root, to which tie the

plant when a foot high ; water frequently with a

liquid preparation of hen-guano and charcoal-dust.

Keep tigridia bulbs in sawdust through the win-

ter,—^dahlias also keep well in sawdust,—where
they will not freeze. Set them in May in rich soil,

two inches deep, one foot apart. The old-fashion^

ed and more hardy kinds of the gladiolus are left

in the ground by some persons and covered with

dead leaves. The choice varieties must be taken
up before the frost comes. Dry them, and keep
them in a warm, dry cellar. They need a sandy

loam enriched with leaf mould. Set them in this

late in the spring—after all your other bulbs are

taken care of—between two and three inches deep,

a foot apart ; at the same time give each bulb a rod

or slender stick, and tie the stalk to this as it gets

high enough. Choice irises should have a similar

soil and be cared for through the winter in the

same way ; also choice tulips and hyacinths.

To have annual flowers early, make a bed of
light, rich earth in a sheltered, sunny situation, in

October, and in this plant your seeds—each sort

having a wooden label set with it. Cover the bed
with boards until April ; then remove the cover,

—

at night spread a mat over them until there is no
danger from frost. Transplant them to your beds

when they have their second leaves. If you have

a hot bed for vegetables prepare one also for flow-

ers, but use a cloth. screen or cover rather thau a
sash. A good way is to fill flat boxes about three

or four inches deep with well-mixed sand and loam,

and raise them in this in the house. In March,

warm the soil, in the stove oven, and then plant

your seeds. Keep the boxes where it is light and
warm till they are up, then give them sunshine.

Accustom them gradually to the out-of-door
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air by setting out the box at noon every fair day

after the middle of April. Always take a damp,

cloudy day to transplant, and shade the young

plants for several days by spreading newspapers

or cloth screens or baskets over them during

the grcates-t heat. To sow seeds : level and press the

soil of the bed with the back of the jpade, a

shingle, an old flatiron, anything of light weight

and smooth face ; mix fine seeds with sand and

then scatter them upon this surface; sift a very

little loam and sand mixed over them, and if the

weather is dry and windy keep them covered with

papers, kept in place by large stones, or with cloth

screens, for some days,—don't sow on a windy day.

The larger seeds may be covered a third of an inch

deep, with the sand and loam ; such as petunias,

portulacas, poppies, need no cover. Wherever seed

is planted set a label. When the plants have their

second leaves thin them out—be sure to allow them

room enough ; when full grown no plant should

touch its neighbor.

A rustic seat, an arbor, or a summer house, are

attractive objects in a garden. Very elegant and

expensive ones are too often seen. Simpler struc-

tures are generally more appropriate, (any man or

large boy can make some sort of a substantial

frame from strips of board, laths, or the branches

of trees,) which when ingeniously covered by

training vines over them are veiy handsome.

These should not obtrude upon the sight, yet not

be hidden entirely from view, and will afford de-

lightful retreats for those who enjoy the quiet con-

templation of Nature.

A rockery, for the growth of such plants as

love the shade and need little soil, is in its

way very beautiful. If you can spare three or

four square yards of land in a sequestered spot,

—or, you can make it so by setting trees in its vi-

cinity,—collect there all the rocks and large stones

that cultivation throws out of your ground ; and

procure others from the roads and pastures, of all

sizes and shapes, from the biggest and roughest

rocks to pebbles. Dispose them in hillocks, mounds,

or grottoes—any way to look picturesque—with

soil around and upon them, some half hidden,

others lying nearly bare. And in the interstices

and crevices set ferns and mosses and young juni-

pers ;
pines, or hemlocks ; roots of the partridge

berry, wintcr-grcf n, ground-ivy, violets, anemones,

hepaticas,houstania, saxifrage, straw-bells, colum-

bines, the trailing arbutus, wild geraniums, tre-

foils, crowfoots—any, or all of these wild flowers

;

and then among them, in pots hidden by moss, or

in some richer, deeper portion of the soil, verbenas,

of various colors—to be taken into the house be-

fore winter; also ivies and nummularia, the same.

This little picture of forest life you and your

children can make upon three or four yards of

ground, but ten or twelve will of course be better,

and such work is a source of endless delight.

Now for our flowers. The list however must

be short and our notice of them brief. Among

shrubs you will first look for Roses. These

we can have of all colors except blue; and of

numberless kinds, from the tiny Burgundy, only

a foot high, with blossom scarcely an inch in di-

ameter, to the Queen of the Prairies climbing to

the chimney-top of a cottage with its heavy clus-

ters of flowers each over six inches in circumfer-

ence ; but don't forget the sweet-briar, with its de-

liciously fragrant foliage, if it a wilding; nor yet

its aristocratic cousin, the moss-rose, the loveliest

of all. Roses need a deep, rich soil, but drj' ; they

do better when not exposed to the full heat of the

sun, and they want a plenty of room. They are

increased by layers, or division of the root. Start

them in the autumn. The more tender kinds need

a covering of mats or straw tied about them
through the winter.

Of early spring shrubs we have the wild Rhodora

canadensis, with its crimson flowers before the

leaves, in May. Take it, with the bog earth upon

its roots, from the meadows, in the autumn. Then
come the Rhododendron of the gardens, with its

pink shaded blossoms,—it needs a light, rich soil,

rather moist, and flourishes best in sheltered situ-

ations ; the double-flowering cherry and peach,

—

these are trees, but exceedingly beautiful for the

flower-garden, as also the Siberian crab-apple; the

CydoniaJaponica—the Japan quince—with its glow-

ing scarlet flowers ; the Dierrilla rosea—generally

called Wiegela; the Amygdahts nana—Dwarf
Flowering Almond—covered with tiny pink blos-

soms like roses. Then the Philadelphns grandi-

iiorus—Mock Orange—and its sister, P. coronarius

—the Syringa ; Viburnnm opulus—the Snow ball, or

Guelder Rose ;—these with white flowers. Kerria

Japonica, or Corchorus, yellow flowers ; Ribes ait-

reum—Missouri Currant, yellow also. Syringa

Persica—the Persian Lilac—and S. vulgaris—ihQ

common Lilac—white and purple ; Pconia moutan

—the tree Peony—red, purple or lilac, and P. pa-

paveracea—the Poppy-flowered Tree Peony

—

white flowers. Then Lnnicera Tartarica—Tarta-

rian Honeysuckle—pink and white ; Deutzia sea-

bra—white ; Althea or Tree Hibiscus—white, pink,

and purple ; the Jasmine with its white, yellow

and puq>le stars. All are easily raised from cut-

tings or layers in good garden soil. Like roses,

they should he divided and new soil given them

every three years. The Euonymiis Americanus,

Burning Bush, or Strawberry Tree—with red ber-

ries, Symphoricarpus racemosus, the Snowberry

—

white berries, from seed, layers, or suckers,—the

same cultivation.

Of Lilies: earliest in the spring, Convallaria

majalis, Lily of the Valley needing a shady, damp
situation ; latest, in the autumn, Funkia sub-cor-

data, the white Day Lily, F. ovata, blue Day Lily.

In June the yellow and the copper-colored. But far

above all others, stands the white lily of summer,

Lilium Candidum ; in beauty and fragrance, the

chief. These need a sandy soil well mixed with leaf

mould. Raise lilies from bulbs, set early iu Sep-
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tember, three or four together, three or four inches

deep. It is a good plan to cover them for the

winter with stable litter or decayed leaves. Of
wild lilies, L. Canadense and L. Philadelphicxim,

summer lilies ; treat as the others, bringing them

in autumn from the pastui'es. L. Speciosum—The
Japan Lily, is very elegant. It is said to be hardy

as our common lilies.

Of herbaceous perennials : Peonia officinalis,—
the common peony, Dielytra spectabalis (called by
some Dicentra), Polygonatum muUiflorum—Solo-

mon's Seal ; all the varieties of Lychnis, with ele-

gant red, or white flowers ; Phlox, early and late

;

Polyanthus, the Lobelias, the Spireas, Dianthus;

Pinks—Sweet William, Campanula—the Bell-

flowers, Althea—the Hollyhocks, Mathiola, Stocks,

gilliflowers, Digitalis—Fox glove, Delphinus—
Larkspurs, Achillea—Rose yavrov,' ,Antirrhinum—
Snapdragon, Trolli^is—Globe Flower—English

Butter cup, Ranuyiculus—Double butter cup, Lu-
naria—Honesty-flower, Tradescantia—the Spider-

wort, Aconitum—Monk's-hood, Aquilegia—colum-

bine ; and Violets and Pansies. These will all

flourish in good light soil. When raised from

seed they seldom bloom till the second year.

They may be propagated by cuttings, or dividing

the roots.

Of annuals: Sweet Alyssum, Amaranthus—
Prince's Feather, and Love-lies bleeding, Ce-

losia—Cock"s-comb ; Asters, Callistephus—China

and German Asters, Centaurea, Bachelor's Button,

Clarkia, Coreopsis, Datura, Escholtzia, Hibiscus—
Rose Mallow, Iberis—Candy tuft, hnpatiens—Bal-

sam, Lavatera, Lupin, Mimosa, Mirabilis—Four
e'clock—Marvel of 'P^Yu,Nigella—Love-in-a-mist

—

Jack in the Bush, Portulaca, Petunia, Reseda

Odorata—Mignonette, Scabiosa—Mourning Bride,

Silene—Catchfly, Calendula—Pot Marigold, Ta-

getea—French Marigold, and African do, Papaver—
Poppy, and Zinnia—Old maids. Annuals for win-

ter boquets : Briza—Quaking Grass, Gomphrena—
Globe Amaranth, Helichrysum—Golden Eternal,

Helipterum—Dwarf Everlasting Flower, Bho-
danthe and Acroclinium. These last need to be
gathered when in full bloom and hung up loosely

in the shade to dry. The seeds of the Globe Ama-
ranth should be removed from their downy cov-

ering—pick it otr with a pin carefully, or soak
them a day before planting ; mix them with sand
for sowing.

Though most of these are exotics they flourish

well in our climate, and are generally known;
their seeds or roots may be obtained at any of the

seed-stores. After your first planting rait^e what
you need for the future. Tie a label to the first

three or four good blossoms of the strongest plants,

see that no injury befalls them, and as soon as the

seed is dry let the children make little paper bags

to put it in, and keep these in a cool, dry place till

time for sowing.

Double flowers are apt to return to their original

single form ; this may be prevented in compound

flowers,—as the marigolds, zinnias and asters,

—

by saving only the seeds from the outer rows of
the calyx—those perfected by the florets of the
ray, (the border of the blossom ) Grafted roses
are also liable to lose their borrowed beauties ; and
bulbs—tulips, especially—often produce flowers
which vary both in form and color from those of
whose roots they are off-sets. This is sometimes
owing to too cold, too rich or too moist a soil ; very
damp, rich mould gives luxuriant foliage at the
expense of flowers; the brightest hued blossoms
spring from a sandy soil in a hot open atmosphere.
A few words may as well be said in thisconnec-

tion as any where, in regard to rose and poppy
leaves. Don't waste any of these,—even after the
flowers have been used in vases, the petals are worth
saving; but a better way is to gather them just

before they are ready to separate from the calyx,

early in the morning—while the dew is on them

—

and then spread them on clean cloths or papers in

the shade to dry. Poppy leaves are of great use
in medicine ; rose leaves, not only in medicine, but
in cookery,—house-keepers should never be with-
out them.

By refen-ing to the chapters on House Plants,

published several months since, it will be seen that

many of those are occupants of the garden, and
add much to its beauty during the summer. There
are many handsome annuals which may be plant-

ed for winter growth in the parlor,—sometimes
they are changed to perennials by so doing.

Among these are the morning-glory and the nas-

turtium for vines ; the larkspurs, candy-tuft, asters,

coreopsis, and zinnias for house-shrubs. There
are also many wild flowers, besides those already

mentioned, which deserve a place in the garden,

—

some of them in the parlor, too,—and persons who
live in the country may not only find much enjoy-

ment in transplanting them to their grounds and
developing and enhancing their individual quali-

ties by culture, but by such service very probably

bring valuable plants to notice, and thus contribute

the best of aid to the science of floriculture ;—don't

forget that many of our finest plants were once in-

significant wild flowers, and do all that you can to

improve and increase Flora's treasures,—for her

beautiful gifts, scattered through the world, have

a wonderful power in civilizing and uplifting man-
kind.

For the New England Farmer,

VERBENAS —QUEBY.
I frequently see inquiries in the Farmer about

plants ; and I cultivate a few, usually with good
success. I have a beautiful white verbena, which
assumes a very sickly appearance lately. The
foliage is covered with a mildew—leaves look

white—and a petunia beside it seems to have
caught the same infection. Now what can be the

cause ? I have tried several remedies, but still it

grows worse. Now as we think the Farmer, or

its editors, know most everything, will you please
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tell the cause and remedy, andmucli oblige a care-

ful reader of your valuable paper for twelve years ?

Acicorth, iV. H., May, 1868. H. "W. c.

Remarks.—Without seeing your plant it would

be rather difficult to answer the question. The

verbena is generally considered a difficult plant to

keep in good health through the winter. It is very

apt to be troubled with insects or mildew, and die

oflF. Breck, in his "Book of Powers" says :—

"The verbefta is kept with difficulty through the

winter, except in the green-house or in warm
rooms; unless kept growing, it will perish. It

cannot therefore be kept even in a dry cellar, and
it is not hardy enough to stand the winter. Most
of the varieties are easily raised from cuttings,

and can be purchased at so small a price from
florists, that it is by far the more economical to

buy a few dozen in the spring than attempt to keep
them through the winter.

We think the great trouble with your plant is

that it has been kept in the house too long. Set it

it out in your garden, and it may recover. Ed.

HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.

CONTRIBUTED FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

This is a thing that can be remedied. 1 have tried

it with entire success. Make your paste as usual,

and then mix in a little pepper, and there will be

no more damage in that way.

Mrs. Osher Hale.

Glastenhury, Conn., April 27, 1868.

Mr. Editor :—I have read the receipts in your

paper, but do not recollect that any describe the

Vermont mode of making milk emptyings bread.

Perhaps the receipt may be acceptable to some of

the readers of the Farmer.

Emptyings.
Take a cup of warm sweet milk, add one cup

boiling hot water, a little salt, flour enough to

make a thin batter, and set the mixture in a warm
place to rise, two table spoons of flour added after

the lapse of two hours will help it to rise.

The Bread.
When the emptyings have risen, warm four

quarts sweet milk, stir in the emptyings, and one-

half spoon of soda, with flour enough for a stiff

batter, let it rise an hour, then mould and put in

tins, and rise twenty minutes, bake in a hot oven.

Percie Barton.

VermoTit, April, 1868.

PreserviDK Wall Paper.

I saw in your last issue an inquiry of some one

from Somerset, Mass., "how can wall paper be

preserved from the ravages of the worm," &c.

For the New England Farmer,

THE LXLAC.

BT ANNE G. HALE.

Breeze, ever buoyant. In garden of beauty

Sporting with sunbeams and showers,

—

DrinkiDg the dews of the lily bell's chalice,

Stealing the breath of the flowers,

Cease thy wild wanderings, come to my casement I

See 1 I fling open the pane I

Long have I listened to hear at the lattice

The sound of thy pinions again.

Not the sweet perfume the violet lends thee,

Crushed by thy gentlest caress.

Nor all the odors unnumbered, untested,

Sumnner's gay sisterhood bless.

Can to my craving heart yield such a pleasure,—

Peace, consolation, can bring.

As the rich fragrance, unlaunched on my senses,

Waiting thy frolicsome wing.

Lightly uplifting the lilac's frail thyrses,

Drooping with fulness of life.

Bring me the odors she holds in her keeping-

Odors with vanished hopes rife.

Verdant the leaflets she spreads to the sunshine.

Fair the sweet blossoms she rears;

How the dim past as I gaze on her beauty

In its old glory appears I

Years counted up by their burdens of sorrow,

Flee from sad memory's grasp

;

Once more, again, in the shade of the lilac.

Hands long departed I clasp

;

Voices with those of the angels now blending,

Hear I to-day as of yore.

Singing, as then, all their songs of affection

Where the sweet hlac droops o'er.

Music more holy than anthems that echo

Through the cathedral's dim aisles.

Seem the glad greetings recalled by that viaion.

Dearer than Heaven their smiles,

Haste, for the flowerets are fading and dying.

Waft me one sigh ere they fall I

Sacred 'twill be as the perfume of chapleta

Hiding the gloom of the pall.
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WORK FOR AUGUST.
AYiNG is now
completed, ex-

cept on the wet

meadows. The

crop of upland

hay has been

abundant and

the most impor-

tant means of

carrying the

stock through

another winter

is thus secured.

The fodder corn

to keep up the

flow of milk, is now coming into use, and those

who have provided a good supply of this, will

find the advantage of it. This is much better

than feeding off the second growth of the

mowing lots. The grass in the pastures, even,

if not short, is less succulent and juicy, and

will yield less milk than it did in June, and

there is no better substitute, nor one more

easily obtained than corn ; the use of which for

fodder is extending, even in the West, where

we see by our exchanges that the cultivation

of it is recommended.

The grain is mostly secured, and the crops

generally throughout the country have been

bountiful. But the farmer's work is not done,

for as he works not only for the present, but

for the future, he must not only secure the

harvests of the present year, but be prepar-

ing for years to come. Much of the work of

this month and the next must have reference to

the future.

This is the besb month for ditching the low

lands, as they are now comparatively free from

water, and for laying drains where they are

needed ; also for throwing out a supply of

muck for compost during the coming winter,

—

thus managing so as to kill two birds with one

stone. Use the muck from the ditches for the

compost heap, and thus avoid the old ditch

banks, that used in former times to disQgure

the meadows.

The hay of the wet meadows has been less

valued of late years, especially by the milk

farmers than formerly, and consequently the

meadows have been neglected. But such

hay is valuable, if cut in season, for young

stock, and for dry stock, and as a resource

when English hay is short. By proper ditch-

ing, much of it may be greatly improved in

quality. No prudent farmer will neglect his

meadow lands.

But whether the muck is obtained from

ditches or not, see that a good supply is thrown

out, and placed in such a position as to be easy

of access at all seasons. There is nothing that

will add so much, and at so cheap a rate, to the

compost heap—and that is so valuable to our

old and sandy soils.

Nature has made wonderful provision for the

wants of man, which he will gradually learn to-
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avail himself of. She has stored up in the

earth the carbon extracted from the atmos-

phere by vegetation in ages before man existed

on earth, that he may now have a supply of

fuel ; and she is collecting the carbon extracted

in more modern times, in the shape of peat

and muck, that he may have the means of in-

creasing and continuing the fertility of the

soil, to supply the demands of an increasing

population.

August is the best time to cut the bushes in

the pastures, and many of our old pastures

sadly need the bush scythe.

Weeds continue to grow, and the turnips

and beet§ and carrots and late potatoes must

not be neglected. The cultivator and hoe must

be kept moving. Weeds allowed to go to seed

will not only injure the present crop, but make

•work for next year.

Preparation must also be made this month

for fall seeding to grass. We like to get in

the seed about the last of the month, that it

may get yell rooted before the ground freezes.

Plough the sod eight or nine inches deep,

dress with compost, and hari'Dw it in thorougly,

then sow the seed, and harrow again, and roll,

and you will not fail to get a good catch. This

practice is becoming very general, and when

done seasonably and thoroughly, is found to

be the best way.

Most of the operations to which we have

referred above, have reference to the future.

The farmer must be a man of forecast. To-

day is all he can call his own, and to-day he

must work for to-morrow, for next year, for

all coming time,—and for eternity, too.

^WOOIi BUYEKS' RULES.

After the National Wool Growers' Associa-

tion abandoned the idea of holding an Ex-

position or Fair of sheep, wools and woolen

goods, the idea was taken up by a society

known as the Northwest Woolen Manufactur-

ers' Association, which met some months since

in Chicago, and they invited wool growers of

that section to join with them in this Fair which

is to be held in Chicago ne.xt August. But
the adoption of certain rules for buying wool,

generally known as the one-third shrinkage

rules, by this association last spring, which

•were reganled by farmers as unjust and im-

proper, so offended the wool growers that they

have indignantly refused to co-operate with this

association in the proposed exhibition.

We now learn by the Prairie Farmer that

the Executive Committee, of which the Pres-

ident of the Association is Chairman, instead

of calling a convention to rescind the obnox-

ious rules, has caused the following resolution

to be sent to each member with a request that

it be returned with a yea or nay vote :

—

Resolved, That the rules adopted at the conven-
tion, in February, 1868, Roverningthe members of
this Association, in buying wool, are hereby re-

scinded, and memljcrs left free to purchase wool on
its own merits.

Little doubt is entertained as to the result.

And the Prairie Farmer thinks that two weeks

will be sufficient to enable the President to

announce the repeal of the buyers' rules, and

adds "When the certain news of it arrives, we
can rejoice and bury the hatchet, and prepare

to smoke the pipe of peace at the Chicago ex-

hibition next month."

For the New England Farmer,

TOO MUCH OF A GOOD THING.

At first thought few persons perhaps ^vill

see the necessity of this caution, so far as im-

provements in breeding and cultivation are

concerned ; still it maj be that a more careful

consideration of a few facts may show that

here, as elsewhere, there may be "too much
of a good thing."

Every farmer is urged from every consider-

ation and by all classes of men in almost every
position in society, to push on his so-called

"improvements;" to strive for higher devel-

opments, and still greater production of stock,

fruits, and vegetables, as if there was no limit

to such improvement, development and in-

crease. That there is such a limit we are

compelled to admit, from the irrefragable ex-

periences of the past score of years.

Very few men can be found on whose judg-

ment we incline to rely, who will assume the

position that the developments of the so-called

good points and qualities of our horses, neat

stock, sheep, swine, and even poultry, may not

be carried to excess,—may not be pushed over

that line. If we are to credit the statements

that come to us from across the water, their

trained turf horses are not as long-lived as

formerly, and are more difficult of further

marked improvements.
Who does not know that all our so-called

improvements will surely revert to their former

condition unless prevented bv constant vigil-

ance and skill ! This law of nature,—for a
law it is,— will assert its power as such, as

soon as we slacken our efforts to perpetuate

our "improvements."
Our large portly Durhams, beautiful intelli-

gent Devons, mild, silky, creamy Aldemies,
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and the almost invaluable Ayrshires, will inev-

itably deteriorate, and, much sooner too than

most are aware of, will return to their normal
state.

The fatal diseases that have already created

such fearful ravages among cattle, may have
had their origin in the unnatural development
that breeders have sought for with such great

success. There is surely a point beyond which
it is not safe to pass. Rinderpest or some
other form of disease is sure to confront us

and warn us to go no farther.

The dairyman desires to make the roost

money out of his cow. He stimulates her
milking properties by stimulating food and
warm shelter, so that she becomes, as it were,
a green-house plant, incapable of withstanding

the slightest exposure. Her progeny of course
will, to a still greater degree, partake of this

lack of vigor, and only a few generations will

be required to develop a sufficient want of
functional power to perpetuate their species.

We see this principle manifest on every hand,
in what we term civilized society. The pam-
pered child of plenty becomes enervated, dis-

eased, unfruitful ; while the poor have a her-

itage of children and the mother an abundance
of nature's food for their sustenance. I once
saw an Indian mother with her infant lashed
to her hack pass up her well filled breast over
her shoulder to the child, who greedily siezed

the coveted food as if it was no uncommon oc-

currence to feast in that position.

It is not, however, in this direction that I

proposed to push this question, so very inter-

esting to all farmers. This same principle not
only applies to men and animals, but to fruits

and vegetables. May we not find here one
cause of the failure of many of our fruits for

some years past ? It is a well known fact to

many now living, that parts of our country
where the apple, peach, and plum formerly
yielded abundantly, now fail altogether or
partially to produce these fruits. The first

settlers planted orchards, and without nurs-
ing, gathered an abundance of fruit from
them. But we must wage a constant warfare
and give the most untiring care if we hope to

secure even a tithe of what our fathers had
almost without an effort.

Our potatoes appear to suffer more than any
other vegetable we cultivate, and no doubt
from the fact of its being about the only one
we propagate fi-om the tuber, and not from
the seed. Some years since, in a comtnuni-
cation to the Farmer, I asked the question if

we were not to ascribe the disease that then
was comparatively new in this part of the
country, to this cause, and assumed it as the
only true hypothesis. I still adhere to the
same view. Not one fact has come to my
knowledge invalidating this position, while all

subsequent developments have served to for-

tify it. The fact that they do not rot so badly
in a dry season as in a wet one, only shows
that the disease is not as fully developed by

dry as by wet weather. The very fact of their

rotting at all proves that the disease is in them.
We have fed them up with such surfeits of
manure as to destroy their healthy functions,

and can never restore them again to health
and vigor by propagating from the same stock.
Disease is now in the tuber, and the seed de-
rived from it must of necessity partake of that
disease. Our only remedy is to commence,
where those did who first introduced its cul-

ture, with seed or tubers from the plant in the
wild state. k. o.

Broad Brook, Conn., 1868.

For the New England Farmer,

FENCING.
The importance of fences to farmers must

be my apology for again reverting to this sub-

ject. I should like to see a good thorough
discussion, not only of the economical advan-
tages of good fences, and of the best and
cheapest modes of construction and repair,

but of their moral influences. Bad fences are
among the worst characteristics of bad neigh-
borhoods. Many of the petty estrangements
and enmities, as well as most of the more vio-

lent animosities, quarrels and law-suits which
are too frequent in agricultural communities,
originate directly or indirectly in poor fences.

No class of citizens probably suffer so much
from want of co-operation and social inter-

course, and none need to guard so carefully

against every thing which tends to prevent
such co-operation and neighborly good will as

fanners. With the remark, that 1 regard
good fences as great peace-makers in a neigh-

borhood, I leave the question of their moral
effect on the character of both man and beast,

to those better able than mj self to express
their thoughts, and will merely offer a few
practical suggestions.

The materials of most of the fences on mj
farm are boards and posts. A f)art of my
farm is a gravelly and part a clay soil. I find

that longer posts are needed on the clay than
on the gravelly land. On the clay soil they

should be set in the ground from two and a
half to three feet deep, and the earth should

be tamped very solid when setting them, so

that each post shall stand as firm as ihough
it grew there, and not he liable to be thrown
out of place by the frost.

I have always thought that it would be better

if our pastures were fenced into lots, so that

different kinds of stock could be kept sepa-

rately if desired, or changed from one to

another, at pleasure. I have therefore this

season drawn the lumber for dividing my old

pasture into three separate lots. I find that

the building of the fences necessary for this

is to be attended with a good deal of labor

and expense, and I solicit the opinion of ex-

perienced farmers as to the question, Will it

pay^
I prefer gates to bars \ indeed. I do not
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think farmers can afford to use bars, though I

have them in some places. For posts 1 prefer

stone. I set the post on which I hang the

^ate some five feet deep, to be sure to have

it beyond the effect of frost. The irons on

•which the gate hangs pass througli the post,

and also through the wooden upright of the

gate, and are held with nuts on both ends in

such a manner that the gate can be raised or

lowered by turning the nuts. I have two
other stone posts, in each of which I drill a

hole for an eye and hasp, one for holding' the

gate when shut and the other when open, with

corresponding staples in the gate post. The
post to hold the gate open may be made
shorter than the other. The wood part of the

gates is made of hemlock and red elm.

I have now on my farm two gates that were
built twenty-six years ago. I do not mean to

be understood that all my gates wear as well,

for in some places I have had to make two
gates in twenty-six years. The durability of

gates as well as of every thing else depends

much upon the materials used and the manner
in which they are built. The secret of suc-

cess in all business is thoroughness. And the

rea?on that gates are so often unsatisfactory in

their operation and durability is that they are

not made strong and well.

In passageways much used in winter, where
there is no danger of being troubled by ani-

imals, as there seldom is when the snow is

deep, I take the gates off the hinges and set

them up against the side of the fence. The
gates are again hung upon their hinges early

in the spring. The barn-yard and other gates

that are used during the winter are hung about

one foot from the ground, and when necessary

to shut out small animals, a board is put at the

bottom. O. Foster.
Tunbridge, Vt., June 21, 1868.

For the New England Farmer.

GIANT CACTI.

In a late issue of the Evening Transcript

there was as an item of news, a statement that

in Arizona there had been discovered a variety

of the cactus, growing forty or fifty feet high.

Of that extraordinary plant I have some
knowledge, as while engaged on the United

States and Mexican Boundary Survey, a few

years since, I traversed, in various directions,

the region where it grows and made the mo.-t

careful drawings of many of these plants. It

is the Cereus Giganteus, and is found along

the borders of the great desert regions which

run through the western parts of New Mexi-

co, Arizona and the State of Sonora in Mexico,

growing on dry gravelly lands, where there is

seldom any rain and no dew. It is found

sometimes of the size of a large tree, fifty

feet high and three feet in diameter, with

many branches. In cutting them open we find

about three inches of the outer part of crdi-

nary columnar cacti ; then comes a portion of

hard, woody substance, in appearance and
(juality like white oak timber, occupying about
one-third of the diameter, and in the centre

is a hollow.

The fruit is about two-and-ahalf to three

inches long, filled with a very sweet pulp like

that of a fig, and many very small shining

black seeds. The outside skin is not eatable.

The flowers are white, waxy, two and one-half

inches in diameter, with a deep calyx, making
the whole trumpet shaped. The fruit is gath-

ered by the Indians and Mexicans, and is con-

sidered a great delicacy.

This cactus must have been well known to

the Spanish and Mexican people ever since

the settlement of the country, as we found it

around the old mission settlements, through
nearly the whole length of the State of Sono-
ra, and yet it had never been properly de-

scribed or illustrated until our party gave at-

tention to the subject.

The Horticultural Society have a landscape,

painted by myself, and presented them by our
lamented friend, L. M. Sargent, Esq., com-
prising "A View of Magdalena in Sonora,"
which affords a correct idea of this and other

cacti, as they are now growing in the vicinity

of that place.

I have also at my studio a painting which
gives a poi trait of one growing on the Mari-
copa mountain near the Gila river, showing
the plant, the flowers and fruit, being painted

of the natural size and color, which, with other

western scenery, I am happy to show to any
persons who wish to see them, at Mo. 8 Brom-
field Street, over the new establishment of

Messrs. Williams & Everett.

Boston, June 27, 1868. H. C. Pratt.

North Carolina.—Mr. W, A. Sampson,
who is located at Bush Hill, N. C, writes as

follows to the Maine Farmer :
—"The climate

here is delightful, and everything for the com-
fort of man can be successfully grown. I may
name figs, peaches—the finest in the United
States—apples, pears, plums, cherries, and all"

the small fruits, wheat, corn, and all cereals.

The only thing lacking is grass. No cultivat-

ed grass is to be seen, except upon the meadows
along the valleys of the many streams. The
water is the purest and the timber the finest of

any in the country. White oak and hickory

abound of the best quality ; also walnut, which

is largely used for furniture. The hard pine

is accessible at $15 per thousand. The peo-

ple are all ai^xious to see northern emigration.

Laud is very cheap ; from $2 to $15 per acre.

—Tlie Devons are natives of Devonshire, Eng-

land, from which they take their name. Thifl

breed is one among, if not the oldest of the im-

proved English cattle, and until the pre.>-ent cen-

tury, was bred with greater purity than any other

breed.
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THE BUTTOWWOOD TREE.
(_Platanus Occidentalis )

Ills was once one

of the most beau-

tiful and magnifi-

cent trees of the

American forest.

It is indigenous in

all parts of the

country, and is

found generally on

the shores of lakes

and the banks of

rivers and creeks,

where it flourishes

with surprising

vigor and often attams a majestic size. On

the rich alluvions of the West, it is often of

an almost incredible size, and presents a lux-

uriance of vegetation truly surprising, and

beautiful to behold.

It is sometimes known by the appellation of

plane and sycamore, and is often planted for

ornament as well as use. For fuel it is deemed

less valuable than oak or hickory, or even ma-

ple, but it is superior to . most of the lighter

woods. It is quite durable, firm of grain and

texture, and when used for cabinet work pre-

sents a close surface, capable of a beautiful

polish.

This tree may be propagated with ease from

the seeds or balls, and when once it has taken

root, perpetuates* itself by throwing up, spon-

taneously, innumerable suckers from the roots

or stools of the trees. As many as six or eight

trees have been known to proceed from one

stump, and, on rich land, to attain a size suf-

ficient for fuel, and even for mechanical pur-

poses.

In his "Forest Scenery,'''' Gilpin says "no

tree forms a more pleasing shade than the oc-

cidental plane. It is full leafed, and its leaf

is large, smooth, of afina texture, and seldom

injured by insects. Its lower branches, shoot-

ing horizontally, soon take a direction to the

ground ; and the spray seems more sedulous

than that of any tree we have, by twisting

about in various forms to fill up every little

vacuity with shade."

In his "Trees and Shrubs of Massachu-

setts " Mr. Emerson says "there was standing

in 1839, on the island of Rhode Island, a but-

tonwood tree, which measured at one foot from

the ground, twenty-four feet four inches," and

had then the appearance of perfect vigor.

We once saw one on the banks of the Mus-

kingum river in Ohio, which vi&s fifteenfeet iy,

diameter ! Or as large through as a common
sized room ! It was broken off about thirty

ftet from the ground, but had branches below

the break large enough for good-sized trees.

The trunk was hollow, having a shell perhaps

two feet thick all around it. On the south

side, next the river, an opening had been

made about the size of the doors of our houses,

say about six and one-half feet by two and

one-half. As we entered this door, a small

drove of hogs rushed out through a /ioZ/foio?'Ooi

on the opposite side.

After speaking of the decay of the button-

wood in several parts of Europe, between the

years 1809 and ISl-l, Mr. Emerson says :

—

"The buttonwoods, throughout New England

were affected in a similar manner in the springs

of 1842, '4:3 and '44. The shoots seemed to

have been nipped as by a frost. The large

trees were particularly affected, but by no

means exclusively. For some weeks in each

of these springs, many of the trees seemed to

have been killed. The extremities of the

branches, on almost all the buttonwoods are

dead, and many of the trees are now, in the

fall of 1845, completely so."

The malady in this tree has been attributed

to various causes. Some say by frogt ; others

the action of some insect or worm. It seems to

us that it is caused by some general taint, some

infectious disease, that has traversed, like the

cholera, the world over wherever the button-

wood tree is found. The destruction has been

steadily going on since 1845, until the trees that

are left present a melancholy aspect. They

look prematurely old, their foliage is thin, dis-

colored and imperfect, their branches are

broken, dead or dying, with every appearance

of rapid dissolution.

Shall we suffer these old friends and worthy

monarchs to die entirely out, or shall we make

an effort to revive the old trees, or supply new

ones ? For ourself, we are looking upon their

departure with some emotion ; with something

of the feeling that we part with a venerable

old friend who has always been blessing the

world with his good works.

—There arc complaints of the appearance of the

wheat midge in Ohio, Michigan and Indiana.
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JOE PICKLE.

A correspondent sends us a "true narra-

tive" in verse of this young man. who, having

finished his season's engagement with a far-

mer who did not keep a hired man during the

winter season, fell into the following soliloquy :

The winter's come; my time is out;

The man wants me uo more;

I have not where to lay my head;

It's hard to leave his door.

This naturally excites our compassion for

the poor outcast, and we feel relieved when

informed that

There is a man not fir away,

That hires men by the year

;

I'll go and see what I can do

—

He may think me sincere I

But most unfortunately for our hero this

man happened to know just what a Fickle Joe

was—we may as well, you know, out-run our

shadow as our character—and told him plainly

that he could not trust him ; he wanted a man

that would not leave him after "being wintered

out," which he thought was all that Joe "cared

about." But Mr. Fickle was not to be bluffed

:

Once, twice, and thrice, I went, and more

;

1 promised to be true,

With many a fair and honest word,

—

He took me for true blue.

But the Fickle blood was in his veins

:

When summer came, when grass grew fast,

And haying was near by,

When wages, too, were coming up,

For more, sure I did try.

I knew 'twas wrong to go away,

For I was treated well,

And f jr some reasons I did look,

To make it fair to tell.

And in some six or eight stanzas he gives

the result of his attempts to find these reasons

in the treatment he received from his employer

and his family, which were quite unsatisfac-

tory, until he happened to remember

:

The girls they laugh at me about

The young and fair-ficed Lu,

I will not stay another day '

Where I am treated bo 1

And he did'nt.

A WORD TO THE BOYS.

It is now liavinfi time, a season of the year when
all hands nuist be lively. You will be culled upon
to drive the horses for the mowing machine and
rake. Don't iic too ra.«h with them. Let cvcry-

thmg move along steadily and smoothly. No ma-
chinery can fio hy jerks without heinR destroyed.

Be upearlv in the morning so us to work as nmch
as possiljle in the cool of tlie day, and go to bed as

early as possible and secure all "the sleep you can.

If you are learning to use a hand scythe don't
whet it over your shoulder bnt under it. A slip of
the snath may spoil your shoulder. Take good
care of the hand rakes and fVjrks. Learn to ^tow
a load of hay well, so it shall look in good shape
and ride over rough ground without 1) ing thrown
off with you beneath it. Learn to do your light

work nimbly, your heavy work slowly. Whatever
you have to do, try and do it as well a*! anybody
else, if you cannot do as much. Rapidity of nu-
tion is secured by first careluily watching the mo-
tions of things. Keep an eye on the garden and
pull up the weeds and gi.-e them to the pigs.

It promotes their health and growth. Lastly, re-

member that you are now laying the foundations
for a solid manhood. A boy that works well
through haying will be likely to thrive anysvhere.—Maine Farmer.

Remarks.—And permit the New England
Farmer to add, that while doing all you are

here exhorted to do, remember that you are

learning a great trade, and studying the most

important of all professions.

, For the New England Farmer,

THE GARDEN IN AUGUST.
After a long, cold and backward spring, the

later heat of summer hurries vegetation for-

ward with a rush ; and August brings us our
usual garden harvest. Although we may have
been almost discouraged in the earlier part of
the season, yet all was necessary to lead us up
to the present appreciation and realization of
fresh vegetables every day from the garden,
crisp and tender ; a blessing which the dwellers

in cities seldom if ever enjoy. How many,
suppose you, "Billy Styx," of the dwellers in

such cities as Boston, New York, &c., ever
tasted green peas ? or, as to that, fresh, green,

vegetables or fruits of any kind, such as you
have, or may have the privilege of doing every

day through the hot season ? Just try the ex-

periment of taking any favorite product of the

garden and handle it, not very carefully, six

or eight times from basket to box, and box to

basket, and expose it to the sun several hours

before cooking and being brought to the table,

and you may, in part, realize what fresh ve-

getables mean in cities. Compare such with

those right from the garden, while yet they

are fresh, crisp, and sliining with the dews of

an August morning, and you will soon learn

to appreciate the real thing.

All who started with the early spring to have
a good garden are now enjoying the fruit of
their labor. lie who has a well kept garden
may not only rejoice in the ni.e fresh products

which supply his table daily, but he often has

a surplus to sell to the less provident, or give

to the feeble, or decrepid who cannot provide

for themselves with ecjual facility. Farmers
who live within easy distance of cities or villa-

ges, may add considerable to their income by

enlarging the garden and producing vegeta-

bles, small fruits, &c. for marketing ; and

leave the production, in part, of large graia
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crops, &c., to those living at a greater dis-

tance from market. All vegetables designed

for market should be gathered either late in

the afternoon preceding, or early in the morn-

ing they are to be marketed, so that they may
remain out of the ground as short a time as

possible before they are used, and then they

should be carefully handled, and kept shaded

from the sun. While enjoying the varied pro-

ducts of the garden, we should not forget to

provide for the future in the way of seeds.

Too often this is neglected till all the earliest

and best specimens are gathered, and only the

leavings and scallawag products remain for the

production of seed for future use, or none at

all is saved. Now, as "like" is said "to pro-

duce like," we may not expect to get hand-

some, early products unless we savrf seed from

the like ; and it is always better for one to

grow most of his own seed than to depend on

any other source of supply.

Asparagus.—Keep down all weeds, and
encourage the plants to grow to recover from
the elFects of the cutting season. If seed is

desired, gather when perfectly ripe, and sep-

arate from the pulp, and either sow at once,

or dry and lay it away till spring.

Beans.—Gather for the table as fast as they

come to suitable age, and see that running

sorts are kept to the poles. Some of the bush

sorts may still be planted for late use, pickling,

canning, &c.
Cabbage.—Savoy and red cabbage, set dur-

ing the month, will head before winter. Use
the hoe freely among those already set, to en-

courage growth and setting for heads ; and
destroy slugs and caterpillars.

Cauliflower.—These need very frequent

hoeing, and should not be allowed to suffer

for want of water, in order to have them pro-

duce fine heads, or flowers ; use those that

come into suitable size, or they will soon run

up to seed.

Corn.—Select a few of the earliest and
handsomest ears, mid mark them with a rilibon

or string tied to ihe stalk, and let them ripen

for seed. Use others as fast as they come to

suitable size ; dry for winter and future .use.

Cucumbers.—Those planted late for pickles

will need hoeing to keep down the weeds, and
we may look for pickles during the month,

which should be picked close every other day.

Save seed from the earlier crop and observe

directions for seed cucumbers given last month,

with the pickle patch, if desirable to save

more seed.

Egg Plants.—The fruit is apt to get down
in the diit unless prevented by something

placed under it ; a little hay or straw will serve

a good purpose. Destroy caterpillars where-

ever they may be observed eating the foliage.

Herbs.—As these come into bloom, con-

tinue to gather and cure in the shade, away
from dust, and store to preserve their aroma.

Melons.—The ripening of melons may be

hastened and their flavor improved by placing

a clean sliingle or stone under specimens, and
turn them over occasionally, so that all sides

may receive the sun and ripen equally.

Radishes.—Such as the black and white

Spanish, salmon and turnip-rooted, and Chi-

nese rose-colored winter, for late fall and
winter use, may now be sown.
Strawberries.—Keep the runners cut, un-

less desirable to let them grow to form new
plants. Old beds may be renewed by manur-

ing and spading up strips through the old bed,

leaving a row of plants to throw off runners to

cover the new bed. Keep all beds clean of

weeds and grass.

Tomatoes.—Those trained to a trellis, or

on something to keep them from the ground,

will do much the best. If trained to a trellis,

keep them tied up, and pinch off the ends of

growing branches after the fruit has beg uhto

set, to encourage ripening and increase size of

fruit.

Plant, for a succession, wherever any early

crop has been removed, or vacant places oc-

cur, lettuce, onions for pips and wintering

over, spinach, turnips, &c.
;
gather and save

all seeds as they ripen ; and let the flower

beds have a proportion of attention commen-
surate with the gratification and pleasure it

has produced. W. H. White.
South Windsor, Conn., 18G8.

List of Pears.—At a late meeting of the

Waltham, Mass., Farmer's Club, Mr. R. Mur-

ray, an experienced cultivator of this fruit,

recommended the following varieties, remark-

ing that he considered the Beurre d'Anjou the

king of pears :

—

For Standards—Bartlett, Seckel, Winter Nclis,

Lawrence, Slieldon, Buerre d'Clairgeau, Swan's

Oranse.
For Dwarfs or Quince Stalk—Louise bonne de

Jersey, Duchesse d'AngouIeme, Urbaniste, Easter

Beurre.
Either on Quince orPcar Stalk—Rostizer, Tyson,

Dearborn's Seedling, Flemish Beauty, Beurre d'An-

jou, BeuiTe Bosc.

How to Cure a Cold.—Dr. Hall {Jour-

nal of Health) says : The moment a man is

satisfied he has taken cold, let him do three

things : First, eat nothing ;
second, go to bed,

cover up in a warm room ;
third, drink as much

cold water as he can or as he wants, or as

much hot herb tea as he can, and in three

cases out of four, he will be well in thirty-six

hours. The neglect of a cold for forty-eight

hours, after the cough commences, is to place

himself beyond cure, until the cold has run its

course, of about a fortnight. Warmth and

abstinence are safe and certain cures, when

applied early. Warmth keeps the pores of the

skin open, and relieves it of the surplus which

oppresses it, while abstinence cuts off the sup-

ply of material for phlegm which would other-

wise be coughed up.
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BLEECKEK'S GAGE PLUM.

What is the use of tantalizing us with cuts

of plums, -when everybody knows that the cur-

culio destroys all the fruit, and the black knot

all the trees ? may be asked by the readers

of the Fakmkr, as their eyes fall on the above

illustration while unfolding its broad sheet.

We are aware of the dlfliculties which for

many years have discouraged the most careful

and intelligent cultivators of this fruit in most

parts of our country, but we believe that this

seeming triumph of insects and disease is but

temporary. When we think of our agricultu-

ral colleges, of our pomological associations,

of our scientific men and of our skilful gar-

deners, we must believe that eventually the

battle will be to the strong, the swift, and the

industrious. Every insect and every disorder,

like every <log, may have its day, but to man

belongs the "dominion," and he will resume

the sceptre and rule, as he should, "over the

earth, and over every creeping thing that

•creepeth upon the earth." This we hold is

our "manifest destiny." Our wheat is not to

be given up to the weevil ; our potatoes are

not to be abandoned to the rot or the Colora-

do bug ; nor is the cureulio to have and to

hold all the right, tiHe and usufi-uct of the

thirty-six different varieties of the plum re-

commended in the catalogue of the American

Pomological Society, noticed in another col-

ume.

In this faith we present the above beautiful

engraving of fruit raised by IMr. II. P. Wis-

wall, of ^larlborough, Mass., and believe that

the reader will agree wi;h us in pronouncing

the illustration a beautiful workof art, however

faint-hearted he may be as to the possibility of

re-producing its original.

Downing says it is a "fruit of the first qual-

ity ; remarkably hardy, and a good and regu-

lar bearer. It was raised by the late ]\Irs.

Bleecker, of Albany, about thirty years ago,
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from a prune pit given her by the Rev. Mr.

Dull, of Kingston, N. Y., which he received

from Germany. It ripens the last of August,

from a week to two weeks later than our Yel-

low Gage. Branches downy. Fruit of medi-

um size, roundish-oval, very regular. Suture

scarcely perceptible. Stalk quite long, an inch

or more, straight and pretty stout, downy,

slightly inserted. Skin 'yellow, with numer-

ous imbedded white specks, and a thin white

bloom. Flesh yellow, rich, sweet, and lus-

cious in flavor. Separates almost entirely

from the stone, which is pointed at both ends.

Leaves dark green. Easily distinguished

from Yellow Gage by its longer and stouter

stalk."

LETTER FROM MR. BROWN".
Brattleboko', Vt., June, 1868.

About one year ago, the N. Y. State Agri-

cultural Society invited the makers of ploughs,

in any State of the Union, in Canada, and in

Europe, to bring their ploughs together at

Utica, N. Y., and compete for certain prizes

which the society offered. They had previous-

ly had one trial at Auburn, which developed

so many interesting circumstances in relation

to ploughs and ploughing, that the cost of

another trial seemed justified, and was in-

curred. That trial took took place at Utica,

N. Y., May 7, 1867.

At this trial, also, many developments took

place with which most ploughmen were not

familiar, and were all carefully recorded and

reported in the Transactions of the Society.

So far as contrasting the qualities of differently

constructed ploughs was concerned, these trials

were sufhcient and satisfactory ; but neither the

objects of the enterprise, nor the character of

the soil, were adapted to develop the powers

of a good plough in very many particulars.

Learning that the soil on the Connecticut river

bottoms was such as the judges desired for a

further trial, they wrote Gov. Holbrook, at

Brattleboro', to secure a suitable field, furnish

ploughs and teams and attend them in the trial.

The grounds selected were a portion of a field

of 150 acres belonging to the Asylum for the

Insane, and quite near the village.

The judges, and principal managers in the

tests that were made, were the Hon. John
Stanton Gould, of Hudson, N. Y., a former

president of the N. Y. State Agricultural So-

ciety, and Henry Waterman, Esq., of the

same place. These gentlemen are educated and
thoroughly scientific persons, in the full vigor

of life and intellect, and are extensively known
as experts in most matters relating to science

and art. I do not remember ever to have

met before two persons so intimately acquaint-

ed with the principles that govern mechanism

in all its forms. The State society selected

them because they possessed these rare quali-

ties, and commissioned them to make the most

exhaustive trials with the plough. Two other

gentlemen were present, both of whom have

given as much thought to the plough as any

two men that are living, namely : Joel
NouRSE, Esq., of Boston, and Gov. Hol-
brook, of Vermont. They assisted the judges,

and gave minute attention to all the diversified

changes which were introduced ; and the judges

found, in persons so thoroughly familiar with

the sulsject as they were, great help in their

complicated investigations. Mr. Henry
Brooks, of Acton, Mass., held the ploughs

during the three days' trial. Such were the

operators. Mr. Henry M. Tucker, one of

the Editors of the Country Gentleman, and

myself, came to see, and to- tell the world

what we saw. Several other gentlemen were

present who are interested in ploughs and

ploughing, among whom was the Hon. John
S. Keyes, of Massachusetts.

The ploughs used were five in number, some

one of which, it was supposed, would be adapted

to any condition of soil where a plough would

be called into use, and were all devised, I be-

lieve, by Mr. Holbrook. The trial was not,

then, one to ascertain which of a great variety

of ploughs is the best, but to ascertain,

—

1. The relative increase of power required

for each inch of depth ploughed, the width of

furrow being constant in all cases.

2. To determine the amount of power re-

quired for each inch of breadth of furrow, the

depth being constant in all cases.

3. To determine the relative power required

by the coulter and skim plough.

4. To determine the portion of force re-

quired by each of the individual parts of the

plough.

5. To ascertain the Influence of velocity on

draft.

6. To show the influence of the adjustment

of tlie plougJi on draft.

As a general result, these trials showed the
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importance of an accurate adjustment of the

different parts of the plough with each other.

It was found, for example, that when the ten-

dency of the plough was to dip into the

ground, and was resisted by the ploughman,

such counteracting inlluence absorbed 150

pounds of power ! When the adjustment was

made so that the plough swam free, the aggre-

gate indications of the dynamometer fell that

amount. Even placing the coulter three-

fourths of an inch out of the centre of draft,

greatly increased the resistance and spoiled

the perfection of the work. In one instance

a coulter that was .somewhat blunt and rusty,

was rubbed with a scythe stone until it was

bright and its edge sharpened a little, which

decreased the power required in its rusty and

dull condition seme twenty-three pounds

!

The accurate adjustment of the parts of the

plough invariably decreased the amount of

power.

The labor of these experiments would have

been comparatively fruitless had it not been

for the service which the dynamometer ren-

dered. This not only measured the power

with great nicety, but measured the distances

travelled over at the same time. It is the ip-

vention of Mr. Henry Waterilvn, of Hud-

son, N. Y., the gentleman of whom I have

spoken in the former part of this letter. It

has been tested in various ways and found ac-

curate, so that it has been called into use on

railroads, common roads, and in many other

ways where power was to be measured. By

it, it is ascertained that seven pounds weight

will move a ton on the railroad, at a velocity

of ten miles per hour ; on a Macadamized road

60 pounds, and on a common road 2G0 pounds

per ton. The changes which continually oc-

curred in this wonderful machine, when the

plough left a light for a compact soil, or came

where bunches of small roots were interlaced

in it, proved it to be sensitive in the highest de-

gree. It only needed an hour's watching to

ensure perfect confidence in its truthfulness.

Some of the results of the work were sur-

prising and exceedingly gratifying. The

first experiment with a plough was to find its

"surface draft"—that is, how much power

was required to haul it along, standing on its

sole, on the surface of the ground. The larg-

est plough required ninety-nine pounds. It

was then intended to plough one furrow one

inch deep, and then increase an inch in depth

and an inch in width, until a furrow twelve

inches deep and eighteen inches wide had been

turned. This was done, but commencing with

three inches, as it was found impracticable to

plough only one inch. Nothing could exceed

the fineness of the particles as they lay. No
skill in spading could reach it. It was a per-

fect seed-bed, only needing a little leveling to

receive the finest seeds ever used. A succes-

sion of experiments followed this, during near-

ly thiee days of the closest application, but I

must not detail them here. Mr. Gould will

make a full report from his ample record,

when I hope to refer to them again.

I began to plough in boyhood, and with

some intermissions, have continued it to this

day ; thought I comprehended it, in part and

in whole, and understood about how much

and what quality of work it was capable of

performing. But witnessing these tests has

proved that my ideas were comparatively

crude and imperfect, and shown that the

plough is governed as much by scientific prin-

ciples as the jenny or the loom, and is as sen-

sitive as these to any departure from such

principles. It seems to me that but little

more is to be done to perfect the ploughs

which were used in these tests. Some of the

principles that have generally prevailed in all

ploughs heretofore, have been entirely re-

versed, such as changing the face of the mould-

board from a concave to a convex form, and

so shaping it as to twist the furrow-slice un-

til it is broken into innumerable fissures or

cracks.

All the reports of Mr, Gould, on this sub-

ject, ought to be published and put into the

hands of every farmer in the land.

A few examples from my notes will show

the nature of the tests. The object was to as-

certain the amount of power required in

ploughing at different depths.

Swivel plough, No. 4, 6\ inches, 557 lbs.
" " " " Ti " 584 "
" " <« " 8 " 641 "

Same plough, to ascertain power required with-
out n cutter. 6x13 Inches, 482 "

Coulter l.inch in the ground, 605 "

Within 3 iucbes of the place of the Bo'e, . . . .604 "

Plough No. G9, weighing IGo pounds, sur-

face draft, 99 pounds.

No. C.3, Lap plough, 77 pounds, and with a

furrow 2)5x11 wide, required a power of 'd2i

pounds; and at 8x11, 552 pounds,—the cut-

ter in all being set for flat furrows. A lap
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furrow required 42 pounds less power than a

flat furrow, and on sharpening the ' cutter and

giving it more rake, the draft was further re-

duced to 453 pounds in a furrow 8x11 inches,

showing that the lap furrow required a less

power by 99 pounds than a flat furrow.

No society in this country is doing more to

promote the interest of agriculture than that

of the State of New York. It is a power in

the land for good. Great credit is due it for

instituting these valuable experiments. These

followed on the heels of those relating to mow-
ing machines, and will undoubtedly be suc-

ceeded by others equally valuable and inter-

esting.

I have enjoyed these opportunities greatly,

and am truly yours, Simon Brown.

P. S. Before leaving town, Richard Brad-

ley, Esq., took most of the party over one of

his farms, where I saw the most extensive and

complete example of irrigation that there is,

probably, in New England. I hope to speak

of it more particularly at some future time.

THE END OP THE HORSE.
When the horse falls, he is bled, and his

blood is preserved for the use of the dyer.

The mane and tail are next cut off for the

manufacturer of selves, hair cloths, and bow
strings for the violin ; the shoes are taken off

for the nailer ; the hoofs are cut off for combs

and various other kinds of horn work, and a

portion of the feet goes to the glue maker

;

the skin is stripped off for the tanner, who con-

verts is into excellent leather for boots, har-

ness, &c., and the collar-maker finds it in its

rough state, the best material for cart harness..

The flesh is then cut up for carnivorous beasts

in menageries, or for dogs, and though with-

out knowing that they are (hippophagi,) a club

of horse eaters, who regularly advertise their

club days, some of our fellow creatures are

regaled in the cheap eating-houses of great

cities with delicate bits of carcass in the form

of pates, pretended beef steaks or soup.

When the flesh and fat have been removed, the

stomach and intestines are laid aside for ma-

chine straps and strings for musical instru-

ments, and are often sold for the latter pur-

pose as the best Naples cords ; the ribs are

turned into buttons and children's toys ; the

large round bones serve for tweezers, whistles,

ferules, knife handles, cups and balls, dominoes,

&c., the large flat bones are of use to the idy

men for many things
; even the teeth are use-

ful when polished, to the dentist, and for many
purposes for which ivory is required. The
bones of the head are either consumed m heat-

ing furnaces, or crushed for manure.

The remainder of the carcase is burnt, and
by this process produces ivory black, soot

black, and valuable manure. And from the

fat is extracte'd a coarse oil, which is used by
mechanics.

MICHIGAN "WOOL BUYERS' ASSOCIA-
TION.

A meeting of this association was held in

Detroit, June 2. By the report of its pro-

ceedings furnished by the Western Rural, we
learn that the "established rules" are to be
rigidly enforced by the association, as, among
others, the following resolution was adopted

:

Resolved, That we will buy wool only on these
conditions, nor put any local or travelling agents
in the market except upon the same terms, and
that in any case of deviation from thrse rules, on
the part of any such agents, we will withdraw them
from the market.

In another resolution, surprise is expressed

that a spirit of antagonism should be manifest-

ed or encouraged by any wool grower or deal-

er to the full adoption of these rules.

In his statement of the objects of the meet-

ing, the president, Thomas McGaw, said "there

seemed to be a determination among farmers

to sell wool in a bad condition, for the same
price as the best quality of wool should bring."

This accusation against wool growers appears

to us to come with very poor grace ft-om the

president of an association which, by their

own rules, insist on buying wool only on a

principle which denies their agents the privi-

lege of discriminating between the bad and the

good.

The mutton butchers of Faneuil Hall em-

ploy "travelling agents" in the Western States

and in Kentucky to buy sheep for their sham-

bles. But whoever heard of any oth^r rules

for buying "heavy bucks," fat wethers, or half

fed sheep, than the exercise of a sound and

trained judgment as to the value of each par-

ticular flock ? Why, then, should the manu-

facturers of wool expect, by any set of arbi-

trary rules, to avoid the necessity of employ-

ing, as their "travelling agents" for buying

wool, men of skill and experience ? The dro-
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irer pays according to quality, why should not

the wool buyer ?

The object of the association is declared to

be the attainment of "a higher standard and

improvement in quality and condition of our

Michigan wools." But instead of doing this

by grading prices according to "quality and

condition," they adopt a system that practi-

cally discourages individual efforts for im-

provement, by insisting on a ft-xed shrinkage

for "greasy and gummy buck fleeces," for

"heavy washed buck fleeces," and for all

other "unwashed or partially washed, «S:c.,

fleeces," whether the foreign substances in

them amount to 30 or 70 per cent, of the gross

weifirht.

Large Steers.—About one year ago our

correspondent, "B. D. W.," sent us a brief

notice of the stock of E. D. Works, Esq., of

West Fitchburg, Mass., in which he alluded

particularly to a very fine pair of yearling

Durham steers, which then weighed 1800

pounds. Having again "swung round the cir-

cle," our correspondent has recently visited

bis pets again, and writes that these steers,

now two years old, weighed 2700 pounds be-

fore being turned out to pasture, and that he

believes, with their owner, that by next Fair

time they will balance a 3000-pound weight.

Mr. Works has also a pair of native two-year-

old fiteers, weighing 2100 pounds, which are

thrifty and fine cattle, and away from the Dur-

bams, would be considered a very extra pair.

In view of the fact that Mr. Works has been

offered $300 for the Durhams and $200 for

the Natives, "B. D. W." asks, does not rais-

ing good stock pay ? This question he respect-

fully submits to the calculation of those who

know the value of calves and the cost of feed-

ing and caring for them two years.

Milking Machines.—Mr. Benj. Chase, of

Auburn, N. IL, writes to the Mirror and

Farmer that he purchased a machine, paying

$7, and $.^ for the patent. He tried it on

an easy milker, and after a good deal of effort

succeeded in getting it adjusted on the cow's

teats, and by working it could draw some

milk, but by the time the cow was half milked

the teats would not fill the cups, and the ma-

chine would drop off, there being no suction.

He wrote to the agent stating the difficulty,

and asking to be referred to somebody who
had one in successful operation. The agent

replied, giving no reference ; but saying that

he must persevere, for it required a good deal

of practice to learn to use one. He and his

hired man tried until they had exhausted all

their mechanical talent, but without success.

The machine is offered for sale at a large dis-

count.

For the Xew England Farmer.

"WHAT SHALL FABMERS SELL?
Shall we sell our hay and grain, or buy stock to consume

it? Winter Care and Feed of Milch Cows. Ab.-tract

of a discussion of the Iraaburg, Vt., Farmers' Club,

by its Stcretary, Z. E. JameBon, Esq.

AVm. L. Jameson said it had been his prac-

tice to sell some hay every year
;
yet his crop

constantly increased, and his farm is in better

condition than when he bought it. He believed

It will pay well to buy stock to winter and sell.

He once bought three cows in the fall, and the

butter made from them and the increase of
price was forty dollars on each cow. Another
winter he contracted his butter at twenty cents

per pound, and made from four cows eighty

dollars worth to sell, and estimated that twenty
dollars worth was used in the family, which
would be one hundred dollars for wintering,

without Including the value of the manure.
This spring he fed his cows two quarts of meal,

—oats, barley and peas ground together—each
per day. In addition to their hay, and they

averaged six and a half pounds of butter each

per week. Some claim that they can get as

much j)rofit in milking cows eight months in a

year as ten ; but he said he knew it was not

so. By going dry only two months, his cows
do well the next year.

G. B. Brewster said when his brother and
himself bought their place, they were In debt,

and at first sold their grain, but never sold

much hay. Now he believes it is better to

feed the grain as well as the hay. Last fall he
fed his cows fodder corn when the pastures

began to fail, and It seemed to keep them in

condition, after which they had the fall feed

In his fields, and in winter good hay ; so they

have done well, except a few old cows that

looked a little rough, ])ut were in good heart.

Toward the last of winter he began to feed

two fiuarts of meal each per day. Four or

five of his cows come in during February, eight

or ten more in March, and others later, till he

had about twenty, and within a few days two
more have come in. He has raised thirteen

calves that are turned to pasture, and has sold

four hundred dollars worth of butter up to

June first. Now, he would not say that he had
done as well as he might, but he would say he

had done $150 better than ever before in the

same time. He thought It paid to feed well.

Wm. Jameson, who has made a half ton of

butter from four cows iu a year, remarked that
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"the neighbors have often talked about the

quantity of butter I made, but Mr. Brewster
has found out the secret of it—feeding well

in the fall ! I begin to feed in the fall before

any of my neighbors, and feed well all winter."

VVni. Locke, Jr., had bought another farm
this spring, from which hay has been sold

;

and he had been advised to use plaster and
still sell hay, but he should try the experiment
of feeding his produce to stock. Had fed

some meal this spring, and was satisfied with

the result.

Z. E. Jameson suggested that as meat and
butter will not satisfy every want of the far-

mers' customers, some of our other produce
might be sent to the cities and villages, from
•which we could obtain fertilizers, such as pou-
drette, superphosphate, &c., if not stable ma-
nure, to assist in keeping up the fertility of
the soil. If a man has a farm that can all be
tilled, the produce of the pasture lands added
to the produce consumed by animals in winter

would go far towards bringing in as much in-

come as the animals themselves, and then the

farmer's work would be less, especially in win-
ter. If the farmer feeds extensively, he must
become a cattle dealer, which is a trade by
itself that it will take time to learn.

For the New England Farmer.

FARMING AT T^^OOD'S HOLE—SINGU-
LAR DISEASE AMONG CATTLE.
For several years past I have occasionally

found myself at VV^ood's Hole, on Buzzard's
Bay, about eighteen miles east of New Bed-
ford, by the course of the steamer that touches
here in going to and from Edgarton to the for-

mer place. Formerly it was a place of no
small importance for its coasting and fishing

business and at one time whaling vessels were
fitted out here. The^e are now things of the

past, and so far as I have learned, not a ves-

tige of them remains.

The only substitute is an extensive establish-

ment for the manufacture of Ammoniated Pa-
cific Guano, which gives employment to sixty

or more men, and furnishes a market for large
quantities of fish, and also for fish pumice,
ii'om the oil works on the coast. This place
Las been held in high esteem by some as a
place of summer resort, but can never obtain
any great patronage as such without improved
facilities for reaching it.

Joseph S. Fay, Esq., of Boston, has a farm
of about four hundred acres, which for several
years he has been improving—especially in at-

tractiveness and beauty,—by planting ever-
green and other trees, both of native foreign
varieties. The Austrian and other foreign va-
rieties of the pine grow much faster and are
more trnamental than the native. Mr. Fay
has upwards of one hundred acres of trees

planted on various parts of the farm, some of
which have been planted sixteen years and have

attained a goodly size. Those interested in

tree culture would do well to see his planta-
tions, as they might afford them encourage-
ment and instruction.

Farming here appears to be pursued under
difliculties almost, if not entirely, insurmounta-
ble. This whole region abounds in hills and
rocks requiring a deal of hard work to culti-

vate crops, which very often return no ade-
quate remuneration, and sometimes entirely

fail by reason of the ravages of worms. They
not only destroy cultivated crops, but I see on
every hand large tracts of pasture land as bar-
ren of grass as the travelled road. Root crops
are exempt from their ravages, grow to great
perfection, and might be made a source of in-

come if judiciously managed. I ought, how-
ever, to state that the onion is an exception to

the above statement, as it is subject to the
ravages of the maggot that has about driven

its culture fuora all this region.

A singular trouble is experienced in keep-
ing neat stock all along the borders of this

bay, from New Bedford east; and, I believe,"

to some extent on the coast west, for a few
miles, which is especially annoying. Now and
then there is an exception,—to account for

which is as difficult as to gii^e a reason for the
general prevalence of the disease. What
causes the disease is involved iu mystery. It

is known among the farmers here as the nech-
ail, from its having first appeared in a section

of the country known as the Neck.
The first symptoms are a disinclination to

drink, followed by loss of appetite and conse-

quently a loss of tlesh, until the animal in many
instances breaks down. No treatment prac-

ticed avails only temporarily. Physic and a
dose of copperas affords relief, but only for a
few months ; after which it is of no avail. An-
imals when reduced to mere skeletons by this

disease soon recover, if removed only a few
miles,—often only to contiguous estates, back
from the shore.

James LeBarron, Esq., of Mattapoisett who
owns a large farm and usually keeps a large

stock, has never had a case of this disease on
his place, while his neighbors, on the southern

boundary of his farm are never exempt from
it. Diseased cattle when taken from his

neighbors' farms on to his own, soon recover.

I was told of a person, whose name has es-

caped me, .who took the best care of his stock,

who has long been subject to this trouble',

while his next neighbors, on each side of his

farm, have been exempt.
Some have supposed it was owing to the

water, but that theory fails to be sustained.

The cause, as already stated, is involved in per-

fect mystery. I have sent healthy oxen, bulls

and cows to Mr. Fay's place, that in a few
months would be troubled seriously. If some
one could be found to point out the cause and
cure of this disease, he would secure the grat-

itude of all this portion of the State. The
hope that this may fall under the eye of some
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such benefactor is the motive for writing this

coniniunication. K. O.

Wuod''s Ilole, June 5, 1868.

WOOL AT THE CUSTOM HOUSES.

The following is the report in full of the

committee appointed by the National Wool

Grower's Association, with authority from the

Secretary of the Ti-easury to examine the

manner in which imported wools have been

classified and appraised for the payment of

duties in the New York and Boston custom

houses, since the'wool tariff, passed March 2,

1867, went into effect. The committee con-

sisted of Henry S.Randall, S. D. Harris, Ed-

win Hammond, J. W. Colburn, Wm. R. San-

ford, Winthrop W. Chenery, John D. Wing,

Burdett Loomis, Leander Wetherell,and Wm.
Chamberlain, who fully concurs in the report

so far as the New York Custom House is con-

cerned, but not being present at the examin-

ation made at the Boston Custom House he

withholds any expression of opinion in relation

thereto.

Mr. John A. Bausch, the Assistant Ap-
praiser in the New York Custom House, hav-

ing wools in charge, and Mr. Thomas G. Rice,

General Appraiser in the Boston Custom
House, having the same in charge, extended

to the committee every possible facility for

making a thorouj^h examination, and evinced

the utmost willincness to communicate all de-

sired information explanatory of their official

action generally or in particular cases, and
also in regard to all facts tending to illustrate

the practical operation of the law.

Both of these officers had put an official

construction on the provisions of the wool

tariff, in regard to classification and in other

respects, corresponding with that put upon

them by the Couunittee of the National Wool
Growers' Association, who assisted in framing

the bill ; and accordingly tlicy did not ask, in

any case, to have the correctness of their offi-

cial proceedings tested by any other standard.

Invoices of wool, on being entered at the

custom house, are (jxamined by the appraiser,

whose business it is to classify them and ap-

praise their value, in order that the legal rate

of duties may be levied ^nd collected on them.

Every invoice is recorded in the books of the

office, with the number and weight of bales,

name of vessel, name of consignee, date of

entry, etc., and the adjudged classification,

appraisal and rate of duties levied are also

recorded ; so that the books furnish a full his-

torj" of the official action of the department in

every separate case.

In the examination of an invoicp of wool by

the appraiser, the bales are cut open, and sam-

ples taken from different parts of the bale
mdiscriminately and from enough bales to de-
termine beyond a reasonable doubt the char-

acter and condition of all the wool embraced in

the invoice. When wools of dilferent classes

are found to be mixed, or any indications of
intended fraud are discovered, the examina-
tions of the bales are made more rigorous, and
more numerous samjiles taken from them.

Tlie samples in the New York Appraiser's

Office generally weigh from one to three

pounds each, and in cases where, owing to a
mixture of differeut wools, or other circum-

stances, doubts were entertained by the ap-

praiser in respect to classification, etc., the

samples are considerably larger. They are

all put up in well secured packages, marked
so that the particular invoice from which they

were taken can at once be determined, and
hence, by reference to the records of the

office, they furnish satisfactory evidence of
the appraiser's action in regard to each sepa-

rate invoice of wool, and enable the correct-

ness or incorrectness of that action to be pro-

perly reviewed. That is to say, they furnish

such evidence unless it can be supposed that

the samples are not what they purport to be,

but are false ones substituted to cover up
fraudulent classifications and appraisal. The
official action of the appraiser is necessarily

subject to the inspection of so many persons

—

official persons and others, including wool im-

porters, keenly anxious to prevent other wools
of the same description from going into the

market with the advantage of being burdened
with less duties than their own—that any at-

tempted fraud in this particular would be sub-

ject to immediate detection and exposure.

We believe no suspicions are entertained in

any quarter that such frauds have been prac-

ticed.

The committee examined samples from every
invoice of wool which has been entered at

the port of New York from the day the

wool tarilf went into effect, down to May 20,

1868. with the exception of a few invoices,-^

not exceeding a dozen in all,—which were en-

tered in bond, and which were immediately
ve-shipped to foreign ports without being
landed. In such cases there was no object in

the appraisers taking samples.

The examination made in Mr. Bausch's de-

partment, at New York, satisfied the commit-
tee that this experienced and valuable officer

has faithfully executed his duties as wool ap-

Sraiser, to the utmost letter and spirit ofthe law.

iOt an instance was found where a shadow of
doubt was entertained by any member of the

committee, in regard to the accuracy of any
of his official decisions or acts. •

The committee found that the wool aj)-

praiser's department at Boston was conducted
on substantially the same system with that of
New York. Here, too, the committee exam-
ined samples taken from every invoice of wool

entered since the enactment of the wool tariff
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down to the period of their examination. The
zeal and fidelity which so signally character-

ized the New York appraiser's official action,

were found equally to characterize Mr. Rice's

official action ; and this committee would deem
it unjust not to avow that, in their opinion,

the warm thanks of the wool growers of the
country are due to both of these officers, for

their fearless and upright administration of the
law.

The attention of the committee was specially

directed to the practical effects of the tariff in

the admission of foreign wools, and particu-

larly to the fact whether wools which pass the
custom houses as third class (carpet) wools,
and which pay the lower duties of that class,

are not wholly or in part applicable to, and
actually used in the same branches of manu-
facture with Class One and Class Two, (cloth-

ing and combing) wools ; thus, to the extent
of such use, robbing the United States wool
grower of the protection against foreign com-
peting wools, avowed to be one of the princi-

pal objects of the law. If it can be shown
that wools admitted as carpet wools are thus
brought into competition with United States
wools, by being used in the same class of
fabrics, it either establishe;^ the fact that there
is no essential distinction between them, and
hence no ground for the distinction made in

the duties imposed on the respective classes,

or else that the terms employed in the tariff

classification are defective and open to eva-
sion. In support of one or both of the latter

propositions, the committee were informed by
individuals, that they had seen combing ma-
chinery in operation in certain distinguished

carpet mills, and knowing no occasion for its

use in carpet manufacture, they were led to

infer that it was employed to prepare carpet
wool, or a portion of it, to be used in other
fabrics.

On the above subject, the committee took
the testimony of carpet manufacturers and
wool spinners, eminent for character and ex-
perience, and supposed to be particularly con-
versant with the wool manufacturers of the

whole country. These gentlemen stated that

they did not know of any case of wools ad-
mitted as carpet wools being sold or used as

clothing or combing wools. An experienced
and eminent spinner, Mr. Cameron, of Gran-
iteville, Mass , declared that there were in-

trinsic properties in carpet wools, (which he
described at length,) which unfitted them for

profitable use in any case, and even from
practicable use in most cases, as substitutes

for Class One and Class Two wools. The
combing machinery used in the designated
carpet mills was found to be used in their own
legitimate operations. Wool is combed for

carpet manufacture, the longer portions being
used for the warp, and the noils, etc., for fill-

ing'

Taking the above statements in conjunction
with the important fact that there has been no

unusual import of carpet wools since the enact-
ment of the present wool tariff, the conclusion
is irresistible that no appreciable amount of
the wool which passes the custom houses of
New York and Boston, or probably the other
United States custom houses, in that class, is

employed in the same fabrics, or brought into
competition with United States wools.
The committee are fully satisfied, from the

results of their investigation, (hat the classifi-

catioik of wools contained in the tariff has thus
far effectually carried out in practice the ob-
jects it purported and was intended to embrace,
and that at present it needs no amendments to
give the wool growing interest of the country
full security against evasions of the law, when
administered by competent and honest officers.

Administered by incompetent or dishonest offi-

cers, no legal provisions could give the wool
growing interest such security.

WooDCHUCKS WITH TusKS.—A reccut ac-

count of a horned woodchuck in the Mirror
and Farmer is followed by the following state-

ment by Mr. S, M. Baker, of Hillsboro'

Bridge, N. H. :—

My boys killed one on my farm last week,
cf the Tusk breed. From the lower jaw, two
tusts over four inches in length protruded,
turning upward and rising one and one-half
inches above the head ; also two from the up-
per jaw, each three and one-fourth inches

long, one growing through the roof of the

mouth into the passage of the nose, thence
turning down and again penetrating through
the roof of the mouth, forming a ring large

enough for a uian's finger ; the other turning
out of the mouth like the horn of a ram. Any
one doubting is invited to call at my house and
see for himself.

Beets for Sugar.—Attempts are being
again made in Great Britain to re-establish

the manufacture of beet-root sugar. A Mr.
Duncan, a eugar refiner who deals with no
less than 300 tons of sugar weekly, has adver-

tised for 6,000 tons of beet-root, to be de-

livered in the fall. It is asserted that the

failures which have been experienced hitherto

have been caused by the imperfections of the

processes in ordinary use, and it is confidently

expected that certain new methods which

avoid these defects will result in success.

One of the most singular conditions attached

to the advertisement of Mr. Duncan is that

no "farm-yard manure shall be used in the cul-

ture of the beet-root supplied to him. The
over-luxuriance of growth which is produced
by the liberal use of manure is fatal to the

development of much sugar in the juice.

This corroborates what has long been familiar

to grape-growers and others who Tiesire to

produce fruit with a hjghly saccharine juice.
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EXTRACTS AISTD REPLIES.

HOOP POLES AND RAISING FOREST TREES.

In your reply to Mr. Fletcher, relative to raising

forest trees from s;ccd, you very kindly referred to

my little work on that subject. Now every such
notice brings nic scores of letters asking for infor-

mation about the price of the young trees, seeds,

&c. All such questions I am liajjpy to answer.
Still, I wish it distinctly undcr.-tood, that I have
no trees or seeds tor sale ; and, furtlicr, that my
l)Ooks are not written for the purpose of tulvertis-

ing nurserj' stock of anj' kind. '

You say in your remarks that the subject is a
very iinpoitanr one for the West; but allow me
to add, to the East, as well.

I believe—in fact know—that there are thousands
of acres of rock}' hillsides in Mass.achusetts, and
the other new England States, that should be
planted with f n-est trees. Maple trees, particularly

the sugar maple, slunild be extensively planted in

such places. Any little ci-evice where a small one
year old seedling cnn find root, should be occupied
with a tree. We all know how thrifty and healthy
the trees grow among the lime-stone and gi'auite

rocks.
If I were a farmer among the rocks, or even

upon the rich lands of New England, and wished
to leave a fortune to my heirs, I would plant seeds

that would grow into money while I was growing
old.

Will any of the young men who read the Far-
MEB, plant one or more acres of suitable soil to

hickory trees, and let us know, intive or ten years

from now, the result ? Plant them for hoop poles.

In my little book alluded to, are the following di-

rections: The yiung, one or two-year-old plants,

or even the nuts, nuxy be put in rows four feet

apart, and the I'lants one foot apart in the row;
this will give 10,890 to the acre. At this distance

thev can be allowed to remain until they are six

to eight feet high and one or two inches in diame
ter. They should reach this size in five to eight

years, according to the soil and the care they re-

ceive. Then they should be thinned, by taking

out every alternate tree; this should be done by
cutting tliem otf near the t^round. We therefore

take out 5,44.5 trees suitable for lioop-poles. Their

value will of course depend upon the market, but

we will say four cents each, or ^40 per 1,000, which
Mould be a low price in New York; this would
give $217.80 (two hundred and seventeen dollars

and eighty cents) as the return for the acre's tirst

crop. In three or four years they will need thin-

ning again, and we take out, as before, one-half, or

2 722; these will, of course, l)e much larger; and
if they will reach ten feet, and are of good thick-

ness, "they will readily bring ten cents each, or

§^272.20 for the second crop. In a few years more
they will require thinning again, and each lime

the trees, being larger, will bring an increased

price. .But we are not by this means exhausting

our stock—far from it, for those we cut (AY at first

have been producing sprouts which have grown
mudi more rapidly than the originals; and if a

little care has been given tliem so that they shall

not grow so thickly as to be injured thereby, we
can begin to cut small hoop-poles from the sprouts

of the lirst cutting before we have cut our third or

fourth thinnings ^of the first crop; conscquehtly

we have a jierpetnal crop, which requires no cul-

tivation after the first few years. As soon as the

leaves become numerous enough to sh.rde the

ground, no weeds will crow among them, and tlie

annual crop of leaves that fall will keep the soil

rich and moist. The time to cut trees which it is

desirous to have produce sprouts, is in winter or

very early spring ; if cut in simimer, i* is likely to

kill the roots.

How many acres of young thrifty, white ash
trees are wanted in Boston every year for agricul-
tural implements ? Is there any one in the vicin-
ity making preparations to supjily the demand in
the future ? 1 fear not. But there is one thing
which I am quite certain of, and that is, the time
will soon come when many a land owner in New
England, and el- ewhcre, will sii.y. What a fool 1 was
in not attending to this tree planting in time, for I
might have known that there would be a great
scarcity and high prices in consequence.

A. S. Fuller.
Ridgewood, N. J., June 7, 18G8.

rheumatism in the horse.

I have a mare ten years old. I have owned her
five years. Last winter she was lame in one fore
foot (or rather ankle). I doctored it with spirit,

saltpetre and gum camphor. It soon got better.
Soon after she began to be stiff in her fore lcg.»,

—

sometimes one, sometimes the other and some-
times neither. I could drive her one and a half
miles and back; and she would be l)ut a little

lame, perhaps not at all. I found by driving her
sometimes in breastplate harness, and sometimes
in liames, that she travelled much the best in the
hames. She has not been driven hard, nor worked
hard, nor fed high. She has had no grain this win-
ter, and till quite late but a few carrots. She
raised a colt last year, which at six months old
weighed 526 pounds ; at ten months, 620 pounds.
She is to foal again in about five weeks. Has this

anything to di with"her lameness ? I have had a
goodly number of men look at her, and no one can
tell me what ails her, nor what to do for her. Now
if you or any of your correspondents can tell me,
through your paper, what is the cause of her lame-
ness, and what will help her, you will much oblige

A Subscriber.
Westfield, Vt., May 25, 1868.

Rem.\rks.—We should think from your descrip-

tion that it is probable your horse has the rheuma-

tism. In the horse, as in man, this is a ditlicult

disease to manage. Though every neighborhood

may have plenty of "cure-alls," both men and ani-

mals suffer on for months and years uncured. In-

stead of attempting to prescribe any particular

treatment as adapted to your horse, we copy from

Youatt the following general remarks:—"In the

treatment of rheumatism attention should be paid

to the probable nature and causes producing it.

When it follows pneumonia, influenza, or other

debilitating causes, our first object should be tore-

store the general health of the animal by the judi-

cious administration of tonic medicines and nutri-

tious foods ; an occasional diuretic may also be

given. Our local applications should consist in

the acute stage of warm fomentations, to be soon

followed by some stimulating liniment, such as the

compound soap liniment or the vinegar of can-

Ihimdes. By these means this form of the disease

will generally quickly disappear. When rheuma-

tism suddenly attacks an animal in apparent health

much more active means must be resorted to. Wo
must endeavor to arouse the excretory organs, as

the liver and kidncj's, into increased action. Half

a drachm of calomel and opium combined with

three drachms of aloes should l)e at once admiuis-

tered, followed in a day or two by active diuretics.

Warm fomentations should be applied to the parts,
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and when the acute inflammation is subdued, a

blister ; the animal being kept perfectly quiet, and

allowed nothing but bran mash or other soft foods.

Colchicum, giiiacum, and other medicines which

are esteemed as valuable remedial agents on the

human subject in this disease, appear to produce

but little effect upon the horse."

BLOODY WATER IN OXEN.

I have noticed several articles in your valuable
paper of late about red water in cows, but I don't
see anything about it in oxen. I have an ox that
1 bought throe or four months ag<), and some three
weeks since, I noticed his water was considerable
bloody, and it has been so ever since. Sometimes
it is liiglK r colored than it is at other times ; but
it comes from him apparently as freely and easily
as ever it did. He is in good working order, and
eats, drink"^, works, and appears as well as usual.
But I fear if he does not pet 'better pretty soon it

will lie lil^ely to alfect his health. I have been
careful not to draw him very hard, and I don't
know that, he has ever been strained. Now if you
or any of your numerous suV)Scribers, can tell mc
of anything that will help him, you will oblige me
very much. a. b.

tSouth Royalston, Mass., June 1, 1868.

Remarks.—If our correspondent will refer to

the Weekly Farmer for March 14 and 21, or to

the Monthly Farmer for April and May, pages

161 an<l 223, he will find something about red water

in oxen. In the first, "L. W. B.," of Brookfield,

Vt., cured an ox that had been troubled for over a

year, by four doses of one tablespoonful of copperas

and two of saltpetre,—to be doubled in severe

cases,—given in the mining at intervals of "a few

days." In the other case, after the trial of "some
simple rcmed}'' without much effect, the ox was
fatted and killed. This writer "B. B. S." of Dover,

Me., believed the cause to have been warts on the

inside of the bladder, and had greatly benefited

cows l)y giving them vinegar.

Dr. Dadd recommends "opening the sluices of

the body." For which purpose he prefers giving

the animal one pint of linseed oil, and its opera-

tions assisted in a few hours with injections of

warm soap suds, each injection containing a spoon-

ful of powdered ginger.

In F. A. Gunther's Manual of Homoeopathic Vet-

erinary Medicine, it is said that this disease is

generally observed in the spring after the animal

has been allowed to browse the young shoots of

oaks or fir trees, or other noxious substances. The
principal remedy mentioned is ipecac, of which a

single dose will often suffice to remove it when ad-

ministered in time.

bees—APPLE CROP—COWS DOING WELE.
Bees are swarming well this season, but are stor-

ing little honey. Tliere have been too many rainy
days for nuuh honey. They came out of their
winter quarters with an unusually hirge amount of
honey, which has enabled them to rear thek brood
and swnrm early.

Grass is lookinir very well, but many pieces of
grain are badly injured by the rain. Last autumn,
Hiram Stow, of Webster, gave it as his opinion,
that there would be more apples in 1868, than in
any year of the last ten. The blossoms that have

just fallen from the trees were abundant enough to
verify the prcdi< tion.

As a remedy for many of the diseases to which
cows are liable at the time of calving,an old milk-
man recommended "a thriving condition." Cows
may carry a good amount of flesh and yet not be
thriving. Such are very liable to do badly when
they calve, while others with much less flesh, and
to one unacquainted with their jjrevious condition,
apparently in far worse condition, will do well, be-
cause they are thriving. We have found no need
of rosin, snake skins, boiled rye, or such like rem-
edies, for thriving cows at calving time. f.

Masti/ard, N. H., June, 1868.

LOBELIA, OR INDIAN TOBACCO.

A correspondent, who allows us to use only the

signature of "Mary," believes this plant to be the

cause of a great proportion of the sickness and
death of farm stock. The writer does not expect

people generally will agree with her, but believes

that careful observation will result in the convic-

tion that it is a mischief-making plant. As it flour-

ishes best in wet seasons, and more is gathered

with the second than first cutting of hay, our cor-

respondent suggests the large crop of last season

as the cause of the prevalence of the unusual

amount of sickness among sheep and other stock

the past spring.

STIFLE OUT.

I would like to inquire if any subscriber can ask
questions through the FARMER,«free of charge. As
I have just commenced farming, I would like to
ask a few questions through the Farmer. And
first, my best cow threw her stifle out, and I can-
not keep it in place. I would like to know if the
editors or any of the readers of the Farmer can
tell me what I can do for her ? Sometimes she
does not limp at all, but at others she can hardly
walk. B. M. Ballard.
Fairfax, Vt., June 1, 1868.

,

Remarks.—Instead of making any charge for

publishing such inquiries, we are grateful to those

who take the trouble to make them ; because these

questions,—even those which appear the most sim-

ple to some,—draw out valuable hints and sugges-

tions. We hope the foregoing will do so. Since

its reception, a gentleman of much experience with

cattle, Mr. Charles Bird, of Walpole, Mass., in-

forms us that in very serious misplacements of the

stifle, it is necessary to fix up in the stable a rest or

swing for the animal, similar to that used by black-

smiths, so as to support a considerable portion of

the weight of the animal. The lame leg should

then be brought forvvai-d by means of straps, and
the bone put in place ; and an ointment of 4 oz. of

sweet oil, 3 oz. of skunk's oil, 3 oz. of good brandy,

3 oz. of balm of Gilead buds, 2 oz. of wormwood
and 1 oz. of hartshorn applied occasionally to the

joint. The animal should not be kept in the swing

more than four hours at a time.

But in your case we hardly think all this neces-

sary. The animal should be kept away from other

cattle, and as quiet as possible, on a smooth sur-

face, without being requiifcd to go over bars, or

up or down steps in passing to or from the stable.

We think a more simple liniment than that recom-
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mended above, or one composed of a part of the

materials mentioned, might prove beneficial. We
have much faith in the free use of pure cold water

in all euch cases. A decoction of 4 ounces of

worm\vood in 2 quarts of scalding vinegar, applied

cold is recommended by Dr. Dadd for strain in the

hips, and would perhaps be beneficial in case of

stifle. For deeply seated strains, Mr. Cole recom-

mends : Spirits of turpentine, half a pint ; oil of

organum, half an ounce ; olive oil, a pint and a

half; cantharides, half an ounce; mixed together

in a bottle. Rub in, morning and night. Should

it produce redness and tenderness, reduce by add-

ing olive oil.

CVRING HAY, SALT AND LIME.

Mr. Browx :—I noticed in the New England
Farmer, under date of August 17, 1867, an im-
proved method to me, of curing hay, viz. : four
quarts of lime and two quarts of salt. It appeared
Irom the same paper, that you also put down one
square in the same way. Please state the partic-

ulars in regard to the value of the hay, compared
with that cured by the common mode. What be-

comes of the lime ? Is it all taken up by the hay,
and therefore into the animals' stomachs ? If so,

are such quantities of lime good for animals ?

Fitchburg, Mass., June 2, 1868. E. Graham.

Remarks.—The grass upon which we put the

salt and lime was cut upon a* lawn, was not more

than five inches high, very juicy, and consequently

difiicult to cure. • It was dried as well as the

weather would permit, but when put into the barn

was damp and heavy. The lime and salt mixture

was added as the hay was stowed away. On ex-

amining it several times, no heat or musty smell

was found. It was fed out in March, and the cat-

tle ate it freely. It had not, however, the sweet

and fragrant odoi;that well made hay usually has.

We should recommend th^ use of the lime and

Bait only where it is found necessary to put hay

into the barn imperfectly cured. Nothing can add

value to the richness and flavor of English hay

that is well made.

A lot of grass cut from the same lawn about

fourteen days previously was dried out of doors

as well as the unfavorable condition ot the weather

would permit, was taken to the barn and spread

over the empty floor and scaff"olds, but in spite of

frequent turning and attention, grew musty, and

was essentially injured.

The salt and lime probably attract the moisture

ia the hay to themselves. When the hay was fed

out, some portion of the lime was found to fall

out in a fine dust, while pitching it over.

A correspondent of the Ulica Herald, Mr E.

Lampher, of West Martinsburgh, N. Y., who used

"less than a bushel of lime on forty tons of hay,"

put in the bays two years ago, while that in sheds

was not limed, says that the limed hay came out

all bright, but dusty. Stock cat it well, but when

his cows come in, in the spring, they did not give

as much milk as they lid the spring before, or this

spring, although they were messed with better

grain for milk than they have been this spring.

One of his horses has the heaves, and cannot work
on the limed hay without wetting, while other hay
affects it very little ; his other horse has no heaves

nor cough, but can eat the limed hay but a few
days without coughing badly. He has some of

the hay now, but cannot feed without wetting. In

this case it appears that the lime was used without

salt.

COOKING FOOD FOR CATTLE.

It appears to me that extravagant statements are
occasionally puhli^hod in agricultural papers in re-
spect to the advantai^'es of cutting and cooking
fodder for animals. In the Monthly Farmer for
December last, page 572, there is a brief report of
the discussion of tliis subject at one of the even-
ing meetings held during the New York State Ag-
ricultural Fair at Bulfalo, last fall. Some consid-
ered two bushels ot; steamed fodder berter than
three uncooked. One said that by cooking, the
value of food was doubled ; another that it was
trippled. Supposing the lowest estimate to l)e the
true one, what a pity that farmers generally are
not convinced of it. What an immense gain to
save even one-third of our fodder. It would very
sensibly lower the price of hay. Why do not
some of our agricultural societies or agricultural
colleges decide this matter by accurate experi-
ments ? Is it not their appropriate business ?

Derri/, N. H., Mat/, 1868. e. b.

Remarks.—The medical college, the theological

seminary, and the scientific school have failed to

settle questions on which men disagree in medi-

cine, divinity and science. Why, then, should we
expect the agricultural college to be more success-

ful In harmonizing the "many minds" of farmers ?

No, friend "B," the agricultural college may do

much good ; it may train the "head to save the

heels ;" it may compel chemistry and geology and
many other sciences to put their "shoulder to the

wheel" of the farmer's cart, and to prepare the

manure for his impoverished soil,—but it will

never do the thinking for the men who have the

granite of New Hampshire in their bones, the air

of the Green Mountains in their lungs, the sunrise

of Maine in their eyes, or the memory of the Pil-

grim Fathers, or of Roger Williams in their hearts.

The agricultural college may stimulate inquiry,

investigation, and experiment ; but it will never

supersede the necessity of individual thought and

experiment.

DEEP PLOUGHING.

I wish to inquire through your paper about deep
ploughing; wlictlier eighteen inches are not better
than twelve would be on most soils ?

IVeston, Vt., June Sth, 1868. E. A. Moore.

Remarks.—Very few farmers plough anything

like twelve inches deep, and yet among all those

who practice shallow ploughing there is not a sin-

gle one probably that would not like a rich soil

even eighteen inches deep. But will ploughing

alone secure such a soil ? Many of our agricul-

tural teachers seem to think so, and advocate uni-

versal'decp ploughing. In his new edition of Ele-

ments of Agriculture, Mr. Waring says, "the ad-

vantages of deep ploughing cannot be too strongly
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urged," and farmer Greeley of the New York Tri-

bune, who affirms that do garden or orchard should

be planted unless trenched or ploughed at least two

feet, holds that "deep ploughing is a remedy for

the woes of our country." The New England
Farmek also believes in and advocates what it

calls "deep ploughing." Is your question, then,

answered in the affirmative ? We think not.

Whether eighteen inches are better than twelve, or

six, or four, depends on circumstances. However
desirable a deep rich soil may be, it may be that

he who hasteth to plough deep without regard to

the character of the subsoil or the amount of ma-

nure he can apply, "considereth not," like old

Solomon's man that hasted to be rich, "that pover-

ty shall come upon him." Still we believe that a

gradual deepening of the furrow slice is desirable

on most of our old fields, and on many of them

quite necessary. The celebrated Mechi, of Eng-

land, ascribes his success in the cultivation of

heavy clay soils to deep ploughing and heavy ma-

nuring, and yet he cautions against turning up too

much of what be calls "the villainous subsoil,"

even on such land ; while on loose, sandy or grav-

elly soils he advises "compression" instead of

deep cultivation. If there were a bed of manure

twevle inches below the surface, or a strata of

the "green marl" of New Jersey, perhaps "the ad-

vantages of deep ploughing could not be too

strongly urged ;" but if instead of a bed of manure
or of a subsoil as good or better than that at the

surface, there is a layer of hungry sand, washed

gravel, or a pavement of boulders, little perhaps

would be said in favor of a two-foot furrow after a

fair trial. The fact is, that in ploughing, as in all

other operations on the farm, circumstances and

common sense must govern.

RAVE. FOR cow FODDER.
In the Farmer of May 23, is a communication

over the signature "N. S. T." on corn fodder for

soiling. I agree with him as far as he goes. But
he has said nothing of the best feed between the
first frost and winter. I have for a few years past
planted rape for green feed, after the frost has cut
corn. It is first-rate feed as long as it can be had
for snow. Say two and a half or three feet by
eighteen inches is about the right distance to plant
it, which may be done any time in June, the
sooner the better, however. The seed is the same
that is sometimes fed to birds, and may be had at
the seed stores in Boston. Rape makes the best
butter of anything I ever fed to cows. It wants rich
land. It won't grow on land without manure.

Westboro', Mass., June 14, 1868. W. S. Grow.

Remarks.—This plant which is largely grown in

Europe, belongs to the cabbage or turnip family, but

it never heads like the fonner, and its roots are of

little value compared with the latter. It is fre-

quently called coleseed in England, and ««w<<e in

France. Its seed is rich in oil, and the whole
plant is extremely valuable as green food for cattle

and sheep. The plants survive the winter in Eng-
land and produce seed the second year. There are

several different varieties of the rape. On heavily

manured land it grows to a height of six feet. Mr.

Blackie, an English writer on agriculture, remarks,

"I am almost afraid to say that I believe, with the

addition of some straw, an acre will keep thirty

head of cattle in full milk for a month."

NEW ENGLAND PIONEERS IN WESTERN VIRGINIA.

The following bit of history of two young men
from New England fell in my way some time
since, and I think it worthy of preservation.

In the year 1749, the head waters of the great

Kanawha River that lies immediately west of the

Alleghany mountains, in what i"? now West Vir-

ginia, was discovered ; and from the reports of that

rich country, abounding with. game and fish, many
visitors were attracted there the following year,

\7!j0, and among others two young men from New
England, by the name of Jacob Marlin and Stephen
Sewell. They were so captivated with the country,

and with the Buffalo, Elk and smaller game which
they found there, that they remained over winter,

though near a hundred miles from any white set-

tlement. Here they were found in the spring of

1751 by a surveying party from Eastern Virginia,

the Lewises and others ; but then living some eight

miles apart. Mr. Lewis inquired what could have
induced them to separate in the absence of all

other human beings, and was told that a little dif-

ference of opinion had caused the separation. At
this time, however, a better understanding existed,

and they were sufficiently friendly to salute each
other with "good morning, Mr. Marlin," and "good
morning, Mr. Sewell," when they chanced to meet.

The location of these young men, during that

winter has ever since retained their names. Mar-
lin's camp was on one of the finest bottoms on
Greenbrier River, and a post office there is called

"Marliu's Bottom." This "Bottom" has been cul-

tivated in corn and wheat for about one hundred
years, and that without manure or rest, and still

produces from fifty to eighty bushels of corn to the

acre. The writer, himself, has seen about eighty

bushels to the acre.

Sewell's shelter was a large ledge of limestone

rocks, near a tine spring, and the neighboring
stream is called "Stephen Hole Run" on the pub-
lic records of all the lands on that water. Both of

these localities are in Pocahontas County. During
the year 1751 Sewell went some forty miles further

west and was killed by the Indians on a mountain
known on the map of Western Virginia as "Sewell
Mountain," and a post near the place of his death
bears the name of "Sewell."
During this surveying expedition of Col. John

Lewis, in 1751, his party at one time became seri-

ously entangled in an almost impenetrable jungle

of the Green Brier bushes, and hence the name of
Greenbrier River has attached to the stream on
whose rich intervales these briers grew so luxuri-

antly. J. H. R.

Wesi Virginia, June 1, 1868.

TIME AND MODE OF MAKING HAY.

Esteemed Friends :—Being a subscriber to the

New England Farmer, and looking to it for in-

struction, I hope to see more definite instructions

as to making hay. I have several articles before

me recommending very early cutting, and not

making as much as is generally done ; but none of

the writers state whether they use salt or not.

I intend to cut earlier than usual, make two
days while the hay is green, and put four quarts of

slaked lime and salt, equal parts, per ton ; after

the grass is nearly ripe, I propose to get in the hay
the same day it is cut. Now if there is a better

way I would be glad to learn it, as hay is our most
important crop, and how to get it, the most impor-
tant question in farming.
Does steam from heating hay tend to draw
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lightning? Will lime and salt, used as I men-
tioned, liave any bad effect on the stock ? Would
it be advisable in any case to get in hay cut green,
the first dav ? Charlks Kezer.
East U'i/ithrop, Me., 6th mo. 15th, 1808.

Remarks.— It is generally understood that

chimneys from which heated air is ascending into

.the atmosphere, and barns stored with new hay,

the vapors from which also produce warm ascend-

ing currents, are especially liable to be struck by

lightning. Our own experiment in the use of hay

to which salt and lime was applied, and also that

of a gentleman in ^w York, are stated in another

place in this paper. Others who have used the

mixture think it has nolnjurious effect on stock.

EAST vs. WEST.—BUNCH ON COW.

Six years ago I came here to No. 4, near Lake-
villc, from Topsham in Sagadahoc Co., and bought
a farm on the head waters of the Schoodic lakes,

about thirty-five miles from Calais, and seventy
from Bangor, in preference to going West. I am
well sati>tied, and to day would not exchange with
any Western man for the same nural)er of acres.

We have plenty of good land, goud markets, and
good health. We have had a very wet spring this

season. Grass looks well. Apple trees are just

blooming out, which is very late for us.

1 have a cow that is sick. She has a lump on
her dewlap whei-e it joins the bri.-ket, about five

inches tluongh and ten long, and is as hard as a

rock, apparently. Some say that it is garget; but

it looks to me more like a tumor. I have given
garget and also put a piece in her brisket, but it

does not seem to run or do any good. Will some
one please give me some information through the

Farmer, and oblige a new beginner.
A. E. GOWELL.

Lakeville Plantation, Me., June 8, 1868.

Remarks.—Sometimes these bunches will yield

to repeated washings and rubbings with salt and

water, vinegar and water, or tar and salt. Some-

times surgical operations are performed, which are

often troublesome and costly. If the animal eats

well, it may be best to fatten her for beef. What
say others ?

BELLS FOR SEEEP.

Would it not be a good plan, for some one who
has them, to advertise in the Farmer bells to put

on sheep ; cow-bell pattern, small size, to frighten

bears, dogs and fixes away fiom sheep and lambs ?

Fifty dozen could be sold in this town if we knew
where to send for them. Can't you help us a little

and ohliiie. J- W. Lamprey.
Orforddlle, X. H., June 8, 1868.

Remarks.—In some dissertation on sheep that

we read lately we remember the remark was made

that every tenth sheep should wear a bell. Now if

there are 22,000,000 sheep in the United States, over

two million bells are wanted. Is not such a de-

mand worthy of the attention of some bell-maker ?

FOR RAISING PICKLES FOR MARKET.

Old pasture land is preferable. Plough it up now,
turn as smooth as possible and roll smooth, then

the grass will rot quickly and you will have no
weeds to trouble. Any kiml of well rotted manure
mixed with green niu'lit soil, or the nii^ht soil well

mixed with loam will rai-;e g)od pickles. Furrow
the ground both ways, having the rows four feet

one way by six the other, put two shovelfuls of
manure in a hill. Be sure and get the right kind
of seed. Obtain it from some one who has raised
for his own use. It will pay you to visit some
farmer who has been in the business and is willing
to impart the knowledge gained. Plenty of such
can be found in Lincoln and Concord, Middlesex
County. Farmers liereahouts usually contract in
the winter with pickle dealers in Boston to raise a
certain number of arres, at so much per thousand
pickles, delivered at the factory. Before the war
they were a profitable crop at $;i.2o per thousand.
They are a very easy crop to raise and. can bo
raised on any land where corn will grow. Plant
from the 10th to the 20th of June. z.

Reading, Mass., June 6, 1868.

SLIDING AND ROLLING HORSE RAKES.

In the Farmer of June 13, "Richard" 6f Oxford
county, Me., inquires for a lior^c rake that is not
liable to get out of order, and that slides the ha.y

along on the ground instead of rolling it as ail

spring tooth rakes do. After trying several
kinds of rakes, I have used for the last three
years one of the Warner wooden revolving rakes,
attached to wheels.* It obviates all the difficulties

which the writer speaks of. The teeth running
flat on the ground, it rakes clean, makes the snug-
gest window, and the best to pitch of any that I
ever saw, except those made with a hand rake.

They are easily managed, and durable. The rakea
are manufactured at Williston, Vermont.

Harmon Northrop.
Fairfield, Vt., June 15, 1868.

Remarks.—An anonymous con-espondent re-

commends Burt's Self Adjusting Independent,

Spring-tooth Rake, as one that rakes clean without

scratching, is easy to manage, and gives perfect

satisfaction in his case.

SUGAR FROM WHITE M.APLE TREES.

Your con-espondent, J. 1. Landman, of South
Londonderry, Vt., inquires if sugar can be made
from the common white maple. I have never seen
it made from that alone, but I do make it with the
rock maple. I have a second growth of t!iirty-two

trees, sixteen of them arc white maple. This year
I made about 100 pounds of as handsome sugar as
can be found in Vermont. He asks if it can be
profitably done. I think the sap is not so sweet as
the rock maple, but no doul)t it is profitable.

An Old Sugar Maker.
Westfield, Vt., May 25, 1868.

REMEDY FOR THE CURRANT WORM.
I saw in j'our last paper, you recommended

white hellebore, whirh is not only costly, but a
dangerous poison. Some j>crsons have been poi-

soned fatally by using it. 1 have used air slaked
lime for several years with perfect success. Take
lime that i-; air slaked so as to be tine as flour, and
sift it on with a hair or wire seive when the bushes
are wet with rain or dew, till they are white with
it. No fear of u-ing too much as it will not hurt

either leaves or fruit. It will also stop the slug on.

rose bushes. Subscriber.
Pepperell, Mass., June 13, 1868.

COW-CORN vs. SQUASH VINES AND WEEDS.

In an article on corn for green feed, "N. S. T."
referred to a conscientious milk man who aban-
doned the use of green corn. Was its use discon-

tinned through ignorance, or was the milk )pro-

dueed from it of inferior quality .' If the milk is

interior, what is the gain to the person who cou-
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sames his milk in the manufacture of butter and
cheese ? From the same article we learn that at a

certain stage of the gi-owth of the corn, the whole
value of a ripened crop is found in the green stalks.

If that is so, will it exhaust the fertility of the soil

as much to grow a crop of green corn, as it would
to ripen the same crop ? We need a substitute for

grass late in the season, and notwithstanding the
discussion of the cow-forn subject in the Farmer,
we prefer to try our luck with green corn, rather

than with t-quash vines and weeds. f.

MasUjard, N. H., June 10, 1868.

SALT FOR HYB.

In 1865 I sowed about eleven acres of land,

which had been entirely impoverished, con-

sisting mostly of light sandy soil, with rye

—

two bushels of seed to the acre. The field

had been in white beans the year before, and
had not returned the cost of seed and labor.

For the rye it was ploughed in July, and
buLikwheat sown, -syhich was turned over when
in blossom and rolled down. The rye was
sown in October, broadcast, and after harrow-

ing, ten barrels of refuse Saginaw salt was
spread over the field. The result was, in

some respects, extraordinary. Before ger-

mination, a tremendous gale, lasting through

several days, carried volumes of sand off the

field, reminding one of the simooms of Sahara.

The following winter was open, without snow
sufficient at any time to cover the rye. During
the succeeding summer and fall several severe

gales prostrated the timothy and corn in

neighboring fields, but did no injury to this

rye, which was of very rank growth and at-

tained an unusual height, yielding a trille over

thirty bushels to the acre. The rye crop in

my vicinity that year was almost a total failure.

In the spring of 1866, clover was sowed by a

machine on tlae young rye, and produced as

even a lay and good yield as could be desired.

My deductions from this experiment are,

that the salt gave increased growth and stout-

ness of straw, and increase of yield and plump-
ness of berry, fully confirming, to my mind,

the soundness of our revered friend John
Johnston's views on the use of salt as a fertili-

zer for wheat and rye.

—

E. N. Wilcox, Wlilt-

woocl, Mlcli., in Qountrij Gentleman.

HEALTH OF AMEKICAW CATTLE.
Among the curious things which we should

like to see explained, is the reason why
American cattle, of late years, are more af-

flicted with disease than formerly. The cen-

sus reports do not show such a marked
increase in numbers as to warrant the assump-
tion that it proceeds from any such increase.

We are constantly hearing of fatal maladies

breaking out among cattle in various parts of

the country ;—in the Eastern States, in the

Middle States and now at the West. The
so-called "native cattle" of the country were
singularly free of disease. Of late years

there has been a general desire to improve

our stock by strains of imported blood. We
do not say that this has been the direct or
indirect cause of disease, but the fact stands
boldly out, so far as the Central counties of
New York are concerned, that the trouble
among the herds commenced with the admix-
ture of thoroughbred blood in the herds.
The old stock of the country was far more
hardy and vigorous than are the improved
breeds of Great Britain. The climate of
Great Britain differs materially from that of
this country. How far a change of climate
and the infusion of blood from a less vigorous
race has affected the health of our stock, the
physiologist is best able to explain, but it

would be reasonable to suppose that all the
circumstances combined might have more or
less influence upon the health of American
cattle rendering them less able to resist dis-

ease.— Utica Herald.

APPLYIWQ MANURE.
After a variety of experiments running

through forty years of close application to ag-
riculture, I have adopted the following prac-
tice : 1st. Make and save all the manure you
can. 2d. Apply the winter's production to

the spring crops, so far as its condition will

allow its admixture with the soil ; and that

which needs decomposition, apply to winter
grain and top-dressing of meadows in autumn,
in applying manure to winter crops, I prefer
to fit the fallow well fii'st, then spread the ma-
nure as even as can be done ; sow the grain
and work the land thoroughly with a cultivator

and harrow. The manure being so near the

surface, protects the young plants from the

frosts and winds of winter, and places the very
food they want within ready reach of the plant,

and assists the grass seeds to a good catch.

In applying manure to spring crops, I put
the heaps at such convenient distances apart

that there is no difficulty in a careful hand
spreading it evenly over the ground, and spread
it only as fast as you are ready to plough it

under, to prevent waste by evaporation, and
ploHgh no deeper than is necessary to protect

the manure from waste by the elements, the

land having previously been thoroughly worked
by deep culture. It is seldom that a good
catch of seed fails by the foregoing practice,

unless the land has been cropped so much that

the vegetable mould is exhausted. Seed down
with the second crop, with a good application

of manure, and you will not have "worn out

lands."

—

Hiram Walker, Mexico, N. Y., in

Country Oentlemayi.

—According to the Monthly Report of the Di-

rector of the Bureau of Statistics of the Treasury

Department, Alex. Delmar, Director, it appears

that the importation of raw and fleece wool in

March, 1868, amounted to 1,866,820 pounds, and

in March 1867, 3,808,402 pounds.
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PRESERVING ARTICLES OF POOD.
ERHAPS in no department of

human economy has there

^ been a greater advance with-

in a few years past, than in the pre-

serving of articles of diet in a whole-

some and palatable condition, for the

use of travellers, sailors, soldiers

and families.

Condensed milk, canned fruits and meats
;

pemmican ; dried fruits, as apples and peaches
;

Hosford's essence of ^eef, in which the nutri-

tive substance of an ox is reduced to a few

pounds and packed in a sealed can, ready to

be transported' in the traveller's trunk, and

converted in a few minutes into a rich soup

;

Professor Gamgee's method of preserving

meats in their natural form so that whole quar-

ters of beef and mutton can be transported

from South America to Europe in a good con-

dition, and brought upon the tables of London

or Paris without their taste or healthfulness be-

ing in the least impaired,—are but a few of

the instances that might be mentioned, of what

science has suggested for the convenience or

necessities of many. The preserving of veg-

etables, fruits and meats, in a fresh state, in

our houses, kept at a uniform temperature,

sufficiently low to prevent fermentation and

decomposition, and just above the freezing

point, is another instance of the same kind.

In this way, articles that would otherwise rap-

idly decay, can be stored when there is a sur-

plus in the market, and be kept till they are

wanted, to the advantage of both the producer

and the consumer. Such establishments are

springing up in the vicinity of large cities,

and if they do not become sources of monop-

oly and speculation, will prove a great conven-

ience

Our attention has been turned to this sub-

ject, by a notice in the Report of the Depart

ment of Agriculture, of the drying of sweet

.potatoes, to which we briefly alluded a few

weeks since. This tuber is wonderfully pro-

ductive at the South, and is not only cheap and

nutritious, but is a favorite article of food

with all classes. The difficulty of keeping it

ia fully appreciated by families and dealers in

vegetables.

Dr. C. K. Marshall, in the Vicksburg Times

in September last, as-ked, "Cannot sweet po-

tatoes, which our soil and climate are so won-

derfully adapted to produce, be cut into slices

and so dried that they might be made an arti-

cle of merchandise ? Fruits and vegetables

have been dried and prepared for shipment,

and thus become valuable crops. If sweet

potatoes can be treated so as to preserve the

saccharine matter, and become an article of

food, even though not as agreeable as the un-

dried root in its best condition, they would pay

as handsomely as any product of the Southern

soil " This inquiry has been answered by

Francis 11. Smith of Baltimore, who has dried

sweet potatoes successfully in his drying tun-

nel, which is a chamber of lathes and plaster,

twenty feet long and six feet in breadth and

depth, with a peculiar furnace at one end,

and a chimney of boards at the other, capa-

ble of preparing twenty-five bushels of dried

peaches.

The potatoes are peeled by a little machine

and sliced three-eighths of an inch think by

another, with great rapidity. When dried

they have lost two-thirds of their weight,

weighing twenty pounds ; are white and so

flinty, that a knife makes but little impression

upon them ; but when cooked—steaming is the

best way—they resume their original appear-

ance and are in every respect equal to the un-

dried root in its best condition. Should the

sweet potato in this dried state, become a pop-

ular article of diet, and we see no reason why
it should not, especially at the North, where

the difficulty of presenting it is so much greater

than at the South, it would be of great eco-

nomical value. We see no reason why the

common potato may not^be dried in the same

way, although its better keeping property

makes this less necessary
;
yet it would thus be

rendered portable, and might be more readily

obtained in many cases in which it is now im-

possible to get it. How much suffiering might

thus be saved in the camp and the naval service,

from which its free use would banish scurvy,

that terrible scourge of the soldier and sailor.

Soil for Flowers —Leaf mould is good
for flowers if two or three years old, and very
much decayed ; when but half rottwn it is an
injury. Rotten sod is the best sod for flow-

ers ; and cow manure which has lain two
years to rot, the best fertilizer. Where rot-

ten sod is not eas^ily obtained, the edging
parings of walks may be preserved in a heap
for flower purposes.— Gardener''s Monthly.
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TREATMENT OF OLD ORCHARDS.
I have an orchard of about five hundred apple

trees that were set forty years ago, one rod apart.
When I came into possession of the farm, eight
years since, tlie trees had been neglected to such
an extent that full one-half of the limbs were
dead, and now one-half of the trees are dead.
The remaining trees are large and have a large
amount of brush. I have thought of cutting them
down, and put two trees in a pile, and Inirn wood
and brush all together, and then set half the num-
ber of trees oa the same ground in the ash beds.
Please inform me what j'ou think of it. o. h.
New Vineyard, Me., June 9, 1868.

Remarks.—Well, we are not prepared to

endorse your plan. Perhaps we should be if

we could see your trees. But if the "large

amount of brush," you speak of, is live wood,

either of old limbs or sprouts, we should cer-

tainly hesitate to apply the torch. We have

eaten so much fine fruit from rejuvenated old

orehards that we are disposed rather to say,

"Woodman, spare that tree." The pomolo-

gical tutor of one of the editors of the Farmer,

the late Chauncey Goodrich, of Burlington,

Vt., was very successful in making old or-

chards "almost as good as new," and we pro-

pose to give you a brief account of the treat-

ment he adopted, and which we assisted him

in executing, for reclaiming old apple trees.

We do this the more readily as our memory
is refreshed by a little work he published in

1850, entitled Northern Fruit Culturist.

After admitting that our old orchards in

New England are becoming scrubby and

worthless, and rapidly dying out, he inquires

for the cause. He alludes to the well settled

principle in vegetable physiology that no plant

or tree will flourish and produce fruit in ordi-

nary soils, after the particular ingredients re-

quired for its growth is exhausted, though

other plants or trees may grow there in the

most perfect manner. Analyses of the sap-

wood and of the bark of apple trees, show
that both are composed largely of potash,

lime and carbonic acid, viz :

—

Sapwood. Bark.
Potash 16.19 4.930
Phosphate of lime 17.50 2.425
Carbonic acid 29.10 34.830
Lime 18.63 61 678

Total 81.41 * 93.763

These, and the other materials, such as soda,

magnesia, organic matter, &c., which accord-

ing to the analysis make up the tree, were

abundant in the new soils of New England,

and hence for a time . apples were easily raised

on new land. But as these materials become
exhausted our orchards fail, and nature pro-

poses a "rotation of crops." No farmer ex-

pects to grow corn for twenty or fifty years

by planting it every spring, in the same hilla,

without manure or .cultivation, especially if in

afield of grass. Is it not as unreasonable to

look for successive annual crops of apples

under similar circumstances ? In some cases,

also, the soil, which* was at first loose and po-

rous from the presence of the leaves and roots

of the primitive forests, has become com-

pacted and too wet.

If right in this brief statement of the dis-

ease of our sick orchard, at least "half the

cure" is suggested. If the trees are starving

they must be fed, and if their feet are in cold

water, we can draw oflf the water easier than

we can take their feet or roots out of it.

The first prescription of Mr. Goodrich was
uniformly a dose of plough. Then for each

large old tree "take" a bushel of slaked lime,

or ashes, with plenty of peat or swamp muck,

or any coarse vegetable matter, with enough

stable manure to fit the ground for corn or

potatoes, which may be cultivated upon the

land. After this an annual top dressing of

muck with refuse lime or ashes, should be ap-

plied. Never sow any grain under the trees,

and if you must let the grass grow after the

trees are started, cut that under them, at

least as far as the branches extend, "early and
often," and leave it there for a mulch,—don't

begrudge the tree that much.

The next year after this cultivation and
manuring, commence operations on the trees.

So far you have acted the part of a "physi-

cian;" your "alteratives" and "tonics" have

invigorated the system of your patient ; and

you now enter upon your duties as a "sur-

geon." Don't forget that your patient is a

living, organized being,—and not the "dead

subject" of the "dissecting room."

Scrape the old bark from the bodies and

large limbs, and with a large brush or broom
apply ashes and water to them ; this will de-

stroy insects and give a healthy appearance.

White-washing with lime is always bad for a

tree, as a hard crust is left. As the trees

will now be in a growing state, they can be

grafted successfully, which cannot be done

with scrubby, uncultivated, dormant ones.

Commence grafting by removing at least one-

half of the top, and the whole of the centre,

which alone should be grafted this season.
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This ' will increase the growth of the lower

branches, so that the next season they can be

grafted successfully ; the third and fourth

season, any limbs left should be removed or

grafted, so as to present an entire new top.

If we examine the body or limbs of a tree

covered with sprouts, we shall find it rotten

at the heart. If these sprouts are yearly re-

moved, the tree will gradually decay and die.

If a portion of them sufficient to form a new
top, are retained, and a severe yearly prun-

ing of the old limbs is given, the whole of the

old top may be removed in five years, and a

new, healthy, bearing top formed. Dead or

decaying limbs rapidly exhaust the life and

vigor of a tree ; as long as any part of a tree

js alive,^ dead limbs must at some point join

the living part, and necessarily be slowly, but

constantly, exhausting its vitality. Great care

should be u?ed, in cutting off large limbs, to

cut thein obliquely, and so close to a growing

limb, or sprout, as to have a lip soon form

over its edges, which effectually protects that

most vital part of a tree, the bark. To en-

able any tree to do this, some covering must

be applied where the limbs are removed. The

best (and we have tried all kinds we have ever

heard of) we have ever used, is common tar,

made thick, when warm, with brick-dust, pro-

cured by grinding to a powder soft brick

;

this when kept in a small kettle, can easily be

applied, when warm, with a common painter's

brush. For small trees or small limbs com-

mon grafting wax will answer all purposes

;

but from large limbs, it will peel off the first

season. Where new tops are formed from

shoots, and the old top removed, care must be

used not to do it too soon ; if so, the growth

is so suddenly checked that the new wood is

destroyed. A sufficient number of new shoots

or suckers, to form a new top, should be re-

tained, and suffered in all cases to grow till

one inch or more in diameter at the bottom,

and then only a part of the (op removed in

one season. Stocks grafted should be left at

least twenty inches long.

We have seen trees in Mr. Goodrich's reno-

vated old orchards, with only a strip of live

wood and bark of from one to two-thirds of

the circumference of the original trunk re-

maining, and consccjuen^y so weak as to ne-

cessitate careful propping, yet heavily loaded

with splendid fruit.

In closing these somewhat extended re-

marks, we must pay our correspondent, "O.

II." in his own coin, by repeating his words
;

"Please inform us what you think of it?"

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
The Elements of Agricultlre : A Book for Yonng
Farmers. By George E. Willing, Jr., Author of
"Draininif for Prolit and Draining f>r Hia th," for-

merly Agricultural Engineer of tne Cn'ural Park in
Now York. Second and Revist d Edilion. New
York: Tribune Association. j868. Price $1. 251
pages.

Tliis is neither a scientific treatise nor a Land-

book for practical farming. It is merely an at-

tempt, the author informs us, to translate into com-
mon language, for the use of every-day farmers,

that which science has discovered and has told in

its own necessarily technical terms, and which
practical experience has proven to be of practical

value. This, we believe is a difficult task. The
old adage that there is no royal road to learning,

is just as applicable to the "evei"y-day farmer" as

to the sons of kings. And if it were true, as our

author asserts in the opening of the first chapter

of his book, that a knowledge of the "exact com-

position" of plants is necessary to their successful

cultivation, a famine such as the world has never

known, must at once follow, because it is not proba-

ble that one farmer in ten thousand possesses this

knowledge. Agriculture is an art, which men
learn as they learn other arts ; and it is possible

to cultivate the earth successfully and economi-

cally with very little knowledge of the chemical

properties of soils or plants.

Still we do not ignore nor undervalue scientific

agriculture, or scientific knowledge. We believe

that every farmer in these days of many books and
papers, and in these days of wise writers, who have

all manner of chemical and other scientific terms at

least at their fingers' ends, ought to be posted as to

their meaning. This Mr. Waring gives in a plain, if

not always perfectly satisfactory manner, and we
commend the book to farmers and farmers' boys who
stumble at the big words they come across in their

agricultural reading, and to those alto who wish

to know what science is doing for the farmer, and

how she does it.

Five IIcndred and Seven Mechanical Movements,
embracing all those which are most important in Dy-
namics, U>di>iulic8, liydror-taiics, Putuniuiics, dteam
Eiigincp, Mill and other Gearing, Piexscs, IIi ruh gy,
and mitfcellani ous Machinery ; and includinu muMV
Movemeits never bcfjre published, and fcveial which
have only receiitly come into une. By Henry T.
Brown, Editur of the ^;nericf/n^r<j8an. New York:
Brnwi), Coomhe & Co. Bostou : New England Newa
Coniyany. 18o8.

The illustrations and letter-press descriptions of

these five hundred and seven mechanical move-

ments arc on opposite pages, so that the one may
be readily compared with the other. A copious

alphabetical index also facilitates reference. We
think the work must be indispensable to artisans,

inventors and all who would understand the me-

chanic arts, as well as to every one who operates
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machinery or carries a watch. As machinery is

introduced upon the farm, a knowledge of mechan-

ical movements becomes necessary to those who
run mowing machines, tedders, threshers, planters,

&€., and we advise farmers and farmer's boys to

procure this little volume, from which much may
be learned of the principles of machinery, and of

what it is capable of doing.

IOWA AGKICUIiTURAIi COLLEGE.

An. important business meeting of the Board

of Trustees of this College was held May 11th.

Officers and Professors were elected as fol-

lows :

—

President—Professor A. S. Welch, formerly of
the Michigan State Normal School.
Professor of Chemistry and Practical Mechanics

—Prof. W. A. Anthony ,"of Antioch College.
Professor of Mathematics—Mr. G. W. Jones,

Principal of Franklin Institute, New York.
Professor of Practical Agriculture—Mr. Norton

S. Townsend.
Professor of Geology and Natural History—^Mr.

M. St. John.

A Board of Non-Resident Professors or

Lecturers was also recommended, consisting

of Prof. Agassiz, Hon. J. B. Grinnell, J. J.

Thomas, Dr. John A. Warder, Dr. Dadd, and

Prof. Johnson.

A resolution to admit females to the privi-

leges of the College on the same condition as

males was adopted by a vote of nine to three.

From the report of the committee to whom
this subject was referred, we make the follow-

ing extract :

—

If young men are to be educated to fit them for
successful, intelligent, practical farmers and me-
chanics, is it not as essential that young women
should be educated in a manner that will qualify
them to properly understand and discharge their
duties as wives of fixrmers and mechanics. The
greatest defect in the education of girls and young
ladies of the present day, is the tendency to limit
their acquirements to the superficial, frivolous ac-
complishments that unfit them for rational enjoy-
ments, useful or satisfactory pursuits. Influenced
by the fashionable course of instruction so preva-
lent, they soon learn to despise labor, to look upon
it as degrading, and turn from the young men who
aie employed in industrial pursuits, with fselings
of pity, if not of aversion, as though a life devoted
to honest labor was a misfortune to the young man
wTiose choiue or necessity had led him to adopt it.

Again we hold, that we as Trustees, have no right
to exclude girls from the benefits of our State Ag-
ricultural College. The funds for the purchase of
the farm and the erection of the buildings, are de-
rived from the tax payers of the State, and upon
what principles of justice can we declare that only
those who have sons shall enjoy its benefits ?

The committee further says that all the

other colleges in the State, including the Uni-

versity, admit girls upon equal terms with

boys, as does also the Kansas Agricultural

College.

It was recommended that the number of

students to be admitted for the first term should

not exceed one for each member of the State

House of Representatives, making the whole

number ninety-nine.

For the New England Farmer.

EABLT CUT AND POOKLY CUBED HAY.
Believing that the neat cattle and sheep of

the New England States are worth a great
many dollars less,—that their health has been
injured and their condition reduced, by the use
of partly grown and imperfectly cured hay,
which has been much encouraged of late by
agricultural papers, I feel it to be a duty to

my brother farmers to enter my protest and
caution against the practice ; though by so do-
ing I should find my own convictions in oppo-
sition to that of all mankind.
The experience of observing farmers gen-

erally, in New England, for a long series of
years had established the rule that the right

time to cut English grass is when it is in blos-

som ; but as it cannot all be cut exactly at the

right moment, it has been necessary to mow a
part a little ealier, while another part stands a
little later. I do not advocate the principle of
letting grass stand until the stalk becomes
woody and wiry, but when I see a farmer cut-

ting his grass before one spear in ten shows its

head, I feel that he is suffering a great waste.

I also most earnestly object to the modern
doctrine of slack drying of hay, believing that

it is at best a saving "that tends to poverty."
Hay put into a bay poorly dried will sweat

out more weight than the sun and air would
have dissipated in proper curing. An amount
sweetness, goodness and nourishment for the

beast, is thus destroyed that never can be re-

turned to it. If you wished to keep your
family in good health, would you think of feed-

ing them with bread made from any kind of
grain that had been closely packed in a large

body in such condition that it would heat,

swell and perhaps some of it sprout ? How
then can we expect our cattle to be in a healthy

condition that are fed on slack-dried, musty
hay ? I do believe that cattle and horses will

be in better condition fed on Massachusetts

ivild meadow hay, well cured, than on Maine,
New Hampshire and Vermont early cut, up-

land hay, poorly cured. If this is not the

case, why are the store cattle in Massachusetts,

where so much of this meadow hay is used,

in better condition in the spring of the year
than Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont
cattle are, where they have such an abundance
of English hay ?

What experienced horseman who has a
beautiful mare from which he hopes to raise a

colt worth one thousand dollars, would send

her into the country to be fed on early cut and
musty hay ?
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Almost everybody considers white clover or

honeysuckle the best of feed in a pasture. I

do know from lon<^ experience that this kind

of feed will not fatten a creature and will not

make so much milk or so much butter, while

it is all growing beautifully, and when, as

some observers will say, 'your pasture looks as

white as a sheet,' as it will after some of the

heads become ripe.

I used to think that my cows must be out

early to feed, while the dew was on. This

may be necessary where the feed in the pas-

ture is short, and all day is required for the

animals to fill themselves ; but experience has

taught me that when I can have as much
feed as I should like, and as much as there

should always be, that my cows do bet-

ter not to eat one mouthful of feed in the pas-

ture until after the dew is oiF, especially in

honeysuckle. Asa G. Sheldon.
Wilmington, N. H., June 13, 18G8.

For the K'ew England Farmer.

DO BOTS EVER KILL HORSES P

We were not a little surprised to see a state-

ment in the weekly Farmer of June C, and in

the Monthly, page 330, from Mr. Stuart's

"American Fanner's Horse Book" that "there

is no evidence, that, in his normal condition,

the bot ever injures the horse's health in the

least degree." And again, "as to the popular

belief that the bot causes the death of the

horse by eating through the stomach," Mr.
Stuart says: "although the stomach i^ often

found to be completely riddled by the bots,

as the popular expression is, there is good
reason to believe the work is done entirely

after the horse is 'struck by death.'
"

Now, in 1850 we lost a valuable horse, un-

der these circumstances : Early in the fall the

horse was turned out to grass in good health,

as we supposed, though we noticed that she

did not feed quite as well as usual. In the

morning the horse was nearly dead. Her
suffering must have been intense. It hardly

seemed possible that an animal could be al-

tered so much in one night. She appeared to

be in the greatest agony ;
holding up her head,

and laying it over on her side, as if conscious

of what was the trouljle, and appearing as

horses are said to appear when they have the

bots.

We immediately sent for a horse farrier,

who lived near by, but the horse was dead

when he arrived. He opened the animal, and

inside of the stomach clusters of bots, from

the size of a four-pence-half-penny up to that

of a dollar, were found so closely together

that it was impossible to see any interstices

between them, and in perfect circles. Her
stomach was literally covered with those clus-

ters, and in every instance they had eaten

completely through the inside of the stomach,

but leaving the outside covering untouched.

In no case had they eaten through that. If

they were endeavoring to escape on account
of the illness of the animal, or other cause,
why did they stop there ? The fact that they
had eaten their way to this tough skin as

evenly as though carved with a knife, showed
most conclusively to my mind that the inside

stomach was devoured to satisfy the appetite

of these parasites, which thus caused the death
of the horse.

Will Mr. Stuart say that the horse was
"struck by death, and the animals were trying

to escape ?" Then why did not some of them
do so ? Why thus uniformly eat their way to

the outside covering of the stomach, and no
further ? Simply because it was not so good
as the other part.

Again, says our author, "the cuticular cov-

ering of the stomach to which the bof fastens

himself by means of two little bearded hooks,
is nearly if not wholly insensible, having no
more feeling, apparently, than the horse's

hoofs. When the animal is in health, it is

hard, rigid, impenetrable, and the bot, if ever
so much disposed to do so, would attack it in

vain ; bnt when death seizes him, this coating

becomes relaxed and soft, and begins rapidly

to decompose. Then only it is that the bot
can or does ever work his way through it,"

&c. How does Mr. Stuart or any other man
know that the inside or cuticular covering of
the stomach of a living and well horse is im-
pervious to the bot ? Has he or any body
else ever been there to ascertain these facts .•*

We have heard the assertion made before,

that the horse is never known to die from the

effects of bots. We protest against such

wholesale, theoretical assertions, unsustained

by facts. From their boldness and novelty

they arrest attention, and thus go far to estab-

lish a popular belief and error.

The statement that the bot is hereditary

with the horse may be true or may not. It may
also be true that what we call the bot is only

the offtpring of the gad fly ; but that it cannot

penetrate the inner or cuticular coating of the

horse's stomach until "after the animal is

struck by death," we deny ; for what our eyes

have seen, and our hands have handled, that

we are bound to believe.

There are one or two facts more in connec-

tion with this case that perhaps it may be well

to give. The horse had been used during the

day, and her stomach was empty. Probably
the bots, by seizing simultaneously on her

stomach, put her in very great distress, which

must have caused a great disturbance in her

l)Owels. Her manure, which was to be seen

in probably not less than twenty places where
the animal had been up and down through the

night, was in the first place natural, but

changed by regular gradations as it was
voided, down to the consistency of mere wa-

ter. And from a robust, sound, and well-

looking animal, she was changed to a mere
skeleton. If it had been possible to have

taken out all her bowels, 1 do not think she
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could have looked any thinner. And all this

the result of a single night''s distress and ag-

ony.

Of all the animals that God has given to

man perhaps there is none more useful or

more noble than the horse. How oCten have

we seen him when in distress appeal to us for

relief in every way except that of a spoken
language. We, as his superiors, ought to

know his diseases, and their proper remedies.

It is a commonly received opinion that among
the ills his llesh is heir to, are bots. But if

after the lapse of so many ages, it is still a

disputed point whether they are ever injuri-

ous, it is surely time the question was settled.

I am but an ordinary individual, and gener-

ally allow the world to slip and slide as it will,

but when I see an idea advanced, contrary

to the teachings of experience and analogy, I

feel it my duty to protest against its accept-

ance, and call for more proof and better rea-

sons than appears to have been advanced in

this case. Joxa. Farxxui.
So. Uxbridge, Mass., 6th mo. 15, 1868.

For the Kew England Farmer,

ITOBTH EASTON PLANTING COMPANY.
Dear Sir :—Your kindly notice of the North

Easton Planting Company was joyfully received

by us at this time. It gives us strength and
courage in this important movement.

In April, we announced our intention to

form a planting company upon this most sim-

ple and equitable plan, the outlines of which
you gave in the Farmer for April 23. We
found any quantity of persons ready and wil-

ling to invest from one to twenty-five dollars

in the stock of this company, with its only two
self-constituted officers, Chief Manager and
Treastirer ; but seven persons (the requisite

number for a legal organization) could not be

found with courage to venture their reputation

in so humble an enterprise.

Nevertheless a few of us are doing some-

thing. We have seven acres of land now
planting, and as the people are fast growing
into favor with this movement, we shall soon

have a permanent organization, and issue our

stock certificates for the sowing a good breadth

of land this coming fall to winter grain. So
that all lovers of good bread can, in the course

of the summer save up a few dollars to invest

in this and similar companies ; and evermore
tind that in "Our father's house there is bread
enough and to spare."

Our outlays, thus far, in planting, have in

no instance exceeded our estimate. A strict

account is being kept and a full report will be
made at the maturity of the crop.

As a testimony of our appreciation of your
kindly notice of us, we present you with one
of our certificates of stock. It will do to fill

up your museum of curiosities if nothing more.

By this you will know the value of one dollar

invested in our corn plantation, as we shall

forward to you your share at maturity.

L. Smith, Manager.

Remarks.—We most gratefully acknowl-

edge the receipt of the certificate of stock al-

luded to above. We shall look with interest

for our share of the dividends of this new form

of co-operative industry, particularly as "Corn

with Beans intermixed" remind us of our fa-

vorite dish, good old Yankee succotash. The
industrial classes in Europe, as well as in this

country, are considering and experimenting

largely with the co-operative principle. In

fact, what more vital among all the principles

of free government than that of co-operation ?

We hope, therefore, our friends will pardon

us for copying our certificate, which may stiU

further illustrate the operation of this plant-

ing company :

—

• "Co-operative Plantation, No. 3, for 1868.

—For one dollar received, the bearer is entitled to f
one-liftieth part of the net income from one acre
of land, to be managed and operated l)y the North
Easton Planting Company, the principal crop to be
Corn, with Beans intermixed. Dividends will be
made principally in the productions, and delivered
free to the stockholders residing within a radius of
five miles from the plantation, and at a moderate
charge to those residing at a further distance. L.
Smith, Chief Manager. M. D. Schindle, Treasurer.
Location of plantation, Dikeman farm, North
Easton."
"Explanation—Plantations, Nos. 1 and 2, Pota-

toes ; 3, Corn ; 4, Beans and Squashes ; 5, Cab-
bages ; 6, Turnips ; 7, Buckwheat. All moneys
not expended, either from the sale of crops or from
the capital not used, will also be divided."
"Hon. Simon Brown."

For the Kew England Farmer,

VALUE OF FORESTS.

The preservation, growth and culture of the

woods or forests of New England are subjects

of interest to every citizen. The inclemency

of our winters draws heavily upon them for

the support of the family fire, while our net-

work of railroads require large quantities of

fuel to warm up the iron horse lor the work
that is required of him.

It is to be regretted that our forests should

be destroyed by the wholesale, as they are,

and that so little effort is made to keep up the

supply. There is a large breadth of worn and

exhausted or rough land, unfit for cultivation,

that would pay a fair rate of interest, if al-

lowed to grow up to wood. Our forests per-

form at least a three-fold purpose : first as a
means of renovating the soil, and restoring it

to something like its primitive fertility ; sec-

ond, their value for timber and fuel ; and third,

their influence on our climate. From careful

observation there can be no doubt that the
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volume of water has been sensibly diminished

in many of our brooks and rivers within a com-
paratively brief period. There are many
streams which a century and a half ago were
capable of turning mills that do so no longer.

I have looked with astonishment at the remains

of old dams on these streams, and have asked

why this great change ? At this day they are

wholly insufficient for the purpose for which

they were once used, I can account for it on
no other ground, than the removal of the for-

est which once bordered them or their sources,

and thus allowing the fierce rays of a summer
sun to fall on the soil, and giving the dry and
parching winds full sweep over the country,

which carry off the moisture, &c. to other dis-

tricts more favorably situated for condensing

the humidity of the atmosphere.

Within the writer's memory, the tracks of

our thunder showers have changed in a great

measure. I can account for it on no other

theory than that of the removal of large belts

of woods, which has changed the path of the

passing vapor. ^
Open plots in woods are almost always more

fertile than exposed fields, probably from the

vapor given off by the surrounding atmos-

phere, and its transmission to the soil by the

leaves ; also from being better sheltered from
cold currents of air, thus enjoying a more
equal and higher temperature during the

growing season.

On most of our farms there are many acres

of but little value for annual cultivation, which,

by a very small outlay of labor, could be
planted with one or several of our forest

trees. In but a few years it would require

thinning for fire wood, and the remaining trees

could stand longer for timber, or the whole
may be removed and the owner would have a
renovated soil at but little cost. The writer

is fifty-six years old, but he has lived to see

saw logs grow from the seed planted since he

was fourteen years old. H.

Epping, N. H., Jan., 1868.

For tlie New England Farmer.

PREPARATION OF LAND FOR "WHEAT.

I will mention an idea suggested to me a

few days ago in relation to the preparation of

land for winter wheat. A piece of old land

was nicely fitted with plenty of well rotted

manure, harrowed in with the seeds. \Vhen this

was done the owner, to make the crop sure

against winter killing, covered the whole piece

with a good coating of straw. After this, he

concluded, as he wished to have his piece a

little larger, to break up a piece of green
sward adjoining, without manuring or straw or

rolling the turf down. In ploughing, the fur-

rows ran up and down the slight declivity on
which the field was located.

Now for the result. The first piece, al-

though it was the highest and dryest part of

the lot was a failure,—being winter killed

—

while the second was a splendid crop. There
seems to be no other way to account for the

difference than to suppose that the sward was
perfectly surface drained below the roots of
the plants by the eight-inch furrows which left

no water to freeze about the roots. I think

much grass land might be renewed profitably

by this method, with care in ploughing to lap

furrows carefully and taking the advantage of
the descent of the land, if there is any ; then
give a good top-dressing to be harrowed in

with the wheat and stocked down, the first

year. The drainage thus secured will favor a
good "catch" for the grass, as it prevents the

wheat from winter killing.

Diarrhcea or Scours in Cows.
It may benefit some one for me to mention

my success in curing a cow that was vio-

lently attacked with the scours, which was tak-

ing her llesh off rapidly and had nearly dried
up her milk. My hired man told me to boil

hemlock bark and give her small doses in a
bran mash till cured. This cured her in less

than three days, and she has been doing nicely

ever since. Be careful not to give too much
at a dose, as it might prove too astringent or

binding.

UneaBiness of Cows in Stables.

Can you or any of the readers of the Far-
mer tell me the cause or cure for cows that

stamp their hind feet violently on the floor

while they are stanchioned to be milked.

Mine have spells of stamping, as if their feet

itched or pained them so that they could hardly

endure it. It generally lasts about fifteen

minutes, and then they will be quiet again.

Hiving Bees.

I have to acknowledge the timely benefit I

have just received in perusing the last Far-
mer, by way of information in relation to hiv-

ing bees, as I have had no experience in this

business, and have some about ready to swarm.
The above article caused me to realize the fact

that we, brother farmers, could benefit each

other greatly by imparting such little infor-

mation as we obtain from our personal expe-

rience or observation, for the benefit of oth-

ers. T. c. N.

Williston, VL, June, 1868.

Rem^vrks.—An article on Foot Rot In Cows,

in another column, will probably lead you to

examine the feet of your cows for this or some

other disorder, as the possible cause of the

uneasiness you allude to. The exhortation to

"do good and communicate, forget not," can-

not be repeated too oflen.

—Mr. Riley, State Entomologist of Missouri,

states that the lady Idrds, those little blessings,

are attacking the potato bug in the egg and de-

stroying multitudes in Illinois, Iowa, and Missouri.
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CIKCUIiATION OF SAP.

The late article of our correspondent, "C.

N. A.," on the source of the saccharine mat-

ter in the sap of maple .trees, and on the

causes and conditions of its flow, was well

calculated to excite thought and inquiry.

In reading the new edition of Waring's

"Elements of Agriculture," noticed last week,

we found the following illustration of the

manner in which food is taken up by the

"spongioles" or mouths of the roots of plants,

—an illustration, by the way, which we had

some trouble in referring to after we had shut

up the book, from the want of an alphabetical

index to subjects ; an omission that we can

hardly excuse in any book-maker. We found

it at last, however, on pages 36 and 37, as

follows

:

Take a tumbler, filled entirely full with water;
tie over it a bladder, and on tlie bladder sprinkle a
little salt. The bladder becomes moist throughout
its entire thickness, and transmits enough mois-
ture to the salt to dissolve it gradually, and as fast

as it is dissolved, it passes through the bladder
into the water inside of the tumbler. In a long
enough time the water can be made, in this way,
to dissolve as much salt as though it had been
stirred into it without the intervention of the blad-
der. If we keep the salt soaking wet, as it lies on
the outside of the bladder, it will pass through
much more rapidly, but if we do not wet it by a
direct application of water, enough water will
reach it through the membrane to allow it to pass
into the tumbler, as above described. The roots
of plants contain sap, which is separated from the
plant-food in the soil, by a thin film of matter,
which constitutes its cell-walls. So long as the
water of the sap has the capacity to dissolve more
mineral matter than it already contains, it will
take it through the cell-walls, as the salt is taken
through the bladder. If the plant-food outside of
the roots is in a moist condition, it will be taken
up more rapidly than if too dry. The moistiu'e of
the soil itself, containing mineral matter in solu-
tion, passes through the cell-walls to supply the
place of that which has been evaporated at the
leaves, the matters in solution passing through
with the water itself.

^

We are also glad to see that the editor of

the Boston Cultivator, who is versed in the

science of botany, has let in a few rays of

light on the "unusually visible darkness" in

which our correspondent thinks the remarks
of the editor of the Maine Farmer left the

subject.

Experiments made by distinguished vegeta-

ble physiologists are cited, in which the stem

of trees were tapped, at different heights from
the ground, for the purpose of ascertaining

the points where the sap made its first appear-

ance. In all the cases mentioned the exdua-
tion of sap in the spring occurred earlier in

the lower than in the upper part of the trunk,

tending to show that the /t«(i portion, at least,

of the sap comes-fromthe "cold, dark ground."
As to the amount of sap in vines and trees,

Keith's Botanical Lexicon, (London,) is given

as authority for the assertion that "a small

branch of a vine has been known to yield from
twelve to sixteen ounces in the space of
twenty-four hours ; a maple of moderate size

yields about 200 pints in a season; and a
birch tree has been known to yield a quantity

equal to its own weight.

As to its chemical composition, reference is

had to "Ann. de Chim." for the remarks that,

if exposed to the action of fire, sap emits

bubbles of carbonic acid gas, exhales a strong

odor of vinegar, and yields by distillation car-

bonate of ammonia. It combines in all pro-

portions with water, which dilutes and dis-

solves it when thick and viscid. Alkalies com-
bine with it readily, and saturate its excess of
acid. In the sap of Fagus syhatica, Vau-
quelin found the following ingredients : water,

acetate of lime with excess of acid, acetate of

potass, galls, acid, tannin, mucous and extrac-

tive matter, and acetate of alumina.

But the most satisfactory statement is found
in the following quotation from "E. Darwin,

M. D., F. R. S.," which we copy entire.

"The ascending sap-juice during the spring sea-
son is in some trees so sweet, that it is used in
making wine, as that of the birch tree in this
country; and sugar is procured in such quantity
from a maple in Pennsylvania, that from each tree
five or six pounds of good sugar have been made
annually without destroying it. (Rush, on Sugar
Maple. Philips, London.) This sugar is deposited,
I believe, in the sap-wood of the trunk and roots
of trees, as in the manna-ash, and is dissolved in
the spring by the moisture, which is drunk up. by
the absorbents from the earth and atmosphere, and
.forcibly carried on to expand the buds. Its exis-
tence in the sap-wood as well as in the root is

shown from the pullulation of oak trees, which
have been stripprd of their bark, and also from the
expansion of the eyes of a vine shoot, when it is

cut from the tree, iind planted in the earth.
This suggests to us the reason why the wood of

trees is so much i-ooner subject to decay, when
they are felled in the vernal months ; because the
sugar, which the sap-wood then contains, soon runs
into fermentation, and produces what is called the
dry rot ; whence the custom has prevailed of de-
barking oaks in the spring, and felling them in the
autumn ; and it is probaJile that the wood of all
other trees would last much longer, if it was thus
managed, as the growth of the new leaves would
exhaust the sugar of the sap wood.
Sweet juices for a similar purpose of expanding

the buds of herbaceous plants are deposited dur-
ing the autumn in their roots, as in turnip, beet,
tragapogon ; or in the knots or joints of the stem,
as in grasses, and the sugar-cane ; which like the
farina and oil in seeds, aud the dulcet mucilage of
fruits, and the honey of€lowers, were designed for
the food of the young progeny of plants, but be-
come the sustenance of mankind

!
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As the saccharine matter which is thns deposited

in the roots, or in the all)umen, or in the joints of

plants, iiiiist lie diluted by the moisture absorbed
from the earth l\y their roots, we understand why
the leaves of the lower branches of trees arc first

expanded, as seen decidedly in the hawthorn
hediics in April, as these must first receive the as-

cending sap-.juice, as was observed by Dr. Walker
in his account of the maple."

FOOT ROT IN COWS.
In some sections this disease seems to be

increasing among our dairy cattle. We have

heard of many valuable cows being affected

with it this season. It does not seem to be

confined to any particular season of the year,

or method of keeping. A neighbor asked us

this morning, June 17th, what he should do

for a fine young cow, quite lame with foot rot.

She has been in a good pasture three or four

weeks, and is in good condition. It has been

in some of our herds through the entire win-

ter. Various remedies are resorted to, with

more or less success. Oil of vitriol,—sulphu-

ric acid,—is the established remedy in the foot

rot of sheep, and we believe seldom fails, when

seasonably and properly applied. ' This is very

often used in the foot rot in cows, and though

a severe remedy is commonly successful.

Blue vitriol, pulverized and sprinkled en the

part affected, or made into a strong solution,

and applied with a swab, is used extensively.

White vitriol—sulphate of zinc—is used, and

in mild cases, with good success. The parts

should be well cleansed, and the remedy thor-

oughly applied, and repeated daily until the in-

ilammation and swelling subside, and the parts

assume a healthy aspect, and afterward they

should be applied occasionally as needed.

Oil of spike, procured from the Lavandula

Spica, a variety of wild lavender, spirits of

turpentine and tar, are among the common rem-

edies, and they are all sometimes successful.

Poultices of bran and flaxseed meal, applied

warm, are often useful in allaying the swelling

and relieving the pain. The pain is often so

great as to cause a good deal of fever, and to

dry up the milk. Cows affected with the dis-

ease will stand for hours in water in the pas-

ture, where they can have access to it. It

probably allays the heat and pain.

After the swelling is abated, any of the

above remedies may be used. It will be ob-

served that they are all highly stimulating and

irritating to the skin. The oil of vitriol and

the blue vitriol are even caustic, when applied

in their full strength, which they never should

be, unless it is necessary to eat away a por-

tion of dead flesh. The origin of this disease

is obscure, and it is a debated question whether

it is contagious. When it gets into a herd it

is apt to extend, and it often happens that one

or more of the cows will be troubled through

the whole season, and sometimes they will be

attacked a second time.

A Mr. Whitman suggests, in the New York
Tribune, that it is caused by an insect burrow-

ing under the skin, as the acarus or itch insect

causes the itch, and that the proper remedy is

one that will destroy the burrowing insect, and

prescribes a remedy that is successful in cur-

ing the itch, and is the best remedy we have

ever found for scratches in horses.

The remedy is the red precipitate, or pe-

roxide of mercury, made into an ointment

with lard, one ounce of the powder made very

fine, rubbed up with four ounces of lard.

This is applied to the part, and rubbed or

heated in by holding a hot iron near it. When
the disease is between the claws, a string may
be smeared with it and drawn between them.

One thorough application is generally success-

ful, but it should be repeated until it is effec-

tual. This is also a powerful stimulant, and

whether the disease is of insect origin or not,

we have no doubt will prove useful. If a

more careful investigation should prove the

disease to have such an origin, this remedy

will be a specific for it. This and other prep-

arations of mercury are the most effectual

remedies itiown for all parasites affecting the

flesh and skin of both animals and men.

IMPROVEMENT OF STOCK.

We learn by the Rutland, Yt., Herald that

Mr. Daniel Kimball, of Clarendon, Vt., hav-

ing kept his thoroughbred Short-horn bull,

Mogul, as long as he thinks expedient to keep

one animal, has recently sold him to S. D.

Townshend and H II. Waldo, of Walling-

ford, Vt. Mogul was bred by L. J. Wright,

of Weybridge, is of a red roan, and weighs

about 2300 lbs. .So well satisfied is INIr. Kim-

ball with Mogul's stock that he very willingly

agreed to donate to the use of the Wallingford

or some other agricultural association the sum

of S-JOO, provided that after the use of Mogul

for five years the farmers in that section do

not acknowledse that he has benefited their
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stock at least $1000. Mr. Kimball was re-

cently in Massachusetts looking for another

animal to supply the place of Mogul.

For the New England Farmer,

A PLEA FOB FAKMING.
There has been a doleful cry among farm-

ers, both before and since the late war, that

farming was an up-hill business,—its prices

were low, and labor was high. But I believe

that such a mode of reasoning cannot stand

the test of facts. In this section of country,

prices of farm produce have nearly or quite

doubled, since the commencement of the war.

Hay $25 per ton, formerly $10 or $12 ; corn

$1.60, once 75 cts. ; oats $1, once 40 cts.,

&c; Not so with labor. Before the present

scale of war prices, the farmer had to pay
$1.50 per day for good hands in haying, while

even now the laborer exacts only about fifty

cents more. *

Again the field of demand is widening for

the New England farmer, to a vast 'extent.

The wailings of hungry millions is borne to

our ears on every southern breeze, from culti-

vators, who, in the days of my grandfather,

helped to supply our markets with "Virginia
pork," "Southern corn," and "Richmond
Hour." Now they scarcely supply their own
wants. Emigration's tide at the rate of one
million and a half a year, is setting westward
to consume what otherwise might arrive in our
markets. Mechanics and manufactures tending
south and west, effect about the same result.

Still the same complaint continues,—"labor
is so high that farming does not pay." "The
fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars, but in

ourselves." "Farming is not honorable!"
because the swell, fop or poisonous jjnave,

with dashing horse and fine equipage, covered
perhaps, from his creditors, passes the honest
farmer in the street with cold disdain, or a

grimace, or a sneer, forgetting, perhaps, or
never having read what wise old Alexander
Pope once said ;

—

Honor and shame from no condition rise

:

Act well jour part, there all the i.oaor lies.

If any individual, whether lawyer, minister,

mechanic, or farmer, is not master of his call-

ing or business, or imperfectly practices it, of

course the profession or occupation is dishon-

ored by him.

While the farmer who inherits the paternal
acres, ample and broad, continues, by the

skinning process, to harvest his waning crops
for many consecutive years ; while he pitches

out the manure of his stalls to the sun and
rain, but never replenishes his barn-yard or
stables with muck or loam ; while he sows no
clover seed or plaster to plough in to his ex-
hausted fields ; while he sutlers his cattle and
horses to gnaw the fall and spring feed to

their hearts' content ; while be denudes the

grand old hills of their forests, to obtain money

to buy corn and flour of the sunset regions of
the West, that should be raised on his own
cleared acres, thus paying dividends to west-
ern railroad stockholders ; while he harnesses
up his team once every day or two and visits

the village store or post offic«e to hear or talk
political news three or four hours, as though
the whole "government was upon his shoul-
ders ;" and while he is too wise for farmer's
clubs, agricultural papers, and book-farm-
ing.—no wonder that farming is "dishonora-
ble" and will not pay ; or that the sons of such
farmers leave the old homestead for the coun-
ters of the city merchant, or the workshop of
the mechanic, leaving the science of agricul-

ture, the pedestal of the column of national

wealth and power thus short of labor.

M. J. IIarvey.
Epping, N. H., 1868.

GARDEN HINTS.

Transplanting of annuals, tomatoes, cab-
bage, &c., should never be done when the
ground is wet. It is also a bad practice to

puddle the roots, that is, to wet and so mud
the roots by dipping them in a pail of mud as
to cause them to adhere together. Our most
successful practice in transplanting is to plant
in the dry ground, when the earth pulverizes

fine like meal ; sift the earth among the roots

until the hole is half filled with earth ; then
fill the hole with water, and as soon as it has
soaked away, draw in dry soil to finish and
level the surface.

Increasing the Size of Fruit.—While
the fruit is swelling, the size of raspberries and
strawberries may be increased by thinning out

the number on a cane or plant, removing all

suckers or newly-forming attached plants, and
watering occasionally with manure water.

Tomatoes will bear more abundantly, and
occasion the least trouble, if the ends of
the shoots, just beyond the fruit, are pinched
off. A surface mulch of rotten manure, and
if a dry time, frequent watering, well repay

in increased size and abundance of fruit.

Herbaceous Plants, as soon as they have

done flowering, may be easily propagated by
cuttings. These should be planted in a cold

frame in a mixture of sand and loam, and kept

shaded until the roots have formed.

Asparagus should not be cut too late in the

season, or its value another year will be les-

sened. A dressing of well-rotted manure
lightly forked in should now be given the bed.

Fuchsias should be shaded from the mid-

day sun. It is a good time now to make cut-

tings and propagate.

—

Neio York Horticultu-

rist.

—Of the $142,000,000 worth of breadstuffs im-

ported by England last year, only #16,000,000

worth went out from the United States.
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rCTDIA GOOSE.

Mr. Bennett describes the India Goose as

dunnisli on the breast and belly, and entirely

destitute of a pouch or dewlap. In size it is

a medium between the African and Chinese.

It is the most symmetrical of the goose tribe

;

and if such a thing can be said of a goose,

this variety is decidedly graceful. At the

time of writing his book he had a single speci-

men, a male, of which he gives a cut. It was

a present from Dr. Bates of Barre, Mass.,

who says that the gander, when in good con-

dition, weighed 28 pounds. The cut which

we give above was electrotyped for us, from

the plates for an unpublished work on Poultry

and has never before been printed. We have

no personal knowledge of the variety, and it

appears to be only incidentally alluded to in

the books on poultry in our possession, a fact

which is not a little remarkable, considering

its striking appearance. Mr. Bement says,

that "like the Jews and Gipsies, it has not

been allowed a place among the natives of any

one region," though it must have been domes-

ticated for a long period, and Mr. Willoughby

says the old writers called it the Guinea Goose,

from ft fashion once prevalent of appl} ing the

term "Guinea" to everthing of foreign or un-

certain origin.

THE CANKER WORM IN MICHIGAN.

We have not heard of the appearance of

this insect in any new locality during the

present year. Neither does it appear that

any special means have been taken to destroy

or check it where it has appeared for several

years. The colony in the neighborhood of

Marshall is still flourishing and gradually

spreading. It was mentioned in the report of

last year, that some of the trees first attacked

were dead, and that others were evidently dy-

ing. I am informed that the indications of

decay and death are much extended the pres-

ent year, and that the speedy and total destruc-

tion of tlie orchards which have harbored this

insect is now obvious. It would have boen

better if the suggestion of cutting down the

trees and burning them had been adopted. It

was evident three years ago, that the profits of

the trees were ended. The insect could have
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been annihilated then with less expense than

it can be now. But even at this late day, the

best thing that can be done is to apply the axe

and the torch. This would be an elfectual and
considering the importance of the case, not

expensive remedy.

—

Mr. Howard's Report of
Michigan Board of Ag., 1867.

Remarks.—We are sorry to learn by the

same Report that the Colorado potato bug has

appeared in the Western part of Michigan.

Experiments show that fowls will not eat

them. The insect belongs to the order Cole-

optera, and therefore is a true beetle, and not

a bug. It is four-fifths of an inch long ; oval

in form ; cream-colored, with ten black lines

running lengthwise along its back. Prof.

Walsh thus describes the larvas: — "Soft,

elongated, six-legged grub ; dull Venetian-

red color, with several black spots ; no wings.

Some specimens of the larvse which I obtjiined

from Wisconsin have two rows of black spots

on each side of the body, ten black dots in the

upper_and seven in the under row."

For several years past this terribly destruc-

tive insect has been advancing Eastward some

fifty to sixty miles per year, and keeping

possession of all the territory once acquired.

According to some calculations this bug may
be expected in New England in five or six

years.

LONQ "WOOL SHEEP IJiT FLOCKS.
In reading 'the report of the Ohio Wool

Buyers' Meeting, at Cleveland, I could not
help noticing Mr. Muzzy's caution not to

rush into the long wool business, since this

style of sheep are not adapted to be kept in

large flocks. I beg leave to tell Mr. Muzzy
that some of the largest and best flocks in

England are of the long-wooled sheep, (the

New Leicester and Cotswold) . And I have
never seen any difficulty in keeping a large
flock, if there are not too many pastured to-

gether ; and why won't they do here, if they
Lave proper care and attention ?

I am well acquainted with several of the
best flocks in Herefordshire, England, and they
are of the New Leicester and Cotswold breeds.
They are owned in flocks of from fifty to five

hundred, and are kept from fifty to one hun-
di-ed in a pasture, which number I think is

plenty together, of either fine or coarse
wooled sheep. The flock or five hundred is

owned by Mr. J. Davies of Webster Court,
near Hereford. They are not a thoroughbred
Cotswold, but have a dip of the New Leicester
blood, which makes them more disposed to

take on fat rapidly, and mature earlier. They

averaged a little more than eight pounds of
clean washed wool per head, last shearing.

I think any man who will get a good flock
of good long-wool sheep, and give tliem a fair

chance, and not cross them with either Downs
or Merinos, as two-thirds of the flocks here
are, they will say in a short time that they are
a profitable sheep to raise, both for mutton
and wool.

The demand for the Cotswold sheep in Eng-
land has more than doubled within these last

few years. The reason is that more attention
is paid to the breeding of them, and they are
not crossed with the Ryelands and Downs so
muchoflat^as formerly. I am well aware
that by crossing them with the Downs, you
can get a very compact carcass, but it is at an
enormous sacrifice to the fleece.

I quite agree with Mr. Muzzy, that all

should not run into the long-wool business,

but if it was double what it is at present, it

would not meet a fifth of the demand.

—

W.
Powell, in Ohio Farmer.

Hay and Grain.—Clover should be cut be-
fore the seed balls are ripe, also orchard grass

;

while timothy is better after the seeds are
formed, and should be cut when the latter are
between the milk and dough state. In curing
all kinds of hay, turn with the hay tedder
about 9 A. M., and if the weather is good it

may be cured and drawn into the barn the
same day ; otherwise it is best, especially with
clover, to put it in high slender cocks and cover
with ha^ caps. Clover ought to be cured with-
out much exposure to the sun, and it is well
to sweat it in the cock. If your mowing grounds
are not in condition for the use of mowing,
tedding and raking machines, let not another
season pass without effecting this great im-
provement.
Wheat, rye, &c., should be cut when the

grain can be pressed between the thumb and
finger without forcing out moisture ; the yel-

lowness of the chaff and upper parts of the
straw also indicates the harvest. If delayed
beyond this time, much grain will be lost by
shelling. Grass and grain use up their juices

in ripening the seed. Hence grass should be
cut early to save juices, and grain if cut in the
dough state will mature its seed from the juices

in the .stalk.

—

Working Farmer.

Shropshire Down Crosses.—S. M. Moore,

Ironton, Mo., writes to the RuralNew Yorker:

I purchased an imported Shropshire Down
ram three years ago, for the purpose of mak-
ing a cross, for a llock of mutton sheep. The
cross more than meets my expectations.
Lambs drop in February and March with mot-
tled faces and legs.

' The ewes encounter no
difficulty in yeaning, although some of the
lambs weighed 12^ pounds when dropped.
The ewes fed on meal and bran, with clover
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hay, until grass, and then are turned into the

woods upon wild grass, weeds and vines. At
five months old I weighed half" a dozen lambs.

They varied from sixty to eighty-five pounds,

—one extra fine one weighing ninety pounds
at four months, live weight. I have no doubt
they eould be made to weigh one hundred
pounds at five months, with proper feed and
care.

EXTRACTS AND EJEPLLE3.

BRAHMA CHICKENS FOR MARKET.

Mr. Editor :—In the Weekly- Farmer of March
28, and in the Monthly Farmer, page 234, I gave
j'ou some of the reasons why I prefer the Brahiuas
to any other fowls.

As I have the past week sold my first lot of
early chickens, I thought I would give j'ou some
of the tigures. My tirst brood came out the first

day of March. I Lave six hens now sitting, and
have, besides the seventeen sold, about one hun-
dred and thirty-five of all ages, from one day to

fifteen weeks "of age. At first, during the cold
weather of February and March, it took nearly
three eggs to bring one live chicken, but since the
weather has been warmer, I have not lost more
than three or four out of a sitting. Last Thursday,
June 18, I sold to a dealer who buys for the Boston
market, seventeen roosters at fifty cents a pound,
live weislit, with the crops empty. The largest

pair weighed eight pounds. The seventeen
weighed tifiy-four pounds, or three and three-
sevenths pounds each
The ^aine day I sold mine, a load passed my

house that were bought for forty cents each.
They were of all sizes, complexions and breeds.
Some of them have white skin and legs, and some
had skin and legs of a bluish color ; and all, except
a few white Leguorns, had colored feathers.
Now I think the dealer who bought mine will

make inure money than the other will on his mixed
up lot. Ths cheap lot may find more purchasers,
but mine will go where the buyer is not as particu-
lar about the price as the quality.
A pair of chickens weighing six or seven pounds,

with legs and skin of a Ijright gold color, and with
the little pin feathers that are too small to pluck.
of a color so light that they will not show through
the skin, if fattened not over four months old, do
not have to go a begging for buyers in Boston this

time of j'ear. And as yet, I have found nothing
equal to the White Brahmas tor making up such
pairs of chickens. A. W. Cheever.

Hheldoncille, Mass., June 22, 18G8.

BLOODY WATER.

I have a cow that was in good order when she
calved, April lltb, which is now sick, and appears
to be growing worse. SoJnetimes her water is

bloody, at ofticrs it has a pinkish hue. Can you
tell me what to do for her ? A Subscuibek.

Richford, 17., June 20, 1868.

Remarks.—There has been considerable pub-

lished in the Farmer upon this subject during the

last six months, but probably our correspondent

is one of our many new subscribers, and may not

be able to refer to past articles. We therefore

copy the substance of what Mr. Allen h.os to say

on "Bloody Munain, Red and Black Water," in

Lis new look on "American Cattle."

"The red water and black water arise from a

preternatural quantity of blood being determined

to the kidneys, and a consequent rupture of some
of the minute blood vessels of those organs. This

undue determination of blood to the kidneys is

very frequently induced by turning cattle, in the

spring of the year, into low pasture grounds, or

woodland pastures, where the air is moist, and

lessens perspiration, occasioning the blood to be-

come too watery. The balance of circulation is

deranged from the perspiration being suppressed,

and a too great quantity of blood is in consequence

determined to he kidneys, which gives rise to the

disease. On removing cattle, thus atfected from
the state of the atmosphere, into a more elevated

situation where the air is dryer, the beast will

frequently be restored without the aid of medi-

cines. It very often proceeds from cattle being

removed from good to bad land, sometimes from
their taking cold from the changeable state of the

weather, or driving them long distances in the day,

and turning them into fields at night, where they

take cold. The red and black water is most pre-

valent in the spring and summer, when the grass

is nutritious and produces a plethoric state of the

system, or what is commonly called a redunda7icy

or overjloicing of the blood, which favors an un-

equal distribution of the blood, when they are

afiected by the causes above mentioned. The red

water is sometimes attended with a lax state of

the bowels, and in some instances a considerable

quantity of blood is evacuated with the thin dung,

and none with the urine.

Purgative medicines are the best remedies in

these disorders. The following is recommended
as a safe and efficacious purge : castor oil, six

ounces; nitre, one ounce; epsom salts, four ounces;

whey, or thin gruel, one quart mixed. After this

gentle purge, the following to be given : roche

alum two ounces; tincture of cantharides, two
ounces. To be given in a quart of lime water.

Mr. White observes, that an experienced farmer,

whose cows were atfected by the red water, gave

them half a pint of the juice of the white-blos-

somed nettle, which speedily cured the disease.

When the animal is perceived to be frequently en-

deavoring to stale, voiding only a small quantity,

with considerable pain and difficulty, mucilaginous

drinks, such as infusion of linseed and decoction

of marohmallows, arc most likely to atford relief."

HAT vs. CORN.—EARLY CIT GRASS.

Since the days of canals and railroads, the ne-
cessity for New England farmers to raise corn and
grain has liecome le.-s. At no time has the value
of our grain crops been equal to the value of the
grass. Grain is an exhausiive, while grass is are-
cuperative crop. Why not cea^e diggiig among the
rocks, stumps and wuch-grass, Ibr a little corn that

we can buy with less labor than is required to raise

it, and apply our manure directly to the grass crop,

at least, such portions of it as have been u,-ed for

corn ? We shall, of course, have less planting and
hoeing to intcrftre with cady haying, and more
and better hay, with which to pay for the corn we
must have. The time usually devoted to harvest-

ing the com might be devoted to profitalile farm
improvements. To these add the increase ol all
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crop that will result from an increase of ma-
nure consequent on ^n increase of hay, and of
other improvements, and also the increased value
of the farm' itself.

Besides the superior quality of the hay made
from early cut grass, there are other advantages
to be gained by cutting grass early. The fertility

.of the soil is supposed to be less exhausted. The
second crop certainly has a longer time to grow,
and if not large enough to be profitable to cut
there will 1)6 more to protect the roots in winter
and to fertilize the fields. Grass will also start

earlier the next spring and mature quicker ; or if

it does not mature quicker, it will yield a good
crop of hay earlier, thus often escaping a drought
that pinches later grass. Early Cut.

Concord, N. II., June 26] 1868.

HORSE MANGER.
At a late visit to Mr. Charles Thrasher's, in Cov-

entry, Vt., whose floi;k of half-blood Cotswolds is

attracting some attention, I was shown a manger
that had proved very satisfactory to him, and
doubtless would to other farmers who wish to save
the orts of the horse. The trqugh and rack is

similar to the usual hotel stj'le. In addition to

which about eighteen inches in front is a tight par-
tition or screen rising a little higher than the
trough, and forming one side of a l)ox, into which
all feed from the rack and trough not consumed
by the horse drops, and rendering it almost impos-
sible for a horse to waste any feed. These drop-
pings can be taken out and fed to other stock.

Mr. Thrasher uses saw dust for bedding.

End view of Back,

1.—Rack for hay.

2.—G^rain trough.

8.—Partition or screen to

which horse is fasten-

ed.

4.—Receptacle for orts,

5.—Place to take them out

if there is a walk in

front.

TOP DRESSING WITH STRAW.

Last fall I spread a ton of poor India wheat
straw upon my dry grass ground, and now, June
1, the grass is much larger where this dressing
was applied. I don't believe in rotting clear straw
down to manure in heaps near the ))arn. The
benefit of straw as a mulch on grass is at least

equal to the fertilizing properties of its decom-
posed substance.

Irasburg, Vt., June 1, 1868. Z. E. Jameson.

CArSE OF GREASE OR SCRATCHES IN HORSES.

In Monthly New England Fabmer, Jan., 1868,

page 54, you give the opinions of several corres-

pondents as to the cause and cure of the scratches.

Now I do not believe, as some say, that it is caused
by impure blood. Did you ever see a horse's leg

sweat ? No. Did you ever see what different peo-

ple call the "issues" or "castors" or "warts" on
horses legs ? Yes. Well, here is the cause of the

disease. These should be kept open by peeling off

the hard outside, but not so as to cause them to

bleed, in order that the steam, heat, &c., can issue

through them as nature designed. If this outlet is

stopped the heat or humors of the liinl) find vent

in the thousand little sores or holes that we call

"scratches." In every horse troubled with this

disease, the castors will be found contracted, or

nearly or quite gone; and all through neglect, but
not always carelessness, for most people do not

know what the castor is for, and some will not be-
lieve it, when they are told. If these issues are
kept open and smooth from colts up, no horse will
have the scratches, even if he is in the mud all the
time and not cleaned.

I have no trouble in curing the worst cases of
scratches. I take one pijit of lard, and half a pint
of common tar, mix well by heating moderately.
Apply with the hand and rub it in thoroughly and
plentifully among the hair, then swaddle. Keep the
castor clean and exercise the horse, but not harness
or ride him, and wash the sores three times a week
with soft water and soft soap, (bar soap is better,
but castile is of no use whatever).
Marysburgh, Minn., 1868. J. S. Foster,

Remarks.—Dr. Dadd says that before veterinary

surgeons were employed in the British army many
thousands of valuable horses were condemned as

useless for active service in consequence of the

prevalence of this loathsome disease. Mr. Youatt
also remarks that it has been driven from our cav-

alry, and it will be the fault of the gentleman and
the farmer if it is not speedily driven from eveiy

stable. Still in no veterinary work at hand do we
find anything to corroborate the views of our cor-

respondent. Mr. Youatt says, that about the skin

of the heel of the horse, in its healthy state, there

is a secretion of greasy matter which prevents ex-
coriation, and chapping, and keeps the skin soft

and pliable. Too often, however, from bad man-
agement, the secretion of this greasy matter is

stopped or altered, and the skin of the heel becomes
red, and dry, and scurvy ; cracks of the skin begin
to appear, and these, if neglected, rapidly extend
and the heel becomes a mass of soreness and ulcer-

ation.

CITY WASTE OF FERTILIZERS.

The sewers of Boston discharge fertilizing mate-
rials, which if applied to the soil would be worth
more than one million dollars every year. The
consideration of this fact should be sufficient to in-

duce wealthy farmers to emploj' a good chemist
to try experiments in order to ascertain whether
some large portion of this waste may be saved.

If a small quantity of chloride of calcium in solu-
tion is mixed with sewerage, a decomposition in-
stantly takes place. The phosphoric acid combines
with the lime forming phosphate of lime, which
by its superior gravity immediately settles, carry-
ing with it all mechanical and nitrogenous sub-
stances, but leaving in the clear solution above,
most of the ammonia. This clear solution may be
allowed to flow into extensive shallow reservoirs,
containing any kind of earth with 25 per cent, clay
to absorb the ammonia. These reservoirs should
be used alternately. After one is saturated it

should be left to dry, while the other is saturated.
This earth will make a valuable application to

.

sandy soils. The semi-fluid precipitate of phos-
phate of lime may be allowed to flow out upon
sand filters until it is dry enough to mix with
peat, when it will make a valuable concentrated
fertilizer, which will be worth barrelling and trans-
porting to any distance within two or three hun-
dred miles. An enterprise of this kind would re-

quh-e a capital of a few hundred thousand dollars.
Ample grounds (say the brick yards on the Fitch-
burg railroad, near Charlestown,) capacious pipes,
steam pumps, large tanks elevated high enough
that their contents will flow where you want them,

I make the suggestion for others. I am con-
vinced, by experiments, that clay is a cheap-and
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most efFectual absorbent of ammonia, but it needs
a mixture of sandy loam or muck to prevent its

great adhesiveness,—and thus all the fertilizing

properties of sewcrasje may be retained in a tenth
part of the original bulk. The question is, will it

pay ? H. A. Sheldon.
Middleburxj, Vt., 1868.

IS SUPERPHOSPHATE SUITABLE FOR CLAY LAND.

I wish to obtain some information in rcccard to

the efficacy of superphosphate w-hcn ajiplied to

certain soils. I have a lot containing about four
acres, a part of which I plantechwith potatoes last

year. This licld is of a moist, arf,'iIla('coas nature,
and the crop obtained, with a lil)rral snpplj' of phos-
phate, was far from being satisfactory. Whether
this resulted from the unVavorablf'uess of the sea-

son, tlie want of virtue in the phosphate, or its

unadaptability to soils of this nature, is the ques-
tion which I now propose for an answer through
the columns of j'our excellent journal. I would
also inquire whether phosphate is better than Ijarn

yard manure for fruit trees, garden vegetables, &c. ?

I ask these questions to get the experience of
others, rather than make unprofitable or expensive
experiments. D. F. Whitney.

Spencer, Mass., June 20, 1863.

WHITE SPECKS IN BUTTER.

I wish to inquire through the Farmer, what is

the cause of white specks in butter, and how to

prevent them. Some persons think they are
caused by too sti'ong a current of air upon the
cream while it is rising, others by too great heat.

A remedy for it wiil greatly improve the look as

well as the quality of the butter. a. b.

Essex, Vt., June 25, 1868.

Remarks.—The specks ought not to be there.

But dairywomen are not exactly agreed as to the

cause which prodaces<hem. As you remark, some
think they are caused by air or heat operating on

the surface of the cream, either before or after it is

taken from the milk ; others asmbe their origin

to the mingling of the imperfectly churned cream

or "scrapings," which collect on the top and sides of

the churn, with the butter jast as it is "coming;"

while others believe that these white specks are

particles of the sour milk taken with the cream in

skimming, which become hard like cheese.

The remedies proposed vary of course with the

various theories of the different individuals who
propose them. Those who hold that these specks

are particles of the dried or heated surface of the

cream, recommend measures that will tend to

prevent such drying and heating. But in regard

to the proper treatment of the cream after it is put

into the pot, there is a dilTcrence of opinion ; some
recommending frequent stirrings, while others

would add the successive skimmings to the top of

the jar with as little disturbance of the mass as

possible, believing that the thick sour milk which
settles to the bottom should not be mingled with

the cream.

Those who regard these specks as dried or hard-

ened particles of sour or coajulated milk, are care-

ful not to allow the cream to remain too long on

the milk or in the crock. In a communication in

the Farmer, some years since, on this subject,

Mr^ "M. E. C," of Warner, N. H., said, "I have

never had the 'luck' to have my butter specked,

unless I kept my milk too long before skim-
ming, or my cream too long before churning.

The milk should be skimmed before it curdles,

and the cream churned before it has either white

or black specks." Mrs. S. Pierce, also, in the

Monthly Farmer, 1859, says these white specks

are "formed in the bottom of a neglected pot ot'

cream ;" and ironically advises to "go a-visiting to-

day, and churn to-morrow."

wounded colt.

I have a valuable four-years-old colt that was
turned out in the montlL of May, with a number
of young cattle. I now rind he has been hooked
by them, and has a hard, large, flat bunch on his
belly, covered with flies, the rupture being between
the ribs and belly. The sore runs freely, and he
eats and drinks well. If you or any ot your cor-
respondents can tell me, through your estimable
paper, what is best to washthe sore with, and what
is the cause of the bunch, and what will cure it,

you will greatly oblige E. A. Raymond.
Eoyalston, Mass., June 22, 1868.

Remarks.—Mr. Allen well remarks, in his new
book on American Cattle, that "the best surgeons

now regard water as an important auxiliary in

treating wounds. Lavements, pourings, wet com-
presses, &c., are used for the human subject ; and
water answers equally well for animals. Simple

cut toounds, when cleansed and dressed with wa-

ter usually heal without suppuration, especially, if

the blood be in a healthy state. There being a

tendency in all wounds to fever and inflammation,

water dressings, in the form of wet bandages,

keep dow^n the unnatural heat, and allow nature to

go on with the healing process. The lips of the

wound may, generally, be held together with ad-

hesive straps, or a few stitches, and the water ap-

plication put over. The most dangerous wounds,

near some vital part, are frequently healed with

the aid of water to keep down the inflammation.

Wc remember a fine mare that stepped on a hoe,

thjE handle of which had been split, leaving a sharp

end, and throwing the handle up under her belly,

caused a deep, ugly wound, and so lacerating the

bowels, that, being in August, it was thought al-

most useless to attempt saving her. But by dress-

ing the woundconstantly with water, the flies were

kept out, inflammation prevented, and the wound
healed in two months, leaving the animal as valu-

able as before.

Where the wound is considerable, and important

parts are affected, the most decisive means should

be speedily employed to keep down inflammation.

Immediately after which, a purgative, or relaxa-

tive drink should be given, and the parts be fo-

mented with a decoction of mallows, hemlock, or

elder, until the inflammation, if any, subsides.

Keep it ahcfii/s icashcdclean, and if warm weather,

keep the flies away.

After the inflammation caused by the wound
has subsided, it should be examined with a probe,

in order to ascertain if any matter be confined ; as

it Is sometimes necessary to give it vent by enlarg-
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ing the original wound, or make an opening in

another more depending situation, that it may run

oflF freely. It may be requisite to apply at this

period, the following ointment: common turpen-

tine, six ounces; hog's lard, eight ounces; bees-

wax, one ounce ; melted together.

When taken from the fire, one ounce of pow-
dered verdigris may be added ; and the mixture

must be constantly stirred until it is cold. Should

a lotion be preferred, the following stimulating so-

lution will be found useful : sublimate, twelve

grains ; tincture of myrrh, two ounces ; mixed.

One pmt of oil of turpentine, to two quarts of

sweet oil with good digestive."

SCOURS IN A COW.

I have a cow that scours badly, and I do not
know what to do for her. She is an oldish cow,
and is thin of flesh, but she eats and drinks well,
and chews her cud. I have tried a great many
remedies but without success. Now if you or any
of your correspondents will inform me what to do
for her I will Ije greatly obliijed. l. k.

Fitchburg, Mass., May 3, 1868.

Remarks.—^We regret that this letter, which we
intended to have answered at once, unfortunately

got at the bottom of the draw, and has been over-

looked. Many cases of this kind will yield to a

judicious change of diet, such as hay for grass, or

a daily mess of dry oats, boiled potatoes, gruel,

&c. Dr. Dadd says that this is not a disease, but

only a symptom of a loss of equilibrium, which
jnay proceed from improper food, exposure to the

cold and rain,—resulting in "a cold." There is no
general remedy, or one more effectual in the out-

set than mucilaginous drinks composed of slippery

elm, combined with injections of the same.

Warmth and moisture to the surface, with spear-

mint, or any of the mints, combined with astrin-

gents—Imrberry bark being among the best.

In bad cases, Mr. Youatt, the great English cat-

tle man, says some purgative drink, such as one

pound of epsom salts, and half an ounce of pow-

dered caraway seeds, dissolved in a quart of warm
gruel, should precede any other medicine.

With cattle, as with the human subject, careful

nursing, proper food, rest, warmth and comfort,

will do much, and should be tried faithfully before

resorting to violent medicmes.

A CONTENTED FAEMER IN SHREWSBURY, MASS.

There has been so much published lately in re-

spect to uneasy, discontented farmers, both old and
young, male and female, that we hope to be ex-

cused for making an "extract" from a letter

addressed to a person connected with this office.

The writer kept a gun store at No 15 Washington
street, Boston, for a long time, but as will be seen,

he never sufficiently appreciated the gi-eat advan-
tages which a city life affords to one's wife and
children, to remove them from the country. He
says :

—

_
In 1864 I sold out iry Boston business and re-

tired to my place in Shrewsbury, which I built in

1834, and where my family resided during all the
time I was in business in Boston. I would here
say, for the benefit of anybody desiring a home in
the country, that Shrewsbury is one of the prettiest
villages in all the country around. My farm is

located one-fourth of a mile from the village on
the main road through Worcester to Boston. I
have an orchard of 150 apple trees in prime bearing
age, and a row of Rock Maple trees on the street
along the whole front of my farm, now grown to a
size which makes a rich and beautiful shade in
summer for near half a mile in extent. All these
trees were planted and the improvements made on
this place by myself, for which it a pleasure to re-
ceive the commendations of my many friends. I
have two acres in market vegetables ; one acre in
corn, which yielded me last year, though not a
favorable season for corn, sixty'bushelstotheacre,
—I have raised eightly bushcLs ; one acre in small
grains, and six acres in hay and fruit. My crops
last year were 150 bushels cucumbers, 1300 pounds
squashes, GOOO of caltbage, plenty of hay, corn, bar-
ley, &c., M'hich I value at ^800. When my im-
provements are completed and fruit grows again,
I intend to make my ten acres bring mc an in-
come of $1200 to #1500. JoAB Hapgood.
Shrewsbury, Mass., 1868.

COTTON-SEED MEAL FOR Ho8s.

I would like to inquire if cottonseed meal is

considered a good and profitable feed for hogs ?

I should think that it might be from what I hear
of its effect where used for cattle. But I have
never heard of any one using it for hogs, and as I
am considerably interested in feeding such ani-
mals, I ask the above. Reader.

Taunton, Mass., June 22, 1868.

Remarks.—We know as little of the value ol

cotton-seed meal for hogs as our correspondent

does, and shall be glad to receive an answer to his

inquiry. Linseed cake, which is largely used in

England, in the fattening of horned cattle, is but

little used for hogs, as we infer from the remark
of Mr. Youatt, who says it is not very cleat

whether it Is as good for hogs as cattle, though it

is occasionally given to swine, in small quantities,

in connection with food destitute of oil, as pota-

toes, pea-meal, &c. But as the hog is an omnivo-

rous animal he will eat and thrive on almost every-

thing from hay to butchers' ofilil.

A YOUNG farmer—DR. MAYHEW'S HORSE BOOK.

While remitting payment for the Farmer,
another year, I will say that the market reports,
including that on wool, has more than paid me for

the paper. I often see inquiries and remarks in it

that I would respond to, if I was competent ; but I

am a young farmer and I feel more and more
every year the need of a better knowledge of the
scientific principles of my business as well as of

other knowledge. But with a single inquiry I
close. Where can I obtain a volume of "Dr. May-
hew's Illustrated Horse Doctor, and Management
of Horses," and at what price ? b. b. s.

Dover, Me., Feb. 25, 1868.

Remarks.—Not being able to answer the above

inquiry at the time the letter was receive'd, we laid

it aside for a more convenient season, and hence

the delay in publication. The Horse Doctor and

the Horse Management are distinct books, with

400 illustrations each, and cost $3.50 each. Her-

bert's Hints to Horsekeepers, at $1.75, is well
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spoken of by many. A. Williams & Co.. 100 Wash-

ington street, has the latter, and would prob.ahly

furnish cither of Mayhew's, postage paid, on re-

ceipt of price. We can assure our correspondent

that responses from him will be received with

pleasure at any time, and that his plea of want of

competency is shown by the letter from which the

above is an extract, to be utterly void and of none

effect. You are altogether too modest. We shall

have plenty of room this summer for what young

farmers have to say as to their own experience or

as to the practices or theories of others. Free your

mind!

A GOOE cow IN A GOOD DAIRY.

I am milldng nineteen cows this season, all of

which are civing what I call a good mess. Several

of them will give from thirty-tive to forty pounds
of milk per day. I have one cow, of the native

breed, eight years old, and raised by myself, which
goes so far ahead of the otht.r>:, that on seeing the

hint of your correspondent "F." about steelyards

increasing the flow of milk, that I thought I would
weigh her milk lor a few days. She dropped her

calf abont*the middle of April and has given a

large nie-^s ever since, though she has had only a

common chance with the other cows. The milk
was weighed on platform scales, which are consid-

ered correct, with the following result:

—

Morning. Evening.
Jure 15 — !tis. —oz. 25 tbs. 12 oz.
" 16 1*5

" " 25 " "
•< 17 17 " 8 " — " — "

"18 19 " " 27 " 10 "

"19 18 " 4 " 23 " "
"20 1" " ' 27 " "
"21 16 " 8 " 24 " "
"22 17 " 4 " 25 " 8 "

Totals 123 8 177 14

Waking 301 pounds and 6 ounces in 7 days ; or 43

pounds and almost one ounce per day. On account

of my a'lscnce from home, the evening mess of

June 17!h was not weighed. I also weighed her

milk at night, June 24, when she gave 27 pounds.

Last evening, Jiin^ 2o, noticing that her mess was
larger than u-ual, I found she gave 31 pounds of

strained milk; and this morning, June 26, her

milk weiiihed 18 pounds and four ounces ; making
the two miikings of last night and this morning

49^ pounds.

"SHOE-BOIL."

1 have a valuable horse who had a shoe-boil on
her leg as large as a goose egg. Last October I

had it cut out, it then being a hard bunch. It

never healed, and it is now a raw fove, twice as

larg? as before. What can be done for it ? Can
you, or any of the readers of your valuable paper,

give me, through its column", any iiiformatiim as

to the best method of treating it ? Would it do to

tie a cord around it and let it rot off ?

W. P. Griffin.
Annisquam, Mass., June 21, 1868.

Remarks. — AVe suppose our correspondent

means by 'Shoe-boil" the swelling which is some-

times caused by the shoe or hoof in lying down.

After the part becomes sore and painful the horse

will often avoid lying on that side or lie in such a

way^s not to aggravate the evil. We think he did

wrong in cutting out the bunch. He must now

do Bomething to prevent the irritation which pro-

duced it in the first place, and which still keeps

open the running sore. A large cushion is some-

times made, some three inches or more thick in the

middle and tapering off at the ends, stuffed with

straw or some other material, and buckled upon
the leg, between the foot and knee, while the horse

is in the stable, to prevent the dou1)ling up of the

limb so as to bring the shoe or hoof against the

"boil," or irritated part. Will some experienced

horseman reply more fullj'- ?

CORN con MEAL.
•

As I have used cob meal for some twenty years,
I wish to corroborate the statement of my neigh-
bor, "T. S. F.," recently published in the Farmer,
as to its value, especially when prepared according
to his directions. Two years ago I determined
to give the cob meal a fair trial, as I had a cow
that was to give milk all winter. She was fed
constantly with cob meal, and gave the most milk
we ever got from one cow during the winter sea-

son.

On speaking the other day with one of my
neighbors about what was said in the Farmer
of cob meal being very injurious to horses, he re-

plied by saying, "Well, accordingto that doctrine,

my old horse, now sixteen years of age, ought to
have died long ago, instead of being as smart and
lleshy as he is, for he has eaten lots of meal in his

life, made by grinding corn and cobs together."
In my opinion corn and cob meal is better for a
horse than pure corn. Some farmers here are
willing to pay a small price for cobs when their

own supply is short. Don't waste even corn cobs.
Wm. Wilkins.

Felchville, Vt., June 28, 1868.

mending roads.

Why is it that highway surveyors will continue
the old way of mending the roads, or rather mak-
ing them worse, by carting and throwing on loam
and sand from the sides, instead of digging down
the hills and knolls in the roadway, thereby ob-
taining better material for the road and improving
the grade ? Some towns have boucrht gravel for

years, to repair their highways, when tiiey had
gravel of better quality nearer, in the hills of the
highway. Even if a little harder digging, it would
seem to be policy to benefit two jjlaces instead of
one, when it can be done at the same or less cost.

Often have I seen the survej'or team gravel one
mile and pay five or six cents per load for it at the.

pit, when better gravel could be had for the tak-

ing within forty rods of the place where it was
wanted, and lower the grade of the road at the
same time. Most toivns in New England have
plenty of good material for building roads, in the
hills of their own roads, although sometimes it

might have to be teamed a considerable distance.
lieading, Mass., June 24, 1868. z.

A GOOD HEIFER.

My neighbor, I. W. Raynolds, of Tunbridgc,
Vt., has a one-fourth Durham heifer, from one of
his native cows, which at twenty-one months of
age dropped her first calf, weighing siventy-sevcn
pounds, last Aiiril. Mrs. Raynolds set her milk
separately the first week in June, making from the

cream thereof seven pounds of good yellow butter.

The heifer had no feed except grass. O. Foster.
ritnbridqe, Vt., June 27. 1868.

WHITE MAPLE St'GAR.

I noticed an inquiry in the Farmer whether
sugar can be profitably made from the common
White Maple. I used to suppose that it could not.
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But some years since, I called on a friend, whose
sugar lot, "like the Irishman's orchard, consisted

of "one scattering tree," and that was a White
Maple, and to my surprise they had nice molasses
made from that tree. Since then I have tapped the

White Maple, when convenient That tree com-
prises about one-tifih of my sugar bush, and I

consider it nearly or quite equal to the Rock Maple.
I have not made any experiments in boiling the
sap separately ; but I get as much sugar from a
given quantity of sap as most of my neighbors
that do not have the White Maple. 1 only wish I

had more of the same sort. B.

Wilmington, Vt., June 26, 1867.

AGEICUIiTURAL ITEMS.
—Milking machines are exhibited in the city,

not in the country.

—The dairymen in Western New Yotk, are ex-

perimenting with paper boxes for cheese, instead

of wooden ones.

—Twelve families out of fourteen in one school

district in Bradford, Vt.. made this season seven

tons and five hundred and fifty pounds of maple

sugar. .

—Equal parts by weight of white lead and dry

sand, mixed with linseed oil to the consistence of

putty, makes a good cement for leaks around

chimneys.

—The Novelty Machine Works in Chicago man-
ufacture a machine horse-shovel, or scraper, which

will load upon wheels a cubic yard of earth in one

minute, and is also an excellent street cleaner.

—Two posts split from the same log were set for

gate posts, one top end in the ground, the other

with the butt ; the first lasted seventeen years, the

other ten years.

—For the hop aphis a correspondent of the Coun-

iry Gentleman recommends a dusting of plaster of

Paris as an efficient remedy, and at the same time

an application that is beneficial to the soil.

—As a remedy for mosquito bites, keep a phial

of glycerine at hand,' and apply freely to the bites.

It will relieve the irratation and swelling at once.

One application is generally sufficient.

—Five thousand Texas cattle aiTived in Cham-
paign Co., 111., during ten days, ending June 24.

Price there of fair fleshed, ten-hundred Texas

eteers $25 to $30 per head.

—Sober cattle in the meadows,
In the shallow brooklets wading,

Or 'neath alders' grateful shadows
Ruminate with drowsy eyes

;

Dragon flies o'er pools are winging,

Busy bees with honey lading,

And the notes of irsects' singing

Everywhere in chorus rise.

—

Shillaber,

—Tn reply to an inquiry for a remedy for a hop-

worm about one and one-half inches long, of green-

ish color, with reddish stripes running crosswise,

that seems to originate in the soil, and eats his

way up the pith and cuts off the vine, Mr. A. S.

Fuller of the New York Farmer's Club, says "the

best way to get rid of insects infesting hop roots

is to keep skunks, which will find them. The
skunk seems to be the natural guardian of the

hop root, and there should be the picture of one

on the head of every beer barrel." That the sup-

ply may be equal to the demand, some one will do
well to start a skunk factory at once.

—Four acres of corn south of the Massachusetts

Agricultural College were recently hoed in one
hour and three-quarters by thirty-eight of the

students. No fanmer will object to such "hazing"

as that.

—The Hagerstown, Md., Free Press states that

in that place the locusts which are about emerging

from the ground, are causing sad devastation

among the swine, as the hogs eagerly devour them.

A large number of losses of this kind are already

reported.

—A correspondent of the American Jouriial of
Horticulture says that the roots of Eastern trees

run on the surface, while the same trees West run

downwards. He says that roots prefer to be near

the surface, but must have moisture, and as the

West is famous for its summer droughts, the roots

are forced to go deep to get their drink.

—A Texan, writing to the St. Louis Republican,

urging the construction of a railroad from St.

Louis to Texas, says that between the Nueces and
Rio Grande rivers there are a million, head of

horned cattle, and ten thousand head of horses

and mules. The cattle in that country are being

killed for their hides alone.

—The Gamgee Meat Preserving Company have
their machinery in working order at Mr. Turner's

slaughter-house in Bridgeport, near Chicago, and
expect soon to demonstrate to the whole West
that the enterprising sons of the soil can not only

rear their stock but preserve it and send it any
distance by boat, railroad, or Atlantic steamers, to

the best markets in the world.

—^We learn by the Maine Farmer that Mr. Allen

Lambard, of Augusta, has lost two valuable calves,

and has two others dangerously ill, from the effects

of eating or licking some old house paper that was
thrown in a corner of their pasture, containing a

considerable portion of green color. A medical

gentleman who examined the paper said, that a

square foot of its surface contained poison enough

to kill four men.

—There are in the United" States about 6,400,000

cotton spindles, which cost $25 each, or $160,000,-

000. The capital used to work them is not less

than $12.50 a spindle, which is $50,000,000 more.

Add to this shops for making cotton machinery

and "supplies" $20,000,000, making in all $260,-

000,000. This machinery works up 16,000 bales

of 400 pound per week, making 832,000 bales per

year.

—^When drinking cold water in hot weather,

grasp the glass by the hand, take one swallow at
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a time, remove the glass from the lips for a few

seconds, then take another swallow; in this way
it will be found that the thirst will be thoroughly

satiated before half the water has been taken;

whereas, if it had been swallowed continuously,

the whole contents would not have satisfied the

thirst.

—In reply to questions by a correspondent of

the Prairie Farmer, "Wool Grower" says: Breed-

ing ewes will fatten well at even eight years of age
—if their teeth are yet good. Merinos fatten all

the better fur being at least four years old. Much
the best plan in fattening breeding ewes is to let

them go unbred. Merino sheep have to be fattened

in the summer and fall, then grained strongly

through the winter to make them keep what they

have. Quite old and broken-mouthed ewes can be

fattened only on good grass and corn meal.

—Downing states the curl of peach trees is occa-

sioned by the punctures of very minute aphides,

or plant lice, which attack the under side of the

leaves. It does not materially injure either the

tree or the crop, yet it greatly disfigures it for a

time. To destroy these vermin he recommends a

mixture of whale-oil soap, or strong soft soap and

water, with some tobacco stems boiled in it, and

the whole applied to the branches from below with

a syringe or garden engine.

—A New Brunswick correspondent of the Coun-

try Gentleman furnishes the following account of a

strange freak of a swann of bees : "Last fall one

of my neighbors discovered, while mowing his

oats, a colony of bees, which had tal^n up a lodg-

ment on two thistle stalks, and built comb, and

bred there till they had a somewhat globular

dwelling containing about a cubic foot of comb.

They had no shelter whatever except the thistles

and standing grain."

—A correspondent of the Scientific American

gives this advice to horsemen : Whenever they no-

tice their horse directing his ears to any point

whatever, or indicating the slightest disposition to

become afraid, let them, instead of pulling the

rein to bring the horse towards the object causing

its nervousness, pull it on the other side. This

will instantly divert the attention of the horse

from the object which is exciting his suspicion,

and in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred the

horse will pay no more attention to the object, from

which he will fly away if forcibly driven to it by
pulling the wrong rein:

—Pliny, the Roman Naturalist, who died A.D.,

79, thus describes an ancient reaping machine

:

"As touching the manner of cutting dounc or

reaping come, there be diverse and sundry devises.

In Fraunic where the fields be large, they use to set

a jade or an asse unto the taile of a mightie great

wheelcbarrow or carte, made in manner of a van,

and the same set witU keene and trenchant teeth

sticking out on both sides ; now is this carte driven

forward before the ssid beast, upon two wheeles,

into the standing come (contrary to the manner of

other carts that are drawn after; the said teeth or

sharp tines fastened to the sides of the wheelcbar-

row or carte aforesaid, catch hold of the come
ears and cut them otf; yet so as they fall presently-

into the bodie of the wheelebarrow."

—The Utica Herald says, "There is a looseness

in the manner in which awards are made at Fairs

which needs coiTCction, and which must be cor-

rected in some way, or the time will soon come
when all awards coming from such occasions will

be regarded l)y the public as worthless." This be-

ing written in New York applies to our New Eng-
land Societies only "so far as it goes."

—Mr. Wm. Parry, of Burlington Co., N. J., has

a farm of 300 acres, thirty of which are planted

with the Philadelphia raspberries, twenty with the

Doolittle, thirty of the Nelson blackberry, ten of

the Lawton, fifty of the Dorchester and about

twenty-five of strawberries. In addition he has a

large number of acres devoted to experimenting

with new varieties of small fruits, and many more
as nurseries of ornamental trees.

—A correspondent of the Rural World is in a

quandary. His name is William Davis, and he

says, "last winter I loaned my broad-axe to a

neighbor; afterwards four or five different men
called for it, at difiercnt times ; I told them yes, if

they could find it. B. borrowed it; C. called for

it ; G. got it ; H. had it, and W. wanted it. Now,
I need it myself—had I better go and hunt it ?

if so, where shall I look ? or had I better buy an-

other ?"

—The editor of the Utica Herald recently visited

the Markham cheese factory in West Turin,

N. Y., at which 5114 pounds of milk per day are

received from 250 cows. This factory turns out

560 lbs. of cheese per day, and from the whey,

which has heretofore been considered of little

value, sixteen pounds of butter are made each day,

by a process known as the Riggs & Markham.

In consequence of the heating of the whey, which

is a part of this process, it is claimed that it is even

better for feeding purposes, than before the extrac-

tion of the butter.

—After alluding to the fact that neighboring far-

mers occasionally exchange work, a correspondent

of the Journal of Agriculture thinks it would be

well for the men and women folks to do the same.

If some men were to do up the cooking, washing

dishes, baking, sweeping, dusting, washing and

ironing clothes, taking care of the baby and fitting

off the larger children for school, they would much
better understand the perplexities and fatigue of

woman's work, and be more ready by looks and

words to express their sympathy for hor, even if the

dinner for themselves and men happened to fail of

being upon the tal)le at the expected moment. And
if women better understood the disappointments

and annoyances of bad weather, unruly stock, de-

structive insects, and careless help, they might be

more charitable for their cross and fretful liusbands.
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TUKNIPS.

T IS not necessary to discuss

the value of the turnip crop.

We take it for granted this

is fully settled. The ruta

baga, and the purple-top

strap-leaf flat turnip, are

the kinds most extensively

cultivated in New England.

The great difficulty in the

way of cultivating the tur-

nip is the weeds. It costs

labor and time to keep thera

clear of weeds, and to thin them to the proper

distance. Sod land is in general, the best land

for turnips because it is more free from weeds.

A piece of pasture, or bound-out mowing land,

with a deep loamy soil, ploughed up about the

first of July, and harrowed thoroughly, is as

good ground for turnips as can be found.

Let this be marked into furrows by a light one-

horse plough, and well rotted manure, or su-

perphosphate be scattered liberally in the fur'

rows,—then throw back the soil that was

thrown out by the mould-board of the plough,

by means of the same plough, and sow the

seed with a drill, after which it is well to pass

an iron toothed rake lengthwise of the drills.

All manures in which fermentation' has not

been sufficient to destroy the vitality of weed

seeds should be avoided. All the remaining

work, except thinning may be done by the cul-

tivator. This should be used three or four

times, during the season. Turnips continue

growing till November in ordinary seasons.

They bear the frosts of autumn without injury.

They should be thinned out freely, when the

eoil is rich and they are growing thriftily, ten

inches apart is none too much. We are apt

to err in allowing them to grow too thick.

The flat turnip is often sowed among corn at

the last hoeing. It grows after the corn is ripe.

If this practice is adopted, the stalks of the

corn should be cut in good season, to allow the

sun to reach the turnips more freely. When
land is free from weeds this is a good prac-

tice, as it does not interfere with the growth

of the corn and costs no labor, but the har-

vesting. The flat turnip is ready for use in

the fall and early part of winter. The ruta

baga keeps better, and improves by keeping

till February, when the flat turnips are mostly

used up. Horses may be readily taught to

eat the ruta bagas, and will thrive on them,

when not severely worked. They should be
fed to them in small quantities at first, chopped
fine, and sprinkled with salt and ipeal.

Cooked and mixed with bran or meal, they

make excellent food for hogs. If, owing to

the shortness of the season, the corn does not

ripen well, what better substitute can the far-

mer have than a pile of ruta bagas ? and with

a generous crop of corn, they will not come
amiss. The first dull day in hay time, the

turnip patch should be attended to. It will

pay.
. ,

THE CROP PROSPECTS.
We have so little faith in the correctness of

the reports of the prospects for crops which

are usually published in commercial papers at

this season of the year, that we seldom copy

them. It is so obviously for the interests of

those who wish to buy the incoming harvest

cheaply to create the impression of a large

supply, that we look with much distrust upon

the predictions of an "unusually large crop,"

"an increase of twenty-five per cent, over that

of last year," "the wheat crop of 1868 will be

fully one-third greater than that of 1867,"

"the wheat crop will be immense," "an aver-

age of forty to fifty bushels per acre," and

similar expressions, made in relation to crops

in various sections, which we copy from a

single column of a New York city paper, now
lying before us.

If we had confidence in the correctness of

these reports we would publish them, as prices

are always affected by the demand and supply

;

points on which farmers ought to \)e posted, as

well as the patrons of these widely circulated

sheets. But these "big, swelling words" of

country editors and city reporters, who dash

off their estimates from what they see from a

car winaow as the train rushes past a field,

and who may possibly be influenced by a de-

sires to "puff" a particular section, or who may
permit the wish for cheap bread to be "the

father of the thought" of an abundant crop,

need confirmation for our use.

This whole subject of marketing produce

ought to be better understood by farmers.

There are papers enough in their interest to

circulate the facts necessary to enable them to

form an opinion as to the condition of the

crops and as to the prospects of the market.

But how shall these facts be collected ? May
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not farmers' clubs and associations do this part

of the work? If the time and money now
devoted to "pure agricultural horse trots"

were expended in the collection of these sta-

tistics, farmers might soon have reports on

crop prospects on which they might safely

rely. We commend the following suggestions

on this point by an Illinois correspondent of

the Eural New Yorker to the consideration

of our readers :

—

If all local (town, district or county) societies

would attend to this matter and report monthly or
oftencr, during spring and summer to their i-espec-

«tive atcricultural journals for publication (or to
their State agricultural societies and the latter to
the Department of Agriculture) the object sought
would, to a great extent, be attained. With well
organized agricultural societies, managed by in-

telligent and pi-actical men in the farming interest,

in ail parts of the country, the desired information
could easily be obtained and communicated to the
agricultural press—provided always that each so-

ciety should make crop reports one of the special
duties of a committee or the secretary. Otherwise
litttle can be accomplished, for "what is every-
body's business is noliody's." Certainly agricul-
tural societies and journals ought to work together
in pi'omotiiig the interest of producers, and in our
view there is no matter in which a union of their
efforts would be likely to prove more beneficial
than the one under discussion.

But as "big ships move slow," why may not

individual farmers resolve themselves into a

"committee of the whole" and furnish their

own agricultural papers with more frequent re-

ports as to the weather and crops within their

own circle of observation ?

WOOL MERCHA.NTS.

Dr. Randall gives in the last Rural Neto

Yorker the names of seventeen firms of wool

merchants iu New York, and fourteen in Bos-

ton who have responded to his inquiries in re-

spect to the principles on which they sell wool

consigned to them by farmers and others.

Nine of these firms state that they uniformly

sell all wool on its merits, and eitheij state or

leave it to be inferred that they thus obtain

more favorable terms than would be secured

under the buyers' rules ; three merely State

that they uniformly sell wool on its merits

;

nine declare that they will (meaning, if so di-

rected by consignors,) sell wool in any condi-

tion on its merits ; two offer to sell wool on

its merits, but consider it difficult to sell un-

washed or unmerchantable wool favorably

;

two uniformly do or will sell unwashed or un-

merchantable wool on its merits, when it com-

poses an entire lot, or when there is enough of

it in a mixed lot to sell by itself—but will not

separate out a small parcel from a mixed lot

to sell separately,— (this probably means same
as next)

; three sell unwashed, &c., lots of

wool on their merits, but avow that they allow

one-third discount to the buyer on such wool

where it is mixed with washed ; two sell un-

washed, &c., wool on its merits, but think it

generally requires more than one-third deduc-

tion to make it salable ; one sells unmixed lots

on their merits—but do not say what they will

do in cases of mixed lots.

Not one of the above wool houses, says Dr.

Randall, practically adopts the buyers'' rules in

form or essence, and but few adopt any por-

tion of them. This is a striking commentary

on that pretence which has been put forward

by so many country buyers that the enforce-

ment of their rules is made necessary by the

demands of the trade !

He therefore advises farmers who are not

satisfied with the offers of the buyers who are

hampered by any fixed rules to correspond

with some wool house and learn their terms

for receiving and selling wool, and sug-

gests that farmers whose lots are small unite

with their neighbors in making up proper sized

lots to command attention. But iu doing this

let every man or body of men act with their

eyes open.

What becomes of the Bumblebees?—
In reply to this question, C. V. Riley, the

State entomologist of Missouri, says through

the Country Gentleman, that "they all die off

on approach of winter, except a few females

who quit their nests and hibernate in any shel-

tered place they can find. These scattering

females are the Methuselahs, so to speak, of

their race, and with wonderful single exertion

dig the holes in which they lay the foundation

for a new colony, by forming their oval, un-

evenly built cells, and depositing eggs, which

produce workers. These soon develop suffi-

ciently to help her, and carry out her plans af-

ter she is dead."

—The Urbana (Ohio) Citizen says that a farmer

of that county has made a discovery of great

value to sheep-growers. lie has used, with great

success, coal tar, for maggots in sheep. During

the past season several of his sheep were bixdly

injured, and when other remedies failed to remove

the maggots from the wounds, he applied the coal

tar, which eflfected a speedy cure.
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From the Turf, Field and Farm.

BOB "WHITE. •

BY N, G. SHEPHERD.

Half way ripe is the wavy wheat,
Abroail in the fields where it stands breast high;

Soft as a whisper, and strangely sweet,
The breath of the wind as it wanders by;

"Bob White I"

Hark I whose is it, the voice I hear ?

Calling aloud in the tall grain near

—

"Bob "White I"

Hotter each day grows the warm June sun,
A shade more purple the nky's deep blue,

And the bright June roses have just begun
,

To sprinkle their leaves with an ashen hue;
"Bob White!"

There it is^alling, again and again,
Sweet and clear from the amber grain

—

"Bob White I"

"What does the little bird say, my son ?"

The f ilher asks of his fair haired boy.
Where over the porch the wild vines run.
And the humming bee murmurs his song of joy,

"Bob White!"
Sounding aloud as the voice draws nigh,
And tue iunccnt hps of the chdd reply

—

"Bob White I"

One shrill note and a whirr of wings,
Away ia a moment, flying low.

As over th*? lo'se wall hghtly f-prings

The farmer lad with his rake and hoe

;

"Bob White!"
Whistles the hoy, while his big black eyes
Follow the flock wherever it flies

—

"Bob White!"

A soft, sleek coat of a darkish brown,
Ai.d a speckled waistcoat of lighter shade,

Passii'g io white where it reachws down.
With breeches of chestnut trimly made;

"Bob White!"
This is he whom we hear repeat.
All day long in the ripening wheat

—

"Bob White!"

Two half circles around the throat.
One pale streak on his lordship's crown,

And all over the back of his Quaker coat
Paler streaks of a yellowish brown

;

"Bob White I"

This is he who fattens and thrives,
Down in the wheat where he calls to his wives

—

"Bob White !"

A famous Mormon is he, I'm told.
Full of love for tte softer sex;

With a heart like an eagle's quick and bold,
And a spirit fiery ana easy to vex

;

"Bob White 1"

Is it his own or another's name <

That he keeps repeating always the same

—

"Bob White!"

A few dried leaves and some bits of hay
Under a tuit of sheltering grals;

Hid in a hollow out of the way.
Where only by chance a foot may pass—

"Bob White!"
Thus he calls now the nest is made

—

Thus he will call till the eggs are laid !

"Bob White !"

Yellowish white the brittle shell.

Speckled with brown like his own little breast,
Watched, and tendod, and guarded well,
A dozen or more in the homely nest

;

"Bob White !»

Far less frequent, and somewhat drjjjk

The voice of our friend, as the days go by,
"Bob White !"

A smart young fellow, his son and heir,
keady at once from the nest to roam;

Little of trouble and little of care
Brings the boy to the mother at home

;

"Bob White!"

Almost silenced the once clear tone.
Now that the season of love is flown,

"Bob White!"

There in the grass where the dew hangs damp,
Ever watchful of any harm.

Back to back in a circular camp.
Ready to rise at the least alarm

;

"Bob White !"

Sits from the time the twilight falls,

All through the night, while no shrill throat calls

"Bob White !"

By-and-by wheh the summer is dead,
And the glowing hand of autumn weaves

Gorgeous pa terns of purple and red,
With gold and brown in the orchard's leaves ;

—

"Bob White!"
Down in the stubble piping low,
No longer shall call as the bright days go

—

"Bob White I"

For the Kew England Farmer,

HOW BAILKOADS BENEFIT FAEMEKS.
Many of the discoveries in the sciences, and

the inventions in the arts, which are now re-

cognized as the greatest blessings to the world,

were opposed at first as dangerous to the wel-

fare of the community and destructive of the

interests of individuals.

Only some twenty-five years ago, some of

the most sagacious men in New England pre-

dicted that sad consequences would follow the

introduction of railroads in this country.

They raised a great hue and cry that the coun-
try would be undone ; that British money must
build the roads and control them ; that the

hay raised by the farmers of New England
would not find sale ; that horses would be of
very little worth ; that wood, butter, cheese,

hay, &c., would he brought from Maine, Ver-
mont, and New Hampshire, until our market
was glutted, and many more evils, not neces-

sary to repeat, were predicted.

In 1833-4, the Boston and Providence Rail-

road Company commenced operations, and as

the pioneer company, with indefatigable zeal,

surmounted every obstacle in the form of bog,

fen, swamp, ledge and mountain, and finally

united the two cities, and demonstrated to the

whole country that railroads were a safe in-

vestment, even in the snowy, hilly region of

Massachusetts. Lowell and Boston, it is true,

had built a road in 1831-2, but as Lowell was
a city of spindles, owned by Boston merchants,

it was ^ot called a fair precedent. The Bos-

ton and Providence having settled the ques-

tion of maintaining itself with good dividends,

&c., immediately other roads sprung up in all

directions, and not only have the cities united

been signally benefited, but the whole coun-

try through which they pass has been dotted

with villages filled up with mechanics and man-
ufacturers, and a good home market created

for all the products of the farm, instead of

carrying them to the distant city to stand till

near night fall and finally to be disposed of at

such prices as buyers might offer, by taking

half pay in goods.

All communities, I suppose, have croakers

;

certainly we have them. Though we have a
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good home market for all our produce, all are

not satisfied. Some complain that these com-
panies are making money too fast. Such per-

sons forget that in 1833, the New England
press generally' invited moneyed men to come
forward and take stock in these roads, and that

many were shy of subscribing. Now those

who entered into the experiment and have
been successful surely oilght not to be envied.

Suppose the experiment had been a failure,

and entailed loss on the shareholders, as many
roads have done, would these croakers have
shared their loss ? Every man who has occa-

sion to visit the city is more directly benefited

by railroads in the saving of time and expense
than most people realize. Not long since as

some of these fault-finders were making com-
plaints, an old gentleman made the following

statement. In the year 1830 he went to Bos-

ton, thirty miles, in a stage coach. The stage

went but once a day. lie paid $1.50 for pas-

sage, 50 cents for dinner, 50 for supper, 50
for bed..50 for breakfast, 50 for dinner, and
$1.50 for passage home; making $5.50, be-

sides two days' time, worth $3.00 ; a total ex-

pense of $8.50. Now we can take the morn-
ing train to Boston and stay four hours in

the city, and return at noon, for $2.00, and
Lalf a days' time, $1.00, making $3.00 ; a sav-

ing of $5.50 by railway.

And thus it is with many other inventions

and improvements. Let us count up our bless-

ings, and look on the bright side of things

whenever we can. D. p.

Attleboro\ Mass.. 1868.

THE PERCHERON NORMAN HORSE.
» This breed of horses originated in, and now
exist in their most perfect form and condition,

in Le PercJie, a district of that portion ol

France which was formerly known as Nor-
mandy, and are clearly a pure breed per se

We do not mean thoroughbred, but a breed

capable of producing and reproducing them-

selves, ad injiaitian, unaltered and without de-

terioration of qualities, by breeding like sires

to like dams, without infusion of any other

blood, just as is done by Durham, Ayrshire,

or Alderney cattle ; by setters, pointers, grey-

bounds ; and in a word, by any and all animals

of distinct and perfect varieties of thS same
species.

The points of this peculiar breed are that

they are much taller than ordinary horses

;

their standard is probably from fourteen and

a half to sixteen hands high. Secondly, they

are very short in the saddle place, and com-
paratively long below ; they are well ribbed

\

up, and round barrelled, instead of having the

flat sides and sway backs which are the defec-

tive points in most American horses; their

heads are short, with the genuine Arabian

breadth of brow and hollow of the profile be-

tween the eyes and nostrils ; their necks are

well arched, and sulHciently long to correspond

with the general stoutness of their frames

;

their legs are particularly short from the knees
and hocks downward, and although heavily

haired they are not shaggy, while they have
unyieldipg, iron-like sinews, and feet appa-
rently unconscious of disease.

A writer in The British Quarterly Journal

of Agriculture, speaking of this class of
horses, says : "The horses of Normandy are

a capital race for hard work and scanty fare.

I have never seen such horses at the collar,

under the diligence, the post-carriage, the

cumbrous and heavy voitre or cabriolet for one
or two horses, or the farm-cart. Thejf are en-

during and energetic beyond description.

With their necks cut to the bone, they flincTi

not ; they pwt forth all their efforts at the

voice of the brutal driver, or at the dreaded
.

sound of his never ceasing whip ; they keep
their condition when other horses would die of
neglect and hard treatment."

Mr. Harris, of Morristown, New Jersey, in

"Youatt on the Horse," says : "These horses

first came under my observation on a journey
through France in the year 1831. I was struck

with the immense power displayed by them in

drawing the heavy diligences of that country,

at a pace which although not as rapid as the

stage coach travelling of England, j-et such a

pace, say from five to nine miles per hour, the

lowest rate of which T do not hesitate to say,

would in a "short time kill the English horse if

placed before the same load."

—

Southern
Planter and Farmer.

A Fixe DuRn,\5i Dairy.—A correspondent

who is an enthusiastic admirer of good stock

informs us that he was very much pleased with

a herd of seventeen cows which he saw in the

barn of T. P. Root, Esq., of Barre, Mass.

Mr. Root has bred the Durhams with particu-

lar reference to dairy purposes, and is not

satisfied with a yield of less than forty pounds

of milk per day. Some of these cows he was

informed had* given fifty-six pounds of milk

per day. His other stock, including a year-

ling colt, were very fine, and indicated, in the

opinion of our correspondent, a skilful breeder

and a good farmer.

—In the course of some remarks on a late

trial of cultivators and harrows, the Vtica Herald

says, the somewhat recent application of thills to

cultivators and horse hoes must be rcgariled as a

decided improvement. With thills, the machines

are kept steadfir, while at the end of^thc row the

labor of lifting or throwing the implement into the

next row is not half so great as with the old stylo

cultivators, while there is much less danger also of

cutting up lulls from the sudden starting of tho

horse.
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DOMESTIC ECONOMY;
OR,

HOW TO I^IAIvE HOME PLEASANT.

BY ANNE G. HALE.

[Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year
1866, by R. P. Eaton & Co., in the Cierli's Office of the

District Court for the District of Massachusetts.]

CHAPTER XIII.

CHILDREN'S CLOTHING.

Many persons when wishing for a change, orwhen
their garments get a little defaced cut them over for

their children ; and so when purchasing things for

themselves, keep their hoys and girls in mind. It

is an excellent plan. Not only will parents having

this end in view be likely to choose articles that

will wear well, but they will take good care of

them while in their hands, and so indirectly pro-

vide for their proper use when in the hands of oth-

ers. Thus, drab or grey being the best color for

boys* clothes, a father's pantaloons and vest of

this shade will, with little trouble, furnish enough

material for making his son a good suit of jacket

and troflsers, when they are too shabby for his

own use ; or, his brown sack may be metamor-

phosed into such a nice overcoat that the child

himself will see that it is better than the "boughten"

one which a proud schoolmate ostentatiously dis-

plays. The fabrics for summer wear, except tweeds,

cashmeretes and nankeens, are seldom substantial

enough for this second wearing. For girls, a

mother's brftwn and white Valencia, blue thibet,

green and white delaine, blue or buff gingham or

lawn, after washing and ironing—the cotton-and-

wool and cotton goods starched a little—will be

just as good and as handsome as new ; and her

gray or brown sack can be cut, and contrived, and

turned to suit successively half a dozen daughters.

Don't make dolls or puppets of boys and g[irls

by dressing them like miniature men and women,
as is too much the custom—keep them children as

long as you can. There is nothing more charming

than the ingenuous simplicity of childhood, and

nothing more disagreeable than the assumption of

grown-up airs, which always follows grown-up
dressing. Be even more fastidious than if choos-

ing for yourself when deciding of what fashion to

make their dresses, and keep them as much as pos-

sible independent of fashion's changes.

There need be no d*istinction between the dress

of a boy and that of a girl, until the child is old

enough to be trusted out of the house alone. Then
the boy's low-necked and short-sleeved gown may
give place to a frock and trowsers. Two breadths

of single width cloth—Valencia, lyonese, thibet or

cashmere, or cashmeret,giDgham, nankeen, or calico

for summer—either plain or small plaids or stripes,

make the frock body. Take a measure around

the throat, and around the chest and the shoul-

ders, and cut the neck and the slope of the shoul-

ders to correspond with these. Bend the elbow to

measure the length of the arm, and cut the sleeve

like that of a man's coat or make it straight and

gather it into a wristband : make the arm-size

loose, and let the sleeve enter it straightlj'—but

not tight. The frock should reach to the knee

—

the edge hemmed to the depth of two inches. It

should be bound with a narrow straight collar at

the throat and be buttoned down the fi'ont ; a belt

of the same material having a stiff lining, or a

stout leather belt, worn with it. This dress for

winter should be lined throughout with cambric.

A stout Silesia waist—double or lined—fitting the

form well not tightly—should be worn under this,

—to which the trowsers—plaited into a narrow

belt—should be buttoned ;—the trowsers also need

lining, and wear better to be rather loose, and
long enough to reach the ankle. As a boy gets

older make these trowsers of tweed, cassimere, or

doeskin ; but retain the frock till he is at least six

years old. Then he will want a jacket for his

trowsers,—similar in fferm to a woman's garibaldi

jacket, and made of men's cloth, like the trowsers.

Following this, at eight years, may be a straight

jacket, cut long enough to go over the hips, and
made to be left open in front showing a vest,—or,

rather, the waist of the trowsers buttoned in front

and lying over the belt of the trowsers in imita-

tion of a vest; this waist-front must be of the

same material as the jacket, and like that, lined

with Silesia and buttoned with strong buttons.

But young America is not satisfied with this a

great while—he delights to spread himself.

Spurning these limits you must be ready to sup-

ply him with a "real, true'' vest and "suspender-

pants," to wear with his jacket, by the time he is

ten, or he will feel that he is debarred of his

rights. Yet if you wish to keep him back a little,

you can accomplish it by establishing a law sim-

ilar to that which ruled the damsels of olden time,

when no maiden could be married till she had
spun and woven the cloth for her bridal out-fit,

(hence the name spinster for unmarried women),

saying that no suspenders can be worn till they

are knit by him who wishes to wear them. They
are just the simplest things to knit, of cotton or

cotton-and-wool—(sometimes called angola) yarn,

and quite elastic and strong. Make them an inch

and one-half wide and three-quarters of a yard

long. A button hole is knit in each end of both

suspenders by dividing the stitches, after one inch

has been knit, and taking them on two needles

and knitting it in two parts for about an inch, and
then taking all the stitches again upon one needle

and going on straightly with the work till M'ithin

two inches of the end when another button hole

must*e made before finishing.

Still the march is onAvard and upward—he can-

not be repressed—the jacket is but the chrysalis
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to his expanding powers. Just as you are getting

used to the tiptoeings and the cbest-dilatations

brought forward by "Jackin-galluses," you have

forcwaniings of sailvs, and box-coats, and even of

"swallow tails," till, unless you are of a very cool

and conservative disposition, you find yourself

some fine morning on the way to the tailor's for a

pattern by which to cut one or other of these de-

lectable garments ; and, you have lost little John-

nie in the tall young man who proudly offers you

Lis arm when he dons the new garment for the

first time.

Boys' hats and caps of straw and felt should be

kept, in order according to the directions given for

the care of men's hats, in Chap. VII. Straw and

palm-leaf hats unless well bound with galloon or

twilled tape will soon get "used up!" they need

cleansing and pressing;—this can be done by

sponging them with borax soap suds, rinsing

in clean, cold water, and when half dry pressing,

either on a block of the desired shape or on a tin

pail, or pan, covered with layers of cloth. If they

are very yellow after washing, cover with a mix-

ture of sulphur and cold water, (made about as

stiff as thick paste), and hang them in the sun for

a few hours before pressing; Sometimes they need

a second application of the sulphur-paste. This is

an easier and safer way than to smoke them over

slowly burning sulphur in a barrel or box where

they are hung and then covered over air-tight, as

is commonly practiced.

Verj' good hats for boys can be made by cover-

ing a straw hat, or a pasteboard frame that copies

its shape and size, with cloth cut from the rem-

nants left when making jackets or trousers. Line

them with cambric, bind with galloon, and also

fasten a band of galloon around the crown. To
make a cap : measure around the forehead, and

make a band of this size, one inch and a half wide,

from layers of cotton cloth, pasted together ; then

from stiff paper make a ring of thQ same width,

the shorter edge of which will fit this band, and,

unless you wish for a perfectly flat cap, shorten

the longer edge of this ring six or seven inches by

taking out gores at regular inten'als. For a top

to cover this, cut a round from stiff paper. These

are the patterns by which to cut the woolen cloth

of the cap ; they are also the frame to which it is

attached to keep it in shape. Line it with cambric

to which a little wadding is tacked or quilted, bind

the edge with galloon, and put around it a fold of

cloth fastened with a knot of ribbon,—in winter

substitute fur for the fold of cloth, if you choose.

Quite a pretty cap is made by using a headband

two inches wide and fitting a surface piece directly

to the top of it,—the circular being formed of six

or eight equal pieces meeting in the centre and

ornamented there with a button. Give it the same

lining and fold and binding as the other cap. If

you wish for a visor to the cap, as a protection for

the eyes, cut from paste-board a crescent, whose

inner edge is oucthud the length of the head-

band and which measures one and one-half inches

across the centre, the*i cut a covering for this from

the same material of which the cap is made, and a

lining from kid or stout silesia. Stitch its inner

edge to the head-band and bind the outer with

galloon.

Men's fur caps, after they are too much worn for

their own use, may be cut over for their boys, or

may be made into neck-ties or collars. The mak-

ing up of these things is simple,—the only trouble

to be overcome is in piecing and sewing the fur ;

—

for it often happens that the pile is so worn off

that the skin is bare in some places. The only

way to remedy these ugly spots is to cut them

out and fit in nice, well-covered pieces. And
this cutting and fitting is very careful work.

But anybody can do it, if willing to take pains

and to use a little patience. Cut the skin on

the wrong side; slip the point of your scissors

under it so closely as to cut it with short

clips and yet not to touch the fur—not a hair of

which should be started. To fit a piece—find t)ut

which way the pile (or fur) naturally lies by pass-

ing your hand over it ; the fur of the piece to be

inserted must fall the same way, and it must also

match the color and natural shading of the por-

tion to which it is fitted. Having cut it according

to these directions, the edges meeting exactly,

without puckering, sew them together with strong

thread, in flat overstitch. Be sure that you sew

nothing but the skin—not a particle of the fur

should be taken by the needle. Furs are lined by

sewing the materials to the edge of the skin, the

pile—the fur itself—standing untouched. .A little

wadding is generally placed between the lining and

the skin. Muffs and women's fur capes may be

repaired and made over in this way for boys or

girls.

Girls' common hats should be of stj-aw or felt,

simply trimmed. When of these materials they

can be altered by a little ripping or cutting, which

the wearers by the time they are twelve years old,

ought to be taught to do,^r rather, which most

girls of that age are ingenious enough to do with-

out teaching. After that age they will find much
pleasure in fabricating them of materials left from

theif best dresses ; and as they get older will want

to undertake bonnets in order to display their

taste. Straw and felt are the best materials for

both bonnets and hats, because they can stand all

weathers, and can be so easily altered. If kept

for Sunday and other particular occasions, for one

season, they do not seem unsuitable for everyday

wear the next ; which is not the case with those

made of other goods. Palm leaf hoods (from their

form sometimes called Shakers) are excellent for

those who are exposed much to the sun,—they

need a gingham cape, and a bonnet of the same

shape, made entirely of gingham, lawn, or pique,

is quite nice for very small girls ; the bonnet being

kept in form with stiff cords or narrow strips of

whalebone.

Little girls' dresses should be made with
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straight, or with what are called infants waists

—

though the sleeves ought to be long In winter

—

until they are six years old. Directions have al-

ready been given for making these waists. Three

breadths of common width material are sufficient

for the skirt. It should reach one-third-way be-

tween the knee and the ankle. Hem it, face it,

and plait it at the belt, if of thick material : gather

it, if of thin. Fasten the dress behind. These are

much easier to fit, and quite as pretty, besides

being more durable and less easily soiled than the

casaqac style now much in vogue—it is almost

impossiljle to get a neat and at the same time an

easy feeling drees of that style for any child.

Dresses for girls from six to twelve should be a

little longer in the skirt, and this may be gored.

The waist, which is still fastened behind, should

be biased m front to fit the form. The best way
to manage the dresses of children during the awk-
ward time between the ages of twelve and seven-

teen is to allow for much enlargement and length-

ening, and to do the best you can to promote a

graceful appearance by gradually introducing

them to the styles suited to persons of mature life.

For this purpose spencers, jackets, and such unde-

cided garments, to be worn with detached skirts,

or over waists, are very suitable. Measure for and

cut these dresses as in making those for women.
The waist linings of girls', and women's dresses

also, are kept much more neatly if a waist-pro-

tector made of white cotton cloth is basted within

them. They should reach from the throat to

below the armsize. Form them like the upper

portion of the waist, and hem them. They should

be taken out and washed very often.

While hoops continue in fashion, it is well to use
them, but do not adopt any conspicuous style;

and never put them on young children, and never

wear them, nor consent to their being worn, with-

out shoulder-braces or supporters. Oveyskirts

should neither be of gaudy colors nor of showy
designs—such things are sure signs of incorrect

taste ;—there are now to be purchased at very

moderate prices many neat and modest styles of

skirting, suitable either for summer or winter

wear. Do not allow your daughters nor yourself
to wear white skirts in wet weather or in sloppy

walking,—the old-fashioned drab or stone-colored

moreen is best for such times. Mothers who care

more for the health and long life of their daughters
than for their pride in the acquisition of an unnat-

ural, yet fashionable form will forbid the use of

corsets, or stays,—providing for them in their

stead waists of double cloth or jean, cut like a

dress lining—only a little lower in the neck. Bind
the armsizes and the neck of these garments ; face

the edges of the fronts, and also the lower edge,

to the depth of an inch ; fasten them with buttons

in front, and set half a dozen buttons at equal dis-

tances along the lower edge,—by these the belts

of skirts may be united to the waists.

The suggestions in regard to trimming and orna-

menting women's dresses are applicable to the fin-

ishing of children's garments ; not only for the

reasons laid down in a previous chapter, but be-

cause of the frequent washing to w hieh boys' and
girls' clothing is necessarily subjected. Braids,

ribbons, gimps, fancy buttons, and embroidery,

cannot be removed at every washing, and the con-

sequence is that many articles of attire are greatly

injured, if not ruined, by the colors of these thinga

soaking or running into the tissue of the dress, or

by their shrinkage drawing the garments into un-

comfortable and unsightly shapes ; while the trim-

mings themselves are, as Mrs. Maguiie would say,

a sight to behold. If anything of the kind is used

don't go beyond a little white cotton braid for nan-

keens or ginghams or calicos, or worsted braids,

of whose colors you are sure, for delaines, valen-

cias and similar goods, and these must be shrunk-

en, as directed in Chap. VIII, before they are used,

As a general thing, children's garments when new
are not put on immediately and worn every day

;

as a best or Sunday suit they are kept Sor special

occasions, and so these fineries look well enough a

good while. But when the clothes are taken for

common use, being rais£d above the surface of the

material they are quickly soiled, and are very

troublesome to the wearer by catching and rubbing

against everything,—which, of course, soon spoils

them.

Children's clothing should be watched even

more carefully than that of grown persons, lest it

get beyond repair; one day's wear, or merely one

romping frolic, after a hole has started, will some-

times completCiy destroy a garment; and you
will need to use as much care in its mending as for

your own, for they are observant of such matters,

and are often more mortified by a patch being made
too apparent than by wearing the dress in rags

—

not every boy is like one that I know who wanted

his mother to put "squares" on his trousers' knees

because his playfellows had them. Many would

prefer that she should turn them around before

such things became necessary, so that the knees

should have means of keeping decent as long as

the rest of the trousers. And this turning the

back to the enemy is no cowardly manoeuvre, nor

yet a difficult one. This is the way to perform it

:

Cut each leg of the trousers in an exactly cross-

wise direction from the lower comer of each pock-

et to the top of each inside seam, and then reverse

them,—bringing the backs • front,—stitch tlicm in

that position, rant the seams, and then press them

nicely. These new knees should be lined carefully

as directed in Chap. VII.

Yam and worsted comforters, caps, hoods, scarfs,

or shawls, when very much out of fashion, may be

ravelled, the yam reeled, or folded, into skeins,

and then washed with soft soap in warm water,

dried, the badly worn taken out, and the good knit

again into new shapes—and thus make a great sav-

ing in a large family.

There are many ways in which both boys and
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girls can make themselves useful about house, and
at the same time find much happiness, even if

school or its lessons require most of their atten-

tion. In order to become "handy," or skillful, in

this work, they should begin quite young and

gradually increase their assistance, the boys till

they are old enough to work at more laborious oc-

cupations, the girls till they are capable of super-

intending the household. To perform these little

services with ease and dispatch tliey must be prop-

erly dressed. If they cannot take off school

dresses, boys should have overalls, or loose over-

jackets, or frocks and trousers, like their father's

;

the girls, sacks and aprons like their mother's, or

else loose and long sleeved tires. Make also for

the girls, aprons to cover the front of the waist and

skirt, to put on when at play, or for school wear.

Gingham, or brown linen, are the best materials.

Bind them neatly with their own or a contrasting

tint, or trim their edges with a few rows of braid.

I had nearly forgotten to mention the bit of lace,

or the little linen collar, with its bright ribbon

knot, which the larger girls will always like to

wear about the neck ; and the plain, straight collar

of linen which may be basted into the neck of a

boy's vest or jacket, to be tied with a ribbon.

These give a finish to their attire which should

never be omitted. But, jeicelry,—boys and girls

should never be disfigured by anything that bears

that name,—its use by them would be as unneces-

sary as to gild refined gold.

Some mothers believe that the art of keeping a

neat appearance comes by nature. They say

—

"Dirt never sticks to Johnnie, no matter how he is

exposed to it, but Will is always in a mess.

Jenny's dresses are never untidy, and last twice

as long as Mary's, for whose clothing every latch

seems a magnet and every nail too." Now, ac-

cording to the old adage, "habit is second nature,"

they are right—in a measure. Habits of care and
neatness are formed early in life, sq that children

should be helped to acquire them. In the first

place by the indirect influence of care and neat-

ness in the management by others of all matters

connected with their home-life. In the second,

by having in charge, under the supervision of

their parents, as soon as they are old enough, the

drawers or closets that hold what clothing of

theirs is not in actual use; and, in the third, by
being taught to clean and to mend many of their

own things, and to do it well. For instance—

a

boy of six years and older should brush and
sponge all dust and spots from his clothing every

morning, and also black his boots and shoes. And
a girl should remove all traces of soiling from her

dress, and from the dresses of smaller children,

and point out to her mother's notice, if she cannot

mend, rents and bracks in her brothers' as well as

in her own clothing. When she is ten years old

she should begin to assist in mending,—of course

she has helped in making all sorts of apparel ever

smce she was five years old. Thus many a house-

wife's cares would be shared, and her burdens

lightened, while the children are acquiring the

means for making their lives beautiful and happy.

Before leaving the subject I wish to say a few

words about faithfulness in needlework : Do all

sewing, not only for yourself, but for your hus-

band and your children, (which distinction is too

often made) strongly, nicely, and neatly. Don't

be afraid of setting too many stitches in the seams

of a garment, nor of spending too much time in

setting them properly. Let your work be such

that you will never be ashamed to have it exam-
ined, in fact something that you will be pleased

and proud to have closely scrutinized. In this

way you will help to counteract the popular opin-

ion in relation to woman's work ; for much is said

of her want of thoroughness in all her undertak-

ings, and if you are faithful in this department of

your labors you will be likely to carry that faith-

fulness into the performance of other duties.

In concluding, let me give you the words of Miss

H. E. Lunt, the author of an excellent essay en-

titled "A Woman's Talk About Clothing" : "These

items rf;onsidered in themselves are trifles, but

they are such trifles as make up the sum of home-
life. On the faithful performance of small duties,

a great measure of the comfort, integrity, and
happiness of families depends. An d in temporal,

no less than in spiritual concerns, is the reward of

having been faithful over a few things."

'W^^^^
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SEPTEMBER FORETHOUGHTS.
,EPTEMBER, the

first of the Au-

^ tumn months, is

a happy and a

pleasant one.

It brings Fruits

and Fairs, both

of which farm-

ers should en-

joy. It also

brings longer

evenings and

more time for reading,

thought, and planning.

Enterprising and suc-

cessful farmers, as" well as

skilful mechanics, have a

Ian by which they work, and

to which they conform with

more or less strictness. Every

good farmer has decided al-

ready what field is to be seeded down to grain

this fall or next spring, and what sod land

shall be cultivated next year in corn or pota-

toes, and what grass land shall.be top dressed.

He sees, in anticipation, the smooth and well-

worked surface of this or that field clothed

with the green of the springing grain, or

waving with the golden harvest. He sees

the rich and thrifty corn standing thick on

that field from which he has just taken a

scanty crop of grass, and he works with ref-

erence to the accomplishment of these results.

He gets in his winter grain, if he did not do

it in August, as early in September as possi-

ble, that it may become well rooted and make
a good "stand" before the setting in of the

frost. Winter wheat, we think, should be

sowed before the 10th of September; If the

ground is well prepared and the seed well cov-

ered with a light plough or cultivator and

smoothed with a roller, it will better endure

the effects of the frosts and winds of winter,

and there will be less complaint of winter

killing.

Winter wheat starts earlier in the spring,

and matures its grain earlier than spring sowed

wheat, and often escapes the enemies that are

so destructive to the latter. It is liable in

some seasons, and on some soils, to be in-

jured by the freezing and thawing and heav-

ing of the surface. But if it is well drilled in,

or well covered with the plough and gets well

rooted in the fall, the liability to injury from

this cause will be more than counterbalanced

by the earliness of the crop ; by the greater

strength ofthe straw, making it less liable to be

broken down by storms ; by its greater ex-

emption from insect depredation ; and", in gen-

eral, by the better quality of the flour.

The spring may be cold and wet, and the

ground unfit to receive the grain until late

;

but in August and September, none of these

difllculties occur, and the work may be more
easily and thoroughly done.
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Wc think the cultivation of winter wheat is

too generally given -up in New England. Our

fathers found it a profitable crop, and so may
. their sons if they will adapt their methodlof

culture to the changes of climate and soil.

For the deeper snows that protected the plant

in the winter, they must apply a deeper cover-

ing of earth ; and for the fertility of the vir-

gin soil, they must supply the elements of nu-

trition which the wheat requires.

The practice of ploughing the soil in the

fall, for all crops, is we think growing in favor.

Worms and the larvas of various insects in-

crease in lands long under cultivation, and fall

ploughing seems to be the best and almost the

only remedy we have for this increase. Where

lands are level, manure may be applied and

covered in the fall with little if any loss, and

certainly with great improvement to the me-

chanical condition of the soil. The manure

becomes more thoroughly incorporated with

the soil, and both manure and soil are found

more fine and mellow, when we come to work

them in the spring. The manure that has been

accumulated in the summer may be carted

easily at this season, and may be used in a

green state without composting, thus saving

a good deal of labor. We think this is the

only time and way in which green manures

should be applied. Indeed many who advo-

cate the use of green manures, are in the habit

of applying them in the fall, thus making a

compost on the spot where it is wanted.

But there is much other work to be done in

September. The grain should be threshed

and carefully secured from the mice and other

vermin. Corn fodder should be attended to

with care, and boused as soon as dry. Ditches

should be cleaned out and a good supply of

material prepared for the compost heap.

Calves and colts should be brought up as the

frosty nights come on, and be taught to eat

hay and roots, and thus be prepared for the

winter.

Now is the best time to fatten swine. They

will lay on fat much faster in the pleasant

weather of September and October than at a

later season, when half their food is needed

as fuel to keep them warm. Improve the

present fine weather, for the winter is fast ap-

proaching.

Warts on IIoiisks have been ctired by a

wash of Sal Soda and water.

LETTEK FKOM THE PABM.
Concord, Aug. 7, 1868.

Gents.—After an absence of two weeks

among the White Mountains, I find a great

change in the vegetable world about me here.

The abundant rains of spring had thoroughly

wet the subsoil, so that when the intensely hot

weather of the latter part of July came, plants

grew with a rapidity entirely unprecedented

in my observation. It wus really wonderful

how soon the gardens and fields seemed crowd-

ed with the most luxuriant vegetable life and

vigor. Grass became too heavy to wave, and

was falling to the ground ; barley stalks were

bowing with heavy heads of ripened grain,

while the Indian corn, only a few days ago

backward and unpromising, had now rushed

into comely proportions, and gave great

promise of an abundant crop. The potato

crop, also, appeared finely, save where the

slug had robbed the stems of their leaves. In

some fields serious injury has been done in

this way, so that the putting forth new leaves

will greatly retard the growth of tubers, and

the crop will probably be light.

The rye and barley crops are good, and

have been generally well secured. Some

fields of oats about us have been cut, and

yielded well.

The hay harvest on uplands has been excel-

lent in quantity and quality, and most of it

housed in fine condition before the recent

rains and cloudy weather set in. The "runs"

among the uplands were good, but large, low

meadows, where water remained until the last

of May or into June, will be light and un-

profitabfe. The grass upon them is thin, and

partially covered with a dried slimy substance, _
which adhered to it as the water slowly re- fl

ceded from the meadows. The loss to far-

mers in Middle.-ex county, in this respect, will

be very heavy.

I have had the pleasure, to-day, of visiting

some farms in this neighborhood, and among

them that of Capt. John B. Moore. He has

about sixty acres in one enclosure, most of

which has yielded a very heavy crop of Eng-

lish grass this season. In one corner of it, I

fovuid about one acre in asparagus, as much

in strawberry plants, and several varieties of

potatoes, millet, Indian com, and many other

plants, which he is testing in order to learn

what is best for future cultivation. On a level,
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some seventy-five feet above this field, I

visited others, cultivated in strawberries, corn,

cabbages, squashes, melons, young grape vines,

potatoes, &c., and 100 peach trees. Of the

latter 1 fiaund but one tree attacked by insects,

and no signs of the yellows. The trees were

all budded and in vigorous condition. The

land on which these crops stand is a sandy

loam, and not subject to early frosts,—the

peach trees giving no signs of being injured

by the cold of winter.

On another field, some sixty feet above the

level of the brook in the valley, I visitecf his

grape vineyard, containing about two acres.

With the exception of a few plants where the

wind had free sweep over the edge of the hill,

the vines were all full of heavy foliage and in

vigorous growth. The oldest vines—some

eight or ten years old—were not generally in

fruit, while those of half that age are loaded,

even overloaded, with large bunches of the

finest grapes. Some of the vines are tied to

stakes and others trained upon wire trellises,

in order to determine the cheapest and best

modes of managing them. All these vines

are set upon land covered with small stones,

what is called a "cobbly knoll," and was ori-

ginally covered with a growth of yellow pines,

scrub oaks and white birches. It has received

but little manure beyond a dressing of leached

ashes. Mr. Moore does not believe in the

theory that the grape needs no manure, but

thinks that high manuring tends to injure

rather than benefit it,—and that the appear-

ance of the vine will indicate clearly enough

when it needs more nourishment.

We have in this town some twenty-five acres

In grape vines. I have visited no other fields

this season than that of which I have spoken,

and cannot, therefore speak of their present

condition. This one is well worthy the ex-

amination of those who intend to engage in

the culture of the grape.

Nearly all the crops on Mr. Moore's farm

are looking finely. All the hoed crops are in

straight lines and kept scrupulously clean,

—

what weeds had crept in during the busy sea-

son of haying, were being taken up and car-

ried away from the fields. He stated to me
the income from some of the crops, such as

asparagus and strawberries, but I was too

much interested in seeing and hearing to make
notes, so that I will only say that the cash

items were quite large. He is a skilful gar-

dAier as well as farmer, and is doing much to

introduce what is called "market gardening"

among our farmers. Indeed, a large business

is already going on in this direction.

Our people are improving the "rainy sea-

son" to lay down their lands to grass, and get
in turnips for winter stock.

My visit to the Mountains revealed many
changes that have taken place since my first

"call upon them." Fine hotels and excellent

roads are now common where the dark forest

held sway then, so that wonderful works of

art are now mingled with the majestic scenery

of the region. Among the works of man, the

White Mountain Bailroad, is the most nota-

ble.
,
It is" now nearly completed ; is three

miles long, ascends the face of the mountain

in a straight line, and rises one foot in three.

The ascent is made by the engine turning a

cog-wheel among strong iron pins on a centre

track, and not by a stationary engine as is

generally supposed. It is a wondrrful work
of art, almost frightful to look at, but appears

to be substantial and safe. The road is made
of timber and is a continuous bridge, crossing

the ravines at the same degree of elevation as

when rising the face of the mountain.

My trip was a pleasant one, and I only wish

that all your readers, who desire it, may en-

joy a ramble among those "Crystal Hills."

Truly yours, Simon Brown.
Messrs. R. P. Eaton & Co.

BUTTEB AND CHEESE.
We have received a somewhat lengthy arti-

cle from our correspondent, "W. H.," who has

long been of the opinion that by our ordinary

process of making butter and cheese much of

the valuable qualities of the milk are lost.

The success which has attended the extraction

of butter from the whey of cheese factories, he

regards as proof of the correctness of his po-

sition.' He believes that when the cream Is

taken from the milk for making butter, there

is removed with the globules of butter, some-

thing not essential to the production of butter,

but which is of value in the • production of

cheese
;
just as the cheese makers have found

that in setting the milk for cheese, they fail to

work in all the butter producing qualities of

that milk. As, then, butter has heretofore

been lost in the whey of the cheese-maker, so

cheese goes to waste in the buttermilk of every

churning. •
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Now as a patent has been obtained by IStt,

Page, of Adams, N. Y., for bis process of ex-

tracting butter from whey, may not some pro-

cess be devised by which the butter may be

extracted from milk without removing those

properties which are useful in the manufacture

of cheese?

Our correspondent's circumstances not be-

ing favorable to the prosecution of experi-

ments to determine this point, he submits the

subject to dairymen. He however alludes to

an article' published some time ago in the Scien-

tific American, about a process of extracting

butter by burying milk in a cool place in the

earth, as one that may be followed up to a prac-

tical result. Instead of enveloping the milk in

a series of linen bags, he proposes a box with

shelves for the milk, and if this proves success-

ful, then enlarge the box to a milk-room, in

such a manner that the whole should be sub-

jected to those influences of the earth which, in

case of the milk in the bag, separated the par-

ticles of the butter from the milk buried as

described by the Scientific American. After

the removal of the butter in this way, the

milk, on his theory, would produce first quality

cheese.

"WOOLEN EXPOSITION.
The first exhibition by the Woolen Manu-

facturers' Association of the Northwest was

opened at Chicago, August 4. The 1500

specimens of manufactured goods from eighty

mills, some woolen machinery, and a small

but creditable display of wool, occupied the

five floors of a new building, 80 by 100 feet.

The Mayor of Chicago, the Governor of Illi-

nois, Hon. J. B. Grinnell, of Iowa, Col. Ca-

pron, Agricultural Commissioner, and ^Ir.

John L. Hayes, of Boston, were among the

speakers at the opening and other public ex-

ercises of the occasion.

At a business meeting the following resolu-

tion was adopted unanimously:

Resolved, That the rules adopted at the conven-
tiou ill February, 1868, governing the members of

the association" in buying wool, are hereby re-

scinded, and members left free to purchase wool
on its own merits.

A committee, of which Colonel Needham

of Massachusetts was a member, was ap-

pointed to submit recorpmendations governing

the purchase of wool.

Mr. W. G. Coulter delivered an address,

in which he ' discussed the subject of wool

manufacture, and adduced facts to show that

the centre of the woolen interest should be

west of the lakes. He also made a compari-

son of the relative cost and profits of woolen

mills in Chicago and Lowell, and presented

statistics showing that goods can be manufac-

tured twenty-five per cent, cheaper at the

West than at the East.

Mr. G. B. Stebbins, of Detroit gave some

statistics of the growth of the wool manufac-

ture in England and the United States, and

spoke as follows of this interest at the West

:

It fs well that wool-growers and manufacturers
meet here on common ground, for it is a re -ogni-

tion, too lon^ delayed, of the unity of interest be-
tween farmer and manufacturer—the one providing
the raw material and the food for the workers in
the mills, the other adding by skill and labor to
the beauty and value of that material, and con-
suming the products of the farm. These two di-

visions of the great army of honorable workers,
closely linked as they are by ties of mutual help
and dei>endence, may well blazon on their stand-
ards the motto, "United we stand, divided we fall."

They are natural allies, destined to fight out the
battle of life on the same line, and to win a com-
mon victory over poverty and ignorance.
With our great breadth of soil and varied cli-

mate, fitted for the production of every kind of
wool, it is the "manifest destiny" of bur wool-
growers to raise all that our manufacturers want,
and not compel them to import over seventy mil-
lion pounds a year, as at present. The wool clip

of Great Britain, with her narrow domain and
poorer soil, is some 260,000,000 pounds yearly,
while ours is less than half as much. Surely we
should go far beyond her; and, judging oy "the
signs of the times" in this wonderful exposition,
that's what you men of the western farms mean
to do. And it is a characteristic of the West to

accomplish what is well and wisely begun.

Mr. J. L. Hayes, of Boston, would have

the Eastern manufacturers make the richer

class of goods, while the good and cheap are

produced at the West. He said

:

Now, in this country we have not began to do
tne work we ought to cj^o. We are just on the bor-

ders of the great field of industry. Why in Eng-
land, the manufacture of carding wool constitutes

but a small portion; the manufacture of dress

goods, or the combing wool industry, is the great
work. There are two classes of manufactures

—

the carding wool and the combing wool. The
earding wool for cloths, the combing wool for dress

goods. The comliing wool indiistiy in England is

very much larger than the other. The comliing

wool industry of France is three times as much as

the carding industry. And in this country the
combing wool industry is not over a tenth of the
carding wool industry. But we have all the West
open to us, and see what a field it will give us for

the manufacture of carding wool—especially in

this State. The wool corporations will be glad to

do your work. You must furnish us with the

wool—the right kind of wool. Now at tTiis very
time, wool, the best pf Ohio wool, such as you
raise, is worth 45 cents per pound. Yet the right

kind of wool, such as might be raised here on these

Western prairies, would be worth 75 cents; while

the mutton would also be better and bring a higher

price. See what an inducement there is to open
that industry.
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Gentlemen, in these remarks I simply intend to

point out some improvements to you. Your duty
as manufiiftarers is to pusli this carding iudusti-y

forward. Drive the East into the combing wools.
You, wool-growers, gi-ow the combing and fine

wools, that we may not be dependent upon Eng-
land, and France and Germany for our dress
goods. Therein a vast field open for you, and to

the energy and 'alent of the American people.
There will be room inough.

The display of cloths, jeans, beavers, shawls,

flannels, yarns, knit poods, and in short every

description of woolen goods, is prononnced

by the Chicago Repuhlican a magnificent one

in every sense of the word, whether It be re-

garded either in point of quantity or quality.

HOfiBES AND KOADS.

Dr. Holland, in a letter to, the Springfield

Bepublican, makes some important suggestions

upon the subjects of roads. There is no doubt

that the bad roads in this country subject our

people to an enormous tax in horses and car-

riages, nor that it would be better economy

in the end to make smooth and hard roads.

Our roads in Eastern Massachusetts are prob-

ably as good as can be found in any part of

the country, and yet it takes double the amount

of horse power to draw a load to market from

any point within twenty miles of Boston, that

would be necessary if the roads were such as

they might be made.

But if we do not have the roads we must

put the expense into horses and horse-keeping,

and the simple question is, into which shall we

put the cost, roads or teams ? Shall we have

roads on which one horse can carry a ton of

produce with ease, or roads requiring two

horses to carry the same load ?

A few years ago it was the fashion to build

all roads straight from one point to another,

going over all the intervening hills. This has

cost an immense outlay In horse power, besides

the Increased cost of keeping such roads In re-

pair, owing to the damage from washing.

When will people learn that It Is no further

around a hill than over it ? and that it requires

less power to move a weight upon a level sur-

face than to raise It Into the air ? We quote

from the Republican :—
The point which I wish to impress upon my

American reader is simply this, that the English
horse employed in the streets of a city, or on the
roads of the country , does twice as much work as
the American horse similarly employed in Ameri-
ca. This is the patent, undeniable fact. No man
can fail to see it who has his eyes about him. How
does he do it ? Why does he do it } These are
most importaat questions to an Arnerican.

!

Is the Engiiuh horse better than the American ?

Not at all. Is he overworked ? I have seen no ev-
idence that he is. I have seen but one lame horse
in London. The simple explanation is that the
Englishman has invested in perfect and permanent
roads what the American expends in perishable
horses, that require to be fed. We are using to-
day in the little town of Springfield, just twice as
many horses as would be necessary to do its busi-
ness if the roads all over the town were as good as
Main street is from Ferry to Central. We are sup-
porting hundreds of horses to drag loads through
holes that oughi to be filled, over sand that should
be hardened, through mud that ought not to be
permitted^) exist. We have the misery of bad
roads, and are actually or practically called upon
to pay a premium for them. Itwouiij^be demon-
strably cheaper to have good roads than poor ones.
It is so here. A road well built is easily kept in
repair. A mile of good McAdamized road is more
easily supported than a poor horse.""

SUBSOILING.

This Is attended with some labor and ex-

pense, and many farmers are deterred from

practicing It on this account. But next to

draining we believe it affords the best security

for a crop, especially of corn and grass, in

either a dry or wet season. It breaks through

the hard pan, and allows the stagnant water to

sink below the roots of the growing plants.

In a dry season It allows the roots to penetrate

deeply, and find the moisture in the mellow

soil. A few years since a gentleman in Queens

County, N. Y., wrote as follows, in the au-

tumn, after a severe drought :

—

"During the month of August I was invited by
a friend to view his corn and take note of his
method. The land had been subsoiled, and al-

though the drought was severe, the leaves were a
fine dark green, and the silk luxuriant, seeming
scarcely to suffer from the great heat. In the ad-
joining lot, separated only by a rail fence, the
stalk was drying up, and the ears small and poorly
filled.

A spade was procured, a hole dug ; about eight
inches deep we came to a hard pan, and with con-
siderable labor broke through the pan ; below, the
earth was dry as ashes. The subsoiled lot was
then tried; the spade went down into a mellow
soil, and at two spades depth, it was moist and
mellow. No wonder his corn looked flourishing.

I have examined several other lots of corn.
The land that was subsoiled all stood the drought
well.

Early in July I visited two lots of grass. No. 1

about nine acres, the soil naturally good, with a
loamy subsoil. One-half had been subsoiled.
The timothy on this part was over four feet high,
and made more than three tons of hay to the acre.

The other half producing not more than half as
much, all put down at the same time. Lot No. 2,

twelve acres, with a gi-avelly subsoil. Four acres
had been subsoiled. Four acres had been ploughed
seven inches and the other four lightly ploughed.
The subsoiled part produced over ten tons. The
lot ploughed seven inches, a ton and a half to the
acre, and the part poorly ploughed, very little but
daisies and weeds."

Here is the result of actual experience In a

severe drought. It Is certainly worthy of

consideration;
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THE
For the Xew England Farmer.

GARDEN IN SEPTEMBER.
Having labored and enjoyed the fruit of our

labor, in part, up to the present time, it now
becomes us to save up the remaining products
of the garden, and to provide for the exten-

feion and continuance of the luxury of green
vegetables, &c.
Weeds will continue to grow, but should

never be allowed to interfere with other vege-

tation, as they surely will if allow^ to grow
at all. Where impracticable to use the hoe,

they sbou^jl be hand-pulled. Weeds allowed
to form seed will pretty surely be capable of
maturing the same by the aid of the juices of

the stalk ; a*id if matured will, very likely be
scattered to perpetuate their species and give

us trouble in the future. The safest way is

never to allow a weed to so far mature as to

come into blossom.

Watch for early frosts, which, in this lati-

tude, frequently come by the 10th of Septem-
ber ; while often if that time is passed without

frost, we go free till about the 20th. Some
vegetables, with a little protection, may grow
on for two or three weeks after the first "cold
snap" is over.

During this month many of the products of
the garden arrive at perfection, and all re-

maining ones are fast becoming ready to be
harvested, requiring care that nothing goes to

waste. Gather and take care of all surplus.

If not needed for immediate use, store it

jjroperly, market, or distribute it among your
less fortunate neighbors, who would be glad
to receive it. Leave nothing to decay, merely
because it is in abundance. If nothing else

can be done with it, feed it to the stock or put
it in the compost heap.

Beans.—The earlier sorts of pole beans will

now be ripening. Save seed from the best and
earliest. Limas are now plenty,—save some
of the earliest for seed, and, with the others,

lay in a dry, airy place, to cure. Before hard
frosts, pick all jreen ones; shell and dry for

winter use. P. ,k the late string beans before
they become tough; jjickle or can for future

use.

Cabbage.—Late planted will need frequent
hoeings. Ordinary frosts and cool nights will

not btop their growing, but cause them to har-

den their heads against a more severe freeze.

Seed may be sown this month, where it is de-

sirable to winter over in cold frames for early

spring i)lanting, greens, &c.

Celei;y.—When the plants have attained a
height of six to ten inches, the earthing up
process .should commence; and in earthing,

too much care cannot be used. A bungler
will often t^pod half the crop by breaking the
leaves, getting dirt into the crowns of the

plants, &c. Earthing up will need repeating
once in eight or ten days, according as the
plants grow. At me lirst earthing, close the
leaves carefully together with the hands, and

while you hold them in position with one hand,
draw the dirt up and make it firm with the
other, close against the plants. This will hold
them in position. Be very careful not to

break any leaves, or let any dirt get to the
crowns ; and never earth up except when both
soil and plants are dry, or decay is sure.

CoiJN.—Save and dry for winter use. Can-
ning is so risky that few like to incur the
trouble and risk. Last year directions came
out in several papers for salting the green
corn in the husk, by packing down in salt in a
barrel. A iriend informed me that he tried

it last season, and that on taking up some and
soaking it in fresh water for some days, and
then boiling it and preparing it daintily, none
of his family could eat it ; for, said he, besides
being salted, it was salt. He tried the pigs
with some of it freshened, but they ran away
from it, .squealing. Save of the earliest crop a
sufHciency of the finest, earliest ears, for seed

;

strip off the husks, retaining two or three in-

ner ones, and braid in tresses and hang in a
dry, airy place. Cut and save the stalks for
the cattle, or feed them out green.

Cucumbers.—Gather the pickles by going
over the vines every day and gathering all

sizable ones ; cutting them with scissors or a
sharp knife, and leave half an inch of stem on
each ; using care not to break or tear the
vines. Ripe ones may be gathered and the
seed scraped out and left to ferment and work
clear in a pail or tub, and then wash clean,

dry and save. Sweet pickles may be made of
those nearly ripe.

Manure.—Remember that now is the time
to add to the compost heap for next year.

Such are the laws of nature, that after the soil

has produced a crop and it is removed, the

elements of the crop must be replaced, or the

soil will eventually refuse to yield her increase

;

and upon decayed animal and vegetable mat-
ter must we largely depend to replace these

elements.

Melons.—Pick as soon as ripe, which may
be known by the stem parting readilyiVom the

melon. Watermelons are sounded by rap-

ping them with the fingers,—a dead sound in-

dicating ripeness. Save the seeds of all the

best specimens.

Pak.sley.—If seed be sown this month the

young ])lanta may be kept over by covering
with %traw or litter, and be ready early in

spring.

Squash.—The summer varieties have ceased
producing eatable squash. Pick and save
those allowed to ripen for seed

;
pull up the

vines, cut them and add to the compost heap.
The Marrow and Hubbard may be commenced
upon for use, as the Hubbard is quite good,
even before it is ripe.

Tomatoes.—These will be in their greatest

prime the fore paitof the niunth. Bottle a

lull sujtply, and make catsup. Eat them
freely,—they are healthy, either cooked or
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raw. A little protection from early frost will

add some weeks to the season.

Grapes.—Early varieties will ripen this

month. Pick them with care, using shears or

a shai'p knife to cut the stem ; handle with

care, and do not rub off the bloom, if to be
kept for some days, or marketed.
Blackbewiies and Raspberries, after

yielding their crop of fruit, should have the

old canes cut out and all superfluous shoots

removed, leaving only one or two for next

year's fruiting. Wm. H. White.
South Windsor, Conn., 1868.

For the New England Farmer.

SUMMER FALLOWING.
Where a field which was originally good

soil, is so much reduced, or where the soil is

naturally so light, sandy, and poor as to pro-

duce hardly grass enough to be worth mowing,
and you have no dressing to spare for it, and
you do not wish to turn it into pasturage, what
should be done with the field ?

This important question remains unsolved.

It has occupied the minds of farmers since I

was a boy. Every year all the agricultural

papers in the land are beset with the inquiry :

How shall I make my land productive without

barn-} ard manure, which I have not got, or

without artificial dressing, which I cannot
afford to buy ? The cost of artificial dress-

ing, when carried back into the interior of the

country, with the freight added to first cost,

is, nearly all farmers say, too expensive. We
can buy gold too dear.

I propose, then, that farmers in New Eng-
land should raise less grain, and more grass.

Grass should be the chief crop. Grass is the

great source of manure,—of dressing which
never fails to agree with any and all kinds of

soil. Grass is milk, butter, cheese, beef, mut-
ton. It is the fuel that generates the power
which drives the plough, the reaper and
mower, and carries us along the highway, for

profit or pleasure.

The South and West may get along with
grain and corn fodder ; but here in New Eng-
gland, grass is power, is life, and the cultiva-

tion of it is imperative. Grass should be as

much a specialty here, as grain is at the West.
If this is so, let us see what should be done
with the worn-out mowing fields, which are so

common in the east.

Almost every farmer in New England has a

larger or smaller patch in his mowing field,

which, if allowed to lay fallow one, two, or
three years, and ploughed every year, would
improve by the operation enough to pay for

the labor and loss of use ; but 1 never yet saw
a farmer that could resist the temptation to

put oats or some kind of grain on to land thus
lying unproductive. Such a crop of course
takes the cream of the land, and leaves for the

grass seed only the skim milk of the soil. 'J'he

seed to be sown upon such fallow should be

grass seed alone ; and then the grass would
pay all the bills. A good crop of grass can
be grown from the seed the first year, if sowed
alone in April or May. Then, why should
farmers persist in the bad practice of sowing
grain with grass seed ? It is an errtfr, If not
something worse.

The flirmers in Maryland and Virginia gen-
erally leave one portion of their fields turned
out to rest every year, and rotate their crops
of tobacco, corn, wheat or oats. They say
that the action of the rain and air adds fer-

tility to the soil. Some may object that two
or three years thus required to bring such
fields into productiveness, is a long time.
But how can it be done quicker without ma-
nures ? Hoed land is always improving, while

swarded land remains the same from year to

year ; or, if mowed, there will be at least no
improvement. Clover might be sowed and
plowed in to hasten productiveness. So might
manure be bought for the same purpose. But
my object in writing this is not to show what
will enrich ground the fastest, but to decide

'

what shall be done with worn out fields, to

bring them to fertility in the cheapest way.
I believe a three years' rest for such poor,

worn-out lands in our old mowing fields, to be
ploughed once each year, in August, would
show a profit on our ledger account the fourth

year, if put in grass alone. Who will try the

experiment on some portion of his field that

is now so poor as to be worthless for mow-
ing? I question if there be five farmers
in New England who would hold out to fallow

his ground three years, while there are proba-
bly hundreds who will agree with me that ihe

theory is sound. Farmers are content to pay
taxes on a large, smooth, worn-out, mowing
field all their lives, but hesitate to try long
exneriments to find a better mode of farming.

C. S. Weld.
Olamon, Penobscot Co., Me.,

August 1, 1868.

Remarks.—In England, Summer fallowing

is much more generally practiced than in "this

country, and even there it is seldom applied

to any soil but the heaviest clay land, and we

understand that "green fallowing," that is,*

hoed crops, are rapidly gaining on the old

plan of "bare-fallow." Land is seldom sum-

mer-fallowed more than one season. The ob-

ject of both systems is to destroy the weeds

and prepare the soil for the ensuing season's

crop. To effect this, frequent cultivation is

necessary. One ploughing in the season would

hardly suffice to keep down the weeds. If

our correspondent had illustrated his theory

by some practical results of the benefit of a

three years' fallow, he would have added

greatly to the value of his communication.
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TEXEL OB MOUTON FLANDBIN BAM.

Early In the seventeenth century the long-

legged African or Guinea sheep were intro-

duced into Europe by the Dutch, and distrib-

uted among the islands near the Texel and in

Gronigen and Friesland, where they were

crossed with the common sheep of the country,

producing the animal known as the "Texel"

or'"Mouton Flandrin" breed of sheep. As

long ago as 17G3, a French writer in a work

published by royal authority says "its walk is

firm, its deportment is noble, its form well

proportioned in all its parts, announcing a good

constitution and a healthy temperament, and

exempt from the maladies so common to other

breeds. Its wool is white without spot ; it

is contented everj'where—it becomes a citi-

zen of the place it inhabits." Youatt, in

1857, speaks of them as being of large size,

and having considerable res.emblance to the

British or Irish long-wooled breeds, but more

prolific, and producing long fine wool, which

can be appropriated to valuable purposes by

the manufacturer. .

Our cut represents one of the animals of

this breed imported and owned by Winthrop

W. Chenery, Belmont, Mass., and which has

taken prizes at the Fairs of the New England

and other agricultural societies. He claims

that the breed at the present time is a re-

markably beautiful, compact, hardy and pro-

lific race of animals, possessing quiet and con-

tented dispositions, readily accommodating

themselves to change of soil and climate, pro-

ducing heavy fleeces of long and tolerably fine

wool, mutton of superior quality, and lambs

which, at four months of age, attain a weight

of from seventy to eighty pounds.

Mr. Chcnery's importation consisted of one

ram and seven ewes when put on board ship,

but on arriving at Boston, after a voyage of

eighty-one days, the flock was found to have

increased to seventeen animals, nine jambs

having been produced ; affording strong evi-

dence of the good qualities of the ewes as

nurses, as well as of the hardiness of the

breed.
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HOEIWQ.
What are the Principles Involved in Hoeing, or Stirring

the Soil, and How and When should it be Done ?

NE of the most im-—^-^^^ » portant operations to

be performed on the

farm, is the thor-

ough cultivation of

the surface soil on

all crops that require

the use of the hoe.

In England, and to

some extent in parts

of our own country, the "hoed crops" include

wheat and other grains, when sowed in drills.

Drainage, however, where necessary, must

precede all other operations. "

Perhaps the word cultivation would afford

a better idea of what we are wishing to learn,

than the word lioeing, as that word includes all

the various means used to bring the surface

into a fine and porous form.

Ploughing is the first step toward this cul-

tivation, and renders all the subsequent labor

comparatively easy. Ten or fifteen years ago,

deep ploughing was supposed to be, not only

judicious, but important ; but according to the

discussions to which we listened, during the

recent session of the Massachusetts State

Board of Agriculture, in Concord, deep plough-

ing is now considered injurious ! A distin-

guished writer, and an eminently practical

man, says the statement that the deeper and

ih^finer the soil is rendered, the more pro-

ductive it will become, Is in every respect true,

and which no single Instance will contradict."

This deepening, however, must be gradual,

and when so conducted, different layers being

brought from time to time to atmospheric in-

fluences, what was at first a soil of four or five

inches in depth, becomes one of ten or twelve,

and Is black, fine and porous, and in the con-

dition to become richer and richer, under a

fair treatment, every year.

This is the first step in a judicious cultiva-

tion ; but is a rude and coarse one, and if

stopped there on our soils, would scarcely re-

pay the cost of the operation. We will give

only a single illustration of the benefit of deep

ploughing.

A good farmer had a considerable field

which had been cultivated at ordinary depths.

He laid it out in equal squares, and ploughed

it at all depths from five to ten inches, on the

different lands, and sowed oats evenly over

the whole. The crop on the five-inch soil was

very poor ; on the six-inch rather better ; on

the seven-Inch better stiU, and on the ten-inch

soil it was as fine as ever grew ; It had stiff

straw and broad leaves, while the grain was

also ^puch better than on the remainder of the

field.

The first duty of the farmer, then, in pre-

paring his soil for seeds and crops, is to look

at Its mechanical condition. This is the basis

and ground-work of all after labor
;
just what

the bricks and mortar are to the mason, lum-

ber to the carpenter, fire and iron to the black-

smith, knowledge of laws to the lawyer, of

gospel to the minister, and of the nature of

the human system, and of the drugs which he

uses, to the physician.

He must look to this, because the soil Is to

hold the roots of his plants in position, and

by its sponge-like action hold water for their

use.

It must be In a condition to absorb moisture

firom the atmosphere to supply the demand of

plants, and absorb heat from the sun's rays to

make them grow.

It must supply them with a part of their

food by admitting the air to circulate among
their roots. The oxygen of the air will make

the minerals in the soil available to their use.

Three things, then, are just as necessary to

the farmer in preparing his soil to produce the

most profitable crop, as timber and nails are

necessary to the cai'penter in building a house.

1. To make rain water pass through the

soil, instead of being evaporated from the

surface.

2. To make the soil deep and fine.

3. To make it capable of absorbing atmos-

pheric fertilizers, by which It will become dark,

fine and rich.

Such a soil will prevent drought.

Because when rain falls it will soak into

the ground instead of running off. It per-

meates every part of the soil, and parts with

the heat, ammonia and other fertilizing agents

which it contains.

It absorbs the dews and the moisture con-

tained In the atmosphere. The air is full of

water In the form of vapor. More than 1300

gallons have been found to evaporate from a

single acre in twelve hours. This air rests

with a pressure of fifteen pounds to every
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square inch of the surface of the 6eld, and if

the surface is porous it is continually receiv-

ing this vapor and passing it along among the

particles of soil, icatering and manuring them.

Watering them, because when it gets down
where the soil is cooler than the vapor, the

vapor is condensed into real water,—aijd ma-

nuring then), because the soil abstracts the

manures which the air contains, such as am-

monia, carbonic acid and oxygen, and keeps

, them in store for the use of the roots of plants

as their needs require.

If water stands upon the land it is because

the surface is hard and compact, and it grad-

ually disappears by evaporation, which cools

the soil and is of very great injury to its powers

of producing crops. AVhen the evaporation of

water is rapidly going on by the assistance of

sun and wind, a large quantity of heat is ab-

stracted and the soil becomes cold and plants

Avill not grow. When water is sprinkled on

the floor it cools the room. When a patient

with fever is bathed with water, it is to carry

oif the hfi2it of the body, and standing water

on the land operates upon the same principle.

This is anotiier r^.asoD why the sui'face should

be kept fine and open. - It ought to be remem-

bered that when water assumes the form of

vapor, it takes np 1723 times as much heat as

it contained while a liquid.

Such, then, is the condition in which the

soil should be, In order to receive the greatest

benefit from the manures which we supply,

and the atmospheric manures, which the heav-

ens are kind enough to furnish to the soil, if

we put it in order to receive tliem.

We have said that ammonia, carbonic acid

and oxygen are atmospheric fertilizers. Let

Hs see what they will do where the soil is pre-

pared for them. Ammonia reaches the soil in

two ways ; from the air circulating through

the soil, or by rains carried to the earth. It

'is the most important of all organic manures

in the soil. Clayey, or peaty soils, retain it

•the best- Soils that are nearly pure sand, will

iflllow it to evaporate immediately after a

shower, and therefore need to be dressed with

<'lay, peat, and a portion of charcoal dust.

Plants do not, probably appropriate ammonia

'by their leaves.

Carbonic acid is received from the atmos-

phere both by the leaves and roots of plants.

If there is caustic lime in the soil, it unites

with it and makes it milder and finer. It is

absorbed by the water in the soil, and gives it

the power of dissolving many more substances

than it would do without the carbonic acid.

Oxygen oxidizes or ru-its some of the con-

stituents of the soil, and prepares them for

the uses of plants.

If there are acids in the soil, the oxygen

will prepare some of the mineral matters in

the soil to unite with and neutralize them.

The next agent is water, and may be con-

sidered an atmospheric manure, as it is re-

ceived from the air in the form of rain or dew,

and is charged with fertilizing substances.

Atmospheric manures cost nothing, and are

of great value. In the course of nature they

are supplied to the soil without the immediate

attention of the farmer, but it is not beyond

his power to manage them in such a manner

as to arrest them in greater quantity.

But we hoe, also, to kill weeds, because

they occupy the soil to the disadvantage of

crops ; because they exclude light and heat

from cultivated plants, and thus interfere with

their growth ; because they take up mineral

and other matters from the soil, thus depriving

crop? of their use,—and because, if allowed to

perfect themselves, their hardy nature and

persistent growth would occupy the land to

the exclusion of all other plants.

By frequent hoeing or stirring of the soil

we keep ic in its best chemical condition, and

that is the condition which will produce the

most abundant and the most profitable crops.

The how and when this should be done, we

will leave to others to say.

PROP. VILLE'S KE-W SYSTEM.

Many farmers have little faith in science.

The blunders and failures of those book-wise

men who have attempted to analyze soils, to

compound manures, and to direct the opera- <

tions of the farm generally, are the ground-

work of this scepticism. But are scientific

men the only ones that blunder and fail ? How
has it been with the inventors and makers

of agricultural implements? Did not the

first horse-rakes—"man-killers'" as they were

called,—the first mowing machines, reapers,

and many other labor-saving contrivances,

now in general use, work their way to public

favor through a long course of failures, and a

still longer course of improvements .'' Science,

I
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machinery and infants creep before they walk.

The Atlantic telegraph is now in daily use, and
the people of Boston have the news from
London as soon as those who read th,e Daily
Times. But how long is it since the Atlantic

cable was a magnificent failure ?

Prof. Liebig's mineral theory, so satisfac-

tory in the crucible of the chemist, failed ut-

terly when tested by the English farmer. But
what of it ? Does the failure of his'compound
prove the worthlessness of lime, potash, magne-
sia, ashes, phosphates, and the other ingredients

of his "complete manure?" Certainly not.

It simply shows he left a screw loose some-
where, which he or somebody else may tighten

up. Failures should stimulate, not discourage.

The good Book says that "it is better to go to

the house of mourning than to the house of
feasting." And how often do failures prove
blessings, and successes turn out to be curses.

We have fallen into this train of thought
with a copy of the second edition of the Ad-
dress delivered before the Bedford, N. H.,
Farmers' Club, last winter, by John A. Riddle,

Esq., of Manchester, which we have just

closed, lying before us. In this address Mr.
Riddle furnishes an account of a series of ex-

periments made in France by Prof. Vilie, a
learned Frenchman, and of the composition of
a manure based upon the results of these ex-

periments. The professor claims that he ar-

rived at his conclusions or facts by using the
plant itself as the agent by which he analyzed
the soil and the manures which were applied
to it. But those who wish for further knowl-
edge of a system by which an English writer
claims that "the phantom of sterility is laid,"

will read this little pamphlet, which, in addition
to the matter in the first edition, contains the
views of Levi Bartlett, Esq., of Warner, N. H.,
on the subject, and also a statement by G. W.
Wilson, of Providence, R. I., in relation to

the improvement of light sandy soils.

Without expressing any opinion as to the
value of Prof. Ville's "Complete Manure," we
may say that we think every farmer will find

Mr. Riddle's pamphlet both instructive and
suggestive.

—Mr. Lewis, of Schuyler, N. Y., stated at a
meeting of the Little Falls Farmers' Club that he
had a meadow which by top dressing, produced
twenty different kinds of grasses, and he would
not have it ploughed for $100 per acre.

For the New England Farmer,

RUKAL AKCHITECTUKB.
BY A. B. B.

Much has been written on the subject of Ru-
ral Architure, and much more needs to be, to
inspire a love for rural embellishment and a
true taste for the beautiful. The ability to
see and appreciate the objects of beauty which
every where abound in the country, is a source
of constant and pure enjoyment. The ele-
ments of beauty are cheap and abundant, while
those of fashion and custom or art are expen-
sive and often offensive.

The people of New England are more at
fault on the subject of Rural Architecture than
almost any other, and yet it is one which
nearly affects our daily life, and in great
measure, our characters and habits. Some
may say they "don't care what they live in, if
it is only comfortable and convenient." Com-
fort and convenience are indeed important,
but this life does not consist, even mainly, in
the abundance of material comforts and con-
veniences. The spirit that "don't care for
looks" is a degrading and debasing one every
where. From this comes the coarse vulgarity
which degrades the country. A wholesome
pride with intelligence and an ability to appre-
ciate the beautiful around us, will place the
country in advance of the city, in "all that
exalts and embellishes civilized life."

In ninety-nine cases out of every hundred,
the homes in the country are devoid of taste
and attractiveness, not from lack of money
expended, but from erroneous ideas of what
Is fit and proper. Every one of any preten-
sions to intelligence, knows that beauty, in
dress, depends more upon harmony in colors
and complexion, than the richness of the ma-
terial or even the fashion. There is a beauty
for the city, and a beauty for the country

;

what is fit and proper for the former, may be.

out of place in the latter. Many a man who
builds a bouse in the country, takes his model
from the city or village, which is as much out
of place as the garments of a city gentleman
would be on a farmer at work in the field, or
a rich cashmere shawl over the square shoul-
ders and tawdry dress of "foreign help," or
the dress of a city belle on the faultless form
of the country beauty, whose unadorned at-
tractions surpass the power of art.

Let us draw two pictures,—one of the most
prevalent style of farm houses as they are, and
one such as they might be, and see which is

the most attractive. The first is a "square-
as-a-brick," upright, story-and-a-half or two
story end-to-the-road building, clapboarded
and painted a dazzling white, possibly with
green blinds, and, if extra-st)lish, with a pi-

azza in front. From this, or, if this be want-
ing, from the front corners of the house, a
picket fence, tall and white, extends to the
road, the distance of a few yards, and along
in front of the house, constituting the front
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yard. In each corner of this, is perhaps a

tree, or perhaps a row of firs in front, with

their branches trimmed up three or four feet

from the ground. The out-buildings have the

same hard, square, niatter-of-fiict appearance.

A puerile taste may see something to admire

in the clear white of the house and the con-

trast of its green blinds, if it have any.

Now look at this bit of landscape by the

road side. There cOmes sloping down a

sunny hill-side on which, midway from the

top, is a gnarled oak with spreading branches,

and here and there are aged cedars and clumps

of trees and shrubs unspoiled by the hand of

art. At the foot of the hill is a level space
;

on the other side of this, is a rocky knoll of

huge riven and splintered boulders, amid which

grow trees, shrubs and clambering vines. In

the rear is an open field, bounded by a brook,

beyond which rises a wooded eminence, whose

trees and shrubs form a most agreeable back-

ground, with almost every hue and shade of

green in summer, and of crimson, orange and

gold in autumn. Study the scene a few mo-

ments, and take in its simple, yet mysterious

beautv. You may look and look again, and

not tire of it. Familiarity only makes it the

lovelier.

Now suppose we set a cottage, the simplest

possible, to begin with, on the level space be-

tween the foot of the hill and the rocky knoll,

-with a steep, Gothic roof, for this is both pic-

turesque and roomy. On this we will have

neither clapboards nor paint, but cover with

rough, solid boards, six or eight inches wide,

matched and thoroughly^ nailed. Over the

<loor we will make a rustic porch, with a seat

on either side, and over each of the windows

a rustic trellis for vines and running roses, and

leave all for nature to give a color in harmony

with its surroundings. A little back of the

cottage, in the midst of that thicket of cedars

and slirubs which will serve to protect it from

the cold wintry blast, we will place a barn to

correspond in style with the house,' and near

the rocky knoll, and within the shadow of the

trees and vines, a rustic arbor. For a passage

way from the road, for carriages, we will take

out a part of the stone wall, and at each end

of the gap put up a substantial unhewn post,

and here banoj a rustic gate, and directly in

front of the- cottage door, which may be from

six to ten rods from the road, we will place a

similar gate, but less in size, for foot travel-

lers, and this completes the picture.

Let the two be compared and see which is

the most attractive and beautiful. The first

is expensive, tlie latter cheap. Is it objected

that the cottage is too small for &farm house ?

It may be inoreased to any size and almost

any picturesque form, and as the great ex-

pense of paint which, in the first case, is to be

renewed every few years, is saved, the greater

convenience may be afforded within. Another

material which abounds everj^ where in New
En<Tlami, may be used for building with greater

durability and even more pleasing effect than

boards. I mean the stones, as they are taken
from the ground or surface,—cobble or rub-

ble stones, if you please. An objection is

made to these, that a house made of them is

cold and damp, but if properly made, the walls

of a stone house are as dry and pleasant as one
of wood.

Bandolph, Mass., 1868.

Remarks.—We cannot agree with our cor-

respondent in some of his ideas of taste and

beauty. We confess to a liking for bis

"square-as-a-brick," "clapboarded," "daz-

zling white" building, though we might prefer

a light cream color, with "green blinds, a pi-

azza and shade trees," and a dislike of his

fanciful cottage, with "steep Gothic roof,"

"covered with rough solid boards and left

without paint for nature to color in harmony

with its surroundings." Think of sleeping in

a room immediately under such a "pictur-

esque" roof after the fierce rays of a July sun

have rested all day on its roomy surface ! We
have tried it so often that an involuntary

"Good Lord, deliver us" springs up at the

very sight or mention of a steep, picturesque

and roomy Gothic roof. And then as to color,

we feel like moving a vote of thanks to the

proprietors of the old South Church every

time we go up or down Washington Street,

for the lighter shade and more cheerful look

which a new coat of paint has given to that

venerable structure. We rejoice also to see

in every direction unmistakable evidence that

the taste for the dark and dismal in the color

of dwellings is passing away.

For the Xew England Farmer,

IiIGHTNlNQ RODS AND FUMIQATOB.
Do you know of any facts proving lightning

rods of any value? If you do not, is there no
way of compiling statistics having a look one
way or the other, for, or against them ?

A third and, it is to be hoped, the last gang
of builders of these rods, is now crawling

over our hills, and through our valleys, and
getting the usual amount of money from the

farmers, who are in doubt about the whole
subject, and too easily victimized by the art-

ful conductor of these speculations.

Some ten years ago, the whole country, to the

farthest west, was canvassed and bled by those

carrying iron rods and insulators. Three or four

years ago, the thing was repeated with twisted

copper and no insulators.

Now they have got a new twist, and per-

haps have twisted both materials together, call-
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ing their machinery galvano-electric conduc-

tors, or magnetics. Now all this has ever

looked like humbug ! If it is not, let the peo-

ple get some facts, on which to found an opin-

ion. Are there a thousand buildings in a

country with rods, pair them off with a thou-

sand with none. Let No. 1, with a conductor

be paired with the nearest building to it with

none, and continue till the odd and even num-
bers count up enough to give us a little history

of lightning work for a few years, in the rural

districts.

Extremes are said to meet. They some-

times follow each other. The lightning rod

man in his covered carriage, was followed by
the "Fumigator" man in his top buggy. I am
so fortunate as to live on the summit of a high

hill ; consequently many a weary horse and

hungry traveller, crave rest and refreshment

when they get to my poor tip-top house. The
fumigator, I had got in the spring from one of

these benevolent patent-pilgrims for a dinner

and sheep's pelt. The sheep breeders of Ver-

mont had "examined and approved." Ah,

yes ! But these men don't breed the things

that eat up sheep. By my own negligence, I

had a few sheep with ticks. I applied the fu-

migator and it killed every tick that got

smoked ; and I went over my lamb in some
twenty or twenty-five minutes , with a man to hold

it. Better expend three dollars to clear ticks

from the flock, than pay that for the machine
and break your back smoking them out.

But the wonderful instrument that gets It-

self pictured and painted in so many papers,

is death on mosquitoes. Well, I charged upon
them the other evening, very much as Uncle

Toby did on his sod forts. I marched and
counter-marched through the house. The
smoke of the attack waxed thick. The mos-
quitoes went up, and all the females of the fam-

ily went to bed narcotized, swooning with to-

bacco tremens. It Is true, a little sugar on
live coals will do just as well, but there Is no
patent on that method.
The virtues of the fumigator are too numer-

ous to mention. Only one more can be named
here. It is death on bedbugs. A near neigh-

bor wished to try it on them. Although ac-

cording to the bond I am not allowed to lend or

use the instrument off my, own premises, yet

I dared to break it just this one time. To
make assurance doubly sure. Miss Nabor got

one of the enemy prisoner and set him up as

a target. She first assaulted him in rear. In-

stead of surrendering, he at once commenced
a masterly retreat. She then made a flank

movement, and fired both on his right and left,

but with no better success. Finally, our val-

iant friend filed to the front and poured dis-

charges point blank into the enemy's face and

eyes. It was all in vain, so far as Mr. Bed-
bug was concerned. But to the fumigatress

by this time the world and the things therein

contained, began to gyrate very rapidly, and

she had only time to give the villain the coup

de grace with her shoe, before giving herself

into the hands of her friends, "smoked out."

Mercury about 86 degrees above, and the

summer has made up already for spring's de-

linquencies.

C. N. Andrews.
Chelsea, Vt., July 4, 1868.

KEV. CHAUNCEY E. GOODRICH.

The name of this gentleman has become so

familiar to the readers of agricultural papers

and especially to those who cultivate any of the

many varieties which he originated, that the

following tribute to his memory by Alex. Hyde,

Esq., will prove generally interesting. For

some sixteen years Mr. Goodrich studied the

subject carefully, and has left us a rich legacy

in the results of his investigations and experi-

ments. We copy from an article in the Ameri-

can Journal of 'Horticulture

:

—
From some constitutional idiosyncrasy, Mr.

Goodricli was unable to eat potatoes himself;
which fact makes his persevering labors in study-

ing the habits of the plant, and originating new
varieties, all the more remarkable. As early as

1846, his attention was called to the potato-disease.

The result of his investigations was the conclusion,

that the causes of the diseaso of this semi-tropical

plant were the changes and intensities of the weath-
er, the character of the soil, and the artificial mode
of culture. The constitution of the potato thus be-

came impaired, and transmitted its Avant of vigor

to succeeding generations, each becoming more
and more enfeebled. In 1848, he began importing
from South America, the original home of the po-

tato, some of the native tubers, and, from the seed

of these, began reproducing new vai^jeties. In all,

he originated some fifteen thousand seedlings.

These he divided into seventy-four distinct families.

After four or five years' trial of the difierent seed-

lings, he rejected those whose health, yield, and
habits he did not like. Mr. G. died in the midst of
his experiments, but not until he had established

in public favor the Garnet Chili, Early Goodrich,

Calico, Gleason, and Harrison varieties, which
now stand at the head of the list with all well-

posted and successful cultivators. These varieties

can be planted with the expectation, that, under
ordinary circumstances, they will escape disease,

and yield remunerative crops of excellent quality.

They Avill doubtless degenerate in the course of

time, and an occasional reproduction from seed of

a healthy parentage will be necessary. The de-

generacy may be 4.-etarded, if not prevented, by a
judicious selection of soil, and a cultivation in ac-

cordance with the principles of vegetable pa-

thology.

We notice that some of our horticultural

writers have suggested the idea of extending

to the labors, or rather productions, of such

men as Mr. Goodrich the protection afforded

to authors by the law of copy-right, and to in-

ventors by the patent law, and that very

plausible arguments are advanced for such a

provision. But as yet we think that fanners

are hardly prepared for "patent potatoes,"
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patent grapes, strawberries, wheat, rye, bar-

ley, oats, &c., or for patent horses, cattle,

slieep, pigs, and poultry. But the question is

already before the people, and very likely

Congress will be called upon to take some ac-

tion on the subject.

DOES PAKMINQ PAYP
Having seen a number of inqwirlcs in rela-

tion to the above subject, I take the liberty to

give yoii an item that will show what a young
man in this place has done.

He was born and brought up on a farm, and
learned the trade from his father, who was
called a thorough going farmer. This man
started for himself in 18G1, with $275 in

money, wliich was all he was worth in the

world. He bought thirty-six acres of eld pas-

ture land for $1025 ; bought his team and
•went to work.
He built a good substantial house and bam,

with cellar under the whole, o2 by fifty feet,

for the making and storing of manure. His

neighbors said—"Do not make a cellar; if

you do, } ou will lose all your stock with the

cattle disease, and it will ruin the neighbor-

hood as well as yourself." But he heeded
not .their advice, and his cellar has paid better

than any other investmenton his farm, unless

it is underdrains of stone, which have been

put in to the amout of over one mile. Neigh-

bors shook their heads and said—"He will

starve on that place ;'" but, by perseverance

and plenty of work, he has made great im-

provements, and has also lived on the place.

He is a bachelor, and, of course, hires his

help in the* house as well as out doors when
necessary, and does manage to make both ends

meet. He keeps an account of all his trans-

actions, and would be able to tell, if asked,

what it had cost him to make a pound of pork
in more than one instance ; also, if there is

any profit in the raising of poultry in large <or

small lots. An inventory is taken at the close

of each year, and then he can tell at once

what the profits and expenses have been for

the past year, and this will help to form plans

for next year with better results than if it were
all mere guess \iork.

His farm was rented one year, while he en-

listed in the army, but it was no improvement
to the farm, or his pocket either, for his health

was so poor that he was not able to do any
work for more than a 3 ear after his return.

The past season he refused an offer of $4200
for his farm and his out lands (which have
been bought by piecemeal since his first pur-

chase of tlie farm,) will pay all his debts, and
the personal property will bring at auction

from $1200 to $1500 more, making over $5000
for five years' work, which I thmk is .doing

very well on a farm in this country. Now if

one man can do this on a farm without a wife

to help him over the rough road of life, and

with all the drawbacks that a young man with-

out money has to encounter, why cannot

another do the same? It requires tact, energy,

and industry to achieve success on a farm as

well as in other vocations in life.

—

D. T.,

West Springfield, Mass., in Country Gent.

ASSOKTING- FRUIT.

Dr. Claggett of St. Louis said, "I wish I

could impress upon fruit-growers the import-

ance and profit of assorting fruit. Fruit will

not only bring better prices if assorted, but

depreciation of prices will be prevented. Too
few shippers assort their fruit ; such as do,

get from one-third to one-half more for it than

those who do not do so. Full one-third of

the fruit found in packages had better have

been given to the pigs. The market is over-

run with packages of inferior fruit. We who
are dealers have to assort it. If one-third of

the fruit sent to this market were left at home,
the other two-thirds would bring more money
than the whole does now. It is every man's

interest to leave imperfect fruit- at home ; if

he does not, the buyer has to throw fully one-

third of it away. If a dealer knows a shipper

has a reputation for assorting his fruit, he can

recommend his packages confidently without

examination ; but, so far as nine-tenths of the

packages received from shippers are con-

cerned, dealers know nothing about them that

will warrant them in asserting the excellence

of the fruit to a customer until it has been ex-

amined. I wish every shipper knew the value

to him of a good reputation,—of a reputation

that will sell fi-uit-packages bearing his brand

at the highest market-price, without examina-

tion. Every fruit-grower should aim to get

such a reputation."

—

Am. Pomological Soc.

THE CURRANT "WORM.

About the middle of May they begin to ap-

pear on the lower leaves near the ground, and
what afterward proves to be many hundreds

may be found on a single leaf. They travel

slowly until they attain considerable size,

which gives ample time to destroy them before

they have done much damage. By the 1st of

June small black skins, with the worm's head
attached, may be seen on the ends of the

branches, and in a very few days no worms are

to be seen. I have seen hundreds of worms
on the top of a bush in the evening, and
in the morning each one had left behind

it its skin, and disappeared. Whether in one
night the larva changes into a fly, unlike

other insects, or whether it goes through

the regular transforming process of a chrysa-

lis' life in a cocoon, in the earth beneath the

bush, 1 have not ascertained, but intend to re-

move a bush, sift the soil, and learn the facts,

if possible. I placed three sizes of the worms,

from one-third to fully grown, in a glass ves-

sel, and put in with them some currant leaves

:
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each of the sizes immediately concealed them-
selves at the bottom of the glass under a co-

coon. This leads me to think that they enter

the earth as above conjectured ; hut why they

should leave their old suits behind them on the

ends of the branches seems a mystery. It is

about two weeks since the larvaj were placed in

the vessel, and it is now swarming with beau-
tiful yellow Hies, in size and shape somewhat
similar to the house-fly, a little more slender,

with large abdomen, and prepared to deposit

an innumerable number of eggs, which they

are now fastening upon leaves put in the glass

for this purpose. We may therefore suppose
that the eggs of the new installment are al-

ready upon the foliage, and I am watching
daily for their re-appearaauc, which at the

farthest will not be longer than a week, as they

have been gone from the bushes two weeks
;

thus they appear and disappear three times

during the season, and each time they come
in greater numbers.
The bushes should not be allowed to touch

each other ; if they do, the larvae will continue

to eat and grow until they get to be an inch

long. They do not in any case leave one bush
and creep on the ground to another, but al-

ways leave when they reach the top, not being
particular about their size or age, if the

branches of another bush do not intermingle.

I have had many bushes uninjured, with others

standing on either side entirely defoliated,

when they did not touch each other.

—

A. J.

Caywood, in New York Horticulturist.

CHEMISTRY OF HAY MAKING.
The succulent grasses that clothe our fields

with verdure are very insignificant vegetable
growths in contrast with the forest trees whose
huge trunks rise up from the hillside and the

plain, and darken, with their dense foliage,

unnumbered acres of our fertile lands. In
the tiny stalk and leaves of the timothy, clover,

red-top, &c., there are rich juices circulating,

which have been drawn from the breast of
mother earth. These juices are the very pabu-
lum of life, and from them, indirectly, we draw
our sustenance. If we subject to chemical
analysis these grasses, we shall find them to

contain all the essential elements of animal
growth. But it is not our intention to follow
this line of thought, however pleasing or at-

tractive it may be. We wish' to make a few
brief observations upon the chemistry of cur-
ing hay.

Curing hay is, chemically speaking, a distil-

latory or evaporative process. It is doing
with succulent vegetable substances, what the
salt-maker does with his saline waters, or the
sugar-maker with his saccharine juices. The
object is to drive off surplus waters, which hold
the valuable principles in solution

; to get rid

of worthless and interfering substances, and
retain all the desirable ones. The sugar-
maker may apply too intense heat or direct

flame to his evaporating pans, and burn or
spoil his products ; so the farmer may heat his

hay too much in the blazing rays of the sun,

and greatly injure the rich nuti'ient principles

upon which its value depends. Certain it is,

we cannot control all the conditions upon
which the production of perfectly cured hay
depends ; but we can control them much more
decidedly than we do. A ton of well-cured
or properly dried hay is worth more in the
mow than two tons of that which is cut at an im-
proper time and cured in an imperfect manner.

Grass is not generally cut and cured early
enough in the season. The sugar, the gluten,

and starch, are in the best condition for pre-
serving, before the ripening of the seed com-
mences i'he grea' eni^ and aim of plant life

is to reproduce itself,—to perfect its seed. The
periods of inflorescence and seed-bearing are
attended with a large expenditure of costly

material. The development of the flower to

a blade of timothy, is a very different affair to

that of one of the green leaves. The former
contributes nothing to the general maintenance
of the plant ; the latter is mouth, stomach, and
lung. Just previous to flowering, the vegeta-
tive power is most active, and large quantities

of starch are being stored up ready for use
when the pressing occasion arrives to form the
seed. A tremendous struggle takes place in

the plant, when the nutritive principle is dis-

solved by the aid of diastase, and transferred

to the seed. As soon as it is over, signs of
exhaustion appear, and the plant dies. The
time to cut grass is before this culminating
point is reached, when the nutritive principle

pervades every part of the stalk and leaf.

Grass is generally dried too much. The
ligneous part becomes hard and tough, and
animals do not like it any better than we like

over-baked bread. The nutritive portions are

not so readily eliminated, and the waste is

much greater in passing through the assimilat-

ing organs. It is not necessary to dry hay so

thoroughly, in order to preserve it from putre-

factive change in the mow. If the weather is

clear and warm, it may safely be stored the

same day it is cut, provided it is not cut in the

early morning, while loaded with dew. If

grass could be mown after the dew is gone,
and spread upon a dry parcel of ground, four

or five hours' exposure to sun and air will fit

it for the barn. All moisture proceeding from
dew or rain must be removed. Hay seldom
or never spoils from fermentation of its own
juices, unless the conditions under which It is

stored are extremely unfavorable. The pro-

cess of drying or curing in the mow proceeds
slowly and advantageously if but a part of the

natural moisture is evaporated In the open air.

A pound of hay well dried in the mow, is much
better than an equal amount dried in the fierce

rays of the sun.

If farmers will observe more carefully, and
learn a few simple facts in regard to the im-
portant labor of hay-making, they can secure
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the crop more expeditiously, at less expense,

and obtain it of far better quality. Let tbein

venture more. Don't be afraid of spoiling

hay by storing, if partially cured, and not wet
from rain or dew. These suggestions are

drawn from experience, and are worthy of re-

gard.

—

Dr. Nichols'' Jour, of Chemistry.

DUTCH BULBS.

The Dutch have long been celebrated for

their cultivation of bulbous roots, especially

tulips and hyacinths ; and from March till

June the district around Haarlem is carpeted

with a succession of beautiful flowers, begin-

ning with crocuses, and ending with ranunculi.

The sandy soil of the district, which is derived

from the dunes, is highly favorable to bulb-

culture; indeed, some of the flowers grow on
the sand-hill ; and hundreds of acres of valua-

ble land are, in consequence, devoted to

flower-farming. In the proper season, as one
drives along the roads in the neighborhood of

Haarlem, he is surrounded on all sides by
plantations of hyacinths and tulips in full

bloom, forming a mass of color exceedingly

varied and rich, while the scent exhaled is

most delicious. Every house and villa has its

bulb-garden ; and for long distances the eye

can feast on glorious masses of richly-hued

flowers. In one of the bloemestries, there is a

bed of tulips two hundred yards in length,

which, in the spring-time, is resplendent with

gorgeous color; and, in order to the better

setting of them off", they are framed in a bor-

der of crown imperial lilies, and bridged over

for effect every here and there with a wooden
arch. It is a great pity that such a lovely

flower as the tulip is scentless ; Nature must
have exhausted herself in the coloring. The
hyacinth, however, exhales a delicate perfume,

especially about midnight ; and, at Haarlem,
great beds of these favorite flowers, covered

over with roofs of canvas to protect them from

extreme heat or rain, may be seen, so arranged

as to present the most vivid contrasts, or ex-

hibit the finest harmonies of color.

—

Once a

Week.

CULTIVATION BY HOGS.

From a report in the Wisconsin Farmer of a

late discussion by the Oswego Farmers' Club,

•we clip the following:

—

Capt. Barnes—I rtever yet wired or cut a

hog's snout. Some ravenous specimens may
require it, but by keeping them in the right

place, I could always make their digging prof-

itable. When a boj' in New England, I knew
a man who had a nice smooth bit of meadow,
which he could not plough, as the ground was

full of stone. It had had a coat of soil washed

on from higher land, the points of stone that

interfered with the srynie had been broken off,

and it was often top-dressed with chips, dirt

and ashes. Well, there came two or three

dry season, the patch became sod liound, and
the white grubs got into it, and it did not bear
five hundred of hay to the acre. After hay-
ing the old man turned his hogs into it and
they rooted it completely over. Almost every

day some one would stop in the road and shout,

"Your hogs are rooting your lower meadow
all up." "Let 'em root," the old man would
answer. In the fall he harrowed it well, and
sowed on grass and clover, rolled as soon as

frost was out in spring, and his meadow was
as good as ever.

Dea. Osgood—And I have seen pastures

that could not be ploughed, kept in good order

by hogs. When stony pastures get full of
brake, they dig after the brake roots, and a

little grass seed sown on is all that is needed.
Then in low, moist pastures they dig for angle

worms, and keep the sod loose, and prevent

moss and brake coming in. They are the de-

stroyers of all worms that harbor in the

ground. But what will' you do in our tame
grass pastures? They dig after clover roots,

as well as worms and morning glory, and tear

the ground all up.

Capt. Barnes—I give them a turn at my
pasture, before I break it up ; they take out

the clover roots, and white grubs, and mellow

the land. But one year I failed to break up a

piece after it had been well rooted over, and
it bore more feed the next summer than any
other I pastured. I would rather turn hogs

on my meadows in the fall, than cattle. It is

a most wasteful and destructive practice to

feed meadow short in the fall, as some men do.

QBEASINQ -WAGONS.

But few people are aware that they do wag-
ons and carriages more injury by greasing too

plentifully than in any other way. A well-

made wheel will endure common wear from
ten to twenty-five years, if care is taken to use

the right kind and proper amount of grease
;

but if this matter is not attended to, they will

be used up in five or six years. Lard should

never be used on a wagon, for it will penetrate

the hub and work its way out around the

tenons of the spokes, and spoil the wheel.

Tallow is the best lubricator for wood axle-

trees, and castor oil for iron.

Just'grease enough should be applied to the

spindle of a wagon to give it a light coating

;

this is better than more, for the surplus put on

will work out at the ends, and be forced by
the shoulder-bands and nut-washers into the

hub around the outside of the boxes.

To oil an iron axle-tree, first wipe the spindle

clean with a cloth wet with spirits of turpen-

tine, and then apply a few drops of castor oil

near the shoulder and end. One teaspoonful

is sufljcient for the whole.

—

Itural American.

—A bushel of rcdtop seed weighs about ten

pounds.
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THE PEBCHERON HORSE "ORLEANS."

The above is a portrait of one of the two

stallions which wane imported by the Massa-

chusetts Society for Promoting Agriculture in

July, 1864, in connection with three mares of

the same race. "Orleans" is of a reddish

roan color, and at six years of age stood 16

hands high and weighed 1450 pounds, and is

considered a perfect type of the Percheron

Horse. For the use of the cut we are indebt-

ed to the courtesy of Chas. L. Flint, Esq.,

Secretary of the .Massachusetts Board of Agri-

culture.

For the New England Farmer,

NEW PLAN" FOR TOP-DBESSINO-.

Last fall I tried an experiment with which I

am so well pleased that I take my pen in hand
to write a short article for your valuable pa-
per.

For several years past I have been think-

ing about the amount of manure lost every
year by allowing my sheep to lie in the pasture

nights. My pasture has been used for over
thirty years, and as the sheep occupy the same
resting places nearly every night, these spots

have become like a barn yard, and I deter-

mined to contrive some plan to distribute these

droppings over my mowing lot.

Commencing as soon as I got through hay-

ing,—and I think no man ought to do any
haying after July,—I made a movable pen by
nailing three boards, fourteen feet in length

to three pieces of two-inch scantling, project-

ing at the bottom for stakes. For one hun-
dred and ten sheep, 1 found it necessary to

use two lengths of these boards for each side of
my pen, and one length for each end. I used
an iron bar to make the holes for the stakes,

and fastened the tops with straps. I think a
lighter and more convenient fence might be
made, but as mine is, one man will remove
the panels, one at a time, and set them in a
new place in twenty minutes.

By keeping a small trough or two in the pen,
and putting into them a little salt or corn, the

sheep will learn in three days to run for the

pen as soon as let out of the pasture.
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Last fall they were yarded on the poorest

part of my mowing. The first nigbt they

were put on a moss grown knoll. One night

in a place is suflicient. The effect, as ob-

served this tenth day of June, is wonderful.

I am sure there is threefold more grass where-

ever the sheep were thus yarded than where
they were not ; it already being knee high and
beginning to head out. Even on the old

mossy knoll, the grass is a sight to behold,

marking by its vigorous growth the exact space

on wliich they were yarded.

Some may object that there is too much
work and bother in this plan of top-dressing.

But brother farmers is there not hard work in

shovelling over, carting, and spreading ma-
nure, to say nothing of ploughing up the tough

sward ? And if we can make the sheep save

all this labor, may we not afford to do a little

tinkering for them ? It is easier than shovel-

ling manure, and besides 1 save much of the

strength of the manure that is lost at the barn.

If we fmish up our haying in July, we have

three months or more to follow this business,

and I really believe that with a large farm,

a large dock of sheep and conveniences for its

prosecution, we can greatly improve our old

mowings, and consequently the profits of farm-

ing. H. H. c.

BrabUree, Vt., June 10, 1868.

"WHAT PAKMINQ IS TO BE.

It is evident to any thoughtful man that we
have entered a new epoch in American agri-

culture. Our population increases rapidly,

and the production of food does not keep
pace with it. "I have just sold a two-year-

old heifer for $60," said an old farmer. "I
had no idea of selling her. She had run in

the yard all winter, and I never fed her a hand-
ful of grain, but a butcher saw her and offei'ed

me $60 for her." He thought it a great

price. I told him that a well-bred animal,

with liberal feeding could easily be made
worth .$1U0 at two years old. It seems diffi-

cult for an old farmer to realize the changed
condition of things. He is apt to think that a

thing which did not pay when the country was
new will not pay now. "Fifteen dollars for a
calf 1" exclaimed a city friend the other day.

"I thought calves wA-e not worth more than

a dollar apiece. IMy father used to sell

them for that. In those days agriculture

was not appreciated How could it be, with

calves a (lollar apiece and wheat seventy-five

cents a but^hd ? We have now high prices

—

perhaps a little too high—but they were
necestiiry to place agriculture on its true

foundation. I arming will now be as respec-

table in fact as it has hitherto })een in theor}'.

Let young farmers take a calm view of the

situation. We are going to have a verj- dif-

ferent system of farming from what we have

bad.

Mark you, I am not finding fault with

the old farmers. No man can respect them
more than I do. They have done an immense
amount of work and done it well. Their sys-

tem was the best in the circumstances. But
the "stump period" has passed, and Is fol-

lowed by the mowing machine, with the steam
plow appearing in the distance. Virginia

fences and bad roads are still found, but they,

too, will soon belong to the paht. Under-
draining will improve the latter, and the high

price of wood will banish the former. Labor
is more abundant, and wages are paid in

wheat less than formerly. The district school

has a prodigious intiuence. Now let our
young fai'mers bestir themselves. They must
be "men of thought and men of action." In
the older settled sections we have blacksmiths,

and wheelwrights, and carpenters, and brick-

layers, and saddlers, at no great distance,

and it is no longer necessary for a farmer to

be a "Jack of all Trades." His business is

to cultivate the land ; to look well to the state

of his flocks and his herds ; to attend to the

thousand little details of his establishment.

He must have a trained mind and skilful hands

—must be able to work himself and direct

others. He must plan work for all kinds of

weather, and not do in summer what should

be done in winter—should not work In the

barn when the sun shines and make hay when
it rains. He requires great energy, prompt-
ness, and perseverance. Much of his success

will depend on getting his land in good order

and sowing in proper season, and It requires

no little forethought and good judgment to

accomplish even this. It Is a good deal easier

to "work" than It is to think. The best gen-

eral rule for a young farmer's guidance is to

do first what he likes to do least.

Many people seem to think that it is the

easiest thing in the world to manage a farm
;

while in point of fact it requires far more
brains to be a first-rate farmer than to be a

second-rate lawyer. The man who thinks that

because he has studied agricultural chemistry

he will make a good farmer, is a goose. If he

has the necessary qualities for success as a
farmer, and likes the business, he will proba-

bly succeed. If he has not, all the chemistry

in the world will not enable him to "make
farming pay." Chemistry will not teach him
how to buy and how to sell. It will not get

him out of bed in a mornlrtg. It will teach

him how milk is formed, and why it turns

sour, but It will not secure regular feeding and
steady milking. It will teach him the import-

ance of having boilinr/ visiter to scald the milk-

pans, but it will not enable him to have every-

thing ready just when it is wanted. If he
would make a good farmer without chemistry,

a scientific education will enable him to make
a still better and more successful farmer ; but

if he would not succeed in some degree with-

out It, chemistry will not enable him to make
farming pay.

—

J. Harris, in Am. Ag.
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EXTRACTS AND KEPLIES.

"With me, as with many of your correspondents,
"Extracts and Replies" are usually "looked over
first; and scarcely any one, unless his attention
has incidentally lieen called to the fact, is aware of
the amount of varied, practical and speculative in-

formation contained in this particular column in a
year.
Next in order, and sometimes first, with me the

book list and notices are sought, and in those pub-
lications which have no Extracts and E,eplies de-
partment, the book list and reviews come first.

But the point which is sought at this time is :

—

Why are there no more notices of agricultural
books, papers, periodicals and works which inci-

dentally belong to this class in our publications
specially devoted to agriculture ?

Beginning about the middle of November, it is a
continuous stream of holiday and juvenile books
till fully up to February, in nearly all kinds of

publications you may take up, and oftentimes, with
so few other book notices, that one fairly dreads
to look them over.
These, and such books, are good iji their appro-

priate place, no doubt, but in agricultural publica-
tions it seems as though more prominence should be
given to its own special and kindred literature.

Give such works as the New England Farmer
Monthly, I'ound, Coiintry Gentletnan, Americati
Agriculturist, and many others not heard from,
once a year, appreciative notices without overlcjok-

ing the many valuable books which belong with
them, and get them on to the table of the farmer,
in lieu of so much trash as is sent broad-cast
through the kindly notices and reviews of our ag-
cuhural press. Just compare our agricultural

books and annuals with—well, I don't care—with
the original Motiier Goose Melodies, hifalutin boys
and girls' hooks, novels, &c., and see if you do
not say, with me, that agricultural papers are giv-

ing an undue prominence to the latter.

One of our i-eligious papers, in speaking of one
of the best of the juvenile class of books, very
truly says : "Its style is somewhat inflated, and
it has a general tone of boyish exaggeration
throughout, which we suppose was the intention of
the author, as he wrote it for boys. This, however,
we cannot approve ; for we think the youth of
America pick up these ideas easily enough without
having them put before them as examples in books
intended for their use."
More is already written than was intended, and

yet the subjecj; is just beginning to well up. All
probably have heard of the painter who wrote the
name of the animal he had drawn under the picture,
lest it should be mistaken for some other creature, so
lest the reader may not divine the purport of this
article, I will inform him that it was written for
the good of agriculture and agricultural literature,
Farmington, Me., 1868. O. W. True.

Remarks.—In case of the painter alluded to, we
suppose there was danger that the picture under
which he wrote "horse" might otherwise have

been mistaken for a cow. We don't think there

was any danger of friend True's "drawing" being

thus misinterpreted. We regret that he did not

dip his bucket a little deeper into the "well" of his

subject. As it is, hotvever, he has given us a word
in season,—a word that parents, as well as the

conductors of agricultural papers, may well heed.

The mind as well as the body craves food; but

are stimulants less dangerous to the one than to

the other ?

Our correspondent probalily knows why white
sheep eat more hay than black ones. And a glance

at any book-store or publisher's catalogue must
suggest the reason why notices of new books on
agriculture are less frequent than of those on mis-
cellaneous subjects—including histories, biogra-

phies, travels, juveniles, liction, &c. Still the in-

crease of agricultural publications has been very
great during a few years past, while the improve-
ment in quality is even greater than in number.

SUMMER FALLOW.

I have a piece of run grass land, but no manure.
I think of trying a little "newspaper farming" on
it, by way of ploughing, summer fallowing, and
seeding down to clover in the fall, to l»e turned
under next season for the improvement of the
land. Now I would like your opiryon as to the
best way of doing it, and whether you think it

would pay. t. s. f.
Felchville, Vt., June 16, 1868.

Remarks.—We invite the opinion of the far-

mers in New England on this subject. In Eng-
land and in the Western wheat growing States,

clover is more generally used and more highly
valued as a fertilizer than it is in this section. It

seems to be especially valuable to precede wheat
in a course of rotation. We understand that our
correspondent proposes to keep his land in grass.

And the question is, can a crop of elover be eco-

nomically grown and turned under as a fertilizer

of grass land ?

The Country Gentleman gives the following ac-

count of the way in which clover is used at the

nurseries in Geneva, N. Y., as a substitute for ma-
nure in preparing the soil for the growth of trees.

"The comparatively small quantity of manure
furnished by the village rendered the mode of en-

riching by clover an absolute necessity, and the

excellent, healthy and vigorous growth of the

young trees proved its great value. The crop is

ploughed under when in full blossom ; if done
sooner, there is too much succulence and not

enough substance ; if later, the stems have become
too hard and woody, and do not become so well

pulverized in decay, nor diffused through the par-

ticles of the soil. Before ploughing, the crop is

well harrowed, which not only lays the plants fiat

on the ground, but draws them in the same direc-

tion as the course of the plough, allowing the sod

to carry its own crest of plants when inverted.

A log chain attached to the forward part of the

plough, and to the right handle, and hanging in a

loose loop between these points, and draggrng on
the ground, assists in completely turning under
the otherwise straggling plants. It is thought best

not to turn them under with a very deep furrow;

and rolling the furrows flat immediately after-

wards, prevents the drying of the leaves and stems,

and hastens decay and intermixture. As young
trees requiry a good depth of soil, the sod is again

inverted with a larger plough, or to a greater depth,

after the lapse of several weeks.

Clover is generally too thinly seeded. There is
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no expenditure more economical than the pur-

chase of an abundant supply of clover seed. One

peck per acre is not too much—we have found a

half bushel to yield an increase worth much more

than the additional cost of the seed. But a heavy

seeding alone will not answer the purpose, unless

the soil is in a proper condition."

YARDING SHEEP ON FIELDS AND PASTURES.

I notice in your issue of July 11th, an article

headed "New Plan for Top Dressing," by "Li. H.
C," Braintree, Vt. The com-se he recommends
must result in enriching his fields at the expense
of his pasture. Now, my dear sir, I am induced
to pen this article that j'ou, being a sentinel on the
watch-tower of agriculture, may warn your thou-

sands of subscribers against adopting his plan.

Our pastures grow poor full f^ist enough, without
taking from tkem that which belongs to them and
giving it to other portions of the farm. The plan
of "H. H. C." for a pen or yard is a good one, so

Air as that goes. But I think his location of it is

extremely bad. I would suggest that he and all

other farmers make a portal)le pen in their pas-

tures, and never at night remove from it any of the

stock kept there, except those you are absolutely

obliged to. We may travel over the New England
States and not find one old pasture in a hundred
that will keep one-fourth the stock it did fifty

years ago, owing to the system of robbery that has
been carried on. Let it be stopped as far as possi-

ble, and at once, or soon we shall have no pasturing.

Many farmers may say, we cannot keep our til-

lage up unless we yard at night. This is a mis-
take. There are very many other ways to do this.

The cheapest, easiest and best is my method ad-

vertised in your paper. The reason is my combi-
nation of chemicals is such that they grasp the

fertilizing properties of the manure and hold it for

vegetation, not allowing it to escape in the air.

The chemicals are all fertilizers, and the combina-
tion increases their properties four-fold.

JosiAH Clark.
Manchester, X. H., July 13, 18fi8.

Remauks.—What our correepondent saj's of the

condition of our pastures will not be disputed by

the farmers of New England. But we have no

knowledge of his "combination of chemicals," ex-

cept that furnished by his advertisement and by

the statements of individuals and societies in his

neighborhood, who have tested it.

SPECIAL FERTILIZERS FOR SEEDING DOWN.

Gentlemen :—I write to the Farmer for advice.

All farmers, ])y occupation, are brothers, and I

hope are willing to impart information to others.

I have a piece of meadow in grass, about'two acres,

which lias so run out that I want to plough it and
seed it down. I have top-dressed it every year
with compost manure, but still it needs seeding.

Now the question is, what fertilizer shall I use?
Barnyard manure is out of the question. 1 have a
bed of peat muck, which I use quite extensively,

combining it with other fertilizers. Wood ashes

is good, l>ut cannot be obtained in large quantities,

Fisli guano is good, but it is difficult to be got this

time of year. What saj' you to the ammoniated
Pacific guano ? I want something that will enrich

as well as stimulate. Will the FAUMEU'or some
of its valuable correspondents come to my help.

I wish to ask your correspondent, Mr. Ilavmon
Northrop, if the revolving horse rake on wheels,

will rake clean where the hay is very thin, and also

what is the price. I wish advertisers would give

the price of their machines when they so highly
recommend them. I went to a neighboring town
to sec Chandler's horse hoe. I found the man and
talked with him about it. I had got to go 100

rods or more to see it, but when he told me the
price was $50, 1 said I did not want to see it.

Elijah Gunn.
Montague, Mass., July 13, 1868.

Remarks.—How many such questions as that

of our correspondent in relation to his meadow we
could answer if wc only knew of some cheap

available substitute for barnyard manure ! And
how we could make our own farm shine, and how
we could fill up the guant old "weasel-skin," if we
possessed that knowledge ! The scientific man, as

well as the practical farmer, is seeking for such a

substitute in the minerals of the earth and the gases

of the air. The isles of the sea are explored,

the bowels of the earth are mined, the crucible

of the chemist is consulted,—but "what say you"

to this or that panacea for the woful "goneness"

that our soils complain of, is a hard question

to put to the "editors of the Fabmer, and they

hand it over to the "brotherhood." But first

"gather up the fragments that nothing be lost."

Are your cow-yards and pig-pens furnished with

dry muck and other absorbents ? Are all the

"Pacific," "ammoniated" solids and liquids from

the sink-spout and elsewhere made to leaven as

large a lump as possible of your peat muck ? if

your meadow has been top-dressed every year, a

very little manure harrowed in with the "seeding

down" may, with the aid of the decomposing sod

beneath, ensure a good "catch" and a good growth

of grass. We have known a great improvement

in the crop where no manure was used. But it is

better to use a little than none, as a very small

quantity seems to encourage .wonderfully the

the young grass In its first attempts to grow.

As Mr. Northrop only expressed his opinion of

the rake alluded to, we think it incumbent on its

manufacturers to advertise the public as to its cost

and efficiency.

RECLAIMING A CRANBERRY MEADOW.

Mr. Editor :—I have two or three acres of bog
meadow which are valuable as a cranberry mead-
ow, and bj' the side of it I have much land of
the same kind well adapted to cranberry culture

—

with the exception that it is covered with brush.
How can I get rid of the brush ? Some of my
neighbors think that, after mowing and burning
the bushes, the meadow must be dug over with a
bog hoe in order to kill the bushes, as the surface
is too soft and the mud too deep to bear up oxen
and plough. I have been thinking of the follow-
ing process : First mow the bushes close to the
ground, in August, and as they get dry burn them.
As the bushes are quite a heavy growth they will

make a very hot fire, which will kill all the stubs
to the surface of the ground ; then as there is plen-
ty of sand near by, and the meadow is flowed dur-
ing winter, cover the surface with six or eight
Inches of sand.
My opinion may not be correct, but it appears

to me that eight inches of sand pressed down with
a roller would smother or prevent all sprouts from
coming to the surface ; admitting, however, that

they do sprout and penetrate the surface, could it
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not be covered with old hay or leaves from the

forest, or shavings and be burnt over in August,
annually, until the sprouts are all dead ; and then
set out the cranberry vines ? I would be pleased

to hear from my brother farmers on this subject.

Those vTjteran pioneers, Capt. Sebina Small, of
Harwich, and Dr. Miller of Franklin, Mass., might
throw some light on this subject, as they have re-

claimed swamp land and made it valuable cran-

berry meadow. Mr. Editor your opinion, too, is

asked. Caleb E. Parmenter.
Attleboro\ Mass., Jan., 1868.

Remarks.—A dirty swamp, such as you de-

scribe, was converted into one of the finest cran-

berry meadows in our knowledge. The process of

reclamation was by flooding the land until all the

bushes were entirely dead, then tearing them up

root and branch, burning, spreading the ashes,

levelling, and then setting the plants in stools.

We have no doubt but the bushes would sprout

and cover the surface, if cut as you propose ; and

covering with leaves, straw, or any thing else, and

burning, would be a tedious and expensive pro-

cess. It may require more than one summer to

kill the brush by flooding, but if so, it will be

cheaper than cutting it two or three times. If you

cannot flood the land without encroaching upon

your neighbors, and cannot obtain their assent to

flow, tjien the only course left is to tear up the

bushes and level and dress with sand in the best

way you can. If, upon examination, you find

sand below the surface, and within twelve inches

of it, you will, probably, have no occasion to haul

and spread it upon the surface.
.

WHITE SPECKS IN BUTTER.

From ten years' experience in butter making, I

come to the conclusion that it is neither strong cur-

rent of air nor excessive heat that causes the
white specks. A strong current coming directly

on the milk will break the cream and pre-

vent its rising. Heated air will make the cream
soft and oily. I am troubled about white specks
only in warm, wet weather. Warm, damp air

brings the white specks on the top of the cream.
They do not originate in sour milk at the bottom
of the j ar. They may be seen by looking across the
mi/k before skimming. At least, this is my opinion.
My milk is set in a large airy room, having two
large windows at the north, which are taken out'

during the summer; two at the west, and one at

the south, and a door at the south covered by a
veranda. The temperature of the room is regulated
by blinds which are opened at night, and for a
while in tl^e morning, and closed during the day if

the weather is warm. Our milk shelves are made
by placing four hard wood scantlings, two inches
and a half square, on two carpenter's "horses,"
which make a solid place for the rows of pans, ac-

cessible on all sides, and of a convenient height
to strain and skim the milk without moving or
lifting. In this way the air coines in contact with
all the milk in the room. During the past week
of extreme hot weather, no white specks have ap-
peared, and with the use of ice when churning,
which we think tends to prevent the specks, good
butter has been made. Some pass the cream
through a strainer to get out the specks. There is

also now in use a cream grinder, or condenser, that
takes them all out of the cream. We think it best
to make cheese during the warm sultry weather of
dog days. One great trouble with many dairies is

that the milk rooms are too small by far, and with-

out proper ventilation. Whoever takes care of
the milk should regulate the temperature of the
room. This is something that I always see to my-
self unless sickness or absence from home prevents.
Where there are no blinds a frame to fit the win-
dows and covered with musquito netting, or cloth
for cheese bandage is by far better than nothing.
Fairfax, VL, July 4, 1868. Mrs. L. F.

RAISING CHICKENS.

Last year I let my chickens run with the hens
and lost over one hundred. This yeor I let them
run with the hens one week, then took brood after

brood and put them together in a box, or house,
about three feet wide by six feet long, and have
not lost three. The box must be weather tight, the
roof to pitch one way, shingled, and made like a
scuttle, to take off pleasant days to dry the inside
of the box. Under the eaves of this roof there
should be a space for proper ventilation ; and one
or more lights of glass must be put in the box for
the admission of light, &c.

I run a bar across about six inches from the
floor, midway of the box, to which I fasten an
old blanket and let it hang back to the side of the
box where it reaches the floor, and is kept in place
by a brick or two being laid upon its edge. Then
at the end of the box there is a door to slide up>
just large enough to let a half grown chicken go in

to a yard as large as you please, with a fence about
a foot or more high, made of boards, slatted at the
top, and leave a place for the large chickens to fly

out and in as they please, keeping the little ones
in till they get older. Shut the door nights to keep
rats, skunks, &c., from the chickens.
The first brood should be put under the blanket

to learn them the way. After there are two or
three broods, the blanket may be taken away, as
the larger ones will keep the smaller ones warm
enough.
The hens that you have taken the chickens from

should be kept in a room for three or four days
with a rooster and they will go to laying in a short
time. I think this is better than to have a hen run
all summer with three or four chickens, as they
often do. Chickens must be kept dry. -To avoid
hawks, &c., keep a guinea-hen. 1. Jordan.
Franklin, Mass., July, 1868.

improvement of stock—CATTLE SHOWS.

I have noticed in your paper that quite a num-
ber of farmers have written in regard to improv-
ing our stock,—horses, oxen, cows, siieep, hogs,
and even down to hens. Now I think we do not
make effort enough in that respect, particularly in

the New England States,—I mean the majority of
us farmers. I have always taken quite an interest in

the improvement of stock, although my opportuni-

ties and means for making such improvements
have been rather small, but 1 am hoping I may be
able to do more in the future. But small farmers
like myself need encouragement and information

as to the best breeds, and the most economical
means by which such improvements might be com-
menced.
When the State Fairs first went into operation,

I looked to them for assistance in this direction,

and met with some success, but I think none of
our Agricultural Fairs have as yet arrived at per-

fection. It appears to me that they are susceptible

of still further improvements. By some change
in premiums and otherwise I think they might be
made far more attractive to farmers, and espe-

cially to stock growers. The improvement of
stock is a subject that requires much knowledge
and much persistent and intelligent effort. We
must give our minds to the subject, and it appears

to me that our agricultural societies might be so
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mnnaiierl as to create a far cjreater interest in the
matter, and tliiis lie wortli niillions of dollars to
the (.ountry. Will not our Fair men put their heads
tosretiicr and sec what tliey can do to make their
exhil>ition8 niore instnutivc and more attractive
to the men, women and children who ought to be
interested in these ipattcrs ?

These inquiries and snsjjiestions arc made hy one
who has little hook knowledge, and are written
while tendins? the sap kettle at night, and are his
first words for any paper. j. i. c.

Danbunj, N. H', March 30, 1868.

CRACKING OF PEARS.

I ha^-xi a very fine standard pear tree, (Flemish
Beaut}',) that for tlic last two years has not per-
fected its fruit. Has borne very full every year,
and the fruit grows to its full size, but a few weeks
before the lime for the I'ruit to mature it cracks
to the very core and falls off. Whoever will inform
me of a preventive for this disease will greatly
oblige A Subscriber.

IVesi Mansfield, Mass., 1868.

Remarks.—Fruit gi-owers generally appear to

know very little about the cause of the cracking

of certain kinds of pears. Not long ago the ques-

tion was propounded to the New York City Far-

mer's Club. One man said it was the want of clay

in the soil ; another stated that his pears on stiff

clay cracked badly. One Dr. Langinschwartz sug-

gested that it was caused by microscopic lice;

while another "Dr." with a shorter name, had used

the most powerful microscopes but could see no
insects. A "Prof." thought the disease the result

of want of materials in the soil to form a firm

skin. One member named ashes as a cure ; an-

other had used ashes abundantly, which made the

trees grow but did not prevent the cracking of the

fruit. The usual remedy is to re-graft to Bartlett,

Washington, Buffum, Anj ju, Howell and other

varieties which are never aifected in this way.

We copy the following fiora a valuable paper on

\he "Diseases of the Pear," read by Thomas Mee-

han, Esq., editor of the Philadelphia Gardener's

Motithly, at the meeting of the American Pomologi-

cal Society, at St. Louis, Mo., last fall. Though

somewhat lengthy, we think those who have been

troubled, as we have, by the utter failure of fruit

from this cause, will read it with interest.

"Of cracking there are two very distinct forms

In one case, there are byt one or two deep clefts,

going right in to the core. In our region, Beurrc

Gitfird and Onondaga are nearly worthless from

this disease. 1 cannot, of this, either form any

satisfactory theory of cause or cure.

The other form of cracking is the one well known

to exist in the White Doyenne, and some other

kinds. This I have very clearly traced to a para-

sitic fungus. A))oul the middle of June, in dis-

tinct spots a little paler than the usual green

chlorophyl, it can be seen beneath the skin of the

leaves and young fruit. On placing these spots

imder a very powerful microscope, a cell-formed

fungus can be distinctly traced, with the young

cells in various stages of development. They de-

stroy all the plant's cells with which they come in

contact; bat as the species seems to propagate

only by cells, and not by threads and runners, like

many, the damage from each nucleus does not ex-

tend far. However, after a couple of weekS, all

these cells are destroyed, both of the internal tis-

sue of the leaf and of the cuticle, and a small

black spot is the result. The whole time occupied

in the development of this fungus is not over three

weeks. The spores fly off into the atmosphere,

and are i)robably carried down into the earth by
rains. No further development seems to take place

that season. How these fungoid spores get into

the tissue I have been unable to decide. The only

way seems to be with the sap through the roots

;

but trees affected with this disease have been graft-

ed with Bartlett and other pears, and -no trace of

the fungus has been found on them, though four

years grafted. If the spores come through the

sap, one would suppose it would as well circulate

through the sap of a Bartlett as through that of a
White Doyenne. We can only say, that there are

delicate organisms in plants which we cannot

fathom, except to know their differences by their

effects. We know that the Bartlett, and White
Doyenne have no two things exactly in common.
These differences of organization it is which makes
one the Bartlett and one the White Doyenne. Ex-
actly what they are we canfiot appreciate, hut the

delicate fungus may. There may be food for it in

the Doyenne, but poison in the sap of the Bartlett.

I leave this matter to future researches, noting

here, that the fungus, after destroying the cuticle

of the pear, of course prevents expansion, while

the other parts, continuing to swell, draw away
from the indurated part, and thus mechanically

crack the pear.

This fungus is often found abundantly on the

Seckel pear, but its skin being thicker, the injury

does not penetrate deep enough to prevent the due

swelling of the parts beneath ; hence the Seekel

cannot possibly ever crack from this fungus.

It is clear, from this theory of the disease, which

I unhesitatingly advance as the true one, that no

wa-^hings, waterings, scrapings, or external appli-

cations of any kind, can possibly have any effect.

The only course 1 see is, for the cultivator to care-

fully watch his orchard, and when any leaves show-

ing the pale blotches of this fungus appear, pick

them off and burn them, before they have time

to mature and scatter their spores for another sea-

son's crop. On very large trees this cannot be

done, but in young orchards it might be more

easily performed. 1 would also have all leaves

which fall early with this disease burned as they

fall. So extensive is this trouble of leaf fungus,

that it seems almost puerile to recommend a rem-

edy so disproportionate to the evil; but I can see

nothing better."

BLIOKTED CHERRIES.

I herein enclose a lot of our plums. They are

the common hardy red plum, and for several years

have been subject to this sudden enlargement after

blossoming. We call them puffs, they puff up so

suddenly. I picked all these from a tree to-day,
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and the branches are filled with them. Oa one
twig there were twenty-three puifs and five sound
plums. The puffs vary, as you see, from a half
inch to one and one-fourth inches in diameter.
We know of no cause or cure. Some wild cherries
are affected the same way. Please give us j'our
opinion of tiiis development. The sound piums
are about the size of marrow beans.

Irasburg, VL, June 15, 1868. Z. E. Jamesox.

Remarks.—We are unable to give any satisfac-

tory explanation of the condition of Mr. Jame-
son's plums. We observe they have no stones in

them. Is it owing to deficient impregnation ? Is

it a development of the ovary into a sort of fungus

or smut in the absence of the stone or seed ?

We notice that the editor of .the Canada Far-

mer, whose attention has been called to the same
singular condition of this fruit, is also unable to

define or account for the disease.

BLEEDING OR "WEEPING TREE3.

The trunk of my Horse-chestnut tree is bleed-
ing badly, and I cannot divine the cause unless it

is Ihe work of the borer. The bark appears to be
broken in several places, and the sap is flowing
therefrom quite freely. What can I do to prevent
it ? A. B.
July 20, 1868.

Remarks.—We are unable to advise our corres-

pondent, but hope some of our readers will do so.

A similar inquiry was lately addressed to the edi-

tor of the Maine Farmer, in respect to what the

writer calls the "weeping" of an elm tree. In reply

the editor remarks:—"We have have seen an elm
upon the grounds of Wm. R. Smith, Esq., in Au-
gusta, that is troubled with the disease or habit of

"weeping," alluded to by our correspondent. On
the south side of the tree, about three feet from the

ground, the sap oozes out and trickles down the

bark in a constant, uninterrupted flow. When it

first comes out it is quite clear, but as it runs down it

is changed to a thick, brownish matter, about the

consistency of mucilage. The flowing of the tree

in this manner was first observed a year ago last

spring. It continued through the season, and
again commenced this spring, although the quan-

tity of sap that forces its way out is much less this

season than it was last. The tree is something over

a foot in diameter, is probably thirty years old,

and has the appearance of a healthy, vigorous grow-

ing tree. This is the first and only instance of

"weeping" in an elm tree that has come under our

observation. The effect is probably caused by an
over-supply of sap, which escapes from the tree in

this manner, or the course of the sap becomes in-

terrupted by some agency for which our knowl-

edge of vegetable physiology is not sufficient to

account."

SICK CATTLE—CHERRY LEAF POISOJT.

About three weeks ago, T first noticed that one
of my yearlJURS was sick. One of the joints in the
fore leg swelled nearly to the shoulder. The ani-
mal did not feed like the rest of the cattle. In
breathing, which appeared to be labored and pain-
ful, it made a wheezing noise. A blue sort of film
covered the eyeball so as to render it totally blind,

and a yellowish, frothy, and very offensrve matter
was dif^charged from the mouth and nose. Hard
bunches rose from the shoulder to the head under
the hide, and the creatui;e soon died. Another has
commenced wheezmg in the same way. If the
editor of the Farmer or its readers can tell me
the disease or its cause, and prescribe for it at once
you will greatly oblige one whose stock of cattle is
not large, and who wishes to arrest the disease be-
fore they all "go for it." Azem Niles.

West Stoanton, VI., July 22, 1868.

Remarks.—From the foregoing statement we
have little doubt that the cattle were poisoned by
eating cherry leaves—probably those on branches
broken in gathering fruit, or otherwise, and more
or less wilted. Articles upon the subject will be
found in the Monthly New England Farmer
for 1867, at pages 494 and 534. In the one on page
534, Mr. E. French, of Braintree, Mass., gives an
account of two cows which he saw that had eaten
wilted cherry leaves. One died ; the other was in

great agony and would probably have died had she
not been relieved by forcing about half a pound of
the soft ends of a strip of salt pork down her throat
till she swallowed it. His theory was that instead
of poisoning, the leaves being wilted, tough and in-
digestible, choked the animal. We think, however,
there can be no doubt of the 'poisonous properties
of the wild cherry leaves. Doses of oil, fat or
grease are recommended, as are also drenchings of
water dashed upon the animal by the bucketful.
But prevention is better than cure. Mr. H. C.
Meriam, Lowell, Mass., has had cattle poisoned
by eating the leaves on the cherry brought to the
door-yard for firewood, and advises farmers to
manage their cherry trees on the farm as carefully
as they do the arsenic in their houses.

HORSE RACING AT FAIRS.

To the article in the Farmer of July 18, on this
subject, I wish to add my heartv amen! The
writer expresses my own sentiments, and I be-
lieve the sentiments of thousands who are inter-
ested in the proper management of our agri-
cultural Fairs. Men of principle and women of
respectability who are willing and anxious to
take an active part in agricultural exhibitions,
and who believe they ought to be made instruc-
tive and beneficial to themselves and their fami-
lies, cannot now even visit them with a clear
conscience. The "pure agricultural horse-trot"
has opened the door to the horse-race, with its
train of jockeys,, gamblers, drunkards, and other
baser specimens of shipwrecked humanity. To
their performances the bulk of the money raided
for premiums on agricultural productions, and a
large part of the time assigned to their exhibition,
are now devoted. "For the best speed of horses
one thousand dollars," "for the best tmir of work-
ing oxen, twenty-five dollars," which I copy from a
"List of Premiums" now before me shows the way
in which the money goes that farmers contribute to
promote agricultural Fairs, and which they pay at
the gate as admission fees.

Let the programme be changed ; but not to the
exclusion of the horse show. That noble animal
is just now acting too important a part in our
farming operations for that. But what have far-
mers to do with a speed exceeding seven or eight
miles per hour ? Give more time and monev to
ploughing with two, three, or four horses ; to mov-
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ing heav}' loads in the easiest and best manner,
and to trotting half a mile or so, with a load of
not less than 2000 pounds, &c. Some such change
it seems to me would in a few years encourage and
introduce a verj' ditftrent style of horse from that
which is now so iiopular on the race coarse, and a
very dillferent system of breeding and training.

The delicately formed, small limbed, light horses
which are exhil)ited on our agricultural race
courses are valuable only for their 2 :40 gait.

XiCt us have more on this suliject, and let it come
from those wlio are more accustomed to handling
thc;pen, and who are less nervous and excited on the
subject, than myself. b. b.

Plymouth, N. H., July 20, 1868.

MACHINES FOK MAKING DRAIN PIPES.

I am greatly interested in the column of "Ex-
tracts and Replies." I find many things which are

wMth more than the sul^scription price of the
F.A,KMEu. Yet tliere are some things which I do
not find there, and that is why I trouble you with
this communication.
Where can drain tiles be obtained and what is

the cost ? Can they be made at any brick yard ?

If so where could a machine for molding pipe tiles

be obtained ? Is such a machine complicated and
costlv, or is it simple and its cost moderate ?

Roxbury, Me., 1868.

Remarks.—Drain tiles, or pipes, can be ob-

tained in Boston at several places. They can be

made at anj' brick yard, but require an oven for

baking them, such as persons have who bake

earthen ware. Machines for molding the pipes are

made at Albany, N. Y., and are not complicated

or difBcult to manage. We do not recollect the

name of the maker. A dozen years ago, a ma-
chine cost about $150.

MANAGEMENT OF NEWLY PLOrGHED LAND.

When we break up new ground that is ploughed
deeply and turned over smoothly, in which direc-

tion of the furrows shall we harrow and furrow
for potatoes ? And when the field is hard hill

land and somewhat rocky, and of course is not
well nor smoothly ploughed, how then shall we
proceed ? You will much oblige us by giving

your opinion on these points. Putnam Tyler,
Marloto, N. H., May 22, 1'868.

Remarks.—As Mr. Tyler informs us, in a pri-

vate note, that he is nearly seventy-five years of

age, his great experience entitles him to give an

opinion for the benefit of his brother farmers,

rather than to ask ours. But as our opinion is

asked, we will give it with all due deference to his

superior wisdom. We should harrow lengthwise

the furrows, and then furrow across them with a

light plough. If the sod is thin and much broken,

it makes but little dilference which way it is worked.

HOW TO RID CATTLE OF LICE.

I have been a constant reader of your valuable
paper many years. During that time I have seen

a great deal in its columns concerning "Lice on
cattle."

Several years ago, I had some heifers come
home iiter.illy covered with lice. In less than a
week they were communicated to my entire stock.

I tried nearly every (so-called) remedy that I ever
heard of, but with "no beneficial effect. Being ac-

quainted with the nature of sulphur, I sprinKled it

on to the entire surface of both horses and cows,

which thoroughly rid them of the lice ; and I have
never been troubled with them since. I have re-

commended it to many others who have tried
many things in vain, and in every case it has been
"just the thing." o. f. p.

Groton Centre, Mass., 1868.

WHITE SPECKS IN BUTTER.

The causes of wJiitc specks in butter are various,
but the prevention with me is to strain the cream
before churning, through a piece of cheese sacking
or some other thin cloth. If the cream is thick,
hold the corners of your cloth with one hand while
you press the cream through the cloth with the
other. Try it. A Lover of Good Butter.
South Wallingford, Vt., July 6, 1868.

TOP DRESSING GRASS LAND.

Your correspondent "Early Cut" has expressed
ideas in regard to hay which correspond with mine.
I wish to ask him how he applies his manure
directly to grass land ? If as a top-dressing, wheth-
er he would apply immediately after haying or
late in fall or spring ? Also with, say forty loads
of manure, how much ground would it be ecooc-
my to go over ? Subscriber.

Habattus, Me., July 18, 1868.

PARALYZED TURKEYS.

A friend of mine has a brood of young turkeys
in a veiy singular way. They have lost the use of
their legs. At first their toes turn in, then in a few
days they are not able to stand. They eat and
grow well, but cannot get about. Can you or any
of your numerous readers tell what ails them,
and what will help them. a. w.
South Hinghavi, Mass., July 19, 1868.

PLOUGHING IN CLOVER.

Will you give your opinion upon the question
whether it is best to plough in clover green, or to

turn the sod next spi-ing, when the object is the
impi-ovement of the soil. E. Sawyer.

Northfield Farms, Mass., June 29, 1868.

Remarks. — Plough in the clover green un-

doubtedly. The next spring plough again, or cul-

tivate before seeding or planting.

A GOOD NATIVE HEIFER.

Having just read the statement in your last paper
of the Tunbridge, Vt., Durham heifer, which pro-
duced seven pounds of butter in the first week of
June, I am moved to say that I have a five-year-

old common native heifer, from whose milk in the
second week of June we made eleven pounds and
one ounce of as nice and yellow butter as you ever
saw. The heifer never ate a spoonful of any kind
of grain in her life. Luther J. Holt.

West Epping, N. H., July 10, 1868.

PUMPING WATER FROM A MUCK HOLE.

I have a deposit of meadow muck of the best
quality, where former owners have dug holes,

leaving a space between each, so that they got only
about half the muck. These fill up with water,
though not to the surface, and there is no outlet

unless the water can be raised to the surface. I

wish to get rid of the water in order to save the
muck, and have but one hole. Can you or some
of your readers tell me what kind of a pumpwonld
be best suited for the occasion ?

Shrewsbury, Mass., 1868. Mark Farrar.

Remarks.—Will it not be rather too much like

work to raise the water in a muck hole or swamp
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by the use of the best pump in the world ? Where
the banks are sandy or gravelly a large amount of

water can sometimes be got rid of by conducting

it to a hole or well dug for its reception. But are

you sure it cannot be drained ?

AGRICTJLTUKAIi ITEMS.
—There are complaints of more than usual loss

of lambs this season in New York.

—Five cows recently died in Belmont Co., Ohio,

from drinking brine emptied from a meat barrel.

—A writer in thQ Journal of Chemistry says that

a ton of tobacco exhausts the soil as much as four-

teen tons of wheat or fifteen tons of corn.

—During the month of April nearly 5000 cattle

were exported from Canada to Buffalo, the duties

on them footing up $19,000.

—Green paint in powder scattered through the

rooms of a house will expel all kinds of insects

;

so it is said.

—William P. Hayden informs the Maine Farmer
that equal parts of garget root, alum and tobacco,

steeped together, will cure the snifiQes in sheep. It

should be forced up the nostrils with a syringe.

—Some farmers who have had trouble in getting

single men as hired help, are finding out that it

pays to build plain, but comfortable cottages, for

tenants, and hire married men.

—As we consume every kind of woolen fabric,

from horse-blankets up to superfine broadcloths,

so do we require every kind of wool, from the

coarsest up to the finest.

—It is said an Ethan Allen colt, after having

been pronounced worthless as a trotter, was sold in

Boston, five years ago, for $120. The purchaser

has recently been offered 12,000 for him.

—It is said that it takes 100 pounds of green

clover grass to make twenty-five pounds of hay,

while 100 pounds of witch- or quack grass will

make forty pounds of hay.

—Mr. Meeker, agricultural editor of the "kew

York Tribune, recently stated that strawberries

have not averaged over twelve cents per quart, in

that city this season.

—The average life of a mowing machine is five

years ; some T^ill use a mower or a reaper twenty

years ; but the average number of farmers buy a

new machine once in five years.

—It is said that Bonner feeds his horses from a

box sitting on the floor, as he believes it is natural

for them to take their food from a level with their

feet.

—Less than one year since a North Carolinian

commenced a cheese factory. He has now 180

cows, and has made and marketed over 8000 lbs.

of cheese.

—The Dixie Farmer publishes an article on the

prevention of weevil in wheat. It is done by salt-'

ing as the grain is put up in the bin—a half pound
to the bushel.

—The Irish Farmers' gazette says the subject of
selling adulterated fertilizers attracts no little at-

tention in that country, and adds that a large pro-

portion of the Peruvian guano sold in Ireland is

made up of chalk, clay, marl, powdered bricks

and washed out phosphate guanos.

—Mr. Knox, the famous fniit grower of Pitts-

burgh, Pa., does not cultivate his strawberries deep-

ly, but very slightly to kill the weeds. Manures
freely, but does not believe in underdraining. Does
not like to keep a bed over four years. Uses light

coating of straw for mulch.

—Shirley Hibbard tells us that in London all

the honey made by the city bees is more or less

contaminated ^vith soot. One cup of honey gath-

ered in 1858 was so discolored with soot that it

took two months to settle,, and then the bottom of

the jar was coated with a black deposit, although

the honey itself became comparatively clear. •

—The Arabs, the most careful of their horses of

all people, do most of their horse-feeding at night.

They say that feeding in the day time does not

impart so much vigor and elasticity to the animals

as night mastication does. Their saying is that

"barley at night goes to the buttock—in the morn-
ing to the manure." They afibrd water too very

sparingly during the day time.

—Since the railroad was opened through to St.

Albans, there has been shipped to Bdston from that

place over 38,000,000 pounds of butter and over

18,000,000 pounds of cheese, which brought about

$14,000,000. The sales of butter and cheese, in a

single day, at St. Albans, often amount to from
$20,000 to $30,000; and per year not less tl^an

$1,500,000.

—The Ecoiiomist, (New York,) states that the

imports of foreign wool at New York for the first

half of the calendar year are only about half the

quantity and value of those for the same period of

last year. "For the first six months of 1867 we
imported 13,000,000 lbs., valued at $2,233,000,

against 6,700,000 lbs. this year (1868,) valued at

$1,105,000."

—Up to June first, three cows belonging to Dea.

Abiel Peabody, of Weston, Vt., which came -in

during the month of February, had produced 325

pounds of butter sold ; two calves sold for $22

;

one calf raised and worth $25. The cows are a

mixture of Durham, Devon and native blood. Mr.

Peabody adds, as the result of his experience and

observation, that "six good cows well kept will

produce more than twelve common cows poorly

kept."

—An Iljinois correspondent of the Country Gen-

tleman believes that the climate in the praiile sec-

tions is changing ; that the heat is becoming more
oppressive and the cooling breezes less frequent.

Before cultivation, says he, "the sloughs remain
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full, and cool the air ; the sun does not get at the

earth to heat it up to a boilins point, and the winds

play over the surface and make the hottest days

delightful. When these prairies are settled and

cultivated, if the climate modifies, as I think it will,

the heat in summer will be nearly insuflFerable."

—In the Monthly Report for April, of the De-

partment of Aiiriculture, it is said, "It is worthy

of careful mention and notice, that in every loca-

tion where wheat suffered from freezing, those

fields that were planted with the drill are compar-

atively unscathed, while the broadcast sowing is

in a miserable condition. It is also found that

thorough tillage enables the thrifty and well rooted

plant to endure the action of the frost, while the

carelessly sowed wheat is ruined."

—The Maine Farmer gives the following recent

sales of thoroughbred stock in that State : from

the Short Horn herd of Hon. Warren Pcrcival,

Cross Hill, are the following: Yearling buU

"Prince," 712-5, to Clinton Howe, of West Sum-
ner; yearling bull "Royal Turk," 7240, to Willard

Lothrop, Esq., of Leeds; bull calf "Roan Prince,"

and yearling heifer "Sunrise, 2d" and "Pink," to

S. N. Briggs and Brother, of Livermore ; and two

two-years-old heifers to Joseph Miller, Esq., of

Waldoboro'.

—Mr. E. B. Slocum, Grass Lake, Michigan, gives

the New York Farmers' Club the following plan

for milk shelves: Erect a post, say four inches

square, in yoiTr milk room. About two feet from

the floor, nail one lath on the post in a horizontal

direction ; then on the opposite side, nail another

lath the same way, letting the lath extend far

enough from the post, to set a milk pan upon each

end. Immediately above and close to these laths

nail two more laths in a similar manner, but in

opposite directions. You will then have a tier

which will hold four pans. Eight inches above

this, then eight inches still farther, and so on.

One post can hold twenty-four pans.

—An Erie county correspondent of the Ohio

Farmer, says that in consequence of the drought

last year, short keeping with little grain during

the winter, and exposure of the sheep to many
long spring rains, the wool clip is generally light,

many estimating the average yield per head fifteen

to twenty-five per cent, less than last year, but the

staple is more varluable, looking white and clean

and unusually free from oil. Evidently farmers

are improving in putting their wool in better con-

dition for market. But the prices offered by the

buyers, from thirty-five to forty cents per lb., is

not satisfactory to the sellers, and the larger lots

are not generally disposed of.

—All wrinkled peas are superior to,-and more

delicate in flavor than those that present a full and

perfect fonn ; like sugar com, the saccharine mat-

ter which they contain causes them to shrivel

when dried.

PRESERVATION OP FORESTS.
The earnest manner in which our correspon-

dent presents "the other side" of this subject

in another column may strike some of our

"standard authors" differently from what it

does the writer of this article, who was among
the first "crop of children" raised in one of

the new settlements of an interior town in New
England.

At the time of his early recollection there

were but few framed houses in the neighbor-

hood, although from the elevated out-look of

his home, it was one of the amusements of a

cold winter's morning to count the ten or a

dozen columns of smoke that rose from as

many "openings" in the almost universal for-

est which clothed the adjacent hill-sides and

valleys. For a distance of some three miles

on one road, which he most frequently trav-

elled, he can now count on his fingers ten such

log houses without a single framed one. The
district school house was a deserted log "camp"

or hut. There was not a wagon or even a

cart owned or used in the whole district. Hay
and grain, corn and potatoes, were drawn on

sleds. Marketing was mostly done in the win-

ter season, as in summer the roads were little

better than bridle-paths. Butter was carried

to the store and grog brought home on horse-

back. The sight of a wagon, with which some

pioneer drover or persevering pedlar occasion-

ally worked his way thus far up the stream

formed by the mountain springs, was an event

in the life of the young folks, that caused more

excitement than the passage of a caravan with

music and elephants would now.

We have recently visited the scene of these

recollections. It was sad to find that even

here we were a stranger and in a land of

strangers. The country itself seemed changed.

The mountains were higher and closer together

than formerly. The "flats" wer§less flat, less

broad, less long. The "big brook" was

smaller and more crooked, and had got

out of place, at manj' points. The old mills

that once stood on its banks had been

washed out clean, or crumbled piecemeal.

The forests had been driven towards the sum-

mit of the hills, taking with them the mosqui-

toes and fleas, and we believe a large share of

the seeds of the summer fevers which formerly

prostrated hard-working men and women.

The log houses are no longer seen ; but com-
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fortable and in many cases tasty farm buildings

occupy their places. Carts, wagons, and even

the family carriage, now roll over good roads,

where we remember sloughs, and rocks, and

roots, and "sharp pitches." Where we once

followed the sturdy mower with a "sharp

stick," boys now scratch their heads as they

stand with ' 'nothing to do" but watch a machine

that not only cuts the grass but spreads the

swath. Great changes, real and imaginary,

were presented to our eyes. The actors of the

past were gone. We followed them to a neatly

walled graveyard, where on marble and slate

—both the product of the surrounding hills

—

we read a brief biography of most of these

early settlers. They "rest from their labors

and their works do follow them." Were they

good or bad ? Did they benefit or curse the

land .'* Shall we approve or condemn ?

But we noticed other changes. On some of

the land from which the primitive forests were

removed since our recollection, there is now a

thrifty "second growth," which has already

produced "saw logs" and sugar orchards.

Indeed many of these hill farms are now de-

voted to pasturage and the growth of wood.

Even in the vicinity of Boston, it is a mooted

question with the oldest inhabitants whether

the amount of wood is less now than it was

fifty or one hundred years ago.

Wood seems to be the natural product of

our New England hills. Our cleared lands

manifest a strong tendency to revert, not to a

barren desert, but to a tangled forest. Bushes

and wood are continually encroaching on pas-

ture and cultivated fields. And to our minds

there is little danger that the hills of New
England will ever become as destitute of veg-

etation as are those of Egypt and of other

countries, whose soil and climate are unfavora-

ble to the growth of forest trees.

Effects of Improved Culture.—Co-

lumella, in his fourth book, De Re Bustica,

tells the storj of a certain Paridius, who had

a farm planted with vines, and he also had two

daughters. Of his farm, he gave one-third to

the man who married his eldest daughter, but

by increased attention to cultivation, he re-

ceived as large a product as before, from the

two-thirds which he had reserved to himself.

Afterwards, on the marriage of his second

daughter, he gave away half of the remaining

land, and in a short time, he found by still

greater improvements in culture that his in-

come was in no respect diminished. From
this. Columella very naturally infers that as

much attention and labor was bestowed on the

remaining third, as had been previously be-

stowed on the whole farm. Is it not true, at

the present time, that if the manure and labor

now expended on the whole farm, were ex-

pended on one-third of it, the crop, in a ma-

jority of instances, would be in no respect di-

minished ? We have yet much to learn re-

specting the capacity of the soil.

THE LEAF.

The fibres of the leaf which spread out from

the base, are prolongations of the vessels of the

wood ; and beneath them, forming the covering

of their under surface, are similar prolongations

of the inner bark. The green exterior ponion

of the leaf is a continuation of the outer tissue

of the bark ia a thin, porous form. The pores

or mouths in the green portions are an essen-

tial part of their structure. The leaf of the

common lilac is said to contain not less than

120,000 pores to the square inch. They are

most numerous on the under surface. The

leaves spread out their broad surfaces to im-

bibe gaseous food from the atmosphere. Un-
der the stimulus of light, they continually ab-

sorb carbonic acid from the atmosphere. In

the vessels of the leaves, this is decomposed

into carbon and oxygen. The carbon is re-

tained and the oxygen thrown off. During the

darkness, oxygen is absorbed, and combining

with the carbon in the vessels, is thrown off in

the form of carbonic acid, but much less is

thrown off in the night than is absorbed in the

day. Hence in the Arctic regions, where the

sunlight is never absent during the summer,

and there is no darkness to interrupt the ab-

sorption of carbon, we can understand how
vegetation pushes upward with almost mirac-

ulous rapidity ; and in regions where the days

are very long and the nights comparatively

short, we see why the wheat and corn spring

up and reach maturity in a few weeks.

Twenty-five hundred gallons of air contain

about one gallon of carbonic acid gas. To
find and absorb this small quantity of gas, the

tree spreads out its thousands of feet of leaves,

which are constantly in motion in the ever

moving air, and thus the ponderous trunks of
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the forest are built up, atom by atom, from the

atmosphere.

On a single oak, seven millions of leaves

have been counted. Now if each square inch

contains 120,000 pores, and each leaf four

square inches of surface, it may not be diffi-

cult to show in figures the number of pores on

the leaves of the oak, but who can grasp the

idea, or form in his mind any adequate con-

ception of such a number ? But this is but

one of the trees in the forests that spread over

the surface of the earth at this moment, and

which have sprung from it since the creation.

And every blade of grass and grain and every

shrub and weed is equally busy during its

growing season, in drawing its substance from

the fleetinj; wind.

MANAGEMENT OP MANURE.
There may be nothing new in the manage-

ment of manure described in the following

paragraph, which is part of an article in the

New. York Tribune, detailing a visit to the

farm of S. M. & D. Wells, of Wethersfield,

Conn., but how many there are who don't

happen to have a supply of dried peat or muck

on hand when they need it. This is the sea-

son to lay it by in store :

—

The Wells Brothers' manufacture and manage-
ment of manure is the important subject. They
have a spacious stable; containing forty stalls, the

ground surface of which is cemented. A supply
of dried peat or muck is kept on hand, and a wheel-
barrow fall is {laced daily in the gutter behind
each i"ow of eight cows. This absorbs all odors
and moisture, and is easily shoveled out the fol-

lowing morning, through a small door, into an en-

closed shed, which also has a cemented bottom.
Thus nothing is lost by leaching or other waste,
and cleanliness is secured. The manure thus ob-
tained is of excellent quality, and the brothers have
proved by experiment that the addition of muck
not only doubles or triples the quantity, but really

makes a Ijctter fertilizer than pure stable manure.
That wliich is not demanded for the onion l)eds

and other ploughed ground is used as top dressing
for the meadows. This is considered the best way
of applying it. It is put on with a liberal hand,
and the result is easily perceived. Last spring a
portion of one field was top-dressed, and it will cut

two or three tons to the acre—the other part was
not top-dressed, and will produce less than halt

that amount. The brothers do not approve of
fancy manures, as a general thing. They are con-
vinced that no fertilizer pays in the end, the etfect

of which cannot be perceived for three or four
years aiUrward. They once applied Peruvian
Guano, and received a crop of 60 bushels of shelled

corn to the acre; the next year they planted pota-
toes in the same field, without further manure, and
did not get enough to pay for digging, though the
sea£oa was favorable for their growth.

—Lima beans often rot in the ground. An al-

most sure remedy is to grease them.

For the Kew England Farmer,

PRESERVATION OF FORESTS.
So much has been said and written in re-

gard to the importance of preserving the

woodlands, that it almost seems a virtue to

talk of the beauty and usefulness of forests.

Your correspondent "H." in the Farmer
of July 4th, says, "forests perform a three-

fold purpose ; first as a means of renovating

the soil ; second their value for timber and
fuel; and third their influence on our climate."

It seems to me that the«earth is designed for

a habitation for men ; and not specially for

wild beasts, birds of prey, noxious reptiles

and insects. While it merely allords such
creatures a home, it is just starvation and
death to the human family. In this view, the

forest is our enemy, to be overcome before we
can live surrounded by those reliable supplies

of food and comforts essential to civilized life.

When we consider the labor and hardship of
the pioneer's life, is it not strange that any
one should think by uttering the warning cry,

"Woodman, spare that tree !" that he is mani-
festing a refined taste, and a praiseworthy and
far-seeing interest for the welfare of his fel-

low beings ? If the fact is admitted that this

earth was designed for man's habitation, and
that his mission is to subdue and replenish it,

is it not his duty to clear away the forests ?

Can we return to the wigwams and tomahawks
of the past, and live in the woods ? "But the

soil becomes exhausted," it is said. Not by
cultivation, but by mismanagement, I reply.

"The climate changes." And so it does, but

for the better, I am prepared to respond, and
will cite the history of new and old countries

in proof of my assertions.

Look for a moment at the claim of reno-

vating the soil by growing forests upon it. Is

it not utterly impracticable ? The whole crop
is removed on clearing ; nothing being allowed
to rot or decay upon the ground or incorpor-

ated with the soil, and usually fire burns up
most of the leaves and vegetable mould that

has accumulated ; so that, in reality, besides

stumps, that impede cultivation, you have only

the value of a few loads of vegetable mould,
and a few bushels of ashes left as the result of
this system of impr«vement. It is besides an
exceedingly slow process, as it requires many
years to practice such a rotation. It is more-
over a costly way, because the land is worth
money, and money at the interest it now com-
mands will double in from eight to twelve

years. Calling it ten years, and land say at

twenty dollars per acre, planted now to trees

and cleared in 42 years, m which time "II."

has seen saw logs grow, it should be worth
three hundred and twenty dollars per acre

;

and then we lose the annual income, which if

cultivated would average twenty dollars per

acre, or to allow liberally for labor expended,

call the loss of income only $10 per year, and

we have $420 to add to the $320. So your

1
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timber should be worth over $700, to let you

out without loss. It seems evident, therefore,

that raising saw logs would be unprofitable for

a poor man.
Here in Vermont where woodland is worth

from two to forty dollars per acre, a, good

sugar place is considered the most valuable of

all our forests. Now there are but few sugar

places where the trees will average fifty per

acre. These trees will yield about 100 lbs. of

sugar \xx a season, worth $12. Now the pro-

duce of an acre of tillage land should be very

much higher. Woodland when already grown

is the most unprofitable of all land, and how
much more unprofitable to own it while grow-

ing, in a country where there are taxes to pay
and folks live by eating.

After a field has at length yielded a (vrop of

wood, it will require good management to

clear off the wood and stumps in such a man-
ner as to have the land in as good shape as it

was before the trees were planted, and we
should be too old to perform the necessary

labor of clearing and managing it, and our

children would probably do as we ought to do,

if living on land that requires such a course of

improvement, that is, sell it or give it away,

and move to a country where the Creator has

provided a soil that will yield some return for

man's labor.

In regard to changes of climate caused by
the clearing up of forests, I wish individuals

in different sections of the country, would
candidly state what such changes in their re-

spective localities have been. At this time,

so soon after the clearing has been done, it

could be ascertained whether the climate has

not in every case changed for the better. We
should not presumptuously charge folly to the

Almighty. As man was created to till the earth,

it seems natural and just to expect that obedi-

ence of that law should not imperil his health

or happiness.

Here in northern Vermont the favorite loca-

tions for early settlers were upon the hills, be-

cause the frosts were less heavy, and crops

more certain. The high lands were visited

by breezes that purified the air and dispersed

the fog and miasma that seemed to linger in

the valleys. The valleys were also interspersed

with swamps, muck beds, &c. ; but after the

hills were cleared the low land became dryer

and now proves to be the most productive of

any in the region.

Fever and ague never prevailed here to any
great extent ; but consider the peril to the

health of a laborer who begins a clearing in a
valley where the trees stand one or two hun-
dred feet high aroand his little opening of per-

haps five acres. The sun sending its hottest

rays upon the earth, blackened by recent burn-

ing, and no breath of air stirring. The rain

comes in torrents in summer. The snows falls

deep in winter.

Honor to the sturdy pioneers, who, notwith-

standing the adverse climate and somewhat

uncertain crops, cleared up the land and let

in the sun to dry up the pestilential damps,
and allowed the breeze to cool and equalize

the temperature as it wafts them away.
The changes of climate occasioned by clear-

ing up the forest are not to be deplored, but

accepted with thankfulness, as the labors of
the farmer are more surely crowned with suc-

cess. I have read that in some sections of the

West and in California, where the rains were
formerly very abundant at certain seasons, fol-

lowed by droMghts, now occasionally showers

come in the dry season, showing a favorable

change in climate. As evidence of the possi-

ble productivness of lands without forests, we
can look to the most fertile regions of the

West,—the extensive prairies.

The value of wood for fuel, building and
fencing purposes is, very great ; but a few
acres are enough on each homestead. If for-

ests are necessary to a country, the State should

own and exempt from taxation, a certain num-
ber of lots in each town, and keep them,—as

men insure their buildings, lives, or erect

lightning rods on buildings,—to ward ofi some
calamity that may possibly happen.

Z. E. Jameson.
Irashurg, Vt., July 18, 1868.

BUYING AND SELLING "WOOL.

We are heartily glad to see the wrangle

that is going on in many sections of the coun-

try about buying and re-selling wool. Conven-
tions of wool-buyers meet and resolve to buy
wool only under the one-third-shrinkage rule,

and wool-growers, either in individual or asso-

ciated capacities, denounce such action on the

part of the buyers as "outrageous" and "ob-

noxious." Some parties have carried on the

talk about gum, and grease, and tar, and lamp-

black, and "pitch-tops," till an outsider might

suppose that the men engaged in the business

of raising thoroughbred merino sheep were the

biggest set of rascals in the country ; indeed,

that any process of breeding and care which

showed result in the growth of more than four

pounds of wool upon one sheep in the same

year must be, of necessity, fraudulent. On
the other hand, we hear it said that the

buyers combine for the sole purpose of keep-

ing prices at the very lowest ebb.

Some writers are calling upon the producers

to hold on to their wool, and not sell or con-

sign it to any men who are guilty of taking

part in a scheme to rob them of a just_ compen-

sation for their products. The strain of talk

upon this latter point seems especially sensible,

when we remember that most of the wodl

grown in the country is produced by men who
must sell at some price, and that urging them

to hold on to their wool is equivalent to tell-

ing them to put no bread or meat on their

table. It sounds well enough, like much talk

on other matters, but which is very diflJcult or

impossible to put in practice.
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We say we are glad to see this war of words

go on, because faeh party will learn something

of the other, and in the end both will be bene-

fited. Tliere have been many hard words

said on both sides, and many times utterly

without foundation. This is the easiest thing

imaginable in all controversies. The weakest

man can give hard accusations, and as a gen-

eral r'de this element in a man's writing is a

test not less of his strength than of honesty.

Now it is only when we refer all such mat-

ters as those above alluded to, to a general

princijjle, that we can get a clear understand-

ing of facts about which fierce and rancorous

disputes are carried on.

The simple fact in regard to this whole ques-

tion of unmerchantable wool is just this and
nothing more :

—

Tlie producer has put into the

market what would bring him the most money.

When men found that Ueeces which con-

tained 60 per cent, of waste matter would sell

for the same price per pound as those that

only contained 45 or 50 per cent, they made
haste to raise them,—thafs all. Many a

man who has taken the utmost care to have his

sheep well and thoroughly washed, and then

shorn as soon as well dried, has been com-

pelled to see his wool sold for the same money
as another man who has only half washed his

flock, and allowed them to run twenty days in

a June sun before shearing, because buyers

have exercised no discrimination.

The buying of wool has been carried on in

such a manner as to encourage the production

of large fleeces, large in pounds only, till the

natural reaction has taken place, and now the

buyers turn round and accuse wool-growers of

fraud. If the wool-clip of this country had

been purchased on the same principle that

regulates the sale of butter and cheese and

corn and wheat, or any other production of

the farm, we never should have had this low

snarling about combined injustice on one part,

and cheating and fraud on the other.

If the gi-ain dealers should adopt the prac-

tice of paying the same price for wheat that

contained 20 per cent, of foul seed that they

did for a pure article, the market would soon

be filled with that class of dirty grain ; and on

whose shoulders would rest the blame ?

The desired end of all the producer's labor

is mone;/, and he will always put into the mar-

ket that which will give him the best return.

And when he has obtained 10 per cent, more

for his products than they are worth, because

it was bought "by rule," docs it look like jus-

tice, or even common decency, for the buyer

to turn round and accuse him of fraud when

the purchase was made with open eyes.

When only wool was salable, that was the

only thing the wool-grower put into the mar-

ket, that is, wool with its natural and unavoida-

ble amount of waste material ; but when it was

found that grease and dirt would sell for 45

cents per pound, that commodity was oilered

iu large quantities, and so it will always be,

and no conventions or resolutions will ever

alter this law of trade.

If, then, the wool-buyer will buy his wool
as the grocer buys his butter and cheese, we
shall soon find a rivalry among the farmers to

produce the highest priced-wool as fierce and
more lasting than has been the big-fleeced

mania. No more fleeces will be found in mar-
ket containing from two to five pounds of what
would be called manure if seen elsewhere, tied

up with a quarter of a pound of rope-yarn.

There will be no more hard accusations, no
more flings about tar and grease. The cloth-

maker can have just such wool as he will pay
for, and in just the condition he desires. This
he may depend upon to the end of time. As
soon as he deviates from strict, discrim-

inating justice in his purchases, the producer
will be certain to follow his example. It is as

natural and inevitable as that the seed should

produce its fniit, or the tree its shadow.

—

Dr.
Henry Boynton, in Mirror and Farmer.

MUTTON SHEEP.

Dr. Miles, Professor of Agriculture in the

Michigan Agricultural College has been making
some experiments in feeding grade Merino
sheep, grade South Downs, and grade Cots-

wolds. The Merinos and Cotswolds were
lambs, and the South Downs, yearlings. The
former two, therefore, give results that are

strictly comparative ; the latter, not. These
grade lambs were from common Merino ewes
crossed in the one case with a thoroughbred Ver-
mont Merino ram, and in the other with a thor-

oughbred Cotswold. "What do you mean?" I

asked Prof. IMiles, "by common Merino ewes ?"

"The ordinary kind of sheep in this section,

such sheep as could have been bought here last

fall for 75c to $1 a head." The lambs were
shut up in pens Dec. 13, and were fed corn

and clover hay for 23 weeks, or till the 15th

of May. At the commencement of the expe-
riment the two grade Merino lambs weighed

125i pounds, (one 70 pounds, the other 55i
pounds). The two grade Cotswolds weighed
158 pounds, (one 86 pounds, the other 72
pounds.
The Merinos eat 325 pounds of hay, and 249

pounds of corn, and gained 3G-i pounds. The
Cotswolds eat 398 pounds of hay, and 369
pounds of corn, and gained 67i pounds. A
little figuring will show that it took 1,572
pounds of hay and corn to produce 100 pounds
of increase with the Merinos, and only 1,136
pounds with the Cotswolds.

Professor Miles has figured up the amount
of food consumed for each 100 pounds of live

weight. In the twenty-two weeks, the grade
Merinos, for 100 pounds of live weight, eat

231.81 pounds of hay, and 108.13 pounds of
corn, and the grade Cotswolds, 212.82 pounds
of hay, and 186.43 pounds of corn. The Cots-

wolds eat more corn and less hay in proportion

to live weight than the Merinos ; but the total
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amount cf food consumed in proportion to live

weight is almost identical. Thus the Merinos
consumed 399.96 pounds, and the Cotswolds

399.25 pounds, or a little over 2h pounds of

food per day for each 100 pounds of live

weight.

It is very evident, therefore, that for the

production of mutton the grade Cotswolds are

far superior to the Merinos. It is equally

clear, too, that by the use of thoroughbred

Cotswold or South Down rams we can soon

get a very useful class of mutton sheep from

common Merino flocks. And at present the

wool from these grade Cotswolds is worth full

as much as ordinary Merino, and a good deal

more than that of fleeces which are more than

half yolk.—/. Harris, in American Agricul-

turist.

WEAHLNG COLTS.

When a colt is about four months old, if he
has had proper care and training, and if the

dam is to be used in harness, or if she is

breeding again, he is old enough to be weaned.
Supposin j^, as most farmers are obliged to do,

that the mare has had to work more or less

since dropping her foal, and that the colt has

been allowed to follow the dam when at work
—the attachment between the two has become
very strong. If separated entirely and at

once, and if the mare is nervous and high-

strung, she will perhaps refuse to work, act

frantic, kick and do everything else she ought
not, and would not do, but for the separation.

On the other hand, put the colt into ever so

good a pasture, feed him grain and do every-

thing you may—he will run up . and down by
the fence—perhaps try to scale it, &c., to get

to the dam, until he has run off every bit of
flesh on his bones. Now, what's to be done ?

We would place the mare in a stall wide
enough for her and the colt, then we would
baiter the colt and tie him so that he
could get to the manger but not reach to

the teat. It may be necessary also, to change
somewhat the halter of the dam, so that she

cannot turn sufficiently to allow the colt to

suck. Water the colt freely, but the dam as

little as possible, for a few days at least, If

possible feed the colt a double-handful of oats

twice per day for two or three weeks before
you attempt the weaning. Increase the quan-
tity of oats a little at weaning time, even if

you withdraw the extra ration by-and-by.
Standing by the side of his dam he will be

more quiet and after a little forget his teat.

The mare, also, will leave him more readily in

the stable while she labors, especially when
she finds bim on her return. To facilitate the
drying up of the milk in the mare, take a little

soft soap and smear it over the udder. It may
be necessary to draw out some milk first for a
few times, to ease her distress. After a few
days, especially if the mare is again breeding,
milk will not flow very readily and be diverted

naturally to the embryo foal, and, although

the mare may call her colt she wiU refuse to

let him suck. If possible, the colt should have
the best of pasture and the company of other
colts of his own age, and the daily allowance
of the oats, or a handful or two of meal mixed
with wheat bran should be given every day.
The latter years of our life on the farm, we

never allowed the colts to follow to the field,

but kept them in a loose box in an underground
stable during the day. When the mares came
home and were watered at night, the colts

were allowed a play spell and also at noon
while the dams were feeding. The colts kept
in better flesh and gave a great deal less

trouble at weaninor.

—

Rural World.

AYBSHIRE CATTLE.
The Boston Advertiser gives an account of.

the attempt to introduce Ayrshire Cattle on
Martha's Vineyard, made by the Agricultural

Society of the Island some five or six years

since, at the suggestion of Sec'y Flint of the

Massachusetts Board of Agriculture. In 1863,

three Ayrshire bulls were purchased by the

Society, and several heifers by individuals.

Since then various purchases have been made,
a premium of $75 being annually offered for

the best Ayrshire bull brought to the Island.

There are now, as is stated in a communicar-

tion from the President of the Society,

"twenty-seven head of thoroughbred Ayr-
shires, while the grades can be counted by
hundreds. The cattle have proved hardy,

thrifty, and remarkably gentle, while as dairy

stock they have answered the most sanguine

expectations of the Society. The grades are

a marked improvement on the native stock,

and partake largely of the excellent qualities

of the Ayrshire. So well satisfied are the

farmers with this breed that each year wit-

nesses an increasing number of fresh importa-

tions, and the herds of mongrel stock are fast

disappearing before the thoroughbred and
grade Ayrshires."

Peat Analysis.—Two samples of peat

from C. P. Williams' farm, at Charlestown,

R. I., have been analyzed at the Harvard Sci-

entific School with the following results :

—

Sample No. 1. No. 2.

Moisture 26.00 26.05

Organic Matter 48 09 46.07

Ammouia 3.12 3.15

Chloride of Sodium 16 .24

Lime 1.48 1.56

Silica, Alumina, Magnesia, Iron & Loss . 20.34 21 85

100 CO 100.00

The analy^sls shows about six times the amount
of ammonia found in common yard manure,

and only needs the addition of wood-ashes and
bone-dust to make an exceedingly valuable fer-

tilizer. It is strange that farmers will let such

minfes of wealth lie unused upon their farms.

Mr. W. uses about a thousand loads a year,

and is bringing up a run-down farm to a high

state of fertility.

—

American Agriculturist.
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DUTCH CATTLE.
After reviewing the controversies of other

•writers upon the origin *of this breed of cattle,

Mr. Allen, in his late book on American Cattle,

remarks, "We are content to let the matter

rest on the one indisputable fact, that the im-

proved Dutch cattle of the present day, in

many of their characteristics, do possess 'so

great a resemblance to the Short-horns, that no

wide stretch of imagination need be exercised

to presume that the progenitors of each—many

centuries ago—may have been traced to a

common ancestry. In our history of the

Short-horns, we have alluded to the probability

that they were, at a very early day, originally

derived from the neighboring continent ; and

they may have descended from the same com-

mon ancestry to which the present improved

breed of Holstein, and Holland, trace their

lineage."

Mr. Allen then alludes to importations of

these cattle by Hon. Wm. Jarvis of Weath-

ersfield, Vt., and by H, Le Roy, Esq., of

New York, as early as 1820, and 1825, which

were crossed with the common cattle, but in

a few years the pure blood became lost. Of
Mr. Chenery's importation he says, "these

animals were procured from the best dairy

herds in the vicinity of Beemster and Purmur-

end, in the north Province of North Holland,

with a special care to their sanitary condition,

and their possession of all the highly esteemed

qualities of their race, and are the only herd

of pure bred Holstein or Dutch cattle known in

the country, except their descendants, which

may be in some other hands."

"Their surpassing excellence appears to be in
their milking qualities, coupled with large size,

and a compact, massive frame, capable of making
good beef; and in the oxen, strong, laboring ani-
mals. They are almost invariably black and white'
in color, spotted, pied, or mottled in picturesque
inequalities of proportion over the body. The
horn is short, and the hair is short, fine and silky.
The lacteal formations in the cows are wonderful,
thus giving them their pre-eminence in the dairy.
For the dairy, the qualities of the Holsteins

must be acknowledged as remarkable. The Short-
horns, as in many instances of trial, have hitherto
acknowledged no superior

; yet'they have now, in
these new strangers to our soil, to say the least,

found most forniidable competitor*, and an oppor-
tunity is here offered, by those who cultivate them
for the dairy, to test their long acknowledged good
qualities by comparison. The Holsteins have been
long bred and cultivated with a view to develop
their lacteal production to the utmost ; and that
they are quick feeders, and physiologically con-
stituted to turn their food readily to milk, must be
evident.
As .1 beef animal, their merits have been, as yet,

but partially tried in the half-breds, or grades
from the Holstein bull, on the natives, or other

cows of different breeds. So far, however, they
are claimed to be satisfactory.

As a working ox, they will probably j-ank with
other heavy cattle of like quality—better in their

grades with the lighter or more active breeds,, no
doubt, than in the thorough breds—as with the
Short-horn crosses. We consider Mr. Chenery's
importation a decided acquisition to the cattle

interests of our country, and trust they will be-
come widely known and distributed."

Our cut represents the imported Holstein or

Dutch cow, "Texelaar," imported and owned

by Winthrop W. Chenery, Highland Stock

Farm, Belmont, Mass. She received the first

premium in her class at the fair of the Middle-

sex Agricultural Society in 1864, and at the

Fair of the New England Society in 1865, and

won the Sweepstakes—Society's Silver Medal.

Mr. Chener'y says that "Texelaar" has pro-

duced 4018 lbs. 14 oz. milk in nine weeks, or

an average of 63 79-100 pounds per day for

sixty-three successive days, her largest yield in

one day being 76 lbs. 5 oz—over thirty-five

quarts.

THE HOKSE AT FAIRS.

As we have never assumed the responsi-

bility of doing the thinking for our readers or

correspondents, we have no hesitation in pub-

lishing the communication of Mr. Lang upon

this subject, although we may not assent to all

his positions and conclusions.

In objecting to the "trials of speed" at ag-

ricultural fairs we do not understand that

either Mr* Smith or Mr. Ploward would de-

prive horsemen or horses of their right to the

privileges and advantages of the exhibition.

The "agricultural fair" and the "horse-

race" are old institutions. Until within a few

years past they have been entirely distinct.

They have been patronized by different class-

es. The character of each and oftheir concom-

itants have become well defined and clearly

understood. The question at issue is upon

the union of these two distinct institutions

—

the "horse-race" and the "agricultural Fair,"

—and not upon the exclusion of the breeders

of any kind of stock.

We admit that the gentlemen of the horse

race show a disposition to be very courte-

ous and accommodating to the managers of the

agricultural Fair. They are willing even to

abandon their time-honored vernacular, by

substituting "horse-fair" for "horse-race,"

"premium" for "purse," "track" for "race

course," &c., &c. Still we frankly confess

that we have serious apprehensions that here
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are elements that will not blend into a harmoni-

ous whole, but that one or the other of the in-

gredients will predominate, and that the result

wiH be either a horse race or an agricultural

fair.

BLACKBERRIES.—MILKROOM.
I think I .shall have over a thousand quarts of

blackberries this season. But as a distance of 10

miles l)y wngon and 170 by rail is too far to carry
them to market, what shall I do with them ? If

3'ou advise me ti) make brandy, wine, jelly or pre-

serves, please send me some reliable receipts, ana
answer through your paper as early as possible.

I have roctntly come in i)ossession of som6 land
in the west part of this town, and in looking round
among over 20 families, I have not seen your
l)aperr Put me down as one of your subscribers,
beginning with the number for July 1.'

i am about to make some alterations in the
house. I would like to know how and where to

construct a milk room so that ic will answer the

purpose the year round. j. s.

Barnard, Vt., Julxj 20, 1868.

Remarks.—Although we were brought up

in a blackberry- country, we are sorry to con-

fess that we cannot tell our correspondent how

to work up his superabundance of fruit profita-

bly. He and his family are probably as well

posted as ourselves in regard to the various

domestic uses to which the blackberry is applied.

Is it not possible that by the use of modern

ventilated crates and baskets, with present high

prices, the small fruits may be transported fur-

ther than they have been in years past ? A
blackberry syrup, made as follows, is regarded

by many as almost a specific for summer com-

plaints :—To two quarts of the juice, add one

pound of loaf sugar; half an ounce of nut-

megs ; half an ounce of cinnamon, pulverized

;

half ounce cloves, and one-quarter an ounce

alspice. Boil all together for a short time,

and when cold add a pint of fourth-proof

brandy. From a table spoonful to a wine-

glass, according to the age of the patient, till

relieved, is given.

Your question in relation to the milk-room

is one of greater importance than most far-

mers are aware. The location and size of

this important room is too often decided by

the arrangement and convenience of other

rooms. Generally it is too small, and often it

is used for storing other things which affect

the air and injure the milk, cream or butter.

If people who complain of the great amount

of poor butter in the market, were to visit the

milk rooms of many farmers, we think the won-

der would be rather how their wives contrive

to make so much that is fair to good, in such

close, narrow and poorly ventilated places as

the milk is set in—sometimes immediately ad-

joining the kitchen, or*in cellars far from clean

and sweet. In the Faumeu for July 18, you

will find some valuable hints on this subject by

Mrs. L. F., of Fairfax, Vt. In a communica-

tion to the Farmer, November, 1866, Mr.

A! W. Cheever, of Sheldonville, Mass., one

of the most intelligent practical farmers in this

State, and one who obtains "fancy prices" for

his butter, says that in consequence of making

repairs on his milk rooms, he used his dwell-

ing-house cellar for milk during the summer

months. Although the windows were kept

open for the admission of pure, fiesh air, Mr.

C. remarked, "I am satisfied I shall not try

that experiment again unless I am obliged to.

I find I have lost as much as 15 per cent, of the

cream by letting it rise in a cold room. Then

it takes twice as long to churn sweet cream as

it does that which is sour and thick as cream

will be if kept in a warm place. Mr. Jason

Tower, a very successful' butter maker of

Franklin, Mass., has kept his milk on the first

floor above the cellar all through the hot

months for several years past, having a slat

fl^oor to allow some circulation of air between

this and the cellar room below. He thinks

his upper room a little too warm during the

hot months of July and August, but he has

been able to make a considerably larger

amount of butter per cow during the season

than I have, although other circumstances do

not seem to be much in his favor."

In his work on IMilch Cows and Dairy Farm-

ing, Mr. Flint says:—"In very large butter-

dairies, a building is devoted exclusively to

this department. This should be at a short

distance from the yard, or place of milking,

but no further than is necessary to be removed

from all impurities in the air arising from it,

and from all low, damp places, subject to

disagreeable exhalations. This is of the ut-

most importance. It should be well ventilat-

ed, and kept constantly clean and sweet, by

the use of pure water ; and especially, if milk

is spilled, it should be washed up immediately,

with fresh water. No matter if it is but a

single drop; if allowed to soak into the floor

and sour, it cannot easily be removed, and it

is sufficient to taint the air and the milk in the

room, though it may not be perceptible to the

senses. In smaller dairies, economy dictates
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the use of a room in the house ; and this, in

•warm climates, should be on the north side,

and used exclusively for this purpose. I have

known many to use a room in the cellar as a

milk-room ; but very few cellars are at all

suitable. Most are filled with a great variety

of articles which never fail to infect the air."

Will not some of the excellent dairymen or

women among the readers of the Farmer, who

are satisfied that they have a well-planned

milk-room, give our Barnard correspondent

and "all other inquiring friends," the infor-

mation that he seeks, and they need, on this too

much neglected apartment of our farm build-

ings?

IMPORTED STOCK.

We learn by the Becord and Farmer that

Peter Le Clair of Winooski, Vt., has pur-

chased a number of superb imported cattle as

follows : one Ayrshire bull. Sir Walter Scott,

35 months old ; two 2-year-old Ayrshire heif-

ers ; one Ayrshire heifer, one year old ; one

Ayrshire calf, and a splendid Short-horn Dur-

ham bull, sired by the famous "Sweet Meat"

Durham bull. The mother and one of the

two-year-old heifers were purchased by Mr.

Stevenson, editor of the North British Agri-

culturist, of Edinburgh, out of the herd of the

late Mr. McFerlande Blairnaraid, one of the

most noted stock raisers in Scotland. Mr.

Stevenson pronounces the mother to be the

best blood in the west of Scotland, and says

she could not be matched anywhere.

Within a few months past we have noticed

the purchase of several other lots of thorough-

bred cattle by the farmers of the rich grazing

country of the Cbamplain Valley, and believe

that.this section will soon become as distin-

guished for its cattle as it has long been for its

horses and sheep. Indeed, the stock from the

"Lake country" is already very popular with

the butchers at the Cambridge market.

ONIONS AND ONION SEED.

In an account of the farm of Messrs. S. M.
& D. Wells, Weathersfield, Conn., by a cor-

respondent of the New York Tribune, we find

the following statement of their management

of the crop for which Weathersfield has a na-

tional reputation.

Beside raising vegetables for home use and
green fodder for the cattle, these brothers grow
annually two or three acres of the best onion

seed in the market. Half a ton to the acre is

the expected yield, and it brings from 75 cents

to $1.50 per pound. Great success has been
attained hy them in the culture of this crop.

In the first place the soil must be remarkably
rich, and the richer the better. If kept at the

proper height of fertility repeated crops may
be produced on the same ground. The Wells
Brothers continue to plant onions in a bed
which has been used for the same purpose for

at least eighty years, and they have found that

the finest and longest-keeping specimens come
from the oldest gardens.

Their favorite patch is manured each season

at the rate of thirty cart-loads per acre. The
soil is not less than a foot in depth. Their

practice is, as soon as the frost is out, to use a

sub-soiler which goes two feet deep. A little

later to put in a plough which goes down about
four inches, then make the surface smooth and
mellow, and plant as early as possible in rows
from eighteen to twenty inches apart. For
this purpose the Weathersfield drill is recom-
mended for cheapness and efficiency. The
cultivation commences about three weeks after

the seed is sown, and one of the great princi-

ples is to keep the onions perfectly clean.

Generally three times weeding will be sufficient,

and the crop need not receive attention after

the tops shade the ground. The harvesting is

done in September, and the best way is to

make heaps of forty or tifty bushels each, cov-

ered with straw and leaves in the field for a
month or more. Six hundred bushels to the

acre is a large return, but under the most fa-

vorable circumstances 800 bushels can be pro-

duced.

For next year's crop it is well to ridge the

ground in the fall, and split the ridges in the

spring. For new land the best plan is to be-

gin two years ahead and pave the way with

corn, and afterward a crop of potatoes. The
best manure is that obtained from cattle stalls.

Occasionally, if the young blades look pale, a

top-dressing of Phoenix guano may be profit-

ably applied. The surest crop is the red
Weathersfield, which is large, hardy and
strong. For raising seed the same richness of
land is required, and the same strict attention

to cultivation. The onions are set as early as

possible, in rows, forty inches apart, at the

rate of 250 bushels to the acre. They can

be freed from weeds by the use of a horse hoe.

When the tops are ripe enough they are

clipped off, dried under shelter, threshed out,

and run through an ordinary fanning mill.

Chapped Hands.—Take three drachms of

camphor gum, three do. white beeswax, three

do. spermaceti, two ounces olive oil
;
put them

together in a cup upon the stove where they

will melt slowly and form a white ointment in

a short time. Anoint your hands on going to

bed, put on a pair of old gloves, and they will

soon be well.
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For the yew England Farmer,

THE HORSE AT AQ'L FAIRS.

MES.-iRs. EoiTOHS :—I have read with inter-

est the portion of the essay of John M. Smith,

Esq., of Snnderhind, Mass., copied in your
issue of July 18th, upon Horse Racing at

Fairs. The subject of the essay, "YVte Man-
agement of AfiricvUural Fairs,'''' is a fruitful

one, and I hope to meet with the work in due
time.

I also wish to be allowed to express a doubt
as to the propriety of acceptintr in full the

inference to be drawn from the quotations re-

ferred to. That trials of speed are liable, and
often do, take too prominent a place in the

exhibitions of agricultural societies, admits of

no doubt, and their regulation retjuires more
judgment and care on the part of the mana-
gers of such societies than any other part of

the exhibition. Yet I am unwilling to believe

that it is best to lay aside these trials because
they are sometimes badly managed.

Let the breeder of horses answer the follow-

ing question?; in his own mind.

Will a fast, well trained horse bring a bet-

ter price in the market than one trained and
capable of only ordinary speed ?

What diiference is there in the market value

of two finely formed horses of equally good
blood and physical qualifications,—one of good
fiiir gait, and the other capable of great speed ?

I think there is no question about the mar-
ket value of speed, other qualifications being

equal. If the faster trained horse brings the

hij^hest price in the market, why is it not for

the breeder'' s or trainer's interest to show to

the public these characteristics, especially in

the representative horses of a breed, just as it is

for the interest of the sheep breeder to exhibit

his Spanish or French Merino, South Down or

Shropshire Down, because the wool or the

mutton of these breeds bring more than ill

bred sheep ?

If the public are to be taxed to raise money
for a State to expend in the encouragement of

agriculture and agricultural shows, why should

not all interests be properly protected,—that

of the breeder of horses as well as of the

breeder of sheep or cattle ?

Very few of the people who cry against

trials of speed at agricultural shows are aware

of the amount of money invested in horse

stock, which is benefited by good training and

the trials named. The trials of speed are just

as legitimate to show bottom, style of gait and

training, to perform in company, as trials of

draft are in respect to oxen or team horses,

or of horses at the plough or mowing machine.

Were horses only wanted to trot on time,

and were their market value as great for that

purpose, then the suggestions to that end of

Mr. Sanford Howard, in the article referred

to, might be of weight.

The same gentleman, (and I have the great-

est respect for his opinion,) says: "It must

be evident that the offering of premiums for

mere speed, if it has any influence at all, tends

to the production of horses in which the more
useful properties are found in an inferior de-

gree." I grant that trials of speed tend to the

production of speed ; and when breeders are

foolish enough to sacrifice the other "useful

properties," it may injure such stock for the

road, the plough, or general use. But I must
differ from Mr. Howard's premises altogether.

There is no need of sacrificing any good qual-

ity to add speed and confidence in the noble
animal, which he takes on, in these trials, as

much as the school boy does in a laudable emu-
lation to excel in his studies by public awards
and exhibitions. I should be sorry to mislead
any reader, but twenty-five years' of experi-

ence in breeding and observation, in which I

have endeavored to produce the best animals
possible,—combining all the characterit.tics de-

sirable for the gentleman's horses, leaves me
confident that speed can safely be added with-

out injuring the other valuable qualifications.

1 am fully aware that, to a large class, the fine

bay, sixteen-hands carriage-horse is the "sine

qua non." To the farmer, the horse of all work,
—strong and substantial,—is requisite. By the

drayman, the horse that approaches the Clydes-
dale, Percheron or Norman horse, is chosen.

Yet, for all this, high speed, especially if

good size and color is added, brings altogether

the highest price in market, and suits another
class. If, then, speed is demanded, why not
train it, show it, encourage it ?

Again, Mr. Howard writes: "The green
horse of the rural districts, unaccustomed to

the strange sights and sounds of such occasions,

cannot act naturally, and stands no chance
with the trained nags of perhaps lower speed."
Then why not train them and accustom them
to such "sights and sounds" as they will be
obliged to meet all their lives about the cities,

where they are most likely to be placed ? If

a horse is green, let him be placed among his

class of green horses, which are of little value

uqtil they are trained.

And this brings me to a point which is just

what I desire the reader to consider. Twenty
years ago, in the State of Maine, the money
to be made in the sale of horses or in rearing

them, was small in comparison to what is real-

ized at the present time. The reason is obvi-

ous. Our best animals, of the incomparable
old Messenger stock, went to Boston and New
York, where their speed was developed, and
where they were sold for five times the amount
they brought here. Now, thanks to agricul-

tural societies, any farmer has the privilege of

showing his horse and causing him to be trained

in the company of others, and to get in his

own hands an approximate value of his animal,

instead of giving it to outsiders, who will train

him to speed.

Again, Mr. Howard writes : "Most persons

who have witnessed such contests must have

proof that the race is not always to the swift."

I
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I admit this, and feel the annoyance as much
as any one, that such exhibitions of speed admit

of such chances for deception. That there are

many dishonest jockeys, I do not question

;

nor do 1 doubt that their action, and that of

equally dishonest owners, brings much oblo-

quy upon these trials. Nor do I suppose it

can be wholly avoided. Still I do believe

there are advantages enough to be derived

from speed trials at agricultural meetings, if

properly conducted by the managers of such

associations, to make the bi-eeding of a fast

horse a profitable undertaking, and the occa-

sion a pleasant, proper and profitable one.

And although we are "welcome to the un-

qualified condemnation" of the editor of the

Canada Farmer for such trials of speed at

our agricultural shows, 1 cannot believe that

such condemnation will frighten the managers
of our New England fairs into the adoption of

such measures as will dissuade the thousands

of farmers and breeders within her limits from
demanding a fair and judicious share of the

public funds devoted to such fairs for the en-

couragement of that class of breeding in which
they are interested ; a claim as equitable as

that of the cattle breeder, sheep breeder, and
mechanic.

As to "whirly-go-rounds," "side shows,"

&c., it may be as well to have them inside as

outside the grounds, where they have a right,

and will attract those who wish to examine.
I do not wish to be understood as upholding
side shows, unless they are of a proper char-

acter for amusement or "instruction." But if

they will add to the innocent amusement and
instruction of a day or two, and at the same
time increase the general fund, I am willing to

receive them. And as the public is not forced

to sustaim them, I doubt not they will suffer

them.
According to the statement of our Canadian

visitor, who attended the New England shew
at Concord in 18C5, "Nothing was lacking in

good order. No intoxicating drinks were al-

lowed to be sold upon the ground, but the

objectionable features were trials of speed and
side shows." I am aware that trials of spe6d
are not as common in Canada as in the States.

But in England, a country that assumes to

lead her colonies and the rest of the world,
trials of speed are not only occasions of more
excitement and interest than all their other
exhibitions together, but the staid citizen, the
church-goer, and statesman, as well as the
tradesman and artisan, make it the occasion of
welcome recreation. I have visited the fair

grounds of England and France on many occa-
sions of great interest, and may be allowed to

say that as far as the morality of such occasions
is concerned, I see nothing to make us asham-
ed of "sober New England."

In conclusion, allow me to express my con-
viction that the success of agricultural fairs

depends upon a judicious unity of all agricul-

tural interests in one show. Catering to the

various tastes of all classes, an interested

crowd is called out from all departments of
life. That there are many who do^not care
for trials of speed, I do not doubt. There
are others who are not interested in s^ilie,

cattle or sheep ; and others who are not inter-

ested «! agricultural tools and machinery,

—

yet each department, well represented, makes
an occasion of great interest. Let not the
trials of speed overshadow or take too great
prominence, but allow them to have such place
as shall ensure success ; and let the manage-
ment be such as shall give confidence that the
rights of all will be respected and guarded,
dishonest jockeys and gamblers notwithstand-
ing. And when such get the reins or on the
stand, and it is apparent, let no false delicacy
allow them to injure the success of a show.

I cheerfully grant that the great experience
of Mr. Howard, and the opinion of our Cana-
dian friend should be fully considered, from
their stand point. But let the breeders of
horses be heard also.

The New England Agricultural Society has
been of the greatest benefit, by stimulating
among the people of the New England Stages
a laudable desire to excel in all her varied ag-
ricultural interests, and I hope it may not be
induced to throw aside its trials for speed

;

nor can 1 believe these trials have injured any
other interest. Truly yours,

T. S. Lang.
North Vassalboro\ Me., July 27, 1868.

For the New England Farmer,

SilEMIWa INCONGRUITIES.

Said an acquaintance recently, "What is

the benefit of continually reading agricultural

papers and books, and hearing addresses and
discussions, when they contain so much that is

contradictory ? Some say, phosphate of lime

or flour of bone is excellent, indispensable

;

others declare that equal parts of oyster shells

and sand ground together, would produce as

much benefit on their land. A few years ago
in setting out trees or a vineyard, deep trench-

ing and high manuring were recommended;
now it is shallow planting, with little or no
manure. One man plants his seed potatoes

whole, another cuts them mto small pieces,

while a third class plant small potatoes, and
each claim to have good success. In some lo-

calities grass is cut while in bloom, while in

others, good farmers say, let it stand until

well ripened. Here are some men extolling

Jersey cattle, while their neighbors declare

they would not farm if they were obliged to

keep them. One nurseryman would advise

you to buy certain trees or vines ; another,

only a few miles distant, assures you with

equal positiveness that his favorites cannot be
surpassed. And so it is, for and against,

through all the operations of the farm, and
the whole catalogue of fruits and animals.

Frequently after^ searching for information
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upon a subject, I am as perplexed and unde-
cided as when I began, and I have ahnost re-

solved to tiifjcard all reading and advice and
rely solely upon my own experience."

Silt'h are no uncommon remarks. And it is

not surprising that the mass of" diverse and
conllicting opinions and statements found in

our agricultural periodicals should be a source

of bewilderment and discouragement, and that

the novice, in his endeavors to learn the truth,

is sorely perplexed and often mislead. At
first thought, the dillu^ion of science among the

tillers of the soil may seem only to have added
confusion to blindness, and to have caused

men to take more ultra views and to differ

more widely than formerly. Such, however,
•would be a hasty and unfair conclusion. True
science does not thus delude her followers.

The apparent want of harmony constitutes no
argument against the benefit to be derived from
its application to agriculture, nor against book-

farming, so called ; for men are generally more
careful of what they commit to paper, than

of their statements in ordinary conversation

and discussion. The study of the natural sci-

ences awakens a spirit of investigation, and
farmers of the present day are thinking as far-

mers of no other age have thought. Although

the laws of nature applicable to agriculture are

plain and simple, yet they cannot be applied

with that precision that they can be in the case

of the manufacture of cotton cloth or shoes,

where a few rules definitely laid down, and all

under the control of man, can be observed.

In farming every step, every operation, must

be modified to suit circumstances ; and these

ever varying circumstances, under which men
act or view a subject, give rise to the great di-

versity of opinions which unfortunately prove

a stumbling block to some.

Massachusetts presents a good illustration

of the subject. To one unacquainted with her

physical geography, the varied and mixed hus-

bandry here pursued must seem complicated

and undesirable, if not unprofitable. He must
be not a little puzzled to understand why intel-

ligent cultivators, living in close proximity,

should obtain such diverse results, and main-

tain opinions, and adhere to practices so dif-

ferent. Every theory appears to be rife and

to have its supporters ; every fruit and vege-

table its advocates ; every animal its admirers.

Yet all this is easily understood when her pe-

culiarities of soil and climate are well known.

Probably no other State of its size in the

Union contains so many elements which favor

a varied husljandry and diversity of practice.

Although the extent of latitude is limited, the

climatic influences to be taken into account

are great. Through the peculiar conformation

of the coast, a large portion lies fully exposed

to the sea and is tempered by its breezes

;

•while the broken and uneven surface every-

•wbere, gives elevation and depression, aspect

and exposure to bleak winds. Add to these

the nature of the soil as regards its natural

warmth, and humidity of the atmospheres and
we have causes fully equivalent to a variation

of two or three degrees in latitude. Often
killing frosts strike some portions of the farm
earlier than other portions. Tiie variety of
soil is also great ; three and four kinds, each
requiring distinct treatment, are frecjuently

found on the same farm. All the various

branches of stock farming are successfully pur-
sued within her stnall limits ; the rearing of
young, preparing for shambles, keeping cows
for butter, for cheese and for milk alone.

Thus all the popular breeds find favor in dif-

ferent parts of the State. Certain fruits flour-

ish finely by the sea side which cannot profit-

ably be grown in the middle and western sec-

tions of the State. Some succeed better upon
our hills than in the valleys or plains. Hence
it often happens that men cultivating adjoining
lots obtain very different results with the same
fruit, and one will condemn what the other
praises. I think it safe to say that a larger

variety of fruit is raised within her borders
than in any other State with the same extent
of latitude. With this great variety of soils

and crops, whatever may be the season, more
than a partial failure rarely occurs.

Thus the seeming incongruities arise from
a subject being seen under different circum-

stances or influences ; and if at times men re-

cede from a position which they find is untena-
ble, it only shows they are willing to be taught,

and it cannot be inferred from a few retro-

grade movements that there is not real pro-

gress both, in the cause and in its followers.

So far, then, from refusing to read or listen

to the experience of others, it is all valuable

;

for in this enlightened age success cannot be
ascribed to good luck, to fortune, or to some
mystical charm, but is simply conformity to the

laws of nature, and failure is the result of non-
conformity. Every plant requires just the

right kind of soil and atmospheric influence for

its successful cultivation, and the profit of
any animal depends upon certain conditions

which ensure its full development and easy
maintenance.

It is the part of science to show the true

cause of success and failure, and to shed light

where men have hitherto groped in darkness.

The enthusiast, stimulated by finely wrought
theories, may ride his hobby into ultraism, and
the superficialist m.ay send forth his imperfect

statements and hastily drawn or forced con-

clusions to the perplexity of those not well

grounded in fundamental principles. But
these extravagancies and falacies do not dis-

courage the thorough student of nature, for

he quietly discerns between truth and error,

and at once seeks to harmonize all apparent
discrepancies, knowing that true science can

never contradict itselft It is only when men
depart from immutable laws, and are guided

by their own reasoning and wishes, that tlieir

teaching appears incongruous. N. S. T.

Lawreitce, Mass., July, 1868.
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THE3 BliUEBBKRT.

We have often thought that something
might be done in the way of cultivating this

useful berry, which can be served upon the

table in so many palatable forms. Talking

with a farmer from a neighboring town, the

other day, we were interested by his experi-

ments in raising blueberries. He commenced
by burning over an unproductive field many
years ago, and now annually sends to market

from three to six thousand boxes. Large
numbers go to Boston, and the two principal

hotels in this city have taken each seventy-five

boxes per day during the season. He bums
over his field once in two or three years, and
sows each fall two or three bushels of the dried

berries.

He pays five cents a box to pickers, and
some women earn from $1.00 to $1.25 per

day ; the berry season is a holiday time with

the pickers, and gives the women who spend

the rest of the year in sewing for the ready-

made clothing dealers, a healthful vacation.

Our informant said he had paid $300 a year

for the gathering of his blueberry crop, and
he found it as profitable as any other crop

raised on his large farm. In favorable years,

the blueberries had a long season ; he had sent

them to market as early as the 5th of July and
continued up to the 15th of September.

—

Port-

land Transcript.

LAMB AND GKEBIJ" PEAS.

A few weeks since we published a simple

prose statement that the hay seed which was

scattered into the wool of some sheep belong-

ing to Robert Batchelder, of Salisbury, N. H.,

while feeding them in the winter, had sprouted

on turning them out in the spring, and the

sheep were bearing about with them a crop of

grass two inches in length. This story prob-

ably reached the poetical editor of the New
York Mail on one of our late hot days, and

this is the way he tells it

:

This is the most interesting story that ever

we have seen, concerning some New Hamp-
shire sheep who are wearing of the green.

'Twas related by a person on whose honor, we
rely, he never hack-ed cherry trees, and

—

shouldn't tell a lie. Robert Batchelder, this

was the shepherd's name, and he pastured

twenty-eight sheep on Salisbury plain. But
when the leaves had fallen, and November
winds were chill, why out on the open wold
they couldn't get their fill. So Bobby kindly

put them in a well protected shed, with hay
enough to feed them, in the mow up over

head. And the seed it sifted down and it

lodg-ed in their wool, and there it did remain,

till the April moon was full. And thfen out

went the mutton, all in the rain, you know,
and, in less than twenty-one days, the seed

began to grow ; and it grew, and it grow-ed
like the bean in fairy song, and now the grass

upon their backs is more'n two inches long.

And, it is expected, that, later in the year,

red, fragrant clover blossoms will appear.

The moral of this sheep tale is clear to every
eye, that by judicious management, if a person
cared to try, he might, with little trouble, and
with aid of rainy weather, have his lamb and
green peas growing up together.

EXTKACTS AND KEPLIES.

FALL CATERPILLARS.

Having been a reader of the Farmer for several
years, I see you answer all kinds of questions,
but I am not sm-e that one whose schoolliouse was
a ship's forecastle, whose pen was a marline-spike,
and whose ink -stand was a bucket of slush, will
be allowed to "heave up'" a query. But I should
like to ask how to expel a new sort of web cater-

pillar, that commences on the ends of the branches
of my young orchard ?

FAILURE OF SCIONS.

I wish also to ask why scions have not taken as
well this year as usual ? Did the warm weather
that we had in March cause the sap to start too
soon?

CANCER IN A COW's EYE.

Can you or any of your readers tell me what to
do for a cow that has a sore in her eye that appears
like a cancer ? Jack.
East Jay, Me., July 21, 1868.

Remarks.—A college education, of which our

correspondent informs us he is deficient, is not a

necessary qualification for admission to our list of

correspondents. Nor is it a requisite to usefulness

in life generally, however convenient and advan-

tageous it may be to those who possess it. In re-

lation to your web caterpillars, we know of no
other way to expel them than to pick off the leaves

on which they first appear, or if they get too large

a web, cut off the end of the branches to which
they are attached, and crush the worms under foot.

Undoubtedly you knew that could be done before

you asked for an easier way, and perhaps will

hardly feel that our advice is worth asking for.

We have kept our own trees clear by hand picking

;

but if any of our readers know of a better way
we shall be glad to publish it.

This insect is comparatively new in this section.

The first description of it ever published was in

the New England Farmer of August 22, 1828,

written by the late Prof. J. W. Harris. He gave

it the name of Fall Web-worm. The moths which

lay their eggs on the leaves, near the end of a twig,

appear in June and July, and the eggs hatch in

July and August. The young caterpillars at once

begin to build a shelter for themselves, by cover-

ing the upper side of the leaf with a web. A la-

bor in which all hands engage. Having erected

their tent they feed in company beneath its shelter,

devouring only the upper skin and pulpy portion

of the leaf, leaving the framework and lower skin

of the leaf untouched. As they increase in size
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they enlarge their web, carrying it over the next
lower leaves, and thus continuing downwards till

a larj;e portion of the branch is covered, with a

dry, brown and filmy foliapje. These caterpillars,

when fully grown, measure more than one inch in

length ; their bodies are slender, very thinly cloth-

ed with hairs of a greyish color, intermingled with

a few which are black. The general color of the

body greenish yellow, dotted with black; there is

a broad blackish stripe along the top of the back,

and a bright yellow stripe on each side. In Sep-

tember they leave the trees, disperse and wander
about, eating such plants as happen to lie in their

course, till they have found suitable places of shel-

ter and concealment, where they make their thin

and almost transparent cocoons, composed of a

slight web of silk intermingled with a few hairs.

Here they remain in a crysalis, till transformed to

moths, as before stated, in June and July. Such
is Mr. Harris's description of what we suppose to

be the caterpillar that you wish to expel. Please

watch them and let us know whether we are cor-

rect in our supposition.

As to the failure of scions, we believe that it has

been more difficult to graft apple trees for several

years past, than it was formerly. There appears

to be less vigor and vitality, or rather, perhaps, a

greater want of hardiness in the apple tree than

there was when apples were a sure crop. The
cause of this general debility is not known. We
had not before learned that the pi-esent season has

been particularly unfavorable. Will others give

our correspondent their views on the subject ?

Without a more definite statement of the char-

acter of the sore on your cow's eye, we cannot

venture to offer any opinion as to the proper treat-

ment. We should hope it was not cancerous.

TO PREVENT WINTER KILLING OF STRAWBERRIES.

Will you please inform me through your col-

umns of Extracts and Replies, the best method of
preventing strawberry vines from winter killing ?

Methuen, Mass., July 22, 1868. e. f. 8.

Remarks.—As a winter protection, as furnish-

ing a clean bed for the fruit, and as a dressing for

the soil,—three birds with one stone,—we have ap-

plied leaves and woods mould with very satisfac-

tory results. One bed of considerable size thus

treated, fruited well for three years, and bore some
for a year or two aftenvards, by merely pulling up
the stronger weeds. In his Small Fruit Culturist,

Mr. A. S. Fuller says :—"In many portions of the

country a winter protection to strawberry plants

is very beneficial, if not positively necessary.

Some of our most successful growers in the North-

em States never fail to protect their plants, and

without doubt they are amply repaid for the ex-

pense incurred. For my own part I never have

had a full crop without giving protection, and

never expect one. The eml)ryo fruit buds are

formed within the crown of the plant in autumn,

and therefore it must be apparent that sudden

transition from heat to severe cold wUl very much

weaken if not wholly destroy them. In sections

of the country where the plants are covered with
snow during the entire winter, other protection is

not so important as where there is little snow, but
continued freezing and thawing. It is not ex-

pected nor is it desirable to protect the plants so

that they shall not be frozen, but merely to shade
them, and prevent their being aflFected by every

little change in the weather. A covering of straw,

hay, leaves, or any similar material, to the depth
of one or two inches will usually be sufScient.

Every one ought to know, if he does not, that

frozen plants thawed out in the shade are less in-

jured by frost than when fully exposed to the light

;

and this is another reason why strawberry plants

should be covered in winter, because, if the weather

should be very changeable, they will be less liable

to injury than when fully exposed to light."

SELF-HEAL.

—

Prunella Pennsylvanica.

As the time has arrived when farmers get poi-
soned with ivy, I send you my remedy, which I
have never known to fail in a single instance. It

is a plant which gi-ows in all our fields and by our
road-sides. I have not learned its name, therefore
I enclose a specimen.
The stalks and leaves should be pounded and

the juice rubbed on the parts affected.

Maine, July 13, 1868. Richard.

Remarks.—The plant enclosed was recognized

by Mr. Joseph Breck, author of the New Book of

Flowers, to whom it was shown, as the Prunella

Pennsylvanica of most botanists, and is familiarly

known as "Self-heal" or "All-heal." In Darling-

ton's book on American Weeds and Useful Plants,

the name is derived from Die Braeune the German
word for quinsy, for which and for other throat

diseases it has been considered a cure, and he
spel'ls it "Brunella, Toumef." He says it ap-

pears to be distributed over, the four quarters of

the globe, but he judges it is not a native here. Its

ancient reputation for healing wounds, he thinks

is not sustained in modern times. We might at-

tempt a description of the plant sent by our cor-

respondent, but as it is somewhat wilted, and as

we have no great skill in that line, we copy the

i-ather scientific language of Mr. Darlington, hop-

ing that with the aid of a good dictionary our read-

ers will be able to recognize the plant, if they do
not know it by the common names of "Self-heal,"

or "All-heal."

Stem 8 to 12 or 1-5 inches high, erect or ascend-

ing, somewhat branched, especially at base.

Leaves 1 to 3 inches long; petioles half an inch to 2

inches long (those of the radical or lower leaves

often 3 to 4 inches long) ; the floral-leaves bract-

like, orbicular-cordate, sessile, with a short ab-

rubt acumination, the lower ones conspicuously

acuminate. Cymules 3-flowered, crowded into

compact imbricated oblong terminal spikes.

Bracteoles none. Corolla violet-purple (rarely pale

purpl^or nearly white), smoothish, Common in

fields, roadsides, open woodlands, &c. Flowers

from July to September.
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Calyx tubular-campanulate, at)out 10-nerved,

reticulately veined, bilabiate,—the upppr lip flat,

dilated, truncate, with 3 short-teeth—the lower lip

bifid, segments lanceolate. Carolla with the upper

lip erect, vaulted, entire—the lower lip depend-

ing, 3-Iobed, middle lobe rounded, concave, crenu-

late; tube a little contracted at throat, inflated

below it on the under side, with an annulus, or

little ring of short hairs or scales, near the base

within. Filaments 2-toothed at the apex, the lower

tooth bearing the anther. Perennials with few-

flowered cymides clustered in imbricated spikes or

heads.

TRIMMING BOX HEDGES.

What is the best method of propagating, and
manner and time of pruning. a. s. b.

Guilford, Vt., 1868.

Remarks.—The Box is a delicate European
shrub, and may be pruned to any shape to please

the fancy. Mr. Copeland recommends that they

be trimmed in August, that they may make a new
growth befoi'e winter. It is easily propagated by
cuttings, but it is well to protect the young plants

in dry weather and in winter by a light mulch.

There are several varieties, among which are the

Dwajf and Tree Box. It was customary in the

old English gardens to clip Box trees into the

shape of beasts, birds, and other fantastical forms.

In his Book of Flowers, Mr. J. Breck, says :
—"I

noticed in an old garden, a few miles from Boston, a

small partei-re, which was laid out in the year 1794

;

the beds were all edged with box, which had for

more than 60 years, been regularly trimmed. The
edging was about six inches thick, and at least four

feet high. The sides were smooth and the top

even, without any break in the foliage from the

ground to the top. Great attention had been given

it by the old lady who was in possession, that it

might remain as it was at the time of her husband's

decease, many years before. The beds of various

shapes were small, so that no plants could flourish,

and the only thing of interest about this strange

an-angement was, as a relic of olden time. If Box
is used for edging, it should, in all cases, be kept

low, by regular trimming every year, and kept

down to the height of not more than four or five

inches ; and when it becomes too thick, should be

taken up and re-set."

POTATO SLUGS.

Seeing in the papei's of the day frequent refer-

ence to the potato bug, which has vexed the west-
ern fields, I would like to inquire through your
paper, whether the depredations in our vicinity are
the same. For several weeks the potato vines
about here have been infested with something
which seemed to be either a bug or a slug without
wings, of a yellowish brown, very slow of motion,
many of them with apparently excresences or
bunches of a dark green color on their backs, which
seemed to me to be the g:erm or egg of a second
crop of the same disgusting things. As far as my
observations have extended, they have chiefly
confined their ravages to the Sebec potatoes, a car
load of which was sold here last spring for plant-
ing. Terhaps these are more susceptible to dis-

ease, being very early and delicate. I noticed that
these potatoes had the appearance of being dis-

eased before planting, and it may be that to them
we shall be indebted for another enemy. I have
seen no potatoes of this variety that were not at-
tacked by these bugs. The vines themselves seem
to show the cfifects of their work in different ways,
some hills appejiring to have stopped growing and
to be diminishing in size; others falling down
wilted and decayed, and most of them having very
much t6e appearance that they had when the pota-
to rot was prevalent, with the addition that the
ends of the vines are eaten off. Since writing the
above, I find that my Orono potatoes are attected
slightly in the same way, but not seriously as yet.
Can you give us a, description of the potato-bug,
or tell whether this is the same ? w. p. l.
Newburyport, Mass., July, 1868.

Remarks.—The "disgusting things" which in-

fest your potato vines are a very different beetle

from that which is making such fearful havoc in

the western fields.

Yours is the three-lined leaf-beetle, Crioceris tri-

lineata, of which Mr. Harris gives the following

description and history. "This beetle is about one

quarter of an inch long, of ^ rusty buff or nankin-

yellow color, with two black dots on the thorax,

and three black stripes on the back, namely, one

on the outer side of each wing-cover, and one in

the middle on the inner edges of the same ; the

antenna (except the first joint,) the outside of the

shins, and the feet are dusky. The thorax is ab-

ruptly narrowed or pinched in on the middle of

each side. When held between the fingers, these

insects making a creaking sound like the Capri-

corn-beetles. They appear early in June on the

leaves of the potato vines, having at that time re-

cently come out of the ground, where they pass

the winter in the pupa state. They eat the leaves

of the potato, gnawing large and irregular holes

through them ; and, in the course of a few days,

begin to lay their oblong oval golden yellow eggs,

which ai-e glued to the leaves, in parcels of six or

eight together. The grubs, which are hatched in

about a fortnight afterwards, are of a dirty yellow-

ish or ashen white color, with a darker colored

head, and two dark spots on the top of the first

ring. They are rather short, approaching to a cy-

lindrical form, but thickest in the middle, and
have six legs, arranged in pairs beneath the first

three rings. After making a hearty meal upon the

leaves of the potato, they cover themselves with

their own filth. The vent is situated on the upper

side of the last ring, so that their dung falls upon

their backs, and, by motions of the body, is pushed

forwards, as fast as it accumulates, towards the

head, until the whole of the back is entirely coated

with it. This covering shelters their soft and ten-

der bodies from the heat of the sun, and probably

serves to secure them from the attacks of their

enemies. When it becomes too heavy or too dry,

it is thrown off, but replaced again by a fresh coat

in the course of a few hours. In eating, the grubs

move backwards, never devouring the portion of

the leaf immediately before the hend, hut that

which lies under it. Their numbers are sometimes
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very great, and the leaves are then covered and

nearly consumed by these filthy insects. When
about fifteen days old they throw off their loads,

creep down the plant, and bury themselves in the

ground. Here each one forms for itself a little

cell of earth, cemented and varnished within by a

gummy fluid discharged from its n]t)uth, and when
this is dune, it changes to a pupa. In about a fort-

night more the insect throws off its pupa skin,

breaks open its earthen cell, and crawls out of the

ground. The beetles come out towards the end of

July or early in August, and lay their eggs for a

second brood of grubs. The latter come to their

growth and go into the ground in the autumn, and

remain there in the pupa form during the winter."

FALL PLOUGHING.

In connection with an article on this subject in

another column, we wish here to direct attention

to a series of ploughs which are adapted to all soils.

We allude to Holbrook's National Prize Medal

Ploughs, one of which is represented by the cut.

These ploughs do a quality of work which no

skill in spading can equal. Six sizes are made.

Four of the large sizes arc arranged for two mould

boards—one for sod and one for stubble ploughing.

A skim or forward plough can also be attached to

either of these large sizes for "Michigan," or sod

and sub-soil ploughing. They are manufactured

and sold by F. F. Holbrook & Small, 10 South

Market Street, Boston.

MAKIXO PICKLES.—CANXIXO TOMATOES AND
COHN.

Please inform me, if possible, through your
paper, how cucumbers are pickled for market, also

how tomatoes and green corn are canned in tin

cans, and oblige Subsceiber.
Shelburne, July 30, 1868.

Remarks.—Large space would be required for

full answers to these short questions. As to pickles

for market we believe they are generally preseiwed

in salt, and then put into vinegar. We will try

soon to get a full account of the process from

Sonne of the pickle-makers in this vicinity. In the

mean time we copy the following from the Coun-

try Gentleman: They should be one-third grown.

Cut them otF with scissors, leaving about half an

inch of stem—if cut with a knife it will displace

the vines, and if pulled off Uy hand, a small torn

place will be made, where decay will commence.

Wash or rinse each one in a vessel of water, and

without wiping, lay it in the tub, cask or jar, in-

tended for the cucumbers. Put in just enough

salt to imbed them without interstices. The water

on them will make a strong brine, or rather mix-

ture of brine and salt, in which they will keep

months and years, and in this state they are sold.

They are afterwards make into pickles. Many,

however, who I'aise cucumbers sell them in the

city as they are picked from the vines.

As to canning corn, we'believe that the drying

process described in another column will be found

the safest, surest and easiest.

The canning of tomatoes is done by scalding and
peeling the tomatoes, throwing them into a kettle,

—iron will do if not rusty—l)ringing them to aboil

and allowing them to remain about five minutes;

then take the kettle off the fire, till up the cans

and solder on the caps. That's all. But how
many fail in their attempts at carjning ? And
why ? Simply because they don't understand the

trade. It is very easy to tell on paper how to make
good butter, but not quite so easy to Icam. In

the first place, good tight cans are essential. If

there is any defect here, the labor is lost. Then

the proper cooking, heating, filling, &e., are con-

ditions that imply skill and experience. And
lastly comes in play the exercise of the art and

mystery of the tinker's profession. How many
cans of fruit have been lost by imperfect soldering

!

After the soldering iron, the solder, the rosin, &e.,

are all made ready, the following directions for

doing the work are given, by a correspondent of

the Country Gentleman :
—"In filling up the cans,

if any of the juice is spilled into the gutter wipe it

out with a dry cloth. Having adjusted the cap,

sprinkle a little powdered rosin around the edges

;

then taking the hot iron drop three or four little

globules of melted solder around the gutter and

pass the iron around till all is fast. The heat of

the iron, together with the hot tomato, will cause a

considerable escape of steam during the process,

and if it has to force its way out under the edge of

of the cap, it will be difficult to make the solder

stick. It is best, therefore, to punch a hole in the

centre of the cap for the escape of the steam. The
hole can be stopped by a drop of solder after all is

tight around the edge."

mildew on gooseberries.—trimming white
PINE groves.

Can you give any remedy for mildew on goose-
berries ? What is the best time for pruning white
pine groves ? a. s. b.

Guilford, Vt., 1868. '

Remarks.—As the gooseberry in this climate

suffers from heat and drought, the cultivator should

guard against their effects, by choosing a cool,

moist soil, by deep cultivation,—some say two
spades,—and by thick mulching. A writer in the

New York Horticulturist planted in rows three-and

a-half ftct apart each way and trimmed to single

stems. Karly in November, after pruning the

plants and dressing the borders—digging in plenty

of stable manure,—he hauled several loads of tan

and covered the bed six inches thick, and there it

remained all winter and '•still remains." The re-
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suit was the healthiest bushes and the finest fruit

he ever saw. The north side of a fence,—all the

better if whitewashed,—is considered a good loca-

tion. Mr. Cole recommended salt hay, sea weed

or any other litter, for mulch, with two quarts of

salt to a square rod, around the bushes. Lime

and sulphur incorporated into the surface soil are

said by some to be good against mildew. A slight

sprinkling of wood ashes on the young leaves is

also thought to be beneficial.

At page 82 of the present volume of the Monthly
Farmer you will find a practical article by B. F.

Cutter, of Pelham, N. H., a gentleman of large

experience and extensive observation. He would

trim while the circulation of the tree is compara-

tively dormant, say from November to February.

Mr. Cutter's article appeared in the Weekly Far-

mer of December 28, 1867.

CURRANT "WORMS.—TRANSPLANTING AND SOIL POR
CURRANT BUSHES.

I have some currant bushes, which have been
rather neglected, and this summer there suddenly
appeared a formidable army of currant worms. I

at once applied a mixture of lime, wood ashes, and
plaster, as recommended in the Farmer, with per-

fect success. One thorough application routed
the main body, and a second dose disgusted the

most inveterate lover of "greens," in the shape of
currant leaves, and sent them probably where the
New England Farmer, with its timely sugges-
tions, is not found.

Will not removing the old wood, dividing the
roots, and transplanting to a new place, tend to

keep them free from this pest, and also improve
the fruit in size and flavor ? When is the best

lime to do this, and in what kind of soil do they
thrive best ? Rusticus.

Southboro' , Mass., Aug. 3, 1868.

Remarks.—The currant being very hardy grows

in almost any soil and under almost all circum-

stances. But it does best in a rather heavy, deep

and rich soil, and with good cultivation. Iftrans-

planted, as you propose, in the fall, they may bear

some next season. Cuttings, although they will

not bear as soon as those transplanted, are pre-

ferred by some. Suppose you try both plans for

an experiment. Cuttings may be put in the ground

either in the fall or spring. If set in the fall, cover

with straw or other mulch, which may be removed
in the spring. Take good strong branches of

this year's growth, six or eight inches long, cut-

ting them smooth just below a bud.

cotted or felted wool.
An "Old Subscriber" inquires in the Farmer of

August 1, the cause of matted or felted wool.
Having often thought of this subject when shearing
thb few specimens I have met in taking off more
than a thousand fleeces, I respond by giving my
opinion.

It is caused by a lack of oil or yolk in the wool

;

a secretion that shows itself plainly on those sheep
whose wool is most valuable for felting purposes,
as the merinos, and appears less as the wool is

coarser, and almost disappears in wool that approxi-
mates to hair. If the sheep, either from sickness
or poor feed, has durmg the growth of the fleece,

ceased to secrete yolk or oil, the wool, becomes

dry, and the friction of the wool as the sheep
moves about among the flock, as it feeds from the
rack, and, if it is afflicted with ticks, as it rubs it-

self against the wall or fence, causes the wool to

(elt. It is said that every tihre of felting wool has
minute hooks upon its surfitce, visible through a
microscope, that interlock, or catch together, in

the felting process. When there is abundance of

yolk in the wool these fibres do not entangle as the
sheep moves its head from side toside, or as it presses

its way among the flock. Besides sickness and
poverty, there is sometimes another cause. Aheavy
drenching rain or a thorough washing will take
out this yolk, and if followed by cool weather, the
wool will sometimes, though rarely, dry so as to

felt on a fat sheep.
Usually at shearing time, say the middle of June,

the sheep has begun to gain, and the wool begun
to grow, so there is loose natural wool, a quarter
of an inch long, under the matted fleece. It is for-

tunate for the sheep and the shearer when this is

so, for to cut through a cotted fleece is a work re-

quiring patience and time. To avoid raising such
wool, keep the sheep fat or thriving, then the wool
will grow continuously and not felt.

Wool sometimes looks yellow when it is not
cotted, and buyers dislike it. This yellow appear-
ance is sometimes caused by imperfect or superfi-

cial washing. The wool is so saturated with water
• that the yolk and dirt are all afloat among it, but
instead of continuing the washing till these are re-

moved, the sheep is let loose and the dirt settles to

the skin, which causes the fleece to appear worse
than if unwashefl. The yellowness is sometimes
in stripes down the sides, although water had
soaked through the wool and ruh duwn on the
body. But all yellowness in the wool cannot be
accounted for in this way. Some sheep kept well
sheltered and unwashed will shear beautiful white
wool, while other sheep in the same flock have
fleeces very yellow. I cannot explain this.

Irasburg, Vt.,Aug. 3, 1868. z. e. j.

A FUNNY notion

Of some people is, that editors are so excessive-

ly belligerent that a very slight rubbing of their

ears is sufficient to engage them in any quarrel. A
correspondent, who has not pluck enough to write

his own name, wishes us to publish "in good shape"

certain accusations against certain tavern keepers

for exorbitant charges. If our ftiend was green

enough to pay double price for a "breakfast and

horse-baiting" we should feel inclined to "pitch

into" him, rather than attempt to disfigure the

"mug" of one who holds that a thing is worth

all it will fetch, were we disposed to shake

our "death maul" in the face of either party. But

we don't train under any captain that is ashamed
of his flag.

Moral.—Don't write anonymous communica-

tions.

DBIED GRBEJSr CORN".

A lady whom we regard as one of our best

neighbors and as a model house-keeper, re-

marked to us the other day, that she had never

seen her process of preserving sweet corn for

winter given among the cooking receipts which

she bad read in the Farmer or in other pa-

pers, and that she thought it was not so gener-
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ally known as it ought to be. She remarked

that her family were quite fond of it, and

would be very unwilling to do without it, when

fresh vegetable food is as scarce as it gener-

ally is during our long winter season. Late

in the season when sweet corn becomes plenty,

she boils a kettle full at once, cooking it jusi

as for table use. The kernels are then cut

from the cob, placed on tins, and dried by the

stove. It might be dried in the sun, but as

her cooking stove furnishes good convenien-

ces, she has never tried that plan. When
sufficiently dry it is tied up in cloth bags, to

keep out insects, &c., and kept in a dry place.

To prepare it for breakfast, if she has plenty

of milk and thinks there is no danger of its

souring, the corn is soaked over night in cold

milk. But if there is danger of the milk sour-

ing it may be heated before being pouring upon

the corn. If milk is scarce, the corn may be

soaked in milk and water, or even in clear

water. Milk, however, adds much to its pal-

atableness. In the morning,' it is put upon

the stove and warmed and then buttered and

salted to taste. In her family, she says it is

as much the standard dish for Sunday break-

fast, as pork and beans ever were for dinner.

It is also often called for, and always welcomed

as a luxury, at other meals.
,

For the Xew England Fanner.

FALL PLOUGHING.
Without elaborating the many strong points

in favor of Fall Ploughing, a few of the more
prominent benefits may be briefly stated as

follows :

—

1. August and September is a good time to

turn over bound-out sod land and manure and
re-seed it at once to grass, obtaining a crop of
hay the following year.

2. October and November is an excellent

time to break up sod land for planting the fol-

lowing spring.

3. The weather is then cool and bracing and
the team strong and hearty for the work

;

while the weather in the spring is more relax-

ing and team less able ; and spring work being

always hurrying, it saves time to despatch as

much of the ploughing as possible during the

previous autumn.
4. Sod land broken up late in autumn will

be quite free from growing grass the follow-

ing spring ; the roots of the late overturned

sward being so generally killed by the immedi-

ately succeeding winter that not much grass

will readily start in spring.

5. The frosts of winter disintegrate the

ploughecj land, so that it readily crumbles in

line particles in spring, and a deep, mellow

seed-bed is easily made. The chemical

changes and modifications resulting from at--

mospheric action during the winter, develop
latent fertility in the upturned furrows, which,

together with the mellowing influences, mate-
rially increase the crop.

6. Most kinds of insects are either wholly

destroyed, or their depredations materially

checked, by late fall ploughing, especially the

common white grub and the cut worm.
7. Corn stubble land may be ploughed late

in the fall, and thus be all ready for very early

sowing in spring, thereby going far to insure a
good catch of grass ; the roots of the new
seeding getting bold well, or being well estab-

lished, before the droughts of summer come on.

8. Most land in New England needs deeper
ploughing than has generally been practiced.

Where the subsoil is tine grained, and unctuous,

and close, or where there is a hard pan of
good quality, deep ploughing may be at once
resorted to, with decided advantage. Where
the subsoil is poorer, the ploughing may still

be advantageously deepened by degrees, say

an inch at each new breaking up. But in by
far a majority of cases, deep ploughing may
be practiced at once—indeed it may be the

rule, with safety, while shallow ploughing may
be the exception. Plough say nine, ten, eleven

or twelve inches in November. The subsoil

turned up will grow several shades darker by
spring. The frosts and atmospheric influences

of winter will mellow the soil. The inorganic

elements and all latent fertility will be made
more active for benefiting the crop. In spring

spread the manure and plough it in or other-

wise work it in or mingle it with the soil to the

depth, say of four inches, or a little more or

less, and you have the very best attainable

conditions for realizing good crops. Deeper
ploughing may thus be practiced than would
at all times be safe or expedient, if the plough-

ing is delayed till spring. H. F.

August, 1868.

Trotting Horses in Michigan.—The

President of the Michigan State Board of Ag-

riculture, in his Address to the members of the

executive committee at their annual meeting

in Detroit, makes the following remarks on

this subject :

—

"The desire to breed fast running, and
fancy trotting horses, without regard to other

qualities, has had the effect of lessening the

value, and lowering the standard of horses in

this State. In my opinion, we should encour-

age the introduction of horses of fair size,

weight and action that are so desirable in the

first class carriaere horse."

—The Marshall, Iowa, Times, speaks of one far-

mer in that section wtio has 120 acres, and of an-

other who has 40 acres in white beans.
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HOW TO IVIAKE HOIME PLEASANT.

BY ANNE G. HALE.

[Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year
1866, by R. P. Eaton & Co., in the Clerk's Office of the
District Court for the District of Massachusetts,!

CHAPTER XIV.

FOOD AND ITS PREPARATION.

To say that the happiness of a household de-

pends largely upon the diet of its members, may
seem a strange assertion to some of my readers

;

but those who have noticed the dejected counte-

nances, no less than the feeble frames, of dyspep-

tics, have heard from these victims of indigestion

querulous accounts of the effects of innutritions

and unwholesome food, or have themselves ex-

perienced the inertia, the stupidity, the melan-

choly, resulting from a thoughtless choice of vi-

ands, or the mistakes or misfortunes of the cook,

will be ready to acknowledge that improper food

affects the mind as well as the body. And those

who are observant of such matters will be quick

to see that the vivacity, the cheerfulness, and the

hopeful enthusiasm that are needed to carry us

easily along the rough and uncertain paths of

daily toil and trouble, are more frequently helped

and promoted by the elevated tone of the system

induced by a wise regimen of food for the body,

than by any mental bias or moral discipline.

But nothing save close attention and careful

practice can qualify any one to furnish the table

with nice and at the same time healthful and

economical dishes. And while all housewives are

aware how important is the duty of preparing and

providing proper and palatable food for the family,

they know well how difficult and unsatisfactory

the work is,—-there are so many variable appetites,

and such a diversity of tastes, to cater for : no

wonder that blunders are made, and waste in-

curred in attempting to suit them all, and the

strength and patience of many a good woman ex-

hausted—to say nothing df her regrets for mis-

used time. Hoping to obviate these defects, or to

expedite or simplify her labors, every housekeeper

is eager to avail herself of the experience of others

in these matters, so that the cookery-book and the

thousand and one receipts of ladies' magazines

and albums are in constant requisition. But these

are daily receiving additions from the fastidious

and the whimsical, and young housekeepers, in-

stead of gaining help from them, are too often

bewildered and pei-plexed by their elaborate rules,

and in following them find the labors of the kitchen

increased and their ideas of economy set at defi-

ance.

The truth is Americans cook'too much. Every-

thing that we eat must be baked, boiled, stewed,

or fried,—sometimes served in all these ways,—or

disguised with spice, grease, or sugar, till the

most nutritious qualities of all articles that come
under the head of food are either lost or changed

into something deleterious. If a reform in this

could be effected not only would our dyspeptic

friends soon regain health, and vigor, but hours

and hours noAV spent by the overtasked and anx-

ious housewife, in great discomfort, by the side of

blazing ovens, and over scorching and steaming

ranges and stoves, would be redeemed for loftier

purposes.

The readiest way to bring about-such a change

is, undoubtedly, to bring up children on plain,

wholesome fare ; keeping their natural taste for

such food clean and hearty, by allowing them a

reasonable variety. Give them different kinds of

good, light bread, with plenty of fruit, fully ripe,

—either in its natural state or now and then sim-

ply stewed or baked,—honey, or maple syrup, and

they will never want rich cake or pies or pre-

sAves. Pickles, "the Yankees' sweetmeats," for-

bid, as if they were poison. Fresh vegetables,

too, boiled, or baked, with only the seasoning of a

little salt, or a trifle of nice butter, and a moder-

ate quantity of good, but simply cooked, animal

food ;
plain broths, or soups, in plenty, but not

gravies nor sauces ;
puddings, also,—light and

good—not rich. All these things children like,

and they are healthful. A little plain cake or

gingerbread occasionally does not come amiss, to

be sure,—and is not to be censured—so far as

health is concerned. Still, fruit is far preferable

;

and is, in the end, more economical, when we take

into consideration the time and strength of the

housewife. Its free use affords her great relief

from anxious and wearisome labor, and its nutri-

tive qualities being so high—superior to many
kinds of animal food—it ought to be considered as

much a regular article of diet as bread—no meal

should be deemed complete without it. Those

who are in the habit of loading their stomachs

with cake and pastry, have no idea of the refresh-

ment afforded even by so simple a repast as good

bread and well-ripened apples or pears, peeled

and sliced-tomatoes, peaches, cherries, currants,

and all sorts of berries, are most delicious accom-

paniments to the bread ; eaten raw, with the addi-

tion of sugar, if you choose,—and form a dish fit

to set before a king.

People are beginning to see the value of fruit for

this purpose. When it is considered an indispen-

sable article of daily flire, one strong chain of

woman's servitude—in the shape of cake and pas-

try making—will be broken. Till then we must

have the old recipes of butter and sugar and spices

and eggs, with their bewilderments of weights, and

measures, and "thingfuls ;" and aching arms and

shoulders and wrists, from pounding, and crush-

ing, and sifting, and beating, and whisking, and
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stirring. So these papers on cookery must include

directions for these things. But we will begin with

the most important of all food, bread.

In the outset let me say, it is always the best

economy to cook well! and no good cooking can be

accomi)lished without good materials. Inferior,

impure, unripe, carelessly prepared, or too long

kept groceries, besides trying the patience of both

cook and consumer, arc neither nutritious nor

healthy ;—get only the best. These are not al-

ways the highest priced. Fancy names or brands

and showy wrappings cost high, and too often help

to sell a poor article; avoid them,—look for less

pretentious things, and when you have found the

right quality of goods, note its peculiarities and be

satisfied with nothing else in all future purchases.

Don't buy new preparations unless you have

full confidence in those who recommend them.

Having chosen your gi-oceries well, keep and use

them with care and prudence. "A place for every-

thing and everything in its place," important rule

as it is for every room in the house, is doubly so

for the store room and kitchen. No little waste is

occasioned, even by good managers, by carelegs-

ness here. Be sure that salt or sugar is not suffered

to remain in a damp closet ; spices, seasoning herbs,

tea or coffee, uncovered, or in the glaring sunlight

;

lard, butter, cheese, molasses, or syrup in the

heat; flour, meal, rice, sago, and such, things,

neither in heat nor dampness. See also that all

kitchen ware and utensils are made clean after

usage and placed so as to keep so till wanted again.

Use crockery or stone ware for mixing or for

holding food; it is stronger than potter's ware,

and there is no danger of poison from the glazing,

as there is in that. Iron stew-pans and kettles are

better than copper or brass ; in fact, copper and

brass are so difficult to keep from canker—which

is poisonous—that they ought to oe banished from

the kitchen. Nothing is so good, however, as the

yellow crockery, or the porcelain-lined cast-iron

ware for stewing and boiling ; sheet-iron, if tinned,

or the common tin ware, gives a disagreeable fla-

vor to acids, though it answers for other things,

and is very suital)le for baking pans. Keep wooden

utensils where they arc not damp, nor yet warped

with the heat. Keep butter and lard either in

stone pots or oaken firkins—pine imparts its flavor

\o such things, and the glazed ware gets saturated

and rancid with them. Bread retains its moisture

and sweetness in stone pots, or closely covered

tinned ware—stone is best.

Raised or leavened bread is in most common use.

Unleavened, or quickly raised bread, is convenient

at times. This comes under the head of johnny

—

more properly jowrne]/—cakes. The name is said

to have been given them fi-om their resemblance to

the unleavened bread of the Jews, which is still

used by them in commemorating their hasty de-

parture out of Egypt before their long journeyings

in the wilderness. It is the only kind of bread in

use at the present day among wandering tribes and

half-civilized nations of Asia and Africa ; among

the gipsies also of Southern Europe and the peas-

antry. It is merely pounded or coarsely ground

wheat, millet, or barley, mixed with water, and
baked flat and thin in their rude ovens of heated

stones. From these came the black bread of Prus-

sia, Sweden, and France; the bannocks and oat-

cakes of Scotland ; the hoe cakes of our Southern

States, and our Yankee fire-cakes and johnny-

cakes ; which are made of scalded Indian mcaj,

sometimes of Indian and rye, or of wheat—meal or

flour—with occasionally a little saleratus as a slight

leavening power, and, for a change, a small quan-

tity of shortening—cream or lard,—and as a luxu-

ry a spoonful or two of molasses, when a sweet

cake is desired. These are baked—the hoe cakes

upon the metal of a clean hoe, in front of blazing

pine logs ; the johnny cakes before a clear fire, on
a piece of board or the gingerbread-tin of the far-

mer's wife ; the fire cakes in the old-fashioned

Dutch oven, hung over glowing ernbers,—the lid or

cover of the kettle called oven, holding hot ashes

and coals so that both sides of the cake are baked

at once ; a great improvement this upon the turn-

ing and slipping of hoe and johnny cakes to finish

the work.

Since the general use of stoves some persons,

intent on keeping up old names, make what they call

johnny-cakes, delicate mixtures of superfine meal,

and flour, and milk, and eggs, and shortening, and
spice, and cream, and—I dare not enumerate all

the other "ingrejiencies," as the old cook calls them

in Douglas Jerrold's story, where, in her potato

pudding, one potato did service with dozens of

eggs and bottles of wine ; this new-fashioned john-

ny cake being something after that style—and

these are baked in the stove oven, and because

of the name considered simple and wholesome.

Economical they certainly are not, either in oost of

original materials, in cost of time for compound-

ing them, or cost of money for medicines to cor-

rect indigestion—which surely follows their con-

sumption. Let us reject such things, libels as they

are on good, healthful, substantial food, and if we
do not care for the real, old-fashioned johnny cake

take the modern biscuits when leavened bread is

not available.

Leavened bread pre-supposes a raising power,

—

yeart, barm, or emptyings, as it is called in its

liquid state—turn-pikes, yeast cakes, or yeast

flour, in its concentrated and dry form. The dry,

or hard yeast, is the most economical, and can be

kept much longer than the liquid. To make this,

put six quarts of cold water to a quarter of a

pound of hops and two cups of wheat or Indian

bran, and boil it till there is left but three quarts.

Strain the liquid, while boiling hot, upon four cups

of flour, with which has been mixed a tablespoon-

ful of salt, in a wooden vessel. When it is cool,

add to it a pint of barm, or liquid yeast, or two

yeast cakes broken up. Keep it in a warm place,

and the next day, if it foams strongly thicken it

with Indian meal till it can be moulded with the

hands. Then roll it into sheets a quarter of an
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inch thick, and cut it in squares of one and one-

half inch. Spread these on a table in the sunshine

where there is plenty of air, turn them every

morning till they are perfectly dry, then pack them

in boxes, away from heat and dampness. Some
persons break these cakes and keep them thus, in

the form of meal or yeast flour, but they retain

their virtue better packed whole.

Six hours before you wish to make bread take

one of these squares and dissolve it in a pint of

lukewarm water; afterward stir in flour enough to

make a batter, and set the mixture in a warm
place. At the same time sift your flour for the

bi'cad ; and keep it in a broad pan, in the sunshine,

or by the fire, till the yeast is foaming highly.

Then take for six loaves—a foot long, four inches

wide, and five inches thick when baked—two

quarts of flour, to which has been added an even

teaspoonful of salt, twice that quantity of lard

and two even tablespoonfuls of sugar. Pour upon
this slowly, stirring it constantly—so that it shall

be,smooth—two quarts of boiling water. Let it

set till cool ; if the flour swells so that it is stiff,

add warm water till it is of the consistency of bat-

ter. Pour in your yeast, and thicken with flour till

it is as stiff" as you can mould it with your hands.

Cover it with a deep pan, throw a cloth over it, and
set it in a warm place. If made in the evening it

will be ready to bake in the morning.

Brick, or house ovens, vary so much in size and
capacity for retaining heat that it is impossible to

give any definite rule for heating them ; but to

bake bread well, hard wood should be used,—and

the same for meat, beans, and thick loaf-cake

—

soft wood answers very well for everything else.

The ovens of stoves and ranges should be hot

enough to hiss loudly at a sprinkling of water if

bread is to be baked, and the heat kept up till it is

done ; for loaves of the size mentioned above, this

will be one hour. If the bread scorches, set a pan

of cold water with it, or lay clean paper over the

loaves.

Two hours before you intend to bake your

bread you must begin to knead it. If it has stood

long enough to get "changed"—has lost its sweet-

ness—mix a teaspoonful of saleratus in a cup of

warm water, and work it into the dough,—generally

it will need but half that quantity. Then take a

chopping knife, or a sharp case knife, and give

the dough a great many cuts with your right

hand, while you roll and pull and press it with

your left. Continue this for half an hour, occa-

sionally changing hands,—for it is tiresome work
to keep up one movement with the right hand so

long ; then shake a little flour upon your mould-
ing board, and there cut and chop each loaf as

you mould it for its pan—at least five minutes.

Have your pans well greased with lard or nice

beef fat. Let the loaves rise till they are very

light, setting them near the fire for this purpose ;

then prick them in three or four places, rub them
over lightly with lard, and sprinkle cold water

upon them and place them in the oven. At the

end of an hour—or just before,—prick them
deeply with a broom-straw;—if no dough ad-

heres to the straw the bread is done. Stand

the loaves on end, and throw a dry cloth over

them,—if they have had a very hard bake dam-
pen the cloth. After two hours set them in an
airy place till they are thoroughly cold, (hav-

ing removed the cloth,) and, finally, shut them
from the air in stone or tin vessels. Never
keep bread wrapped in cloth, damp, or dry.

When bread becomes stale dip the loaf in cold

water for half a minute, and place it in the oven,

between two pans, that it may be entirely covered

—for half an hour ;—it will then be as moist as

new bread ; buns, gingerbread, and sponge cake

may be renewed in the same way. (A few words
ought to have been said about choosing flour:

Good flour when held tightly in the hand is easily

compressed into shape, dough made of it works
clean in kneading, and is elastic and buoyant.)

To make brown bread : for one large deep loaf

take two quarts of Indian meal and one of rye,

two tablespoonfuls of molasses, a large pinch of

salt, a small teaspoonful of saleratus or soda, and
water as hot as your hand will bear. Mix it with

a spoon till it is all alike, and add a tablespoonful

of yeast, or a piece of white bread dough as large

as a teacup ; make it as stiff as you can stir it, pour
it into a well-greased cast-iron pan, smooth the

top with a knife, and cut two gashes across it ; set

it in a warm place for four hours, then sprinkle the

top plentifully with water, and bake it eight

hours,—it is very nice steamed in a tin pudding-

pan in the dinner boiler for the same time. A
quart of boiled squash or pumpkin if mixed with

the dough improves it, or the water in which these

vegetables and green corn are boiled. Thirded

bread, using flour, rye, and Indian,—and making
in the same way, is very nice.

Wheat bread should be in every family. It is

best when new, though it is quite palatable when
wet and re-baked, as mentioned above. For this,

take one quart of wheat meal—unbolted—a pinch

of salt, quarter of a yeast cake dissolved in warm
water, and if you please a tablespoonful of su-

gar—it is good enough without it, though ; mix
it as stiff as you can stir it, with warm water ; let

it rise over night ; mould it with water into flat

pans, and bake it fifteen minutes in a brisk oven.

Small loaves or cakes are best. Tear them open

when eaten—cutting makes them heavy. In mak-
ing any of these varieties of bread, milk may be

substituted for water, but it requires longer time

for rising, though the bread is more tender for its

use.

Butter-milk, or sour-milk, makes nice bread or

biscuits if used when new,—it is very unhealthy

after standing a few days. No one who has ex-

amined it with a microscope at the end of that

time would ever wish to touch it. Take a quart

of flour, sift into it a teaspoonful of salt and the

same quantity of cream-tartar, then rub in a table-

spoonful of lard or butter; mix this with a pint of
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sour or butter-milk; then dissolve a large tea-

spoonful of salcratus or soda in warm water, and

stir it in. If you wish for a loaf, mould it with

water into a bread^pan ; if biscuits, shake flour

upon the moulding board—enough to move and
handle it easily—roll it to the thickness of half an

inch, and cut them with the cover of the dredging-

box and bake immediately—for fifteen m(nutes,

—

in a quick oven. Sweet milk, with the addition of

another spoonful of cream-tartar, the other ingre-

dients remaining the same, makes very nice bis-

cuit; water, with cream, or a trifle more of shoi't-

ening, may also bj substituted to good advantage.

HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.

CONTRIBUTED FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER,

Cold Starch.

I have not seen anything in your paper

among the receipts, that speaks of the man-

ner of making cold starch ; but I have a way

of my own that I think is a little saving of

starch. I take a teaspoonful and a half of

starch, and a piece of fine salt, the size of a

bean, to a teacup of cold water ; this does

nicely for collars, shirt bosoms and cuffs, «&c.

After using, let it settle, then pour off the

water, and let the starch dry in cup.

Colebrook, N. H., 1868. Saphena.

Lemon Fie.

Grate one-half the outside of one lemon;

to the juice and pulp add one cup of water

;

one of sugar ; three tablespoonfuls of flour

;

use the yolks of three eggs, reserving the

whites for frosting, which is to be put on when

the pie is cold. Bake with one crust and

brown the frosting in a moderate oven.

Com Beer.

To two quarts of shelled corn add five

quarts of luke-warih water ; one pint good

yeast ; one pint of molasses ; two tablespoon-

fuls essence of wintergreen. Let it stand in

a cool place through the day, bottle at night,

and drink in the morning.

"Mary Morrison's Fruit Cake."

Three cups of butter ; four cups of sugar

;

six large eggs ; five cups of flour ; one-half

cup of molasses ; one-half cup of milk ; two

pounds of raisins ; two pounds of currants ; one-

half pound of citron ; two wine glasses of

wine or one of brandy ; one teaspoonful of

saleratus. Bake four or five hours. Will

keep six months. Emilxe.

West Campion, N. H.

Sponge Cup Cake.

Two cups of sugar ; three of flour ; one of

milk ; one-half cup of butter ; four eggs ; one

teaspoonful of soda ; two teaspoonfuls cream-

tartar ; flavor with lemon.

Citron Cake.

Four eggs ; one cup of butter ; one of milk

;

two of sugar; three and one-half of flour;

one teaspoonful of soda ; two teaspoonfuls of

cream-tartar ; one-half pound of citron.

Lemon Cake.

Three cups of white sugar ; one of butter

;

one of milk ; four of flour ; five eggs ; one

teaspoonful of soda ; lemon ; two cups currants.

Railroad Pudding.

The receipt for railroad pudding, contained

in the Sept. number, 1867, may be very much

improved by adding one cup of raisins chopped

fine, and eating with a nice sauce.

Mrs. Reuben D. Pulsifer.

Stetson, Me., 1868.

Remarks.—We are much obliged to our

correspondent for the commendation bestowed

on the Farmer. We shall endeavor to retain

her good opinion. We have several commu-

nications on file for this department of our

paper.

•=*5>»^2^^i^O^-**—
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INFLUENCES.
CTOBER is the pi-

oneer of Winter

with us here in

New England.

It admonishes

us of the ad-

vancing forces

that are to pos-

sess the land.

It gives us a

foretaste of the

short days and

long evenings,

which it is as

much our duty to im-

prove as it was to make

hay when the sun shone.

During the busy season we have

little time for social gatherings,

neighborhood visits, or mental

improvement, and there is danger that the

habit thus formed will follow us into the more

leisure sea>on of winter. Probably no class

of American citizens neglect social and intel-

lectual intercourse to so great a degree as do

farmers in the more sparsely settled por-

tions of our country. This tendency to in-

dividual or family isolation should be carefully

guarded against. Men are, by their very

constitution, social beings. Instinct draws

them together. Their natural condition is

that of society. In social life man finds his

T4

most rapid and complete development. The

life of the hermit is an unnatural life. The

mind of the solitary is always narrow and con-

tracted. His faculties become enfeebled, and

his intellect dwarfed.

It is only in society that the faculties, moral

and intellectual, can have full play. Those

who have tastes, interests or pursuits in com-

mon, naturally associate together. Thought

suggests thought. The mind is quickened,,

and men learn to observe and reason. Ideas,

perhaps crude and indefinite, are thrown out,

discussed, compared, and assume definite

form and shape, and become principles and

rules of action. An idea originating in one

mind, becomes common property, and is

added to the available stock of knowledge in

the community. But not only are the intel-

lectual powers and resources increased by

social intercourse, but the taste and the man-

ners are improved, kindly feelings are called

out and strengthened, and the heart and the

life are made better by it.

We have been led into this train of remark

by observing the effects of Farmers' Clubs,

and other associations for mutual improve-

ment and assistance. We do not refer particu-

larly to increase of agricultural knowledge

or improvement in agriculture among the

members, but to their intellectual, moral and

social improvement. Young men who had

never been accustomed to write, or to speak

in public, in a short time have become able to
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do both in such a way as to interest others,

and do much credit to themselves. We have

often listened to essays in a Farmers' Club,

by hard working farmers, that were waorthy of

a place in any of our agricultural journals.

Young men learn to preside in meetings, and

conduct them in an orderly way,—an accom-

plishment of no small value. Improvement

in manners, and in the courtesies of life and

language, that results from such associations

is in many cases strongly marked.

An impulse is given to individual effort,

—

a desire for knowledge is awakened, and new

sources of knowledge are sought out. Men
read for a purpose, and with a keener percep-

tion of truth. They comprehend better what

they read and distinguish more readily the

true ^nd the practical, from the false, and the

impracticable. They l6arn to have opinions

of their own, and to defend them with sub-

stantial reasons, and that, too, in the use of

intelligible and courteous language.

The Good Templars' Lodges, in which thou-

sands of young men and women meet weekly,

primarily to promote the cause oftemperance,

and secondarily to strengthen each other's

hands in every virtuous work, and in which

mutual improvement in literature, music and

science are not neglected, and social inter-

course is cultivated cannot fail to exert a

refining and elevating influence upon all who

belpng to them. Not only will the principles

and habits of temperance be promoted and

strengthened, but purity of life and language

will be promoted as well. Coarseness and

vulgarity will be avoided and become distaste-

ful. Kind feelings and mutual confidence

will be increased. Habits of forbearance and

charity will be formed which will carry with

them an abundant reward. Persons from dif-

ferent stations in society are thus brought

into more intimate relations, and learn to

imderstand each other better, and to have

more regard for each other. The reflex in-

fluences from such associations, to say nothing

of their primary objects, richly repay the time

and efforts of those who unite in them.

To all such social enterprises, especially to

those in which the ladies unite, we are always

ready to say "God speed." Their effects

cannot be otherwise than good. Even if they

do not effect much for the objects for which

they are ostensibly established, they indirectly

accomplish much for the benefit of the indi-

viduals engaged in them.

But such organizations are more likely to

do something effectively to advance their lead-

ing object than occasional meetings of the

same parties for the same objects. The latter

are held together by looser bonds, and feel

less responsibility, and act occasionally, and

spasmodically. But the frequent and regular

meetings of well organized associations, in

which work is assigned to each and all the

members in their turn, who are held to their

duties and obligations, uniformly prove more

eflicient instrumentalities for promoting any

good object. Steady work applied to the

promotion of any good cause and enlivened

by the exercise and cultivation of the social

affections, are among the best means of ad-

vancing the good of both society and individ-

uals.

USB OF SAND FOR BEDDLNG STOCK.

It has become quite common among farmers

to use sand as a bedding for their animals. It

is spread each day upon the floors and cleaned

away with the droppings of the stock on the

next day.

Two reasons are urged to sustain this prac-

tice :—first, to secure a softer bedding than

the bare planks, and, second, to absorb the

liquids that fall into it.

Not much thought has, probably, been given

to either of these reasons. It certainly is true

that is makes a softer bed than the planks, but

it is very doubtful whether it makes a warmer

one. On this point there are some excellent

statements in a late number of the Country

Gentleman, which we give below :

—

There is in one of your late numbers a descrip-

tion of a pattern farmer, and aniong other things

it is said of him that lie is the first farmer in East-

ern Massachubetts that introduced sand as bedding
for stock. Sand has been u.'sed for bedding a long
time in the section. I live in, and the longer it is

used the less it is liked. Sand is a verj' cold arti-

cle. There is nothing colder, and being very soft,

the animal sinks deep into it, thereby bringing a
large part of the surface of its body in contact with
this cold substance. The writer of this has seen
it tried in the case of horses with almost ruinotfi

consequences, and therefore concludes that If it is

absolutely ruinous to horses that are worked, it

cannot possibly be a very good thing fipr neat
stock, though of course they feel its effects in a

much less degree.

Suppose a horse has been on the road aU

day, hauling timber from the woods, and comes

in at night somewhat fatigued and thoroughly

warmed throughout the whole system. After
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eating his evening meal he lies down upon a

bed of sand an inch thick, in order to relax all

his muscles and give them rest. What fol-

lows ? If you recollect how rapidly the heat

is abstracted from your hand when you take

hold of a piece of iron or marble in a cold

day, you can not doubt what follows. The

sand is much like the marble or iron, and as

is said above, "is a very cold article." The

operation that then goes on, is, for the ani-

mal to communicate its heat to those portions

of the sand which come in contact with its

body, and the sand passes it along from parti-

cle to particle, in some measure, still farther

off. This process goes on until the outside

temperature of the animal and the sand are

the same. Instead of communicating heat it

abstracts it, and that in no small degree.

The second reason for using it is, to absorb

the liquid droppings and prevent their being

wasted. It does prevent their running off in

some measure, but probably not much as an

absorbent. Sand has little or nothing of the

property of peat to absorb liquids; but its

particles being small and coming close to-

gether, prevent liquids from flowing away with

any facility, and being aided by the vegetable

portions of the manure these are held back and

preserved. This is better than nothing, and

where it is used as a top dressing on low lands

has a decided and permanent eflfect in improv-

ing them. For all uplands, however, with the

exception of those which are quite clayey,

one cord of good peat wQuld be worth more

than many cords of sand. Next to charcoal,

peat has the largest absorbing power of any

substance which is at the command of the far-

mer in any considerable degree. Even on

high, rich loams, it will produce the happiest

results when properly prepared and applied,

—

and on sandy land it will work a complete

revolution.

In hot weather, we can see no objection to

the use of sand as bedding, for animals not

heated by labor.

CATTLE DISEASE IN ILLINOIS.

The Champlain County, 111., correspondent,

(B. F. J.) of the Country Gentleman, writing

•Sept. 2, says that the important fact of the re-

port of Mr. Ranch, principal Health Officer of

Chicago, who has the official charge of the

sanitary condition of the Union cattle yards at

Chicago, is that any and all sick and infested

cattle may and do infect other cattle. He also

states that the "Canadian Commission" sentto

Illinois to report on the cattle disease, were

not long about their investigations, and went

home, as he learns, convinced that the Spanish

fever (so-called) is really the true rinderpest.

He says :

—

Cattle continue to die, and it is now generally be- •

lievedthat sick native cattle will infect healthy na-
tive cattle. I have a valuable cow at home which
has never been exposed, and I am now so con-
vinced that she might take the disease from sick
native cattle, that I would not trust her six hours
on the street or public road for half her value. I
am told by physicians of character and standing,
that ^05^ mortem examinations reveal tlie fact that
there is violent infliimmation and exteniive lesions
of the duodenum, in every death following the pre-
vailing disease. This is the prime pathological
fact; other organs are more or less affected, but
the duodetmm always and distinctively. Therefore
our physicians conclude that the disease showing
a parallel development, it probably has an origin
not unlike that of typhoid fever, and that its treat-

ment should be in a manner similar to the treat-

ment of that disease. The losses will, I am con-
vinced, be equal to the highest estimate I have
made, viz. : 150,000 head of cattle ; those of Cham-
paign county threaten to amount to half a million
ot dollars.

Diseases so often change their character or

type on change of location and other circum-

stances that we have feared some new develop-

ments of this Spanish fever. We are not pre-

pared, however, to endorse the conclusion of

the Canada commission, and hope that the

fears expressed by the writer as to native cat-

tle transmitting the disease will prove ground-

less. «

BEPOKT OF THE W^HEAT CHOP.
A gentleman in this city deeply interested in all

that relates to our industrial advancement and
prosperity, wishes us to suggest to the different
postmasters throughout our State, that they col-
lect front the farmers in their own towns the
amount of wheat each has raised the present- sea-
son, and send the same to us that it may be pub-
lished in our columns. The plan strikes us as one
that can be satisfactorily accomplished without
much effort, and we hope farmers will endeavor to
tell their postmaster, when calling for their paper,
how much wheat they have grown the present sea-
son, and are sure they will gladly send it to us for
publication. What town shall be first to report ?

We copy the above from the Maine Farmer.

The thought is a good one, and we hope the

farmers of that State will give attention to it.

A similar course in our own State would prove

of value, and we hope to receive returns from

all parts of the State, or from any of the New
England States.

Our old and steadfast friend, Henry Pook,

Esq., of New York, in speaking of the cul-
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ture of wheat in New England, says:—"We
look to the agricultural press to enforce and

complete this wofuUy neglected branch in New
England farming. The New England States

are not long to remain the workshops of this

country. Material genius and skill are scat-

tered broad and wide through this diversified

land, and are being daily developed. Cotton

•and woolen machinery, and all the arts appli-

cable to the wants of man, are not to be con-

fined within the borders of our little loved

New England. Hence the liome farm, with

better cultivation and less acres in tillage may

grow every cereal and vegetable for the wants

of the people—saving their millions and mil-

lions of dollars in corn and wheat, and at once

become independent of West and South for

for their bread. They must allow their for-

ests to increase, so valuable, so useful, so

beautiful ; not wantonly burn and destroy them

for the sake of clearing another piece of land

to raise "a patch of rye"—where, perchance,

a railroad may pass through and a village

spring up, doubling and quadrupling the value

of the whole township.

Reduce the cultivation one-half,—get the

product of four acres from two,—save the

great expense of labor, and the farmers will

begin to learn an alphabet they, have been un-

familiar with heretofore."

For the yew England Farmer,

THE GABDEN IN OCTOBER.
Generally, throughout the New England

States, the growing season for vegetables has

come to an end, and little remains to be done
in the garden except to gather and preserve

the ripened crops, clearing up, making pro-

vision for future operations, &c. As severe

frosts often occur during the month, it is un-

safe to leave vegetables of any kind in the

ground, or otherways exposed. As fast as

the crops are removed, clear the ground of

weeds or other rubbish, and add all suitable

material to the compost heap ;
burn all others,

and dig over the soil to remain exposed to the

beneficial effects of frosts during winter.

Generally, among farmers, there is too

much neglect of little things, which might be

done at comparatively leisure times during the

fall and early winter, thinking that spring is

soon enough for all such work. When spring

comes, there is the oat ground to plough and

sow, and a multiplicity of other work to be
done, and the garden not being cleared or

prepared to be manured and ploughed, is fre-

quently left for a convenient time, till many
of the advantages of an earlier spring start are

lost. The great advantage of a good garden
is its earliness, furnishing a variety or-salads,
greens, vegetables, «fec., early in the spring,

when the appetite craves a change from win-
ter food.

Asp^iRAGUs.—Now is the time to make new
beds, rather than to wait till spring. Spade
up the ground, at least two spits deep,—bet-

ter deeper,—working in a plenty of good last-

ing manure the whole depth. A sprinkling of
salt throughout the soil of the bed will be
beneficial. Plant two-year-old, or very strong
one-year-old roots, a foot apart each way,
covering the crowns four inches deep with
good fine soil, then cover with three or four
inches of coarse manure, for winter protection.

Beets.—If any remain in the ground, pull

and twist off the tops, and after drying put
them in the cellar, packing them in sand or
dry loam in barrels or boxes, to keep fresh for

winter use.

Cabbage and Cauliflower.—Sometimes
these may be safely left till the last of the
month, or even into November, but where
they have completed their growth it is better
to harvest at once, as they are apt to crack,

and the heads decay. Young plants, for early
spring planting may be set in cold frames to

be wintered over.

Cakrots.*—Pull, top, and after drying,
store in the cellar, packed in sand, as advised
for beets, before freezing weather, as a light

freeze injures them very materially.

Celery.—Continue earthing up, on clear

days, after the dew is off and the plants and
ground are dry. Use care not to let any soil

fall between the stems or leaves, as it will

cause them to rust and spoil.

Cold FRAjms.—Put them in readiness for

wintering cabbage, cauliflower, lettuce, &c.,

for winter and early spring use, and planting.

CuRRA>«TS AXD GOOSEBERRIES.—Make Cut-

tings, where desirable, before hard freezes,

prune and thin, if not before attended to.

Transplant, dividing old bunches, and set the

younger shoots. Plant in rows, five feet

apart, and three feet apart in the row. They
do better set where they can be worked all

around freely, instead of setting clo^e beside

a fence. The currant pays for good culture

as well as any fruit we have.

Grapes.—Gather as they ripen, handling

carefully not to bruise, or rub off the bloom.
For winter keeping it is better to let them
hang on the vines as long as safe from frost,

or other accidents, and as you gather cut out

all defective berries. A variety of ways are

recommended for keeping them fresh, but

whatever plan is pursued they should be kept

at an even temperature, where they will not

gather moisture, and in the dark.

Lettuce.—Late sown may be transplanted

,

into cold frames, for winter use ; or seed may
be sown in the cold frame for wintering over

and early spring transplanting.

PAi{SNU'S.^—Dig and top what may be de-
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sired for winter use, and preserve in the cellar,

packed in sand or soil, as directed for beets.

As frosts rather improve than injure the pars-

nip, it is better to let the main crop remain in

the ground till spring, and then dig before

they begin to grow.
Seeds.—Select the best, as they ripen, and

after well drying store them away in labelled

paper bags, boxes, »&c., in a dry, cool place.

Turnips.—Store, 'feed' or market early va-

rieties. Rutabagas and other late kinds will

grow as long as the ground remains open, but

should be harvested in reason to prevent being

caught by the freezing of the ground.

Trenching.—This is important, when prop-

erly done, and this month, or any time before

the ground freezes up for winter, is a good
time to do it. It is seldom advisable to turn

the upper soil down and bury it with a mass

of cold, comparatively barren earth, but the

loosening up and mixing in of manure with

the subsoil, to the depth of two feet or more,

atid bringing a small portion up, works advan-

tageously, often renewing an exhausted sur-

face soil ; and the deep working furnishes a

greater range for the roots of plants, from
which to draw their food, while the soil thus

worked is less liable to be injuriously affected

by either drought or wet, the loosened earth

acting similar to a sponge in absorbing, hold-

ing and imparting moisture as demanded by
vegetation. W. H. White.

South Windsor, Conn., Sept., 18G8.

EXTRACTS AJfTD REPLIES.

Improvement of Land with Sheep.-^—

Mr. Nathaniel P. Atkinson, who was doing

business in Montreal in 1812, being an alien,

was ordered out of the country on the declara-

tion of war between the United States and

Great Britain. On leaving he went directly

to Washington City, where he paid $180.80

for 52 Spanish sheep, which had just been im-

ported. He put them on a farm in Elm Grove,

West Virginia, where he has remained ever

since—some 56 years—engaged with good

success in raising fine wool. In a communica-

tion to the Planter and Farmer he says :

—

"With sheep and clover I can make any land

productive, unless it has the barrenness of the

sands of Sahara."

—The Utica Herald complains that the public

are kept in ignorance of what the State Commis-
sion for the investigation of the causes of abortion

in the cows of the dairies of central New York are

doing, and calls upon the New York State Agricul-

tural Society, which has the custody of $'5000 ap-

propriated by the last Legislature, to show what is

being done with the raonej^ and what progress is

being made in this very important work.

STtTMP EXTRACTOR AND WALL BUILDER.

The above apparatus, manufactured bj Messrs-

Packer & Fish, Mystic River, Conn., is an inge-

nious and exceedingly etfcctive combination of me-
chanical powers, by which an immense force can

be exerted in taking out stumps and rocks. With
a single yoke of cattle, rocks weighing five tons

and upward are lifted from their bed without any
digging around them. The arrangement is such

that after being taken out they are easily trans-

ported by the same team without change from the

carriage, and deposited upon the wall or elsewhere

in the position wanted. In this way masses can be

handled which othe^ise could not be made avail-

able without great expense. The price of the ma-
chine can be realized in a few days by the saving

of labor, where there is even a moderate amount

of this work to be done. One should be owned at

least in every neighborhood where ifields need

clearing. It would pay well for a party to own an

apparatus and clear land by contract. Full par-

ticulars as to prices, &c., can be had by addressing

the patentees as above.

WHITE SPECKS IN BUTTER.

I have read with interest the articles about white
specks in butter, and I fully agree with Mrs.
M. E. C. and Mrs. S. S. Pearce,spoken of in the Far-
mer, of July 4, that it is caused by the cream
standing too long. The milk that settles in the

bottom of the dish sours, and a part turns to whey,
and a part becomes hard like cheese-curd. In hot
weather I churn every other day, and avoid the

trouble. But it it so happens "that I go a visiting

to-day and churn to-morrow," and thereby ?*>-«;

white specks in my butter, I wash it in cold water,

working it well with a paddle; it don't hurt the

butter, although I don't wash it at other times.

I thiiik that S., of August 22, is right about
striped butter, and that she is a careful dairywoman,
and churns often, for she don't seem to know what
speckled butter is. R. h.

Kent County, R. 7., Sept. 8, 1868.

SINGULAR DEATH OF A COW.

Last Sunday morning while one of my neighbors
was looking at his cows which were feeding as

usual, one of them threw up its head and com-
menced to roar as cattle sometimes will at the

smell of blood. The creature soon commenced
moving around in a circle of some five rods in di-

ameter, which she continued for three hours, when
she fell down apparently exhausted and died. The
verdict of some neighbors who made an examina-
tion of the animal was that "she died of horn ail
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on the liiain." If this disease is common in any
part of the country, we shall be very much ob-
liged for any information as to its cause and cure.
East Jay, Me., Aug. 2G, 1868. Jack.

Reji.vrks.—All parts of the animal are subject

to disease,—the brain, heart, and other "vital

parts," as well as the bones, flesh and skin. The
veterinary books recognize several distinct diseases

of the Jirain. One is called entozoic. This is

caused by a minute animal, similar to worms in

the intestines, eye, &e. Dr. Dadd says those which
infest the brain consist of a parent sac, or mem-
branous tunic, from which, externally, germination
takes place. The symptoms of disease produced
by these parasites is described as follows in his

Diseases of Animals:—
In their early state, they take up but little room,

and do not occasion any very marked symptoms

;

yet, if the animal could only speak, we might be
informed that it was the subject of headache.

As the parasite or parasites increase in size, they

produce pressure on the brain, which makes the

animal appear giddy, confused, nervous, and desir-

ous of separating itself from the herd ; and it is in

consequence of these peculiar symptoms making
their appearance, when no other form of disease is

present, that the term sturdy is applied, which is

simply used to denote the jpresence of cerebral

parasites.

When once these pat^sites have fairly taken up
their abode in the cranial cavity of an ox, I fear

there is very little help. I recommend prevention

rather than attempts at cure. The preventive rem-
edies are as follows: Salt, sulphur and charcoal,'

equal parts. This is a specific for all parasites.

About a table-spoonful of the mixture, given occa-

sionally in the food, will prevent the germination

of many forms of parasites.

In relation to another form of disease called in-

flammation of the brain, the Dr. says :

—

The affection is generally sudden in its attack,

and is often accompanied by symptoms of phrensy,

and the animal sometimes becomes frantic, and de-

cidedly mischievous ; soon however, alterations in

the structure of the parts take place, as softening,

effusion, etc., and then the animal dies.

In regard to the treatment, I must confess that

it is much easier to write about it than accomplish

it. In coses when delirious fits occur, accompanied

by convulsions, which make it dangerous to ap-

proach the animal, I have no remedies to offer;

the case is beyond the reach of art. I may, how-

ever, add, that the terminations of this disease are

different. They depend on the intensity of the

malady, and the structural sufceptibility.

The disease is generally treated with a view of

counteracting inflammation : cold water to the

bead, active cathartics, and counter irritation on

the region of the spine. The causes of a disease

of this character are often obscure, yet I have

known it to occur as the effect of prior disorder in

some other part of the body. I examined the car-

case of an ox, a short time ago, that died of what

the owner termed "mad staggers." I found the

brain highly congested, and several adhesions be-

tween it and its membranes ; there were also large

patches, intensely red, on the lining membrane of

the third and fourth apartments of the stomach.

I was informed by the owner that the animal died

twenty-four hours from the time of its first attack.

The disease probably originated on the digestive

surfaces, in consequence of the irritating nature of

the food—mouldy hay and tough cornstalks, with

a sprinkling of damaged meal and brewer's grains.

The symptoms of symptomatic disease of the

brain are as follows : dullness, loss of appetite,

staring of the coat ; and, if the animal be a milch

cow, diminution in the quantity ofmilk is observed

;

the extremities are cold, and the animal grates its

teeth. The respiration is at first tranquil, and the

pulse slow but full. The patient will frequently

be seized with a kind of epileptic fit, which lasts •

but for a few minutes, during which time some of

them will exhibit the most violent symptoms, such

as bellowing hideously, pawing the earth, and
running at anything within their reach ; they will

also break out into profuse perspiration, and press

their heads forcibly against the wall, even to such

an extent as to break off their horns. Many are

seized with violent tremblings and't\v'itchings, and
towards the latter period of the 'disease, the res-

piration becomes extremely laborious, the jaws are

firmly closed, convulsions succeed each other rap-

idly, and death shortly closes the scene.

Treatment.—In the early stages of this affection,

the animal should be drenched with the following

:

Linseed Oil 4 ounces.
Lime Water 4 ounces.
Powdered Ginger 4 drachms. Mix.

The rectum is to be emptied, by means of clys-

ters composed of salt and warm water, and the

whole length of the spine should be rubbed twice

daily with a portion of the following

:

Linseed Oil 1 pint.
Spirits of Hartshorn 2 ounces. Mix,

Should the animal improve, a few doses of the

following will complete the cure

:

Powdered Goldenseal 2 ounces.
Carbonate of Soda 1 ounce. Mix.

Divide the mass into six parts, and give one

night and morning, in a pint of cold water.

From the foregoing, our correspondent will see

that his description of the symptoms in the case of

his neighbor's cow, and of the examination after

death, are hardly sufficient to enable any one to

decide upon the specific character of the disease

which resulted in the apparently sudden death of

the animal.

THE JAPANESE WHEAT, A MILLET.

I send you a stalk of (so called) "Jfipanese
Wheat," from seed received from Mr. J. D. Rice.
The seed was sown about the first of June, and

when I wrote you. June 27, I hadt-ccn no higns of
vegetation. July 10 it began to come up, and I

have a luxurious growth, as per sample, which 1
enclose. Now, what is it ?

The yield of seed is abundant, as you can see,
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although cut before matured, and I should judge
the straw to be equal to four tons per acre or more

;

but it seems so hard or woody that it cannot be
worth much to feed.

I give this information to con-ect any impres-
Bions which may have been formed in consequence
of my former statement injurious to Mr. Rice.

Montpelier, Vt., Aug. 28, 1868. A. D. Arms.

Remarks.—The sample sent is quite different

from the Hungarian millet which has been dissem-

inated by the Agricultural Department. Mr. C. L.

Flint, Secretary of the Board of Agriculture of

Massachusetts, to whom we showed the "Japanese

Wheat," thinks it is a variety of the millet known
as the "Italian." The general term millet is ap-

plied to a large number of seed bearing plants,

and includes, we believe, broom com, and the

"sorghums," or Chinese ^nd Italian Sugar Canes,

as well as many smaller varieties used as forage

plants.

The stalk of Mr. Ann's saiftple, including the

seed head, is about four and a half feet in length,

and must be hard fodder. The head is over ten

inches in length, and is a compact cluster of little

bunches, or sub-heads, of seeds, yielding many
thousand fold. It has somewhat the appearance

of barn-grass. Mr. Joseph Breck who examined
this specimen remarked that he has seen a variety

cultivated, that in rich land would grow twelve

feet high. The seeds were fed to poultry, but the

other portions of the plant were of little value.

MANURING MOWING LAND BY SHEEP.

I am following my new plan of top dressing.
This season, I began July 29th, and have already
gone over half an acre thoroughly. The sheep are
becoming tamer and more easilj' managed, as they
are used for this purpose. It has been objected
that this plan robs the pasture. But as our sheep
lie in the pasture night and day during May, June,
and July, and are there now all day, I think the
pasture gets its share of their droppings, all in fact

that is needed to keep them from running out for
want of manure. The fact is our pastures are
bound out by manure, brakes and thistles, and the
only way to improve them is l)y ploughing. Did
you ever know of any one ploughing up an old
pasture and having to manure it the first year for

a crop? We all know that such land yields big
potatoes, corn, oats or anything. It any one
doubts the policy of this plan, I will invite them
to call and see for themselves the first of July next.

I have a new kind of fence or hurdle, which I

think is an improvement on that previously used,
and which was described in the Farmer of July
11th. I now use three boards fo^r inches wide,
with end and centre posts one and one half by two
inches, with two braces three inches wide, meeting
at the top from each lower corner of the panel.

Braintree, Vt., Aug. 24, 1868. h. h. c.

YOUNG TURKEYS DYING OFF.

I wish you would ask your subscribers if they
can tell me what it isthat makes my young tur-

keys die off? I tried to find out last year through
your paper, but could not get anything satisfac-

tory. 1 had thirty-five the first of August that
came out June 1st, and they have died about one a
week since. They are about one-third grown.
The first I notice is, that one looks dull and keeps

two or three rods behind the flock, eats but little

and continues to grow more dumpish, and about
the third day he dies. I examined the last one
and found he appeared all right, except he had
yellow spots on his liver. I wish you would get a
little information on this subject if you can.
Shrewsbury, Mass., Sept., 1868. G. e. h.

Remarks.—We trust that some of the turkey-

raisers of New England will give "G. E. H." in-

formation on this subject that will enable him to

save the remainder of his flock. The information

will be valuable to thousands of others as well as

to him. Mr. N. B. Butler, of Hamilton, has skill

and great experience in turkey-raising; perhaps

he can throw light upon the matter.

The books which we have consulted give no

clue to the difficulty which you mention, and

nothing in our own pretty large experience enables

us to throw light upon it. If they ramble in wet

grass eai'ly in the morning, or continue to do so

late enough in the evening to go to roost with wet

feathers, we should be inclined to impute their

sickness to that cause. Look • carefully about to

ascertain whether they have access to any food

which would be ftjurious to them.

DROUGHT IN NORTHERN VERMONT.—THE POTATO

CROP, &C.

We are still suffering from the effects of the
most protracted drought ever experienced in

Northern Vermont. In fifteen miles north we see

no water near the highway ; our wells and springs
are nearly all dry, and our fields look scorched on
dry soils. I noticed in a late New York Tribune
the statement, that potatoes in Vermont were a
three-fourths crop ; in this vicinity ordinary early,

and late, varieties will not now average over fifty

bushels to the acre, and without rain they will

make little, and in some districts, no improvement.
On four adjoining farms we are growing the "Early
Rose," and its extreme earliness and productive-
ness have given us a large yield. In the same fields,

and with similar culture, the ordinary varieties

have failed. I have already harvested forty bush-
els from twenty pounds planted, and think other
plots in the vicinity will yield still better. About
the 10th of July I found some of the "Rose"
sprouting in the hills, and having time to mature
another crop, I tried every conceivable plan to

make the newly sprouted potato grow and produce.
My experiments proved an entire failure.

What are the conditions necessary to the growth
of new potatoes ? If only age and maturity are
necessary, why is it that half-grown potatoes
sprout as earlj' in the cellar as mature ones ? How
soon can they be gro-wn after harvest ?

O. C. Wait.
West Georgia, Vt., Sept. 1, 1868.

SWEET FERN FOR IVY POISONING.

As the plant recommended by your Maine cor-

respondent for the cure of ivy poison may not be
known, or within the reach of all who may get

poisoned, I will say that a wash made by steeping
sweet fern leaves, has been used in my family and
neighborhood for many years with entire satisfac-

tion. It should be applied as soon after the disa-

greeable effects of the poison are felt as possible,

and I have never known a few applications to fail

of effecting a speedy cure. S. M. Caswell.
Fitchburg, Mass., Aug. 24, 1868.
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THE PEACOCK.

"Handsome is that Landsome does," Is an

old proverb that did not probably originate in

the Peacock family. With an outward beauty

to challenge admiration, they are said to be vi-

cious gluttons, relishing young chickens, ducks,

and goslings, full as well as grubs and worms.

Indeed thoy have been charged with having

"ihe plumage of an angel, the voice of a devil,

and the stomach of a thief." But they are

good-looking, therefore,

'•How rich tlie pencockl what bright gloriee run
From plume to plume, and vary in the eun I

He prouoly spreads them to the golden ray,
Gives all his colors, and adorns the day

;

With confcious state the spacious round displays,
And slowly moves around, a waving hloze."

This mo5t magnificent and beautiful of all

the feathered race, says Mr. Bement, is sup-

posed to have been originally a native of In-

dia ; but they have long been introduced into

Europe and this country as ornaments to the

mansions of gentlemen farmers. Peacocks

are said to be at present found in a state of

freedom upon the islands of Java and Ceylon.

The earliest mention we can trace of the pea-

cock is in the Book of Job. The liistory of

King Solomoil is an evidence of the antiquity

of the peacock, and also the choice of the god-

dess Juno, who selected this for hi r favorite

bird, from its gorgeous and brilliant plumage

and majesty of demeanor. It is asserted by

the ancient writers that the first peacock was

honored with a public exhibition at Athens;

the rumor of the arrival spread all over Greece
;

from distant parts the rich and the noble took
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their journey to the classical city, to pay hand-

somely to be spectators of that beautiful phe-

nomenon and wonderful paragon of the feath-

ered race. Going to look at the peacock was

not only an expensive, but an aristocratical

entertainment. Peacocks are not worth the

attention of the farmer on the score of profit,

but as they perch of the tops of buildings, &c.,

may save w^tch-dogs.

FOUL BOAD-SIOBS.

So long ago as 1855, a committee of the

Jefferson County Agricultural Society, N. Y.,

made the following remark in a report to the

Society :

—

"The*niform neglect of overseers of highways
to see that the laws be fliithfully executed relative

to the destruction of noxious weeds upon our
roads, makes it iacu;nbent upon those owning
lands through which they pass, to perfonn this

duty."

We know not that we have in this State any

law making it the duty of highway survej'ors

to root up and destroy Canada thistles, wild

cherry trees, and other noxious weeds and

plants, which spring up on our roadsides ; but

such an addition might be made to the law,

specifying the duties of such surveyors, and

we think public opinion would enforce its exe-

cution. We would, therefore, respectfully call

the attention of the Agricultural Committee

of the Legislature to the subject. Such a law

faithfully executed, would be of great advan-

tage to the farms and orchards over the whole

Commonwealth. Such nuisances are found in

almost every town to a greater or less extent,

and might be easily removed by the surveyors

at very little expense. Not only would

breeding places of destructive insects be thus

removed, but the appearance of the highways

would in many instances be much improved.

Many farmers now attend to this matter, and

the traveller may determine the extent of

their farms on the road, by the clean and neat

appearance of the road-side border. But

perhaps on the very next farm these nui-

sances are allowed to intrude themselves.

This is very discouraging to those who have

taken pains to free their own farms from

them. Were attention paid to this subject

it would lead to better habits with respect to

other incumbrances that are now too apt to

be allowed to accumulate by the sides of the

highways, such as stones, logs, brush and de-

cayed lumber. When farmers have once ac-

quired the habit of keeping the streets clean

and neat, and begin to take pride in their

good appearance, they will naturally* look

to the condition of their yards and the sur-

roundings of their dwellings, and a general

clearing up of old lumber, stumps, broken

wheels and decaying sleds would take place,

which would not only improve the appearance

of many farms, but would add to their market

value.

Until it is made the imperative duty of sur-

veyors to attend to this, it is important that

every farmer should attend to the roads that

pass by or through his own farm.

THE LAHGEST FLEECE OF WOOL.
Among five fleeces of wool which were

shorn and cleansed under the auspices of the

Union Wool Growers' Association of Ontario

and Livingston Counties, N. Y., last spring,

that of a three-year-old Merino -Ram belong-

ing to J. C. Short of Livonia* was reported as

weighing 24 lbs. and 2 ounces, when taken

off—the growth of 11 months and 21 days,

and when scoured 9 lbs. and 3 oz. This be-

ing about one pound heavier than that of any

scoured fleece on record, much doubt was

expressed as to the correctness of all the

statements. Dr. Randall having obtained the

affidavits of weighers, scourers, and of neigh-

bors acquainted with the parties, expresses

the opinion, in the Pairal Nezo Yorker, that

there can be no reasonable doubt that all the

parties connected with this scouring test acted

in good faith throughout. He says :

—

The only possible loop-hole we can see for an
error, is in respect to the perfectness of the scour-

ing. That Mather & Sons scoured the wool as

well as they usually <lo for their "manufacturing
purposes," we entertain no doubt, and probably of
the two, better, as they say they took "particular

pains." We arc not familiar with their mode of
scouring or its results. But we do not know why
it is not a thorough one. If it is not, the fact can
and ought to be shown. If any expert questions

the proper cleanliness of the wool, he, as we have
already said, can have the opportunity of examin-
ing a specimen of it, which we have in our posses-

sion. We use the qualifying word "proper"'

avisedly. No wool is scoured absolutely clean by
manufacturers. It is scoured only as clean as

utility requii'es in the manufactures to which it is

applied,—and this in the case of "fine cloths," &c.,

is approximately clean. Wool scoured clean

enough for such fabrics—as clean as the skilful

manufacturers of such fabrics usually scour their

wools—is the standard aimed at in all these scour-

ing tests.

If Mr. Noble's ram has beaten the field, among
Merinos, we believe he has still further beaten all

other breeds, the proportion of wool to carcass

being taken into account. We have heard muct
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of late of the "enormous" shrinkage of "greasy
Merino wool.' We liave been told that while the

wool o£ certain other breeds shrinks only 15 to 2.5

per cent, in cleansing, that of the Merino shrinks
60 or 70 percent. Well, what of that, providing
the Merino j'et carries the greatest proportion of
wool (cleansed wool) to meat ? The scouring tests

of the past have sufiQciently demonstrated this

fact.

CLOVER AS MANUKE.
In an article published in the Report of the

Agricultural Department, a Mr. Wolfinger

says, the cheapest, most easily attainable and

best of all manures for a cojn crop, is a dense

mass of red clover, either in its green or

ripened and dried state, ploughed down three

or four inches only
;
just deep enough to pre-

vent wastage, and yet near enough to the

surface of the ground to be acted on by the

sun's heat and the air. In its decay, clover

thus affords certain, active and constant nour-

ishment to the young and expanding roots of

the corn. Both corn and wheat grown over a

clover lay are very generally free from dis-

ease and insects, and better in yield and qual-

ity than crops grown on or with animal

manures. But to secure this, we must manure

the clover while yet young, with liberal sup-

plies of plaster, lime or fine well rotted

r^manure spread broadcast over the growing

plants.

PAILUKE OF FKUIT.

TP^thin a few years past special attention has

Tjeen paid to the cultivation of fruit in the

southern part of Illinois, where the season is

considerably earlier than in the central and

northern portions of the State, and great stories

have been told of the amount of money real-

ized from small pieces of land devoted to

strawberries, peaches, &c. The editor of the

Mural World recently met a committee of the

lUinoie Horticidtural Society, who were on

their way home from a visit to the famous

fruit regions of "Egypt." The report of

these gentlemen is exceedingly discouraging.

Hardly a sound peach was seen by them, so

thoroughly has the curculio done its work.

The yellows is also destroying the trees. The

Cloncord grape is badly affected by the rot.

In some cases full one half of the crop was

Already destroyed. A new and apparently

formidaVjle disease has appeared among pear

trees. In one orchard in South Pass of 1500

trees, all of which appeared to be quite

healthy early in the season, the committee

found—in different places—first one tree,

then two, and then five ; all affected—not

with blight or anything they had ever seen

before,—but sick and dying, from an unknown
disease. They finally dug up a tree and

found a fungus growth spread over the roots

of the tree, and only in one case was it found

on a limb. It had cut off the entire connec-

tion, and with it a supply of sap, and so death

ensued. Dr. E. S. Hall, of Alton, W. C. Flagg,

and H. D. Emery, Senior Editor of the Prai-

rie Farmer, were among the members of this

committee, whose representations may be

taken as another caution against reliance on

specialties in farming. •

HEREFOED CATTLE.
It is customary for the breeders of blooded

stock to confine themselves to a particular

breed, and it is not often that one has an op-

portunity of comparing the respective merits

of different races on the same farm. Mr. F.

W. Stone, an English farmer of Guelph, Can-

ada, who occupies some 800 acres of the rich

land in that section, has some fifty head each

of Short-homs and Herefords, besides grades,

the decendants of the best animals from Eng-

lish prize stock. l*n an account of a late visit

to this farm, Sanford Howard, Esq., thus

speaks of JMr. Stone's appreciation of the Here-

fords. We copy from the Country Oentle-

man

:

—
The Herefords have latterly been increasing in

numbers on the fann, and this increase will prob-
ably be allowed to continue. After seven j'ears'

experience with them, their good qualities have
been so prominently displayed that Mr. Stone has
determined to adopt them as a permanent stock.
They are found to be healthy, hardy, easily kept,
fattening rapidly, whenever they have a fair

chance, and producing the finest quality of beef.

They are bj' no means the inferior milkers which
the advocates of rival breeds frequently represent.
Comparing them with the Short-Horns kept on the
farm, all persons who have had anything to do
wi'h them concur in stating that "the Hereford
cows give, on the average, at least as much milk
by the season as the Short- horns, while some ex-
periments that have been made, show that in

richness of milk the Herefords are superior.
Many ot Mr. Stone's grade cattle are half Here-

ford, and a few are three-quarters of that breed.
They show the leading characteristics of the Here-
fords very strongly. Some of them are cows, now
giving rniik, and they arc good-sized, handsome
animals, with indications of being good milkers.
A lot of yearling and two-year old steers arc al)Out

as promising, in reference to thirftiness and fatten-

ing tendency, as any grade animals of their age
that I remember to have seen. Some of the steers

have been subjected to the yoke, and bid fair to

make active and powerful oxen.
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LEACHED ASHES AS A FERTILIZER.

A very considerable portion of the ashes

made in New England is purchased by the

agents of soap-boilers, and passes through the

process of leaching before it is used as a fer-

tilizer. As they come from the factory "they

are a mixture of a peculiar description
;
prin-

cipally the insoluble portion of the barilla,

potashes or kelp, employed in soap-making,

mixed with cinders, lime, salt, and other oc-

casional additions ; and also with muriate of

potash, common salt, and other saline mat-

ters." The insoluble portion of barilla

—

[ba-

rilla is the Spanish name of a seashore plant

from which soda is made]—consists princi-

pally of lime, charcoal, sand', and the rust of

iron. Arthur Young recommended the use

of 60 bushels per acre, and described the im-

mediate effects as very great.

A plain, sensible farmer of England gave

Dr. Cogan his opinion of the value of soap

ashes in the following letter :

—

"My opinion of soaper's ashes is confined to the
application of it as a top-dressing on pasture land.
About twelve years ago I agreed with a soap boiler
for 1500 tons of soaper's ashes. I used to apply
about twenty wagon loads per acre, and a single
bushing would let the whole in. I was laughed at

and abused for my folly ; the wise-acres alleging
that my land would be burned up for years, and
totally ruined ; all which I disregarded, and applied
my soaper's ashes every day in the year, reeking
from the vat, without any mixture whatever.

"I tried six acres mixed up with earth; but I

found it was only doing things by halves. My
land never burned, but from the time of the ap-
plication, became of a dark green color, bordering
upon black, and has given me more, but never
less than two tons per acre, ever since."

For the New England Farmer.

PRODUCER AND CONSUMER.
I see a great deal in the papers about the

high price of goods,—articles of food es-

pecially,—in the cities ; and being in the

"trade" myself, I would like to say a few
words on this subject.

I belive the great trouble to lie in the "hand-
to-mouth system." It would be much to the

advantage of the consumer to buy in larger

quantities, and just as well for the merchant,
though all will sell much cheaper in this way.
And instead of goods going through two or
three hands, let the consumer buy direct from
the former or country merchant,—it matters
but little which,—as it will come at the same
price, as most of the country merchants ex-
change other goods for produce, which they
sell for cash without profit, at their stores. If

sent to market, they pay a commission of five

per cent, for selling, and perhaps by the time
the consumer gets the article there have been
several other profits made on it.

The cost of getting a pound of • butter or a
dozen of eggs to market is about two cents,

unless sent in lai^e quantities
; while, by the

retail market rates, 1 judge that a profit of
twenty per cent. , and often higher, is paid by
the consumer. As direct trade as possible
between producer and consumer would be to
the advantage of both. Nor do I think such
a system would be much opposed by country
merchants, for if the farmers sell their produce
for cash at good prices, they will trade all the
more, and it will save the traders here the
trouble of handling goods on which they never
make any great profit.

I would like to hear the opinion of traders

and farmers on this subject. Crops of all

kinds are very good in this section.

T. P. Bailey
Newbury Centre, Vt., Aug., 1868.

Remarks.—Although the foregoing com-

munication has very much the appearance of a

business circular, we cheerfully give it a place

in our reading columns, because it suggests

a plan by which the consumer may possibly

avoid the profits of one or more middle men,

—

a feature that is often entirely wanting in the

writings of those who complain of our market

system. Now, if Mr. Bailey will reduca his

theory or plan to practice; if by employing

"runners" or "drummers" to take the orders

of the city consumers, as our merchants keep

this class of men in the country, or if he can

attain the same object by other and simpler

means, he may greatly extend his business

with profit to himself and with benefit to those

who live "from hand to mouth," provided that

in the practical running of his machine, he can

dispense with a feV of the "wheels within a

wheel" that now interpose between the pro-

ducer and consumer. Of the probability of

his being able to effect this, our readers can

judge as well as ourselves.

For the New England Farmer,

HOW TO PAY FOR A FARM.

When so much is said against running in

debt for a farm, it is refreshing to read instan-

ces like those recently narrated in the Far-

mer, where that responsibility has been boldly

assumed and finally successfully discharged.

Such instances of success show that there are

men who still have faith in the profitableness

of farming, and confidence in their own abili-

ties. They further show that success does not

depend entirely upon the possession of an

unusual amount of physical strength, nor upon

a lengthy experience. Indeed some of the

most encouraging examples are those of mi n
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who come fresh from other occupations", and
relied upon their energy, perseverance and
biisinoss-like habits, and general knowledge of
the subject, rather than any special acquaint-

ance with the details 'of management.
Whenever a person runs in debt for his

farm, two conditions are necessary for its easy
and rapid payment,—^judicious purchase, and
an adequate working capital. The choice of
a majority of purchasers appears to fall upon
places that have been run down ; the build-

inL;s old and poor, fenees out of repair, and
land in a low state of cultivation, and perhaps,
widial, an unfavorable lofation; the chief

attraction being the low price such places

usually command. But these neglected farms
are gi-nerally the dearest kind to buy. The
ueM from them the first, second, or even the

third season, must of necessity be small, while

there is a constant call for extra labor and
money for repairs and permanent improve-

ments. The purchaser has in fact assurafd a

three-fold burden,—the renovation of the land,

the reconstruction of the buildings, and the

liquidation of the debt ; either of which is

quite sufficient for a beginner. If he under-

takes to carry on all three at once, he has a
" task more fitting for a man of experience and
capital. If he leaves a part of the work un-

done, he labors under disadvantages which
materially affect his profits and comfort, so

that at any rate he subjects himself to a trying

ordeal.

There is undoubtedly real satisfaction in

bringing up an old place, and in contemplating

the progress as the result of one's own work

;

but when viewed as a matter of dollars and

, cents, these improvements can often be bought
cheaper than they can be made. It may be
far better, and even cheaper to pay, or prom-
ise to pay, five thousand dollars for a place in

good order, than twenty-five hundred dollars

or less, for the same number of a-res, with

equal natural advantages, but where buildings,

fences and soil must be renewed. Although
these figures are as two to one, it does not fol-

low that it will take twice as long to pay the

larger sum, nor that the risk in buying the

former place is twice that of the latter. In

one sense, the risk is less, and the notes of tuc

purchaser would rate higher, for he has pro-

ductive property. His labor and investments

bring him quick and full returns, and he can

devote all his energies and profits directly to

the extinguishment of his debt; enjoying,

meanwhile, the conveniences and comforts

which render business and life pleasant, and
whi< h might re(juire years of toil and jiatient

vraiting, were he obliged to provide them by
his own labor. Moreover a farm which has

not I een run down is more salable, and should

a change be desired, it can be effected more
speedily and sati>lactorily. If for these con-

siderations the annual responsibility in inter-

trt. taxes, &c. is greater, there are greater

facilities for meeting it, as the income is im-

mediate and constant. A farm well bought
may be said to be partially paid for.

Next to a judicious purchase, the speedy
payment depends upon an adequate working
capital. Unproductive land is worse than use-

less. Instead of supporting, it is an incum-
brance to its owner. Land may be unproduc-
tive, to all practical purposes, from want of

the requisite means to work it, and much
larger capital is necessary on a sterile than on
a productive soil. In all cases the purchaser
should determine before hand just how many
acres he can afford to let remain idle. Now
an adequate working capital implies the power
and ability to cause the whole farm to be pro-

ductive,—to make evejy acre help pay for

itself. It implies sufficient means to carry

through an unpropitious season, without re-

sorting to extra loans ; as well as the ready
money to take every advantage of the markets
at which he buys and sells. Character may
secure all the credit he desires, but the cash

enables him to drive a better bargain. Of all

others, the man in debt needs this capital from
the outset ; and until he can command it, it

will be for his peace of mind and pecuniary
interest to work for others, or begin as a ten-

ant, or at least buy a verj^ small place.

Some have such a dread of interest money
that they pay all or nearly all their slender

means towards the purchase money, and de-

vote all the income as far as it may accrue to

diminishing the principal, and allow only a
meagre sum for their working capital, and
thus they are hindered and circumscribed in

all their operations. The farms are only par-

tially worked, consequently scanty crops and
small sales follow. The payment of the debt
progresses slowly and tediously, and the very
interest they sought to avoid becomes doubly
oppressive, and they naturally conclude clear-

ing a farm of debt is up hill work.
Debt is burdensome and dangerous, just in

proportion to the means to meet its liabilities.

Its terrors vanish before bountiful crops. But
how shall the^bountiful crops be obtained with-

out the ability to work the land ? A hundred
dollars used as working capital will give larger

returns than the simple interest it saves,

when paid towards diminishing the mortgage.
Working capital is the lever for throwing off

the debt ; and its amount and the manner of

using it determine the rapidity and ease with

which it can be accomplished.

Failures that occur through ignorance, im-

prudence or extravagance, constitute no argu-

ment against buying a farm on credit. Such
causes would produce a similar effect in any
legitimate business, and it is hardly fair to

contrast a failure, thus occasioned, with suc-

cess achieved under the opposite conditions.

But when honest, hard-working and self-de-

nying men fail in the attempt, or attain the

desired end through such a long and difTicult

struggle that they cannot conscientiously ad-

vise others to embark in the same undertaking,
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it is interesting to know the causes of their ill

success. And will not four-fifths of them

acknowledge that they either made a bad

purchase, or lacked an adequate working cap-

ital ? N. s. T.

Lawrence, Mass., Aug. 10, 1868.

Remarks.—It is true, as stated by our

intelligent correspondent, that in some of the

instances recently narrated in the Farmer, in

which individuals who were successful in pay-

ing for and greatly improving farms bought on

credit, were "fresh from other occupations."

But is it true of any of them that they had no

"special acquaintance with farm management?"

One of the writers alluded to says, "not hav-

ing had much experience in farm work ;" an-

other says that for "twenty-five years previ-

ous to my purchase, I worked at boot and

shoe making ;" but neither cif them informs us

just what his early training was, although

the'lattcr mentions a ''suitable helpmeet" as

an es.^ential to success. Our Norwich, Vt.,

correspondent, however, tells us that he was

brought up on a farm, and the successful En-

glishman and his wife were farm hands or ser-

vants. Our observation has resulted in the

conviction that early training on the farm is,

as a general rule, a condition to success, even

with those who enter upon the business "fresh

from other occupations." Exceptions may oc-

cur, and it is said that "exceptions prove the

rule." We believe that the value of the

knowledge and skill acquired by boys and

girls during a twelve or fifteen years' appren-

ticeship to the various occupations of the farm

is sti'angely underrated, and that it is wrong

to speak or think of such as having no trade,

or not having had much experience in farm

work.

Quick Work. — The propmetors of the

Marsh Harvester having offered a premium of

$25 to the person who would cut and bind an

acre of grain with their machine the quickest

and best, a trial was had at Piano, 111., July

24. The decision of the three judges is pub-

lished in the Prairie Farmer. They divided

the premium between two men who bound an

acre of heavy and somewhat crinkled rye, with

the horses on a trot, one in thirty and the

other in thirty and one-half minutes—the latter

doing his work a little the best. Two other

men who had never bound on the machine did

the work in thirty-four and thirty-eight and one-

half minutes, respectively. The Judges re-

mark, "the ease and perfection with which the

machine delivers the grain to the binder, and

the facility with which men bind on it is truly

astonishing. On examination of the work

both before and after the grain was shocked

up, we found it to be well done."

TOP DEESSINQ WITH SHEEP.
Our Braintree, Vt., correspondent, "H. H.

C," whose "New Plan for Top-dressing,"

was published in the Farmer of August 11,

and many who have read .that article , will be

interested in the following statement by San-

ford Howard, Esq., of the method of enrich-

ing land by sheep, practiced by Mr. Stone,

of Guelph, Can., who has about 800 Cotswold

and South Down sheep. Writing to the*

Country Gentleman, Mr. Howard says

:

Some of Mr. Stone's land lies so far from
his principal farm steading, that it cannot well

be manured in the ordinary way. Very large

quantities of rich manure are made, but it ia

chiefly applied within a distance convenient to

haul it. The mode adopted with the out-lying

lots, is to feed off successive crops with sheep,

until the desired fertility is obtained. First,

a crop of rye is sown in the fall. If it gets

strong enough before winter sets in-, the sheep

are put on it. The next spring the sheep are

turned on at the proper time, and the rye kept

fed down as long as it continues to grow vigo-

rously. When the growth of the rye is

checked, the ground is ploughed, and sown to

oats and vetches, which are fed off, and, when
this crop Is done, the ground is again ploughed

and sown to rape or turnips, which are fed ofi

in like manner.
Mr. S. has several fields where this course

is now going on. His rams, which are intend-

ed for sale this fall, are on a field on which

the second crop (oats and vetches) is just giv-

ing way to turnips and rape. The sheep are

in high condition, and the ground is already

well manured, though the feeding off the third

crop will enrich it still more. The sheep, of

course, have been well /e(Z;when the green

crop would not afford them enough to eat,

they have had peas, or other additional food.

The mode of feeding the green crops is that

adopted in England, enclosing with hurdles a

certain extent, on which the sheep are put

from day to day.

This is a practice which I think might be in-

troduced into this country with good results.

Our people hear of the English farmers enrich-

ing their land by sheep farming. But it is

quite- a different thing from turning sheep on

to the land, to live or die from the grass

or weeds that may grow—often to gnaw the

the grass to its very roots, and starve the
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eheep besides. The sooner it is found out

that tJiis kind of sheep farming does not enrich

the soil or its owner, the better for the country

HINTS FOB THE QABDBN.
The August number of the New York Hor-

ticulturist is rich in seasonable hints. We
copy a few paragraphs :

—

Bulbs of all kinds, if they have been grow-

ing in the same place for two or more years,

ought to be taken up as soon as the leaves be-

gin to turn yellow and they show signs of

ripenftig. If the bulbs were planted last sea-

son, they are as well to remain another season,

although the flowers may not be quite as large

and fine as when the bulbs are yearly replanted

in fresh soil. If left in the ground, well-rotted

manure should be supplied liberally, and lightly

forked in late in the autumn. When the bulbs

are taken up, lay them on shelves -where they

'will dry in the shade until wanted. Make the

ground for replanting deep, placing plenty of

well-rotted manure well intermixed ; then

plant the bulb three inches deep, surrounding

it entirely with half an inch thick of clean

sand. The replanting should be made at dif-

ferent periods, as those first planted will be

the firtt to blossom in spring, and by planting

at different times, a succession of blossoms

may be had next season.

Cuttings of almost any plant may be struck

now, because the common soil is almost as

warm as a hot-bed, and a sash placed over it

almost anywhere, and shaded, will soon pro-

duce a mild, gentle, moist atmosphere. The
best cuttings for this time are formed from

the ends of the young growing shoots ; but

any young wood, and even badly formed cut-

tings, may now be easily struck. It is a good
plan for beginners to practice at this season,

for if they fail with the first, there is time for

renewal without loss or expense, as sometimes

results from ipexperience during early spring

propagating. Sharp sandy loam is a good
material for the bed, and it should be looked

at as often as once a day, and, when needed,

eprinkled with tepid water. Morning is the

best time to do this.

CnKYSANTiiEMTjMS.—It oftcn happens that,

from want of care and attention, old plants of

chrysanthemums become ragged and sprawl-

ing. These may be turned to good account

by layering the shoots at this time, by which

a number of small, well-shaped plants may be

had, each of which will give a number of

blooms and form pretty objects for the window
or conservatory late in the season.

Ca.meluas should be carefully looked over

this month, and old plants that have filled their

pots coniplttely with roots will require abund-

. ance of water, while those in which the roots

have not (julte filled the pots, require only to

be moderately watered.

Evergreen or Deciduous Shrubs that

have completed their growth for this year,

may now be moved with safety from one part

of the grounds to another, but it would not do
to take them from a nursery and transport

them any distance. After setting, water thor-

oughly and mulch at once. New roots will at

once form, and the plants will start strong and
vigorous next spring.

Pelargoniums should be repotted this

month, if not before done. In doing the

work, trim off the outside of the ball and roots

with a knife, but not shake it clear of the soil

or so as to break the ball. Use strong heavy
soil with good drainage rather than light sandy

loam.

Carnations and the varieties of pinks may
all be layered this month, and make good
plants before the close of the season.

For the New England Farmer,

A VERMONT FARM.
A Stumpy Farm growing Smooth—Cows, Sheep and

other Stock—150 Tons of Hay—15 acres of Oats—

A

Splendid Field of Wheat—Rotation—Management of

Manure—Dutch Cattle—Night and Day Pastures

—

Hours for milking—Butter and Cheese.

Last winter I referred to the very conven-
ient barns of Thomas Baker, Esq., of Barton,
Vt., and the stock I saw in them.

I again visited the farm July 25, and will

mention a few items that seem to me worthy
of notice. Mr. Baker owns about seven hun-
dred acres. The timber that formerly stood
upon it was mostly hard wood, such as maple,
birch, beech, &c., and the soil is of good
depth, color and strength. The pastures

where he grazes twenty-seven cows, three or
four hundred sheep, besides young cattle and
colts, are still in that somewhat rough state

that immediately follows clearing.

When the land is first cleared one crop of
grain is usually raised, with which is sown grass

seed, usually timothy alone, but sometimes mix-
ed with clover. Then the land is pastured, at

least until the stumps are rotted sufficiently to

be removed, and sometimes permanently. As
pastures, sugh lands are not generally im-
proved by ploughing.

The fields, on which over one hundred and
fifty tons of excellent hay is being cut, ha^
been tilled and are so smooth that the Wood's
mower and the revolving horse-rake seldom
meet with obstructions. The hay was mostly
timothy, but on the newly stocked pieces there

I

was quite a mixture of red and white clover,

—

j
the last seems to be a natural production, and
is quite a valuable addition.

About fifteen acres of oats are growing this

I

year ; a part of them on land newly cleared.

; But the crop that is especially deserving of

I

notice is five acres of splendid spring wheat,
• which is now nearly mature. It is remarkably
' uniform in height, color and promising ap-
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pearance, antl is likely to yield from thirty

to forty bushels per acre. It lays in a central

part of a large 4ield, and in a depression that

has at times been too wet for satisfactory cul-

tivation ; but a stone under-drain was made
through it last year that carries off the surplus

water which irrigates the grass lands below.

To show the cause of so good a crop, I must
refer to the system of rotation adopted. The
land is allowed to remain in grass about eight

years. It is then ploughed in the fall, about

ten inches deep, and oats sowed the next

spring, without manure. The next fall the

manure that was made the previous winter is

applied before ploughing, and then it is

ploughed six or seven inches deep, leaving

some of the old sod undisturbed ; about thirty

loads, of thirty-five bushels each, are put on
an acre,—each load makes five heaps, before

spreading. As early the next spring as the

land will do to till, it is well harrowed, and
two bushels wheat per acre are sown, of a va-

riety brought from the west, called Fife, and
the grass seed is sown at the same time.

Last spring, as the ground was in good con-

dition at the time of sowing, it is probable that

the under drain assisted materially in drying

it. A rich, well-prepared seed bed sown at

proper season will seldom disappoint the far-

mer in a crop.

This land is well adapted to wheat. One
year Mr. Baker raised four hundred bushels

;

some of the land yielding forty bushels per

acre. It will be seen that in this management,
hoed crops do not enter into the rotation, and
the manure is at the bam through the summer
after it is made.
Some farmers may, at first thought, object

to this method, believing that a hoed crop is

necessary to secure a thorough pulverization

of the soil, and the destruction of weeds.
Mr. Baker secures the first by his manner of

ploughing and harrowing ; and the second, by
his management of the manure, which is al-

lowed to ferment during the summer suffi-

ciently to destroy the vitality of the weed
seeds thab>may be in it.

His manure is all under cover, and in two
places hogs have so worked over the mass that

one could hardly imagine a richer fertilizer,

well decomposed, unctuous, and juicy. In an-

other shed ten grade Dutch calves have been
fed milk or whey all summer, and are making
the largest growth of any lot of calves raised

by Mr. B. since he commenced farming. They
are not fed meal, but have very nice hay.

The other crops, barley, potatoes, turnips,

and fodder corn, occupy a few acres, and are

making such a growth as speak well of the

fertility of the soil.

His held of Dutch cattle have increased by
one calf, dropped by the heifer "Beauty," the

first of June, when she was only eighteen

months old. She is as large as some three-

year-old native cows. The imported cow
suckled her calf until he was six months old

and she four months with calf again. At that

t«ime she gave thirty pounds of milk a day.

This stock is so little known and so lately in-

te-oduced, that I look upon its growth and de-

velopment with much interest.

The cows on this farm have two pastures,

—

one for days, and the other for nights. The
hours for milking are five o'clock P. M. and
five A. M. The cows are tied up in the sta-

bles when milked. During the month of June,
twenty-two cows yielded over one hundred
pounds of butter per week to sell, beside sup-

plying the family. In July, twenty-four cows
make a sixty pound cheese a day. Three
cows suckle their calves. One veal calf, a
half-blood Dutch, five weeks old, dressed 125
pounds of meat, according to the butcher's es-

timate. The calves raised to keep, have been
fed on sour milk, whey and hay, and have not
diminished the profits of the dairy.

After visiting such a farm, one's respect for

the calling is increased. Its management is a
trade to be learned, as well as a work to be
performed. Z. E. Jameson.

Irasburg, Vt., July, 1868.

HAY TEDDERS.
I had a little experience with the hay tedder

three years ago, in drying a piece of rowen,
or second cutting, of eight acres, which was
all clover, and quite heavy for a second crop,

I had taken oil forty loads at the first mowing,
in two weeks, the last of June and first of
July, without the use of the tedder. The
20th of August I commenced on lihe second
crop, full one and one-half tons to the acre,

some of it so heavy as to fall down or lodge

;

and being desirous to hay and house it as

soon as possible, I borrowed a tedder of a
neighbor, and went into it with all possible

despatch. The weather was fair and hot, and
every particle of it was dried and housed with-

out any wet. The tedder was used freely, but

before I got half through I noticed the stemmy
look of the hay and was aware of the loss of

branches, leaves and heads, but hastened to

save it all while the weather was so favorable,

and kept the tedder going ; but was fully con-

vinced of my error on feeding it the next
winter to sheep. Clover will generally be
eaten with great avidity, but this was so dry

and stemmy the sheep loathed it, and not more
than half was eaten, whiie the first cutting,

thoKgh much coarser, was eaten very much
cleaner and with better relish. Full half the

value of the rowen was lost. The tedder

should not have been used, though it is a val-

uable implement in all grasses but clover, and

a great aid in hay making.— ./. W. 0., Mont
Vale Farm, Vt., in Jour, and Watchman.

—Punch advises farmers to sow their P's, keep

their XJ's warm, hive their B's, shoot their J's, feed

their N's, look after their potatoes' I's, and take

their E's.
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A LAEGE COTTAGE.

We present another of Mr. G. E. Harney's

plans and perspectives of country or suburban

homes. Our object in giving these illustra-

tions is rather to afford hints and suggestions

to those who are considering the subject of

building, than to furnish working models.

There are peculiarities about the arrange-

ment of the rooms and in the form of the

exterior of this house which are worthy of

rotice. It was designed for a situation where

the best views of the surrounding landscape

were obtained from the front entrance to the

house; hence the arcade, No. 1, in the plan,

occupies that position, shielding the front

door, and at the same time forming a very

pleasant lounging place, or summer evening

retreat. Glazed doors open into the vesti-

bule. No. 2, on either side of which is an

arched recess for clothing, and in front a

Gothic 'arch divides it from the hall proper,

No 3, whi'h is 10 feet wide and 18 feet 6

inches long ; on the left, two doors open into

the drawing room. No. 4, measuring 15 feet

by 18 feet 6 inches, and lighted by a muUioned

window in front, a large bay on the side, and

a window on the rear reaching to the floor,

and opening upon a veranda. No. 10.

At the end of the hall a door leads to the libra-

ry. No. 9, 12 feet by 15, containing two closets,

with a recessed window between. No. 5 is

the dining room, 15 feet square, and opening

upon a back entry, No. 6. At No. 7 are the

back stairs above and below. No. 8 is the

kitchen, 14 feet 6 inches by 15 feet, containing

two large closets, in one of which is a dumb

waiter from the cellar kitchen. No. 12 is a

portico over the side entrance.

The design represents a building of stone,

which material, however, is not estial to the

general plan or perspective of the house. The
second floor contains four large chambers,

with closets, a sewing room over the vestibule

and hall, &c.

CBOSSES FOR EABLY LAMBS.
Mr. Peart, the butcher, has been urging me

for some time to raise early lambs for niarket.

1 told him that I thought of buying a tliorough-

bred South Down ram this fall, and picking

f
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out a lot of large Merino
ewes to cross with him,

"Don't you do it," he re-

plied; "get a Leicester.

The Leicester lambs are

far better." "Is it not too

violent a cross ?" I asked.

"Not at all. Mr. A, got a

Leicester from Canada and
Crossed him with common
Merino ewes, and had great

luck. I don't believe he
lost a single lamb, and they

were splendid. They were
the best I ever killed.

There is nothing will pay *|

you so well. Mr. B. did

the same thing with a South
Down, and he had no end
of trouble in lambing. The
heads are so large ; and
after all, the lambs were
nothing like as good as the

grade Leicesters. You will

miss it if you get a South
Down."

I wrote to Mr. Samuel .

Thorne, who has had sev-

eral years' experience in .

raising grade South Down
lambs lor the butcher, asking his opinion

on the point. He replies : "My own expe-
rience does not agree with that of Peart. I

have had many South Down and grade South
Down lambs, and never, to my knowledge,
lost one owing to the size of the head in lamb-
ing. As you know, the South Down has by
no means a large head. Some of the other

Downs have. 1 fancy Mr. P. has confounded
the breeds. In using a Hampshire ram Down
one season we had a great deal of trouble, and
some loss from this cause. I never before

heard any complaints of grade South Downs
not 'dying well' ; on the contraiy, the New
York butchers, as far as my ac(juaintance ex-

tends, prefer them to any other."

I think Mr. Thorne hit it exactly, and that,

the ram used by Mr. B. was a Hampshire
Down. When at Geneva last week, I saw a

fine lot of grade South Down lambs raised by
Mr. Swan, from common Merino ewes, crossed

with a thorough bred South Down, and he said

he had had no trouble with them. On the

contrary, he was delighted with the cross.

They had all the marks and the general ap-

pearance of the South Down.
Mr. Thorne says he has no doubt that "any

of the improved mutton breeds, crossed with

common Merino ewes, will produce lambs that

will pay a handsome profit." His plan is "to

buy good, strong ewes in the latter part of

August, selecting those that have the appear-

ance of being good milkers. They are coup-

led the first of September, so as to bring the

lambs in February. The ewes are kept on

good liay during the winter, and as they near

the time of lambing, one feed of roots a day is

given. After lambing they are removed from

the flock, the supply of roots increased, and
bran mashes and some grain added. The ob-

ject now Is to create as great a flow of milk as

possible. The lambs soon show a disposition

to eat, and a place is then set apart for them
where bruised oats and cracked -oil- cake, with

the best clover hay, are given ad libitum. If

the lambs do well they are all sold and deliv-

ered by the 1st of June, and the ewes then

have th* summer in which to get ready for the

butcher in the fall. Near any city or large

town where early lambs command an extra

price, there can be no doubt of the profit to

be made by raising them. As soon as the

lambs reach 60 lbs. they may be sent oflP.

Mine usually brought me from $5 to $8 each.

I paid from $2.50 to $4.50 for the ewes, and

sold them fat the next fall fo,r from $5 to $7,

and I had the fleece besides."

This looks like a profitable business, and as

June is rather a dry time .financially on the

farm, the money from the lambs would be very

convenient.

—

J. Harris, in Am. Agriculturist.

Kitchen Odors.—Meat which has been
slightly tainted may be restored to perfect

sweetness, and the odor arising from it while

boiling entirely prevented by throwing into

the pot a few pieces of charcoal contained in a

small bag. The odor of vegetables slightly

affected may be prevented m the same way.

Red pepper, and even black pepper, produces

a similar but less perfect result.
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HARVEST TIME.

The lengthening BhidowB, leaving the green lea,

Creep down tlie rugged rocka aud stoop to kiss the eea;
Then hurriedly climb up again, turn and flee

Back to the purple hill.

Up the broad path the reapers homeward go

,

The little gleaners wander to and fro;

And from the valley, lying just below
Echoes the tinkling rill.

The lindens, leaning over the green lane,

And hung with samples of the golden grain,

Caught from the fullness of the laden wain
As it bore home its prize.

Their clusferina; leaves press the bright light away,
And 80 beneath reigns twilight all the day,
Save when some straying sunbeams, like a fay

Peeps in with laughing eyes.

Beyond the harvest fields the rolling land
Slopes to the sea; towaid the level strand
The waves ride proudly in, to greet the sand,

Each bows its silvered ores'

;

Then, rearing up, sweeps out again to sea,

Chanting upon their way, sweet melody,
Ajid 80 they rise and fall unceasingly,

And never are at rest.

Wrapped in a peaceful stillness Nature lies,

As if, while gazing on the quiet skies,

She had louktd past their depths, had met God's eyes,
And in that gaze grown calm;

As if, awed by the solemn sight, she lay,

Or, fallen asleep, was dreaming life away,
Singing, unconsciously, by night and day

A reverential psalm.

Half veiled in golden light of shimmering air.

The landscape stretches, wondrously fair.

No trace of paling beauty anywhere;
Nature is in her prime.

In richest robea tfie hills and woods appear.
The lakes and si rings lie motionless and clear,

Ruled by the f.iirest Queen of all the year

—

Beautiful harvest time.

The silver river, winding through the lea,

The sin ing birds on every greenwood tree,

The music of the never silent sea,

The deep and silent wood,
Are never changing witnesses that He
Who made all these fair things so gracioUBly
Is mighty in His love, and prayerfully

I whisper, "God is good."

Hushed for the night is labor's busy hum.
The patient oxeu from the home croft come, •

Their yoke unl osened, and their day's work done,
Down to the little spring.

In from the sea the fragrant breezes roam.
Bearing the scent of sea flowers, freshly blown,
And murmuring of their wild, free ocean tiome,

They gladden everything.

Like little lambkins hastening to the fold,

And seeking shelter from the night and cold,

Drift the white cloudlets to the gates of gold,
And enlcr one by one;

All day ranging about the quiet sky,
God's great wide pasture ground stretched out on high,
They've wandered, and, now weary, homeward hie,

Where gleams the sinking sun.

Into its rainbow curtuiued setting place
The golden orb rides down with stately grace.
Slow veilirg in the clouds its radiant face,

Ar.d lo I at its command.
Longer the shadows fill on rock and tree,

From my eight fades the harvest plain and sea,

And twilight clasps its pale arms lovingly,
About the peaceful land.

—Hon. N. S. Townshcnd, President of the Ohio

Wool Growers' Association, says Combing Wool
has been grown in Ohio, which has been pro-

nounced by cxiicrts to be equal to that gro^vn in

any part of the world

MAINE AQRICULTURAL COLLEGE.
The last number of the Maine Farmer con-

tains an editorial "Look at the Industrial

College" of that State, of about two columns

in length. The college grounds consist of

two farms and two sets of farm buildings,

about one third of a mile apart, and comprise

about 3C5 acres, 175 of which are under culti-

vation. It is situated in the town of Orono,

nine miles from Bangor. One of these farm

houses has been rebuilt at an expense of about

$5000, a dormitory 47 by 63 feet, 2 stories

high, has been erected, at a cost of $18,000

;

and near to the dormitory, -which is situated

between the two old farm houses, and com-

mands a view of both, a laboratory, 40 by

50 feet, with an extension 32 by 50, to cost

$25,000, has been commenced—sums that

considerably exceed the $30,000 which the

legislature appropriated for building purposes.

The Trustees give notice that the institution

will be opened for the reception of the first

class of students on the 21st of September.

We are sorry to find that the Editor of the

Farmer was not entirely pleased with the sit-

uation, the buildings, or the prospects of this

institution. He speaks of the soil of the farm

as chiefly a clayey loam, and says, "it by no

means represents, as such a farm should rep-

resent, an epitome of the soil of Maine, and

it is in a section that never has and never can

take high rank as an agricultural district.

Everything is against it. We fear the farm

will never be a favorable locality for the

proper testing of, and experimenting with, the

different kinds of fruit trees—a feature of

great importance in connection with the pur-

poses of the Institution, and one as desirable

to be secured as any that can be mentioned."

Still he noticed "near the north-west corner

of the farm, three or four acres sufl[iciently

rocky and apparently of good character for an

orchard ; while near the White farm buildings,

especially to the north of the barn and upon a

declivity facing the northward, is considerable

sandy or light loamy soil."

We are not acquainted with the "clayey

loam" of the Penobscot and its tributaries,

but if it is any thing like the clayey loam of

the valley of Lake Champlain, with which we

are acquainted, we must hope that the strong

hands of the young men of ilaine, guided by

tfie teachings of science and aided by modem
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machinery, will in a few years give to this

college farm a far more favorable and hope-

ful "look," and perhaps demonstrate the pos-

sibility that the section in which it is located

is capable of a high rank as an agricultural

district.

Our visitor thinks a cheaper structure might

have ansv/ered for a dormitory, and remarks

that "when window glass is used that cost two

dollars per light, and doors that cost twenty

dollars each, we should question whether

somevv'hat cheaper glass, and good, but less

expensive doors, would not be far better, pro-

vided by the means a little money could be

saved for additional buildings, scientific ap-

paratus, or other necessary equipments of the

college."

In deciding to open the college, "with-

out a President, without a library, with-

out a laboratory, with but a limited appara-

tus, and with only a Professor of Mathematics

and a Farm Superintendent," the Board of

Trustees, he says, are acting on a "judgment

that is certainly different from our own, and

while we wish it the most complete success,

we earnestly hope the result will not be such

as to bring disappointment."

In relation to the crops and stock now on

farm, which have been managed for the two

years past by Hon. John H. Gilman, the edi-

tor of the Farmer says :

The present season the farm has cut ninety tons
of hay, the yield averaging about one ton to the
acre. Haying was commenced the 5th of July.
The hay, witii the exception of three tons of mead-
ow hay, is of superior quality, chiefly herdsgrass
and redtop, and is iii excellent condition. The
experiment was tried of putting in one mow im-
mediately after it was cut, with no making and no
foreign moisture in the grass. It was cut the 18th
of July, about 11 o'clock A. M., and hauled into
the barn about 2 o'clock P. M. Four tons were
put into a mow by itself, and upon the top, old
straw to the depth of a foot or more was pitched
on. The result is a complete loss. The other
crops upon the farm are seven acres of potatoes,
seven acres of barley and three and a half acres of
buckwheat. No corn is i-aised, from the fact that
four bushels of potatoes can be raised easier than
one of corn. Eight acres of land are being sum-
mer tilled, upon live of which grass was ploughed
under early in the summer, and buckwheat sowed
and ploughed under upon the other three. To the
south of the White farm house, is a small fruit

garden in which thirty to fifty apple trees, of
rather small size and of somewhat stunted appear-
ance, which led us to the belief that the soil is not
a favorable one for fruit trees. This appearance
of the trues, however, we were informed was due
in a measure to neglect, and we were also In-

formt'd that in some places in the vicinity, good
ori^hards of tine healthy trees, where they had
been properly cared for, were to be found.* In the
fall of ISGG four hundred pear trees were set out in

the nursery, and of these certainly not more than

one-half are now living. Some four thousand
young apple trees are looking very well.
The stock upon the farm consists of six head of

full blood Durham stock, ^s follows : one bull,
two cows, one one-year-old heifer and two calves

;

together with seventeen head of grade cattle, five
horses, sixty sheep and lambs, and four swine.

THE JAMESTOWN" BREED OP CAT-
TLE.

Will you or some of your correspondents in-
form me through the New England Farmer,
what breed you would call a cow that resembles
the picture of the Dutch cow in the last Farmer,
in color and shape, but has no horns. I am in-
formed her grandmother was imported from Ire-
land in the Jamestown. I have a very likely male
calf from this cow, which is now more than two
months old, and he too will be hornless, and I

would like to know what breed to call him. Veg-
etation has advanced more rapidly for two montha
past than I ever recollect observing.

Thomas_ Haskell.
W. Gloiccester, Mass., Aug. 6, 1868.'

Remarks.—On reading this inquiry, we re-

membered of having seen, and we thought of

having published, some account of the James-

town cow, not long since, but for some time

we were unable to lay our hands upon the

documents, without which we did not like to

trust to our memory for a reply. After con-

siderable inquiry and hunting, we find in the

abstract of the County Reports in the Agri-

culture of Massachusetts, a detailed statement

of her history, written by our correspondent,

A. W. Cheever, Esq., Sheldonville, Norfolk

County, Mass.

It will be remembered that in 1847, the

United States ship, Jamestown, Capt. R, B.

Forbes, commander, carried a cargo of pro-

visions from this country to the starving

people of Ireland. The Lord Lieutenant of

that country, wishing to confer some token of

his gratitude, made a present of a fine Suf-

folk heifer to Capt. Forbes, which proved to

be a deep milker, giving in her flow twenty-

six quarts beer measure of the richest milk.

Capt. Forbes sold the cow on his arrival here

and gave the proceeds to the Irish Charity

Fund. John Marland of Andover, Mass.,

was the purchaser. From him she passed

into the hands of J. D. Bates, of Swampscofr,

and afterwards into the hands of Mr. Osbom
of Danvers, Mass.

Mr. Sanford Howard, who saw this cow

and who had also seen the Suffolks in England,

says that she closely resembled the Suf-

folk, an English breed without horns. He*

also says that the Suffolks are different in
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color, shape and characteristics from the Gal'

loways; which are also "polled" or hornless,

aad almost invariably black.

Col. Stone of Dedham, Mass., who is en-

deavoring to preserve and perpetuate in its pu-

rity, as far as possible, this Jamestown stock,

says that as far as he knows, the original cow

never had but one heifer calf. A bull called

"Jamestown" from this cow, by "Beverly," a

thorough bred Jersey, (out of "Flora" by the

"First Prize Bull," at the Royal agricultural

Show in Jersey,) has left a progeny which ap-

pears to possess superior dairy properties.

Nearly all the descendants of the cow ' 'James-

town" are without horns, showing the remark-

able strength of the Suffolk strain.

In 18G7, *he first premium of the "Wilder

Cup" was awarded by the Norfolk County

Agricultural Society to J. W. Gay, of West

Dedham, for his superior herd of fifteen milch

cows, eleven of which were Jamestowns.

In closing his statement to Mr. Cheever,

Col. Stone says :

—

"You know the strong prejudice I have in

favor of this stock, and you have seen some

good specimens of the same. They possess

qualities which I consider very valuable in a

dairy stock. They are very gentle, I never

having known a vicious animal, unless they

were too strongly crossed with the Jersey.

When 'Jamestown' was five years old, a four

year old boy could manage him in safety ; he

was woi'ked in harness and perfectly handy.

They are perfectly hardy, good feeders, and

hold out in their milk remarkably, which I

consider the great reeommendatinn. I know

of several that give milk the year round.
''''

The cow "Flora," mentioned in the above

account as the grandam, on the Jersey side,

of the bull "Jamestown," was imported by

Mr. Motley, and proved one of the most re-

markable of that celebrated ftock, having

made sixteen pounds of butter a week.

We think it probable, therefore, that Mr.

Haskell's cattle belong to the Jamestown

%tock, and we hope that the foregoing will be

a satisfactory answer to his inquiries.

But is this all? If the anticipations of our

Norfolk friends shall be realized as to the

value of this .«tock, may we not recognize in

the history of this "Suifolk heifer,"—a mere

token of the gratitude of a suffering people,

—

"a divinity that shapes our ends, rough hew

them as we will,"—a divinity that has said,

"Cast thy bread upon the waters, for thou

shalt find it after many days ?"

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
The American Devon Herd Book, published under
the dire>tion of ihe Association of Breeders ofTlor-
ough-breil Neat St'icb. Edited by Horace Miil' Ses-
sions, South Wil'.raham, H.impdin Oountv, Maps.
Springfield Mass., 8- Bowles & Co. 1868. Price
$12 (0 for first vol. and $2-50 for secotid, cr, bound tp-

ge'.her, $4 50, post paid. Pages 144 and 148.

The addition of these two volumes, just received,

makes our library quite complete in the Devon
department, as we had previously on our shelves

the first and second vplurnes by Davy and the

third volume by Sanford Howard, now Secretary

of the Michigan State Board of Agriculture. Mr.

Sessions having secured the few copies of Davy's

English Devon Herd Book in this country' offers

them, bound together, for $4 50. In the first vol-

ume of Mr. Sessions' American Devon Herd Book,

published' in 1863, fifteen States were represented

by fifty-three different breeders, with the pedigrees

of 151 bulls and 350 cows, making in all 501 ani-

mals, all owned in America. The second volume,

published in 1868, contains the pedigrees of '252

bulls and 418 cows—670 in all—from 150 breeders

and o^vners, residing in 21 States, and some in the

British Provinces,

« In consequence of the prohibition by the general

government of the importation of cattle as a pre-

cautionaiy measure against the introduction of

the plague so fatal in England, no Devons have

been imported into this country since the publica-

tion of Mr. Sessions' first volume ; nor is it deemed
necessary to do so, as he says it is the testimony

of those who have visited the best herds in Eng-

land, that we need not go abroad to obtain animals

equal in every point of excellence to the best that

can be found in England.

We do not feel competent to pass a critical judg-

ment upon the execution of the difficult task which

the editor has imdertaken and accomplished. So

favorably, however, was his first volume received

by the breeders and owners of thorough-bred

Devons, that the editor remarks, "We only hope

that the second volume will meet with the same

favor as the first, and be worthy of the title.of the

American Devon Herd Book, and receive the uni-

versal patronage of the Devon breeders of Amer-
ica. The second volume is larger, and with the

experience gained in the preparation of the first

volume, we cannot doubt that the editor has pro-

duced a work at least proportionally more perfect

and valuable, and we need only inform the breed-

ers of this favorite race of cattle, that the second

volume of the American Devon Herd Book is

ready for delivery.

Notice is also given that the third volume will

be pul)lished in three or four j'cars, or as soon as

a suflicicnt numl)er of pedigrees arc received to

warrant its publication.
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The American Stud Book: Containing full Pedi-

grees of all the Imported Thorough-bred Stallions

and Mares, with their Proauce, including the Arabs,
B-irbs and Spanish Horses, from the earliest Ac-
counts of Riicina in America to the end of .the year

1867; Also all the N^i'.ive Mares and their produce,

Alphabetically arranged. With an Appendix, giving

Pedigrees of all the Native Slatlior.s whose Dams have
no Kara<s, with a full and copious Index to produce
of The Mares. By S. D. Bruce, Edit..rofthe Turfy
Field and Farm. Vol.1. A to L. Chicago: K.B.
Myers K Co. 1S68. Price $10. Large octavo, f6lpp.,

Chnrles Rutl-ven B>ram, 323 Washington St., Boston,

eole agent for Nuw Ei gland.

Thie print, paper and illustrations, mostly steel

or copper-plate, are in the best style of modem
book-making. But we are not sufficiently vrell

posted on Stud-books, or on the history of Ameri-

can horses to express any opinion as to the cor-

rectness or thoroughness of this work. The

author informs us that twenty years have been

occupied in gathering the information which it

contains, and that none but those who have in-

quired into the loose, obscure records of the past

have any idea of what a herculean task it has

been. From the delay in the publication of this

book, the writer says, complaints have arisen

which have been very annoying; and if the au-

thor had only looked to his own ease and a speedy

remuneration for his services, he would have hur-

ried it out years ago. But a feeling that the great

labor of his life should correspond to what he

knew to be the correct standard, prompted him to

go over and over it again ; and, in following a

chain which later researches gave the key to, he

had to throw out matter previously arranged. In

addition to this, his desire to remedy the slightest

defect led to a continual repetition of the work.

We are assured that eminent turf men and

breeders in all sections, who have examined the

proof sheets, approve and recommend it as the

most complete and exhaustive work of the kind

extant. The publication of most of the pedigrees

in the weekly issues of tke Turf, Field and Farm,
during the past three or four years, must we think

have secured many corrections and hints from

breeders and horsemen among the readers of that

widely circulated journal.

On the whole, we are much pleased with the

appearance of the first volume of Mr. Bruce's

American Stud-book. By printing the pedigrees

on small type and in double columns, much space

is saved and great distinctness secured.

—An Ottumwa, Iowa, paper says that Rev. Dr.

Pa) ker, of Bladensburg, in that county, pared a

wart on his hand, splitting it to the quick, and
then mashed one of the old-fashioned potato bugs

on the wound, for an experiment, when he was

seized almost instantly with a deathly sickness, so

that he was unable to fill his regular appointment

to preach, and since then has been under the care

of four physicians, with but little hope of his re-

covery; mortification having taken place in his

arm, rendering it necessary to amputate.

For the New England Farmer.

PRESERVATION OF FORESTS.
Your correspondent, Z. E. Jameson, in

Farmer of August 1, controverts my idea of
the necessity of greater care for the preserva-
tion of forest trees. He assumes "ihat this

earth was designed for man's habitation, and
that it is his duty to subdue and replenish it."

This may be true in a certain sense, but does
it follow that it is man's duty to mangle and
destroy the grand old forests, the workman-
ship of Nature, the mother of us all, and to

treat every tree as a mortal enemy ? or, that

there is no danger of carrying this war of ex-

termination and subjection too far ?

Where wood land is worth no more than,

according to the representation of Mr. Jame-
son it is in Vermont, or where it is not likely

to be worth any more in the future, the culti-

vation or even preservation of forest trees

may not be advisable in a pecuniary point of
view. Where good wood land is worth only

from $2 to $40 per acre, as he says it is in

Northern Vermont, and the farmer has not

already more cleared land than he can culti-

vate without resorting to the skinning process,

he may have the best of the argument ; but
where, as with us, it is worth $300 and up-
wards, per acre, and the land, from being
rough, is not worth more than $10 per acre,

when cleared, for grazing, reason as well as

experience teaches that the growth of the for-

est is more than the interest on the land.

But, adopting the course of your correspon-

dent, what, in a few years, is to keep up the

throb of the pulse of the iron horse that fol-

lows the net work of railroads that, like the

veins of the human bcKly, branch out in ten

thousand ramifications, throughout the length

and breadth of our country, wending its way
over the snow fields of the Rocky Mountains,

and through unknown deserts to the far Pacific

coast ?
'

I think, in view of this and other considera- '

tions, that it is high time to begin to pra^^tice

economy with the forest growth. When I see

'

the drain that is being made on the forests in

my own immediate neighborhood, and see no
reason why the same demand for wood should

not exist in all parts of the country ; when I

consider the untold millions of dollars worth

destroyed during the late civil war, and the

fact that the lumber regions of Maine, years

ago, were driven back to the head waters of

the Kennebec and Penobscot, and when I re-

member that the great West is increasing in

railroads, but decreasing in wood and timber,

1 feel that it is high time to take measures to

secure a supply for the future.

I am not enough acquainted with climatol-

ogy to say what the effect of the forest has

upon our climate, but I am aware that in cer-

tain bleak localities on our farms, a forest will

often shelter fields from the cold winds, and

make them a week or two earlier and warmer
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in spring for cultivation. This I can prove

from experience on my farm, -where about

three acres of wood stretch along the north-

westerly side of a swell of land, thereby shel-

tering ten or fifteen acres in two fields in a

southeasterly direction, from the wind that con-

tinually sweeps up in a northwesterly direction,

through a tract of country two and a half or

three miles in length, between two long ranges

of hills. Forty years ago, where the said for-

est trees now stand,—many of which are large

enough for "saw-logs,"—a field of Indian corn

flourished ; the forms of the hills still remain
plainly visible among the trees. I believe

that, casting the legal interest on said land at

$20 per acre, its full value without the wood,
from that time to the present, and estimating

the wood as it now stands at its market value,

it will be shown that no loss has been incurred

in allowing it to grow up to a forest, though
susceptible of cultivation as a field.

Now, according to Mr. Jameson's plan,

what should I do but rise, slay and destroy that

forest ? Were I to do so, 1 should consider

myself a fit subject, at the next sitting of the

Probate court in this county, for the appoint-

ment of some one of my neighbors to a guar-

dianship over me and my estate.

M. J. Harvet.
Epping, N. H., Aug. 17, 1868.

THE CATTLE DISEASE.

The assumption that cattle from Texas or

any other section, apparently healthy them-

selves, should leave on the ground over which

they pass, or in the water of which they drink,

a poison, an insect, or anything that causes

deadly disease in native cattle, is one which

many cattle dealers and butchers in this mar-

ket are unwilling to admit. That the seeds

or germs of fevers and other diseases of the

human #amily may lurk in the clothing of

nurses, is a fact more readily admitted and

more easily accounted for.

To admit that'there is much mystery about

the present cattle disease does not explain the

facts which have been observed for years by

people at the West, who have had a dear-

bought experience with the "Spanish Fever."

To the facts stated in the communication in the

last Farmer, from J. R. Dodge, of the Agri-

cultural Department at Washington, we may

add, from the Report for 1866, the statement

that Texan cattle driver to New Orleans do

not communicate the disease to the cattle of

Louisiana. In 1865, eight hundred Texan

cattle were driven into Mississippi county,

Arkansas, and scattered throughout the county

without producing the disease. The fact that

these sections lie on the Mississippi river, and

in a miasmatic region is suggested as the rea-

son for the non-development of the disease.

We also copy from the same Report the fol-

lowing communication from Col. J. Wilker-

son, originally published in the Southern

Cultivator:—
"I have been a cattle dealer for twenty-five

or thirty years, and in that time have had
many a death among my stock by this disease,

and have in consequence taken some notice,

meanwhile endeavoring to learn its causes and
how it was brought about. I notice that cat-

tle scarcely ever take the fever if let remain
where they were raised, and I am fully con-
vinced it is generally brought on by a change
of climate. For instance, you take cattle

from the mountain country to the low country
and they will take the fever in a short time
and die, but their disease will not affect the

cattle raised there ; but, on the other hand,
take cattle raised in what we call a distem-

pered part of our country—that is, the low
countrj'—from warm latitudes, up into a colder

one, they will themselves improve all the time

;

bit, without being sick themselves, they will

spread the fever and kill the cattle in the sec-

tion of country into which they are taken, till

they travel on, or stay or have staid long
enough for the fever to leave the system. I

have been in the habit of driving cattle from
Florida to Virginia, and found my cattle to

improve and do well ; but after I passed the

line of 34 degrees, they began to spread the

fever all along the line of travel among the

stock raised in that section of the country, till

I struck the line of Virginia, which is a dis-

tance of about 250 miles, then it ceased, and
all went on well. I suppose the reason for

its stopping was, that my cattle had been out

of the low country long enough to become ac-

climated. Hence, I think the disease is origi-

nated from a change oi climate, either from a
colder to a warmer climate, or taking them
from a warm climate to a more cool and
healthy one. How it is that they carry the

disease with them, and give it to others with-

out injury to themselves, is a mystery I am
not able to solve, and will leave that to be
discussed by the bureau of investigation."

The following case is given by the Prairie

Farmer :

Last fall a herd of Cherokee cattle (85
head) were brought into Champaign County
and placed on a farm with a herd of native

cattle (38 head). They were fed together all

winter and through this season so far. This

herd was out of the track of the later Texas
cattle, but on the 15th of July they were
brought up on to the prairie where such had
jiassed, and are still kept. About the third

of August the natives began to die and when
we were there, 20 were dead and all the
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^others sick, while the Texas cattle were all

healthy and hearty, right among them, show-

ing plainly that cattle wintered over do not

communicate the disease, or contract it.

As illustrative of the opinion that native

cattle do not communicate the disease to other

native cattle, the Prairie Farmer says

:

Post mortem examination has been made of

a cow near the stock yards, which showed all

the outward symptoms. The examination

showed a most marked case of the disease.

On further inquiry about the yards, we learned

that a large number of cows which had ranged
the prairies about there had died, while those

in inclosures were safe and well. One in-

stance was that of the proprietor of the Hough
House, who has thirty-five cows which have
been in a fenced lot joining the stock yards on
one side, and the prairie on two other sides,

where the Texas cattle have been pastured.

These cattle are all safe and well, as are those

of another lot nearly similarly situated.

WHEN TO CUT BUSTY "WHEAT.
At a meeting of the Lexington, Ky., Farm-

ers' Club, Aug. 8th, the reports as to the

wheat crop in that section were quite unfav-

orable, and some members thought it would

have to be abandoned. In relation to early

cutting, especially that attacked by rust, Mr.

Starks said, as reported in the Farmers' Home
Journal

:

—
His practice has been to cut wheat when

attacked by rust as soon as it is in the dough
state, and he has found it to be a profitable

plan, as his merchants in Lonisville, to whom
he has sold his crop for some years, prefer his

wheat to that of many other farmers, simply

because he cuts it earlier than is customary and
before its valuable properties have been wasted,

and when it makes more flour, and of a supe-

rior quality to that cut later. He is convinced,

from long and careful observation that the va-

ous diseases to which grain is subjected, move
in cycles, appearing and disappearing regu-

larly, as has been stated in regard to the fly.

In reply to a question—why rusted wheat, cut

when in the dough state, becomes plumper
than that left ? he replied that the sap goes to

the grain and nourishes it, if it is cut when
green. He cuts his and puts it in good shocks

immediately after the reaper ; there is no dan-

ger of it moulding from the sap only, but if

heavy rains come it may, though he has never
had any do so. The past has been the most
peculiar season in many respects we have ever
known in Kentucky and furnishes no rule for

judging the future. K a good crop of wheat
is expected, it must make good progress in the

fall
;
grazing has proved injurious some sea-

sons, but at others it did not appear to produce
any bad effect. His best crops have been

raised on hemp land, broken up with a two-
horse plow as soon as the hemp was off and
rolled well. If we could get clover land
ploughed up early enough it would be second
only to hemp land. His wheat has seemed to
do worse in oat stubble than in anything else,

b'ot on hemp land the growth was more luxu-
riant and the rust was more serious than on
corn land. Until this year he had never no-
ticed that on western slopes the grain was
much thicker. He fears sudden changes of
weather in winter when the ground is filled

with water, as the freezing and thawing dis-

place the roots.

WOBKING BUTTEK.

Pat, pat, pat,—roll, roll, roll.

The golden butter in the tray,
It can't endure euch beating
Without giving out the whey.
Down in the cool cellar,

Far out in one corner,
Stand Funny and I;
Patting the butter.
Ready for m irket

—

The rich golden butter;
The nice flavored butter.
Made by Fanny and me.
Shall we stamp it with Roee,
Or stamp it with Apple,
This beautiful ball,

That stands so high

!

I think we'll impress It,

"With a Cow—as she made it.

And thus we did do it,

Both Fanny and I.

Lizzie, in Boston Cultvoator,

Short-horn Saxes.—We learn from the

Country Oentleman that Mr. B Sumner, of

Woodstock, Conn., has recently sold to Richard

Goodman, Esq., Lenox, Mass., the cows Laura

5th and Snowdrop ; to Dr. Okie, Providence,

R. I., the heifer -Countess of Antrim, by 2d

Earl of Carlisle 2804; to Capt. Richard

Vaughn, Greenfield, R. I., cows Alice and

Pitt 2d, by Fancy Boy 2830—also bull calf

Neptune, by 2d Earl of Carlisle 2804; to

Augustus Whitman, Esq., Fitchburg, Mass.,

yearling heifer Rosette, by 2d Earl of Carlisle

2804, and bull calf Baron, by Rosy Duke

6142, out of Baroness, by Barrington ; to R.

O. Storrs, Mansfield, Conn., bull calf Colfax,

by 2d Earl of Carlisle 2804, and bull calf

Prince Consort, by 2d Earl of Carlisle.

—^D. F. Appleton, Esq., Ipswich, Mass., is breed-

ing the Kerry cattle which were imported by Mr.

Sanford Howard in 1860, for Mr. A. W. Austin, of

West Roxbury. We learn by the Country Gentle-

man that Mr. Appleton has sold to Mr. Stiles,

Skaneateles, N, Y., the yearling heifer "Biddy ;"

to Mr. Samuel Sinclair of the N. Y. Tribune, the

two-year old, "Ruby," and to Mr. E. B. Perry,

Providence, R. I., the cow "Dido."
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SEIiMONT ECIiIFSE.

This cut represents the horse that took

the first premium on Thoroughbreds at the

Exhibition of the New England Agricultural

Society at Concord, N. H., three years ago.

He stands sixteen hands high, and weighs

1075 pounds. He was bred, and is still owned

by Winthrop W. Chenery, Esq., of Belmont,

Mass. His color is a rich golden chestnut

;

he has a clean, neat head ; strong, oblique

shoulders ; short, strong back and loins ; very

long hind quarters
;

powerful, well-let-down

hocks ; flat, wide sinewy legs ; faultless feet

;

and throughout a full share of bone and muscle.

He is good-tempered, tractable, and possessed

of remarkable speed and endurance. Four

first prizes have been awarded to him by dif-

ferent New England Agricultural Societies.

His pedigree shows that he was got by im-

ported Balrownie, out of Meg Merrilies by

Leroy, dam by Black Snake, and he by Lee

Boo, &c., from which it will be seen by those

familiar with the stud history of England, that

Belmont Eclipse unites the blood of some of

the best races of the English horse.

EXTRACTS AJSD BEPLIBS.

COLTS RUBBING THBIR TAILS.

I have previously had some trouble with itchi-

ness in my horses, and now have a colt, worth five

or six hundred dollars, that has rubbed most of
the hair from his tail. If yoa can prescribe some-
thing to remove the difficulty and to restore the
hair, it will be worth much to me and to others
whose horses are similarly afllicted. s. f.

Ripton, Vt., Aug. 7, 1868.

Remarks.—After speaking of the mange, Mr.
Youatt remarks that every case of itchiness of the

skin should be regarded with suspicion. When a

horse is seen to rub the root of his tail, or his head,

or neck, the parts should be carefully examined.

If tl)e roots of the hair wh*e it has been rubbed
offremain, and there is only redness and notscurf-

iness of the skin, it probably is not mange but

only the effect of lice, or inflammation, or other

unhealthiness of the skin.

But as our correspondent says nothing about the

state of the skin of his colt, or of its rubbing any
other part of its body, we are inclined to the opin-

ion that the rubbing of his colt is caused by worms
in the rectum and not by lice or disease in the

cuticle. This point, however, should be decided

before any medical treatment is attempted.

An inquiry, similar to that of our correspondent

was made in the Country Gentleman some two or

three years ago, which lead to the expression of

the opinion of several horsemen on the Bubject,

most of whom ascribed the difflcnlty to worms.

The efiect of Ascarides in children and adults is

well known, and it is believed the horse is simi-

larly afflicted. An Illinois horseman replied that

he would warrant a cure by a daily rubbing with

the stable rubbing cloth, with greasing or oiling

with the finger or swab the seat of the disease.

He also recommended giving a few clean wood
ashes, some salt and a teaspoonful of rosin in the

oats three times a week for one or two weeks.

A New York horseman recommended the fol-

lowing,—to be administered once a day, on an

empty stomach, to be followed by a mash of shorts

well seasoned with salt,

—

Castor Oil • • 12 ounceB,
Oil of Wormseed 1 ounce.
Oil of Taney 8 drachms.

After giving the above for two or three days, or

until the worms come away, give the animal one

ounce, night and morning, in his feed, until the

itching disappears, of the following preparation

:

Popular Bark 1 pound.
White Mustard Seed, (whole,) Powdered
Mandrake, Sulphur, Salt, Ginger, and
Charcoal, of each 2 outacea.

WINTER WHEAT.
The first of our glorious harvests, the great, in-

dispensable hay crop, is now secured, to the joy of
the husbandman, in better condition than is usual.
It is to be feared that spring wheat and other smaU
grains may be a partial failure from the abundant
early rains and the late pinching drought. But
such failure should not discourage us so far as to
induce us not to try again another spring. We
must fall back on our main chance,—winter wheat,
which is far superior in quality, quantity and safety
as a crop. It is gratifying to know that more at-

tention is given to this crop by New England far-
mers than formerly. The time is sure to come
when there shall be a wheat field on every farm,
as there is now a cornfield and an orchard, and
when the money now paid for our barrels of flour
shall remain in our pockets, to pay a debt, or buy
some needed implepient that shall lighten our
hard, daily labors in the field.

The New England States, one and all, lie on the
bosom of this great planet a waste, and almost a
desert, as regards the production of wheat, while
thousands of acres are raised in latitudes both
north and south of us. Even in cold Russia and
Lapland this cereal is their main stay. Through
the influence of a recommendation of the Gover-
nor of Maine, in his message to the Legislature of
that State, an act was passed giving a bounty on
its growth, and the result will be an immense rev-

enue to the State in a very few years. It is to be
regretted that the Govenors of the other New Eng-
land States have not followed the example of Gov.
Chamberlin. Eventually they will do so, and
wheat growing will become one of the most profit-

able and important features of New England
farming. If any crop is worth raising in the old
States, it is this. We ask the farmer to be up and
doing without waiting for legislative encourage-
ment.
Though I may repeat my former advice, permit

me to say t^ new beginners, plough a piece of your
mowing field or pasture immediately. A good
second crop with the stubble, is almost equal to a
clover fallow, or a fair dressing of manure. Har-
row and mellow the sod, and get in the seed three
inches deep if possible. Soak the seed, and be
sure it is the winter variety, in brine by dissolving
half a peck of salt in four or five pails of water,
ten or twelve hours, and rake it in ashes or slaked
lime. This is death to the weevil fly. Sow one
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and three quarters to two bushels to the acre, from
the first to the tenth of September. A small patch
of two or tbree acres will furnish flour for a good
sized family, with fifteen bushels to the acre
only. Will farmers give us the results of their
experiments in raising wheat ? Henry Poor.
Brooklyn, L. I., Aug., 1868.

BLOODY MILK.

In reply to correspondents in Roxbury, N. H.,

Fitchburg and South Abington, Mass., who have

recently inquired for a remedy for bloody milk,

we will say that we think it most probable that the

trouble arises from some local cause, rather than

from a vitiated condition of the whole system.

Milk is so nearly allied to blood, that a slight de-

rangement of the delicate organs might result in

bloody milk. It may be the result of bruise or

sprain caused by jumping over fences and logs, or

of being trodden upon by other cattle while lying

down, or of being hooked or jostled by other

cows, or abused by boys. It may also arise from

a "cold" taken by the cow while lying with the

ndderpn damp ground, or from exposure to the

gi-eat and sudden changes of our climate. Cows
are often crowded too closely in stalls and yards,

where they quan-el with each other about their

feed, and tread upon and bruise each other when
some of them are lying down. If the bloody

nrtlk is caused by a bruise, that should be healed

;

if by inflammation, that should be removed. It

may be well to bathe the udder with soft warm
water, and administer some medicine. An ounce

of saltpetre, dissolved in water, given three times

in the course of a week, may have a good effect.

The old remedy of a piece of poke root, the size

of a small hen's egg, grated or cut fine, and given

in oats or other feed, once a day for two days, is

also recommended by some. Poke root, however,

we believe is less popular with veterinaiy practi-

tioners than formerly. In our own stock there

are cases of bloody milk nearly every year, but it

usually continues for only a day or two and then

subsides without other medicine than bathing the

udder.

HARROWING SWARD LAND.—A COW WITH A COUGH.

I noticed in a recent number of the Farmer an
inquiry in regard to harrowing sward land. I will

give my method. I use a Side-hill or Swivel
Plough, which I prefer for several reasons. Har-
row lengthwise the furrows slightly, in order to

settle them down ; then han'ow crosswise, first

running the harrow in the direction in which the
furrows were turned, going back in the same
place, and so continuing, which pulverizes the
ground with less labor and renders it smoother
thau can otherwise be done.

I have a cow which has been aflBicted with a
cough fur the last nine months, with discharge of
a thick matter from the nostrils, but which does
not appear to affect her general health materially.
Will you or some one else give me the cause and
remedy through the medium of the Fakmek ?

A Subscriber.
« East Hardwick, Vt., Aug. 10, 1868.

Remarks.—A cough is not a disease ; it is sim-

ply an effort of nature to throw off one. Still, ip

common language, we may say that there are few

things more dangerous or alarming than a cough,

in man or beast. How many "colds," that with

proper care and treatment might have been broken
up and cured at the commencement, end in fatal

consumption. So with cattle, a cough that might

have been removed at first by warm housing, a

few mashes of bran or shorts, plenty of roots or

other green food, frequent currying, or perhaps a

dose of physic, ends in serious inflammation of

the lungs. Dr. Dadd says the first object is to in-

duce action to the surface by friction and counter

irritants,, and recommends that the throat, and feet

if necessary, be well rubbed with a mixture of

olive oil 4 ounces, oil of cedar 1 ounce, and liquid

ammonia half an ounce. Then give a dose of

powdered liquorice one ounce, composition half a

teaspoonful, in a quart of gruel, to be repeated

two or three times during twenty-four hours. A
drink of any warm aromatic tea, such as penny-

royal, "catnip or aniseed, may be useful. Mr.

Youatt says that an epidemic cough that was very

fatal in England in 1830-31, was caused by the

small passages of the lungs being absolutely choked

by myriads of little worms.

cherry leaves poisonous for CATTLfi.

Noticing in the Farmer of August 1st, by your
answer to an inquiry relative to the cause of a dis-
ease among certain cattle, that you think were
poisoned by eating cherry leaves, I wish to know
to what kind or kinds of the cherry you referred

;

and whether the poisonous properties are confined
to one species or belong to the whole.
This is a subject which I think may well merit

attention, as the wild cherry, especially the black
and red, grow in great abundance here, and there
is a ready access to it in the pastures for stock of
all kinds. J. P. Carb.

Waterford, Vt., Aug. 5, 1868.

Remarks.—From statements of cases of fatal

poisoning by eating cherry, leaves, it appears that

both the wild and tame cherry at some seasons,

and under some circumstances, are poisonous. It

is supposed that they contain Prussic Acid. It has

been supposed by some that they are dangerous

only when wilted, but cases have occurred in

which the green leaves have poisoned animals. A
farmer in Plymouth county, Mass., who had tbree

cows killed in one day by eating the wilted leaves

from a wild cheny that had been blown down in

the pasture, some time afterwards finding that the

cream from his milk would not make butter as

usual, suspected his cows had eaten something in-

jurious. He therefore watched them, and found

that as soon as they were let into the pasture the

cows went to the wall and commenced browsing

some cherry trees within their reach. The cows

were removed to another field, and in a few days

the milk resumed its proper quality. A lady in-

formed one of the editors of the Farmer that a

dose of half a pint of vinegar and two tablespoon-

fuls of chalk had proved effectual in several cases

of cherry poisoning. It is probable that the cherry

leaves are poisonous only, or mainly, at a certain

stage of their growth or development. As salt is
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nseful in cases of poison from stings, &c., Mr. Cole

suggests its use when catfrle are poisoned. Possi-

bly well salted cattle may have less appetite for

cherry leaves.

NTJTS ON A GRATE VINE.

Accomp: nying this please find a piece of a
grape vine with a cluster of nuts or something
else. There was another like cluster next them
on the same vine. I do not know how to account
for it, and should be glad to hear from you or
some of your readers a solution. We are informed
in Scripture that "men do not gather gjapes of
thorns, or tigs of thistles ;" but we have in this

something that appears to be nuts from ijrapes.

Lorenzo Brown.
West Northfield, Vt., Aug. 7, 1868.

Remarks.—This probably is simply one of those

monstrosities which are occasionally seen in the

vegetable kingdom, and which have parallels also

in the animal world, but for the production of

which naturalists are not able to give a satisfac-

tory reason. We generally content ourselves by

saying, "they are out of the common order of na-

ture"—"unnatural productions," &c. In this case,

instead of a bunch of grapes, we have a "bunch'

of something that has somewhat the appearance

of immature hazel-nuts. On opening the nuts we
found that many of the seeds which they contain

had been eaten into by a very small yellow mag-
got. The eggs from which they hatched may have

been laid in the embryo grape and produced the

iiTCgular growth, or these worms may have been

bred in the abnormal development. We have

heard of similar cases before, and hope that some
grape grower will give Mr. Brown a more satis-

factory explanation of this freak of his vine.

WHITE SPECKS IN BUTTER.

Having read in the Farmer of July 4 and 18,

different opinions as to the cause of what we call

striped butter, all of which I think are erroneous,
I beg leave to express my conclusions. I have
long been satisfied that there is but one cause and
one remedy. If the butter is worked thoroughly
after it is salted, it will not be striped. You may
n(jt believe tSiis at first, but if you taste of the
white spots, you will find they are perfectly fresh.

The butter is oftener striped in very warm weather,
when the hands, by softening it, prevent its being
worked properly. Did any one ever keep the
"spotted butter" in a cool place twenty-four hours,
then work it till it was waxy, and find any white
specks in it .' If so, it is not what we call "striped
butter." s.

Waltham, Mass., July 18, 1868.

8H0E-B0IL.

I notice in the Monthly Farmer an inquiry for
information as to the best method of treating a
shoe boil, or swelling caused by the shoe, or, as
some say, the frog of the foot, when the horse lies

down. VVith no pretensions to any great experi-
ence as a horseman, I feel that I ought to commu-
nicate a "method" which proved entirely success-
ful with me in a very bad case.

To reduce the swelling I applied a solution of
saltpetre and vinegar. But the real cure is effected
by a contrivance which prevents the animal from
folding the foot in such a manner as to cause the
trouble. This I do as follows: I make a strap

long enough to pass around the fjjot, close down
to the heel of the shoe, with the buckle in front.
Through the part of the strap which comes on the
frog I drive outwardly, four or six sharp nails,

which should stick through at least half an inch.
I then stitch another piece of leather over the
heads of the nails to keep them firmly in place.
With this spur snugly buckled on, the patient will
be careful, after the first experiment, to turn the
foot out where it belongs when it lies down. Don't
raise a hue and cry about the inhumanity of this
arrangement for you will never be able to discover
a sign of a scratch, nor will the beast lose a night's
rest. G. H. Arnold.

Braintree, Mass., Aug. 10, 1868.

Remarks.—We are much obliged for the fore-

going practical method of curing and preventing

shoe-boil, and take pleasure in publishing it for

the benefit of horse owners generally.

SANBORN HILL, N. H.

What is known as Sanborn Hill was settled by
two brothers, Jonathan and Joseph Sanborn, from
the town of Hawk, now Danville, and is about
one mile square. It contains eleven families.
Five of these eleven families made the past sea-
son four tons one hundred and fifty-four pounds
of maple sugar. As the Sanborns have almost all

left the Hill, would it not be well to change the
name to Sugar Hill ? I made twelve hundred
pounds from two hundred and fifty-four trees.

John S. Sanborn.
West Springfield, N. H., July 21, 1868.

Remarks.—We think the change would be very

appropriate. But as "he who hath builded the

house hath more honor than the house," are not

they who made the sugar entitled to more credit

than the hill on which the trees grow ? What say,

then, to changing the names of the people instead

of the hill? Mr. Maple sugar, Mrs. Crystalline

Syrup, and the young Cakes, might, like all new
words be a little awkward at first, as were prob-

ably such names as Smith, Joy, Sweet, Black,.

Lightfoot, Carpenter, Mason, Fletcher, Woodward,
Grey, &c., when first applied to individuals ; but

time, which mellows all things, would soon famil-

iarize them to our use.

short-horns in termont.

Knowing that there is always a desire among the
stock men of the different sections of country to
know what there is in other localities, by those
engaged in the same business, I will give a brief
account of some of the herd of Short-horns of D.
R. Way, as I saw them recently. His herd is not
so large as that kept by him previous to his re-

moval from Landgrove to his present farm, in the
'

north-eastern part of Rockingham, Vt. At the
head of the herd stands the superb bull. Earl of
Oxford, bred by J. O. Sheldon, Geneva, N. Y., by
Third Lord of Oxford, dam. Third Maid of Ox-
ford. Earl of Oxford is two years old; won the
first prize at State Fair last year; possesses fine

handling qualities, great depth and breadth of
brisket, perfect straightness, and great breadth of
back ; high head, with a majestic stylish look,

rarely seen. He is a fine feeder, has great consti-
tution, and possesses altogether, a fixity of type
that is sure to make its appearance in his calves.

He will turn seventeen hundred pounds, and is-

unquestionably one of the first bulls in the New
England States, as the stock he leaves will show.
Third Lord Oxford has four consecutive duchesa
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sires in his pedrgree of that family. Of him an
English herdsman truly remarked, he is the hand
Bomest bull he ever saw. He never left a poor
calf, as any one can readily believe who visits

the White Spring Herd, or that at the Cornell

University.
Among Mr. "Way's lot of extra cows, we noticed

Constance Third, a finely made cow, a good milker,

and good for stock, as her calf, by Second Duke
of Geneva, about ten months old, will tell. He
has six other young calves by Earl of Oxford that

do him much credit, besides some yearlings and
other stock. "We also noticed a large yoke of

oxen, fat enough for market any day. h.

Londonderry, Vt., Aug. 20, 1868.

THE 8HENST0NE TREE SOCIETY.

As several of your correspondents have spoken
of the utility of shade trees by the road side, per-

haps a brief account of the "Shenstone Tree So-
ciety," may be interesting to your readers.

This society, named for the celebrated poet gar-

dener William Shenstone, was instituted in this

town some twelve or fifteen years ago, and has for

its principal object the setting of shade trees along
the streets. Money for this purpose is raised in

various ways, but chiefly by the monthly meet-
ings of the society. The entertainment, consisting

of music, select reading, dramatic performances,
lectures, &c., is usually of a high order, and the

meetings are well attended. A small admission
fee is charged, and the proceeds appropriated to

the purposes for which the society was formed.
Several worthy objects are thus gained. The
meetings are a source of innocent pleasure to

young and old ;
youthful talent has here an oppor-

tunity to try its wings, while the many trees which
adorn the streets of our ancient town, as well as
other works of improvement bear testimony to the
labors of the society. In the years to come, when
the trees shall have attained their full sizes, these
labors will be better appreciated than at present.

Marlboro', Mass., Aug. 1868. Mattie.

GROWTH OF CORN AND RASPBERRY CANES. 1

This season I picked com suitable for boiling in
sixty-four days from planting; in another field,

seventy days after planting, some of the ears were
'specked ;" and in eighty days it was difilcult to

find an ear soft enough to boil. The seed was
shelled from the ear the day it was planted. Last
season I picked corn suitable for seed in seventy-
four days from planting.

On the 6th of August, I cut a cane of common
red raspberry on my farm, measuring 11^ feet,

—

the growth of the present season.
A. B. Carpenter.

Weat Waterford, Vt., Aug. 17, 1868.

MILK-ROOM AND ICE-HOUSE.

I am intending to build a milk-house this fall,

Vith an ice-house in connection. Will you, or

some one of your many subscribers, give me a
plan for building the two combined ? o. p. k.

North Hero, Vt., Aug. 21, 1868.

Remarks.—We are glad to see that farmers are

considering the importance of the subject of milk-

rooms. While "watching" with a sick man dur-

ing one of the nights of the late excessively hot

•weather, a little milk was wanted about three

o'clock in the morning. The milk of three or four

cows had been placed in the pantry, which opened

from the kitchen, the evening previous; but on

going to it, every pan was found to be thick at that

early boar. The disheartened tone with which the

good woman of the house remarked, "there is no
use in straining our milk ; we might as well turn

it into the hogs' trough first as last," impressed us

very forcibly, as well illustrating the importance

to every farmer of a suitable milk-room.

We do not know why the conveniences of an

ice-house and milk-room may not be combined,

either in a separate building, or as a part of the

ell or other portion of the house, but we have no
definite plan now on hand, though we will bear

the subject in mind.

With ftiese remarks we hand over the Inquiry

"0. P. K.," to the readers of the Farmer, and
hope that his request will be attended to at once.

In the meantime we publish in another column a

plan for a "spring house" which may afford some
valuable suggestions on this subject.

. preserving tomatoes.

Tomatoes picked when ripe may be kept an al-

most indefinite length of time, by putting them
into pure cider vinegar, reduced by adding two
gallons of water to one of vinegar, and kept either

in stone or wood. If careful not to displace the
stems or break the skin, they will come out almost
as fresh as when first picked.

tomato pie.

Tomatoes treated in all respects as apples, only
adding a little flour to absorb the juice, make
better pies than apples.

ELDERBERRY PIE.

Elderberries make a first-rate pie. Season well.

Make sweet.

SUMMER SQUASHES

Should not be used until the rind is so hard that

you cannot easily stick a knife into it. Then dress
and treat in all respects as you would a winter
squash. "Very few would suspect them to be any-
thing else.

I have tried all of the above methods for years,

with much satisfaction, and they are now submitted
to the readers of the Mew England Farmer.

W. F. Woodward.
MapletDood, Mass., Aug. 19, 1868.

drying green corn.

Mrs. Lima Sherman, of Canisteo, informs the

New York Farmers' Club that she prefers com
dried without boiling, as she thinks the water ex-

tracts much of the sweetness of the corn and ren-

ders it insipid. She directs to shave the com from

the ear, taking care to cut it as near in center of

the grain as may be, scraping off what remains on

the cob. Butter your dishes, spread the com an

inch and an half thick on each dish, set it in your

stove oven, scald it thoroughly, taking care to stir

it frequently that it may not scorch. You may
now finish drying it around your stove ; the oftener

it Is stirred the sooner it will dry. It should bo

put up in paper sacks and packed away in a dry

place.

GOOD CROPS OP O&T.

While cutting the grass on two patches of my
farm, on the 18th of July, I think it was, my men
spoke of the lafge yield, and as I now have one of

Fairbanks' best scales set in my bam floor, I
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thought I would weigh the hay alluded to. One
lot of 43 square rods was a piece of wet land en-
closed by my garden fence. The hay on this lot,

when well made, weighed 1860 pounds. The other
lot measured 215 square rods, and was also origi-

nally wet ground, and the crop here weighed 9946
pounds. Both of these pieces had been drained,
the largest piece by 39 rods of ditching. To both
of these patches I applied last fall a dressing equal
to about 25 loads to the acre, that I compost prin-
cipally from muck. When I commenced reclaim-
ing the low piece of 215 rods, it did not produce 10
cwt. of hay. I do not give these weights because
I think the produce remarkably large this year,
for I think I have cut ar, large or larger crops in
previous years, but I never weighed them before,
as I hud not the convenience for so doing, which
my scales now afford. 0. Foster.

Tunbridge, Vt., Aug. 15, 1868.

AGRICULTUEAIi ITEMS.
—The Western Rural says that the parings of

cucumbers will disperse roaches.

—There are said to be over 250,000 seeds of red

clover in a pound.

—Love's labor lost—a hen setting on wooden
eggs.

—Early hatched chickens make early layers

next winter.

—They have big trees in Australia. One was
lately cut down there, nineteen feet in diameter

and 330 feet high.

—Dr. Franklin introduced broom com into this

country, previous to which brooms were made of

evergreen boughs, peeled birch, &c.

—The Iowa Homestead has accounts from vari-

ous parts of that State of large crops of wheat,

com, vegetables, and—grasshoppers.

—^To whiten straw hats, scrape stick-sulphur

with a knife, mix the powder to a mush with water,

plaster it thickly over the straw, place in the hot

sun for several hours, brush oflf when dry.

—At a meeting of ^e St. Louis merchants on

'Change, a resolution was adopted that after Aug.

1, thirty-two, instead of thirty-five pounds of oats

should constitute a bushel in that market.

—The Belvidere, 111., Standard says that several

farmers in that vicinity complain that their Osage

Orange hedges were injured last winter, although

they were six or seven years old.

—The first shovel ever manufactured in Fairfield

County, Ohio, was put up at auction by the mak-

ers, Messrs. Motherwell & Co., and sold for $45.

That's encouraging home industry.

—"Brief is the misBion of the fragile flowers

;

Some droop and die e'er close the sunny hours

;

Still some with vigor lift their lordly heads.

Imparting splendor to their cultured beds."

—In whatever you engage, pursue it with steafl-

iness of purpose, as determined to succeed. A
wavering mind never accomplished anything worth

naming. There is nothing like a fixed, steady aim.

It dignifies your nature and insures you success.

—John Howe, says, in the Western Rural that

he has been successful in preserving his cabbages
from the attacks of the "flea" by puttij;ig upon the

plants water in which potatoes had been boiled.

—Where bees forage on grazing lands, all the
honey they get is so much sweetness and nutri-

ment taken from the pasturage. It is not certain

that the loss is not a serious one to the dairy.

—Sheep are said to be so plentiful in Australia
as to be sold by travelling butchers at a cent a
pound, and in two colonies alone no less than
60,000 are boiled down each week.

—A correspondent of the Canada Farmer says
the Alsike clover seems to do best in ditches or
holes where the plants are nearly or quite covered
with water in winter and spring. This is a marked
advantage over the red clover.

—Farming is a trade ; and a man has to learn it,

however much he may know ; the knowledge must
be applied, and made the man's business. He
cannot learn it in a day, but must expect to im-

prove constantly.

—^An Qgg beat up with a teaspoonfnl of molas-

ses and a large teaspoouful of ground black pepper,

and set where flies can get at it, will thin them out

rapidily, according to the experience of the West-

em Rural.

—A Lorain county correspondent of the Ohio

Farmer says that during the late excessive heat

and drought, cows dried up nearly one half in yield

of milk, but not that difierence was made in the

product of cheese. On short feed, milk is much
richer than on a flush growth of grass.

—A prize of a silver pitcher was offered by an

association at Milledgeville, Ga., to the one who
should raise the greatest number of bushels of

wheat to the acre. Eighteen persons competed,

the largest yield being forty-three and three-fourths

bushels, the next nearly as large, and five of the

eight being above thirty-six bushels.

—Dr. Trimble recently informed the New York
Farmers' Club that "the canker worm has of late

disappeared from New England." It is true that

comparatively few were seen last year, but we are

son-y to see that several orchards in the vicinity of

Boston now bear unmistakable evidence of the

re-appearance of this destructive pest.

—A Minnesota paper states that a new bug has

made its appearance in that State, whose mission

seems to be to destroy the potato bug. It is de-

scribed as being flat, one- third the size of the po-

tato bug, and yellow or reddish, with black spots.

Its mode of operation is to thrust its sword-like

proboscis into its victim, which is then dragged

off to be devoured at leisure. •

—The American Farmers' Magazine closes an

article with the following statement, which we
commend to the attention of those fanners who
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are di.-poacd to change their system of fanning to

(.onform to every fluctuation of prices:—"The
fanner who .would make his business pay, must
have a policy and must adhere to it."

—H. Capron, Paris, Province of Ontario, assures

the Rural Neio Yorker that he succeeds in keeping

his grounds clear of the stripped bug, by pulling

up and burning the vines, as soon as done bearing,

with the weeds whit-h grow among them, and bum
them all up clean, believing that he thus destroys

the eggs or germs of the incoming crop of bugs.

—An appropriation of $2000 was made at the

last session of the N. Y. Legislature for the benefit

of the heirs of the Rev. Chauncy C. Goodrich, the

producer of the Goodrich seedling potatoes. The
heirs of Jethro "Wood, the inventor of the cast

iron plough, have received an appropriation from

the same Legislature of $2000, in consideration of

the services of thek father.

—The remark of Mr. Mechi that he could enlarge

very much on the advantages arising from drain-

age, such as greater and earlier crops, of better

quality and easier ploughing, and increased tem-

perature of soil and subsoil, is copied by Ameri-

can agricultural papers, without informing their

readers that much of his farm consists of such a

stiff, tenacious clay that, without draining, its sur-

face would not be dried during the whole season,

by the feeble rays of the sun in that climate.

—A writer in the Journal of Agriculture says

that for the purpose of determining the propagat-

ing power of a plant of purslane, he counted the

number of seed pods upon it. There were 4,613.

Fourteen of these—seven small, four medium and
three of the largest—were selected, and the seeds

counted. They gave an average of ninety seeds to

the pod, or 415,170 seeds to a single plant.

L. S. Abbott, of Ohio, says, in the Farmer, that

transplanting has a peculiar effect on the form of

the turnip. An experienced eye can determine

whether the turnip has been transplanted or sown
where it grew to maturity. Transplanted plants

always produce turnips of irregular shape with
sundry large roots running down into the gi'ound

;

those not transplanted have a round, smooth bulb,

with a single tap root extending into the earth.

—The Greenville (111.) Advocate says, during last

week some five or more boys died very suddenly

—

supposed to result from eating mulberries. The
supposition is that the mulberries were in some
way poisoned by the locusts, which have been so

plentiful of late. It is also suggested that it is pos-

sible that they were stung by those insects,—the

Sling of which is considered by some as a deadly

poison.

—The Journal of Agriculture says that poas are

aijExccllent preparatory crop. They mellow the

soil, and hcem to enrich it also. They obtain their

strength, like clover and other leguminous plants,

largely from the atmosphere. On this account

they are used on barren soil to Improve it—by

ploughing in. We have had experiments in this

way that were highly satisfactory.

—A correspondent in New York city of the JSm-

ral New Yorker, says the first arrivals in that mar-

ket of Antwerp raspberries were sold at 75 cents

per quart,—prices averaging about 45 cents ; Doo-

littles and Philadelphia were sold as low as 25c;

gooseberries $4 to 6 per bushel ; currants were

taken by the preservers at 18c per quart; wild

blackberries at 25 to 30c ; Dorchester, Wilson, &c.,

at 40 to 45 cents per quart. Small fruits unusually

scarce and high.

—The Maine Farmer is informed by Mr. Am-
herst Alden, of Bangor, who keeps eight or nine

cows and carries their milk to the city, that from

his experience in feeding milch cows he is satis-

fied that cows fed on hay cut from the 5th to the

10th of July, would give nearly double the amount
of milk that the same cows would give kept on

hay cut from the 25th to 30th of the month. In

1867 Mr. Alden sold something over a thousand

dollars worth of milk from nine cows.

—The Pennsylvania Farm Journal says that Mr.

Oliver P. Stoughton, of Lawrence County, clipped

this season from fifty- six three year old Spanish

Merino ewes, six hundred and forty pounds of

wool ; and from a three year old buck of the same

breed nineteen pounds. He purchased the sheep

some time ago from Mr. Chamberlin, of Rutland

County, Vt. He sold the wool at the low price of

forty-one cents, and yet the flock netted him over

two hundred and seventy dollars cash.

—Cows that hold up milk, Mr. Johnson says

can be cured if they will drink sour milk. After

drinking, and as soon as they begin to lick the

pail, they will give down freely. He has tried it

with cows that would give about two thirds the

proper quantity, retaining the other portion.

Then he gives them the milk to drink, and waits

until they begin to lick the Jail, when he has no
trouble in obtaining the remainder. He has tried

meal, salt and various things, but found nothing

to produce such an effect as sour milk.

—A correspondent of the Country Gentleman

gives the following as the origin of the term "dea-

con" as applied to veal and calf skins. In the

early days of cheese making in Herkimer county,

there lived a good deacon in the town of Norway,
who, like many other good men, had a sharp eye

for profit. He fatted and killed many veal calves

and sold to the mechanics at the "Corners." The
love of gain with the old deacon was stronger than

the fear of public opinion, and he did sell or was
accused of selling veal quite too young, and so the

villagers, by way of reproach and ridicule, called

his veal "deacon" veal, and from this the term be-

gan to be applied to young calves, and has spread, a

and is used quite generally in dairy sections.

Young calves are "deacons ;" when killed they are

"deaconed," and calf skins are "deacon skins."
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MANAGEMENT OF KOADS.
NLESS there is

considerable

wealth in the

neighborhood,

we cannot ex-

pect the inhabi-

tants will be

able to con-

struct highways

of the best

'"A/1^^ "'""'"

—

quality. The
^w^- ^S^F^SSi first cost of the

best style of

roads would be

thought too

much for coun-

try towns where

the population is widely scattered and rftt over

wealiby.

Another reason, too, will prevent most

towns from attempting to make such smooth,

bard roads as some large towns make, as they

have not the material at hand. A hill cannot

be found by the road-side every mile, from

which can be taken all the gravel needed, of a

quality that will pack solid, wear smooth and

last long. But deficiencies in this matter

make it all the more necessary to exercise a

wise skill, both in making and keeping roads

in repair. A system should be adopted that

would employ the best talent and use the best

material within a reasonable distance of the

place where it is needed. Knowledge and

skill in the management of roads are as essen-

tial as good material. A man who knows how

will make a fair road with inferior gravel,

while an ignorant and careless one will almost

inevitably misuse the best.

In order to obtain the best skill for this

work, we are decidedly of the opinion that we

must give up our present mode of managing

the roads. It is poor policy to put this im-

portant matter in the hands of seven or eight

persons, some of whom will be quite likely to

have no qualifications for the business, except

a pair of oxen or horses, and a willingness to

neglect their regular business for the sake of

earning a little ready cash ; while others assume

the ofllce unwillingly, because their neighbors

say, "they must take their turn." Of course,

there are some who have better qualifications,

and honestly and earnestly endeavor to do the

best they know how. It is undoubtedly true

of this, as of all other kinds of work, that

experience improves a man's natural ability

and skill, and will enable him to work more

economically as well as more efBciently. The

experienced worker knows better what to do,

when to do, and how to do it.

Under the present system, m most cases a

green hand, or at least a fresh hand, takes

hold every year, and works away, patching a

little here and a little there, with no attempt

to carry out any general system of permanent

improvement, uses up the money allowed to

his district, and then gladly gives place to his

successor. And so, year by year, our roads

are about as likely to become worse as better.

It is not necessary to suppose, because our

roads remain without improvement, that every

highway surveyor is incompetent under this

system. We believe the system itself is faulty,

in that it neither demands skill nor gives en-

couragement or opportunity for its acquisition.

The actual question to be solved at our town

meetings often is, not who is best qualified for

this oflice, but who can be persuaded to accept

it?

Now it seems to us that the eflfectual remedy

for this state of things is to give the whole

charge, the entire responsibility of expending

whatever sums of money the town may choose

to raise for highway purposes, to one compe-

tent superintendent. He should be a man

whose honesty is without suspicion, and one

who, if he does not already know enough of

the science and practice of road ihaking and

road repairing, yet has sufficient common sense

and ambition to learn how to fulfil the duties

of the office in the best way. When such a

man is found, keep him in the place just as

long as he will serve. Let him make a few

blunders if he must ; that should be expected

in the beginning. It takes a year or two to

develop a man's skill and energy in a new busi-

ness. But even at first, he will not be likely

to make so many mistakes as can be detected

winder the present management. With every

years' added experience, his system will be-

come defined ; he will improve his practices,

and by and by we may hope to have roads that

will be a good deal smoother, and that will

not so frequently need to be repaired. In-

deed, our main roads, on which the chief part

of our travel and heavy teaming is done,

should be kept in such condition that there
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•will be no need of such operations on them as

we now call repairing.

With regard to bridges, a change just as im-

portant is imperative. We are constantly

constructing new, and repairing old ones, all

up and down the thousand streams that pene-

trate the valleys of New England. The prac-

tice fairly illustrates the fable of the rolling

stone of Sisyphus, which, when he had rolled

it to the top of the hill, turned, in spite of all

his power, and went down again ! So with

our wooden bridges. Gangs of men and

teams are ever about them, reconstructing or

repairing, and the people impose upon them-

selves heavy burdens in taxes, which might be

averted by an earnest and intelligent inquiry

which would certainly lead to more economical

action.

It cannot be truly said that we have not yet

had sufficient experience to convince us that

wood, in damp places is liable to rot In a few

years ; but we may forget that timbers will in

time become too weak to support the weight

of heavily loaded teams, and that planks

will occasionally become loose, and let chil-

dren drop through into watery graves. Acci-

dents of this nature may not occur once in a

century. But It is an indisputable fact that

wooden bridges will get old and rickety, and

the weak parts are.-not always found till the

crash comes unexpectedly—and then any one

can see how unsafe It was, and wonder that it

held up so long.

When we^ are fully awake to the fact that

wood is a perishable article, we shall be ready,

perhaps, to inquire if there is not some avail-

able material, which, by its durability, shall

be entitled to a preference in these situations ?

There are, already, two stone bridges where

we reside. We have not learned how care-

fully they were built, and so cannot speak of

their promise of durability. But If the work

was well done, why should they not last a

thousand years ? And if a thousand, why not

ten thousand ? The current of our rivers is

not swift enough to wear away granite percep-

tibly, and probably a stone bridge would not

be carried away by one of our spring freshets.

In Great Britain there are stone bridges that

were built more than a thousand years ago,

and still in good condition. There is a stone

bridge over the Ipswich river, In the ancient

town of Ipswich, in Essex county, that is nearly

a hundred years old, we believe, that appears

as firm as though finished only yesterday.

Surely we have material and skill at least

equal to what England possessed ten centuries

ago, and could build bridges that woiald stand

as long.

It is not our object at present to say more

than to suggest an inquiry into the compara-

tive cost of wooden and stone bridges. No
doubt stone would be much more expensive

than wood in the first place, but we believe

that for a period of even one hundred years,

the use of stone would be the most economical.

THE WOODPECKEB.
Some have supposed the rows of holes often

seen in fruit trees, extending nearly around the

trunk, were made by the bird for the purpose

of sucKng the sap of the tree, and hence the

name of "sap-sucker" has been given to the

"downy woodpecker." Others have supposed

that they were after the small grubs or larvae

of insects under the bark, while some have

thought they were mere decoys for the flies

often seen around these perforations.

In an article headed "The Woodpecker

Question Settled," a correspondent of the

Utica Herald says the object In making these

holes is to get the small ants which are at-

tracted by the sap. This he determined by

carefully watching the operations of the wood-

peckers, and by shooting a few and examining

their crops, which he found filled to their ut-

most capacity with the smallest species of black

ants.

If this conclusion Is correct, the foresight

and calculation displayed by the little bird in

setting and watching his traps may be called

Instinct, but can we adopt Sir W. Hamilton's

definition of that principle, and say that "in-

stinct Is an agent which performs blindly and

ignorantly a work of intelligence and knowl-

edge ?"

WHAT IS FAKMUfQ TO BEP
We recently published some account of a

trial in Illinois of a machine with which four

men cut and boimd an acre of grain in 80, 30i,

34 and 38^ minutes, respectively. We now
find in the California Farmer an allusion to

the steam plough of Messrs, Coffin & Stand-

ish, of Martinez, which the editor of that

paper saw at work spading up a highway.

Though the road was as hard as the travel of
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years could make It, the plough moved steadily

along cutting up the solid bed finely. It has

been frequently tested, and the inventors are

still at work making such improvements as

these trials have suggested, and are entirely

confident of complete success. The Farmer

remarks :

—

The steam plough when completed will plough,
plant and finish fifty acres per day, in the best

manner ; and the engipe will also, when attached
to their new "Header and Harvester," as it is the
intention of the inventors to do, will head, thrash
and clean up fifty acres per day,—the Header cut-

ting a breadth of twenty feet wide. When this is

accomplished we may, indeed, call it the age of
progress.

Call this a dream, if you will. But is it

not just as likely to come to pass as are the

dreams of the croakers, who see visions only

of what is discouraging, degrading, plodding

inferior, hateful in the present or future of

American agriculture? We have been so

long "scared with the dreams" and "terrified

with the visions" of this class of prophets,

that we take pleasure in recording the more

cheerful anticipations of our California friends.

SHALLOW PLOUGHIITQ.

One of "the wise men who concentrate the

rays of agricultural knowledge" at the New
York Farmers' Club, not long since invented

a plough designed to stir up the soil to a depth

which ordinary plough-joggers never thought

of reaching. Some New Jersey farmers who

belong to the society of Friends, took issue

with the teachings of this Club as to the ad-

vantages of universal deep tillage, and finally

asked for an examination of the results of a

system of cultivation based on shallow plough-

ing. A committee was therefore appointed

by the Club to visit the grounds of these

Friends. We find an account of this visit in

the Rural New Yorker, by a member of the

Committee, marked with the familiar initials

"T. C. P." from which we give the following

paragraphs :

—

The next ^ay we were taken into carriages

and driven over the surrounding country, and
to several farms where shallow ploughing had
been practiced for many years. They call

from four to six inches shallow,—their aver-

age is about four. Though the season was
both backward an^ dry, they had made good
harvests, and I was much astonished to see

the evidences, in large and numerous stacks

and a heavy stubble, of crops of wheat, oats

and rye that would have done no discredit to

the wheat lands of Western New York. The

clover would compare favorably with the best
I have seen in that favored region. The soil

is a loamy alluvion resting on an ocean drift

;

the surface slightly undulating, and requiring
draining only in the bottoms bordering streams.
On the bottoms where the tide overflows are

some fine redtop or herdsgrass meadows,
which are protected by embankments. These
meadows are a great source of profit to the
owners, as more than one-half of all the red-
top seed raised in the Union is grown here.
Those who have these meadows generally keep
cattle.

The course of farming now usually adopted,
after more than one hundred years' experi-
ence, is wheat, clover, corn, oats, rye or
wheat, followed by clover again. The first

crop of clover is cut for hay, followed by a
crop for seed, then pastured by sheep. Sheep
are usually bought in October, the ewes then
stinted to the ram, and kept in good condi-

tion ; lambs sold as soon as the butcher will

take them, and the ewes follow as soon as fed

up to marketable condition. This is their fa-

vorite course, and on this they' increase the

fertility of their soil and grow rich. I saw a
portable steam engine driving a threshing ma-
chine at a group of stacks, and understood*
that it is generally used.

My impression is that I have seen no por-
tion of the country where a system of farming,
based upon clover, can be so profitably studied

as in Salem, Co., and around Salem City. It

has been longer and more persistently prac-
ticed than in the winter wheat region of West-
ern New York, and presents much the same
results—highly cultivated farms, elegant build-

ings, and a refined and intelligent society. In
such a soil as theirs, deep ploughing is not
desirable, because they get the immediate ad-

vantages of their clover sod, and the soil does
not require the ameliorating influences of

deeper culture.

Disease in the Stable.—The North Brit-

ish Agriculturist attributes much of the dis-

ease in stables to the exclusion of the necessary

quantity of light, a fair share of which is

deemed as essential to animal growth as to

vegetable. When stables or ether inclosures

are kept in comparative darkness, filth is apt

to be overlooked, from which unwholesome

gases are continually exhaling, rendering the

air unsuited to the demands of animal life.

This conclusion is, in every respect, a reason-

able one, and should challenge the attention

of every stock grower. Extreme darkness or

garishness—especially in the case of fattening

animals—is to be avoided, as along this medi-

um line runs the pathway of healthfulness to

stable stock and of profitableness to Uic owner.
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MASSACHUSETTS AQ'L COLLEGE.

Wo learn from the Amherst Record that the

new buildings will be ready for use at the

opening of the new year, Sept. 10th, and that

Prof. Miller and family have arrived from

Chicago. The Record also says :

—

Dr. Calvin Cattcr, well known before the war as

the author of Cutter's Physiology, and since, as

surgeon of the 21st Mass. Vols., and brigade and
division surgeon on the stafiFof the gallant General
Reno, will deliver a course of ten lectures to the

students of the College, during the next term, on
the "Laws of Health."

Dr. Jabez Fisher of Fitchburg, a prominent
agriculturist of the State, and for many years a
member of the Board of Agriculture, will give ten

lectures upon "Market Gardening."
Hon. Charles L. Flint, Secretary of the Board of

Agriculture, will deliver, in November next, a

course often lectures on "Dairy Farming."
Hon. Marshall P. Wilder will lecture upon the

"Modes of Hybridizing and Improving ornamental
and useful plants."
There will also be courses of lectures during the

fall and winter, upon Comparative Anatomy, the

Diseases of Domestic Animals, and Chemistry.
During the summer term, there will be lectures

upon Botany, Zoology, Organic Chemistry and
Agriculture. Besides which practical instruction

will be given in Book-keeping, Surveying, Analyt-
ical Chemistry and Drawing.

For the New England Farmer,

"WESTERN FAKMINQ.
Although I am not a farmer just now, I am

still interested in all that pertains to that occu-

pation. For more than twenty years I was

actively engaged as a farmer in what used to

be called the "Genesee Country," lying be-

tween the Genesee river and Buffalo. Ill

health made it necessary for me to change my
business. I changed my location from Wyo-
ming County, N. Y. (Warsaw,) to Maple-

wood, Mass, my present residence. I over-

worked, and was not careful to observe the laws

of life, as far as I understood them. This re-

sulted in one of the worjt forms of "nervous

dyspepsia," and so prostrated me that I was

of little use to myself or any body else, until

I. tried the "Turkish Baths" on Essex Street,

Boston. After having continued their use

over a year, I am now able to attend closely

to busness, besides doing considerable hard

labor. .

One needs to go West and spend at least a

year among the farming community to have a

correct idea of western fanns and of western

farming. There is land on the "flats" of the

Genesee river that has been tilkd nearly or

quite one hundred years, and not ono bit of

manure has ever been used upon it, and is still

too rich, if anything. Gen James Wadsworth,
who fell in the battle of the Wilderness, owned
thousands of acres of just such land, and it

used to be said that he could travel from his

residence, (Geneseo,) to Rochester, on his

own lands, a distance of over twenty miles.

Farmers west obtain very large returns for

their labor, when properly applied. A man
and a boy of sixteen years of age would fre-

quently do the work on one hundred acres,

cultivating from twenty-five to forty acres of
winter wheat, with spring crops, such as oats,

barley, corn, potatoes and grass. This before
the mowing machines and reapers came into

use. With the help of only two boys, one
twelve and the other fifteen years of age, I

once had the care of 200 acres, with a harvest

of over 100 acres. Our ploughs were drawn
by three horses, rather than one, as we often

see here.

Deep ploughing and good cultivation usually

gave us good returns. One hundred bushels

of shelled corn, 70 bushels of wheat, 100 of
oats, 75 of barley, or 600 of potatoes have
been raised upon an acre. The amount raised

from fifty acres, with only the ordinary man-
agement, was often astonishing. Since the

introduction of machinery, a large amount of

the hard labor is avoided.

Millions of acres of land equally rich, wait

to be cultivated. And how strange that so

few of the young men of Massachusetts strike

out for a home and a competency, with all the

blessings attendant upon a rural and farming
life. Go on to this rich land, men and women
too,—for we have women farmers who claim

their "rights," don the "Turkish dress,"

and work out of doors. A lady with two
daughters, near Buffalo, N. Y., carries on a
large farm with more than ordinary success.

They do their own ploughing, drive their team
to sow, reap and mow, with no regular man's
help, but with most perfect success.

Emigrate, emigrate, then, ye homeless.

Don't regard it beneath your position to work
the soil. Look to the future good of this al-

ready great country, as well as to the improve-

ment of your own circumstances. In and
about our large cities, crime and immorality

are rampant. "Where shall the man be found

who fears to offend his God." Oh how many,
very many fall out by the way. Young men
and young women, as you value the prosper-

ity of your country and your own highest hap-

piness, escape from the immoral influences of

city life. Build you up a home where there

is little to excite the evil passions of men, and
where, with proper care, you may have health,

competence and as much enjoyment as can be

secured here below. Wm. F. Woodward.
Maplewood, {Maiden,) Mass.,

\
Aug. 17, 1868. . \

For the New EngJfind Farmer.

THE PEACOCK.
Your cut of the peacock in the Farjier ol

Aug. 15th, has a very striking resemblance to

tlie bird in question, and with the richly

changing hues, "which characterize their plum-
age, added, I think it would be true almost to

lite. But in reading the article below 1 can

but think you have, unwilliiigly it may be,

I
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libelled this bird of all beauty. You say, "it

has been charged with having the plumage of

an angel, the voice of a Devil, and the stomach

of a thief."

The first and second charges I shall not at-

tempt to refute or deny, for I have never seen

even the wings of an angel, nor has his lord-

ship, the Devil, ever piped his voice in my
hearing. But the charge of having the "stom-
ach of a thief," I consider a foul slander.

On the contrary it ppssesses a most delicate

and fastidious appetite. We have had one on
our premises for twenty years, and part of

that time two, three or four, as the case hap-

pened to be ; and I would as soon think of

charging them with relishing young lambs,

calves, or even children, as "chickens, ducks

or goslings !" Never was a grosser.mistake

made, if those we have had the care of are fair

specimens of their race. They are smaller

eaters I think, for the body they have to sus-

tain, than any domestic fowl I have ever noticed.

We have but one now, and he picks almost

as daintily as any canary bird. The cost of

keeping him would not exceed that of any
common hen, though he is much larger. He
often visits our neighbors, and I am quite

sure he is no unwelcome guest, which he cer-

tainly would be were he the glutton represent-

ed in your article.

The only objection made against him is his

disagreeable voice, which can be heard in a
still morning two or three miles, and one not

acquainted with it might think it proceeded
from some child in distress. But to me even his

voice has a charm, inasmuch as it keeps the

hawks away from the chickens, and the crows
from the "cornfield.

His plumage is universally admired. Many
of the feathers when full grown are more than

a yard long. He seems to be justly proud of

displaying his charms to the greatest advan-
tage on a bright and sunny day ; and on a
rainy one, or when he goes through thef wet
grass or mud, he will as carefully raise his

trail from the ground as a fashionably dressed

lady does that of her silken dress.

Young chickens of any kind attract his at-

tention, but instead of devouring them, he is

apparently desirous to become their protector.

He will even drive away the mother and
watch over them himself. But if Dame Part-

let, arming herself with all her powers, suc-

ceeds in keeping him at bay when she first

comes out with a young brood, he accords to

her thereafter all her maternal rights ;—though
as he retreats in acknowledgment of his sub-

jection, he looks back upon the young brood
with evident admiration and it may be too with

a little regret that he cannot force the mother
to resign her charge. But he was never
known to harm one of these little ones in any
way.

If a shower be gathering in the distance, or

if a storm is approaching, he usually notifies

us wiih hi§ shrill voice, in frequent screams.

Having known the Peacock from childhood,

we have become much attached to him ; anp
even his voice, which is counted as his great-

est, if not only failing, is not unmusical
to our ears. And so, as a friend to the Pea-
cock family, I have attempted to refute what
I consider a libel upon its character.

c. w. M.
West Gardiner, Me., Aug. 20, 1868.

Remarks.—We are always pleased to have

unfavorable impressions of either persons or

things corrected, and are therefore so well

pleased with this defence of the Peacock's

habits and disposition, that we shall attempt

no justification of the "foul" and "libellous"

aspersion on its character which accompanied

its carte de visite^ but hope that henceforth

the whole Peacock family will so conduct them-

selves as to justify the good opinion of "C.

W. M.," and all the numerous admirers of

the gay feathers of this beautiful bird.

BAKEFOOTED BOY.

Blessings on the little man.
Barefoot boy with cheeks of tan

;

With thy turned-up paataloons,
And thy merry whistled tunes,
With thy red lip, redder still,

Kissed by strawberries on the hill

;

With the sunshine on thy face,

Through thy torn br m's jaunty grace;
From my heart I give thee joy

—

I was once a barefoot boy I

Prince thou art—the grown up man
Only is Republican. *

Let the million-doUared ride;
Barefoot trudging at his side.
Thou hast more than he can buy.
In the reach of ear and eye

—

Outward sunshine, inward joy

—

Blessings on thee, barefoot boy I— Whittier.

A SPRING OB DAIRY HOUSE.

I constructed a spring-house during the

summer of 1861, which has been very much
admired, and believing it to be very perfect

in principle, I will describe it for the benefit

of your readers. This house Is for a small

dairy ; it will accommodate but twenty pans
or crocks, that are fifteen inches in diameter

each, though Its capacity may be doubled with-

out increasing the size of the house, by placing

another sink for water twelve inches above the

one I shall describe, supported In the same
manner, and allowing the water to flow Into

the uppermost one first, thence to the lower
one. The building is circular, ten feet in di-

ameter on the inside, and has a ten feet ceil-

ing.

The wall may be of brick or stone. If of
brick, it need be but nine inches thick; if of
stone, eighteen inches thick.

The floor to be cemented on the earth. The
building to be located below the spring, so

that the water will flow through a pipe to the
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height of two feet nine inches above the floor

of the dairy room. The water is received into

one end and discharged at the other end of

the sink in which the pans of milk are set.

The sink is the shape of a horse-shoe, the

opening at the heel being placed in front of

'the door. It is of iron, eighteen inches wide

at the top, and thirteen inches at the bottom,

and twenty-six feet long. It is supported on

iron brackets, set in the wall of the building,

two feet six inches from the floor, and being

circular in form, and surrounding the interior

of the building, is most conveniently located.

In the absence of both bricks and stones, it

may be a double frame building, with an air

space between the two frames. In the use of

a frame building, it should be constructed by

laying two foundation walls, with a four-inch

air space between them, which should extend

at least two "feet below the surface of the

ground, as it is at 'that point that the heat is

conducted into the buildmg more than any

other. The other foundation wall should be

laid at least eight inches above the surface of

the ground. The floor should be built the

same as in the brick or stone structure.

The exterior of the building may be lathed

and plastered, or sided with boards. In either

case, the side of the outer studs should be

lathed and plastered before the inner ones are

erected, and the interior should be neatly plas-

tered and lime-washed. If arranged thus, this

building will be found equal, if not superior

to one of bricks or stones.

The ventilation should be effected in the

manner I shall describe, whatever may be the

material used in construction. The mode of

ventilation which I use is an original idea, and

the action of it just the opposite of that used

in ventilating heated buildings, or where the

air within is warmer than that without the

building. The cold spring water used for

cooling the milk, if it is allowed to flow in and

out perpetually, as "it should, has the effect to

reduce the temperature of the building below

that of the air without it in summer, the sea-

son when the dairy house is used. Hence
there will be a circulation downward, if there

are openings for circulation both above and

below.

I provide the lower escape for the air, by

inserting in a building of the size described,

eight two-inch glazed draining tiles equally

spaced around the building. The tiles should

not project within or without the walls, and

should be set just below the sink. There

should be a space of one inch between the in-

ner wall and the sink, that the air may have

free passage over and behind the sink, to the

openings in the wall, and to prevent the heat

from being conducted from the wall to the

sink. The eaves of the roof should project

two feet six inches, and the boards with which

the projection is ceiled on the under side,

should be laid with a space of three-eights of

an inch between them, as these are the ingress

openings for air. By this arrangement the

air is taken into the space between the roof

and the ceiling of the room, where ail dust

that may be floating in it will be deposited be-

fore it descends into the dairy through the

opening in the centre of the ceiling, where the

air is admitted through an ornamental iron

lattice, two feet in diameter.

In the downward passage of the air towards
the egress openings, it is required to pass over
all the milk in the sink, equally, which is of
great importance.

A circular marble table is set in the middle
of the room on a single iron column, set in the

cement floor. On this table the milk is skim-

med and the butter worked. This location of
the tible in the centre of the space surrounded
by the sink, it will be seen, is as convenient

as it can'be, as none of the pans are to be
moved more than two and a half feet, to or

from the table.

The building being entirely above ground,
the carrying of milk up and down stairs is

avoided.

The cost of a building constructed of stone,

of the dimensions, and with all the appurte-

nances described, finished in a neat and work-
manlike manner, is $225. J. Wilkinson.

Baltimore, Md., 1868.

—

Oermantown Tel.

PHILADELPHIA BUTTER.
From a report of a visit to one of the dai-

ries of this celebrated butter-making section,

credited to the Republican, we copy the fol-

lowing accoimt of the manner of churning and

working the butter. On this farm a "spring

house," similar to that described above by

Mr. Wilkinson, is used.

Oliuming.

"We rose at half-past four to see the churn-

ing and butter-making. The churn is a barrel

(bulging only enough to make the hoops drive

well), with a journal or bearing in the centre

of each head, so that it may be revolved by
horse-power. This barrel has stationary short

arms attached to the inside of the staves, so

arranged as to cause the greatest disturbance

of the milk as it passes through them in the

churn. At one side is a large opening secured

by a cover that is screwed firmly into its place

—this is the cover or lid of the churn. Near
it is a hole less than an inch in diameter, for

testing the state of the churning and for draw-
ing off the buttermilk. This is closed with a
wooden plug.

"The churning lasted about an hour, at the

end of which time it was necessary to add a
little cold milk to cause the butter to gather.

This being secured, and the buttermilk drawn
off, cold water was twice added, a few turns

being given each time to the chum, and when
the last water was drawn off it came nearly

free of milkiness. A crank was then put on
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to an arm of the chum, the horse-power thrown
out of gear, and »& gentle rocking motion
caused the butter to be collected at the lower
side, directly over the small hole through
which the remaining water escaped. It was
left in this condition about two hours. After

breakfast we returned to see the working of

the butter.

Butter-"Worker.

"In one comer of the spring-house stands

the butter-worker, a revolving table about three
feet in diameter. The centre of this, for a
diameter of twelve inches, is an iron wheel
with a row of cogs on the upper side of its

rim. From its rim to the raised outer edge
the table (made of wood) slopes downward,
so that as the buttermilk is worked out it

passes into a shallow groove and is carried

away through a pipe which discharges into a
pail standing below. Over the sloping part of
the table there works a corrugated wooden
roller, revolving on a shaft that is supported
over the centre of the table, and has a small

cog-wheel that works in the cogged rim of the

centre wheel, and causes the table to revolve

under the roller, as this is turned by a crank
at its outer end. Of course, the roller is

larger at one end than at the other, so as to

conform to the slope of the table, and its cor-

rugations are very deep, not less than two
inches at the larger end. Supported at each
end of the roller and on both sides are beveled
blocks, which, as the table revolves, force the

butter from each end toward the centre of the

slope. About twenty pounds of butter is now
put on the table, and the roller is turned, each
corrugation carrying through a long narrow
roll, which is immediately followed by another
and another, until the whole table is covered.
The roller does not quite touch the table, and
there is thus no crushing of the particles.

The beveled blocks slightly bend these rolls

and crow^ them toward the centre of the slop-

ing part so that when they reach the roller

again they are broken in fresh places, and by
a few revolutions are thoroughly worked in ev-

ery part.

Final Frocesses.

"Then follows a process that was new to all

of us—the 'wiping' of the butter. The dairy

maid (in this instance a lusty young man^
turning the roller backward, with the left band,
so that the butter comes through all the right

hand side, presses upon every part of it a
cloth which has been wrung dry in cold spring
water, and which he frequently washes and
wrings out. This is continued until not a par-
ticle of water is to be seen in the butter as it

comes from the roller, to which it begins now
to adhere. If there is any secret in the mak-
ing of Philadelphia butter, this is it ; and it

has much to do with its uniform waxiness of
texture, whether hard or soft.

"After this, the butter is salted (an ounce
of salt to three pounds of butter)—still by

this machine, and any lurking atom of mois-
ture is in this way prevented from becoming a
cause of rancidity.

"When the salt is thoroughly worked
through the whole mass, the butter is removed
to a large table, where it is weighed out and
put up into pound prints.

"The working, wiping and salting of over
one hundred pounds of butter occupied about
an hour, and before 10 A. M. the entire

churning, beautifully printed, as fragrant as

the newest hay, and as yellow as pure gold,
such butter as only Jersey cream will make,
was deposited in large tin trays and set in the
water to harden. The next morning it was
•wrapped in damp cloths, each pound by itself,

put in a tin case, each layer having its own
shelf, with two compartments of pounded ice

to keep it cool, and surrounded by a well-

coopered and securely-locked cedar tub, was
sent to the Continental Hotel, where we found
it on our return as delicious as when it left the
farm."

CIiEABIKra MEADOWS.
Scarcely anything in the farming operations

of this State, is as a general rule so slovenly

carried on, as Its meadow lands. It Is the ex-

ception, to find a meadow free from bushes
and stumps and rough spots. A smooth
meadow is a beautiful sight. It never fails to

attract the attention of the passer by.

In order to get rid of bushes, it Is the cheap-
est way in the end to cut them out by the roots.

A clump of bushes on a muck meadow may
be cut round, and then a common ox chain
thrown around and hitched to the whIfHetree

behind the horse, and it may be twitched out

In a twinkling. A rod of such land once
cleared is forever cleared. All projecting

stumps and roots should be removed as fast as

practicable, so that the horse rake, and even
on many meadows the mowing machine may
be made to work. A few days spent in this

way will add much to the annual value of the

farm, as well as to the. comfort of the laborer.

Let ditches be dug so as to drain out the stag-

nant water, and a marked improvement will be
visible from year to year.

A farmer remarked in our hearing recently,

that in his boyhood, farmers did not begin to

cut their meadows till the first of September.
The consequence was that meadow hay was
regarded as scarcely worth the cutting, and
such was the fact. He said that when he was
old enough to own a meadow, he commenced
cutting it the first of August, and his neigh-

bors all cried out that he would certainly spoil

his meadow; but he continued the practice,

and now has one of the best meadows any
where. Lately he has commenced cutting as

early as the 10th of July, and his meadow hay
Is bright and green, the upland grasses having
worked in to a considerable extent, and his

bay is little, if any, inferior in value to upland
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hay. There is as much deterioration in cutting

meadow hay late, as upland hay. In either

case the. bfst time to cut hay is when the juices

are beginning to harden.

Every good farmer will aim at the improve-
ment of his lands every year. Unless he does

so, bushes will grow larger from year to year,

rooks will appear more numerous on the up-

land, the pastures will furnish less feed, and
in a few years there will be a general aspect

of decaj' on the farm, the fences and the build-

inas. Neglect will tax us heavily, while thrift

will add to our resources without our scarcely

knowing it. Then again, whenever we make
uny real improvement, it stimulates us to do
^omrtbing more. We feel encouraged by
what we have done, and engage in something

<lse with the greater pleasure, no matter

whether it be clearing up a meadow, building

a new fence, or preparing for the next year's

crop.

—

Maine Farmer.

MANAGEMENT OF POULTRY.
A good deal of experience has taught us

that success in the poultry-yard depends as

much upon good general management as upon
any other one thing. When the eggs of any
hens indifferently are kept for the purpose of

raising young chickens, and when little atten-

tion is paid to the particular hens reserved for

laying, it will in general be found that the

profits are small, and the quality of fowls

raised rapidly deteriorates.

In addition to the usual plan of selecting

only the best formed and quietest hens for

breeding purposes, we have found it of advan-

tage to pay considerable attention to the age

of the fowls which we retain. For the pro-

duction of eggs for domestic consumption, we
never keep hens beyond their second year,

but for raiding chickens we have found it to be
poor policy to employ eggs laid by hens of

lesa tlian two }ears old. We have always

found that the chickens from the older hens

are more easily raised, have stronger consti-

tutions^ and turn out every way better than

those laised from eggs laid by very young
pullets. At the same time such old hens do
not lay as many eggs. The eggs, conse-

quently, cost more, but this extra expense is

but a small item on the number of eggs usu-

ally enij)loyed for hatching.

In order to have eggs during winter, be-

sides the usual appliances of meat, lime, sand,

bones, &c., we always make sure of having

some very early chickens. The pullets of

these will commence to lay in October or No-
vember, and will lay throughout the winter.

Next season we draft a few of the very best

of these and keep them as breeders, the bal-

ance being fattened and killed off as soon as

they have positively ceased laving. At this

time it is woriderful how rapidly hens take on
/at. We often see accounta of hens not laj ing

because they are too fat. When considering

the ease with which hens ia^ien as soon as they
cease laying for the season, we have often

thought that the true way to state the case ia

that they fattened because they did not lay.

At this age they are delightfully tender and
juicy, and we would about as soon think of
fattening a cow that gave twenty quarts of
milk a day as to think of fattening a laying

hen.— Co. Oent.

TEXAS CATTLE DISEASE.

Large numbers of cattle from Texas have

been recently brought into Illinois, Missouri,

Indiana, &c., and there is considerable excite-

ment among farmers there in consequence of

the disease which they communicate to the

other cattle. In Illinois, Missouri, and Kan-

sas there are stringent laws against their intro-

duction into these States, and it appears that

the people are'determined that these laws shall

be enforced, and the ftu-ther importation of

these cattle prevented. The Chicago Repub-

lican gives the following account of the dis-

ease:

This malady is peculiar to this Texas breed.

The disease seems to have acquired a home in

the constitution of animals bred and reared
there, and lurks in them in a latent form until

favorable circumstances develop it, when it be-

comes both contagious and infectious. It is

similar in character to the cattle plague of Rus-
sia and the rinderpest of England. Animals
affected by it become dull, stupid, stiff, separ-

ate from the herd, are not inclined to eat, are

seized with trembling, cramping, staggering,

falling, and the joints become compressed.
Some become perfectly blind. The blood be-

comes very black and thick ; the heart is only

slightly affected ; the lungs appear perfectly

sound and healthy ; the second stomach is very
much contracted, with the fecal matter dry,

hard, and compact; the paunch, or first stom-
ach, is almost empty ; the bowels are contract-

ed, nearly empty, and extremely costive ; the

bladder generally contains but a small quanti-

ty of thick, highly-colored urine, sometimes
discharging a considerable quantity of bloody
urine.

The theory of careful observers who have
watched to discover the manner in which this

disease was communicated so certainlj', and
with such fatal effect to oiu" own herds, is that

our grasses have the effect upon the Texas
stock to eliminate the poison through their

kidneys and bowels, and perhaps through the

lungs, which being doposited in the pasture, is

left ready to infect the first herd which follows

after them. Our Northern cattle, not being

acclimated to the disease, are readily suscepti-

ble to the infection of the poison, and suffer

accordingly.
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THE DAIBTTIES OF OUR ANCESTORS.

OST of the books on

which we depend for

our knowledge of the

history of the world

and of the successive

generations of men
which have peopled it,

give us full details of

the march of armies

and of the succession

ofpotentates, while the

facts which illustrate

the history of the com-

mon people are meagre

indeed. A perusal of portions of a recent

book entitled "Our English Homes," has,

however, led us to reflect a little upon the

contrast between those homes in the four-

teenth and fifteenth centuries, and our Ameri-

can Homes at the present day, and especially

the homes of a large portion of ih&farmers in

New England,

It is doubtful whether so many of the neces-

saries and luxuries of life were even found

clustering around any other community of

people, as can be found among the middle

and northern States of our country. Their

dwellings, in the first place, are substantial,

tight, commodious, and generally comfortably

warmed in cold weather. Usually, the rooms

are furnished with a view to the highest 'de-

gree of utility, and in thousands of instances

in nearly all classes, some of them are fitted

up with elegance and taste. The stiff,

straight-back chairs, with solid wooden bot-

toms, of a generation scarcely yet passed

away, have given place to those which are

lighter and of better form to afford rest when
sitting down. The old wooden settle, six feet

long and five high, with a tight back like a

board fence, has lost its office. It had a seat

which would accommodate five or six grown

persons, or half as many more children, and a

box under it containing something less than

half a cord of wood for a single evening's fire !

It was used to protect the family from the

cold air constantly rushing in through the

cracks in the outer walls of the house, and

made ten times more fierce by the heated cur-

rents which were ever rushing up the chimney.

The huge old fireplace is closed up, and a

cooking stove stands before it,—one of the

greatest blessings yet conferred upon man by
science and art.

To this inestimable boon has been added

numerous other contrivances which tend to

facilitate and alleviate human toil,—such as

the sewing and washing machine, the wringer,

clothes dryer, mangle, conveniences for all

sorts of cooking, lighting and warming, and

in thousands of instances the introduction of

hot and cold water all over the house. All

these tend to health and profit. They pro-

mote quiet and calmness of mind, by prevent-

ing anxiety and fatigue

Nearly all the furniture of our houses is

well adapted to its uses. Carpets are on the

floors of nearly every house, and are heathful

and economical. Beds are comfortable, tables

abundant and convenient, lounges, bureaus,

drawers, closets, and clothes presses, common.
The walls are papered, and adorned more or

less with paintings or pictures, according to

the taste or ability of the occupants. And
what is a crowning glory to all these, is the

presence of books in nearly every household,

—often selected with excellent judgment^
and among these, on the centre-table, or in

some convenient place, is the Holy Bible.

Among the farmers, and quite often among
mechanics and others, there may be added a

good horse and comfortable carrfage, which

may be used for business or for recreation by

all the family. Added to these rich and va-

ried blessings we have the most wise and

humane laws, the most ample means of educa-

tion in all the departments of learning, includ-

ing religious advancement, and all the liberty

of speech and conscience that any people can

desire, besides these civil and social bless-

ings, we have the finest climate in the world

—

all things considered—and a most healthful

fertile and beautiful country.

Our tables are spread as bountifully, as out

other blessings are abundant, with the pro-

ducts of our own and foreign lands. Surely,

our lot is cast in pleasant places. Was there

ever a people so favored of heaven before !

Now let us look at some of "i/te dainties of

our ancestors,'''' as described in the book on

English Homes, to which we have alluded.

It says :

—

"The whale was eaten by the Saxons; and
when men were lucky enough to get it, it appeared
at table late ia the 15th century. In 1246 Henry
III. directed the sheriffs of London to pu chase
one hundred pieces ofwhale for his table. Whales
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found on the coast were the perquisites ofroyalty

;

they were cut up and sent to the liing's kitchen

carts. Edward II. gave a reward of twenty shil-

lings to three mariners who had caught a whale
near London bridge. Those found on the banks
of the Thames were claimed by the Lord Mayor,
and added to the civic feast. Pieces of whale
were often purchased in the thirteenth century for

the table of the Countess of Leicester. England
was supplied with this choice dainty by the fisher-

men of Normandy, who made it an article of com-
merce. Tlie Normans had various ways of cook-

ing it ; sometimes it was roasted, and brought to

the table on a spit ; but the usual way was to boil

it and serve it up with peas ; epicures looked out

for a slice from the tongue or the tail. The gram-
pus, or sea-wolf, was also highly esteemed ; but of

all the blubber dainties the porpoise was deemed
the most savory. The Saxons called it sea-swine,

and the ecclesiastics of the middle ages ^orco »»o-

rino. Porpoises were purchased for the table of

Henry III. in 1246."

The questions will naturally arise, Wliy

was society in so rude and unsettled a condi-

tion, and why were the necessaries, comforts,

and conveniences of life so few ? The land

was not poor, but capable of sustaining a

much larger population than it had, and yet

the people were scarcely out of a semi-barbar-

ous condition. No ! it was not poor land, or

bad seasons, nor even the indisposition of the

people to labor on the land, but a "general

round of oppression, resulting from ignorance

of the proper interests of the productive

classes, and a constant contest between capi-

tal and labo/-, each plundering the other, and

both plundered by arbitrary power f'

In the reign of Henry HI. the whole stock

of a carpenter's tools was valued at one shil-

ling, and consisted of a broad axe, an adze,

a square and spoke-shave !
' 'There were

very few chimneys ; the fire was laid to the

wall, and the smoke issued out at the roof, or

door, or window, and the furniture aqd uten-

sils were of wood. The people slept on straw

pallets, with a log of wood for a pillow."

Even as late as the time of Elizabeth, 1558,

it is stated that apologies were made to visi-

tors if they could not be accommodated in

rooms provided with chinmeys. They had

few glass windows, and when glass was intro-

duced it was for a long time so scarce, that

when the people went away they would order

the windows taken out and laid up in safety !

In the 14th century, none but the clergy wore

linen. The household furniture, among the

wealthy, consisted of an occasional bed, a

brass pot, a brass cup, a gridiron, and a rug

or two, and perhaps a towel. Of chairs and

tables we hear nothing. Even the nobility

sat upon chests "in which they kept their

clothes. If a man in seven years after mar-

riage could purchase a flock bed, and a sack

of chaff to rest his head upon, he thought him-

self as well lodged as the lord of the town

!

In addition to this poverty of what seems to

us absolute necessities, the houses and the

people were exceedingly dirty. Erasmus, a

celebrated scholar of Holland, who visited

England, complains that "the nastiness of the

people was the cause of the frequent plagues

that destroyed them;" and he says their

floors are commonly of clay, strewed with

rushes, under which lie unmolested a collec-

tion of beer, grease, fragments, bones, spittle,

excrements of dogs and cats, and of every

thing that is nauseous."

Their tables were as miserably supplied as

their dwellings. They had little fresh meat,

but salted most of their cattle and swine in

November, upon which they mostly depended

through the winter. Very few vegetables of

any kind came upon their tables. It is stated

that in the early part of the reign of Henry

VIII., not a cabbage, turnip, carrot, or other

edible root grew in England

!

The average duration of human life was, at

that period, not one half as long as at the

present day. The constant use of salted

meat, and few or no vegetables, contributed

to the shortening of life, to say nothing of the

larg§ numbers swept away by pestilence and

famine.

It was probably in England then, pretty

much as it is in Nubia now, where Buckhardt

saw a farmer who had been plundered of

everything by the pacha, because it came to

the knowledge of the savage ruler that the un-

happy man was in the habit of eating wheaten

bread ; and that, he thought, was too great a

luxury for a subject

!

In relation to the condition of things,

Knight says,—in his book entitled Knowledge

is Power,—"when these iniquities prevailed,

and there was neither freedom of industry nor

security of property—when capital and labor

were not united—when all men consequently

worked unprofitably, because they worked

without division of labor, accumulation of

knowledge, and union of force—there was

universal poverty, because there was feeble

production."

I

With us, the difference is, that every per-
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son enjoys full liberty to fix his location where

he pleases,—provided he can pay for it. He

manufactures any articles which he desires to,

not protected by patent, or raises any amount

of crop that his industry and skill may enable

him to. He then sells without restriction of

any kind, to those who will pay him the high-

est price. The government never meddles

with him further than to collect the revenues

fixed by the legislators whom the people them-

selves have selected for that purpose. Capital

and labor are united, and no power stands

behind to wrest them from their legitimate

course.

KENTUCKY BLUE-QRASS LAJSD.

The Lexington Farmers' Ilome Journal

is publishing a series of articles, somewhat

scientific in their character, upon the causes

of the wonderful fertility of the Blue-grass

lands of that State, in which, among other

facts, it is shown that the limestone on which

that soil is based has long been and is still

undergoing a slow process of decomposition,

from the action of the air and the gases in the

soil, by which the fertility of the land is pro-

duced and kept up. But is it safe to act on

the assumption that this soil is practically in-

exhaustible? This question is discussed in

the eighth paper of the series of articles above

alluded to, in the following manner :

—

It is a very great calamity to any country when
the land becomes unproductive ; for it requires no
more labor, no more expense for farm implements
and stock, &c., to till the rich land than it does to

cultivate the poor land, while in the latter case the

labor and expense are measurably thrown away,
because not remunerative. It is, therefore, very
easily to be demonstrated that it Is poor farming
to reduce the productiveness of any land, however
rich it may naturally be.

The blue-grass farmer has too frequently lost

sight of these agricultural axioms ; and, relying

on the natural fertility of his soil, indulged in a
scornful kind of pity toward the more skilful

farmer of poorer regions, who annually increases

the productiveness of his fields by attention to the
science of agriculture, and the use of artificial

fertilizers. Relying on the large store of the
elements of fertility in his rich land, and upon its

natural process of renovation by the influence of
the limestone sub-stratum, the blue-grass farmer
cares nothing for the "phosphates," the "alkalies,"

the essential mineral ingredients of the soil—"he
cares only for the crops," which kind nature gives

him, for the simplest and blindest labor. Like
the prodigal son of a rich father, his wealth has
come to him without any exertion of his own. and
he cannot, therefore fully appreciate its value.

But the largest fortunes have been known to

become exhausted, and even rich heirs have at

length been brought to know how very inconven-
ient poverty may be. All heirs of rich fathers

have not shown so little consideration, but em-

ploying their natural faculties have used and pre-
served their capital for the benefit of themselves
and their posterity. And this Hue of conduct is

more especially the duty of the blue-grass farmer.
It is pretty well known to all that the natural

process of the renovation of this soil does not keep
pace with the exhaustion of modern farming; and
as markets become better, this exhaustion will be
more rapid ; and it is evident to all good observers
that this land is gradually becoming less produc-
tive. Many may be disposed to dispute this, who
do not severely crop their land, or who use it

mainly for grazing. But where do we now see
that enormous productiveness which was enjoyed
by the pioneer blue-grass farmer, in former times ?

The process of exhaustion may be .«low, but, like

the motion of the hour hand upon the face of the
clock, time demonstrates its progress. It is wise

.

to begin in time, to take this important matter
into serious consideration, that we may check the
impending evil before it becomes a public calam-
ity.

THE LIGHTNING APPLE PABEK.

The Gold Medal of the New England Ag-

ricultural Society was awarded last week to

the machine represented by the above cut.

It also received the highest premium at the

Paris Exposition, as it has likewise, we are in-

formed, at every State, County, and Town Fair

where it has been exhibited, without a single

exception. It does its work with an ease and

expedition that justifies its name. There is

no crank to turn,—a simple horizontal move-

ment of the handle strips off the apple's jack-

et, and places the knife entirely out of the

way while taking off and putting on the ap-

ples. It appears to be durable, is well made,

entirely of iron, and so constructed that the

most careless operator cannot bring the knife

in contact with the fork. When seen in the

picture the little machine, we think, appears

more complicated than when in actual opera-

tion. Its simplicity is in fact one of its high-

est recommendations. One of these machines

has been in use in our family during the year

past and has given entire satisfaction. It is

for sale at the principal agricultural and hard-

ware stores in the country.
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AGBICULTUKAL BHYMES.
"When books and papers were scarce, people

read to remember, and rhyme was a great as-

sistance to the memory. Thus many of the

sayings of Franklin's Poor Richard have been

handed down from father to son, and are still

household words among us. The following

collection was made by Dr. J. C. V. Smith,

formerly of Boston, and published in the New
York Tribune:—

If butter churned in morning air
Is kept in a cool place with care.

The taate is nice

;

But that which shows the buttermilk
Don't sell to those who dress in silk—

For any price.

To be in debt
Briiigs out the sweat.

. No half- cooked meat
Is lit to eat.

A woman who sneezes
Ought not to make cheeses

;

Put her hands in a muff.
Or ever take snuff.

When the wind is east and turkles gobble,
It is no time a horse to hobble;
But let him range to catch the breeze

—

Should he be troubled with the heaves,

An ox with broad horns and short glossy hair,

Is good for a team, the market, or fair.

One white foot is bad, and two are too many,
Thit horse is best that does not have any.

A farmer w'tbout hogs.
But an army of dogs,
Will have more puppies than pork;

For the swill will be lost,

To the husbandman's cost,

—

Dogs good for nottiing to work.

The slackest farmer, strange to say.
Is known for being out of bay.

It does not pay in any way.
To mils a cow three times a day.

When cbiokens roost above the mow,
It spoils the hay tor horse or cow.

The well-bred daughter for a farmer,
A prudent helpmeet and a charmer.

It is no place to set poles.

Where moles or mice have dug their holes.

Cobs make no food for kine to eat.

But they are good fur smoking meat.

Pork and beans make muscles strong

—

Somethiog farmers seek

;

It is a difh to make life long,

When cooked but once a week.

A slovpnly dress, a shabby pate,

The fences down, a broken gate.

Pigs in the g Tden, weeds very high.
Children unwashed—no bacon to Iry

—

Lots of groat dogs and yawling torn cats,

Windows repnin d with a dozen old hat«,

An empty barn—not a spear of hay.
Cows In the clover, horse run away,
Things sold by guess without being weighed,
Bills coming in and taxes unpaid

—

Pipes and tobacco—whisky—neglect.

Drag in th- Ir \raln, as all might expect,
All sorts of trouble to fret away life

—

But worst of the whole, an unhappy wife.

Many estates are lost In the getting,

Since men have forsaken hewing and splitting.

And woman their sewing and knitting.

A mackerel sky

—

The wind will be high.
Then bring in the grain,
Close by there is rain.

A smoky chimney may be cured,
A scolding woman not endured,
A farmer's wife, libc cream or curd

—

Is to be seen but seldom heard.

If you would thrive.
Be up by five;

For there is health
And certain wealth.
When at the plough.
Or milking cow.

A farmer at home should be found.
And of I en looking at his ground

—

Isnpecting fields, repairing fence—
For dollars come by saving pence.

Clear the soil from moles and slugs.

Prune the trees—keep off the bugs.
Then fruits and melons, rich and fair.

Will recompense for all your care.

Rutabaga, carrots, and beets,

Improve the character of meats;
They make good beef, and quicker too,

Than any other feed will do.

At the farmer's cost
Is an early frost.

Exercise reason

—

Harvest in season.

Of all the crops a farmer raises.

Or capital employs,
None brings such comforts and such praises,
As a crop of girls and boys.

For the New England Farmer,

MANURES.
My attention was early directed to the im-

portance of composting and sheltering manure
by two circumstances^ First, by hearing old

Revolutionary soldiers tell of making saltpeter

by leaching the earth taken from under old

stables. If such dirt held the strength of ma-
nure in this way, why should not all manure
be treated in a similar manner? In the sec-

ond place, while residing in Woodstock, Vt.,

in 1825, when farming was at a low ebb, a

Mr. Bingham removed into that town from

Bethel, and purchased a badly run down farm.

I remember of hearing him remark, in conver-

sation with a neighbor, that he was going to

raise wheat. This neighbor replied, you can-

not raise wheat in Woodstock, if you did in

Bethel. But Mr. B. did raise wheat in Wood-
stock, as did also his neighbors who adopted

his mode of cultivation and management of

manure. He saved not only the solids, but

the liquids, and composted and cured it care-

fully in a dry «ellar, and thus not only raised

wheat, but more than tripled the other pro-

ducts of the farm in a few years.

Two-headed Calf—Com Cobs.

Since writing the foregoing, I have been

called to assist a neighbor to remove a two-

headed calf from one of his cows, which had

been down since the day before. The calf

had two distinct nostrils, four eyes, two skulls

and three ears. The cow was left wry weak

and low. One of the assisstants recommended
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the owner to make a tea of white pine

boughs, while I told him to boil com cobs,

and give her the broth. He gave her both,

and the cow got along nicely.

And this brings me to the much mooted
question of the value of corn cobs. If you
have to pay toll for grinding them, they may
not pay. But they may be used more eco-

nomically. I once knew a widow lady who
was remarkable for the good condition and
fine appearance of her cattle, and for the small

amount of hay she used in wintering them.

She boiled all the cobs she could collect, and
gave the tea or broth to her two cows and
to her weak or sick sheep and lambs. In case

of sickness, her favorite medicine was Harlem
Oil, or Medicamentum. So successful was
she that the neighbors used to say that she

would take a dead lamb, and after bringing it

to life, it would start off bleating, "Medica-
mentum and corn cobs cured me."

I once tried the experiment by boiling three

times a day a pailful of cobs, sprinkling on a
little salt, and about two tablespoonfuls of meal
to each painful of cobs, and gave them to the

cow warm. With the cobs and 1400 pounds
of bushy hay during the winter, she came out
fat enough for beef. For sick cows or sheep,

I do not know of anything better than the

broth of cobs to give them a start.

Ked -Water. ,

If I had a creature troubled with Red Wa-
ter, I should give it cob broth and white pine

tea.

Sick Hogs.
I agree with Mr. Whatmore that chamber

lye is good for a hog, especially when applied

as a wash, but sour buttermilk is better. For
a sick hog, pulverized blood-root is a good
remedy, given freely; also garget or poke
root.

Grub, or Dung "Worm.
How shall we get rid of the grub or dung

worm ? I am trying an experiment by satu-

rating my manure heap with gas water. I am
of the opinion that enough of this runs into the

Merrimac river to kill all the worms for five

miles, on both sides, below Manchester.

Banking up Apple Trees.

I have been banking up apple trees with
good results. I have one that came up in the
bottom of. a potato hole, that I am filling up
gradually, and It grows vigorously.

Norman Call.
Allenstown, N. H., 1868.

Cherry Poison.—On last Saturday, says

the Intelligencer, published at Horse Cave,

Mo., while Mr. F. M. Richie, who lives

eight miles from our town, was ploughing near

a wild cherry tree that stood by a cross fence,

Bome of the limbs of which were in his way,

he trimmed off a mere armful and dropped

them across the fence into the pasture of Mr.

B. F. Thompson, in which was one of his fine

milch cows, and also one belonging to Mr.

James Bishop. On Sunday morning these two

cows found the cherry limbs and eat the leaves

off them, and in less than half an hour, or

before they had walked twenty steps from the

limbs, they both died.

AGRICULTURAL LABOR.
After alluding to the auspicious opening of

the exhibition of the New England Agricultu-

ral Society at New Haven, and to former

expressions of his views on various agricultu-

ral subjects, the president, Dr. Loring, in his

address, spoke as follows :

—

The application of labor in its various
branches constitutes, in reality, the wealth of
a nation. Nature presents her riches for

man's necessity, comfort and enjoyment ; and
only asks him to use his industry and skill for

the utilization of what she so bountifully be-
stows. Mines and forests and virgin soils all

wait for his vitalizing hand. It is labor in all

Its diverse channels which domesticates the
untamed products, bringing their ores and
minerals forth from their gloomy beds Into all

service of grace and use and beauty,—con-
verting the forests into cheerful and splendid
abodes, and making "the desert blossom like

the rose." Subservient labor here, free and
enlightened labor there, gives to each sphere
in which it is employed, character and thought,

and social and civil condition. With us it Is

the application of independent and aspiring

labor, which forms the most Important problem
now occupying the best thought of the times.

Subservient, exhausted, ignorant, wearied la-

bor cannot, in this country, be longer profita-

ble or useful. Whether applied to manufac-
tures, or the mechanic arts, or agriculture, it

must now perform the largest amount of work
in the shortest space of time, to be accordant

with the necessities of this era. Slow, toil-

some, tedious effort In the business of convert-

ing the raw material Into articles of use and
beauty cannot be profitable to either the em-
ployer or the employed. It Is rapid and eco-

nomical production by machinery which ena-

bles us to compete with other countries where
labor Is cheaper than In our own ; and It Is

the skilful useof machinery here which enables

the laborer to accomplish his task, with the

assurance of an ample reward, and of leisure

sufficient to give rest to his mental and physi-

cal faculties. A half century ago hard labor

accomplished in many hours what Is now per-

formed in fewer minutes. And as the pecu-

niary necessities of the laborer have increased,

so have his opportunities for a more ample .

compensation been Increased by placing in hia

hands well-constructed and Ingenious ma-
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chinerj' of every description. It is by the

exercise of mechanical ingenuity that intelli-

gent labor in this country has been furnished

with an opportunity to be well requited, and

to compete with ruder forms elsewhere. And
in the same way may the toiling masses find

time for that rest and mental culture which a

free people demand, without interfering with

that industrial production upon which the

prosperity of a nation depends.

It is true that this same ingenuity has been

applied in a very considerable degree to agri-

culture. The application of mechanical forees

to the business of the farm forms one of the

most interesting of modern problems, and is

rapidly advancing toward a great degree of

perfection. But we have not yet reached that

point at which the slow, and tedious, and

wearisome processes of agricultural labor in

many branches can be avoided. The hardest

toil is on our farms. The production of a

crop by hand labor is expensive and primitive.

The work of disintegrating the soil with the

plough is slow, and by no means in accordance

with this age of steam and machinery. I

never see an army of young naen pursuing

their recumbent way through a root crop,

without wondering when we shall be able to

substitute a simple machine for that slow mul-

titude of fingers. We cannot hope to be just

to agricultural labor, or to ourselves, as farm-

ers, until we apply such machinery to the land,

that one well chosen hour will bring forth what

IS now performed in two ; and agricultural la-

bor shall enjoy with every other branch of

industry all the ameliorating influences which

occupy so much of the thought of the present

age-

It should be remembered that as a nation

we have emerged from that subservient form

of labor, which has been profitably applied in

everj' age and in most great agricultural coun-

tries to the production of the staples for the

commercial markets. It is now free labor,

carrying with it the ownership of the soil,

which is to be employed and provided for.

And it is agricultnral labor which occupies a

very large proportion of the citizens of oui

republic. It is in the land, and in the capital

employed in managing it, that the largest por-

tion of our wealth is to be found.

In New England alone the value of the

farms is estimated to be $474,306,853. The

value of the implements used on these farnis

is $16,4GG,G14. The value of the live stock

is $68,695,015. Making an aggregate ot

559,470,482. The capital invested in manu
factures in New England, according to the

latest returns, is $257,477,783, less than halt

that invested in agriculture. I have been un-

able to ascertain the number of persons em-

ployed in labor on the land in any of the New
England States, except Massachusetts, but in

that State alone nearly seventy thousand la-

* borers are occupied in tilling the soil. That

the vast amount of capital invested in agricul-

ture is managed to the best advantage, and
that the labor employed in this industry is most
profitably applied, no one can for a moment
suppose. Consider, then, what a problem this

is. How shall the labor used in this great in-

terest be most thoroughly exercised, with en-

tire regard to the best interests of all classes

of society. That the investment of five hun-
dred and fifty millions in agriculture may be
made a good one, the experience of eveiy

prosperous farmer will bear witness, and it

only requires a general understanding of the

best use of labor to make the prosperity more
general. We should remember, moreover,
that the owners of the farms in New England
are in many instances the actual laborers on
the land. For these men, upon whose sound
bodies and well-informed minds the coming
generations depend for their inheritance of

healthy and useful faculties, let every effort be
made to ameliorate the condition and increase

the profit and the well being of agricultural

labor.

High FarminK.

As a natural consequence of the more ex-

tended use of machinery in all branches of ag-

riculture, will follow that mdre thorough and
careful cultivation, which I have often urged

as the only profitable farming known among
us. Wherever farming in New England is to

be done at all, it must be done well. A ton

of hay to thfe acre, and thirty bushels of corn,

and twenty bushels of rye, and fifteen bushels

of wheat, and two or tnree hundred bushels

of roots, are not the crops that can be called

remunerative here. It cannot be profitable to

feed a worthless animal six months in every

year out of the store of hay secured at the

cost prevailing among us. These facts are not

to be lost sight of. And I am confident that I

state what is true, when I assert that in these

points a constant and steady improvement is

going on. The number of well cultivated

acres is increasing. In the cultivation of gar-

den vegetables for market, in the production

of grass, and small fruits, and root crops, we
are making constant progress. Farmers who,
ten years ago, thought it impossible to raise a

mangel or a Swede, now follow successfully

these roots. Where there was one herd of

well-bred cattle there are now many. And I

have witnessed with pride and satisfaction the

devotion of practical farmers to the improve-

ment of stocK, and to the purchase of animals

which, a few years ago, were looked upon as

the special property of those who turned to

farming more as an extensive pleasure than as

a profitable occupation.

Tomatoes for Garget. — A correspon-

dent in Maine recommends tomatoes as a cure

for garget in cows, and also says that he finds

a peck of them fed to a healthy milch cow as

beneficial as the same amount of potatoes.

Have others bad experience in this matter ?
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A Cattle Show in Scotland.—The ex-

hibition of the Highland Society, which is re-

garded as the parent of all British agricultu-

ral societies, having been established by Royal

Charter in 1787, was held this season in Ab-

erdeen the first week in August. By a report

in the Canada Farmer we learn that the grand

total of animals on exhibition was 1681 ; con-

sisting of horses 139, sheep 632, swine 57,

poultry 480. There were 1158 machines,

implements, &c. The number of entries at

Aberdeen was considerably reduced by an un-

fortunate nrisunderstanding between exhibi-

tors in the vicinity of Glasgow and the railway

managers, which resulted in an opposition show

at the latter place, which offered premiums of

equal value to those of the old society. Al-

though there is no allusion to "trials of speed,"

the receipts at the gate were about $8000, a!id

the amount of prizes offered a little larger

than the r*eipts.

Good Seed.—We find in the Iowa Home-
stead a statement by Sewell Foster, Esq. , of

the production of two parts of the same field

of wheat this season, both of which were pre-

pared alike, and treated in the same manner

with the exception of the seed. On»one por-

tion very clean, plump, nice wheat, costing

$2.25 per bushel, was used ; on the other or-

dinary wheat worth $1.75 to 1.80 per bushel

was sown. The good seed averaged 23

J

bushels per acre ; the poorer 18| bushels per

acre.

NATURE AND USES OF PLASTEB.
The question is often asked among farmers

;

of what use is plaster ? When, where, and
how shall it be used? And I have nevei
heard a satisfactory answer given to them
Nearly every farmer who had made any appli-

cation of plaster, had found it serviceable at

one time, but 'without profitable returns at

another. No one within my acquaintance
knows the reason for success or failure.

Most people found the application to clover
attended generally with good results; some
found it good sometimes for potatoes ; but
not a single one could tell. What is plaster
good for.-' Chemistry solves the question:
Plaster is sulphate of lime. To different

branches of science it is known by different

names. In the arts it is plaster ; in mineral-
ogy it is gypsum ; in chemistry it is sulphate
of lime. It IS sulphuric acid and lime. Sul-
phuric acid has an aflSnity for ammonia, and
when it finds ammonia it breaks up its partner-
ship with the lime and combines with the am-

monia, forming sulphate of ammonia, and thia

is non-volatile. The lime finds a companion,
when deserted by the acid, in carbonic acid,

forming carbonate of lime.

Hence it will be seen that when the farmer
has ammonia in his soil, put there by himself
in manure, or in any other manner, liable to
waste, the plaster will fix it there, and in all

such cases it can be applied to the ground with
profit. The odor about stables and manure
heaps, is escaping ammonia, and the farmer
can judiciously use a little plaster in both
places, saving the ammonia for his land.

Plaster saves to the soil nitrogen, one of the
chief mineral elements entering into the growth
of plants ; ammonia is three parts hydrogen
and one part nitrogen. Ammonia escapes
from decaying vegetation wherever it is found,
and is suspended in the air, and when after a
long dry spell and considerable quantities of

it has ascended, thd first rain brings it to the
earth, and if there is a little plaster in the clo-

ver field, the ammonia never rises again.

This very study into the uses of plaster

shows that the farmer should be a student,

and in some degree, a man of science. He
must learn that in doctoring his soil something
else than mineral substances may be needed.
He may need organic substances as well, and
to know this is the duty of the farmer. But
I trust I have explained the nature and uses

of plaster, so that whoever reads may know
when its application may be serviceable.

—

Ohio
Farmer.

WEANINa- LAMBS.
Lambs should be taken from the ewes before

feed begins to fail in the fall ; they require,

when left to get their living by grazing alone,

good pasture, or they will decline in flesh and
and enter winter in a condition that will not
warrant their going through. Ths ewe also

after supporting a lamb through the summer,
requires time and plenty of food to recuper-

ate lost strength and flesh. Sheep lay on flesh

more readily from grass in the months of Oc-
tober and November than any otTiers, and
lambs should be taken off as soon as Septem-
ber, or at least as soon as they are four months
old.

The two flocks should be separated if pos-

sible so far that they cannot hear the bleating

of each other, and by all means so that they

are not in fields adjoining, for they will spend
one-half of the time running up and down the

fences trying to get together. If lambs can-

not be furnished with good pasturage, they

should have a little oat meal once a day ; a
gill to each is suflicient, and less than that

amount should be given at first.

If docking was neglected at the proper time,

do not do it when weaning ; the lambs have
enough to endure by the separation from their

mothers ; nor should the job be attended to

until grass has a good start in the spring.

—

Ohio Farmer.
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labits* Department.

From the German.

THE STOCKING KNITTER.
She stood beside the -window, at her kniiting worked

the maid;
It was homtly work—you'll laugh at all my fancies I'm

afraid.

But when her work was ended, and she laid her knitting

down.
With a thoughtful face she gazed upon the stocking

ribberi and brown.
Thus she poniiertd—"If each loop of this my knitting

was a thoutrht,

And each wor^t 'd-strand a fancy, what strange lessons

would b>^ taught
For the future from my knitting ? as I con it o'er again.

For the secrets of the future from the tangles of the

skein.
There are woven dreams in knitting, and there's many

a girl will look.

To the clicki gof her needles, on her knitting as a book.

As they rattle on po gaily, I am bl'the anr) of good chefT,

And ilVion a loop h is fallen—and I wipe away a tear.

With thf snapping thread how often has my darling left

in pain;
As I jo n the yarn, in fancy he has come to kiss again.

All the loops :iro chains of thought, s^me bright as sun-

riee on the wave,
And while some brought halm to sorrow, some were,

darksome as the grave.

All the strange tales of my childhood they came hack
to me once more.

The old rhymes i.f gnome and fairy, and the spectre

shapes of yore

;

With the knots that I unravelled all those fearsome
nights were fled,

They were swept into oblivion at the smoothing of the

threal.
And I *rlt my heart was breaking as my needle snapt in

twain

—

'Twas an omen for the future of disaster, doubt, and pain

And I heard again in fancy all the tender words and
vows

That I hoard from gallant lovers with the rose-flush on
my brows;

They were sweet words of devotion, and my heart was
very proud.

And they came from out my knitting, where they slept

as ill a shroud.''

Ab the lithe, small hands were idle, so the maiden, to

my mind.
Thought and spoke. In work most homely poet-fancies

you will fiijd.

DOMESTIC ECONOMY;
OK,

HOW TO IMAKE HOIVIE PLEASANT.

BY ANNE G. HALB.

[Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year
1866, by R. P. Eaton & Co., in the Clerk's Office of the
District Court for the District of Massachusetts.]

CHAPTER XIV. CONTiNUZD.

FOOD AND ITS PREPARATION.

Rye drop cakes are an excellent and healthy

bread for breakfast. Here is a simple rule : Beat

three epg.s very light, add one quart of milk, a

large pinch of salt, stir in a bandfal of flour; tlien

rye till the mixture is stiff enough to hold up the

spoon ; pour it into a French roll pan, or into muffin

rings, and hake fifteen minutes. For muffins, take

one egg well beaten, a piece of butter an inch

square, one cup of milk, one tablespoonful of

sugar, one teaspoonful of soda, and two of

cream of tartar; stir in flour till it is a stiff

batter; pour it into rings,—or into a flat psn
for a broad loaf, which when baked should be

cut into squares. A good rule for Indian or corn

bread is the following: three eggs well beaten, one

quart of sour milk, a piece of butter the size of an

egg, two tea spoonfuls of saleratus; mix them
well, then stir in three tablespoonfuls of flour and
Indian meal enough to make it a stiff batter. Bake
it in a flat pan half an hour.

For buckwheats take a quart of warm water, one

quarter of a yeast cake, and a little salt. Stir in

buckwheat flour—making it a thin batter. Let it

set by the stove over night ; in the morning stir in

half a teaspoonful of soda or saleratus. Make
them of milk if you have it. Using a teaspoonful

of saleratus and the same of cream of tartar, the

yeast can be omitted, and the mixture fried im-

mediately. Consume as little fat as possible in

frying them. For this a swab, made of a bit of

clean white cloth tied to a clean meat peg, \vith

which the fat can be applied to the griddle, is very

convenient. Leave a gill of the batter ss yeast for

the next set of cakes. Nice griddle cakes may be

made in the same way of rye and Indian meal, or

of Indian and flour.

While there is such a demand for cake and pas-

try there must be receipts for making them. I

have no space for these, but give general directions

and suggestions for the making and baking of pies

and cakes. When preparing for pastry allow a

heaping handful of flour for each pie that you in-

tend to make. Sift it, and set it in a cold place till

you wish to use it, sometime beforehand. Get

your plates buttered and the filling materials ready.

Then, to three handfuls of flour allow two heaping

tablespoonfuls of lard ; half of this may be of but-

ter, or of soft, new, beef fat which has been clarified

by boiling in water. Rub one-third of this short-

ening into the flour—together with salt—a small

pinch for each pie ; rub lightly—mix a very little

saleratus—a piece the size of a white bean is suffi-

cient for two pies—in cold water or milk, with

which wet the flour ; stir it up as quickly as you

can—just get it together so that you can roll it

—

don't mould it ; take it on the moulding board with

a sprinkling of flour for both board and pin. Roll

it to the quarter of an inch in thickness, spread

shortening over it as evenly as you can ; sprinkle

flour fronf the dredging-box upon if, and fold it

into a long roll ; flatten it a little with the pin,

spread more shortening, sprinkle again with flour,

and roll or fold it closely together. Cut a slice

from this ; roll it as nearly as possitile to a round

shape, fold it across the centre, to lift ii to f^e plate

easily, spread open, see that it lies closely to the

plate or dish ; then take the dish or plate on the

palm of theleft hand, and, holding a knife in your

right, jut;t under the edge of the plate, trim off the

pastry close and neatly; lay a row of the narrow

strip of pastry thus made along the edge, to make
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a handsome rim, and if berries or any other juicy

substance forms the filling, two layers. Place your

filling to meet this rim, wet the rim with cold wa-

ter and sprinkle flour upon it, (this should also be

done to the under crust before placing the rim)

then cover with the top crust, (laying it folded

across the centre and then opening it) flatten it

around the edge with the palms of your hands,

and trim it as the under crust was trimmed ;
prick

it eight or ten times with a fork, or the syrup will

burst the edge of the crust—as there must be some

vent for the steam.

Pastry looks much nicer if made in a cold room,

—the shortening must be kept cold till it is all used

if it is mixed in a warm room. Pies made of

cooked material, such as cranberry, gooseberry,

and stewed apple—mince-meat for pies, after it is

ready to bake, should be stewed—need an oven

nearly as hot as that for baking bread ; half an

hour, or forty minutes, will generally bake them

;

they are done when they slip easily in the plate.

Raw apples, rhubarb, peaches, cherries, and ber-

ries, require as much heat as for baking bread, and

from three-quarters' to an hour's time. Custard,

squash, pumpkin, and rice pies, should not be

filled till just as they are placed in the oven ; and

the material should then be hot, having been heated

to a scalding point by placing it In a tin pail or

kettle and this being set in the hot water of the

boiler over the fire. Stewed fruit pies look best if

cross-barred or covered with rings made of narrow

strips of pastry, instead of being covered closely.

Cream, either sweet or sour—the sour corrected

with saleratus—makes nice and healthful pastry.

Take the cream and stir in flour enough to handle

it easily, add a little salt, mould just to get it into

shape, and roll it out immediately for the pie—it is

very easily and quickly made.

When you have cake to make, get all the ingre-

dients ready for use and place them close at hand.

The currants for fruit-cake should be washed in

warm water the day before. Rub them in the wa-

ter thoroughly, but lightly, and then pour it oflF;

give them two or three such washings, till the wa-

ter is clear. Drain them in a coarse cloth ; then

spread them on a dry cloth and rub them dry with

it ; at the same time pick out the bad ones. Then
set them by the fire, or in the sun, to dry thor-

oughly. Raisins, unless they are very fresh, should

also be washed in the same way. Chop them, or

cut them with sharp scissors, to stone them. Good
brown sugar is best for fruit cake or common cup

cake, but crushed white sugar should be used for

nice white cake,—the granulated, if pounded and
sifted, will answer. All sugar is better pounded

and then sifted, than if rolled. Fresh eggs are

needed for nice cake. All eggs before beating

should lie in cold water sometime—over night if

they can—they then make a finer froth. Use a

wire beater, or a clean, long cork stuck crosswise

of the tines of a fork. For nice cake the whites

and yolks must be beaten separately. Make a

small hole at each end of the egg and either drain

the white through one, or by blowing at the other

end force it through ; be sure that not an atom of

the yolk passes with it, it would prevent its foam-

ing well. Beat the whites in a flat dish till you
can turn the dish any way without their spilling—

till they are light and white as snow. Keep up a

steady movement with the beater, and never leave

off for an instant ; if it returns to a liquid state

the foam will not rise well, and your cake will be

heavy ; by keeping your right elbow close to your
side, resting on the hip, the beating will not be

very tiresome. It can generally be accomplished

in twenty minutes. It is a good plan to have some
one beating the yolks at the same time. In sum-
mer go into the coldest place you can to beat eggs.

To mix the cake ; add first the sugar to the
'

whites, slowly and carefully ; then the yolks, and
then the flour—for sponge cake. For other kinds,

beat the sugar and butter together till they seem

like cream, then add the whites ; next, the yolks

;

if cream of tartar is used sift it with the flour and
follow with this ; then the spice, or flavoring ex-

tract ; then the soda or saleratus, dissolved in th'>

milk or cream. Put it into well-buttcied pans.

For very nice cflke cut clean white papers and line

the pan with them, and set it immcdiLk;Iy into the

oven ; if fruit is used stir it in light'j, just below

the surface, at the last moment.

Never use strong or rancid buCter or lard, for

cake. Onehalf lard is better thaJ all butter. Use
a wooden spoon for mixing cake, and a wooden or

earthen dish. For cookies and sugar gingerbread,

rub the shortening iato the flour ; beat the eggs

and sugar together, then stir in the milk with the

saleratus, and then the shortened flour. In rolling

it out, shake flour on your hands and rub the

board and pin with them- -just enough to prevent

the dough from sticking, For making molassea

gingerbread: boil the molasses 'a few minutes,

then dissolve the lard in it, and when at blood heat

add the other ingredients, and stir in the flour.

Gingerbread and cookies need a quick heat,—will

bake in eight to twelve minutes, according to their

thickness. Light cake needs a good, steady heat,

about the same as for oread. Do not open the

oven door after the cake is set in, for ten minutes,

and then be sure that no cold draught can reach

the oven ;
glance in carefully, and if the cake is

browning too much, cover it with a clean paper.

Don't open it again till you think the cake is done,

as the admission of cool air will make it "fall,"

and cause a heavy streak through it. Cake in

pans one inch deep will be done in twenty minutes

—sponge cake in fifteen—if the oven is of the right

heat. Before removing it from the oven try it

with a broom-straw to see if it is done. When
done it should stand in the pans fifteen minutes,

then remove it carefully to flat dishes. If cak?

is to be frosted set it on a flat tin at this time.

To make frosting : take the whites of five egg.»

beaten to a stifi" froth, put to it a pound of sugar,

flavor it with lemon or rose, and beat it steadily--
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it will take a great while—from one to two hours,

—till it will stay where it is pnt. Some persons

mix a teaspoonful of starch and scald it with milk

and add this when cold to the egg and sugar,

—

with this, less time is required to beat it. Spread

the frosting with a knife neatly upon the cake,

and set it into the oven for fifteen minutes; it

should have only a moderate heat. For very rich

fruit cake, or for wedding cake, the oven, if of

brick, should be slowly heated with hard wood,

and the fire allowed to die nearly out before the

ashes are removed. A stove should have a steady

hot fire three hours before setting in the cake, and

the heat be kept up for three more, when the cake

will probably be done. Don't look at it until it

has been in the oven twenty minutes, (beware of

a cold draught) if it browns to'o much cover it

with paper. In fifteen mmutes more if the paper

is deeply scorched set a pan of cold water in the

oven. Don't look at it again till it is nearly time

for it to be done.

In making doughnuts, or fried cakes of any

kind, and fried pies, use as little soda or saleratus

as possible ; as this makes them absorb the fat.

Fry them in equal portions of lard and beef fat.

Nuts raised with yeast are less liable to do this

;

and pastry for fried pies made of bread dough

with a little sugar and a trifle of lard worked in

is preferable in this respect to any other kind ; it

is.always nice and light.

;^rof. Horsford's baking powders, being prepara-

tions of soda and tartaric acid, are getting into

use, and deservedly so, as there is so little depend-

ence to be placed upon cream of tartar and soda

even when they are bought at the druggists'.

DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.

Fish Chowder.—The best fish for chow-
der are haddock and striped bass. Cut the

fish in pieces an inch thick and two inches

square ; take six or eight slices of salt pork

;

put them in the bottom of an iron pot, and

fry them till crisped. Take out the pork,

leaving the fat ; chop the pork fine. Put in

the pot a layer of fish, layer of split crackers,

some of the chopped pork, a little black and

red pepper, a little chopped onion, then an-

other layer of fish, split crackers and season-
ing. This do till you have used your fish.

Then just cover the fish with water, and stew
slowly till it is tender ; thicken the gravy with
pounded cracker; add catsup if you like.

JBoil up the gravy once, and pour over the
fish

; squeeze in the juice of a lemon. Add
salt if necessary.

To Preserve Ripe Cucumbers.—Take
large yellow cucumbers, pare them', take out
the cores, and soak in salt water two days.
Then take them from the brine, pour over
them boiling water, and let them stand over
night. Pour off this water, and they are
ready for the pickle, which prepare thus

:

For each quart of sharp vinegar take one pint

of hot water, two large cups of sugar, and
one tablespoonful of each of the following

spices : cinnamon, cloves, allspice, felack pep-
per, mace or nutmeg. Add one handful of
raisins or ripe grapes. Scald all together,

and boil until the cucumbers are easily pene-
trated with a fork. Use as little of the vine-

gar to boil them in as possible, and pour the

rest over them when done.

A Cheap Ice Pitcher.—The following is

a simple method of keeping ice water for a
long time in a common pitcher : Place between
two sheets of paper (newspaper will answer,
thick brown is better) a layer of cotton bat-

ting about half an inch in thickness, fasten the

ends of paper and batting together, forming a
circle, then sew or paste a crown over one
end, making a box the shape of a stovepipe

hat, minus the rim. Place this over an ordi-

nary pitcher filled with ice water, making it

deep enough to rest on the table, so as to ex-

clude the air, and the reader will be astonished

at the length of time his ice will keep and the

water remain cold after the ice is melted.

Rusks.—Delicious rusks, either for serving

with cheese, or for sopping in beef tea for in-

valids, may be made in this simple way : Cut
a round of loaf baked in a tin in eight three

cornered pieces, and put them on a plate in

cool oven. When one side is light brown,
turn. These rusks are more wholesome for

infants' food, when soaked in scalding milk,

than the usual bread and milk.
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agricuxjTural premiums.

OGGING along

in our onward

course through

the year, we

now find our-

'I

selves entering

upon one of the

dreariest of the

autumn months.

Even the cattle

themselves
seem dissatis-

fied with the

out-door pros-

pect, and turn-

ing from the

field, look to

their masters

for food and

shelter, and at

no season in the

year, perhaps, does farm stock suffer more

from neglect than during that period which

intervenes between heavy frosts and the

snows which finally drive them to the barn.

But after attending to all their wanta and to

all our other field duties, November affords

the thoughtful farmer time for study and re-

flection. Among many other subjects which

claim our attention the proper management of

agricultural fairs is one that should not be for-

gotten.

In looking over the various reports of Agri-

cultural Societies, several reflections have

occurred to us. The question has been

raised in our mind, whether agricultural pre-

miums awarded as they now are, and for the

objects for which they are now given, ^ave

not done about all the good which they are

capable of doing.

They were originally offered to encourage

the production of better varieties of animals,

fruits and vegetables ; better methods of farm

and garden culture, and to ttimulate the in-

vention and introduction of better mechanical

aids on the farm. Doubtless they have con-

tributed in no inconsiderable degree to accom-

plish the ends for which they were intended.

But we have now reached that point at which

it becomes a question, whether many of the

objects for which premiums have oeen granted

year after year, need any further encourage-

ment. As the demand for them renders their

cultivation sufficiently profitable to stimulate

to a large production, and that of the best

varieties, why should premiums any longer be

offered ?

Does the production of apples or garden

vegetables require to be stimulated by the

offer of premiums ? Does not the price in

the market afford a sufficient inducement to

cultivate them, and are not the more profitable

varieties determined by the demand ?

The cultivators now understand the best

methods of culture, and have ready access to
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abundant means of information, and regard to

their own interest will do all that is needed in

this direction ; and even if this were not true,

the statements of the premium-takers would

alford them but little aid. The oflfer of a

premium may induce the fruit-raiser, or vege-

table raiser, to pick out the finest specimens

of his crop, and exhibit them on the tables,

thus adding to the richness and beauty of the

show, but it is not so easy to see how it will

increase the quantity or improve the quality

of his crops.

If an individual offers a new and promising

variety, it may be proper to encourage him by

a premium to test still further the value of his

article, and to reward him for his enterprise.

But does an article whose value has been

satisfactorily proved, and for the cultivation

of which the demand is a sufficient induce-

ment, require a premium ?

It has occurred to us that the premium

lists of our Societies require a complete re-

vision, and that premiums should not continue

to be given from habit, merely because they

have been given in years past. With regard

to D»any articles, circumstances have en-

tirely chmged. For example, our ploughing

matches have become little more than oppor-

tunities for advertising the ploughs of different

manufacturers, and the manufacturers can

well afford to pay the awards to successful

competitors. There should be much greater

discrimination in the objects for which pre-

miums are offered. Those especially should

be selected that will lead to careful experi-

ments, and bring out such practical informa-

tion as the farmer needs, and they should be

changed from year to year, as circumstances

require. W« would suggest as subjects for

premiums at the present time, the restoring to

fertility of exhausted soils, by ploughing in

successive green crops, the culture of wlnt(r

wheat, by ploughing in the seed three and

four inches deep, before the loth of Septem-

ber, and also the drilling in of wheat, both

winter and spring wheat, the amount of land

and of seed being specified, and a careful

statement of the whole process being given.

Let premiums be offered for the entire crop

of vegetables raised, on a given amount of

land, including the small as well as the large

vegetables, with a statement of the cost of

raising them. If a farmer selects the best

specimens from a hundred bushels of potatoes

,

and exhibits them, what useful information is

given by it ? It would be a wretched crop in-

deed, from which a basket of good ones could

not be selected.

The same remark may be made with regard

to all other vegetables. But if the entire crop

is shown, either to the committee, or at the ex-

hibition, with a statement of the cost, and the

present value and the method of cultivation,

a fair comparison may be made, and some

useful information gained.

Most crops are cultivated for profit, and the

farmer wishes to know the cost of cultivating

them.

If a crop costs twice or three times its value

in the market, why should a premium be paid

for it ? If it cannot be raised within its mar-

ket value, so as to allow a margin for profit,

neither farmer nor gardener will engage in its

cultivation.

More careful statements of the cost of rais-

ing articles should be required. We have of-

ten noticed that premiums are awarded for

fruits and vegetables to amateurs, who ex-

pend, upon their one or two acres, as much for

manure and labor as the farmer expends upon

his fifty or eighty acres. The premium arti-

cles may be a little more perfect, or may be

got up for the show in a neater manner ; but

if they have cost twice or three times as much

per bushel or pound, this fact ought to be

known and taken into the account in making

the award.

If one man raises a crop at half the sum

which it costs his neighbor to raise a similar

crop, why should not he have the benefit of

it, especially if, by his statement, he can teacli

his neighbor how to do the same thing at the

same cost.''

We know a gentleman who cultivates two or

three acres of ground in potatoes, corn, beans,

tomatoes, cabbages, beets, turnips, &c. He
keeps a man all the year at the highest wages,

and employs another man at least half the

growing season, and hires all his ploughing

and teaming besides, and labors a good deal

himself. His vegetables make a fine show at

the exhibition. But if he would exhibit an

account current with his vegetables, the far-

mer who looks upon them with admiration

would have no feelings of envy towards him.^

Not the man who makes the best show is en-

I
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titled to the premium, but the man who makes

the best show from his acre at the least cost.

We have made several other reflections on

looking over the reports referred to, but we

have said quite enough for once.

ANOIiO-MERINO SHEEP.
This is the name applied to a breed of sheep

introduced some years since mto England, and

which is represented as the product of a cross

of the merino with the English long-wooled

sheep. This latter has been brought to a condi-

tion ofgreat excellence by the exertions of Lord

Western, and is represented by those who

have seen it, and examined specimens of the

wool, as being in every respect a line animal.

At the Smithfield Cattle Show, samples of this

cross excited great admiration, and were for a

long time the subject of comment and eulogy

in the various agricultural and other journals.

In a number of the Farmer's (London)

Magazine, Lord Western published a letter,

accompanied by documentary statistics and

proofs, going to demonstrate the high value of

this breed, both in reference to carcass, and

the superiority of the wool. The weight of

some of his wethers, was, after being dressed,

one hundred and fifty pounds. Of this weight,

from twenty to twenty-five pounds was fat

from the intestines. The wool averaged, in

the cross breed, more than five and a half

pounds per head, in a flock of two hundred

and one sheep.

The c.ief object of Lord Western in insti-

tuting his interesting series of experiments,

appears to have been the desire to ascertain,

practically, the feasibility of engrafting the

Merino wool on the Leicester carcass. In his

letter he remarks that his sheep may not fat-

ten so early or equal to the weight of the

Leicester, yet they give a handsome carcass,

and carry a heavy fleece, equal in quality to

the Merino ; and that they are, upon the whole,

an improvement in hardiness, upon the Meri-

nos.

The sheep is a valuable animal, and one

which is, perhaps, more readily susceptible of

improvement through the instrumentality of

good keeping and judicious crossings, than

any other domestic animals kept upon the

farm.

In this country, a variety of influences have

long tended to divert attention from this impor-

tant subject, but for severaL years past, there

have been unmistakable indications of an awak-

ening interest, and many of our farmers are

moving forward in the work of improvement

with great zeal.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Amebican Fish Culture, embracing all the details
of Ariiticial Breeding and Rearing of Trout: the
Culture of SalmoQ, dhad and other Fiehes. By
'I haddeus Norijs, author of "The American Angler'd
Book." Illustrated. Pniladelphia: Porter & Ooates

;

Boston : Lee & Shepard. 1868.

Fish Culture means simply the rearing of fish

by artificial means, which protect them from many
of the dangers to which they are exposed in their

natural haunts, and, by feeding and otherwise, im-

proving on nature. Within a few years past Dr.

Fletcher, of New England, Dr. Daniell, of Geor-

gia, S. H. Ainsworth, R. B. Roosevelt and S.

Green, of New York, as well as the author of this

work of Pennsylvania, and others, have interested

themselves in this subject, and have done much
towards stocking our inland waters with desirable

varieties of fish.

Fish culture is an old art, in which the Chinese

have, long been proficients, and with whom the

fecundated spawn is still an article of traffic. We
are told that the value of fish kept in the ponds of

Lucullus, an eld Roman citizen, who lived on the

shores of the Gulf of Naples, amounted to a sum
which in our money would be equal to two hun-

dred and fifty thousand dollars. And why, in

modern times, should not "the waters bring forth

abundantly the moving creature that hath life," as

well as the land ?

The author informs us that the publishers of

several agricultural papers have offered to pay him
liberally for short articles on fish culture, but that

he has invariably refused for the good reason

that the subject could not be properly treated in

the space usually allowed to such articles. He
has, therefore, reserved his teachings for the more

ample accommodations which a three-hundred

page volume affords.

TBAININQ ANIMALS FOR WOBK.
There is a great advantage in having all

brood animals well and thoroughly, trained.

The oflfapring of such are more tractable, and

have less natural fear of man. All animals,

male or female, used for breeding, should be

thoroughly domesticated and taught to handle

well, and have no fear of man. By this

means, their value for labor may be greatly

increased, and their care rendered much more

pleasant and satisfactory.

In training animals it is necessary to under-

stand their nature and habits.

Habit is with brutes, as with men, an iron-
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handed master. It is one of the essentials in

early training to bring the animal to depend

upon the driver. Feeding, watering, care, and

training should be mainly by one person. There

should also be a strong friendship, a familiar

acquaintance, and the fullest confidence of the

animal. There need be no fear of unrequited

affection. All our domestic animals love nat-

urally the hand that cares for them, and the

voice that calls them.

The trainer. He who is not thoroughly un-

der self control, should never attempt to in-

struct the ignorant of either his own or a

lower race of animals. lie cannot succeed

well. . The voice, the eye, the lip, and motion

betray the ungovemed man. How can he

govern others and train in good ways, who

cannot govern himself? He who would in-

struct, must never yield the slightest evidence

of passion, anger, or even impatience. Rea-

son is his strength, and good sense his best re-

liance. How important, then, that his mind

be free from the dominion of bad habits, en-

slaved by no excesses. No intemperate man

should ever take charge of animals in training.

Bad habits are mainly the result of want of

care or of mismanagement on the part of those

having the charge of animals.

Animals have no knowledge of wrong or

right, of cause and eflFect, or of hope and rea-

son, to stimulate them to labor. Their labor

is obtained through man's power over them.

Let not that power be abused. By good judg-

ment and kindness show yourself worthy of

the service of a well-trained, noble animal.

Yield of Wheat in Wisconsin.— J.

W. Clark, of Green Lake Co., Wis., writes to

the Countri/ Oentleman that the actual yield

from the threshing machines, on some forty of

the farms on the prairie soils of that part of

the State, per acre, ranges from six to thir-

teen bushels—the more general range being

from seven to twelve bushels per acre. Some

of the most intelligent growers set the average

at nine, and others call it ten bushels per a ere.

On the timbered land the production is a

bushel or more per acre better—the average

being stated at eleven bushels. From personal

observation the writer says that the yield in

llipon county is no better, though the city

papers, at harvest time, gave reports from

some sixty stations in that section of "good

crops."

AGRICULTUHAI. ITEMS.
—During the harvest this year in Bracmar,

Scotland, a snow storm lasted several hours ; the

snow lay until next day, and the cold was intense.

—The fund of half a million left by the late Mr,
McConough, of New Orleans, for the endowment
of an agricultural school of a high order, is about

to be rendered effective.

—At the late show of the Newton, Mass., Jersey

Stock Club, a cow was sold by Mr. Wellington, of

Lexington for $600, and a calf to Mr. Joseph Bur-

nett, of Southboro, for $150.

—To take rust out of steel, rub well with sweet

oil, and let the oil remain upon them for forty-eight

hours. Then rub with leather sprinkled with un-

slaked lime, finely powdered, until all the rust

disappears.

—The towns along the river Amazon in South

America, in the midst of the most productive

country in the world, get meat, flour, and dried

fruits from North America and Europe, because

the people are too lazy to work.

—In the late report of the Connecticut State

Board of Agriculture, it is stated by a Mr. Hyde
that an Alderney calf of his dropped a calf at

eleven months and ten days old, by a bull weigh-

ing 1800 pounds.

—Dr. Trimble says he once saw a cypress tree

in the Dismal Swamp, Virginia, which was cut

down and the rings showed it was 1100 years old.

And this tree was growing over another tree which

was much larger.

The editor of the Rural World, on a late visit to

places on the North Missouri Railroad, was as-

tonished to learn that there was hardly a single

well in a county,—people being dependent on rain

water kept in cisterns.

—It is estimated that the rain fall in the North-

em States is forty inches, the Southern States fifty,

Minnesota, Western California and Colorado thirty,

Nebraska and Utah twenty, Kansas and Western

Arizona fifteen inches. This is a general average

for a series of years.

—Dr. F. C. Brunck, writes from the grape re-

gions of the Rhine to the Buffalo Courier, that

choice vineyard lands are held there as high as

$4000 in gold per 116 square perches,—about $1400

per acre—and in common situations $280, or nearly

$100 per acre.

—A correspondent of the Rural Xew Yorker

says no grape should becouated as even approach-

ing perfect ripeness when the stem does not ex-

hibit a deadened and shriveled, blackened charac-

ter at least three-fourths of an inch from its con-

nection with the branch on which it grew.

—S. Foster, Esq., writing at Muscatine, Iowa,

Sept. 3, to the Country Gentleman says, corn is a

heavy crop, and most of it now fast getting out of

the way of the frost. Potatoes above half a crop.

Splendid crop of grapes ; our town is fully sup-
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plied with this luscious fruit, in its most fair, ripe

and perfect condition—I mean Concords, at 8 cents

per lb., wholesale 6^. Our people are eating them,

and stewing them for sauce, making pies, and

canning them for winter and spring use, making

preserves and jelly.

—The Newark, (N. J.,) Advertiser says that a

low estimate of the cranbeny crop, this season in

and around Manchester and Tom's River will not

come short of 15,OJ0 bushels, worth at a fair valu-

ation $100,000. In two years the present area

ah-cady planted will yield at a moderate estimate

45,0U0 bushels.

—Mr. G. Sillar, of London, has discovered a

process which will make the sewerage of towns

invaluable as manure. His purifier consists of

blood, clay and other ingredients. In an experi-

ment at Tottenham, England, he purified 36,000

gallons of sewerage in twenty minutes, and the

solid residuum was found to be worth twice the

amount of money expended in the process.

—The report of the committee on swine at the

Hubbardston, Mass., town cattle show was as

follows :

—

'No swine to-day, not even one.
We know not what It means

;

We hope tbat those who slight these shows
Will g. t DO pork and beai s I

No BWine to-day, oh what a pity

—

And five old men on the committee."

—The shipment of cheese from St. Albans for

the month of September was 1443 boxes ; of spring

water, 2015 boxes, and of butter 4005 firkins. The

total weight of the butter was 236,290 lbs. The

average price was forty-one cents, which shows

the receipts of the farmers of that section, from

this one product alone, to amount in a single

month to $96,778 90.

—The old story, that was shown to be a mere

fiction years ago, about one A. M. De Sara, near

Pans, making an annual income of $175,000 clear

of expenses, by keeping hens on dead horses, has

been rc-vamped by the California Farmer, and

"takes well" with a portion, at least, of the agri-

cultural press.

—Boys, did you ever think that a potato's skin

was designed to protect the mealy part from the

action of the fctmosphere, much as your own skin

protects the more sensitive parts from the air, and

that you ought to be about as careful not to break

the skin of a potato as you are not to bark your

own knuckles, or to bruise your choice winter

apples ? But who cares for a potato skin ? And so

they are knocked, and bruised, and barked, and

people wonder they don't come out mealy and

sound.

—An Illinois correspondent of the Country Gen-

tleman, says that in that section a new style of

rearing Osage Orange plants for hedges has been

recently adopted. It is to plant the quicks from

sixteen to eighteen inches apart, allow them to

^row until the third year, and then plash them

;

that is, cut the plants a little more than half ofiF,

close to the ground, and then lay them flat in the

line of the hedge. The shoots that then break

from every bud, and grow upright, making a fence

that will turn a rabbit or a cat.

—A writer In the Coxmtry Gentleman believes

that when whole tubers are planted, the stalks or

vines of potatoes grow too succulent and rank,

and says he succeeds best in growing healthy po-

tatoes by sprouting them in a heap, and then re-

moving and planting the sprouts and the fibrous

roots adhering to them.

For the New England Farmer.

THE GARDEN TOR NOVEMBER.
This month will close the income from the

garden for this season
;
yet there comes a some-

what busy time, not only in finishing all oiy har-
"

vesting, but also in preparing for spring work,

and looking to the proper protection of the

various crops and plants that are to be kept

through the winter, either for consumption or

spring culture. '

After having gathered the crops it is well

to review the labors of the season, and see

wherein we have worked at a profit, and where

at a loss, and to plan for future improvement.

And here I would suggest that if a memoran-
dum of all the operations in the garden was

kept, it would afford great interest and satis-

faction as a matter of reference. By it we
could ascertain the date of planting any par-

ticular crop, the time it came up, how fertil-

ized, when it ripened, and in short the whole

history of its culture and produce. Such a

record will not only be an assistance to your-

self, but to your children who follow you.

With a plan of the garden on paper, and each

plat numbered, a much more definite record

can be made, and easier referred to. But it

may be objected, that this takes time and

labor. Very true, but how are you going to

find out the proper time and manner of culti-

vating the various crops if no one keeps a

record, or rememljers better than most people

do? And does it not also require time and

labor to hunt up the information when needed ?

IMuch may be done towards interesting the

children, and inculcating a love of rural pur-

suits, as well as encouraging them to form

habits of industry, by allowing them a small

patch for a garden of their own. Now is a

good time to set off a plat for their exclusive

use and occupancy. Do not locate it in some

out of the way corner, but give them a pleas-

ant, good plat, and then instruct and assist

them, if necessary, in preparing it. The

thought that they have something of their

own, and that you take an interest in their

pursuits, will encourage them, and once inter-

ested when young, they are much more likely

to be contente<l on the farm, and to form

habits of industry and economy, than when

nothing of the kind Is allowed. If they desire

to plant a few flowers, encourage them in that,
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and endeavor to interest them in all laudable

rural pursuits, and lead them to cultivate a

taste for the ornamental as well as the useful.

My notes for November in the garden will

be brief. If previous directions have been
attended to, little remains to be done.

AsPAii^^GUS is a luxury, in early spring,

which many scarcely know anything of, but

which is easily secured ; and every garden
ought to be supplied with a bed. In some
localities new beds may yet be formed, by
trenching and working in good strong manure,
bones, old leather scraps, salt, «fcc., in the

bottom soil, making it rich and deep, for once

well formed it lasts many years. Procure and
set good strong plants, as heretofore directed,

and cover with a heavy mulch of manure, &c.,

for winter protection. Clear off old beds and
mulch with coarse manure.
Cabbage.—Put those not already harvested,

into the cellar, or in trenches, before hard

freezing weather, as that injures their keeping

qualities, though they will stand something o^f

a'freeze. If stored in the cellar, they keep
best set out, not leaned against the wall or each

other closely. They keep well buried in well

drained, dry soil, out doors, by digging a

trench wide enough to receive the heads and
so deep that the heads may be covered four

or five inches. Pull off some of the loose

leaves and set them heads down, close to-

gether, and fill in the soil, raising a ridge,

and leave only the roots above it ; spat it with

the spade to shed water, &c. With this prac-

tice 1 have been conversant many years, and
they come out as waoted in the spring, fresh

and crisp. I have known others to be set with

the heads nearly level with the top of the

ground, and then covered with corn stalks,

boards end earth. When so covered they can

be got at more readily during winter.

Celery.—Dig and store in boxes in the

cellar, setting the plants in the box as they

come out of the ground, filling in dirt, and

using care not to get any into the centres or

heart.

CuRR.OfTS AND GOOSEBERRIES.—Make Cut-

tings at once, if not already done, and pack

them down in sand in the cellar bottom. Give

the old roots a good mulch of manure.

Grape Vines.—By many, this month is con-

sidered the best time to prune. To produce

choice fruit ih^y need cutting back, the new
growth, to two or three buds, and the vines

taken down and covered, to protect them from

sudden changes in the weather. As you prune

make and save cuttings, and preserve by bu-

rying in sand, or packing in damp moss.

Squashes and PfMricixs.—These have all

been gathered before this, and now we have

to see to their winter keeping. They keep as

well as any where in a dry, cool cellar, laid

singly on shelves. I once knew a man who
kept winter ciookncck stpiashes, good and

sound, on a swing shelf overhead, in an old-

fashioned kitchen till warm weather came.

The main thing is to have them well ripened,

and perfectly sound, and then kept dry, and
from freezing.

Turnips.—Late crops will continue to grow
as long as the ground remains open ; but there

is danger of their being frozen in, if not gath-

ered the fore part of the month.
W. n. White.

So. Windsor, Conn., Nov. 1, 18G8.

Potato Digging Bee.—The Vermont Re-

cord and Farmer furnishes the official report

of a Potato Digging Committee, represented by

F. June, Chairman ; Z. Nearing, Secretary

;

and T. Clark, Weigher, which performed the

distinguished duty of digging 809 pounds of

the Early Rose, from a held belonging to H.

C. Merritt, of Brattleboro', we presume,

though not so stated. These 809 pounds

were the produce of 7| pounds of seed, re-

minding us of the wonderful production of the

Rohans, a few years since. In rows of equal

length, those planted with one eye in a hill

yielded 139i pounds ; those with two eyes in

a hill, 2031 pounds per row. The product of

a single eye in one case was G| pounds.

Illinois.—At the annual meeting of the

Wool Growers' Association of this State, held

at Quincy, Sept. 23, A. M. Garland was elect-

ed President; S. P. Boardman, Secretary;

J. L. Mills, Treasurer, with thirteen Vice

Presidents. Resolutions were adopted recog-

nizing in the existing tariff equitable protec-

tion for the growers and manufacturers of

wool ; in favor of selling wool on its merits,

and in favor of a hearty co-operation with the

manufacturers of the West in an exhibition of

wools and woolens in 18G9.

FARMERS' SHOE GREASE.
Put into some fire-proof vessel one-fourth

pound of lard or soft grease like lard, one-

fourth pound of tallow—beef or mutton tallow

—one-fourth pound of lieeswax, hilf a pint of

neatsfoot oil, three or four tablespoonf'uls of
lampblack, and a piece of gum camphor a3

large as a hen's egg. Melt the ingredients

over a slow fire, and stir them thoroughly af-

ter they are melted. Never heat it so hot as

to make it boil. Soft grease which has salt in

j
it will not injure the leather. Now, have the

i leather warm, and warm the grease, not so it

will flow, but have it so soft that it may bo
put on with a brush. Should the leather seem
to need it, give the shoes or boots an oiling

occasionally. It is not best to dry this shoe

I grease all in before the fire, but allow it to re-
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main on the surface of the leather. A light

coat of this kind will exclude the water even

if the boots are exposed to the wet all day.

This shoe grease will not injure leather by ren-

dering it hard and inelastic. When a man's

boots are exposed to wet, he should wash them
clean at night, and hang them up in the kitch-

en where the leather will dry gradually, and
put on a little grease every morning. It is

far better to grease a little often than to grease

bountifully every ten or twelve days. Leather

should not be allowed to become very dry be-

fore greasing. Always apply the grease as

soon as the leather is almost dry ; then the

leather will be mellow, and never become hard.

Nothing injures boots or shoes more than to

set them aside to dry when covered with dirt.

Keep boots and shoes away from the tire when
they are liable to be heated. Heating the

leather injures it.

LAY UP THE PIECES.

Any farmer who does not practice saving

pieces would be surprised at the real profit

derived by laying up the odds and ends about

his premises. Every day almost there are

bits thrown away, at the time considered of

no value, which perhaps not many days subse-

quent would save both time and money. How
many times a year does a farmer want a strip

of board, a piece of wedge or pine timber,

something for a hammer handle or rake tooth,

which canaot be obtained without spoiling

valuable material, or going to some carpenter

shop, and perhaps while this delay is made, a

team and hired man are standing still waiting

for a broken tool to be put in order ?

But very little would be required while

working at the wood pile to sort out and split

into proper shape bits of tough timber and lay

them up in some out of the way corner, and
also to throw up small pieces of boards, such

as are usually used for making kindling wood.
A strip of board not more than two inches

wide may be wanted sometime in a hurry foi

cleat upon a wagon box, or of some other

size for another purpose, and the saw have to

be applied to a whole board to obtain it. The
repairs upon buildings, making board fences,

splitting stakes or stove wood, always makes
pieces in just about the shape that will be

wanted at some future time, and they should

never be wasted. These fragments possess

of themselves no real value at the time of lay-

ing them away, but their worth is in supplying

a want, and saving hinderauce and perplexity

in a busy time.

It is just as essential to save pieces of

leather, scraps of iron, screws, nails, bolts,

hinges, wire, buckles, rings and rivets. Any
amount of this material is cast away annually,

or sold for one cent per pound, which if saved

would have been worth dollars perhaps. By
this we do not intend to advocate that when a

breakage occurs upon any farm implement,

patching up will answer for permanent re-

pairs, for all tools should be kept in the best

of order, but there are times when plowing,

harrowing, or at some other work, that the

harness or some tool will give out and by the

aid of wire, nails, buckle or a piece of tough
timber the breach may be quickly repaired,

and with sufficient strength to last until the

hurry is over, and time can b« spared as well

as not to take the implement to the work shop.

A stitching awl and a few waxed ends kept

on hand will often save a hundred times their

cost.

—

Ohio Farmer.

"WINGS OF BEES.

Here is something relative to the formation

of the wings of the honey bee, which seems to

have passed unnoticed by the bee experts of

the country, probably I might say by the world

in general,—at least I never saw it spoken of

in any work on bees. The propelling power
of the honey bee consists of four wings, two
oi^a side, and the peculiar construction of the

wings is such that they can form two (one on

a side) out of the four. Examining a cluster

of bees, some could be seen with two broad
wings, like those of a fly, while others would
have the four. To solve the mystery, I placed

a wing underneath a powerful microscope,

which unfolded the mechanical means whereby
the four wings were made two. The peculiar

feature consists of twenty minute hooks upon
each back wing, hooking upward, and a sort

of ledge upon the underside of the front or

large wing, which the hooks match into, forming

one wing of two. Upon examination I found

that-queen, workers and drones all have the

same number, and in the same relative posi-

tion. The question is, do they avoid using

the back wings, except in case of heavy loads,

to preserve them from wear, (the wings of old

bees become so worn and ragged that it is dif-

ficult for them to tly) or can they fly faster

while empty with only the two forward wings ?

Be it as it may, I leave the question for con-

jecture.

—

M. S. Snoto, in Co. Gent.

Decomposing Sods.—Every farmer, gar-

dener and fruit grower should gather sods

whenever opportunity will permit, and pile

them up in some corner or out-of-way place

to decompose. Sods are the cream of the

soil, and wonderfully supplied wiih fertilizing

properties, making one of the very best invig-

orators for trees, vines and plants. They
may be easily obtained from fence corners of

tilled fields, or gathered from the surface

after ploughing and harrowing sward land.

Pile them up grass downward and cover the

heap with a coat of ashes to keep grass from

"rowing. A year or two will be required for

them to thoroughly decay. Water should he

applied at intervals sufficient to keep the pile

moist in a dry time to prevent a dry mouldy

rot.

—

Ohio Farmer.
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THE SPANISH. OB TEXAN CATTLE.

We take much pleasure in giving our read-

ers this month a capital picture of a group of

this half civilized, wild-looking race. Our

cattle reporter assures us that it is a correct

and life-like representation of the specimens

he has often seen at Brighton. Their connec-

tion with the late cattle disease will give an

interest not only to the cut, but to the history

of the race, both of which we copy, by per-

mission, from Mr. Allen's valuable work on

"American Cattle."

We should hardly speak of this strange race
of animals, were it not that of late years they

have found their way, to some extent, into our
sea-board markets. They are descendants of
the early Spanish stock introduced into Mex-
ico in the sixteenth century. What they were
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when first imported there, we have no knowl-
edge, but presume them to be of the same
race as those long kept by the ]\Ioors on the

plains of Andalusia, and by their successors,

the Castilians, for many centuries—of no great

excellence in Spain, and not at all improved
in Mexico.

In a recent letter from Mr. A. B. Allen, of
New York, (received in July, 1867,) then

travelling in Spain, between Gibraltar and
Granada, he thus describes the Spanish cattle

of the present day, as he saw them there : "I
have seen numerous Spanish herds. They are

about the size of our old-fashioned common
cattle. They have large, coarse, long and
wide-spread horns, mostly with a half, or full

twist to them, and set back, rather than for-

ward, with the points outward. Iheir colors

are black, dark brown, reddish-brown, light

yellowish-red, with some white on the throat

and belly, and occasionally a black and white

roan, or dark grey. The cows are nearly as

large as the oxen, with the same style of horn.

They do not appear to be good milkers. The
heads are long, and rather fine. The herds-

men attend them in droves with dogs, like the

short-haired Scotch Colleys."

In this brief description, may easily be de-

tected the origin of the modern Texan cattle,

run wild for many generations, while the

Spanish are thoroughly domestic in their hab-

its, and treated with care, as the density of
population, and close husbandry of the Span-
ish people at home, compel them to be. Un-
doubtedly the originals are much better ani-

mals under the treatment they receive, than

their half-savage cousins, at such a far distant

removal.

The Texans are, in fact, a semi-wild race

in America, the mild climate of the tropics,

with its abundant perennial herbage, affording

them all of food which their natures require.

There they range, propagate and grow, with
little care, congregating in large herds, and
known by their owners only by the marks, or

brands, they put upon them. They are annu-
ally gathered for identification, when the

young calves are castrated, and those fit to

sell, selected and driven to market. The cat-

tle pay little attention to the widely scat-

tered ranches of their owners, and rove for

miles away, attracted by better pasturage,

the scattered salt-licks, or in the indulgence

of their own vagarious habits. We illustrate

a group of the bullocks, drawn by our artist as

they stood in a cattle yard, on their arrival at

market.

These portraits are truthful, as we saw them
in a herd of about forty in number, and know
them to be correct. Their live weights, at

the time—the animals ranging from five to

seven years—averaged 1,008 pounds. A short

description will suffice.

They are tall, lank, and bony, coarse head-

ed, with enormous horns
;

(only exceeded
in length by a pair in our own possession.

brought from the Island of Sicily, in the INIedi-

terranean. The shells of these Sicilian horns,

are three feet four inches in length, spiral,

and gracefully turned, thin, and almost tians-

parent.) Their legs are long 'and coarse;

they have much dewlap, and little brisket

;

are flat-sided, swayed in the back, high in the

flank, with narrow hips and quarters, great

offal in proportion to their consumable flesh,

and coarse all over. Their meat must be
stringy, tough and of coarse quality. Wild
and savage in appearance, they looked scarcely

more civilized than a herd of Dacotah Buffa-

loes.

In contrast to the specimens above described,

it is but fair to say that we have since seen

better animals, so far as flesh and condition

was concerned, of the Texan cattle. They
were a small herd of some thirty in number,
which had been brought by the cars to the

Buffalo Cattle Yards for sale. They had
been well fed on corn and grass for several

months, and looked sleek, and in good flesh,

so far as such raw boned and loosely made
up cattle could be. They were six to seven

years old, and made an average weight of over
1200 pounds each. Good four year old grade
shorthorn Western steers were selling at the

yards, the day we saw them, at 7h to 8 cents

per pound, live weight. The Texans were
sold the same day for 6 cents.

Now, adding the two or three years addi-

tional forage which the latter had consumed,
the interest on their value after four years

old, and then deduct the one-fifth to one-fourth

less price they sold for, together with the con-

tingencies of disease or loss by death mean-
time, and the comparative economy in breed-

ing and grazing such cattle by the side of
those of good flesh-producing breeds, or their

crosses, is easily solved.

Great numbers of these caUle are driven

from northern Texas and New Mexico, up
through the Indian Territory into Kansas and
Missouri, thence into Kentucky. Illinois, and
so on eastward. They stop little to graze on
their journeys, as they gain but a small in-

crease of flesh in a land of civilization, and
the sooner they arrive at the shambles the

better. They are worth little to the butcher

or consumer, and, but that they cost little to

their breeders, would, as a commercial article,

be comparatively worthless.

Their colors are red, dun, yellow, black,

brindle, and blue roan, all mixed more or less

with patches and strips of white.

As an economical animal to a farmer of the

Northern, Middle, or Western States, they

can be of little value, as the cows give no
more milk than will raise a calf till it is old

enough to graze. The bullocks are too light

for heavy work, although suffiriently active
;'

and for beef, where a choice article is in de-

mand, their value must be low. Some of i he
improved breeds may be crossed upon them
to advantage, no doubt, but it would take sev-
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eral generations to breed their coarseness and
wild nature out. It is a question whether it

would not be cheaper to introduce our belter

natives, even into their own country, with

which to commence a prolitable herd. The
common run of" Texan cattle must be doomed
to extinction, ultimately, before the better

breeds.

We only mention them here, because in

their own ranges, and over an extensive ter-

ritory, they are the prevailing cattle, and
many of them there must be of better quality

than we have described. A few short-horns,

from Kentucky, have, years ago, been taken

to Texas, with an effort to improve the native

Mexican stock, but we hear of no results

worth noting ; nor can there be much improve-

ment, so long as they retain their wild and
vagrant habits. These cattle, in addition to

Texas and New Mexico, are extensively kept,

by the natives in the JMexican territory of

Lower California, the adjoining Provinces,

and to a considerable extent iu our own State

of California itself.

There should be a sanitary law, if nothing

else, to regulate the introduction of these cat-

tle into the States north of Texas or New
Mexico, as they have either brought with

them, or originated within themselves on the

way, deadly diseases, which have spread from

them wiiile in our Western States, into which

they were driven for market, and large num-
bers of valuable cattle have died from their

contagion. We give an extract from one of

our agricultural periodicals, touching the dis-

ease we have alluded to :

—

"The Texas Cattle Plagxje. — The
troublesome and dangerous disease intro-

duced occasionally among the cattle of Mis-

souri and Kentucky, by those driven from
Texas, to which we have heretofore referred,

is now called by this name in our Western
exchanges. The Farmer''s Advertiser, (a pe-

riodical just established at St. Louis, under
the editorship of Dr. L. D. Morse,) says:

—

" 'We iiave seen a letter addressed to a

friend, from a gentleman in Southwest Mis-

souri, which details his experience with the

cattle plague from its first introduction to the

present autumn—the substance of which is,

that there was no such disease known prior

to the introduction of Texas cattle; that up
to ISGO, he was a heavy loser annually by it.

That from 18(51 to IStJ."), the rebellion broke

up the cattle trade from Texas. During those

years he lo?t not a single head, though a large

dealer in cattle all the time. That in the

present j ear, soon after the first appearance

of Texas herds, the disease broke out again,

and he hid lo>t upwards of 150 head during

the sea-ion—as many as 20 dying in a day.

He recommends that the present law be so

amended, as to entirely prohibit the introduc-

tion of these cattle, from the first of April to

the first of October; and that from the first of

October to the first of April, there be no re-

striction.

" 'There are not sufficient data to determine
how early in autumn they can be permitted to

come in with safety; but as the disease this

year broke out in the viiinity of St. Louis (at

Cheltenham,) late in October, it appears that

the first of October is too early by a month at

least. The first victim was a fine cow, bought
out of a Texas drove ; in the course of ten
days, seven other cows running in the same
pasture took it and died. On the oOlh of Oc-
tober, we had the first white and killing frost;

since then there has been not a single case.

It would then seem that the disease is checked
and controlled by frosts ; the inference there-

fore is, that there is no safcity in suffering

them to come in until cold, frosty weather sets

in, which hardly ever comes earlier than the

first of November.' "

As to their value for any economical pur-
pose, beyond their hides, what little tallow

they have, their horns and bones for manufac-
turing or fertilizing purposes, we consider
them of little consequence within the bounds
of modern civilization, or intelligent agricul-

ture.

Remarks.—It may be proper to say that

the foregoing remarks on the Texan cattle dis-

ease were written several months previous to

the late excitement upon the subject.

For the Neva England Farmer,

FARM PRODUCE IN" MARKET.
Why all these stale eggs, this bad butter,

poor cheese, bruised, decaying fruit, coarse

and worthless vegetables, lean and tough
meats ? In short, why is so large a part of
the products of the farm of an inferior quality

and in a damaged condition when they reach

the consumer? Do not farmers yet know how
to raise, prepare for market and sell the sta-

ple an : common crops, or are they catching

the spirit so prevalent in American manufac-
turing of slighting and s-hamming everything

they do. Surely with all that is saiil and done
far tlie promotion of agriculture, people have

a right to look for a steady improvement in the

quality of provisions.

To answer these questions, it is necessary

to consider who establish the standards for

whiih farmers aim, and who fix the system of
marketing. Farmers, like manufacturers, can-

not alone create their own market, or dictate

what articles shall be sold. To a certain ex-

tent they cater to the public taste. A promi-

nent feature of trade is that anv article to sell

well, to be popular, must be offered at a low
figure. This desire to get everything at the

lowest price possible, extends to the provision

trade and inclines many to buy the lower grade

of goods. A mistaken idea of economy leads

others to select goods of this description.
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Hence the bulk of the provision trade cannot

be rated higher than second or third qualify,

while the portion that can rightly be called

first quality, is a very small part of the whole.

If the public only demanded a better quality

of goods, and would willingly pay the corre-

sponding increase in the cost of production,

it would be easy to comply with their request.

But consumers, generally, do not appear to

realize that there is a difference in the expense

of raising a good and an inferior article.

Take for example the potato. All readily

perceive the great difference in their qualities,

but few will willingly make a corresponding

distinction in the price. They wish to buy

the better kinds at nearly the ordinary price of

the poorer varieties. The truth is the coarser

and more hardy varieties always give a larger

and more certain yield than the finer and delicate

kinds, and can rdally be afforded from twenty

to fifty cents per bushel less than the latter.

As this difference cannot be easily obtained,

—

the prices of all sorts in market being very

near the same,—farmers at once learn it is for

their interest to raise the coarser and more
hardy kinds. So with all vegetables and fruits,

those varieties that give a large and certain

yield of (-nly a fair quality are the most re-

munerative. Before there is decided improve-

ment in the quality of eatables, then, consum-
ers must offer greater inducements to produce
the best.

In Boston and other Eastern cities, the con-

sumer does not usually come in contact with

the producer, and the latter receives less encour-

agement to excel from the long array of middle

men who intervene ; for as a class they adhere

more tenai'iously to the one-price or same val-

uation rule, and consequently put a lower pre-

mium upon quality than consumers themselves

would do. At their stores, or through agents

along the railroad lines, these middlemen offer

certain prices for the various kinds of produce.

Good, bad and indifferent are brought to

them, and generally received without varia-

tion of price; or, if varied at all, it is but

slightly. Perhaps the poorer lots might not

be received alone at the given pi ice, but they

help make up a large quantity, and, as a part

of tlie whole, may pass inspection.

Even for an article that vaiies so greatly in

quality as butter, the wholesale selling price

among farmers is nearly uniform. The wide
difference of pi'ices the consumer observes in

the retail trade is not made in the wholesale

The painstaking dairyman gets but a trilie

more for his superior article and extra labor

than the careless do for their inferior.

In collecting eggs about the country, an egg
is an egg. One price is paid, although a

dozen of them, from some breeds of hens,

weigh from four to six ounces more than from
others. By the time these arrive in the mar-
kets of the large cities they have lost much of

their original goodness, from repeated hand-

ling, long transportation and keeping, and

whosoever purchases these in warm weather,

makes a doubtful investment. Although the

producer near by may bring in his eggs clean,

fresh, uninjured by carriage, and warranting
every one sound, it is with difficulty he can
get two or three cents per dozen above the

price of railroad eggs, and take store pay at

that. All know the greater value of freshly

laid eggs, and traders admit it by carefully

putting them aside for "particular customers."
But why not make a corresponding difference

in price ? Why not hold out inducements for

producers to take more pains to bring a good
article to market ?

Again, the milk trade affords another illus-

tration of this one-valuation system. Here it

is one price for the producer, and one price

for the consumer. Mr. C. may feed his cows
upon the best of roots and grain, the sweetest
of grass and hay, and have thereby milk that

pleases every one, yet not one cent more
per can does he receive for it, than his neigh-

bor B., who, by feeding upon slops, swill, sour
grass, coarse and poor hay, produces, at less

cost, an inferior article that nobody wants.

These different qualities are all taken, and the

load made up, but the milkman knows the

contents of every can, and the "particular cus-

tomers" again come in for their share of good
things, without exlra charge, while the infe-

rior stuff is put upon the par, and ihose of
doubtful credit, or should the dealer be strictly

impartial, he mixes the different qualities to-

gether, making the good sell the bad. Thus
these "particular customers," in buying many
kinds of produce, receive the better portion

without paying a full equivalent, while those

who take the lower grades from necessity or

choice, pay too dearly. To say nothing of
the injustice of this mode of dealing to either

party, it is manifest that its practical effects

among farmers is, to give quantitypracedence
of qualitij.

But who is responsible for the damaged con-

dition which produce presents in market.•*

Farmers know what will keep, and generally

take care to sell such in season ; but when
tbey sell they cannot dictate how long the ar-

ticle shall be kept, or how far transported.

Your butter was not rancid, cheese mouldy,
fruits decayed, vegetables withered when they

left the farm. All these imperfections are the

result of frequent and rough handling, too

long keeping and transportation. Once in

the hands of the middlemen they do with it as

they please, and they exercise the right to

mix, compound, extend, re-sort, or re-mark
as circumstances may favor. And if the pi ofits

can be increa-ed by t^toring the commodity,
they do not hesitate to indulge in speculation

to the sorrow and expense of the hungry pub-
lic. It is well known that all kinds of farm
produce deteriorate if kept be)ond a certain

limit, and always suffer more or less loss by
transportation. Even hardy vegetables, like

potatoes, cannot be exposed three or four
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weeks to air, strong light, and great changes
of temperature in cars, stores, and to all the
rough handling they get thereby, without los-

ing much of their goodness. A large portion
of early vegetables, and perishable fruits

brought long distances,—as from the Bermu-
das, Charleston, Norfolk, New Jersey, and
the Western States,—by the time it is retailed
in our markets is dear food for the human
stomach at any price. All delicate fruits, in

order to be transported long distances at all;

must be picked before they are ripe and fit

for eating. Deducting what is lost by fer-

mentation and unnatural ripening, jambs,
bruises and heating, fermentation and wither-
ing, it is strange that what remains can tempt
any appetite. What man, cultivating a gar-
den, would gather his peas, salads, tomatoes,
peaches and small fruits four and six days be-
fore wanted for use, or would think eggs
would improve by a week's ride in wagon.'' It

would require some persuasion, or (he artifi-

ces of a clever cook, to induce gardeners,
who know what good fruit and vegetables are,

to eat these articles treated in this way. They
would also doubt their ability to sell such stuff.

But middle men, through the position they
hold, or the credit system, or superior tact as

salesmen, can sell what the producer cannot.

Such damaged stuff is bought, sold, and con-
sumed, and serves to depress prices to the
discouragement of home production.

Therefore, before the inhabitants of any city

congratulate themselves upon their ability to

obtain their supplies from remote districts, they
should consider that as the distances lengthen
the middlemen multiply, and the produce is

placed more completely under their control, and
speculations and all the evils alluded to above
increase. When it is remembered that the

losses incurred thereby fall chiefly upon the

consumer, it would be a' safe conclusion to say
it is far better economy to pay a little more
for products raised near by and brought in as

needed, in a fresh and healthy condition.

Under the stimulus of liberal patronage for

home productions, many thousand acres now
lying waste, or only partially improved, around
every city, would be converted into gardens

;

consumers and producers would more fre-

quently meet face to face, and the wants of
the former would be more easily gratified. If

all kinds of produce shall* be graded strictly

according to quality, and sold at correspond-

ing prices, the producer of inferior articles

will find little profit in bringing such to mar-
ket, while those whose productions always dis-

played care, neatness, and skill, would realize

a more adequate reward for their labor and
would be stimulated to attempt still higher

perfection. N. s. T.

Lawrence, Mass., Sept. 1, 1868.

—A widow woman at Concord, N. H., who had
an Income of over $6000 last year from her invest-

ments, does houscworlt for weekly wages.

For the yew England Farmer,

THE LAW OP THE EOAD.
Thinking it possible that your readers might

be interested in knowing what this is, I here-
with give my experience and investigations,
hoping that none may ever be betrayed into
submitting a (luesfion of collision to arbitra-
tion, ifthey should be so unfortunate as to collide
or have an emplo)eedoso. My experience was
this : one of my teams was passing a carriage
that had stopped just outside of the usual trav-
elled rut, standing on a forty-five degree angle
with it, and, according to the teamster's judg-
ment, at a sufficient distance to allow him to
pass. His whippletrees to the forward horses
cleared the carriage, and he felt all was right
as they were longer than the hind ones, but to his
surprise the hind ones hit the wheel of the car-
riage enough to say they hit. The horse in
the carriage then went ahead all clear, and the
team went on, the teamster supposing that all

was right again—but was immediately startled
by the scream of the woman who was in the
carriage, but too late to prevent the breaking
of the carriage which had backed into the
hind wheel of the team. Now it appears the
woman backed the horse each time the carriage
was hit, and that owing to this backing it was
broken. I offered to settle the matter with
the owner of the carriage. He declined mak-
ing or receiving any proposition, but sent me
an attorney's letter which I did not heed. Af-
ter a time, finding I was not to be driven,

he came and proposed an arbitration. I felt

he would gain a point if I refused. The re-

sult was I had to pay costs and expense of re-

pairing the carriage, making it much better
than before. All I have stated here as facts
were proved by the testimony of the chairman
of selectmen of the town. The ground of the
decision was, that my team having bells,

caused the horse in the carriage to start, the
woman was frightened and pulled back on the
lines, and I must pay for it, as my team did
not leave one-half the road for the carriage to

back and go ahead in.

Our laws require turning to the right, giving
one-half the road. Loadi d teams are by cour-

tesy allowed the whole road when it can be
done without too much inconvenience. Al-

most all men driving a light carriage will do
this, especially on bad roads, or up hill. If

collisions occur when the party is out of his

proper place in the road he is liable to dam-
age for the injury sustained, unless the being
there was unavoidable by reason of the horses

being unmanageable. In this case it becomes
the other party to give way, even if he has to

take the wrong side of the road. If both par-

ties are in fault neither can recover.

When carriages are going the same way,
the foremost driver is required to turn to the

left and allow the hind one to pass him on the

right, if driving faster than he is.

This law is too often disregarded, and in
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fact, I suspect is not generally known. It

would seem as if common politeness ought to

be sufficient to enforce the practice, did we
not have such abundant evidence to the con-

trary in our experience.

The law also requires that we should not

stop our teams in the middle of the road,

which is designed for travelling purposes only.

We have no right to obstruct it. These are

the principal provisions of the law respecting

travelled highways. K. o.

Broad Brook, Ct., 1868.

Remarks.—We cannot endorse the advice

of our correspondent against submitting dis-

putes and controversies to arbitration. Judg-

es and juries are liable to err as well as ref-

erees, and we believe that it is far better for

neighbors to adjust their differences among

themselves than to Incur the expense and de-

lay of a law-suit.

THE DEVONS.
This beautiful race has been considered, by

some authors, aboriginal, and are claimed to

have been known in England at the time of its

invasion by the Romans. It is certain that

their fineness of limb, uniformity of color, del-

icacy of proportion, and depth of breeding,

give them claims to a distinction which no other

race of English cattle exhibit ; and be the fact

of their remote origin as it may, there is no ne-

cessity of disputing it, or speculating on other

probabilities. They are like no others, and
by no intermixture of any other known breeds

have they been, or can thiy be produced.

In what degrees of excellence the Devons
existed during past centuries, we are unable to

say ; but that they possessed valuable qualities

which endeared them strongly to the people

who bred them is certain. Great attention has

been paid to their improvement during a cen-

tury past, and probably not neglected for cen-

turies before. Not a single infusion of the

blood of other known cattle can be detected

in tht-m, and for their improvement, as Devons,
rone otiier can be devised. In the good ju('g-

ment, sagacity, skill, care, and pains-taking of

their breeders alone, must be sought the means
by which they stand in their present condition

of excellence and beauty.

Description.

The head—lean in flesh, is rather short, the

forehead broad, the face slightly dishing, and
tapering gracefully to a fine, clean yellow muz-
zle. The eye—bright, prominent, and sur-

rounded by a ring of orange colored, or yellow
skin. The horn—upright, and curving out-

ward, cream colored, black at the tips, grace-

ful in its setting, and rather long, for the size

of the animal. The ear—well set, and lively

in action. The neck—on a level (in the bull

slightly arching) with the head and shoulders
;

full at its junction with the breast, clean, and
without dewlap. The shoulders—fine, open,
(somewhat slanting, like those of the horse,)
and on a level with the back. The neck-vein
—full, and smooth. The arm—delicate, and
the leg below the knee, small, terminating in

a clean, dull brown, and somewhat striped
hoof The brisket—full, and projecting well
forward. The crops—well filled, and even
with the shoulders. The back—straight from
the shoulders to the tail. The ribs—springing
out roundly from the back, and running low
down, to enclose a full chest, and setting well
back towards the hips, giving a snug, neat
belly. The flanks—full, and low. The hips

—

wide, and level with the back. The loin—full,

and level. The thigh—well fleshed and full,

the lower part somewhat thin, and gracefully
tapering to the hock ; the leg below, small,

flat, and sinewy. The twist— (the space be-
tween the thighs) well let down, and open.
The tail—taper, like a drum stick, and termin-
ating with a brush of white hair. The color

—

invariably a cherry red, sometimes showing a
lighter, or deeper shade, and the skin, under
the hair, a rich cream color. The bull, of

course, will show the stronger and masculine
character of his sex, while the ox will develop
the finer points of his condition, and the cow,
all the delicacy and refinement belonging to

her race.

In the roundness, and fulness which accom-
pany the proper development of the points
named, the silky, wavy laying of the hair, and
the elastic touch of the flesh, as the finger is

pressed upon it, every beholder will at once
see, in appearance, a most bloodlike and grace-
ful animal.

In size, the Devon is medium, compared
with our native cattle. A well grown ox, in

good working condition, will range from 1400
to 1600 pounds, live weight. The bull from
1000 to 1200, and the cow from 800 to 1000
pounds. They sometimes exceed the heaviest

of these weights, but such are the average.
Fatted to a high degree, they will, of course,

weigh heavier. In size, it is said, in England,
that they are larger than they were a hundred
years ago, before the attention of their breed-
ers was thoroughly attracted to their improve-
ment. From time immemorial they were
chiefly bred in the northerly part of Devon-
shire, (and thus called North Devons,) one of
the southwestern counties, in a mild climate,

abounding in good pasturage. They have
since spread into the adjoining counties, and
many years ago, (within the present century,)
were taken into the higher county of Norfolk,
on the Eastern Coast, by the late Earl of Lei-
cester, (then the noted Mr. Coke, of Holk-
ham, a distinguished farmer, and landed pro-
prietor,) as he considered them eminently
fitted for grazing on the light sandy soil of his

estates. They are now bred in many other
counties of England, and are decided favorites
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on hill}- soils, where their lighter weights and
activity in movement are better adapted to
grazing and labor than the more sluggish cattle

of the heavier breeds.

As a Dairy Cow,

The Devon may be called medium, in the
quantity of milk she yields, and in its quality,

superior. The older, or unimproved race,

were somewhat noted for the quantities of
milk they produced, as well as its good qual-
ity. A gallon of Devon milk yielded more
butter than that of almost any other breed, as

it d.es now, except the Alderney. But the
improvers, in the attainment of a finer form,
and heavier substance in their animals, per-
haps sacrificed somewhat of the quantify of
milk, for the more liberal development of llesh,

well knowing that both llesh and milk could
not thrive ecjually together in the same animal

;

although, wben the milk ceased, the flesh came
on wi;h due rapidity, under generous feed.

Yet, with an eye to breeding her solely for
milk, she is well fitted lor a dairy cow. Do-
cile in temper, e.isy of keep, placable in dis-

position, she is readily managed. Her udder
is soft, tidy in shape, with thin, silky hair up-
on it, clean, taper teats, easily drawn, and
every way satisfactory to her keeper.

We have kept thoroughbred Devons thirty-

four years—sometimes as high as twenty-five

or thirty (not all milk cows) in number.
Many of them have been excellent milkers,

ar,d some of tliem extraordinary, for Jieir size.

We once had two three-year old heifers, with

their first calves, which gave for some three

months afrer calving, on pasture only, with

steady milking, an average of eighteen quarts

per day ; and from cows which we have at dif-

ferent times sold to go to oiher States, the

accounts of their milk have been equally good.

It is but fair to say, however, that after we
commenced crossing our cows with bulls of

later miportaiions, some fifteen years after the

commi ncenicnt of the herd, the large milkers

were not so numerous, although the cattle

from these crosses were somewhat finer. The
bulls we used were apparently bred from stocks

higlily improved, with an elfort more to de-

velop their feeding properties, than for the

dairy. After all, our Devons yielded, on an

average, quite as much as any common cows
we ever ki pt, with much less consumption of

forage.

With all her alleged deficiencies, the Devon
possesses the inherent qualities of a good
milktr. Ikr dairy faculties may be bred out

of her l)y neglect cf that important item, and
with a view to give her an earlier maturity,

and more weight of llesh ; but even under that

system, she wdl occasionally persist, as we
have knosvn in various instances, in giving a

large flow of milk, exceeding many common
cows ol' equal size. On the whole, from the

accumulaieil accoimts we have received from
time to lime, coupled with our own experi-

ence, we pronounce the Devons, as a race,

when bred with an eye to the development of
the dairy quality, considering their size, and
consumption of lood, good dairy cows, both
in the quantity of milk they give, and the but-

ter it yields.

As a 'Working Ox.

In this valuable quality, no animal of the
same size and weight etjuals the Devon—for

the following reasons : They are, among ( attle,

what the "thoroughbred" is among hordes.

According to their size, they combine more
fineness of bone, more muscular power, more
intelligence, activity, and "bottom," than any
other breed. They have the slanting shoulder
of the horse, better fitted to receive the jolie,

and carry it easier to themselves than any
others, except the Herefords.

With all workers of oxen, the nearer a beast
approaches in shape, appearance, and action

to the Devon, the more valuable he is consid-

ered, according to weight. For ordinary farm
labor, either at the plough, the wagon, or the

cart, he is equal to all common duties, and on
the road his speed and endurance is unrivalled.

Their uniformity in st}le, shape, and color,

render them easily matched, and their activity

in movement, particularly on rough and hilly

grounds, give them, for farm labor, almost equal

value to the horse, with easier keep, cheaper
f( od, and less care. The presence of a well-

conditioned yoke efDevon cattle in the market-
place at once attests their value, and twenty-

five to fifty dollars, and even more, in price over

others of the common stock, are freely given

by the purchaser.

As a Beef Animal,

We must place the Devon in the first class, for

fineness of fle.-h and delicacy of flavor. Its

compact bone gives it the one, and its rnpid

and thorough development under good feed-

ing, gives it the other. In growth and size

it matures early, etpial to the short-horn, and
its meat is liner grained, juicy, and nicely

marbled, (the lean and fat intennixed.) In

the London markets, Devon beef bears the

highest price of any, except the Highland
Scot—usually a penny a pound over that of
larger breeds, and our A merit an butchers

([uickly pick (he Devons from a drove, when
I hey can find them, before mo~t others. 7 hey
feed well, take on ilesh rapidly, and in rhe

quality of their fle>h, are all that can be de-

sired.

—

Allen's American Cattle.

LINCOLN SHEEP.

The following notice of a late importation

of this English breed, belonging to Hon.

Samuel Campbell, of Oneida, N. Y., is copied

from the editorial correspondence of the Jour-

nal of Agriculture

:

—
Wc were much Interested in viewing Mr. Camp-

bell's Lmcoln sheep. The original stock of tliese
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were imported by him from Lincolnshire, England,
about two years ago. He has forty-five now.
Two have been sold tor $300, and one, a burk, was
sold to a long-wool breeder in Canada for $120, in

gold. The weight of the bucks is about 340 lbs.,

and the ewes'2.50 pounds each. Weight of fleeces

:

bucks, loj and 17| pounds ; ewes about 12 pounds
each. The wool is very long, 12 to 15 inches, and
sometimes even 20 inches in length, it is said. It

is wavy, silky, and a remarkably fine specimen of
luster wool. These are probably the only Lincoln-
shire sheep in this country. They ai-e peculiar,

and we judge that for mutton and combing wool
they are the most dtsirable of any.

JERUSALEM AKTICHOKB.
This root possesses a high value for stock

feeding. Upon its introduction into this coun-

try, it was called the "Canada Potato," and is

so called by some aged people to this day. It

was also known by the name of "Virginia Po-

tato." It has ever been regarded as a sana-

tive production, possessing considerable ali-

mentary powers, and as a prolific bearer. Its

flavor is mild and agreeable, but it is not, like

the potato, dry and "mealy" when cooked,

but solid and "soggy." Most domestic ani-

mals are remarkably fond of it, and prefer it,

occasionally, to all other roots, and even to

grain. The yield of the artichoke has been

estimated as high as a thousand bushels per

acre, on good soil, and is said frequently to

have exceeded it by several hundred bushels.

In some sections, the artichoke is had re-

course to for stocking pastures, in which swine

are confined, and for this purpose is said, by

those who have experimented carefully with it,

to possess a high value.

We do not know that any one in this sec-

tion has as yet given much attention to its culti-

vation ; but we incline to the opinion that it

will ultimately become a favorite production,

—particularly as a food for stock. We have

sometimes grown it in the garden, and have

been surprised by its wonderful hardihood and

remarkable power of prolification. It requires

a rich, warm and mellow soil, and when once

planted, no fresh seeding of the land will be

needed for years,—the small tubers remaining

in the earth, after digging the larger ones, be-

ing amply sufEcient to make it propagate it-

self, without any further care of the producer.

From certain indications, we are inclined to

the opinion that the potato plague has reached

its limit, and hereafter we are to have a return

of sound crops of that most useful vegetable
;

but should the limit of the disease not have

been reached—and the evil still continue to

develop itself—the artichoke will furnish one

of the most valuable substitutes, and be no

doubt competent to supply, in a considerable

degree, the loss of bo important a vegeta-

ble.

There is one characteristic appertaining to

the Jerusalem artichoke which may be re-

garded as an important commendation. It is

not, like the potafo, injured by shade, lut
flourishes almost with the same vigor in or-

chards as in localities where it is favored with

the direct influences of the solar rays. The tops,

also, are far more valuable than those of the

potato, and if fed to milch cows In seasons when
the herbage of the pastures is short and un-

succulent, will induce a copious flow of excel-

lent milk. They possess a pleasant aromatic

flavor, which renders them highly palatable to

the animals, and are sanitary and stimulating

in their effects. We suggest an experiment

with them by many of our farmers,—but in a

small way at first.

IMPROVED KESNTUCKY SHEEP.
The best mutton at Faneuil Hall Maiket is

from Kentucky. Within a few years past the

supply from that source has largely increased.

Messrs. Geo. AV. Ilollis and Dan Brown, the

leading dealers in Kentucky sheep, and who
keep buyers constantly in that State, estimate

that their receipts of Kentucky sheep at this

market is at the rate of $12,000 per year. The
fine appearance of these sheep, both on the

hoof and on the hooks, has led us to inquire

into the history of a class of animals which

give such great satisfaction to both producer

and consumer. In the last Report from the

Agricultural Department, we find the follow-

ing detailed statement of the course of cross-

ing and breeding which has been pursued for

over thirty years by Robert W. Scott, of

Frankfort, by which he claims to have estab-

lished a race, known as the "Improved Ken-

tucky," which have been widely diffused, and

are essentially alike and uniform, and maintain

their identity and impart their qualities as

surely as sheep of any other breed.

In the beginning, about thirty ewes were
selected from a floik of unimproved common
sheep, and they were bred to a very large and
fine Saxony or Merino ram ; the object being
to give in the offspring, more thickness to the

fleece and more fineness to the fibre of the

wool. This step was thought advisable before
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uniting the coarse fleeces of the native sheep

with the coarse and still more open fleeces of

the large imported varieties, and the effect

was sati^factor3\ The ewe lambs of this cross

were bred on the first of October, after they

were one year old, to an imported Bakewell

buck, of large, full, round carcass, and a

heavy fleece of long wool. The ewe lambs of

this latter cross were also, in due time, bred

to an imported Southdown buck, of large size

and high form ; the object now being to infuse

into the progeny that active, sprightly, and

thrifty disposition, and highly flavored and

beautifully marbled mutton, for which the

Southdowns are so jubtly celebrated. This

object was also successfully obtained. The
wtthers of this cross were the delight of the

epicure, while the value of the fleece was not

diminished ; as much being gained by increas-

ing the number of fibres to the square inch as

was lost in the length of them.

The next cross was made by a ram which

possessed, in combination, many of the good
qualities which it was desired to perpetuate in

the flock. He was three-fourths Cotswold,

and one-fourth Southdown—a large, hardy,

active sheep, with a thick and heavy fleece,

and his progeny possessed the same qualities

in an eminent degree. The two next crosses

were made by pure-blood Cotswolds ; and the

next by a very fine fuU-blood Oxfordshire ram,

of remarkable softness and silkiness of fleece.

They were' all animals with ^hort necks, round

barrels, broad backs, and full briskets. They
added to the flock still more weight of carcass

and fleece ; while the texture of the latter and

the delicate flavor of the former were not per-

ceptibly impaired, and therefore, in the next

fall— of 1853— the flock was divided between

two fine full-blood Cotswolds.

Every one of these crosses was perceptible

in the llock, (blended, but still manifest,) in

the character and habits, as well as in the car-

cass and in the fleece ; but in some a particular

cross predominated, which was naturally to be

expected, on account of the recentness of the

improvement. In order to obliterate these

discrci)aucies, and to produce complete uni-

formity in the flock, it was bred, in 1854, to

five select rams of my own breedinjr. The
progeny showed a reasonable accomplishment

of the object ; and, though there was some va-

riation in their carcasses and fleeces, still they

were in all respects beautiful and valvable ani-

mals of their kind.

In the fall of 1855, in order to carry out the

same design, I bred chiefly to a mixed ram,

whose pedigree showed Cotswold, Oxfordshire,

Teeswater, and South Down blood. lie was

a highly formed and finely finished sheep, of

large ^ize and a thick fleece, of medium length

and fineness of fibre, and his lambs possessed

great beauty and value.

In 1856 I bred chiefly to a large and fine

Cotswold, and in 1857 to him and to a ram of

mixed blood, the ewes being so selected and

bred as to produce a more complete uniformity

in the progeny— those having a predominance
of South Down and Merino being bred to the

Cotswold, and those having a predominance
of Cotswold qualities being bred to the mixed-
blood ram. In 1858 two large and fine rams
of my own breeding were used in the same
manner, and for the same objects chiefly, viz :

to give uniformity and stability to the flock.

A few ewes were also bred, in 1858, to a very
fine mixed-blood ram, Avhich was a perfect

model ,of symmetry, and which had taken a
premium at the State fair, in Louisville, in that

J
ear. In October, 1859, the flock of about

one hundred ewes was again selected, and
bred with a view to the same object, about
one-half being bred to the the above premium
animal, and the remainder to a fine " Improved
Kentucky " sheep, which had a fleece of re-

markable length, fineness of fibre, and was of
good size and fine form.

Since 18G0 well-selected rams of my own
breeding, and those of Leicester and of Cots-

wold blood, have been used in such manner
as to impart some valuable qualities either to

the fleece or the carcass, or to the constitution

of the progeny
;
pure Cotswolds, superior in

form and size and fleece, being raised in 1865
and 18G6.

]\Ir. Scott says that these sheep have always

faced the bleakest winters, wettest springs,

and dryest summers, without any protection,

and seem at all times comfortable and spright-

ly, being clothed to the ears and knees by a

thick, long fleece. He has rarely failed to

raise as many lambs as ewes, and in small

flock one-third more. His flock of over 100

breeding ewes have averaged over eight

pounds per head of merchantable, unwashed

wool. It has generally commanded from

three to five cents per lb. more than the ordi-

nary wool of that section. A manufacturer

of Louisville says, " It seems to have a length,

strength, and texture, and at the same time,

firpness, fineness, and softness of staple,

which render it peculiarly adapted to southern

and western manufacture and wear."

—Sir David Brewster has published a descrip-

tion of the manner in which a stack of hay was

struck by lightning in Forfarshire, Eng. It was

on fire but was extinguished before much of it had

been consumed. On examining the stack, a circu-

lar passage was observed which extended to the

bottom, and terminated in a hole in the ground.

In the hole was found a foreign substance which

proved to be silex, obviously formed by the fusion

of the silcx contained in the outer coating of the

hay. It liad a greenish tinge, and contained burnt

portions of the hay.
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THE NORTH DEVOM" CATTLE.

"We copy this month from

Mr. L. F. Allen's ' 'American

Cattle" a cut of a prize

stall fed, four-year-old Devon

steer. As this race is partic-

ularly popular at Brighton

market as working oxen, we

should like to give an illustra-

tion of some of the nicely

matched pairs that have been

sold there within the last

year, but have not seen any cut

that does the Devons justice in

onjy fair working order. The

engraving, however, is a beau-

tiful illustration of them as

beef animals.

The history of this race is interesting to

New England farmers from the fact that many

ascribe the acknowledged excellences of our

"native stock" to their supposed descent from

the Devons. In a brief history of this race

which accompanies his American Devon Herd

Book, Mr. Sessions says that "the descendants

of the first cattle imported into New England,

in the spring of 1623, show by their color

that they were Devons or Devon grades."

And Mr. Allen also says, "there is little

doubt, from the appearance of many of the

New England cattle, of the last and present

centuries, that some Devons, in their purity,

were early brought into Massachusetts. Tra-

ditional tales of their neat- limbed, sprightly,

red, high-horned cattle have existed, and that

they sprung from a Devon cross is beyond

a question." We publish on another page

some extracts from Mr. Allen's history of the

Devon race of cattle, copied from his late

excellent work on American cattle.

LAKGE FABMS.
We, in New England, have very limited

ideas of farming as carried on in some of the

Western States.

A writer in the Prairie Farmer, Chicago,

has been giving an account of a few of the

farms which he has lately visited. One in

Champaign County, called "Broadlands,"

contains 20,000 acres, or seven by six miles.

This was owned by J, M. Sullivant, who wanted

a bigger farm, and has sold it to John Alex-

ander, and purchased one of 40,000 in Ford

County, On the Broadlands farm there are

this season 5000 acres in corn and a large

quantity in oats. There are now 4000 head

of cattle on the place—divided into smill

herds of 500 each. Many miles of hedge

have been set. This is being extended every

year.

Hickory Grove is the name of a farm of

26,000 acres in Benton County, Indiana.

This is entitely prairie, except a magnificent

hickory grove. A grove of twenty acres of

poplar has been planted, and another of ma-

ples is to be planted. Thirteen thousand acres

are under post and board fence, making forty-

two miles. Seventy miles of Osage Orange

hedge have been started on the place, and

preparations are making for setting a laige

amount more next season. There are about

4000 head of cattle on this farm. They are

divided into herds of fiom 500 to 700, and

kept in pastures of from 2000 to 3000 acres.

A part of them are herded outside of the en-

closed portions in the daytime, and driven

within for the night. Four years ago this

farm was unbroken prairie. A farm adjoining

the above contains 12,000 acres, and is de-

voted to stock raising, and another of 8000 is

occupied in the same way.

In the Wabash Valley there are many farms

from 1000 to 3000 acres, on which stock rais-

ing is carried on with eminent success. The
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cattle are represented as in fine condition, and

perfect health, and their sleek and glossy

coats shine in the sun like silver.

Farming in Germany.—A correspondent

of the loica Homestead, travelling in Germany,

after alluding to the entire absence of fences

and to the rows of shade or fruit trees on the

highways, which give the traveller the impres-

sion of riding through a long and beautiful

lawn, says :
—"The fields of grain will compare

well as regards size, with an ordinary city lot.

Indeed, many of them are much smaller.

Perhaps two by eight rods would be their av-

erage size. This, of course, refers to the fer-

tile plains, where the entire surface is under

cultivation, and not to the highlands that are

approriated to raising timber, or to pasturage.

Little corner stones mark the boundaries of

these small farms and lots. Side by side, with

only a deep furrow between, one sees there

little patches of wheat, oats, barley, peas,

potatoes, «S:c., which succeed each other in a

regular course of rotation."

Fall Seeding of Grass Land.—The

fact that timothy grass is naturally perpetual

and self-sowing is used by the Ohio Farmer

as an argument in favor of seeding down grass

lands in September, which is the season that

nature has appointed for the seed to fall, ger-

minate and grow, and consequently the proper

time for husbandmen to apply it to fields which

are to be converted into pasture or mowing

lands.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

OABGET OR CAKED BAG.

I have seen in the Faumeu many remedies for

this dis( iisc anion!,' cows. I luivc adopted a treat-

ment which I lijje lietter than any 1 ever saw in

print. It lias never failed with mc, and oiheis

have tried it wiHi tlu same result. It is very sim-

ple and safe. It is merely to give the cow beans

once or twite a day un'iil a cure is effected. In

the earlv staj-es a few nies.ses will be bulficient, of

about half a pint at a time. They may be Riven

eitlier div or green, wiih the same result. If

green, a "few hills of the vines and beans may be

given, as eows will eat them most readily. I have

tried the above several times the present season.

It has been my remedy for several years, and
always wiih good results. w. B. b.

Roxbunj, Vt., Sept. 15, 18GS.

Remarks.—Before the above recommendation

was in print we suppose it could not justly be

called ''book- farming." If it shall prove as efflca-

cious with other tarmers whose cows are troubled

with garget, as it has with our Roxbury friend, he

will receive many thanks for his communication.

One of the exhibitors of thoroughbred Ayrshire

cattle, at Burlington, Vt., claimed that that breed

was entirely exempt from garget.

TRANSPLANTING SHADE TREES.

Please say something through the columns of
the Farmer concerning the transplanting of shade
trees (maple). Whicli is best, tall or spring? I

would be glad to transplant this fall if as well,

having more time for it than in the spring.

I have set out maples in my yard twice, and all

have died but one which is now a nice tree in the
dryest part of the yard. Tlie soil is a rieli loam,
quite moist. How would it do to excavate the
ground for the trees this month, tilling the excava-
tion with the soil removed, mixing in tine maimre
made in the barn-yai'd this season, and then trans-

plant ijt the proper time this autumn ? \v. s. a.

Leicester, Vt., Sept., 1868.

Remarks.—Shade trees of almost any size may
be transplanted with much certainty of their living,

if proper care is observed in doing the work. We
have elms and white pines which we transplanted

when they were from six to nine inches in diame-

ter, and of proportionate height. Some of them

are now nearly two feet in diameter and are

forty feet high. They were transplanted eighteen

years ago. These trees were dug about in Novem-

ber, had a heavy ball of earth—some two or three

tons—left about their roots, and propped up with

blocks of timber. When the base was frozen solid,

the tree was removed on ox-sleds to the ample

hole previously prepared for it, and set down.

Just before dropping the tree into plice, a cartload

or two of rich garden soil, which had been placed

in the barn cellar to prevent its freezing, was

thrown into the hole and the tree let down upon it.

When the tree was in proper position, all the va-

cant places about the roots were carefully filled with

rich soil, and pressed under with a stick. A ton

or two of stones were then placed upon the surface

in order to prevent the tree from swaying in high

winds, and thus disturbing the roots. When man-

aged in this way, every tree set has grown well.

You state that one tree out of several that were

set, lived and grew well. Is that not suflicienrly

evident that the fault was not in the scil ? On the

same soil where one tree would grow, any number

would be quite likely to, if the trees were all equally

good, and the treatment of them the same.

Success in transplanting depends, mainly, on the

manner in which the tree is taken tip. Most person

suppose that if they preserve the large roots the

tree will live. But it is the small fibrous roots

which spring from the larger ones, and the bun-

dles of little roots that usually cluster under the

main stem of the tree, that go to work immediate-

ly and feed and sustain the tree. If these are

torn off, badly broken, or their surfaces chafed,

the tree has little or no means of immediate sup-

port, and will die.

It is much better to spend a good deal of time

in taking up and setting six trees and have them

all live, then to take up and set 12, hurriedly, and
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lose one half of them. The work should be com-

menced farther from the stem than is usual. Find

the extremity of a root, then trace it to the tree by

digging under it, and saving all the smallest

roots. When they are loosened, cover them with

soil again to keep them from sun and wind.

The hole in which the tree is to be set should

be amply large, and the soil loosened to the depth

of a foot or 18 inches. The soil upon which the

roots are spread out ought to be a good loam, and

if mixed with a fine compost manure, so much
the better. The drainage should be such that

water will not remain long in the holes in which

the trees are set.

The plan you suggest about excavating imme-

diately is an excellent one. You can then trans-

plant at any time after the leaves have fallen—per-

haps November would be better than October.

TILE FOR COVEKING ROOFS.

1. Are Tile used anywhere at the present time
for covering roofs ?

2 Of what dimensions are they usually made,
and in what manner are they affixed to the roof?

3. What is the cost of them at the manufactory ?

4. Are they burned like bricks, or baked like

pottery ware ? A. N. Townsend.
New Ipswich, N. H., 1868.

Remarks.—We are always glad to notice in-

quiries going on tending to find some material for

covering roofs which will be more permanent,

and less costly in the beginning, than our perisha-

ble shingles. Anciently, clay was moulded into

curious forms, in various parts of Europe, and

used for covering roofs. The pieces were called

"tile," were baked or dried in the sun, and were

fastened to the roof with pins of oak. Many of

the old churches, cathedrals, and other buildings

were covered with them, and some are remaining

to this day. We have never known them used in

this country for covering roofs. They would

probably Ije more expensive than the slate which

is so abundant in our country, and which is so

well adapted to the uses for which it is employed.

Tile are also exceedingly heavy and necessitate

large and expensive timbers to support them.

more than half a peck of salt to a barrel of cu-

cumbers. The salt is added, with a little cold wa-

ter, as the cucumbers are put into the cask. Thus
salted they will keep a long time. Before putting

them into vinegar they are freshened and "greened"

by being kept several days in water, changed once

a day, when they are put into vinegar.

PICKLING CUCVMEERS.

My method for preserving cucumbers for pickles,

which I think preferable to any that has been given

in the Farmeu in reply to the inquiry of your
Subscriber in Shelburne, is as follows : For a bar-

rel of cucumbers, say of thirty or thirty-two gal-

lons, make a brine of five quarts of salt and five

ounces of pulveiizcd alum, with three or four pails

of water. After preparing your cucumbers, put
them in, adoing water if required so as to keep
them under the brine with a follower on top of the

pickles. Tnis method will be found to Ije much
the best. It saves salt as well as labor in freshen-

ing or preparing them for vinegar, and it; preserves

them fresh and sound ; better, I think, than it does

to saturate them with salt. Lorenzo J. Day.
Bristol, Vt., ^ug. 22, 1868.

Remarks —One of the West Cambridge market

gardeners informs us that in preserving cucumbers

for market pickles he uses less than a peck, but

CANCER IN A COW's EYE.

I asked a few weeks since what I should do for
a cow that I feared had a cancer in her eye. You
expressed a hope that it was not cancerous and
wished fur a more particular statement of the case.
Sometime last January I noticed that the eye was
constantly weeping. The discharge continued and
increased until the eye has entirely disappeared,
leaving the whole socket an unsightly sore.

East Jay, Me., Sept. 1, 1868. Jack.

Remarks.—We now think it probable that the

disease in the cow's eye is cancerous, in which

case remedies will do little good. A strong solu-

tion of alum applied to the ulcerated surface may
be useful. Powdered bloodroot and iodide of po-

tassium are recommended by Dr. Dadd. The fol-

lowing fatal case was reported by an English Ve-

terinarian, and shows that in animals, as well as

in human subjects, the cancer is a most malignant

disease, and one over which we have but little con-

trol. He says :—"On examination we perceived a

cauliflower excrescence growing from the mem-
brana nictitans, [the inside "winker"] about the

size of a strawberry, from which issued an ichor-

ous discharge that excoriated the adjacent parts,

and which bled on the slightest touch. We at

once decided upon taking it out, and this was ac-

cordingly done, the parts being subsequently

touched with argent, nitrat. After this, the cow
appeared to go on well for about twelve months,

without any re-appearance of the cancerous growth.

At the conclusion of that time, we were again sent

for, and found the cornea had become of a bottle-

green color, and that the sight of the eye was com-

pletely gone. About three months after this, a

fungoid growth sprouted from the cornea, which,

increased in size very rapidly, but was repressed

by the application of a little bufnt alum. Shortly

after this, the eye receded considerably into the

socket, and eventually it sloughed entirely awny.

Some weeks afterwards, she became partially

paralyzed, and was unable to masticate. The

lower lip was pendulous ; the ear hung down

by the side of the neck on the affected side; diffi-

culty of deglutition was experienced, and the saliva

flowed from the mouth, mingled with the partially

masticated food. Attenuation of the paralyzed

muscles quickly followed, and much general ema-

ciation of the frame. The animal was then killed,

to avoid a more lingering and painful death."

PEAR SHAPED APPLES.

I send you a curiosity worth noticing,—a pear

and apple growing on the same twig. They grew
in the orchard of N. O; Phelps of this town. The
tree on which they grew is an apple tree of the
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Sopsovine, grafted by Mr. Phelp8 ; and there is no
pear tree in the same orchard, and none nearer
than the other side of the street. We have other
specimens at the store of Mr. Pike, where any one
can see tbem if they wish. There are several of
the same sort on two trees. Now, Mr. Editors,
can you or some of your learned contributors ex-
plain the philosophy of this uncommon occurrence.
1 have one specimen where there are three in one
cluster, two apples and one pear. Mr. Phelps has
tasted those of the pear shape, and says that the
pear is pear flavor and not apple.

P. S. Since writing the above I have cut one of
the pears, and it cuts, looks, and tastes more like

pear than apple. Z. E. Woodbuky.
Groton, N. U., Aug. 31, 1868.

Remarks.—We have also received from O. H.

Vaughan, Esq., proprietor oi the Laconia Demo-
crat, specimens similar to those above described,

which grew on a limb of a Sops of Wine tree, of one

of Mr. Vaughan's neighbors, in Laconia, N. H.

There were pear trees within a few feet of the

apple tree, but not near enough for the limbs to

intermingle.

Wishing to obtain the opinion of pomologists as

to the probability of the apple blossom being im-

pregnated by bees or otherwise from the pear trees

in the neighborhood, we submitted the specimens

to the fruit committee of the Massachusetts Hor-

ticultural society, and they were placed on exhi-

bition at their rooms in Horticultural Hall, where

they attracted considerable attention. Col. Mar-

shall P. Wilder, Charles M. Hovey and other ex-

perienced pomologists, regarded it as a mere freak

of the apple,—a sport neither very common nor

very rare,—and not the result of impregnation,

which they regard as impossible. Keith's Botani-

cal Lexicon was referred to for the assertion that

"no one has ever yet succeeded in fertilizing the

apple with the pollen of the pear, or the gooseberry

with the pollen of the currant," which opinion is

also confirmed by Wilson's Cyclopedia. Mr. J.

Breck, however, was disposed to admit the possi-

bility of impregnation. The Horticultural com-

mittee do not agree with our correspondent as to

the pear taste of the pyriform apple, as they

thought it had none of the peculiar flavor of the

pear. •

A BLixD cow.

I have a cow that has become blind. I know of

no cause for it unless it may have been caused by
lightning. The cow went out apparently all right

in the morning and came home blind at night.

She has every indication of perfect health, save

the loss of her sight. Can I do anything for her ?

D. M. Hodge.
Grafton, X. H., Aug. 28, 1868.

Remakks.—If the blindness is caused by light-

ning, we should expect that the nerves of sight

would gradually recover their natural functions.

The causes generally assigned for occasional blind-

ness in cattle, such as congestion, tumors or water

on the brain, aftbrd little hope for successful treat-

ment. An English writer, Mr. Percival, says

blindness may proceed from some disease of the

retina, or from some abnormal condition of the op-

tic nerve or brain ; or it may prove the last link of

a scries of morbid phenomena, originating in some
remote part of the body, operating sympathetical-

ly on the nervous system, and through it, extend-

ing to the eye. If there is no obvious improve-

ment within a few weeks, the butcher will aid you
to dispose of the cow.

erECKLED AND STRIPED BUTTER.

In the Farmer of August 22, 1 find an article on
White Specks in Butter. It is asked, "Did any
one ever keep spotted butter in a cool place twenty-
four hours, then work it till it was waxy, and find
any white specks in it? Now if there are white
specks in butter they were there when churned,
and no amount of working will entirely free the
butter from them. I, for one, do not wish you or
your many readers to think that we dairy women,
of twelve or fourteen years' experience, do not
know the cause of and remedy for striped butter.
Butter should never be worked with the hands.
The salt should be thoroughly worked in with a
ladle, and after stfinding twenty-four hours in a
cool place worked with a butter-worker until free

from buttermilk, and then packed, using a pestle
to pound it down, and a ladle to smooth the top of
the tub. If this is done, there will be no striped
butter, though at times there may be white specks
in it, the cause of which we dairy women are not
agreed upon. Sue.
RoyaUon, Vt., Sept. 14, 1868.

a horse bleeding at the nose.

I have a five-year-old horse that occasionally
bleeds at the nose. The blood will flow from the
nostrils almost as freely as from a stuck pig, until

the horse falls to the ground from weakness, and
the flow of blood will cease, apparently because it

is all out of his body. After resting a while
he will get up and gradually gain strength, until

from exercise or otherwise, another bleeding spell

occurs. What shall I do for him ? Jack.
East Jag, Me., Sept. 1, 1868.

Remarks.—Give the horse a teaspoonful of oil

of vitriol in a pail of water three times a day. It

is possible that there is a polypus growing in the

nostril, which is the source of the bleeding.

BEST breeds of SHEEP FOR COMBING WOOL.

What variety or breed of sheep is best and most
profitalile for combing wool ? Is the best breed for

this purpose good to raise lambs from for market ?

One Interested.
North Boscawen, N. IT., Sept. 19, 1868.

Remarks.—The English sheep of the Lincoln-

shire, Leicestershire and Cotswold races, such as

are bred in Canada, and such as are being rapidly

introduced into various parts of this country, pos-

sess in perfection the necessary qualities for pro-

ducing combing wool, which Mr. Hayes, secretary

of the National Wool Growers' Association of

Manufacturers, says should "be long in staple

—

from four to seven inches in length—comparative-

ly coarse, having few spiral curls and serraturcs,

and possessing a distinct lustre." Most of these

long wool breeds are also celebrated for their ex-

cellence in the production of "lamb" and mutton.

Mr. Spooner, an English writer, in his work on

sheep, seems to give the preference to the Cots-

wold, which he says is "a large breed of sheep,
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with a long and abundant fleece, and the ewes are

very prolific and good nurses. The wethers are

now sometimes fattened at fourteen months old,

when they weigh from fifteen to twenty-four

pounds per quarter, and at two years old increase

to twenty or thirty pounds. The wool is strong,

mellow, and of good color, though rather coarse,

six to eight inches in length, and from seven to

eight pounds per fleece." The earliest and largest

lambs at Brighton market are from the long-

wooled English sheep, and the supply of their

wool is far below the demand of our manufac-

turers.

BRICK AND STRAW OF AGRIOrLTURAL PAPERS.

Every man to a very great extent is what he is

made by surrounding circumstances. If a child

from its earliei^t infancy could be kept free from
all untoward influences, he would almost invaria-

bly grow up to manhood with refined manners and
correct moral habits. On the contrary, if the
child is surrounded by adverse influences, and
grows up under ihtm to mature years, he will as
invariably form evil and corrupt habits, which
will cling to him through life. It is impossible to

avoid the influence of associations. The same is

true of our agricultural papers. The editor can-
not make "brick without straw." His paper will

be good, liad, or indifferent according as those who
take and read it, furnish the material out of which
it is to be made ; and a large part of this material
should consist of carefully studied and well
written articles for its columns, containing the
practice and experience of all its readers. With-
out liberal patronage, no editor can long furnish a
first class agricultural paper, and without reading
such a paper no one will be as good a farmer as
with it. The agricultural paper is to the farmer
what the political paper is to the politician. It

seeks to promote his best interests, and to advance
him to a higher plain of experience in his chosen
pursuit. Enclosed please find five dollars for my-
self and a new subscriber. T. L. Hart,

West Cornwall, Ct., Sept. 15, 1868.

Remarks.—Although the correspondence of the

New England Farmer has been unusually well

sustained during the late busy season, by its in-

telligent readers, yet we would remind one and

all that if they wish its columns to be still more

instructive and interesting, they must improve

"each shining hour"' of the approaching long

evenings by dotting down the facts which have

arrested their attention, and the thoughts which

have passed through their .minds, while at work

in their fields, or while comparing the present

with the past. Has not each one learned some-

thing new by his experience of the backward wet

spring, the hot, dry summer, and the pleasant

fall, through which he has watched and tended his

crops ? We do not ask for formal essays. Gire

us the stray facts and hints of your experience.

P. S.—The publishers suggest that friend Hart

has shown in a most practical manner, one sure

method in which subscribers may aid in improv-

ing their paper. Were each of our readers to send

a new name with his own, when renewing his sub-

scription we should soon have a circulation un-

equalled by any weekly paper in New England.

The close of the political campaign will give them

an excellent opportunity to enlist new members
for the ranks of our agricultural corps.

TOP-DRESSING GRASS LAND.
If "Subscriber" of Sabatus, Me., will study he

examples of top-dressing to be found upon his and
every other farm, he may learn more of^ the effects

of manure applied to grass land than "Early Cut"
can tell him. He will find the manure drojjped by
his stock upon ihe grass and dried in the sun and
wind has produced little appareu. improvement of
the grass, but that it has become an impediment to

the scythe and rake. He will find other places in
his field where the water has carried unon the grass,
sand, gravel, and a mixture of unknown materials,
with no resemlilance to stable-manure, that has
greatly improved the crop.

It is useless to think of raising herdsgrass on
any field that docs not contain the roots of that
grass, unless the seed is sown, I would not top-
dress land that is not well stocked with such grass
as we wish to produce. Other fields that are
smooth enough to plough well might be turned
over in the fall, and a quantity of fine manure har-
rowed into the soil with redtop or herdsgrass seed,

or both, with encouragement for a good crop of
hny the next season. In that way the land may
constantly be kept in grass. Tiie high price of
labor, and the facility of procuring grain has in-

duced many to keep their land in grass as above
described.
The amount of manure to the acre should be as

much as our liberality will allow. A little is good,
we seldom apply too much. For top-dressing,

the manure should be fine, and applied at such
time as will enable it to reach the roots of the
grass the quickest;—just before the fall rains (for

we must have water to carry the plant-food to the
roots) or in the early spring. The latter season is

objectionable because the ground is too soft to
drive the team over itwiihout injury to the field.

Water is the best and cheapest manure we have,
and in a thousand places upon our sterile hil 1-sides

it might be used for fertilizing purposes. Now is

a good time to turn the water from the springy
wet places where it is pent up, destroying all good
grass, to the dry fields upon a lower level, to the
great improvement of both. There are many
small streams that with a little engineering and
labor may be turned from their usual channels
and made to water dry, and now unfertile fields.

I can think of no way the same improvement can
be made with the same money as by judiciously

using the water upon our hills. Early Cut.
Mast Yard, N. H., Sept. 14, 1868.

AGEICULTUKAL ITEMS.

—The Louisiana rice crop will amount to 60,000

barrels, it is thought—the heaviest crop by far

ever yet raised in the State.

—At a late discussion by the Illinois Horticul-

tural Society, many reported an unfavorable ex-

perience in raising blackberries.

—There are 7,580,000 sheep in Ohio, 1,481,214

cattle and 2,100,000 hogs. The corn crop this

year is estimated at 141,000,000 bushels.

—Near Manchester, Mich., is a hop yard of forty

acres. Its manager says it cost twenty-five cents

per pound to grow hops and put them in bales,

ready for market.

—Milch cows in the vicinity of Newport, Ky.,

are going blind. Not less than fifty of them have
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entirely lost their sight, and it is accounted for by

the fact tlmt during the warm weather they would

stand in the water, and that the reflectioa of the

sun on the water affected their sight to such an ex-

tent as to cause it to be ultimately lost.

—The late warm weather, rain and moist atmos-

phere, is said to have had a dis^astrous effect on

the portion of hops not previously picked. Prices,

however, remain unchanged,—15 to 25c. per lb.

Grapes are said to do best when planted among
rocks, because the best of the sun is retained and

radiated in the night, giving an equable tempera-

ture.

—The Illinois Industrial University commences

its first academic year with about eighty scholars,

nearly the same number as attended the prelimi-

nary term last spring. There is a full corps of

eflScient professors and teachers on duty.

—The Freshmen Class in Dartmouth College

numbers about eighty. Five have joined the

upper classes, nineteen the scientific department,

and the agricultural department, just instituted,

opens with a class of ten or twelve.

—To keep dust from cream, take rattans and

make hoops a little larger than the pans—stretch

thin muslin across, thin enough to admit some air,

but not flies and mites. Cover the milk with these

as soon as it is cool, and they will prove of great

value.

—Wool is so cheap and old sheep so plentiful

on the River Plate, South America, that many
sheep are being "tried out" for grease. As they

can be bought at from twenty-five cents to a dollar

per head, it makes a very good business at the

present time, yielding something like 100 per cent,

profit.

—The Countrij Gentleman discusses at length the

importance of simple farm machinery, giving in-

stances where complex machinery, although work-

ing well when in good order, failed to come into

general use simply on account of its cumbersome

character.

—The dry weather at the West has affected the

hop crop adversely in some sections, especially in

Wisconsin, inducing the belief that the yield in

that State will not exceed that of last year. The

aspects in Michigan are more favorable, while in

this and the Eastern States a large yield is antici-

pated. The picking season, it is supposed, will be

two weeks earlier this year than it was the last.

—A new cheese hoop has been introduced among

the dairymen in tlie Es'stcrn section of New York.

It is made of metal and has a malleable iron clasp

or lock which, when opened with a key, lets the

hoop free from clieese and follower at once. These

hoops greatly facilitate the labor of handling

cheese, a point of considerable consequence in a

large dairy.

—In one of the milk dairies near London, Eng-

land, the cows in full milk each get 13 pounds of

hay, 76 pounds of mangolds, two pounds of meal

and two pounds of cake per day. Distillery wash

is thought to be the most productive of milk of any

food, but its use is not common. Distillers' grain

is found to be much superior to brewers' grain.

In an examination of over 60 cow houses, only one

was found where the cow food was steamed or

cooked, and in that the cooking was confined to

the manufacture of a gruel to be thrown over un-

cooked food.

—The Ohio Farmer says the most rapid potato

digging he ever witnessed was done with a com-

mon barn shovel. The shovel was driven into the

earth beside and under the hill, and a portion

lifted out, and by a quick jerk scattered over the

surface, entirely separating soil and vegetables,

leaving the potatoes clean. Generally two appli-

cations of the shovel finished the work upon a

hill.

—A correspondent of the Country Gentleman is

led to ask, does wheat bran diminish the quantity

of milk when fed to cows ? by the following facts

:

on the first of September, he commenced feeding

two favorite cows on wheat bran, six weeks after

their calves, (then five weeks old,) had been taken

from them; and although the pasture has daily

increased in richness since the removal of the

calves, the flow of milk from these cows has

greatly decreased in quantity.

—A plant thrives better where the air is "foul"

with fertility. Malarious districts are often—and

may we not say generally ?—the richest. After-

wards, when cultivation has progressed, they are

less fruitful, while the air is more healthy. It

was in the carboniferous period that vegetation

was the most luxuriant. The air, then, was highly

charged with carbon, and with other matter dele-

terious to animal life, but favorable to vegetation.

—The Prairie Farmer speaks of the wide spread

failure of the potato crop this year, from the

amount of rain in the spring, the scarcity of it

during the time when it was most needed for the

growth of the potato, together with the ravages of

insects heretofore unknown, or known only in

small quantities, and urges greater care in the

growth of this important vegetable. It recom-

mends the ploughing of turf land this fall, which

will only require to be gone over with the cultiva-

tor next spring to be ready for planting.

—The Countrrj Gentleman publishes a lengthy

article from its correspondent "F.," who occasion-

ally contributes to our own columns, in explana-

tion of the fact that a good crop of wheat no longer

results in a large surplus and low prices. Among
the reasons assigned are insect ravages, a greater

variety of products, the growth of towns and

cities, facilities of transportation, making a market

for hay, vegetables, &c., decrease of production in

old States, and an annual increase of population

that requires an increase of production equal to

five or six millions of bushels per year, &c.
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STACKING HAT ITT THE FIELD.

A correspondent of the Country Qentleman

who was raised near the rivers Severn and

Avon, gives the following plan for facilitating

the business of haymaking adopted by farmers

who own from 200 to 300 acres of meadow ly-

ing on those streams, and whose homesteads

were often a mile or two away, and few of

whom had more than one team :

—

The mowing was commenced early, and pro-

ceeded with without any delay, and as f\ist as the
hay became dry it was put in what they call "wind
cocks," being about a ton or less in each cock,

which were well made by a man building them as

the others pitched the hay up to him. They were
round and so well made that for a few weeks they
were perfectly safe. Thus the work went merrily
on, and in any damp parts of the lields the team
would be. in request to cnrry the crop from there

to a sound and safe spot. Then, when all was
mowed and made into hay, there was none but the

regular constant men retained, probably only a
couple of men and a boy, and these would then
fetch home the whole of the cocks, and put them
in large ricks in the stock-yard, where ihcy would
be thatched with straw according to the custom of

the country. This is a plan which might be adopt-

ed in this country, where there is a great deal to be
done and few hands to be employed, for a very few
men v/ould make perfectly safe in this way all that

could be cut with two machines running from
light till dark ; for, with the aid of a tedder and
some horse-rakes, tha cocking would be nearly all

to be done with those using the forks.

The Texas Cattle Fever.—John J.

Keller, a veterinary surgeon of St. Louis, who

is spoken of as a well educated and intelligent

practitioner, attributes this disease to the gen-

eration of microscopical fungi or animals. He
believes that they are in a state of incubation,

whilst on, and when leaving the Texas cattle
;

that they are specifically attracted to our na-

tive cattle, and that they mature in and upon

them, and ultimately (if not arrested in their

course) destroy them by preying upon the vi-

tal parts of the blood, while these microscopi-

cal fungi or animals perish in their feast, and

consequently cannot pass from one of our cat-

tle to another. This idea. Dr. Keller believes

is in accordance with what has been ascertained

to have occurred amongst the fungi of the

vegetable kingdom, and hence may safely be

supposed to happen in the animal—both being

so intimately allied.

Dog vs. Sheep.— The Vermont Record

and Farmer reports the case of H. N. Bur-

nett vs. G. W. Ward, tried at the late session

of the Windham County court. The plaintiff's

evidence tended to show that seven of his

sheep and one lamb were killed and others in-

jured by the defendant's dog. A verdict of

$202.50 damages was awarded to the plaintiff

under a statute of that State which authorizes

double damages against the owner of any dog
that shall worry, chase or kill sheep. The at-

tempt of the defendant to show that his dog

was of peaceable habits and disposition, and

was never known to worry or kill sheep, and

that said dog was always at home, and was at

home every day during the weeks defent^ant's

sheep were killed, seems to hwe little influ-

ence on the minds of the jury, who assessed

the damages as above stated.

A Remarkable Confession.—One of the

agricultural editors of a New York city weekly

paper says, "The most remarkable thing about

Darwin's theory of the variation of animals

and plants is, that it teaches us more than we

knew before."

S'WEET Cider.—To all lovers of this ex-

cellent and really healthy beverage, I have a
piece of useful information to give. Cider,

if taken when first made, brought to a boiling

heat, and canned, precisely as fruit is canned,

will keep from year to year without any change
of taste. Canned up in this way in the fall,

it may be kept half a dozen years or longer, as

good as when first made. It is better that the

cider be settled and poured off from the dregs,

and when brought ip boiling htat the scum
that gathers on the surface taken off"; but the

only precaution necessary to tie preservation

of the cider is the sealing of it up air-tight

when boiling hot.

Last fall my wife canned several gallons of

sweet cider in this way, and kept it perfectly

pure and sweet tintil opened lor use in the

spring, so in making the above statement, "I
speak what I do know."

—

North West. Far.

Galled Shoulder.—In reply to a corres-

pondent who asks for a remedy for a two-

years old gall on a horse's shoulder, the vete-

rinarian editor of the Western Rural, after re-

marking that a gall of such long standing will

require very careful and persevering treat-

ment, advises as follows : In the first place,

you must dispense with the use of a collar.

The following lotion should be applied daily to

the sore :—Sulphate of zinc, one drachm ; ace-

tate of lead, one drachm : water, one pint.

Where it is very difficult to dispense with the

use of a collar, some of the stuffing may be re-

moved from it, so as to make a hollow oppo-

site to the sore part, which is thus relieved from

pressure.
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THE PBE8LDENT "WLLDER 8TRAWBEERT.

This Is a cross between La Constante and

Hovey's Seedling, and is one of many thou-

sand seedlings which Col. Wilder has grown

during the past twenty years. The Fruit

Committee of the Massachusetts Horticultural

Society, who have seen it upon the groimds of

its originator say, they "cannot doubt that it

is hardy, vigorous, highly productive ; of larg-

est size, superior in quality, beautiful in ap-

pearance, firm enough for market purposes;

and, should it sustain the character wiih other

cultivators which its originator has obtained,
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it will prove to be the most valuable of the

many contributions which Mr. Wilder has

made to horticulture, and will worthily bear

his name. With his permission, we are au-

thorized, and do hereby name his strawberry

seedling. No. 13, 'The President Wilder.' "

It is recommended by others who have seen

the fruit and vines, but we are not aware that

it has been grown on any other grounds than

those of Col. Wilder. How it will succeed

in other localities and under less skilful culti-

vation remains to be tested.- Mr. J. M. Mer-

rick who is satisfied that this new variety is all

that is claimed for it, remarks :—My experi-

ence in purchasing and treating new varieties

of strawberries, like that of most other ama-

teurs, has been one of disappointment; and I

have become very skeptical about new and

highly praised seedlings.

In reply to a writer in the Horticulturist

who is perplexed with sixty bearing varieties

on his grounds, claimed by the originators as

particularly excellent, and who asks the Pomo-

loglcal society to weed out the "suckers," a

correspondent of the Country Gentleman says,

"the Society need not trouble itself; these

worthless varieties will weed themselves out.

Let our perplexed friend make a memoran-

dum this year of all the highly lauded and

unproved sorts, and keep it five years, and he

will find nearly all forgotten, and very few in

cultivation." Still we hope President Wilder

will prove as great an acquisition as Hove\ 's

Seedling. But as it is not certain that any

plants will be offered for sale this year,

the question of its adaptation to general

cultivation can hardly be decided the ensuing

season.

PKEPAEATION OP SOIL IN AUTUMN.
We have noticed articles in several west-

ern agricultural papers, during the year, in

favor of winter wheat ; and recently we ob-

serve correspondents intimating that farmers

are at work putting in a large breadth this fall.

We are glad to observe this, for we are strong

believers in winter wheat.

It is often said that it cannot be raised suc-

cessfully where the soil is not permanently

covered with snow in the winter ; that on the

prairies the winds blow the soil from the seed,

and the freezing and thawing throws out the

plants, and renders the crop uncertain. But

early sowing with the drill or the plough will

obviate this difficulty. Wheat superficially

covered with the harrow or the brush is doubt-

less exposed to injury from the winds and the

frosts, but when it is well covered and makes

a good stand in the fall, it will be injured but

little by the winter, and is a surer crop than

spring wheat.

It is earlier and less liable to be injured by

the droughts in June and July. We think

this has been proved abundantly during the

past season. It is the spring wheat that has

been shrunken by the drought. The berry of

the winter wheat was generally full and plump,

and ripened before the dry weather deprived

the straw of sap.

Spring sowing is apt to be delayed by the

cold and wet. When this is the case, it will

be late, and the drought will take it while the

berry is forming, and it will be small and

shrivelled, and it will be more liable to be at-

tacked by insect enemies. The soil in August

and September is warm and mellow, and the

grain will germinate immediately, and not lie

in the soil and rot, as it often does in the cold,

wet lands in the spring.

These remarks are equally applicable to the

East and to the West. We usually apply

manure with the wheat crop, whether it is

sowed in the fall or spring. Manure applied

in the fall keeps the ground light and mellow,

while it gives access to the sun and air, and

the plants make an early start in the spring.

When spring grain is to be sowed on stub-

ble, or after corn, it is best to spread the

manure, and plough it in, in the fall, espe-

cijlly if it is not thoroughly rotted, and fine.

In the spring, when the grain is to be sowed,

the plough or cultivator will mix it intimately

with the soil, and it will be, where it should

be, in the seed bed, ready to nourish the

springing plant. The frosts of winter crumble

it, and prepare it to mix with the soil. Little

or no fermentation takes place during the cold

season, and the gases are not given off until

the genial rays of the sun warm the ground,

and then they are absorbed by the earth, and

pervade the whole mass.

An idea has prevailed that manure applied

in the fall loses its strength by the action of

the rain and air. If it is covered three or four

inches we think it loses but very little. The

salts that are leached out by the rain are re-

tained in the soil, and the convenience of ap-
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plying in the fall more than offsets any loss of

gasesthat may take place.

Top dressing to grass in the fall and winter

may be applied with less injury from the

wheels, and the treading of cattle and horses,

than in the spring. And where the surface is

tolerably level the loss from washing is very

slight. Most farmers who make manure in

the summer prefer to apply top dressing at

this season, ai.d find it afficadous in keep-

ing up the grass crop.

In sod ploughing, if the soil is clay loam or

a moist black soil, we prefer to turn it over to

a good depth in the fall, and leave it exposed

to the action of the weather during the winter.

The soil that is brought up from a depth of

nine or ten inches, in this way, is mellowed,

and mixes better with the manure and the sur-

face soil, in consequence of this exposure, and

is ready for the plough or the harrow several

days earlier in the spring. Owing to its posi-

tion, the water drains from it sooner, and the

air penetrates it more completely. If the soil

is a light sandy loam, it is less important to

plough in the fall. Such a soil being finer,

may be worked into a good tilth at once, and

may be sowed or planted immediately after it

is ploughed.

Old grounds, that are infested with worms

of any kind should be turned up late in the

autumn, just before the frosts set in. This is

a good practice, whatever the crop is to be.

It is especially important for garden soils, that

they should be ploughed or spaded deeply to

expose the eggs and larvje of insects to the

weather ; and if one has crude or uncompost-

ed cattle or horse manure, it is well to work

a good quantity into the garden soil late in the

autumn. When a garden soil that has been

thus treated in the fall is well stirred in

the spring, and a good dressing of well rotted

compost, or some commercial manure added,

it will be in a condition to receive the seeds

and plants at an early day, and to yield them

the nutriment they require until their growtli

is perfected. It will also be in condition to

receive a second crop after the first early crop

has been removed, if this is desired. Thus

the soil is fitted for its office during the whole

season, and is always ready for use.

—Two pailfuls daily of flax seed tea has been

found to be the most successful remedy for cattle

attacked by the "Texas fever," yet tried at Chicago.

For the New England Farmer,

VERMONT FARMS AND FARMING.
An Besay read hy Z. E. Jameson, of Iraeburg, at the

Wcdneeday Evening Bcst'ian, (Sept. 9,) of the Farm-
ers' Club, at the Court House in Burlington, during

the late Fair of the State Agriculturiil Society in that

city.

The subject is so comprehensive that it will

be impossible to do more than glance at a few
of its prominent points.

Vermont is emphatically an agricultural

State. The first settlers endured great priva-

tions, and practiced the most rigid economy
to obtain the mean^ of a bare sub>istence, in

a land full of beauty in summer and autumn,
and full of dreariness and desolation in winter
and spring. In the seaboard States, the fish-

eries, the coasting voj ages, the factories, and
the foreign export trade enabled many a
farmer to increase his income from purely ag-
ricultural pursuits, by other employments in

the winter months ; but the Vermonter had
no other resources than his home farm. If

untimely frosts or adverse seasons cut short

his crops, it was true he could convert his

wood into shingles for a neighbor's barn, into

charcoal for the blacksmith, or into salts for

the merchant.

As the years passed by, the pioneer's axe
let the light in upon hills of rocks, hills of
clay, hills of sand, and valleys of every variety

of sod, from rock to the treacherous oozing
mud, that our present ditches have trans-

formed into fields of a fertility and depth that

can no where be excelled.

Although the State may be hardly larger

than a Western county, yet it has a marked
vaiiety of climate. The moving waters of the

Connecticut on the East, and the beautiful

lake on the West, mellow the northern blast

and deadly frost, so that the season of Howers
and fruit in some sheltered locations will com-
pare favorably with a more southern clime.

Even lake Wemphremagog, lying at the border

of our northern plains, as well as every river

that finds its way from our mountains, serves

to mitigate the severity of the seasons ; so that

many a valley farm enjoys, when compared
with those on the surrounding hills, a com-
paratively mild cbmate. In these favored

locations, the corn matures its yellow grain,

the pear, grape, and even the peach ripen

their fruits.

But not to deal with generalities alone,- per-

mit me to bring to your notice some unima-

ginative and unpoetical iac's in regard to Ver-
mont farming. As secretary of the Orleans

County Agricultural Society, I issued a circu-

lar in the fall of 18G7, to be filled by the

School District Clerks, designed to exhibit a

correct account of the products of the several

farms in their respective districts, based on

the estimates or positive knowledge of the

farmers themselves.

Reports were received of 718 farms, in thir-
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teen towns, but no town was entirely reported.

On each of these farms there was an average

of 32 acres of pasture, 23h of mowing, and six

acres of land in grain and hoed crops,—mak-
ing Glh acres of cleared land. The value of

all the products of these farms averaged

S841.60,—being $13.75 per acre. Besides

which, these farms averaged a sugar orchard

of 214 trees, yielding 490 pounds of sugar

each.

But 3 3 the greatest part of these productions

ir.ust be conramed upon the f:::rm, cnly a small

portion could be exchanged for money. The
wool, the butter, a i'ew oats and potatoes that

we may suppose could be spared, may bring

in a cash income of some $355, on each farm

;

which must pay the taxes, the doctor, the gro-

cer ; clothe the family, provide new and repair

old farming tools of all descriptions, &c. It

is evident, therefore, that there will be but a

small sum remaining to invest in government
bonds. Of for sending the sons to college. Is

this average of Orleans county less than the

average income of other counties in the State ?

I will not admit that it is. Certainly, then,

if there were no hope of rising above the

average, farming must be considered an un-

profitable vocation. But from my own door
I can look on two farms that yield an average
income of $2000, besides paying hired help

and family expenses, and that without count-

ing the forage that sustains the stock.

On one of these farms, there were raised

75 bushels wheat, 600 bushels oats, 700 bush
els potatoes, 100 bushels corn, 50 tons hay, a

ton of butter, a ton of cheese, 2600 pounds
pork, live weight, besides sheep, fowls, calves.

On this farm were fattened 600 turkies, for

market, that j ielded a good profit.

The other farm of the same size as the first

—220 a';res—yielded 31 bubhels wheat, 400
bushels oats, 750 bushels potatoes, 100 bush-

els corn, 75 tons of hay ; 32 cows yielded

3000 pounds butter and 5000 pound cheese,

2100 pounds, live weight, of pork were fat-

tened, 500 pounds of sugar were made, 23
bushels beans raised, aside from many other

items of income. Both of these hard-working
farmers are increasing their respective in-

comes, and adding to the wealth of the State,

by the bountiful productions of their farms.

Now some may ask, how can the average
remain so small, where such farms exist? 1

answer, that when I turn my eyes from these

farms to the west, I see on the side of the

mountain another farm, with a log house and
a log barn ; the axe sticks in the log where
the wood was cut to cook the breakfast, and
an emaciated pig squeals and roots around the

kitchen door. The owner remarked to me
that as he could now cut about fifteen tons of
hay, and alihough most discouraged, he didn't

know but he had better rub and scrub and set

out a few apple trees.

It has been hard work for that farmer to

live ; and there are many like him in Essex,

Caledonia, Lamoille, Washington and Frank-
lin counties, and probably all over the State.

These small farms of rough land, poorly tilled,

cut down the average production, but serve a

valuable purpose in helping to make up school
districts, and giving variety to the neighbor-
hood. There are in Vermont many acres

cleared, and many farms occupied to-day, that

should have had the grand old forests ^till

waving over them. On such land men wear
away their lives with small reward. The soil

is perverse and obstinate, in its wet, ston} or
precipitous hardness. Master and mistress

show, in their rugged, care-worn features,

angular forms, and calloused hands, the evi-

dences of constant industry and economy. At
the same time, there are other acres yet un-
cleared and untilled, that would bountifully

reward the labor bestowed.
Having considered the farms, we now turn

to the farming. While the farms were being
cleared, the crops from the newly burned land
were generally satisfactory, and as they were
consumed by the cattle, winter after winter,

piles of manure accumulated about the barns.

After the stumps were rotted, and the plough
disturbed the soil for the first time since crea-

tion, the crops were still satisfactory. Yet
continual cropping soon lessened the yield,

and the accumulated manures were gladly ap-
plied. Still as the plough made its way from
one new field to another, more was taken
from the soil than was returned to it, and then
a diminution of crops was the result, but not
i<ufSciently perceptible to occasion alarm.
Generally one portion of the farm was put
into permanent pasture, another into perma-
nent field, and the plough run here and there,

as choice or necessity dictated. For a time a
scanty dressing of manure gave a fair crop
of grain, but eventually the grass seed failed

to catch, and if the owner has grown old on
the place and has reared a family of children

that have Itft, you see a run down farm and
a home for sale.

There are many farms in this condition, and
now all depends upon skill. Henceforth it

becomes a straight fight of skill against sterility.

Under these circumstances, it may not be
amiss for us to study the operations of farm-
ers in other nations, that have accomplished
what we must now undertake. In England,
agriculture is not only self-sustaining, but con-
stantly improving ; barren heaths and downs
are, by the assistance of turnips and sheep, of
drainage and thorough cultivation, made fer-

tile estates. A system so satisfactory in its

results there, must be worthy of our attention.

A mere glance at English farming suggests a
need of a change of sentiment among us in re-

gard to permanent occupation of farms. This
must be one of the first steps towards improve-
ment. For miles, on some roads In this State,

every farm has its price, and not a few change
ownership as often as once in five years.

Now with such feelings, permanent and thor-
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ougli improvements are seldom undertaken,

or if commenced, are not carried to final and
successful results.

Wlicn we consider our farms as homes that

we (U'.sire to transmit to our children unincum-

bered by niort<xage, by weeds, or by sterility,

then shall we begin to think of, and to prao
tlce a self-sustaining system of farming ; a sys-

tem in which the raising of roots, and the tat-

tening of cattle must become more prominent,

and the farmer a more thorough business man.

He must understand the capabilities of his

land and with judgment distribute his labor

and crops upon it. He must study the mar-

kets and decide when to buy and when to sell

;

when to hire, how to keep, and when to dis-

charge help. The seasons, too, must be re-

garded, in sowing and harvesting, in rearing

young animals or in fattening the old.

Permanency of residence, then, is one of

the first steps toward permanent improvement

and high farming. But so long as the middle

aged (lock into the villages, where they may
preside at justice's courts, act as jurors, shave

notes for young farmers, sell liquor as town

agents, collect taxes and serve writs, at just

the age when experience (lualifies them to

be the most successful, is it not inevitable that

the young men, proverbially fickle, should

drift in the same direction, and watch for a

chance for work in shops or factories, or for

situations in stores and offices. The gist of

the venerable adage, '"Old men for counsel,

young men for war," must be recognized on

ihe farm. The wisdom and experience of the

father should guide and direct the ambition

and strength of the son ; and the expression

should never be heard again, that "a young

man prospers because his father died, and left

him property ;" but it should rather be said,

"ihe son prospers because the father lives to

direct him by his counsel, aqd to aid him with

the capital necessary to success in his chosen

vocation." Fathers and sons should be mutu-

ally blessings to each other. Our foreign

population may become industrious, worthy cit-

izens, but to none can our land be so dear as

to those who were bred upon it, who have

taxed themselves to found and to sustain its

institutions, and to defend its honor. The

young farmers must be kept in Vermont, for

111 fJre^ the land, to hastening His a prey,

Where wealth accumulates anj men decay.

How, then, shall the young men be kept

upon the farms ? In the lii st place, the old

men must be satisfied with farming, and re-

main upon the farm themselves. The idea

that the disappointments and failures, inci-

dent to this calling, are more serious and dis-

heartening than in other occupations, must be

corrected by a better knowledge of the dis-

appointments and failurcis of others.

If the son is thus trained up in the ^^ay he

should go, then trust him, and believe the

declaration of the sage, "that he will not de-

part from it." Train him to manage and

trade, as well as to delve and dig. Don't be
too conservative about the purchase of labor-

saving machinery. Remember that you your-

self were once young and ambitious, and treat

your sons as you would have been treated

when young.
Then we should gather together the facts

which justify a bright-side view of Vermont
farming. Do not statistics prove that our
grain yields more per acre, and bears a higher
price than at the West. What we buy is

cheaper, and real estate is advancing, as well

as in other sections. As an im-tance in point, I

may allude to a young man who went from
Orleans County to the West, obtained a farm
under the homestead law, and wrote back
urging his brother to come West, where be
could double his money in four years ! The
brother responded, "1 can do as well as that

here. Ten years ago I v/as worth $600, now
I am worth $3000,"—all made from the crops

and from the rise in price of an ordinary sandy-

farm.

Then our churches, schools, roads, mar-
kets, and neighbors make Vermont a desirable

place for a farmer's home.
If the young men remain, and the care of

the estate is devolved upon them, how shall

the old men busy themselves while "the years

draw nigh when they shall say ihey have no
pleasure in them, and desire shall fail, and
the grass hopper be a burden ?"

In referring to a few branches of agricul-

ture adapted to the aged, my purpose is less

to advise others, than to map out a road that

in due time 1 must travel myself.

Where the preparatory work for an orchard

was made in middle life, fruit raising is a con-

genial employment for the aged. \Vith their

experience every kind of fruit can be made
to pay, if the best varieties are chosen and
that care given that is essential to success.

The markets are never overstocked with these

healthy productions of the soil. Fresh, dried,

or canned it is always in demand, and a new
seedling of rare merit is sometimes a fortune

in itself.

Bee keeping is so nearly allied to farming

that it is an easy change even for the old to

adopt this. On 718 farms in Orleans county

there are kept only 014 swarms of bees. Yet
their products are in constant demand at full

prices, the capital required is small, and where
intelligent care is bestowed the profits are

large. J. D. Goodrich, of East llardwick,

has this year taken a ton of choice box honey
from sixty swarms of bees, at little expense

except removing the precious harvest. A
thousand farmers might pass their declining

years in this employment.
The raising of blood stock is another

branch of farming which is well adapted to

engage and reward the old farmer who has

had the necessary previous training for this

pursuit. Almost the last animal relinquished

18 the cow. Let this favorite one be of some
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excellent breed, that shall by her annual calf

bring in an income equal to $1000 at interest.

A horse is usually kept for the use of old

people. May not this animal be a mare of

such merit that the colt that annually sports at

her side shall command a price equal to the

interest of another §1000.
Then tlie few acres reserved from the large

farm might as well graze a few sheep to keep
up the supply of warm flannels and the most
nutritious meat. Let them be the beautiful,

trim South Downs, which never disappoint

their owner, either in wool or meat; or the

enormous Cotswolds, which under an old far-

mer's skilful feeding, should each become so

excellent as to afford better returns than $500
at interest.

Many portions of the work in dairy farm-

ing on a large scale can be conducted by far-

mers who could hardly endure constant out-

door work. The cai^e of cheese, the making
and storing of butter that brings in an income
of $5 or $8 per day, makes a man at the

house and a foreman upon the farm almost a
necessity.

Thus by adopting any or either of these

branches of our glorious calling, the old man
never becomes a drone or an idler or a stumb-
ling bioi^k to turn others away from this pur-

suit. His steadfast enthusiasm and devotion

ennobles the calling and causes young men of
talent to join m the ranks of the tillers of the

soil. lie stands at his post, and with colors

still flying, bears down to that port where he
casts anchor in calm, peaceful waters, till he
hears a voice saying, '"Well done ! thou hast

been faithful over a few things : I will make
thee ruler over many things.'"

With the strength of the youth and the

wisdom of the old combined our prosperity

has only commenced ; and soon Vermont
farming will do justice to Vermont farms, and
her farms shall be Ibund worthy of the most
iutellisent farmers.

For the Xeiv England Farmer.

COMBING "WOOLS.

Mr. Editor :—Perhaps it may not be lost

labor to call the attention of readers of the
Nkw England Farmer to the great demand
which exists at present for comhing wools.
The manufacture of worsted gooils has greatlv
increased of late, and is likely to increase for

years to come. The United States have been
hejivy purchasers of dress goods from England

;

but some of our enterprising establishments
are now making certain styles of goods equal
to thos(^ imported. The Everett mills, Pacitic

mUls, Washington mills of Lawrence, with a
number of smaller establishments in that city,

are making worsted yarns. Then there are
in Lowell, the Hamilton Manufacturing Com-
pany, the Carpet Manufacturing Company,
and James Dugdale. In Manchester, N. tL,
will be found the Manchester Print Works,

using a large amount of wool of this descrip-

tion, and quite a number of smaller establish-

ments in Rhofle Island. The Hamilton Wool-
en Company of Southbridge are about com-
mencing a mill on worsteds.

These all want pure blooded wool from the
Leicester, the Cotswold, and Lincoln bretds
of sheep, and the amount raised in the States
is comparatively small. The largest of these
firms have bought largely in Canada. Some
small lots of Canada, now in the Boston mar-
ket, are held at 70, 72.^, and 75 cents per
pound, and will be sold at these figures before
next May. If the amount of machinery now
in operation is kept running through the win-
ter, we shall have to import from England,
and that the consumption will not be reduced
at all is certain, the business being too re-

munerative. But while these full blooded
wools are bringing such hish prices, half and
quarter bred are bringing 55 cents per pound,
a price nearly equal to fine Saxony, and more
than the best Jlerino brings in the eastern

market.

Sheep husbandry has, at the present time,

but few advocates, on account of the low price

at which wool has been fold lately ; but not-

withstanding the depression of clothing wools,

the price of combing wools has been very re-

munerative, and pure bred wools will continue

to Ije so for years to come. Machinery will

increase faster than the wool ; for neither half,

one quarter, nor even three quarters will

take the place of the pure bred wool. Noth-
ing but the best will make lustre goods. For
some purposes the ucixed breeds w^ill answer
full as well as the best.

The increase of the pure breeds must as a
consequence be small, but the price of wool
and the increasing demand for good mutton
will render the question an important one. I

have no doubt that the sto /k will bring high

prices, but the half breed wool will bring a

price which 1 think would lie worth the atten-

tion of our farmers. A lamb would not be
dcspisable from a Cotswold or Leicester ewe
by a good large long wooled Merino ram, but

it would be of much more value by a long

wooled ram, and were it not such a very great

draft on a small Merino ewe. I should say that

such an one crossed with a Cotsv;old or Lei-

cester, would produce splendid combing wool.

I do not intend to write an article on cross

breeding, but simply to give the price of wool

and the prospective demand. With regard to

our fine wools, I would say, that prosperity is

returning,—wool will be worth more than it

has been for some time ; the farmer may look

for a really sale for his wool, when well

washed, at 10 cents. He may also look for a
reduction in the price of corn, grain, butter,

cheese, beef and pork, then wool will com-
pare with these in price more favorably tlian

at present. I should not think it advisable

for our farmers to sell their sheep, but were
any so disposed, I should think it an excel-
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lent time for farmers who own good sheep

farms to purchase. Farmers ought to copy

the bubiness methods of some of our manufac-

turing companies, when business has been dull

and men unfortunate and wish to sell, or are

compelled to sell their establishments. They
take advantage of other's necessities or follies,

and make their purchases, and when business

revives they are ready with their cheap mills

and cheap machinery to successfully compete

with those who have obtained their places less

advantag( ously. Too many of our farmers

fail by not being sufficiently quick and ready

to take advantage of those circumstances which

are continually offering to make such invest-

ments as would yield them rich returns. To
those farmers who are discouraged about the

price of wool, I would say, do not sell your

sheep ; to those who have money, I would say,

if you can, purchase a few Leicesters, Cots-

wolds or Lincolns ; if you cannot do that, then

find some one who will not take my advice

and buy their jNIerinos cheap. Mentor.
Boston, Sept. 25, 18G8.

For the 2Cew England Farmer,

PREMIUM BUTTER.
Mr. R. p. Eaton :

—

Dear Sir,—When you

asked me at Dedham yesterday for a statement

in connection with the box of twenty pounds

of butter entered at the Norfolk County Fair,

as a sample of what I had made since May 15th,

1 thought I would not let you publish it. But
heeding your suggestion that the public need

line upon line in the matter of butter making,

as well as on other subjects, I repented, and

herewith enclose my statement as you desired.

To the Committfc on the Dairy of the Korfolk County

Massachusetts Agricultural Society.

This lot of butter. No. 7, is part of one

week's churning, and was made on Wednes-
day of this week. The milk is strained about

two inches deep, into tin pans, and set in a

room on the ground floor. This room is lur-

nibhed with movable racks for the milk to rest

on, and is used for nothing but milk and

cream. The cream is usually taken olF every

morning and kept in a large tin pail that will

hold about live gallons. It has a close-fitting

cover and is hung in the well to cool the

cream, whenever it is desirable. The well is

under a roof, and is furr.ibhed with pulleys, so

that forty or fifty pounds of cream or butter

niav be lowered or raised with ease, and re-

main suspended at any depth desired. The
cream is well stirred when more is added, and

is churned but once a week, except in extreme

warm weather.

Churning is always done with the cream at

a known temperature, varying from G0° to G4°,

according to the outside temperature. Churn

about an hour in Davis' self adjusting chum.
When the butter begins to "gather," pour in

a few quarts of cool milk or water to thin the

buttermilk and aid its running off. When it

is drawn off, put in more cold water to cool

and harden the butter and clear off the remain-

ing buttermilk. If the cream contains little

flakes of sour milk that have, by heat or age,

become separated from the whey and formed
cheese, and known as "white specks in but-

ter," I know of no way of getting them off

from the butter as easily as to thoroughly rinse

in cold water several times. It must be done
before the butter is gathered into a solid mass.

If the sour milk contained in creaui is thin and
tender, as it is in its first stages of souring, it

will all leave the butter readily in the butter-

milk, but when it has separated from its whey
and become cheese or curd, it can only be
removed by picking out the specks by hand,
while working, or washing off in water while

the butter is in little crumbs in the churn.

After the butter has been sufficiently cooled,

and worked in the churn, it is taken on to a
maple board, shaped like a fan, four inches

wide at one end and twenty-six at the other,

and twenty-eight inches long, with four inch

strips at the sides put on with screws. At
the narrow end, a three- inch strip is screwed
on across the sides, and forms a cap. under
which a movable white-oak lever is held down
at its small end. This lever is the same length

of the board on which it is worked, exclusive

of the handle, which is turned at the large

end. The face of the lever is about two inches

wide at the small, and three at the wide end.

After the worker is scalded and cooled in

cold water and fastened firmly in a common
sink, with the narrow end akout lour inches

the lowest, the butter is taken from the churn

with a ladle and placed under the lever, at the

rate of ten pounds at a time. It is then re-

peatedly pressed and turned till the moisture,

(it can hardly be called buttermilk,) is thor-

oughly removed.

Salt is then worked in with the lever, at the

rate of about three-fourths of an ounce to the

pound of butter, which is as much salt as my
customers will allow. More would be re(iiiired

if it were added while the miik n inaincd in

the butter, as much of it would run off with

the buttermilk, while working.

If the salt could be worked into every par-

ticle of the buWer at this time, it might be
now ready to htamp for market and deliver to

the customers. But as salt' d butter is yel-

lower than frcbh, unlebs the salt is actually

distributed perfectly even through the whole
mass, it will, after standing a few hours, show,

on being cut, a streaked, spotted or maibled
appearance,—coarse or line.—according as it

was worked much or little after being salted.

In warm weather I prefer to hang the but-

ter in the well to cool a few hours before put-

ting it through the mould ; again working it

evenly at this time, on the worker.

This season, until July 1, my butter was

sold at fifty-five cents per pound; in July at
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Sfty cents, and the last three weeks at sixty

sents, delivered to the customers.

During the four months' trial I have had
eight cows. One was sold for beef June 22

;

one heifer, three years old, dried off July
15; one cow came in, August 1, Have now
six in milk. Two are in their prime, one of
them, the one that come in August 1 ; the

other four are all young. Two calved in

August of last year ; the other two calved at

two yearo old or under, last spring. The two
old cows give at this time about twenty- two
quarts per day; the other four only about
eighteen ; or forty quarts per day in all. One
quart and a pint per day are sold ; also all

the night's milk one day in each week is

skimmed at twelve hours old. Have made, in

the time between May 15 and September 1-6,

inclusive, 512 pounds, besides what has been
used in the family.

The feed is now mostlv corn fodder, cut up
green and fed in the stall. Some dry hay is

given, also three pints of corn meal per day.

The cows were turned to pasture about June
1, and had two feedings of hay each day.

The pasture has yielded very little feed since

August 10, when the corn was ready for them.
The cows have run out from six to eight hours
per day. The,remainder of the time they
have been in the stalls, where a large amount
of manure has been secured for future crops.

The corn fodder has been about half South-
ern White, the other half a large Sweet. I

prefer the Sweet for the following reasons : it

is better liked by the cows ; it will bear thinner

planting, and is consequently more leafy and
does not lodge as much in rainy or windy
weather. Land is well manured and furrowed,
then the corn dropped by hand thin enough to

bear some ears. It is covered with the rear

teeth of F. F. Holbrook's Horse-hoe turned
outward. All the hoeing may be done with
this implement, except perhaps the first plant-

ing, as that grows slower, and the weeds might
get a start with the corn.

Yours respectfully, Butter Maker.

The following is a copy of the conditions

on which the premiums on butter were awarded

by the.Norfolk County Agricultural Society :

"For the best produce of Initter r.n any farm
within the county for four months, from ilie 20tli

of May to tlie 20th of September, a sample of not
less than twenty pounds to lie exhil)ited, quantity
as well as quality to ije taken into view; with a
statement of the number of cows, and a full ac-
count of the manner oi feeding them, and the gen-
eral management of the millv'and butter, first pre-
mium lj?10; second, .f8; third $')\ fourth #4.
Note.—It will be ^een that these premiums are

offered for the best produce on the farms, and not
simply for the bet speeimers exhibited. Com-
petitors will therefore be required to keep an ac-
count, and render a statement of the entire pro-
duce within the time mentioned. Each lot must
be numbered but not marked; any public or
known mark must be completely concealed, nor
must the competitors be present at the examina-
tion."

You will see by the above that our Society
Intends to have the Dairy Committee act un-
biased, and without any prejudice. They
have the butter and the statement only to work
upon. I have entered butter and furnished a
statement the past six years. Have t£[ken the
first premium ever since the first year, when I
was awarded the second. There have gener-
ally been three or four entries each year re-
quiring statements

; but I have never seen the
statements of any of the other compeltors,
and only one of mine has been published by
the Soclete.

The second premiun', has been taken the
last five years by Mrs. Nathan Longfellow, oif

Needham. I am promised a copy of her
statement, and hope it will be published for
the public benefit. Truly yours,

A. W. ClIEEVER.

Slieldonville, Mass., Sept. 19, 1868.

Remarks.—We are greatly obliged to Mr.
Cheever for his prompt response to our invita-

tion, and can assure our readers that the ac-

count above given of his method of caring for

his stock, keeping his milk, and making his

butter is richly worth a year's subscription to

this or any other agricultural paper. We
quote occasionally the pi ices, and remark

upon the demand for "f tncy butter," in our

report of the produce market, and farmers

who wonder why their good wife's churning

does not rank with the best, may possibly find

the reason in carefully reading the above

article.

The butter which Mr. C. refers to as taking

the first premium, we examined closely, at

Dedham, and consider it for richness of color

and neatness of putting up fully equal to any-

thing we have seen at any similar exhibition.

Had. we been among the privileged "tasters"

of the butter committee, our praise would not

have stopped at color and packing. But

knowing the temptation which it offered to

longing bystanders, the society wisely pro-

vided glass cases, securely locked, and the

eyesight alone was feasted.

The simple statement that Mr. Cheever ob-

tains 60c per lb. for his butter, while ordinary

dairies sell for 42 to 45c, shows the profit in

making a choice article, and we only need add

here, what we have often assured our readers,

that, in this or any other market, afancxj ar-

ticle will command a fancy price. But It

must be cJwice—no discount from the gilt-

edged article.
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For the New England Farmer.

THE GARDEN" FOR FARMERS,
MECIIASIC8 AND PROFESSIONAL MEN.

The present is the season for enjoying the
products of the garden, rather than for talking

about its cultivation, yet I wish to say a few
words, regarding its care and culture, even at

this time ; for spring is coining again, and
then the garden will claim our attention.

According to my experience and observa-
tion, the gardens, too generally in the country
especially, has been ai.d is still most wofuUy
neglected. But it would not be so, I think, if

there was any just conception of the pleasure and
comfort which a well cultivated one affords,

and the prolit it gives. I say profit, for ordina-

rily, I believe, no piece of land of equal size

will yield so large return to the faithful culti-

vator for the outlay of time and means as the

garden.

I say nothing of the luxury it is to have an
abundance of good fresh vegetables of all

kinds in their season for the table ; but base
my argument on its economy. In these days
of high prices of all kinds of provision, it is a

source of solid satisfaction, as well as profit,

to have such a generous supply of wholesome
food as the garden affords, without a single

demand upon the diminishing purse, to say

nothing of the draught upon the temper. And
I believe it is a principle of sound political

economy,—I know it is of domestic,— to coin

the labor of our hands, or the thoughts of the

mind into necessary articles of life ; to change
the, useless into the useful; the unseemly into

the beautiful. And this is what every one does

who cultivates a good vegetable garden, and
makes it not only a thing of beauty but of
general utility.

But I fear this matter is not so well under-

stood as it should be, by most of our farmers,

merchants, mechanics and professional men,
especially the ministers, for whose interest, as

much as that of any other class, I write.

Judging from my experience and observation,

and they have been somewhat extended, I

am compelled to say, that in the country, the

garden is a matter in too many instances most
sadly misunderstood.

For the last twenty years, owing to the un-

settled state of my professional life, I have

had the charge of eight different gardens,

and in every instance I have found them
in a condition of sad and heart-aching de-

moralization. During this time I have suc-

ceeded to the occupancy of the estates sever-

ally of three mechanics and two ministers,

one merciiant, one lawyer and one farmer

;

all of which, as I found them, were living

witnesses of indolence, indifft^rence, or gross

neglect, being filled with rank weeds and foul

matter, which I had to remove, to say noth-

ing of their uncounted progeny which after-

wards I had to subdue and destroy, before I

could make sure of any satisfactory results

from my labor. Of these eight gardens the

one that was left in the best condition was that

cared for by the lawyer ; the worst, those that

belonged to the ministers and farmer. Now to

my mind such neglect of the garden is wrong.
I do not say that it is general ; I am happy to

know that there are exceptions, but as I ride

through the country and look into the gardens
of friends or strangers, I find too often a more
rank and luxuriant growth of weeds than of
fresh and needful -vegetables.

IMuch of this is owing to the fact, doubtless,

that the garden does not ocup" the place in

the popular mind which its merits demand ; but
is regarded rather as a customary appendage
to the house, to be attended to at leisure, or
put off to a more convenient season

;
yet we

seldom find one who does not truly enjoy the

varied production of the garden.

To the farmer, under the press of work that

constantly bears upon him in the spring and
summer, there may be some show of excuse

;

but none usually for the mechanic or profes-

sional man, and especially the minister. He
has or may have time to take the very best

care of his garden, and thereby not only im-

prove his health and increase his means, but
enlarge his usefulness ; for without health a

minister is shorn of the rijj;ht arm of his

power. Not that this is all, but without health

the finest powers of heart and mind will fail to

do their legitimate work,—that of reaching

other hearts, and arousing them to activity in

the sacred work of humanity and of God.
Health is not a thing of luck or chance ; it is a
manufactured product, as much as a piece of

cloth or any machine ; and there *is no other

way by which we can secure this blessing, than

by paying its ptice and complying with its

conditions,—one of which is cheap, out-door

exercise ; nay, muscular labor, which in a
measure we get by faithfully attending to our
gardens.

In conclusion, let me urge it upon all who
are blessed with the privilege of having a

garden, to see to it that they are not guilty of
letting it run up to weeds, but that it shall pro-

duce an abundant supply of useful and whole-

some vegetables for the tal)le. S. Bahbek.
Bernardston, Mass., Sept. 3, 18C8.

Rkmarks.—We regard the advice of our

correspondent, particuLirly to ministers, as

most timely, and for the j>urpose of commend-

ing his suggestions to their attention we may

be excused for saying that the writer is him-

self a clergyman.

In the early history of New England, the

clergy were healthy, and remarkable alike for

long lives and long pastorates ; while of late

they are the most sickly of all the professions

and occupations among us, and their "situa-

tions" if not their lives have become alarm-
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ingly precarious. We believe that our corres-

pondent has suggested one of the causes of

this unfavorable change—the neglect of out-

door exercise and muscular exertion. A veg-

etable and fruit garden, if not a farm, was a

necessary part of a New England parsonage

of the past generation, as they still are and

always have been of the religious establit.h-

ments of the Catholic church. For the bodily

exercise necessary to health, the English clergy

have sometimes resorted to field sports and

recreations which would hardly be tolerated in

New England. But for all these things our

clergy have no taste ; and we doubt whether

history aflbrds an example of such entire ne-

glect of open air exercise by any class of men
as that furnished by the clergy of New Eng-

land during the past fifty years. The result

is not only that their "bodily presence is weak

and their speech contemptible," but many

of the more far-seeing among them are lament-

ing their loss of influence with the masses,

and the growing estrangement between pastor

and people. As "with the people, so with the

priest," the laws of our being cannot be vio-

lated with impunity. And among thes'e laws,

must be included the old enactment, that "by

the sweat of thy face,"—not mind or intellect,

—"shalt thou eat bread." This edict may be

evaded, but not its penalty.

H"E"W PUBLICATIONS.
How Crops Grow. A Treatise on the Chemical Com-
positior, Srru ture, aQd|L fe of the Plvnt. for >i\\ a u-

detiH of Attriculture. Wih numerous lilustr tions

and TaDle-- of Analysis. By 8. W. Joh son, M A
,

Proft'ssor of Analytical and Agiiculturul ch-niistiy
in the Shtfli id Boifntitic S-iiool of Yale College;
Chemist to the Connec'i ut 8l<ite Agricultural f-o.;i

ety; Mi mber of the Nati nal Acad'-my of Suiem e".

New York: O. Judd& Co. 1868. 294 pages. Price
$1.50.

Our first impressions of the value of this vol-

ume are so decidedly favorable, that we care not

to wait for a more thorough examination before

commending it to the notice of our readers. The
work is divided into three parts. The first divi-

sion treats of "the chemical composition of the

plant;" the second is devoted to "the structure of

the plant and the offices of its organs;" while "the

life of the plant" is the subject of the third divi-

sion. Numerous tables of analysis are also given

in the appendix. The author has endeavored in

this volume to lay out a groundwrrk of facts suffi-

ciently complete to serve the .student of agricul

ture for thoroughly preparing himself to compre-

hend the whole subject of vegetable nutrition, and

to estimate accurately how and to what extent

the crop depends upon the atmosphere on the one

hand, and the soil on the other, for the elements

of its growth. For those who have not enjoyed

the advantages of the schools, the author has

sought to unfold his subjects by such regular and
simple steps that any one may easily master them.

It is also adapted to the wants of the class room.

Though complete in itself, this volume, which
is designed to explain "How Crops Grow," is to be

followed by one to tell us "How Crops Feed."

Two others,—one on the Improvement of tlie Soil

and the Crop by Tillage and Manures, and the

other on Stock Feeding and Dairy Pioducts,—are

contemplated.

For the last twelve years Mr. Johnson has de-

livered lectures annually upon agricultural chem-
istry and physiology, at the Scientilic School of

Yale College, and he informs us that this volume
is a result of studies undertaken in preparing these

lectures. Mr. Johnson, however, is better known
to the farming community by his many valuable

contributions to the agricultural press, in which
he has shown rare ability to instruct and interest

the general reader.

The systematic arrangement of topics, and the

careful division of the matter into convenient par-

agraphs, adopted by the author are distinctly

marked by the printer. The numerous illustrative

cuts, tables and indexes are very neat and satis-

factory. The price, too, at which the volume of

nearly 300 pages is offered, places it within the

reach of every one who can afford to buy books at

all. We commend this volume to the notice of all

who wish to know "how plants grow."

MR. COCHRANE'S STOCK.

Our attentive correspondent, Hiram French,

Esq., of Eaton, Compton Co., Canada East,

gave the readers of the Faemer last year a

description of the stock imported and bred by

his neighbor, H. Cochrane. Esq., of Compton

Centre, including cattle, horses, sheep, and

swine. We find in the Country Gentleman

an .
account, by Sanford Howard, Esq , of a

late importation, which was selected with

much care by Mr. Cochrane himself and by

Mr. Simon Beatte, both oi' whom personally

examined the most celebrated herds of Eng-

gland. Mr. Howard says :

—

"The newly imported animals reached their des-
tination safely August 31. The cattle pun based
in England are ten Shoit-horns, nine cows and
heifers and a bull calf and two Jersey cows. Two
f*liort-horn calves were dropped on the rass^age.

The sheep compri'^e forty yearling Cotswold ewes
and five rams from the flucks of Messrs. King
Tombs, Game and Lane. Among the eWes are
those which took the first and second prizes at the
late York>^hire show. A very handsome young
Suffolk mare, and a yearling Suffolk colt (entire,)

of extraordinary size and excellent points, with a
beautiful Welsh pony made up the lot. The cost

in England was equal to $15,000 in gold.
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From Harper's Magazine, for October,

HOW "WE KEPT OUB TKYST.

The golden summer months had fled

Beliind a veil of silvery Ir.ize;

Witb stately mirch Sr;ittniber led
In narrow tile the Autumn days.

By many a path her steps were seen
In tields where late the Summer strayed,

And wliere the woodlana's Itafy screen
Flecked every winding walk with shade.

Her light breath, moved to gentle gales,
Stirred the long tasi-eis ot the corn.

That nurturt d 'mid the sheltered vales,

fchone in the golJeu light at morn.

Within the hemlock's feathery top,
Tiirough nil the swec t t^epterauer day,

VTith k'litjlhened trill and sudden stop,

The blackbird piped his mellow lay.

An unseen Influence working change
A thin veil o'er the landscape drew;

More diitant seemed the mountain range;
Uhe clouds to towering castles grew;

And coloring every shade of thought.
Each fliiilit of fincy ttrave or gay.

With sulitle wand of wizard wioutht
Borne new encha tmeut day by day;

A"d in the maple's fretted leaf

Kindled a ciimsoD-iinted flame,

As nearer, now the days t;rew brief,

• October's b innered legions came.

So, in September's soft decline,

Wh'n thitker grew the Autumn mist,
And swiilien were th • grapes with wine,

i sauntered towards our place of tryst.

By pleasant paths my footsteps lay,

Tiiough liLlrt^: that slowly gathered brown,
Where, failirg past me on its way,
Floated the liiistle's ghostly down.

Twixt stately orchard rows I strolled;
Before my steps the robin fled;

With glims of ru-isct and of gold
The apples ripeucd over head.

A sudden turn, and full in view,
Across my path, the low ftile stood,

Where one wi Je spreading chestnut grew
Right in an angle of the wood.

And seated, waiting there for me.
Half in the tu:. light, half in shade,

Berieath the chestnut boughs was she,

The one with whom my tryst was made.

Oh. sometimes, love, do you recall

That hour, though years since then have fled;

Anrt do yun still renr.eniber all

The fond, the fooli: h words I aaid?

But let them pa?8 (I think we may);
Their a'leence here will scarce be missed;

What need of more, since on that day
It was for life we kept our tryst.

Wages at the West.—A correspondent

•who informs us that he has been travelling re-

cently "in pursuit of a home," closes a busi-

ness letter with the following statement:—

"One thing I think should be made public

through your columns, and that is a warning

to the laboring people and mechanics of the

East not to expect great wages at the West,

for they will be dij^appointed, as wages for

laborers are from $1.25 to $1.50 per day at

harvest aiid only a limited demand at that, with

board at $5.00 per week. The country is

overrun with men seeking work, and "few

there be that find it." He does not state to

what particular portion of the "West" he re-

fers.

CATTLE DISEASE.

The disease generally called Texan fever,

or Spanibh fever has been long known among
the cattle of Mexico and Texas. It was

known in the cattle ranches when that country

was under the government of Spain ; hence

its name, Spanish fever.

The idea that the disease does not exist

among the Texan cattle themselves, but that,

in some mysterious way, they carry with them

the seeds of the disease and communicate

them by infection to cattle born and living in

more northern latitudes, is undoubtedly a de-

lusion. The fact is that the Texan cattle

have the disease, though in so mild a form

that it rarely proves fatal. Driving them for

many successive days, in large herds, in hot

weather, or crowding them upon the decks of

steamboats, under a scalding sun, increases the

intesity of the disease, and renders it more

infectious, so that northern cattle, which have

never been acclimated to it, take it from them,

and undergo it in a form that in many in-

stances proves fatal.

The disease was introduced in the early

part of the present season into Southern Illi-

nois by Texas cattle brought up the Missis-

sippi in boats to Cairo, and at once it spread

through that section, creating a great panic

and occasioning a great loss of property.

The weather was very Lot and dry in that

region when the cattle began to arrive. It is

well known that all Typhoid diseases prevail

with more intensity during dry and heated

periods. This doubtless had an inlluence in

rendering the disease more fatal. But the

mode of moving the cattle probably had still

more to do with the outbreak.

Until recently few or no cattle have been

brought from Texas on boats. They have

been driven through the Cherokee Country

and Kansas, starting in February and March,

moving slowly and stopping to rest and feed,

and reaching Illinois in April and ^lay. Here

they are turned upon the prairies till July

and August, when they become fit for the

market. By this slow process of moving, and
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gradual approach (o a more northern latitude,

and consequent gradual change of diet, they

get rid of the disease, if it existed at the time

of starting on their journey.

When they are brought on boats, the tran-

sit is completed in a few days, and they bring

with them whatever disease existed at the

time of starting, aggravated by the crowding,

starvation and thirst they undergo on the

boats. The haste of the drovers to get them

to market has proved injurious to their own

interest.

These cattle evidently require to be sub-

jected to a quarantine of several months

before other cattle can be sftfely exposed to

intercourse with them, and before they are fit

for human food Such a quarantine they for-

merly underwent to a considerable degree, in

the time and mode of driving them to the

north ; and hence they seldom introduced

the disease, although cases of it were known

from time to time.

The disease appears to be- most rife in May,

June and July ; and as the weather becomes

cooler, it gradually disappears. Cattle that

have been wintered in the north appear to be

no longer subject to .the disease, unless ex-

posed anew to the infection.

By the report of the Illinois Cattle Commis-

sioners, the 30,000 or 40,000 cattle now un-

dergoing quarantine in Kansas, are in a thrifty

and healthy condition, and will soon be in a

state to pass on to their destination with

safety to all concerned. Such facts will teach

the capitalists who are concerned in moving

cattle, as well as the Legislatures of the States

through which they pass, the proper course to

be pursued.

The disease is undoubtedly a Typhoid fever.

Its most intense action is found in the duode-

num, or upper portion of the small intestines,

in which there is inflammation, which causes

contraction of the intestines and obstructs the

passage of solids, thereby occasioning consti-

pation. When the disease is fatal, it is so

usually within 48 hours. At the first outbreak

of the disease at any place it is more fatal

;

most of the first cases terminating in death.

As the disease progresses, it becomes milder,

many of the cases recovering. This gives

rise to the belief that some remedy has been

found capable of controling it. Near the

close of the disease, or when it is about to

disappear, most of the cases get well, and the

cattle thrive and fatten rapidly.

Such appear to be facts respecting this dis-

ease, as we gather them from those who have

been most conversant with it. The alarm is

over for this season, and we shall probably

hear little more cf it, until next season ; ex-

cept in the halls of Legislation, in several of

which it will give rise to discussion during

the coming winter.

BUMBLE BEES.

There are some very pretty stories told

about the domestic bee waylaying the honest

bumble bee, and robbing him of his hard

earned gains. Such tales are evidently the

product of a warm imagination. I find (hat

several bumble bees have forced themselves

into my hives this season, doubtless for the

purpose of plundering. Several were killed,

and, after a time, nothing was found but the

bumble bee, whose hairy covering was in gen-

eral entirely removed, either during his fight

with the bees, or by subsequent attempts on

the part of the bees to remove him. On one

occasion I saw a bumble bee ent^r a glass

hive, and, being curious to know how he

would be received, I uncovered the glass, and

had a pretty good view of the fight. He was

attacked by dozens, perhaps hundreds, of

bees who attempted to bite and to sting, ap-

parently with very little effect. The bumble

bee, on the other hand, by means of his pow-

erful mandibles, succeeded in killing or mutil-

ating nearly a teacup of bees before he suc-

cumbed. I, of course, felt very strongly in-

clined to move to the rescue ; but my desire

to see what the result would be overcatne my
interest in the bees. After a lime the bumble

bee lay exhausted on the bottom of the hive,

which was completely strewed with the legs

and wings of occupants ofthe'bive. I then

covered the glass, and left the hive till next

morning. By that time the bees had carried

out all their dead, so that if I had not wimessed

the fight, I should not have known that any

damage had been done. Remedy—never use

large holes or wide slits as entrances to your

hives. A long slit which just gives space

enough for a drone to squeeze . through, will

keep out the bumble bees, as well as mice and

other large depredators.

—

P., in Coimirij Gen-

tleman.

Soil for Flowers.—Leaf mould is good

for flowers if two or three years old, and very

much decayed ; when but half rotten it is an

injury. Rotten sod is the best soil for flow-

ers ; and cow manure, which has lain two years

to rot, the best fertilizer. Where rotten sod

is not easily obtained, the edging parings of

walks may be preserved in a heap for flower

purposes.

—

Qardener'^s Monthly.
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EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

PIIOSPECTS OF WOOL GROWING.

I would like to have you inform me through the

Farmek as to the prospects of wool growing. Is

not the present a cood time to start a flock ? and

are not the grazing lands of Texas preferal)le to

our Northern States, in respect to the quality and

cheapness of the land, mildness of climate, and

consequent case with which wool can he grown ?

Are grtenhacks current in Texas ? Also, please

inform me which is 'le h.. it wor'i published on

wool growing. !• c.

Caiidia, X. H., Sept. 28, 1868.

Remarks.—Wool is low ; sheep are low ; weak-

kneed farmers are anxious to sell and go into cat-

tle, hortes, or something else, and we believe the

present is just the time "to start a flock." But a

change from New Hampshire to Texas, is, in our

opinion, too great both for one's health and one's

habits, and we are disposed to favor emigration on

parallels of latitude rather than of longitude.

Still we have no doubt that the right man in the

.right part of Texas may do well with sheep, after he

learns hoic to manage them there. We should advise

you to spend at least one season with some wool

grower in Texas, as an apprentice, before going in

for yourself. As to greenbacks, take a pocketful

downwith you, and ourwordforityou will soon find

out that they pass currently enough. The Practi-

cal Shepherd, by Dr. Randall, is not only unques-

tionably the be^t work on wool growing generally,

but you will find therein much information upon

the climate, &c., of Texas, with special reference

to the production of wool. At pages 431-2 you

will find a record of the season and crops in Fay-

ette County, for four years, from which we are

tempted to copy entire the remarks for the year

1857:

January.—No rain.

FebriiHfj 6 — Frairifs getting green.—10th. Corn,

peas, Ifttuce, and radihes ccming up. Rain occ iccb

March ".—Corn 8 X inches I igh; prairies one month
forward. 12ih. Ttrrihie Iroet; tills everything—fruit
and croi 8. Kain oie inch.

Apiil 5 h.— Allur-i n a«ain; new crops up and vigor-

ous. 6Lh. Nonhrr, h.iil, and freeze; all crops, fruit,

and ma-t, ki.led. 11-12 h Kieet, suow, and freeze,

again. 24ih. Kroet in v illcys. Kain, ;j inch.

May 30.h.— H.iiu two ipclies—not 12 Inchee in a year.

June llib.— Wheal reaped; good crop; manandbeabt
suffering for water. 20ih. UraBs all d^ad.

July.—No rain I

August.— Ni) r ill I

Septemlier 7 h — laVs drying from drought, except

live oak. Firrt good rain this year, two inches.

Octobir — Ititin, 3J iiiehts. The pruiries green.

Nnvember.— tjr s-honp* r«. we-t. Reasonable rains;

good fall girdeUH. 26-;7ih.-Il ird storms very exten

sive; Neoruslja wre-Kid aKiulveston. Rain 2^ inches.

December.—Lowett temperature, 30*.

HISTORY OP THE EARLY ROSE POTATO.

Messrs. Editors:—In your issue of the 29th

of Augu>t last. I read a communication entitled,

"History of ihu E.irly Rose Potato," signed "M
P.," Orwell, V't. As both my reputation and char-

acter arc assaded by this anonymous contributor

to the Faumek, I respectfully ask of you the

privilege of presenting to the public a complete

refutation <f said statements through the same
journal which gave publicity to "M. P.'s" com-
municatiiin.

To do this, I give you the facts known to myself

with my own experience and observation, testified

to and confirmed by the aflSdavits of several well

known gentlemen, among whom is Mr. Chas.
Blackmer, of Hadlcy, Mich., whom "M. P." claims
to be the originator of the Early Rose Potato, and
therefore justly entitled to the credit bestowed
upon me.

In 18(50, Chas. Blackmer worked for me, and wc
occasionally talked about growing seedling pota-

toes, and were agreed that the choicest kind for

that purpose was the Garnet Chili. Accordingly
both of us saved seed from that variety. In the
spring of 1861, I planted the seed I saved, which
failed to vecetate. I informed Mr. Blaekmcr of
this, and he told me that he still had his seed, and
as he should not plant it, he would bring it down
to me, remarking, "You may plant it if you
choose." This I did, the same spring, and pro-
duced the potato now called the Ejrly Rose, and
also my seedling. No 2.

Besides these, I have other seedlinffs from the
Garnet Chili, but not from the seed whi; h Mr.
Blackmer gave me*, which I prizy very highly;
among which, the mo>t pronii>ing is No. 4 , the
one probably to whi h "M. P." alludes, instead of
No. 2, when he speaks of my preparing to bring
forward No. 2, of Mr. Blai kmer's seedlings, as a
variety of my own originating.

This statement of facts confirmed by the fol-

lowing aflidavits, will enable the public to decide
to whom credit is due in re^pect to originating the
"Early Ruse" potato.

It is in justice to myself, not less than in regard
to my relation to the pulilic with ref rence to the
originating of the Early Rose potato, that I re-

quest you, Mr. Editor, to puiilish my refutation of
"M. P.'s" statements, which were published in the
NiiW England Farmer of August 29. h, of the
pre-ent volume; also to give me the name and
residence of "M. P.," all of which is submitted.
UespecifuUy yours, . Albert Bresee.

Remarks.—As stilted above by Mr. Bresee we
did publish in the Farmer, on the 29th of August

last, a communication entitled, "History of the

Early Rose Potato,'" of which the following is a

copy :—

history of the early rose potato.

Messrs. Editors:- The cridt of originating the
"hiurly Rose fotato" havii g been claimed i.y aid given

to tl,e "wrong party," and tbinkiug ti.e "right man"
should have the honor to which he is justly eulilled, I

will uive you the irue f lots of the case

Iiri80-J, I tijink, Mr. Chas. Bl .ckmcr, of Hadley,
Michigan, th n living i:i U.iobardtou, Vt., planted a
ba I ot ihe •Chli" pota o, from which he raised two
v.irieties of peeUlmgs, which he ca lid So. 1 and No. 2.

15. fore he had brought tiiesc tj maturity, i e enlisted

anil ''weiit to the war;" but bffore he lefi "lor the "tent-

ed til Id," he gave Ihe^-e seed iiig* to Mr 13re-'ee, at the

<arn<st request of ihe lal r, under the c insideration

that he shoild be handsuraely recompensed, provided
they "amountud to anything "

Mr. bresee, a neigtibur V> Mr. B'ackmer, hronght the

potatoes to ma uriiy, aid No. J, was f lund to bJ very
earlv, aid was qutie commo'i as a garden p itato for

t«o years in the viciti.y and ha'l it not b^M-n for Mr.
ilctlVun, I f Uiica, aiij i>ome Oihers, who christened it

the "Harly R 8< ,'' and tirougtit it so piomi lently beftire

iho public Uft ^prlng, ll prob biy w.iuld not i ave been
known at n It doie uutciae the immediate section where
it uas raised.

Mr. Bre-ee Is now preparing to bring forward No. 2
of Mr. blackmer's seedlii gs as a variety ( f bis own
(>rt|{inatiiig. .\-> all ihe-e i.icts are well known in tbts

vicinity, and <ran be readily subBtaiiliated, it is but Just
that the iiU' lie -h ul I ku>i>v t!iein. M. P.

Orwell, Addison Co., Vt , Aug 17, 1868.

This communication was received and published,

as other communications are, in good faith. The

parties mentioned ia the article were all unknown
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to ns, so that there could be no possible motive on
our part to misrepresent any one ; and on the other

hand, we could detect no motive in the writer for

stating facts otherwise than as they truly existed.

The note enclosing the article giving the history

of the Early Rose Potato, is now before us, and is

signed "Lester M. P. Gj-iswold." While we can-

not entertain a doubt that Mr. Griswoid has been

misinformed in the matter, as we have Mr. Charles

Blackmer's statement, under oath, that "he did

not originate from seed the early pota);o now called

the Early Rose," we feel equally confident that no

blame attaches to Mr. Bresee, and that his reputa-

tion and good name are sustained by papers which

he has laid before us, of which we deem it neces-

sary to publish only the two following affldavits:

—

I, Charles Blacktner, formerly of Huhbardton, Vt.,
now of Michigan, Uo hereliy certify that I did not origi-

nate from seed the early potato, now called the Early
Rose, but that Albert lire8ee,of Hubhardton, Vt., grew
it from sei d which he says I gave him. I lurth. r 8jy,
that at my request, Mr. Bresee gave me one tuber of it,

the first or second year from seed.
Charles Blackmer.

State of Michigan, Lapeer County, ss. bubscribed
and sworn to bef re me, this llth day of t'ept. 1868.

Alvah Bentrt, Notary Public, Lapeer Co.

We Chesti r Koa'ch, James W Gihbs and Stephen A.
Fenton, of Hubbardton, Rutland County, Vermont, on
oatb, say that we are well acquainied with Albert
Bresee and Charles Blackmer, of said Hubbardton,
having been n. ighbora to them fur tuany years. We
further say, that we have had conversali in with Charles
Blackmer roi-ptc'ing the orig n of the early potato, how
called the Eirly Ruse. In said conve'satiou Charles
Blackmer said that Albert Brfsee grew ihcm from
teed or eted-ball, whi h he, Charles Blackmer, gave
Albert Bresee We further say, that so tar as we
know, Cha li s Blackmer has neVer giown any potatoes
of any kind from se. d or seed b ill. We farther say,
that we have frequently been at Mr. Brfeee's place, and
have seen Ins seedlv'g pi tatoes in aiff.rei t stages of
growth, from toe firci year up to the present time. We
also say that Albert Bresi-e is a gentleman of irre-

pioachable chiiracter, nnd that entire confidence can
safely be put in any etaltment or claim that he has
made or may make. Chester Roach.

James W. Gibbs.
HiEPHEN A. FENTON.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 9tti day of
September, 1868. A. Gibbs, Justice of the Peace.

TICKS ON SHEEP—WILD CHERRY LEAVES—A SICK
MARE.

Ticks become very numerous on my sheep in

the winter season ; is there any way to get rid of
them except to immerse the sher p in a strong de-
coction of tobacco? Will sulf)hur be beneficial,

and how can it he administered ?

Will wild cherry leaves injure stock, if eaten
when green ?

What ails my horse ? After having driven him,
when I unfasten the check nin and the head is

lowered, a white matter will run from her nose.
Please state probable cause and remedy.
Holmes Hole, Mass., Sept. 20, 1868. Tisburt.

Remarks.—A wash made of the extract of to-

bacco will kill ticks, and so will smoking them
with burning tobacco. A small machine is made
on purpose for this business. The remedy nearest

at hand, however, is the common mercurial oint-

ment which you can procure at the apothecary

shops. This should be very carefully rubbed in

so as to reach the skin, and then the sheep protect-

ed for some days from inclement weather.

We have heard of cattle being injured by eating

freely of partially withered wild cherry leaves,

after the trees were cut or broken down—but sel-

dom by eating them where they were growing in

their pastures.

A statement, however, was published some years

since in our columns of some cows in Plymouth
county, Mass., from whose milk butter could not

be made, and on watching them to discover the
cause of the trouble, they were seen to reach over
a wall and browse some cherry trees within their

reach. On changing them to another pasture the

milk soon resumed its former healthy condition.

Our opinion is that at a certain stage of giowth or

degree of maturity, even green cherry leaves may
be poisonous.

Your mare undoubtedly has a cold. Such symp-
toms as you describe clearly indicate it. Give her

cut feed, moistened, a warm stable, and some
slight medicine, twice a week, that will gently move
the bowels.

cranberry culture.

I have a large quantity of swamp land and wet
meadow, unprofitable at present. It occurs to me
that the cultivation of the cranberry might be in-
stituted upon it so that a future generation miuht
possibly be benefited, if I were informed in that
branch of agriculture, which no doubt 1 should
have been, had I rememliered all I have read in
in the New Engl.and Farmer. Canyon without
too much trouble give me infbrmiition as to the
best time for setting out and how and where to ob-
tain the most profitable and favorite vines ?

Troi/, N. H., Sept. 1868. G. W. Farrar.

Remarks.—It is too late to transplant the vines

this fall. If your lands are covered with brush,

that might be removed, and the surface cleared

for setting the vines upi n it in the spring. In the

meantime, we will endeavor to give you such in-

formation as we have gathered fiom those best

acquainted with cranberry culture among ns,

when we have more leisure than at present.

GREAT YIELD OF EARLY GOODRICH POTATO.

As Others are recording the produce of the Early
Rose potato, beans, &<•., I am moved to say that

last spring I planted five small Early Goodrich
potatoes, weighing a little short of one pound.
Hoed them twice, dug them the first p irt of this

month, and had two bushels, weighing one hun-
dred and twenty -six pounds. G. w. n.

Acworth, N. H., Sept. 26, 1868.

SICK TURKEYS.

In the Farmer of September 19, "G. E. H.," of
Shrewsbury, Mass., complains that his turkeys

are dying off. The same disease is quite common
in this section. The fir.-t symptom is the voiding

of matter about the color and thickness of cream,
which continues until the bird either gets well or

dies. It frtquently hapinns that a floi.k which
went from home all right in the morning, will re-

turn at niiiht with one or two li.igering along be-

hind, eating little or nothing, and every few min-
utes passing this matter. They appear sleepy,

often remaming with their eyes shut, until the

rest of the flock have passed several rods in ad-

vance.
I think they eat some weed or insect which poi-

sons them, it seems to me that it would be useless
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to doctor them, for when one has been sick with it

for three or four days, and then begins to get bet-

ter, it takes it a long time to recover so as to

thrive again.

I witili to inquire where I can get some young
ganders, of the Poland breed, lately figured in

your paper. Theo. G. Lincoln.
Taunton, Mass., Sept. 21, 1868.

SCIENTIFIC AND PRACTICAL FARMING.

In one of your late numbers I noticed a com-
municatitm in which the writer complained of the

contradictory doctrines of writers and speakers on
agriculture, and asks what is the use of hearing
speakers or studying writers whose teachings arc

thus diverse and cuntr.idictory ? The great amount
of Wilting and speaking on this subject is worth-
less. Yet there are men who are capable of in-

structing the farmer,—men of science in the full

sense ot the word. I saw in the Independent a
short time since a statement of wh.at compused the

potato, l)oth the vine and tl)e tuber, and then told

what nuniurc would nffoid the articles needed for

their growtli. I thought that writer capalile of

instructing me, and I preserved the piece. Speakers
and writers in order to be of service to us must
tell what composes the dilT^-rent plants we grow,
both stock and grain, and what artificial manure
we must i)l)iain to supply any defect in the soil;

and also niu>t be able to explain the properties of

the ditfcrei.t soils, and until a man can do this he
,

had better be engaged in growing potatoes than
telling others how to do it.

But this is not the ma^n thing that I wished to

notifc in that communication. He said that writ-

ers dilfcrcd as to the Ijest way to plant potatoes.

Some said cut them in small pieces and put the

hills near together, while others said plant large

potatoes and put them further apart. When I

read that, I was astonished that we should call on
Avriters for inf'rmation on a subject which can

only be obtained by actual experiment of the ag-

riculturist. And yet i* theie a man in New Eng-
lanl who c.nn give us the information on this topic

which we need, liascd on absolute and repeattd ex-

pcrimerit^? I have this year tried, on a small

scale, different ways of planting potatoes, and will

give the results. In each, the rows were twenty-

five feet long.

One large potato in each hill, 2 ft. apart, pro-

du'Cd 30 lbs.

One large potato eplii in two, in each hid, 2 ft.

apart produceil 22| "

Petal es cut so as to take about one third as

much scea, hille eighteen inches apart, pro-

duc.d 21 "

The potatoes were the largest where the large

potatoes was planted whole, and the smallest

where a potato was split, and both parts put in the

hill. Brother farmers, give us experiments, not

theory. Plovgh Joogek.
Went Poland, Me., Sept. 25, 18G8.

Rem AUKS.—The allusion to the contradictory

teaching of speakers and writers on agricultural

subjects, with which our corr.espondent com-

mences his article, may possibly lead some of his

readers to ask how he can harmonize his idea of

the qualifications which a man should possess l)e-

forc he assumes to teach farmers, with his closing

appeal for "experiments not theory." This dis-

crepancy i-i, however, to our mind rather apparent

than real. Between the scientific and the practi-

cal there is no conflict or opposition. As Mr.

Johnson says in his new book on ''IIow Plants

Grow," science and art "arc, as they ever have

toccn and ever must be, in the fullest harmony.

If they appear to jar or stand in contradiction, it

is because we have something false or incomplete

in what we call our science or our art ; or else

we do not perceive correctly, but are misled by

the narrowness and aberrations of our virion."

There is, however, a great difference between sci-

entific dreaming and scientific theory. Science is

simply facts reduced to system. And in this sense

every practical farmer is, to some extent, a scien-

tific man. "No farm," continues Mr. Johnson,

"was ever conducted without physiology, chemis-

try and physics, any more than an aqueduct or a

railway was ever built without mathematics and
mechanics. Let the farmer throw away the knowl-

edge of facts and the knowledge of principles

which constitute his science, and he has lost the

elements of his success. The farmer without his

reasons, his theiory, his science, can have no plaa;

and these wanting, agriculture would be as com-

plete a failure with him as it would be with a man
of mere science, destitute of manual, financial, and

executive skill." So far, then, as the farmer has

reduced the facts of his- experience and observa-

tion to a system, he is a scientific man, while the

inferences and assumptions of the learned are

often far from scientific. "We doubt whether facts

have yet been reduced to so complete a system

that any man can do all our "Old Subscriber"

thinks the man in the Independent has done, or all

he demands of those who presume to tell others

how to raise potatoes. And until such men do

arise we join in his appeal, "Brother farmers, give

us experiments, not theory
!"

TO PROTECT TREES FROM MICE.

Will you or someof your correspondents inform
me and others that would like to kn iw, if

there is anything in the form of a wash that will

not be ivijuVious t')voun<; trees, that can be applied
to them late in the fall to prevent the ravages of
mice duiing tiic winter season. I recollect of hav-

ing seen a number of different ways recommended
to prevent mice from gnawing the hark from trees,

l)Ut all of them seem to be attended with con-
siJcrablc trouble,—such as tn'ading the snow
down around them, banking thin up with dirt,

wrapping them with birch bark and many other

similar vi medics. If a farmer has IVom one to

five hundred young apple trees, it is no smalt job
to proteit theni hv any of the above modes ; where-

as if there could be some kind of cheip wash
applied that would answer the purpose, i: would
he hut a small job to make the application, and
thousands of young trees would be baved annually.

Dixjield, Me., kept. 19, 1868. J. J. T.

Remarks.—We should be particularly pleased

to be able to give our correspondent the informa-

tion desired, as he informs us that though upwards

of fifty years of age this is his first attempt to

write anything to appear in the columns of a news-

p.ipcr. To preserve trees from rabbits and sheep,

a washing with fresh blood from the slaughter

house, has tjeen recommended ; also soot and milk

mixed with a little soft soap; also a wash of old

cow manure and water, soaked several days and

applied with a brush or swab, when a little thicker

than whitewash. But all such applications arc lia-
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ble to be washed off by rains which beat upos the

trunli during the latter part of fall and winter, and

need to be repeated frequently to be effective.

From our own experience we prefer the plan of

throwing a small mound of earth around the

trunk, after removing grass, weeds, &c., which

may harbor mice. With a sharp spade or shovel

a large number of trees can be gone over in a short

time. We believe from our owri experience that

this is the cheapest protection known. A very

little earth thrown immediately against the trunk,

we have found effective.

NEW AND OLD VARIETIES OF FOWLS.

Havin-i lately experienced a fiesh attack of the
"hen fever," which prevailed so generally some
eighteen or ninctLen years ago, I wish to inquire

what arc now the standard works on the subject

of poultry. My own library contains the volumes
by Bcment, Bennett, Dixon and Kerr, but I

do not find the breeds which now seem to be the
favorites figured in them, while the Shanghaes
and Cochin-Chinas seem to have had their day.

I find tlie farmers and poultry-keepers in my
vicinity prefer the Black Spanish. Brahmas and
Leghorns ; which two latter varieties arc not de-

scribed in my books. For myself, I confess to a
strong predikction for the old-fashiond barn-yard
fowl. I wish to know who among your readers

has the brce 1 of fowls which I used to sec occa-

sionally in our farm yards twenty years ago, called

"Creepers." I should like to see a description of
these fo\\ls by s^ome one who has them, stating

their general cnlor, size, profital)leness, &c., wheth-
er they are as troublesome in gardens as the longer
legged breeds, andhuw high a fence may ))e neces-

sary to confine t hem. The Brahmas I have frequent-

ly seen conlined with a fence lour feet high, while
the Bolton Greys will easily scale a fence eight

feet in hciuhr, find will also wander a long way
from home, while the Creepers possess the advan-
tage of being very doinesiic in their habits. I

should judge also that they would be unal)le to fly

over an ordinary fence—the shortness of their legs

preventing them from taking the first spring from
the ground.
Another fowl that I well remember, and a favor-

ite in my boyish days, was a Jvind of Polish or

crested fowls, of a black or bluish color, with
feathers rough and huiiy all over. They were a
hardy and productive race, as I remember them,
but 1 have never seen ihem deseril)ed.

Can you, Mr. Editor, tell me what works onDo-
. mestic Poultry have Ijcen puijlished since those I

have named, and where they may be procured by
Ax Old Subsckibek.

Rockport, Mass., Srpt. 28, 1868.

Remarks.—We hope some of the readers of the

Farmer will reply to the above inquiries of our

correspondent. A society was not long since

formed in New York that assumed the title of

the American Poultry Breeders' Association,

which has introduced some new varieties, but we

do not know that any recent work has been pub-

lished.

GOOD CROPS OF HAT.

Perhaps a statement of mine in the Farmer of
Sept. 5, in relation to the amount of hay cut from
two small plots on my farm, will be recollected by
your readers. On looking at one of those pieces,

that in the garden, of forty-three square rods, I

saw there was a large growth of the second crop,

and as I could not turn stock upon it, and was
afraid it would furnish harbor for mice during the
winter and that they might injure it, 1 concluded
to mow it again, which was done Sept. 5. On hay-
ing it I found it weighed 1088 pounds. As the first

crop, cut July 18, weighed 1860 pounds the amount
is 2948 pounds on the forty-three rods, which is at
the rate of five tons and 962 pounds per acre. If
any of my brother farmers have beat this I want
to hear from them and learn how they did it.

Orison Foster.
Tunhridge, Vt., Sept. 21, 1868.

NORAVAY OATS.

In the Farmer of August 1.5, 1 spoke of the fine

appearance of a field of Norway oats before they
were laid flat by a sort of young hurriciine that we
had here one night. I havi; threshed the piece and
have thirty bushels of good oats for the one sown.
My neighbors who saw them before the blow, say
I did not get half what the piece then promised.
I shall try two acres of Norways next year and
hope for gentler breezes. L. E. Bicknell.

m.ndsor, Mass., Sept. 21. 1868.

BEANS—"THOrSAND TO ONE."

Being much interested in reading about what
others raise, I thought I would tell you what two
little beans that I planted (a kind of which I plant
but one in a hill) have produced. The produce of
one stock which I counted amounted to one thou-
sand and twenty-four ; the other had one thousand
one hundred and fifty beans. e. k.

Royalton, Vt., Sept. 14, 1868.

GOOD YIELD OF THE EARLY ROSE POTATO.

As Others have given their success in raising the
Earlj' Kose Potato, I will give mine. From one
pound of seed obtained of B. K. Bliss & Son, I

dug 133^ pounds. One of the largest weighs
twenty-eight ounces. C. E. L. Iiayward.
Hancock, N.-H., Sept. 28, 1868.

Milk.—Serious QuESTioNS.-r-What kind

of milk ought to be expected from milkmen
who pretend to deliver pure milk ?

We suppose most people who purchase milk

expect, to be cheated some, and are disap-

pointed if they are not.

Should milk be delivered just as it is ob-

tained from the cow, or may the strippings be

retained, or any of the cream taken therefrom ?

This is a towgh question. We suppose peo-

ple who sell milk usually consume some at

home, and it is human nature to prefer the

richer portion. They w^nt some butter and
this is suggestive of the saving of cream.

The milk question is a delicate one, and the

more it is stirred up the more chalk will be

sure to come from the bottom.

—

Rural New
Yorker.

Common Diarrucea ix Fowls.—A too

scanty supply of grain, which necessitates an

excess of green food, or an unwholesome diet

of any description, are the usual causes of this

complaint. The treatment is simple : five

grains of powdered chalk, the same quantity

of rhubarb, and three of cayenne pepper, may
be administered.

—

Tegeimeier.
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WILLIAMS' FAVOKITE, OK EAKLY" RED APPLE.

The fair crop of apples •which has been

raised the past season in many parts of New
England will, we hope, encourage farmers

and others to give more thought and care to

fruit raising. When the country was new and

the soil full of vegetable matter in the shape

of decaying roots and leaves of the old for-

ests that formerly occupied the ground, apples

grew almost spontaneously, and little skill or

care was required to secure an abundant sup-

ply. But now as one travels over New Eng-

land the dilapidated old orchards are the most

melancholy objects that meet the eye. The

gnarled and mossy trunks, dead limbs and

bushy tops of the few trees that mark the

sites of once thrifty orchards, suggest sad

thoughts of decay and ruin.

Still, amid the^e evidences of weakness, fail-

ure and dissolution, one may see just enough

vigorous trees and thrifty orchards to inspire

hope that successful fruit raising is still possi-

Jble. Even here in Massachusetts, where the-

ravages of the canker worm, curculio, and

other insects, in addition to the apparent loss

of vigor in the soil or the tree itself, have in-

duced many experienced fruit growers to re-

move their grand old apple trees as cumberers

of the ground, there is now and then an or-

chard that produces almost as vigorously as

of old, not only occasionally but regularly.

Of one such orchard, that of Capt. George

Pierce, of Arlington, we published last year a

pretty full account. We migbt mention an-

other, that of the well known seedsman, and

author of a Book of Flowers, J. Breck, of

Brighton, who playfully remarked to us the

other day that "my greatest trouble is to find

barrels enough for my fruit." Neither of

these men have any patent right or secret pro-

cess. Both are sociable, well informed gen-

tlemen, and are perfectly willing to give an

individual or the public any information in

their power, and are pleased to show visitors

their grounds, their trees and their fruit, and
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to detail the means by which their orchards

are made exceptions to the general decay and

failure of those which surround them. One

of these men on being asked last year, how is

it that your trees hang full while all the rest

of us have no fruit, replied, "why, all I can

say is, I prepare and till and mulch my ground

well, keep oiF and destroy caterpillars, canker

worms, web worms, and prune my trees my-

self. No matter what I am doing, if cater-

pillars of any kind are seen on my trees I go

and de -troy them forthwith ; in brief, I com-

ply with all the conditions, so far as I know

them, of a good apple crop, and I get one an-

nually, while my neighbors failing to do so,

have little fruit, become discouraged, and are

and have been for years diggingup their trees."

This man regards the Williams' apple (Wil-

liams' Favorite, Early Red) which is repre-

sented by the above cut, as the very best early

market apple. It requires a strong, moist

soil and good cultivation, to bring the fruit to

perfection, and then it is splendid, and the

most saleable apple in the Boston market. Mr.

Pierce has thirty-eight of these trees from

which he gathered over 200 bushels last year,

although it was a very unfavorable year for

fruit. The highest price last year was $6 a

bushel ; the year before he sold some for $8

a bushel. Now
"What others da,

Why, with patience, may not you ?"

The only reason is that you are not willing

to recognize the fact that trees in our day can

no more bear a good crop of apples without

proper food and care, than a cow can give a

good mess of milk without plenty to eat. As

rich men's sons are apt to grow up without a

practical knowledge of what a dollar cost, "so

the people of New England, judging from the

almost spontaneous growth of apples when the

country was new, have got wrong notions into

their heads about what a bushel of apples cost.

Instead of setting out one or two hundred

trees, as the old settlers did, often on the

poorest spot on their farms, let us try five or

ten trees in the richest place we have, and

take the best care of them we know how, and

see if we cannot raise fruit to eat and fruit

to sell.

—Dr. Durfee stated in his address at the Mid-

dlesex County fair that the value of the farms in

that county is ^4,000,000, and their products

$8,000,000 per annum.

For the New England Farmer.

INTELLECT AND SKILL IN FARMING.
Tliere is no occupation which is so truly

scientific in all its bearings as that of farming.
It is Jtrue, there are few of the mechanic arts

that do not involve scientific principles ; but
none which are so strictly scientific as farming.
Planting and growing crops are strictly chem-
ical in their character ; every process is a
chemical manipulation. The composting of
manures is also chemical, whether the opera-
tor understands chemistry or not. The rais-

ing of stock is strictly physiological, and any
person to be a feeder and judge of stock ought
to understand physiology and anatomy. And
in order to be eminently successful in any of
these branches, it is absolutely necessary that

the farmer should be a good logician.

Now, I am aware that this will somewhat
startle, or may at least move the risibility of a
few, because they will readily admit that chem-
istry, physiology and anatomy are of eminent
service to the farmer, but logic, they suppose,
belongs to the lawyer, stump orator, or, per-
haps, to the minister ; but as to the farmer, they
cannot see what he has to do with logic. They
would, perhaps, be willing to admit,—as did

a friend of mine the other day,—who, by the

by, is an unsuccessful tradesman,—that it is

easy to t e a farmer, as all that it required is a
good degree of muscle ; but it will be found
that in order to become a successful farmer,

not only muscle, but brains are required, as

much as in any branch of business, or any pro-

fession. If either can be dispensed with, it is

muscle, for I am sorry to say that it is easier

to hire muscle in any branch of business, than

brains. There are numbers who prefer hiring

muscle minus brains, to the two combined

;

in other words, they prefer ignorant to intel-

ligent labor,—hence we find the farm laborers

and the factory operatives unintelligent for-

eigners.

I have of late been reading discussions in

farmers' clubs, and have discovered in them a
want of knowledge on scientific principles.

To illustrate one or two points, I would call

attention to the uses of meadow-muck, this

being one of the subjects I have seen discussed.

While many testified to the increase of the

manure-pile by the use of muck, there were
those who contended that the hauling of muck
to the barn-yard and then to the field was a

useless outlay of labor, as the only good the

muck had done was to dilute the manure, and
the question was, "Is it not cheaper to apply

the manure in its concentrated form, rather

than in its more bulky form of a compost with

meadow muck ?" I wish to apply to this ques-

tion a few scientific principles, logically de-

duced.
All admit that the greatest portion of mead-

ow muck is of vegetable origin ; and, as such,

is a valuable fertilizer, for that which has once

been vegetable is always a supporter of vege-
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tation. But our labor-saver would say, then

haul it from the meadow direct to the field.

But we must consider that ammonia and its

various combinations are our best fertilizers.

They are volatile, and continually escaping, as

our olfactory nerves often remind us. -This

loss renders the manure less valuable every
hour. But meadow-muck is a great absorbent
of these salts of ammonia, and wherever ap-

plied, whether in the barn-yard, hog-pen, or

on night soil, the offensive smell connected
with these places is lost, and the air about
them is pure. Consequently, the meadow-
muck, by absorbing these salts, becomes en-

riched by them as a fertilizer. Then, again,

the decomposition of vegetation in our mead-
ows liberates an acid which is a preservative

of vegetation and resists further decay, so that

we find the stumps of trees on uplands entirely

moulder away in a few years, while centuries

pass away and the peat and muck of the mead-
ow remains the same. For this acid the gases

and ammnnia of the manure has a strong

affinity, with which they combine, forming
compounds highly productive of vegetation,

leaving the muck free from its preserving

influences, and thus prepared for further de-

composition.

Manure is matter in a state of decomposi-
tion or decay, and matter in a state of decay
has the property of producing decomposition

or decay in other matter. These difierent

substances, coming in contact with each other,

accelerate decay in one another, and as those

substances which are the most rotted are the

moit available as food for vegetation, the

one aids the other in this great preparation.

Hence we find that muck does not dilute the

manure, but really makes a manure equally as

rich in fertilizing qualities as the pure drop-

pings from the animals, and in doing this, it

takes away all stench ; and the hog-pen, the

vault, an<l the barn-yard, which have been
such an oflfence to sense refined, are rendered

objects which the most delicate would scarcely

notice. It will be seen from these deductions

that muck is a valuable fertilizer and a reser

voir for the fertilizing qualities which most
plants need. Whether it is worth hauling to

our barn-yards, let the common sense of the

farmer determine. T. w.
Boston, Oct. 3, 1868.

For the Kew England Farmer.

LETTER FHOM MAINE.
Imitation grass and woods, and hills, however

perfect the imitation, can give none of that

gentle impulse to the involuntarj' side of our

physical and mental life, to the pulses of the

olood and the forces of brooding reverie,

which we derive from contact with Nature.

So when the country is "full of invitations

Bweet," I hie away to its recesses. In the

peaceful town of Norway I generally find my
Acadia, gravitating toward "Uolt's Uill/'

' nearly in the centre of the town, upon whose
i summit is a farm of about three hundred acres,

cultivated by an industrious farmer, after whom
the hill is named. The town of Norway is

;

about eight miles square, almost wholly occu-
pied by extensive farms. The village nestles

m a valley upon the eastern boundary.
One thing very observable this year is the

vegetation. The order of Affairs seem to be
reversed. Heretofore, Maine has been a fort-

night behind Massachusetts, but this summer,
the further north we penetrate, the more ad-
vanced and luxuriant we find the corn, pota-
toes and other vegetables. In Paris, I no-
ticed one field of corn, covered with quite

large ears, which is something of an achieve-
ment "way down East." The heat has been
intense. In Gorham, forty miles beyond, the

themometer one day reached 125°, and at Mt.
Washington 92°, a result never before known,
even to the "oldest inhabitant." One would
think the South had veered round to the North,
for we all know that the Southem States have
suffered less from the heat than the North.
How often are we reminded, even when

flitting by farms and fields even in the loneliest

places seen from the car windows, that "order
is Heaven''s first law !" In the waving wheat,

the rustling corn, the potatoes, beets, peas,

beans, &c., order is closely pursued by rows,

hills in rows, beds, hedges, &c. If we could

throw aside this rule as unnecessary, what a
queer looking world we should have ! What
a bother existence would be ! Just imagine !

The crop of apples will be very small. The
spring promised much in blossoms, but the wet
season, followed by the severe July heat, has

covered the ground beneath the trees with de-

plorable results.

The scarcity of laborers and the high wages
demanded, are throwing the farmers more each

year upon the use of labor-saving machines.

All labor-saving machines, by the way, are but

steps to climb towards heaven with, for they

afford mankind more leisure for self- improve-

ment, soften the harshness of life, making it

seem less like a great working plantation, and
make the heart more contented and grateful.

Blessed be inventors ! This summer, I hear

everywhere the singing of the busy mowing
machine. The crop of hay will be immense.

Hops, the cultivation of which is increasing

rapidly, promise generally a heavy harvest.

The .^aaine farmer is very shrewd. He cannot

drink lager beer himself, and rather denounces

its use. But he is perfectly willing to aid the

Teuton in obtaining it. Each year, as the

German population increases, and the Ameri-
can propensity to imitate or imbibe any new
doctrine or habit is kept receptive, the de-

mand for hops will increase and the produc-

tion augment. And it pays profitably here,

where small fruits and vegetables find no mar-

ket.

The one great fault and hindrance to success-

ful farmbg ia this part of Maine, in my esti-
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mation, is too much land. Many of the farm-

ers are considered "well off." Yet their

prosperity gives them no respite from really

slavish toil.

"Work, work, work, while the cock is crowing aloof,

And work, work, work, till the etars ehine through the

roof."

They are rich only in acres, some of them pos-

sessing oUO and 500 acres. Of course a man
cannot get rich from so much land, without

much capital and time. He cannot take care

of it usefully or successfully. His acres being

far from a market, keep very low in value.

Yet the sum and substance of some men's ex-

istence, their daily thought, is to add still

more to their already many uncultivated acres,

for which they must pay taxes, and from
which they sometimes cannot obtain even the

profit of the grass. Out West, where the mere
turning over of the sod, and, as I have seen, the

ploughing in of the seed, will produce, without

further trouble, the very first year, an excel-

lent crop, and where, also, the increasing emi-

gration and swift, convenient rails are rapidly

tilling up the country, one can comprehend a

man's mania for accumulating land. Every
acre, especially in that thriving State, Kansas,

doubles its Viilue nearly every year. The soil,

so long the browsing ground of the buffalo

and wild horse, and enriched by the decay of

vegetation for centuries, will need no dressing

for tliirty years. Then the taxes are as yet

scarcely noticed. But in Maine, especially

the northern part, there are thousands of acres

as barren and rocky as when created. Years
of the severest toil hardly makes them beara-

ble, yet these mistaken farmers look upon
these rocky wastes as desirable possessions.

They cannot understand the meaning of "ten

acres enough," and do not desire to, either.

1 cannot understand them. Can any one ex-

explain this mania, this "land on the brain?"
Theo. Wiluston.

Norway, Me., July 30, 1868.

Remarks.—We owe the writer and the

reader an apology for the unintentional delay of

the publication of tlys letter. In reply to her

closing inquiry, we may remark that "Ten

Acres Enough" has bought more land himself;

thus proving, practically, that his theory is im-

practicable.

Marketing Strawberries.—While many
superficial or careless managers cannot send

strawberries fifty miles in good salable condi-

tion, J. Knox of Pittsburgh sends his four

hundred miles, and receives double and triple

prices for them. The fruit is allowed to ripen

before picking ; Mr. Knox says, "We allow

the fruit to mature enough for our own table

before it is gathered for market." It is han-

dled with great care, carefully assorted, and

as carefully packed in neat boxes. So largely

and finely grown are the berries, that ten fill a
pint box. He has sent the Jucunda to New
York city on Monday, reaching there on
Tuesday, and kept it until the following
Friday and Saturday, and sold then at higher
prices than other berries brought, raised in

the immediate vicinity of the city. So much
for doing a thing well.

—

Co. Oent.

AaKICULTUKE AT TAMPA BAY, FLA.
We compile from our exchanges some in-

teresting facts in relation to important crops

cultivated in a portion of the State of Florida,

but such as we do not raise here. We think

it would be exceedingly gratifying, and per-

haps instructive, for some of our well-to-do

farmers to visit that country and look at the

modes of culture in practice there. Not that

we suppose they could be adopted here, but

that the more extensive the knowledge which

we possess, the better will be our practice in

producing all crops. Such, certainly, should

be the result.

The establishment of sugar plantations is so

recent, that no planter has succeeded in getting

a full crop. Consequently, no well digested
system of rotation has been adopted. The
system adopted by some is to divide planta-

tions into five equal portions, four-fifths of
which will be planted in cane,—the fifth to lie

fallow. During the seasons of leisure, this

portion will be prepared in the best possible

manner for planting in the ensuing spring.

Some of the lands are based on marl, having
a rich subsoil, but a light silicious surface soil.

The fallow land is ploughed very deep with
four-horse ploughs, throwing it into lands of
seven feet, with deep water furrows. Into

these furrows all the trash on the land, and
the rotted bagessa, (the canes after they have
been crushed between the rollers of the sugar
mill) of a preceding crop, together with any
manure which can be had, will be collected.

The land will be again ploughed with four-

horse ploughs, bedding on the deposited ma-
nure. When this fifth is planted in cane, the

oldest of the remaining sections will be
ploughed out, and subjected to the same oper-

ation. By this system the plantations will

yield from 2000 to 3000 pounds of sugar to

the acre.

Rice can be grown very profitably on the

high lands in all parts of the State. The yel-

low or golden rice is best adapted to either

wet or dry culture. There are large bodies

of land along the Gulf coast admirably adapted
to the cultivation of this staple.

The fruit culture is confined to the produc-
tion of oranges, lemons, limes, guavas, bana-
nas, pine apples, cocoa nuts, &c., &c. On
the hummock lands from 300 to 400 barrels of
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oranges, lemons and olives to the acre, are

sometimes realized ; on pine lands, with

proper attention, 200 barrels per acre. Wild
grapes, some of them very superior, hanging

in large heavy clu-^ters, both white and purple,

are abundant. The Bermuda arrow root

flourishes throughout southern Florida, pro-

ducing 200 or 300 bushels to the acre, yield-

ing, with very imperfect mills, six or eight

pounds of flour to the bushel, worth twenty-

five to thirty cents per pound. The country

is well adapted to the raising of horses and
mules. The climate affords perennial pasture,

and renders unnecessary expensive provision

of forage and stabling. As many of these

animals as might be required for the country,

could be raised to the age of three years, with-

out requiring the expenditure of as many
dollars. The healthfulness of these animals

in this section is notoiious.

FUMQI, OB, SMUT.

The farmer, in passing through his fields of

corn or wheat, has his attention often arrested

by ears of the grain which have undergone a

most singular metamorphosis or change. In

place of the sound kernels, he finds a huge

black excrescence, composed of what seems to

be an impalpable, sooty dust, which soils the

fingers and clothing when brought in contact

with it. This smut, or fungoid growth, is a

very remarkable production, and, regarded

from every point of view, seems to be devoid

of all use—a thing to be hated—an abomina-

tion. The mass of sooty dust is a regular

plant, of most singular and" complex structure,

and possessing a reproductive power hardly

excelled by any vegetable or animal organism.

As though the chances of the hateful thing for

multiplying itself were not great enough with

ordinary organs, it has conferred upon it three

or four different modifications of the function.

They may multiply themselves by means of

the spawn, or mycelium, by self-division or

lamination, which may be regarded as a spe-

cies of germination, or they may be propa-

gated by seeds or their equivalents, produced

in special receptacles. Every cell or tissue

may contain its germs, and each germ springs

up into new forms, equally fitted for propaga-

tion, in a lew hours or minutes. While exam-

ining some of the cells under the microscope,

they are observed to pass through the course

of their existence, and give birth to housands

of new organisms.

The number of germs or other reproduc-

tive bodies which parasitic fungi produce, is

incalculable—almost infmite. One grain in

weight of (he black matter found in place of

the ear of corn, contains upwards of Jour
millions of spores'or seed vessels, which are

again filled with sporules so minute that the

highest powers of the microscope fail to dis-

tinguish them,

Doubtless the reader, if familiar with farm-

work, and a keen-sighted observer, has often

seen a kind of ethereal smoke or evaporation
proceeding from the diseased heads of grain,

when moved by a single breeze. This appar-

ent vapor is formed of the millions upon mil-

lions of the seeds of the fungi, which, pro-

ceeding from the ruptured vessels, float like

an airy cloud or gossamer veil, whither the

winds may drive them. The atmosphere is

loaded with these gerois in the latter days of
summer ; and, if it were not for a wis-e pro-

vision connected with their fructification and
growth, fungus, or mildew, would spread over
the vegetable world like a pall of death.

Nothing but fire or strong acids seems compe-
tent to destroy the seeds, so tenacious are they

of vitality. Summer's heat nor winter's frost

cannot kill, nor water drown them.

Fortunate indeed is it, that they require pe-
culiar atmospheric and other conditions for

their growth. If these are not favorable, they

will not spread nor develop themselves. Some
seasons are peculiarly suited to the av/akening

of the dormant seeds which rest upon every-

thing, although entirely invisible to the naked
eye. Last year, the fungus peculiar to the

grape, called mildew, manifested itself to a
learful extent in many sections of the country,

causing great loss. Sometimes the wheat crop

is cut off" by the fungoid growths called rust

;

and, occasionally, all vegetable substances

suff;;r from the rapid fructification of these

strange parasitic plants.

Sulphurous acid destroys the germs ; and
this we secure by the application of sul[)hur to

leaves and fruits before the pest fairly mani-

fests itself. Under cover, in glass structures,

it can be completely mastered by proper care
;

but, out of doors, the ruin can hardly be
averted.

—

Dr. Nichols'' Journal of Chemistry.

BOTS TN HORSES AGAIN.

I see in the last number of the Homestead,

an article copied from the correspondence of

the New England Fau:mer, taking the ground
that the bots in horses are very injurious to the

horse, causing death. But the writer is entire-

ly mistaken in his conclusions on the subject.

From many investigations into the subject,

and from the testimony of Youatt, Spooner,

Stewart, Dadd, and others, I am perfectly sat-

isfied that the bots never turn upon the stom-

ach until it is so diseased that death is certain.

The stomach of the horse is the cho^en home
of the bots, and why should they try to make
a way out of it, until the appointed time.^ lie

does not feed upon the stomach, but upon the

chyme, and only turns upon the stomach to

escape death. Nine out of ten of the horses

whose stomachs we have examined, have con-

tained bots. Some of those horses had been
killed by accident, while in perfect liealth.

We have found the bots eating tinough the

stomachs of those horses, within three or four

hours after death, although they were perfectly
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well, till the moment of death. The evidence

to me is conclusive, that they in no way in-

jured the stomach until death.

A valuable essay, by Geo. 11. Dadd, V. S.

on this subject, has recently appeared in the

American Farmer, and as both he and Dr.
Stewart are authority in this country, their ev-

idence is entitled to great weight.

I wish it might put an end to the present

system of "doctoring (killing?) horses for the

bots." There are hundreds of valuable horses

killed by the awful drugging they get to kill

the bots, which can't be killed by anything

you can put in his stomach. , .

]Mavhew records an instance, in which a
portion of the stomach, covered with bots,

was corked up in Spirits of Wine for two years,

without killing them. Bracy Clark, an Eng-
lish veterinarian, to whom Mayhew says "the
public owe all their knowledge of the bot fly,"

claims that "the bot is harmless if not benefi-

cial."

—

G. W. D., Philadetpliia, in the Home-
stead.

EAKTHQUAKES.
"There is," says Humboldt, "no other out-

ward manifestation of force known to us

—

the murderous inventions of our own race in-

cluded—through which, in the brief period of

a few seconds or minutes, a larger number of

human beings have been destroyed than by
earthquakes." Lightning and storm, war and
plague, are but weak and inefficient agents

of destruction in comparison with the earth''s

internal forces. And as earthquakes surpass

all other phenomena as agents of sudden de-

struction, so the impression which they pro-

duce on those who, for the first time, experi-

ence their effects, is peculiarly and indescrib-

ably awful. Men of reputed courage speak
of a feeling of "intolerable dread" produced
by the shock of an earthquake, "even when
unaccompanied by subterranean noises." The
impression is not that of simple fear, but a

feeling of absolute pain. The reason seems
for a while to have lost the power of separat-

ing real fi-om imaginary causes of terror.

The lower animals also are thrown into a state

of terror and distress. "Swine and dogs,"
says Humboldt, "are particularly affected by
the phenomena of earthquakes." And he adds
that "the very crocodiles of the Orinoco,
otherwise as dumb as our little lizards, leave

the shaken bed of the stream and run bellow-

ing into the woods." Humboldt's explanation

of the peculiar sensations of alarm and awe
produced by an earthquake upon those who
for the first time experience the effects of the

phenomenon, is in all probability the correct

one. "The impression here is not," he says,

"the consequence of the recollection of de-

structive catastrophes presented to our imagi-

nation by narratives of historical events ; what
seizes us so wonderfully is the disabuse of that

innate faith in the fixidity of the solid and
surset foundations of the earth. From early

childhood we are habituated to the contrast

between the mobile element water, and the

immobility of the soil on which we stand. All

the evidences of our senses confirm this belief.

But when suddenly the ground begins to rock
beneath us, the feeling of an unknown mys-
terious power in nature coming into operation

and shaking the solid globe, arises in the

mind. The illusion of the whole of our earlier

life is annihilated in an instant.

—

Cornhill

Magazine.

Rheumatism.—What is the matter with my
mare ? She raised a colt last year, has not
been in good condition since the coif was
weaned, but I have worked her some, until a
short time since. When I took her out of the

pasture she was very lame, hind leg was swol-

len and feverish at gambrel joint. I took
some blood from the neck, and bathed the leg

with liniment. Next day another leg was
swollen, and the swelling seems to go from
one limb to another, and now she is so stiff

that she can hardly move, with swelling on the

belly. She has no appetite and cannot live

but a short time without help. n. c.

A dose of physic (seven or- eight drachms of
aloes) should be given to the mare and a
drachm of acetate of potash dissolved in the

water that she drinks, so that she may take

that quantity each day. The swollen leg

should be fomented with hot water for half an
hour several times a day, and should be care-

fully rubbed dry after each fomentation. The
swollen part of the leg should also be bandaged
with flannel.— Western Rural.

Agricultural Jokes.—The Ohio Farmer
gets off the following :

—

Large horses are generally most admired by
farmers ; but farmers are most adm:red who
pony up.

Prosperity is generally based on knowledge
and industry; the swine will get most that

nose most.

Farmers are like fowls—neither will get full

crops without industry.

Because a man who attends a flock of sheep

is a shepherd, makes it no reason that a man
who keeps cows should be a coiv-ard.

We like to see a farmer increase the growth

of useful plants and shrubs around his home,

but do not like to see him use rails, poles and
boards to prop-a-gate with.

The California Farmer says that Tliomas

A. Garey and two other gentlemen in Los An-
gelos are commencing the silk business in earn-

est. They have now growing about 75,000
good sized mulberry trees, and 125,000 seed-

Imgs ; about 150 to 200,000 worms will be
fed this year. Their work is a success, as is

shown by the cocoons now on exhibition in the

collection of Mr. Prevost, the pioneer silk

grower, at the PavUion, in San Francisco.
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labks' Dtparlmciit.

THEJ EXPECTED BHIF.

Br J. O. SAXE.

Thus I heard a poet say,
As he sung in merry glee:

"Ah 1 'twill be a goltlen day,
When my ship comes o'er the seal

"J do know a cottage ''ne

As a poet's house should be,
And the cottage shall he mine,
When my bLlp conjcs o'er the seal

"I do know a maiden fair,

Fair and fond and dear to me.
And we'll be a wtdd -d pair,
When my sbip comts o'er the seal

"And within that cottage fine,

Blest as any king may be.
Every pUaBiire i-liall ije mine,
Wneo my stiip comes o'er the seal

"To be rich is to he great;
Love is only for the free;

Give me patii'ijie wnile 1 wait
Till my sbip comes o'er the seal"

Months and years have come and gone
Bin' e the poet sang to me.

Yet he t-ti 1 keeps hoping ou
For the ship from o'er the sea I

Thus th'? siren voice of Hope
Whiepv rs still to you and me

Of somtthing in the future's scope.
Some golden ship from o'er the sea I

Never sailor yet hath found.
Looking windwarJ to the lee.

Any vessel homeward bound,
Like tnat ship from o'er the sea I

Never comes the shining deck,
But that liny ilnud may be.

Though it seeuis the merett speck,
The promised ship from o'er the Beat

Never looms the swelling sail,

But the wind i» blowing free,

At'd that may be the precious gale
That brings the ship from o'er the seal

HOU8EHOL,D RECEIPTS.

A reader who says she has tried some of the

original receipts published in the Farmer, and

found them very good, desires her sister house-

wives to keep this department well filled, and

contributes her share, as follows :

—

Makizig Yeast.

Take five good-sized potatoes
;

pare and

wash clean
;
grate them fine ; add one cup of

sugar; two-thirds cup of salt; then pour in

about three (juarts of boiling water, and keep

ttirring ; when about milk warm, add one cup

of hop water and a cupful of yeast, if you

Lave it, if not, take one yeast cake, dissolved

in a cup of warm water.

Cottage Pudding.

One cup of milk ; one egg ; two tablespoon-

fuls of melted butter ; two cups of Hour ; one

teaspoonful of cream of tartar; half a tea-

spoonful of soda. Bake half an hour and

serve with hot sauce. Ellie.

Chester, N. H., 18G8.

Tomatoes next Winter.—This favorito

vegetable is eaten with added relish during
winter, when the garden is locked up, and
"sauce" is hard to procure. A little pains-

taking now will secure a good supply for the

time '>f ncid. Select ripe, soun 1 ton^atoer,

place them in a colander, immerse them in

boiling water to loosen the skins, lift them out,

and peel them at once. Cook them in a por-

celain lined kettle. Tin will answer if it be
not mtich worn, but iron is easily corroded by
their acid, and the fruit will be spoiled in color

and flavor by its use. Stir with a wooden
spoon or pudding stick. Tomatoes may be
kept without very thorough cooking, but as

they are largely composed of water the sauce

will be much better if boiled down one-half or

more of its original bulk. Put them up in tin

cans if bottles cannot be procured, and solder

the tops tight while the contents are boiling

hot. This is a troublesome process, and fruit

preserving jars or bottles, which are now easily

had at almost every country store, will be pre-

ferred. With these, as with all vegetables or

fruits to be kept air-tight, the one great point

of care is to make them air-tight. Have the

bottles heated that they may not crack, pour
in the hot contents, filling the jar, and fasten

the cover at once. By the use of fruit-pre-

serving powders or solution, which prevent

fermentation, less care is needed to exclude

the air. Many who have used these prepara-

tions prefer them to the former method.—American Agriculturist.

Apple Jam.—The apples which should be
ripe, and of the best eating sort, being pared
and quartered, are put into a pan with just wa-
ter to" cover them, and boiled until they can
be reduced to a mash. Then for each pound
of the pared apples, a pound of silted sugar

is added, being sprinkled over the boiling

mixture. Boil and stir it well until reduced
to a jam. Then put it into pots. The above
is the most simple way of making it; but to

have it of the best possible clearness, make a
thick syrup with three pounds of suj^ar to each
pint of water, and clarify it with an egg. Then
add one pint of this syrup for every three

pounds of apples, and boil the jam to a proper
thickness.

Sweet Spiced Peaches.—Select large

freestone peaches with large pits, quite ripe,

but not the least soft ; remove the roughness
of the skin by friction; then halve the peach
and take out the pit; fill the cavity with white

mustard-seed, one pod of bird or cherry pep-

per very small, or if these cannot be obtained,

two kernels of black pepper, a few cassia

buds, and a piece of mace ; sew them up,
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pour over them hot vinegar, three times ; add
to one quart of vinegar one pound of sugar

;

heat the syrup and pour it over the fruit

;

cover tight and keep the peaches under the

syrup ; examine often, and keep them in a

cool place ; if the fruit is very hard, after

being scalded, set the bottles in the bath un-

til heated through.

Apple Melange.—The following prepara-

tions, in which apples are the principal ingre-

dients, make excellent dessert :

—

Apple-Snow.—Put twelve good tart apples

in cold water, and set them over the fire

;

when soft, drain the water, strip the skins off

the apples, core them, aud lay them in a deep
dish. Beat the whites of twelve eggs to a

stiff froth
;
put half a pound of finely-pow-

dered white sugar to the apples ; beat them to

a stiff froth, and add the beaten eggs. Beat
the whole to a stiff snow : then turn it into a

dessert-dish, and ornament it with myrtle or

box.

A Delicious Dish cf Apples.—Take two
pounds of apples, pare and core them, slice

them into a pan ; add one pound loaf-sugar,

the juice of three lemons, and the grated rind

of one. Let these boil about two hours.

Turn it into a mould, and serve it with thick

custard or cream.

Apple-Pudding.— Pare and stew three pints

of apples ; mash them, and add four eggs, a

quarter of a pound of butter, sugar and nut-

meg, or grated lemon. Bake it on short

crust.

—

Oermantown Telegraph.

Pickle Chow-Chow.—Two quarts green
tomatoes, two quarts white onions, two quarts

pickling beans, one dozen green cucumbers,
one dozen green peppers, one large or two
small heads of cabbage. Chop all fine

;

sprinkle a teacup of salt over it, and let it

stand over night. Next morning pour off the

brine, season with two tablespoons of ground
mustard, two tablespoons celery seed, two of

black pepper, one half tablespoon of cayenne,

two of ground cloves, two of turmeric, two of
curry powder. Cover the mixture with the

best of vinegar, with a cup of biown sugar.

Boil two hours slowly, continually stirring.

When cooked, add two tablespoons of salad

oil, while the mixture is hot.

DBESS IN KEIiATIOMT TO FIQUBB.

In adapting the dress to the shape and size

of the wearer, a certain knowledge of draw-
ing, and of the proper proportions of the

figure is, of course, the chief help. There
are, however, a few well ascertained rules

which may safely be taught. One, for in-

stance, is that transverse shapes generally

tend to lessen height and increase breadth,

while longitudinal forms have the opposite ef-

fect. Another well-known rule (which I be-

lieve is easily explained by a reference to

optical science) is the tendency of light colors
to increase the apparent size, and vice versa.
People of more than average size should be
cautious about wearing white or very light

colors for this reason, although it must always
be remembered that proportion and color im-
press the eye so much more sensibly than
mere scale that this rule is a very subordinate
one, and only to be applied after those more
important subjects have been thoroughly con-
sidered. It should, however, be remembered
that more than average size naturally involves

a certain degree of conspicuousness, which
makes any peculiarity of dress doubly unde-
sirable in such cases. A small person may
wear with impunity both colors and shapes,
which would be inexcusably striking on a large
figure. Nothmg goes so far to redeem un-
usual size as complete repose both ia form
and color. Much trimming, loose ends and
streamers, frills, and furbelows, and caprices
of all kinds are apt to become intolerable

when magnified, while on a small scale they
may please, by a certain fluttering airiness

which is in keeping with the impression of a
tiny creature. But here also proportion may
almost reverse the effect of sjiale. A short

heavy figure may even more imperatively

need quietness in dress than one of twice its

actual volume which has run up into slender-

ness. And this naturally leads me to the

second respect in which dress should be
adapted to the wearer, namely, character

;

which, indeed, is scarcely separable from the

form on which it is increased, and according

to which such questions as the last should

mainly be decided.— Vornhill Magazine.

THE CHEMISTKY OF FUBNITUKE.

Young housekeepers do not always under-

stand the theory of the chemical and mechan-

ical action of different substances on articles

of furniture. The substances from which fur-

niture is chiefly exposed to injury are water,

oils, alcohols, and acids. Acids act on mar-

ble. Marble is itself composed of carbonate

of lime ; that is, it is a compound of carbonic

acid and lime. Now, the carbonic acid has a

comparatively weak afllnity for lime, and most

other acids will prevail over it and take its

place when brought in contact with it, thus

destroying the texture of the stone, liberating

the carbonic acid, and leaving nitrate of lime,

or muriate of lime, or sulphate, or acetate of

lime, as the case may be, in the form of a

white powder, in its place. But oils, alcohols,

and water produce no effect on marbl^. All

varnished or polished surfaces of wood on the

other hand, while not injured tssually by acids,

are attacked by alcohol. Varnishes are com-

posed of different gums and resins, which are

generally soluble in alcohol. Many of them

are made by dissolving the material in alcohol

so as to liquify them, and then, when they are

applied, the alcohol evaporates, leaving the
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gum or resin in a thin, even coating over the

surface. If now any alcoholic substance

comes upon such a surface, whether it be alco-

hol itself, as used for lamps, or spirits of any

kind, or even wine, which contains but a small

per centagc of alcohol, a portion of it is dis-

solved, and the brilliancy of the surface is de-

stroyed. Oils will not attack either marbles

or varnished surfaces, and will do no- injury

except to naked wood or other porous sub-

stan -es which admit them into the pores, from

which they cannnt afterwards be easily ex-

pelled. Water alfects no substances except

such as have open pores exposed, in which

case it enters and causes the substance to

swell, or such as are soluble in water, as glue

in joints, and mucilage or gum arable, used

sometimes for attaching superficial ornaments

to fancy work.

Hair Washes.—It is only right to refer to

a source of po.ssible disease which is peculiar-

ly wide spread just now, and against which the

public should be cautioned. At the present

time there is quite a rage for the use of hair

"washes" or "restorers," which, whilst the

charge of their being "dyes" is indignantly

repudiated, yet in a short time "restore" the

color of the hair. The active agent in these

washes is, of course, lead. In the majority of

cases, probably, a moderate use of such a lo-

tion would be unattended with mischief; but

it is worth remembering that palsy has been

known to be produced by the long continued

use of cosmetics containing lead. But of the

thousands of persons who are applying lead to

their scalps, there will doubtless be some with

an extreme susceptibility to the action of the

poison, and these will certainly run no incon-

siderable risk of finding the "restoration" of

their hair attended by loss of power in their

wrists.

—

Tlie Lancet.

The Virtues of Borax.—The washer-

women of Holland and Belgium, so proverbi-

ally clean, and who get up their linens so

beautifully white, use refined borax as washing

powder, instead of soda, in the proportion of

a large handful of borax powder to al)Out ten

gallons of boiling water; they save in soap

nearly half. All the large washing establish-

ments adopt the same mode. For laces, cam-
brics, «&c., an extra quantity of the powder is

used, and for crinolines, (requiring to be made
stiff,) a strong solution is necessary. Borax
being a noutral salt, does not in the slightest

degree injure the texture of the linen ; its ef-

fect is to soften the hardest water, and there-

fore it should be kept on the toilet table. To
the taste it is rather sweet, is used for clean-

ing the hair, is an excellent dentrifice, and in

hot countries is used in combination with tar-

taric acid and bi-carbonate of soda as a cool-

insc beverage.

Ladies' Horns.—We must commiserate

the unfortunate Charles VI., of France, who
sought to beguile thought in any way, however
puerile, when we remember what manner of

of woman was his coarse and cruel con-

sort, Isabella of Bavaria. Surely no man in

his senses can wonder that the sight of her

did occasionally scare the imoecile king, for

on her head she wore horns, and th:'Se

grew wider and wider, and in proportion high-

er. This formidable horn head-dress, various-

ly decked with jewels and fur, was' introduced

into France by the queen above-named, and
eventually became so monstrous that, the horns

growing at least two yards apart from each

other, door-ways were enlarged to admit the

breadth of them. And not only horns, but

tails were at that time worn by ladies ; and to

these robes a-qucice, or long-train dresses,

were attached sleeves which swept the ground.

In addition to all this, it may be observed that

ornaments resembling animals' ears were
sometimes appended to the horns ; but the

under-garmencs of this amazing costume were
usually of wool or coarse cloth, for fine linen

was at that time so rare in France that the

mighty Isabella herself possessed but a scanty

supply of it as a luxury.
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EFJTECTS OF FROST.
Tha keen, clear air—the splendid sight

—

We waken to a world of iae,

Wliere all ttjings are enshrined in light,

As by some genii's quaint device.

A shower of gems is strewed around,
The flowers of winter rich and rare,

Kuhii s and sapph res deck ihe ground,
The ti.,paz, emerald, all are there.

—

A.Norton.

"Blow, blow, ye winds with heavier gust I

And freeze, thou bitter, bitiLg frost 1"

—

Burns,

ECEMBER closes

the year. It is

now winter.
The sun rises

late and sets

early. The trees

have shed their

leaves, and look

like mere skele-

tons of their for-

mer selves,
Birds and insects

have migrated

or hid themselves

in the earth. We some-

times call it a gloomy

season, and feel that na-

ture is dead. But why so? "A
thousand secret operations are in

progress by which the seeds,

buds, and roots of future plants and flowers

are not only preserved but elaborated that

when the prolific months of Spring arrive, they

ma) burst icto life in all the freshness and

vigor of a new birth." The frost which binds

the stream loosens the soil, and by disintegrat-

ing the rocks adds to its productive power.

The old English adage that

"December's frost and January's flood.

Never boded the Husbanoman good,"

is far from being correct. The frozen clods

crumble down in the spring so minutely divided

as materially to lesson the labor of the hus-

bandman in preparing the soil for seed. We
might enlarge upon the beneficial effects of

frost during winter, but at present will con-

fine our remarks to some of its operations

earlier in the season.

The eff'ect of frost upon vegetables depends

upon circumstances. If they thraw gradually

without exposure to the light, they receive but

little apparent injury. Scions, and cuttings of

trees, bushes and vines, may be buried a few

inches in the ground, and remain all winter

without injury. Of course they freeze as hard

as the ground with which they are covered.

But they thaw gradually and in the dark.

Potatoes left in the ground often vegetate the

next season. The roots of grass, grain and

trees, are frozen solid during the winter. If

they were on the surface of the earth and

thawed in the light they would be killed, but

being thawed gradually and in the absence of

light they retain their vitality. Apples are

often frozen in the cellar, and thaw without

apparent injury.

The effects of early frosts in the Autumn
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upon vegetation, varies greatly at different

times. Sonietimes a slight fro^t destroys all

vegetable lil'e, while another year, a frost in

which the temperature is considerably lower,

appears to do but little injury. There was a

smart fro^t the present season, September 28,

which we supposed would effectually destroy

all the vines, but much to our surprise the

tomatoes and beans and grape vines continued

fresh and green, and we frequently heard the

remark, IIow little injury the frost has done !

Thtre could be no mijtake about the severity

of the cold. There was not only frost, but a

freeze. We actually saw ice made on the sur-

face of water standing bj'^ the house.

Thinking of the subjpct, it occurred to us

that the frozen articles had thawed under cov-

er, with a partial exclusion of the I'ght. A
heav)' damp cloud hung over the surface of

the earth like a thick blanket, and shut off the

rays of the sun, and continued till sometime in

the afternoon. The morning was cold and

chilly, and the thrawing took place gradually,

and. under just that combination of circum-

stances that would be most likely to prevent in-

jury from the frost. If the sun had shone out

bright and clear the next morning, the bean

and tomato leaves would have turned black,

the com leaves white, and the injury would

have been much greater than it proved.

A change of wind that cendensed the vapor

and suspended it near the surface of the earth,

saved the plants.

Light especially when imparted by the direct

rays of the sun, is an agent of great power,

and although we have lived in it all our days

and bathed in an ocean of light, how little do

we know of its properties and powers. It is

the great organizer by which nature builds up

all her living organizations, and it is also adis-

organizer, by which organisms are reduced to

their elements, to be again used as materials

for building up other organisms. It is one

of the forces of nature, and the more we un-

derstand the laws by which it is governed, the

better shall we be able to subject it to our

service.

ABOKTION IN COWS.

A searching investigation with regard to

tlu! cause of abortion in cows has been carried

on during the past season by a Commission

appointed by the New York State Agricultural

Society. They have examined the vegetable

growths on a great number of farms, especial-

ly with reference to ergot and the plants on

which it is found. It is to be hoped that

something definite will result from this careful

investigation. The veterinary editor of the

North British Agriculturist says stagnant or

foul water is injurious to all animals It

causes blood poisoning and thus leads to many
febrile complaints. It brings on abortion in

other animals as well as cows. Two winters

ago three fine mares belonging to a somewhat

careless and untidy farmer slipped their colts

shortly after Christmas. The mares had been

tolerably well kept, and not too hardly worked,

but had been watered for several weeks at a

pool, by the side of which a large manure

heap had been foolishly placed, and into

which the highly colored organic matters freely

found their way. Some ewes watered at the

same pool cast their lambs, while another lot

of ewes kept two fields distant, managed ex-

actly in the same way but enjoying a purer

supply of water, carried their lambs to the full

period. Since better care has been taken to pre-

vent the water supply from being contaminated

by the manure heap, neither mares nor ewes

have suffered abortion.

INFLUENCE OF THE MOON.
Young plants, like human babies, must

have plenty of rest. If they shoot up from
the seed in the waning of the moon, they en-

joy the repose of the long, dark nights ; if in

the growing moon, their young life, over-stim-

ulated by the light, perishes or suffers deterio-

ration more or less.

The latest observations make it certain that

the sun-heat reflected from the full moon's
face is sufficient to dispel clouds, and it must
modify therefore, notably, the climate of the

kitchen garden.
One of the most brilliant astronomical dis

coveries of the last ten years is that of the so-

called eleven-year cycle, during whi<h Jupiter

and the other planets alternately co'lect upon
one side of the sun, and then at other tiun-s

disperse themselves around it, produring in

the one case an abundant supply of spots upon
the sun's disc, with a corresponding lowering
of the climate of the earth, and in the other,

the dispersion and disappearance of spots,

and a higher mean temperature of the earth.—Lesley's Lectures.

—It has been said that migatory ))irds prepare

for long journeys by purgation brouglit on by eat-

ing the seed of a weed common on its feeding

ground.
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KON-BEARIUG APPLE THEES-
INQ.

-PRUN-

Letter from a corre-

- spondent at Taunton,
^' "W.H R.," makes sev-

eral inquiries in regard

to the management of

apple trees, which seem

to require more space

than is usually devoted

to notices under our

head of "Extracts and

^ Replies." We give it, there-

^^^ fore, a position somewhat more

? ^ conspicuous.

Our correspondent desires to

be informed in the first place,

"how to make apple trees bear that

are standing in grass ground, and

thdt have not been manured for

several years."

To this query we reply, that W3 consider it

the most effei tual, and the cheapest way in the

end, to plough the whole surface this fall, if

practicable, manure with compost or fresh ma-

nure, and harrow it thoroughly in. Plough

carefully, so as not to wound the stems of the

trees, and five or six inches deep. If the soil

below six inches is ordinarily light, the roots

will mostly be under that and will receive but

little harm from the plough. If a few small

roots are dis^turbed the damage will be quit€^

trilling. This course will not only enrich the

whole soil, but will render it light and porous,

and suitable for the roots of the trees to ex-

tend themsf Ives and find nourishment in it.

Top dressing will not answer ; its eflfect will

be to enrich the surface, stimulate the net-wofk

of grass roots that lie near the top of the

ground, cover it with an accumulated growth,

and thus rob the trees of the nutriment which

you are aiming to supply them with.

It will be best to cultivate the orchard with

some hotd tcrop for a year or two, and ma-

nure moderately each season. In this way
the soil will soon become light, the atmosphere

will have a decided influence upon it, and a

paying crop may be the result for several

years, and the trees receive much benefit at the

same time. These crops may be barley, po-

tatoes, or mangolds. The ground may then be

stocked with grass, and a ton to the acre cut

to the trees. Th*^y will have an avt>rage

growth in the extension of their branches of

about eight inches annually, and their foliage

will be vigorous and of a dark green color.

If apple trees do not bear under such treat-

ment—and sometimes they will not- the cause

of such barrenness, and the remedy for it, are

alike unknown to us. On very rich land, trees

occasionally make so much wood that they do
not fruit ; cropping the land with potatoes or

grain has a tendency to check the growth of

wood, and induce the trees to bear fruit.

We have very little faith in the efficacy of
digging up the earth about fruit trees in a cir-

cle whose diameter is only si.x or e>ght feet.

It is probably better than no digging, but is

not, we think, an economical cJ|)eration.

Our corret-pondent continues as follows :

—

"I have one apple tree that bears one-half one
year and the other half the next. I should like to
know if it cannot be made to bear every year ?"

There are no means in our knowledge of

making a "tree bear all over every year," ex-

cepting a generous soil and a judicious man-
agement of the tree in every respect. It is

rarely the case that an apple tree does bear

every year. A fair crop of apples exhausts

the tree and the soil in a considerable degree,

so that both soil and tree must have rest and
time to recuperate their exhausted powers. If a

tree bears a moderate crop every year, whether

it be on one-half or the whole tree, it seems to

us that it would be about as much as we can

reasonably expect. He continues :

—

"I would also like it if you would give some di-
rections about trimming, as to time, and about
how a tree ought to be trimmed."

We are glad to find that an interest is still

felt in the apple crop, although it has been so

sadly deficient for several years past. It may
flourish again, and afford us a large surplus

for foreign markets. Wholesome, nutritious

and palatable as the apple is, thousands of fam-

ilies among us have undoubtedly been without

it,—unless in the most limited quantity,—for

four or five years past. During this period, less

attention has been paid to the setting new or-

chards ; those of middle age have been greatly

neglected, and old trees have been cut down
by hundreds and given to the flames.

Another and prime cause of rapid decay and

loss li^s been occasioned by thoughtless, care-

less and injudicious pruning. Few of the du-

for five or six years without special detriment I ties of the farm are so badly performed—bad
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in the manner in which it is done, and in the

season usually selected for the operation.

Trees are living things, and must be treated

as such. Their young bark is as vulnerable to

hob nail boots as the back of the hand, and as

easily mutilated by a dull saw or knife. No
skilful surgeon would amputate a limb with

dull instruments, or leave the bleeding wound

exposed to the air ; but many farmers who

have pruned for forty years, and think they

"know a thing or two about it," do both.

Every wound made in pruning that is half an

inch across bhould be covered. If the tree is

vigorous it will probably grow over without

help, but covering greatly aids the effort of

the tree in heajjng up any damage done to its

outer garment. The best covering is gum
shellac dissolved in alcohol ; but as alcohol is

quite expensive at present, paint of any color

will answer the purpose, if care is used not to

let it get upon the bark.

There is need of but very little pruning

where an orchard has been properly managed

from the start ; no large limbs will ever need

to be taken away, unless broken by winds or

injured in some other way. Prune hut little,

is a good motto, but prune annually. Do not

allow suckers or limbs that are crossing each

other to grow several years before they are

removed. SuflFer the shoots that start out in

spring to remain until the leaves have fallen in

autumn and then cut them smoothly off. The

tree needs them for a time, and Nature, ever

ready with a helping hand, sends them out to

aid the leaves of the top in elaborating the

sap and increasing the whole growth of the

tree.

As to the best time for pruning apple trees

we have not a particle of doubt. From a long

series of personal experiments running through

twenty years, from reliable books recording

the experience of others, conversations with

practical men and an extensive examination of

orchards, we are fully of the opinion that the

middle of the month of June is the most ap-

propriate time. But as the ground is covered

with grass or other crops at that season,

and hoeing and other work is pressing, it is

not always convenient to engage in it then.

The next best time is in October, after the

tr^es have shed ihe<r leaves ; and this may be

uxtt-ndid into Nowmher or December, Tf the

operator can keep himrielf sufficiently warm to

do the work well.

Where we have carefully pruned at either

of these times it has seldom been followed by

a Howing of the sap, and the black discolora-

tion of the bark which so often follows spring

pruning. The wounds become dry and hard

on the surface, a lively growth commences in

a few weeks if the pruning is done in June,

and early in the following spring if the work is

done in the fall, and the tree seems to sustain

no check or injury whatever.

The question may be asked. Why is it best

to prune at the seasons toentioned ? We an-

swer, because the tree is then in a compara-

tive state of rest. The sap has ascended

through the sap vessels in the trunk, followed

out the extremity of ihe smallest twigs, and

into the leaves, there to be worked over by

the wonderful alchemy of Nature into a thicker

and more substantial substance. This thick-

ened, or inspissated sap, as it is called, then

passes down directly under the bark, and gives

the trunk and branches their annual growth in

diameter. Now, then, when the tubes or sap

vessels are nearly empty, or are comparatively

so, is the time to prune. This occurs, for

about fifteen days in midsummer, and after the

trees have cast their leaves in autumn, until a

succession of sunny and warm days sets the

sap in motion again. Such days occur some-

time in mid-winter, and it would then be unfa-

vorable for pruning.

• In pruning in June or October the saw soon

becomes so much covered with gum that it is

moved with difficulty, and it becomes necessary

to wash it. This has never occurred in March,

April, or May, in our experience. The sap is

then thin and abundant, and the saw remains

clean and bright.

In pruning the aim should be to keep the

head of the tree open to the air and light,

and free from limbs that are crossing and rub-

bing against each other. Cut out these and

the occasional dead limbs which may be found

and the orchard which has been w§ll managed

will need little more in the way of priming.

Each tree should be examined annually, and

whatever is needed for it, done.

—Alexander Hyde, of Lee, has been invited to

deliver a course of twelve lectures on agriculture,

this winter, before the Lowell Institute at Bo'^ton.

This gentleman delivered an able addiess before

the Hoosac Valley Agricultural Society at their

fall meeting.
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For the New England Farmer.

THE GARDEN" IN DECEMBER.
Our New England climate will preclude

much actual labor in the out door garden in

December, unless we have cold frames in

which we have plants that are being wintered

over. These will need looking to, occasional-

ly, to see that all is right. Give air in the

middle of pleasant days, and see that they are

properly protected during extreme cold days

and nights. Prepare hot-bed frames, sash

&c.
;

paint and reglaze old sash, and if you

have none make new and have them ready

against fpring opens.

Look to the fiuit and ornamental trees, and

see that the mice do not get at them to their

injury, cut and clear away all grass, or weeds

from around them, so they will have no shelter

to harbor in ; see the trees do not get over-

loaded with snow or ice ; shake off the snow,

gently, from fir and other evergreen trees in

the lawn, yard, &c. Look over, and see that

the seeds are all well dried, correctly labelled,

and stored away safely in paper bags, boxes,

«&c. , and that no vermin infest them ; make a

memorandum of seeds wanted ready to order

early.

Ihe past season we had, by a few nights

slight protection, good ripe tomatoes from

our garden as late as the middle of Octo-

ber, and green corn good for boiling as late,

although the frost had singed the blades of the

stalks. For the first planting we had the

Mexican sweet corn, which is g lod enough for

any one ; this we planted early in May, and
had boiling ears in good season in July ;

this

kind has a small kernel and medium sized ear,

but very sweet and good. I then planted

Trimbles the 22d of June and began picking

it early in August, and in October there were
good boiling ears ; this is a larger eared, and
kernel vadety, than the Mexican, about the

size of the Evergreen ; it is an excellent vari-

ety for the garden. I have relied on the Ever-
green, mainly, heretofore, which is a larger

and later variety and very good, lasting a long
time in cooking and eating condition

; but I

prefer, for my own eating, either the Mexican
or Trimbles, as grown the past season; I

think they are hard to be beat.

Our pole beans, this season run too much to

vines, although they bore a fair amount of
fruit. I think we planted them too thick, al-

though the poles were stuck three feet apart,

or over ; beans, squash, cucumbers, and toma-
toes grew largely to vines in our garden.
Summer crook-neck squash, I have failed to

grow good for several years past till this year,

when we had nice ones ; heretofore they have
turned to hard shell pumpkins-like things, al-

though seed was procured from different

sources. We also had nicer Citron Water-
melons than for some years ; these we shall

preserve, usiYig a little green ginger root,

lemon, &c. They may be preserved and dried,

and make a substitute tor expensive dried

citron. Strawberries we had many more of

than I expected when in blossom, there being

so much rain at the time
;
grapes were hardly

dealt with by the cold of the last winter, kill-

ing and injuring the vines ; although I had two
Concords that were not laid down wliich bore

quite full. My Hartford started only from
dormant buds. Currants did not do as well

as last year ; the bunches want taking up and
dividing, using only the young shoots and set-

ting in new ground, deeply worked and well

enriched. I have yet to learn that the • 'currant

worm" has appeared in this vii-inity

—

Jong may
he be in coming. W. H. White.

South Windsor, Conn. 1868.

For the New England Farmer,

BRAINS IN FARMING—No. 1

Not long since, in passing across the meadow
of a young Vermont farmer, where old stumps,

pieces of rails, sticks, brush, &c. were lying

scattered about promiscuously, rendering the

use of the mower and horse-rake an utter im-

possibility. I asked him the following ques-

tion :
' 'Did you know that brains were a capital

article to use on a farm ?" His reply was,

—

"Brains ! what's that?" To present this case

as indicative of the average intelligence of

Vermont farmers, would not be, perhaps, ex-

actly fair ; and yet, judging from careful ob-

servation, one can hardly avoid the conclusion

that there is more than one farmer among us

who does not know brains, much less use them
in his farming operations. I hardly know how
to account for this glaring fact.

It is not that Vermont farmers, as a class,

are destitute of brains. But the trouble is,

most of them ignore brains altogether, and de-

pend on muscle alone. There are instances,

however, I am happy to say, and they are mul-

tiplying gradually from year to year, which go

to show that when brain-power and muscle-

power come into competition in the manage-

ment of the farm, brains are sure to win. Not
that muscle can be dispensed with, but brains

render muscle more effective and productive.

There are instances in our State where pro-

fessional men, such as lawyers, physicians, and

even clergymen have been, and are, the most

successful " cultivators of the soil among us.

Does any one wish to know the secret of their

success ? It is simply this : they put brains

into the business. Their employees supply

the muscle and they themselves furnish the

brains and make every blow tell, if not in pay-

ing crops, yet in the permanent improvement

of their farms.

I have never known an instance where a

merchant, or a mechanic turned his attention

to agriculture and failed of success. What
is the secret of this ? It lies in the simple

fact that they carry the brain culture, and

business habits acquired in mercantile or me-

chanical pursuits into their farming operations.

If they raise a colt, or a yoke of oxen, or a
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crop of grai/i they know what it cost them,

and whether it jiays or not. If it does not

pay, they put in a little more brains, and '"try,

try again" until they do make it pay.

I have an instance now in my mind of a
young man who left meicantile business in one
of our large cities and came back to the old

homestead to take care of father and mother
in their declining years. The farm was lo-

cated in an out-of-the-way place, hard and
stony, very little of the land capable of culti-

vation, but an excellent grass farm.

He went into the stock-raising and dairy

business and was successful ; while those

around him with much better farms, relying on
muscle aloue made very little head-way.
The waste of muscular power in our State,

for the lack of brains or neglect to use them
aright is enormous. Were this vast power
rightly directed it would make our green hills

and beautiful valleys "bud and blossom like a

rose."

1 have, Mr. Editor, unbounded faith in

brains,—especially in their application to ag-

ricultural operations.

In m}- next article I propose to bring out

some facts which indicate that if our Vermont
farmers have brains, comparatively few know
how to use them. Uncle John.

Charlotte, Vt., Oct. 28, 1868.

Remarks.—On introducing "Uncle John"

as a new correspondent of the Farmer, we

may be permitted to remark that however as-

siduously he may have cultivated "brains" his

beautiful chirography shows conclusively that

he has by no means neglected the training of

"muscle."

For the New England Farmer.

ROVING HABITS OP COA.RSE AND
FINE WOOL SHiiiKP.

In your issue of O :t. 24th, I noticed a com-
munication from T. L. Hart on "Fine and
Coarse Wooled Sheep," in which he assumes
that with iiim coarse wooled sheep have paid a

"good per cent, on cost" while the fine wooled
were unprofitaljle.

Witiiout assuming to argue this point I pro-

po.se to say a word in answer to your in(juiry,

under the head of "Remarks," as to the rov-

ing habits of the coarse wools, as charged by

thti fnic wool breeders.

1 cannot write from actual experience as it

regards coarse wooled, but as to line wooled I

can. 1 was raised on a farm that paid some
attention to sheep- breeding. We had a Hock
of some twenty-live to forty, and I have to

say that ft" fence or wall would or could en-

close tht lu, even though the feed inside was
better than elsewhere. Their habits were
such that we could only find them by hamper-
ing, and even then they would scale the wall.

They became a perfect nuisance and the re-

sult was, all were sold at a sacrifice, though for

more than they were worth, considering the

great trouble to take care of and keep them at

home. Other farmers in the same neighbor-

hood were troubled as we were. I do not be-

lieve it possible for any coar.se wooled sheep

to be of a more roving habit than these fine

wools were.
I have called the attention of prominent

wool growers to the subject of the "Remarks"
above referred to, and 1 find that their expe-

rience with fine wooled sheep has been the

same, some adding "they will go over or

through any fence in New England in which
there is so much as a knot-hole."

A gentleman of my acquaintance began sev-

eral years ago with coarse wools. With only

ordinary fences, he has never had the slightest

trouble with them, always finding them in the

pasture where he put them. He remarked
that "they would fill themselves and instead of
roving about, would lay quietly down, chew
their cud and grow fat.''"' He was, however,
finally induced to change them for the more
fashionable fine wools, and for three years was
on the trot after his sheep. He became so

much dissatisfied that he changed back to

coarse wools and has now a fine flock, which

give him no trouble whatever, so far as roving

is concerned. I have not as yet seen a coarse

wooled sheep hampered on any farm, and irom
the best evidence 1 can get they are far more
peaceable th^n fine, under all circumstances.

Many farmers in Maine in possession of the

fine wooled sheep are offering them at a re-

duced price, and no buyers. 1 know of one
who offers his whole flock at $1.50 per head,

and is paying S3. 50 and $4.00 for coarse

wooled sheep. Others are pa> ing $5 and $6
for coarse, after having sacrificed on their tine

sheep. Coarse wooled breeders are anxious

to have this question discussed as they are pos-

itive the verdict will be in their favor.

Wilton. Me., Nov. 2, 1868. Zen.

For the Xew England Farmer.

liONQ-WOOIiBD SHEKP.

The question is fretiueutly asked, which of

the different breeds of the long-wooled sheep
is the most profitable ? And it is a finestion

which is very difficult to answer. Some pre-

fer one, some another ; but the choice ought to

be directed to the characteristics which we de-

sire. There is but little difference in the

weight of fleece or character between the Lei-

cestei, the Cotswold, Lincoln or Tee.s waters,

and but little difference in the weight of carcass.

The Leice-ftem mature the earliest, but are

the most tender, and the least prolific; the

latter, perhaps, after all, not so much of a

fault; for too many lambs are not always the

most profitable ; but the Leicesters are bad
nurses, as a general thing, and lay on then
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fat almost entirely just under the skin, so that

the fat lays on the outside of the meat.

This would not be so palatable to the Ameri-

can taste, nor is the mutton of the Leicester

held in the highest estimation in England.

The Leicesters are the most showy of any of

the long wools ; have clean white faces and

legs, a round body, and the quarters very

evenly balanced ; the wethers weighing at two

years old from twenty to thirty pounds per

quarter, and the ewes at four years old from

eighteen to twenty-six.

The Cotswolds are a more hardy breed, more
prolific and better nurses ; the wool may be a

triHe coarser, but if a person desires, he can

make his wool finer or coarser by selecting his

finest buck and ewes for breeding. His

fleeces, however, will be a little lighter. The
Cotswold is not so symmetrical an animal as

the Leicester ; its hind quarters being larger

than the forequarters, and it has a tendency

to accumulate fat on the rump. The wool
grows down on the forehead and the chops,

and down on the legs. The fat is better dis-

tributed through the whole system than on the

Leicester.

rhe Lincolnshires are larger framed ani-

mals ; the staple is longer and fleeces heavier

than either the Leicesters or Cotswolds. It

measures from ten to eighteen inches in length,

and the fleece weighs from eight to fourteen

pounds. The sheep is hardy and prolific, but

matures slowly and requires a ' very rich pas-

ture ; fourteen pounds of wool cannot be ob-

tained without good feed and plenty of it.

The Teeswa^ers are the most prolific of the

long wooled breeds ; their wool is not quite

so long or their fleece so heavy as the Lin-

colns ; they require good pastures—as good
as do the Short-horn cattle. In fact it will

not do to turn the long wooled sheep upon
poor, rough pastures for the purpose of ex-

terminating bushes ; if you do you may expect

to exterminate your sheep. They must be
well fed, or their wool is worthless, and if

allowed to run among the bushes it becomes
filled with sticks and seeds and a large por-

tion of their wool is left hanging to the bushes.

The Teeswaters, on good pastures, at two
years old, will give from twenty-five to thirty-

five pounds per quarter, and some at four

years old have been fed to fifty-five pounds
per quarter.

There are a number of grades from these

breeds of which, as a lustre-wooled sheep, the

New Oxfordshire is at the head ; this is a
cross between the Leicester and Cotswold.
The Oxford Down as a mutton sheep is

valuable, but its wool partakes too much of
the character of the Southdown. For some
purposes it would be valuable ; but for a lus-

tre wool it is of no account. It is an excel-

lent breeder, matures early, and produces
good lambs, which bring a good price. It

would do better on poor pastures than any of

the others, but we should advise our farmers

to keep these on good pastures. It is very

well on paper to talk about subduing wild

lands by pasturing with sheep, but such pas-

tures make poor, wild wool and run out the

sheep. If you desire good animals you must
feed them. Mentor.

Boston, Oct. 20, 1868.

GLYCERINE,
This article within a few years past has be-

come of great importance in the arts and in

medicine. It was formerly supplied to us

from England, at a high cost, and often con-
taminated with rancid oils. It was chiefly ob-
tained from Falm oil. It is now produced
from the waste in the manufacture of -star

candles, from lard, and until within ten years,

was entirely lost.

Glycerine is sweet to the taste, and is not
subject to oxidation. It has the consistence of
oil, but does not congeal. It mixes readily

with watev, but does not readily evaporate.

It is used internally and externally in medi-
cine. It is used to some extent in the place

of Cod Liver oil, and is said to be quite as

efficacious, and is certainly more palatable.

It is used in surgery in the treatment of burns
and wounds, and enters into the composition of
salves and ointments. It is applied in rheu-

matism, sore throat, and diseases of the ear,

and is a specific for chapped hands and lips,

and for sore teats in cows. It is antiseptic,

and as a solvent for many substances, is better

than alcohol or water.

It is used for filling gas metres, for it does
not freeze like water, nor evaporate like alco-

hol. Perfumers use it largely in the prepara-

tion of hair dressings. It keeps the scalp

sound and healthy, and the hair soft and
smooth.

Tanners make use of it to keep leathf r soft,

and it is the best oil for harnesses, and is the

most valuable ingredient in paste blacking.

Combined with prmters' ink, it keeps the roll-

ers soft and flexible. It is less efiected by
the atmosphere than almost any other sub-

stance.

About 600,000 pounds of it are now manu-
factured annually at Cincinnati, which is sub-

jected to various degrees of purification, ac-

cording to the use for which it is wanted.

—

G. Cist, in U. S. Ay. Rep.

—The most extensive farmer in France is M. de

Candaine. His farm in Touraine is valued at two

million francs, and the income he derives from it

is considerably above 500,000 francs a year. He
sells every year one thousand head of fat cattle,

and has on his farm a distillery-, a heet, starch and

sugar factory, and a large linen and woolen fac-

tory, and all his factories and farm buildings are

lighted with gas. His farm is said to be the most

productive in Europe.
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NEX/Sr PUBLICATIONS.
The Tim Bunkek Papers, or Vankee Fanning. By
Timolhy Bunker, Ei=q , of Hookertown.Conn. With
Illustraiiong, by noppin. New York: Oranee Judd
&Co. 1868. Bo6ton: A. WilllAm8& Co., 100 Wash-
ington titrcet.

This volume is a reprint of a series of articles

that originally appeared in a monthly magazine

entitled the American Agriculturist. As occasional

articles in that miscellaneous journal they were

suflaciently offensive ; as a whole bookful they are

more than we can swallow. We are sorry to see

the Tim Bunker papers in book form. We regard

the volume as a slander on farmers, and an in-

sult to every one engaged in agriculture. The

style, the language, the characters and the illus-

trations are those of ignoramuses and clowns.

And yet the writer says these papers "are a hum-

ble attempt to represent the average wisdom of the

Connecticut farmer," and as we suppose the farm-

ers of Connecticut are as intelligent as those of

other States, we conclude he has given us his idea of

the average wisdom of the farmers of our countiy

generally. Two examples are all we care to copy

to show what that idea really is :

—

"Irritation of the land 1" exclaimed Kier Frink, as he
looked out of his coal cart, where he had stopped to

hear what was said by the company. "What does he
moaa by (hat? I never heernof that even in the White-
oaks, where th^y irritate almost every thing from cats

up to old bosses "

'He is gwine to turn a brook on here and git six tun

of hay to the acre," answered Tucker,
"If he can," added Jones.
"And b;am> him, he'll du it neow, ye see, for he's a

master hand to ca^ry his pint," said Seth Twiggs.
"Neow du tell," responded Kier, hitting his horse a

smart lick, "Tim Bunker waterin a swamp I git up old

boss, this aint a safe place for yew."—pp. 142-3.*******
"Hain't you got most tired on't. Squire ?" asked Ben

Jones, as I carted along my twentieth load of muck last

night.
"Guess not. Why?" IrepHed.
"It's a mighty deal of hard work for nothing. I'd just

08 leeves have so many loads of snow banks in a barn-

yard."
"It's all moonshine about there being any vartu in

mu'k. I'd jfst as soon dung a field with icicles,'- chimed
in George Washington Tucker, who gets his ideas and
his drinks from Jones.
"Them's my sentiments, exactly," said Jake Frink,

as he met u* in the roa 1 with a load of oats in bage, go-

ing down to Sh idtown to market.—pp. 182-3.

Is this a fair representation of the "average wis-

dom" or the average intelligence of Yankee farm-

ers ? Are they as utterly ignorant of irrigation, of

the value of muck, or of the use of language as

these extracts indicate ? We were bom, brought

np, and have worked a good part of our lives

among farmers,—they are our neighbors, friends

and rektives,—and we regard such s-lang as a cal-

umny on them and on ourselves, alike false and

injurious. We ask that this style of "book farm-

ing" be abandoned, and that our agricultural

teachers shall recognize the common sense, if not

the intelligence of.farmers. We believe that farm-

ers know more, and learned men less, than they

have credit for ; and that there is less difference

between the "average wisdom" of the workers

upon the farm everj-where, and the actual knowl-

edee of scientific men, than is generally supposed.

Prof. S. W. Johnson, a thoroughly scientific man,
and for many years a teacher of chemistry, &c., in

Yale College, recognizes this fact in his new work
on "How Crops Grow," by the broad assertion,

among many similar recognition's, that ^'Every

successful farmer is to some extent a scientific man.''

It is therefore with sincere rcgrtt that we ac-

knowledge the receipt from the publishers of such

books as Darwin's "Animals and Plants under

Domestication," of Johnson's "How Crops Grow,"

&c., a volume of such twaddle as the "Tim Bun-
ker Papers," and that they should illustr.itc it by
caricatures of farmers more oflFensive, if ijossible,

than the text itself.

We do not deny—we wish we could—that such

vulgarisms as we object to in this volume are used

by some farmers ; neither can we deny that pro-

fanity and obscenity are sometimes heard upon
the farm. But we do protest earnestly against

their repetition in well-printed books.

Side Shows at Fairs.—"The more we
see of these exhibitions," eays the Chicago

Prairie Farmer, and we perfectly agree with

the writer, ' 'the more thoroughl}'^ we are con-

vinced that they are unmitigated nuisances,

every one of them, and ought not to be toler-

ated, and with this conviction we are deter-

mined, if possible, to create a public senti-

ment that shall neither recognize nor patron-

ize them. It is certainly mistaken policy on

the part of our agricultural societies, for a

comparatively paltry fee, to permit these trav-

elling humbugs to attend their exhibitions, and

reap and carry away, without leaving a consid-

eration, thousands of dollars, which remaining

with the people, would contribute to the suc-

cess of future exhibitions. The sooner this

truth is recognized, and side shows at our Fairs

numbered with horse-racing and gambling,

the better it will be both for the societies and

the people."

HUSH MOSS.
Chondrus Crispus—Cairageen Moss.

Quite a business has spriuig up within a few

years past, in the collection of this article

on the eastern coast of Massachusetts, espe-

cially at Scituate, in Plymouth Co., in the

neighborhood of Minot's Ledge. Some 6000

barrels, it is said, are annually gathered. It

was formerly brought to this country from the

coast of Ireland ; hence its name, Irish moss.

It is collected during the summer months,

from May to September. A rake with flat iron

teeth, some half hogshead tubs, ba&kets, a
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common hay rake, a suitable boat, and some

pieces of canvass constitute the outfit of a

mosser.

He commences operation at low tide, when

the moss is left bare on the rocks. At spring

tide, when the rocks are uncovered to a greater

distance from the shore than at neap or com-

mon tide, he finds the best article. This he

pulls by hand. It is more free from admix-

ture with tape grass, and other marine plants,

and he bleaches this with special care. This

is bought by the druggists, and is used for

blancmange.

At common tides, he gathers it with his rake.

As the tide rises he runs his boat on to the

beach. The moss is then transported on hand

barrows to bleaching beds on the higher parts

of the beach, where it is turned with a hay

rake until it is dry. Then it is washed in salt

water, and again spread and dried, and this

process is repeated several times, until it is suf-

ficiently bleached, when it is packed in barrels

and headed up and is ready for market.

The mossers watch the heavens as carefully

as do the hay-makers, and when a rain threat-

ens, they put it into cocks and cover it with

canvass hay caps. The prime article consti-

tutes but a small part of the crop. This, as

we have said, is chiefly taken by the apotheca-

ries.

Its most important use is in the manufacture

of cloth, paper, felt hats and straw hats, in

which it is used for sizing. The poorer qual-

ities arc bought for size. The second quality

is sold to the brewers, by whom it is used for

"fining" beer. A quantity of the moss is

boiled with the beer, and its gelatine unites

with the impurities, and produces the required

clarification. It is also used, instead of ising-

glass, fish skin, and white of eggs, for fining

coffee. 4

of sulphuric acid twenty hundred carboys, of

tallow five thousand barrels, and their con-

sumption of lard, on an average, equals weekly

seven hufidred and fifty tierces of three hun-

dred pounds each, per week, for two hundred

and eighty days in the year.

No Trials of Speed at the New York
State Fairs.—From a fable of the attendance

at each of the annual fairs of the New York

State Agricultural Society for the past twenty-

four years, it appears that the average atten-

dance for each of the first twelve years was

51,000, and for each of the last twelve years

53,500. This latter term includes, of course,

the several years of the late war, during which

many societies held no exhibition. The atten-

dance this year was 68,400. And yet the

Country GenUeman informs us ^'tha.t never has

a horse trotted against another, or against

time, on the Society's grounds."

A Large Business.—One firm in Cincin-

natti made in a single year, star and tallow

candles, soap, lard oil, olive oil, glycerine, «S;c.,

exceeding the value of two millions of dollars.

They are regularly fiUing^orders from Califor-

nia and elsewhere, of five to ten thousand

boxes of soap and star candles, the first of

sixty and the second of thirty-five pounds to

the box. They use up of resin, thirty-six

hundred barrels, of soda ash one thousand

tons, of candle wick thirty thousand pounds,

For the New England Farmer.

CULTIVATION" OF CKANBERSIES.
I noticed in a late Farmer an inquiry by a

New Hampshire correspondent in rt ference to

cranberry culture. Having had. a little ejcpe-

rience in the business, sometimes succeeding

and sometimes failing, an inquiry of that kind

always interests me.
Some ten or twelve years ago I conceived

the idea of converting what was formerly the

bottom of a reservoir, into something that

would be of some sort of income. A portion

of it was covered T^ith small willows ; another

portion with sweet flag ; and the rest of it was
just getting into grass. The willows and sweet

flag I took out, root and branch, which left the

mud naked and bare. Into this mud and
among the grass I put the vines, in little tufts,

about three feet apart each way To get the

right kind, I carted them seven miles.

The whole process created quite an excite-

ment in the neighborhood. It was a wet,

muddy job, in which I had no sympathy from

my neighbors. Two strands of No. 9 wire

were run on two sides of it, to keep off the

cattle. I estimated the expense to be about

$12,—possibly it might have been $15. In

two years the ground was covered with vines,

some of them being six feet long. I soon be-

gan to harvest cranberries, and the fifth and
sixth years, I think it was, I sold $50 worth

each year. Since then the crop has varied

from a few bushels to nothing. This year I

do not get a cranberry, though at one time

they looked well.

With this little experience, assisted by ob-

servation, I think now I could select situations
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that in six years could be made to be worth
$1(100 per acre.

The Hrst consideration shouhl be flowage.

If a meadow cannot lie Hooded at ]»leasure, it

will amount to little to set the vines. They
should be llooded in the winter, to keep them
from the frost. They should be flooded two
or three times after blossoming, to kill off the

cranberry worm or maggot. He begins his

depredations u[)on the small berries and con-
tinues till frost comes, unless he is checked in

his evil ways. Flooding will drown him, and
not injure the berries. One day under water is

all-8utli(.ieiit to quiet him. The ground should
be flood( d again at the full of the moon in

Septr niber, if there is danger of frost, or at

any time when they are liable to freeze. It is

best to keep them on the vines as lon^ as pos-

sible. AVhen fully ripe the flavor is much
better than when picked green. If they are

flooded again directly after raking, there will

be many berries saved by their rising and
floating a>hore.

The best possible place for growing the

cranberry is below a reservoir that can be
used at any time. A meadow thus situated,

can easily be made to yield 100 bushels to the

acre. On that portion of my little meadow,
from which 1 took the turf and the vines got

the stait of everything else, I raked at the

rate of 120 bushels to the acre. The soil

should be tuif'ed, which will cost from $50 to

$100 per acre. This turf will, in many cases,

pay for the labor of removing it. It becomes,
by decomposition, an excelient material to use

in barn-yards, hog pens and stables. It is

worth much more than nine-tenth of the farm-

ers are aware < f

.

The linal result depends somewhat upon the

variety of vines set. A larae purple berry

sells best in market. The righ tway is to go
into a uK'adow btfore the berries are gathered

and mark those spots with stakes that pro-

duce the largest, reddest berries. Let those

spots be the ones from which to take the

vines. Try no experiments with the half-ripe

looking fruit. 1 hey do not sell well in mar-
ket.

Some cultivators cart on a coat of sand after

the turf is removed, before setting the vines. If

this is done, the sand should be clear from soil,

—plastering sand would be best. Two inches

deep is enough. It pays to put on the sand,

if one can get it. Some cut the vines close to

the roots, run them through a hay-cutter, sow
them like grass seed, and harrow or hoe in.

It is said that from every joint covered by the

soil, will spring a root. If this be so, this is

the right way to get the vines started all over

the soil at once. The advantage is, they get

the supremacy, and will not need so much
attention to keep out weeds, grass and bushes.

At any co.st, these intruders should be kept

out till the vines cover the ground, so as to

leave no room for them.

I have thus hastily, yet perhaps clearly

enough, given my notions of cranberry cul-

ture, to enable our Troy brother to decide
whether he has the right *ituaiion for cran-
berry raising. If he has no reservoir to draw
from, perhaps he can flow a portion of his mead-
ow, and put the rest into vines, and thus be
able to flood them at will ; or perhaps he can
find a chance away back in the woods, to build

a dam, and thus secure the necessaiy supply
of water.

The reason of the failure of my crop has
been the short supply of water, for the last

few years, at the light time. I have decided
to flow a swamp, above my meadow, and thus
have a constant supply at hand at all times.

With this arrangement, that wid cost me, per-
haps, .$20, I feel sure that the two half acres
will be worth to me the interest of $1000 per
year, ana pay all expenses besides. J\Iy two
patches are situated one above the other, so
that the water that flows one will run upon
the other. The swamp I shall flow is still

higher up.

I wish farmers would turn more of their

attention to this subjrct. It is one of the

undeveloped interests of our State that should
be looked after. The right time to do the

work is when it can be attended to. The
vines may be set in the fall or spring. Yours
for the full devtlopa^ent of the farming inter-

ests of our country. Z. Breed.
Weave, N. E., Oct. 12, 1868.

Remarks.—It is with much pleasure that

we publish this prompt response to Mr. Far-

rar's request for infoimation en the subject of

cultivating the cranberry. The failure de-

tailed by Mr. Breed is, if possible, more

instructive than even his practical directions

how to proceed in the preparation and man-

agement of a meadow. It is scarcelj' less im-

portant to know how not to do a thing than it

is to learn how to do it, in any farm work.

Many of our readers, as well as Mr. Farrar,

will thank Mr. Breed for his valuable article.

Foi*the New England Farmer,

FOOD.

No subject is of more vital importance,

either physiologically or economically, to far-

mers or to others, than that of footl ; because
we are almost wholly dependent on its proper
use and distribution for the muscular strength

and eflicient industry which produces individ-

ual and national prosperity.

In a lecture on Food, (lelivered before the

Society of Arts, England, Prof. Letheby, after

presenting several elaborate tables of chemi-

cal analysis and relative values of different

kinds of food, deduces the fact that foremost

of all are those which come directly from
the vegetable kingdom, and of these those
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of the cereals are the most important. His

remarks upon wheat seem to be of particular

interest.

He says: "Different species of this grain

are cultivated, but the most common in this

country is Triticnmvulgare, of which there is a

summer and a winter variety.

"The grain varies a good deal in composi-

tion, according to season, climate and soil

;

but as a rule, the wheat of southern climates

and warm seasons is richer in gluten, and of

harder texture than that of colder climes.

They are then called stronger grains, although

the iatter, from their being softer and kinder,

give a larger proportion of Hour. Some of

the hardest varieties of wheat, as rivets, are

used to strengthen the flour of new grain,

which is always unmanagable, and to improve

that of bad seasons and of damaged quality.

"The structure of the grain is like tbat of all

the cereals ; there is an outer siliceous and

woody covering, which is altogether valueless

as food ; then there is a layer of rich nitroge-

nous matter, containing a digestive body called

cerealine, and within that is the flour, which

forms the great bulk of the seed.

"When ground whole, it forms brown meal,

which is rarely used in England at the present

time, although it was the common food of our

forefathers, and even now is much employed
in Westphalia to make the dark-colored bread

called pumper- nickel. It contains from five to

twelve per cent, of indigestible matter in the

form of bran, the removal of which, accord-

ing to Liebeg, is only a refinement of luxury.

"The practice at the present time is to bolt

or sift the ground meal through sieves or silks

of different degrees of fineness, and thus to

remove the coarser bran. The products have

different names in different places, and have

also different values; but generally lUO lbs.

of wheat will yield from 78 to 80 parts of

good servicealile flour. The other products

are about 2 parts of specks, or tails, or tip-

pings ; from 3.5 to 6 of coarse pollard ; and
from 4 to 10 of bran.

"Seconds flour is practically the best for do-

mestic use ; and of this there should be at

least 80 per cent, obtained from the grain.

Attempts have often been made to increase

the produce ; for as the bran contains a good
deal of nitrogenous matter, and is, moreover,

rich in fat and saline substances, it has been
thought wasteful to remove it ; but the exper-

imental researches of Poggiale, the learned

Professor at Val de Grace, have shown that at

least 50 per cent, of the bran is perfectly in-

digestible, and may be passed successively

through the bodies of four or five animals

without undergoing change. It moreover acts

as an irritant ; and by hurrying the food

through the alimentary canal, is very likely to

cause waste. Those who labor hard, as rail-

way navigators, invariably choose the whitest

bread for food, believing that it is not only

more digestible, but it is stronger, and will

enable them to do more work. Without
doubt, however, there is room for improve-
ment in the treatment of flour, and in the

complete utilization of its several constituents.

M. Mege Mouries has invented a process

whereby the outer skin only of the wheat may
be removed, and from 8G to 88 per cent, of
Hour realized. The process was examined in

1857, and reported very favorably of by Du-
mas, Peouze, Payen, Peligot and Chevrelel,

but I am not aware that it has come into use.

"M. Mege IMouries also directed attention to

the fact that the bran contains a portion of
very soluble nitrogenous matter, cerealine,

which is of the nature of diastase, and has the

property of dissolving starch. This, no
doubt, might be utilized by treating bran with

warm water, and then using the water in the

manufacture of bread.

"The nutritive value of wheat is shown in

tables No. 3 and No. 4 [ These tables are

not given on account of their length.] and
although the average amount of gluten is

there set down at about eleven per cent, it

ranges from tight to fifteen per cent , the

Isergest quantity being found in the wheaten
flour of India, Egypt, South America and the

South of Europe.
"It appears, too, that the quantity of gluten,

as represented by nitrogen, increases with the

coarseness of the flour, and so, also, does the

amount of mineral matter.

"The test for a good flour are its sweetness

and freedom from acidity or musty flavor;

and its nutritive value, as far as gluten is con-

cerned, is estimated by the process of Bec-

caria, who discovered gluten in wheat more
than a century ago. A given weight of flour

(say 500 grains) is made into a stiff dough,

and is carefully washed by tender manipula-

tion under a small stream of water. The
gluten remains, and when baked it expands

into a clear looking ball, which should weigh,

when thoroughly dried, about fifty-four grains.

"Of all the preparations of flour, bread is the

most important. I shall hereafter describe

the process of making it, but I may here re- .

mark that it should not contain more than

from 36 to 38 per cent, of water, and the

other constituents, excepting salt, should be

the same as of good flour.

"In practice, lOO lbs. of flour will make from

133 to 137 lbs. of bread, a good average being

134 ; so that a sack of flour of 286 lbs. should

yield 95 four-pound loaves. The art of the

baker, however, is to increase this quantity,

and he does it by hardening the gluten through

the agency of a little alum, or by means of a

gummy mess of boiled rice, three or four lbs.

of which will, when boiled for two or three

hours in as many gallons of water, make a

sack of flour yield 100 four-pound loaves.

But the bread is dropsical, and gets soft and

sodden at the base where it stands. A good
loaf should have the following characters

:

kindness of structure, that is, not chaffy or
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crumby or sodden ; and sweetness to the pal-

ate and to the taste. Wheaten bread is best

eaten on the day after it is baked, for new
bread is difficult of mastication and still more

difficult of digestion, because of its gummy
nature. When it becomes stale it does not

really get much dryer, but it undergoes a mol-

ecular change, which may be restored by heat-

ing the bread in a closed vessel to a tempera-

ture of 212°.

"Wheaten bread is preferred to all other va-

rieties of bread, because of its sweetness, and

because it may be eaten alone. The nutritive

constituents of it are in the same proportion

as in wheat—namely, as 1 to 6.5, and a lit-

tle more than 2 lbs. of bread will supply the

requirements of the system ; although, as I

ehall hereafter explain, it cannot be used

alone without loss of health and strength."

Thus I have gone on quoting, not knowing

•where to otop, till nearly all that he says upon

wheat ir gi 'en ; and, if it is as interesting to

others as to ine, I am satisfied. The subject of

our food is oue of far too great importance to

be passed o^cr as lightly as many are inclined

to do. Were they thrown daily into the haunts

of disease, causod by imprudence in food, for

one month, perhaps, a new field of labor would

be seen, with but kvr laborers to stretch forth

a helping hand. O. W. True.
Farmington, Me.. 1868.

For i\e New England Farmer.

SUPBRPHOSPHATE--NORWAY OATS—
MAAllHB.

The secretary of the Imsburg, Vt. , Farm-

ers' Club, Z. E. Jameson, Esq., furnishes the

following brief report of ihe discussion at a

meeting, Sept. 29, on the subjects of Super-

phosphate, Norway oats, and Manures and

their use.

Z. E. Jameson had used one .barrel of Ver-

mont superphosphate. On corn it caused a

better growth than ashes used in adjoining

rows, but not so good a growth as that where

a handful of compost from the hen house was

,u8ed. The soil was sandy, the crop good,

and no manure applied, except in the hills.

On turnips the result was satisfactory.

Wm L. Jameson had used Croasdale's su-

perphosphate on four rows of corn, horse ma-

nure on four rows and a compost of muck, lime,

ashes and decomposed bones on four rows.

The corn was all alike, and he concluded that

it would not pay to bay it as a fertilizer.

Wm. L. Locke, Jr., used half a barrel of

the Vermont superphosphate on hops with no

visible benefit. On corn, the rows manured

with superphosphate were not enough better

than the unmanuredto be discemable, until the

stakes were pointed out that marked the rows.

The subject of the growth and production of

Norway oats from seed obtained from the ori-

ginator, being introduced, Wm. L. Locke, Jr.,

remarked that he sowed half a bushel where
the ground became wet by rains, and they

mostly died out. The result was six stooks,

probably five bushels.

J. B. Fassett sowed one bushel; they were
badly killed out in the spring by wet weather,

but proved twice as productive as common
oats, although common oats were not killed so

badly by wet weather.

Wm. L. Jameson sowed one pint which
yielded half a bushel.

Geo. B. Brewster sowed one bushel and had
threshed the crop, which was fifty bushels.

A. Jameson sowed one bushel, which, while

growing, seemed three times as good as the

common oats by the side of them. Crop not

threshed.

Z. E. Jameson sowed twelve quarts. The
growth was not much better than common oats.

Crop unthreshed.

J. B. Fassett had this year sixteen rows of

potatoes sixty-seven rods long. At one end,

on sandy ground, there were good potatoes
;

along further the ground was damp i nd the

potatoes were excellent. These were manured
by ploughing in strong manure. A part of

the same field was manured on top after

ploughing. Here the vines were large and
the potatoes small. Will never manure on

top for potatoes again.

Capt. E. Grant bought last spring some
horse manure that was burnt very badly by its

own heat ; so much so, that what was called

twenty cords, made in a barn cellar, shrank to

five. He applied it to ground for oats, and in

comparison with other cow stable manure it

proved as good a fertilizer, and he made up
his mind that burnt or firefangled horse ma-
nure is as profitable to buy as any, and he did

not care how much it was burnt. When he

lived in Maine, a farmer there bouglit horse

manure and piled it in large heaps where it

would heat, and when applied to the land for

corn, gave most excellent results.

The secretary suggested (hat it might be
more profitable to buy manure after twenty

cords had been reduced to five, than it would

be for the farmer or stable keeper to allow

his manure heaps to shrink at that rate.

AHT AND SCIENCE OF FAJRMINQ.

The following extract from the introductory

chapter of Mr. Johnson's new book, "How
Crops Grow," will illustrate the author's style

of writing and manner of treating his subjects.

After having read the volume carefully, the

editor of the Country Gentleman says: "In

style. Prof. Johnson, is exceedingly condensed

and concise, although clear and logical. We
have not found an indistinct expression, while

repetitions are avoided, and there is no attempt

at anything like fine writing—the work is one
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of fact and not of the imagination. With all

that has been written on corresponding sub-

jects during the last generation, we cannot be

far amiss in asserting that the volume before

us is wholly new—new in its language, as in its

illustrations and arrangement, a product from

the virgin ore and not from the scraps and

waste metal of the past. We venture to add

that it fills a place now entirely imoccupied in

English literature."

We hope the annexed extract, with the favor-

able opinion of our contemporary will induce

many farmers to purchase this book and make

it their winter's study. Farmers' Clubs are

often at a loss for fit subjects for discussion,

and the introduction of frivolous ones some-

times offends sensible men, and proves fatal to

the success of the association. Might not this

volume be adopted as a sort of class book, by

farmers' clubs ? The book might be placed upon

a stand or table, and each individual in turn

called upon to read a page, more or less ; all

present having the privilege of asking any

question as to the meaning of words or ex-

pressions used by the writer. A little experi-

ence would soon regulate details of procedure,

and bring out thoughts and knowledge of facts

from the various members of the club in such

order as might be agreed upon. But to the

extract :

—

The art of agriculture consists in certain

practices and operations which have gradually

grown out of an observation and imitation of

the best efforts of nature, or have been hit

upon accidentally.

The science of agriculture is the rational

theory and exposition of the ^•uccessful art.

Strictly considered, the arf and science of

agriculture are of equal age, and have grown
together from the earliest times. Those who
first cultivated the soil by digging, planting,

manuring, irrigating, had their sufficient rea-

son for every step. In all cases, thought goes
before work, and the intelligent workman al-

ways has a theory upon which his practice is

planned. No farm was ever conducted with

out physiology, chemistry and physics, any
more tban an aqueduct or a railway was ever

built without mathematics and mechanics.

Every successful faimer is, to some extent, a

scientific man. Let him throw away the

knowledge of facts and the knowledge of prin-

ciples which constitute his science, and he has

lost the elements of his success. The farmer

without his reasons, his theory, his science,

can have no plan ; and these wanting, agricul-

ture would be as complete a failure with him as

it would be with a man of mere science, des-

titute of manual, financial, and executive skill.

Other qualifications being equal, the more
advanced and complete the theory of which
the farmer is the master, the more successful

must be his farming. The more he knows, the

more he can do. The more deeply, compre-
hensively, and clearly he can think, the more
economically and advantageously can he work.
That there is any opposition or conflict be-

tween tcience and art, between theory and
practice, is a delusive error. They are, as

they ever have been and ever must be, in the

fullest harmony. If they appear to jar or
stand in contradiction, it is because we have
something false or incomplete in what we call

our science or our art ; or else we do not per-

ceive correctly, but are misled by the narrow-
ness and aberrations of our vision. It is often

said of a machine, that it was good in theory,

but failed in practice. This is as untrue as

untrue can be. If a machine has failed in

practice, it is because it was imperfect in theo-

ry. It should be said of such a failure—the

machine was good, judged by the best theory

known to its inventor, but its incapacity to

work demonstrates that the theory had a flaw.

But, although art and, science are thus insep-

arable, it must not be forgotten that their

growth is not altogether parallel. There are

facts in art for which science can, as yet, fur-

nish no adequate explanation. Art, though no
older than science, grew at first more rapidly

in vigor and in stature. Agriculture was prac-

tised hundreds and ^
thousands of years ago,

with a success that does not compare unfavor-

ably with ours. Nearly all the essential points

of modern cultivation were regarded by the

Romans before the Christian era. The annals

of the Chinese show that their wonderful skill

and knowledge were in use at a vastly earlier

date.

So much of science as can be attained through

man's unaided senses, reached considerable

perfection early in the world's history. But
that part of science which relates to things in-

visible to the unassisted eye, could not be de-

veloped until the telescope and the microscope

had been invented, until the increasing expe-

rience of man and his improved art had created

and made cheap the other inventions by whose

aid the mind can penetrate the veil of nature.

Art, guided at first by a very crude and imper-

fectly developed science, has, within a compar-

atively recent period, multiplied those instru-

ments and means of research whereby science

has expanded to her present proportions.

The progress of agriculture is the joint work
of theory and practice. In many departments

great advances have been made during the last

hundred years ; especially is this true in all

that relates to implements and machines, and

to the improvement of domestic animals. It

is, however, in just these departments that an

improved theory has had sway. More recent

is the development of agriculture in its chemi-

cal and physiological aspects. In these direc-

tions the present century, or we might almost
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sav the la^t thirty years, has seen more accom-
plished than all previous time.

^ * * * * m *

The farmer deals with the plant, with the

soil, with manures. Thetie stand in close re-

lations to each other, and to the atmo-phere

wliich constantly surrounds and acts upon them.

How the plant grows,—the conditions under

which it iiourishes or suffers detriment.—the

materials of which it is made,—the mode of

its construction and organization.—how it

feeds upon the soil and air,—how it serves as

food to animals,—how the air, soil, plant, and

animal, stand related to each other in a per-

petual round of the most beautif'nl and won-

derful transformations,—ihese are some of the

grand (piestions that come before us ; and tLey

are not less interesting to the philosopher or

man of culture, than important to the farmer

who depends upon their practical solution for

his comfort; or to the statesman, who regards

them in their bearings upon the weightiest of

political considerations.

HOGS vs. BUGS.

For some time hack the best and most scien-

tific fruit growers in the West have been

agreed, that practicallv there are but two

methods universally availal)le for fighting the

curculio ; namely, either 1st, by jarring the plum

trees continually, or 2d, bv allowing hogs

the r m of the orchard all through the summer
months. The first method produces an imme
diate effect, because the "Little Turk" is thus

arrested at once in his mischievous career, and

prevented from stinging any more fruit. The
second method is prospective in its effects,

and operates chiefly through the hogs picking

up all the wormy fruit as fast as it falls, and

thus preventing tlie larva of the curculio from

going underground, and generating a new
brood of curculio to stiug the fruit at a subse-

quent period.

We propose in the following paragraphs,

without at all undervaluing the first method,

to demonstrate by plain, hard, piactical facts,

that the second of these two methods produces

most gratif\ing results when systematically

carried out for a series of years, even without

any regular jarring of the trees. The only

exception to be made is in the case of the

cherry, which unlike all other srone fruit, does

not fiill prematurely to the ground when bored

up by the larva of^ the curculio. Hence, so

far as regards the cherry, we must depend en-

tirelv upon the jarring process to subdue this

insect.

But the plum curculio and its allies are not

the only insects that we can successfully at-

tack through the instrumentality of the hog

;

neither is stone fruit the only crop that can be

protected in this manner. For the last fifteen

years or so, pip fruit, namely, apples, pears,

and quinces, have been annually more or less

deteriorated by the apple worm or larva of the

codling moth boring into their cores, and fill-

ing their llesh with its loathsome excrement.

Unlike all the snout beetles that infest stone

fiuit in America, this is an imported insect,

which was originally, about the beginning of

the present century, introduced from Europe
into the Eastern States, whence it has gradu-

ail\ spread westward into the Valley of the Mis-

sissippi. The facts which we shall presently

quote prove that hogs are death upon this in-

sect, as well as upon the plum curculio, pick-

ing up the wormy apples as fast as they tall,

and greedily devouring them without any
squeamish misgivings as to the wholesomemss
ot their living inhabitants. It is not at all im-

probable, either, that hogs may pick up and
devour the larva of the codling moth after it

has left the fallen fruit, and while il is on its

travel- for the trunk of the api)le tree. For
instead of going underground, like the larva

of tlie plum curculio, this larva spins a cocoon
above ground, and usually in the, chinks of the

balk of the tree upon which the apple that

nourished it grew. Hence, as the apple worm
is of some considerable size, some specimens

being almost an inch long, a hungry hog would
scarcely consider it "too small business" to

pick up and devour as many as could be found
travelling along the surface of the earth.

David E. Brown, one of the largest fruit

growers near Alton, South Illinois, has for

about five years kept both hogs, and, at times,

sheep, in his apple and peach orchards. His

fruit is not infested by insects nearly as much
as that of his neighbors, although he employs

no other precaution whatever to guard against

I he depredations of fruit-boring msects. His

peach trees are also free from borers, though

he takes no pains to worm his trees. His hogs

keep in good condition on the fallen fruit.

These facts were confirmed both by Dr. E. S.

Hull and by Mr. B. L. King.sbury, of AUon.

Mr. Caughlin, in the Report of the Alton

Horticultural Society for Jidy 2, 1868, "gave
favorable experience in regard to hogs eating

fallen peaches. His peaches were very free

from worms this year. He attributes this to

the fact, that the hogs in his orchard destroyed

so many of the larvse last year."

We know a cultivator who had heavy crops

of plums for seventeen years in succession

—

his swine for these seventeen years, without a

season's interruption, b* ing allowed the run of

the yard.

—

Country Gentleman, 1868.

Jotham Bradbur)*, residing near Quincy,

III., has an ohl apple orchard, which many
years ago used invariably to produce nothing

but wormy and gnarly fi uit. A few years ago

he ploughed up this orchard and seeded it to

clover, by way of hog pasture. As soon as

the clover had got a sufficient start, he

turned in a gang of hogs, and has allowed

them the range of his orchard ever since.

Two years after the land was ploughed, the

apple trees produced a good crop of fair,
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smooth fruit, and have continued to bear well

ever since,

Suel Foster, of Muscatine Iowa, reports

as follows in the Transactions III. State Hart.

Society, 1867, p. 213— : "1 have twenty -four

acres of mv orchards seeded to clover,* and
last year I turned the hogs in. I now ob-

serve that where the hogs ran last year, the

apples have not one- fourth the worms that they

have on other trees. I this year turned the

hogs into my oldest (home) orchard."

It is important, when ho^ are employed for

the purpose of picking up fallen i'ruit, that

they should be kept moderately hungry, and
not he gorged every day with com so as to

make them too lazy for work.

—

American En-

tomologisi.

Economy of Kerosene.—By a recent ex-

periment, it was ascertained that one pint of

coal oil, costing six cents, fed one lamp dur-

ing six evenings, or for the space of twenty-

eight hours, averaging four hours and forty

minutes eai;h evening ; two lamps of lard oil hav-

ing been required for the same service. Th-e

cost of the lard oil was four cents per even-

ing ; that of the coal oil one cent. The ad-

vantage of coal oil over sperm oil is about the

same.

EXTKACTS AND KEPLIES.

KEEPING CABBAGE THROUGH THE WINTER.

Can any of your readers tell me the best way to

keep cabbage through the winter till the middle
of March ? Will they not keep just as well with
the stump cut otf? Phili.p.

Middlesex County, Mass., 1868.

Remarks.—The method which we have prac-

ticed for years for preserving cabbages for family

use, is as follows :—Cut off the stump close to the

head and pull off loose leaves. Cut clean straw or

hay and cover the bottom of a barrel or box with

it and sprinkle the straw with clean water until it

is quite wet. Add a layer of heads, then cover

with more wet straw and go on. Put the whole in

a cold plaie and they will keep until May in ex-

cellent condition. No matter if they freeze a little.

This is a clean and easy method. The barrel need

not be headed.

Our correspondent L. M., of Hatfield, Mass.,

says, "I have tried hanging cabbages in the cellar,

but they wilt and lose all their flavor. My way is

this :—I kt them stand in the fall as long as possi-

ble ; dig a trench about a foot deep, cut off the

Btumps close to the head, strip off the loose leaves

and cover them with the earth taken from the

trench. They must freeze and thaw with the

ground, which maiicsthem brittle and tender, and

very much improved in flavor. Tney must be

taken out of the ground as soon as the frost leaves.

otherwise they rot. I have practiced in this way
for forty years and never had a head rot. By way
of experiment I have thrown in a few apples with
the cabbages; they all came out sound in the
spring. Try it.

The Frame Farmer gives the following, as the
method practiced by the gardeners of Chicago.
Select a dry knoll where the water will not settle,

dig a pit say five feet wide, twelve feet long and
two feet deep, throwing the dirt a little back from
the edge of the pit. Set strong posts eight feet

long, two feet in the ground in the middle of each
end, and lay on these a good stiff riiJge pole and
pin it fast. Make a roof of stakes or planks long

enough to reach from ridge pole to edge of pit, and
cover them with a little straw and six or eight

inches of dirt, digging a trench around the pit;

beat down the dirt hard and smooth, so that it

will shed water, or, what is better, sod it over in

the spring. Make a door in each end of pic to

ventilate in mild weather. Store the cabbages
head down, two layers deep. A pit cf the di-

mensions mentioned will h(jld nearly 200 heads of

cabbages. In very severe winter weather bundles
of straw may be set against the doors. A very

cold winter may require a thicker coveiing than

here recommended. But generally we think this

will do.

cement water pipes.

The danger of the poisonous effects of lead pipes

for the conveyance of water for domestic purposes

has caused much inquiry for some sa'er material

for the construction of aqucdutts, and we have

received several inquiries for information and ad-

vice upon the subject. In reply to a late inquiry

by a correspondent, we have received from Ben-

jamin Livermore, of Hartland, Windsor County,

Vt., a cnxular in whieli he claims to have discov-

ereel and patented, after a long expeiienee in the

busir ess, a process by which he can lay a continu-

ous cement water pipe at a less cost than lead or

iron. Attached to his circular are the recommen-

dations of Hiram Harlow, late Su|ierintendent of

the State Prison, for whom be laid 220 rods; of

N. B. Safford, of White River Junction, Vt., who
has had nearly a mile in length in use for more

than three years; of Washington Whitney, of

Winchendon, Mass., 42 rods; of L. M. Hills, Am-
heri-t, Mass., 180 rods; and of many oihers. In

one case the lead pipe removed was sold for

enough to pay the expense of the cement pipe

which took its place.

fine and coarse wooled sheep.

Much has been said in your valuable paper dur-
ing the past year as to ihe relative profits of fin(

and coarse wooled sheep.

I commeneed farming life thirty years since
with keeping fine sheep, but very soon found it a
losing business, and immediately se)ld my fine
sheep at a loss of a large per cent., and bought
Cotswolds, which I have been breeding ever since.

It may help some of the readers of your paper
to say, that while my tine sheep did not pay for
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their keeping in the wool which I sold from them,
the Cotswolijs have every year paid a good per
cent, on co«t. The sales from my forty Cotswolrts

la.^t year were a little short of four hundred dollars,

or a fraction over ten dollars a head, besides keep-
ing my ilock good. My l)nck Iambs averaged
over a hundred pounds a head. Mr. George N.
Sanborn, of Laconia, N. H., writes me that a pair

of twin lambs bred from a Cotswold buck from
my flock on a fine sheep, weighed 109 and 115

pounds. It often happens that a cross of pure
blood Cotswold on strong Merino ewes will pro-

duce a progeny that will outgrow the parents on
either side, and a second cross are always prolific.

I have twice exhibited sheep at our Connecticut
State Fair, with three lambs brought up entirely

on the sheep. The tirst three weighed 100, 104, and
108 pounds, the next three 100 each. A cross of

the Cotswold on the sheep of the Northern States,

will make as good market laml)s as can be pro-

duced. I once raised a pair of Cotswold lambs,
one of which weighed at seven months 144 His.

From present appearances it will be a long time
before the supply of combing wools will be equal
to the demand. T. L. Hakt.

West Cornwall, Conn., Oct. 1, 1868.

Remarks.—What say the breeders of the Cots-

wold and other coarse wooled sheep to the charge

of some of the breeders of the Merinos, that the

former are of such roving habits, that the common
fences of New England are insufficient to keep

them in place ?

HEREFORD CATTLE.

As I wish to purchase a few "thoroughbred"
Hereford cows or heifers, I would like to ascer-

tain who are the breeders of this kind of stock in

this country or in Canada. Can you tell me of

any way to do so ? Is there a Hereford Herd
Book ? If so, where can I obtain one ?

If you can give me the desired information you
will greatly oblige a constant reader of your val-

uable paper.
As I have some of the "Underwood stock," I want

something different to cross with it. I have a
heifer calf seven months old that girts five feet

and weighs 020 pounds. H. C. Burleigh.
Fairjteld, Me., Oct. 20, 1868.

Remarks.—We publish in another column some

extracts from Mr. Allen's American Cattle in re-

lation to the Herefords. In reply to our corres-

pondent we would say that we know of no thor-

oughbred Herefords nearer than the herd of H.

Cochrane, Esq., Compton Centre, Canada East, or

rather Province of Quebec. Some time since we

published some account of the herd of Herefords

owned by F. W. Stone, Esq., of Guelph, Canada

West, who, after having kept the Durhams and the

Herefords on the same farm and under the same

conditions, gives the latter the preference. Mr.

Sanford Howard who examined Mr. Stone's stock

last July, says that "all persons who have had any

thing to do with them concur in stating that the

Hereford cows give, on an average, as much milk

by the season as the Short- horns, while some ex-

periments that have been made show that in rich-

ness of milk the Herefords are superior." We
presume that there has been no American herd

bood of the Herefords published in this country.

Marks of a Hereford cross are often seen in the

cattle from Maine offered for sale at the Brigbtoo

cattle market, and it may be an inquiry of some

interest, how far the acknowledged superiority of

working oxen from that State is owing to a strain

of the Hereford blood.

We have also received from "A Subscriber," in

Webster, Me., inquiries similar to those of Mr.

Burleigh, to whom we must say that we do not

know of any breeder of the Herefords in Massa-

chusetts. If there are any they will see the ne-

cessity of advertising the public of the fact.

AB0B,TI0N OF COWS.

About the first of September, one of my cows
slunk her calf, and in about ten days after another,
and in ten days more a third one. I can not ac-

count fir the facts. Can you give any mformation
upon the case through the Farmer ?

Benjamin Adams.
Amherst, Mass., Oct. 23, 1868.

Rem.-vrks.—This disease began to manifest itself

in the dairy sections of New York about twelve

years ago, and has been gradually increasing ever

since. In a memorial presented to the Legislature

of that State in 1866, by the President and Secre-

tary of the State Agricultural Society, it is esti-

mated that in that year one-quarter of all the cows

in Herkimer County aborted ; in Oneida, 20 per

cent; in Otsego, 15; in Lewis, 12 per cent. This

was an alarming statement, and the legislature at

once appropriated a liberal sum of money for the

expense of a thorough investigation of the causes

of the disease. The first report of the State Com-
missioners was made last winter, and was mostly

of a negative character—affirming what did not,

rather than what did, cause the disease. The few

practical lessons of this report are summed up by

the Country Gentleman as follows :—that farmers

should raise their own heifers—that the farmer

should not sell to anybody else the cow which he

thinks too likely to abort to be retained in his

own herd—in other words, that determined efforts

should be made, in the districts specially concerned,

to prevent the dissemination of the difficulty by

the purchase and sale of animals not known to

have been free from it previously—to secure the

feeding of cows so affected for the butcher, or

their isolation from all unaffected animals, if the

owner choose to retain them,—and, in case new
and healthy cows are brought upon a farm, the

thorough purification of the stables, and, if possi-

ble for a season or two, the use of different pas-

tures from those which the diseased animals have

lately grazed.

A correspondent of the same paper, who ac-

knowledges himself indeb'ed for his facts to Mr.

J. Barlow, of the Veterinary College, Edinburgh,

thus speaks of the fact that odors arising from

cows that have aborted give rise to abortion in

other cows :— "It is a well known fact, that by

the sense of smell cows detect when one of their

companions has calved. If the birth takes place

in the pasture, cows will smell the place of its oc-

currence, and loiter about it for days and weeks

after. When a cow calves in the stable, other cows
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are at once aware of it, since they look about them,

snuff their noses, and make the fondling noise

usuallv uttered towards their young. When in a

herd of cows, one or two cases of abortion occur,

or delivery takes place, from whatever cause, other

pregnant cows will cast their calves, and that

timely separation of those aborting from the yet

pregnant cows, saves these latter from abortion."

It is said that cows in the wheat raising districts

of New York, where they feed largely at straw

stacks, are nearly exempt from this trouble ; hence

a feed of wheat shorts, or oats, has been recom-

mended, in connection with good care generally.

The New York commission have been prose-

cuting their inquiries and investigations during

the present season, and it is to be hoped that they

will be able to make a report this winter which

will throw some light upon this subject.

We might give our correspondent any amount

of theory upon this subject, but our stock of prac-

tical information, we are sorry to say, is exceed-

ingly meagre. The Little Falls, N. Y., Farmers'

Club have debated and investigated this subject

extensively during the past five years or more,

without arriving at any satisfactory conclusion as

to the cause or cure of this disease ; but we be-

lieve that it is generally agreed that an animal that

aborts, or shows any signs of doing so, should at

once be separated from other cows, with the most

careful removal of all evidences of the disorder.

Many advise that such animals should not be suf-

fered to remain upon the farm.

HEADS OF A DISCOURSE ON BUTTER-MAKING.

I have been thinking, Mr. Ed'itor, of the request
that you made last week, while examining the
three tubs of 165J pounds of butter that we have
mude from our two cows since last spring, besides

what riiilk, cream and butter a family of seven
have used, to write out a statement of our process

for the Farmer. But as I am not great at sermon-
izing, at the best, and am particularly busy just

now with my fall work, which, in consequence of
dull weather, has got rather behind hand, I will

not attempt to elaborate the following points, or
heads, which have been suggested to my mind
while thinking over your request.

1. Healthy and well fed cows. Mine, you know,
have a little cob meal.

2. A sveet airy place for the milk and cream.
3. Thoroughly washed and scalded pans.
4. Milk to be skimmed before too sour.

5. Cream in the pot to be stirred often in hot
weather.

6. Cream to be churned twice a week.
7. The buttermilk to be thoroughly worked

from thf butter.

8. Ttie butter, if to be kept, must be well salted.

9. One week previous to puttimj th3 butter into

the firkin it is tilled with sour milk, which should
be stirred every day and changed every three days

;

then washed, scalded, cooled with cold water and
rubbed over with salt.

The importance of my "secondly"—a sweet, airy

place for the milk and cream—is not, I think suffi-

ciently appreciated. Few would think of stirring

into their milk or cream, portions of their boiled
victuiils, pickles, bacon, lard, baked beans, pot
skimmings, &c., but many do permit the essence
or bmell of these and many other things, both

good and bad, to mingle themselves with the
milk, cream and butter. But as I do not propose
to argue any of these points, I will close with the
remark that the merchant who had my butter, gave
me quite a puff for its appearance and good quality.

Felchville, Vt., Sept. 30, 1868. t. s. f.

Remarks.—At the time these three tubs were

sent to market, we understood that the fourth had
been commenced upon ; showing an amount of pro-

duce creditable alike to the little dairy of two cows,

and to the five motherless girls, the oldest of whom
is only sixteen, who have had the charge of the

milk and the other household work, and who with a

younger brother and their father make up the

family of seven persons before alluded to.

POULTRY and poultry BOOKS.

In reply to "An Old Subscriber's" inquiry I
would say :—First, I think he cannot better his

stock of hen literature unless he procures a late

English work by Tegetmeiir, which costs nine
dollars and is a valuable treatise.

Second, there are no pure Creepers in this sec-

tion, still they are to be seen, one or two in a place,

hereabouts. In color, the gray seems to predomi-
nate, while some are of a reddish brown and oth-

ers of a cinnamon color, and occasionally a few
white ones are to be met with. They all seem to

be highly prized as good layers, setters and nurses,

and for their heavy plumage and short legs.

From my own experience, however, I find that

their short legs are both hardy and strong for

scratching, and that they do twice the amount of
it that the Brahmas do. If "Old Subscriber" is

not satisfied with Brahmas, Leghorns and Black
Spanish, I should advise him to try the Golden
Pencilled Hamburgh, as the handsomest, best lay-

ers, and in my experience, the most profitable

fowls ever kept, and they seem to sustain the same
good name with all who are acquainted with them.
My neighbor, irom whom I got mine, calls them
superior to any of the many breeds which he has
ever raised. His first trio he told me cost him
$18, but he realized $9 from eggs sold, and also

some twenty chickens from them the first season.

He received them June 2, and from that time till

September 8, there were but eleven days in which
he did not get two eggs per day, and only three in

which he got none. I see that Tegetmeier recom-
mends them very highly. He calls them truly the
cottager's fowl, and they are known in some parts

of England as the "Dutch Every-day Layers,"
and are very minutely described in his work. I

do not know where this variety of fowls can be
obtained, but I understand their eggs are to be ad-

vertised the coming season. An Old Reader.
Worcester, Mass., Oct. 21, 186S.

experiments "WITH hayward's fertilizer.

Last spi'ing I planted some cucumbers, alternat-

ing the hills with manure and the mineral fertili-

zer of Dodge Hayward, by using half a bushel of
fine manure in one hill, and one quart of the fer-

tilizer in the next. Both were forked in, to the

depth of a foot. The plants came up and grew
about alike, until two inches high, when the
weather continuing dry, the manured hills got the
start and outstripped the others. Coming on rainy,

the fertilized took a new start, kept it, and gave
the first and last cucumbers, as well as two-thirds

of the whole crop, as the manured hills dri.d up
three weeks in advance of the others.

On one rod of ground I forked in fourteen

pounds of the Hayward fertilizer and sowed to

onions. None came up. I then forked the t)e4.

over and sowed again to onions, at'icr testing the
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seed and finding it good. Result, same as before,

no onions. Having planted Brussels .'Sprouts on
the t'eriili7A'r, at the rate of 500 pounds to the acre,

I transplanted some tine plants to the onion bed;

They are now, on an average, 15 inches high,

with no hcails, while those on the fertilizer at the

rate of 500 lbs. per acre, arc very tine and thrifty,

—

some of ihem being three feet high, and full of

heads.
I planted half an acre, four rods by twenty, to

potatoes, Davis' Seedling. Onone-half of the strip

1 spread 4-30 Inishcls of fine old barn manure, o(!cu-

pying man, horse and wagon < ne and a half days.

On the otiier half, I sowed broadcast 200 pounds
of the fertilizer, which occupied man, horse and
wagon halfanliour. Cost of fertilizer, $3. Both
mauurc and fertilizer were harrowed in. The po-
tatoes were planted in drills. Used ten bushels

of seed on the half acre. On the 9(h and 10th of

October I dug eight rows of the twenty-seven on
the stri]),—rows running lengthwise. On the

manured half of those eight rows I had 14.^, and
on the fertilized half of the rows 15^ basliets of

potatoes, weighing 63^ pounds to the basket. De-
ducting the small potatoes, one and a half baskets,

the rcAilt of my crop will be one hundred bushels

of as good Davis' Seedlings as one could wish from
the half acre, or 30 bush from the eight rows.

This ground failed to produce crops of either car-

rots, l)eets or parsnips which I planted and sowed
upon it last year.

On the last heavy snow which fell in the spring,

1 sowed broadcast 250 pounds per acre of the fer-

tilizer on twelve acres of grass, I have cut more
than double the hay this year that I did last, and
tne roots are spreading and covering the ground
very remarkably. These experiments have con-

vinced me that a reasonable ammnt of this fertili-

zer is preferable to a large quantity. I shall never
again use to exceed 500 pounds per acre in any
one year, that being in my opinion sufficient for

two to three successive crops.
Edgar A. Robbins.

Wrmthatn, Mass., Oct. 20, lb68.

EXPERIMEXTS WITH HATWARD'S FERTILIZER.

I planted an acre and three-fourths of corn with

2800 pounds of this fertilizer, spread broadcast,

and the land cultivated thoroughly. Furrowel
and pi inted with no other fertilizer. This land

was light and loamy, and produced last season one
ton of bay. There were about forty-five bushels of

corn to the acre. About a week ago, I called on

Prof. E. A. Robbins, of Wrentham, and found him
ploughing; out his potatoes raised on this fertilizer.

The potatoes looked very nice and fair. I exam-
ined very closely to see if I could discover any
disea-c in them, but could find none.

Foxboro', Mass., Oct. 18, lb68. H. C. Perry.

CIRES FOR A cow's COUGH AND WARTS.

I cured my cow of a severe cough by giving her

three eggs a" day for three mornings in succession,

sh' lis and all, by putting thcni down her throat;

then gave her a large spoonful of pulverized salt-

petre every other morning till I had given her a

pound. She is entirely cured.

I cured an innumerable quantity of warts on
the same cow with salt grease, made very salt, and
applied cvcrv other morning. Milkmaid.
Machiasport, Me., Oct. 7, 1868.

HARRISON POTATOES.

During the present season Mr. Benj. Young, of

Danversport.has raised fromo«e6Ms/ie/of Harrison

potatoes forty three busheh, whicli are of tine quali-

ty ai.d appearance. They were raised on about

tifteen rods of land that had been very lightly

manured, and while other kinds of potatoes, grow-
ing at the side of these, were found alFected with
rot, these were entirely free. J. s.

Danvtrsport, Mass., Oct. 10, 1868.

HAY PRESSES.

Will you or soino of your many subscribers,

inform me which is the best kind of hay presses
now in use, and where it i-an be obtained.
Alburgh, Vt., Sept. 21, 1868. B. h. b.

PATEMTS ON VEGETABLES AND
FRUITS.

In his Magazine of Horticulture for Octo-

ber, Mr. Hovey, the editor, and also the ori-

ginator of the valuable strawberr}^ bearing his

name, discusses at some length the quettion,

"How shall we encourage and stimulate the

production of new varieties of Fruits and

Plants, and in what manner secure a proper

reward to the producer ?''

After alluding to the great value of some of

the varieties that have been introduced within a

comparatively few years, and to the great

amount of time and labor . expended on their

production, Mr. Hovey reviews the arguments

of those who would extend the laws which

protect the inventor of a "clothes pin or a

goose yoke" so that the propagator of a new

plant or fruit should receive a patent for it

;

by which, as suggested by the Horticulturist,

he could "require payment, when he sells the

plant, for the right to manufacture and sell

other plants in a specified territory. If it be

valuable, the purchaser of the right to that

territory may dispose of rights to otheVs, and

thus refund himself for what he paid the pa-

tentee. Should the plant be offered for sale

beyond the limits of the territory sold, the pa-

tentee will become aware of it, and can prose-

cute for infringement precisely as in the case

of a machine or process."

Mr. Hovey then gives his own views of the

subject as follows :—

We must admit that this appears to be a very
good mode of iirotetting the originator of new
plants, and securing to them the i)rofits of their

sale, if it can l)e carried out. But there are many
objections to it which the writer has not stated,

and we fear that infringements would be so gen-
eral that little good would be effected after the
hrst sale to loci I agents.

After all, it is a question whetJicr horticulture

would secure any permanent benefit to be hedged
about with patents, and subject to the injunetions

and litigations which would be sure to tblii>w ; it

would, we fear, lo>e much of its character as a
science and art, and lessen its hold upon th(»se who
view it not as a cuminercial speculation but as a
source of pure enjoyment and (lelightful recreation.

The benefits which might be secured to the invcn

lor of plants, would in the end hardly compensate
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for the injuries which would result from any at-

tempt to render art subservient to the "almighty
dollar."

It is not to be disguised, that of all the new
fruit,-, or new plants, or new vegetables which are
yearly originated and brought to notice, not one
in fifty is worthj' of notice, and the few which are

really meritorious scarcely ever fail to bring a
rca-onahle reward to the pi'oducer, not by any
nn ans oftentimes in proportion to their value, Iwit

siifHcient to stimulate and encourage to continued
exertions
A patent which would have secured to Mr.

Knight ten thousand pounds sterling for the vari-

ous Iruits which he originated, valueless as they
mostly are now, would have been of far less value
than the gratitude of millions for his life-long

laljor in ttie hybridization and production of new
varieties; and the same may be said of tho.re who
have succeeded him in similar woiks. Tlie inven-
tor of the clothes pin or the goose yoke will be
forgotten, if indeed he be known at all, when the
origmaior of a really valuable fruit or flower will

be known to millions.

We would do all in our power to encourage and
reward the producer of new varieties. But first

educate the public taste to the appreciation of those
only of superior excellence, and to ignore those
which do not come up to the standard. This hav-
ing l)cen accomplished, the really meritorious will

ntvtr lack aiipreciation or the originator fail to re-

ceive his due reward.

Chester Pig.—At a late meeting of the

Irasburg, Vt., Farmers' Club, Dea. Fassett, on

being asked how he liked the Chester pig that

he bought of Mr. Baker, replied, "At the

time I carried home that pig I bad some others

that I called good pigs of about the same age.

Out of curiosity I weighed them. I put the

Chester pig with one of mine that weighed ten

pounds the most, and have fed them together.

The Chester pig will now weigh ten ^lounds

more than the one I raised. This shows that

there is something in blood." These were

July pigs put together when five weeks old.

October 24 our cattle market reporter men-

tioned a Chester hog that he saw at Medford,

•which weighed 855 pounds, having gained 531

from the 10th of June, till he was sent off to

marke;t,—a little short of five pounds per day.

It was raised in Burke, Vt., by J. Hunter,

Esq.

Corn Harvester.—A machine was exhi-

bited and tested at the late Fair at St. Louis,

which is claimed to be the first machine ever

invented and successfully used for harvesting

corn. In company with a special committee,

a large number of gentlemen witnessed its

operation in a field of corn, and after explana-

tions and speeches it was voted a complete

success. The Journal of Agriculture says it

is pushed before two or four horses, and in

general appearance resembles Rugg's Reaper.

Its shucking or snapping principle consists in

two grooved cylinders which are turned by a

drive wheel with great velocity. The stock is

passed between these cylinders, and the ear

being larger is caught, snapped, thrown into a

receiver, and from thence carried by means of

an elevator into the wagon, which is driven

alongside of the machine. It is designed to

take two rows at a time, and to be managed

by one man, so that by means of two or three

wagons, some fifteen or twenty acres of corn

can be gathered in a day.

For the New Fnglavd Farmer,

FERTILITY OP OUR FARMS.
How can an Upland Farm he Cultivated and kept

from Running Downi

The following abstract of '.he discussion of this ques-

tion by the Irasburg, Vt., Farmer's Ciuh, was written

out by the Secretary, Z. E.Jameson, Eeq.. for the

Farmer.

Geo. B. Brewster said that, in his opinion, it

is a difficult matter to keep a farm up, unless

you can draw on muck or manure. By doing

this you can get the farm started in raising

good crops, and then by feeding thetn upon
the farm, more manure is ma(;e and good
crops can be raised right along. He thought

it one of our greatest errors to graze our

fields in spring and fall. We should have

pasturing enough to carry the cattle all through

the grazing season till winter. Cattle in the

fields will tear up the roots of grass and di-

minish the hay crop. If we plough up pas-

tures we should manure them, unless it may
be some knolls enriched by sheep.

A. Jameson thought it a good plan to plough

the pastures, as the crops raised will make
manure to bring up the rest of the faim, and

then when they are stocked to grass again, the

feed is sweeter, more of it, aiKl cattle like it

better. He had seen pastures in New Hamp-
shire ploughed up in June and summer fal-

lowed, that yielded first-rate crops of wheat,

rye or potatoes, especially on ground where

sheep had lain. He thought that muck, unless

mixed with manure or something else, is poor

stuff,—hardly worth drawing. He had tried

it on his land, by putting a number of loads

on a dry knoll and ploughing it in, and he

never could see that the crops were a mite

better, and where Mr. Brewster used it he

could see no benefit from it.

Geo. B. Brewster admitted that pasture

turned over will give a good crop, but asked

will it be as good in future ? His experience

is that where he ploughed his pasture the A ed

is much less than on land adjoining whiih has

been in grass ever since it was cleared. On
the unploughed part, the feed i- a complete

mat; but where it had boen plougtied and
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grain raised it is mossy, with but little grass.

His muck had been referred to. Where he

put it on near the road, the soil was sandy and
so light that he thought manure would have

made little show ; but further back where he

rai.^ed his Norway oats, he had a good crop

of corn, with no manure but muck that had
lain in the barn yard. He intended to use

more in future, and believed it would pay.

\Vm. L. Locke, Jr., said he thought we
plough too much land and sell too much grain.

We plough more than we can manure. To
keep our farms up we must increase the ma-
nure piles. He had used sawdust foi* bedding

for cattle and hogs, and it prevents all smell in

the pens or stable and keeps the cattle clean.

He manured some of his corn with sawdust

from the hog pens and it gave an excellent

crop. In feeding grain, we not only get more
and better manure and keep more stock, but

get more profit from the stock. He knew
one man who makes from 200 to 240 pounds

of butter from each cow, and he keeps ten or

twelve. This is more than we average, and
it is done by good f;eding to good cows.

Z. E. Jameson said the question is not how
shall we get good crops next year and the

year after, but what plan of management will

allow us to sell all animal products, such as

beef, pork, wool, butter and cheese to pay

expenses, and yet have the land continue fer-

tile as does the land in China, and the plains

where the Patriarchs pastured their flocks.

There must certainly be a way to make and

keep land fertile, for I have read that there

was once a heath or moor in England of such

extent that persons would often become lost

and wander days and nights on its broad ex-

panse, but now, by the culture of turnips, the

land has become fertile, and flocks of large

Lincoln sheep surround the white cottages of

the tenants. It seenied to him that where

land will produce a fair crop of clover, it

would be best for us to plough in green crops

as well as feed animals, and if the result is

here as in other sections of country, we shall

tind it possible to cultivate an upland farm

and keep it fertile.

Wm. L. Jameson said that some think muck
is of little value. What is muck ? Vegeta-

ble matter. What is manure ? It is simply

vegetable matter. Some muck, to be sure,

needs preparation to make it valuable, such as

exposure to frosts through the winter or mix-

ture with ashes or lime, while from other de-

posits it is good to apply directly to the land

as toptlressing or in any other way. He had

used a good deal, but not half as much as he

wished he had, nor half as much as he should

in future. If we keep one hog supplied with

plenty of this material it will not only absorb

all odors but make enough good manure for

an acre of corn. He knew it could be done.

He had raised, year after year, at the rate of

120 to 180 bushels of ears per acre with such

manure. Then a compost heap of a layer of

muck with a lajer of manure, till jou get it

as deep as you wish, will in a few months, be-

come equal, load for load, to barn-yard ma-
nure. He believed in a theory lately published
that manure in a compost acts as yeast, and
causes a change in the whole mass.

This ploughing of pastures is a grand way
to run down a farm. You take off crops and
give back no return, and if the cattle grad-
ually enrich it again, it impoverishes some
other portion, and all sink together. Our
children will not be contented to till acres that

are made barren by our mismanagement, when
they read of the fertile lands of the West or
South. It is better to invest all surplus in-

come in improvements, rather than in bonds
or interest bearing stocks. He bought his

farm for $800 about sixteen years ago. Its

produce is doubled and its value is now over
$3000. An adjoining farm of twice the acres,

was then valued at $2500. Its produce is

much decreased, and its price is about §3000.
To pay for a farm, raise good crops, for good
crops pay debts.

A short discussion then followed in regard
to hiring help, in which two opinions were ex-

pressed,—ojie that when there was work to

do it would pay to hire it done ; the other that

it is best to let some things go undone, rather

than hire.

For the Xew England Farmer,

GOODRICH SEEDLING POTATOES.
We read of enormous yields from single

pounds of potatoes cut to a single eye and
spread over a large surface of no doubt the

very best land, with care and treatment to cor-

respond ; but what farmers want to know is

how these varieties yield with ordinary field

culture.

I planted two and three-fourths acres to

Goodrich Seedlings this year. The yield was
six hundred and tifty-two bushels.

The Harrison was planted on a quarter of an
acre of dry old ground, with no manure but

a handful of hen droppings and ashes in the

hill. The piece was planted to potatoes last

year, with very little manure. Used one bar-

rel seed. Yield fifty bushels.

The Cusco was planted on three-fourths of
an acre of greensward, dry except at one cor-

ner. Manured with a compost made of a
large quantity of raw muck and a little fish gu-
ano, about two quarts in a hill.- Used three

and a quarter barrels seed. Yield one hun-
dred and seventy-two bushels.

The Gleason was planted on seven-eights of
an acre of old land, naturally wet, but worked
so deep and thoroughly, both last year and
this, that it was rather too dry this year. A
very light dressing of manure, cultivated in,

and a handful of hen manure and a^hcs in the

hill. Raised potatoes on the piece last year,

with very little manure. U^ed four barrels
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seed. Yield one hundred and seventy-eight

bushels.

The remaining eighth acre, too stony to

work well, was wtt, and was planted to Cuscos.

U^ed three-fourths barrel seed. Yield forty

bushels.

Early Goodrichs were planted on one-half

acre of very wet greenswai'd, with a heavy

shovelful of mai-ure in the hill. Used three

barrels seed. 1 ield one hundred and fifty-

two bushels.

Then I planted one-fourth of an acre to

Gleasons. Land and manure the same as with

the Early Goodrich, and seeded about the

same. Yield sixty bushels.

Taking into account the different amounts of

seed and manure used, and also the fact that

in this section dry land did not give as heavy
yield this year as wet, I cannot see any dif-

ference in the productiveness of these four

kinds. All of them are dry and mealy frOm
dry land and not so good from wet land.

The Gleasons are entirelv free from rot on
both dry and wet. The Early Goodrich af-

fected a very little on land that was very wet
indeed. Of the Harrison one-half bushel in

the fifty were affected. The Cusco was af-

fected badly on wet, and somewhat on dry
land.

A year ago last spring I paid twenty-five

dollars for nine bushels of these potatoes

which gave me my start, and I am satisfied

that my discarding the old varieties has so far

been at least two hundred dollars in my pock-

et. The Calico, one of the Goodrich Seed-
lings, I threw aside after one year's trial. The
Cusco rots too much. The Gleason, Early
Goodrich and Harrison are my favorites.

L. E. BiCKKELL.
Windsor, Mass., Oct. 15, 1868.

For the New England Farmer.

HOME EMPLOYMENT FOB WOMEW.
We often hear the exclamation from ladies

whose household cares keep them at home,
"How I wish I could get something to do to

earn money." There is plenty to be done in

the school, the shop, the factory, the sick

room, &c., if one can go where the work is
;

but it is almost impossible to get work which
can be done at home. Some indeed find their

housework and family sewing sufficient to em-
ploy their time, but there-are many who have
considerable leisure, which they would gladly

spend in something more profitable than "fan-

cy work," if they could. This is proved by
the avidity with which work that can be taken
hone, often laborious and unprofitable though
it may be, is sought after.

There is a natural feeling of independence
whieh makes one dislike to receive every dol-

lar of spending money from another, though
cheerfully granted ; besides it would often be

a great help in the family if the wife and
daughters could earn their own clothing.

But what can they do ? I shall not attempt
to settle the entire question, but will leave it to.

the professional philanthropist, with the assur-

ance that it is worthy of special attention. As
regards facers' wives and daughters, however,
I think the exigencies of the case may be
met at least halfway. There is, or might be,

for them healthful, pleasant and profitable home
employment Is there not, worthy farmer,
some little spot of unimproved land near your
house, which you have often thought might be
made profitable, if you had but the time to

take care of it ? Just step into the house and
look at the plants growing in the window.
What care they receive ! Not a dead leaf, not
a scraggy branch, but all fresh, thrifty, and
beau* iful. Notice that elegant shrub, grow-
ing from less than a cubic foot of earth,—there

is high culture. Now if the same care and
culture were applied to that bit of waste land,

what might it not produce? The delicate

skill which has brought these plants to such a
degree of perfection, is just what is required
in the successful cultivation of many desirable

fruits and vegetables.

Suppose then, that just for the sake of nov-
elty, the ladies try the experiment of "gar-
dening for profit." Let the ground be pre-

pared this tall for the spring cultivation.

There will be plenty of time during the winter

to decide what it will be advisable to raise,

and the best methods of so doing. Do not

undertake the care of more land than can be

properly managed. The same system and
order upon which the skilful housewife so

justly prides herself, should be extended tJ

the garden.

I have forgotten how the question which
was discussed in one of the Vermont Farmers'

Clubs, "Does Slick Farming Pay ?" was de-

cided ; but I am quite sure that slack farming
does not pay.

Gardening is certainly an honorable em-
ployment for every one. A little improve-

ment in public sentiment which shall make it

customary for ladies is very desirable.

These suggestions are not for those who live

in luxury, and have a retinue of servants to

attend them, nor for those who in the midst of

a large family are already overburdened with

care. They are made rather, that those who
have spare time and are not afraid of work,

may not overlook the pleasant and remunera-

tive emplo} ment that is waiting their atteni ion.

Marlboro', Mass., Oct., 1868. Mattie.

For the New England Farmer,

DAIBY STOCK—BUTTEK-MAKINQ.
IBA&BtRG, VT.,FAEMER8' CLUB, OCT. 18, 1868.

G. B. Brewster said that in a dairy of twen-

ty-five cows two or three, on an average, will

fail every year. To supply these, somt hody

must raise the htifers, and if others can liford

to raise cows to stil, cannot daiiy faimers
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raisp tbeui to keey)? lie had notici'd that the

cows he 1)11 cha^i^d did not do as well the first

year as they did afterwards. They mat<t have

a tifiht with every cow in the herd to settle the

great (jue.^tion of supremacy, or be cored and
beaten aliout In others, so that tlrey cannot
fi ed or rest in yard or pastui'e in peace. Then
we are not sure of getting good cows after

spending much time in intjuiry and examina-

tion, as ic i.s not safe to take any man's recom-
niendaii )n of a cow, or to dep^^nd entirely on
appearances. He acknowledged that hin prac-

tice thus far had not eorret-ponded with his

theory. After we get fairly started in farming

and are really masters of our business, he

thought we should raise our own stock. It is

sometimes didiciilt, as we are situated, to

raise all the stock necessary to keep a lull herd

of milking cows, and are compelled to buy to

replace those that fail. He thought the true

way was to have the l>est cows come in early,

sai in February or LLirch, and to raise the mo-

1

likely heifer calves from the^e cows. He
thought we should generall) fatten and sell

cows at about twelve years old. We can, it

is true, keep them till they are bixteen, but at

that age tiiey do not fatten easily, and are apt

to prove almost a dead loss.

Of other stock, also, he said we should try

to rai.-e what we want. He had raised a few

sheep that have paid as much clear profit a«

any stock. He keeps them, and also some
colts, with the cows. They seem to eat feed

that cows refute. Near his milking yard the

grass is very rank and the cows leave it. The
colts graze there an hour or two almost every

day, but he believed it is an injury to cows to

be pastured with celts, as the colts frequently

run and chase the cows, which are not spe-

cially built for speed. He thought it an in-

jury to use a dog in driving cows, for the same
reason.

Most of our stock should be dairy cows.

He believed it would be best for this neighbor-

hood to devote our whole attention to dairying,

and make a tip-top article ; one that we could

sell to regular customers in the city where they

are willing and able to buy a good article.

Butter is a most delicate thing to make, but

with proper attention and the necessary facili-

ties any one can make it so that the flavor will

be right.

Salt does not preserve butter ; it flavors it.

Fresh butter will keep as well as lard under

proper conditions. IMilk will become corrupt

and decay, consequently, the cream mu~t he

taken off at the right time. As there are some
particles of milk still in the cream, it must be

churned before these particles corrupt tb»

•whole mass, if we would have clear butter to

pack. It must also be made at a low temper-

ature so as to be hard.

He foimerly .^oaked his tubs in water pre-

vious to u.>-ing them but now only washes them

out very (juickly with hot water, then wipes

dry and st;ts a di.-^h containing a piece of brim-

stone, into the tub, drops a good live coal
upon the brimstone and puts on the cover, as

itis just as necessary to have the cover cleansed
as any part.

Water in the tub is very bad. Any one
who lets butter stand for days in a pail knows
how the wood causes it to taste. It is just so

with a butter tub. The water in the wood ac-

(juires a very bad taste, which it imparts to the

butter. It is better to have moi.^tuie go from
the butter into the tub than from the wood in-

to the butter. Z E Jameson, SiiC.

Irasburg, Vt., Oct. 18, 18G8

For- the New Evcjlaml Farmer.

EXPERIMENTS IN PLOUGHING.
Having recently ploughed three different

fields with a side-hiil plough. I send you a
brief report of my experiments.
The first experiment was on a piece of five

acres, about equally divided into level and
side-hill, or slightly side-hill land The tim-

ber from this lra:t was taken oflf' for wood
some twenty jears ago, and grass had gradu-
ally worked in, forming, with laspberry bushes,

&c , a tough sod, which, with old rotten

stumps and a few stones, made it necessary to

employ a team of one pair of oxen and a
span of horses to break it up As ir had
never been plou:Thed or even harroweil, the

surface was rough wuh knolls and hollows.

Ttie piece for my second expenmt nt con-
,-isted of several acres of pasture la'.d. both
level and slightly side hill. The team rc-

(juired was a pair of average sized o.xen and
a ten-hundred hor.-e. The surface was not as

rough as the first lot.

The third experiment was on a field em-
bracing both meadow and stuble ground,
ploughed together for convenience s.ike. A
part of this field was level and a part moder-
ate side hill. The team was the same as in

experiment number 2, although a stout pair of
oxen or a span of horses might have done the

work
The first field mentioned I regarded as a

very diflicult one even for a comm.on or right

hand plough, and required a larger size than

that I happened to have, which is No. G of the

Gov Iloibrook Swivel Plough, wh.ch I used
on each of the three lots. But no with-

standing its small size and the unfavorable

state of the land, the sod was well reversed,

and th" surface pulverized and left in nearly

as good condition as stubble land.

The surface of the second fit Id had been
packed quite hard by the feet of the stock in

grazing, and in places it was mossy and heavy.

Here J raised the sword or cutter, as can be
done on these ploughs, so as barely to cut

through the sod, and again I bad good success

in turning the sod and pulverizing the ground
turned up.

On the last field I was much pleased with

the manner in which the convex mould board
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of this plough broke up and fined the furrow,

not only of the stubble but also of the meadow
portion of this lot —the latter appearing to be
aliout as mellow and porous as the former.

The advantages of a swivel plough for side-

hill work are wt 11 known and fully appreciated

by fainiers For level land it may also be re-

commendt d for its avoidance of dead furrows,

so much dreaded by the man on the mowing
machine, and for its allowing the "nigh" and
"off" oxen or horses to alternate in furrow-

travelling, which i.fifords the team no inconsid-

erable relief. George Bachelx»er.
Stanstead, P. Q., Oct 8, 1868.

Canada Cattle.—We notice by an article

in the Prescott Telegraph that in consequence

of the scarcity of forage in many parts of Can-

ada, farmers are obliged to reduce, their stock,

and that thousands have already crossed the

line. The remark is made that it would be

bard to conceive what the farmers would havp

done with their surplus stocks had it not been

for the American buyers. We see by the

same paper that J. P. Wiser & Co., of Pres-

cott, who fatted 750 head of cattle last year,

a large part of which were marketed at Cam-

bridge this spring, are again purchasing largel}-

of the finest steers and oxen for feeding thi.«i

season. Mention is made of their purchasing

a fine pair of oxen weighing 4000 lbs. for $200,

a premium pair for $180, and 67 very good

steers at $55 each in specie. It appears that

they are breeders as well as feeders, and took

most of the premiums for fat cattle, and many

in other classes at the late show of the StiUth

Grenville Agricultural Society.

HOPS IN "WISCONSIN.

The danger of, running into specialties in

farming is strikingly illustrated by the disas-

trous experience of hop-grow(^rs in Wisconsin

the present season. It is said that many far-

mers went into the business so exclusively that

they have not raised grain eno'^gh for their

own use, and some have been obliged to go

into bankruptcy in consequence, and others

have mortgaged their farms to meet their ob-

ligations. The extent of the infatuation is

illustrated by a correspondent of the Wiscon-

sin Farmer who says :

—

From one station alone, (Kilboum City) were
shipped last spring roots enough to plant twelve

thousand acres ! I as-ked my neighbor, who lives

right opposite niy house, about two weeks before

hop-picking, how he thought his hops would yielii,

and what he would contract them for. His reply

was, that if the most responsible insurance com-

pany on earth, were that day to offer to insure him
a ton per tjcre and lifty cents per pound for the
whole crop of 5^ acres he wouldn't pay a quarter
per cent for the policy. That man picked only
about half his yard, and was to-day querying
whether he wouldn't have made money to let ihc
whole go unpicked ; for he couldn't get a shilling

(12^c) a pound for the best of his harvest.
The hop-lonse has this year ruined neajly or

quite half the hops in the State. I have ^nly s-etn

two lots that I would last year have graded as
"prime." Two buyers and one brewer told me to-
day that they had only seen o?ie sample of perfect.

There are to-day several thousand acres of hops
in Sauk county, all testifying in their unpicked,
blighted hlackness, as they rattle in the autumn
wind, that their ruin was wrought even as by a
deadly plague, or a simoom all in a few hours. I
have wrought in hop fields and sf en hops looking
fair as I left them at night, ruined next morning,
to the extent that I threw away and forbade the
picking of scores upon scores of hills. And f.iur

to five days was the longest time required for lice

to render fiir and bright fields black, mouldy,
slimy, nasty and slinking. Let no lady olijcct to

the unclean langiuige; for twenty thousand ux
more lady hop-pickers will bear witne.-s ihat a
skunk is as desirable company as a hill of hops
with lice a quarter of an inch thick all over it.

I believe some two thousand farmers m Wis-
consin will in a year from now be doing just what
I saw a very shrewd man and extensive raiser do-
ing to-day—selling hop-poles for firewood.

An old Agricultural Fair.—Col. Har-

ris, editor of the Ohio Farmer, during a re-

cent visit to the East, was present at the late

Fair of the Addison Co., Vt. Agricultural Soci-

ety. After giving a very favorable ac ount of

that exhibition, he indulges in the following

reminiscence of a Fair held at the same place

in his boyhood :

—

Speaking of the Addison County Fair reminds
me that well on to tive and forty years ago, T at-

tended the first Agricultuial Fair evei' held in this

county, and on this very spot of ground, and my
father won a premiun) on a bull calf—not the un-
dersigned, who has since made some noise in the

world, which the aforesaid bull calf never did, ex-

cept when he was knocked on the head the next
year, for an overgiown scallawag. At ttiat fair, as

I recall it from my dozenth year or thereubuuis,

we had gala times. Upon four monster wheels of

marble carts from Dr. Judd's marble works, was
erected a huL-e platform upon which were mounted
the represeniatives of the trades and of agricul-

ture; in the centre was a pole with a sl.eafof

wheat fastened at the top; twenty yokes of oxen
dragged this car through the village, while hun-
dreds of people followed it with gaping mouths
and admiring eyes, among whom was one "uiiich

his name it is" the iditor of the Ohio Farmer ; and
here he stands now up'mthe same sjiot; iintof all

the men of that day, how tew are here ! I cannot
name one except Edwin Hammoid. V' ry
thoughtfully 1 lurned away and took up my
journey.

—The Germantown Telegraph says that peren-

nials should be divided and transplanted during

the early part of Novembei if not aitended to be-

fore. This will cause the flowers to be larger m
size and of much deejer colors.
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THE HEBEFOBD CATTI,B.

The inquiry of our Maine correspondents,

on another page, for information as to this

breed of cattle, induces us to give at this time

the above beautiful illustration of a fatted

Hereford ox, with a somewhat extended no-

tice of this ancient race of English cattle.

No one can compare the artistic execution of

the above picture with those which were used

only a few years ago to illustrate farm stock

without being struck with the great improve-

ment which has recently been made in the art

of engraving. Our readers will perhaps be

less interested than ourselves by the statement

that the expense of these illustrations keeps

pace with their perfection.

The Herefords take their name from that of

one of the richest agricultural counties in the

western part of England. They are supposed

to have oiiginated in a breed of white cattle

with red ears, which were great favorites as

long ago as A. U. 900. Somewhat later alafr

was passed which recognized the value of 100

of these cattle as equal to that of 150 dark or

black ones. One hundred years ago, says Mr.

Allen iu his work on American Cattle, from

which we copy our illustration, the Herefords

were of a deep red color, with mottled faces,

&c. They are nov?, he says, usually red, with

shades sometimes running into light, or yel-

lowish red, with white faces, throats, bellies,

and sometimes backs, and occasionally a roan

of red and white mixed, and mure rarely an

almost clear white, with red ears, is found

among thera.

After remarking that he finds less said in

English books in relation to the Hereford than

of almost any other well known breed, Mr. Al-

len says :

—

Fortunately for the present purpose, we
have had several years' close and almo?t daily

observation, in a herd of imported Hereiords
and their descendents, which were ki-pt near

us, as well as of occasional observation of

other importations, which have given us a more
intimate knowledge of them than volumes of
books, without such personal observation,

could have done.
Perhaps we cannot convey a better descrip-

tion of the Hereford, after giving accurate

portraits of the sexes, than to say : give a

Devon a (juarter more size, somewhat more
proportionate bone and horn, a trille shorter

leg, and longer body, a little coarser in every

part, and j ou have a good Hereford, in all

excepting color.

As useful cattle, the Herefords are a good
breed. We are aware that their introduction

into the United States has not been, in com-
pariiion with some other breeds, successful in

popularity or extended distribution ; but that

fact decides nothing as to the positive merits

of the stock itsell'. Partiality, prejudice on
the part of our cattle breeders, or pre-occu-

pation of the ground by other breeds which

meet the general approbation, may keep them
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for a time in the background ; but their actual

merits once known, they may have a fair trial,

and achieve a substantial success.

As a Dairy Cow,

The Hereford has little reputation, either in

England or America. We have found no
Engli.sh authority, except a rare instance or
two, which gives her much credit as a milker.

Possibly this may have arisen from the fact

that the Ilercfoid districts are grazing, and
hot dairy. The milk is rich, but too little of
it—not much more than to rear her calf in

good condition. She dries early.

If she ever was a milker before her modern
improvement began, the milking faculty has

been sacrificed for a ready tendency to flesh,

which has been obtained in a high degree in

her race. We have seen a dozen of them
milked through three or four successive sea-

sons, and the yi^ds were such as would be
unsatisfactory to a modern dairyman. Now
and then a fair milker turned up, but they
were in a minority of numbers ; taken to-

gether they were less than ordinary, for the

season. We will not therefore discuss this

question further, but pass to another quality

as yielding greater pleasure in the relation.

As a Working Ox,
The Hereford is the peer of any other, and
superior to most. Large, strong, muscular,
well-developed in form, noble, and stately in

carriage, he suggests all that need be found
in an honest, true worker. At full maturity

—

say six years old— he girts 7 to 7i feet behind
the. shoulders, in ordinary condition, to the
Devon's 6 to 6^ feet, and is every way the
more powerful, if not quite so quick, or ac-
tive. A team of two, three, or four yokes of
Herefords, under the control of a good driver,

for "a long pull, a strong pull, and a pull al-

together," is the perfection of bovine strength
and majesty. The joints of the ox are well
knit, his sinews strong, his shoulders slant
well to the yoke, and he carries his load well,

be it at the plow, the cart, or the wagon. He
is kindly, intelligent, honest in his labor. We
have seen them from half, to three-quarters
blood, crossed from the common cow, and up
to thorough bred, all of great excellence as
draught beasts, well matched, and admirable
in all their points. The Hereford blood is

strong in marking its descent. From the bulls
which were kept in our neighborhood eighteen
years ago, crossed upon cows which run on the
adjacent commons, in their summer pasturage,
we now, in their progeny, to later generations,
frequently see cows and oxen but a quarter,
an eighth, or sixteenth in blood—got by scrub
bulls—that show strong Hereford marks in

form and color.

We once reared an ox got by a Hereford
bull, on a wretched little black cow, which*
proved to be a hne, stately ox, of a brindle
(black an(^ red mixed) color, and a better
worker we never knew. At eight years old

we fed him off on grass, and a little corn meal
only, and he gave us 1200 pounds of beef,
hide and tallow. Where hay and pasturage
are cheap, and the farmer has a taste lor the
business, it must be a profitable investment to
obtain a thoroughbred Hereford bull, cross
him on well selected native red cows, and rear
and break steers for the markets where good
working oxen are in demand. The strong
blood of the bull will give uniformity in shape,
and color, so that the steers may be easily
matched, and if not wanted for the yoke, they
are equally valuable, as other cattle, for feed-
ing, and the shambles.
As a beef animal, the Hereford is superior.

They feed kindly, are thrifty in growth, ma-
ture early—at three and four years old—and
prove well on the butchers' block. We are
aware that they have not now a general popu-
larity in the great cattle breeding regions of
our Western States. Few of them have been
introduced there, and those, perhaps, not in
the right hands to push them to the best ad-
vantage. We could wish for them a fairer
trial ; but the prejudice against the cows as
milkers, and the lack in their taking appear-
ance as a highly distinctive race, in compari-
son with the more popular Short-horns, have
kept them back in public demand. Their
time has not yet come ; and it may be, that in

the right hands, and with a more critical ob-
servation among our cattle breeders and gra-
ziers, they may achieve a reputation as a graz-
ing beast, equal to some now considered their

superiors.

In their native counties in England, they
still hold a high rank, and at the prize shows in

the London markets compete successfully with
other improved breeds. With all the deficien-

cies which the advocates of other breeds allege

against them, the Herefords still retain their

reputation among their English breeders, who
hold on to them with a pertinacity which shows
an unabated confidence in their merits and
profits as a true grazier's beast. We might
show recorded tables of their trials, in Eng-
land, with Short-horns, and the relative profits

of their feeding for market, in which the

Herefords gained an advantage on the score

of economy ; but as the trials were not fi"om

birth to slaughter, and the comparative early

advantages of each breed were omitted in the

account, a repetition of the tables here would
not be conclusive.

The Herefords in America.

At what date they were first imported into

this country, we have no accurate account;
but that some Herefords came out among the

early importations, is evident, from the occa-

sional marks of the breed among our native

cattle where late importations have not been
known. ******

7'he largest known importation of Herefords
into the United States, was made about the

year 1840, upwards of twenty in number, by
an Englishman, into the city of New York,
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and taken into Jefferson county, of that State.

A year or two afterwards the l)ulk of the herd
was removed to the farm of Mr. Erastus

Corning, near Albany, N. Y., and some of
them went into Vermont, where they were for

some years bred, sold, and scattered. * * *

About the year 1802-;), Messrs. Thomas
Aston, and John Humphries, two English far-

mers in Elyria, Ohio, near Lake Erie, im-

ported several fine Herefords. They bred
them well, and successfully, as seen in the

specimens we have several times met, but with

what success in their sales we have no intimate

knowledge.
In the years 1860 and '61, Mr. Frederick

Wm, Stone, of Guelph, Canada West, made
two Importations of superior Herefords from
the herds of Lord Bateman, in Herefordshire,

and the late Lord Berwick, in the adjoining

county of Shropshire, England, numbering,

together, two bulls, and eleven cows and heif-

ers. These were remarkable for their high

breeding, and generally, good points. From
them, down to January, 1867, there were bred

about sixty, and about half the number have

been sold at satisfactory prices, and distrib-

uted, mostly into the United States. Some of

the cows have proved excellent milkers, and
all, together with the crosses of the bulls on

common cows, have proved profitable grazing

animals. * * . * * * *

On the whole, the Herefords have not had a

fair trial in the United States, in the hands of

veteran cattle breeders, who had the means
and opportunity to properly test them by a

thorough and persistent course of breeding.

We trust (hat the herd of Mr. Stone, in its

various distributions, may have a fair and
thorough trial, satisfied as we are, that the

Herefords, as a breed, have positive, and well

established merits, in their great thrift, and

good flesh producing qualities.

—

Allen''s Amer-
ican Cattle.

Garget or Caked Bag.—A Waterville

correspondent of the Maine Farmer says,

bunches on a cow's bag, or caking of the bag,

may sometimes be reduced by the following

treatment, if taken in the early stage of the

disease. Bathe the part affected twice a day

with the following, viz. : iodide of potassium,

U ounce
;
glycerine, h oz. ; soft water, 2 ozs.,

mixed together. Give a tablespoonful of salt-

petre every second day, and one-(|uarter pound

of epsom salts every second day, for a few

days—say a week—and continue the salts an-

other week, or longer, if the difliculty does

not subside. The saltpetre and salt may be

given in a mash of wheat bran.

Another correspondent of the same paper

puts two or three spoonsfuls of saltpetre with

each quart of salt fed to cows troubled with

garget, and regards it as the most convenient

method of doctoring, and as effectual as more

complicated medicines.

TH2VKEIGN OF AUTUMN.

BY ALICE CAHY.

The rust is over the red of the clover,
The gricii is under llie gr.iy.

And dowu the hollow the steel-winged BwaUow
Is flying away and away.

Fled are the roses, d'ad are the roses,
The glow and the glory done.

And down the hollow the steel-winged swallow
Is fliingthe way o' the sun.

In place of summer a dread new comer
liis solemn state icnews:

A crimson splendor instead of the tender
Daisy, and the darling dews.

But oh the sweetnces, the full completeness,
That under his reign are born 1

Russet and yellow in apples mellow,
And wheat andm Uei and corn.

His frosts so hoary touch with glory
Maple and oak and thorn

;

And rising and falling his winds are calling,
Like a hunter through his horn.

No thrifty sower, but just a mower
That comes when the day is done.

With warmth a-beaming and gold a-gleaming,
Like sunset after the sun.

And while fair weather and frrfsts together
Color the woods so gay,

"We must remember thit chill December
Has turned his steps this way.

And say, as we gather in the house together,
And pile the logs on the hearth.

Help us to follow the light little swallow,
E'en to the ends of the earth.

GOV. CHAMBERLAIN'S ADDRESS,
At the late Fair of the Maine State Agricul-

tural Society, pleases us so well that we re-

print a large portion of it, believing it will be

acceptable to our readers generally. We
copy from the Portland Advertiser :—

Apology for Addressing Farmers.

Cicero tells us of a certain Greek orator who
was invited to speak before Hannibal, and
thought it befitting the occasion to deliver a
lengthy discourse upon military art and the

office of a general. At the conclusion the

great soldier was asked what he thought of tlie

orator. He replied with more force than elo-

quence that he had heard many silly old men
in his day, but this orator was ahead of them
all. What flippancy and presumption, before
Hannibal who for so many years had contend-

ed for the emjiire with the Romans—the con-

querers of the world,—for this Greek man
who had never seen the enemy, never seen

the field, never exercised the smallest par-

ticle of any public office, to undertake to give

precepts on military art

!

So it may seem to you, veterans of a hun-
dred fields, presumptuous in me to discourse

in your presence of the farmer's calling or the

Art of Agriculture ; for if I assume to instruct

or criticise, you will deny my competency as

an expert, and if I t^eek to encourage you and
praise your vocation, you will wjftit to aok,
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why, if I think farming such a super-eminent

delight, 1 don't try my hand at it myself.

I have serious thoughts of it, my friends, but

the fact is you don't seem to favor it your-

selves. A very respectable portion of you, it

is true, seem kindly enough disposed towards

my devoting the rest of my days to farming

;

but the majority are still so stubborn, or so

jealous lest I should beat them at it, that they

won't give me the chance.

The Governor once "Worked on a Farm.
But yet do not shut me wholly out from your

fellowship ; for during just one half the years

it has taken to bring me to the age of wisdom,

I suppose there was hardly any duty or func-

tion of a farmer's boy that I did not have a
hand in

And I mind me of a certain twenty-acre lot,

where my father gave scope to my boyish am-
bition and I went at it single-handed, from
what time the axe was laid at the root of those

mighty trees, till it smiled in graceful harvest.

Yes, I have cleared a field ! and there is still

something within me that wants to do it again.

Since that, my main work in life has been
different, and such little harvests as have
been vouchsafed to me, have been reaped
from other fields. But it is the truth to say

that in no work or achievement, have I felt a

purer or a prouder joy than when, in the calm

summer twilight I never forgot, I smoothed
the brooding earth over that last breadth of

grain, and knew how Paul felt when he saw in

this the emblem of the great resurrection.

Do you wonder that the last time I went
home I walked out there with my little daugh-
ter, and sat down and sighed for something
I had not?—something that you, kind friends,

with all your honors could not give me—the

sweet rest, the calm mind, the sound body,
the heaven-lifted soul of those dear days of

old ? These are pleasing memories ; nor are

there brighter dreams of the future—if it is

permitted still to dream—than the peace, the

freedom, the breadth of view, all the lulling

sounds of field and forest, the breath of the

home-returning kine, the smell of the upturned
earth, the sight of waving harvests in green
and gold. Can you deem me over weak if I

long for these again to dispel the lingering

visions of the earth upturned by fiercer imple-

ments, and the thick-strewn harvests where
pitiless Death mowed down your strong and
brave

!

Thus it is that when I yielded to the wishes

of your Executive Committee, the diffidence I

felt at speaking on these things before you
was overcome by the pride I felt in your hon-
orable record, and my interest in your calling.

Farmers give Cliaracter to the State,

Distinguished as the State is for some spe-

cialties of business, it cannot be denied that

by far the greatest part of our productive in-

dustry is within the vocation of Agriculture,

and it is a fact of which you may well be
proud that our public character as a State in

social, moral and political, and even military

affairs, takes its type and tone from our agri-

cultural population. It becomes, therefore, a
high official duty as well as a personal pleasure,

to appreciate the services, encourage the labors
and promote the prosperity of those who con-
tribute so largely to the public sustenance and
to the public character. It would also be un-
generous/ and untrue to say there is a lack of
interest here in Agriculture ; for all this boun-
tiful and magnificent array before us, these

fruits and fabrics, these finished implements
and curious inventions, these animals so per-

fect of their kind,—nay, this noble and beau-
tiful assembly of men and women—for these,

be it not forgotten, are representatives of the

farm ; all this I say, will put any doubter to

the blush. This interest is also attested by
the fact itself that you are holdir^g this fair,

—

upon the unparalleled success of which I must
congratulate your Society—to be followed by
others in every county ; by all the Boards,

Associations, reports, published communica-
tions, as well as legislative acts, which show
that men feel that there is something in the

matter worth attending to.

Effects of Grumbling.

For all this, I think it fair to say that the

farmer in this State is not over enthusiastic.

All the public performances are jubilant, but

the individual farmer is apt to bo grumbling.

Our season is short ; the soil not so rich as

elsewhere ; the rocks plague him ; the midge
is after his wheat ; the rust his potatoes ; the

coons his corn ; the dogs his sheep ; the boys

his fruit ;—that is, if the drought hasn't got

everything before hand. He groans, being

burdened. Under such a rallying cry it is no
wonder that he doesn't go at his work with

much heart. His boys are not likely either to

be captivated by that strain. They hear of

broad prairies needing neither axe nor grub-

ber, stone-drag nor manure cart to force a liv-

ing from the soil, of magical cities where a

fortune is made in a night, or of distant terri-

tories where everything even to the mountains

is on "a gold basis," and they strike out for

themselves. Those who succeed, come back

with smooth hands and fine airs, and with

money enough perhaps to buy out their father

and all his neighbors. This of course works

powerfully on the imagination, and the neigh-

boring young people anxious and ambitious,

bid the old homestead adieu, which unfortu-

nately does't mean a Dieu—commending them

to God—but quite the reverse.

And he who is best disposed—most earnest

and patient—finds that he can't succeed with-

out hard work, and that at the best, farming

requires a vast deal of prudence and care,

and even then its returns are somewhat pre-

carious and comparatively small. He is more

dependent on chances of the weather than the

saiior, and can't get his crop insured for the

season as the other can his ship lor the voy-

age. The worst is that his boys too, energetio
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and capable as they are, will be likely to take

one of those farewells which don't leave much
welfare behind them.

Home Market.
After giving some very " favorable statistics of

the agricultural productions of the State, and of

what legislation can and cannot do, Mr. Chamber-

lin proceeds :

—

What we want then is a home market—close

home. That more than anything else will ren-

der the pursuit of agriculture profitable and
popular. Then will follow—reacting and in-

teracting—improvements in culture ; higher

intelligence ; better manners ; better arts

;

and when the true ends are Realized, a happier

condition for society, and for the good and
glory of the State.

Now there are some little matters of polit-

ical economy that we do not always think of

as we should. We talk about richness of soil,

and proclaim Thanksgivings for abundant har-

vests. But it requires something more than

both of these to make prosperity. Were it

not so you would not have seen the cotton

States on the verge of ruin from the super-

abundant crop of 1861, nor the luxuriant

West looking with soitow at her teeming fields

and reduced to the dire extremity of burning

her com for fuel, because if sent to its distant

and surfeited market the toll would take it all.

Abundant crops tend to lower prices, and in a

region purely agricultural the market is always

distant and sometimes overstocked, either of

which diminishes the profits, and both will

sometimes produce financial distress in the

midst of agricultural plenty. No such thing

could happen where there are varieties of in-

dustry. Good seasons will not glut the mar-

kets, nor will bad ones cause distress—for

prices will rise by a limited supply, and so the

farmer will be partly compensated for waste

of labor on spoiled fields. If half a crop

pays as much as a full one, there is no great

loss. Now take Massachusetts ; why with her

poorer soil and her half million less acres in

cultivation than ours, does she so surpass us

by millions of dollars in the value of her agri-

cultural products ? Because three quarters of

her working population are engaged in manu-
facture of some kind, leaving the farmers who
make up the other quarter to feed all the rest,

if they will. The great diversity of indus-

tries in that State requires a larger conssump-

tion than the local production. The home
market is greater than the home supply. This

makes the home producer master of the situa-

tion. It stimulates the farmer to devote him-

self to those specialties which are the most
profitable. He is near and can take his choice

of the market. He finds what he can raise

best and then makes the most of his ground.

Variety of Industries.

It is this variety of industries which gives

the fanner precisely what he rt(iuires—a near,

flure and diversified marktt. The certainty,

quickness and variety of his sales more than

make up for deficiencies of soil and season.

Ordinary sagacity and nioderate skill will be

able to seize upon the advantage, and turn to

account all the peculiar circumstances of the

situation.

We see the advantage too, of keeping our
raw material as near home as possible, to be
wrought into fabrics here ; to give employ-
ment to all industries, to encourage native

talent and skill, and to attract a population of

diversified employment which is the very best

encouragement of Agriculture. It is better

to bring the market to your goods than carry

your goods to the market.

It comes to this, then, that the farmer who
will benefit himself, must take an interest in

others. His prosperity lies in a broad and
generous recognition of the whole industrial

system of society. This is one of the ft!W

examples of that paradoxical maxim, "The
longest way round is the shortest way home."

Practice and Science.

Along with all this, if not before it, must
go Intelligence. I should scarcely be par-

doned for intimating in such a presence that

we need to grow in knowledge. But I ven-

ture to say it. Whether it comes from books,

from tradition, or from experience, isn't of so

much account. If a man only knows, for ex •

ample, that to raise grain successfully, he must
also raise clover and peas and crops of that

kind and keep them on his farm and give them
back with their rich freight of nitrogen to feed

his grain field, it is no matter whether he
learned it from his grandfather or the school

mistress, or hit upon it himself. Bat that is

one of the things he ought to know—the very
philosopher's stone of Agriculture—the al-

chemy which turns all base things to gold.

So if he understands that by a judicious tillage

and skilful application of dressings, he may
loosen from the very granite rich elements of

food, and draw from the air, and sun, and
ram, and snow the choicest fertilizers, I can
have patience with him, if he can't express the

whole process in the barbarous hieroglyphics

of chemistry. But he had better study a Clii-

nese chemistry than not to know these things

at all.

It won't do always to pride ourselves too

much on experience. This is wh;it oonii'times

makes a man set in his way, when owing to

changed circumstances it is no longer the best

way. Unless it is intelligent—that is. unless it is

based on the thorough cognizance of the im-

mediate matter in hand and surrounding cir-

cumstances which effect it,—a too stiff reli-

ance on experience may possibly mislead. All

that experience tells us surely is what has been

—we argue from it less surely as to what shall

be. And then we want to be certain that we
know all the necessary conditions; otherwise

our conclusions may be false.

Changes are taking place on our farms

which we are not apt to discover, or take into
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account. As a general habit I think we are

farming on the system of our ancestors and
taking the tradition of their experience as our

guide. But what was true for them is not true

for us. When the lands were new, and rich

with all the nutriment that Nature had been
providing for ages, it was well and wise to

take advantage of it. A change, however,

has taken place since, which we ought to un-

derstand. But now when the land will no
longer do of itself what it used to, instead of

understanding it and helping it, we spread our

labor over twice the surface and then find fault

with the whole and say farming wiU not pay
for the labor.

The Agricultural College,

He thinks, may do something for farmers, but as

few can be educated there, he calls attention to the

importance of improving the Common Schools.

He then alludes to

Societies, Clubs and Papers.

Association too is a great help to farmers

—

the mutual aid they may render by debates,

consultations, and comparisons of experience.

The newspaper is a great teacher nowadays

—

perhaps the great teacher. To be sure the

terrible "we" will now and then sit like the

Grand invisible Lama, and dogmatize and give

his own private whim where you had a right to

look for impartial, catholic criticism, or a fair

statement of enlightened public sentiment.

But we must bear the lesser evil for the sake

of the greater good; for the great "we" is a

good fellow after all, and knows a vast deal,

and will often tell us some wholesome truths

though they cut close home. Moreover he

gives his best corner to the farmers of late,

and where he gives you all the corners, as

your Maine Farmer does, nothing could be
better. From all these means which are now
in active and increasing exercise, intelligence

must be largely deepened and diffused, and we
shall soon have a tolerable science of farming,

enough acquaintance with the nature and needs
of soils to keep us from wasting our materials

and our labor, and practical science enough at

any rate to keep us from blasting through

granite to find coal, or marrying a widow with

a hill full of iron pyrites thinking it is gold.

"A little learning" certainly isn't "a danger-

ous thing," in such cases. By these means
too, the farmer will hit upon some system of

his own by which he will make his vocation

profitable and pleasant. It will depend on
circumstances whether you can best cultivate a

large farm or a small one ; on the locality, the

age, the kind of soil, the nature and nearness

of the market, or perhaps on some physical

disability ; whether for instance, you have a

bullet through your breast, or a wooden leg,

or are an old bachelor. If your land will not

pay for keeping up, let a good part of it go to

grass, or even to trees again. It isn't the

worst thing to have a lot of oak, or beech, or

sapling pine, or even white birch and poplar

growing. These last will do for spools and
bobbins at any rate, and we are going to have
a demand for these things pretty soon. I no-
ticed on our marches through the magnificent
oaks and chestnuts of Virginia, that in the
midst of those immense forests wherever a tree

had been cut out, the stump was fenced around
with tender care to protect the little shoot
springing up to replace the old. I don't call

that bad Agriculture.

Sheep Raising and Dogs.

If you can't do one thing you can do an-

other. If your land is impracticable in other
respects, try sheep raising. In travelling in

our south-east counties a few weeks since,

the aspect of the country being rather sugges-
tive of this branch of industry, I asked my
friends why they didn't raise more sheep?
"We are afraid of the dogs," was the answer.
And I have since learned that in the eight

counties along our coast, more than two thou-

sand sheep a year are actually killed by dogs,

to sa} nothing of the number injured. There
is a dead loss of ten or twelve thousand dol-

lars a year in those counties alone. We
can find a way to clear that track. If com-
mon sense don't help us out, a little applied

chemistry might do. But seriously, the low
price of wool just now ought not to discour-

age sheep raising. If we attend to the mutton
qualities as well as to the lleece, the farmer
would find this a highly profitable business,

and the farm would constantly improve under
it. The readiness of the market would en-

able the farmer to make more money from
his mutton and his wool together, than those

do who are compelled to sacrifice everything

to the fineness of fleece.

Stock Kaising.

As to stock raising generally, we seem to

be on the right road, excepting that it appears

to me unfortunate to be obliged to send so

many cattle to foreign markets. We ought

to have use for them here—every part of

them—setting in motion a score of handi-

crafts, and feeding at the same time both the

factories and the workmen. Horses are our

pride. But I suppose you will blame me if I

intimate that we should not sacrifice every-

thing to speed. Velocity is gained at the

expense of power, and I question whether

swiftness is the most urgent need nowadays.

It might be the main point with "Young Lo':h-

invar," or stray Congressmen at Bull Run.

But strength, hardihood, action, these it seems

to me should be counted among the prize

qualities that go to make up blood. But I

deem it a most fortunate thing that we are

taking so great an interest in raising animals

of choice blood.

Farmers' Sons and Daughters.

And think it not foreign to my subject, but

rather the summary and climax of it all, to

say we must aim ip everything to keep our
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farmers' sons and daughters with us. Nobody
that we can bring in, will make good tlie loss

of these. Thank Heaven for the children

—

that the selfishness and sin of the cities has

not yet struck its poison into the country

—

that Moloch is not God here. Thank Heaven
that here there are yet fathers and mothers.

The State owes them gratitude and honor.

I would rather see a list of the women who
had reared ten likely children than of the men
who had paid $100 a year taxes ; they are

greater benefactors. They deserve a pen-

sion ; but the beauty of it is such persons are

never in need of it. If they have borne a

cross it is the cross of the Legion of Honor

!

There are two kinds of laboring—for our own
profit, which is selfishness, and for the profit

of others, which is happiness. Getting money
isn't the chief good ; those who think it is,

sacrifice comfort or virtue to it, and find out

their mistake. Think it no waste of your

profits to improve and beautify your farms

—

to make your homes attractive to sense and

heart. We have not enough of the hereditary

about our home notions. We don't build for

the future,—you hear men saying, "It will last

as long as I do," and you can't help thinking

it wouldn't be a great loss then if it didn't

last very long. I suppose they think it is un-

constitutional to have a family homestead

—

since "no hereditary distinction, privilege,

honor, or emolument, shall be granted or con-

firmed" by the State. That is because the

State doesn't want to usurp the rights of in-

dividuals. Tou can grant hereditary honors

and privileges if you will, and bless your

memory for it to coming generations.

It is of no use to talk of the dignity of

labor. Labor will take care of its own dig-

nity. What we want is the dignity of life,

and the graces of the heart; more that is

genial and social ; a kindlier, brighter, daily

living.

And if our farmers' sons forsake us what is

left for the daughters ? The beneficent laws

of nature are interrupted—the beautiful ma-

chinery of human society is thrown out of

gear and goes jarringly and wrong. She

whose aptitudes fit her for the thousand sweet

and needful ministries of life—whose nature

demands something stouter, and bolder, than

she to lean on—finds no field for her chief

virtues as a helper, and^s thrown back upon

herticlf. If this does not wholly break her

spirit, she scorns to be dependent, and enters

the lists of labor, to keep herself from being

a burden, and to maintain her self-respect.

It is no- derogatory thing for those whose

circumstances make it necessary to go into

factories as operatives. But it does seem to

mi'- a pity for a farmer's daughter to go there.

I know that good character will tell there too,

and the excflicnt gentlemen who have charge

of those institutions recognize the superiority

of such service, and do everything to make
the place worthy of it. But I do not know

why it is not quite as well for a conscientious,

earnest girl, if she finds herself not useful at

home, to go to a good motlievly neighbor, and
work with her, learning the duties which per-

tain to her future station and keeping in that

honest, economical and womanly sphere and
habit till she becomes a householder herself.

Supposing she can earn more otherwise ? It

does not follow that this is worth most. If

this good old practice could be re-established

domestic life itself vould be happier, and a
girl would not think it degrading to serve an
honorable apprenticeship because she might
be called a servant. With the name changed,

we are all servants, and the higher we ris.e in

station, if we rise in character too, the more
we are servants. It is vexatious sometimes
to be at every body's call, but there is a view

of life and duty which makes true service to a

fellow-being a thing honorable and great

enough to satisfy any right ambition. * * *

The enterprise and power which now goes

forth to work such wonders elsewhere may, if

applied at home, make this a great and beauti-

ful and happy State. The treasuries of na-

ture opened—the forces careering about as

applied to useful ends—all high industries set

in motion, and Agriculture, Manufactories and
Commerce advancing together in the union

;

that is strength and the diversity that is pros-

perity !

Let us stand then in our lot where Provi-

dence has cast it, anxious for nothing but to

be worthy of our opportunities, and diligent

to do our duty, content with a goodly heritage

while we seek another and better country

—

that is, a heavenly.

AGRICULTUKAL ITEMS.
—It is remarked that the crop of dead leaves

from the trees was never known to be so large as

it is this year.

—Apple trees in Florida have the advantage of

holding their leaves all winter like an evergreen,

but it is a drawback that they bear no fruit.

—A yotmg Ladies' Seminary in Rochester, N. Y.,

has arranged to have the elements of gardening

taught as one of the branches of female education.

—The Iowa Agricultural College opens this

month; receives pupils without distinction of sex.

While the young men learn farming, the young

women learn to cook and keep house.

—When a cow or ox gets choked it is said that

immediate relief may be obtained by strapping up

a fore leg, and compelling the animal to jump.

This will cause the obstruction to fly out.

—Our correspondent at Livermore, Me., says the

snow was about two inclies deep on a level, Oct.

17th, and that last year there was a snow storm

there Sept. 30.

—The Essex Banner asserts that small quanti-

ties of sunflower seed mixed with the food of a

horse will impart a fine gloss to his hair, while it
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is also a certain cure for founder, if given imme-
diately after the ailment is discovered. In the

latter case, about a pint of seed should be min-

gled with the oats or chopped feed, vi'hen a cure

will be effected.

—On account of the cattle disease recently prev-

alent in this country, a government order has been

promulgated in England, prohibiting the landing

of hay from the United Scales.

—During the last few months two dogs in Danby

,

Vt., have killed seventy or eighty sheep belonging

to four different parties. The dog men are being

called on for damages.

—The Maine Farmer says that the first class at

the Industrial College at Oiono numbers thirteen,

and of this number ten have expressed a deter-

mination to become farmers.

—For the purpose of "breaking up" a sitting

hen, a boy in Lisbon, Me., set fire to the hen's nest

which destroyed not only the nest, but barn, house,

out building, farm utensils and all the summer's
crop.

—Buckwheat has been found useful in dyeing

wool. The dried flowers yield difierent shades of

green, and the succulent stems and blossoms, with

the addition of J^ismuth of tin, produce a beauti-

ful brown.

—The Messrs. Hammond, of Middlebury ob-

tained a verdict of $5000 in the Circuit Court at

Rutland, the other day, against the Hartford Live

Stock Insurance Company, for insurance on their

blooded buck, which died not long since.

—In selecting sheep for fattening, the Western

JlwraZ says, take those in good condition. They
should be over two years, and not to exceed six

years old. Have a good shelter well littered, and
not more than fifty sheep in a lot.

—The Ohio Farmer recommends that the man-
gers for feeding cattle be divided by board parti-

tions, to prevent the strong and greedy from ob-

taining more than their share, and to enable far-

mers to give to those animals that need it an occa-

sional extra feed.

—A process has recently been patented in Eng-

land by which the bran of flour, after being sep-

arated, is ground into an impalpable powder, and
then again mixed with the flour. In this way all

the nutritious ingredients are preserved, while the

fineness of the flour is not afiected.

—The Maine Farmer is informed by one of its

worthy subscribers that, being an early riser him-

self, he invariably candies a lantern into his hen
house in the early morning to allow his hens light

in leaving the roost and seeking their nests. A
merciful man.

—A sad disaster occurred on the Jackson Fair

Grounds, at Maquoketa, Iowa, by two buggies on

the race track coming in collision. A young lady

named Hattie Barns was badly bruised by being

thrown to the ground. The team then ran furi-

ously into a crowd of women and children, killing

a young girl named Raymond, and injuring several

others.

AUTUMN.
Thou comest, Autumn, heralded by the rain.
Wit banners, by great ta'es incestanlly funned,
J-irighttr than brightest sill- 8 of Saoiacrand,
And stately oxen harnessed to thy wain I

Thou standest, like imperial Charlemagne,
Upon thy bridi'e of gold; thy royal hand
Outstretched with benedictions o'er the land,
Blessing the farms through all thy vast domain I

Thy shield is the red harvest moon, suspended
t<o long beueath the heaven's o'erhanging eaves;
Thy steps are by the farmer's prayers attended;

Like flames upon an altar shine the sheaves;
Ann, following "thee, in thy ovation splendid,
Thine almoner, the wind, scatters the golden leaves.'

LONGFELLiOW.

—Grapes are bought by the California wine-
maker and delivered at his press, clean, for seventy
cents per one hundred pounds, and it is stated that

in one thousand pounds scarcely one pound of un-
ripe or rotted berries has to be cut out from the
bunches. ,

—In Chatsworth, Livingston Co., Illinois, is a
beet sugar factory in full operation working up
about forty tons of beets daily. They expect soon
to work up fifty tons. The percentage of sugar is

quite satisfactory and the sugar of good quality.

The Reporter says the beets are daily growing
better! Beets continue to improve by ripening till

they have been kept about four months.

—The annual meeting of the Worcester County,
Mass., Agricultural Society was held October 21.

The treasurer's report showed that th-e receipts the
past year amounted to $23,941, and the expenses
to $21,338, leaving $2603 in the treasury. S. H.
Howe, of Bolton, was chosen President and Chas
E. Miles, of Worcester, Secretary and Treasurer.

—Geraniums may be kept until spring by being

buried in dry land much as potatoes are buried.

They should be laid in by the heel in a row, then

covered with straw, over which boards should be

placed so as to form a ridge, and the whole cov-

ered with earth to a depth, according to the cli-

mate, sufficient to keep out frost.

Feeding Poxjltry.—Most people who feed
poultry at all, in seasons other than winter, feed
too liberally in the morning. It is the nature
of fowls to roam and gather their food in small

bits here and there, and if their crops are

stuffed in the morning they droop around and
become unhealthy.

Feed sparingly, if at all, in the morning, and
let them hunt as it is their nature to do during
the day, and if they are unable to gather
a sufficient amount of food, furnish them a
supply just before they take to the roost.

Variety of food is as essential to the health

of chickens as to anything else, and if left to

supply themselves they will obtain it. In the

winter when they are dependent upon man for

subsistence, the demands of their nature
should be as fully complied with as possible.

—

Ohio Farmer.
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CKAB APPLES.

We have received from B. Bryant of Derby

Centre, Vt., specimens of two varieties of

Crab Apples—half a dozen each of the Gold

Drop, and Queen's Choice. The Queen's

Choice is oblong, with a fine red cheek, and a

native of Canada, extremely hardy and re-

markably prolific, and bears young. The

specimens were about 6i inches in circumfer-

ence. The other is also hardy, prolific, and

a winter fruit, and measures full six inches

round. Both of these apples, Mr. B. informs

us, are unequalled for wine making. The fine

appearance of these specimens, and of the 105

varieties of Crab Apple exhibited by the Miss

Shipmans at the Vermont State Fair at Burling-

ton, suggest the question whether this fruit is

not too much neglected. !Mr. Cole says that

all our apples are from Europe, and that they

originated from the wild Crab of that country.

Dr. Warder, in his American Pomologist,

says :

—

The native country of the apple, though not defin-

itely settled, is generally conceded to be Europe,
particularly in souihirn portions, and perhaps

Western Asia: that is, the plant known and de-

fiignaled by botanists us Fyrus Malus, for there

are other and distinct species in America and
Asia which have no claims to havmg been the
source of our favorite orchard fruits. Our own
native crab is the Pyrus coronaria, which, though
showing some slif;ht tendency to variation, has
never departed from the strongly marked normal
type. Tlie P. baccaia, or Siljcrian crab, is So dis-

tinctly marked as to be admitted as a species. It

has wonderfully improved under culture, and has
produced some ciuiie disti«i<'t varieties ; it has even
been hyljridized by Mr. Knight, with the cultivated

sorts ot the coniniun Wilding or Crab of Europe,
the P. Mains, i'allus, who found it wild near
Lake Baikal and in Daouria, says it grows only
three or four feet high, witli a trunk of as many
inches diameter, and yields pear-shaped berries as

large as peas.

Our cut was made from a specimen of the

Siberian Crab Apple, presented to us by S. P.

Fowler, of Danversport, Mass. The tree is

vigorous and strong and of rather small

size, but very ornamental w4ien in blossom

from the profusion of its white flowers. The

fruit grows in rich clusters, resembling, in the

red variety at a little distance, large and

handsome cherries.

—The foliage of trees in England is usually

larger and much deeper and darker in color, than

in this country.
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IN THE GARDEN.

Bnmmer la dylnsr, slowly dying

;

She fades with every passing day;
In the garden-alleys she wanders sighing,
And pauses to grieve at the sad decay.

The flowers that came with the spring's first ewallow,
When March crept timidly over the hill,

And slept at noon in the sunny hollow,

—

The snowdrop, the crocus, the daffodil,

The lily white for an angel to carry.
The violet fniut with its spirit-breath.

The passion-flower, and the fleeting, airy
^emone,—all have been struck by death.

Autumn the leaves Is staining and strewing.
And spreading a vail o'er the landscape rare;

The glory and gladness of summer are going,
And a feeling of sadness is in the air.

The purple hibiscus is shrivelled and withered,
And liquid lolls its furry tongue;

The burning pomegranates are ripe to be gathered;
The grilli ttieir last farewell have sunz;

The fading oleander is showing
Its last rose-clusters over the wall,

And the tubes of the trumpet-flower are strewing
The gravel-walks as they loosen and fall;

The crocketed spire of the hollyhock towers
For the sighing breeze to rocfe and swing;

On its top is the last of its belMJfee flowers,
For the wondering bee its knell to ring.

In their earthen vases the lemons yellow.
The sun-drunk grapes grow lucent and thin,

Thepoars on the sunny espalier mellow,
And the last fat figs swell in their purple skin

;

The petals have dropped from the spicy carnation;
But the heartless dahlia, formal and proud,

Like a worldly lady of lofty station,
Loveless stares at the humble crowd.

And the sunflower, too, looks boldly around her;
While the belladonna, so wickedly fair.

Shorn of the purple flowers that crowned her,
Is telUng her Borgian beads in despair.

See I by the fountain that softly bubbles,
Spilling its rain in the lichened vase,

Summer pauses I—her tender troublefl

,
Shadowing over her pensive face.

The lizard stops on its brim to listen,

The butterfly wavers dreamily near.
And the dragon-flies in their green mail glisten
And watch her, as passing she drops a tear,—

Not as she stood in her August perfection I

Not as she looked in the freshness of June!
But gazing around with a tender dejection.
And a weary face like the morning moon.

The breeze through the leafy garden quivers.
Dying away with a sigh and a moan :

A shade o'er the darkening fountain shivers.
And summer, ghost-like, hath vanished and gone.

"THE HARVEST OF THE SEA."

It is surprising, with all the attention that

has been given to the cultivation of grain

crops, fruit crops and root crops, and other

products of agriculture and horticulture, and
with the vast amount of interest that has al-

ways been shown in the improvement of
breeds of cattle and promoting their increase

and productiveness, that so little general at-

tention has been given to the cultivation of
that great source of food which more than a

hundred years ago was aptly called "The
Harvest of the Sea." There is no more de-

licious article of food placed on our tables

than that formerly furnished in such abun-
dance by the great rivers and swift running
interior streams with which this country for-

tunately abounds. Why, then, fish should
not be cultivated, and their productiveness be
increased, instead of allowing them to de-
crease, and many fine varieties of them get
into danger of dying out altogether, is a
matter of surprise. It may be that they have
been regarded as in the nature of other wild
animals, which could not be subjected to the
care and control of man ; but this is a short-

sighted view of the subject, as it has been
demonstrated for many years that such advan-
tage can be taken of the instincts and habits

of migratory fishes as to keep streams and
ponds well stocked with them, and to furnish

abundant supplies for all neighboring mar-
kets. Within a few years past this idea has

been extensively acted upon in Europe, and
to some extent in the Eastern States of th's

country. Fish culture has taken its place

among the most useful and valuable pursuits,

and fish spawn has become an important ar-

ticle of commerce. In France, Scotland,

Ireland and other European countries, rivers

and streams that furnished an abundant supply

of the finest fish in former generations, and
that had become nearly if not quite barren,

have been restocked, and now furnish as

ample a yield as in their best dajs. The
same process is going on in the New England
States with the trout and salmon fisheries, dnd
spawn of the shad have even been transported

across the country to a tributary of the Ala-

bama, and that noble river and some of its

branches have thus been stocked with that

favorite fish. One fish culturist in this country

is sending fresh eggs by the million through-

out the Northern and Middle States. This

grower hatched out last summer the enormous
number of forty millions of young shad, and
turned them into the Connecticut river.

It appears from the experience of those en-

gaged in the work that it is among the easiest

and most certain things to keep any stream

well supplied with the variety of fish to which

it is adapted. It is among the most prolific

of animals. A ten pound salmon yields ten

thousand eggs, a good sized herring will

spawn forty or fifty thousand, a shad yields a

hundred thousand, while a good sized codfish

spawns a million. If this prolilic yield of

spawn all reached mature age the rivers and
seas even would be alive with fish. But the

eggs are subject to dangers and risks of de-

struction almost as numerous as the propor-

tions of their increase in numbers. Those
deposited in fresh water rivers are gobbled up
by mature fish, by fresh water fowls and other

depredating animals ; they are washed ashore,

high and dry, by floods, and they are covered

up by the refuse from saw-mills, tanneries, &c.

When that part of the spawn that escapes all

such dangers is hatched, the young fish, in
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turn become the prey of other fish, and
millions on millions are destroyed in that way.

Scarcely more than one in a hundred fish eggs

escape all these perils long enough to reach

maturity. With tlie stock that is taken care

ol" by the fish culturist it is flifierent. When,
at the proper season, he has procured his

spawn, he has his troughs, his ponds, and his

sheltered streams, which guard his young
crop from nearly all their perils. When he

puts a thousand eggs of the salmon or the

trout into his hatching troughs, he is pretty

sure to get eight hundred young fish from

them. This gives the artificial culture a great

advantage over the natural supply. As there

is scarcely a month in the year in which the

fish of some genus is not spawning, there is a

constant opportunity for engaging in the work.

The French Government is making every ef-

fort to extend the culture as a branch of na-

tional industry. In that country, the artificial

fish ponds of Doombes extend over thirty

acres. All kinds of streams and waters are

stocked from them with fish suitable to their

peculiarities; and this is done under super-

vision of experts appointed by the Govern-

ment. Spawn and young fish, of carp, perch,

eels and pike, are sent to lakes, ponds and slug-

gish streams, trout to the cool and bounding

brooks, and salmon to the clear, swift-running

rivers. There it is a great and wonderfully

successful enterprise, and it seems destined to

become so here. There is no difficulty in se-

curing spawn, and none in getting the proper

instruction for treating it, or for any branch

of the culture. Mr. Thaddeus Norris, one of

the most successful fish culturists in this coun-

try, has just issued a complete treatise on the

subject, in which he imparts the teachings of

ais experience.

—

Philadelphia Ledger.

Feeding Sheep for Mamure.—One of

our nurserymen sent a man to Michigan to

buy sheep to fatten this winter. He bought

400 good wethers, three and four year-olds,

that average about 95 lbs. each, at a cost here

of $3.10. His object is, to make manure. He
gets about a load of manure to a sheep,

worth $4.00 or $5.00. He bas adopted this

plan three or four years, and Lis land already

shows the ellect. He thinks it far better ma-

nure than that which he draws from the city.

1 told him if he would use oil-cake instead of

corn the manure would be richer still. There

will be a great many damaged beans this year,

which, if not mouldy, can be fed to sheep

with advantage. And the manure from beans

or peas is nearly as rich as that from oil-cake.

—J. Harris, in Agriculturist.

—The Longworth Cincinnati prize for the best

wine grapes, for the whole country, was given to

Ives's Seedling and the Concord; for the best

table grape to the Concord.

From the New York Ledger.

TO THE AUTUMN" FLOWERS.

BY ALICE GARY.

Tread ligViHy, little bird, tread lightlior yet

—

Mist-like across the.graps yo ivies creep,
And in your time, O vioUt-*, tofily si't

Your bloesoms on their stoms, and noftly weep
The rainy tears ye cannot all repress

—

She walks among ye yet, though shadowlees.

And by her death, and lovely livirg days,
And by her slumber in among ye now,

I charge ye that >e Imitate her ways;
Unto the will of heaven submissive bow.

And give your charities of sweetnces forth,

To bless some Uttle sunless place of earth.

She loved ye jyell, and all her morns and eves
For your sweet company her house forsook;

The lowest whisper of the trembling leaves,
The wildest prattle of the woodl.nd brook

She could interpret by that sense divine,
That understands whatever things are fine.

Often the rose would keep her summsr state

Despite the frost that did her cruel wrong.
And like a sister at the valley gate
Wait to salute her as she passed along:

Often the meadow clover lightly b; nt
Her slender neck to see the way she went.

But she has left ye now, ye wildlings sweet,
For sweeter company than ye could be

:

The quiet music of her quiet feet

Has dropt to silence, and her family
Of flowery folk must gather round her place
Of sleep, and turn their faces to her face.

HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.

CONTRIBUTED FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMEB.

Hye Breakfast Cakes.

Two cups of buttermilk ; a teaspcoonful of

soda ; a little salt, and one well beaten egg.

Mix to a thick batter with rye flour and corn

meal, in the proportion of one part corn meal

and three parts rye flour. Beat well and bake

in cups or roll pans. The corn meal makes

them tender.

Milk Toast.
'

Toast stale bread to a nice brown, and

spread with butter ; lay it in a deep dish and

pour over it enough boiling milk to cover it.

If necessary put a little salt in the milk.

Milk is boiled or scalded best by placing it iu

a tin vessel over boiling water.

Fish Hash.

Soak nice white cod-fish in luke-warm water

about half an hour
;
pick it free from bones

and add boiled potatoes in the proportion of a

quart of potatoes to a pound of fish ; chop it

fine and put the mixture in a pan over the fire,

with a cup of milk and a small piece of butter.

Beat it, while heating, five minutes.
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Softening Cotton Cloth.

We have a way of shrinking and softening

cotton and linen cloths to prepare them for

sewing, which I find is not generally known.

As it is much less trouble than the method in

ordinary use, it will, undoubtedly, be welcome

to such of your lady readers as are in favor

of labor-saving. Lay the cloth in smooth

folds—as it comes from the shops—in a tub,

and cover it entirely with boiling water. (The

suds in which washed clothes have been boiled

are nice for this purpose.) Cover the tub

closely and let it stand till cold. Then drain

off the water sufficiently to allow the cloth to

be hung up to dry without wringing. Pin the

first end to the clothes line firmly, by the sel-

vedge, carry it along the line, pinning it se-

curely at short intervals till it is all hung up

smoothly. When dry, fold it carefully as you

take it off and it will be smooth enough to cut

without ironing.

Book Shelves.

Very pretty book shelves to hang upon a

wall may be made of any light soft wood by

covering strips of graduated lengths with

bright fine flannel to match in color the carpet

or furniture. Thin boards seven inches wide,

cut in lengths of twenty-seven inches for the

lowest shelf, twenty two inches for the second

and seventeen inches for the top shelf, with

two holes in each end large enough to receive

a picture cord will be sufficient. Nail the

flannel on the side and ends with brass headed

nails. Have cords of the same color, long

enough to hang the shelves from the top of

the wall at a convenient distance for use.

Tie knots in the jords for each shelf to rest

upon. The four cords may be joined above

the top shelf and only two be carried up to

the ceiling. Mary.

Parsonsfield, Me., Oct. 8, 1868.

Mr. Editor :—Having never seen a receipt

in the Farmer for making sweet pickle, I

thought I would send the one I have, as I

think it an excellent one.

Sweet Pickle.

Three quarts of cider vinegar; three lbs.

of brown sugar; three ounces of cinnamon;

three ounces of whole cloves, to seven lbs. of

Iruit. The fruit should be boiled until tender.

Seed cucumbers are used by some, while oth-

ers use the rind of watermelons or other melons.

Apples, peaches and pears are used also.

Cooking Salt Pork.

Perhaps some of your lady readers would

like my way of cooking salt pork. Our family

are all very fond of it.

Cut the slices small and thin ; fry them
brown ; then have ready a batter made of two
eggs, milk and flour, the quantity you desire

;

cover the pork with this batter, and fry brown
again, turning the pieces to brown each side.

This is an easy dinner to prepare, when the

meat man disappoints you by not making- his

appearance, and you are making calculations

for him to bring the dinner.

Bleeding at the Nose.

I have also, an excellent remedy for bleed-

ing at the nose, which I have never known to

fail in our family. I have never seen it in the

Farmer, and think every one ought to know
so simple a remedy. Take a piece of brown
paper, fold it several times until it is the size

of a small penny, then wet it in cold water

and apply it to the little string under the

upper lip, holding it there until the blood

ceases to flow, which will be almost immedi-

ately.

I have a little girl who is frightened almost

to death when she has the nose bleed, which is

quite frequently, and she always says, "Oh,

mother, do put some paper on my mouth

quick." for she well knows the result.

I fear I have written too much for this time,

but it is two years, I think, since I have taken

my pen to address you. Respectfully yours,

Millville, Oct. 12, 1868. Jennie.

Julia's Apple Pudding.

Pare and slice six good sized apples ; add

two spoonfuls of Indian meal ; three spoon-

fuls of sugar ; one tea spoonful of cinnamon

;

the same of salt; then add some crumbs of

nice wheat bread or crackers ; stir these all

together, and pour on one quart of boiling

milk. Now add one quart of cold milk and -

two spoonfuls of flour. Bake one hour in a

quick oven. E. c. M.

Corinth, Vt., Sept. 28, 1868.

Remarks.—Our contributors to this depart-

ment are always welcome, and frequently give

us some very valuable hints and receipts. We
hope "Jennie" will not allow so long a tune

to elapse before writing again. "A young

lioiisekeeper" desires us to say to some of the

ladies who have received first premiums for
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their bread, that their receipts for making it

would be very acceptable to many of the

readers of the Faumeu. Also, receipts for

nice tea biscuit, and particularly a nice "short

cake." We anticipate some satisfactory re-

plies, and will publish them as soon as re-

ceived. Ed.

BONNETS—LATEST PAHIS FASHIONS.

It is very difficult to give any idea of the

new bonnets by mere description ; they require

to be seen for any one to understand what they

resemble. Imagine a toque of the time of

Marie Antoinette. In one her portraits (1

allude to that which Mme. Lebrun painted of

her,) the Queen of France wears a cerise vel-

vet toque ornamented at the side with a white

aigrette. Well, the new bonnets are more

like that head-dress than anything I can recall

;

they are a trifle lower, and they have narrow

strings, either of velvet or thick ribbed silk.

They form charming head-dresses ; it is im-

possible to imagine anything more coquettish

or more graceful, or more in harmony with

the actual fashion—a fashion of paniers and

other furbelows which prevailed during Louis

XVI. 's reign. ]\Ime. Didsbury and about half

.1 dozen leading milliners of Paris have decreed

that toques are to be worn this winter; so they

are making them in all colors, and selling them

as fast as they are brought into their show

rooms. For dressy occasions they match in

color the dress with which they are worn, but

for ordinary walking wear they are black.

At the present moment the "Marly" is the

fashionable head-covering of these fair Paris-

ians who have returned to their dearly loved

city. I will describe it : A toque, composed

of black velvet and black lace ; at the back

two lace lappets form a hood, and in the cen-

tre of the front there are curled feathers, one

placed almost upright and straight in a nest of

black feathers ; a humming bird with a green

throat at the side of the nest. Black velvet

strings, cut from the piece and edged with

lace. The "Dorine" is likewise worn. It is

made of lapislazuli blue velvet, the darkest

shade you can find, bouillonne round the

edges, and rucJie with lace; an aigrette of

bird of paradise feathers at the side. Nar-

fow blue velvet strings lined with shot yellow

silk. The "Dauphine" is another head cov-

ering, for the present moment, and is neither

bonnet nor hat. It is made of Celadon green

terry, and the velvet is arranged to form a

double bow at the top of the head. A ruche
of white blonde round the edge, and at the side

a bow of blonde, from whence escapes a large

light green ribbed ribbon. Toques are not
worn lowered over the forehead, like hats

;

they are placed quite straight, like bonnets.

TBOUBLESOME CHILDBEN.
When you get tired of their noise, just

think what the change would be should it

come to a total silence. Nature makes a pro-
vision for strengthening the children's lungs
by exercise. Babies cannot laugh so as to

get much exercise in this way, but we never
heard of one that could not cry. Crying,
shouting, screaming are nature's exercise, and
if you do not wish for it in the parlor, pray
have a place devoted to it, and do not
debar the girls from it, with the notion
that it is improper for tJiem to laugh, jump,
cry, scream and run races in the open air.

After a while one gets used to this juvenile

music, and can even write and think more
consecutively with it than without it, provided
it does not run into objuratory forms. We
remember a boy that used to go to school

past our study window, and he generally made
a continuous stream of roar off to the school-

house and back again. We supposed at first

he had been nearly murdered by some one,

and had wasted considerable compassion on
the wrongs of infant innocence ; but, on in-

quiring into the case, found him in perfectly

good condition. The truth was that the poor
little fellow had no mirthfulness in his compo-
sition, therefore couldn't laugh and shout,

and so nature, in her wise compensations, had
given him more largely the faculty of roaring.

He seemed to thrive upon it, and we believe

is still doing well. Laughing and hallooing,

however, are to be preferred, unless a child

shows a decided incapacity for those exercises.

Our eye alights, just now, upon the follow-

ing touching little scrap, written by an Eng-
lish laborer, whose child had been killed by
falling of a beam

:

"Sweet laughing child I the cottage door
Stands free and open now;

But, ob I its punshitie gilds no more
The gladness of thy brow!

The merry step hath passed away,
Thy laughing sport is hushed for aye.

Thy mother by the fireside sits

ji nd listens for thy call

;

And slowly—slowly as she knits,
Her quiet ti"ars down fall

;

Her lUtle hindering thing is gone,
And undisturbed she may work on."

tli^O^














